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SKYLAB SELECTED MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS 
DATA SU~lMARY 
Compiled by General Electric Company 





This book presents a day-by-day summary of selected data collected during the Sky-lab 
medical experimen.t program. Since this activity was part of a specialized postflight systems 
analysis effort ai/!lled at integrating major physiological and biochem.ical Sky-lab findings, not all 
biomedical data are included. The following investigators/experiments are represented: 
. . . 
G. W. Hoffler, M.D. 
C. L. Huntoon, Ph. D. 
S. L. Kimzey, Ph. D. 





The data were obtained from primary sources, verified by the appropriate Principal 
Investigators, and placed on an aut.omated data base developed by General Electric Company for 
NASA-SDS under Contract NAS9-14523. All assimilated clinical and environmental data are 
presented in a mission-day format along with. a tabulation of biomedical measurements whose 
values exceed three standard deviations from the preflight mean of the same measurement. For 
convenience, a calendar with reference to December 31, 1972, which tabulates a comparison of 
calendar day, minutes, day of year, Sky-lab day, and mission day is included. The reader is 
referred to "The Proceedings of the Skylab Life Sciences Symposium," JSC-09275 for a complete 
discussion of the Skylab medical experiments and data. 
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.. ....... ' .... , .. 
...... ,/ ...... . 
....... I , 
. .... ~ .. , ...... . 
........ , .. , .... . 
• ••••• c/ ........ .. 












MAY SL-2 CAlLY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 2. 1973 SLC' 122 .)LN' 122 MD' F- 23 
...... [NV J RONr1ENT AL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = ••••••• DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT F~E55UAE : ' •• IGI. HHHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
I'. MEDiCAL EXFERIHENTS/OTO 
't' ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
, •• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
... SLEEP DATA 
'4ft EXERCISE DATA 
us ERG Cl..!ATT-HINS) ............ 
LB ERG CWATT-MINS} ••••• ~. 
EVA MWE CKEAl/HR) ••••••• 
EVA DURAT (HRS) .... UiI ... 
~K.I EX CHINS) ••••••• 
HK. II EX CHINS) ••••••• 
HK. t I!' EX CHINS] HUH. 
TREAOH£LL CHINS) ••••••• 
OTHER EX tHINS] .... u ••• 
HEIGHT (f" I) ....... ... 
!'EIGHT (KILOGRAM) 62.80 
~ •• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) ."~' •• I'.'.'" 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM) .. "-+ ..... , ........... 
NECK (eM) ••••••• 
RTllT ARM (eM) ••••••• , ••••• ,t 
RT/LT ARM VOL (ec) ." •••• " •••••• 
RTILT HAND eFT-LB) •••• ~ •• I.t.' •• f 
eEN GRAY HEAS (eM) ~~~~~~~ 
DEW POINT ; ........ ~ DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ........... folMHG 
• •••••• 
.. ...... . 
..~ ... . 
..iI ••••• 
• t, ...... 
........ 
........ 
.. ....... . 
. ....... .. 
.. ..... . 
78.00 
• •••••• ' •••• 1 •• 
• •••••• / ........ <I~. 
••••••• 
......... / ..... § •• 
......... / ......... .. 
tI •••••• / ......... .. 
...... ~ ... 
.~~-------------,----------------~-"~~ 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = .......... % 
PART. PRES. C02 = ....... '1 NMHG 




• .. /1 .... . 
.." .... ill • 
11. 1I-t ••• 
.ttll" • 
iHlilliI .... . 
. ..... .. 
..1 ... .. 
80.30 
II ....... , ••••••• 
. ........ / ........ .. 
• •••••• 
. ... -..... / ........ . 
..{jlj .... t! ............ . 
••• t .... , .......... . 










SL-2 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONHENTAL REPORT 
MAY 3. 1973 SLD' 123 JLN' 123 MO' F- 22 
.*. ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEHPERATU~E = •• l •••• OEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = ••••••• NHHG 
... MISSION ACTIV1TlES 
'" MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
... lLLNESS/SY~IPTOM/PR08LEM 
II. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
"If. SLEEP DATA 
'f. EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG {WATT-MINSI ••••••• 
LB ERG {WATT-HINSI ••••••• 
EVA NWE (KEAL/HR) ....... . 
EVA OURAT (HRS) .e ••• ~. 
HK.l EX CHiNS} .I'~'~' 
MI{. II EX (HINSl HUIII 
HK. III EX (HINS) ~"5~~' 
TREADMILL CHINS) •• ~~.~~ 
OTHER EX CHINS} •• ~ •••• 
HEIGHT (r 1) ........ 
~EIGHT (KILOGRAM) 6e.30 
.f. ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPIHAIST (CN) ......... , ...... . 
INS/EXP CHEST (CM) 
NECK ICM) 
RT/LT ARM (CHl 
RT/LT ARM VOL (CC) 
RT/LT HANO (FT-LS) 
CEN GRAV MEAS (CM) 
....... !"! ... ;! •••• 
....... , ....... .. 
"" ........ "i ........ .. 
·~·····I· .. ··I!· .. 
DEW POINT = ••••••• OEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ••••••• HMHG 
• •••••• 
...... ,. .. 
• .. 1: •• 111 
.. ...... . 
~ ....... .. 
••••••• 





......... , ....... . 
...11I .... ' ........ . 
....... '1 
• ....... ' ...... 1.' 
. ....... , ... " .. .. 
............ , ....... iIIl1 •• 
.. 'II ........ 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = t •••••• % 
PART. PRES. C02 = ••••••• MHHG 
~iI.lIl1i1i1 
• •••••• 
, ••• 1 •• 
.... I .... I 
.. 1I ..... I 
'.1.11. 
• •••••• 




iI., •• I,/,.4aailti 
••••••• /1.-"1 •• 4- • 
•• '1.t •• 
Q.".'.'/Jl'lI'~Q. 
lI"'I'./l!lIli1l1~-I) 



















SL-2 DAllY CLINICAh/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
MAY 4. 1973 SLO' 124 JLN' 124 MD' F- 21 
.~. ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEt-iPERATURE = ........ eEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = ~ •• 'tll MHHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
............... ,. CDR ........... , •• ,<1 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
I •• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
...... ,..£0 I CAT 1 ON AN(,I DOSAGE 
.... SLEEP DATA 
•• t EXERCISE DATA 
u~ ERG (WATT-HINS) .~ ••••• 
LBERGfWATT-MINS) 111 .. 1.14* 
EVA HWE (KEAL/HR) ••••••• 
EVA DURAT (HRS) ••• ~ ••• 
HK.t EX (MINS) ••••••• 
MK. II EX (HINS) ••••••• 
MK. I1J EX CHINS) ••••••• 
TREADHILL (HINS) ••••••• 
OTHER EX (HINS) ••••••• 
HEIGHT c .... n HI ••••• 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 62.00 
I.t ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPIHAIST (CM) ........ ,!! ••.... 
........ / ••• "1 ••• INS/EXP CHEST (CM) 
NECK (CM) 
RT IL T ARM (CM) 
RT/LT ARM YOL (CC) 
RTILT HAND (FT-LS) 
CEN GRAY MEAS (CM) 
.(I ...... .. 
••••••• / •••• lHII 
......... '/fl ••••• t 
......... , ...... . 
<III ....... . 
DEW POINT = .......... DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ........... NMHG 
••••••• 
. , ..... 
fl"' •• 11 








..... 11. ,'''- ••••• "-
....... , ...... . 
'.,.iI'lI 
••• ,iI'iI'iI,.,.,1 
....... , ...... . 
..... ~., ...... . 
.-..... . 
Ib ................ --------------------------~~----~==~~· ~ 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = ••••••• % 









...1 .... . 
. ...... . 
80.20 
....... / ... " .. . 
......... ' ....... 11 • 
g ••••• ~ 
•• 1 •••• / ••••••• 
.1It ••• '/ ....... . 
.'.<ll'l,f'1I'f •• 
• •••••• 
SL-2 DAILY CLINICAl/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
MAY 5, 1973 SLO' 125 JLN' 125 MD' F- 20 
..... ENVIRONNENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = tMI ..... OEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = .t ....... HMHG 
.-If MISSION ACT!VITIES 
.... MEDICAL EXPERI~£NTS/OTO 
... ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
4't MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
••• SLEEP DA"iA 
.. ~. EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (WATT-NINS) .......... 
LB ERG (WATT-HINS) 1375.00 
EVA HWE tKEAL/HR) ....... . 
EVA DURAT (HRS) ..... f •• 
HK.I EX (MINS) ...... q. 
MK. I I EX CHINS) Hill ... . 
MK. III EX CHINS) ••••••• 
TREADMILL (HINS) ........ .. 
OTHER EX (MINS) 60.00 
HEIGHT (r Il .HU ... 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 61.80 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/HAIST (eM) ........... /UI1I4"'. 
INS/EX? CHEST (eM) ........ , ........ . 
NECK (eM) ....... . 
RT/LT ARM (eM) .......... / ....... . 
RTILT ARM VOL (Cel .... t .... , ...... .. 
RTILT HAND eFT-Le) .t ...... / ....... . 
CEN GRAV HEAS (CH) ....... . 
DEW POINT = ".".,., OEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ~~.~~~~ HMHG 




., ..... .. 
. .......... . 
.. ......... .. 
.. ........ . 
• .......... 11 
60.00 
. .... ~. 
77.50 
.. ... II .. I .. /t •• I~~1 
.. ... ~ ••• / .... I ........ 
..tHIII.' 
'."1111/111'.-11' 
.. ...... 1 .. /1 ......... 1 
1 •• tll~ .. / .. I ....... . 
liI'1I.1I: .. 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY; ............. % 









SL-2 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
MAY 6. 1973 SLD' 126 JLU' 126 MD' F- 19 
u" ENVIRONt-1ENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = II.~I" DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = I ••• '" HMHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
fi •• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
III ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
I" MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
Ufl SLEEP DATA 
II~ EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (WATT-KINS) ....... . 
LB ERG {WATT-MINS) 2~50.00 
EVA MWE (KEAL/HR) ••••••• 
EVA DURAT (HRS) 1 ••••• 1 
HK.l EX tHINS) ••••••• 
NK. II EX CHINS) 1111' •• 
MK. Itl EX CHINS) ••••••• 
TREADHILL tHINS) ••••••• 
OTHER EX CHINS) ••••••• 
HEIGHT ,,.. 1) .......... 
WEIGHT {KILOGRAM} 62.80 
.,. ANTHROPor-ETRlC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (CM) 
INS/EXP CHEST (CM) 
NECK (eM) 
RT/LT ARM (CM) 
RT/LT ARM VOL (CC) 
RT/LT HAND (FT-LB) 
CEN GRAV MEAS (CM) 
........ , ....... . 
......... , .. " .. . 
... 114 ..... 
4 •• " ••• / ....... . 
......... / ....... . 
....... 11/"1 ....... 1 
. " ....... 
DEW POINT = ., ...... DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ......... MMHG 
• ... <11 ..... 
2975.00 
.. If ........ 
............ 
...... -I .... 
.......... 
"I.ltlt.,~ 
.... ., ... * 
....... <11 .. 
c .... iI •• 
78.20 
......... , ........ . 
. ........ , .......... . 
.. •• + ••• , ....... . 
.. ...... <5., ........ . 
•••• 'IHI .. ' ...... I .. 
......... 
'"c lqSM.\!;, Ptl.G& is 
@1" iSH~ ~~JtW' 
I~.·.· .............. ------------------------~--~----~~~~~~ ~..;- .... ~,,-.~--
RELATIVE HUMIOITY = .".f ... % 
PART. PRES. C02 = f •••••• HHHG 
• •• '11 •• 
•••••• l:! 
.. ••• "1,11 f 
" •• " •• 1 
..iI ... . 
. ........ .. 
......... is 
. ...... . 
. ...... . 
. ...... . 
80.20 
• ..... -1 •• , ......... . 
...11.,. •• /" ....... . 
......... 
.. •• ,. ... f' ••• ~ ••• 
,., ... '/ ...... . 
,. ...... , ....... . 
.11 ••••• 
~ ~---
SL-2 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
MAY 7. 1973' SLO' 127 JlN' 127 MO' ,- 18 
.e •• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = .,~.~~. DEGC 
AVG. AM8IENi PRESSURE = ••••••• MHHG 
, •• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
...................... C,OR ....... , ............ .. 
• t. MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OrO 
.t. ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
.... MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
..... SLEEP DATA 
I •• EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (WATT-MINS) ....... . 
LB ERG (WATT-MINS) ••••••• 
EVA MWE (KEAL/HR) ....... . 
EVA DURAT (HRS} .......... . 
HK.I EX CHINS) ....... . 
HK. 11 EX (HINS) .UUH 
HK. 11 I EX CHINS) 1141111 H 
TREADMILL CHINS) H ....... 
OTHER EX CMINS) ·15.00 
HEIGHT C~i) ....... . 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 82.60 
.t. ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIsr (eM) · ......... / ... U •. _ 
INS/EXP CHEST {CM) ."''''''' ••• / ••• 4''' •• 
NECK leM} ....... 
RT/LT ARM (eH) "'4g4 ••• / •• 4 •• "', 
RT/LT ARM VOL (CCl ••••••• / ••••••• 
RT/LT HAND CfT-La) .( ••••• / ••••••• 
CEN GRAV NEAS (eM) ••••••• 
DEW POINT = ••••••• OEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ......... MHHG 
. ...... .. 
700.00 
. ...... . 
. ...... . 
••••••• 
......... 
.... 11 ••• 




•••••• 4/ ••••••• 
• ..... iI./ ....... . 
••••••• 
....... / ...... . 
. ....... / ....... . 
••••• 4./ ••••••• 
..... ~ .. g. 
.~-: -------------~ .. ~~-.~ •. ~-.--
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = ••••••• I 
PART. PRES. C02 = ........ HHHG 
•• II· •••• 1 3375.00 , 
.,."lI .. 1 
• •••••• j iI •••• lI" , 
.lIlI ••• 1 
1 
.~ ..... 
-0 ••• 4 •• 
• I ••••• 
••••••• 1 79.90 
1 
11'··'·l*'lI •• g. 
-I ..1.11 •• / .... .;1· ••• iI •••••• i 
.... ~ •. I/····III. 
.,"'.'/11 •••••• 













~EA5UREMENT5 GREATER THAN 3 5D FROM THE PREFLIGHT ~EAN 
5L-2 PlAY 1, 1913 
EXPT IMEA5, MAN 










MD" F- 18 









SL-2 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
HAY a, 1973 SLO" 128 ..JLN" 128 MO" F- 17 
iI •• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = ....... *. OEGC 
AVG. AHBIENT PRESSURE = f.t.-IIet MMHG 
~ •• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PR08LEM 
iI •• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
'II" SLEEP DATA 
Ulf ExERCISE OATA 
UB ERG (HATT-HINS~ .... Hi! ft 
La ERG (WATT-KINS) ....... . 
EVA HWE (KEAL/HRJ HH'" 
EVA DURAT (HRS) ••••••• 
MK~I EX (HINS) •• , .... . 
HK. II EX (HINS) ..... .. 
MK. III"EX {HINS) u"'". 
TREADMILL (HINS) ••••• ," 
OTHER EX (I1INS) \5.1)0 
HEIGHT C'" n HU1<U 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 62.50 
.l. ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST {eM) •• 11 ••• ' ••••••• 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM) ••••••• , ••••••• 
NECK (eM) ••••••• 
RTILT AAM (eH) ••••• I.I·I •• ~'. 
RTILT ARM VOL (eCl .I·!"··I'·.···. 
RTILT HAND CFT-LB) U .... t/fft .. 1tI 
eEN GRAY HEAS (eM) ••••••• 
DEW POINT = ~I.~~~~ DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 4.1~' •• HHHG 
.. ~ .... 
2975.00 
.1HE •• I, 
..... t! •• 
.11 ..••• 
.. ..... . 





•• iI •• "'~' •• , .... . 
......... , ...... .. 
" .... , .. 
• ' ....... , •• " ... '1.11! 
. ....... ,,, .... ~ . 
• f ••••• / ..... ·.f. 
. ...... .. 
... -----------------------------~----~~. ~-~~~----=> "'~"~-------
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = .~ ..... , % 





·· .. · .... " .. ·.1 )l 
. ...... . 
. ...... .. 
ilf •• fll 
.. .... HI .... 
• ..... f." 
• •••••• 
'If.i: ••• 




• ........ /JfI ... ".:;I • 
.11.111 •• ' •• , •••• 
"' ...... 1/ ........ . 
··""···I'f •• -i.~ 
...... ~ .. / ....... . 
, ..... . 
j 
SL-2 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
HAY 9, 1973 SLD" 129 .JLN" 129 MDt F- 16 
.... ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = HUH. OEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = .......... HHHG 
.... MISSiON ACTIVITIES 
........................ COR ............... ~ ... .. 
. t. MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DID 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
...... SLEEP DATA 
................. HOURS 
.... EXERCISE DATA 
ua ERG (WATT-MINS) ........ , 
LB ERG eWATT-MINS} ...... u 
EVA HWE (KEAL/HR) ....... . 
EVA DURAT (HRS) "'.UH 
HK.I EX (HiNS) ••••••• 
HK. lr EX UilNS) .1iI ..... 
MK. III EX CHINS) •••••• ~ 
TREADMILL CHINS) ....... .. 
OTHER EX (HINS) ••••••• 
HEIGHT (r n ....... . 
J.lEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 61.90 
.t. ANTHROPOHETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) "."."./ ••• f ••• 
INS/EX? CHEST (eM) ........ , ••••••• 
NECK reM) ....... . 
RTILT ARM (eM) •••••• 1/ •••• ' •• 
RT/LT ARM VOL (eCl •••••• ,/ ••••••• 
RT/LT HAND (rT-lBl <lH·t"tH' .... 'Hff 
CEN GRAY MEAS (eM) .~ ••••• 
DEW POINT: ••••••• DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ••••• ~. HMHG 
..... '........ ~ ..... SPT <II.ft., ........ .. 
'.~" •• II 
2600.00 
.; ...... '1. 
.......... 
....... 1 




• 1 ...... 
77.50 
..1 •••• ' ........ 1"'-
• .. ~ ..... / •••••• 4 
••• .., ••• ' .... 1 ••• 
• ••• fil./I.I •••• 
....... , ....... . 
... .. .... 
- -~;,.~--. .---
hi 1IiI ...... ______________ ~~~,~"'."' .• _ .... 
RELATIVE. HUMIDITY = .4."~" % 
PART. PRES. C02 = ••••• f. HHHG 







• .... lHHI 
.. ...... 
••••••• 
• •• iII .... 
79.20 
•••••• */.11 ••••• 
•• ;a •••• 'I ... :!!~·. 
.. ....... 
• ••• I •• ' •• tI •••• 
."' •• '/ •• 1 •• , • 
. " ... ,, .. , .. ,. 














10, 1973 CLl N I CALIENV I RONHENT Al REPORT SLD' 130 JLN' 130 MO' r- 15 
.. ... (NV J RONMENT Al 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = ~'~'~'f DEGC 
AVG. AHa I ENT PRESSURE = .. ( .... f • i t1~lHG 
... MISSION ACTIVITIES 
11··· ........ 11 •• ' CDR "(I"filll.fil'Ir.-. 
.,. MEDICAL EXPERIMENTs/oro 
.. I. tLLNESS/SYMPTOH/PROBLEt1 
iI.iI MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
H. SLEEP DATA 
iI" EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (WkTT-HJNS) '''ltllt 
La ERG CWATT-HINS) "'0'" 
EVA HWE IKEAL/HRl ........ 
EVA DURAl (HRS) ••••••• 
HK.l EX CHINS) "0'.'. 
HK. II Ex (HINS) ...... .. 
HK. III EX (HINS) '*u.u 
TREADMIll (HINS) ••••••• 
OTHER EX CHINS) •••••• ~ 
HEIGHT cr I) .'."'.Jt 
I~IGHT (KilOGRAM) 61.90 
-'It ANTHROPOHETRIC OATA 
HIPmAIST (CM) 
INS/EXP CHEST (CM) 
NECK (CHI 
RT /IT ARM (CM) 
RT/lT ARH VOl fCC) 
RT /l T HAND (FT -LSI 
CEN GRAV MEAS (CM) 
...... iI.' ... IHI •• 
.. 11 ...... ' •• 11 •••• 
.......... 
........... / ........ . 
........ , ...... .. 
f" ..... 4""'<lI", 
........ 
DEH POINT = '1'.1'1 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ..... I... 11HHG 
• ''1'' •• '' 
.... I ... .. 
• ..... tHI 
........ 
liI,,,,c .. 'I! 
tI ...... . 




fiIHlt ••• / ..... <! ... 
<1<110.1./.0 ••••• 
' ••• 1 ... 
... ",,,, .. / ...... . 
...... ,,/ ........ . 
."'1.1/""1.11 ... 
......... 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = .·iii.·;:· .... I 
PART. PRES. C02 = lill'f, MMHG 
........ 
. ....... . 
........ 
. ....... . 
.111'''<1 
. ..... .. 
••••••• 




• ....... /11 ••• "1. 
ii ....... /i: ....... .. 
......... 
•• ta ••• / ........ ~ 
....... 1 •• / ..... " .. .. 









SL-2 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
MAY II. 1973 SLD' 131 JLN' 131 MD' F'- 14 
.~* ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE ~ •• c~ ••• DEGC 
AVG. AHB I ENT PRESSURE = i1 ..... iI-"" HMHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
•• 1 MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.:Itt SLEEP DATA 
"v EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (WATT~HINS) ... , •••• 
LB ERG (~ATT-MINS) ....... . 
EVA HHE (KEAL/HR) •••• ~ •• 
EVA DURAT (HRS) "f.~" 
MK.l EX CHINS) ~ •••• ft. 
MK. 11 EX tHiNS) ....... . 
HK. III EX CHINS) .H .... .... 
TREADMILL CHiNS) ....... . 
OTHER EX C'HINS) ....... .. 
HEIGHT (r" 1) ••••••• 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 62.30 
II.H ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPIWAIST (CM) -lit ...... 11 4' 
93.501 
37.00 




RTILT ARM (CM) 
RTILT ARM VOL (CC) 
RTILT HAND (FT-LB) 
CEN GRAV MEAS (CM) 
27. SOl 27.50 
2209.00/2288.00 
86.S01 86.30 
DEW POINT = .. 1 •• 1.' oEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = •• ..... '1 MHHG 
•••••••••••• HOURS 
• •••••• 
.:1""'" • 11 
• •••••• 
I •••••• 















RELATIVE HUMIDITY = "tt"tt % 
PART. PRES. C02 = .11'''.~' HHHG 
. ...... .. 
".'lIt' 
.. .... ". 
,,,,,.9<1. 
,. t 1\ <I <I • 
11'<1.<1." 
. ........ . 
".11 •• 
".11I~. 











IIEASUREnENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM TIlE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
UPT 
11073 











I'1D' F- I~ 




SL-2 DAILY ClI NICAL/ENVIRONNENTAL REPORT 
HAY 12. 1973 SLO' 132 JlN' 132 HD' 1'- 13 
-<II' ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEHPERATUR£ = •••••• ~ DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = ••••.•• MMHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIHENTS/OTO 
'.11. ILLNESS/SYNPTOH/PROBLEH 
II' MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
HI SlEEP DATA 
UI EXERCISE DATA 
ua ERG (WATT-HINSI 
La ERG (WATT-HINS) 
EVA HW£ (KEAL/HR) 
EVA OURAT (HRS) 
HK.I EX (HI NS) 
HK. It EX (HINS) 
HK. III EX (HINS) 
TREADMILL (HINS) 
OTHER EX (HINS) 
HEIGHT (r II 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 
....... 
• " <I ..... 
... " " • <I , 
" ..... .. 
"" . " .. " 
· .. ~ ... " 
• .... <II • , 
..... " .. 
... t ••• ~ 
...... <II • II. 
62.30 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPIWAIST (CH) 
INS/EXP CHEST (CM] 
''ECK (CM] 
RT/LT ARtl (em 
RT/L T ARtl VOL (CC) 
RTILT HAND IfT-LS] 
CEN GRAV tlEAS (CM] 
• 
... <1 •••• , ••••••• 
....... ,,! ••••••• 
iI' ••••• 
....... ,., ..... 
<I'll ••••• , ••••••• 
....... / ...... ' 
<II ..... .. 
OEW POINT ~ •••• <1.1 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ••••• ,. HHHG 
...... "" .. , ...... , 
." I I "II • 
. ...... . 
"" • 11 I "I: 
"" I It'" • 
I ••• I "" 
,.,.<1.'. 
· ... " . " . 
· .. " " ." . 
iI Ii •• , •• 
..... ;; . 
77.50 
.'B •••• / •••••• ~ 
iI ••• '.'/ ••••••• 
I. " •••• 
••••••• /.<S."II~ • 
.t~I~II/ •• "' •••• 
··Q··lI'I·····,~· 
• I •••• <I 
~--.. 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY'" ••••••• l' 
PARr. PRES. C02:::: •• ,t'f:' MHHG 
• ••• 'l.iI 
... I •••• 
'1.1 •• ' 
I •••••• 
• I ••• t • 
• •••••• 





....... / ...... . 
'tllll·<I·/~··"·" 












MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
EXPT 
1'1073 













1'10'1' F- 13 





SL-2 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
MAY 13. 1973 SLD' 133 JLN' 133 MO' F- 12 
t'l ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = f •••••• DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = I •••••• MMHG 
f'l MISSION ACTIVITIES 
.tt MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
.f. ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
t •• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
tU SLEEP DATA 
.1. EXERCISE DATA 
U8 ERG r~ATT-HtNS) .tt •••• 
LB ERG (WATT-HiNS) u .... H 
EVA HWE (KEAL/HR) ••••••• [VA DURAr (HRS) fl ••••• 
MK.l EX CHINS) ••••••• 
MK. II EX CHINS) ••••••• 
HK. III EX CHiNS) ••••••• 
TREADMILL CHINS) •• f •••• 
OTHER EX CHINS) ••••••• 
I-!£IGHT (r 1) ...... f 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 62.10 
••• ANTHROPOMETRiC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) ·······f·i ..... 
INS/EX? CHEST (eM) ""' •• /1 ••• 1.' 
NECK (eM) ....... 11. 
RTILT ARM (eM) "~'I··I· .••• t. 
RTILT ARM VOL (eCl ••••••• / ••••••• 
RTILT HAND eFT-lBl 44 ••••• ' •• ~ ..... 
CEN GRAY MEAS (CM) f· ........ 
DEW POINT = ••••••• OEGC 
PART. PRES~ OXYGEN = •••• ~ ... HHHG 
."' .. " .......... HOURS 
I"''''' •• 
••••••• 
..... '1 ... 








........ / ...... . 
........... /e •••••• 
e,e •••• 
,., .... , ...... . 
...... 4.'.4 ••••• 
. ....... , ....... . 
.... t •• f 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = f •••••• % 
PART. PRES. C02 = ..... <It. MHHG 
t"I"" 
' ...... 11 
"1 ••• 11 
I' ••••• 
"'4'.'" 
• ...... iI 
• •• II ••• 
'II'" <I •• 
,. 1It1 ••• 
.811111'" 
79.40 
...... i./ ••••••• 
........ , ...... . 
•• I."., 
II ••• ""', ....... ,. 
• ... f; ••• '.' ••••• 
..I.'l:I.' .... iII ••• 















t ... . 
SL-2 DAILY CLlNrCALlENVIRON~lENTAL REPORT 
HAY I~. 1973 SLD' 13~ JLN' 134 MD' F- 11 
11 ". ENY I RONHp: . ':"L 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = ItI1l.1. OEGC 
AVG. AH8lENT PRESSURE: •• i •••• HNHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
••• MED1CAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
.... ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.... iI SLEEP DATA 
.1. EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG {WATT-HtNS) •••••• , 
lB ERG (WATT-MINS) ~'I'." 
EVA HWE (KEAL/HRl •• , •••• 
EVA DURAl (HRS) ••••••• 
HK.I EX CHINS) ••••••• 
MK. {I EX tHINS) HU'", 
HK. III EX CHINS) 51 ••••• 
TREADMILL CHINS} •••• ~ft 
OTHER EX CHINS) "HUH 
HEIGHT (r 0 .H ....... 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM1 62.00 
... ANTHROPO~lETR I COAT A 
HIP/WAIST (eM) ."I •• I/··'I~~. 
INS/EXP CHEST reM) .'I* ••• /"'~ •• ~ 
NECK rCH) •••••• ~ 
RT/LT ARM (eM) ••••••• / •••••• , 
RT/LT ARM VOL (ee) •• f •••• / ••• ~f.f 
RT/LT HAND (FT-LB) ** •• * •• / •••• t~. 
CEN GRAV r1EAS (eM) .... ·H' 
DEW POINT = .1 ••••• OEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = .. ", .. MMHG 
1' ••• "11 
......... 
. ...... .. 
........ 
. ...... . 
.... '1IHi •• 






.' •• ,E .. / ....... . 
••••••• 
! ••••• '/ •••• , •• 
• ., •••• */ .... '11 .... 
iI •• ,lI'./,,~ ••••• 
* ... It ... 
-.:: .. t,.~i--- , 
.. ,~ ., 
, ...... _______________ ~ .. ~c~~. __ ._ .•. 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = .Ift •••• % 
PART. PRES. C02 = ••••••• HHHG 
~., ~~~r IRA' 
• t.
i 
.. \ ."." 
•••• *~* 
"'11 •• 1 
iHIIl<ll '" 




•••• I • .jI 
••••••• 
.. ••• g .... 
79.40 
.. -s ........ / •••• ~iI: .. 
""'.'/illlll" 
... "., .. / ...... . 
.f •• fll/' •••••• 
.. •• I ..... /'t: .. ,I.' 
.. iI •• tt:1I 
I 
: j 
l ._ .... _____________ ~u.~. ,"' __ • __ ......... .
--
Sl-2 DAllY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
MAY 15. 1973 SlD' 135 JlN' 135 MD' F- 10 
~ •• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG~ TEMPERATURE = .t.t ••• OEGC 
AVG~ AMBIENT PRESSURE = •• t.ttt MMHG 
.It MISSION ACTIVITIES 
... ~IEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
•• , IllNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
ttt MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
'In SLEEP DATA 
.. fl. EXERClSE DATA 
UB ERG CHATT-MINS} ., ••••• 
LB ERG (WATT-HINSl •••••• a 
EVA l'1WE (KEAL/HRl HH Uti 
EVA O,URAT (HRS) ............. 
MK-. I EX CHINS) luulil 
HK. 11 EX CHINS) •••• 4~. 
MK. III EX (HINS) ••••••• 
TREADMILL (HINS) ••••••• 
OTHER EX CHINS) ....... . 
HEIGHT (r-n tIIH'U 
h'EIGHT (KILOGRAM) 61.60 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/HAIST rCM) ........ , ••••••• 
INS/EXP CHEST (CM) ••••••• , ....... . 
NECK (eM) ••••• ~. 
RT/lT ARM (eM) ••••••• , ••••• t. 
RTILT ARM VOL ecc.) HH.U/U ....... 
RTILT HAND eFT-Lel ••••••• , ••••••• 
eEN GRAV HEAS (eM) •••••• " 
DEW POINT : ~".4'* DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = .' •• 4'. NNHG 




.~ .... ~ 
......... 
~ ........ . 




••••••• , ...... "4 
4 ••• " •• , ...... " ... 
.. t"~ .. " ~ ., ....... . 
........ . , ....... . 
IHI ...... ' ....... . 
...... ,. 
------j 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = ••••••• % 
PART. PRES. C02 = ••••••• MMHG 
.. •• 'II.c. 
•• 4\1,*. 
• .... 11 •• 
• .... ,I .. " 
• ••••• i 




,. ..... . 
........ /1 .. 
.. ........ '11 •••••• 
.4 .... fI..'"", •••• , 
• ....... , ••••• 1 • 
...,.4"'.' ....... . 

























6 URINE POq"IPlG/TV) 
q~ DIET PHOSPHORUS (I'IG) 





















SL-2 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
HAY 16. 1973 SLOe 136 JLN* 136 HOt F- 9 
.~. ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = ••••••• OEGC 
AYG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = •••• t.t MMHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
_.t MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OrO 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
.. H HED I CAn ON AND DOSAGE 
.... SLEEP DATA 
.*. EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (WATT-HINS) ••••••• 
LB ERG (WATT-HINS) •••••• ~ 
EVA MWE (KEAL/HR) ••••••• 
EVA DURAT (HRS) .......... 
MK.I EX CHINS) ••• e ••• 
M'r<. II EX CHINS} ... .gu ..... 
NK. III EX CHINS) « •••••• 
TREADMILL CHINS) ............ 
OTHER EX C.MINS) •••• f" 
HEIGHT (r n ......... 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 62.00 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) ••••••• , ••••• *. 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM) .u·u .. /u .... U 
NECK (eM) ••••••• 
RT ILT ARH (eM) .-......... , ....... ..... 
RTILT ARM VOL (ec) •• ' ....... ' .... II ... U 
RTILT HAND ('FT-LB) •• ilU •• 'f.U'IU 
CEN GRAV HEAS (CM) ••• 'I~.iI 
DEW POINT = ••••••• DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ••••••• MMHG 
................. SPT ............... . 
·.,l-iI ......... tI HOURS 
• •••••• 
•• '11 .... . 
., ..... . 
• ... < •• a 
.... ..-.... 
• •••• G ... 





........ , ...... . 
........ /1" •••••• 
., .... ,. 
11." •• ,01111/ •••••• ,. 
il •••••• / ........ . 
........ / ...... . 
' •• iI ..... 
RELATIVE HUMIDITy = 'H-.... U r 
PART. PRES. C02 = ""' ••• ~ MHHG 
.' •••• ""HI. til HOURS 
...fI ..... /t 
.-!I." -IHI1I 
• •• s • ..,. 
""' •• 411 
• .-.liI •• <11 
• 111 if !It IH5 
.·IHI •• '. 
•• 4 •• '-11 
.. ...... 
1I ••• !1I1'1i 
79.60 
...,,~tI •• II/·· .. ·.iI .. 
-· ..... ••• ... /-!l ... fI .... 
;I';!. ......... 
• •• '111 •• /.'.4-.-11 .. 
.,.'iII' .... , ........ 



























SL-2 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT MAY 17. 1973 SLO' 137 .JLN' 137 MD' ,- B 
••• ENVIRONMENTAl 
AVG., TEMPERATURE = .u .... ,. OEGC AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE ~ tttt ••• HHHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
.......... t ....... v COR •• ' .............. . 
••• MEDICAL EXPERlMENTS/DTO 
.... ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
"H SLEEP DATA 
•• , EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (~ATT-MtNS1' I ...... . LB ERG (WATT-HtNS) ••••••• EVA HWE (KEAL/HR) •••• ~ •• EVA DURAT (HRS} ••••••• MK.l EX CHINS) ~ •••••• NK. 11 EX CHINS}' ••••• ~. NK. III EX CMIN~) ••••••• TREADMILL CHINS) ••••••• OTHER EX CHINS) ••••••• 
HEIGHT Cr n ... 1.aU WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 62.10 
... ANTHROPOMETRIC DAl'A 
HIP/WAIST (eM) ••••••• , ••••••• INS/EXP CHEST (eM) ••••••• , ••••••• NECK (eM) 
.... uH 
RTllT ARM (eM) ······~/······I RT/LT ARM VOL (ec) •••••• ,/ ••••••• 
RTILT HAND (FT-LB) ·······I····~~· eEN GRAV ~£A5 (eM) ••••••• 
DEW POINT = ••••••• OEac PART. PRES. OXYGEN_= ••••••• MHHG 
•••••••••••• HOURS 
. ..... ~ 
..!I: •.•. 
.... , ... '" 
.R,."" 
• •• iHI .. .. 
.. , ..... .. 
.... . " 
. ....... .. 
"'''.fI.,I. 
.. , ..... .. 
.f, .... f1 •• 
."tI •••• 'i'I" ••• 
• •• I • .fII''' •••••• 
.... 1 ••• 
...... , ..... , •• /1 •••• 
••••••• / ••• 11 ••• 
. ...... , ...... ..: .. . 
••••••• 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = ••• e ••• % PART. PRES. C02 = ••••••• HHHG 
.... ~ •••••••• HOURS 
..... lI. 
. ........ . 
• •••••• 
0 •••••• 





.., .. ,. 
79.70 
1\ •••••• / •• ,. .... 1 
.. ...... , ... ~ ... . 
........ 
¥ ••• I'.' .. ~ ... . 
• •••••• / •• 11 ..... . 
....... , ...... . 









SL-2 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
HAY 18. 1973 SLD' 138 JLN' 138 MD' F- 7 
~~~ ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE ; ~.tt.tt eEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE : .~.,ttt HMHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PR08LEM 
ttt MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.... SLEEP DATA 
ttt EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG rWATT-HINS) tt ••••• 
La ERG (WATT-~INS) ~ •••• t. 
EVA HWE O<EAL/HRl ..... Ut; 
EVA OURAT (HRS) ••••••• 
MK.l EX CHINS) .tO~ ••• 
MK. 11 EX CHINS) "-HtH 
HK. III EX CHINS) ttt, ••• 
TREADMILL CHINS] t •••••• 
OTHER EX CHINS) .t ..... 
HEIGHT (r 11 HHHt 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 61.60 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) ••••••• / ••••••• 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM) ••••••• , ••••••• 
NECK (eM) ... UtH 
RTILT ARM (eM) ••••••• , ••••••• 
RTILT ARM VOL (ce-) u ..... , ........... 
RTILT HAND CFT-LB) ••••••• , ••••••• 
CEN GRAV HEAS (CM) ., •• e •• 
DEW POINT = .~~ ••• , OEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = .~I~~.' NNHG 
........ 
.. ....... .. 
iI ...... . 
............ 
. .......... . 
•••••• 11 





.......... 'iI •. ' ... . 
.. ...... /, ....... . 
"'." •• /1' •• 10 .. ' 
......... / .... , .. 
.. •••••• /,.<1 •••• 





RELATIVE HUI1IOITY = ... tlu. l' 
j 
1 , 
PART. PRES. C02 = ......... MNHG l 
PLT 
....... 11 ....... HOURS 
.... · ........ ·1 
."".11' • 
1'''11'' • 
.... t .. .. 
. ..... , . 
. ..... .. 
4 •••••• 
I""'! '" I'" 
.111"' .. .. 
11 ..... 1 .. 




...... 1.' .......... 1 
. ....... , .. / ........ ~ 
......... 1 
••••••• , ..... , ••. 1 
."' •• 1 •• '." ...... 1 


























PlD" F- 7 
8 URINE CL (MEQ/TV) 




SL-2 DAILy CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
MAY 19. 1973 SLO- 139 .!LN' 139 MO- F- 6 
tft ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPEIlATURE = 21. I I OEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 245.13 MMHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
1'1-1 MEDICAL EXPERHI£NTS/OTO 
'I' ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
.... HEOl-CATION AND DOSAGE 
'II' SLEEP DATA 
tt'.'I,I.t.t HOURS 
.1. EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (WATT-MINS) 1.1'I .. t 
La ERG (WATT-HINS) ••••••• 
[VA MWE (KEAL/HRl •••• t.t 
[VA DURAT (HRS) ••••••• 
HK.I EX CHINS) ••••••• 
MK. 11 EX, CHINS) ........... 
HK. 111 EX CHINS) ."'''''iI 
TREADMILL (HINS) .... U.iHI 
OTH~R EX CHINS) ., ••••• 
HEIGHT (r tJ .......... 
HEIGHT U<ILOGRAMI 62.00 
HI ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPII.fAIST {eM) ...... '* .. 1*/ ........ '" 
INS/EX? CHEST (eM) ••••••• , ....... . 
NECK (CM) ...... H .. 
RTilT ARM (eM) .'.ft.t't.t •••• 
RTILT ARM VOL (CC~ ••••••• / •••• ,tt 
RTILT HAND eFT-LBl '1"Olt/"f'.'~ 
eEN GRAV HEA5 (eM) ••• t ••• 
DEW POINT = 8.89 OEGC 




• tI ..... .. 




...... 11 .. 
............ 
78.40 
.......... , ........... " 
• ...... I1., ••• t, .. '" 
....... , .. 
......... , .. , .......... .. 
~ .. iI •••• '., ...... . 
......... , ...... . 
... tI ...... 
RELATIVE HUHIOITY 





.. .. ,---";. 
'.P".'I • 
.. .. , ... 
. ... ,,, ... 
"·i'.:lt • 
....... i!1I 
..-1: ..... . 
• ~ I ..... I 
80.30 
...... ,., ........ . 
.. ······I .. ~··' .. · .. ........ , 
-v .. -e ....... , .... -lI .... . 
.. ...... / ........ .. 
.. fl ........ ' ••••••• 














SL-2 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENrAL REPORT 
HAY 20. 1973 SLOt l~O JLN' 140 HO' F- 5 
• I.. ENV I RONHENn\L 
AVG. TEMPERATURE: ......... OEGC 
AVO. AMBIENT PRESSURE = v •••••• HHHG 
tit HISS10N ACTIVITIES 
.~. MEDICAL EXPERrHENTS/DTO 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PR08LEM 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
""'1 SLEEP DATA 
.t. EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG rWATT-HINS) ......... 
L8 ERG rHATT-MINSl 1ItLI.f.. ilil 
EVA MHE U!.EALlHRl ........ 
EVA DURAT (HRSI ....... 111 .. 
MK.I EX (MINSI 4 ....... 
HK. II EX (HINSI ........ 
HK. III EX (HINSI .. ••• I I. 
TREADHILL (MINSI ... , .... 
OTHER EX (HINSI ........ 
HEIGHT (r II .... ... .-
WEIGHT (KILOGRAH) 52.00 
.,. ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) ••••••• , ••••••• 
INS/E-XP CHEST (Ct1) ........ **/ .......... 
NECK (eM) ......... . 
RTILT ARM (eM) ••••••• , ••••••• 
RTILT ARM VOL (eCI ••••••• , ••••••• 
RTILT HAND (FT-LBl ·······/~····f. 
eEN GRAV MEAS (eM) GI'I •• ' 
DEW POINT = ••••••• OEOC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = HI" U •• HtiHG 
•••••••••••• HOURS 
• •• -i •• ' 
••••••• 
• ..... 1111 
.11.11 ... . 
;t ....... . 
.el ••• a 
........ 
• .. 11 ...... . 
. ...... . 
••••••• 
76.10 
....... " ...... .. 
....... I'.iI ..... . 
. ...... . 
• ••• 11 ... '.'* .... . 
...... ~, ....... .. 
. ... " .. , .... , .... . 
• "'. I •• I 
,~:.i ··t .... 
~ . .,. ", 
b 
.... -----------~ .....•.• ~-.~ .. 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = C ••• iil. r 
PART. PRES. C02 = .<I" •• ,iI I1MHG 
....... , •••• , HOURS 
I .... ". 
.. Iii "' .. .. 
... , .. . 
. .. ,.,' 
..tl'V" 
.g .. '1 ..... 
"-31111."'", 




",Z"." ••• II • 
'1 •••• I,,,e'.I'1I 
II •• II • , .. 
• ••• 11 .. 1'1111 ..... 
1I1111'4" .. II".te 
1111""".,.1""'.1 







SL-2 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRON;tENTAL REPORT 
HAY 21. 1973 SLD' I~I JLN' I~I HD' F- ~ 
t ." ENV I RONMENl ,\l 
AVG. TEMPERATURE ~ '~II.II OEGC 
AVG. ANBIENT PRESSURE = ~~""t MMHG 
1'1 MISSION ACTIVITIES 
,."i, .. ,_.t .. I' COR •••••••• ~ ••• I • 
• ,,' HEOICAL EXPERItIENTS!DTO 
••• ILLNESS/SYNPTON/PROBLEH 
•• , t~DICATION AND DOSAGE 
.... SLEEP DATA 
'I' EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG CWATT-HINS) 
LS ERG CllATT-HINS) 
EVA IIHE CKEAL/HR) 
EVA DURAT CHRS) 
IIK.I EX CHINS) 
HK. II ·EX CHINS) 
HK. III EX CHINS) 
TREADMILL CHINS) 
OTHER EX CI1INS) 
HEIGHT ce II 
HEIGHT IKILOGRAH) 
• ' .. 1.1' 
• • " • It. f 
.. • " •• I • 
• ...... I <I 
• • , I •• " 
• • I .... I 
'.U'~II 
<II. f •• I • 
I ••• I" I 
..... • I • ! 
62.50 
lei ANTHROPOHETRIC DATA 
HIPmAIST CCH) 
INSIEXP CHEST (CH) 
NECK ICM) 
RTILT ARH CCM) 
RTILT ARM VOL ICC) 
RTILT HAND CFT-LS) 
CEN GRAV HEAS (CH) 
.!I ••••• , ........ . 
·"·"···I··a'~I' 
•• e.,,,, 
........ ,.<1, .••• 
,.40'""""", 
~I"'II/""""" 
• " • I • I • 
DE~ POINT = I •••••• DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ••••••• HHHG 
., •••••• 'liI· .... SPT •• , •••••• _ .... , ... 
...... _ ••• "' ••• HOURS 
•• ,.t ... 
I •• llce. 
• e- I ..... . 
• ..... t·1 
........ 
• • II .... . 
· ....... . 





... ". .... ,! ........ , 
••••••• 
• ••••• lI! ••••••• 
•••• 1 ... '.11 ••••• 
....... " ..... ". 
.......... 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
= ........ I ... r 
! 
1 
••••••• NNHG , 
PLT 1 ••••• ~ ... ~1 ••• 1 
•••••••••••• HOURS 
• '" • .... lIl1 




lIlI ...... t 
.t ........ 




........ ' ••• 11 .... 
.. ...... , ........ 
, ..... , 
.."' •• !'I •••• ' 
..II ..... / •••• G •• 
....... " ...... 








































SL-2 DAILY CLINICALIENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
MAY 23, 1973 SlO' 143 JLN' Ilf3 HO') F- 2 
". ENVIRONMENTAL 
AV~~ TEMPERATURE : ""I~I DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = ••••••• HHHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
~ •• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
.... ILlNESS/SYHPT0I1/PR0/3LEH 
~ •• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
• It SlEEP DATA 
•••• 1: •• 011'.(, HOURS 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (WATT-HINS) 
LB ERG (WATT-HINS) 
EVA M~ (KEAL/HR) 
EVA DURAT (HRS) 
MK.I EX (HINS) 
MK. II EX (HINS) 
HK. III EX (HINS) 
TREADMILL (MINS) 
OTHER EX (HINS) 
HEIGHT Co Il 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 
.. ... .. . 




• 1' •••• 
l.tJlI.I 
..... 1 ••• 
' •• GI" 
••••••• 
61. 70 
••• ANTHROPO~~TRIC DATA 
HI PIHAIST (CM) 
INS/EXP CMEST (em 
NECK (CM! 
RTiLT ARH (CM) 
RTILT ARM VOL (CC) 
RT/LT HAND (FT-LS) 
CEN GRAV MEAS (CM) 
••• ~.IHI/.:: .. "!.·llt 
, ....... /' ••• '11 
'''tlt •• 




DEW POINT = "'I"~ DEGe 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 111 ••• 1 HHHG 
.. , .... 
16~0.00 





, ..... . 
••••••• 
." .. ." 
77.50 
11 •••• 11.' ..... 11 •• 
••••••• '11 •••••• 
.4 ..... 11 
•••••• 11' •••• 1 •• 
........ , ....... . 
11.11 •••• ' ....... . 
........ 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY; •••••• , % 
PART. PRES. co2 = ••••• ,' HHHG 
.ff •••• 
41, •• "Q 
." ..... 
.011 •• 11. 
" .. ,.". 
l:Ie ••••• 
.. ••••• t: 
' ••••• lI 
.. \' .... 
'II' I •• a • 
80.30 
... , ..... ,.I1 .... e 
•••• I •• ' •••• M •• 
'1 ••• '1"" •• '11 
fI,,'.!!lI"'''''.'' 






MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 50 FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
EXPT 
Pl073 















5l-2 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
HAY 24. 1973 SLD' 144 JLN' 144 HD' F-
~.~ ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE ~ ••••••• OEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = ••••••• HHHG 
•• e MISSION ACTIVITIES 
... MEDICAL EXPERHIENTS/DTO 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PR08LEH 
tt. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.... SLEEP DATA 
•••••••••••• HOURS 
.,. EXERCISE DATA 
U8 ERG (~ATT-HINS) 
LB ERG (~ATT-HINS) 
EVA HWE (KEAL/HR) 
EVA DURAT (HRS) 
HK.I EX (HINS) 
HK. I I EX (HINS) 
HK. III EX (HINS) 
TREADMILL (HINS) 
OTHER EX (HINS) 









11 I I •••• 
... II ••• 
••••••• 
62.00 
I'~ ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPIHAIST (CH) 
INSIEXP CHEST (CH) 
NECK (CM) 
RTILT ARH (CH) 
RTILT ARM VOL (CC) 
RT/LT HAND (FT-L8) 
CEN GRAV HEAS (CM) 
........ ' •• 11' ... .. 
.......... , ........ . 
• ,0- ....... 
•• <l •••• , ........ . 
•••••• "/.11 •••• 
•••• ,,-0., ••••••• 
"'tl'. 
DEW POINT = ••••••• OEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = • I C<I H t N~IHG 
....... , 
.. " ... .. 
.01111 .... . 





• C"-!I" ••• 
. ...... , 
17.70 
. ....... / ...... . 
........ / ...... . 
. ...... . 
.11 •••• '/ •• ,., •••• 
•• 111"' •• 1.,.,1.. 
........ / ....... . 
• t ••••• 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = ....... , % 
PART. PRES. C02 = ........ MHHG 
• .. I .. ' •• 
•• ,11". 
........ 
"','lI" I, .. 't.., 
... I •• ,. 
II •• , •• ill 
.. ••• II •• 
« ...... '. ill 
.~''''I' 
79.70 
....... / .... "., . 
• ••• ,"'<11'"." 
• I! ••• , • 
. ...... , ...... . 
.~ ••••• , .... t' •• 
11 •• , •• "."4""'" 




~EA5UREMENT5 GREATER THAN 3 50 FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-2 /lAY zq, 1973 
EXPT IMEA5 MAN 









30 123 FECAL NA (MED) 
n 







1 j ; 
1 j 
[ 
SL-2 DAILY eUNleALlENVIRON~.ENTAL REPORT 
HAY 25. 1973 SlO* 145 ~N" 11.5 Ho' HO 
~.~ ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG'. TEMPERATURE = u ...... DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = .......... NMHG 
.... MISSIoN ACTIVITIES 
LAUNCH DAY 
ACTIVAHON/TRANSFER EQUiPMENT 
.... MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OrO 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
VERTIGO 
.... MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
OPRE AFRIN NOSE DROPS 
111 HI SLEEP DATA 
................ HOURS 
~ •• EXERCISE DATA 
ua ERG (HATT-HINS) ........... 
La ERG (HATT-HINS) ......... , 
EVA M~ (KEAL/HR) ........ 
EVA DURAT (HRS) ••••••• 
HK.I EX (HINS) ...... I • -c. 
HK. [1 P' (HINS) ......... 
MK. II! EX (HINS) {I ....... 
TREADHILL (HINS) ••••••• 
OTHER EX (HINS) ........ 
HEIGHT (etll ~ ..... ,. 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 61.90 
.... ANTHROPO~ETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) ••••••• , ••••••• 
INS/EX? CHEST (eM) •••••• .. /~··.·t. NECK (eM) u ... .. 
RT/lT ARM (eM) .u .... , ... u ...... 
RT/LT ARM VOL ecc) .......... /.", ••• 
RT/LT HAND-CFT-La) ••••••• , ••••••• 
CEN GRAV HEAS (em ••• -u-u 
DEW POINT : ••• ,.~. OEGC 











" ...... . 
77.20 
• ..... t .. /t'···!!· .. 
• •• 111 •• ' ••••••• 
'!HI.' I "HI 
. .. " ... ," . , , ... 
....... '11, ••••• ,' 
. ....... , ...... . 
......... 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY: u ..... -t1I r 
PART. PRES. C02 = 'tt'1I~t MHHG 
















... ,.,', ...... ) 
, ...... 'I ........ ~ 
t •• I <11' .. " ' 
., .... t' .. , .. ,.,~ 
"'11' ... 1"-1-1'.'': 








!'IEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE 
SL-2 I'IAY 25. 1913 SLD .. H5 
HPT IMEAS !'IAN VALUE !'lEAN 
°1'1073 128 CDR .00000 12.273 
Pl073 128 SPT .00000 12.657 
1'1073 128 PLT .00000 13.252 
1'1110 109 CDR 3202.0 3290.2 
PREFLIGHT !'lEAN 
JLN" I ~5 rID .. 1'10 
SO N 
3 .130~ 30 128 
3.2H3 30 128 
3. 9~ 08 29 128 
2~ .~27 5 109 
I 
URINE NITROGEN ( G ) 
URINE NITROGEN (G) 
URINE NITROGEN (G) 













I j j 
SL-2 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
HAY 26. 1973 SLOt' PtG JLN* PtS HOt MD 2 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 21.39 DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 259.61 MMHG 
..... MISS-ION ACTIVITIES 
ACTIVATION/TRANSFER EQUIPMENT 
C.t' MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OrO 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
1 •• DAlHANE CAPSUlES 
t •• AFRIN NOSE DROPS 
2 H ACTIrED 
*11* SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 7.50 HOURS 
u-. EXERClSE DATA 
US ERG (WATT-HINS) ~ •••••• 
La ERG (WATT-HINS~ ..... 1 •• 
EVA MWE (KEAL/HR) ••••••• 
EVA OURAT (HRS) ••• * •• ~ 
MK.l EX CHINS) H ...... 
MK. 11 EX tHINS} ••••••• 
MK. III EX CHINS) ••••••• 
TREADMILL CHINS] ••••••• 
OTHER EX (HIt~S) UUH. 
HEIGHT (eM) ••••••• 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) ••••••• 
•• ~ ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) U ....... '.HU .... 
INS/EX? CHEST (eM) ••••••• , ••••••• 
NE:CK (eM) "'-1-411," 
RTILT ARM (eM) •••••• 1/ ••••••• 
RTILT ARM VOL (CC) .<HIt'''~/HHH~ 
RT/LT HAND (fT-L8) .~ •• 'I~/4 •• G ••• 
CEN GRAV HEAS (eM) •• ti"" 
DEW POINT = 3.33 DEGC 




HEAVY 7.50 HOURS 
. ...... . 




.. ~ ...... 
....... <II • 
~ ... t't. 
.. •• t .... 
.tl.'''. 
., 11 I ••• 
«' .... lIt/ ....... .. 
"" •• "'/',,<:1,.,' 
".tI •••• 
• ...... ,,'11/ ......... .. 
....... '/ ••• tl.t 
















HEAVY 7.50 HOURS 
.. .... t ..... 
, ... « .. « .. 
.. .. « ..... 
.« ••• tI. 
."1Itll 




.. «lo .... /I~I •••• l 
41 ...... ~/.lf .. ·'·1 
.t .. ,.,'1 
• •••••• /<:14., •• 11 
• ..... tt/ •• <:I ... t •. '
" •••••• / •••• 1·"'1 







"EASURE"ENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM THE 
SL-Z /lAY 26, 1973 SLD. 1~6 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN 
1'1073 ~I CDR 1938.0 2631.8 
1'1073 126 CDR .00000 62.208 
1'1073 127 CDR 12.100 16.H7 
1'\073 2 SPT I~~O.O 9H.90 
M073 12 SPT 1~~3.0 811.10 
PlO73 17 SP! ~Z.OOO 13.205 
1'1013 126 SPT .00000 11.915 
PlOT3 2 PLT 902.00 330.85 
11073 10 PLT 1.02~O 1.0093 
1'1073 12 PLT 69~.OO 98~.58 
1'1073 17 PLT ~3.800 9 .~269 
M073 ~1 PLT !TrO.O 2880.5 
Pl073 43 PLT ~81.00 822.85 
11073 ~~ PLT 12~8.0 1650.5 
1'1073 45 PLT 12Q.00 196.15 
M073 ~8 PLT 2105.0 ~085.Q 
1'1073 126 PLT .00000 80 .16~ 
PREFLIGHT MEAN 
JLN. 1~6 MD. I'1D 
SD N 
127.91 2Z ~I 
• 3~ 128 21 126 
1.1959 30 IZT 
151.09 20 2 
112.73 20 12 
9.2792 20 17 
.~0~~7 19 12.. 
63 .~60 26 2 
.17611-02 26 10 
75.~15 26 12 
3.83~5 26 17 
285.13 26 ~I 
55.~18 26 ~3 
109.16 26 ~~ 
17.676 26 ~5 
655.93 26. ~8 
.6Q229 2~ 126 
2 
DIET CALORIES (KCAL) 
WEIGHT (KG) 
DIET NITROGEN (G) 
URINE OSMOL (MOSM/TV) 
URINE URIC A (I'lG/TV) 
ALDOSTERONE (UG/TV) 
WEIGHT (KG) 
URINE OSMOL (MOSI'l/TV) 
URINE SPECIFIC GRAV 
URINE URIC A (I'1G/TV) 
ALDOSTERONE <UG/TV) 
DIET CAI.ORIES (KCAL) 
DIET CALCIUI'l (I'lG) 
DIET PHOSPHORUS (I'1G) 
DIET SODIUI'l (I'1G) 











SL-2 DAILY CLlIIICAL/ENVIROIIMENTAL REPORT 
HAY 27. 1973 SLOt 147 JLN' 147 HO' HO 3 
••• ENVlRONHfNTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE· 21.11 DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 253.40 HHI1G 
ff' MISSION ACTIVI1IfS 
ACTIVAl'IOIUTRAI~SFCH [QUIPgErH 
••••••••••••••• COR •••••••••••••• 
... HEDICAL EXPERIHENTS/DTO 
... G ILLNESS/SYHPTOl1fPROBt.[H 
DRY SKill/LIPS 
.-U MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
o .. AFRJN NOSE DROPS 
2 •• ACTIFED 
... SLEEP' OAT A 
HEAVY 9.00 HOURS 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
ua ERG fWATT-MINS) ••••• 1. 
LO ERG (WATT-HINS) •••• .;11 
[VA HWE (I<EAL/HR) •••••• , 
EVA DURAT UIR5} , ... .". 
I1K.t EX tHINS) ••••••• 
HK. 11 Ev CH~NS' ....... 
HK. III EX CHINS) ••••••• 
lACADHIl.L CHINS) '11'1'" 
OTHER EX CHtNS) ••••••• 
~EIGHT (eM) ••••••• 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) ••••••• 
• ,. ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPIWAIST ICM) 
INS/lXP CHEST (CM) 
NECK (CM) 
RTILT ARM (CM) 
RTILT ARM VOL (CC) 
RTILT HAND (FT-lB) 
CEN GRAV HEAS (C)1) 
•••••• 11/ •••••• 11 
••• , ••• /1 •••••• 
.. 'II ... , II" 
.......... /~HI.".' 
........ /.,,,, ... . 
".,.,./ ....... . 
...... '" 
DEW POINT = 9.~4 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEU =- ..... , .. 1111HG 
.' •• ,.".' •••• , SPT •••••• ,~ •••••• 
o "' AFRIN NO~E DROPS 
.. 
~~AVY 9.00 HOURS 
• ••• , .. r 
........ 
"!I'.'" 
~ . ~ ..... 
."., .. 
." ... . 
• ..... JHI 
.... , .. 
1II •••• " 
,."4"" 




•• 'H ..... /.II ••••• 
..... ",,/ ...... . 
....... /, .. , .. . 
.. " , ..... 
.-.--~-~ ~- ... --.. --. - -- .,-, .. ---- -----:, ... ~:, 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02· 







..,',., ....... , 
J 
.1 
o .. AfRIN ~I05E DROPS 
.. 
HEAVY 9.00 HOURS 
., •• _a .. . 





" •• ~HI'! 
".'1 •• 
........ 
I ...... . 
., •• 1 ... 
i 
.' ...... I/ .. ' •• "~ 
........ f/.' ....... ~ 
'I""'" 1 
··· .. ·'·I.··I .. '~ ···""·'I···'ta~ 
···'·"/I .. ,,,.i 






~EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE 
SL-Z PlAY 2.7, 1973 SLD¥ 1~7 
EXPT IMEAS I'IAN VALUE PlEAN 
PlO13 6 CDR 1530.0 1000.9 
Pl073 126 CDR .00000 62.208 
M073 IT SPT ~7.600 13.205 
M073 126 SPT .00000 T7 .915 
Ma73 2 PLT 95~. 00 330.85 
1'1073 10 PL T I. 025 0 \.0093 
1'1073 15 PLT 98.800 23.035 
1'1073 IT PLT ~6.300 9 .~269 
~O73 126 PL T .00000 80.16~ 
PREFLIGHT MEAN 
JLN. 1~7 PlO. 
SO N 
1I3.H 2.2. 



















URINE PO~ (MG/TV) 
WEIGHT (KG) 
ALDOSTERONE (UG/TV) 
WEIGHT! KG J. 
UR INE OSMOL (MOSM/TV I 











SL-2 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
MAY 28, 1973 5LD'" 148 JLN' 148 MD' MD 4 
••• ENV-I RONHENTAL 
AVG. TEIIPERATURE = 20.56 DEGC 
AVG. AMEIlENT PRESSURE =248.23 NMHG 
'" MISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR MED EXPEAIMENTS 
OTHER MEOICAL EXPERIMENTS AND DTO'S 
ACTIVATION/TRANSFER EaUIPMENT 
EREP EXPERIHENTS 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIHENTS/oTO 
MIlO 
'" ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
DRYSK I NILl PS 
,., MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
1 HI ACTIFED 
.... SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 8.00 HOURS 
II' EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG O',TT-MINS) ........ .. 
ls ERG (WkTT-HINS} ....... . 
EVA ~WE (KEAL/HRl ••••••• 
EVA DURAT (HRS) ••••••• 
MK.I EX CMINSl ~"I'" 
MK. II EX CHINS) ••••••• 
HK. 11'1 EX CHINS) ....... HI 
lREADHILL (MINSl .t ••••• 
OTHER EX tHINS) I •• t •• ' 
HeiGHT (eM) •••••• i 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) ~ ••• oe. 
ff' ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) ••••••• /, ••••• , 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM) ······~/···;f .• NECK (eM) •• ~ •••• 
RTILT ARM reM} ... H· .. ·t~ .. ·H .. 
DEH POINT = 11.67 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN ~ 191.34 MMHG 
11110 
. ,
HEAVY S.OO HOURS 
.... I .... 
ISOO.OO 
......... 
. ........ . 





" ........ . 
. ... ~ ... .. 
.... '* .. ~./ .. t1l .. 1l .. t 
..... tl./I ........ . 




.' .. P'. 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 





HEAVY B.OO HOURS 






.. ...... t .. . 
•• c.'! ... . 
.11 •• '~. 
.. ..... ~'i 
if ...... ... 
fll .... of .. 
• •• iI.ilt 
..... -I"t ... ' •• I1 .... .. 








































































































































































































































































































































SSP-LEVEL I (MM HG) 
SBP-RECOVERY (MM HGl 
MAP-LEVEL I (MM HG) 
VOl ' 160 HR 
VOL' IQO HR 
VE ' 2. L V02 
PULSE PRS-RECOV (MMHG) 
PRESSURE RATE PRODUCT-LEV I 
PRESSURE RATE PRODUCT-LEV 2 
DIASTOLIC BP (-50) 
PLVC EOP (-30) 
PLVC EOP (-qO) 
PLVC EOP (-50) 




P MAX MAG (-qO) 
P MAX MAG (RECOVERYI 
P MAX Al (-30) 
PMAXAI(-qO) 
P MAX Al (RECOVERY) 
CRS-E CIRC (-30) QRS-E CIRC (-qO) 
CRS-E C IRC (-,0) 
CRS-E CIRC (RECOVERY) 
QRS-E DEPTH (-30) 
CRS-E DEPTH (-q 0) 
CRS-E DEPTH (-50) 
DRS-E OEPTH (RECOVERY) 
DRS MAX Al (CONTROLl 
CRS ~lAX Al (-30) 
CRS MAX Al (-qO) 
gAS MAX Al (-50) 
CRS MAX Al (RECOVERY) 
CRS MfoX EL (CONTROL) 
DRS MAX EL (-30) 
DRS MAX EL (-QO) 
DRS MAX EL (-,0) 
DRS MAX EL (RECOVERY) 
ST-E CIRC (-30) 
ST-E DEPTH (-q 0 ) 
ST-E DEPTH (-50) 
ST MAX EL (-30) 
ST MAX EL (-~O) 
5T MAX EL (-50) 
ST MAX EL (RECOVERY) 
J MAG (RECDVERY) 
D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) 





















I'IEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEnN 
SL-2 PlAY 28, 1913 SLD" 1~8 JLN .. I~B 'ID" MD ~ 
EXPT IMEAS I'IAN VALUE !'lEAN SO N 
Pl092A 12.1 Pl T H .2'iO 1~.81'i .1306'i 6 301 L CALF C IIIC 
PlOnA 128 PLT I~.OOO 1".58, .10291 6 308 R CALF CIRe 
PlOnA 133 PLT 3Q.l00 22.900 1.9'i96 b 313 AMB. TEI'1P-E'lD 
I'IDnA 13~ PLT 35.100 23.061 1.2028 6 31q LBNPD lEI'IP-l'EG IN 
PlOHA 135 PLT 36.000 23.900 .89219 6 31S lBNPD TEI'IP-END 
Pl092A 1~9 PLl 2~5. 00 159.68 .71>61 6 329 ATMOSPHERIC PRESS (!'II'IHG) 
1'I092A 169 PLi I.T300 .19000 .12911 6 3~9 PLVC EOP (-8 ) 
PlOnA 170 PLT 2.7900 .56333 .21639 6 350 PLVC EOP (-16 ) 
ilOnA 171 PLT 3.3880 .69883 .qOQ'i9 6 351 51 SLOPE (-8 ) 
!'Ion A 17'i PLT -.IOQOO -.16833-01 .9368~-02 6 3» SI COI'IPLIANCE (-6 ) I 
1'1013 6 CDR H63.0 1000.9 113.IQ 22 6 I'RINE PDq (MGITY) , 
PlOT3 15 CDR 1T0.n l!i • H'i 29 .838 22 15 ADH (I'IU/TV) j 1'1013 17 CDR 61.'i00 11.686 Iq.3~2 22 11 ~LDDSTERGNE (UG/TV) 
PlO13 21 CDR 138.00 IQl.80 .83666 5 21 BLOOD NA (!'IEQ/LI 
1'1013 2S CDR lo.q 00 9.'1750 • IT 078 q 25 BLOOD CA (I'IG IL I J~ 
1'1073 2. CDR 98.100 106.qO 2.5100 5 26 BLOOD CL (rtEO/L I 
1'1013 3'i CDR z.QOOO .90000 .~OOOO 5 35 GROWTH HORI'IONE WGII'IL! 
1'1013 126 CDR .00000 62.208 • 3~ 128 21 126 WEIGHT (KG) 
~073 17 SPT ~q.900 13.205 9.2192 20 IT ALDOSTERONE CUGITV) 
~O13 2, SPT 10.200 , .0250 .23629 ~ 25 BLOOD CI1 (I'\G/L) 
1'1073 26 SPT 99.600 106.QO 1.8166 5 26 BLOOD CL (MEQ/L I 
I'IOT3 126 SPT .00000 17 • 915 .~ O~~ 1 19 126 WEIGHT (KG) ! PlO13 2 PLT HT.OO 330.85 63.Q60 26 2 UR INE OSI'IOL U'10SM/TV) 1\013 10 PLT 1.0210 1.0093 .17611-02 26 10 URINE SPECIFIC GRAY 
Pl013 15 PLT 53.100 23.035 9.1851 26 I, ADH (I'IU/TV) I 1'073 11 PLT H.500 ~ .~Z&9 3.83Q5 1.6 11 ALDOSTERONE lUG lTV ) i'l073 2, PLT 10.300 '.0500 .38T30 'I 25 BLOOD CA (I'IG/L) 
PlO13 21 PLi 89.100 102.00 2.~~" 5 27 BLOOD GLUCOSE (I'IG/Ll ; 
Pl073 31 PLT 2.6.000 15.800 2.8636 5 37 INSULIN (UUIML) i 











Sl-2 DAilY CLlNICALlENVIROHHENTAL REPORT 
HAl 29. 1973 SLDii 149 JLN' 149 NOil NO 5 
.,* ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEHPERATURE = 2B.33 DEGC 
AVG. AI1BIENT PRESSURE = 253.~0 HHHG 
.t. MISSION ACTIVITIES 
HAJOR MED EXPERIHErHS 
ATM EXPERIMENTS 
EREP EXPERIHENTS 





I., MEDICATION AIm DOSAGE 
ilU SlEEP DATA 
HEAVY 7.20 HOURS 
.. " EXERCI.SE DATA 
UB ERG (WATT-HIN5) 
LB ERG (WATT-HINS) 
EVA HWE ' :EAL/HR) 
EVA DURAY (HR5) 
HK. t EX (HINS) 
MK. II EX (HINS) 
HK. I II EX (NlNS) 
TREADMILL [HINS) 







... t' •••• 
••• fit' ... 
<I t. 111 •• <II 
.......... 
<I .. -11<1 'i!. 
.... «111;< 
61.~0 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/HAIST (CHl ••••••• , •• , •••• 
INS/EXP CHEST (eN) H ....... ' ........ 
NECK (eM) ........ .. 
RTILT ARM (CM) •••• 11I.' ••• il •• 
RTILT ARM VOL (CCl ._ •• "I/'lill'l. 
RT/LT-HAND CFT-LS) •• ,e1l",,".I.' 
DEW POINT = 10.56 DEGC 








.. ........ " 
.......... 
........... 
.... t • , • 
.... t." •• 
........ 
t ••• I I • 
75.60 
• ... <IIt •• , ........ . 
....... / ....... .. 
.... I ..... ~ 
.. ..... ,t/ ........ . 
• .. "' .. t •• /.t ....... t 
t ........ /Il.t ... .. 
RELATIVE HUHIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
HEAVY 7.20 HOURS 
33.00 r 
3.20 HMHG 
t • '" 11 ..... 
1755.00 
".,dl." • 
•• f. , , • 
....... I ... 




... tI'l I I 
79.40 
.. •••• tt/ ••• t .... 
• ..... tt/tt .. t .. tt 
",.tt'l 
..~ ..... / ...... .. 
"."'11 .. /"""." 



















































"'0 92 A 
1l092A 
1'10 92 A 
Pl092A 
M092A 
/'l0 92 A 






































































































































2. J 103 .80597 
.13250 .22708-01 






























































































































H R-LEVEL 3 (BT/MIN) 
5BP-LEVEL I (MM HG) 
MAP-LEVEL I (1'11'1 HG) 
VE ' Z. L VOZ 








PLVC EOP (-30) 
PLVC EOP (-qO) 
PLVC EOP (-50) 




51 SLOPE (-30) 
SI SLOPE (-qO) 
SI SLOPE (-50) 
S2 SLOPE (-QO) 





PR INTERVAL (-30) 
PR INTERVAL (-~O) 
QRS DURATION (RECOVERY) 
QRS-E CIRC (GONTROL) 
QRS-E GIRe (-30) 
gRS-E CIRC (-QO) 
QRS-E CIRe (-50) 
QRS-E CIRC (RECOVERY) 
QRS-E AREA (CONTROL) 
QRS-E AREA (-30) 
QRS-E AREA (-qO) 
QRS-E AREA (-50) 
QRS-E AREA (RECOVERY) 
QRS-E DEPTH (CONTROL) 
QRS-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 
DRS MAX MAG (-30) 









"EASUREi'lENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE 
SL-l !'IAV 29. 1913 SLD< 1~9 
EXPT I!'IEAS !'IAN VALUE !'lEAN 
1'10 9Z A 133 SPT 30. no 22.633 
1'I092A 13~ SPT 32.110 23.067 
1'I092A 135 SPT 32.390 2~.010 
!'IOnA 1~9 SPT 2~6_OO 759.n 
!'IOnA 169 SPT 1.0600 .18167 
1'I0nA 110 SPT 1.9900 .15667 
1'1013 6 CDR 1660.0 1000.9 
1'1073 17 CDR 66.000 17 • 686 
1'1013 q3 CDR 867.00 193.82 
PlO73 17 SPT Q2.100 13.zn5 
Pl073 125 SPT 16Q.10 I7I.H 
1'1073 126 SPT H.q36 77.915 
1'1073 7 PLT 15.700 7.2192 
1'1013 17 PLT 31.000 9 .~269 




JLN< 1~9 MD' MD 
SD N 
1.1150 6 313 
1.1219 6 31~ 
1.1852 6 31, 
• 20~ 12 6 329 
.13906 6 3q9 
.31898 6 350 
113.\q 22 6 
H.3~2 22 17 
1,.013 22 q3 
9.Z79Z 20 17 
.89168 19 125 
.q Oq~ 7 19 126 
2.1115 26 T 
3.83q5 26 17 





ATMOSPHERIC PRESS (I'II'I«G) 
PI.VC EOP (-8 ) 
PLVC EOP (-16 ) 
URINE POq (I'IG/TV) 
ALDQSTERONE lUG/TV) 
DIET CALCiUM (MG) 
ALDOSTERONE (UG/TV) 
~IEI!iHT (LBS I 
WEIGHT (KG) 







SL-2 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
HAY 3D, 1973 SLD' 150 JLN' ISO MO' HD 6 
ft. ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE ~ 20.00 DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 253.40 MHHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
OTHER MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS .IND oro's 
ATM EXPERIMENTS 
EREP EXPERIMENTS 
SCIENCE DEMOS/STUDENT EXPERIMENTS 
•• 1 MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
MIlO 
". ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
DRY SK I N/L! Ps 
If. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
UI SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY B.OO HOURS 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG fWATT-MINs) 
LB ERG (WATT-MINS) 
EVA HOC ':EAlIHR) 
EVA DURA T (HRS) 
HK.l EX (HINS) 
HK. II EX (HINs) 
HK. II I EX (HINS) 
TREADHILL (MINS) 













... ANTHRDPOHETR I C DATA 
HIPIWAIST (CH) 
INS/EXP CHEST (CH) 
NECK (CH) 
RT/LT AR~I (CM) 
RTILT ARH VOL (CC) 
RT/LT HAND (FT-LB) 
• .. ···~I1/ .... ···fl 
.. i ••••• ' •••• C •• 
....... , ....... .. 
l'tI'tllt,t"HIiHI, 
.. , ...... /.", ..... 
DEW POiNT = 10.00 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN ~ 191.34 HHHG 
HIIO 




•• ,/1 .... 
••••••• 
15.00 
•• tI •••• 
........ I I: 
••••••• 
" ..... lI • 
75.20 
•••••• ,/' •••• 11 
..... 111/ ........ . 
• •••• -111 
..... ,. ... / .. " .. , .. 
......... , ........ . 
••••• JlI/I.I.~ ... .. 
RELATiVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
MilO 
M13( 





.... , .. 










• •••••• / •• ,t ..... 
<; ••••• t/' .. ' .. ·1 . 










MEASUREMENTS GRE~TER THAN 3 SO FROM THE 
Sl-Z PlAY 30, 1973 SLO- 150 
HPT lflEAS MAN VALUE PlEAN 
1'1073 6 CDR 1~19.0 1000.9 
PlO73 iT CDR 70.300 17.686 
1'1013 21 CDR 131.00 HI.80 
PlO73 25 CDR 10.300 9.H50 
1'1013 7 SPT 10.900 6. 8~5 0 
1'1073 12 SPT 1770.0 871.10 
1'1073 17 SPT 60.800 13.205 
1'1073 25 SPT 9.8000 9.0250 
M073 26 SPT 99.600 106 .~O 
i'1073 27 SPT 88.~00 101.80 
1'1073 125 SPT 165.~0 171.77 
PlO73 116 SPT 75.025 77.915 
1'1073 2 PlT 531. 00 330.85 
1'1073 7 PlT 1~.900 1.2192 
PIon 10 HT 1.0150 1. 0093 
M073 17 PlT ~0.300 9.~269 
PREFLIGHT MEAN 
JlN- 150 rIO- MD 
SO N 
113.1~ 22 6 
l~ . 3~2 22 17 
.83666 5 21 
.17078 ~ 25 
1.31~9 20 7 
112.73 20 12 
9.2792 20 17 
.23629 ~ 25 
1.8166 5 26 
~.3818 5 27 
.89168 19 125 
.~O~H 19 126 
63.~60 26 2 
2.1115 26 7 
.17611-02 26 10 
3. 83~5 26 17 
6 
URINEPO~ (MG/TV J 
ALDOSTERONE (UG/TV) 
BLOOD NA (MEa/l) 
BLOOD CA (MG IL ) 
UR INE CA (MEg lTV I 
URINE URIC A (MG/TV) 
ALDOSTERONE (UG/TV) 
BLOOD CA (MG/l) 
BLOOD Cl (MEa/L) 
BLOOD GtuCOSE (MGll) 
IIEIGHT (LBS) 
WEIGHT (KG ) 
URINE OSMOL (MOSM/TV) 
UR INE CA (MEg lTV) 
URINE SPECIFIC GRAV 


















.. ' /,. 
Sl-2 DAllY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
MAY 31. 1973 SLOt 1'51 JLN. 151 HO· HD 7 
, ... ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE ~ 25.B3 DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 253.40 MHHG 
..... MISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR NED EXPERIMENTS 
OTHER MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND DTO'S 
ATM EXPERI MENTS 
EREP EXPERIMENTS 
COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS 
SCIENCE DE~IOS/STUDENT EXPERIMENTS· 
.f. MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
f •• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
'DRY SKIN/liPS 
ff. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
H. SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY B.OO HOURS 
'u EXERC'ISE DATA 
UB ERG (WATT-MINS) tfHH'io 
LB ERG (HATT-MINS) 1500.00 
EVA MWE (KEAL/HR) § .. ~ •• ~ .. 
EVA DURAT (HRS) •••• ". 
HK.I EX CHINS) ••••••• 
NK. II EX (HINS) 15.00 
HK. III EX CHINS) ••• 1 •• , 
TREADHILL (HINS) ... 1 .... . 
OTHER EX CHINS) •• 1 .... . 
HEIGHT rCM) 'f."" 
WEIGHT (KllOGRAMI 62.10 
... ANTHROPONETR I C DATA 
HIP/WAIST (CM) ••••••• / ........ .. 
INS/EXP CHESf (eH) 1<11 .... H/ ....... . 
NECK (eM) ........ . 
DEW POINT = 9.~4 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 194.96 HMHG 
HI31 
HEAVY B.OO HOURS 
••••••• 
IB50.00 
• ..... 1. 
• .... etl 
• 11 ••• , 
15.00 
II ..... .. 
\I ...... . 
• •••••• 
•••• I •• 
76.10 
..1 .... /.;( ......... . 
If"I.I/III ... '''' 
.t .. I .... 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 














• ••• I ." 
.., •• 1. 
''11.1.1. 
7B.90 
f ........ /' ..... Il .. 
iI ....... / •• , ... .. 


















PlEASUREi'lENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
I Sl-2 PlAY 31, 1913 SLD" 151 JLN. 151 PlD" PlD 1 
EX?T II'IEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N I 1 1'1171 9 PlT 3.0100 2.68~3 .96389-01 5 9 VCOl-LEVEl 3 (UMIN) l PIll I 12 PlT 1.0517 .911 01 .2151~-01 5 12 ~ER-LEVEL I PI IT I 13 PlT 1.0913 .96680 .26~85-01 5 13 RER-LEVEl 2 1'1 IT I I~ PLT 1.2000 .99~60 .~ 3828-0 I 5 I~ RER-LEVEl 3 1'1l71 15 PLT 1.7130 1.2628 .86022-01 5 15 RER-RECOVERY 
1'1l1l 19 PlT 125.61 89.101 5.55~5 5 19 VE-lEVEl3 (UMIN) 
PlI71 21 PlT 60.800 66.~~0 1.5962 5 21 H R-REST (BT /MIN) 
MITI 2'< PlT 151.61 1~6.00 2.6~58 S 2~ H R-LEVEL 3 (BT/MIN) 
1'1171 51 PlT 2.5596 3.0883 .1~88~ 5 51 val , 160 HR 
I'll 11 52 PLT 2.0931 2 .~8~1 .10916 5 52 V02 , I~O HR 
1'1111 55 PLT 85. Tl2 59.635 2.1605 5 55 I'E , 2. L V02 
FlllI 63 Pl T 215.63 181.~2 13.5~~ 5 63 SBP , 160 HR 
PlIn 65 PL T 1.1913 \.0313 .53030-0 I 5 65 RER ' 160 HR 
1'1111 69 PLT 13~.8~ 105.96 1.0188 5 69 MAP , 160 HR 
1'1111 123 PLT 1. 058 1 .91816 .309H-Ol 5 123 RER 0-25 
PI IT 1 125 PLT 1.5~T3 1.0852 .10190 5 125 RER 50-15 
.1IT1 126 PLT 31.818 25.596 I. 08 II 5 126 VE/V02 0-25 
1'1111 128 PLT 92.1I~ ~~.56 I 3 .11~5 5 128 VEN02. 50-15 
!'I 17 I i31 PLT 59.532 ~!.1T8 2.~2T2 5 i31 VEIVC02 50-75 
I 1'1092 I~ PLT T~ .107 65 .90·1 2.1031 6 I~ DIASTOLIC SP (-SO) Mon 27 PLT 3.3700 1.~983 .~HI9 6 21 PLVC EOP( -30) 1'I0n 28 PlT ~. 1500 2 .~267 .51667 6 28 PLVC EOP (-~O) 1'1092 106 PLT .36750 -.22875-01 • I 0915 6 10. HR/LBNP 8-16 1'1092 108 Pl T .63770 .18113 .11167 6 108 HR/lBNP 30-~0 
Mon liO PLT .15500 .23750-01 .16221-01 6 110 PLVC/LBNP 0-8 , 
PIon 111 PLT .11875 .~6667-01 .l3~61-01 6 III PlVC/LBNP 8-16 
PIon 116 PlT 8.1756 2.0339 I. 3828 6 116 HR/PlVC 30-~0 
1'1092 160 PLT 150.28 175.66 6.~901 6 160 PR INTERVAL (RECOVERY) 
1'1092 171 PlT .203~2 .76265-01 .lorol-01 ~ ITI P MAX MAG (CONTROL) 
PIon ISO PLT -~5 .~2~ -23.1~r 6.8860 6 180 P MAX AI (RECOVERV) 
Pl092A 6 PLT Q.3656 3.8~89 ,1,527 6 186 QRS-E CIRC (CONTROL) I 
PlonA 7 PLT Q.371T 3.8717 .15132 6 187 CRS-E C IRC (-30) l FlO92A 9 PLT Q.6290 3.9908 .18825 6 189 OR5-E CIRC (-50) 
PlOnA 10 PLT ~.~213 3.S930 .!T338 6 190 QRS-E CIRC (RECOVERY) I M092A 16 PL T .2~122 .15156 .12171-01 6 196 CRS-E DEPTH (CONTROL) M092A 11 PLT .2171~ • 151S~ .13663-01 6 191 ORS-E DEPTH (-30) Pl092A 18 PLT .19865 .15006 .10222-0 I 6 198 QRS-E DEPTH (-~O) , 
Pl092A 19 PLT .19179 .15623 .12056-01 6 199 DRS-E DEPTH (-50) I M092A 20 PLT .188H .1~812 .75006-0Z 6 200 QRS-E DEPTIi (RECOVERY 1 Pl092A 26 PLT -21. 310 -T.6310 2. 8~ 0 I 6 206 CRS MAX AI (CONTROL) 
PlO92A 21 PLT -25.105 -6.3630 2.5129 6 201 ORS MAX AI: (-30) 1 
M092A 28 PLT -27 .6~O -3.820~ 2.900B 6 208 CRS MAX AI (-'10) 1 PlO92A 29 PLT -29.1~1 -1.7995 3.1028 6 209 aRS MAX AI (-50'> I MonA 30 PLT -22.63~ -5.1068 2.1629 6 210 CRS MAX AI (RECOVERY) 1'1092A 31 PLT 31.515 ~q.891 2.~238 6 211 CRS MA~ ELC CONTROL) 
MonA 32 PLT 32..382. ~5.3al 2 .~579 6 212 ORS MAX EL (-30) 
I MonA 33 PLT 32.Q2T ~T.Ol? 2.2~83 6 213 gRS MAX EL (-~O) M092A 3~ PL T 3~.~ IT qa .;q7 2.6202 6 21~ gRS MAX EL (-50) MG92A 35 PL T 30.597 ~~.99T 2.2505 6 215 aRS MAX EL (RECOVERY) MonA 36 PLT 3.n91 l.qOll .18q~3 6 216 ST-E CIRC (CONTROLI 
r 
._- -- --~-,-, 
-.-'''-._--.. -- -~.-~- .-----~ -- - ---~ 





I I I 
I.-~. i j ., .. 




















































































































































































































































































































ST-E CIRC (-30) 
ST-E OEPTH (CONTROL) 
ST-E DEPTH (-30) 
ST-E DEPTH (-~O) 
ST-E DEPTH (-50) 
ST-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 
ST MAX EL (-30) 
5T MAX El (-QO) 
ST MAX EL (-50) 
ST MAX El (RECOVERV) 
.1 MAG (CONTROL; 
J AI (CONTROL) 
QRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (-qO) 
QRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (-50) 
L CALF CIRC 




ATMOSPHERIC PRESS (MMHG) 
PLVC EOP (-8 ) 
PlVC EOP (-16) 
51 SLOPE (-8) 
S2 SLOPE (-8) 
51 COMPLIANCE (-8) 
URINE PDq (MGITV) 
URINE CA (MEe/TV) 
FREE OH-L YS lNE (MG lTV) 
FREE ORNITHINE (MGITV) 
FREE ASP ART AC (MG/TV) 
FREE THREONINE (MG/TV) 
CYSTATHIONINE (MG/TV) 
FREE METHIONIN (MG/TV) 
FREE IsOLEUCIN (MG/TV) 
FREE TYROSINE (MG/TV) 
FREE B-ALANINE (MG/TV) 
ALDOSTERONE (UG/TV) 
FREE ORNITHINE (MG/TV) 
FREE 3-CH3-HIs (MG/TV) 
FREE CREATININ (MG/TV) 
POq-ETOH-AMINE (MG/TV) 
FREE TAUR INE (MG lTV) 
FREE ASP ART AC (MG/TV) 
A-11H2-N-BUTVR (MG lTV) 
FREE CYSTIN/2 (MG/TV) 
CVSTATHIONINE :,1G/TV) 
FREE PHENVLAlA (MG/TV) 






PlEASUREMENTS GREATER THRN 3 SD FROM THE 
SL-l MV 31, 1913 SLD" 151 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE PlEAN 
PlO13 2 PLT 573.00 330.85 
1'1073 6 PLT 1863.0 1156.6 
1'1073 7 PLT 23.100 7.2192 
1'1013 10 PLT 1.0160 1. 0093 
Pl073 12 PLT 1213.0 98~ .58 
Pl073 16 PLT 158.10 59.008 
1'1073 IT PLT 78.000 9 .~269 
Pl073 qq PL T 1980.0 1650.5 
1'1073 88 PLT 113.57 Q7.q63 
1'1013 89 PLT 159.19 Q3.b63 
1'1073 92 PLT 3120.8 178.Q8 
1'1073 9T PLT 308.31 61.787 
1'1073 107 PLT 6. HOO 3.2300 
1'1073 110 PLT 50.080 30.680 
1'1073 III PLT 22.770 Q.7933 
1'1073 llQ PLT 16. 390 6.3800 
1'1073 117 PLT 8.9000 Q.3567 
1'1073 liB PtT 15.030 8.QOOO 
1'1073 III PLT 3.8100 .H667 
PREFLIGHT MEAN 
JLN" 151 PlD. MD 
SD N 
63.~60 26 2 
162.21 26 6 
2..1115 26 T 
.11611-01 26 10 
75.~15 26 12 
17.050 26 \6 
3.83q5 26 IT 
109. !6 26 q.q 
13.319 3 88 
15.831 3 89 
~95.5Q 3 91 
15.522 3 97 
.98899 3 107 
5.0200 3 110 
2.. 09~2 3 III 
2.~2.21 3 11~ 
1.2TlZ 3 lIT 
2.1176 3 118 
.16803 3 121 
7 
URINE OSMOL (MOSM/TV) 
URINE PDq (MGtTV) 
URINE CA (MEDtTV) 
URINE SpECIFIC GRAV 
URINE URIC A (MGtTV) 
HVDROCORTISON (UG/TV) 
ALDOSTERONE (UG/TV) 
DIET PHOSPHORUS (MG) 
FREE HISTIDINE (MG/TV) 
FREE 3-CH3-HIS (MG/TV) 
rREE CREATININ (MG/TV) 
FREE TAURINE (MG/TV) 
FREE GLUT AC ID (MG!TV) 
FREE ALANINE (MG/TV) 
A-AMINOADIPTC (MG/TV) 
FREE CVSTIN/2 (MGtTV.) 
FREE ISDLEUCIN (MG/TV) 
FREE LEUCINE (PIG/TV) 


















SL-2 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
JUNE 1. 1973 SLD' 152 ~LN' 152 MD' MD 8 
~.~ ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE: 24.44 DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 253.40 MMHG 
lit MISSION ACTIVITIES 
OTHER MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND DTO'S 
OFF-DUTY/REST DAY 
SCIENCE DEMOS/STUDENT EXPERI:~;HS 
, •• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
II" itLNESS/SYNPTOH/PR08LEH 
.,. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
... 1 S~(EP DATA 
HEAVY 8.00 HOURS 
It. EXERCISE DATA 
U8 ERG (HATT-MINS) uu .... 
LB ERG (WATT-MINS) 1500.00 
EVA HWE (KEAL/HR) ••••••• 
EVA OURAT (HRS) HU .... ' 
MK.I EX CMINS) ••••••• 
MK. II EX (HINS) 11.00 
HK. III ~: (MINS) ......... 
TREADMILL (HINS) It'IIII 
OTHER EX (MINS) I~II'II 
HEIGHT reM) II*~II~ 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 61.10 
III ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/HAIST (eM) WI""'!""II. 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM) ••••••• , ••••••• 
NECK (eM) ••••••• 
RTILT ARM (eM) .I •••• I/~··· •• I 
RTILT ARM VOL (ec) ••••••• , ••••••• 
RTILT HAND CFT-LB) •••••• ,/ ••••••• 
eEN GRAV MEAS (eH) "I'.~' 
~--------------
DEW POINT = 10.00 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 191.3~ HHHG 
HEAVY 8.00 HOURS 
..!! ....... 
1776.00 









• •• 111 •• / ••••••• 
~ ....... / .. ~ ... . 
tHI ... HII4. 
... HllI .... ' ....... . 
..., ...... , ....... . 
••••• 4./ ....... . 
,jI ••• II •• 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 ~ 




.. ....... I. t 
........ 




.. II" ..... . 
.... ;11.11 .. .. 
79.00 
•• ilt ••• / ••••• lI. 
. .. 1'1.1.' ........ . 
. ....... . 
• ....... '."11 ••• -11 
.f ..... !, ....... . 
........ '., ..... ' 


















PlEASUREI'1ENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM THE 
Sl-Z JUNE I, }9T3 SlD. IS.! 
EXPT IMEAS PIAN YALUE "EAN 
1'1013 7 CDR 17 .ZOO 11.791 
Pl073 125 CDR llq.70 137.IQ 
Pl073 126 CDR 61.100 62.208 
PlO73 125 SPT 165.60 171.77 
11073 126 SPT 75. I! 6 77.915 
1'1073 T PlT 16.100 7.2192 
1'1073 8 PLT Q91.00 H6.23 
1'10T3 11 PLT 33B5.0 2220.6 
"073 IT PLT 52.800 9.Ql69 
PREFLIGHT I'1EAf/ 
JlN4 152 1'104 PlD 
SD N 
1. 7650 22. T 
~ 75~' /8 2.1 125 
.3Q lIB 21 126 
.89168 19 125 
.QOQQ7 19 126 
2.111> 26 7 
55.QH 26 8 
188.86 26 11 
3.83Q5· 26 17 
S 





URINE CA (MEe/TV) 
URINE CL (MEC/H) 



























SL-2 DAILY CLlNICAlIENVIRotmENTAL REPORT 
JUNE 2~ 1973 SLD~ 153 JLN4 153 HOt NO 9 
~ •• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVO. TEMPERATURE = 24.44 DEGC DE~ POINT = 10.00 DEGC 
AVG. AHBIENT PRESSURE = 253.40 HMHG 
Ull MISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR MED EXPERIMENTS 
OTHER HEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND DTO'S 
ATM EXPER I MENTS 
EREP EXPERIMENTS 
COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS 
SCIENCE DEMOS/STUDENT EXPERIMENTS 





II~ MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
tit • SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY B.OO HOURS 
I •• EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG ('. \TT-MINS) 
LB ERG [~ATT-MINS) 
EVA ~IWE [KEAL/HR) 
EVA DURAT [HRS) 
NK.I EX. [HINS) 
HK. II EX [HINS) 
HK. III EX [HlNS) 
TREADMILL CHINS) 











....... t ... 
61.70 
.1. ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST rCHI .......... /111 ...... . 
INS/EX? CHEST reMl ··~~···I·· .. ·I.f 
NECK (eH) ...... tH. 
RTILT ARM (CH) ••••••• , ....... . 
, 
PART. pnES. OXYGEN = 196.51 HMHG 
HEAVY 8.00 HOURS 
........... 
JII.I ••• 
I. , ••• 1 
I \I:.iI .... 
1.11'.1 
.... 1 .... 
........ 
Illf ••• 
.. ..... .. 
..... -111 .. . 
75.50 
••••••• /'11 .... . 
........ , .... ,t .. .. 
•• t., ... 
• ....... • *'i ........ . 
.. i-______ _ 
RELATIVE HUNlDlTY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 





t f .... " I 




lIt, .. a, • 
..1.". 
78.60 
"""t.'i/ ....... . 
.. ••• f.l/ ......... . 
t ........ .. 











',I MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
\ , SL-2 JUNE 2, 1913 SLD,y. 1>3 JLN~ 1,3 MD~ MD 9 , 
I , EXPT IMEA5 MAN VALUE MEAN SO N I , 
1'1092 21 CDR ~~.~~, 39.21~ 1.1111 6 21 PULSE PRESSURE (CONTROL) I 
1'1092 21 CDR ~.0100 1. 3061 • 3:;~23 6 21 PLVC EOP (-30 ) 
I 
1'1092 28 CDR 5.3,00 2.0233 .~ 1,29 6 28 PLVC EOP (-~O) I 
1'1092 29 COR 6.6600 2.1867 ~f.i0150 6 29 PLVC EOP (-50) 1'1092 3~ COR 2.0110 I • O,~ 3 .33811 6 3~ SI SLOPE (-50) .1'1092 35 CDR -2.5.3~2 -6.5593 ~ .5060 6 35 SI SLOPE (RECOVERY) i 
I 
MOn ~5 CDR -.13000-01-.32833-01 .99079-02 6 ~5 51 COMPLIANCE (RECOVERY) I 1'1092 110 COR • 1 8 125 .1~583-01 .2~10T-OI 6 110 PLVC/LBNP O-B I MOn I J 3 COR .12800 .11661-01 .11896-01 6 113 PLVC/LBNP 30-~0 ! 
1'1092 Il~ COR 
.13100 .16333-01 .10985-0 I 6 1!~ PLVC/LBNP ~0-50 
1 
Mon 116 COR -8~.0~0 1.0068 10.2.56 6 116 r MAX AZ (CONTROL) MOn 171 COR -9~ .323 -2.0665 12.~82. 6 ~ 'IT P MAX AZ (-30) MOn 118 COR -98.2.86 -1.6~86 15.916 6 !TB P MAX AZ (-~O) 
·l 
MOn 119 CDR -109.6~ -11.~2B 2~ .~5B 6 119 P MAX Al (-50) MOn IBO CDR -~2.~01 2.B523 5.9841 6 180 P MAX AZ (RECOVERY) MOnA 1 CDR 4.95BI ~ .%OB .10963 6 181' QRS-E CIRC (-30) 
\ 
M09ZA 18 COR 5.0413 q.~020 .10091 6 18B CRS-E CIRC (-~O) I 
M092A 9 COR 5.258B ~. ~ 042 .9B205-01 6 IB9 CRS-E CIRC (-50) , 
I 
M092A 10 COR 5.0160 4.5342 .1 GB79 6 190 CRS-E CIRC (RECOVERY) , M092A 3 CDR 1.0790 .15405 .82945-01 6 193 ORS-E AREA (-40) M092A 1~ COR 1.2419 .B3051 • 10510 6 19~ CRS-E AREA (-50) M092A 16 COR .~89T6 .35~23 .23101-01 6 196 ORS-E DEPTH (CONTROL) M092A 17 COR .~ 255B .35190 .191IB-OI 6 191 CRS-E DEPTH (-30) MonA ] 9 CDR .35430 .291~0 .16279-01 6 199 CRS-E DEPTH (-,0) M092A 20 COR .~9163 .360B3 .19599-01 6 200 aRS-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) M092A 23 COR 1.6230 ].~254 .,835B-Ol 6 203 CRS MAX MAG (-~O) M092A 2~ COR 1.1053 ] .~ 286 .56152-01 6 20~ CRS MAX MAG (-50) I 
MonA 2, COR 1.6~33 ] .5090 .313Z~-0 I 6 205 CRS MAX MAG (RECOVERY) M092A Z6 COR 3.0122 18.810 3.9212 6 206 CRS MAX Al [CONTROL) 
\ 
MonA 31 COR 2.2664 1.~80B .1 B 199 6 211 ST-E CIRC (-30) M092A 38 COR 2.230, I.~ 01, .15123 6 218 ST-E CIRC (-~O) , M092A 39 COR 2.01~O 1.3601 .94925-0 I 6 219 ST-E CIRC (-50) 
\ 
M092A ~O COR 2.2349 1.~386 .10392 6 220 51-E CIRC (RECOVERY> M092A ,0 COR .10233-01 .~4129-01 .41710-02 6 230 ST-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 
\ 
MonA 60 COR 
-50.885 -39.033 3.2660 6 2q 0 ST MAX Al [RECOVERY) MonA 82 COR .931~~ .18616 .48111-01 6 262 0-51 SLOPE (-30) MonA 92 CDR ~9.538 ~~ .292 1.0630 6 2.12 V-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) ilonA 93 COR ~9.92T ~3.~51 ] .1 8a 9 6 2.13 D-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-40 ) M092A 9'i CDR 51.807 ~~.099 I.%O~ 6 27~ D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-5'0) M092A J32 CDR :LT.~~O 22.117 1.67T~ 6 312 AMB. TEMP-BEG IN MonA 133 COR ~1.330 22.100 1.3~% 6 313 AMD. TEMP-END MonA 134 CDR 2B. 61 0 22.5'33 1.1793 6 31~ L6NPO TEAP-BEGfN M092A _ 135' CDR 29.220 23.261 .99130 6 315 LBNPD TEMP-END M092A 1~9 COR 2H.OO 160.01 .]6330 6 329 ATMOSPHERIC PRESS (MMHG ) M092A 169 CDR 1.4,00 .11661 .19165 6 3'i 9 PLVC EOP (-8 ) M092A ITO CDR 2.5500 .~9667 • 3~22T 6 350 PLVC EOP (-16 ) M092A 111 COR 3.8160 .66300 • 8~ 38 a 6 35'1 51 SLOPE [-8 ) M092A 113 COR .72000 .34000-01 .13101 6 353 S2 SLOPE (-8 ) M013 5' CDR 15.200 10.218 1.5900 22 5 URINE MG (MEO/TV) MOT3 6 CDR 1~26.0 1000.9 113.14 22 6 URINE P04 (MG/TV) \ 
I ~ ,--. 
J 
AEASUREMENTS GREA1XB THAN 3 50 FROM THE 
SL-2 JUNE 2, 1913 SLD+ 153 
EXPT II'IEAS MAN VALUE MEAN 
1'1073 7 CDR 21.'100 11.791 
1'1073 15 CDR 169.80 75.H5 
1'1073 16 CDR 120.80 5B .568 
1'1073 11 CDR 85.BOO i1.6B6 
MOn 7 SPT 11.600 6.B~50 
Mon 11 SPT 2653.0 2038.~ 
1'1073 17 SPT 51.900 13.205 
1'1073 125 SPT 165.90 171.77 
! 
.. Mon 126 SPT 75.252 77.915 
MOT3 7 PLT IB.900 7.2192 
1'1073 8 PLT ~27. 00 1% .23 
1'1073 16 PLT IT5.00 59.00B 
1'1073 17 PLT 29.800 9 .~269 
Mon 125 PLT 171.90 J76.73 
1'1073 126 PLT 7T .9H BO.16~ 
PREFLlGHT MEAN 
JLN .. 153 1'10<- MD 
SD II 
1.7650 22 7 
29.838 22 15 
18.930 22 16 
1~. 3~2 22 17 
1.31~9 20 7 
158.57 20 11 
9.ZT92 20 17 
.B9168 19 125 
.~O~H 19 126 
2.1115 26 7 
55.~H 26 B 
27.050 26 16 
3.83~5 26 17 
1.~ 160 2~ 125 
.6~ 229 2~ 126 
9 




URINE CA (MEa/TV) 




URINE CA (MEa/TV) 





















SL-2 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
,,",UNE 3, 1973 SLOt 154 JLNI 15lJ Mo- HD 10 
'II'" ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE =' 23.33 DEGC 
AVG. AMalENT PRESSURE = 254 .43 ~IMHG 
.t. MISSION ACTIVITIES 
NAJOR NED EXPERH'.ENT5 
OTHER MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND oro's 
ATH EXPER I ~IENr5 
EREP EXPERIMENTS 
COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS 
SCIENCE DEMOS/STUDENT EXPERIMENTS 
... HEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
.1. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
2 ... ACT!FED 
flit SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 8.00 HOURS 
'II.' EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG P'\TT-MINSJ 150.00 
LB ERG fHATT-HINSI· 1710.00 
EVA MWE CKEAL/HRI tt ••• t. 
EVA DURAT (HRS) ••••••• 
MK.I EX (MINSI 3.00 
MK. II Ex (MINSI IS.OO 
HK. III EX CHINS) .tt •••• 
TREADMILL CHINS) t •••••• 
OTHER EX CHINS) •• '.1.1 
HEIGHT (CH) HUH." 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 61.S0 
••• ANTHROPOMETRiC DATA 
HIP/HAtST {CHI 1 •• 1.1'/11.' •• 1 
INS/EX? CHEST (CM) 111.111/1.1.1.1 
NECK (CM) I ••• ct. 
RTILT ARM (CN) '11 ••• 111/111'1.1 
DEl-I POiNT = 9.B9 OEGC 




HEAVY B.OO HOURS 
•• ... iII ... 
18S0.00 
.... 14 •• 
I ....... . 
......... 
12.00 
•• .jI ...... . 




....... " ........ . 
...... 'lI'II ... / ........ . 
...... I'ij 





PART. PRES. C02 = 
•• 





. ........ . 
• ...... -II.q 
4.00 
15.00 
. ....... .. 
.. ....... 11 
.......... , 
.. II ....... 
78.00 
..... fI ••• 'II ..... '!! ... 































































































































































































-20.257 - ••• 018 
-15.005 -2 •• 860 
2 •• 578 -51.250 
93.536 -H.213 
-.61888' 29 •• 81 
-3.9567 27.965 








169.30 H •• 30 
! •. 250 15.105 
13.B80 1 •• 982 
26.780 22.067 
28.000 23.067 






























































































































































SYSTOLIC DP (RECOVERY) 
PULSE PRESSURE (CONTROL) 
PLVC EDP (-30) 
PLVC EOP (-~O) 
PLVC EOP (-50) 
PLVC EOP (RECOVERY) 
SI SLOPE (-30) 
S2 SLOPE (-30) 
S2 SLOPE (-.0) 
S2 SLOPE (-50) 




PR INTERVAL (-.0) 
QRS DURATION (-~O) 
QRS DURATION (-50) 
QRS DURATION (RECOVERY) 
QRS MAX MAG (-30) 
QRS I'lAX MAG (-~O) 
QRS MAX Al (CONTROL) 
ST-E CIRC (-30) 
ST-E DEPTH (CONTROL) 
ST-E DEPTH (-30) 
ST-E UEFTH (-~O I 
ST-E DEPTH (-50) 
ST MAX Al (CONTROL) 
ST MAX Al (-30) 
ST MAX Al (-~O) 
ST I'lAX Al (RECOVERY) 
J Al (-50) 
J AZ (RECOVERY I 
J EL (CONTROL) 
J EL (-30 I 
D-ST SLOPE (-30) 
D-ST SLOPE (-~O) 
D-ST SLOPE (-50) 
D-ST SLOPE (RECOVERY) 
D-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-10) 
QRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (CONTROL) 
QRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (-30) 
QRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (RECOVERY) 
WEIGHT 
L CALF CIRC 




ATMOSPHERIC PRESS (MMHG) 























GREATER THAN :\ SO 














PLT TT .~30 
1 
FROI'! THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SLD. 15~ JLN .. 1'~ 1'10 .. 1'10 10 
MEAN SO N 
.15667 .31898 6 350 PLVC EOP (-16 ) 
-.80500-01 .20182 6 353 S2 SLOPE (-8 ) 
8. 9~5 0 1. 28~ 9 20 , URINE MG (MED/TV) 
6. 8~,0 1.31~9 20 7 UR INE CA (MEa lTV ) 
13.205 9.2792 20 17 ALDOSTERONE (UG/TV) 
171.77 .89168 19 12, WEIGHT (LBS) 
TT • 91, .QOqH 19 126 WEIGHT (KG) 
12.651 3.2,>3 30 128 UR INE N !TROGEN I G) 
330.85 63.'160 26 2 URINE OSMOL IMOSM/TV) 
7.2192 2.111, 26 7 URINE CA OlEa/TV) 
9.Q269 3.83~5 26 IT nLDDSTERONE lUG/TV) 
176.73 I.Ql60 Zq 125 WEIGHT (LBS), 





SL-2 DAilY CLiNICAl/ENVIRONHENTAl REPORT 
JUNE 't. 1973 SLOt 155 JLNt 155 MOil HO 1 I 
H, ENVY RONNENT AL 
AVG. TEHPERATURE = 23.33 DEGC 
AVG. MIBIENT PRESSURE = 253.40 MMHG 
.... MiSSION ACTIVITIES 
HAJOR MED EXPERIMENTS 




SCIENCE DEMOS/STUDENT EXPERHIENTS 
It .. NEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
... ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
ttl MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
2 H ACTIFED 
'Hi SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY B.OO HDURS 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (!',TT-HINS) 200.00 
LB ERG (WATT-HINS) 3220.00 
EVA HWE (KEAL/HR) .fflftt 
EVA DURAT (HRS) .... t.tt 
HK. I EX (HINS) 4.00 
HK. II EX (HINS) 30.00 
HK. III EX CHINS} HUH .. 
-TREADMILL CHINS) HHUt. 
OTHER EX CHINS) ... ft ... . 
HEIGHT (eM) ....... .. 
HEIGHT (KilOGRAM) 01.20 
ft. ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) I.II.ft/ ••••••• 
INS/EXP CHEST (Cr1) H ....... /H ........ 
NECK (eM) H'i'''''H 
RT/LT ARM (eM) ••••••• , ••••••• 
DEW POINT = B.06 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN 193.41 HMHG 
•• 
HEAVY B.OO HOURS 
2015.00 
............ I: 
.... ,. ... 
..... t ..... 
15.00 
• ..... 11 
.......... iII 
• •• 1 .... 
75.90 
iI ..... II .. ' .... 4 ... .. 
............ , ............ . 
... iHI .... I' ...... _ .... 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
















.. .......... 11 
78.80 
...... -lI ..... / ......... . 
.. ............ , ....... ..-. 
.. .. ff .... .. 















I ---~- -~ -- --~-- ----~ -~" ------ -.- 1 
PlEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-2. JUNE ~, 1973 SLD. 1,5 JLN. 155 MD. MD II 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SD N 
1'1092 ~ PLT 85.367 6~ .662 5.19Qq 6 q HEART RATE (-50) 
1'1092 11 PLT 53.q88 6q.999 2.2581 6 II DIASTDLIC BP (CONTRDL) 
PlO92 16 PLT 65.593 77 .qq I 2.9125 6 16 MEAN BP (CDNTRDL) 
1'1092 27 PLT q.0800 l.q983 .qH19 6 27 PLVC EOP (-30) 
1'1092 28 PLT 5.0800 2.q267 .57067 6 28 PLVC EDP (-qO) 
1'1091. 29 PLT 6.1200 3.2.950 .67111 6 29 PLVC EOP (-50) 
1'1091. 105 PLT 1.595q -.12000-01 .1333q 6 105 HR/LBNP 0-8 
1'1092 108 PLT .52930 .18113 .11167 6 108 HR/LBNP 30-QO 
1'1092 109 PLT .H310 .25610 .1576 3 6 109 HRlIA/LBNP qO-50 
1'1092 110 PLT .IQ2,0 .23750-01 .16221-01 6 110 PLVC/LBNP 0-8 
1'1091. III PLT .13875 .Q6667-0 I .23Q61-01 6 III PLVC/LBNP 8-16 
1'1091. 153 PL T 79.031 62.885 Q.9982 6 153 VECTAN HEART RATE (-Q 0 ) 
MOn 15Q PL T 85.2H 65.52Q 5.6319 6 15Q VECTAN HEART RATE (-50 ) 
/Ion 177 PL T -58.003 -28.3Q3 9.6%7 6 177 P MAX AZ (-30) 
1'1092 178 PLT -69.205 -28.069 11.676 6 178 P MAX AZ (-qO) 
1'1092 180 PLT -~7.301 -23.H7 6.8860 6 180 P MAX AZ (RECOVERV) 
MonA 7 PL T Q.3851 3.8777 '.15132 6 187 DRS-E C I RC (-30) 
MonA 8 PLT Q. 5 6 36 3.9285 .18203 6 188 QRS-E CIRC (-qO) 
MonA 9 PLT q.8117 3.9908 .18825 6 189 QRS-E CIRC (-50) 
MonA 10 PLT Q.5575 3.8930 .17338 6 190 ORS-E CIRC (RECOVERV) 
1 
MonA 17 PLT .. 228Q6 .1518~ .13663-01 6 197 QRS-E OEPTH (-30) 
MonA 18 PLT .2285~ .15006 .10222-01 6 198 ORS-E DEPTH (-~O) 
M092A I~ PL T .23709 .15623 .12056-01 6 199 ORS-E DEP TH (-50) 
MonA 20 PLT .201Q9 .IQ812 .75006-02 6 200 DRS-E OEPTH (RECOVERY) 
MonA 26 ~LT -22.528 -7.6310 2.8~01 6 206 DRS MAX AZ (COrHROL) I 
MonA 27 PLT -25.621 -6.3630 2 .. 5129 6 207 DRS MAX AZ (-30) j 
1'I0nA 28 PLT -29.565 -3.820Q 2.9008 6 208 QRS MAX AZ (-QO) 
MonA 29 PL T -31.772 -1.7995 3.7028 6 209 ORS MAX AZ (-50) 
MonA 30 PLT -22..620 -5.1068 2.7629 6 210 ORS MAX AZ (RECOVERY) 
M092A 31 PL T 32.865 QQ.891 2. .Q238 6 211 DRS MAX EL (CONTROL) 
MonA 32 PLT 33. O~ 8 Q5.381 2..Q579 6 212 ORS MAX EL (-30) 
PlO9ZA 33 PLT 33.53Q Q 1. 0 12 2. 2~83 6 213 ORS MAX EL (-qO) 
MonA 3q PLT 33.809 Q8.Qqr 2.6202 6 21Q ORS MAX EL (-50) 
MonA 35 PL7 31.QQ6 qq.997 2.2505 6 215 DRS MAX EL (RECOVERV) 
MonA 37 PlT 1.9186 l.q386 .12913 6 217 ST-E CIRC(-30) , 
MonA q6 PLT .90031-01 .63219-01 '>9222-02 6 226 ST-E DEPTH (CONTROL) 1 
M092A H PLT .lq69q .67673-01 .12510-01 6 227 ST-E OEPTH (-30) 1 
MonA q8 PLT .163q3 .668H-Ol .78111-02 6 228 ST-E DEPTH (-qO) 1 M092A q9 PLT .158n .69655-01 .95672-02 6 229 ST-E DEPTH (-50) 
M092A ,0 PLT .10561 .662,9-01 .77969-02 6 230 ST-E OEPTH (RECOVERV) I 
!'lOnA 58 PLT -13.065 -% .166 8.222. ·6 238 ST MAX AZ (-qO) ~ M092A 59 PLT .qq2H -q5 .770 8.2260 6 239 ST MAX AZ (-50) I 
M09ZA 63 PLT -.6Qrq9 18.IQ7 3.12Q9 6 2Q3 STMAX EL (-qO) , , 
M092A 6~ PLT 3.2396 11.QQO 3.6611 6 2QQ ST MAX EL (-50) , 
/IlO9ZA 9Q PLT Q5.2,8 38.305 2.0731 /, 2H D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) 1 
MonA 95 PLT Q5.222 38.760 2.0921 6 27> D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) I rI09ZA 102 PLT lQ.n9 QO.783 1.1308 6 282 QRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (-30) 
M092A 103 PLT 12.207 q5.067 5.7TH 6 283 QRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (-QO) 
j M092A 10Q PL T 9.9987 Q7.339 q.0355 6 28Q DRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (-50) M092A 127 PLT 13.500 IQ.815 .13065 6 307 L CALF CIRC 
r 








-- j L 
I 1 . ~ -----.-. --------. --_. 1 - -" ,.,_ .. ,- 1 
I'tEASUhEMENTS GREATER THAN 3 5D FROM THE PREFLIGHT !'lEAN J 
SL-2 JUNE q. 1913 SLD .. 1~~ JLN" 15~ MD. MD 11 1 
ElPT II'IEAS MAN VALUE I'tEAN SO N 1 
I'tD 92 A 12B PlT .13.250 1~.~85 .10291 6 308 R CALF CIRC 1 M092A 13~ PLT 21.500 23.061 1.2028 6 31~ LBNPD TEMP-BEGIN 
M092A 135 PlT 21. 9~ 0 2~.900 .89219 6 31~ LBNPD TEMP-END 
1'I092A 1~9 PlT 2~~.00 1>9.68 .11561 6 329 ATMOSPHERIC PRESS (MMHG) 
1'I092A 163 PLT ~0.H9 66.229 3.0006 6 3~3 DIASTOLIC SP (-8 ) 
1'I092A 16~ PlT 58.710 18. 2~5 2.1152 6 3~5 MEAN BP (-8 ) 
1'I092A 169 PLT I.HOO .19000 .12911 6 3~,9 PLVC EOP (~8 ) 
I't092A 110 PlT 2.2500 • '5 6 33!l .21639 6 350 PlVC EOP (-16 ) 
/1092A III PlT 1.0660 .69883 .~Oq>9 6 351 SI SLOPE (-8 ) 
/1092A 113 PLT -.55300 .19q50 .2IHO 6 353 S2 SLOPE (-8 ) 
M092A IH PLT -.26000 .85000-01 .8qOIO-01 6 35~ 5.2 SLOPE (-16 ) 
. 1'1013 1 CDR 2~.000 11.191 1.1650 22 1 URINE CA (MEQ/TV) 
PlO73 II COR 225~.O IT52.9 122.10 22 II URINE CREAT (MG/TV) 
/1013 q3 CDR 871.00 193.82 1,.013 22 ~3 Din CALCIUM (MG) 
M073 96 CDR I I. 220 8.3200 .821~6 3 96 PO~-ETOH-AMINE (MG/TV) 
1'1013 100 COR I I. 2~0 1.9033 .19732 3 100 FREE ASP ART AC (MG lTV) 
1'1073 lOT CDR B.1200 q .q661 .60q51 3 107 FREE GLUT ACID (MG/TV) 
1'1013 111 CDR 25.150 12.323 3.1358 3 III A-AMIN~ADIPTC (MG/TV) 
1'1073 113 CDR 11.500 3.1600 I .1266 3 113 FREE VALINE (MG lTV ) 
1'1013 II~ CDR qO.ZIO 9.6367 2.2266 3 Ilq FREE CYSTIN/Z (MG/TV) 
1'1013 116 CDR 13.~10 5.3300 S5q35 3 116 FREE METHIONIN (MGIIV) 
1'1013 111 CDR 8.8100 2.9561 1.0803 3 lIT FREE ISOLEUCIN (MGITV) 
M013 118 CDR 13.350 8.Q561 .2Q186 3 118 FREE LEUC INE (MG lTV ) 
1'1013 119 CDR Z8.330 22.Q03 .Q I 101 3 119 FREE TYROSINE (MG/TV) 
1'1073 7 SPT I1.QOO 6.8Q50 1.31H 20 1 URINE CA (MEa/TV) 
1'1073 83 SPT Q.7200 2.5950 .61175 2 83 fREE ORN ITH INE (MG lTV ) 
1'1013 89 SPT 12q.05 Q~.085 IZ.8~8 2 89 FREE 3-CH3-HIS (~G/TV) 
1'1013 92 SPI IS62.5 2~6 1. I IZ5.99 2 92 fflEE CREATlNIN (MG/TV) 
1'1073 91 SPT 383.90 109.25 ~O. 728 2 91 FREE TAURINE (MG/TV) 
1'1073 98 SPT 18.HO S.QS50 .9IZ17 2 98 UREA/IOOO (MG/TV) 
1'1013 100 SPT 10.000 Q.7900 • 35355 2 100 . fREE ASPART AC (~G/TV) 
Mon 115 SPT 1.1100 25.Q05 1.0960 2 115 CYSTATHIONINE (MG/TV) 
/1013 117 SPT 3.1100 5.1300 .21213 2 111 FREE ISOLEUCIN (~G/TV) i 1'1013 120 SPT 16.920 10.QZ5 1.1661 2 120 FREE PHENYL ALA (MG lTV ) 
1'1073 121 SPT IQ.110 ~.ZTOO .~101Z 2. 121 fREE B-ALANrNE (MG/TV) i 
1'1013 125 SPT 166.80 111.71 .89168 19 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
·1 M013 126 SPT 15.660 71.915 .QO~Q1 19 lZ6 WEIGHT (KG) 
1'1013 1 PLT 11.800 1.2192 2.11l5 26 1 URINE CA (MED/TV) 
1'1013 17 PLT 11.500 9.QZ69 3.83Q5 26 11 ALDOSTERONE (UG/TV) 
1'1013 88 PLT 93.000 Q1.Q63 13.319 3 88 fREE HISTIDINE (MG/TV) 
1'1013 91 PLT 15Q .55 61. 181 15.522 3 91 FREE TAURINE (~GITV) 
1'1013 III PLT 11.660 Q.7933 2.09Q2 3 III A-AMINOADIPTC .(~GITV) 
1'1013 113 PLT 9.Q800 2.~~67 1. 25Q 8 3 113 FREE VALINE (MG/TV) 
1'1073 I 17 PLT 9.1600 ~. 3567 1.2712 3 117 FREE ISOLEUCrN (MGI7V) 






SL-2 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
JUNE 5. 1973 SLD' 156 JLN' 156 MD' MD 12 
~ •• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE: 22.78 DEGC DEH POINT = . 8.00 OEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE: 248.23 MMHG 
.~. MISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR MED EXPERI~IENTS 
OTHER ~IEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND DTO'S 
ATM EXPER I MENTS 
EREr EXPERIMENTS 
COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS 
SCIENCE DEMOS/STUDENT EXPERIMENTS 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 




tf' MEDICATiON AND DOSAGE 
2 H ACTlFEO 
ttli SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 8.00 HOURS 
.,. EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (!'\TT-MINSl .I'IU' 
L8 ERG IHATT-MINSI 1500.00 
EVA MWE (KEAL/HRl •• , •••• 
[VA DURAl (HRS) ••••••• 
MK.I EX CHINS) .""q, 
MK. II EX IMINSl IS.~'. 
HK. III EX CHINS) " •• ,IU 
TREADMILL CHINS) ".1.,1 
OTHER EX CHINS) •• ,., •• 
HEIGHT (eM) I •••••• 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAMl 61.60 
11<11 ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (CH) ~II.II·I··I.I.' 
INS/EXP CHEST (CH) .'.'I<II·/I"I'~' 
NECK (eH) ., •• <111. 
RT/LT ARM (eH) ••• t···I····I~. 
" 
HEAVY 8.00 HOURS 
..... ,. 
2250.00 
.. •• I ... I 
.. ....... . 
.I.''''''. 
. 15.00 
~ .. '.'" 
.......... 
. ...... . 
~"'III' 
75.30 
•• II'l··/II •••• ' 
•• ""Ie/···"·' 
"I,' t t _". t , .... 
.;\ .. :~; ~ 
; ~ , 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 : 
.. 





..... -1 •• I. 1 •• -.11 t, 
4.00 
16.00 
... ., • I I I 
liHHllll1 
.. ...... ,. 
........ I I 
79.10 
1" •• ", •• 1." .. 
1"1"1/"'.'11 









PlEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 50 FROM THE PREFLIGHT PlEAN 
SL-2 
EXPT 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































SBP-REST (MM HG) 
PULSE PRS-LEV I (MMHG) 
PULSE PRS-LEV 2 (MMHG) 
VE/V02 0-25 
PLVC EOP (-30) 
PLVC EOP (-~O) 
PLVC EOP (-50) 
SI SLOPE (-~O) 
HR/LBNP 8-16 
PLVC/LBNP 0-8 
P MAX MAG (-30) 
P MAX AZ (RECOVERY) 
ORS-E CIRC (CONTROL) 
QRS-E CIRC (-3D) 
QRS-E CIRC (-~O) 
QRS-E CIRC (-50) 
ORS-E CIRC (RECOVERY) 
QRS-E AREA (CONTROL) 
QRS-E AREA (-3D) 
QRS-E AREA (-QO) 
QRS-E AREA (->O) 
QRS-E AREA (RECOVERV) 
DRS MAX MAG (-30) 
QRS I'1AX MAG (-~ 0) 
QRS MAX MAG (-50) 
DRS MAX MAG (RECOVERY) 
aRS MAX AZ (CONTROL) 
ST-E CIRC (-30) 
ST-E CIRC (RECOVERY) 
ST-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 
ST PlAX EL (-301 
ST PlAX EL (-~O) 
STPIAX EL (->0) 
J MAG (-50) 
D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30) 
O-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) 
D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30) 
D-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~O) 
D-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) 
p-nRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) 
L CALF CIRC 
LBNPD TEMP-BEGIN 
L8NPD TEi'lP-END 
ATMOSPHERIC PRESS (MMHG) 
PULSE PRESS (-8) 
PLVC lOOP (-8) 
PLVC EOP (-16) 
S2 SLOPE (-8) 
URINE CA (MEn/TV) 

























GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM THE 
JUNE 5. 1973 SLD. 156 
MAN VALUE MEAN 
SPT 61.600 13.205 
SPT 165.30 !71.T7 
SPT 7~.9BO 77.915 
PLT .17 .800 7.2192. 
PREFLIGHT MEAN 
JLN. 156 MD. MD 
SD N 
9.2792 20 17 
.89168 19 125 
.~0~~7 19 126 














51.-2 DAllY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
. JUNE 6. 1973 SLOt 157 .JLN' 157 MD' HD 13 
.t. ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE ~ 19.44 DEGC 
AVG. AM81ENT PRESSuRE ~ 248.75 MMHG 
tGt MISSION ACTIVITlES 
HAJOR MED EXPERIMENTS 




SCIENCE DEMOS/STUDENT EXPERIMENTS 
''I. MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OlD 
Hllo 
.1' ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
t'l MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
2 'I' ACTIFED 
Uti SlEEP DATA 
HEAVY 9.20 HOURS 
I" EXERCISE DATA 
us ERG tWATT-HINSl 'I •• t~. 
lB ERG (WATT-MINSI 1700.00 [VA HWE (KEAL/HRl t •••••• 
[VA DURAT (HRSl •••••• ~ 
NK.l EX CMINS) "' ... -t .... 
HK. II EX (MINS) 16.00 
HK. III EX (HINS) ••••••• 
TREADMILL CHINS) .c ••••• 
OTHER EX CHINS) ..... tH 
HEIGHT (eH) ••••• ,t 
IE lGHT (K I lOGRAM I 60.50 
'I" ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eN) •••• 0 •• ' ••••••• 
INS/EXP CHEsr (eM) •••• I··I····I.~ 
NECK (eM) •• tc .... 
DEW POINT; 10.00 CEGC 





HEAVY 9.20 HOURS 




t. III II tt-f, 
.ttotllt .. 
. ...... . 




......... , ........ . 
........ , ... "' ... .. 
.. •• :l Ii •• 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
HIIO 
•• 




• .......... 11 
.......... 
fl ....... . 
15.00 
.1141 •••• 
.. ...... . 
........ 
79.10 
• ........ , ..... <.I •• .. ,
. ....... , .......... . 






























































GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
JUNE 6, IH3 SLD4 15T JLN. IH 
MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
SPT \.1250 .8778q .62103-01 5 
SPT . ;87767 .77860 .29222-01 5 
SPT 153.00 138.73 3.8253 5 
SPT Iq932. 12691 • 6H.H 5 
SPT 3'-192 3q.626 S28H q 
SPT qO.672 29.393 2.0723 q 
SPT q9.lqO 60.99q 3.6375 6 
SPT 50.lqO 62.719 3.907q 6 
SPT 61.297 q3.068 5.1165 6 
SPT .59800 5.q168 1.0129 6 
SPT 1. 0530 2.2838 .376qq 6 
SPT .17700 .32167-01 .q2588-01 6 
SPT -.20000-02-.q3500-01 .72595-02 6 
SPT .8151Q .3q211 .121Q3 6 
SPT 1.8650 .80597 • 319Q 8 6 
SPT 1.1Q90 .5H52 .11073 6 
SPT 113.31 123.Q3 2.6606 6 
SPT 115.57 101.65 I.Q072 6 
SPT .2Z63Q .123Q 1 .303QQ-01 6 
SPT 5.7050 Q.8Q68 .26802 6 
SPT .29773 .22231 .22538-01 6 
SPT 1.692q Lq173 .61>95-01 6 
SPT 1.6152 1.3077 .QI620-01 6 
SPT I.Q736 1.2592 .55366-01 ' 6 
SPT -6.3856 13.Q07 6.0'101 6 
SPT -IQ.752 16.110 9.9Q5T 6 
SPT 31. H8 Q5.qrq 2.521~ 6 
SPT 37.297 QQ.672 2.25% 6 
SPT .1~830 .88Q80-01 .11926-01 6 
SPT .13298 • H653-01 .77982-02 6 
SPT .88772-01 .5771q-OI .H526-02 6 
SPT .n562-01 .590Q6-01 .70230-02 6 
SPT .52053 • H95Q .7Q271-01 6 
SPT .q1518 .68298 .65100-01 6 
SPT -IQ.915 -30.573 Q.0018 6 
SPT -15.990 -37.957 2.2835 6 
SPT -23.678 ':QQ.018 3.5111 6 
SPT -12.8IQ -2Q.860 2.Q321 6 
SPT .65371-01 .Q 1269-01 .5271Q-Ol 6 
SPT -31.212 -IT.009 t;.55lfl 6 
SPT -QQ.OSQ -23.Q86 Q.79Q8 6 
SPT • -10.2SQ -39.01Q 8.830Q 6 
SPT 115.88 -51.250 9.9318 6 
SPT -7-.8561 29.Q81 3.1686 6 
SPT -29.889 27. 965 5.9537 6 
SPT -72.32~ 8.6387 15.612 6 
SPT 1.3923 I. 9802 ,12233 6 
SPT .63097 I.H52 .168Q7 6 
SPT -.Q5221 1.3726 .31761 6 
SPT 1. 0258 1.89Q7 .IQQn 6 
_. 
---.-.-~" ----,---- ..... _ .. -.- . ---
1'10. MD 13 
11 RER-REST 
12 . RER-LEVEL 
2q H R-LEVEL 3 (BT/MIN) 
112 PRESSURE RATE PROOUCT-LEV 
130 VE/VC02. 25-50 
132 HR/V02 0-25 
II D!ASTOLIC BP (CONTROL) 
12 DIASTOLIC BP (-30) 
21 PULSE PRESSURE (CONTROL) 
32 SI SLOPE (-30) 
3q !i1 SLOPE (-50) 
39 S2 SLOPE (-50 J 
q2 SI COMPLIANCE (-30) 
107 HR/LBNP 16-30 
108 HR/LBNP 30-QO 
109 HRM/LBNP QO-50 
159 PR INTERVAL (-50 ) 
1£5 DRS DURATION (RECOVERY) 
175 P MAX MAt\ .. CRECOVERY) 
188 DRS-E~I~O(-QO ) 
197 DRS-E DEP1'H (-30 I 
202 CRS MAX MAG (-30) 
203 DRS MAX MAG (-QO) 
20q DRS MAY. MG (-50) 
206 DRS MAX AZ (CONTROLl 
207 DRS MAX AZ (-30) 
212 DRS MAX E[ (-30) 
213 DRS MAX EL (-qO) 
226 ST-E DEPTH (CONTROL) 
227 ST-E DEPTH (-30) 
218 ST-E DEPTH (-QO) 
229 ST-E DEPTH (-50) 
231 ST MAX MAG (CONTROL) 
23Z ST MAX MAG (-30) 
236 5T MAX AZ (CONTROL) 
237 ST MAX AZ (-30) 
238 ST MAX AZ (-~O) 
2QO ST MAX AZ (RECOVERV) 
250 J MAG (RECOVEP,V) 
251 J AZ (CONTROL') 
252 JAI(-30) 
253 J AZ (-QO) 
25Q J AZ (-501 
256 J EL (CONTROLl 
257 J EL (-30) 
258 JEL(-QO) 
262 D-ST SLOPE (-30 ) 
263 O-ST SLOPE (-QO I 
26Q D-ST SLOPE I-50 ) 









MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-2 JUNE 6, 1973 SLD" 157 JLN" IH 
EXPT HlEAS I'1AN VALUE /lEAN sn N 
1'10nA 93 SPT 66.2~ 1 5Q.610 2. 72Z~ 6 
PlOnA 101 SPT 2G.306 36.835 5 .3~3Z 6 
PlOnA 102 SPT 1S.~ 17 '13.152 6.5132 (, 
1'1092A 105 SPT 18.H2 ~0.707 ~.6339 b 
1'10nA 126 SPT 161 .00 17~.30 1.6186 6 
MOnA 121 SPT 1 ~ .250 15.10, .2305~ ,; 
1'10nA 128 SPT 1 ~. 130 1~.982 .21386 b 
1'I0nA 132 SPT 25.830 22-067 1.0367 6 
1'10nA 13~ SPT 27.330 23.067 1.1219 6 
nonA 135 SPT ZT .890 2~.0!0 1. 1852 6 
1'10nA 1.~9 SPT 2~5.00 709.'12 • 20~ 12 (, 
M092A 167 SPT 65.620 39.8~6 1.6H9 6 
Pl092A 168 SPT 66.2)6 ~0.002 (, .557T (, 
1'1073 7 CDR 21.100 Il.T91 1.7650 n 
1'10T3 II CDR 1311.0 1752.9 122.70 zz 
1'1013 2~ CDR 10.6~0 9.~150 .11018 ~ 
1'1013 26 CDR 9b .t}oo 106.'10 2.5100 5 
Mon ~~ CDR 1828.0 1558.~ 12.129 22 
1'1073 125 CDR 133.10 137.1~ .<'5238 21 
1'1013 126 CDR 60.31~ 62.205 .3~j ~lB 21 
1'1013 IT SPT 56.600 )3.2C- 9.21-92 7.0 
1'1073 21 SFT 13a.00 1~2.~0 .89~~3 5 
1'1013 22 SPT ~.62QO q.1600 .89~q3-01 5 
"073 2:; SPT 10.500 9.0250 .2.3'b2. 9 q 
1'1013 26 5PT ~7.200 106.'10 1.8166 5 
/1013 ZT SPT 87.500 101.80 ~.3818 5 
1'1073 31 srT 29.000 16.800 Z.588Q ~. 
1'1013 'iT SPT .12600 .31667-01 .291~3-01 :J. 
Pl013 12, SPT ! 6q.! 0 HI.7T •. 89168 19 
1'1073 126 5PT 1~ .~ 36 17.915 .~OQH 19 
1'1013 6 rLT 2188.0 1156.6 162.21 26 
1'1073 1 PLT 2~.900 T.ll92 2.111> 26 
1'1073 12 PLT 1305.0 98q S8 15.~15 26 
MOT3 25 PLT 10.QOO 9.0500 .38130 ~ 
1'1073 2T FLY 90.900 102.00 2.~~ 95 :; 







































D-CRS VECTOR INTi<GRAL (-~ 0 ) 
DRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (CONTROL) 
CRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (-30) 
DRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (RECOVERY) 
WEIGHT 
L CALF CIRC 




~TMOSPHERIC PRESS (MMHG) 
PULSE PRESS (-8 ) 
PULSE PRESS (-16 ) 
URINE CA (MEa/TV) 
URINE CHEAT (MG/TV) 
BLOOD CA (MG/L) 
BLOOD CL (MEO/L) 
DIET PHOSPHORUS (MG) 
WEIGHT (LaS) 
WEIGHT (KG) 
AL DOSTERONE (UG lTV) 
GL ODD f/A (MEO IL ) 
BL ODD ~ (/'lEG III 
BLOOD CA (MG/L) 
BLOOD CL (MEO/L) 
BLOOD GLUCOSE {MG/Ll 




URIIIE Pil~ (MG/TV) 
URINE CA (MED/TV) 
URlIJE URIC A (MG/TV) 
BLOoD C~ (M6/L) 
BlU,lD GLUCOSE (MGIl) 






Sl-Z DAILY ClINICAl/ENVIRONHENTAl REPORT 
..JUNE 7. 1973 SLOt 158 JLNa 158 MO' HO Pi 
II .. ¢ ENV 1 RON~1£NT AL 
AVG. TEHPERATURE = ZZ.50 DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = Z53.40 HHHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
ATH EXPERI~;EtHS 
EVA/oEORB/ENTRY PREPS 
SCIENCE OE~OS/STUoENT EXPERIMENTS 
II ............... CDR •••••••••••••• 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMeNTS/oTa 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
••• HEDICATION AND DOSACE 
OPAE: AFR I N NOSe DROPS 
...... SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY B.OO HOURS 
.'4 EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (HATT-HINS) 
La ERG (HATT-HINS) 
EVA HHE n:EAL11 IR) 
EVA DURAT CHRS) 
HK.I EX CHINS) 
HK. II E'· CHINS) 
HK. III EX CHINS) 
TREADHILL CHINS) 
OTHER EX CHltIS) 
HEIGHT ICH) 
HEICHT CKILOGRAH) 




,., •• I •• 
(B.OO 
I" I ..... 
'l! ... i •• I 
~ ..... . 
.. ... • I •• 
60.10 
..... AfHflROPO~.ETRIC OATA 
HIPIUAIST tCH) ••••••• /.11 •••• 
INS/EYP CHEST lCH) ., ••••• / •••• , •• 
t:£'CK rCH) ......... 
RT/LT ARM fCtU '.',' •• "ltll'''''' 
RfiLT J.RH VOl .. reCI .. H .... ' ....... ' 
RTll T 1Ir\t~~ (fT ·UU ........ , /. t'H'" 
eEN GRAV ,..£A5 (CHI ....... . 
DEH POINT = 7.50 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 191.3'. HHHG 
• •• eelll." ••••• SPT ••••••• Q •••••• 
OPRe AFR1N NOSE DROPS 
HEAVY B.OO HOURS 
... • • t ... 
...... ~ .. 
ZG5.00 
3.30 
II ........ .. 
.. :I ••• \I • 
• ••••• II 
" ~ ..... ~ .. 
• ........ <Ii 
· ~ ...... .. 
75.30 
l.ft;" •• ,.~(1 .... 
"'oI···I·t~'R:l4 
· ... ; .. 
' ....... , ...... . 
.. ·"···~/··'I!II .. Q 4 ....... '.' • .,4'. 
.. II ........ . 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
<I ...... ". t 
3.Z0 HHHG 
••••••••••••••• PLT .tt ........... . 
.. 
I£AVY 0.00 1I0lfiS 
· ...... .. 
2250.00 
... /I •••• 
II ....... . 
........... 
15.00 
.. I ...... 
.. .. , .. , .. 
· ....... , 
· ...... . 
70.50 
....... '., ...... ~ 
." ••••• ,.<JII ••• 1 
,@".e:, i 
.,; •••• ' ••• f •• -; 
• ••• t •• , •••• ~.1'i, 
Cf"I •• t'., ... ('I~ 






~EASUREMErITS GREATER THAN 3 SO 
SL-~ JUNE 7, 1973 
EXPT IMEAS 1'1 AN VALUE 
1'1073 7 CDR 21.100 
1'1073 II CDR 1203.0 
1'1073 125 CDR 132.00 
PlO73 12& CDR 5"9.875 
1'1073 7 SPT 10.900 
"013 II SPT 1562.0 
"013 17 SPT 6Q.QOO 
1'1073 125 SPT 165.60 
1'1073 126 SPT 75.116 
1'1073 2 PLT ~89.00 
fl073 T PLT 20.900 
1'1073 10 PLT 1.0160 
1'1073 II PLT 1~38.0 
1'1073 16 PLT IQ2.80 
1'1073 IZ5 PLT ITl.60 
I'IOT3 126 PLT 77.838 
FRO!'l THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SLO+ 1.8 JLN+ 1~8 
!'lEAN SO N 
11.HI 1.76,0 22 
17~2. 9 122.70 22 
137 .I~ .75238 21 
62.208 • 3~ 128 21 
6.B~50 1.31~9 20 
2038.~ 158S7 20 
13.20~ 9.2792 20 
171.77 .89168 19 
77.915 .~o~n 19 
330.85 63.%0 26 
7.2192 2.lll.5 26 
1.0093 .11611-02 26 
2220.6 188.86 26 
59.0pa 2.1.050 26 
176. y~ 1.~160 2~ 



















URINE CA (MEQ/TV) 
U,RINE CREAT (MG/TV) 
IifEIGHT (LBS) 
WEIGHT (~G) 
URINE CA (MEO/TV) 




URINE OSMOL (MOSM/TV) 
l'R INE CA (MEU/TV) 
URINE SPECIFIC GRAV 









Sl-2 DAILY CLlNICAl/ENVIRONHENTAl REPORT 
~UNE 8. 1973 SlD' 159 JlN' 159 HD' HD 15 
.~~ ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE; 21.89DEGC 
AVG. AMaltNT PRESSURE = 253.40 HMHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
HA~OR ~IED EXPERIMENTS 
OTHER HSDICAL EXPERlMENTS AND Dro'S 
Off-DUTY/REST DAY 
SCI(NCE DEtIOS/STUDENT EXPEilltlENTS 
............ ,t •• CDR ••••••••• , ••• , 
lei MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OrO 
I G I ILLNESS/S)'HPTOH/PROBLEH 
1.1 MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
2 .. ~CTlfED 
114 SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 6.70 HOURS 
•• e EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (WATT-NINS) 
lB ERG !HATT-HINS) 
EVA HHE • :EAlIHR) 
EVA aURAT (HRSI 
flK.1 EX (MINS) 
11K. II EX (MINS) 
HK. 111 EX (HINSI 
TREADHlll (HINSI 





.... I , I • 
••••• I , 
5.00 
20.00 
III III ..... III 
• I III • III •• 
""".1 
60.70 
ftc ANTHROPOMETRIC OATA 
HIP/WAIST letS) leu"<1/""'" 
INS/EXP CHCST rctn •• 14 •• ". t (q I" 
NECK (eM) ••••••• 
Ri/lT ARM (eM) .4.t'f·I'·~·'t_ 
RT/lT ARM \'O~ (eel ........ / .. U ... 
RTILT HArlD crT-LBI ...... t/H'~Ut 
10.., __ _ 
DEW poINT; 6.39 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN; 191.34 HHHG 
' ••• 1111 •• ,.,., SPT 'I8 •• "."'t'l 
.. 
HEAVY 6.70 HOURS 
2300.00 
I I • , ••• 
4 I • " ••• 
17.00 
.... , •• I 
.. , •• III I • 
.. , III ..... 
74.90 
~ •• '( •• / •• .,B'.1 
"·'·'·'/···.e··· 
••• I ••• 
.t~I···/I.'.,.~ 
'''''''/''''is'' 
,., ...... ",11 •••• 
.. ' 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 




HEAVY 6.70 HOURS 
37.00 t 
4.00 HMHG 
....... , . 
11 •• , •• I I' •• , , t 
111'111 I III ... 
III' , •••• 
, .. III III ••• 
Iltl ••• 
111'1' •• III 
""1', 
, •• III III I • 
78.10 
t f • .,. l.e/"I ~ 4.'" 
t'tl··,1······.e 
, ••• t • 4 
..t.e4t..'/'., •••• 












"EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM oHE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
Sl-2 JUNE 8. 1913 SlO- IH JlN. 159 
EXPT II'IEAS IIAN VALUE I'IEAN 50 N 
11171 15 Pl T 1.6260 1.2628 .86022-01 5 
.1171 21 PlT 61. 200 66.~~0 1.5962 5 
11171 27 Pl T 190.00 In .60 5.2620 5 
1'1171 28 PlT 188.00 160.60 8.0911 5 
11171 5~, PlT 68.569 59.63;; 2.16 05 5 
11171 63 Plo 279.56 181.~2 13.;;~~ 5 
/'1171 69 PlT 137.69 105.96 7.0188 5 
11171 108 PlT 128.00 86.967 >'5732 5 
rll71 112 PlT 19950. 15676. 830.50 5 
11171 113 PlT 2~628 • 20~35 • 1279.7 5 
1'1171 128 PlT 57 • 062 ~~.561 3.11~5 5 
1'1092 2T flT 3.3700 1.~983 .n~ 19 6 
1'I0n 28 PlT ~. 3300 2.~267 .51067 6 
l'Ion 37 PlT .23000 .83000-01 .~0185-01 6 
Mon 105 PlT 1.1903 -.12000-01 .13:l3~ 6 
1'1092 108 flT .• 58~OO .18113 .11167 6 
Mon 110 PlT .IT500 .23HO-01 .16221-01 6 
ilonA 7 PlT ~.3999 3.87T7 .151 J2 6 
ilonA 8 PlT ~.qTT8 3.9285 .18203 6 
r.09lA 9 PlT ~.6576 3.9908 .186!:5 6 
ilonA 10 PlT ~.q613 3.8930 .17338 6 
1'I0nA 17 PlT .21750 .15 J Sq .13663-01 6 
1'I0nA 18 PLT .22.938 .15006 .10222-01 6 
/1092A 19 PlT • 2..lf 2.'} 9 .15623 .120,6-01 6 
1'I0nA 20 PlT .19625 .lq812 .75006-02 6 
1I092A Z6 PlT -Zq .128 -7.6310 2.8~01 6 
~092A 27 Pl T -25.696 -6.3630 2.5129 6 
1'I0nA 28 PlT -27.6qq -3.820q 2.9008 6 
~092A 29 PlT -31.89q -1.7995 3.7028 6 
1'I0nA 30 PlT -2~.287 -5.1068 2.7629 6 
PlO9i:!A 31 flT 31.69q ~q.891 2.~23B 6 
/'10 92 A 32 PlT 30.329 q5.381 2.q579 6 
/'I092A 33 PlT lZ.652 H .012 2 .2q 83 6 
ilonA 3q PlT 32.615 q8.qH 2.6202 6 
/'I092A 35 Pl7 30.197 ~q. 997 2. .25 05 6 
/'IOnA 37 PlT 1.9916 I.Q386 .12913 6 
1'10 9Z A Q6 Pl T .96332-01 .63219-01 .59222-02 6 
I'tOnA H PlT .13096 .67673-01 .12510-ot 6 
/'IOnA H PLT .16201 .6&8H-OI .78111-02 6 
/'IOnA H PlT .15026 .69655-01 .95672-02 6 
/1092A 50 PlT .115~l .66259-01 .1T9H-02 6 
/'I092A 63 flT 8.7022 18.IQ7 3 .12q 9 6 
1'10 92 A H PlT 2.IQ6Q I T.~~ 0 3.6611 6 
110 92 A 65 PlT 9.7832 20.375 2.8976 6 
MonA 7Z ~lT ~58.301 -10~.B6 11.190 6 
M092A 75 PlT -6!. 6QQ -106.65 II. .66 6 
/'IOnA lO~ PlT !S.6l1 ~5 .067 5.7TH 6 
/'IOnA 10q PlT Iq.267 H.339 Q.0355 6 
1'1092A 127 PlT 13.500 IQ.815 .13065 6 
1'I092A IZB fLT 13.250 l~ .585 .102.91 6 
... 
1'10- 1'10 15 
15 RER-RECOVERY 
21 H R-REST (ST/MIN) 
27 SBP-lEVEl I (MM HG) 
28 SBP-lEVEl 2 (/'lM HG) 
55 VE • 2. l Y02 
63 SBP • 160 HR 
69 I'IAP • 160 HR 
lOS PULSE PRS-lEV 2 (MMHG) 
lI2 PRESSURE RATE PROQUCT-lEV 
113 PRESSURE RATE PROOUCT-lEV 
128 l'E/V02 50-75 
27 PlYC EOP (-30) 
28 PlVC EOP (-~ 0) 
37 S2 SLOPE (-30) 
IDS HR/lANP 0-8 
lOB HR/lBNP 30-~0 
110 PlVC/lBNP 0-8 
IB7 DRS-E CIRC (-30) 
168 DRS-E CIRC (-qO) 
189 ORS-E CIRC (-50) 
190 DRS-E CIRC (RECOVERY) 
197 DRS-E DEPTH (-30) 
H8 DRS-E OEPTH (-qO) 
199 DRS-E OEPTH (-50) 
200 DRS-E DEPTH (RECOVERV) 
206 DRS MAX I\Z (CONTROL I 
207 URS MAX At (-30) 
Z08 DRS MAX AZ (-qO) 
209 DRS MAX Al (-50) 
210 gRS MAX Al (RECOVERV) 
211 DRS MAX El (CONTROL) 
212 DRS MAX El (-30) 
213 QRS I'IAX El (-~o) 
21q DRS MAX EL (-50] 
215 DRS ~A~ El (RECOVERY) 
217 ST-E CIRC (-301 
226 5T-E DEPTH (COIlTROl) 
Z27 ST-E OEPTll (-30 I 
228 ST-E DEPTH (-QOI 
229 5T-E DEPTH (-50 I 
230 ST-E DEPTH (RECOVERV I 
2~3 ST MAX El (-QO) 
7,QQ ST MAX El (-50 I 
2Q5 ST MAX El (RECOVERY I 
252 JAZ(-30) 
255 J Al (RECOVERV) 
253 DRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (-~O I 
28Q QR5-T SPATIAL ANGLE (-50 I 
30T l CALF CIRC 

















I '1 j I 
I 
"EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM THE PREfLIGHT !'lEAN l 
SL-Z JUNE 8. 1~13 SLD. 159 JLN' 159 "D. I'ID 15 
ElPT II'IEAS !'IAN VALUE "EAN SD N 
Pl092A 1~9 PLT 2~ 1.00 '159.68 .11567 6 329 
ATMOSPHERIC PRESS (MI'lHO) 
PlOnA 169 PLT I.~OOO .19000 .. 12911 6 3~9 
PLVC EOP (-8 ) 
1'I092A 170 PLT 1.8800 .56333 .21639 6 350 
PLVC EOP (-16 ) 
PlOnA 11~ PL T .91900 .85000-01 .B~OIO-OI 6 35~ 
S2,SLOPE (-16 ) 
PlO13 6 CDR 1399.0 1000.9 113.1~ 22 6 
URINE PO~ (MG/TV) 
PlO13 1 COR 20.500 11.791 I. 1650 22 1 
URINE CA (MEU/TV) 
PIon 11 CDR 61.~00 11 .686 I~. 3~ 2 22 11 
ALDOSTERONE (UG/TV) 
PlO13 1Z5 CDR 133.U 131.1 ~ .15238 21 125 
WEIGHT (LBS) 
1'1013 126 CDR 60.601 62.208 • 3~ 128 21 126 
loIEIGHT (KG) 
1'1013 1 SPT 12.600 6. 8~50 1.31~9 20 1 
UR INE CA (MEQITV) 
Pl073 13 SPT 5~ •. 900 22.965 8.65~3 20 13 
f.p INEPHR INE (UG lTV ) 
PlO13 11 SPT 51 .~OO 13.205 9.2192 20 11 
ALDOSTERONE (UGITV) 
"013 125 SPT 16'L 10 171.11 .89168 19 
125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
1'1013 126 srT 1~ :108 11.915 .~O~H 19 126 
WEIGHT (KG) 
PlO73 7 PLT 11.500 1.2192 2.111, 26 T 
URWE CA (MEQ/TV) 
PlO13 11 PLT 60.000 9.~Zb9 3.83~5 26 iT 
ALDOSTERONE (UGITV) 
PlO13 125 PL T 171.00 IT6. 7 3 1.~ 160 Z4 125 
WEIGHT (LaS) 
PlO13 126 PL T 17 .566 80. 16~ .6~ 2Z9 2~ 








SL-2 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
JUNE 9. 1973 SLO' 160 .JLN- 160 HO' HD 16 
.. ,' ENV) RONtt£NT AL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 22.7B OEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 245.64 HMHG 
I" HISStON ACT1VITJES 
HAJOR NED EXPERHIENTS 
OTHER MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND DTO'S 
ATti EXPERIMf;NTS 
EREP EXPER I HENTS 
SCIENCE DEHOS/S;UDCNT EXPERIHENTS 
, I ....... , •• , • , • CDR ••••••• I , • I ••• 




.... MEDICAT.tON AND DOSAGE 
;: ... ACT I n:,pr 
lit. SLEEP DATA 
flEAV\' 8.00 HOURS 
•• , EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG CHATT-MINSI 
LB ERG (I" ,TT-MINS) 
EVA HHE CKEALIHRI 
EVA DURAl CIIRSI 
HK.I EX CHINSI 
HK. II EX CHINSI 
NK. III EX CHINSI 
TREADHILL CHINSI 









.. It •••• 
, , .... . 
... () .. . 
.... t ••• 
61.00 
• Ii ANTHROPONETRIC DATA 
HIPIHAIST CCHI 
INS/EXP CllEST CCHI 
NECK CCHI 
RTILT ARM CCMI 





DEH POINT = 7.78 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 194.45 HHHG 
........... , ••• I! SPT II ••• ' •••••••• 
.. 
HEAVY 8.00 HOURS 
.". , • I tI 
t • of • , • ~ 
...... I ... 
........ 11 
• • •• •• • 
",,,,.1 
...... I ... .. 




......... , ....... .. 
~ ... " .. , .. "" .. . 
• • • • • • • 
• ''''''''"lJj''''1 
....... / ..... ,,,,, 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
HI31 
.. 
HEAVY 7.50 HOllRS 
.... I .. ... r 
4.00 'IHHG 
2300.00 
•• I I .. I I 
" ..... . 
f .... G •• 
15.00 
4,"111 
I C I ••• I 
, • I •••• 
flll •• IC 
78.60 
' •• 1111/ ••••••• 
'1 .. ll •• ' •••• 'I. 
, .. I ...... 
<I.t. ,f •. .: . .:/..ttt" 












I'IEASURfMENTS GREATER THAN 3 50 FROM THE 
SL-2 JUNE 9. 1973 SLO. 160 
ElPT I!'IEAS PIAN VALUE !'IE~N 
Pl073 11 CDR 69.700 17.686 
11013 125 CDR 13q.30 137. I q 
Pion 126 CDR 60.918 62.208 
Pion 7 SPT 13.l00 6.8~50 
Pl073 11 SPT q I.QOO 13.205 
f'1073 125 srT 167.00 1.71. TT 
Pion 126 SfT T5.751 77.915 
Pl073 7 PLT 19.QOO 7.2192 
Pion 17 PLT 21.QOO 9.~269 
1'1073 125 PLT 171 .90 17 6.73 





JLN. 160 PlD. "'0 
SO N 
H.3q2 22 11 
.75238 21 125 
.3Q128 21 126 
1.31Q9 20 7 
9.2792 2G 17 
.89168 19 125 
.QOQH 19 126 
2.1115 26 7 
3.S3Q5 26 IT 
I.QI60 2~ 125 









URINE CA (MEQ/TV) 
ALDOSTEROriE (UG/W) 


















SL-2 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
JUNE 10, 1973 SLD' 161 JLN' 161 MD' MO 17 
_et ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 22.7B DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 253.40 MMHG 
'" MISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR MEO EXPERIMENTS 
OTHER MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND DTO'S 
AiM EXPERIMENTS 
EREP EXPERIMENTS 
SCIENCE DEMOS/STUDENT EXPERIMENTS 
tH NEDiCAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
,t, ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
2 at ASF'RiN 
2 u ACTIrED 
UI SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY B.OO HOURS 
tt. EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (I' ~TT-HINSJ ... u .. 
LB ERG (WATT-MINSI 2400.00 
EVA HWE (KEAL/HRl 11 •• t •• 
EVA DURAl (HRS) III •• '. 
HK.I EX (MINS) •••••• t 
HK. 11 EX (HINSI 20.00 
HK. III EX tHINS) ••••••• 
TREADMILL tNiNSJ • II H" 
OTHER Ex (HINS) 1.1 ••• ' 
HEIGHT (eli) ........ 
I~EIGHT (KILOGRAHI 61.40 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPIWAIST (CHI 
INS/EXP CHEST (CHI 
NECK (CMI 
RT /LT ARM (CMI 
..... • • '/1 •••••• 
, .... . -" ...... . 
"1"" 
DEW POINT = 4.44 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 191.34 MMHG 









• ••• 'Cl 
2.00 







•••• 11." •• ' ..... 
•••• ,lHI 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
31. 00 t 
3.50 M(1HG 




HEAVY 8.00 HOURS 
.,., ... 
2300.00 
. ..... , 
.. , ... . 





... , ... 
78.40 
.,." ... ,.", ... 
• .•••. i/' .•.•.. 
••••• I • 
i 
I 
~EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROI'l TIlE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-2 JUNE 10, 1973 SLD. 161 JLN. 161 
EXPT IPIEAS MAN VALUE PlEAN SD N 
Pl1 T! 27 SPT 152.00 130.80 6.69q1 5 
Pl171 132 SPT q 0.855 29.393 2.0723 q 
Pll T! 135 SPT 6Q.001 2B.120 10.889 q 
Pli T! 137 SPT 11.Q18 q5.093 II.IQI q 
PI 17 I Iql SPT 18.313 5.88Q8 1.1021 q 
Pl171 1q2 SPT 23.1qQ 9.2613 2.1506 q 
1'1171 Iq6 SPT 9.1526 36.656 85302 q 
/1111 IH SPT 9151.8 5827.7 566.17 q 
1'1092 32 SPT 1. b350 5.q168 1.0129 6 
1'1092 ~2 SPT -.11000-01-.q3500-01 .12595-02 6 
/1092 105 SPT .63238 .55129-01 .13q19 6 
/1092 106 SPT -.6QI25 .15858 .Zq539 6 
/1092 156 SPT IqO.19 133.35 1.9180 6 
PlO92 151 SPT 136.',q 129.58 1. 31 01 6 
/1092 16~ SPT 99.687 81.212 3.32H 6 
1'1092 165 SPT 106.58 101.65 l.q072 6 
"092A 16 SPr 130239 .23656 .20021-01 6 
1'I092A 17 SPT .31256 .22231 .22538-01 6 
11092A 18 SPT .32619 .21902 .22972-01 6 
/l092A 22 SPT .6365 l.q173 .61595-01 6 
M092A 23 SPT 1.6276 1.3077 .qI620-01 6 
M92A 2q SPT 1.6395 1.2592 .55366-01 6 
M092A 26 SPT -S.2226 I~ .qa7 6.0~01 6 
MOnA 30 SPT -7.1~6!i 21.527 8.S~9B 6 
M092A 32 SPT 35.q66 ~5 .qH 2.n1Q 6 
M09ZA 33 SPT 3LI0B q~ .612 2.25~6 6 
M092A 35 SPT 35.133 ~q.q7B 2.352Q 6 
MonA 37 SPT 1.97Q6 l.H08 .5650B-Ol 6 
M092A qO SPT 2.0585 1.1823 .610Q~-01 6 
M092A ~6 SPT .15829 .88Q80-01 .11926-0 I 6 
M092A H SPT .13735 . H653-01 .1T982-02 6 
~onA ~8 SfT • I2Q20 .51TH-OI .H526-02 6 
MonA Q9 SPT .11658 .590Q6-01 .70230-02 6 
~092A SO SPT .1~2QO .91336-01 .1~2Q5-0 1 6 
M092A 56 SPT -13.QI3 -30.513 ~.0078 6 
II092A 57 SPT -16.5~6 -3T.957 2.2B35 6 
M092A 58 SPT -16.132 -~Q.018 3.5111 6 
MonA 59 SPT -1l.Q58 -QQ .~50 3.~65S 6 
M092A 60 SPT -12.9% -2Q .860 2.0321 6 
A092A 71 SPT -1. 9382 -17.009 Q.55~1 6 
M092A 72 SPT .7603B-01-23.Q86 Q. 79~B 6 
1'l0nA 73 SPT -3.33BI -39.0IQ 8.830Q 6 
M092A H SPT -12.9QQ -51.250 9.931B 6 
MonA 16 SPT 12.935 1.9.q81 3.1686 6 
MonA 101 SPT lQ.772 36.835 5.3Q32 6 
PlOnA 102 SPT 15.2H Q3.152 8.5132 £ 
M092A 103 SPT 10.710 51.636 12.822 6 
M092A IDS SPT 1~.161 QO.707 Q.6339 6 
M092A 127 SPT lQ.130 15.105 .2305~ 6 























































SSP-LEVEL 1 ( MM HG) 
HR/V02 0-25 
SSP/V02 0-25 





51 SLOPE (-30) 
SI COMPLIANCE (-30) 
IIR/LBNP 0-8 
HR/LSNP 8-16 
PR INTERVAL (CONTROL) 
PR INTERVAL (-30) 
DRS DURATION (-qO) 
QRS DURATIOrl (RECOVERVl 
DRS··E DEPTH (CONTROL) 
ORS-E DEPTH (-30) 
QRS-E DEPTH (-QO) 
DRS MAX I'IAG (-30) 
DRS MAX I'lAG (-qO) 
DRS MAX I'lAG (-50) 
CRS MAX AZ (CONTROL) 
DRS I'lAX AZ (RECOVERY) 
CRS MAX EL (-30) 
CRS MAX EL (-qO) 
eRS MAX EL (RECOVERY) 
57-E CIRC (-30) 
57··E eIRC (RECOVERY) 
ST-E DEPTH (CONTROL) 
ST-E DEPTH (-30) 
ST-E DEPTH (-QO) 
ST-E DEPTH (-50) 
ST-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 
ST MAX AI. (CONTROL) 
ST I'lAX AZ (-30) 
ST MAX AZ (-QO) 
5T I'lAX AZ (-50) 
ST MAX AZ (RECOVERY) 
J AZ (CaNTRall 
J AZ (-30 ) 
J AI. (-QO) 
J AZ (-50) 
J EL (CONTROLl 
ORS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (CONTROL) 
DRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (-30) 
ORS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (-~O ) 
ORS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (RECOVERY) 
L CALF CIRe 






i , j 
i'1EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-2 JUNE 10, 1973 SLD'· 161 JLN", 161 MD'" MD 11 
EXPT IMEAS /'lAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
/'lOnA 132. SPT 25.830 22.067 1.0367 6 31Z AMB. TEMP-BEGIN 
MOnA 13q SPT Z7.610 23.067 L 1219 6 31q LBNPD TEMP-BEGIN 
M092A 135 SPT 27.780 Zq.OIO 1. 1852 (, 315 LBNPD TEI'1P-ENO 
1'10nA Iq9 SPT 25q.00 7>9.92 • 20q 12 6 329 ATMOSPHERIC PRESS (I'1MHG ) 
1'10nA 169 SPT • HOOO .18167 .13906 6 3q9 PLVC EOP (-8 ) 
MonA 170 SPT 1.9000 .75667 .31898 6 350 PLVC EOP (-16 ) 
1'1013 6 CDR 1511 . 0 1000.9 113.lq 22 6 URINE PDq (MG/TV) 
1'1013 7 CDR 2q.700 11.791 I. 7650 22 7 URINE CA (I'1EQ/TV) 
1'1073 q3 CDR 871.00 793.82 15.013 22 q3 DIET CALCIUM (MG) 
1'1073 % CDR 2.2200 .60777 .38828 22 56 DEHVDROEPIANO (I'1G/TV) 
/'l073 81 CDR 1.9100 .69000 .ll3lq 2 81 rREE OH-LVSINE (I'1G/TV) 
1'1073 83 CDR 2.0800 .90667 .2098q 3 83 FREE ORNITHINE (I'1G/TV) 
1'1073 89 CDR 107.08 Q9.2H II. 5 85 3 89 FREE 3-CH3-HIS (MG/TVI 
1'1073 96 CDR II. 75 0 8.3200 .821% 3 96 POq-ETOH-AMINE (MG/TV) 
1'1073 100 CDR 5.1700 7.9033 .19732 3 100 FREE ASPART AC (MG/TV) 
1'1073 llq CDR 23.2QO 9.6367 2.2266 3 I1Q FREE CVSTlN/2 (MG/TV) 
1'1013 115 CDR 9.9300 26.567 2.3367 3 liS CVSTATHIONINE (I'1G/TV) 
1'1073 116 CDR 2Q. 71 0 5.3300 .55Q35 3 lib FREE METH I ON IN (MG lTV) 
1'1073 118 CDR 11 .5Q 0 8.q'67 .2H86 3 118 FREE LEUCINE (MG/TV) 
1'1013 7 SPT 11. 700 6.8q50 1.31Q9 20 7 URINE CA (MEO/TV) 
M073 17 SPT Q2.Q 00 13.205 9.2792 20 11 ALDOSTERONE (UG/TV) 
1'1073 83 SPT 7.6300 2.>950 .67175 2 83 FREE ORNITHINE (MG/TV) 
1'1013 88 SPT 200.H 56.q90 Q6.IH 2 88 FREE HISTIDINE (MG/TV) 
1'1073 89 SPT 22!,Q I qq.085 12.8Q8 2 89 FREE 3-CH3-H IS (MG lTV) 
M013 92 SPT 2923.7 2Q 61. I 125.99 2 92 FREE CREATININ (I'1G/TV) 
rlO73 96 SPT 16.990 7. T300 .339QI 2 96 POq-ETOH-AI'1INE <rIG/TV) 
1'1073 98 SPT 19.670 8.Q850 .91217 2 9B UREA/l0DO (I'1G/TV) 
1'1073 100 SPT Iq.530 Q.7900 .35355 2 10.0 FREE ASP ART AC (MG/TV) 
M013 101 SPT Q 0.2.0 17.610 5.3882 2 101 FREE THREONINE (MG/TV) 
1'1073 102 SPT 75 .~~ 0 3Q.390 8.3156 2 10lt FREE SERINE (I'1G/TV) 
1'10T3 lOT SPT 8.5~00 Q.QOOO .87681 2 lOT "REE GLUT ACID (MG/TV) 
1'1073 110 SPT 60.720 33.005 5.3952 2 110 FREE ALANINE (I'1G/TV) 
1'10T3 III SPT 18.500 8.6~50 2.Q!12 2 111 A-AI'1INOADIPTC CMG/TV) 
1'10T3 112 SPT 2.2200 I.Q550 • 13Q 35 2 112 A-NH2-N-BUTVR (I'1G/TV) 
1'1073 II~ SPT 56.670 12.~15 3.9386 2 llq FREE CYSTlN/2 (MG/TV) 
MOT3 115 SPT 16.930 25.Q05 1.0960 2 11, CYSTATHIONINE (I'1G/TV) 
1'1073 116 SPT 20.780 6. Tl 00 1. 032Q 2 116 FREE METHIONIN (MG/TV) 
MOT3 117 SPT 9.2.00 5.1300 .21213 2 117 FREE ISOLEUCIN (MG/TV) 
Mon 118 SPT 16. OQ 0 8~1f250 1.3930 .2 118 FREE LEUCINE (I'1G/TVl 
1'1013 120 SPT 33.530 10.Q25 1.1667 2 120 FREE PHENYLALA (MG/TV) 
11(\T 3 121 SPT 7.7800 Q.2700 .QIOI2 2 121 FREE 8-ALANINE (MG/TV) 
1'1(,73 125 SPT 16T.00 171.T7 .89168 19 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
['i.?7 3 126 SPT 75.751 77.915 .~Oqq7 19 126 WEIGHT (KG) 
MIlT3 7 PLT 22.800 T.2192. 2.1115 26 7 URINE eA (MEO/TV) 
t..-,073 5Q PLT Q.9B90 2.9367 .61175 26 ,q ANDROSTERONE (MG lTV) 
MOT:! 55 PLT 7. 7Q I 0 Q.2780 .92088 26 55 ETlOCI10LAN (MG/TV) 
t:GT3 56 PLT 3.6320 1.%61 .691Q9 26 56 DEHYOROEPIANO (MG/TV) 
1'I0T3 61 PLT 18. Oq 0 10.~28 2.0922 26 61 TOTAL IT-KETO (TMGITV) 
1'1073 89 PLT 209.33 Q3.663 25.831 Z, 89 FREE 3-CH3-HIS (MGITV) 










MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-2 JUNE 10, 1973 SLD. 161 JLN. Ib! MD. MD 17 




SL-2 DAILY CLINICALlENVIROI<e.ENTAL REPORT 
JUNE 11 ~ 1973 SLOt 162 JLN' 162 HD' NO 18 
1IH ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 22.780EGC 
AVG. AHBIENT PRESSURE = 2S3.~0 MtlHG DEW POltH = B,06 DEGC 
... i11SSl0N ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR MED EXPER I MENTS 
OTHER MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND DTO'S 
A TN [XPER WoEtlTS 
EREP EXPER I >![tITS 
COROLLARy EXPERIMENTS 
SC I ENCt: DEMOS/STUDENT EXPCRI HENTS 
••• 111 ••••••••• CDR .... 'II ••• I.,J'. 
1I't MEO:CAt EXPERIMENTS/oTO 
11111 lLLNESS/SYNPTDr1/PROBLEH 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
2 i. SUOAFEO CAPSULES 
HI SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY B.OO HOURS 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (P,TT-M1NS) 
LB ERG CWATT-MINS) 
EVA HHE CKEAL/HR) 
EVA DURAT CHRS) 
MK.I EX CHINS) 
HK. I I EX CHINS) 
HK. I I I EX CMINS) 
TREADMILL CMIt4S1 





11 I It. ..... 
.. 11 I 111 • 11 
5.00 
22.00 
11 11 .... I 11 11 
11 ........ . 
... " ...... .. 
.. 11 •• 11 11 .. 
61. 10 
I" ANTHROPOMETI~IC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eMl ••••••• ' ...... 11 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM] """'1""1" 
NECK (eM] .. 11 .... 11 11 .. 
RTILT ARM (eM) ••••• ~~/4~ •• 1.1 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 193.93 MMHG 









,. .... t .. I 
.. "I' •• t • 
".".1"" 
.. t ...... t 
75.70 
" •••••• /1 ••• ,,.. 
"'.""/'11"". 
<l)' iAc PAGE IS. 




PART. PRES. C02 ~ 
....... f' % 
3.70 11MHG 




HEAVY 8.00 HOURS 
••• I I I 11 
.... I •• , 
,. t •• t •• 
,. ••• j <I I I 
al, •••• 
..... t ,. I 
,. ••• <I • " 
.. 9 ••• " .. 
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I'IEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 1 
SL-2 JUNE 11, 1973 SLD" 162 JLN. 162 rIO. MD 18 I EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE I'IEAri SD N 1'1171 12 PLT 1. 0 130 .91107 .2151~-01 5 12 RER-LEVEL I 
1'1171 13 PLT 1.0683 .96680 .26~85-01 5 13 RER-LEVEL Z 
1'1171 I~ PLT 1.1581 .99%0 .~3828-01 5 I~ RER-LEVEL 3 
1'1171 15 PLT 1.6590 1.2628 .86022-01 5 15 RER-RECOVERV 
i'117! 27 PLT ;65.33 IH.60 5.2620 5 27 SBP-LEVEL 1 (1'11'1 HG) 
1'1171 28 PLT !Jd.OO 160.60 8.0911 5 28 SBP-LEVEL 2 (1'11'1 HG I 
1'1171 .33 PLT 5~.000 73.~00 5.5297 5 33 DBP-LEVEL 2 (1'11'1 HG) 
1'1171 52 PLT 2.0369 2 .~8~7 .lO~16 5 52 V02 ' 1~0 HR 
1'1171 5~ PLT 1. 8032 2.1020 .69627-01 5 5~ VD2 ' 150 WATTS 
1'1111 55 PLT 71 .583 59.635 2.1605 5 55 VE ' 2. L V02 
1'1171 107 PLT 100.33 69.333 10.050 5 107 PULSE PRS-LEV (MMHG ) 
MITI 108 PLT 13~.00 86.967 5.5732 5 108 PULSE PRS-LEV 2 (MMHG I 
1'1171 112 PLT 19105 • 15676 • 830.50 5 112 PRESSURE RATE PROOUCT-LEV 1 
1'1171 Il" PLT 25~39. 20~ 35. 1279.7 5 113 PRESSURE RATE PRODUCT-LEV 2 1'1171 125 PLT 1.~~83 1.0852 .10190 5 125 RER 50-75 I 1'1171 128 PLT 61.096 4~.561 3. II q5 5" 128 VE/V02 50-75 'TI 132 PLT 'i6.~B9 32.571 ~.5381 5 132 HR/V02 0-25 1171 35 PLT 58.577 3~. 706 7.~~80 5 135 SBP /V02 0-25 1'1171 136 PLT ~2.236' 23.322 5.~997 5" 136 SBP/V02 25-50 
1'171 ~~ PLT 57.~1l .29.317 7.1579 5" I~~ pp /V02 0-25 I /1111 1% PLT -5 .1~TI 31.600 11.862 5 1~6 PP /V02 50-75 i f!l171 1~1 PLT 11503. 1120.3 733.91 5 IH PRP/V02 0-25 
f!l092A 126 PLT 172.00 182.55 3.~022 6 306 WEIGHT 
1'I092A 127 PLT 13.380 1~.815 .13065 6 301 L CALF CIRC 
f!l0 92 A 128 PLT 13.250 I~ .585 .10291 6 308 R CALF CIRC 
M092A 13~ PLT 27."120 23.061 1. 2028 6 31~ LBNPD TEMP-BEGIN 
1'I092A 135 PLT 28. II 0 23.900 .89219 6 315 LBNPO TEMP-END 
M092A H9 PLT 25~. 00 159.68 .1156 7 6 329 ATMOSPHERIC PRESS (MMHG ) 
M092A 171 PLT ~ .~B~ 0 .69883 .~0~59 6 351 51 SLOPE (-8 ) 
Pl092A 172 PLT ,.9750 1.5917 .80611 6 352 SI SLOPE (-16 ) 
M092A 1H PL T .66900 .85000-01 .8~010-01 6 35~ S2 SLOPE (-16 ) ) M092A 115 PLT -.~8000-01-.16833-01 .9368~-02 & 35"5 51 COMPLIANCE (-8 I 
M073 6 CDR lQ93.0 1000.9 113 .I~ 22 6 URINE POq(MG/TV) 
1'1013 7 CDR 2q .200 11.791 1. 7650 22 T URINE CA (MEa/TV) 
1'1013 125 CDR 13~.60 131.1~ .75Z38 21 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
1'1013 126 CDR 61.055 62.208 .3H28 21 126 WEIGHT (KG) 
1'1013 T SPT 12.600 6.8~50 1.31~9 20 1 URINE CA (HEQITV) 
M073 17 SPT ~2.~00 13.205 9.2192 20 IT ALDOSTERDrIE (UG/TV) 
1'1073 12, SPT 166. 30 111.17 ,89168 19 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
1'1013 126 SPT 15 .~3q 11.915 .~O~H 19 126 WEIGIIT (KG) 
1'1013 '126 PLT .00000 SO.J6Q .6Q229 2~ 126 WEIGHT (KG) 
'I 
SL-2 DAILY CLiNICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
JUNE 12. 1973 SLD' 163 JLN' 163 HD' HD 19 
41 41. ENV I RONt-tE.NT AL 
AVG. TEMPERA', URE = 23.89 DEGC 
AVG. AHa I ENT PRESSURE = 253. ~ 0 HHHG 
••• MISSiON ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR MED EXPERIMENTS 




SCIENCE DEHOS/STUDENT EXPERHIENTS 




41.41 MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
2 •• 5UOAFED CAPSULES 
tU SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY· B.OO HOURS 
..... EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG I" .TT-MINS) 250.00 
LB ERG IHATT-MINSJ 1560.00 
EVA HNE (KEAL/HRl •••• 11. 
EVA DURAr (HRS) ., ••••• 
HK.I EX IHINS) 5.00 
MK. II EX IHINS) 17.00 
HK. III EX tHINS) .~ ••••• 
TREADMILL {HINS1 ••••••• 
OTHER EX U1iNS) H4ItH 
HElGHT (eM1 H iii H .. 
WEIGHT IKILOGRMIl 61.20 
H. ANTHRopmlETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) ••••••• /'.11111 
INS/EXP CHEST (eN) .1····~/tI11 ••• 
NECK (CM) ...... t •• 
RT/LT ARM (CHI ••••••• / ••••••• 
DEW POINT = 10.56 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = )91.3~ MMHG 
.. 
ME~.VY 8.00 HOURS 








..... *' •• 
.. .. III I .. I 
75.90 
.... •••• ",'II" ....... .. 
..lttlt/I ....... f.4 
• I 4 ..... , 
-~-~--. 
RELATIVi, HU,lIDITY 
PART_ PRES. C02 = 
~~.OO % 
3.00 M'lHG 
1I"*"'tl~I"'.1 PLT •••• , •••• " ...... 
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IIEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
Sl-Z JUNE 12. 1973 SLD" 163 JLN" 163 PlO" 1'10 19 
EXPT I!'IEAS MAN VALUE PlEAN SO N 
M111 25 CDR 76.000 113.~0 11. 739 5 25 H R-RECOVERY (ST/MIN) 
Pl171 109 CDR I~~.OO 116.17 9.0697 ~ 109 PULSE PRS-LEV 3 (MMHG) 
Pll11 126 CDR 15.385 20.3~3 · 9~87~ 5 126 VE/V02 0-25 
1'1171 13~ CDR 58.~19 ~5 .• 902 3.9736 5 1-~'~ HR/V02 50-75 
PlI7l 138 CDR -2~. 256 -~.OIOI 6.1671 ~ 138 DBP/V02 0-25 
PlI7I 1~1 CDR -3.2~39 8.3389 2.0310 q 1~ 1 PlAP /V02 0-25 
1'1092 27 CDR 3.1700 I. 3067 · 33~23 6 27 PLVC EOP (-30) 
Pl092 28 CDR 'i.0700 2.0233 .~ 1529 6 28 PLVC EOP (-~O) 
Pl092 29 CDR 5 .I~OO 2.7867 .50150 6 29 PLVC EOP (-50) 
1'1092 q2 CDR " .. ~0000-02-. 25200-0 1 • 70~98-02 5 ~2 51 COMPU ANCE (-]0) 
Pl092 110 CDR ' .16250 .1~'83-01 .2H07-01 6 110 PLVC/LBNP 0-8 
1'1092 178 CDR -68.16~ -1.6~86 15.976 6 178 P MAX AZ (-~O) 
PIon 18.0 CDR -21.177 2.8523 5.98H 6 180 P MAX AZ (RECOVERY) 
/1092A 6 CDR 5.~915 ~.5158 .2.0959 6 186 QRS-E CIRC (CONTROLl 
1'I09ZA 7 CDR 5.5330 ~.q608 .10963 6 187 QRS-E CIRC (-30) 
Pl092A 8 CDR 5 .61~9 ~.~020 .10091 6 188 QRS-E CIRC (-~O) 
PlO92A 9 CDR 5.91!~ ~.~0~2 .98255-01 6 In QRS-E CIRC 1-5@) 
PlOnA 10 CDR 5.71n ~ .53~2 .10879 6 190 QRS-E CIRC (RE OVERY) 
Pl092A 11 CDR 1.1392 .6 993~ .8202~-01 6 191 QRS-E AREA (CONTROL) 
Pl092A 12 CDR 1.2871 .75365 .76931-01 6 192 QRS-E AREA 1-3 ) 
PlO92A 13 CDR 1.3~23 .75~05 .829'15-01 6 193 QRS-E AREA (-'10) 
!'lOnA 1~ CDR 1.551 ~ .83057 • 10510 6 19~ QRS-E AREA (-50} 
PlOnA 15 CDR ,1.2.lf90 .712'12 .80107-01 6 195 QRS-E AREA (RECOVERY) 
Pl092A 16 CDR .~2693 .35~23 .23101-01 6 196 QRS-E DEPTH (CONTROL) 
1'I0nA 20 CDR .'15606 .36083 .19599-01 6 200 QRS-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 
Pl092A 21 CDR 1.788'1 J.'I839 .63233-01 6 201 QRS MAX MAG (CONTROL I 
1'I092A 22 CDR 1. 8~ 1~ 1.~606 .55136-01 6 202 QRS MAX i'lAG (-30) 
Pl092A 23 CDR 1.8698 1.'I25~ .58358-01 6 203 QRS MAX M~G (-~O) 
1'I092A 2~ CDR 1.95H 1.~286 .56152-01 6 20~ gRS MAX MAG (-50) 
MonA 25 CDR 1.8807 1.50~O .3732'1-01 6 205 QRS MAX MAG (RECOVERY) 
PlOnA 38 CDR 2.0392 1.'1075 .15123 £ 218 ST-E CIRe 1'-",'0) 
1'I092A 39 CDR 1.6759 1. 360T .9'1925-01 6 219 ST-E CIRC (-50) 
1'I092A ~O CDR 2.0597 1.~386 .10392 6 220 ST-£ CIRC (RECOVERV) 
P1092A 50 CDR .59292-01 .~~129-01 .H710-02 6 230 ST-E DEPTH (RECOVERV) 
ilonA 6~ CDR 3.76~1 15.795 3.1067 6 2~" ST MAX EL (-50) 
1'10 92 A 91 CDR 1i8 •. 869 ~~ ... ~~ 1.2507 6 271 O-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) 
1'1092A 92 CDR 59.731 ~q .292 1.0630 6 272 D-QnS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) 
PlO92A 93 CDR 59.3H '13 .~57 1.1889 6 273 O-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-'10 ) 
MonA 9'1 CDR 61.301 ~~.099 1."60~ 6 2H D-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) 
PlOnA 95 CDR 61.5'13 '15.7% 1.2969 6 275 D-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL 1 RECOVERY) 
M092A 12T CDR 13.000 13.960 .27900 6 307 L CALF eIRC 
Ii092A 128 CDR 13.00G 1'1.085 .332H 6 308 R CALF elRC 
Pl092A 133 CDR 26.390 22.100 I. 3'1"6 6 313 AMB. TEMP-END 
Pl09U 13~ CDR 28.220 22.533 1.1793 £ 31~ lBNPD TEMP-BEGIN 
II092A 13~ CDR 28.390 23.267 .99130 6 315 LBNPO TEMP-END 
1'I092A 1~9 CDR 2.58.00 160.07 .16330 6 329 ATI'IOSPIIERIC PRESS (MMHG ) 
M092A 169 CDR 1.3000 .1166"f .19765 6 3~9 PLVC EOP (-8 ) 
M092A 170 CDR 2.1700 .~9667 .3~22T 6 350 PLVC EOP (-16 ) 
/lOnA 171 con 6.2280 .66300 .8~380 6 351 51 SLOPE (-8 ) 


































GREATER THAN 3 SO 
JUNE 12, 1973 
MAN VALUE 















PL T 1984.0 
PLT 172.00 
PLT 78.019 
FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SLD'< 163 JLN< 163 1'10< MO 19 
MEAN SO N 
1000.9 113.1~ Z2 6 URINE PO~ (MG/TV) 
11.191 1.1lt50 22 7 URINE CA (MEDITV) 
1558 .~ 72.129 ZZ ~~ DIET PHOSPHORUS (MG) 
137. 1 q .75238 21 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
62.208 • 3q 12B 21 126 WEIGHT (KG) 
6.8Q50 1.31~9 20 7 URINE CA (MED/TV) 
1.5663 .36397 20 5~ ANDROSTERONE (MG/TV) 
.37667-01 .291q3-01 3 57 11-0-ANORO (MG/TV) 
7.6070 1.0767 20 61 TOTAL 17-KETO (TMG/TV) 
111.77 .89\68 19 125 WEIGHT (lBS) 
77 • 915 .qOqn 19 126 ~IEIGHT (KG) 
1156.6 162.21 26 6 URINE PO~ (MG/TV) 
7.2192 2.1115 26 7 URINE CA (MEDITV) 
lq6.23 55.QH 26 8 URINE Cl (MEaITV) 
9.~269 3.83Q5 26 17 ALDOSTERONE lUG/TV) 
1650.5 109.16 26 Q~ DIET PHOSPHORUS (I'1G) 
116.73 1.~160 2Q 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
80.16~ .6'1229 2~ 126 WEIGHT (KG) 
, 





SL-2 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
JUNE 13. 1973 SlD' 164 JLN' 164 HD' MD 20 
CtC ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 23.89 DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 243.06 HMHG· 
tt. MISSION ACTIVITIES 
HAJOR MED EXPERll1ENTS 




SCIENCE DEHOS/STUDENT EXPERIMENTS 
tit MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OrO 
I't ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
ttt MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
tH' SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 7.50 HOURS 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (0" ,TT-HINS) 
LB E~G IWATT-HINS) 
EVA HUE IKEAL/HRI 
EVA DURAT tHRSI 
MK.I EX tHINS) 
HK. 11 EX (HINSI 
HK. III EX (HINS) 
TREADMILL (HINS) 





..... iI ... .. 








.,. ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) ....... ,/ ••••••• 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM) ••••••• , ••••••• 
NECK (eM) ••••••• 
RTILT ARM (eH) ••••••• / ••••••• 
DEW POINT = 9.17DEGC 




HEAVY 7.50 HOURS 
.tc ..... 
......... 
.. .. tl .... 
......... 
'11.4.1'1 
. .,. .... " 
... II tH1-I1 I 
. ..... 11. 
......... 
...... iII • 
75.40 
....... 0/* ......... .. 
. ..... I.' .... t-••• 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
HI31 
HEAVY 7.~~ HOURS 
1iI
· .. ________________________________ ~ __ . ----~~~~~~~ 





-II •• tll:lt 
tll .. tt" 
•• tl.tt 
17 .00 
...t .... ~ 
ttt4 ••• 
t-t ... -II ... 
.. ... t .. , .. 
78.20 
• •• "·IHII" .... -IIft 








-- -_ .. _._-- " ... ~-,--.-,-- .-~ 
I'IEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-2 JUNE 13, 1973 SLD" 16q JLN. 16q MD" MD 20 
EXPT 11'1EAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
1'1111 12 SPT .90533 .77860 .29222-01 5 12 RER-LEVEL 1 
1'1111 13 SPT 1.0113 .870H .38283-01 5 13 RER-LEVEL 2 
1'1111 lq SPT 1. 08q 0 .91530 .q2077-01 5 Iq RER-LEVEL 3 
PI! 71 108 SPT IQ5.67 109.63 8.986q 5 108 PULSE PRS-LEV 2 (MMHG) 
1'1171 123 SPT .87859 .7Q501 .3Q877-01 Q 123 RER 0-25 
1'1111 125 SPT 1.2595 1. 05 80 .52913-01 q 125 RER 50-75 
PI! 71 126 SPT 26.382 22.3l0 ;98Q25 q 126 VE/V02 0-25 
MI71 130 SPT 30.Q% 3q.626 .528H q 130 VE/VC02 25-50 
/'1171 132 SPT q7.891 29.393 2.0723 q 132 HRIV02 0-25 
1'1171 136 SPT 100.71 q5.658 9.Q95q q 136 SSP/V02 25-50 
/'1171 137 spr I.Iq55 Q5.093 Il.lq! q 137 fiSP/V02 50-75 
1'1171 Iql SPT .70016 5.88q8 1. 7027 q Iq I MAP/V02 0-25 
1'1171 lQ2 SPT 29.292 9.2673 2.7506 q IQ2 MAP/V02 Z,-50 
1'1111 lq5 SPT 107.12 6q .226 13.116 q Iq5 PP/VOZ 25-50 
1'1171 1% SPT -1.lq55 36.6% 8.5302 q lq6 PP/V0250-75 
1'1171 In SPT 8690.1 5827 .7 566.11 ~ IH PRP/V02 0-25 
Pl111 lq8 SPT 11225. 10783. 19Q6.2 q lq8 PRP/V02 25-,0 
1'1092 3Z SPT 2.1qQO ,.Q168 1.0129 6 32 SI SLOPE (-30) 
1'1092 33 SPT l.q310 3.2128 .56713 6 33 SI SLOPE (-QO) 
M092 q2 SPT -.IQOOO-01-.q3500-01 .72595-02 6 q£ SI COMPLIANCE (-30) 
1'1092 163 SPT 99.311 87.212 3.3214 6 163 gRS DURATION (-qO) 
1'1092 165 SPT 111.1Q 101.65 l.q072 6 165 DRS DURATION (RECOVERV) 
1'I092A 16 SPT .30663 .23656 .20021-01 6 196 QRS-E DEPTH (CONTROL) 
M092A 17 SPT .31168 .22231 .22538-01 6 197 DRS-E DEPTH (-30) 
M092A 16 SPT .3!q02 .21902 .22972-01 6 198 DRS-E DEPTH (-qO) 
MonA 19 SPT .31095 .22879 .2601q-Ol 6 199 DRS-E DEPTH (-50) 
M092A 20 SPT .30339 .23518 .22120-01 6 200 CRS-E DEPTH (RECOVERV) 
M092A 22 SPT 1.65:;0 l.q 113 .61595-01 6 202 QRS MAX MAG (-30) 
/'10 92 A 23 SPT 1.7068 1.3077 .q 1620-0 1 6 203 QRS MAX MAG (-QO) 
MonA 2q SPT 1.6966 1.2592 .55366-01 6 20q DRS MAX MAG (-50) 
M092R 26 SPT -10.830 13. q 01 6. Oq 0 I 6 206 DRS MAX AZ (CONTROL) 
M092A 27 SPT -lq.606 16.710 9.9q51 6 207 DRS MAX AZ (-30) 
/'1092A 28 SPT -20.720 19.Q50 12.800 6 208 CRS MAX AZ (-qO) 
MonA 30 SPT -11.02q 21.>27 8 .8q 98 6 210 DRS MAX AZ (REC OVERY ) 
. M092A 31 SPT 33.522 ~q.5qO 3.Q113 6 211 QRS MAX EL (CONTROL) 
M092A 32 sp, 33.930 ~5 .Q7Q 2.511Q 6 212 ORS MAX EL (-30) 
MonA 33 SPT 3Q.222 QQ.672. 2.25~6 6 213 DRS MAX EL (-QO) 
/'1092A 35 SPT 33.321 Q~.Q78 2.35"2'" 6 215 CRS MAX EL (RECOVERV) 
M09ZA 37 SPT 1.9628 1 • 1Q 08 .56508-01 6 217 ST-E C IRC (-30) 
M092A H SPT .11801 .7Q653-01 .77982-02 6 227 ST-E DEPTH (-30) 
M09ZA Q8 SPT .10107 .57TTQ-OI .H52b-oa 6 228 ST-E DEPTH (-~O) 
M09ZA Q9 SPT .10399 .590~6-01 .70230-02 6 229 ST-E DEPTH (-50) 
M09ZA 56 SPT -17.178 -30.573 Q.0078 6 236 ST MAX AZ (CONTROL) 
M092A 57 SPT -19.006 -37.957 2..2835 6 237 ST MAX AZ (-30) 
M09ZA 58 SPT -17.H6 -QQ.018 3.5117 6 238 ST MAX AI (-QO) 
M09ZA 59 SPT -I~ .15Q -QQ.Q50 3.5655 6 239 STMAX AZ (-501 
M09ZA 60 SPT -15.H8 -2~.860 2. ani 6 2QO ST MAX AZ (RECOVERV) 
MonA 7~ SPT -6.8710 -51.250 9.9318 6 25~ J AZ (-50) 
M09ZA 76 SPT 7. 7Z21 29.Q81 3.1686 6 256 J EL (CONTROLl 
M09ZA 77 SPT 7 • 6~ 8 7 27.965 5.9537 6 257 JEL(-30) 
r,--'---
-,-, ~--. ~--,----- -.-
" 
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MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREflIGHT MEAN 
SL-l JUNE 13, 1973 SLD. 16q JLN. 16q MD. MD 20 
EXPT II'IEAS /'IAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
MonA 101 SPT 13.173 36.83, 5.3qn 6 281 QRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (CONTROL) 
MonA 10lt SPT 11.619 Q3.152 8.5732 6 282 QRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (-30 ) 
MonA 103 SPT 6. 7211 51.636 12. 822 6 283 QRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (-QO) 
M092A 105 SPT 11.623 qO.70T q.6339 6 285 QRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (RECOVERY) 
MonA 126 SPT 168.20 IH.30 1.6186 6 306 WEIGHT 
M092A ILT SPT 13.880 15. 105 .2305Q 6 30T L CALF CIRC 
M092A 128 SPT IQ.130 IQ.982 .21386 6 308 R CALF r-IRC 
MonA 132 SPT· 27.110 22.067 1.036T 6 312 AMB. TE~'P-BEG IN 
MonA 13Q SPT 28.9QO 23.067 1.1219 6 31q LBNPD TEMP-BEGIN 
M092A 135 SPT 29.220 2q .0 I 0 1.18,2 6 315 LBNPD TEMP-END 
/'10 92 A Iq9 SPT 2Q3.00 759.92 .20Q12 6 329 ATMOSPHERIC PRESS (MMHG) 
MonA 169 SPT .71000 .18167 .13906 6 3Q9 PLVC EOP (-8 J 
M092A 170 SPT I. SQ 00 .75667 .31898 6 350 PLVC EOP (-16 ) 
1'1073 6 CDR 1378.0 1000.9 113.1Q 22 6 URINE PDq (MG/TV) 
M073 7 CDR 22.600 11.191 1. 7650 22 1 URINE CA OlEa/TV) 
1'1073 12.6 SPT .00000 17.915 .Q Oqq 7 19 126 WEIGHT (KG J 
Mra T PL T 18.200 7.2192 2.1115 
26 T URINE CA (MEa/TV) 
1'1 73 159 PLT .69qOO .32600 .IOq50 16 59 II-OH-ANOAO (MG/TV) 
1'1073 125 PLT 171.00 176.73.... I.Ql60 ZQ 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 









... __________________________ ~.~ ..~.-~.~""~.d.:. .. ~~_ .. ___"_ ..... _ ... ,{ .. ~ 
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SL-i DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
JUNE 14, 1973 SLD' 165 JLN' 165 MO' MO 21 
*t. ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 24.4~ DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 243.06 MMHG 
'II"" MISSION ACnVITIES 
MAJOR MED EXPERIMENTS 




SCIENCE OEMOS/STUD~NT EXPERIMENTS 
HI t MEDICAL EXPERHIENTS/DTO 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROSLEM 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
2 ~. SUDAFED CAPSULES 
t .. SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 8.00 HOURS 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (I" .TT-MINS) 
LS ERG (WATT-MINS) 
EVA HWE (KEAL/HR) 
EVA DURAT CHRSl 
MK. I EX (MINSl 
NK. I I EX CMINS) 
MK. !II EX CMINS) 
TREADMILL (MINS) 
OTHER EX (MINS' 









.... -II .... lI. 
.... I ..... .. 
.............. 
60.70 
...... ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (CM) ............. /* ..... «. 
INS/EX? CHEST (CM) ........ ,/.t,., ... 
NECK {CHI I .. tt'''' 
ATILT ARM (CM) ... * •••• , ......... * 
DEW POINT = 11.11 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 196.51 HMHG 
.. 







4!llHI •• ' 
.......... 
• -til .... . 
....... t .. .. 
76.10 
......... t/ ..... ;. ••• 
.1:111",*'/1.111 •• " 
....... f •• 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 




HEAVY 8.00 HOURS 
L.: .. - _______________ ~= ..=, _,,~~_~'_ ~ 









...... , .. 
........... 
.. 1: .. 11 f f .. 
77.90 
........ "., ..... . 
., ..... / ....... . 
." ..... " .. 
I 








~EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-2 JUNE IQ, 1973 SLD. 165 JLN- 165 MD. MD 21 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE I'1EAN SO N 
'"11 13 PLT I. O~ 9Q .96680 .26~85-01 5 13 RER-LEVEL 2 1'1171 28 PLT 186.33 160.60 8.0911 5 28 SSP-LEVEL 2 (MM HG) 
1'1171 55 PLT 68 .~83 59.635 2.1605 5 55 VE ' 2. L V02 
'1111 108 PlT 12~.00 86.967 5.5732 5 108 PULSE PRS-LEV 2 (MMHG) 
1'1171 113 Pl T 2~53~ . 20~35. 1279.7 5 113 PRESSURE RATE PROOUCT-lEV 2 
1'1091 27 PlT 5.8200 1.~983 .qr~19 6 27 PLVC EOP (-30) 
non 28 PlT 6.5200 2 .~26 7 .>TOOT 6 28 PLVC EOP (-~O) 
1'1091 105 PlT .66863 -.12000-01 .1333~ 6 105 HR/lBNP 0-8 
1'1092 160 PLT 155.78 175.66 6 .~901 6 160 PR INTERVAL (RECOVERV) 
M09?A 5 PLT 6.59RIJ 33.821 8.0885 6 185 P MAX EL (RECOVERV) 
1'1092A 6 PLT ~.~657 3.8~S9 .15527 6 186 ORS-E CIRC (CONTROL) 
M092A 7 PLT ~ .~88~ 3.8771 .15132 6 187 QRS-E CIRC (-30) 
M092A 8 PLT ~.5TOI 3.9285 .18203 6 188 CRS-E CIRC (-~O) 
1'1092A 10 PLT ~ .~Z85 3.8930 .17338 6 190 QRS~E CIRC (RECOVERV) 
M092A 16 PlT .2223~ .15156 .12171-01 6 196 QRS-E DEPTH (CONTROL) 
M092A 17 PLT .22763 .15IB~ .13663-01 6 197 ORS-E DEPTH (-30) 
M092A 18 PLT .23363 .15006 .10222-01 6 198 QRS-E DEPTH (-~O) 
MonA 19 Pl T .19519 .15623 .12056-01 6 199 QRS-E DEPTH (-50 I 
M092A 20 PlT .18793 .1~812 .75006-02 6 200 ORS-E DEPTH (RECOVERV) 
M092A 26 PLT -2, . 66.5 -7.6310 2.8~01 6 206 aRS MAX AZ (CONTROL) 
MonA 27 PLT -2.5".986 -6.3630 2.5129 6 207 CRS MAX AZ (-30) 
1'1092A 28 PLT -27 .~~9 -3.820~ 2.9008 6 l08 QRS MAX AZ (-~O) 
MonA 29 PLT -23.075 -1.7995 3.7028 6 209 CRS MAX AZ (-,0) 
1'1092A 30 Pl T -23.12~ -5.1068 2.7629 6 210 CRS MAX AZ (RECOVERV) 
~092A 31 Pl T 31.78, ~~.891 2.~238 6 211 CRS MAX EL (CONTROL) 
1'1092A 32 PLT 32.%6 ~5.381 2.~579 6 212 CRS MAX EL (-30) 
MonA 33 PLT 32.3~7 qr .012 2.2~83 6 213 CRS MAX El (-~O) 
M092A 3~ PLT 31.827 ~8.~qr 2.6202 6 21~ QRS MAX EL (-50) 
M092A 35 PLT 31. 762 ~'1.99T 2.2,05 6 215 ORS MAX EL (RECOVERV) 
M092A ~6 PLT .1~173 .63219-01 .59222-02 6 226 ST-E DEPTH (CONTROL) 
1'1092A qr PLT .137B, .67673-01 .12510-01 6 227 ST-E DEPTH (-30) 
1'1092 A ~8 PLT .1555"~ .668~7-01 .78111-02 6 228 ST-E DEPTH (-qOJ 
1'I092A ~9 PL T .10373 .69655"-01 .95672-02 6 229 ST-E DEPTH (-50) 
'j M092A 50 PLT .• 99835-01 .66259-01 .71969-02 6 230 ST-E DEPTH (RECOVERV) /'I092A 58 PLT -11.712 -~6 .166 8.2226 6 238 ST MAX AZ (-qO) 
M092A 62 PLT 8.6065 18.515 2.9592 6 2~2 ST MAX EL (~30 I 
~092A 63 PLT 5.0710 IB.1Qr 3 .12~9 6 2~3 ST MAX EL (-~O l 
1'I092A 69 PLT .30397-01 .Q8683-01 .~593q-02 6 2Q9 J MAG (-50) 
M09ZA T2 PLT -60.0QI -IO~ .86 11.190 6 252 J AZ (-30) 
M092A rq PLT -6~.26Z -107.11 10.705 6 25Q J AZ (-50) 
II092A H PLT -67.622 -106.65 II. 766 6 25, J AZ (RECOVERVl 
M092A 102 PLT 12.783 ~0.783 LI30B 6 2B2 QRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (-30 ) 
M092A 103 PLT 10.320 Q5.067 5.7TH 6 283 CRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (-~ 0 ) 
MonA IO~ PLT 12.969 ~7. 339 Q.0355 6 2Bq QRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (-,0 ) 
1'I092A 126 PLT 172.00 182.55 3 .~022 6 306 WEIGHT 
M092A 121 PLT 13.250 1~.81' .13065 6 307 l CALF CIBe 
MonA 128 PLT 13.130 I~ .585 .10291 6 30B 'R CALF eIRC 
M092A 13q PLT 29.560 23.067 1.2028 6 31~ LBNPD TEMP-BEGIN 
M092A 135 PLT 29.610 23.900 .89219 6 31, LBNPD TEMP-END 
1'1092 A IQ9 PLT 2QQ.OO 75"9.68 .77567 (! 329 ATMOSPHERIC PRESS (MMHG) 
I 
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I 
PlEASURE~ENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FRO~ THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
, 
, 
SL-2 JUNE I~, 1973 SLO .. 1b5 JLN<' 165 1'10" 1'10 21 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE PIE AN SO N 
110~2A 16~ PLT 2.,200 .I~OOO .12~77 6 3~~ PLVC EOP (-8 ) 
PlO92A 170 PLT 3.9700 .56333 .21639 6 350 PLVC EOP (-16 ) 
PlO92A HI PLT ~ .1970 .69883 .~O~59 6 351 SI SLOPE (-8 ) 
PlO92A 173 PLT 1.0120 .19~50 .21Q90 6 353 S2 SLOPE (-8 ) 
11092A 175 PLT -.~6000-01-.16833-01 .9368~-O2 6 355 SI COMPLIANCE 1-8 ) 
1'1073 6 CDR IU6.0 1000.9 113.1~ 22 6 URH'E PO~ (MG/TV) 
11073 7 CDR 25.700 11.791 1.7650 22 7 URiNE CA (MEa/TV) 
PI 013 55 CDR 3.9150 2.2016 .5625~ 22 55 EHOCHOLAN (MGITV) 
PlO13 81 CDR 2. O~ 00 .69000 .1131~ 2 81 FR.EE OH-LVSINE (MG/TV) 
1'1013 89 CDR 95.570 ~9.2H 11.585 3 89 FREE 3-CH3-H I S (MG /TV ) 
PlO13 100 CDR 6.3900 7.9033 .19732 3 100 FREE ASP ART AC (MG/TV) 
11073 11~ CDR 21.180 ~.6367 .2.2266 3 1I~ FREE CVSTIN/2 (MG/TV) 
Pl073 115 CDR 19.210 26.567 '2.3367 3 115 CVSTATHIONINE (MG/TV) 
1'1073 11&. CDR 10.960 5.3300 .55~35 3 116 FREE METH I ON IN (MG /TV ) 
1'1073 117 CDR 7.3700 2.~56T 1.0803 3 117 FREE ISOLEUCIN (!'IG/TV) 
1'1073 liS CDR 11.010 8 .~'&7 .2~786 3 118 FREE LEUCINE (MG/TV) 
1'1073 j19 CDR 25 .~6 0 22.~03 .~1I01 3 1!~ FREE TYROSINE (!'IG/TV) 1'1073 20 CDR 21 • ~50 8.7367 1.5369 3 120 FREE PHENVLALA (MG/TV) 
M073 121 CDR 31.~10 6.3333 .71668 3 121 FREE B-ALANINE (MGITV) 
1'1073 25 CDR 133.80 137.1~ .15238 21 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
1'1073 126 CDR 60.692 62.208 • 3~ 128 21 126 WEIGHT (KG) 
1'1013 7 SPT 11.800 6.8~50 1.31~9 20 7 URINE CA (MED/TV) 
1'1073 89 SPT 92.270 ~~.085 12.8~8 2 8~ FREE 3-CH3-HIS (NG/TV) 
1'1073 92 SPT 12~ 9.0 2~61. I 125.~9 2 92 FREE CREATININ (i'1G/TV) 
1'1073 ~6 S~T ~.2500 7.1300 .33~ql 2 ~6 PO~-ETOH-AMINE. (i'1G/TV) 
1'1073 n SPT 12.610 8.~850 .~121T' 2 98 UREA/IOOO (MG/TV) 
1'1073 II~ SPT 26.070 12.~15 3.~386 2 II~ FREE CVSTlNIL (MG/TV) 
1'1073 116 SPT 10.360 6. TI 00 I. 032~ 2 116 FREE METH I or/lN (MG lTV) 
1'1073 120 SPT 16.~00 10.Q25, 1.1667 2 120 FREE PHENVLALA (MG/TV) 
1'1073 125 SPT 167.10 171.77 .8~16S 19 125 WEIGHT (L8S) 
1'1073 126 SPT 7 •• 797 71 .915 .~O~qr 19 126 WEIGHT (KG) 
Pl073 . 6 PLT 1656.0 1156.6 162.21 26 6 URINE POq (MG/TV) 
1'1073 7 PLT 22.800 7.2192 2.IU5 26 7 URINE CA (MED/TV) 
;W73 58 PLT 1.3590 .6qI0~ .19203 25 58 II-O-ETIOCHO (MG/TV) 
Pl073 5~ PLT .73809 .32600 .IOq50 16 59 11-0H-ANORO (MG/TV' 
Pl073 86 PLT Q.2900 102.09 31. 386 3 86 FREE LVSINE (MG/TV') 
1'1073 87 PLT 178.qr 69.950 26.72~ 3 87 FREE I-CH3-HIs (MG/TV) 
MOT3 88 PLT IH .39 ~7.%3 13.319 3 88 FREE HISTIDINE (MG/TV) 
MOT3 89 PLT 126.71 Q3.663 25.831 3 8~ FREE 3-CH3-1l I 5 (MG lTV ) 
1'1073 97 PLT 119.61 61.787 15.522 3 9T FREE TAURINE (MG/TV) 
1'1073 100 PLT 10.070 ~.3~OO .9965~ 3 100 FREE ASP ART AC (MG/TV) 
1'1073 lOT PLT 6.ZqOO 3.2300 .98899 3 107 FREE GLUT ACID (MG/TV) 
1'1073 III PLT IZ.~OO q. i933 2.09~2 3 III A-AMINOAOIPTC (MG/TV) 
11073 1I~ PLT 20.020 6.3800 2.Q222 3 II ~ FREE CVSTIN/Z (MG/TV) 
Pl073 117 PLT 10.3~0 ~ .3567 1.2712 3 II T FREE ISOLEUCIN eMG/TV) 
1'1073 121 PLT 5.5300 .H667 .16803 3 121 F~EE B-ALANINE (MG/TV) I 
1'1073 125 PLT 170.60 \16.73 1.~160 ~'I ~Z5 WEIGHT (LBS) I l 
MOT3 126 PLT 77 • 38q 80 .16~ .6~22~ 2~ 126 WEIGHT (KG) 1 
-... - ~ .,---.,-- •.. .._- -----_._. __ .. ,,'., .. _ .. _"- -----.-.-_ .. 
, ----'-- ,---- ." '.-- ------_ .. - 1 
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Sl-2 DAilY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
JUNE 15. 1973 SLD- 166 J_N· 166 MO' No 22 
ft. ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 24.44 DEGC DEW POINT = 10.00 OEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 254.43 MMHG 
tit MISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR MED EXPERI MENTS 
OTHER MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND DTD'S 
COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS 
SCIENCE DEMOS/STUDENT EXPERIMENTS 
EVA/DEORB/ENTRY PREPS 
OFF-DUTY/REST DAY 
~.* MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 




i:-U MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
2 f' SUDAFED CAPSULES 
4U SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 
"~I EXERCISE DATA 
ua ERG CI" ,TT-HINS) 
L9 ERG (~ATT-MINS) 
EVA MWE (KEAL/HR) 
EVA DURAT (HRS) 
MK.I EX (HlNS) 
MK. II EX (MINS) 
MK. III EX (MINS) 
TREADMILL (MINS) 






'11 ..... '1 •• 
5.00 
17 .00 
-l t .... .... . 
'I ..... ~ 
....... , 
61.30 
Hf ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) 14 UH ./ ......... 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM) •••• , •• ' ••••• ,. 
NECK (eM) ....... . 
RTILT ARM (eM) ~'tl···I·· ... ··, 
.. 
HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 
3000.00 
......... 
..... ,t ... 
, ........ of 
20.00 
•• 1 .... i 
. , ....... .. 
.... 4 ... .. 
•.• , . <I. 
75.70 
..... " ..... ' .. f ... 4111 
• .. ···) .. '1 .. "····· 
'.<4'11f'll4 
• ••••• '/~41441~ 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
.. 
HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 
k; 1 .... IIII .. r,o .................................................. ________________ .... ~~~~~~~~~~'-=*~_L .~~~ __ ~ 









..... -f 4 ... 
iI ••• 111 
1:t ..... tt 
7B.30 
.1I ..... J/.II~I •• 











MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-2 JUNE 15, 1913 SLD .. 166 JLN" 166 rIO" rIO 22 
EXP" lMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
1'1111 5 CDR .~5700 .Hl60 • 7539~-O I 5 5 VD2-RECOVERV (LININ) 
1'1111 12 CDR .86q67 .H%D .19219-01 5 Il RER-LEVEL I 
1'1111 Iql CDR -b. 7790 8.3389 2.0310 ~ I~ I MAP IV02 0-25 
M092 21 CDR ~8.385 39.2H 1.11 !1 6 21 PULSE PRESSURE (CONTROL) 
1'1092 27 CDR 2. 8q 00 I. 3067 • 33q 23 6 27 PLVC EOP (-30) 
MOn 28 CDR 3.7200 2.0233 .q1529 6 28 PLVC EOP (-qO) 
1'1092 29 CDR ~.8600 2.7867 .50150 6 29 PLVC EOP (-50) 
1'1092 110 CDR .13500 • !~583-01 .2H07-01 6 110 PLVCIL8NP 0-8 
i'1092 II~ COR .11~00 .76333-01 .10985-01 6 II~ PLVC/LBNP '10-50 
1'1092 173 CDR .13529 .1 075~ .75562-02 6 173 P MAX MAG (-qO) 
1'1092 17~ CDR .16602 · II ~q 2 .1I9qO-0 I 6 IH r MAX MAG (-50) 
Mon 175 CDR .11999 .83323-0 I .7%95-02 6 1T5 P MAX MAG (RECOVERV) 
M092 178 CDR -72.579 -I. 6'186 15.976 6 178 P MAX AZ (-qO) 
1'1092 180 CDR -32.063 2.8523 5.98H 6 180 P MAX AZ (RECOVERY) 
M092A 5 CDR 55.q53 15.98q 10.~58 6 185 P MAX EL (RECOVERY) 
M092A 6 CDR 5.1519 ~.5158 .20959 6 186 ORS-E C IRC (CONTROL) 
I'l092A 7 CDR 5.2857 Q.q608 .10963 6 187 ORS-E CIRC (-30) 
1'1092A 8 CDR 5.3698 'l.q020 .1009i 6 188 DRS-E CIRC (-qO) 
M092A 9 CDR 5.61II q .QOq2 .982H-OI 6 189 ORS-E CIRC (-50) 
1'1092A 10 CDR 5.q22i q.5 3q 2 .10879 6 190 ORS-E CIRC (RECOVERY) 
M092A 13 CDR I. 02q'Q • 75~ 05 .829q5-01 6 193 ORS-E AREA (-qO) 
MonA 15 COR 1.05Qq .772q2 .80107-01 6 195 QRS-E AREA (RECOVERY) 
M092A 16 CDR .q8151 .35Q23 .23101-01 6 196 ORS-E DEPTH (CONTROL) 
M092A 17 CDR .Q8510 .35190 .19118-01 6 197 QRS-E DEPTH (-30) 
1'10 92 A 18 CDR .~%36 .32928 .28026-01 6 198 ORS-E DEPTH (-QO) 
1'1092A 19 CDR .3H36 .291QO .16279-01 6 199 ORS-E DEPTH (-50) 
M092A 20 CDR .51975 .36083 .19599-01 6 200 ORS-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 
M092A 21 CDR 1.69Q8 I.Q839 .63233-01 6 201 ORS MAX MAG (CONTROL) 
M092A 22 CDR 1.6997 I.Q606 .55136-01 6 202 DRS MAX MAG (-30) 
1'1092A 23 CDR ,1.7119 I.QZ5q .58358-01 6 203 DRS MAX MAG (-QO) 
1'1092A ZQ CDR I. 8370 I.Q286 .56152-01 6 20Q ORS MAX MAG (-50) 
M092A 25 CDR 1.1306 1.5090 • 3732Q-0 I 6 205 ORS MAX MAG (RECOVERY) 
1'I092A 26 CDR Q.9398 18.870 3.9212 6 206 ORS MAX AZ (CONTROL) 
MonA 50 CDR .66007-01 .qQ 1l9-01 .Q7710-02 6 230 ST-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 
M092A 62 CDR IQ. H3 20. H9 1.216Q 6 2Q2 ST MAX EL (-30) 
M092A 63 CDR 10.016 19.682 2.3062 6 2Q3 5T MAX EL (-QO) 
M092A 90 CDR 8.3130 5.1958 .73917 6 270 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) 
M092A 91 CDR 51. 36 8 ~~.QQQ 1.2501 6 271 D-ORS VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) 
M092A 92 CDR 50,.966 QQ.292 I. 0630 6 272 D-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30) 
M092A 93 CDR 50.761 Q3.Q57 L 1889 6 273 O-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL {-QO) 
M092A 9Q CDR 51.360 ~Q.099 I.Q60Q 6 2,7Q D-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) 
M092A 95 COR 52.352 Q5.796 1.2969 6 275 D-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) 
M092A lZT COR 12.880 13.960 .27900 6 301 L CALF CIRC 
M092A 128 CDR 12.880 IQ.085 .33255 6 308 R CALF CIRC 
M092A 133 CDR ZT.IIO 22.100 1. 3QQ6 6 313 AMB. TEMP-END 
M092A 13Q CDR 28.110 22.533 1.1793 6 31~ LBNPO TEMP-BEGIN 
M092A 135 CDR 28.610 23.267 .99130 6 315 LBNPD TEMP-END 
M092A IQ9 CDR 255.00 760.07 .16330 6 329 ATMO,PHERTC PRESS (MMHG) 
M092A 169 CDR 1.0800 .11667 .19765 6 3Q9 PLVC EOP (-8 ) 
! M092A 170 CDR 2.1300 .Q9667 .3~22T 6 350 PLVC EDP (-16 ) """-~- .--- --~-'" - - - ---- .. _. -
;' ... 
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MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROl'1 THE PREFLIGHT I'1EAN 
SL-l JU~IE 15, 1973 SLO. 166 JLN. 166 rw. MO II J 
I 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
MOnA 173 CDR 1.1010 .3~000-01 .13101 6 353 52 SLOPE (-8 ) 
1'1073 7 CDR 17 .lOO 11.791 1. 7650 22 7 URINE CA (MEQ/TV) 
Mon 7 SPT 11.100 6. 8~5 0 1. 31~9 20 7 URINE CA (I'1EQ/TV) 
1'1073 Il5 SPT 166.50 171.77 .89168 19 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
1'1073 126 SPT 75.52~ 77.915' .QOQq7 19 126 WEIGHT (KG) 
Mon 7 PLT 19.600 7.l192 2.1115 26 7 URINE CA (I'1EQ/TVl 
Mon 125 PLT 111.50 176.73 I.Ql60 2Q 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
1'1073 126 PLT 77 .792 80.16~ .6~H9 2~ 126 WEIGHT (KG) 
l 
; 
I >J , . .... ~~: 
.~. 
SL-2 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
JUNE 16. 1973 SLOlll 167 JlN<II 167 HO' HO 23 
iI" ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE: 24.44 DEGC 
AVG. AMSIENT PRESSURE = 259.61 MMHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR NED EXPERIMENTS 
OTHER MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND DTO'S 
ATN EXPERIMENTS 
COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS 
SCIENCE DEMOS/STUDENT EXPERIMENTS 
EVA/DEORS/ENTRY PREPS 
ttt MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OrO 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
fit MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
2 i. SUDAFED. CAPSULES 
0 .. -SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 8.00 HOURS 
.... EXERCISE" DATA 
UB ERG 0" \TT-MINSl 
LB ERG (HATT-MINS) 
EVA HWE CKEAL/HR) 
EVA DURAT (HRS) 
MK.! EX (HINS) 
MK. I I EX (MINS) 
MK. I! I EX (HINS) 
TREADHILL (HINS) 









.. c ••••• 
.. " .... .. 
• ;c .. " ... . 
61.10 
.... , ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eH) •• I ...... /~ ••• I •• 
!NS/EXP CHEST (CI1) .1 ..... lI/ ...... ' ... 
NECK reM) .411414 
RTlLT ARt-! (eM) 1 ...... "'/ .... , ••• 
DEW POINT: 10.55 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 194.96 MI1HG 








..... t .... 
••••••• 
.. f ......... 
....... e 
........ 
.... ... to .... 
• " •• ft • 
75.60 
""IQI/.'.,t., 
.. ........ , •••••• <11 
.... ,., ... 
., ...... , ...... ,.<1 
RELATIvE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
H131 
.. 
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..... lIf •• 
.. III ...... 
77.30 
.. fll •• ,./, II, .. Q. 
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I'1EASUBEMENTS GBEATER THAN 3 SO HOM THE PREFLIGHT MEfAN 
SL-2 JUNE 16, 19T3 SLO- 161 JLN- 161 MO" 1'10 23 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE I'1EAN SO II 
/\171 130 5PT 31.~30 3~.626 .~28~7 ~ 130 VE/VC02 25-50 
1 
1'1171 132 5PT ~3.~00 29.393 2.0723 ~ 132 HB/V02 0-2~ 
1'1171 136 5PT -19.311 -5.3~~7 ~.~69~ ~ 138 OBP /VOl 0-25 
1'1171 1~ 0 SPT -6.2320 7.8375 ~.%ll ~ I~O OBP/V02 50-75 
fl171 1 ~ 1 5PT .35932 5.B8~B 1.7027 ~ 1 ~ 1 MAP/V02 0-25 
I'll T1 1~ 7 SPT 79~ 1 .9 5827.7 566.17 ~ IH PBP /V02 0-25 
1'1091 32 5PT 1.2080 5.~168 1.0129 6 32 51 SLOPE (-30) 
?Ion 37 SPT .29800 .12650 .5~~ 93-0 1 6 37 52 SLOPE (-30) 
1'1092 U 5PT -.90000-02-.~3500-01 .72595-02 6 ~2 51 COMPLIANCE (-30) 
1'1092 157 SPT 133.66 129.58 1.3107 6 157 PB INTERVAL (-30) 
MOn 165 5PT 109.~B 101 .65 1.~072 6 165 OBS DURATION (RECOVEBV) 
MonA 22 SPT I .6052 \.~ 173 .61595-01 6 202 gRS MAX MAG (-30) 
MonA 33 SPT 52.020 ~~.612 2. 25~ 6 6 213 gRS MAX EL (-~O) 
M092A 3B SPT 1.2226 1.5310 .B2336-01 6 21B ST-E CIRe (-~O) 
MonA 39 SPT 1.177B 1.~5H .91755-01 6 219 ST-E CIRC (-50) 
MonA 5& SPT -1~.IBI -30.573 Q.007B 6 236 ST MAX AZ (CONTROL) 
M~92A 57 SPT -26.9B3 -37.957 2.283~ 6 237 ST MAX AZ (-30) 
1'1 nA 60 SPT -9.1201 -2~.860 2.0321 6 2~0 ST MAX AZ (RECOVERV) 
M092A 62 SPT H.617 37.12B 3.1096 6 2~2 5T MAX EL (-30) 
1'1 92A 6~ SPT 'fS .2~B 37.627 2. 9S7~ 6 2~~ 5T MAX EL (RECOVERV) 
1'10nA 16 SPT U.702 29.~Bl 3.16 B6 6 256 J EL (CONTROL) 
MonA 126 SPT 169.00 17~ .30 I. 61 B6 6 306 'lEIGHT 
MonA 127 SI'T I~ .130 I~ .10~ .2305~ 6 307 I. CALF [;IRC 
1'10nA 12B SPT 1~.000 1~.982 .213B6 6 30B R CALF CIRC 
MonA 132 SPT 27.330 22.0&7 1. 0367 6 312 AMB. TEMP-BEGIN 
M092A 13~ SPT 2B.890 23.067 1.1219 6 31~ LBNPO TEMP-BEGIN 
1'1092A 13~ SFT 29.170 2~.OI0 1.1 B5 2 6 315 LSNPO TEMP-END 
MonA 1~9 SPT 2~~.00 759.92 .20~12 6 329 ATMOSPHERIC PBESS (MMHG) 
MonA 169 SPT .62000 .IBI67 .13906 6 3~9 PLVC EOP (-B) 
1'10 92. A 170 SPT 1.7300 .75667 .3189B 6 350 PLVC EOP (-16 ) 
1'1073 6 CDR 1525.0 1000.9 113.1~ 22 6 URINE PO~ (MGITV) 
1'1073 7 CDR 2B.OOO 1\.791 I .7650 zz 7 URINE CA (MEU/TV) 
1'1013 q3 CDR BTI.OO 793.B2 15.013 22 q3 DIET CALCIUM (MG) 
flOT3 55 CDR q .7350 2.2016 .5625q Z2 55 ETiOCHOLArI (MGITV) , 
1'1073 125 CDR 13q.60 137.1~ .1523B 21 125 WEIGHT (LBS) I M073 126 tOR 61.055 62.208 • 3~ 12B 21 126 WEIGHT (KG) 
1'1073 7 SPT 12.000 6.8~50 1.31~9 20 1 URINE CA (MED/TV) ) 
1'1013 125 SPT 166.10 111.71 .89168 19 125 WEIGHT (LBS) I 1'1073 IZ6 SPT 75 • 3~ 3 77 • 91~ .q Oq~ 7 19 126 WEIGHT (KG) 1'I0T3 7 PLT 23.100 7.2192 Z.1115 26 1 URINE CA (MED/TV) 
1'1073 11 PLT 26.BOO 9.q269 3.B3q5 26 11 ALDOSTERONE (UG/TV) I 1'1073 5B PLT I .q 9~ 0 . 6q 104 .19203 25 5B 11-0-ETIOCHO (MG/TI) 1'1073 59 PLT .6B900 .32600 .IOQ50 16 59 11-0H-ANORO (MG/TV) 
1'1073 125 PLT 169.30 176.73 l.q160 Zq 125 WEIGHT (LOS) 
/1073 126 PLT 16.1';; BO.16~ .6~229 24 126 WEIGHT (KG) 
I 
-




Sl-2 DAllY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
JUNE·I7, 1973 SlD' 168 JlN' 168 MO' MD.24 
~ •• ENVIRONMENTAL 
,IVG.TEMPERATURE = 24.44 DEGC 
;,vG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 253.40 MHHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR MED EXPERlfIENTS" 
OTHER MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND DTO'S 
ATM EXPERiMENTS 
COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS 
SCIENCE DEMOS/STUDENT EXPERIMENTS 
ttl MEDICAL EXPERlMEUTS/OTO 
.t. ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
, •• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
2 If SUDAFED CAPSULES 
.... SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY B.OD HOURS 
~ •• EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (WATT-MINS) 
LB ERG O·,TT-MINSl 
EVA MWE (KEAl/HR) 
EVA DURAT IHRS) 
11K. I EX (HINS) 
HK. II EX (HINS) 
11K. III EX IHI NS) 
TREADHILl (MINS) 









0 ....... . 
•• 11 •••• 
1II ...... .. 
61.30 
II. ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAiST (eM) """'/11111" 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM) li.··.'I' ...... . 
~'£CK [eM) HUff. 
RTILT ARM (eM) tlt'lll/illlll' 
ATILT ARM VOL (CC) ""'1'/.111'1. 
DEW POINT = 11.11 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 191.34 HHHG 
11131 
.. 
fEAVY B.OD HOURS 
.... , ... 
2250.00 
••• 1.11 • 






••• iII .... 
75.70 
.... 11 .... '''' •••••• 
• ........ /I .... fdl. 
.. ...... . 
•• 111' ... / ..... '.41 
I' •• ' ... /,'f. ••••• 
~d'''o 
RELATIVE HUHIDITY = 





2 •• SUDAFED CAPSULES 









.. ~, ... 
' •• <1 ••• 
77.70 
••••• '1/' ..... .. 
•• 1HI .... /.:S ••••• 
. ....... / .... , ... 
•• <1 •• 111/"1 ••••• 
1 
MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROI~ THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-Z JUNE 17, 1973 SLO+ 168 JLN. lb8 MD. 1'10 Zq 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
MI7l 21 PLT 59.800 66.QqO 1.59&Z 5 ZI H R-REST (BT /MIN) 
1'1171 2q PL T 15q.00 lq6.00 2.6q58 5 Zq H R-LEVEL 3 (BT/MIN) 
/'I17l 55 PLT 67.Hq 59.635 2.1605 5 55 VE ' Z. L VOZ 
1'1171 108 PLT 106.33 86.967 5.5732 5 108 PULSE PRS-LEV 2 (MMHG) 
MI7I 12B PLT 60.209 qq .561 3.11q5 5 IZ8 VE/V02 50-75 
1'1092 7 PL T 87.q77 99.56Q Q.0282 6 7 SYSTOLIC BP (-30) 
PIa 92 II PLT 51.216 6q.999 2.2581 6 II DIASTOLIC SP (CONTROL) 
/'1092 12 PLT 50.567 65.751 3.6808 6 IZ DIASTOLIC SP (-30) 
1'1092 13 PL T qq .173 6q.727 2.6203 6 13 DIASTOLIC SP C-~O) 
1'1092 16 PLT 6q.067 77 .qq 1 2.9125 6 16 MEAN SP (CONTROL) 
1'1092 17 PLT 6Z.870 77 .02Z 3.2902 • 17 MEAN SP (-30) 1'1092 18 PLT 58.q82 75.130 3. 50Q I 6 18 MEAN SP (-qO) 
1'1092 27 PLT q.7100 l.q983 .Hq 19 6 27 PLVC EOP (-30) 
1'1092 28 PL T 5.7700 2.qZH .57067 6 28 PLve EOP (-qO) 
/'1092 37 PL T .50500 .83000-01 .qOI85-01 6 37 S2 SLOPE (-30) 
Mon 106 PLT .50750 -.22875-01 .10915 6 106 HR/LBNP 8-16 
1'1092 173 PLT .12638 .86371-01 .96225-02 6 173 P MAX MAG (-'10) 
1'1092 175 PLT .96355-01 .73980-01 .6HH-02 6 175 P MAX MAG (RECOVERY) 
M092A 6 PLT q.q697 3. Sq 8 9 .15527 6 186 ORS-E CIRC (CONTROL) 
M092A 7 PLT q.6875 3.8777 .15132 6 187 QRS-E CIRC (-30) 
M092A 8 PLT q.8971 3.9285 .18203 6 188 QRS-E eiRC (-qO) 
M092A 9 PLT q .825q 3.9908 .18825 6 189 DRS-E CIRC (-50) 
M092A 10 PL T q.7007 3.8930 .17338 6 190 DRS-E CIRe (RECOVERY) 
/'10 92 A 16 PL T .202q6 .15156 .12177-01 6 196 ORS-E DEPTH (CONTROL) 
M092A 17 PLT .2Q207 .1518q .13663-01 6 197 OR5-E DEPTH (-30) 
M092A 18 PLT .25575 .15006 .10222-01 6 198 ORS-E DEPTH (-qO) 
1'I092A 19 PLT .23338 .156Z3 .12056-01 6 199 OR5-E DEPTH (-50) 
/'10 92 A 20 PLT .20707 .lq812 .75006-02 6 200 QR5-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 
MOnA 26 PL T -23.q06 -7.6310 2.8QOI 6 206 DRS MAX AZ (CONTROL) 
M092A 2T PLT -25.760 -6.3630 2.5129 6 207 DRS MAX AZ (-30) 
M09ZA 28 PLT -26 .59~ -3.820q Z.~008 6 20B CRS MAX AZ (-qo) 
M092A 29 PLT -25.935 -1.7995 3.7028 6 209 QRS MAX AZ (-50) 
M092A 30 PLT -20.303 -5.1068 2.7629 6 210 DRS MAX AZ (RECOVERY) 
M092A 31 PL T 32.828 qq.891 2.qZ38 6 211 DRS MAX EL (CONTROL) 
/'I092A 33 PLT 35.220 q7.012 2.2q83 6 213 DRS MAX EL (-qo) 
M092A 3q PLT 37. 329 q8.qqJ 2.6202 6 21q DRS MAX EL (-50) 
M092A 35 Pl T 33.HB qq.997 2.2,05 6 215 DRS MAX EL (RECOVERV) 
M092A 37 PLT 2.lq6q l.q386 .12913 6 2IT ST-E CIRC (-30) 
M092A q6 PLT .11276 .63219-01 .59222-02 6 226 ST-E DEPTH (CONTROL) 
1'I092A q7 PLT .18699 .67673-01 .12510-01 6 227 5T-E DEPT)) (-30) 
M092A q8 PLT .18596 .6b8qJ-01 .78111-02 6 228 ST-E DEPTH (-qO) 
11092A H PL T .166q8 .69655-01 .95672-02 6 229 ST-E DEPTH (-50) 
M092A 50 PLT .13572 .66259-01 .77969-02 6 230 ST-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 
M092A 57 PL T -7.33q3 . -q3.686 10.H9 6 237 ST /'lAX AZ (-30) 
M092A 58 PLT -2.3510 -% .166 8.2226 6 238 ST MAX AZ (-qO) 
/'I092A 59 PLT .398T3 -q5. iTO 8.2260 6 239 ST M'~ Al (-50) 
M092A 69 PL T .33856-01 .Q8663-01 .Q593Q-02 6 2Q 9 J HAG (-50) 
/'I092A 71 PLT -37.q5q -107.51 11.7H 6 251 J AZ (CONTROL) 
M092A 9Q PLT qq.9'lq 38.30, 2.0T31 6 27q D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) 









I 1 , 
~ f*~ tttt"W"!r'C'" ""-'---...:. "'-_-"-'-- j 
MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-Z JUNE IT, 1973 SLD .. 168 JLN4 168 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SD N 
MOnA 103 PLT 26.080 q5 .067 5.1717 6 
MonA 10q PLT 11.232 q7.339 q.0355 6 
M092A 126 PLT 171. 00 182.55 3.q022 6 
PlO92A 127 PLT 13.500 Iq.815 .13065 6 
M092A 128 PLT 13.130 I~ .585 .10291 6 
MonA 13q PLT 28.500 l3.067 1.20l8 6 
M092A 135 PL T 28.780 23.900 .89219 ~ 
PlO92A Iq9 f'~.T 253.00 759.68 .17567 6 
M092A 163 PLT 56. l05 66.2Z9 3.0006 6 
M092A 16q PLT ~q.OIO 67.018 ~.Oq20 6 
M092A 165 PLT 68.679 78.255 2.1752 6 
1'I0nA 166 PLT 58.571 17.57B 3.66SS 6 
M092A 16 S PLT q 3. 6Sq 31.6S0 3.q90q 6 
1'I092A 169 PLT 1. 9000 .19000 .129TT 6 
M092A 170 PLT 3.0600 .56333 .21639 6 
1'1073 7 CDR 25.600 11.791 1. 7650 l2 
1'1073 ~6 CDR 1.83S0 .60717 .3SS2S 22 
1'1073 1 SPT 12.300 6.Sq50 1.31Q9 20 
1'1073 06 SPT 1.~760 .~6 755 .25216 2.0 
1'1013 1 5 SPT 166.30 171.77 .89168 19 
Mor3 126 SPT 75 .Q 3Q 17.915 .QO~JI7 19 
1'1073 6 PLT 1657.0 1106.6 162.U 26 
Mor3 1 PLT 23.800 1.2192 2.1115 26 
1'1073 IT PLT 25.800 9.q 26 9 3.83Q5 26 
1'1013 59 PLT .6QrOO .32600 .IOQ50 16 
1'1073 125 PLT 169.90 176.73 I.Q160 2Q 































QRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (-qO) 
QRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (-50 ) 
WEIGHT 
L CALF CIRC 
R CALF CIRC 
lRNPD TEMP-BEGIN 
LBNPD TEMP-END 
ATMOSPHERIC pnESS (MMHG) 
DIASTOLIC SP (-81 
D I ASTOLI C SP (-16 J 
MEAN BP (-S ) 
MEAN SP (-16 J 
PULSE PRESS (-16 J 
PLVC EOP (-S J 
PLVC EOP (-16 J 
URINE CA (MEa/TV J 
DEHYDROEPIANO (MG/TV J 
URINE CA OlEa/TV) 
DEHYDROEPIANO (MG'/TV J 
WEIGHT (LSS) 
WEIGHT (KG) 
URINE PDq (MG/TV 1 
URINE CA (MEaITV) 
ALDOSTERONE lUG/TV) 
II-OH-ANDRO (MG/TVl 
















SL-2 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
JUNE 18. 1973 SLOt 169 JLN* 169 Mo' HO 25 
tit ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 23.89 DEGC 
AVG. AM81ENT PRESSURE = 253.~0 MMHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR MED EXPERIMENTS 
OTHER MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND DTO'S 
ATM EXPERIMENTS 
COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS 
SCIENCE DEMOS/STUDENT EXPERIMENTS 




II. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
2 It SUDAFED CAPSULES 
Hi SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 8.00 HOURS 
ft. EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (l.JATT-HINS) litH .. ... 
La ERG (I'ST-MINSJ .. H .. .. 
EVA NWE (KEAL/HRl ••••••• 
EVA DURAT (HRS) ••••••• 
MK. I EX CHINS) HUH .. 
f1K. II EX (HINS)· HUlt« 
MK. III EX (HINS) + •••••• 
TREADMILL (HINS) ••••••• 
OTHER EX CHINS) ' •• fl •• 
HEIGHT (eM) " .... fiEH 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) •••• ," 
...... ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/HAIST (CHl 
INS/EXP CHEST (CM) 
NECK (CH) 
RT/LT ARH (CM) 
RT/LT ARH VOL (CC) 
.. , ...... ,/ ....... ,::; .. 
I ......... / .... ,'~I! •• 
........... 
......... / ....... i1/j 
........ .r./ ........ .I/ 
DEW POINT = 11.11 DEGC 




HEAVY 8.00 HOURS 
•••• f ... 
......... 









.......... ,/ ....... .. 
• •••• t./t •••••• 
...... 4-4, 
•••••• 0,/ .......... .. 
........... /11 •• 11. 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
,. •• t 'HHI .r 
~.OO MMHG 
1 It SUDAFED CAPSULES 
HEAVY 8.00 ,. r.' 
.:!I ...... . 
.. ........ . 
.. ..... . 
.. ......... .. 
.. ......... .. 
III.' •• 
.. ... '.ill 
.. ..... 1111 .. 
11.1.11,11 
-Ct-I II .. II II 
....... II ilil 
......... / ...... . 
.... , •••• / .... 1111 
.... 111 .... 
........ / ...... .. 
......... / ••• 1 ••• 































































GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
JUNE 18, 1973 SlO" 169 JLN" 169 1'10" MD 25 
MAN VALUE MEAN SO N CDR 1.0500 .H160 • 7539~-01 5 5 V02-RECOVERY (UMIN) CDR 16.161 20. 3~ 3 .9~8H 5 126 VEIV02 0-25 SPT 32,106 3q.626 .528H ~ 130 VEIVC02 25-50 SPT 38.795 29.393 2.0723 ~ 132 HR/VOl 0-25 SPT 78.963 ~5.658 9.~95~ ~ 136 SSP/VOl 25-50 SPT 27.116 9.2673 2.7506 ~ 1~2 MAP/VOl 25-50 CDR ~8. 823 39.2H 1.7117 6 21 PULSE PRESSURE (CONTROL) CDR 3.9800 1.3067 .33~23 6 21 PlVC EOP (-30) CDR ~. 8~ 00 2.0233 .~ 1529 6 28 PLVC EOP (-~O) CDR 6.0900 2.7867 .50150 6 29 PLVC EOP (-50) CDR .57900 .70000-02 .52096-01 6 37 52 SLOPE (-30) CDR .12375 .1~583-01 .2~707-01 6 110 PLVC/LBNP 0-8 CDR .13U9 .57857-01 .17397-01 6 112 PLVC/LBNP 16-30 CDR .12500 .16333-01 .10985-01 6 11~ PLVC/LBNP qO-50 CDR 160.76 151.~3 2.3008 6 158 PR INTERVAL (-~O) CDR 158.80 1~8.07 3.0qOq 6 159 PR INTERVAL (-50) CDR 
-71.187 -1.6q86 15.976 6 178 P MAX AZ (-qO) SPT q.9000 3.0250 .309H 6 27 PLVC EOP (-30) SPT 6.2200 ~ .2q 17 .506q2 6 18 PLVC EOP (-qO) SPT 1.8090 5.~168 1.0129 6 31 SI SLOPE (-30) SPT .31900 .11650 .55~93-0·1 6 37 Sl SLOPE (-30) SPT -.70000-02-.Q3500-01 .72595-02 6 ~2 SI COMPLIANCE (-30) SPT • 9q85 0 .3q211 .121q3 6 107 HR/lBNP 16-30 SPT 2.3Q03 .80597 .319Q8 6 108 HR/lBNP 30-~0 SPT -.58800 .5H52 .11073 6 109 HRlIR/LBNP QO-50 SPT 1~0.O3 133.35 I. 9780 6 156 PR INTERVAL (CONTROL) SPT 139.29 128.65 3.~63q 6 160 PR INTERVAL (RECOVERY) SPT 112.50 87.212 3. nH 6 163 CRS DURATION (-~o) SPT 121. 98 88.799 6.7529 6 16~ CRS DURATION (-50) SPT 111.61 10 I. 65 I.QOT2 6 165 CRS DURATION (RECOVERY) CDR 5.3612 q.5158 .20959 6 186 aRS-E CIRC (CONTROL) CDR 5.5962 ~.~608 .10963 6 187 CAS-E CIRC (-30) CDR 5.5500 ~.~020 .10091 6 188 DRS-E CIRC (-~O) CDR 5.7900 q.~O~2 .98255-01 6 189 CRS-E CIRC (-50) CDR ~.5268 ~.5 3~2 .10879 6 190 CRS-E CIRe (RECDVERY) CDR 1.1975 .6993Q .8202~-OI 6 191 CRS-E AREA (CONTROL) CDR 1.3306 .15365 .18931-01 6 In CRS-E AREA (-30) CDR 1.3895 .7H05 .829~5-01 6 193 CRS-E AREA (-~O) CDR 1.~851 .83057 .10510 6 19~ CRS-E AREA (-50) CDR 1.2919 .11H2 .80107-01 6 195 URS-E AREA (RECOVERV) CDR .~ 22~ 9 .36083 .19599-01 6 200 CRS-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) CDR I. T9~8 I .~839 .63233-01 6 201 CRS MAX MAG (CONTROLI CDR I. 8535 1.~606 .50136-01 6 202 CRS MAX MAG (-30) CDR 1.8~ 16 1.~25~ .58358-01 6 203 gRS MAX MAG (-~O) CDR 1.8621 1.~286 S6152~01 6 20~ CRS MAX MAG (-50) CDR 1.8339 1.5090 .3T32~-OI 6 205 CRS MAX MAG (RECOVERY) COR 6.2~1~ 18.870 3.9212 6 206 CRS MAX AZ (CONTROL) CDR 2.2709 I .~ 8 08 .18199 6 21T ST-E CIRC (-30) CDR 1.8293 1.360T .9Qn5-01 6 219 ST-E CIRC (-50) CDR 2.0182 I .~3B6 .10392 6 220 ST-E CIRC (RECOVERY> 
~, ..•. ---- '--_.---'--' -


























~EASUREMEI/TS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-2. JUNE" 18, 1973 SLD~ 169 JLN" 169 1'10'" riO 2.5 
EXPT IMEAS 1'1 AN VALUE I'IEAN SD II 
M092.A 50 CDR 59650-01 .~H29-0 I .~7710-02 6 2.30 ST-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 
~092.A 55 CDR .5r~11 .39115 .60973-01 6 2.35 ST MAX MAG (RECOVERY) 
~092.A 82 CDR .937~8 .78618 .~81l1-01 6 262. D-ST SLOPE (-30) 
1'10 91 A 83 CDR 1.0687 .76928 .92908-01 6 263 D-ST SLOPE (-~O) 
1'10 92. A 91 CDR 57 .06~ ~~.~~q 1.2507 6 271 D-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) 
~092.A n CDR 58.028 q~.Z92. 1.0630 6 272 D-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) 
1'10 92 A 93 CDR !H .251 q3.~57 1.1889 6 2.73 D-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~O ) 
M092A gq CDR 56.072 Qq.099 l.q60~ 6 2H D-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) 
M092.A 95 CDR 58.331 Af5.796 1.2969 6 2.75 D-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) 
110 92. A 101 CDR 39.229 52.9q8 ~.1552 6 281 DRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (CONTROL) 
1 
1'1092A 127 CDR 12,880 13.960 .2.7900 6 307 I CALF CIRC 
1'10 92. A 128 CDR 13.000 Iq.085 .33255 6 308 R CALF CIRC 
M092A 133 CDR 26.~60 22.100 1.3qQ£ 6 313 AMB. TEMP-END 
M091A 13q CDR 21. gqO 22.533 1.1793 6 3H LBNPD TEMP-BEGIN 
1 1'I092A 135 CDR 2.8.330 23.267 .99130 6 315 lBNPO TEMP-END 
ilonA 1~9 CDR _258.00 760.07 .16330 6 329 ATMOSPHERIC PRESS (MMHG ) 1 
~onA 169 CDR .99000 .11667 ,19765 6 3~9 PLVC EOP (-8 ) I 
1'10 92. A 170 CDR 2.1000 .q9667 .3~227 6 350 PLVC EOP (-16 ) 1 
1'10 92. A 173 CDR .86700 .3~000-01 .13101 6 353 S2 SLOPE (-8 ) 
PlOnA 17 SPT .295H .22.231 .22538-01 6 197 DRS-E DEPTH (-30) 
~092A 20 SP! .30q28 .23518 .22120-01 6 200 ORS-£ DEPTH (RECOVERY) 
PlOnA 22 SPT I .6~8q 1 .q 173 .61595-01 6 202 DRS MAX MAG (-30) 
1I092A 23 SPT l.q993 1.30T7 .qI620-01 6 203 DRS MAX MAG (-qO) 
M092A 2q SPT 1.5030 1.2592 .55366-01 6 20Q DRS I'IAX MAG (-50) 
MonA 26 SPT -8.q21~ 13.~07 6. Oq 0 I 6 206 DRS I'IAX AZ (CONTROL) 
ilonA 2.7 SPT -17.302 16.710 9.9q57 6 207 DRS MAX AZ (-30) 
ilonA 28 SPT -22.700 19.q50 12..800 6 208 DRS MAX AZ (-~O) 
1I092A 30 SPT -6.7523 21.5P 8.8~98 6 210 DRS MAX AZ (RECOVERY) 
MonA 3l SPT 36.810 ~5.~H 2..521~ 6 212 DRS MAX EL (-30) 
1I092A 33 SPT 3Q. O~ 3 Q~ .672 2.25~6 /, 213 DRS MAX EL (-QO) 
1I0~2A qO SPT 2.IQ~8 1. 7823 .610~Q-01 6 2.20 S1-E CIRC (RECOVERY) 
MonA q7 SPT .1lHQ . H653-01 .77982-02 6 227 5T-E DEPTH (-30) 
M09ZA q8 SPT .19662-01 .577H-OI .~7526-02 6 228 ST-E DEPTH (-QO) 
~092A ~9 SPT .92178-01 .590Q/'-01 .T0230-02 6 229 ST-E DEPTH (-50) 
1'1092A 50 spr .15621 .91336-01 .lQ2'f5-0 I 6 230 ST-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 
M092A 56 SPT -17.106 -30.5T3 Q.OO78 6 236 ST MAX AZ (CONTROL) 
M092A 57 SPT -19.176 -37.957 2.2835' 6 237 ST MAX AZ (-30) 
1'I092.A 60 SPT -6.532Q -2Q.660 2.0321 6 2qO ST I'IAX AZ (RECOVERY) 
M092A 68 SPT .15781 • H063-01 .16TOQ-OI 6 2Q8 J MAG (-QO) 
1'I0nA 72 SPT -5.365~ -23.Q86 Q.79Q8 6 252 J AZ (-30) 
1I092A 73 SPT ~7. 905 -39.01~ 8.830Q 6 253 J AZ (-~O) 
MonA H SPT 5T. 36 3 -5!. 250 9.9318 6 25q JAZ(-50) 
1'I092A 76 SPT 6.1906 29 .~81 3,1686 6 25. J EL (CGNTROl) 
1'I092.A 77 SPT -11.871 27. 965 5.9537 6 257 J EL (-30) 
1'10 92. A 78 SPT -71.565 8.6387 15.612 6 258 J EL (-QO) 
~092A 83 SPT .153Q2 1. 7q52 .16 8~ 7 6 263 D-ST SLOPE (-QO) 
11092A 8Q SPT -.Q5250 1.3726 .31761 6 26Q D-ST SLOPE (-50) 
M092.A 93 SPT 70.869 5Q.610 Z.722Q 6 273 D-ORS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~ 0 ) 
1I092A 9~ SPT 77 . 1 05 56. 98~ 5.652Q 6 2H D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) 



























GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE 
JUNE 18, 1973 SLD. 169 
I'1AN VALUE I'1EAN 
sPT 9. 79q I q3.152 
sPT II. 02q qO.707 
sPT Iq .130 15.105 
sPT 13.880 Iq.982 
SPT 27.110 22.067 
sPT 28.390 23.067 
SPT 2B.890 H .010 
sPT 25q.00 7>9.92 
sPT 1.6Q 00 .18167 
sPT 2.8100 .75667 
SPT 3.5010 1. OQ 07 
CDR 1391.0 1000.9 
CDR 26. 100 11.791 
CDR IB52.0 155B.Q 
CDR .00000 62.20B 
SPT 11.1.00 6 .Sq5 0 
SPT QS.300 13.205 
SPT .00000 77.915 
PL T 20.200 7.21n 
PLT I9BQ.O 1650.5 
PL T .00000 80.16Q 
PREFLIGHT MEAN 
JLN. 169 1'10.1'10 
SO N 
8.5732 6 282 
q.6339 6 285 
.2305q 6 307 
.21386 6 30B 
1.0367 6 312 
1.121-9 6 31q 
1.185? 6 315 
.20QI2J\ 6 329 
.13906\ 6 3Q9 
.31898 6 350 
.80730 6 351 
113.IQ 22 6 
\. 76S0 22 7 
72.129 zz qq 
• 3Q I 28 21 126 
1.31q9 20 7 
9.2792 20 17 
.QOQH 19 126 
2.1115 26 7 
109.16 26 QQ 
.6Q229 2Q 126 
25 
CRs-T SPATIAL ANGLE (-30) 
CRs-T SPATIAL ANGLE ( RECOVERVl 
L CALF CIRC 




ATMOSPHERIC PRESS (MMHG ) 
PLVC EOP (-B) 
PLVC EOP (-16 ) 
51 SLorE (-8 ) 
URINE ~Oq (MG/TV) 
URINE CA (MEG/TV) 
DIET PHOSPHORUS (MG) 
WEIGHT (KG) 
UR INE CA (MEG/TV) 
ALDOSTERONE (UG/TV) 
WEIGHT (KG) 
URINE CA (MEC/TV) 


















, SL-2 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
.. JUNE 19. 1973 SLO" 170 JLN. no' MDt NO 26 
1'1 ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE =' 2~.~~ DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 253.~0 MMHG 




SCIENCE DEMOS/STUDENT EXPERIMENTS 
f .. ' ...... II ......... CDR ..... l'll.' •••••••• 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
i •• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
.... MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
OPRE AFRIN NOSE DROPS 
I ... SUDAFED CAPSULES 
.... SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY B.OO HOURS 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (WATT-MINS) 
LB ERG (WATT-MINS) 
EVA MWE (KEAL/HR) 
EVA DURAT {HRS} 
HK.I EX (MINS) 
MK. II EX (MINS) 
MK. III EX (MINS) 
TREADMILL (MINS) 












• .-.11 ..... 
60.60 
ft. ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) ........ , ....... . 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM) •• 4 .... 1/ ••••••• 
NECK (eM) ,." .... . 
RT/LT ARM (eM) ••••••• ' .. 11 •• '1 
RT/LT ARM VOL (eCl ........ , ....... . 
RTILT HAND CFT-L81 ........ , ••••••• 
eEN GRAV ME AS (eM) ,.111111 
DEW POINT = 12.22 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 196.51 MMHG 
.. 
•• 





., .... ,., 
16.00 
, ..... , 
...... , 
.1 ... " •• 
75.00 
...... " ••• '.'lfl~ ••• 
...... ~, .... ~ ... 
, ..... .. 
... 11 ..... ' ....... . 
, ...... , ...... . 
....... ' ... , .. . 
... , ... 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
~6.00 % 
~.30 MHHG 
• •••• 1 •• " •• ". PLT ""'.""1111' 
OPRE AFRIN NOSE DROPS 
.. 
HEAVY B.OO HOURS 
2~0.00 
2350.00 




.. "" ... 
." .. ,. 
" ...... " 
.".,"" . 
77.30 
<11··· .. · .. 1" .. ··'·· 1 ...... ii/'·'Ift •• 
"""" ..... "/'" ... , . 
· .... ···'/"' .... ··· .. 





















GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE 
JUNE 19, 1913 SLD. 170 
MAN VALUE MEAN 
CDR 19.900 11.791 
CDR 133.50 137.1~ 
CDR 60.556 62.298 
SPT 13.100 6 • 8~5 0 
SPT 7B.600 13.205 
SPT 16~.80 171.77 
SPT H.753 71.915 
PLT 19.100 7.2192 
PLT 61. 000 9 .~269 
PLT .7%00 .32600 
PLT 169.10 176. T3 
PLT 76. 70~ 80 .16~ 
PREFLIGHT MEAN 
JLN. 170 MD. MO 26 
SO N 
1.7650 22 7 URINE CA (MEC/TV) 
.75238 21 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
.3~128 21 126 WEIGHT (KG) 
1.31~9 ·20 7 URIliE CA (MEg/TV) 
9.2792 20 17 ALDOSTERONE (UG/TV) 
.89168 19 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
.~0~~7 19 126 WEIGHT (KG) 
2.1115 26 7 URINE CA (MED/TV) 
3.83~5 26 17 ALDOSTERONE (UG/TV) 
.1 0~50 16 59 II-OH-ANDRO (MG/TV) 
1.~ 160 2~ 125 ~IEIG'Hr (L8S) 
.6~229 2~ 126 WEIGHT (KG) 
~.··h' ________________________ ~~~~ ___ 
_ .~ ._. t =tMtl!.:.....-....:... ........... ~.~, ... ___ ~,_ _ 
, 








SL-2 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
JUNE 20. 1973 SLOt: 171 ~NiI 171 MD. NO 27 
~t. ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 25.56 DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 258.57 NMHG 
tfi MISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR MED EXPERIMENTS 
OTHER MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND DTO'S 
COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS 
OEACTIVATION/EQUIP TRANSFER 
..... MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
MilO 
.lift: lLlNESS/SYHPTOH/PROBLEl'I 
.... MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
IPRE DALMANE CAPSULES 
,,.. SLEEP DAT,\ 
HEAVY 7.50 HOURS 
.~. EXERCISE DATA 
U8 ERG (WATT-MINS) 
LB ERG {'- ,TT-NINSl 
EVA MWE ()(EALlHR) 
EVA DURAT (HRS) 
HK. I EX (HINS) 
HK. I I EX (MINS) 
MK. II I EX (MINS) 
TREADMILL (MINS) 





..... 111 .. 




iI .... iII". 
........... 
60.40 
Iii. ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPIHAI5T (CM) 
INS/EXP CHEST (CM) 
NECK (CH) 
RT/LT ARM (CM) 
RT/LT ARM VOL (CC) 
.. liI ..... I/ .. ·~HI ... . 
......... 11/ ... , .... . 
•• f.t •• 
........ / ••• 1 ..... , 
•• " .... i!*' ...... t. 
DEW POINT = 12.22 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 196.51 MMHG 
MllO 
.. 
fEAVY 7.50 HOURS 
' •• -litt 
2500.00 
t ....... .. 
.. ,. .... .. 
-11<11".11' 
18.00 
...... , .. . 
tI .... iI .. . 
.... ~ ..... tI 
75.00 
."i11IHI •• /.t: ...... .. 
...... , ... , ........ , 
. .. " ... 
• ......... /111 ..... . 
........... , .... "' .. .,1 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 






IPRE DALMANE CAPSULES 
HEAVY 7.50 HOURS 
....... 1 
.... t ••• 
........... 
t •• t .... 
.... t ••• 
.... iliI .... 
... tlII14 
....... , . 
" ...... .. 
( ....... .. 
77.40 
• •••• IJI! ••••••• 
11 •• 11'!"""~1I.1 
.JI ....... ! •• t.tt. 
Ilt.t._!'.11Itt. 

























































































































































































































































































































































































PULSE PRS-REST (~~HG) 
PULSE PRS-LEV 1 <rl~HG) 
PULSE PRESSURE (-50) 
PLVC EOP (-30) 
PLVC EOP (-QO) 
HR/LBNP 0-8 
PR INTERVAL (RECOVERY) 
P MAX EL (CONTROL) 
QRS-E CIRC (-30) 
QRS-E CIRC (-'10) 
ORS-E CIRC (-50) 
QRS-E CIRC (RECOVERY) 
ORS-E DEPTH (CONTROL) 
CRS-E DEPTH (-30) 
QRS-E DEPTH (-~o) 
QRS-E DEPTH (-50) 
QRS-E OEPTH (RECOVERY) 
CRS i'1AX AZ (CONTROL) 
QRS MAX AZ (-30) 
QRS i'1AX AZ (-qo) 
QRS MAX AZ (-50) 
QRS MAX AZ (RECOVERY) 
QRS MAX EL (CONTROL) 
CRS MAX EL (-30) 
QRS MAX EL (-~o) 
CRS MAX EL (-50) 
QRS MAX EL (RECOVERY) 
ST-E CIRC (-30) 
ST-E DEPTH (-30) 
ST-E DEPTH (-~o) 
ST-E DEPTH (-50) 
ST-E OEPTH (RECOVERY) 
ST MAX AZ (-50) 
J AZ (RECOVERY) 
D-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) 
D-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) 
CRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (-30) 
QR5-T SPATIAL ANGLE (-qO) 
QRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (-50) 
Tli'1E (GMTl 
WEIGHT 
L CALF CIRe 
R CALF CIRC 
LBNPO TEi'1P-BEGIN 
LBNPD TE~P-END 
ATMOSPHERIC PRESS (i'1i'1HG) 
PLVC EOP (-8) 
PLVC EOP (-16) 
URINE PO'l (MG/TV) 
URINE CA (i'1EQ/TV) 














I'1EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM. TilE 
SL-2 JUNE 20, 1973 SLO'" 111 
EXPT II1EAS MAN VALUE PlEAN 
1'1073 11 CDR 61.800 17.686 
1'1073 81 CDR ~.OqOO .69000 
1'1073 89 CDR 111.59 H .2'17 
1'1073 lOa CDR 9.5500 7. 9033 
1'1073 Ilq CDR 26.270 9.6367 
1'1013 115 CDR 12.~00 26.567 
1'1073 116 CDR 15.630 5.3300 
1'1013 111 CDR 6.~00O 2.9567 
1'1073 118 CDR 9.6000 8 .~5b7 
1'1073 120 CDR 17.~5U· 8.7367 
1'1073 121 CDR 10 .. ~00 6.3333 
1'1073 125 CDR 13~·.00 137.1~ 
1'1073 126 CDR 60.329 62.208 
1'1073 129 CDR Q.8000 1.0833 
1'1073 126 SPT .00000 71.915 
1'1073 1 PLT Is.qOO 7.2192 
1'1013 17 PLT 88.700 9 .~26 9 
1'1073 55 PLT 7.0810 q.2180 
1'1013 59 PLT .68200 .32600 
1'1013 81 PLT 198.Q3 69.950 
1'1073 97 PLT 116.28 61.787 
1'1073 111 PLT 12.QOO Q.7933 
1'1013 I!~ PLT 18.,30 6.3800 
1'1073 116 PLT 15.590 6.9800 
1'1013 125 PLT 169.10 176.73 
1'10T3 126 PLT 76.7DQ 80.16~ 
" 
PREFLIGHT MEAN 
JLN", 171 PlD .. MD 
SO N 
1~.3~2 22 17 
.1I3H 2 81 
11.585 3 89 
.19732 3 100 
2.2266 3 lIq 
2.3367 3 115 
.55~35 3 116 
1.0803 3 111. 
.2'1786 3 118 
1.5369 3 120 
.71668 3 121 
.75238 21 125 
.3Q128 21 126 
1.2017 30 129 
.~0~'17 19 126 
1. .'1115 26 7 
3.S3rl? 26 17 
.920SS 26 55 
.IOQ5.0· 16 59 
26. Tl'f 3 87 
15.522 3 91 
2.09~2 3 II I 
2.Q 222 3 II~ 
1.9298 3 116 
1.~160 2~ 125 
.6~229 2Q 12. 
27 
ALDOSTERONE (UG/TV) 
FREE OH-LVSINE (MG/TV) 
FREE 3-CH3-HIS' (MG/TV) 
FREE ASPART AC (I'1G/TV) 
FREE CVSTIN/2 (I'1G/TV) 
CYSTATHIONINE (I'1G{TV) 
FREE METHIONIN (MG/TV) 
FREE ISOLEUCIN (MG/TV) 
FREE LEUC INE (MG lTV ) 
FREE PHENVLALA (MG/TV) 
FREE a-ALANINE (MG/TV) 
WEI~HT (LBS) 
WEIGHT (KG) 
FECAL NITROGEN ( G ) 
WEIGHT (KG) 




FREE I-CH3-HIS (I'1G/TV) 
FREE TAURINE (MG lTV) 
A-AMIIIOAOIPTC (MG/TV) 
FREE CYSTIII/2 (I'1G/TV) 
FREE METH I ON IN {MG lTV l 
WEIGHT (LBS 1 







SL-2 DAllY CLINICAL/ENVIRONNENTAL REPORT 
-JUNE 21. 1973 SLD' 172 JLN' 172 MD' MD 28 
<It I ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 26.11 DEGC 
AVG. MIBIENT PRESSURE = 253.~0 MMHG 
tt .. MISSION ACTIVITIES 
COROLLARY EXPERIHENTS 
DEACTIVATION/EQUIP TRANSFER 




.f. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
tU SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY B.OO HOURS 
.... EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (~ATT-MINS) 
lB ERG (~ATT-MINS) 
EVA HI·IE_ (KEAL/HRI 
EVA DURAT IHRSI 
MK.I EX ' IlNS) 
MK. II EX (MINS) 
MK. III EX (HINSI 
TREADMILL (HINSI 











••• <1 .... 
,,,,,"'1 
60.50 
11 II 11 I\NTHROPOHETR I COAT A 
HIP/WAIST (CH) .ttl·~·I··'I'" 
INS/EXP CHEST (CH) .... I..!.!H/tt.nll 
NECK (CM) ••••••• 
RTILT ARN (CM) U· .... I'I.ltI. 
RT/LT AAM VOL (cel ·~·'''·''/I't ... t. 
ATILT HAND (FT-LB) ····,· .. 1·····'1· 
CEN GRAV ME AS (CMI It C I , ••• 
DE~ POINT = 12.22 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 19S.51 MMHG 
...... tl' •••••• , SPT "'I,a., ....... . 
SEASICKNESS 
DRY SKIN/LIPS 
HEFIVY 8.00 HOURS 
••••• !!. 
11 ........ .. 
~''J'~II 
11 ... 11 W" g 
,HI.q, •• 
11 11 11 ..... ~ 
...... I .. 11 • 
.. I .. 11 .. 11 11 
11 ." ...... 11 
t 11 ... f. .. /I 
7~.90 
fll ..... ' •••••• , 
... II~·(/ .... ·ljlll I' ...... 
111"··'I,··lf4, 
.111'.'1"'1'1.1 
""',;'/ 41 ." •• 
.-1., I •• 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
~ l. 00 % 
~.30 MMHG 








I'ItASUnCMfNTS GR£ATE~ Til AN 3 SlJ FnOM TIlE PIIEFLIGIIT MEAN 
SL-~ JUNE ?. \ , IH3 SLO, IT~ JlN. 1T~ 1'10' 1'10 ~8 
EXPT IMF.A5 MAN VALUE I'IEAN SO N 
MOD 6 con I ~ 0'1.0 1000.9 113.1~ ~z 6 U II I Nt PO~ trIG /TV ) 
MOD 7 COR 2~.100 II. HI I .1650 n 1 URINE CA trIED/TV) 
1'1013 H clln 128.70 58.50B 16.9l0 22 1"6 HYOnOCOnTI50N lUG/TV) 
1'1013 21 con 137.00 I~I.RO .63_66 5 21 8L oon NA (MEO /L ) 
1'1013 25 con 10.BOO 9.~7~O .17076 ~ 25 BlOOD CA (MG/L I 
1'1073 20 COR 95.700 I O&. ~ 0 2.510ll 5 2_ SLOOO CL (MEO/L) 
M073 125 con Ill.20 131.1~ .751. 3B ~ I 125 WEIGIIT ([S5) 
/1013 120 CllR 60 .~20 62.208 .3~128 21 12_ W.IGIIT (KG) 
/1013 12B con 32.600 12.273 3. IlO~ lO 128 IIlUNC NITROGEN (G) 
1'1013 ~ SPT 1~2.00 71. 70 0 11.969 20 ~ un INE ~ trIED/TV) 
1'1073 T Sf! r !3. 9 00 6. B~~ 0 I .ll~9 20 7 l'nlNE CA (rIED/TV) 
1'1073 II Si'T 252&.0 203R.~ 15B.q 20 I I URINr CRrAT (rIG/TV) 
MOD IT SPI 59.000 13.201) 9.219< 20 17 ALlJOSTERONE (UG/TV) 
1'1073 21 SI'T Il7.00 1~2.~0 • 89'1~ l 5 21 nloon NA (rICo /l ) 
Mon n SPT ~.~_oo ~. 1&00 .R9~'ll-01 5 n B1.000 K (MeG/I.) 
1'1013 25 Sf'; 10.~00 'L02r,O .23629 ~ 25 BLoon eA (rlG/L) 
M~T3 126 SPT 90.000 10"~0 I.B166 Ii 2_ SLoon CL (rlEO/L) 1'173 ZT srT 83.200 101 • a 0 ~.3SI8 5 ZT 6LOOO GLUCOSE (IIG/I.) 
MOT3 37 SPT ll.OOO 1&.800 2.58S~ 5 IT INSUL IN lUlIlrIL) 
M7J 25 SPT 1_'1._0 tTl.TT .89168 19 125 WEIGHT (l8S) 
/1073 11. SIlT 1~.66l TT .915 .~0~~7 t 9 n_ WEIGHT (KG) 
M073 128 srT 3~.ZOO IL6n l .• ?~5 3 30 128 URINE NITROGEN (G) 
MOD 2 PL T Ilt~.O 330.85 6l .~.O 26 Z UlliNI' OSrlOL (MOSrl/TV ) 
MOT3 6 I'll 1057.0 115 _ .6 162.21 Zf 6 UR IN! f'0~ (rlG/TV ) 
1'1073 T PLT 22.l00 1.2192 2. I 115 26 7 UIlINE cn (IIEO/TV) 
1'1073 10 P~i I .0 190 1.0093 .tT611-02 ~6 10 UIlINE SPECiFIC GRAV 
I'IOT3 II NT l8.300 9.~269 l.83~5 ~6 17 AI.OOSTEIlONE (UG/TV) 
I'IOT~ 21 PL T 135.00 I~L~O 1.81&6 ~ ~ I nL Don Nn (MFO/L) 
MOD 2~ PL r 10.500 9.0~00 .38no ~ 25 Bl.OOO eA (NG/L I 
MOD <T PlT 8l.TOO In.oo 2.~~95 5 ZT 8LOOO GLUCOSe (rlG/L I 
Mon 37 I'LT 21>.000 15.S00 2 •• 63. 5 37 INSIJIIN (UIlIrII.) 
MOTl ~8 PLT ISH .0 ~085.~ 655.n 
2_ 
~a WATEn INTAKE (Ill) 
M073 1<5 rL T 109.10 176.73 I .~ 100 2'1 125 WEIGHT (LB5) 
MOTJ 12. PL T 76. 7 O~ 80 .16~ ./'~229 2~ 12. WEIGHT (KG) 
MOTJ 128 PL T lO.OOO 13. 2~2 3. 9~ 08 29 128 URINE NITROGEN (G) 
1 
~----________ ~~ .. __ .~_u._ 
I 
SL-2 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
JUNE 22. 1973 SLOlll 173 JLNI 173 HD~ R+ 0 
,~~ ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 27.78 DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 253.40 MHHG 
••• MISSiON ACTIVITIES 
COROLLARY EXPER I ~IENTS 
DE-ORBIT/ENTRY/SPLASHOOWN 
••• ~£DICAL EXPERIMENTS/OrO 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM" 
tit MEDICATION AND QOSAGE 
t .. SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 6.00 HOURS 
, •• EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (~ATT-NINS) ••••• ~I 
La ERG (WATT-HINS) , •••••• 
EVA M~E (KEAL/HRI ""1.1 
EVA PURAT CHRSI I""" 
HK.I EX CHINS) ••••••• 
HK. II EX CHINS) HUHI 
HK. t 11 EX CNlNS) ...... .. 
TREADMIll CHINS) .. tI .. .. 
OTHER EX CHINS} .".1 •• 
HEIGHT (CH) I."", 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 60.80 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPHIAIST (CH) 







RT/LT ARM (CH) 
RTILT ARH VOL (ce) 
RT/LT HAND (,T-l8) 




DEW POINT = 12.78 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXyGEN = 196.51 MHHG 
HEAVY 6.00 HOURS 
••• ".liI 
.... ". 
•• <11'11' • 
••••••• 
• ....... I 
• • <II ., •• 
"111". 




11 ••• 1"''''' •• 1' 
"~ •• <I../~." •• ~I 
<1. .... 11./ ••• 1 ••• 
...... Qll/ ••• I •• , 
••••••• / •• ~ •• 14 
••••••• 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
39.50 % 
4.30 M~HG 
,."I" ••• '.''''''a PLT ttl.t •• ~ •• t: •• , 
HEAVY 6.00 HOURS 
.-. ..... J • 


















IIII ... _________________________________ ~~~=,=-~ .... ·""' ... "~.~!~~'"':-,,;......-.:-.. ~ --,---,-
i j 

MEASURE~ENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-2 JUNE 22, 1973 SLD. 113 JLN. 113 1'104 R+ 0 
EIPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
MOnA 12 CDR 1.1l0S .15365 .189Ji-01 6 192 QRS-E AREA (-30 ) 
M09ZA 13 CDR 1.2115 • 15~ 05 .829"15-01 6 193 QRS-E AREA (-~O I 
MonA Iq CDR 1.~q59 .83051 .10510 6 19q aRS-E AREA (-50 ) I MonA 15 CDR 1.1501 .112~2 .80101-01 6 195 QRS-E AREA (RECOVERY) M09ZA 16 CDR ,.26315 • 35~23 .23101-01 6 196 QRS-E DEPTH (CONTROL) M09ZA 11 CDR .21787 .35190 .19118-01 6 191 QRS-E DEPTH (-30) I Pl092A 21 CDR !. 7736 l.q839 .63233-01 /, 201 CRS MAX MAG (CONTROL) 
M092A 22 CDR 1.6513 1.~606 .55136-01 !. 202 QRS MAX MAG (-30) 
M092A 23 CDR 1.6821 l.q25~ .58358-01 6 203 aRS rlAI MAG (-~O) 
M092A 2~ CDR 1. 1613 I . ~286 .56152-01 6 20~ aRS MAX MAG (-50 I 
PlO92A 25 CDR 1.8033 1.5090 .31nq-01 6 205 ORS MAX MAG (RECOVERV) 
M092A 26 COR 3q.902 18.810 3.9212 6 206 QRS MAX AZ (CONTROL) 
M092A 61 CDR 33.301 23.1 q~ 2.0%0 6 2't1 ST M~X EL (CONTROL) 
M092A 62 CDR 25 .q~ 8 20 .lq 9 1.216q 6 2q2 ST MAX EL (-30) 
M092A 91 CDR 55 .~33 ~q.qq~ 1.2501 6 211 o-aRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) 
MonA 92 CDR 53 .q8~ ~~.292 1.0630 6 2.12 D-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) 
M092A 93 CDR 5~ .11b ~3.~57 1.1889 6 213 V-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~O ) 
1'10 92 A 9q CDR 51 .056 QQ.099 1 .~6 O~ 6 21Q O-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) 
MonA 95 CDR 56.~18 ~5 .196 1.2969 /, 215 O-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL ( REC OVERY ) 
M092A 121 CDR 12.880 13.960 .27900 6 307 L CALF CIRC 
M092A 128 CDR 13.00Q 1~.085 .33255 6 308 R CALF CIRC 
M092A 133 CDR 26.200 22.100 1.3QQ6 6 313 AMB. TEMP-END 
1'I092A 161 CDR q9.96~ 39.008 2.502~ 6 3H PULSE PRESS (-8 ) 
M092A 6 SPT 5.6661 ~.69~8 .29318 6 186 QRS-E C IRC (CONTROL) 
M092A 8 SPT 5.6732 ~.8~68 .26802 6 188 QRS-E CIRC (-~Ol 
M092A 16 SPT .30991 .23656 .20021-01 6 196 QRS-E DEPTH (CONTROL) 
M092A 33 SPT 25. Tl5 ~~.672 2.25~6 6 213 QRS I'IAX EL (-~O) 
M09ZA 31 SPT I. 9q 36 I.H08 .56508-01 6 21T ST-E CIRC (-30) 
M092A ~O SPT 2.0339 1.7823 .610~q-01 6 220 ST-E CIRC (RECOVERYl 
!'I09ZA 76 SPT 15.358 29.~81 3.1686 6 256 J EL (CONTROL) 
M092A 11 SPT .~8226 27.965 5 .~531 6 251 J EL (-30) 
M092A 78 SPT -59.291 8.6381 15.612 6 258 JEL'(-qO) 
M092n 83 SPT .8~350 1. H52 .168~7 6 263 D-ST SLOPE (-qO) 
PlO92A 81 SPT 16.136 10.150 1.6305 6 267 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) 
M092A 90 SPT 15.997 7.3859 2.1098 ~ 210 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECO'/ERV) 
1'I092~ 91 SPT 70. 7l~ 5~ .551 3.6302 6 211 D-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (COIHROL) 
11092A 92 SPT 69.089 !i~.5T3 3.3922 6 212 V-CRS VECTOR IrITEGRAL (-3,0 ) 
1'I092A 93 SPT 69.189 !i~.610 2.122~ 6 lT3 D-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-40 ) 
M092A 95 SPT 71.011 58.792 ~. 055~ 6 275 D-aRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECDVERV) 
1'I092A 127, SPT H.130 15 .1 0; .2305~ 6 30T L CALF CIRC 
fl092A 128 SPT 13.880 IQ.982 .21386 6 308 R CALF CIRC 
M092A 112 SPT 7.3660 2.5692 .16823 6 352 SI SLOPE (-16 ) 
M092A 1T6 SPT -.89000-01-.30833-01 .10926-01 6 356 S2 COMPU ANCE (-16 ) 
M092A 6 PLT q.3599 3.8~89 .155'21 6 186 QRS-E CIRC (CONTROL) 
M092A 1 PL T ~.~q51 3.8T11 .15132 6 187 CRS-E C.lRC (-30) 
M092A 8 PLT q.6193 3.9285 .18203 6 188 QRS-E CIRC (-~O) 
M092A 9 PLT Q.8706 3.9908 .18825 6 189 QRS-E CIRC (-;0) 
M092A 10 PL T ~ .5160 3.8930 .11338 6 190 QRS-E CIRC (RECOVERV) 
M09ZA 12 PLT .9q9~0 .71918 .1213U-01 6 192 QRS-E AREA (-30) 
M092A 13 PLT 1.16lq .11181 .81669-01 6 193 aRS-E AREA (-qO) 
., -_ .• , - -~ _.- ~~-.' --,,- .--.-~ 





.'II1II' _____________ ~~'===_ ... '_. __ ' •. ~._.~_ -
MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-2 JUNE 22. 1973 SLD" 173 JLN" 173 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
M092A I~ PLT 1.2729 • 833~ 2 .83938-01 6 
l'1092A 15 PLT 1.0Ill .70731 .69866-01 6 
l'1092A 
" 
PLT .19296 .15156 .12177-01 6 
l'10 92 A ,d PLT .20153 .15006 .10222-01 6 
M092A 19 PLT .20938 .15623 .12056-01 6 
l'1092A 20 PLT .192 O~ .1~812 .75006-02 6 
l'1092A 21 PLT 1.~860 1.2502 .70981-01 6 
MOnA 25 PLT 1.~626 1. 2Z!)~ .77352-0 I 6 
M092A 27 PLT -1~ .858 -6.3630 2.5129 6 
M092A 68 PLT .62869-01 .~3066-01 .5~663-oi 6 
M092A 69 PLT .71302-01 .~8683-01 .~593q-02 6 
M092A 93 PLT ~~.860 37. 827 2..1907 6 
M092A 9~ PLT % .139 38.30, 2.0731 6 
M092A 95 PLT ~5.658 38.760 2.0921 6 
M092A 10~ PLT 25.592 H.339 q. 0355 6 
M092A 126 PL T 167.!i0 182.5, 3.~022 6 
M092A 127 PLT 13.500 1~.815 .13065 6 
M092A 128 PLT 13.500 1~.5B!i .10291 6 
1'1073 6 CDR I!iOB.O 1000.9 113. t~ 22 
1'1073 7 COR 19.~00 11.791 1.7650 22 
1'1073 I~ CDR 119.50 51. 3B2 20 .~!i9 22 
1'1073 IB CDR 13.000 3.9591 2. 096~ 22 
1'1073 32 COR 12.000 3.2000 1.78B9 5 
MOT3 33 CDR 6.0000 I~ .~BO 2.707B 5 
MOT3 35 CDR 2.6000 .90000 .~OOOO 5 
1'10T3 ~1 CDR 3698.0 2631.8 127. 97 22 
1'1073 ~2 CDR 1~5 .60 97.!it~ 8.2660 22 
1'1073 ~3 CDR 1206.0 793.B2 15.013 22 
MOT3 ~~ CDR 2326.0 1!i!iB.~ 72.129 22 
PlO73 125 CDR 132..80 137.1~ .75238 21 
PlOT3 12.6 CDR 60.23B 62.208 .3"f12B 21 
1'1073 127 CDR 2!i.300 16. H7 1.1959 30 
1'1073 15 SPT 187.70 ~3.660 2~ .231 20 
1'1073 16 SPT 1~9 .20 ~2. 97!i 19.3!i2 20 
11073 17 SPT 65.600 13.205 9.2792 20 
1'1073 22 SPT 3.8000 ~ .1600 .89~~3-01 5 
1'1073 32 SPT 25.000 3.2000 2.3875 5" 
1'10T3 3~ SPT 6~0.OO ITB. 00 109.66 5 
1'1073 35 SPT 5.8000 .92000 .29~96 5" 
1'1073 H SPT 57.000 103.55 1~.129 20 
1'1073 12~ SPT 62.300 II. O~ 7 11.57!i 30 
MOB 12!i SPT 163.BO ITI.T7 .8916B 19 
11073 126 SPT 7~.300 77.91!i .~O~H 19 
1'1073 129 SPT 6.~000 L~900 1.~66T 30 
1'1073 T PLT 15.!i00 7.2192 2.111!i 26 
1'1073 15 PLT 1~9 .60 23. 035 9.7851 26 
1'1073 2.7 PLT 112.00 102.00 2.~~95 5" 
MOT3 32 PLT 8.0000 1.0000 .70711 !i 
1'1073 35 PLT 3.2000 1.1600 .~77H 5 





















































QRS-E AREA (-50) 
QRS-E AREA (RECOVERV) 
QRS-E DEPTH (CONTROL) 
QRS-E DEPTH (-~O) 
QRS-E DEPTH (-50) 
QRS-E OEPTH .( RECOVERV) 
QRS MAX MAG (CONTROL) 
QRS MAX MAG (RECOVERV) 
CRS MAX AZ (-30) 
J MAG (-~O) 
.I /!lAG (-50) 
O-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~O ) 
D-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) 
D-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERV) 
ORS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (-50) 
WEIGHT 
L CALF CIRC 
R CALF CIRC 
URINE PO~ (MG/TVl 





GROWTH HORMONE (NG/ML) 
DIET CALORIES (KCAL) 
DIET PROTEIN (G) 
o lET CALC ruM (MG) 
DIET PHOSPHORUS (MG) 
WEIGHT (LBS) 
WEIGHT (KG) 




BLOOD K (MEGIll 
TSIf (PG/MLl 
ALDOSTt:RONE (PGIMLl 
GROWTH HORMONE (NGIML) 
DIET POTASSIUM (MG) 
FECAL K (MEO) 
WEIGHT (LBS) 
WEIGHT (KG) 
FECAL NITROGEN (G) 
URINE CA (MEa/TV) 
AOH (MU/TV) 
BLOOO GLUCOSE (MG/L) 
TSH (PGII'1Ll 









MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-2 JUNE 22, 1973 SL04' 173 JLN" IT3 1'10. R+ 0 
EXPT IMEAS PIAN VALUE MEAN SO PI 
PlO73 123 PLT 2q.l00 Q.7517 6.5912 29 123 FECAL NA (/!lED) 
1'1013 126 PLT .00000 80.16q .6qZ29 2q 126 WEIGHT (KG) 
1'1110 6 CDR qO.OOO q3.900 .96117 5 6 HeT (PCT) 
1'1110 1 CDR .qOOOO .16000 .5q17Z-01 5 1 RETIC (PCT> 
1'1110 8 COR 16.800 31.lqO 2.q12q 5 8 RETIC NO (THOU/CU MM) 
I'Ill0 9 CDR .30000 .80000 .15811 5 9 RETIC INDEX 
1'1110 13 CDR .21000+06 • 28020+06 15Q3q • 5 13 PLAT (/CU 1'11'1) 
1'1110 19 CDR 51.000 qZ.800 2.3875 5 19 NEUT (PCT! 
MllO 30 CDR .80000 .62000 .QH21-01 5 30 G-M (G. PCll 
1'1110 38 CDR 15.000 23.200 2.1619 5 38 LOH 2 (PCT! 
1'1110 QO CDR 2q.000 11.600 2.q003 5 qO IDH Q (PCT> 
PIll 0 H CDR 50.000 16.000 5.Z915 3 H PL C3 (MG PCT) 
1'1110 83 CDR 73.000 28.375 IQ. zi I Q 83 PL IGE (MG PCT> 
MIlO 109 CDR 2998.0 3290.2 2Q .Q 27 5 109 TOT K (MEa) 
I'Ill0 112 CDR 92.100 91.700 .2828Q 2 112 LBM 0'; BOY WT) 
1'1110 I Q 3 CDR 17.500 7.36QO 2.Q199 5 IQ3 SPG6 (PCT) 
MllO 5' SFT I. 7000 .HOOO .28810 5 5 METHB (PCT) 
MIlO 
" 
SPT 37.500 QZ.300 1.2550 5 6 HCT (peT> 
1'1110 7 SPT .50000 .82000 .83666-01 5 7 RETIC (PCT) 
1'1\ 10 8 SPT 20.800 36.700 1.3360 5 8 RETIC NO CTllOU ICU MM) 
MIlO 9 SPT .30000 .66000 .89QQ3-01 5 9 RETIC INDEX 
MllO 30 SPT .80000 .62000 .QQ12I-01 5 30 G-I'I (G PCT> 
MIlO H SPT 60.000 88.000 T.ZIII' 3 7q PL C3 (MG peT> 
1'1110 109 SPT 3618.0 3920.0 SQ.927 5 109 TOT K (MEa) 
MilO 139 SPT q.OOOO .95750 .16Z56 q 139 SPG2 (PCT) 
MilO HO SPT 10.500 3.2550 .90162 Q IQO SPG3 (PCT) 
MilO I Q I SPT 25.500 8.5925 2.3963 Q IQ I SPGQ (PCT) 
1'1110 IQ2 SPT 52.500 ZZ.3H 6.3918 q IQZ SPG5 (PCT) 
1'1110 I PLT 3.9300 't .6600 .1 TZTT 5' I RBC (/!I ILL/CU 1'11'1 ) 
PIli 0 7 PLT .20000 .58000 .QqTZI-OI 5' 7 RETIC (PCT) 
11110 8 PLT 76.600 Zq.700 7. 3q DO 5 8 RETIC NO <THOUICU MM) 
MilO 11 PLT 35.000 30.800 1.3038 5 11 MCH (PM G) 
MilO 15 PLT 6100.0 Q8Z0.0 609.92 5 15 WBC (/CU 1'11'1) 
11110 16 PLT 5628.0 2T95.8 300.58 5 16 NEUT NO (/CU 11M) 
MllO 78 PLT 10.700 5.3500 .96182 q 78 PL LYSOrYME (UG/ML) 
1'1110 103 PLT 50.000 5Z.150 .Z1213 2 103 TBW (Ll 
MIlO 109 PLT 352B.0 3813.B >6.778 5 109 TOT K (MEa) 
/'1\ 10 III FLT 68.500 Tl.QOO .2B28Q 2 III LEAN SOY MASS (KG) 
i'IIl 0 112 PLT 90.loa 87.950 .Q9~97 2 112 LBM (g BOY WT) 
I'll lOA 33 CDR 7.0000 IQ.200 .Qqr21 5 213 SGOT (MUll'lL) 
MI10A 50 CDR 179.00 95.800 15.090 5 230 TR IGLV (1% PCT) 
I'll lOA Qa SPT 3.8000 Q.2200 .13038 5 2Z8 K( MED/Ll 
I'll IDA 31 PLT 112.00 ]00.80 3.6332 5 2 II GLU (MG/DL) 
I j 
SL-2 DAllY CLlNICAl/ENVIRONMEfHAl REPORT 
JUNE 23, 1973 SLO* 174 JLN' 17~ MO' R+ 
.tt ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = * •• ~ ••• DEOC 
AVG. ANBIENT PRESSURE = .'.iI ••. HHHG 
'If MISSION ACTIVITIES 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OrO 
tt. ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
ttl MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
... SLEEP DATA 
•••••••••••• HOURS 
tt. EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (~Ali-MlNSl ••••••• 
LB ERG (WATT-HiNS) .......... 
EVA HWE (KEAL/HRJ ••••• ,. 
EVA DURAT (HRS) ••••••• 
MK.I EX CHINS) •••• 0 •• 
HK. II EX CHINS) ••••••• 
HK. III EX CHINS) ••••••• 
TREADMILL CHINS) ••••••• 
OTHER EX CHINS) ., •••• , 
HEIGHT cr lJ ...... lIt' 
WEIGHT fKILOGRAM) 60.60 
••• ANTHROPOHETRIC DATA 
HIPIHAIST (CM) ••••• "'!., 
INS/EXP CHEST rCM) 
NECK (CM) 94.901 38.10 
77.80 
88.50 
RTILT ARM (CM) 
RTILT ARH VOL (CC) 
RTILT HAND rFT-la) 




DE~ POINT = •••• ! •• OEGC 
PARL PRES. OXYGEN = ........ HMHG 
•• ,tlD'" 
tI t ...... .. 
.. ..... . 
••••••• 
tI •••••• 















RELATIVE HUMIDITY = .......... % 
PART. PRES. C02 = .... « ........ MMHG 
................... l-lOURS 
."' .... . 
. ...... . 
• ...... c. 
. ..... .... 
• •••••• 
..~ .... 
• •• fIlH •• 












Ibtnl· ...................................................... __ .. __ .... ____________ ~~~~~~~·£.~"~.~ __ "~~~~_ 
I 
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I'IEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-2 JUNE 23, 1973 SLD. IH JLN< IH MD. R+ 







It '--Ii::: ~ ..... :1;2': G I It:!it'-,,-e"' 
I 
RER-LEVEL I 
VE-REST (LIM IN) 
PULSE PRS-LEV 2 (MMHG ) 
HRIVD2 50-75 






H R-REST (BT/MINI 
H R-LEVEL I (BTIMIN) 
H R-LEVEL Z (BTIMIN) 
H R-LEVEL 3 (BTIi'lIN) 
VOl , 160 HR 
VOZ , IqO HR 
PRESSURE RATE PROOUCT-REST 
PRESSURE RATE PRODUCT-LEV I 
PRESSURE RATE PRODUCT-LEV 2 
RER-LEVEL I 
H R-REST (ST/MIN) 
H R-LEVEL 3 (BIIi'lIN) 
SBP-LEVEL 2 (MM HG) 
SBP-LEVEL 3 (MM HG) 
DBP-LEVEL 3 (MM HG) 
MAP-LEVEL 3 (MM HG) 
VOl , 160 HR 
V02 , IqO HR 
PULSE PRS-LEV 2 (MMHG) 
PRESSURE RATE PRODUCT-LEV 2 
PRESSURE RATE PROOUCT-LEV 3 
VE/V02 50-75 
SBP/V02 25-50 
DBP /V02 50-75 
MAP /V02 ,0-75 
PRP/V02 25-50 
P MAX MAG (-50) 
HEART RATE (-qO) 
HEART RATE (-50) 
HEART RATE (RECOVERY) 
SYSTOLIC BP (CONTROL) 
SYSTOLIC SP (RECOVERY) 
DIASTOLIC SP (CONTROL> 
DIASTOLIC SP (RECOVERY) 
MEAN BP (CONTROL) 
MEAN SP (RECOVERY) 
SI SLOPE (-30) 

























PlEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT iIlEAN 
SL-2 JUNE 23, 1973 SLO. IH JLN' Irq rlO. R+ 
EXPT IMEAS I'IAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
,",092 1% SPT IU.16 133.35" I. 9780 6 15"6 PR INTERVAL (C ONTROL ) 1'1092 IH SPT 13~ • 17 129.5"8 1.3107 6 IH PR INTERVAL (-30 ) 1'1092 15" 8 SPT 131.87 125" .02 1.~811 6 15" 8 PR l'1TERVAL (-~O ) 1'1092 160 SPT 139.25" 128.65" 3.%3q 6 160 PR WTERVAL (RECOVERY) 1'1092 165 SPT 110.61 101.65" 1.~072 6 165" DRS DURATION (RECOVERY) PlO92 105 PL T I. 0235" -.12000-01 .1333q 6 105 HR/LSNP 0-8 PlO92 108 PLT .5235"0 .18113 .11161 6 108 HR/LSNP 30-QO :,:" 
"092 176 PLT -Q.6811 -29.975 6.0Q60 6 176 P I'1AX AZ (CONTROL) 
"092A 6 CDR 5". H76 ~ .515"S .2095"9 6 186 ORS-E CIRC (CONTROL) 
"DnA 7 CDR 5".2251 ~.~608 .10963 6 187 ORS-E C IRC (-30) PlOnA 8 COR 5. q 09q q .qOlO .10091 6 188 ORS-E CIRC (-qO) 
"092A 9 CDR 5.6963 q .~ 0~2 .98255-01 6 189 ORS-E CIRC (-5"0) 1'109ZA 10 COR 5.3799 ~.o;3q2 .10879 6 190 ORS-E CIRC (RECOVERY)· PlO92A II CDR .98385" .6993q .8202q-01 6 191 ORS-E AREA (CONTROL) PlOnA 12 COR 1.1687 .75"365 .78931-01 6 192 ORS-E AREA (-3O) PlOnA 13 COR I.UQZ .75q05" .829Q5-01 6 193 ORS-E AREA (-QO) / : PlOnA H COR I. 73qQ .830H .105"10 6 19q ORS-E AREA (-5"0) f; PlOHA 15 CDR 1.09H • 772~2 .80107-01 6 195 ORS-E AREA (RECOVERY) Pl092A 17 COR .26763 .35190 .19118-01 6 197 CRS-E DEPTH (-30) PlOnA 18 COR .23315 .32928 .28026-01 6 198 CRS-E DEPTH (-~O) PlD92A 19 COR .Z33~ 3 .291~0 .16279-01 6 199 ORS-E DEPTH (-50) 
1 
PlO92A 21 CDR 1.8126 I.Q839 .63233-0 I 6 201 CRS MAX MAG (CONTROL) 
"09ZA 22 COR I. 8Q73 I .q6 06 .57136-01 6 202 CRS I'1AX MAG (-30) 
I 
"092A 23 CDR I.B6q3 l.q25q .58358-01 6 203 CRS I'1AX MAG (-qO) 
"092A 2~ CDR 1.8985" l.q2B6 .56152-01 6 20q DRS MAX MAG (-5"0) PlOnA Z> CDR 1.8900 1.5090 .3732~ -0 I 6 205 DRS MAX MAG (RECOVERY) Pl092A 39 CDR 1. 0750 1. 3607 .9q9Z5-01 6 219 ST-E CIRC (-5"0) IlOnA 61 CDR 33.512 23.H~ 2.0%0 6 2q I 5T MAX EL (CDNTROL) 
"09ZA 62 CDR 28.200 20. H9 1.276~ 6 2n ST MAX EL t-3li) 
"09ZA 19 CDR -7.~563 IT.976 5.8619 6 259 JEL(-50) PlDnA 91 CDR H.586 ~~.~~q 1.2507 6 :HI D-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) M092A 92 CDR H.29~ ~q.292 1.0630 6 2T2 D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) 
"DnA 93 COR 55. 7~7 ~3 .q57 1.1889 6 273 D-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~O ) I'IOnA 9~ CDR 58.16, ~~.099 I .~60q 6 2H O-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL ( -5" 0 ) I M092A 95 . CDR 5~ .575 q5.796 1.2969 6 2T5 O-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL ( RECOVERY> M09ZA 138 CDR 11. 300 7 •. 2500 .52qqO 6 318 HOURS OF SLEEP j fl092A 167 CDR 29.9q9 39.008 2.50Z.q 6 3q7 PULSE PRESS (-8 ) 
"092A 37 SPT I.H22 I.H06 .565"08-01 6 217 ST-E CIRC (-30 l 





,Iii , j Ii. ---~ .................. -~ ............ -. 
" ~ , 





















































































































































































































































































































P MAX EL (CONTROL) 
P MAX EL (RECOVERV) QRS-E CIRC (CONTROL) QRS-E CIRC (-30) 
QRS-E CIRe (-~O) QRS-E CIRC (-50) 
QRS-E CIRC (RECOVERV) QRS-E AREA (CONTROL) QR5-E AREA (-30) 
CRS-E MEA (-~O) 
ORS-E AREA (-50) 
QRS-E AREA (RECOVERV) 
ORS-E DEPTH (CONTROL) QRS-E DEPTH (-~O) 
CR5-E DEPTH (-50) QRS· MAX MAG (CONTROL) 
ST-E DEPTH (CONTROLl 
5T-E DEPTH (-50) 
ST-E DEPTH (RECOVERV) 
ST MAX AZ (-,0) 
ST MAX EL (-~O) 
ST MAX EL (-50) 
J MAG (-~O) 
J MAG (-,0) 
D-QR5 VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) 
D-ORS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30) 
D-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-.0) 
D-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-501 
O-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL [RECDVERY) 
QRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (-,0) 
WEIGHT 
L CALF CIRC 
R CALF CIRC 
HOURS OF SLEEP 
51 SLOPE (-8) 
S2 COMPLIANCE (-16) 
URINE PO~ (MG/TV) 
URINE CA (MEUlTV) 
URINE CREAT (MG/TV) 
HVDROCORTISON (UG/TV) 
11-0H-CORT (MG /TV) 
BLOOD CA (MG/L) 
TOTAL PLASMA PROT' (G( ) 
TSH (PG/MLl 
GROWTH HORMONE (NG/ML) 
THVROXIN (UG/IOOML) 
DIET CALORIES (KCAL) 
o lET PROTEIN (G) 
DIET PHOSPHORUS (MG) 
DIET MAGNESIUM (MG) 



















, .. j 
I 
I 
~EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN I SL-2 JUNE 23. 1973 SLO~ IH JLN" IH ~O" R+ 1 EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE ~EAN SO N 
~073 81 CDR 5.6100 .69000 .1131q 2 81 FREE OH-LYSINE. (MG/TV) 
~073 83 COR 1.6900 .90667 .2098q 3 83 FREE ORNITHINE (MG/TV) 
M73 88 CDR 178.02 68.9qO 21. 05 0 3 88 FREE HISTIOIllE (MG/TV) 
~073 89 CDR 121.22 H.2H 11.585 3 89 FREE 3-CH3-HIS (MG/TV) 
~073 95 con 3B.HO 21 .623 5.0107 3 95 PHOSPHOSERINE (MG/TV) 
1'1073 96 COR 16.190 8.3200 .821q6 3 96 POq-ETOH-AMINE (MG/TV) 
1'1073 97 COR H2.09 157.0q 73.220 3 97 FREE TAUR INE (MG lTV) 
1'1073 100 CDR 12.950 7.9033 .11}_132 3 100 FREE ASPART AC (MG/TV) 
M073 101 COR 32.8qO 23.517 2.9516 3 101 FREE THREONINE (MG/TV) 
1'1073 102 CDR 63.8qO qB.B87 q.9390 3 102 FREE SERINE (MG/TV) 
/1073 103 CDR 169.25 101.qB 13.6q3 3 103 FREE ASPARAGIN (MG/TV) 
~073 107 CDR 8.0000 Q.q667 .6 OQ 51 3 107 FREE GLUT ACID (MG/TV) 
1'1013 III CDR 33.930 12.323 3. 135 B 3 III A-AMINOADIPTC (MG/TV) 1 ~073 112 CDR 5.2500 1.7967 .3%% 3 I 12. A-NH2-N-BUTYR (MG/TV) , 
M073 l1Q CDR 28.230 9.6367 2.2266 3 l1Q FREE CYSTIN/2 (MG/TV) , 
1'1073 116 CDR 16.650 5.3300 .;sQ35 3 116 FREE METHIONIN (MG/TV) 
1 ~013 117 CDR 10.760 2.956 7 1.0803 3 117 FREE ISOLEUCIN (MG/TV) ~0T3 118 CDR 16.5QO 8.Q567 .2H86 3 118 FREE LEUCINE (MG/TV) 
11073 119 CDR 37.890 22.Q 03 .q1101 3 119 FREE TYROSINE (nG/TV) , , 
1'1073 120 CDR 30.030 8.7367 1.5369 3 120 FREE PHENYLALA (MG/TV) 1 M073 121 COR 2Q.UO 6.3333 .71668 3 121 FREE B-ALAN INE (MG lTV) • 
11073 IU CDR 5.6700 3.Q700 .E.6000 3 122 B-NH2-I-BUTYR (MG/TV) I 
11073 125 CDR 133.50 137.IQ .75238 21 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
11073 126 CDR 60.556 62.20B · 3Q 128 21 126 WEIGHT (KG) 
1'1073 12.7 CDR 22.900 16.7Q1 1.1959 30 127 DIET NITROGEN (G) 
11073 3 SPT 22.000 I Q 7.05 QO.8Tl 20 3 URINE NA (MEa/TV) 
1'1013 13 SPT TJ.300 22.965 B. 65Q 3 20 13 EP INEPHR INE (UG lTV) 
11073 IQ SPT 106.50 51.5'70 15.55B 20 Iq NOREPINEPHRIN (UG/TV) 
11073 17 SPT 61.500 13.205 9.2792 20 17 ALDOSTERorlE (UG/TV) 
MOTJ 20 SPT 281 .00 291.~O 3.3615 5 20 BLOOD OSMOL (MOSM/L) 
1'1073 22 SPT 3.8000 q.1600 .89QQ3-01 5 22 BLOOD K (MEGIL) 
1'1073 25 SPT 9.9000 9.0250 .23629 Q 2S BLOOD CA (MG/L) 
1'1073 32 SPT 15.000 3.2000 2.381'5 5 32 TSH (PGIMLl 
11013 3Q SPT 680.00 118.00 109.66 5 3Q ALDOSTERONE (PG/~L) 
1'1073 35 SPT 8.0000 .92000 .29H6 5 35 GROWTH HORMONE (NGIMLl 
1'1073 36 SPT 5.3000 I. 8H 0 .60285 5 36 ANGIOTENSIN (MUG/ML/H) 
1'1073 ql SPT 16Qa.0 2900.9 387.89 20 ql DIET CALORIES (KCAL) 
11073 ~3 SPT q29.00 809 .~5 92.373 20 q3 DIET CALCIUM (MG) 
1'1073 qQ SPT 953.00 1669.5 IQ 1.92 20 q~ DIET PHOSPHORUS (MG) 
1'1013 qr SPT 61. 000 103.55 Iq.129 20 q7 DIET POTASSIUM (MG) 
11073 60 SPT 1.1620 .25293 .21856 15 60 II-OH-ETIOCHO (MG/TV) 
1'1013 83 SPT .57000 2.5950 .6T115 2 83 FREE OAN I TH INE (MG lTV) 
1'1013 92 SPT 20H.3 2~61.1 125.99 2 92 FREE CREATININ (MG/TV) 
11073 96 SPT 11. 720 7.7300 · 339Q I 2 96 POQ-ETOH-AMINE (MGITV) 
1'1073 97 SPT 557 .89 109.25 50.728 2 97 FREE TAURINE (MGITV) 
M073 100 SPT 10.930 ~.1900 .35355 2 100 FREE ASP ART AC (MG/TV) 















I'IEASUREI'1ENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-2 JUNE 23, 1973 SLD. IH JLN. IH f'1D. R+ I 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SD N 
1'1073 121 SPT 13.790 Q.2100 .HOI2 2 121 FREE 8-ALAN INE (MG lTV) 
1'1013 125 SPT 162.80 111.11 .89168 19 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
1'1013 126 SPT 13.8% 11.915 .qOqH 19 126 WEIGHT (KG) 
1'1073 1 PLT 16.600 7.2192 2.1115 26 7 URINE CA (MEa/TV) 
1'1013 9 PLT 625.00 221. 21 H.q26 26 9 URINE H (MLAOH/VOL) 
1'1073 Iq PLT 178.80 10.388 23.952 26 Iq NOREPINEPHRIN (UG/TV) 
1'1073 17 PLT lIq.20 9.Q269 3.83q5 26 17 ALDOSTERONE (UG/TV) 
Pl073 30 PLT .50000 .32000 .qq72I-01 5 30 CALCITONIN (PG/ML) 
FlO73 31 PLT 52.500 26.q25 1.5650 . q 31 VITAMIN 0 ING/ML) 
Pl073 32 PLT 6.0000 1. 0000 .10111 5 32 TSH (PGIMLl 
1'1013 31 PLT 29.000 15.800 2.8636 5 37 'NSUL I/J (UU Ii'1L ) 
1'1073 92 PLT 288q.9 118.q8 q95.5q 3 92 FREE CREATINTN (MG/TV) I 1'1073 91 PLT 199.53 61.181 15.522 3 97 FREE TAURINE (MG/TV) 1'1073 100 PLT 10.880 q.3900 .9965q 3 100 FREE ASPART AC (MG lTV) Pl073 III PLT 12.9qO q .1933 2.09q2 3 III A-AMINOADIPTC (MG/TV) I PlO73 113 PLT 15 .2QO 2.qq61 I. 25q 8 3 113 FREE VALINE (MG/TV) 1'1013 116 PLT 12.970 6.9800 1.9298 3 116 FREE METHIONTN (MG/TI) 
MOT3 117 PLT 8 .2q 00 q.3561 1.2112 3 117 FREE .ISOLEUCIN (MG/TV) 1 Pl073 125 PLT 168.50 176. T3 I.Ql60 2Q 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
1'1073 126 PLT 76.q32 80.16Q .6Q229 2q 126 WEIGHT (KG) I 1'1110 1 CDR .QOOOO .16000 .5H12-01 !i 1 RETIC (PCT) 
PlIIO 8 CDR 11.800 37.lqO 2.Q12q 5 8 RErIC NO (THOU ICU 1'11'1 ) 1 
MilO 9 CDR .30000 .80000 .15811 5 9 RETIC INDEX I 
. ~ 
MIlO 13 CDR • 23200+06 .28020+06 15Q 3q • 5 13 PLAT (/CU 1'11'1) 
1'1110 16 CDR QQ8Q.O 3009.8 353.25 5 16 NEUT NO (/CU 1'11'1) 
1'1110 19 CDR 59.000 Q2.800 2.3875 5 19 NEUT (PCT) 
1'1110 25 CDR 7.2000 6.Q800 .83666-01 5 25 TSP (G PCT) 
1'1110 28 CDR .70000 .52000 .qH21-01 5 28 A2-M (G PCT) 
1'1 110 30 CDR .90000 .62000 .QH21-01 5 30 G-M (G PCT) 
1'1110 8 SPT 2Q.300 36.700 1.3360 5 8 RETIC NOITHOU/CU MM) 
1'1110 28 SPT .10000 .52000 .QH21-01 , 28 A2-M (G PCT) 
PlIIO 30 SPT .90000 .62000 .QH21-01 5 30 G-M! G PCT) 
1'1110 139 SPT 2.3000 .90150 .16256 Q 139 SPG2 (PCT) 
PlIIO IQ I SPT 16.500 8.5925 2.3963 Q IQI SPGQ (PCT I 
miO I PLT 3.9000 Q.6600 .172.71 5 I RBC (MILLICU 1'11'1 ) 
f1I10 7 PLT .30000 .58000 .QH21-01 ~ 7 RETlC (PCT) 
MilO 10 PLT 103.00 90.600 3.209Q 5 10 Mev (CU UM) 
PlIIO 11 PLT 35.000 30.800 1.3038 5 II MCH (PM. G) , I 
i'IllO 30 PLT .90000 1.1800 .QH21-01 5 30 G-M (G PCT) -.}j 
1'1 I! OA 33 CDR 12.000 IQ .2.00 .QH21 ~ 213 SGOT (MU IMLl , 
MIIOA 38 CDR 10.100 9.Q600 .15166 5 218 CA '(MG/OLI i 
mlOA 31 SPT IlZ.00 103.00 3.0000 5 211 GLU (MG/OL) I 
PIll OA . 38 SPT 9.9000 9.0800 .23875 5 218 CA !MG/DL) 
PlIIOA qJ sp, 2.7000 1.0800 .1~832 5 221 Bill T (MG/OL) 
MIIOA Q6 SPT 281. 00 291.~0 3.3615 5 226 OSMOL 010SM/L) 
i'IllOA Q8 SPT 3.8000 Q.2200 .13038 5 228 K (MEC/Ll 
SL-2 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
JUNE 24" 1973 SLO" 175 JlN" 175 MO- R+ 2 
.... [NYI RONMENTAL 
AVG. TEHPERATURE = .......... DEGC 
AVO. AMBIENT PRESSURE: ......... NMHG 
.~. MISSiON ACTIVITIES 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
..... ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
.t. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
Ut SLEEP DATA 
.... EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (WATT-MINS) HU'''' 
LB ERG (WATT-MINSl ••••• , .. 
EVA HWE (KEAL/HR) ••••••• 
(VA DURAT (HRS) ............ 
HK.I EX CHINS) HHt'" 
HI(. It EX CHINS) ......... 
MK. III EX CHINS] ••••• ,. 
TREADHILL CHINS) ....... . 
OTHER EX CHINS) ••••••• 
HEIGHT cr I) H ........ 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAMl 60.70 
ttl ANTHROPOHETRIC DATA 
HIPIWAIST {eM} ... H ..... ' ........ .. 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM) ~iI .. ~ .... ' ........... .. 
NECK (CM) iii HI"" 
Rr/LT ARM (eM) ...... • ...... I ...... ·~· .. 
RTILT ARM VOL (CC) ............. , ........... . 
RTILT HAND (FT-LBl .............. 1 ........ ••• 
CEN GRAV MEAS (CM) ........ .. 
OEW POtNT = ........ OEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ••••••• HHHG 
........ 
".""11' 
.." ... .. 
.. ..... "' .. . 
• Q ...... 1I 
.11 ••.• " 
.-4 ..... .. 
•• "HI ... . 
........ 
. ......... . 
75.10 
.. .. , ....... " ....... .. 
.. .... iI .. if.' ........... . 
............ 
.. .... • ...... 1· ...... ••• 
. ......... , ........... . 
.......... , ......... .. 
. ......... .. 
RELATIVE HUMIDITy = ••••••• % 
PART. PRES. C02 = ....... , HMHG 
............. , HOURS 
.. ...... .. 
........... 
. ........ . 
. ........ . 
....... , . 
.;iil'.'" 
. ........ .. 
. ......... .. 
~ ........ . 
. ....... .. 
78; 10 
•••• .... ·I .. ~··· .. • . ......... , .......... .. 
tHI ... I ... 
......... , ...... , 
..II ........ ' ....... .. 
,·····Q/f •• ~f~f 
."I,.t ... 









MEASUREMErns GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-Z JUNE 2Q, 1973 SLO" 175 JLN" 17> 1'10" R+ Z 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
nI71 16 CDR 10.280 7.B60 .99019 5 16 VE-REST (L!MIN) 
1'1171 n CDR 108.00 91.533 5.0365 5 2Z H R-LEVEL I (8TIMIN) 
1'1171 Z2 SPT Ill. 00 97.133 Z.65Z0 5 Z2 H R-LEVEL I (BTlMlN) 
Ni71 Z3 SPT 139.00 119.l0 5.3779 5 23 H R-LEVEL Z (BT/MIN) 
M171 2q SPT 160.00 138.73 3.8253 5 Zq H R-LEVEL 3 (BTIMIN) 
I'll T! 27 SPT 152.33 130.80 6.69'11 5 27 SBP-LEVEL 1 (1'11'1 HG) 
M171 28 SPT 187.67 155.77 10.qQO 5 28 SBP-LEVEL 2. (MM HG) 
1'1171 31 SPT 75.250 58.nO 3.126q 5 31 DBP-REST (MM HG) 
M171 36 SP, 80.167 73.967 3.7338 5 36 MAP-REST eMM HG) 
I'll T! 38 SPT 102. 33 82.678 6.0308 5 38 MAP-LEVEL 2 (MM fiG) 
I'll T! 51 SPT 2.1578 2.9605 .25659 5 51 \' 01 , 160 HR 
1'1171 5l SPT 1.699q 2.3828 .21303 5 5Z V02 , I~O HR 
1 1'1171 108 SPT 157.00 109.63 8.986q :; 108 PULSE PRS-LEV 2. (MMHG ) M171 109 SPT 178.00 13T.80 9.76Z7 5 109 PULSE PRS-LEV 3 (MMHG) I 1'1171 III SPT 16909. 12697. 6~7 .H 5 112 PRESSURE RATE PRODUCT-LEV I 
1'1171 113 SPT 26105. 186 3q • 1777 .1 5 113 PRESSURE RATE PRDDUCT-LEV Z 
1'1171 llq SPT 3q98 I. 26lq 3. 161q.8 5 11'1 PRESSURE RATE PRODUCT-LEV 3 
1'1171 130 SPT 37.518 3q .6l6 .528H q 130 VE/VC02 25-50 
mT! 133 SPT 65.676 39.596 6.157q q 133 HR/VDl 25-50 
1'1171 136 SPT 8l.877 q5.658 9.Q95q q 136 SSP/V02 25-50 
MIT! 138 SPT -30.671 -5.3qH q .q 6 95 q 138 DBP/VDl'. 0-25 
1'1171 Iq 0 SPT -6.'1655 T. 8375 q.% II q IqO DBP/VOl'. 50-7S 
1'1171 Iq I SPT -5.6"TZ 5.88q8 1. T02T q Iq I MAP/VD2 0-l5 
I'll T! Iq2 SPT qq.,66 9. l'.673 2.7506 q Iq2 MAP/VOl'. 25-50 
1'1171 Iq5 SPY 229.87 6q.226 13.176 q Iq5 PP /V02 25-50 
MI7l IH SPT 838q.2 5827.7 !)66.1T q Iq1 PRP/V02 0-25 
1'1171 H8 SPT 21%9. 10783. 19q 6. 2 q lq8 PAP/VOl'. 25-50 
1'1111 18 PLT 79.7,0 61. 033 q.71qB S 18 VE-LEVEL l (LIMIN) 
MITI 2q PLT 160.67 Iq6.00 2.6q58 5 2q H R-LEVEL 3 (DT/MIN) 
MI71 51 PLT 2.5882 3.0803 .lq88q , 51 VOl , 160 HR 
1'1171 52 PLT 2.0160 2.q8q7 .10916 , 52 V02 , IqO HR 
1'1111 55 PLT 66.8,8 59.635 2.160, , 55 VI: ' 2. L VOZ 
Ml11 108 PLT I Oq .67 86.967 5.5732 5 108 PULSE PRS-LEV l (MMHGI 
M171 113 PLT lH,9. 20q35. 1279.1 , 113 PRESSIJRE RATE PRODUCT-LEV 2 
Mlll Ilq PLT I.q 169 1.1186 .8q360-01 5 12q RER 25-50 
1'1 IT I 121 PLT 6q.Ol0 36.873 lj.q902 5" 121 Vo/VOZ 25-50 
MI11 128 PLT 27.2H ~q .561 3.11 q5 5 128 VE/V02 ,0-75 
MITI 130 PLT q, .118 32.921 2.1621 5 130 VE/VC02 25-50 
Ml71 131 PLT 21.927 q 1.178 2.q212 5" 131 VE/VC02 ,0-15 
1'1111 136 PLT q2.002 23.322 5.q997 5 136 SSP/V02 25-50 
Mll1 l'i 8 PL1 131jql. 856 8.1 IQl'.I.q 5 Iq8 PRP/V02 25-50 
1'1092 3 CDR 97.107 58.q65 12.350 6 3 HEART RATE (-qO) 
1'1092 Ij COR 109.98 65.059 1'i.308 6 q HEART RATE (-,0' 
1'1092 10 COR 115.02 95.1H £,.1165 6 10 SYSTOLIC SP (RECOVERV) 
1'1092 22 CDR 28.991 36.812 Z.2372 6 22 PULSE PRESSURE (-30) 
1'1092 25 COR qq.363 37.829 1.9919 6 25 PULSE PRESSURE (RECOVERY) 
1'1092 21 CDR 3. 3q 00 1. 3067 .33q23 6 21 PLVC EO? (-30 ) I 
1'1092 Z8 CDR q.3100 2.0233 .q 1,29 6 l8 PLVC EOP (-"0 ) I 1'1092 Z~ CDR 5.1500 2. T8H .,0150 6 29 PLVC EOP (-50 ) 










PlEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-2 JUNE Zq, 1913 5LO> 175 JlN> 175 PlO> R+ 2 
EXPT IMEA5 i'lAN VALUE IIEAN 50 N 
MOn 33 CDR 2.5010 1.5532 .28190 6 33 51 SLOPE (-qO) 
MOn ~2 CDR -.7qOOO-OI-.25200-01 .70q98-02 5 ~Z 51 C OI'lPL lANCE (-3D) 
1'1092 q3 CDR -.38000-01-.15333-01 .6Q70q-D2 6 q3 51 CDMPL lANCE (-QO) 
PIon q5 CDR -.71000-01-.32833-01 .99019-02 6 q5 SI COMPLIANCE (RECOVERY) 
/Ion 10& CDR .90725 -.IQ3ZT .203Q9 6 106 HR/LBNP 8-16 1 lion liZ CDR .IQ286 .5T85T-0 I .1739T-01 6 112 PLVC/LBNP 16-30 /Ion 153 CDR 100.13 61.181 10.5Q6 6 153 VECTAN HEART RATE (-.0) 
PlO92 15. CDR 111.10 68.002 II. 925 6 15. VECTAN HEART RATE (-50) 
1'1092 16. CDR 88.6.6 96.139 2.0'191 6 aq gRS DURATION (-50) 
1'1092 172 CDR .1.883 .95586-01 .86166-02 6 In P MAX MAG (-30) 
1'1092 173 COR .187.2 .1OT~'t .75562-02 6 113 r MAX MAG (-.0) 
11092 IT. CDR .218B6 .11~.2 .119QO-01 6 ITq P MAX MAG (-50) 
/1092 171 CDR -66.Sq7 -2..0665 12.q82 6 ITT P MAX AI (-30) 
/'Ion 178 CDR -76 .669 -\.6.86 15.976 6 ITS P MAX AI (-.0) 
1'1092 5 SPT 7 •• 218 58.35'1 •• 6031 6 5 HEART RATE (RECOVERY) 
Mon 10 SPT 121.11 112.7Z Z.3019 6 10 SYSTQ.UC SP (RECOVERY) 
/Ion 105 SPT .65662 .5572.9-0 I • 13q 19 6 105 HR/lBNP 0-8 
/1092 109 SPT .13000 .. ST"i5'l .11073 6 109 HMRfL8NP .0-50 
1'1092 165 SPT 106.98 101 .65 I.QOT2 6 165 gRS DURATION (RECOVERY) 
PlO92 28 PLT •• 6100 2.Q26T .57067 6 28 PLVC EOP (-.0) 
/1092 Z9 PLT 6.1300 3.2950 .67111 6 Z9 PLVC EOP (-50) 
PlO92 30 PLT Z.3000 1.0. IT .31019 £ 30 PLVC EOP (RECOVERY) 
~on 38 FLT .28.00 .99333-0( .3BITT-OI 6 38 S2 SL OP E (-.0) 
Mon 39 PLT • I HOO .98500-01 .25026-0 I 6 39 S2 SLOPE (-50) 
1'10n 108 PLT .67270 .18113 .11167 6 108 HR/LBNP 30-~0 
i'lon 113 PLT .19000 .92833-01 .!T05S-01 6 113 PLVC/LBNP 30-.0 
~09Z 11. PLT .IHOO .86833-01 .1081,-01 6 11. PLVC/LBNP .0-50 
PlO92A £ COR '.290Z ~ .,158 .Z0959 6 186 DRS-E C I RC (CONTROL) 
1'109ZA 1 CDR 5.3610 ~.~60B .10963 £ 181 DRS-E CIRC (-3D) 
nonA 8 CDR 5.520~ ~.~020 .10091 6 188 DRS-E CIRC (-.0) 
PlO9ZA 1 CDR 5.T51~ ~ .QO.2 .98255-01 6 189 DRS-E CIRC (-50) 
"092A 10 COR 5.5062 ~.53qz .10879 6 190 gRS-E CIRC (RECOVERY) 
/'I092A II CDR 1.1~63 .6993. .82'n2~-01 6 191 DRS-E AREA (CONTROL) 
PlO9ZA 12 COR !'~5q9 .10365 .78~31-DI 4 192 QRS-E AREA (-30) 
PlO9ZA 13 CDR 1.61QO .75Q05 .829.5-01 6 193 QRS-E AREA (-~O) 
PlOnA Iq COR 1.8258 .B305T .10510 6 19q gRS-E AREA (-50) 
/'IOnA I, CIlR 1.3355 .772.2 .8010T-01 6 19, gRS-E AREA (RECOVERY) 
"09ZA ZI COR 1.7660 1 •• 839 .63233-0 I 6 201 DRS PlAX MAG (CONTROL) 
f'lD9ZA ZZ COR 1.7H5 1 •• 606 .55136-0 I 6 Z02 gRS MAX MAG (-30) 
/'IonA 23 CDR I.BOBO l.qz5~ .58358-01 6 203 gRS MAX MAG (-qO) 
M092A Z~ COR 1.8529 I • Q 2.B 6 .%15Z-01 6 ZOq DRS MAX MAG (-50) 
/'109ZA 25 COR 1.8Qn 1.5090 .3T32Q-DI /; Z05 DRS MAX MAG (RECOVERY) 
M092A 38 COR .9.8H 1 •• 0T5 • 15123 6 218 ST-E CIRe (-~O) 
M092A 39 COR I.OOT'I 1.3607 .9Q92.5-01 6 219 ST-E CIRC (-50) 
!'1092A 62 CDR 3.TZB6 20.7.9 1.276. 6 2Q2 ST MAX El (-3O) 
M092A 63 COR -17..67 19.682 Z.306Z 6 ZQ3 ST flAX El (-.0) 
PlO9.ZA 6. COR -27 .332 15.795 3.! 061 6 2.Q ST MAX EL (-50) 
MonA 7q CDR -111.79 -TO.~86 6. TB71 6 25. J AI (-50) 
M09ZA 78 COR -T.386~ 21.582 ~.520B 6 258 J El (-.0) 







LIiII ______________________ ' _____ ~~~",...,_ ..... " ...... ,........ ~_._._, .. , ._ .... 
MEASUREMEJiTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-2 JUNE 2~. 1973 SLD. 175 JLN. 175 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N M09ZA' 80 CDR -7.0636 21.370 8.3197 6 M09ZA 81 CDR I .060 I .75388 .~5271-01 6 M09ZA 37 CDR 10.158 5.9907 .87035 6 M09ZA 88 COR 12.799 7.0'2.79 .78679 6 MOnA 89 CDR 13.915 7. 7051 1.3312 6 M09ZA 91 COR 5~.IH ~~ .~'I~ 1.'2.507 6 M09ZA 92 COR 56.11~ ~~ .292 1.0630 6 PlOnA 93 COR 57. 9~ I ~3.~n 1.1889 6 M09ZA 9q CDR 61. '2.06 qq.099 1.q6 O~ 6 Pl092A 95 CDR 57 .687 Q'.796 1.2969 6 M092A 10'2. COR 9B.~H 6~ .509 8.HI'2. 6 M09ZA 103 CDR 128.53 71.091 13.630 6 M092A 10~ COR 138.13 78. 8~ 1 15 • I 0 J 6 M092A 17'2. COR 5.7350 1.6628 .9~682 6 MonA 176 CDR -.13100 -.20167-01 .33223-01 6 PlOnA 37 SPT 2.0292 1. 7~08 .5650,l-0 1 6 M092A 38 SPT 1.8018 1'>310 .82336-QI 6 Mon~ 39 SPT 1.7968 1.~5H .91755-01 6 M09Zr' ~o SPT 2.1190 1. 7823 .610q~-01 6 M092R ~8 SPT .86281-01 .577H-OI .~7526-02 6 M09ZA 56 SPT -16.123 -30.573 Q.0078 6 M09ZA 57 SPT -25.152 -37.957 '2..2835 6 M092A 58 SPT -26.398 -Qq.018 3.5117 6 M09ZA 60 SPT -13.772. -2Q.860 2.0321 6 M09ZA 62 SPT H.525 37.128 3.1096 6 M09ZA 65 SPT 51.226 37.627 2.9875 6 M092A 8q SPT .2q201 1.3726 .31761 6 M092A 126 SPT 165.50 17~.30 1.6186 6 ilonA IH SPT I~ .360 15.105 .2305~ 6 PlOnA 128 SPT 1~.130 lQ.982 .21386 6 PlOnA 13~ SPT 18.330 23.067 I.HI9 6 M092.A 135 SPT 18.330 Zq.OIO 1.1852 6 MonA 160 SPT 82.~72 65.5~8 !i.Q661 6 M092A 2 PLT 5.7050 39 .1~5 10.335 6 MonA 16 PLT .19028 .15156 .12171-01 6 MonA 19 PLT • I 9893 .15623 .12056-0 I 6 MonA 20 PLT .1753q .IQ812 .75006-02 6 MonA 27 PLT -IQ.300 -6.3630 2.5129 6 MonA 28 PLT -12.668 -3.820~ 2.9008 6 MonA ~6 PLT .8'2~8-01 .63219-0 I .!i 92.22-02 6 !'IOnA Q8 PLT .9~Q01-01 .668~7-01 .78111-02 6 M09ZA 50 PLT .9,222-01 .66259-01 .77969-02 6 ilonA 10~ PLT 29.871 H.339 ~.O355 6 MonA 126 PLT 172.30 182.55 3.Q022 6 MonA 127 PLT 13.750 1~.815 .13065 6 1'10 9ZA 128 PLT 13.500 1~.;85 .10291 6 MonA 172 PLT ~. 8Q20 1.5971 .80671 6 MonA 175 PLT .1,000-01-.16833-01 .9368~··02 6 M092A 176 PL T -.70000-01-.25000-01 .13357-01 6 1'1073 6 CDR 1341.0 1000.9 113.1~ 22 
JI10" R+ 2 
260 J EL (RECOVERVl 
261 D-ST SLOPE (CONTROL) 
'2.6T D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30) 
268 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~O) 
'2.69 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) 
271 D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) 
'2.7'2. D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30) 
273 D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-qO) 
2H D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) 
275 O-DRs VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) 282 ORS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (-30) 
283 QRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (-~O) 
28~ CRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (-50) 
352 SI SLOPE (-1 6 ) 
356 52 COMPLI ANCE (-16 ) 
~17 ST-E CIRC (-30) 
218 ST-E CIRC (-qO) 
219 ST-E CIRC (-50) 
220 ST-E CIRC (RECOVERY) 
'2.28 ST-i DEPTH (-q 0 ) 
236 ST MAX AZ (CONTROL) 
237 ST MAX AZ (-30) 
'2.38 ST MAX AZ (-qO) 
2QO ST MAX AZ (RECOVERY) 
2~2 ST MAX EL (-30) 
2'15 ST MAX EL (RECOVERY) 
26~ D-ST SLOPE (-,0) 
306 WEIGHT 
30T L CALF crRC 
308 R CALF CIRC 
31~ LBNPD TEMP-BEG IN 
315 LBNPD TEMP-END 
3~0 HEART RATE (-16 ) 
182 P MAX EL (-30) 
196 QRS-E DEPTH (CONTROL) 
199 DRS-E DEPTH (-50) 
200 QRS-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 
207 DRS MAX Al (-30) 
208 DRS MAX Al (-~O) 
226 ST-E DEPTH (CONTROL) 
228 ST-E DEPTH (-qO) 
230 ST-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 28q QR5-T SPATIAL ANGLE (-50) 306 WEIGHT 
30T L CALF CIRe 
308 R CALF CIRC 
352 51 SLOPE (-16 ) 
355 SI COMPLIANCE (-8 ) 3,. 52 COMPLIANCE (-16 ) 











/lEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-2 JUNE 2~ , 1973 SLD" 1T5 JLN" 175 flO" R+ 2 
UPT IflEAS I'IAN VALUE I'IEAN SO N 
/1013 7 CDR 27. 100 11.791 I. 7650 22 7 URINE CA (MEVTV) 
Pl073 11 CDR nQ5.0 1752.9 122.70 22 11 URINE CREAT (MG/TV) 
1'1073 I~ CDR 182.20 51.382 20.559 22 1~ NOREPINEPHRiN (UG/TV) 
PlO13 11 CDR 71. 700 17.686 I~. 3~ 2 22 17 ALDOSTERONE (UG/TV) 
PlO13 ~3 CDR 857.00 H3.82 15.013 22 ~3 DIET CALCiUM (MG) 
PlOTa 125 CDR 133.80 131.1~ .75238 21 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
1'1073 126 CDR 60.692 62.208 .3~ 128 21 126 WEIGHT (KG) 
PlO73 13 SPT 57. 900 22.%5 8. 65~ 3 20 13 EPINEPHRINE (UG/TV) 
/1073 H SPT 112.70 51.510 15.558 .20 lq NOREPINEPHRIN (UG/TVI 
1'1073 58 SPT .81300 .16561 .12069 18 58 I1-0-ETIOCHO (MGITV) 
1'1073 125 SPT 165.50 lTI.11 .89168 19 125 ~IEIGHT (LBS) 
Pl073 126 SPT 75.071 11.915 .~O~H 19 126 WEIGHT (KG) 
PlOTl T PLT 15.800 r .2.19Z 2.1115 26 7 URINE CA (MED/TV) 
1'1073 125 PLT 172.30 176.73 1.~160 2~ 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
Pl073 126 PLT 78.155 BO.16~ .6q229 2~ 126 WEIGHT (KG) 
1'1110 109 CDR 31B5.0 3290.2 2~.~27 5 109 TOT Ie (1'1Ea) 
1'1110 109 PLT 3663.0 3873.8 H.T7B 5 109 TOT K (MED) 
.l ___________________________ =.=---.!l!5 .:;#,1
1










SL-2 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
JUNE 25. 1973 SLD' 176 JLN' 176 MD' R+ 3 
• •• E'NV 1 RONNENT AL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE ~ ••••••• DEOC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE; ., ••••• NHHG 
.... NISS!OU ACTIVITIES 
1 ••••••• 1"'.11 COR •• "1"""'" 
.,. MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
'I' ILLNESS/SYHPTOMfPROBLEH 
.1. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
••• SLEEP DATA 
.1. EXERCISE DATA 
ua ERG (I4ATT-HINS) 
La ERG (HATT-MIN51 
EVA MHE (KEAL/HR) 
EVA DURAl (IIRS) 
HK.I EX IrIlNS) 
HK. I I EX (HINS) 
tlK. III EX (tiiNSI 
m,ADHILL (HINS) 
on,CR EX (HINS) 
HEIGHT (C II 
HE I GHT (K I LOGRANl 
t I •••• I 
.,IIf..1 
•••• I • <I 
",1111.1 
1'1' ••• 
, •• I •• I 
•• 11"1 




I ... ANTI~ROPOHETR I C DATA 
HIPIilAlST (cm .... " .... /, ..... . 
INS/EX? CHEST (CH) 
NECK (CH) 
RT/LT ARN (cm 
RT/LT ARH VOL (CC) 
RT/LT HAND (FT-lS) 
CEN GRAV NEAS (cm 
....... ,/ ..... Ul. 
...... 11/" •• , •• 
,,'.'1"/111 •• " 
""II'I/'I'I'~' 
DEW POINT ~ ••••••• DEGC 
PART .. PRES .. OXYGEN = ••••••• M~IHG 
•••••••• " ••• ,. SPT •••••••••••••• 
.'.1.1111.11 HOURS 
• f ••••• I' ••. I • 
• I • I • I • 
"111,. 
, • I I • , I 
• ••••• I 
• •• I • I e 
.,'11." 
.... I I •• 
"111'1 
• •••••• 
•• ~ ..... /.'I •• t. 
......... / ...... . 
· .... , . 
"" •• c/ •• "'" 
••••••• /I.'~.t. 
I •• ~'"I/.al •• 't 
.. '41' •• 01 
, 
J 
RELATIVE HUMIDiTY = ....... :r' 
PART. PRES. C02 ~ ••• 1111 HMHG 
.t ••••••••••••• PLT ••••••••• , •••• t 
•••••••••• '1 HOURS 
•• , t t •• 
.'It'4~ 
I" ••• t • 
,,,,.q,. 
I I •• I •• 
• .... , I • 
· .. , ... 
• •••••• 
••••••• 
• ••• , I a 
77.10 
.",111/"""1 
1, •• 111/ •••• 1" 
, ..... . 
, •• "It/ ••• I'" 
tll ..... /~.'.~'. 
." •••• /'441' •• 
• ••• 1<1 • 
., .. '----------------~-==="""""~--~~;--~; 
1 
I 
"EAStlREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM THE PREFLlr,HT MEAN 
SL-2 JUNE 25, 1973 SLD¥ 176 JLN. 116 110. R+ 3 
UP! IMEAS MAN VALUE I1EAN SO N 1'1013 I~ CDR 11 T. 70 51.382 20.559 22 I~ NOREPINEPHRIN (UG/TV) M073 125 CDR 13~ .50 137.H .75238 21 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 





.'1..' __________________________ =~"~== ......... _ei!!!llHi;iI'=7I11111n!ll .... ;,"""'·e __ , .. _ ..._~c •• ,-~_ j 
I: 
SL-2 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
'-'UNE 26. 1973 SlOt 177 • ..tl.N· 177 HO' R+- It 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = ••••••• DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = ••••••• MHHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
.11 MEDICAl. EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
II. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.11 SLEEP DATA 
"1 EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (WATT-HINS) •• ,IIC' 
La ERG (~ATT-HINS) ••••••• 
(VA HWE (KEAL/HR)' Hili". 
EVA OURAT (HRS) ,.,', •• 
MK..I EX CHINS) ell" II 
M~. 11 EX (HINS) I~"'" 
HK. III EX (HINS) ~§«~QC' 
T~e:AOMILl (HI.NS) QlH ... 
OTHER EX (HINS) ••••••• 
r£!GHT ( .... 11 H ..... 
IlE:TGHT (KILOGRMII 5( .20 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HI PIUAI ST (CIU 
INS/EXP CHESi (CH) 
NECK (Ctll 
RTILT ~RH (CH) 
RT/LT ARM VOL (CC) 
RT/LT HAND IFT-LS) 
~EN GRAV MEAS (CH) 





liIiI' ..... 'I_t""'~ 
.. • " , I' • 
DEW POiNT = """1 OEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = •••••• 1 MHHG 
· ..... , 
· , .... , 
...... , 
." ... , 
· .. , .. . 










... '.1'./ .....•. 
4"".,/"",'1 
... , I ••• 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = ••••••• I 
PART. PRES. C02 = ••••••• HMHG 
'.11"1 
• ••• 'i' 





. , .... . 
. ..... , 
'III'" 
77.30 
••• ,."./ ..... 11 •• 
",Q",/"",,,,. 
.... , • I .. 
, ••••• 't/ ••••••• 
, ••• , •• / •• t •••• 
.If •• 1'/ ••••.••• 
"H ••••• ~ 
1 
J 
~I!IIIi! ______________________________ ~~==""'"' __ .. ·!i!.,..,. . . . 1~.",. · .. ·_, ......... ,, __ ,."O"-.';~.'L j 
I'IEAsUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 50 FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-Z JUNE Z6. 1973 SLO. 177 JLN' 177 1'10- R+ ~ 
EXPT IMEAs MAN VALUE I'IEAN SO N 
11171 IZ CDR .8Q600 .HQ60 .19219-01 5 IZ RER-LEVEL I 
1'1171 IZ6 CDR 16.583 ZO. 3Q 3 .9qSH 5 IZ6 VE/VOZ 0-Z5 
1'1171 IZ9 COR 19.980 Z7.705 Z.Q885 5 IZ9 VE/VCOZ 0-25 
1'1171 135 CDR 60.581 33.037 8.2796 ~ 135 SSP /V 02 0-25 
1'1171 Iq I CDR 19.723 8.3389 Z.0310 ~ Iq 1 MAP IVOZ 0-Z5 
M171 23 SPT 136.00 119.20 5.3779 5 Z3 H R-LEVEL 2 (ST/MIN) 
m71 Zq SPT 15S.67 138.73 3.8253 5 Zq H R-LEVEL 3 (8T/MIN) 
MI7I 31 SfT 70.500 58.HO 3.126q 5 31 DSP-REST (MM HG) 
11171 liZ sPT 15373. IZ697. 6H .7q 5 liZ PRESSURE RRTE PRODUCT-LEV 
1'1171 12. sPT 17.~!q ZZ.32.0 .98qZ5 q 126 VE/V02 0-Z5 
1'1171 IZ9 sPT Zq.7q9 Z9.985 1.3q57 ~ IZ9 "E/vCOZ 0-25 
1'1\ 71 132 sPT Z2.~66 29.393 2.0723 ~ 132 HR/V02 0-Z5 
1'1171 133 sPT 68.965 39.598 6.15H ~ 133 HR/V02 25-50 
1'1171 IqO sPT -5.5Q8q 7.8375 q .q 611 ~ IQO DSP /VOZ 50-75 
III Tl 12 PLT .99561 .91107 .215IQ-OI 5 12 RER-LEVEL 1 
MI7I • 5q PLT 1.8913 2.1020 .69627-01 5 5q VOZ • 150 WATTS 
1'1171 55 PLT 69.796 59 .635 2.1605 5 55 VE • Z. L V02 
1'1171 126 PLT 29.818 25.596 I. 08 II 5 126 VE/VOZ 0-25 
1'1171 128 PL T 5Q.205 qQ .561 3.IIQ5 5 128 VE/Y02 50-75 
1'1171 137 PlT QO.33Q Z3 .05 B 5.Q829 5 137 SBP/V02 50-75 
1'1171 lU PLT 2q.885 7.6383 5.0121 5 IQZ MAP/V02 Z5-50 
1'1092 llQ CDR .11200 .16333-01 .10985-01 6 IIQ PLVC/LBNP QO-50 
MOn Z7 PLT 3.0000 I.Q983 .nQ19 6 Z7 PlVC EOP (-30 I 
MOn 30 PLT 2.2200 1. OQ 17 .31019 6 30 PLVC EOP (RECOVERV) 
lion 3Z PLT 9.6010 3.8018 1.7000 6 3Z 51 SLOPE (-30 I 
1'I0n 112 PLT .IQ571 .66786-01 .258QS-Ol 6 liZ PLVC/LBNP 16-30 
1'1092 178 PLT -66.715 -28.069 11.676 6 178 P IIAX AZ (-QO I 
1'I0nA 9 CDR Q.9010 Q .QOQ2 .98255-01 6 189 DRS-E CIRC (-50) 
1'I09ZA 13 CDR 1. OQ 33 • 75q 05 .829Q5-01 6 193 ORS-E AREA (-'10) 
/'I092A Iq CDR I.Z917 .83051 .10510 6 19q DRS-E AREA (-50) 
Pl09ZA 19 CDR .23076 .291QO .16279-01 6 199 QRS-E DEP7H (-50) 
f109ZA 38 CDR .88Q98 I.QOT> .15123 6 218 ST-E CIRC (-QO) 
1'10 92 A 39 CDR .85593 1.3607 .9Q925-01 6 ZI9 ST-E CIRC (-50) 
MonA ~O CDR .98708 I.Q386 .10392 6 Z20 5T-E CIRC (RECOVERY) 
1'10 92 A 56 CDR -53.QI9 -~ I. 9~3 3.2236 6 Z36 ST /'lAX AZ (CONTROL) 
Pl092A 61 CDR H.229 23 .I~q 2.0Q60 6 2q I 5T I'IAX EL (CONTROL) 
1'I0nA 6Z CDR 9.20QQ 20.H9 1,276Q 6 ZQ2 ST MAX El (-3D) 
M09ZA 63 CDR 8.~198 19.682 Z.3062 6 ZU sT MAX EL (-QO) 
PlOnA 6q CDR -2.18Q3 15.795 3.1067 6 2~q ST MAX EL (-50) 
/'IOnA 79 CDR -3.0503 11.976 5.8619 6 Z5~ J EL (-50 I 
/'I092A 127 CDR 13.000 13.960 .27900 6 30T L CALF CIRC 
M092A 18 PLT .19005 .15006 .10222-01 6 198 DRS-E DEPTH C-qO l 
1'I09ZA 19 PLT .20267 .15623 .12056-01 6 199 DRs-E DEPTH (-50 I 
1'I092A 26 PLT -17.928 -1.6310 Z. 8Q 0 1 6 206 DRS MAX AZ (CONTROL) 
/'IOnA 27 PLT -18.205 -6.3630 2.5129 6 20T DRS MAX Al (-30) 
M092A 28 PLT -17.915 -3.820Q 2.9008 6 208 gRS MAX ~z (-~O) 
MonA 29 PLT -H.631 -1.7995 3.7028 6 209 DRS MAX ~Z (-50) 
MonA 103 PlT 26.291 '15.067 5.7777 6 283 DRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (-QO) 























































GREATER THAN 3 SD 
JUNE 26, 1913 
/IAN VALUE 
PLT I~.OOO 


































CDR 131. 00 
FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SLD- 1T7 JLN. ITT PlO. R+ ~ 
MEAN SD N 
1~.815 .13065 6 307 l CALF CIRC 
I~ .585 .10291 6 308 R CALF CIRC 
.69883 .~Oq59 6 351 51 SLOPE (-8 ) 
11.791 1.7650 :a 7 URINE Cft (MEaITV) 
3.9591 Z.096~ 22 18 IT-OH-CORT (/IG/TV) 
Iql.80 .83666 5 21 BLOOD NA (/IEg/L) 
.90000 .qOOOO 5 35 GROWTH HORMONE (NG/ML) 
131.1Q .75238 21 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
62.208 • 3q 128 ZI 126 WEIGHT (KG) 
51.510 15.558 20 1q NOREPINEPHRIN (UG/TV) 
.92000 .29q96 5 35 r.ROWTH HORMONE (NG IML ) 
.10000+00 .Z7725-01 q 59 1I-0H-ANORO (MG lTV ) 
77.915 .qOqqr 19 126 WEIGHT !KG) 
1.2192 2.1 I 15 26 7 URINE CA (MEa/TV) 
98q.58 75.~15 26 12 URINE URIC A (MG/TV) 
26.q25 1.5650 q 31 VITAMIN D (NGIMLl 
1.0000 .70711 5 32 TSH (PG/MLl 
15.800 2.8636 5 37 INSULIN (UU !I'ILl 
176.73 1.~160 Zq lZ5i WEIGHT (LBS) 
80.16q .6q229 2~ 126 WEIGHT (KG) 
~3.900 .96177 5 6 HCT (PCT! 
.76000 .sq7T2-01 5 1 RETIC (PCT) 
37.IQO 2.QT2~ 5 8 RETIC NO (THOU/CU MM I 
.52000 .~~721-01 5 28 A2-M (6 PCT) 
23.200 2.1679 5 38 LDM 2 I pcn 
~2.300 1.2550 5 6 HCT (PCT! 
36.700 1. 3360 5 8 RETIC NO (THDU/CU MM) 
.95750 .1&l56 ~ 139 SPG2 (PCT) 
3.2550 .90762 q 1'10 SPG3 (PCT) 
9 .5925 2.3963 
" 
I~ I SPG~ (PCT) 
22.3H 6.3978 
" 
IQ2 SPG5 (PCT) 
99.53l .~2720-01 ~ 1'15 SPGS (PCT) 
99.900 .11012-05 
" 
IQ6 SPG9 !PCTl 
.58000 .~HZI-~l 5 7 RETIC (PCT) 
2795.8 300 .58 5 16 NEUT NO (/CU MI'I ) 
I~I.SO .83666 5 227 NA (I'1EDtLl 





Sl-2 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
JUNE 27. 1973 SLD' 178 JLN' 178 MD' R+ 5 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = , •• , ••• DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE =- ••••••• MMHG 
"1 MISSION ACTIVITIES 
'I" MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
•• , iLLNESS/SYHPTOH/PROBLEH 
'I" MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.11 SLEEP DATA 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (WATT-HINS) •••••• 1 
La ERG (WATT-MiNS) •••••• , 
EVA HWE (KEAl/HRl ••••••• 
EVA DURAT (HRS) •• ,.a •• 
HK.l EX (HINS) ••••••• 
HK. II EX CHINS) ••••••• 
HK. III EX (HINS) ••••••• 
TREAOf'lILL CHINS) H ... .. 
OTHER EX CHINS) ....... . 
HEIGHT cr 11 1'1'" II 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAHl 61.90 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (CM) ......... / ••••• t. 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM) ••••• C./ ••••••• 
NECK (CH) ••••••• 
RTILT ARM (CM) •••• "./ ••••••• 
RT/lT ARM VOL (CC) ••• , ••• / •••• , •• 
RT/lT HAND IFT-LBl ."",,/u'l'It1 
CEN GRAY MEAS (CM) ••••••• 
DEW POINT =- ""'.l DEGC 












• ••• ".'.''11 •• '' 
,. .... , .. / ...... . 
••• 1 ••• 
........ , ..... ",. 
. ...... / ....... . 
........ / ...... , 
••••••• 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY =- ...... ,. r 
PART. PRES. C02 =- ""~I' MHHG 
••••••• 
••••••• 
. ...... .. 
.. •• 11 ••• 
"'-!I'" 
• •••• c • 
• •••••• 
."",1< • 
• .... 11 •• 
••••••• 
77. JO 
.£ ••••• / ••••••• 
........ / ...... . 
. ..... .. 
·"··'·I'~"'·· 
.., •• tt/ •••••• t 
f""f./a, ••••• 




















































































































































































1.3510 I. 1~08 
























































































































































































VECTAN HEART RATE ,-qO) 
VECTAN ~EART RATE (-,OJ 
VEC1AN HEART RATE (RECOVERY) 
PR INTERVAL (-~ 0 ) 
DRS DURA110N (-.0) 
DRS DURATION [-50) 
DRS DURATION (RECOVERY) 
P MAX MAG [-50) 
p MA~ MAG [RECOVERY) 
ORS-E CIRC [-30) 
DRS-E CI"RC (-~O) 
QRS-E C IRC [-,0) 
DRS-E AREA (-~O) 
QRS-E AREA [-,0) 
DRS-E AREA [RECOVERY) 
DRS MAX MAG [-50) 
DRS MAX Al (-~O) 
DRS MRX El [-~O) 
ST-E C IRC (-30) 
ST-E CIRC [RECOVERY) 
ST-E DEP1H [-.0) 
ST-E DEPTH [-50) 
ST MAX MAG [-30) 
ST MAX MAG [-.0) 
51 MAX MAG [RECOVERY) 
51 MAX Al (-~O) 
51 MAX Al [-50) 
ST MAX AZ (RECOVERY) 
ST MAX EL (-q 0 ) 
J MAG (-30) 
JI'IAG(-qO) 
J MAG (RECOVERY) 
J AZ [-30) 
JAZ(-.O) 
J Al [-501 
, H [RECOVERY} 
J EL ! -30 ) 
J El [-~O} 
D-Sl SLOPE (-30) 
0-5T SLOPE [-~O} 
O-ST SLOPE [-50} 
O-ST SLOPE [RECOVERY} 
D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL [RECOVERY} 
D-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) 
D-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL [-30} 
O-CRS VECTOR IIITEGRAL [-.O} 
O-DRS VEC10R INTEGRAL [-50} 
O-QRS VECTOR WTEGRAl [RECOVERY) 
D-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL [-30} 














MEASUREMENTS GREATEn THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-Z JUNE 27, 1973 SLO- 178 JLN" 178 I'ID. R+ 5 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 1I09ZA 98 SPT 3,. 782 82.23, 13.122 6 278 D-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~O' M092A 100 SPT ~6.%9 96 .1,0 12.166 6 280 D-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) 
I 1I09ZA 103 SFT 103.9~ 51. 6 36 12.822 6 283 QRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (-.0) 1I09ZA 126 SPT 16 •• 50 IH.30 1.6186 6 306 WEIGHT 1I09ZA 128 SPT I •• 250 1 •• 982 .21386 6 308 R CALF CIRC 1'10 92 A 161 SPT 11,.80 103.23 3.6702 6 3. I SYSTOLIC SP (-8 ) 11073 US SPT 16,.00 171.77 .89168 19 125 WEIGHT (LSS) 11073 126 SPT H.8 •• 77.915 .• o.n 19 126 WEIGHT (KG) 11073 IZ PLT 652.00 98. '>8 75 •• 15 26 12 URINE URIC A (MG lTV ) 11073 125 PLT 170.00 116.73 1..160 2. 125 WEIGHT (LSS) 11073 126 PLT 77.112 80.16. • ~.229 2~ 126 flEIGHT (KG) 
.b ___________________ ~~=t""""_ .. ·_·_ ............... __ .~,_~ 
SL-2 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONHENTAL REPORT 
JUNE 28. 1973 SLOt 179 JLN* 179 NO' R+ 6 
tI ... ENV I RONNENT AL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = ... tttt. DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = ~';t.11 NHHG 
.tI. MISSION ACTIVITIES 
'tI. MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
.t. ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.... SLEEP DATA 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (HATT-HINS) 
LB ERG (HATT-MINS) 
EVA HHE (KEAL/HR) 
EVA DURAT (fiRS) 
MK. I EX CHINS) 
HK. II EX (HINS) 
HK. II I EX (HINS) 
TREADfliLL (HINS) 
OTHER EX (HINS) 
HEIGHT (r JJ 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 
...... .... 
' .... lI •• 
'tiltil .. ,. 
11 ......... .. 
" .... , .. 




.. lI ••••• 
61. 70 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/HAl ST (CM) 
INS/EXP CHEST (CM) 
NECK (CM) 
RT/LT ARM (CM) 
RT/LT ARM VOL (CC) 
RTILT HAND (FT-LB) 
CEN GRAV HEAS (CM) 
•••• a •• / ....... ;.I. .. . 
...... 1 .. -1/ ....... . 
-II •••••• 
.......... /"'.& •••• 
.• '" ... 4.' ..... 11 ... 
··\····I·,I~.t. 
.. 'IIi .. 11 ...... 
DEW POINT = ........ OEGC 
PART'. PRES. OXYGEN = ..... a .... HHHG 
. .... ,. ... 
"."!HI 
.. .... ,.0;"" 
••••••• 
. .: ..... 
......... 
.. * ...... . 
•• i ..... . 
• ..... "II 
.. , ... , .. 
75.10 
....... , .. / ...... .. 
......... ~f./ ....... .. 
..... ~ ...... 
""'"'''/'''11''' 
.......... / .......... .. 
'I/I.-t~.' ..... /I .. IG 
..... 1/ ••• 
RELATiVE HUMIDITY = ....... ,' % 
PART. PRES. C02 = 'III'''~ HHHG 
,,'.JI'JlI .. 1I ..... JI •• PLT ...... d .. ' ......... .. 
.... , .... ~ •• I' HOURS 
.... 'Itl 
e ........ . 
....... JI'" 
.. ..... ,JI 
.... JlGI<I .. 
,.'.11 • 
.1, ••• 1 
. ...... . 
.......... 1 





.1 .... ,1,.1, •••• 1
1 ~1·· .. • .. I·GIJlI •• 










'~.-I-II .......................... "" ................................ ______________ ""=c~""""O= ...... ~'"'~ ...... -%~ •• -~ .• ,~,~.-~- . 
j 
I'IEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-2 JUNE 28, 1973 SLO. 119 JLN. 119 MO... R+ 6 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO II 
1'1073 I2q CDR 52.600 10.320 12.959 30 12q FECAL K '/!lEg) 
1'1073 126 CDR .00000 62.208 .3q128 21 126 WEIGHT (KG) 
1'1073 129 CDR Q.9000 I. 0833 I.Z017 30 129 FECAL N !TROGEN 
1'1073 126 SPT .00000 77 • 915 .QOQH 19 126 WEIGHT (KG) 1'1073 IZ6 PLT .00000 BO.16Q .6Q 229 ZQ 126 WEIGHT (KG) 


















SL-2 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
HO' R+ .JUNE 29. 1973. SLDt 180 JLN' 180 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE =. HI'fllil DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 1"Ctll HMHG 
1'1 MISSION ACTIVITIES 
HI MEDICAL EXPERINENTS/OTO 
.. I. 1 LLNESS/5YHPTOMI.PROBLEI1 
I't MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
...... SLEEP DATA 
••• EXERC1SE DATA 
UB ERG (WATT-HINS) ....... . 
La ERG (WATT-HINS) H Ill .. I 
EVA NNE (KEAL/HR) 41"'~' 
EVA DURAl (HRS) •••••• a 
HK.I EX CHINS) '1.1.,. 
HK. II EX CHINS) H ..... . 
HK. 111 EX CHINS) ....... 11 
TREADMILL CHINS} .... qtll 
OTHER EX CMINS) ill Uif. 
HEIGHT ern UIHU 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 61.90 
-I ... ANTHROP0I1ETRIC DATA 
HIPIWAIST (CM) 
INS/EXP CHEST (CM) 
NEC!{ (eM) 
RTILT ARM (CM) 
RT/LT ARM VOL (CC) 
RT /LT HAND (FT-LB) 
CEN GRAV MEAS (CM) 
".11111""111, 
111 •• ""."11111 1.,.ltI, 
••••••• /1111". 
...... ,1"., ••••••• 
111'111""'11. 
........ 
DEW POINT ~ ".1'1. OEGC 
P~RT. PRES. OXYGEN = .~ ••••• NHHG 
...... , ... 




t ...... . 
"'-!loII" 
Q ••• t., 
t .... tll 
......... 
.,.tlllt: 
1 •••••• /"1 ••• 111 
......... /.1 ••••• 
I II ••••• 
'1, •••• ,,/ ••••••• 
..... ~ •• / ••• I ... , 
",.",/'''''''' 
" •• 111 •• 
RELATIVE HUMIDJ,'i'Y = ........ % 
PART. PRES. C02 = '~J"II' MHHG 






11 ..... 1 
.. •• 4 .. .. 
." •• I I • 
....... , 
.. ..... 1. 




.. .... ". 
•••• 'I''1'i1.i! •••• 
11 ........ /, •••••• 
........ / ...... . 




"EASUREMEHT5 GREATER THAN J SO fROM THE PREFLIGHT /lEAN 
SL-2 JUNE 29, 1913 SLO· 180 JlN. 180 /10. R+ 7 
EXPT IMEAS PIAN VALUE MEAN 50 N 1'1073 ~ I CDR 3117.0 26 J I .6 121.97 ZZ ~ I DIET CALORIES (KCAL) 1'1073 I~ sPT 113.00 51.HO 15.558 20 I~ NOREP INEPHR IN (UG/TV) 1'1073 126 sPT .00000 77.915 .~O~H 19 126 WEIGHT (KG) M073 I~ PLT 1~9.80 70.388 23.952 26 I~ NOREPINEPHRIN (UG/TV) 1'1073 125 PLT 110.80 116.73 1.~160 2~ 125 WEIGHT (LBS) /1073 126 PL T 77 .~75 6Q.I.~ .6~229 2~ 126 WEIGHT (KG) PlIIO • CDR ~1.000 ~3.900 .961TT 5 6 HCT (reT> PIli 0 8 CDR 28.900 31.1~0 2.H2~ 5 6 RETIC NO (THOU/CU MM) I'I! I 0 61 COR 7.2000 6. 9000 .81650-01 ~ 61 PL PROT (G PCT> PI 11 0 11 CDR 102.00 16.750 3.5000 ~ 71 PL INT-A-TRIP INH (MG PCT) Pli I 0 3 sPT ~1.600 66.1,25 10.639 ~ 3 OHHB (PCT SAT) PlIIO 6 sPT 30.500 36.700 1.3360 5 6 RETIC NO (THOU/CU MM) 
"1 10 79 SPT 9Q'.00 735.00 28.868 q 19 PL IGG (MG PCT) /1110 139 sPT 1.5000 • 9H50 .1625 • q 139 SPG2 (PCT) Pli 10 I'll, 5PT 100.00 99.900 .11012-05 ~ 1% SPG9 (PCT) 1'1110 3 PLT ~1.900 17 .~Z5 II. 293 ~ 3 OHH8 (PCT SAT> 11110 16 PLT 10.700 S.3'00 .9676Z ~ 16 PL LYSOZYME (UG/ML) 
SL-Z DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT JUNE 30~ 1973 SLOt t8l .JLN4 181 MDt R+ 8 
.~. ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TENPEH,\TURE = •••• "., OEGC AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = ".11.' HHHG 
... IIISSION ACTIVITIES 
•••• ~., •••••••• CDR ••••• , ........ . 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTs/oro 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
..... SlEEP DATA 
I" EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG tHATT-HINSl ••••••• 
LB ERG tHATT-HINS) I'"'''' EVA HHE (KEAL/HR) ••••••• EVA DURAT (HRS) I""" HK.J EX CHINS) •• 1 •••• 
HK. 11 EX CHINS) .. HUll NK. III EX CHINS) •••••• , TREADMILL CHINS) ••••••• OTtiER EX (HI NS) fill tit .. 
HEIGHT (r t) ""."'1 WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 61.70 
... ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) ••••••• , ••••••• INS/EXP CHEST (CM) ••••••• , ••••••• NECK (eM) 
.... , ... RTllT ARH (CM) ,11.,11/ •• "'" RTILT ARM VOL (eel .... "./, ....... RT/LT HAND CFT-Lel ••••••• , ••••••• 
CEN GRAV MEAS (CI'Il t. I H" 
DEW POINT ~ ••••••• DEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ••••••• HMHG 
• ••••• ~ •• ~ ••••• SPT ••• "~.I.' •. t.t 
.......... 1' •• HOURS 
".1." 
.1.1'" 
• • I ... I I 
••• 111.' 
• •••• I .. 
••••••• 
,'".1" 
· ... ,. .... 
..... ... ... 
.. I II .... . 
75.10 
.4 ••••• ' •••• 1 •• 
....... 11/ ••••••• 
. ...... . 
.11 •• 1111' ••••••• 
• • .a ..... , •••••• , 
. ..... t, ...... . 
• •••••• 
I 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = .tll~'" r PART. PRES. C02 = ••••••• NHHG 
l'lt't.a""'t. PLT ••• G •••••••• 
••••••••••• 1 ~IOURS 
I' • t •• ~ 
I ..... I • 
\ 
I." I •• 
•• I .... I 
I,'t •• t 
...... ., .... 
., • , • I • 
'(1111"1' 
1 
• " .. t ••• 






'.1 ••• ' , 
14 •• ""'1"1": 
·····"I······! ., .. ~ .. / .. ~ ... ': 








I1EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
,i 
SL-2 JUNE 30, 1973 SLD. 181 JLN. 181 rID. R+ 8 
EXPT IMEAS /IAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
M092 10 CDR 1l~ .19 95. 77~ 6.1165 6 10 SYSTOLIC BP (RECOVERY) 
1'1092 21 CDR 51.29T 39.2H 1.7117 6 21 PULSE PRESSURE (CONTROL) 
1'1092 22 CDR ~5.059 36.812 2.2372 6 22 PULSE PRESSURE (-30) 
11092 25 CDR 55.813 37.829 1.9919 6 25 PULSE PRESSURE (RECOVERY) 
11092 106 CDR "~ 7350 -.1~327 .203~9 6 106 HR/LBNP 8-16 
11092 115 CDR 8.5379 .H686 2.~~72 6 115 .HR/PLVC 0-30 
/1092 165 CDR 93.00B 99.1B9 1. 93BO 6 165 gRS DURATION (RECOVERY) 
11092 178 CDR -70.112 -1.6~B6 15.976 6 178 P MAX AZ (-~O) 
lion 109 SPT .92980 .H~52 .11073 6 109 HAlIR/LBNP ~0-50 
11092 155 SPT H.7BO >8.517 ~.BI89 6 155 VECTAN HEART RATE (kECOVERY) 
M092 161 SPT I 07 .2~ 96.919 3.1891 6 161 ORS DUR~TION (CONTROL) 
11092 163 SPT 101. 35 67.212 3.327q 6 163 gRS DURATI ON (-q 0 ) 
11092 16~ SPT 109.58 86.79~ 6.7529 6 16q gRS DURATION (-50) 
11092 165 SPT 112.02 101.6, 1.~072 6 165 gRS DURATION (RECOVERY) 
11092 160 SPT -107.% -51.0H 16.%1 6 160 P MAX AZ (RECOVERY) 
11092 III PLT .13250 .~6667-0 I .23%1-01 6 III PLVC/LBNP 8-16 
11092A 13 COR I .0958 .75q05 .B29~5~01 6 193 QRS-E AREA (-~ 0) 
M092A I~ CDR I.IHB .B3057 .10510 6 19~ QRS-E AREA (-50) 
ilonA 16 CDR .2H71 . 35~23 .23101-01 6 196 QRS-E DEPTH (CONTROL) 
1I092A 17 CDR .229H .35190 .19116-01 6 197 QRS-E OEPTH (-30) 
1I092A 18 CDR .20112 .32928 .Z8026-01 6 198 QRS-E DEPTH (-q 0) 
ilonA 19 CDR .21787 .291~0 .16279-01 6 199 QRS-E OEPTH (-50) 
M092A ZO CDR .Z6303 .36083 .19599-01 6 200 QRS-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 
1I09ZA 31 CDR 52.711 ~!. 959 3. 3q 38 6 Zl1 aRS MAX EL (CONTROL) 
M092A 32 CDR 56.351 ~ 1. 996 3.3381 6 21Z aRS MAX EL (-30) 
M092A 33 CDR 59.382 ~3.236 ~ .3581 6 213 CRS MAX EL (-qO) 
1I092A 35 CDR 52.513 ~o .557 2.86~3 6 21> QRS MAX EL (RECOVERY) 
M092A 38 CDR .95309 1.~075 .15123 6 Z18 ST-E CIRC (-~O) 
~0920 39 CDR .96715 1. 36 07 .9H25-01 6 ZI9 ST-E CIRC (-50) 
~092A ~O CDR 1.10" 1.~386 .10392 6 220 ST-E CIRC (RECOVERV) 
M09ZA 62 CDR 8.2060 ZO. 7~9 1.276q 6 2~Z ST MAX EL (-30) 
/109ZA 63 CDR .~2383 19.682 Z.3062 6 2~3 STMAX EL (~~O) 
1I09ZA 6~ CDR -3.7,q9 15.795 3. 1067 6 2~~ ST MAX EL (-50) 
M092A 6!) CDR 1> .520 23.6q6 Z. 6 3~8 6 Zq, ST MAX EL (RECOVERY) 
11092A 7~ CDR -99.0~3 -70.~86 6.7871 6 25q JAZ(-50) 
1I092A 78 CDR .3363q 21.582 ~.5208 6 Z5B J EL (-~O) 
1I092A 79 CDR -16.5~8 17. 976 ,.8619 6 259 J EL (-50) 
/l092A 127 CDR 13.000 13.960 .27900 6 307 L CALF CIRC 
/l092A 167 CDR ~9.561 39.008 2.50zq 6 3H PULSE PRESS (-8 ) 
1'I092A 33 SPT 27.957 ~q.67Z 2.25q6 6 213 CRS MAX EL (-qO) 
/109ZA 37 SPT I • 3~ 17 1.7q08 .56508-01 6 217 ST-E CIRC (-30) 
M092A 38 SPT I.OOq6 I .5310 .8Z336-01 6 218 ST-E CIRC (-~O) 
1I092A 39 SPT .99006 1.~5H .91750-01 6 219 ST-E CIRC (-50) 
/1092A ~o SPT 1.~393 1.7823 .610~q-01 6 220 ST-E CIRC (RECOVERY) 
/l092A 52 SPT .~6707 .68298 .65100-01 6 232 ST MAX MAG (-30) 
M092A 53 SPT . 31 ~ 35 '>8081 .87967-01 6 Z33 ST MAX MAG (-'10) 
M092A 60 SPT -1~.T50 -2~ .860 Z.0321 6 2~0 ST MAX AZ (RECOVERY) 
M092A 63 SPT 17.565 33.268 5.021Z 6 2q3 ST MAX EL (-'qO) 
M092A 72 SPT -39.597 -23.~86 ~.79q8 6 252 JAZ(-30) 
M092A 73 SPT -68.836 -39.01~ 8.830~ 6 2>3 JAZ(-qO) 







MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-2 JUNE 30. IH3 SLD. 181 JLN4 181 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
PlO92A 7~ SPT -81.086 -51.250 9.9318 6 
PlO92A 77 SPT 9.2770 21.'165 5.9537 6 
PlO92A 78 SPT -~3.503 8.6387 15.612 6 
1'I092A 82 SPT 1.58H 1.9Sn .12233 6 
PlO92A 83 SPT .88025 I. H52 .168~7 6 
MG92A 8~ SPT .39%3 1.3726 .31761 6 
M092A 91 SPT 68.101 5q .557 3.6302 6 
M092A 92 SPT 66 .~09 5q.573 3.3922 6 
PlO92A 93 SPT 68.631 5~.610 2.722q 6 
M092A 95 SPT 71.998 58.Tn q.055q 6 
1'1092 A 126 SPT 165.50 IH.30 1. 6186 6 
M092A 68 PLT .61228-01 .~3066-01 .5%63-02 6 
1'1092A 69 PLT .67390-01 .~8683-01 .q593q-02 6 
MOnA 126 PLT 170.80 182.55 3.Q022 6 
MonA 127 PLT IQ .250 IQ.815 .13065 6 
M092A 128 PLT I~.OOO I~ .585 .10291 6 
PlO92A 168 PLT 20.82~ 31.680 3.~90Q 6 
1'1092A 170 PLT 1.3300 .56333 .21639 6 
M092A 172 PL T Q.9730 1.5977 .80677 6 
1'1092A 175 PLT -.6~000-01-.16833-01 .9368Q-OZ 6 
1'1092A 176 PLT -.68000-01-.Z5000-01 .13357-01 6 
PlO73 I~ CDR 135.50 51.382 20.559 2Z 
1'1073 IQ SPT IIO.~O 51.570 15.558 ZO 
1'1073 125 SPT 165.50 171.77 .89168 19 
1'1073 126 SPT 75.071 77.915 .QO~H 19 
1'1073 IZ PLT 13QZ.0 98Q .58 75.~15 Z6 
1'1073 125 PLT 110.80 176.73 1.~160 2~ 































J AZ (-50 ) 
J EL (-30 ) 
J EL (-qO) 
O-ST SLOPE (-30 ) 
O-ST SLOPE (-~O ) 
O-ST SLOPE (-50) 
O-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL 
O-CRS V£CTOR INTEGRAL 
O-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL 
O-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL 
~IEIGHT 
J MAG (-~O) 
J MAG (-50) 
WEIGHT 
L CALF C!Re 
R CALF CIRC 
PULSE PRESS (-16 ) 
PLVC EOP (- I 6 ) 
SI SLOPE (-16 ) 
SIC OMPLI ArleE i -6 I 





URINE URIC A (MGITV) 
WEIGHT (LBS) 
WEIGHT (KG) 
(C ONTROL ) 
(-30 ) 









SL-2 DAllY CllNlCAL/ENVlRON~£NTAL REPORT 
JULy 1~ 1973 SLD~ 182 JLNt 182 HOt R+ 9 
I I .... [NV IRONMENT AL 
W· 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = "t~ttt DEGe 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = •••• 1.1 HHHG 
tit MISSION ACTIVITIES 
.t. MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
' •• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
••• SLEEP DATA 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
us ERG UIATT-HJNS} "'t .... 
La ERG (WATT-HINS) ~"'llt 
EVA HWE CKEAL/HR) ••••• ~. 
EVA DURAT (HRS) •••• '.1 
HK.I EX (HINS) ••••••• 
HK. II. EX CHINS} tIt .. tIf .. 
HK. 111 EX CHINS) ••••••• 
TREADMILL CHINS) ~"'I" 
OTHER EX (MINS) 'It ••• ~ 
f£IGHT cr Jl ... UII 
HEIGHT {KILOGRAM} 111"'1 
••• ANTHROPOHETRlC DATA 
HIP/~AIST (eN) ••••••• " •••••• 
INS/EXP CHEST (eH) ••••••• , •••• , •• 
NECK reM) ..... J:I 
RT/LT ARM (eM) ..... tHi.' .. · ... "". 
RTllT ARM VOL (ec) 1"",1, •• 1.'" 
RTILT HAND fFT-LB} .4 ••••• '.~ ••••• 
eEN GRAV MEAS (CM) ••••••• 
DEW POINT: ••••••• DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ••••••• HMHG 
•••••••••••• HOURS 











••••• I.'.Cfi ••••• 
........ , ...... . 
••••••• 
• •••••• ,.~ •• c •• 
....... , ....... . 
. ........ , ....... . 
• /I ...... 11 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = •• 1 •••• % 
PART. PRES. C02 = HHIU HHIiG 
........ 
..~ ... . 
. .. " .. . 
••••••• 
• •••••• 
.~ ••• " tI 
• •••••• 
••••••• 
.... " .. 
••••••• 
••••••• 
.n ••••• / ••••• iII • 
• •• , ••• , •••••• 1 
........ 
. ...... , ...... . 
tHI ••••• ' ••••••• 










MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM THE 
SL-2 JULY I. 1913 SL04 18l 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN 
Plll1 Zq SPT 150.61 138.13 
PI 11 I 130 SPT 3l.q% 3Q.626 
PI 17 I IU SPT 19.31q 9.2613 
1'1111 Z~ PLT 160.61 Iq6.00 
I'll 11 52 Pl T 2.1561 :Lq8ql 
1'1111 101 PI.... I- 100.33 69.333 
1'1111 lOB PLT 105.00 86.961 
1'1111 12B PLT 51.398 qq .561 
1'1111 IQl PLT 963l.0 7120.3 
1'1013 12. CDR .00000 6Ll08 
1'1013 18 SPT 1.6000 Z.8650 
1'1013 126 SPT .00000 17 • 915 
1'1013 12 PLT llQ.OO 9SQ.58 
1'1013 126 PLT .00000 aO.16Q 
PREFLIGHT MEAN 
JLN4 182 PlO· R+ 
SO N 
3.8l53 5 Zq 
.528n q 130 
2.1506 q Iq2 
2.6q58 5 Zq 
.10916 5 52 
10.050 5 101 
5 .573-~ 5 108 
3.11Q5 5 12B 
133.97 5 IQl 
• 3q IlB 21 126 
1.316B 20 18 
.QOQH 19 126 
15.Q15 26 12 
• 6Q 229 2q 126 
9 
H R-LEVEL 3 (BT/MIN) 
VE/VC02 25-50 
MAP IV02 25-50 
H R-LEVEL 3 (BTIMIN) 
VOl • IQO IIR 
PULSE PRS-LEV I (MMHG ) 
PULSE PRS-LEV 2 (MMHG) 
VE/VOl 50-15 















SL-2 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
JULY 2. 1973 SLOt 183 JLN' 183 MO' R+ 10 
.if ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = "t ••• , DEGC 
AVG. AHBIENT PRESSURE = ., ••••• NMHG 
III MISSION ACTIVITIES 
Ct. MEDICAL EXPERIMENrS/OTO 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
ftl SLEEP DATA 
ttt EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG H.fATT"MINS) Hit ... 
LB ERG (1.-IATT-,l1INSl H""'" 
EVA HWE CKEAL/HRl ........ 
EVA DURAr (HAS) f.t,; •• 
NK.l EX CHINS) II"'" 
HK. II EX CHINS) ...... u .... 
HK. lIt EX tHINS) .f ••••• 
TREADMILL CHINS) "'fft~ 
OTHER EX CHINS) u ......... 
HEIGHT cr 11 .. tttHI 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 61.50 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPIHAIST (CM) 
INS/EXP CHEST (CM) 
NECK (CHl 
RTILT ARM (CM) 
RTILT ARM VOL (CC I 
RT/LT HAND lFT-LBl 
CEN GRAV MEAS (CM) 
........... , •• "' ..... '\1. 
......... ' .... 11 •• '. 
... , ...... t 
....... 0 ... ' ....... ·." •• 
• e ••••• ,' •••••• 
........ ,'/ ...... .. 
........ 
DEW POIr-IT = .. "ilU DEGC 
PART~ PRES. OXYGEN = t •••••• MMHG 
.. ,<II, .... 
.......... 
1II .......... . 
.. ....... . 
.......... 
.......... 





• f ..... ti .. / .......... .. 
.... ft"·I·c"." •• 
......... 
.. ......... / ......... .. 
.......... / ........ . 
....... ,,/ ........ . 
........... 
rtt'f r I 'i!!:!,r '.,5'tert 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = ........ f ..... % 
PART. PRES. C02 = "''11'''' _HHHG 
al'"'''' 
... f ... 'f 
.0 ...... . 
." ... .. 
........ 
iI ...... .. 
. .. , ... .. 
....... , .. 
.. .. , ...... 
........... 
77.70 
.......... / ............ . 
.'.".1/" 1." 1'1 
.""'1".'/'.''' ••• 
... •••• 'I ••• ,. • of • 
......... / ...... . 
• f ..... f • 
1-· , , 
I 
I j 
PlEAsUREMENTs GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLlGHT MEAN 
SL-2 JULY 2, 1973 SLD+ 183 JLN+ 183 MD .. R+ 10 
" 











SL-2 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
JU..y 3. 1973 SLOe 1811 JLN' 184 MO' R+ 11 
.f. ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. T£MP(RATURE = ""I~' OEne 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 'i'~I" HHHG 
lid! MiSSION ACTIVITIES 
fll MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
,.1 ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
•• ~ MEDICATION AND DDSAGE 
HI SLEEP DATA 
••••• fla •••• HOURS 
ftf EXERCISE DATA 
un ERG fl-lATT-HINSI ttl ttlll' 
LB ERG (WATT-HiNS) ... UHI 
EVA HWE (KEAL/HR) "'I~" 
[VA DURAT (HRS) "'II'~ 
HK.I EX CHINS) ~"'I" 
HK. II EX CHINS) f"f ••• 
HK. IIi EX CHINS) •• ,., •• 
TREADMILL CHINS} ••••••• 
OTHER EX CHINS) ••••••• 
HEIGHT {r 1) ••••••• 
WEIGHT CKILOGRAHI 60.80 
I" ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (CM) •••••• ,/ ••••••• 
INS/EX? CHEST (CM) ""111/"'"" 
NECK (CM) IU .... 
RTILT ARM (eM) •••••• ,/ ••••••• 
RTILT ARM VOL (eCl ~~~~4 •• / ••••••• 
RT/LT HAND (FT-LB) ~ •• ~c •• /~ •••• f4 
CEN GRAV HEAS (CM) ••••• 4. 
OEW POINT = •• ~ •••• OEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ~"'~II MHHG 
.~ •• ~ •••• , ••• " SPT I •••• '··· ••••• 






.... I ~ • t 




···'·'·I··'·'~· ........ / ..... 1 ••
~.~ .... 
.fI~.t·~·I·~c •• " 
......... / ......... . 
11 •• 1 ••• / ........ . 
• " ....... <I 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = ••••••• r 
PART. PRES. C02 = '11".1 •• HMHG 
., •• 1,' 
'.11,1111 
••• I ••• 
~"liI" 
~ .. "., 
."'~If 
1, •• '" 
.~1.~11I 
..<II •• iI~ 
11. tI I .... 
77.60 
~ ••••• f/.' .. t..,~ 
.~.I·, .. /'I~.t.I • 
... II. I .. 
.'1", .. / ... , •••• 
~,_'.OI.'/."I •• 'II 
.", •• v.~/,."", 






PlEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-Z JULV 3, 19T3 SLli¥ 18q JLN. IBq pm. R+ II 
EXPT IPiEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
PlO13 5 COR 15.100 10.Z18 1.5900 ZZ 5 URINE MG (MEa/TV) 
1'1013 1 CDR I7.Z00 II_HI 1.7650 2Z 7 URINE CA (MED/TV) 
1'1073 II CDR Z367.0 1752.9 IZZ.70 Z2 II URINE CREAT (MG/TV) 
PlO13 16 CDR 116.Z0 58.568 18.930 2Z 16 HVDROCORTISON (UG/TV) 
PlO13 ~l CDR 3163.0 2631.8 127. 97 22 ql DIET CALORIES (KCAL) 
Pl073 !>3 CDR .91000-01 .63282 .1621B ZZ 53 PREGNANEDIOL (MG/TV) 
1'1013 81 COR 3.1000 .69000 .1131q 2. 81 FREE OH-LYSINE (i'lG/TV) 
1'1013 83 CDR Z.IBOO .90667 .2098q 3 83 FREE ORNITHINE (MG/TV) 
PlO13 88 CDR I~Z.17 68.9qO 21.050 3 88 FREE HISTIDINE (MG/TV) 
Pl073 89 CDR IZ3.63 q 9. zqr 11.585 3 89 FREE 3-CH3-HIS (MG/TV) 
Pl073 96 CDR 13.350 8.3200 .B21Q6 3 96 rOQ-ETOH-AMIIJE (MG/TV) 
Pl013 100 CDR 10.050 7.9033 .19732 3 100 FREE ASP ART AC IMG/TV) 
Pl073 lOT CDR LQ800 Q .~667 .60~51 3 lor FREE GLUT ACID (MG/TV) 
1'1073 II~ CDR 19.Z20 9.6367 2.2266 3 IIQ FREE CysTIN/2 (MG/TV) 
PIon 115 COR 38.750 26.567 Z.3367 3 115 CVSTATHIDNINE (MG/TV) 
1'1073 116 CDR 15.050 5.3300 .H~35 3 116 FREE METHIDNIN (MG/TV) 
PlO73 117 CDR 7.HOO Z.9567 1.0B03 3 117 FREE ISOLEUCIN (MG/TV) 
1'1073 liB CDR 10.570 8 .~56 7 .ZH86 3 118 FREE LEUCINE (MG/TV) 
1'1073 IZO CDR .53000 8.7367 1.5369 3 120 FREE PHENYLALA (MG /TY ) 
1'1073 IZ5 CDR 13~ .00 137.1 ~ .75238 21 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
PlO73 126 CDR 60.7SZ 62.208 .3Q128 21 126 WEIGHT (KG) 
1'1013 I SPT 189~.0 966.~0 286. 7~ 20 I TOTAL URINE VOL (i'lL) 
PlO73 2. SPT /f57.00 9H.90 151.09 20 2 URIN~ OSMOL (MOSM/TV) 
PlO73 89 SPT 121.15 ~~. 085 12. 8~ B Z 89 FREE 3-CH3-HIS (MG/TV) 
PlO73 9Z SPT 3Z0B.6 2%1.1 125.99 Z 92 FREE CREATININ IMG/TV) 
1'1073 96 SPT 11.100 7.7300 • 339~ I Z 96 POQ-EtOH-AMINE (i'1G/TV l 
1'1073 98 SPT 13.990 8.~ 850 .91217 2 98 UREA/IOOO (MG/TV) 
1'1073 100 SPT 15.900 ~.7900 .35355 2 100 FREE ASPART AC (i'1G/TV) 
1'1073 112 SPT .65000 1.~550 .13'f35 2 liZ A-NK2-N-BUTVR (i'1G lTV ) 
1'1073 115 SPT 35.020 25.~05 1.0960 Z 115 CYSTATHIONINE (i'1GITV) 
11073 116 SPT 12.870 6.7100 I. onQ 2 116 FREE METHIONIN (MGITV) 
11073 117 SPT 3.8800 5.1300 .21213 2 117 FREE ISOLEUCIN (MGITY) 
1'1073 121 SPT .~2000 ~.1700 .~1012 2 121 FREE B-ALANINE (MG/TV) 
1'1073 . 125 SPT 165.80 171.77 .89168 19 IH WEIGHT (LBS) 
11073 126 SPT 75.207 77.915 .~O~H 19 126 WEIGHT (KG) 




SL-2 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRON'~NTAL REPORT 
JILY 1f t 1973 SLD' 185 .JLNt 185 Mo" R+ 12 
Iff ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 1 .. 1 .. 1.1 DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = tttt.I' MHHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
••• MEDiCAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
t I. HED I CAT I 01-1 AND DOSAGE 
..... SLEEP DATA 
Ifflll •• lft' HOURS 
... EXERCISE DATA 
VB ERG (WATT-HINS) .... "ft_ 
L8 ERG (WATT-HTNS) H .... .. 
EVA M~ CKEAL/HR) .... H .. 
EVA DURAT (HRS) I •••••• 
MK.l EX [HINS) tUft .. 
HK. 11 EX CHINS) ...... . 
MK. Itt EX CHINS) .... UHI 
TREADMILL CHINS} U • .,.f 
OTHER EX CHINS) ..... "1 
f£IGHT (r 11 ....... . 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 60.S0 
1'1 ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPIWAIST (em 
INS/EXP CHEST (CM) 
NECK (CM) 
RT /LT ARM (CM) 
RT /L T ARM VOL (CCI 
RT/LT HAND (FT-LS) 
CEN GRAV MEAS (CM) 
111 •••• ' •• 1 •••• 
......... , ....... .. 
I. 14Hlilf 
••••••• /fj •• f •• 
11111 •• ' ••• 1 ••• 
fj.u ... ICI/'",,",.' 
•••••• q 
OEW POINT = III ••• ' DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ••••••• HHHG 
.. I • 11 .... .. 
.. .......... .. 
.. ....... 11 
.. ........ . 
• ••• ilI •• 
.. .. . ... .. 
............ 
........... 
•• c .... . 
.. ........ .. 
.......... 
• ......... ' ... 0 .. 41 .. .. 
···" .. ·1£/ .. •••• .. • 
••••• 11'. 
.., ....... , ...... t •• 
.t." ..... , ...... . 
.. ..... ~HI'.IIII" •• 
.. I ...... .. 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = .......... t 
PART. PRES. C02 = ~ ....... HHHG 
................ HOURS 
..,", .. 
.. ........ .. 
........ 
.4 •••• ' 
.1 ...... I. 
.. .... <i .. .. 
.. .......... . 
,4 .......... .. 
..f ...... .. 
.. ....... G 
77.S0 
fl .... l'll .. ' .. ' ..... . 
.." .... , .......... . 
.. ...... .. 
..0' ....... ' ......... .. 
. ... , ...... , ......... . 
........ , ........ .. 








I ] j 
<, 
PlEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE 
PREFLIGHT !'lEAN 
SL-2 JULY ~, 1973 SLD· 185 
JLN'< 185 MD.f. R+ !2 
EXPT I!'IEAS MAN VALUE MEAN 
SO N 
Pl073 ~I CDR 3208.0 2631.8 
121.97 22 H DIET CALORIES 
(KCAL J 
Pl073 125 CDR 13~.00 137.1~ 
.75238 21 125 WEIGHT (LBS J 
PlO73 126 CDR 60.782 62.208 
• 3~ 128 21 126 WEIGHT (KG) 
1'1073 126 SPT .00000 77.915 
.~ O~~ 7 19 126 WEIGHT (KG) 
PlO73 125 PLT 171.50 176.73 
I.~ 160 2~ 125 WEIGHT (LBS J 
1'1013 126 PLT 77.192 80.16~ 




Sl-2 DAllY CLlNICAl/ENVIRO','lENTAl REPORT 
JULy 5. 1973· SLO* 186 ,_0,.."4tt 186 HO" R+ 1-3 
'f~ ENVIRONMENTA~ 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = ••••••• DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 4 ••• ~'. MMHG 
•• 0 MISSION ACTIVITIES 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
••• IllNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
ff. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
41". SLEEP DATA 
•••••••••••• HOURS 
•• 0 EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (WATT-MINSl "HU'" 
La ERG CWATT-HINSl lIUI-IU 
EVA MWE (KEAL/HRl .... UlIU 
EVA DURAT (HRS) ••••••• 
HK.l EX CHINS) ••••••• 
HK. 11 EX CHINS) • I'll""" 
HK. til EX CHINS) •••• ~ •• 
TREADMILL CHINS) ••••••• 
OTHER EX CHINS) ••••••• 
f£IGHT (r I) HUH1/ 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM! 60.80 
Uf ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/~AIST (CH! 
INS/EXP CHEST (CH! 
NECK (CH! 
RT/LT ARM (CH! 
RT/lT ARM VOL (CC! 
RTilT HAND rFT -LS! 
CEN GRAV MEAS rCM! 
~··"··*I·iI"llll' 
••••••• / ...... >11 •• 
... iHI ..... 
..... 'IlI·l/· .. ••••• 
•• t •••• , .... ,ji ..... . 
••••• 11./" .. " .... 11. 
••••••• 
DEW POINT = ........ DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = H H...... HMHG 
i 
.. -II ...... " 
........ 
.11.1,.*,. 
" •• 11 .. .. 




. ....... .. 
!I ...... .. 
75.00 
........ lI/ ...... I. 
........... / ..... 1 ••• 
.. 'Ii ....... 
......... / ...... . 
....... / ...... .. 
.... " ....... /a ........ ' 
........ 
__ • , .~ ...... _____ ,,' 4 - f'fit" Irrt'lic' 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = .......... % 
PART. PRES. C02 = ... -tI .. f ... MMHG 
... I .... .." 
........... 
......... , 
. ....... .. 
• .... <1<1 .. 
-11., .... 1 
• •••••• 
III ••••• 
•• , ••• I 
ttll •••• 
77.20 
.l ....... / ••••• , • 
... -I ..... / .. -I ••• ~ .. 
.. ..... .. 
.-&1.1111 ... / ••• "., .. 
......... /.~ ....... 
.11.'.''1/1-1''''.''' 
.......... 












MEASURE~ENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FRO~ THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-2 JULY 5, 1973 SLD .. 186 JLN. 186 "'0'" R+ 13 
EXPT mEAS ~AN VALUE ~EAN SD N 
M092 ~O PLT -.1~800 -.1~833-01 .25351-01 6 ~o 52 SLOPE (RECOVERY) 
Mon 116 PLT 7. 09~ I 2.0339 1.3828 6 116 HR/PLVC 30-~0 
MOnA I PLT -1.7198 ~2.921 9. 72~ 0 6 181 P MAX EL (CDtITROL) 
MonA ~5 PL T .38829-01 .17862-0 I .6%08-02 6 225 ST-E AREA (RECOVERY) 
M092A % Pl .. T .~H13-01 .63219-01 .59222-02 6 226 5T-E DEPTH (CONTROL) 
M092A 126 PlT 110.30 182.55 3.~02Z 6 306 WEIGHT 
~onA 121 PLT I~. 000 1~.815 .13065 6 301 L CALF elRC 
~onA 128 PLT I~.OOO I~ .565 .10291 6 308 R CALF elRC 
M092A 162 PLT 86.~82 98.699 3.9786 6 3q2 SYSTOLIC ~P (-16 ) 
MonA 111 PLT 2.1120 .H883 .~0~59 6 351 SI SLDPE (-8 ) 
1'1013 30 CDR 50000 .28000 .~H21-01 5 30 CALCITONIN (PG/MLl 
MOT3 ql cnR 3~36 .0 2631. 8 121.91 22 H DIET CALORIES (KCAL) 
M07a 125 CDR 13Q.00 13T.1~ .75236 21 125 WEIGHT (L8S) 
~OT3 126 CDR 60.T82 62.208 • 3~ 128 21 126 WEIGHT (KG) 
1'10T3 13 SPT 51.800 22.965 8.65~3 20 13 EPINEPHRINE (UG/TV) 
MOT3 20 SPT 280.00 291.~0 3.3615 5 20 BLOOD OSMOL (MOSM/Ll 
MOT3 21 SPT 138.00 1~2.~O • 89~~ 3 5 21 BLDOD NA (~EQ/L I 
MOT3 31 SPT 58.000 21.800 8.3108 5 31 V ITAM IN 0 (fiG /Mll 
1'I0T3 35 SPT Z. 0000 .92000 .29~96 5" 35 GRDWTH HDR~ONE CNG/ML) 
MOT3 125 SPT 165.30 IT 1.71 .89168 19 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
1'I0T3 126 SPT H.980 11.915" .~oqH 19 126 WEIGHT (KG) 
MOT3 31 PLT 38.500 26.q 25 1.5650 ~ 31 VITAMHI D (NG/Mll 
1'1073 3T PLT 30.000 15.800 2.8636 5 37 INSULIN (UU IML ) 
1'10T3 38 PLT 5.TOOO 8.6000 .696~2 5 38 THYRDXIN (UG/IOOI'1L) 
1'1073 125 PLT ITO.30 176.73 I.Ql60 H 125" WEIGHT (LBS) 
1'10T3 126 PLT TT .2~S 80.16~ .6~229 2~ 126 WEIGHT (KG) 
1'1110 6 CDR ~O.OOO ~3.900 .96171 S 6 HCT (PCT> 
1'1110 8 CDR 21.TOO 3T .I~O 2.H2~ 5 B RETIC NO <THOU /CU 1'11'1 ) 
MIlO IT CDR 2~00.0 3~ 93.6 355 .~ 0 5 17 LVMPH ND (/CU I'1M) 
1'1110 19 CDR 55.000 ~2.BOO 2.38 r:; 5 19. NEUT (PCT) 
I'II1D 38 CDR 30.000 23.200 2.1679 S 38 LOH 2 (peT> 
MilO 61 CDR 6.5000 6.9000 .51650-01 ~ 61 PL PROT (G PCT> 
MilO 71 CDR 9~.00O 78.750 3.5000 ~ 71 Pl INT-A-TRIP INH (MG PCT) 
1'1110 81 CDR 100.00 2~ 3.15 33.300 ~ 81 PL IGM (MG PCll 
1'1110 109 CDR 3186.0 3290.2 2~.~ 21 5 109 TOT K (MED) 
1'1110 III CDR q.OOOO Sb. 950 .~9q9T 2 111 LEAN BDY /'lASS (KG) 
MilO 112 CDR 56.~00 '?1~700 .2828q 2 112 LBM (;( BDY WTl 
1'1110 6 SPT 38.500 ~2.300 1.2550 5 6 HCT (PCT) 
MilO 38 SPT 33.000 2~. 000 2. 3~52 5 38 LDH 2. (PCT> 
MilO 109 SFT 3TO~.0 3no.0 5'i .9lT S 109 TOT K (MED) 
1'1110 2 PLT Il. 700 I~. 3qO .~3932 S 2 HB (G PCT> 
MilO 6 PLT 31. 000 ~2.300 1.3509 5 6 HCT (PCT) 
1'1110 T5 PL T ~2.000 33.250 • 951~3 ~ 75 PL C~ (MG PCT> 
MI I 0 T8 FLT 9.7000 5.3500 .96182 ~ 78 PL LVSOZYME (UG/ML) 
1'1110 103 PLT 50.000 52.1!)O .21Z13 2 103 TBLI (Ll 
MilO III PL T 68.500 T1.~DO .28Z6~ 2. III LEAN BDV MASS (KG) 
MIIOA ~6 SPT 2BO.00 291.~0 3.3615 5" 226 DSMDL (1'10SM/L) 
I'll lOA ~T SPT 138.00 1'f2.2.0 .63666 5" 22T NA (MEarL) 
I 
~----------~~- .. --------- J 
I 
SL-2 DAILY CLINICAL/cNVIRONP~NTAL REPORT 
JLt.y 6. 1973 SLD' 187 JLN' IS7 MO' R+ I~ 
A'IG~ TCl"'R£RATURE = ••••• t, OEGC 
AVG. Alit3IENT FRESSURE = c •••••• HHHG 
, •• HISSION ACTIVITIES 
••••••••• , ••••• COR IOt-C ••••••• , ••• 
••• MeDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
• •• ILWrSS/SYNPTOM/FROSLEM 
• ff '-EDleA-TION AND DOSAGE' 
4f' SLEEP DATA 
"'IC"".1I11 UOURS 
•• , EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (HATT-tIlNS) 
LS ERG !HATT-MINS) 
EVA Hl<E ()(EALIHR) 
EVA DURAT (HRS) 
HK. I EX (HINS) 
HK. I I EX (HINS) 
HK. I I I EX (HINS) 
TREADMILL (HINS) 
OTHER EX IHINS) 
f£JGHT U' U 
~IGHT <KILOGRAM) 
.. 'f" ••• 
• •••• , f 
.. . , ... 
"'".,. 
" ••• ,t I 
· .... ~ . 
• •••• I • 
• • , ••• t 
· ...... . 
4-.' •• , •• 
61.00 
fl' ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPIHAIST (CH) 
INSIEXP CHEST (CH) 
NECK (CH) 
PoT IL TARN (Cli) 
RT/LT ARH VOL ICC) 
RT/LT HAND IFT-LS) 
CEIl GRAV HEAS (CH) 
· ." .. . ,/- ..... , 
"~"'I/"····'· 
I •• '" •• , 
.t ... ;J.I'/····4~' 
........ , ...... . 
II""I'/~"""I 
.... ". 
OE~ POINT = "c" •• OEGC 
PARTw PRES. OXYGEN = ••••• G. HHHG 
• •• <iI.I •••• tl~.1 SPT ........ a •••••• 
•• "., •• , .... HOURS 
• I •• «." 
~'I'IlI" 
· ...... . 
• , I I ... I 
CI ••• I', I 
I'.f, •• 
· , .... , 
1181 ••• 
I ... " • , 
• •••••• 
7~.ao 
"" ••• '11111"'" 
.. ".", .. , .. " 
.. • • • • 1 • 
, •• I. • •• / •• , •••• 
e." ••• '., •• , •••• 
........ , ...... . 
I •••• I. 
",--.-...-.-"':. 
RELATI vI: HUmOITY =. •• "," I r 
PART. PRES. C02 = ••••. ,. I MMHG 
•••••••••• , •• t" PLT ., •••• 111 ••••• 
1"'1 •• '., •• HOURS 
, .. ".,. 
<I. I ••• " 
•••• «., 
· ., .... 
• •••• I • 
".1.1. 
" ••• ,1 
I""" 
• • 8 •• I • 
I' , •• I • 
77.50 
.. , .... ' .... , ... 
~ •••••• J •• " ••• 
.... , ... 
•••••• I'.!Q •••• 
· ..... . 'I' ..... I , 
•••• jilI.'I •••••• 





IIEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
Sl-2 JUlV 6, 1973 SlD", 181 JlN'" 181 PlO'" R+ 1~ 
EXPT IMEAS PIAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
rll 1 I 12 CDR .83533 .H~60 .19219-01 5 11 RER-lEVEl I 
MI1I I~ I CDR -~.15H 8.3389 2.0310 ~ I ~ I MAP/VOl 0-25 
"111 22 SPT 101.00 97.133 2.6510 5 22. H R-lEVEl I (ST/MIN ) 
MI11 1~ SPT 157.00 138.73 3.8253 5 2~ H R-lEVEl 3 (ST/MIN) 
1'1111 112 SPT 15212. Il697. 6H .7~ 5 112 PRESSURE RATE PRODUCT-lEV 1 
1'1111 130 SPT 32.l81 3~.626 .52Sq7 ~ 130 VE/VC02 25-50 
PI 111 132 SPT 18.596 29.393 2.0123 q 132 HR/V02 O-l5" 
PlI71 I q 1 SPT 18.121 5.B8~8 1. 7027 q I q 1 MAP/V02 0-25 
Pl111 1~1 SPT 76H.3 5811.1 066.11 ~ IH PRP/VOl 0-25 
Pll Tl 1~ PLT 156.33 l.1H't.OO 2.6Q58 5 2~ H R-lEVEl 3 (ST 1M IN 1 
1'1171 28 PlT 185.67 160.60 8.0911 5 18 roSP-lEVEL 2 (MM HG) 
rll11 108 PLT 108.67 S6. 961 5.5132 5 108 PULSE PRS-lEV 2 (MMHG 1 
PlI1I 113 Pl T Z~822. 10~ 35. 1219.7 ,- 113 PRESSURE RATE PROOUCT-lEV 2 
/'1171 liq PlT 30110. 15558. lQa8.1 ,- IIq PRESSURE RATE PRODUCT-LEV 3 
1'1111 136 Pl T 71. 951 23.3Z2 5.H97 5" 136 SSP IVD2 15-50 
1'1171 lQZ PlT 32.603 7.6383 5".0121 5 1~2 MAP/V02 25-50 
PI 11 1 iQ 8 PlT 1611~ • 8568.1 lQll.q 5 1~8 PRP/V02 25"-50 . 
rW92 106 CDR .19263 -.IQ3Z1 .203H 6 106 HR/l8NP 8-16 
1'1092 178 CDR -6L 061 -1.6~86 15.916 6 118 P I'IAX AZ (-~O) 
1'1092 H SPT 61.183 ~3.068 5.1T65 6 11 PULSE PRESSURE (CONTROL) 
PlO92 109 SPT 1.1.082 .57~51 .11073 6 109 HIllIR/lSNP QO-50 
/'1091 111 SPT .11615 .71815-01 .33909-01 6 111 PlVC/LSNP 8-16 
1'1092 155 SPT 17 .725 58.511 ~.8189 6 155 VECTAN HEART RATE (RECOVERV) 
1'I092A 9 CDR Q.Sq53 Q.q OQ 2 .98255-01 6 189 CRS-E CIRC (-50) 
PlO91A 13 CDR 1.1395 .75Q05 .829q5"-01 6 193 CRS-E AREA (-qO) 
/'I092A lq CDR 1.3205 .830ST .10510 6 19q CRS-E AREA (-50) 
1'I092A 16 CDR .16719 .35Q23 .13101-01 6 196 CR5-E DEPTH (CONTROL) 
"092A 17 CDR .23%2 .35190 .19)18-0) 6 197 QRS-E DEPTH (-30) 
/1092A )8 CDR .2.1965 .32928 .28026-01 6 198 CRS-I: DI:PTH (-qO) 
PlO9ZA 19 CDR .1171~ .291~0 .16219-01 6 199 URS-£ DEFTH (-50) 
1"I09ZA 20 CDR .175H .36083 .)9599-01 6 200 CR5-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 
1I092A 39 CDR 1.0161 1.3607 .9H25-01 6 119 ST-E CIRC (-50) 
/'IOnA 6Z CDR 12.528 20.H9 I.ZT6~ £ Z~2 ST /'lAX El (-30) 
MOnA 63 CDR ~. 7671 19.682 2.3062 6 Zq3 ST MAX El (-qo) 
1'I0nA 6q COR -~.lTl3 1>.195 3. I 067 6 2~q 5T MAX El (-,0) 
1'10 92 A £5 COR 15.HO 23. 6~ 6 2. 6 3~8 
" 
2q5 ST MAX El ("ECOVERV) 
1'10 92 A 73 COR -91.036 -69.83q 6. 8q 91 6 253 J AZ (-qO) 
1'I0nA H COR -99 .~9~ -70.~86 6. 7871 £ 25q J AZ (-50) 
MonA 78 CDR 5.1766 21.582 ~.5208 £ 2,8 J El (-~ 0 ) 
"D92A 19 CDR -11.89q 17 • 97& ,.8£19 6 259 J EL (-,()) 
nonA 81 CDR • nqQ I .7,388 .QHTl-OI 6 261 D-ST SLOPE (COIITROL) 
tlO92A 82 CDR .9792 ) .78618 .q8111-01 6 2&z D-5T SLOpE (-lO) 
tlO92A 93 CDR n .938 ~3.~H 1.1889 6 113 D-CR5 VECTOR IIITEGRAL (-~O ) 
tiOnA 9~ CDR q9.805 ~~.099 1.~60~ 6 2H D-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) 
M092A 101 CDR £7.0T8 H.9Qa q .1552 £ 281 CR5-T SPATIAL ANGLE (CO/ITROL) 
MonA 37 SPT I.Q£91 I.H08 S6508-01 ~ 117 ST-E CIRC (-30) 
MonA 6£ SPT .3659~-01 .,9122-01 .. 12 TT5-~" 6 Z~6 J MAG (CONTROL) 
tlO92A &1 SPT .~333T-Ol .61%1-01 .HOOO-Ol 6 lH J MAG (-30) 
/'10 92 A 126 SPT 165.00 IH.30 1.6)8£ 6 306 WEIGHT 
1'I091A 170 SPT I .7100 .756£7 .31898 £ 350 PlVC EOP (-1& ) 
1 
j 
MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE 
SL-Z JULV 6, 1913 SLO. IS7 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN 
MonA In SPT 5.3900 2.56n 
MOTJ n5 CDR 13~.50 137.lq 
MOTJ IZ6 CDR 61. 009 6Z.208 
MOTJ 1 SPT 11. 900 6.8q50 
M073 lq SPT 99.200 51.570 
MOTJ 125 SPT 1b5.00 IT 1.77 
MOTJ 126 SPT Tq.8qq 77.915 
MOTJ 125 PLT ITO .80 1T6.T3 
MOT3 IZ6 PLT TT.qT5 80.16Q 
PREFLIGHT MEAN 
JLN- 187 MO'" R+ 
SO N 
.768Z3 6 352 
.75238 ZI IZ5 
.3~lZ8 ZI IZ6 
1.31Q9 20 7 
15.558 ZO Iq 
.89168 19 125 
.qOQH 19 126 
I.Ql60 ZQ 12> 
.6QZZ? 2Q 126 
I~ 
SI SLOPE (-16 ) 
WEIGHT (LBS) 
WEIGHT (KG) 


















Sl~2 DAllY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
4UlY 7. 1973 SLOt J88 JLNI 188 MO' p.~ 15 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = ••••• 11 OEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = ••••••• HMHG 
.,' MISSION ACTIVITIES 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
'11 ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
tit MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
Itt SLEEP DATA 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (J.lATT-mNSl ... It'll 
LB ERG (J../ATT-HINS) ..... " 
EVA M~E (KEAL/HR) ••••••• 
EVA DURAT (HRS) ~.t •• c. 
MK.l EX (HINS) t •••••• 
MK. II EX tHINS) ••••••• 
HK. III EX CHINS) •• ,.111 
TREADMiLL CHINS) ." •••• 
OTHER EX CHINS} "'IIIFt 
t£IGHT (r l) ...... " 
!-EIGHT (KILOGRAM) ........ t H 
lIH ANTHROPOHETRIC DATA 
HIPIWAIST (CM) ~"·<I·"~/····"· 
IN5/EXP CHEST (eM) ""'.·1'··"'· 
NECK (CHl ill ... til 
RT/LT ARM (CM) .t~····r<lllC"I' 
RT/LT ARM VOL (CCl ••• , ••• /, •• , .... 
RT/LT HAND CFT-LB) t •••••• /, •••••• 
CEN GRAV HEAS (eM) <1".'1' 
DE~ POINT = , •••••• OEGe 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ••••••• HMHG 
•• I •• I • 
......... 
iHI ... ·.1I 
• I ...... I 
• •• I •• t: 
." •• ilil 




•• II t ••• 
........ , ...... . 
.... , .. / ........ . 
4.' •• " 
.... 4~'.'.I .... f 
~ •. G· .. ·I· .. t.t., 11··· .... I·e ••••• 
... . . .. . 
• *!I.=, 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = .1.\.1. % 
PART. PRES. C02 = ••••••• HMHG 
..... t, • 
..Itle •• 
" •• 1 .. " 
'11, ••• 
•• I ••• I 
• I ••••• 
• • t • <I •• 
~ ..... .. 
....... , . 
... " ... 
77.50 
."'I.e/'It"" 
• •••••• / •• 'f'" 
... e • -I ... 
."""/"IIII( 
"'·"'1'1,1'" 
"' •• '''/''11'''' 



















GREATER THAN 3 














JLN· 188 PlD ... R+ I, 
SD N 
.3~128 21 126 WEIGHT (KG) 
.~O~H 19 126 WEIGHT (KG) 
1 .~ 160 2q 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
.6~2Z9 2~ 126 WEIGHT (KG) 
SL-2 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONHENTAL REPORT 
,JUlY 8. 1973 SLD" 169 JL.NI1 189 NOt R+ 16 
.,. ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = ••••••• DEGC AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = ••••••• HHHG 
••• HISSION ACTIVITIES 
t ••••••• I •••••• CDR •••• 11.1' ••••• 
••• ~EDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
••• ILLNCSS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
""iI SLEEP DATA 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (HATT-MINS) 
LS ERG (WATT-HINS) EVA HI~E (KEAL/HR) 
EVA DURAT (HRS) 
HK.I EX (HINS) 
HK. II EX (HINS) 
NK. III EX (HINS) TREADMILL (HINS) OTHER EX CHI NS) HEI GHT (r 1l 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAH) 
•• I ...... 
••••••• 
••••••• 
, ....... " 
.t. ANTHROPOHEfRIC DATA 
HIPIWAIST (CH) 
INS/EXP CHEST (CM) NECK (CH) 
RTILT ARH (CM) 
RTILT ARM VOL (CC) RTILT HAND (FT-LS) 
CEN GRAV MEAS ICM) 
44 •• __ '/'.'1.'. 
1111111.'-/ •• 111**. 
• ..... • • I 
~HIII···I·I"". 
•• ""',"tll, •• 
.... " ..... ' •• '1 ••• 
4;I<III'i 
OEH POINT = •••••• , DEGC 









II'. , • I I 
"., .... 
-----. .. I • I.' 
.. , .... / .. , .. ". 
" ... ,./ ....... . 
••••••• 
.......... / .... 11'. 
.... -« ....... " ....... . 
•• g ... ~ .. , •••••• f 
''', .. ,' 
_ .="" __ .""""'-__ ...... _.""""~.ell!o" .• __ ...... 
RELATIVE HUNIDITY = u" ••• r PART. PRES. C02 = .1.,.'1' MXHG 
., •• , ....... , ••• PLT 1.1", .. "1.1 •• 
""'~"I"I' HOURS 
I ........ . 
,'II"', 
.... ". I , 
""., •• I 
• .... I I & 
., .... . 
•• t, ••• 
.1.'.111 
• I' .... I 
• _., .... II 
77.60 
.. ,.,._, ...... . 
.., ••• ,'<1.1'.1,. 











MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FRO'" THE 
SL-2 • JULV 8, 1913 SLO. 1B9 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN 
1'1013 126 COR .00000 62.20B 
Pl073 126 SPT .00000 17.910 
/1073 126 PLT .00000 80.16'1 
PREFLIGHT MEAN 





















SL-2 DAILY CLINICALIENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
..JULy 10. 1973 SlO· 191 JLN' 191 MD' 'R+ 18 
•• , ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = ' •• '1 •• DEGC 
AVG, At1BIENT PRESSURE = ........... 1 HMHG 
~ •• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
.1. ILLNeSS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
•• , MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
, ... SLEEP DATA 
<I,' EXERCISE DATA 
U8 ERG CWATl-HINS) ••• "., 
LB ERG (WATT-HINS) ' •• 'I'~ 
EVA MWE (KEAl/HRl "' •• 1. 
EVA DURAl (HRS) ••••••• 
MK.I EX CMINS) ".'1', 
HK. II EX (HINS) .,., ••• 
HK. III EX CHINS) , ••• ,., 
TREADMIll CHINS) .f ••••• 
OTHER EX CHINS) •••• 1.1 
H£IGHT (~Il ........ 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAH) .'11, •• 
... ~ ANTHROPONETRIC DATA 
HIPIHAIST (CHI , .. , .. , .. /., ...... 
"''''''''''''111 INS/EXP CHEST (CHI NECK (CHI 
RTILT ARH (CHI 
RTILT ARM VOL rCCI 
RT/LT HAND (FT-LSI 
CEN GRAV HEAS rcm 
'''I'I'I/' •• el'l 
"tlt"I/"'illl 
""'I'/'tl"I' 
DEW porNT = •••• , •• DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ~ UH .... HHHG 




•• • 11 • I I 
.1 ••••• 
••• 1111 
... •• I • I 
0'1111' 
".1' •• 
II •••• I 
C I ••• , I 
"""01'/'''1''1, 
••• '1 .... /' ..... ,. 
.... , ... , 
".'1",/"."" 
' •• 1.1'/ ...... " 
••• 1 ... '/ ....... , 
.'11"" 
!D 11 " .... ~ 
"."1 •• " •• HOURS 
", •• I •• 
'1'11.1 
• •••• II 
l'llt •• 
"1'", 
..;. I .,' 
••• t ••• 
""1;.,1 
"1';'1 
• ••• I I • 
'I"'" 
'1"'1'/""1'" 
"""'/1', •• , • 
~ ~ .. , .. 
., ..... / .. , .... 
."I'I'/I'.'QI' 
111 •••• /' •••••• 


































6 HeT (peT) 
3 OXYHB (peT SAT) 







SL-2 DAilY CL I NICAL/ENVI RONt-IENT,,: REPORT 
.JUL Y 12. 1973 SLO" 193 JLN' 193 HD' R+ 20 
••• ENVIRONNENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE::;. ttlttlt DEGC 
AVG. A:18 I ENT PRESSURe = I ... It.. M~IHG 
1'1 MISSION ACTIVITIES 
",,'." ... 11 ••••• CIJR .1., ... 1"' •• 1' 
.. t. I'IEOI CAL n:rERI HENTS/OTO 
'"' ILLNCSS/SYI'IPTOH/PROBLEI'l 
III t-i£DICATiON AND OOS,\G£ 
I. I SLEEP DATA 
1' ••• I.ftl •• 1 HOURS 
t.1 EXERCISE DATA 
US rRG r\-lAlT-HINSI 
LB ERG rI-lATT-~lIr~s) 
EVA r-n.zE (K!.:AL/HRl 
EVA DURAT rHRSI 
HI-:. I EX (HI NS) 
HK. II EX (MINS) 
HK. III EX (HlNS) 
TREADMILL cr-IlNS) 
OHlER EX nHNSI 
HeiGHT (r 11 
~EIGHT (KILOGRAM) 
, I • ,I ••• 
• •••••• 
t ...... . 
, ...... I I 
, , ..... 
• , • I • I • 
• I ••• I ~ 
I •• , , •• 
, •• ANTHROF'ONETRIC DATA 
HIPm.\IST (CHI 
I NS/EXP CHEST (CH) 
N::CK (C~1l 
RTILT ARM (cm 
RT/LT ARt-! VOL (CCI 
RTILT ""NO (rr-LS) 
eEN GRAV r-:EAS (eN) 
.... , .. " ..... . 
t ••••• , / ' • I ... .. 
· ...... ,-, 
••••••• / ••••• 11 
"'.,I.I"f""" 
• I , •• f ./ • , • , , • , 
I ...... , , 
DEW POINT = ""1" OEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 1.1'"'· HNHG 




• , I ...... 
· . , .... 
~,."t •• 
, ..... . 
"'It •• 
• I • I." « • 
..,.,Q' 
...I.I.I/q" •••• 
· ...... / , ..... . 




• .... I •• , 
RELATIVE J-IUI'IIQITY = , •• , ••• %" 
PART. PRES. C02 = ••••• ,' Ht\H::; 
•••• 1\111 ......... PLT .............. . 
""","t •• , HOURS 
I. I. , •• 
.. ..... . 
_ .. , ... . 
• •• I I I , 
"'",." 
• • I • I •• 
""'1"/"11"'1 
• • I It •• , ... I I I. I • I 
• • , I I , • 
""'"./".1'1' 
,'.11 •• / •• 1"., 
., ... "/,,, ... , 
• • , I •• I 









I'IEASURE~ENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT ~EAN 
SL-2 JULY 12, IH3 SLD' 193 JLN. 193 MD' R+ 20 






I~~ ....... ______________________________________________ ~ ___ ~~~~_~~~'.·~1'~?~&~'I~~U~ 
SL-2 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONe£NTAL REPORT 
JULY 13. 1973 SLD· 1911 JlN' 191i MO' R+ 21 
1.1 ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPrRATURE ~ .~ •• t •• OEGC DEW POINT = ·-·t..t'I aCGC 
AVG. Af1BIENT PRESSURE = f. ....... MNHG PART. PRES. OXYGEN = • I ........ f'IHHG 
". HISSION ACTIVITIES 
11 ••••• 1 •• 1.1" CDR .11.t"II.'f.~' SPT .fl,.,'I"".' 
til MEDICAL EXP[RIHENTS/OTO 
.,. ILLNESS/SYNPTOM/rr.08LEN 
'"' NCDiCATION AND OOS,'"GE 
tit SLEEP DATA 
t •• ' ••• II ••• I HOURS """"."1 HOURS 
til EXERCISE DATA 
us ERG (WATT-HINSI ••••••• 
La ERG (WATT-HINS) ... H .. 
EVA NWE' U<EAL/HRI .. 1," I I I 
[VA DURAl (HRS) ""1'1' 
HK.I EX CHINS) ' •• 1 •• ' 
HK. II EX CHINS) '"III~' 
HK. III EX CHINS) ... ..,..."'" 
TREADMILL CHINS) t".I.1 
OTHER EX (NINSI I.,., •. 
HEIGHT ri J) ••••••• 
hlEIGI-H (KILOGRAM) ,.tl._. 
••• ANTHROPONFTRIC DATA 
HIPIflAIST (CM) 
I NS'EXP CHEST (eN) 
NECK (CI1) 
RT /l T ARH (CM) 
RT /l T ARI1 VOL tCC I 
RT/l T llANO IFT-l81 
CEN GRAV HE"S (Cli) 
, .. ," ... 1'.1."" 
tllft"'/""'" 










.... I • , I 
""'"" 
• •• , • I I 
,,'"11' 
II.' I -<I .-<1 
• I I I I '-<I 
""0'1,/"1, •••• 
, ••••• ".111.11 
• -<I. I I I I .. 
1.· •• t' .. I··'·~·· 
""~"/I'tl'fl 
·'·'"'"/"lllf" 
.. .. 'I • 1 I , 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = , ..... ,. % 
PART. PRES. C02 = I.lf." HHHG 
"".111,",,".1 PLT """""""'0 
1.",.1, ••• 1 HOURS 




I • I .... ~ 
.. of I t I •• 
.",.11 
, I ~ I •• of 
"""11' 
II' C I I I , 
"1.1 ''''I,{;I' '11 
.'I,I't"."'I'" 
I ••• f • I 
'fl-Clt."'~I'ti 
"011"",",'"'1 
• t I , • I 'I" t , 1/ , I I 




I'IEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN, 3 50 FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-Z JULV 13, 1973 SLD~ 19q JLN~ 19q 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
1'1171 Z8 PLT Ie~; .50 160.60 8.0911 5 
1'117'1 39 PL T 120.33 103.78 5.q563 5 
mTl 106 PL T Q9.qOO 33.780 3.3228 5 
1'1171 lOB PLT 112.50 B6.967 5.57.32 5 
m71 113 PL T ZQ 335. 20q 35 • 1279.7 5 
1'1171 I1q PLT 31059. 25558. IQ88.1 ~ 
1'1171 136 PLT Q2.32q 23.322 5.Q997 5 
1'1171 IQ3 PLT 20.760 1.9909 6.0156 5 
1'1171 IQ9 PL T IQI96. 8175.0 1611.7 5 
MOn 109 PLT .75990 .25610 .15763 6 
MOn 160 PL T 151.91 175.66 6.Q901 6 
M092A 128 PLT Iq .000 IQ.585 .10291 6 
M092A 172 PL T Q.3900 1.5977 . B06 77 6 
~10nA 176 PLT -.71000-01-.25000-01 .13357-01 6 
" ~ .. 
, 
MD~ R+ ZI 
28 SSP-LEVEL 2(MMHGl 
39 MAP-LEVEL 3 (MM HG 1 
106 PULSE PRS-REST (MMHGl 
lOB PULSE PRS-LEV Z (MMHG 1 
113 PRESSURE RATE PRODUCT-LEV 
l1q PRESSURE RATE PRODUCT-LEV 
136 SSP/VD2 Z5-5D 
IQ3 MAP/VD2 50-75 
IQ9 PRP /V02 50-75 
109 HRllR/LBNP QO-50 
160 rR INTERVAL (RECOVERV) 
30S R CALF CIRC 
352 51 SLOPE (- J 6 ) 













SL-2 DAILY CLlNICAL/ENVI RONMENTAL REPOFIT 
JULY 16, 1973 SLOt. 197 JUJ' L97 MO· R+ 2'i 
11 .. ~ ENV I RON~IENT AL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = .... u .... t DEGe 
AVG. ANSrf:NT PRESSURE = '1"'1'1 1'!I'tHG 
'1. MISSiON ACTIVITIES 
'f""I<I..-I.""'.I COR 11.'I •• t"II~' 
tf t HEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
.. I. ILLNE55/SY!'lPTOM/PROOLEt-I 
f I I NCO I CA II ON AND DOSAGE 
IH SLEEP DATA 
." .... I"tf". HOURS 
II' EXERC I SE DATI, 
UB ERG (WATT-NlNSI 
LB EHG U-IATT-MINS) 
EVA NHE (KEALI HR I 
EVA OURAT (HRSI 
HK.I EX (HINSI 
HK. II EX [iiiNSI 
HK. II I EX (KINSI 
TREAONILL (HINSI 
OTHER EX (HINSI 
HEIGHT (r 11 
WEIGHT (KII.OGRAM) 
..... It.' • 
I, • I I I {' 
t.1I.t .. t 
,," .. If.1 
1I,"tl.t 
... '1.1 .. 
t ..... I I t. 
.. tt ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPIWAIST (CHI 
INS/EXP CHEST (CH) 
NECK (CMI 
RT IL T ARM fCM) 
RT/LT ARM VOL (CCI 
RT/LT HArm (FT-LSI 
CEN GRAV MEAS (CM) 
•• t, .... /, ...... , 
<1 ....... /, ....... . 
1I1114f' 
'"'II''/f''''''' IlI_III'I","·1 
..... ,fl/ •••• tll 
... f ... II 
OEW POINT = ",",C,"' DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = .. H". I M~iHG 
"'-lillll£(II"'. SPT 1"11.1.1.,11." 
t"fll~""II' HOURS 
• I I I ..... 





..... I .. I 
til ...... 
........ t • 
II .. '''' • 
fl'.5." 
' •• 111'/"1'."'" 





I ..... " .. 
RELATIVE HU}~,IDliY = '0'1.'1 r 
PART. PRES. C02 = I.q" •• HMHG 
""lllt",," HOURS 
II' t .... ,..-
..." ••• 1 
I ...... 0-
.. <11 I I ... I 
."I1lfl 
•• t •• 11 
II ..... of , 
•• ~ .. 1 1 I 
I~"QI." 
,.,",Iof 
Q ••• ,.I 
•• 'tt.II/.I.I' •• 
." •••• '/It ...... 
••••• I , 
."." •• /llrf.'" 
" .... , ••• '.11" •• 1 
•• "'I'/'.'-{"" 













I'1EASUREI'IENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE 
SL-2 JULV 16, 1913 SLO'" 197 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN 
M17i 2q SPT 150.33 138.73 
!'l17l 32 SPT 36.661 51.633 
fIl7l 3q SPT 33.667 52.133 
1'1171 36 SPT 90.qIT· 73.967 
1'117) 108 SPT Iqq .00 109.63 
MI7l III SPT IOB33. 7599.7 
1'1171 130 SPT 3T .q23 3q.626 
MI7l 138 SPT -33.7QI -5.3QqT 
1'1171 I q 0 SPT -9.Qq33 T. 8375 
MI7l I Q I srT -2l.%3 5.88Q8 
1'1171 IQl SPT 28.219 9.26T3 
MITI Iq3 SPT -!.Q912 20.655 
1'1171 IH SPT 3699.T 58H.T 
1'1002 I SPT 77 .69Q 63.833 
1'1092 5 SPT 7Q.690 58.35q 
Mon 156 SPT Iqo.oo 133.35 
Mon 15 B SPT 129.8Q 125.02 
MonA 37 SPT I. 5 2q I I. Tq 08 
MonA T6 SPT Q!.q 25 29.Q81 
MonA 82 SPT 1.760T 1.9802 
MonA 159 SPT T9.9U 6Q.279 
MonA 172 SPT 6. 30Q 0 2.5692 
MIIOA qO PL T 3.1000 3.9QOO 
1; 
PREFLIGHT MEAN 
JLN .. 197 1'10" R+ 
SO N 
3.8253 5 2q 
3.2369 5 3Z 
5.9095 5 3q 
3.T338 5 36 
8.986q 5 108 
828.96 5 III 
.528H q 130 
q.%95 q 138 
Q.% II Q I Q 0 
1.7027 q Iq I 
2.15 Db Q Iq2 
6.6985 Q IQ 3 
566.IT q In 
q.30QB 6 I 
q.6031 6 5 
1.97BO 6 156 
I .q 8 II 6 158 
.56508-01 6 21T 
3.1686 6 256 
.12233 6 262 
q .2328 6 339 
.7682J 6 3?2 
.27019 5 220 
2q 
H R-LEVEL 3 (RT/MIN) 
DBP-LEVEL 1 (MM fiG) 
OBP-LEVEL 3 (MM HG) 
MAP-REST (MM IIG) 
PULSE PRS-LEV 2 (MMHG) 








HEART RATE (CONTROLI 
HEART R~TE (RECOVERV) 
PR INTERVAL (CONTROL) 
PR IrI TERV AL (-q 0 ) 
ST-E CIRC (-30) 
J EL (CONTROL) 
O-ST SLOpE (-30) 
HEART RATE (-8 ) 












St -~ ('AU \ \.'", INh7At It t~}'tH .. ~~~!-:~ t,:,";.: fi: '· .. ·in 
,'II. Hr:,; ~;~ (1' ":':~H ,'1 N' "'!t; r.~l· lh l"~ 
),.\'0. l~-t~·iH,\h·:;f •• 11", [·:t~l.· 
A\'l.;. I.J::'1l t~r I·.'~ ~'~;~II'f <I 1'1" I t:'1li,i 
_ .j • " • '- " " , I • I , • • ft'li 4i I I I , • I , •••• , 41 
lTn n~l~ (1./,\lT~Utt-:'.'" 
II' [ Ii~· fI~,\T T tilth' 
r\''\ t-B~r n.t.\I ilU~J 
[ ,',\ Ot'I{.\T tIIH~;, ) 
t!~. I n ruiN,;, 
tlK. II rx I ttt N~; I 
we 111 [, ttll N~lI 
lm,Al~tlllt (tIIN~;l 
l1TIIUl lX HIlN~;' 
'~.I"IIT WI! 
I~~,' f(~fll (~J1.('1lit~M'I) 
IIJP:HAISI fl"m 
I N:-; .. '" Xi' CHua {fW 
N~(K fI:m 
HT Il r .\I\~I I DII 
RT;l. T f.HN V(1L {CO 
IH/LT IWln Irl-LII' ("EN l~fM\' Nl",\~t (eN) 
I I I , .. , I 
• .... , t • 
• I , , •• I 
4:" I • , • I 
.. '- • , I I 1 
• •• , • I t 
• , I • , , • 
, I I , , , I 
_ ..... , I , 
• t, • , 4 , 
, t .. I I , • 
., •• .t""'II'" 
• , ... I I I;' • , I , i I 
• , I •• _ , 
I'" I' "t I'll' I 
, ••• II'f"tllt l 
"'·"'Ii"lt," 
· , , . , , . 
P: il fl.'H:t I • I I ,. I N- t~!~ 
PAfiT. I'w ~l. I.'\h;::: ••• I' t. t:!!I~.~ 
•• t " ••• I ••••• '-, Si'T • I , • I • , •• 4 • '" • '-
· , .... , , 
I ••• , , • 
" .. , .. , ~ 
• , I ••• I 
• ••• e , • 
• • , 4 • , • 
.. , I .. , , • 
• , , , • I I 
.. , •••• i 
I""" 
,'Itt'l 
.", •• it.r.~t"'1 
", .... ' .... ," 
, •• 141. 




nftATJ\': K"~:;~:n ,,~ ... ,! 
PAnl. "iil-S. fl\' "1,1'1 t:·~·i.",. 





, , I • , , .. 
"1'111 
I .... , I • , 
I i I • I •• 
• • , • t , 1 
• I , I , , • 
• • , .. , , I 
"""'/""'" 
• 1 • I • I tit Ii' • , • 
• , I ~ , , I 
t"",I,'I'f-'" 
.,.,.""tt"" 















nrASUREMENTS GREATER TIIAII 3 SO FRijn THE PREFL IGHT MEAII 
Sl-2 AUG 2~ • IH3 SlO· 23& JlN. 23& 
EXPT IMEAS nAIl VALliE nEA'i SO II 
niT! JZ SPT ~ 1./'&7 51.633 3.23.9 5 
MIll 13. SPT n.21~ ~5 .. 6'iS 9.~9~q ~ 
nITI I~ I spr -3.3T23 5.SSQS I.T02T q 
I'll 7 I Iq? SPT 2b .&H ??C,13 2.T50& ~ 
niT! Iq(, SI'T 2.9506 3&.65. 8.5302 'i 
I'llTi IH SPT ~102.T 58ZT • T 5& .. 17 ~ 
MITI 31 Pl T 89.667 6Q.qn 6.6~!'1 5 
1'1111 36 Pl T 10'1.% 18.107 &.93n 5 
nl TI lOb PI T ~~ .&&7 33.T50 3.32Z0 5 
I'll T I 131 Pl .. S I.~% q 1.1 T8 2 .~2T2 5 
Mill 135 Pl T 9.59'12 3'1.706 T .~'ISO 5 
MITI 13S pl T -15.520 T.!'121 q.59ST 5 
MITI l~ I PI T -T.!'IS. 1 •• 50? 3.8311 5 lIon 15S ron 1~2.03 15I.Q3 2.3008 & 
MOH ISO CDR -IS.322 2.8523 5.90'IT b 
M~q2 27 SPT I .3800 3.02-;0 .3092~ & 
1'1092 28 srT 2.~900 ~ • 2~ IT .~06'12 & 
1'1092 29 SrT 2.9200 5.0T33 .69&90 & 
Mon 3'1 sr r .SHOO 2.l'a38 .3n'l~ 6 
11092 '12 SPT -.t'000-01-.~3~OO-01 .72,95-02 & 
1'I0n II? srT .&6'i71-0) .16202 .21906-01 b 
MonA 39 con t • 13Jj 3 I • 3b 07 .9'1925-01 & 
1'I092A &0 COR -'19.7£.0 -39.033 3.26&0 & 
MonA 72 con -9'1.0 II -&9.'190 7.0T59 & 
MonA. 131 SI'T 35.700 3&.867 .10b19 & 


























3 I t 
31B 
&3 






OOP-REST (MM IIG) 
nAP-RES r HlI'1 116) 





PR IIlTfnv AI (-'10 ) 
P IlnX AZ (RFrOVfRV) 
PIVC EOP (-30) 
Plve EOI' (-'10) 
PlVC EOI' (-50) 
51 SlorE (-50) 
51 COMPL I nNCE (-30) 
PlVC/l6t1r 16-30 
5T-f CIRe (-50) 
ST MAX AZ (RErOVEnV) 
J AZ (-3d) 
onnl TEMP. 










SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/EUVIRO:'::1EtHAL REPORT HAY tt. 1973 SLD' 12/i ..n.fl' 1211 MO- r- 85 
•• ( EtNlfiON:-:t:NTAl 
AVO. TEMPE'Rt, H:Hi: ;; H" ~ , ., Deoe 
AVG. "HBJDU Ptl[SSURE :0 ,., c. "' HHflG 
ttl m~SION "enVillE'S 
til I t 1 " •• f' • t I • COR _ I 1 I • If' I , I • 1 • 
vlt ~~DJCAL ExrtRI~£NTS:DTO 
" I ILLNESS/SYI-IPTOH/pnoa:..t:M 
III N£'OICATION Mom DOSAGE 
.n SLEEP DATA 
"ttll'~f"11 HOURS 
'" EXERCISE DATA 
ua ERG (HATT-HINS) 't"t" LB ERG (WATT-HINSI 3500.00 EVA H~IE (KE"AL!HR) ..... H' 
EVA DURAT (HRS) I~"'" HK.I EX CHINS) "'1.,, 
tlK. II EX CHINS) ~ltll"" 
HK. III EX CHINS) 11"'" TREADMILL tHINS) I"'f.f OTHER EX (HINS) 6.00 
HEIGHT 'ill 'u.". WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) I.,I.t' 
... ANTfiROPOHETR I C DATA 
HIPIHAIST (CHI 
INS/EXP CHEST (Clll 
NECK (CHI 
RTILT ARM (CM) 
RTILT ARH VOL (CCI 
RTILT HAND (FT-LSI 
CEil GRAV MEAS (CHI 
I., •• , .. !,I,,-I'I-I 
'fl."'!I"f~11 
••• tt •• 
."."t" ••• , •• 
"I'I.t/'I'~I" 
'1,,, •• ,,,,,.,'-1" 
1.<I',ftl 
DEW POUlT = """ I DEOC PART. PRES. OXYGEN:; 11.,.t. HHflG 
""",''''''£1' SPT .d"'1I,.ql.,~. 
i!<I'I., •••••• tl HOURS 
iii If ..... , 
... I •••• 
11 ••• <I I I 
"~1I1'1 





•• • I , • , 
II'" II' .,' ...... 1 
"11' .. ~.!.1.111. 
1 ...... " 
... , .... " ........ , 
11'-1,.'/"1"1' 
iii' ••••• , .. , •••• , 
""'" 
RELATI .. :E H:J~IDITY ;; "1'" f l' PART. PRES.. CO? <::.. , •• f , ,t H~:rl:;' 




... , • I I t 
,I' .. '" 
" , . ,. ~ . 
to •• t I ... 
t.tl.I' 
""1" 
.. , ••• ' t 
-1.'''''' 
• • 11' I •• 
'1'.'<1""""'. 
,., .. ,1'/'1,"'1 
." ... I • I 
'.11.,."111'1' 11' ..... " ••• -.:11. 
<I' • , f f. • t /' ,1 tel f', 













SL-3 CAlL Y CLlNICI.~ Ir:N'.'tRO~:~:E'NT AL F.£PORT 
H~Y 5. 1973 SLD' 125 .A.N' 125 MD' F- 8, 
• ,1 EtI\'JROW~'::tn AL 
AVG. TE'I1FERAiURE: = •••• c •• eEGC 
AVG. At:a{EUT PR:::SSUr.f: = •••••• I MMHG 
til MISSION ACTIVITIES 
1 •• t~lll.ql"" CDR .. ,., •••••• <11 •• 
, .. HEDIC:.L EXPEIlI~'£NTS/DTO 
II, ILL~ES5ISYHPTOH!rROcLrM 
t ,. MCotCATJON hND DOSAGE 
~ .. SLEep DATA 
" ••• '1 ••••••• HOURS 
.,, EXERC~SC DATA 
UB ERG nU .. TT-MINS) ~I"'" 
La ERG (HATT-~lJN5) • fll" t 
EVA HWC (KEAL/HR) tlCII" 
EVA DURAT (HRS) .." ........ 
HK.I EX (tituS] I •••••• 
11K. 11 EX tHINS) ........ . 
HK. III EX tHINS) Utlill 
TReADMIll (HlI~S) ' •• 1.1' 
OHlER EX (HINSI 19.00 
HEIGHT (r 11 ., ••••• 
WEIGHT cr:ILOGRAM) 111 ••• 4 
1.1 ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPIWAIST (CHI 
INS/EXP CHEST (CHI 
NECK (CHI 
RTILT ARM (CHI 
RT/LT ARH VOL (CCI 
RT/LT HAND (FT-LSI 
CHI GRAV HEAS (CHI 
, •• , ••• ,1""'1' 
... ,., •• "iI."'\ 
till'.' 
•• ".llt,,,,, ••• , 
., .. , .. / ....... , 
•••• I.i/ ...... ,; 
••• t -( 1 I 
OEH POiNT :.' ., I I ••• DEGC 
PART. PR.ES. O:(YGEN ::; ......... HHH3 
.,w ••••••••••••• SPT ., •• 'Q ••••••• , 
".,<1""", HOURS 
I' • I , , • 
• .... ,'!I. 
• ••• t •• 
I. , .... , 
""1" 
'C'.II .. I 
'I"." 
<1.1.1" 
• ...... f 
'1"". 
'.'1"'11 
..... ,', ..... ,. 
..... ,." ....• ,! 
· ... , .. 
, ...... , ..... , .. 
.... ,.,/ ... , ... 
."""/("''-'~~ 
tl.'~·~ 
RELATIVE HUNtOliY::. ", •••• : 
PART.. PRES .. CO? .,. I. I I • •• H~~~G 
••• " •••••• 1' •• f'LT ",."","", 
11 ••• " ..... " ItOtJRS 
• , I •• I • 
• • I •• , • 
.... , .. 
• • , , •• I 
• • I I ••• 
.. ••• I , • 
I •• , •• , 
..... I ,. , 
•• t , ••• 
•• f I I I • 
e •••• 't. 
..., ••• "tt,I'I' 
.tt.,I./.I.tlll 
.. •• , '" I 
• ••••• "1 •• ' ••• 
.1 •• 111'11111.' 
,1.'(-14'11,,'11 













SL-3 DAILY CLlUlCALJEUVlRONN£,UTAL m:PORT 
HAY IS. 1973 SLO' 135 JUP 135 l1!)' ,- 74 
'1", ENVIROr-\~:t:NT AL 
AVG. T(f-l.P£RATCPE =- .,.". I orG!:' 
AVG. At-:SIEt1T PP-ESSURE =- .,." •• ~:NHG 
IH tlISSJON ACTIVITIES 
.,., •• " ••• , ••• COR ••• " ...... ,'" 
'H f".EDIC;,l £XPERW£NTSJDTO 
". ILLt:ESS/SYt1?10HlPR03LE"X 
.tt t'J.:OICATlON AUD OOSAGE 
UI SLEEP DATA 
•••••••••• ,'" HOURS 
Uf (x£RcISf: DATA 
US ERG (HArT-t1fNS) ",.Iil 
LB ERG WATT-NINS) ., ••••• 
EVA m.re (KE·Al/HR) ••• , •• I 
EVA DURAT CHRSl tl.'I •• 
HK.I EX (HINS) n" .... 
HK. II EX (NINS) ...... II 
HK. !It ex f\'1iNS) HUlet 
TReADMilL (HINS) ",.<i •• 
OTHeR EX IHINS) '15.00 
HEIGHT (rlJ "" ... 
HEIGHT CKIlOGRAH) "Clt •• 
-t .. ANTHROPOMETRlC DATA 
HIP/HAIST (C~11 """'/<1.\1-1"" 
INS/EXP C~EST (CM) ""'~'I""'" 
NECK ecr-I) H"." 
RTILT ARl'1 (CI1) .HU-H'"'U,, 
RT/LT ARM VOL (eC) 111,'1'/""'''' 
RTllT HAND (FT-LBl ...... 11 f/ •• ,., •• 
eEN GRAV HEAS (CH) ' ... H.' 
OCH POINT = ttll'" D£GC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN =- , ••• I ... I H:1H::; 
••••••••• ' ..... ,. SPT ... , •••••• , ••• , 
., ••••••••• , HOURS 
.ttt .... 
• I , ., I • 
.,.'.1(. 
• •• I ••• 
, ........ . 
• •• I • I t 
lIl"I" 
.. •• , '11 • 
• t. •• I • I 
1.141 •• 1 
.. C C ..... 
,., ..... / ..... , ... 
t'I.,lIt/"·I •• , 
""'1' 
...... 1/'······ 
....... / ...... , 
""I.,/.,_,.t, 
, •• 1., .. 
RELATIVE HUHlOITY -r. , .... It % 
PART. PRES. C02 = ".' •• '~ NMHG 
"' •••• ,.1.1.'" PLT , ••• , •••••• , •• 
•• 1 •••••••• , HOllRS 
t ••• I , , 




· .. , .. . 
I I .. t t .. . 
.. .. ,.t. 
••• t • , • 


















SL·~3 DAilY ClINIC;'L/ENVIRON~:'::Nr'\l REPORT 
~IA'" lB. 1973 SLO' 130 JlN' 138 HO' F- 71 
'~VG. TE'NPERArU?£ :0 I fl' I. t OEGe 
AVG .. Af':arnn PRE"SSURE; ::. f' •••• t MaHG 
IS. ~HSSlo:.: ACTIVITIES 
'1",,"1"'11' COR ""'1"""" 
,g. flEotCI,L r.XPERH:ENTSlOTO 
• It ILLNfSS/SY:lPTOMIP£i;'-IOl.Hl 
til HEDtCATlON ANl~ (JO!iAGE 
It. SLEEP DATA 
••• EXCRCISE DATA 
US (RG {HATT~mNSl ~I"'" 
L8 ERG (I.JATT~mNSJ 1111 ••• 
EVA Hl':£ !K£AL/HRI .. 11 •• « I 
EVA OllrMT (l-1R5) a"',ll 
HK.I EX (HIN51 "tlill 
HK. II EX (HINS) " ••••• 
NK. 111 EX (HINS) ••••••• 
TREADMILL (HINS) 'I t. I I I 
OTHER EX (HItISI 12.00 
HE t GHT rr Il ~ .... ttl 
HEIGHT (KiLOGRAI11 1.11111 
.. I ANTHRopmlETRIC DATA 
fllPII<AIST (Oil 
INS/EXP CHEST (CHI 
NI2'CK (C~1l 
RT IL T ARM [CHI 
Rl/LT ARM VOL (CCI 
RT/LT HAND (n-Lal 






.... I ..... 
DEl-: POINT;; t.I.". OEGC 
PART. PRES. OX\'Gt:N :. ...... I I H!'!U':; 
SPT •••• t~I<II.,ltt 
••••• "1".1 HOURS 
,".".t 
'1"'1' I"" •• , 
"Itlll 
• , , •• I • 
"1"1' 
I I • I ., • 
• tttt •• 
I' •• I •• 
• •• I , •• 
tt, •• tt 
"1"',"" •• 1". 
... ,I.,./."fll' 
• •• I 1ft 
"1, •• ,/"1",. 
lat'I"/""'t,. 
........ , ....... . 
111'1" 
RELATIVE: H:..::-:.IDITY::.. •• ,.,., I 
PART. PRES. C02 = •••••• I M~:HJ 
• , , • , I , • t I ••• I • PL T • Itt I • I , I ••• , • 
"~I'f •• t'I' IIOURS 
• I , , , , I 
, • I , I , , 
• t t ••• I 
c". , ••• 
• • I I , , I 
· , , ... , 
a,Q, •• , 
• •••••• 
• •••••• 
• ••••• I 
'.1"" 
t I , •• t '/' I • , , I ... 
"'ft'., •• ,." • 
• •• I 14 .. 
III""I/"et". 












SL-3 DAILY CLltlICAL/EINIRDtW.ENTAL REPORT 
MAY 23:. 1973 SLD~ 143 ..JlN' 143 t1O- F- 66 
t. t fNVI RON!".!:NTAl 
AVG. TEHF'ERATttR£ :: , ••• , •• DE'GC 
AVO. ANa lENT F'R£SSUF,E = • I. f"" NHHG 
"" MISSION ACTlVUlES 
•• tt"f.I't~' •• CDR ' •••• ,llt.~.tt 
1.1 N£OICAL EXPErUt:ENTS/OTO 
•• I ILLNLSS/SYNPTOalPR08LCH 
... t MCOICATtO!4 AND DOSAGE 
... SLEEP DATA 
••••••••• -1 ... , HOURS 
tIl EXERCISE DATA 
UO ERG (WATT-HINS) "",." 
LB ERG (WAH-tONS) ~250.00 
(VA Ht.fE (KEAL/HRl t, ... t ... 
EVt\ DURAl IHRS) tt ... .. 
HK.I EX CHINS) •• ".,. 
~IK. 1! EX tHiNS) ~""'I 
HK. III EX CHINS) I •• t ••• 
TREADMILL CHINS) ••••••• 
OTHER EX (NINS) S.OO 
HEIGHT (r Il I U .. It 
~EIGHT (KILOGRAM) ••••••• 
Itt ANTHROPONETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST' (et-I) , ... "",/ .... 11. 
INS/EX? CHE.ST (em <It It. to, .. H .... 
NECK (eM) .... " If I 
RT/LT ARM (eM) 1 •••• 1./4441'" 
RT/LT ARH ·,.ot ICCl _~I"u'/luHlt 
ATILT HAND (FT-LSI .ttt.I·/ttttltt 
CEt~ GRAV 11£AS (CM) f.t.'11 
eE~ POINT = 401.1.1 eEGC 
PART. PP£S. OXYGEN = .0 ••• 11 HMHu 
_ •••••••• 1 ••• 1. SPT "I •• q •• ~." ••• 
.1"""1.'" HOURS 
I' • 1 , •• 




• • I •• I I 
1'1' I I • 
I ••• , I • 
• tl.I.1 
I. I' • , I 
" •• , • I • 
• ••••• t/""'" 
I'II."'/.""I~ 
• I • I I • t 
1!'.tI ••• ,/,t.'.I. 
1, •• t'I/"'C"~ 
I"till/.t.'"'' 
... "1,,, 
RELATiVE HUM!DITY = ' •••• 11 % 
PART. PRES. C02 = • I ,., c. ~ll1H:3 
,.' ••••• 11 ••••• PlT ..JI ••• tll""I~" 
••• 'IR"'I" H:lUR3 
11.1"· 
1\ •• I ••• 
, •• I ••• 
· ..... . 
"II,tl 
I ... I • I I • 
• • 'I •••• 
1111 •• 11 
II ... 1 I , • 
• I I II I • I 
fIQI.I' 
1.1.1 •• /tll."11 
.It.,I./lfft.11 




• •• I I •• 
1 , 
j 
SL-3 DAtL Y CLt NtCAL/ENVI Rmw.E:NTAL RrPORT 
HAY 24. 1973 SLOt 144 ..n...N' 14=-t MO' f- 65 
.. t. E'NV 1 Rm~:-IENT Al 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = •••••• 1 DrGe 
AVO. ANelENT PRESSURE <::. , •••••• MHHG 
.It MISSION AeTiVlllES 
•••••• , •••••••• CDR ••••••••••• ". 
... NEDIC/,L EXPERH:ENTS/DTO 
~.a lLlr-.:rSS/SYMPTOH/PRa9LEN 
Itt H£"OlCATiON AND DOSAGE 
••• SLEEP DATA 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
U8 ERG tHATT-MINSl 
LB ERG (UAIT-HINSI 
[VA H'~E mEAL/HR) 
EVA DURAT (HRSI 
NK. t Ex (HINSI 
HK. t t EX (HINSI 
~IY.. t I I EX (tJlNSI 
TREADMILL (HINSI 






.. , .... 
•••• , I , 
........... 
..... t (I" 
6.00 
...... , ., <II 
I ..... I I 
.. ~ Al'ITHROPOMETRiC DATA 
HIPII4AtST (CN! 
tNS/EXP CHEST (Ctil 
NECK (CMI 
RT IL T ARH (CM) 
RTfLT ARM VOL (CCI 
RT IL T HAND (FT -LBl 
eEN GRAV t-:t:AS rCN) 
........ /It.II;I'1 
, ....... , ...... . 
.. I ..... I 
••• 1.1'/."-.1 ••• 
••••• I .. /"~-<I· .. • .. 
'1"'""I'f'~'" 
.. , • I I , I 
O~H POINT; .J ••• ,. OEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN:; ••• I ... I HMHG 
" •••••••• e •••• SPT ••••• Itl.' ••• ' 
II •• 'C. 
• • I I ••• 
, ....... . 
!! , ••• f ! 
. ".," 
• •••• I 'I 
11'14'" 
C, , I 'I ... 
• •• Q" •• 
• 1 •• 1'1' 
• •••• I • 
......... /'1 ••• , •• 
' •• "'1/""'" 
.......... 
.. ... 1'1 •• "' ••••• 
""""/""'" 
........ '/ •• Ifl •• 
" •• I .. G 
RELATIVE HU!1IOITY:. '.all" I 
PART. PRES. C02 :. ••• I I I. ~:MHG 
•••••• 111 •••••• PLT ""'''',''''''' 
••• 11, •• 1<111 HOURS 
· , ..... ~ 
· ....... 
· ....... 
• •• I I •• 
· , , .. " .. 
••• tI.,. 
.. .... ( .. 
• 4 /, •• I , 
'",,'11" 
• 0 , • I •• 
C~1iI·" 
ICIIII./." •• ,.' 
"".'If/", •• g, 
• f" I I • , 
, ••••• t/'I ••• I. 




















SL-3 DA.ILY CllNlCAL'ENVlRON~1!:rHAL REPORT 
HAY 30. 1973 SLO' 150 .JLN' 150 HO' F- 59 
l' • EtNI RONMEUT AL 
AVG. THIPERATURC = • •• 1.' ... DEGC 
AVG. AHBIE:n PRESSURE:. • I. I I. t mlllG 
If I MISSION ACTIVITIES 
"'.'".1 •• 1''"''' COR ~" •• tl"t ••• , 
I II ~IEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
'II ILLNESS/SYNPTOM/PRoeLnl 
'" ~:EOICATION AND DOSAGE 
H' SLEEP DATA 
""""'I'~' HOURS 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (HATT-HiNS) f; .... Of 
La ERG HlhTT-MINS) 'II ... .. 
EVA N~:E (KEAL/HR) 1'11.1 •• 1 
eVA DURAT (HR5) "'.1" 
HK.l EX (HINS1 10.1'" 
~'K. 11 EX (HINS) .1111/1' 
HK. III EX (HINS) ,".,,1 
TREADHILL (HINS) 1,''''1, 
OTHER EX tHINS) 11'1111'4 
HEIGHT (r I) '"Ilell 
wtlGHT (KiLOGRAt1l ,. II "'" 
I., ANTHi1:0PONETRtC DATA 
HIPII4AIST (Cm 







RTiL T ARM (CHI 
RT/LT AR(1 VoL (CC) 
RT/LT HAND (fT-LS) 




DEW POINT = """.,. DEGC 
PART. PRC'S. OXYGEN:. t"",e HMHG 
1""""'"1'" SPT '·'I.'~'Gitlr'. 
•••• ,."., •• HOURS 
"".'141 
", .. ,. 
... " .. 
'1"14' 
1"''''1' 
11';;1' .. 1 
II If" .. 1 
'1"lt. 
"I'III~ 
.. I I t II I. 







277 1i. 00/2669. 00 
102.001 101.00 
. , ...... , 
RElATIVE HUMIDITY ~ '."HI .t 
PART. PRES. C02:. .......... I M}:HG 
• ••• '"1 ••••• 111 PLT 'II'"".I"""~ 





1'1 I ... , 
" I I • It' 
• , • I t I , 
















SL-3 DAILY CLlNICAL/ENVIRotj~!rNTAL REPORT 
.JUI'\:: 24. 1973 SLOt 175 JLN' 175 HO' F- 3li 
I •• ErWIRO:-':MENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE 1: I".". DEGC 
AVG. AP.3IEtlT PRESSURE 1: tl""1 HMHG 
,., MISSION ACTIVITIES 
••• • ••••••• 1 ••• CDR '" •••••••••••• 
II'S f:ED1CAL CXPERU1CNTS/DTO 
•• , tLLI~ESS/SYl'IPTOHIPR09lCH 
.tl MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
lei SLEEP DATA 
.,. EXERCISE DATA 
ua ERO (I.JA TT -H I NS) 
La ERG (HATT-HINS) 
EVA HWE' [KEAL/HR) 
[VA DURAl CHRS) 
MK.I Ex (HINS) 
HK. II EX (HINS) 
HK. III EX (MINS) 
TREAOI1ILL CHINS) 
OTHER EX (HINS) 
HEIGHT (r tl 
HE(GHT (KILOGRAM) 
,."". 
•• • I • , , 
-., •• 1' 
• I • I I • f 
••••••• 
•• 'I ••• 
.It ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/HAIST (CHI 
INS/EX? CHEST CCM) 
NECK (eM) 
RTIL T ARM (CHl 
RTILT ARM VOL (CC) 
RTILT HM~D CFT-LS) 
eEN GRA\, '''£,\5 (CM) 
"""'/"".'1 
, , •• I , ./ •• I , t • 1 
'1.li •• 
"1111"/'1'1'11 
II' ... I'/fl ••• ,' 
"'II"/""It'~ 
, ... I I , • 
DEN POINT = •••••• , DEGC 
PART. PRES. OX'I'GF", ::. • I I. I. t MNHG 
'," •• '.11., ••• SPT ••••••• 1 ... ' ••• 
., •• , ••••••• HOURS 
tI •••••• 
.* ••• ,. 
• •• I • i • 
I •• ' ••• 
, ...... , 
.,.a.ol 
• ••• -( G •• 
""'.'1 
40.00 
• of I • t •• 
I •• , •• t 
'.11111/ ... '1.'. 
...... ,/., .. , .. 
• , •••• I 




-" .... '""' ..... ~~."'" ... 
R~lATIVE HUMIDITY = ."t'" % 
PART. PRES. C021: I""" MNHG 
"'""II,.'t ••• PlT ... I".,.f •• , •• 




• , 'f , • I • 
Ille.,. 
••• 1 I ,. 
• ,I, • ,. 
· ,... " 
I •••• I • 
•• a., •• 
CI •• '.' 
~ •••••• / ..... I.t 
""".'/"'1'" 
• I I , ••• 
., •••• '/I.t'.~t 
"''''''/'''''''' 
".ft'·I'··t ••• 








SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONH"NTAL REPORT 
JUHE 27. 1973 SLOt 178 JLNt 178 HO' F- 31 
'I. EtNIRO:~NENTAL 
AVG. TEN?!:'RATURE ;: I "' " •• DrGC 
AVG. AN31rNT PRESSURE" = I'~I'C' HNHG 
lit MISSION ACTIVITIES 
ttl"'.I'IIIII. CDR ••••••• ' •••• 11 
., t f~.EOtCAL EXPERINENTS/DTo 
'" t ILLNESS/SnlPTON/PROBLEH 
1'1 MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
•• , SLEEP DATA 
'fl'I •• ~t ••• HOURS 
ttt EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG H./ATT-HINSI t.llll. 
L8 ERG (lofATT-HtNS) "'tl" 
EVA HI-:[ [KEAL/HRI .. HI ... 
EVA DURAT (HRS) 111'1.1 
HK.I EX CHINS) ""tI. 
MK. II EX CHINS} 14",,11. 
HK. 1 II EX CHINS) t ..... . 
TREADMILL (HINS) ...... ii 
OTHER EX (HINS) .... tltl 
HEIGHT (r 1) II" ••• 
l-i:tWHT (KILOGRAM) "It I , IllI 
I • I MHHROPOMETR 1 C OAT A 
fIIP/HAIST [CM) 
INS/EXP CHEST [CM) 
NECK reM) 
RT IL T ARM (CM) 
ATILT AR!1 VOL (eel 
RT/LT HAND [FT-LG) 








• , .... -f -II I 
DEW POINT = t ff H H oeGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN;. ., ••••• HNHG 
•••••••• 1 •• '.1. SPT •••• tgf .. t ... ~ ... 
'II ... Itt I 
11 ..... f ... 
........... 
t .... I , 11 
ill.". 
....... " . 
1Iftltll 
".0 .... , •• 
8.00 









RELATIVE HUMIDITY = "1 •• " X 
PART. PRES. C02 =. I I I' • t 11 H!'IHG 
"'I""""lt~t PlT ••••• • ..... ' •• 1 
tl.fl' ..... '~ HOURS 
If •• .,.11 
II ..... I 
• co •• ,',", I I 




<II ..... I t 
if •• -II .. I <I 
.. •• at.· 
11 I , t .. I I 
.. t ... ... I' 89.20 
106.701 )01.30 
~o.oo 
3~. 901 33.60 
3073. 00/349tl. 00 
P16.301 107.00 














1 , j 
SL-3 DAILY CLINICALlENVIRONl1ENTAL REPORT 
JUt Y 1. 1973 SLOt 18? JLN* 182 HOt f- 27 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEN?E.'RATURE = Uti. til DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = II~'CII MHHG 
... ~ MISSION ACTIVITIES 
IGt.I .. " •• "."". CDR ••• 1I11.lt1l'1.1 
tit MEDICAL EXPER'I-lENTS/OTO 
••• ILL~ESS/SYHPTOH/PR08LEM 
III MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
G .... SLEEP DATA 
III EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (WATT-HINS) 
L8 ERG (HATT-HINS) 
EVA HHE (KEAL/HR) 
EVA DURAT (HRS) 
HK. I EX (HINS) 
HK. I I EX (HINS) . 
HK. III EX (HINS) 
TREADMILL (HINS) 
OTHER EX (HINS) 
HEIGHT (r Il 
~EIGHT (KILOGRAH) 
\1111" t 'HI 
'1tll-l'1 
~It~.t'l 
.... t.(l III 
tC11111 
t ......... .. 
.. .. . , 4 .... .. 
111;1'1;' 
...... tl 
.. .. .. .... "'I 
1111,11 
H. ANTHROPONETRIC DATA 
HIPfl./AIST (CH) 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM) 
NECK (CH) 
RT/LT ARM (CH) 
RTILT ARr1 VOL (CC) 
RT/LT HAND CFT-LSI 
CEN GRAV ~:EAS (CN) 
....... , ....... . 
...... ",/ ..... -1 •• 
.. 'I .... I ... 
...... 11/' ...... . 
"'1.4'1/11'1 .. 11" 
.. i;, ...... /II .... ,. 
<II .......... of 
DEW POINT = '1"1,1 OEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = , ......... r. HMHG 
""""""", SPT ................ . 
.................. HOUR,r.i, 
...... it. 
.... I ...... 
.... . . .;. , 
.... 't ~ ,-I., 
• •• II I ... 
' •• ".1 
......... 
....... I •• 
68.00 
if 11 .... I • 
-Ii ...... . 
' ... '.I.!"I'.'. 
... 1 ..... !'1 ...... 
......... 
1 ••• t.~/.11 ..... 
",1<1."!'1- •• , •• 
... , .... / ...... . 
•• tl.,. 
RELATIVE HUmOlTY = .It"'" % 
PART. PRES. C02 = ..... 41 MHi-iG 
."' ••••••••••• ,. PLT .JI.", ••• ,.I. 
1.I, •• .t.,I'. HOURS 
1111111 
... t .. t •• 
~ ....... . 
•• , •• CI 





... iI. , •• 
""'~'!I'~I'"' 
.. ....... '/.It., •• 
Illf"'/fllllll 
' ••• ' •• /11 .. , ••• 
, ........ "1 •.•.• 









Sl-3 DAilY ClWICALlENVIRONMENTAl REPORT 
Jl!cY 4. 1973 SlD' IB5 JLN' IB5 MD' F- 24 
.... t ("NV IRONMENT AL 
AVG. TEr-IPER .... rURE = tHHU DEOC 
AVG. AM81.ENT PRESSURE = .. of .. of; ..... HI'IHG 
DEW POINT = ........ DEGC 
III t'llSStON ACTIVITIES 
<IIt1t' ............. CDR ... ttll' ••••• 4. 
I.t MEDiCAL EXPERHIENTS/OTO 
.. .... ILLNESS! SYHPrOM/PROBLEN 
ttt MEDICATION /,NO DOSAGE 
t <If SLEEP OAr A 
ttl EXERCIse DATA 
UB ERG (WATT-HtNSl •• q •••• 
LB ERG (WATT-MlNS) .... ,t .... . 
eVA I'1WE {l<EAL/HRl ..... .- ... .. 
EVA DURAT (HRS) t'I.".t 
HK.I EX (HINS] ••••••• 
HK. II EX tHINS) t •• I,'t 
HK. III EX CHINS) ........ .. 
TREADMILL CHINS) ••••••• 
OTHER EX CHINS) ~~II('I 
HEIGHT (r 1l u" 1('" 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAM) ~I~t~ll 
II. ANTHROPOHETRIC DATA 
HIPIUAIST (CM! 
INS/EXP CHEST (CM! 
HECK (etll 
RTllT ARI'! (CM! 
RT/lT ARM VOL (CC! 
RT/lT HAND (FT-lB! 
CEN GRAV HEAS (CI-U 
1'~I.I~"'lfl'I'" 
'f""'/'.III'" 1.1 .... '11 
.'I.al·f~"'··"1 
'1\lI't""I"'~ 
.... " ••• /1'.1 ••• 
~ I , iI .. 1 II 
PART. PRes. OXYGEN = <lfla.t, MMHG 
•••••••••••• HOURS 
.. .. I I I • I 
I ....... .. 
~'<I"ill" 
I •• "" 
'~iliI"1 
.. f I ... I" 
"'I'illt 
...... • • • I 
60.00 
.. ., ...... 
......... 
... 1'11-111.1/" ..... ' •• 
' .... I'I'~ ••• I't 
"1"1' 
.'"1'""/""",,'1 




RELATIVE HUNIDITY = ........ %' 
PART. PRES. C02 = ... t ..... 1'1~lHG 
.......... tl ........ PLT ....... , ........ . 
•• t".'.tlll_. HOU!~S 
"tHII.,' 
.. ... lI" t .. 
'~I.I'" 
...... I t 
.. I I , ..... 
.. I .. I I"" 
.~"""" 
.. to ....... 
.. I" I. • 'II I. 
'1 .. 1 ••• 
I I. •• 'II • f 
"'1'1'''/'''.'''''' 
... , ..... ,/., ..... 
"~'''I'' 
.. , ...... "" .... ," 
•• ''11"., ... 11'" 
.... " ..... ' .. '11 •• ' 
""'1"1 





SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENViRONMENTAL REPORT 
.JULY 7. 1973 SLOt 188 JLN' 188 MDt r- 21 
~'I ENVlRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE: 111'111 OEGC 
AVG. "fi8tENT PRESSURE:::. .. 1.1",,, HMHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
'I~ MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
III !LLNESS/SYNP10H/PROOLEH 
11'11 MEDICATION !.NO DOSAGE 
HI SLEEP DATA 
III EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG tWATT-HINS) 
L8 ERG tWATT-MINS) 
EVA MWE (KEAL/HRl 
EVA DURAT tHRS) 
MK.I EX tHINS) 
HK. II EX tHINS) 
HK. III EX tHINS) 
TREADMILL tMINS) 
OTHER EX tHINS) 
HEIGHT tr I) 
WEIGHT tKILOGRAM) 
.... f I I" • 
.. I ..... ,. 
..... , .. . 
411111' 
I' • if I •• 
.. 1,,4.iI .. 
·".1'1 
··'"1''' 
• II" .... 
.... I .-if' 
69.30 
1'1 ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST rcm 
INS/EXP CHEST rCH) 
NECK tCHI 
RTILT ARH rCHI 
RT/LT ARH VOL tCCI 
RTILT HAND tFT-L81 
CEN GRAV MEAS tCHI 
"'."'/'''''''. 




• '"HII'I/ .... ' ••• 
••••••• 
DEW potNT =. "I'I~I eEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 11111't MMHG 




.... II ... 
-1.1.", 
• .... iii I • 
,,11((t.-





"""'/ .. " .. ' 
·, •••• ,/,t ...... 
'."11' 
""""/."'." 
...... 11./ ....... . 
"""'1/ .. ,,1.1 • 
, .... 1'1 
RELATIVE HUI'IJDlTY =. ""H', % 
PART. PRES. C02 = ••••••• MHHG 
, '''I.' • I 
....... .ji 
., .... , 
.. , ... , 
."IHI" 
"."'1" 
'II' •• , •• 




,.", .. ,/ ....... ... 
• .. • •••• /"i ... " 
".i.", 
" .. ,.,/ .... , ... 
."'''''/ ••• 1,., 














SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
JULY 8~ 1973 SLOt 189 .JLN' 189 HO' F- 20 
t.. ENV I RON:-:ENTAL 
AVG. TEr-:?ERATURE = I':1tl'. O[GC 
AVG. AI'ISIENT PRESSURE = "., ••• MHHG 
IU MISSION ACTIVITIES 
•••••••••••• 11. CDR •••• ~ ......... . 
1., MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OrO 
t:I. ILLNfSS/Sn:rTOM/PROOLEM 
tH 11EDICATlON AND OOSAGE 
t .. SLEEP DATA 
'1, EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (HATT-MINSI ."~"I 
LB ERG (WATT-HINS) 4125.00 
EVA HHE (KEAL/HRI -II ...... <I I 
EVA DURAT CHR51 ••••••• 
HK.I EX CHiNS) ••••• 1. 
MK. 11 EX tHINS) '."111 
MK. III EX HIINSl ... (1 ....... 
TREADMILL CHINS) , ••• , •• 
OTliER EX fHlNSI It ..... . 
HEI GHT cr Jl .. til .... <I 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 6B.40 
•• , ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HI pmAI ST (CH) 
INS/EXP CHEST (CM) 
NECK (CMl 
RT/LT ARM (CH) 
RT/LT ARM VOL (CC) 
RT/LT HAND (fT-LB) 
CEN GRAV H"A5 (CH) 
•••• '01"/ ....... . 
, ...... /,. .... ,. 
......... 
I ••• ,.t.""."" 
".'1'.'/ •• "." 
I.I ..... / .. t~t(., 
' ••• '1' 
DEW PO!NT = •• ('1.1 DEGC 
PART., ~'RES. OXYGEN = ....... 'ii Mi"IHG 
, ...... . 
•• f •••• 
.... . ~ " . 
..... 'I •• 
........ 
'11 ••••• 
' •• f.,1 
•• , .... I 
.. ..... .. . . 
• • • • f ... 
62.50 
, ...... "' ••• .1111 •• 
.1.11 •••• /1.' •••• 
• I , ••• , 
. ....... / ... ,.". 
•• ""'/.11111. 
.... , .. / ...... . 
I •• ~ ••• 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = .tt.I •• r 
PART. PRES. C02 = •• , 'I~' H~lHG 
3750.00 
• I' , .... 
.t •• ~I' 
5.00 
,.,1,.1 
.. ••••• I 
f. ',]1 ,]I •• 
I •••• "' • 
.... t ••• 
86.70 
......... 'It.t ••• 
. .... "., ....... . 
• •• , • t • 
iil ••• II/ ....... . 
••• t •• t, •... t •• 
... , ... / ...... . 











"EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
EXPT 
1'1073 
SL-3 JULV 8, 19T3 
IMEAS MAN 





15 59 II-OH-ANORO (MG/TV) 









SL-3 DAILY CLiNICAL/ENVIRONtlENTAL REPORT 
~ULY 9. 1973 SLO' 190 ~Ul' 190 riO' F- 19 
••• [NV I RONMEtH AL 
AVG. TENP(RATURE = ...... ,. DEGC 
AVG. MIBIENT PRESSURE = • t ••••• HMHG 
"1 MISSION ACTIVITIES 
f" ••••••••• ,I' CDR ••••••••••••• , 
III MEOICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
II' lLLNESS/SnlPTOM/PB08LEI't 
, •• l'i£DiCAT10N AND DOS,\GE 
HI SLEEP DATA 
••• , •••••••• HOURS 
II, EXERCISE DATA 
un ERG (WATT-HINSl , •••••• 
L8 ERG [I~ATT-HINSI 'u.". 
EVA HHE U<EAL/HRl •••••• ~ 
EVA DURAl (HRS) , •••••• 
HK.I Ex (HINS) "1"" 
HK. 11 EX CHINS) 1.1 •• 4. 
HK. III EX CHINS) I •••••• 
TREADMILL CHINS) •• , •••• 
OTIlER EX (tllNSl .t ..... 
HEIGHT Crl) "'11" 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAH) 68.20 
... ANTHROPOrlETR I C OAT A 
HIPIIMtST {C~O • II t-I ... , .. , tin 
INS/eXp CHEST (CH) , ••••• 1' ... "" 
NSCK (eM) H .... ,. 
RTILT ARtl (CM) ..... 4u/ ... U .... 
RTILT AR~I VOL (eel ....... If/HI ..... 
RT/lf HAND (FT-LB) ~"'i "/I'llill 
CEN GRA\, HEAS (em •••• *, .. 
OEH POINT = .1."" DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ~.,.'" HHHG 
., , I I • I ; , I 1'1 I I .. SPT •• , •• I I • * I ... , • 
'I I , • , • 
.. ... • • I ~ 
, , ., t ... 
I I' , , • t 
I ••• , •• 
, .... , . 
• ,'.1.1 
•• • • I •• 
•••• tOI 
• , iI ... I" 
61.70 
"".,./I."l., 





RELATIVE HUt-tIDITY =. "~I'll' r 
PART. PRES. C02 = •• -. •••• I'1:1HG 
1'.1."'"'''''' PLT ••••••••••• ,., 
, ••••••••••• HOURS 
"'1"" 
• ." t ••• 
I •••••• 
II"'''''' 
· .. , . ,. 
.. , ., .. 
· , ..... 
..I .. t • 
· " .... 
.. "." 
88.10 
..... ,'/, ..... . 
•••• ,.,/ •• 111.1 
, ••• If' 
1., ••• ,(/ •• ,"-, •• 
, ...... /, ..... . 
'.lfl.I/'···'·· 
t ... , ••• 






~EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
EXPT 
M073 






MEAN SO N 
.17375-01 .65500-01 16 
MO_ F- 19 
57 II-O-ANORO (MG/TV) 
















SL-3 DAILY CLINICAl/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
.JULY 10. 1973 SLO* 191 JlNt 191 1'10· F- 18 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TENPERATURE = "t I ...... OEGC 
AVG. At-IBIENT PRESSURE = 1111~.t f'IMHG 
... MISSiON ACTIVITIES 
••••• 111111 ••• 11 CDR ... t ••• I .. 'II, •• 
HI MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
1(' ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PR08LEM 
1.1 MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
u' SLEEP DATA 
........ , •• (. HOURS 
.,' EXERCISE DATA 
U8 ERG (WAIT-rIlNSl 
La ERG CWATT-HINSl 
EVA HI~E O(EALfHRl 
EVA DURAT (HRSl 
HK.I EX CHINSl 
HK. II Ex (HINSl 
HK. I II EX «IINSl 
TREADHILL (HINSl 
OTHER EX CHINSl 
HEIGHT (r 1l 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAHl 
I ..... <I I 11 
•• I .. I" J 
.. It ... I" 
I I I ..... I 
1t.II't. 
.,'11" 
I I • 11 ..... 
I'II'~HI 
.... t. ..... 
.1"1'.' 
68.80 
.1. ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (CHl 
INSIEXP CHEST (CMl 
NECK (CHl 
RT/LT ARt! (CHI 
RT ILT ARI1 VOL (CGl 
RT/LT HAND CFT-LEl 
CEN GRAV HEAS (erli 
Itt ••• I/'I.I ... , 
......... , .. , .... .. 
'11'1.1 
•• , •••. /"e.,.' 
...... I·I .. ·I .. ~I. 
illll'I'/tlt"" 
1111.1. 
DEW POINT = ....... , DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN ~ 'QI'." MMHG 
I'~'~.""" HOURS 
.... " .. , . 
" .. ,., 
.. ., ..... 
......... 
., ... 1.1 
........ 
.. •••• 1. 
""1'. 




'''I.t. •• /t..'It.'~ 
'.""111 
"'1' •• '111111. 
• 'I",."" •• CI-II 
"1_,, __ ' •• "11" 
..... , .. <II 
I 
.......... ______________________________________ =-~~ 
• ·~"'t·' ......... 
II 
\ 
RELATiVE HUNiDITY =- ..... , •• 1" 
PART. PRES. C02 ~ ,." 1 • f f t-lt-IHG 
1, ••• tll"II'" PLT , ••••••• ,.,'" 














11 •••• I/'I'I{~t. 
~'I.I •• "I'I •• I 
11"",'11.'1 •• 
I." ••• /f •••••• 
.. , ... , 
~EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
EXPT 
M073 














SL-3 DAILY CLlNICAlIENVIRD:-l""NTAL REPORT 
JULY II. \973 SLD' 192 JLN' 192 MO' F- 17 
iii ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = .itl1'4:i OEGC 
AVG. MI8lENT PRESSURE = Hi,.ti HMHG 
If I MISSION ACTIVITIES 
.".i ... alli ••• CDR i ....... fi ......... . 
Hi MEDICAL EXPERHIEN15/DTO 
f. <I ILLNCSSI SYMPl O~1/PR08LEI1 
.t .. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
til SLEEP DATA 
tt' EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG CWA,TT-HtNS} "".II-li 
LB ERG O-lATT-HINS) i .... H •• 
EVA H~E (KEAL/HR) ilti .. .. 
EVA DURAT (HRS) ....... . 
HK.I EX (HINS) .. HI .... . 
MK. II EX (tllNS) HIHH 
MK. III EX fHtNS) 'HUH 
TREADMILL CHINS) 1' •• lil 
OTHER EX rHINS) t ...... . 
HEIGHT (1 I) .... i .. .. 
WeiGHT (KILOGRAM) 68.50 
fH ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPIiJAIST (CM) 
INS/EXP CHEST (CMi 
NECK (cm 
RT/LT ARM (CMI 
RT/LT ARM VOL (CCI 
R1/LT HAND CFT-LSl 
eEN GRhV (1EAS (CMI 
..... " ..... , ........... 11 
.......... / ....... . 
-<Ii""" 
.......... '.1111'. 
...... ,-t/ ..... ii ... 
't,I •• ,./"II.,,,. 
'1'"'-11 
DEW POINT = 1111.11 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 'f"" .... ~iHHG 
*" ........ 
• ""'<!111" 
" .. , .. , 
.'"'.1I1 
,,"1'11 
.,." .. , 
.1"'.' 





• •• I't.'l/"' •••• ' 
I .... I " •• 
1,41'1,,/".1".' 
.I.' ... /"' .. "! 
.."' ..... /1.,.1'1 
'" ... " 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = .... I ... }' 
PART. PRES. C02 =. ,., .. H M~jHG 
"I.JI •••• I., ... PLT , ..... -1" ••• " ... 
I ••• i." 
.".,.t • 
II,tl't 
•• 1 •• '. 
.' .... "M 
.. 111,,1 
........ f 
.... 1 ... . 
. ....... .. 
.. t ...... . 
87.70 
........ II'/ft ....... 1 
.......... 1/ •• -( •• , • 
• I I I ..... 
."1.11./ •• , .... "'11 
.1,,,111,, ••• 11. 





i , j 
I' 
1,.-,. 
SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
JULY 12. 1973 SLD' 193 JLN' 193 NOI f- 16 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEHPERATURE = •••• ~.I OEGC DEW POINT = ••••••• DEGe 
AVG. ANBIENT PRESSURE = ••• I.t .. HI1HG 
... MISSION ACTIVITIES 
'H_ MEDICAL EXPERIJ-1ENTS/DTO 
•• t ILlNESSfSYMPTOH/PR08LEH 
••• HEDICATION AND -DOSAGE 
...... SLEEP DATA 
.ilCI •• lI1I ...... HOURS 
t.t EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (WIITT-HINSl .... Uff 
LB ERG (WATT-HINS) .. HUff 
EVA MWE (~EAL/HR) ••••• ,t 
EVA DURAr (HRS) ••••••• 
HK.J EX CHINS) .~"'.I 
HK. I I EX (HINS) HUt .... 
HK. III EX (HINS) •• tc.t. 
TREADMILL CHINS) ••••••• 
OTHER EX (HINS) •••• t.t 
HEIGHT (r U ...... H .. 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAMI 68.00 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPIfIAIST (CMI 
INS/EXP CHEST (CMI 
NECK (CMI 
RTILT ARM (CMI 
RTILT ARM VOL (CCI 
RT/LT HAND (FT-LSI 
CEN GRAV MEAS (CMI 
....... / ....... . 
....... , ...... . 
.... .... \II • 
.. 'I ......... , ............ . 
........... " ......... .. 
......... '.1 ....... .. 
.. 4 ......... 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = lilt ••• HMHG 
••••••• tl ••• HOURS 
iI ........ . 
..... ,1." 
...... iI .. 
•• • .. • /Ill 
........ iI .. 






....... .,., ...... . 
.., .... " ......... .. 
....... , .. 
......... , ....... .. 
•••• ,I .. ' .... , ... ~ 
. ... " .. ,., .... . 
... .... -lI .. 
-------.----.-~~~~~------~ ----~~---.-~~--.-- .. - - -,-.-
.-"---.. ---.--~-----~---
...... , 
L 1_1I1i11 ... _III ________ ... _________________________ -_e""'"'~./i'>tiMt~~M'I' 
-'t' eitt 
fiELATIVE HUMIDITY = ",,".t. t 
PART. PRES. C02 = ..... , ... HMHG 
........ 1 ....... HOURS 
2950.00 
.......... 
... •• '* .. ,* ... 
. " , ... . 
.. ...... -I .. 
~ ..... '* .. 
.. ..... . 
5.55 
. ........ . 
87.10 
••••••• , ••• -1-1.-1 
.-1 ••••• , ......... .. 
.. ....... . 
• •••• 111/ ••• ' ••• 
<11 ....... ' •• 11:11 ••• 





MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
EXPT 
1'1073 













MO. F- 16 
9 URINE H (MLAOH/VOL) 
~ ... :---~'--::-;;:.r-----"--'- . 
, ,; 





















SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
JULY 13. 1973 SLD' 194 JLN' 194 MD' F- 15 
.t. ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEr~PERATlIRE = ......... DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = " •• ,t. MHHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
oft'. HEDICAL EXPERIt-IENTS/DTO 
.t. ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
It. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.... SLEEP DATA 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (WATT-MINs) 
LS ERG (WATT-MINS) 
EVA HWE CKEAL/HR) 
EVA DURAT (HRs) 
NK.l EX (HillS) 
HK. II EX (HINs) 
MK. III EX (HINs) 
TREADMILL (HINS) 
OTHER EX tHINS) 
HEIGHT (0 Il 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 
.. I ...... . 
.. " ....... .. 
............ 
.. II I .. '" • 
... t ..... " 
.... I • I I 
• t ••••• 
.. t .. I .. '-11 
...... I ... 
••••••• 
68.60 
. I. ANTHROpmlETR I C DATA 
HIPII-:AI5T (eM) 
INs/EXP CHEST (CH) 
NECK (cm 
RT/LT ARH (CH) 
RT /L T ARI1 VOL ICC) 
RT/LT HAND (FT-LS) 
CEN GRAV MEAS leM) 
... i1lt.I' ...... I.I 
... I •••• '~Ifdlll 
.. , .. I .... , 
I ......... , ........ , 
.QI .• "'I.' .... . 
• .. • ....... ' ...... 1. 
I ........... .. 
. ~. ---._--. 
DEW POINT = ••• f ••• DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ••••••• MMHG 
.... " ... 
......... 
"'<IIf .. 11 
••• I .... 
......... ,' 





I ........ , ....... . 
11 ....... ".1".1 
.......... 
.. I ••••• ' ••••••• 
........ , .. " .. . 
.. ' ... 1 .... '.1 ..... .. 
I I ...... . 
-.",-.-.-~ ..... -.--~- -. 
~.:',~)i' 
RELATIVE HUMIOITY = .t.~'t. % 
PART. PRES. C02 = "., .... t f'1~:HG 
"~.II.I ••• lll' PLT ........ , ...... .. 
••• , ••••••• , HOURS 
"""'1 
3750.00 
... , .. ,. 
iI"''''1 
I •• I .... 
I" • ... 111 
111 ....... 
"'.11"', 
.. ........ t 
I ...... . 
87.70 
·~··· .. ·I·I ••• tl 
" ••• "'/1111', •• 
......... 
........ /111 ••• , 
.. •• "'./11 ••••• 
"11 •• "/1 ••• , •• 











SL-3 DAILY ClINICAlIENVIRONNENTAL REPORT 
JULY 14. 1973 SLOt 195 JLN' 195 HD" F- 14-
it.. ENV l RON~:ENT AL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE =- ~tC_.t. DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE =- ...... lt~'1 NNHG 
iH MISSION ACTlVI.TIES 
.. f I ME'D I CAL EXPERl.MENTS/DTO 
fI i 1 LLNESS/SYHPTONI PROBLEM 
tit MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
fit St.EEP DATA 
.1. EXERCISE DATA 
U8 ERG (WATT-HINSl ."' .... ... 
L8 ERG (WATT-HlNSl 'II ... .. 
EVA HWE (KEAL/HRl II~'.~I 
EVA DURAT (HRSl .... 1 .... 
MK.J EX CHINS) I"III.~ 
HK. II EX CHINS) HUIH 
HK. III EX CNINS) IIIIIH 
TREADMILL CHINS) '11"IIH 
OTHER EX CHINS) 111~""'1 
HEIGHT (r I) ... 1 ...... 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 68.90 
'I" ANTHROPONETR I C OAT A 
HIPIHAIST (CM) 
INS/EXP CHEST (CM! 
NECK (CM) 
RTILT ARM (CM) 
RTILT ARM VOL (CC) 
RTILT HAND (FT-LS) 
CEN GRAV MEAS (CM) 
f ... ti ••• / .......... .. 
~.lIl •• i/ .. ,·III. 
tlf""'''1 
.. "'11 .... 1 .. "''11· .. ''· 
11 ....... '.".1"111 .. 
{'''''.I; ... /."",,'1 •• 
.. ... 11'4 .. 
DEW POINT =- ~.tIIIC OEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN =- '1tl4"'(,,- MI1HG 
.. iI .... ". 
""'If~t. 
~." •• f" 
~ ....... .. 
..... it .. 'I. 
."lI"f~' 
.......... 1 
... ~-~ .. 
20.00 
61.60 
,," .. "· .. "1· .. ·,. .... • 
.. " .... 11/",. .. •• .. " 
.... "' .. " .. 
-II ...... ~"'I ......... I 
." ..... '1/11 ..... ". 
~tf .. f •• /I"I".," 
..... t.t • 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY =- If'llitt % 
PART. PRES. CC2 -= I H H H HMHG 








.. 11 .. 1-111 li 
2.25 
88.50 
~-It" .. -I .. "I .. I"I ••• 
..~-I ... ,I/ .... ""I." 
..11 .. '1'1 .. 
.... ~" .. I·I·"·lltt 
,,1'1" •• 1/ .. ····'· ~ ... t-lll/'I.I .... i 















SL-3 DAILY CLlNICALlEUVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
JULY 15. 1913 SLD' 196 JLN' 196 MD' F- 13 
t.t ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE: ~ ••• ~.~ OEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = "' ..... liI MNHG 
tt. MISSION ACTIVITIES 
flH MEDiCAL EXPERIMENTS/OIO 
• t.. I LLNE5S1 SYNPTOH/PROOLEf1 
tft MEDICATION ANO DOSAGE 
"f SLEEP DATA 
t ••• ~.t ••••• HOURS 
.t. EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (WATT-fIINS) 
LS ERG (WATT-MINS) 
EVA HWE (KEAL/HR) 
EVA DURAT (HRS) 
HK.l EX CMINS) 
HK. II EX (HINS) 
HK. III EX IMINS) 
TREADHILL tMINS) 
OTHER EX (HINS) 
HEIGHT (r I) 
WEIGHT IKILOGRAM) 
f ........ .. 
875. 00 
•• .. • .. t <I 
..... I ..... 
'II .... 1: I I ... 
t1 ... lit II .. .. 





~l' ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (CM) ' •• "t·I,~·ttl' 
INSIEXP CHeST (CM) 1······/t ..... . 
NECK (CM) ........ 
RTILT ARM lCM) .'1"1'/""1" 
RT/LT ARM VOL (CC) "11".,.".'" 
r:T/LT HAND (FT-LSI ilH'''·'IHC11 .. 
CEN GRAV HEI\S (CM) ,.,.1., 
OEW POINT = 'I~~ •• t OEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = t .. tlttt MHHG 
• ... , •• I 
1IiH1 l'." 
•• f'II • 
... '1., .. 
•• ",''1 









,.1""""1 •• , 
"'.' •• ''''+'''1' 
.. ,,' .. ., 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = ..... ..- .... r 
PART. PRES. Co2 =. t't'I'f! NXHG 
.... t .. f .... 
3150.00 
,.I" ... t 
.. .. , <I .... . 
41flll.I 
.,.,111 
<I ... I .... I 
,ft.f.1 
• r f .... t 




.. .... 1 •• 
If. III "t-t. •• , f" 
","'1/"""'" 







SL-3 DAILY CLINICALI~NVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
JULY 16. 1973 SLD' 197 JLN' 197 HD' r- 12 
•• I ENVIRONNENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE ~ ef'-I ••• DEGC 
AVG. AHBlENT PRESSURE = ~ .. I' I'. HHHG 
I •• MiSSION ACTIVITIES 
• t .... <I ••• IIII •• CDR •••••••••••••• 
". MEDICAL EXPERINENTS/DTO 
••• lLLNESS/SYt-1PTON/PR0£3!...EN 
114 NEOICATtON AND DOSAGE 
IH SLEEP DATA 
II' EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG CI.JATT-HINSI iii ..... 
L8 ERG (I-l.\TT-HINS) '1125.00 
EVA MHE O<EAL/HRl •••• H I 
EVA DURAT (fiRS) •••••• I 
HK.l EX CHINS) .111.'. 
MK. II EX (H!NS) "I, •••• 
HK. III EX CHINS) •• '.1.' 
TREADMILL (NlNS) ",.,,1, 
OTHER EX (HINS) Ittlill 
HEIGHT (r J) ......... 
HEIGHT (KILOGRMIl 68.30 
I ,. ANHIROPONETR I C DA T t\ 
HIPf)·IAIST (CM) 
INSfE>:P CHEST ICH) 
NECK {eN) 
RTIL T ARM (eM) 
RTfLT ARN VOL ICC) 
RTfLT HAND IrT-L8) 
(EN GRAV NEAS (CM) 
-1111 ... 1/"'·1" 
••• ~.II/IIII ••• 
~ ••• I ... 
".11111/111.4111 
It.I .. I'I,·t.,., 
11'lelt,t'l .. t .... 
1'1"" 
DEW POINT; ••••••• DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = If' If., HI1HG 
SPT •• I , .......... . 
,.,.,., ••••• HOURS 
"11 ... 11 
• •••••• 
1""'.1 .. 
• •• " II. 
'11111 •• 
I. If.. , f. 
I •• I I • I 
•••• I ... 
I. I ...... 
'11'.'1 
61.50 
""."/ 1 ", ••• 
1111'1'/'.1'." 
• • 1 •• 1 .. 
'11'IOI'/t'II'"1 
""11'1""·'1 
.. ······1 .. · .. ··· .. 




RELATIVE HUMIDITY = ••••••• r 
PART. PRES. C02 = I •••••• t-1I1HG 
"t, ••• , •• ,,!t, PLT 'II •• 'U ••••• ,. 
"""'llt,. !-lOURS 
• ••• ' ... t 
, • ~ t ••• 
11"'''1 
I; •••• , • 
II"~I.I 
.1 • 1 .... 
• , f.. 1 , I 
.111.'1 




.. '···· .. 1'·,···· 




"'11"/ 1 ,'1111 
l'I'.""'tlll' 
, ••••• I 
". 
1 ......... 111111 ................................................................ ____ .. __ '.·-,., ..... ·.'.= .. ·f·~~.2~!~~"·<· .... __ ~.~~~ 
-
, 
SL-3 DAILY CLlNICALlENVIRONI':CNTAL REPORT 
.JULy 17. 1973 SLOt 198 JLN' 198 HD' F- 11 
• •• ENV 1 RaNt-lENT AL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = •• , I"" DEGC 
AVG. AHa 1 ENT PReSSURE = ...... ,. ~IHHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
•••• -CI ............ CDR •• 1' ••• ' •••••• 
'I'll MEDICAL EXPE-:RIHENTS/OTO 
••• ILLNE'55/SYHPTOH/PHOBLEH 
.... ~EDICATION AND DOSAGE 
'iii. SLEEP DATA 
... -q EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (WATT-MINS) , ••• tll 
L8 ERG (WATT-MINSI ....... . 
EVA MWE (KEAL/HRJ •••••• , 
EVA DURAl (HRS) ,.,', •• 
HK.I EX CHINS} '6.'.'. 
HK. 11 EX (HINS) ••••••• 
HK. III EX CHINS) .""" 
TREADMILL CHINS) ....... . 
OTHER EX CHINS) "' ••• 1 
HEIGHT cr I) ... 1 .... 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 68.50 
... ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPIHAIST (CM) • ""1./"."" 
",.",/"".,. INS/EXP CHEST (CH) 
NECK rCM} 
RTILT ARM (CH) 
RTILT ARM VOL (CC) 
RT/LT HAND IFT-LS) 
CEN GRI,V MEAS ICH) 
."".1 
..... ,./ ....... . 
Q •••••• / ••••••• 
0"""'/ •• ,.1 •• 
DEW POINT = "" •• 1 OEGC 
PART. PRES ~ OXYGEN = _ ••• ,., ~lMHG 
• .............. '1 SPT .I.", ••• , ••• ,t 
"""""c' HOURS 
.... ' .. . 
. ...... . 
'fll' ••• 
0 ••• ". 
••••••• 
•• flIIo •• 
Io •• " •• 




••••••• / •• '1 ... . 
..t ... II/,f ..... , 
•• 1 ••• ' 
....... '/ .... ,.<1 • 
... , .. ,,/ ....... . 
•• ' ••• '/iil •• III 
ill'1I'., 
RELATIVE HU:-!lOiTY = ... " •• % 
PART. PRES. co2 = •• H'" ~INHG 
•• 11 •••• 4 •••••• PLT , •••••••••• t •• 
''''1'''''''' HOURS 
•• ' •• 0' 
"" .. , .... 
.flll ••• 
• •••••• 
• •••• , I 
• II •••• " 
......... 
. ... , .. 
12.51 
87.80 
•• 11 ••• / ••••••• 
•••• I •• /It ••• ,. 
•••• 111 
".~"D/'.I" •• 
11 •• ,'"/"",,,. 






MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-3 JULY 17, 1973 SLO. 198 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN 




MO" F- It 












Sl-3 DAllY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
JULY 18. 1973 SLO" J99 JLN' 199 MD' F- 10 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEHPERATURE = ••••••• DEGC 
AVG~ AMBIENT PRESSURE = ••• ~I" MMHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
• Ie MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
'iII" SLEEP DATA 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (WATT-MINS) ., ••••• 
La ERG CHATT-HINSl ~.~, ••• 
EVA r-l\-SE [KEAL/HRl ••••••• 
EVA DURAT (HRS) •••• , •• 
MK.I EX (MI.I~Sl ... a ..... 
HK. II EX CHINS) ••••••• 
MK~ III EX tHINS) ...... u 
TREADMILL CHINS) H .... .,.. 
OTHER EX CHINS) HUH. 
HEIGHT (r 11 '1IlHHI" 
~EIGHT (KILOGRAM) 68.70 
••• ANTHROPO~IETRt C DATA 
HIP/flAIST (CM) 
INS/EXP CHEST (CM) 
NECK (CM) 
RTllT ARM (CHI 
RT /l T ARI1 VOL (CC) 
RT/lT HAND (FT-lS) 
CEN GRAV HEAS (CH) 
......... , ....... . 
•••• 11 •• / ........ . 
••••••• 
••••••• / ••• -/1 .... 
• ......... / ...... f-l. 
....... / ....... . 
........ 
DEW POINT = ~4."1. DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGeN = ••••••• NMHG 




' •• f ••• 
'.'Iff. 
••••••• 
• ••••• 1 
.... , .. 
iHI ••• ,. 
62.00 
••••••• / •• t .... . 
........ / ......... 1 
........ 
••••••• /.1 ..... <1 
•• .. ·~ .. ·/f.f.I .. . 
......... / ..... 11 ••• 
........... 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = ••••••• r 
PART. PRES. C02 = ""'t' MMHG 
.. ..... . 
• ••• I •• 
. .... , .. . 
. ...... . 
... ' •• 1 .. 
.. ...... . 
........ 
•• 1 •••• 
.".111 
... ~ .... 
87.80 
......... /' .. ~ .. . 
I •• ' ••• /tl ..... . 
".<11« •• 
.I •••• t/'I ....... 
• •••• ft/' •••••• 
.'.""/'i'''.'' • 






MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
BPT 
1'1013 












11 12 URINE URIC A (MG/TV) 
~1···I:.·"""""a. ...... ____ ~ __________________________ ~~~~~#'~-'*~'~'~.~'~'=',¢~,~,~ •. ~~~ 
.. ....- t-- ~ ... ~ ~ ~. I _ _ .......... .... ~~_ ,_ > 
i 
l j 
SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
JULY 19, 1973 SLOt 200 JLN' 200 folD' F- 9 
~ .. t ENVI RONNENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = ' •• 11 •• OEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PReSSURE = .lltlll MHHG 
It I MISSION ACTIVITIES 
·.,..·<11 ......... 1 CDR ......... 11 .... . 
.... M[DICAl EXPERINENTS/DTO 
..... ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
"'" MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
It .. SLEEP DATA 
1'1 EXERCISE DATA 
U8 ERG (WATT-HINS) 
L8 ERG II~ATT-HINSI 
EVA MHE (KEAL/HR) 
EVA DURAT (HRS) 
HK.I EX (HINS) 
HK. II EX (HINS) 
HK. III EX (HINS) 
TREADMILL (HINS) 
OTHER EX (HINS) 
HEIGHT (r I) 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAH) 
1 .... ,.1 
'."1." 
41 •• "t<l 
1,1.1111 
i'Ctl" 
... 'c ••• 
I ..... ', 
""4tll 
t ........ t 
""""" ... 
68.90 
.... ANTHROpmlETRIC DATA 
HIPIWAIST (CHl 
INS/EXP CHEST (CM) 
NECK (CM) 
RTILT ARM (CM) 
RT ILT ARN VOL (CC) 
RT/LT HAND IFT-LB) 
CEN GRAY HEAS ICM) 
••••• tl/tll' ••• 
.... 11 ... / .. ' ....... 
.. I I' ..... .. 
••• t •• '/ ••• ,III 
" .... I .. t".I.'I .. 
1111111' ........ 11 
......... :. ... 
DEW POINT = .'.1"". DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = -I" •• fl MMHG 
........ 11 ••••• ,' SPT •••••• 1 •••••• , 
<II "1 I. I 
'1.1411' 
• I •• I •• 
I" I •••• 
1'4"'1 
•• • 14 • , 
••• I • , • 
••• •• • I 
•• 11 .... .. 
.. ..... . . 
62.10 
..... ,.~/I.I ...... 




.......... ' •• 11 •• ' 
111.14. 
RCLATIVE HUMIDITY =- I .... ft r 
PART. PRES. C02 =- II'",. MMHG 
'i"I'IIIIII." PLT .1'.I'I.I.t,11 
".Iil.,tlil. HOURS 
'1, ••• 1 
3750.00 
•• I • t. I 
.1.1.11 





II I ...... 
88.20 




I •••••• , ••••••• 
101' •••• /, •••• ,' 














SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRQNM£NTAL REPORT 
JUlY 20. 1973 SlD' 201 .JLN" 201 rm .. F- e 
i ".. ENV 1 RONHENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE ~ •• ~ •••• DEGC 
AVG. AMarENT PRESSURE =- ...... f.ji" Mf'lHG 
... ( I-iISSION ACTIVITIES 
HI MCDICAl EXPERHtENTS/DTO 
i •• ILLNESS/SYI'1PTOMlPR09LEH 
.... I HED t CA T1 ON AND DOSAGE 
ifl SLEEP DATA 
'I" EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (HATT-MtNS) .... H'" II 
LB ERG (WATT-MiNSI ..... ... 
EVA HWE CKEAL/HR) HUH. 
EVA DURAT (HRS) ....... . 
HK.I EX CHINS) ....... . 
MK. 11 EX tHINS) Hlf"" 
HK. III EX CHINS) tI'IH"U 
TRCADMIll CHINS) ••••••• 
OTHER EX CHINS) ....... . 
HEIGHT (r 0 HI ..... t:I 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 68.60 
... ANTHROPOHETR I C DATA 
HIPIHAIST (CM) 
INSIEXP CHEST rCM) 
NECK rCH) 
RTILT ARM rCHI 
RTILT ARH VOL rcc) 
RTILT HAND rFT-L81 
CEN GRAV HEAS (cm 
"., ........ ,-11 •• 1111. 
......... , ......... . 
............ 
......... , .. ". .... 
• I~ ••• -I/ .... ·'··· 
.... , ... ,/ ...... .- ... 
........... f 
OEW POINT = ••••••• OEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ~~'.f~1 HMHG 
.... ~ ... -II 
"'1'1111" 
..... 11 ... 
...... 11. 
• ... iI.IHI 
.11 ....... .. 
........ 




........... ' ....... 1 •• 
...... './11.' .... . 
• • .. • 111111 
.. •••• I./ •• ~tt •• 11 
1I ••• 1.,/1 •• ~ ... . 
•• 1I11 •• / •• ~ ... ~1 
'1I~.'1I''' 
~H" ... _ .. _ ... _________________________ ~~~~~~~~-~·~--~~·~"'",,' ~~ri': r- II U"' • r a*' 
RELATiVE HUMIDITY = .".t" % 




I II ..... .. 
t ........ . 




• 111 •••• 
88.30 
-11 ........ / ••••••• 
~1.41.1".f •••• 
,,,, .. , . 
•• 1' ••• ''' •• 11,11 • 
I •• l ••• /.' ••••• 
... , .... 'f.I~ ... 1I 



















MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 50 FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-3 JULY 20, 1973 
EXPT iMEA5 MArl VALUE MEAN 














SL-3 DAILY CLlNICALIENVIRONflENTAL REPORT 
.JULY 21. 1973 SLOil 202 JLNt. 202 MD<I F- 7 
H .. ENVIRONNENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = <I.t .... <I. OEGe 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = tt,.I.1 MMHG 
It. MISSION ACTIVITIES 
til ~~DICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
- 1.1 ILLNCSS/sn:PTON/PRb9LEM 
... MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
"I. SLEEP DATA 
.t. EXERCiSE DATA 
U8 ERG CHATT-MlNSl 'IIH ........ 
LB ERG (WATT-MINS) 4125.00 
EVA HI~E (I(EAL/HR) ...... <I ..... 
EVA DURAT (HRSI .<I"i"". 
HK.l EX CHINS) '.1 •••• 
MK. It EX (HINS) -It ....... 
MK. III EX (HitJSJ HUI.u 
TREADMILL CHINS) ••• il •• 
OTHER EX tHINS) .I ••• f" 
H£tGHT ((' Il HUHI .. 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 68.60 
f.' ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPIHAIST (CM) 
INS/EXP CHEST (CM) 
NECK reM} 
RTILT ARM [CM) 
RTILT ARM VOL [ec) 
RTILT HAND [FT-L8) 
CEN GRAV MEAS [CM) 
. ', 
<1 .......... ' .... 11 ... . 
4i •• ' •• ' ..... II. 
iHHI ...... t. 
<It.4'4<1t/ .. iI •• I.<I 
* "'.,"'* 4"/-1-".'-111'" 
.t., .... ,/ ...... " .... 
... HI .. iI ... 
DEW POINT = •••• 111 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN =. •••• ,. •• MMH3 




•• ill .. "" 
'II ........ " 





• ....... /.111 •• " 
......... / ........ . 
....... t .. 
4 ......... / •• 4 ... .. 
......... , .. " .... . 
. ....... ,/, ...... .. 




_., -, -, -----_______ ..2 
RELATIVE HUmDlTY'= ......... l' 
PART. PRES. C02 = •••••• , HMHG 
•• ' ......... ,.-1,1 PLT .II~'.'''.'''~. 
3750.00 
• .... I f • 
• ...... -1 
• ••• -1-1-1 
... a ••• " 
" ..... ,. 
-I ......... . 
I ••• t"" 
4 ......... . 
B8.10 
...... 44/ •••• 1 •• 
.... " ... /., ..... 
• ...... "II • 
.... " ... / .... , .. 
-11-1'···1'11-11." 
• ..... 1.' ....... . 































MD. F- 1 
15 
51 
ADH 01U lTV) 
II-O.-ANDRD (MG lTV) 
, 






SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
JULy 22. 1973 SLOt 203 JLN' 203 Ho' F- 6 
I •• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = I' H •• II OEGC 
AVG. ANGIENT PRESSURE = • , I .. t ... MHHG 
til MiSSiON ACTIVITIES 
"'.-iI ...... I ... t •• CDR '.".ltl""'I" 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DID 
• t. 1 LLNESS/SYMPTOH/PR08LEN 
If. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
t If SLEEP DATA 
It' EXERCISE DATA 
U8 ERG CWAIT-HINSI .I.t ••• 
LB ERG (WATT-MINS) 875.00 
EVA MWE (KEAL/HRl ••••••• 
EVA DURAT (HRSI ••••••• 
HK.I EX CHINS) III.'" 
HK. 11 EX fMiNS) .HUH 
MK. III EX CHINS) '''''''iI' 
TREADMILL CHINS) • *" ('00 
OTHER Ex (Ml-NSI ..... UH 
HEIGHT (r I) , ..... 4, 
HEIGHT (KiLOGRAM) 68.00 
HI ANTHRopmlETRIC DATA 
HIP/WfdST (Oil 
INS/EXP CHEST (CH) 
NECK [CHI 
RT/LT ARM [CM) 
RT/LT ARH VOL (CC) 
RTILT HAND (FT-LS) 
CEN GRAV flEAS (CM) 
......... '.tl .... 
1.I11tl/""I.' .. 
.. . .... .... .. 
........ '/ ••• 11'" 
III ..... ' ••••••• 
.......... / ... 111.1 
......... 
DEW POINT = ••••••• OEGC 
PART., PRES. OXYGEN = ....... I. t-l1·1HG 
•••••••• 1 •••••• SPT •••••••••••••• 
I •••••• 
•• ill .. .. 
I ....... . 
iI.'''.'. 
0\11" •• iI I. 
• ... I .. I .. 
........ 
" ... , .. 
20.00 
61. 70 
...... 1.'.' •• 11'(1 •• 
, ••••• ,' .. t'"". 
••••••• 
••••••• , •• 11.11 
11I ..... t' ••• ,'4t. 
' ..... 41' •• 1 ••• 1 
iI,.I.-I' 
Il,.·~'.·.· ... ____________________________ ~ _____ ~=~*~.,,"' .. , .• -~~irr.t-i 1-1'?-" 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = ....... l' 









'I •• "'" 
44 it I ••• 
87.40 
.. 11 •• 1,'.""'1 
'.1 ••• "4"1.11 
.. 1 I I If .. 
iI~11I"""'.II" 
.41i141"".I'fl 
. ...... , ....... . 
.. 11 ... I ... 
Sl-3 DAllY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
JULY 23. 1973 SLOt 204 JLN" 204 Ho" F - 5 
~ •• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEHPERATURE = HH"~ DEGC' 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE =- HII .... HHHG 
.... MISSION ACTIVITIES 
... HEDICAL EXPERH:ENTS/DTO 
t 4. ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEH 
ilH NEDICATlON AND DOSAGE 
tH SLEEP DATA 
t.t EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG WATT-HWS! 
La ERG (WATT-MINS) 
EVA HWE (KEAl/HR) 
EVA DURAT (HRS! 
MK.I EX (HINS! 
MK. I I EX (fiINS) 
HK. 1 I J EX (HINS) 
TREADMILL (HINS) 




• ,11 .... 
:lfl1lI"1 
'1-'.""",1 1 .. 1,.,. 
•• <11 ...... 
••• i.t. 
.. iI .. 11 ..... 
...... .. I' ... 
68.50 
H_iI ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (CH) ~HI·"·"f./··I .... t .. 
11·· .. • .. I .. ~·tl.1 INS/EXP CHEST (CM) 
NECK (CM) 
RT/LT ARH (C)1) 
RT/LT ARM VOL (CC) 
RT/LT HAND (FT-L8) 
CEN GRAV MEAS (CH) 
•• tll.t/"fl •••• 
......... t/II.lllill 
.~ ... lf·/II.III .. 
DEW POINT = .... 11 ... DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ..... 11 •• NI1HG 
1I1HIIHHI. 
.lIlt'lIl 
(I ........ f .. 
111 .. 11. 
...... II i .. 
......... ,. 
..... " .. -!I • 
'II., • t" • 
... " ....... 
.......... 
61.90 
......... / ...... 1 ...... 
t .......... / ........ 'I .. 
.. tttt .. .. 
....... " .. / ........ . 
.... t-""./'.III1!1 






RELATIVE HUNIDITY = H.U .... l' 




1'1""'."-11 •• 11-11 PLT .'I~.t'fff"'tf . 
.............. HOURS 
2950.00 
II"" I .. I 
.. f ... <I <I 'II 
.'I<lI"~ 
• ! .. 1 'II II iI 
11.'-'11-111 
III ....... I 
.-11 .. 11 .. 
"'11." .. 1. 
87.70 
•• Ifl ... /lltl ... .. 
....... 1./ ........ .. 
.1111'" 
.1 ••• 11/ ........ 11 
......... ,/ .. ' ....... 1 




Sl-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
JULY 24. 1973 SLOt 205 JLN' 205 MD' F- 4 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE '= "H-Hil DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = .t.I.'. MHHG 
I't MISSION ACTIVITIES 
'H MEDICAL EXPERINENTS/OTO 
...... ILLNESS/SYNPfOi'llPROBLEM 
Itt MEDICATION Ah!O DOSAGE 
"1'1 SLEEP DATA 
1'1 EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (WATT-MiNS) ..... tf.u. 
LB ERG (HATT-MiNS) HI.' .. 
[VA tiME (KEAL/HR) ...... '1, .. 
EVA DURAT CHRSI ......... .. 
HK.I EX CHINS} 'i.tlll 
HIC II EX (HINS) "'I'IH 
HK. II t E)( CHINS) • ...... u 
lREADHILL CHINS) UHtl' 
OTHER EX CHINS) ...... f. 
HEIGHT (r I) .l" •• i' 
HEiGHT (KILOGRAM) 68.80 
,., ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (CM) ilHII'./'f.IU"tt 
lNS/EXP CHEST (CM) .... H .... / I Ii H· .... 
NECK (eMl I .. t • I I' iI 
RT/LT ARM (CM) t'it'llli/"t' .. t'it'-II 
RT/LT ARM VOL (CC) I"""~"./""""""I 
RT/LT HMJD CFT-LS) U ...... I/If-lft'I ... 
CEN GRAV HEAS ~CH) "'tlit' 
DEW POINT = ••••••• DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ............ HI1HG 
iHlii I tHlii 
iI.ilillill 
illiI"iI·ldl 
'Iilill .. ilii 
.UiliI"".f 
iI .. I ........ 
...... ililiI'I 
.. iI .. "' .. " .. 
"''' .. iI.1 
......... , .. 
62.50 
1 .... ilill'/liI.f .. ' .... 
t .. t .... 1I .. /fI..II.~" 
........ t .. 




RELATIVE HUMIDITY '= H-IH-H l' 
PART. PRES. C02 = ~ ... , ...... MMHG 
.......... 111-11' ... PLT ... e ............... . 
.. .... ,t! .. .. 
11 ......... .. 
• , .... iI i , 
I<!I" .. "I .. 
"I''' ~ 1''''' 
tlllill 




"ttl.tt/lt .. II." 
ill,,,t."/llt'llt-li 
•• '''.11 
ill"t·"'I' .. ,'!II", 
iI-II""""'/tt ... I .. 1 
"".,t,I/lf, .. f"t 
1''' iI t • t-ll 
l: 










SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
'-'lJLY 25. 1973 SLOt 206 JLN~ 206 Ho- F- 3 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPeRATURE = ••••••• OEOC 
AVG. AH81ENT PRESSURE = ' ••• 111 HNHG 
<lU MISSiON ACTIVITIES 
•••••••••••• , •• COR •••••••••••••• 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
.... ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
.tt MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.. t SLEEP DATA 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (HATT-MINSI 
LB ERG (HATT-HINSI 
EI!A MHE (KEAL/HRI 
EVA DURAT IHRS) 
11K. I EX (HINS) 
11K. I I EX IHINSI 
11K. III EX IMINSI 
TREADMILL IHINSI 
OTHER EX IMINSI 
HEIGHT 10 11 
HEIGHT IKILOGRAM) 
.. • • 4. t .. I 
I ..... 4. .. 
• I • I ... . 
• ••• iI I , 
.. .. • 4 .... . 
I .. I ...... .. 
... I <I i .. . 
.. • , .... I 
.. c; ..... I • 
if <II ..... . 
69.10 
.t, ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPIHAIST ICHI 
INS/EXP CHEST (CMI 
NECK (CM) 
RT/LT ARM ICM) 
RT/LT ARM VOL (CC) 
RT/LT HAND (FT-LB) 
CEN GR~ v MEAS (cm 
... ,1, •• ,"'1"" 
"""""CI"" 
'1."" 
.,4'.1./ .. """ 
.. ·····'1"'···· 
• '1,1"1""'·' 
• •• I ••• 
DEW POINT = ."1'" CEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = .. 'II <I • • •• Hl'lHG 
.11.t ••••• M •••• SPT ' ••• 1 •• 1'(1'.' 
• I 11" .. .. 
• ........ -II 
.. ...... . 
.... ,., 
• I ...... 
•••• <I •• 
• •••••• 
., ••• t 11 
• •••••• 
' ..... . 
62.30 
"""'/1'1"", 
.... I •• I/.flll.'. 
, ••••• 1 
""""/""'" 
....... , ...... , 
~ •••••• / •• II ••• 
• •••• I • 
RELATIVE HUmOtTy = 4., t •• It % 
PART. PRES. C02 = .I'ftl •• HrlHG 
PLT 
".4. ... f <I .. 4. .. ... HOURS 
••••• I I 
, •••• I • 
.1 ••• 11 
,.tll •• ' 
..,.,~, 
", •• 1 • 
•• I •••• 
• I I I ••• 
89.00 
•• 'I<.""'~/II,.,I 
'·'··"/·"~···· ,,, ... , 
.11]··'q/O •••• ~1 
,alt.,t/'·llt •• 
... ,."II/ •• fll •• 
II' • <I • t , 
i 
I j l> ,. 11 &~'1 
•........ 1 ............................................................................ -.7">=0 .. e!.>~·~~~~_~~ ........ 1 .. ~~,~-
-
~EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 50 FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
EXPT 
MOT3 










MO'" F- 3 








5l-3 DAllY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
JULY 26. 1973 SLOt 207 JLNt 207 f'ID' F- 2 
• •• [NV I Rm~I':ENr AL 
AVG. rn!PCRATURE = ........ DrGC 
AVG. AN81ENT PHESSUR[ = •• t.o,. HMHG 
HI MISSION ACTIVITIES 
.tl ••••••••• ,t. CDR •••••••• <1 •••• , 
• ... NED I CAL [XPER I f'lENTSI OTO 
Ii' ILLNES5/SYNPTOH/PR08LEN 
.... MEDICATION M-!O DOSAGE 
1.1 SLEEP DATA 
,go EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG O"hTT-HINS} •• ·.1" 
La ERG CWATT-HINSI 1111." 
EVA HI':E (KEAL/HRI ~Iell.' 
[VA DURAT rHRS) '""'" 
HK.I EX ININ51 II ...... 
HK. II EX CHINS) ""1.1 
HI<. :tI EX (HINS) 1.1, ••• 
TREADHILl nlINS) " ..... I 
oTHER EX fHINS) ~II"" 
HEIGHT (r 1l .,..'.It 
WEIGHT [j(IlOGRANI G8.60 
I~' ANTHROPONETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST rCM] 1 •••••• , ••• 1 ••• 
INS/EXP CHEST (eH) '."11'/"1"" 
NECK (CM] ,. It ... c 
RT/LT ARM (CM) , •••••• / ••••• 1' 
RT/LT ARtI VOL (ee) '1"."/I •• tl~1 
RT/LT HAND 1FT-LSI '1""'/""'" 
eEN GRAV NCAS tetl) ,,",., 
OEW POINT = •• t •••• OEOC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN ': tf~.tl' NHH'J. 
"",,".,ttl"" spr ",,'"II'"4It, 
.11 •••••• 11. HOUBS 
.. "1',, 
•••••• t 
, ..... .. 
.,1'", 
"'I'" 
.... '" I" 
• ,,11', 
., I , • I • 
•• ,11.' 
• • • • ••• 
61.10 
'II'I"/~"I'" 
••••••• / ••• 11 •• 
t., •• ,. 
".",,/ •• 11'" 
••••• ,1"., •••• 
tl, •• ~'/t"I'" 
,,1'1'" 
RELATIVE HUMIOITY = 1 •• ,111 % 
PART. PRES. C02 = "'".I.t Mi-iH:; 
".,.11.",.". PLT t"'.I"t'"". 
""'1""'" HOURS 
· . ,... , 
"'11" 
" .... , 
.. ~ ••• I I 
• , 1·, •• 
••••••• i'",., • 
.ell'" 
.".'~ . 
... , • , t • 
88.80 
.. ••• 1'./ ••••• 1. 
'1",,"/'1'1'1' 
· ..... , 
.11.,.,'1'11." 
~"II"I'I'I'" 












SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
JULY 27, 1973 SLOt 208 JLN' 208 NO' F"-
I.f ENVIRONMENTAL 
AI'G. TEMPERATURE = 23.89 OEGC 
AVG. MI8IENT PRESSURE = 232.71 NMHG 
.t. MISSION ACTIVITIES 
••••••• ".~' ••• iI CDR .......... 11' •• ' 
It I HEOI'CAL EXPERHIENTS/010 
• , I IlLNESS/SnlPTOHlPROBLEH 
'11 MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
IH SLEEP DATA 
•••••• 'tl ••• HOURS 
.,. EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERr. (WATT-MINSl Ht,I'" 
LB ERG (WATT-HINSI 3440.00 
EVA ~IWE (KEAL/HRl It ...... 
EVA DURAl (HRS) II"". 
HK.I EX (HiNS) 't.,I.1 
NK. II EX (HINS) ••••• ,. 
MK. 111 EX CHINS) ••••••• 
lREAOMILL (HINS) .tl., •• 
OTHER EX rHINS) III" •• 
HEIGHT (I n UUtU 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAm 68.60 
, •• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPIt~AIST (eM) l'Uflll/"'UH 
INS/EXP CHEST (CM) ••••• 11/ ••••••• 
NeCK (em t'II'.' 
RTILT ARM (CM) •••• "., •••••• , 
RTILT ARN VOL rcc) ..... 014 'I' I .. 1.1 t 
RT/LT HAND CFT-LBl ... UH/ ....... 
CEN GRAV ~IEAS (eN) 't t (' I. 
DEW POINT = -6.4~ DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 237.89 NMHG 




.. " I il .... 
•••• 1111 
..... I ... . 
.. ..... a .. . 
'1111111 
1 •• t,,1 




,t" .... / ..... I •• 
I ••• ,., 
....... /, ..... . 
a .... ' •• /,.,.t •• 
... 1,.,.1/<1 •• 11<'. 
. .. ,.,' 
RELATIVE HUNIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
20.30 : 
1.20 NMHG 
•••• ' •••• 11 •••• PLT "1111,1"'", 
~I'.i'I"'" HOURS 
• ...... c .. 
• ..... I • 
. .... ,., 
.." .... , 
a ........ .. 
..i"" 
It"""1 
... 1 ••• , 
..... I .... li 
• .... I .. .. 
88.20 
111""/"'."" 
. ...... / .. , ... . 
11""t 
.., .... ,/ ...... . 
• .... '.I/ ...... I~~, 
.. ... _ ..... /., ... _. 
•• I • , .. . 












SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT ..Jt.n...Y~2B. 1973 SLOt 209 JLN' 209 MO' HD 
~tt ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TE~IPERATURE = 23.89 DEGC 
AVG. AHB I ENT PRESSURE = 247. 71 ~IMHG 
... NI5SION ACTIVITIES 
LAUNCH DAY 
ACT! V A T! ONITRANSFER EQU I P~IENT 
44. ~EDICAL EXPERIM~NTS/DTO 
t iI* ILLNESS/SY~lrTO/'l/PR08LEH 
HEADACHE 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
2PRE ASPRIN 
I HS SECONAL 
.... SLEEP DATA 
.t. EXERCISE DATA 
U8 ERG (WATT-HINS) ....... .. 
LB ERG (WATT-HINS) ..... 1'1 
EVA MHE {KEAl/HRJ "'II.f 
EVA OURAT (HRS) 1.".1, 
~IK .. I EX (HINS) IU .... .. 
MK. II EX CHINS) ....... 114 
MK. III EX CHINS) '.".10 
TREADMILL (l1tNS) II .... H 
OTHER EX CHINS) I., •• " 
HEIGHT reM) .~ ••••• 
~IGHT (KILOGRAM) 68.50 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eN) •• UUlft •• tHi 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM) •• ttt.I/H" ..... 
NECK (eM) .'f.f ... 
RT/LT ARH (CM) •••• 111/ •••••• , 
RTILT ARM VOL (ec) UU .... /UHllt 
RT/LT HAND CtT-LB) ••••••• , ••• t ••• 
CEN GRAV N[AS (CM) .1 ........ .. 
DEW POINT = 10.72 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN =--Efi~;MMHG 
.. 
.. 
. ..... ,. 
......... 
I .. t." •• 
,.. ........ . 
It ..... .. 
t t t •••• 
al'"., 
I I ....... I, ••••• 
• ... tI .... 
61.80 
'.'.'1'/1""4, 
......... , .. " ... 
"'14"'1 •• '.,. 
Illfl"'t" •• 11 
"' •• It/II"'II 
4 • I •• ,. 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = 43.00 X 
PART. PRES. C02 =- III"" Nl'lHG 







. ........ . 
1".1'" 
.. • I ...... . 
• .. t ... .. 
....... t f • 




• .. " .. ,.' •••• 1., 
• ........ ' •• It ••• 
""1 ••• 
•• i •• "' ...... " 
""'1'/1".'1' 
. ... , .. , .. , .. ,. 
























SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
.JULY 29. 1'973 SLO' 210 JLN' 210 MD' MD 2 
11 tI tI ENV I RONHENTAL 
AVG. T,MPERATURE = 24.44 DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 262.71 tlMHG 
tltltI MISSION ACTIVITIES 
ACTIVATION/TRANSFER EQUIPMENT 
ATN EXP[R I MEtHS 
...... NEDICAL EXPERINENTS/OTO 
.tllI ILLNESS/SYHPTmIlPROSLEH 
MOTION SICKNESS 
4". MEDICATION AND DOSAGE· 
1 AM SCOP-DEX 
I PM SCOP-DEX 
.... SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY B.OO HOURS 
tltlt! EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (WATT-HINS) tll ...... -.. 
LB [RG O-tATT-MINS) '11111 .. ... 
EVA Mt~E CKEALlHRl ............ .. 
EVA DURAl (HRS) tltll.'tI" 
MK.I EX t IINS) HIIiII1I 
MK. 11 EX CHINS) ttltlttliltl 
HK~ III EX CHINS) tlttlttl ... 
TREADMILL (HINS) tIttl ItI"" 
OTHER EX IHINS) Itltltlili .. 
HEIGHT (eM) tltitl ... I. 
~EIGHr (KILOGRAM) 67.10 
.. of. ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HiPIWAIsr (CN) 
HlS/EXP CHEST (CM) 
NECK (CM) 
RTILT ARM (eM) 
RT/LT ARM VOL (CC) 
RT/LT HAND (FT-LB) 
CEN GRAV HEAS [eM) 
ItI.tltlt"I .. ~· .. ttltl 
... tltI .. <Ii .. , ..... tt ... 
... "1 ..... ' ........ . 
........... ,/ ........ ,' 
tI'''''''I'/'tll'lit 
.. .. • .. lHI , 
DEW POINT = 13.33 DEGC 




HEAVY B.OO HOURS 
.... , ....... 
I •••••• 
''''I'''' ............ 
~ ...... I 
........ II .. 
.......... 




............ / ........ . 
.. ......... /., .... . 
" •• 11" 
.. , ........ / ........ . 
.......... , ........ . 
....... 11/ •••••• -




PART. PRES. co2 = 
50.00 % 
3.00 MMHG 
............... '" .. ············1 
HOT! ON 51 CKNCSS 
AM SCOP-OEX 
PM SCOP-DEX 
HEAVY 8. 0(1 HOURS 
.. ... I • 't • 
. ....... . 
. ....... . 
......... 
........... 
...... I • I 
. ........ .. 
.......... 
.. .. I .... , 
.. .. I .... .. 
86.50 
1I11, .. t.I/I.""". 
",.,,,"/1'11"'. 
...... , I , 
•••• 1 •• /'\ ....... 
..'f.",,,.,'I'. 
.""ft"/'fll'"'' 












MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-3 JULV 29, 19T3 SlD¥ 210 JLN¥ 210 MD¥ MD 2 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN so N M013 2 CDR 899.00 560.29 81.271 IT 2 URINE OSMOL (MOSM/TV) ~OT3 11 CDR 2~58. 0 1688.3 125.83 IT 11 URINE CREAT (MG/TV) MOT3 13 CDR %.TOO 9.6667 6.68~0 15 13 EPINEPHRINE (UG/TV) MOT3 16 CDR IT9.20 39.106 11. 361 IT 16 HYDROCORTISON (UG/TV) 1'1013 ~1 CDR IT96.0 2560.8 15~.T5 IT ~ 1 DIET CALORIES (KCAL) I MOT3 ~2 CDR 51.800 93.882 T.2602 IT ~2 o lET PROTEIN (G) 1'1013 ~3 CDR 581. 00 135. B2 31.H9 IT ~3 DIET CALCIUM (MG) 1'1013 ~~ CDR 1085.0 1526 .9 ~8.980 IT ~~ DIET PHOSPHORUS (MG) j MOT3 ~5 CDR 121. 00 179.53 1'1. 388 IT ~5 DIET SODIUM (MG) MOn 125 CDR IH.90 151. 26 .625~~ IT 125 WEIGHT (LBS) MOT3 lZT CDR 7.9000 15.225 .90T79 20 121 nIET NITROGEN (G) Mon 128 CDR 15.800 I!. 130 .87905 20 128 URINE NITROGEN (G) 
1 
1'1013 T SPT 19.200 I!.T2"f 1. T5 8~ 15 T URINE CA (MEO/TV) Mon 11 SPT 2218.0 1698.7 6~.6~1 15 11 URINE CREAT (MG/TV) Mon 13 SPT 50.100 IT. T21 7.60T! 15 13 EPINEPHRINE (UG/TV) MOT3 IT SPT 72.100 25.933 9.8862 15 IT ALDOSTERONE (UG/TV) Mon ~ 1 SPT 9T3.00 268T.6 186. 05 15 ~ 1 DIET CALORIES (KCAL) 
1 
Mon 42 SPT 40.200 114.95 5.7302 15 42 DIET PROTEIrJ (G) 1'1013 43 SPT 615.00 T81. 07 37.799 15 ~3 DIET CALCIUM (MG) l 1 MOT3 ~~ SPT 881.00 1662.1 T~ .2~~ 15 ~~ o lET PHOSPHORUS (MG) MOT3 ~5 SPT 6T.000 213.60 ~~.949 15 ~5 DIET SODIUM (MG) MOT3 ~6 SPT 20~.00 298.20 26.937 15 % DIET MAGtlESlUM (MG) 1'1013 H SPT 36.000 9Q.667 6.6512 15 ~T DIET POTASSIUM (MG) M073 ~8 SPT 1128.0 2659.9 31~ .80 15 ~8 WATER INTAKE (i'lL) 1'1073 lZT SPT 6.1000 17.99, 1 .0531 20 12T DIET NITROGEN (G) MOTJ 5 PL T 2.8000 9.9062 1.8891 16 5 URINE MG (MEO/TV) MOT3 6 PLT 566.00 1415.2 197. TO 16 6 URINE PO~ (MG/TV) 1'1013 11 PLT 3320.0 2~6~.~ lQ2.83 16 11 URINE CREAT (MG/TV) MOT3 16 PLT ~63.30 T9.975 13.891 16 16 HYDROCORTISON (UG/TV) MOT3 Q 1 PLT 176.00 37l6.1 IT3.T5 16 Q 1 DIET CALORIES (KCAL) Mon ~2 PLT 3.8000 165.66 5 • a5~~ 16 q2 DIET PROTEIN (G) MOT3 q3 PLT 82.000 1217 • I 30.T18 16 q3 DIET CALCIUM (MG) 1'1013 q~ PLT 205.00 25~~.q 169. T5 16 ~~ DIET PHOSPHORUS (MG) 1'1013 ~5 PLT 10.000 315.3T 23.855 16 ~5 DIET SODIUM (MG) MOT3 ~6 PLT 53.000 q~3.31 10.320 J6 ~6 DIET MAGNESIUM (MG) MOT3 ~T PLT 2~.000 1~6 .06 8.9029 16 ~T DIET POTASSIUM (MG) MOT3 IZT PL T .60000 26.020 1. 1606 20 127 DIET rilTROGEtJ (G) 
I [- I 
I 
i 
SL-3 DAILY CtlNICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
JULY 30. 1973 SLO" 211 JLN" 211 MO' NO 3 
.til ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 24.44 DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 255.99 MMHG 
.1. MISSION ACTIVITIES 
ACTIVAT ION/TRANSFER EOUIPMEr4T 
OTH:R "£DICAL EXPERIMENTS "',0 DTO'S 
•• ~ MeDICAL EXPERIMENTs/oro 
MIlO 
.... t ILLNESS/SYfolPTOH/PR08LEI1 
MOTION SICKNESS 
tl' MEDICATiON AND DOSAGE 
.. 
..... SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 5.00 HOURS 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
U8 ERG CHATT-HINSI .tlll'iI 
LB ERG (WATT-HINS) 1 ••• ,lt 
EVA MI~E rKEAL/HR) ........... 
EVA DURAT (HRS) ••••• '" 
HK.IEX'tlNSl ........ .... 
NK. II EX CHINS) ..... UH 
NK. III EX tHINS1 •••• ,,<1 
TREADMILL tHiNS) ....... 4. 
OTHER EX CHINS) .~ ••••• 
HEIGHT (CM) ••••••• 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 66.90 
I't ANTHROPO~~TRIC DATA 
HIPIHAIST rCMI 
INSIEXP CHEST (Cf!! 
"NECK ('CMi 
RT ILT ARN (CHI 
RTILT ARH VOL (CC) 
RTILT HAND (F"T-LBl 
CEf! GRAV MEA'; (cm 
........ ,/ ...... . 
.. , .... ,/ ..... , .. 
.. <I .. It iI • "Iii iI .. iI ..... 
..... iI .. 4"/11-11,,"1 
.... 4 ..... 4/ .... " .... 
.... -Ii 4 .. ( • 
DEW POIN"'. = 10.00 DEGC 
PART. PR&g. OXYGEN = 193.41 HMHG 
HIIO 
. MOTION SICKNESS 
I .... HYLAtHA 
HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 
........... 
..... " ..... 
.......... ,' 
.. iI,., .• 
........ , 
iI' •• '.' 
."'t ••• 
, ........ , 
<1" ... 111 
1"'1'1'-11 
59.50 
... .... 11 •• /11"""" 
, ...... '11' .. / •• 1111 •• 
•••• .. ·'I .. '· ...... ~ 
.... ' ..... 1/·· .. ~ .. 1' 




PART. PRES. C02 = 
HIIO 
MOTI ON SI CKt;ES5 
3 AC SCOP-DSX 
HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 
40.00 % 
3.00 Mf1HG 
, I'. I.' 
. ........ . 
, ...... . 
........... 
.. •• .g •• , 
.......... 
'I .... .,t' 
4""'"" 
"""'I ••• 
.. ..... t t' 
84.20 
••••••• / ....... '1 
.'''''.'/.'I.i' l 
'1.iI,." 
c .... " .. li .. /ttt ....... 
....... tt/II •••• , 
1"""."111111' 






MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-3 JULV 30, 1973 SLD'" 211 JLN", 211 1'10'" rm 3 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 1'1073 21 CDR 133.00 1~3S0 3.1091 ~ 21 BLOOD NA (fllEO/L) 1'1073 2~ CDR 2.6000 3.2750 .18930 ~ 2~ BLOOD PO~ (MG III 1'1073 25 COR 10.100 9.~500 .191~9 ~ 25 BLOOD CA (MG/ll 1'1073 ~I CDR 1667.0 2560.8 15~ .75 IT ~ I DIET CALORIES (KCAL) MOT3 ~2 COR 50.900 93.882 7.2602 17 ~2 DIET PROTflN (G) 1'1073 ~3 COR ~T5. 00 735.82 31.~79 17 ~3 o lET CALC IUM (MG) 
1 1'1073 ~~ CDR 995.00 1526.9 ~8.9BO 17 ~~ DIET PHOSPHORUS (MG) 
I 1'1073 ~5 COR 122.00 179.53 I ~ .388 17 ~5 DIET SODIUM (MG) 1'1073 % CDR 125.00 271.53 26.625 IT ~6 DIET MAGNESIUM (MG) MOT3 53 CDR 1.1000 .36319 .1~988 16 53 PREGNANED I OL (MG/TV) 1'1073 60 CDR 1.6650 .28275 .27381 16 60 lI-OH-ETIOCHO (MG/TV) 1'1073 125 CDR IH.60 151. 26 .625~~ 17 125 WEIGHT (LOS) 1'1073 127 CDR 8.2000 15.225 .90779 20 127 DIET N I TR OG EN (G) 1'1073 7 SPT 21.100 11.727 I . 75 8~ 15 7 URINE CA (MED/TV) 1'1073 II SPT 2527 .0 1698.7 6~ .6~ I 15 II URINE CREAT (MG/TV) 1'1073 13 SPT ~~.I 00 17.727 7.6071 15 13 EPINEPHRINE (UG/TV) 1'1073 16 SPT 182.40 ~8.220 13.339 15 16 HYDROCORTISON (UG/TV) 1'1073 17 SPT 1~0.60 25.933 9.8862 15 17 ALOOSTERONE (UG/TV) 1'1073 22 SPT ~.3IOO 3.9825 .25000-01 ~ 22 BLOOD K (MEG/L) 1'1073 25 SPT 10.600 9.7500 .191~9 ~ 25 8LOOO CA (MG/L) 1'1073 L7 SPT 101 .20 88.700 I .6186 ~ 27 BLOOD GLUCOSE (MG/L) MOT3 ~I SPT 1000.0 2687.6 186 .05 15 ~I aiET CALORIES (KCAL) 1'1073 ~2 SPT 26. 100 11~.95 5.7302 15 ~2 OIET PROTEIN (G) 1'1073 ~~ SPT 1031. 0 1662.1 H.24~ 15 ~~ DIET PHOSPHORUS (MG) MOTJ % SPT 182.00 298.20 26.937 15 ~6 DIET MAGNESIUM (MG) 
.1'1073 H SPT 59.000 9~.66T 6.6512 15 H DIET POTASSIUM (MG) MOT3 ~8 SPT 1607.0 2659.9 31~.80 15 ~8 WATER INTAKE (i'lL) 1'1073 125 SPT 13I.~0 136.27 • 8 9~ 80 15 125 WEIGHT (LaS) 1'1013 121 SPT ~ .5000 17.995 I .0531 20 12.1 DIET NITROGEN (G) 1'1073 16 PL T 158.50 19.915 13.891 16 16 HVOROCORTISON (UG/TV) 1'1013 29 PLT 15.000 11.250 .6~550 ~ 29 PARATHORMONE (PG/ML) MOTJ 35 PL T 2.0000 1.1000 . 2309~ ~ 35 GROWTH HORMONE (NG Ii'lL) 1'1073 36 PLT I . HOO .31250 .1556~ ~ 36 ANGIOTENSIN (MUG/Ml/H) 1'1013 ~I PL T 1865.0 3716.1 173.15 16 ~I DIET CALORIES (KCAL) rlO73 ~2 PLT 53.000 165.66 5.85~'. 16 ~2 DIET PROTEIN (G) MOT3 ~3 PLT 625.00 I 2H .1 30.718 16 ~3 DIET CALCIUM (MG) 1'1013 ~~ PL T 117~. 0 25~~.~ 169.15 16 ~~ DIET PliOSPHORUS (MG) 1 1'1013 ~5 PLT 122.00 315.37 23.B55 16 ~5 DIET SODIUM (MG) 1'1013 ~6 PLT 191.00 ~~3.31 10.320 16 ~6 DIET MAGNES IUM (MG) ! 1'1073 ~1 PLT 71.000 1% .06 B.9029 16 qr OIET POTAS~IUM (MG) I 1'1013 56 PLT ~ .~990 .~qr!>6 .36123 16 % OEHVOROEPIANO (MG/TV) 1'1013 60 PLT 1.7130 .qr09~ .19088 16 60 II-OH-ETIOCHO (MG/TV) 1'1013 61 PLT 12.B90 1.2206 1.53~8 16 61 TOTAL l1-KETO <TMG/TV) 1 MOT3 12, PLT 186.60 193. 9~ 1.0881 16 125 WEIGHT (LBS) I 1'1013 121 PL T 8.6000 2~. 020 1. J 6 06 20 121 DIET NLTROGEri [ G ) 
1 , ~, ~.,. .. ,,,,,~~---,. 









SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
JULY·31. 1973 SLD' 212 JlN' 212 MO' NO If 
I" ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 23.89 OEGC 
AVG. M1BIENT PRESSURE = 257 .54 M~IHG 
~I~ MISSION ACTIVITIES 
ACTIVATION/TRANSfER EQUI.P/,:ENT 
COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS 
SCIENCE DENOS/STUDENT EXPERIMENTS 
<It I I'lE'DiCAL EXPERII'IENTS/DTO 
... I I llNESS/SYMPTOMI PR08LEN 
.... MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
1 HS SECONAL 
o ... NASAL EMOLLIENT 
Hi SLEEP DATA 
11 GHT 7.00 HOURS 
.,, EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (WATT-MINSI III' '11 
L8 ERG rWATT-MINSI 1425.00 
EVA H:":E (KEAl/HRl 111"1'1 
EVA OURAT (HRS) '1"1', 
MK.I EX ' IINS) "II"f. 
MK. I I EX CHINS) .......... 
NK. III EX CHINS) ""'1'1 
TREADMILL CHINS) '11,." 
OTHER EX (HINS) Iffll', 
HEIGHT (eN) ""11', 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 66.30 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/HAIST (eN) 'f~"."'fQI"I-t •• , 
lr4S/EXP CHEST (CI1) 1~~-tIH/''''''11 
NECK (CM) .I~'f~'" 
RT/LT ARN (CH) .. " .... /f4Ht'ff 
RT/lT ARr1 VOL (CC) H.ff"/I'IHII 
RT/LT HAND (FT-LBl ifl1Hl/HftlH 
CEt~ GRAV r-I£AS (CM) ~ I f I ... I 
DEW POINT = 11.67 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 191.34 MMHG 
".fllll'I.'lft.. SPT 1"lfl., ...... . 
a •• NASAL EMOLLIENT 
•• 
HEAVY 6.00 HOURS 
""''''tli 
2000.00 
t ..... " .. .-
... 1 ..... . 
..... t." 
I ... t •• " 
.. • 'f •••• 
....... ,. 




.. ··"',,··/ •••• 4'. 
.... , , .... 
".1."./",,,,'1" 
•••••• I/ •••• i •• 
""""/1111".'1 
.. • ...... 'I , 
.~~ ... __ 'rip,' 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
.. 
.. 
HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 
43.00 r 
3.00 l"1t-:HG 
t I •• " .. t 
3020.00 
" .. ,,, ... 
.. "., • t • 
.. .... 'I I • 
'tIt .... 
ill ...... I ill • 
'<1 ... 'II , .. 
., ... I •• 
... I" 'f • , 
85.60 




























MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FRO~ THE 
SL-3 JULY 31. 1973 SLD" 212 
EXPT I~EAS ~AN VALUE MEAN 
1'1073 2. CDR 1006.0 560.29 
1'1073 6 CDR 129~.0 90~.H 
1'1073 10 CDR 1 .0280 1.01>9 
1'1073 11 CDR 2~>8.0 1688.3 
1'1073 13 CDR ~0.200 9.6667 
1'1073 ~1 CDR 18~ 6 .0 2%0.8 
1'1073 ~2 CDR 63.100 93.882 
1'1073 ~3 CDR 5~8.00 735.82 
1'1073 ~~ CDR 1112.0 1? 26.9 
1'1073 ~5 CDR 91.000 179.53 
MOT3 % CDR 16~.00 211.53 
1'1073 53 CDR 1 • 1 280 .36319 
1'1073 60 CDR 1.1620 .2827, 
1'1073 61 CDR 1 ~ .260 7.6675 
1'1073 125 COR 1~6 .20 151. 26 
1'1073 127 CDR 10.500 15.225 
~O13 128 CDR 16.500 11.130 
1'1013 7 SPT 17.900 11.72.7 
~073 1 I SPT 2002.0 1698.7 
1'1073 ql SPT 1399.0 2687.6 
1'1073 ~2 SPT T7 .000 11~. 95 
~O13 '0 SPT 537.00 781.07 
M013 qq SPT 1229.0 1662.1 
1'1073 % SPT I3~ .00 298.20 
1'1013 ~7 SPT 38.000 94.661 
1'1073 125 SPT 131.00 136.2.7 
M013 127 SPT 12.700 17.995 
1'1013 13 PLT ~ 2.700 18.020 
1'1073 ~1 pLT 13Q 1 .0 3716.1 
1'1073 q2 PLT 37.300 165.66 
1'1073 ~3 PL T 361. 00 1 2TT .1 
1'1073 qq PLT B 17 • 00 25qq.q 
M013 ~5 PLT 88.000 315.37 
MOT3 % PLT 11Q.OO ~Q3.31 
1'1073 Ql' PL T 51.000 lQ6,~6 
~073 £0 PLT 3.1850 .H094 
1'1073 61 PLT 13.140 7.2206 
1'1073 127 PL T 6.5000 26.020 
PREFLIGHT ~EAN 
JLN< 212 ~D .. ~D 
SO N 
81.2.71 iT 2 
1I3.H 17 6 
.3~~38-02 iT 10 
12> • 83 iT 11 
6.68~0 1? 13 
1?~. TO 17 ~1 
7.2602 17 ~2 
31.~T9 17 ~3 
~8.980 17 ~~ 
1~.388 17 ~5 
26.625 17 ~6 
.1~988 16 53 
.21381 16 60 
2.1378 16 61 
.625qq 17 125 
.90779 20 127 
.87905 20 128 
1. TO 8~ 15 7 
6~.6ql 15 I 1 
186.05 IS ~I 
5.7302 15 ~2 
37.799 15 43 
H.2qq 15 qq 
26. 9 37 15 ~6 
6. 651 2 15 H 
.89Q80 15 125 
1 .0531 20 121 
7.0188 15 13 
173.75 16 'II 
5.85Qq 16 q2 
30.718 16 q3 
169.75 16 ~4 
23.855 16 q5 
10.320 16 % 
8.9029 16 ~7 
.19088 16 60 
1 .5348 16 61 
1.1606 20 127 
~ 
URINE OS~OL (1'10SI'1/TV) 
URINE PO~ (MG/TV) 
URINE SPECIFIC GRAV 
URINE CREAT (I'1G/TV) 
EPINEPHRINE (UG/TV) 
DIET CALORIES (KCALl 
DIET PROTEIN (G) 
o lET CALC IU~ (~G) 
DIET PHOSPHORUS (MG) 
DIET SODIUM (MG) 
DIET ~AGNESIU~ (~G) 
PREGNANEDIOL (MG/TV) 
11-0H-ETI0CHO (MG/TVI 
TOTAL 17-KETO CTMG/TV) 
WEIGHT (LBS) 
DIET N!TROGEfJ (G) 
URINE NITROGEN (G) 
URINE CA (f~EO/TV) 
URINE CREAT (MG/TV) 
DIET CALORIES (KCAL) 
DIET PROTEHI (G) 
DIET CALCIUM (MG) 
DIET PHOSPHORUS CMG) 
DIET MAGNE5IUM (MG) 
DIET POTASSIUM (MG) 
WEIGHT (L8S) 
DIET N !TROGEN (G) 
EPINEPHRINE (UG/TV) 
DIET CALOR[ES (KCAL) 
D[ET PROTEIfJ (G) 
DIET CALCIUM (MG) 
DIET PHOSPHORUS (MG) 
DIET SODIUM (MG) 
o [ET MAGNES IUM (MG) 
DIET POTASSIUM (~G) 
11-0H-ETIOCHO (I'1G/TV) 
TOTAL 1 r-KETO (TMGITV) 
D[ET NITROGEN (G) 
























SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT AUG I. 1973 SLD' 213 JLN' 213 MO' MD 5 
... ill ENVIRONNENTAL 
AVG. Tn/peRATURE =. 25.00 DEGC AVG. Af'lBIENT PRESSURE =. 247.71.Ml-ifiG 
.Hi MISSION ACTIVITIES 
I1AJOR NED EXPEflI MCNTS OTHCR flEDICAL EXPERIHEIHS AND Dro'S EREP EXPER I NENTS 
COROLLARY EXPER il1CNT5 
...... MEDICAL EXPERIl'lENTS/OTO 
ilit ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
~"t NED"ICATION AND DOSAGE 
.. <III SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 
lift EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (WATT-HINSl •• i .. llt 
LB ERG (I'.TT-HINS) .. In .. 
EVA f-IWE rKEAl/HRl .. -tit ... . 
EVA DURAT (HRS) .' ....... . HK.I EX (HINS) 20.00 HK. II EX Ct-liNSl Ji ..... .. 
r-IK. I II EX HlINSl ..... .. 
TREADWLL CHINS) ......... .. 
OTHER EX HII.NSJ 'II' I ... .. HEIGHT (eN) ........ .. 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 66.')0 
Itt ANTHROP011ETRIC DATA 
HIP'l-IAIST (eH) .... -HU/tlI-IIIU INS/EXP CHEST rCM} ...... *i/·;·· .... ~ NECK (eM) ..... H f I 
RTILT ARH (eM) ...... '/t(l-cn .. RTllT I,RM VOt. (CC) ~'I'I.~ •• / •• I •• I .. 
DE~ POINT: 12.22 DEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN: 206.86 HHHG 





HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 
• I ••• I. 
1.875.00 
.. •• • I ... 
• I """'II • 
'III"" 
.. ..... I .. 
t ..... ",. 
'II ....... .. 
,."",.-<1 
'II"".'. 59.40 
... ,. ... 1"/."".'" 
........ / .. 111 •• ' 
,t •• I .... 
........... /, ..... , ... 
'''''''''/'It'I(' 
RELATIVE HUNIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
40.00 1 
4.00 flflHG 
'.""."."~fl' PLT Itll •••• " ...... 
N131 
HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 
." ... , 
, ... " .. 
• •• '1 ••• 
•• t ..... 
20.00 
• ... I •• f 
• •••• ,1 
'f'.'." 




I I I t I I .. 
."'"ttl/""'" 
























MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 50 FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN I SL-3 AUG I , 1973 SLD'" 213 JLN'<- 213 MD .... MD 5 I EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN 50 N M092 I SPT 6'7.33q 57. 3q 8 2.6527 5 I HEART RATE (CONTROL) M092 2 SPT 78.701 58.539 3.3q32 5 2 HEART RATE (-30) M092 q SPT 39.521 6q.023 5.Q967 5 ~ HEART RATE (-50) 1 M092 25 SPT 33.687 Q5.722 3.00OT 5 25 PULSE PRESSURE (RECOVERY) MOn 108 SPT -.97200 .280QQ .28230 5 108 HR/LBNP 30-QO I MOn 109 SPT -2.9%0 .26796 .10902 5 109 HR6R/LBNP ~0-50 1>1092 151 SPT 66.228 57.097 2.219~ 5 151 VECTAN HEART RATE (CONTRuL) 
J 
MOn 152 SPT 78.7,8 58.582 2.9537 5 152 VECTAN HEART RATE (-30 ) MOn IH SPT ~5.538 6~ .1 OQ 6.1327 5 15~ VECTAN HEART RATE (-50 ) MOn 159 SPT IQ2.19 128.% 2.788~ 5 159 PR INTERVAL (-50) MOn 167 SPT 362. TT ~00.67 10.B05 5 167 OT INTERVAL (-30 ) MOn lT2 SPT .2~1~2 .IQ218 .20688-01 5 172 P MAX MAG (-30 ) MOn IH SPT .98%5-01 .15611 .1~T97-01 5 IT~ P MAX MAG (-50) Mon IT7 SPT -~5 .501 -28.078 ~.~118 5 177 P MAX AZ (-30) M092 ITS SPT -57.309 -28 .~62 2.~890 5 178 P MAX AZ (-~O) M092 IT9 SPT 75.753 -30.350 3.7028 5 IT9 P MAX Al (-50) MOnA 2 SPT 6~.380 -3.9~23 12.755 5 182 P MAX EL (-30) MonA I 3 SPT ~.0951 2.9660 .35036 5 193 ORS-E AREA (-~O) MonA 16 SPT .%355 .36111 .33808-01 5 196 ORS-E OEPTH (CONTROL) M09ZA 20 SPT .~5151 .35793 .26695-01 5 200 ORS-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) M092A ~I SPT . 3~ 300-01 .579~3-01 .68988-02 5 ~21 ST-E AREA (CONTROL) M092A ~2 SPT .28201-01 .51708-01 .~~!73-02 5 222 ST-E AREA (-30) MonA 76 SPT -16.0';3 2.0257 3.5729 5 256 J EL (CONTROL) M092A 78 SPT -~.1~98 7.1~96 2.T318 5 258 J EL (-~O) MonA T9 SPT -18.132 6.6~36 3.7382 5 259 J El (-50 ) M092A 83 SPT I • 6~ O~ 1. 9723 .10867 5 263 D-ST SLOPE (-~O) MonA 87 SPT I!. 65 3 7.0551 I . 089~ 5 267 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) M092A 101 SPT 30.570 21 .267 • 7~~ T! 5 281 DRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (CONTR,," ) M092A 126 SPT 131.30 136 .~ 0 .~1833 5 306 WEIGHT MonA 128 SPT 13.000 13.676 .20888 5 308 R CALF CIRC M092A , 133 SPT 27.330 22.220 1.6679 5 313 AMB. TEMP-ENO M092A 135 SPT 28.890 23.676 1.568T 5 315 LBNPD TEMP-END M092A lq9 SPT 258.20 760.~6 .97365 5 329 ATMOSPHERIC PRESS (MMHG ) M092A 159 SPT H .321 60.6H 3.9787 5 339 HEART RATE (-8 ) M092A 160 SPT 72.327 56.58Q 3.2705 5 3~ 0 HEART RATE (-16 ) MonA 169 SPT 1.0200 .70000-01 .~3589-01 5 3q9 PLVC EOP (-8 ) M092A 170 SPT 2.3800 1.0320 .2599Q 5 350 PLVC EOP (-16 ) , M073 2 CDR 1062.0 060.29 8 I. 2Tl 17 2 URINE OSMOL (MOSM/TV) 1 M073 10 COR 1.0290 1. 0 159 .3~~38-02 17 10 URINE SPECIFIC GRAV M073 IT CDR 172.30 20.100 II. OQ 3 17 17 ALDOSTERONE (UGITV) I M073 q I CDR 1888.0 2560.8 15~. 75 17 ~ I DIET CALORIES (KCAL) M073 ~2 CDR 56.600 93.882 7.2602 IT ~2 o lET PROTEIN (G) , M073 ~3 COR 589.00 735.82 31.~79 IT ~3 DIET CALCIUM 01G) M073 ~q CDR 630.00 1526.9 ~8.980 IT ~q DIET PHOSPHORUS (MG) \\1 MOT3 q5 CDR B3.000 179.53 1~.3BB 17 q5 DIET SODIUM (MG) M073 % CDR 157.00 271.53 26.625 I7 ~6 DIET MAGNESIUM (MG) 
1 








~i ........... , ... l1li' sl~e'#E:rlt;"!~:{.-....._. ~.J:4::::- j 
MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE 
SL-3 AUG I, 1913 SLD~ 213 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN 
1'1073 91 CDR Z60.13 11 .~2' 
1'1073 98 CDR 91. 9q 0 11q.2.9 
1'1073 115 CDR 10.060 I q. 3q 0 
1'1013 116 CDR 8.5qOO 10.755 
1'1013 118 CDR 8.5qOO 9. 9q 00 
1'1013 119 CDR 12.210 9.1500 
1'1073 120 CDR 5.HOO q .1350 
1'1013 12.3 CDR 5.1000 .80500 
1'1013 125 CDR 1%.qO 151.26 
1'1013 121 CDR 9.3000 15.225 
1'1013 16 SPT 128.20 q8.220 
1'1073 ql SPT 19q 1. 0 2681.6 
1'1073 q2. SPT 60.~00 llq.95 
1'1013 q3 SPT 1013.0 181.07 
1'1013 qq SPT 1327.0 1662.1 
1'1073 H SPT 65.000 94.667 
'MOT3 53 SPT .83300 • 3q 081 
MOB 82. SPT .91000 .2.0661 
1'1073 83 SPT q.BOOO 2..5000 
1'1013 97 SPT 211.09 19.630 
1'1013 lOa SPT 10.070 II.B93 
1'1073 101 SPT 31.q60 23.220 
1'1073 107 SPT 2.6QOO 1.6100 
rIO 13 108 SPT 1.2200 .59000 
1'1013 111 SPT 2.0000 .63000 
1'1073 117 SPT 2.1300 6.5100 
MOT3 119 SPT 1Q .910 1, • 26 3 
1'1013 12.0 SPT IB.250 6.8761 
1'1013 U5 SPT \31.20 136.2T 
1'1073 12.7 SPT 9.7000 17.995 
1'1013 6 PLT 2199.0 1~15.2 
1'1013 II PLT 3218.0 2.%q .Q 
1'1073 )3 PLT %.600 18.020 
1'1073 16 PLT 2.10.00 79.97, 
1'1073 ~ 1 PLT 2.183.0 3116.1 
1'1013 Q2 PL T 135.10 165.66 
MOT3 Q3 PLT 1031. 0 1277 .1 
/'1073 Q5 PLT 153.00 315.37 
1'1013 Q6 PLT 391.00 QQ3.31 
1'1073 H PLT 112.00 IQ6.06 
/'1073 60 PL T 2.0530 .H09Q 
1'1013 83 PLT 2.9QOO !. 0500 
/'1073 SQ PL T 3.1200 52..200 
/'1073 86 PLT lQS.7Q 52.005 
f'i073 87 PLT 3,B.53 132..2.6 
/'10T3 S8 PL T 170.29 70.975 
1'1013 92. PL T 2.061. 6 2Q 8,. B 
/'1073 9Q PLY 2.9600 Q.7750 
MOT3 9, PLT 23.760 IS.635 
1'1073 9b PLT 10.650 12.5BO 
r~"" 
~ --





JLN¥ 213 MD. 1'10 
SO N 
29.q23 2 91 
3.1183 2. 98 
.2.828q-Ol 2 115 
.2333, 2 116 
.35355 2 118 
.q1012 2 119 
.3323q 2 120 
1.2.651 20 123 
.625qq 11 125 
.90719 20 121 
13.339 15 16 
186.05 15 q I 
5.1302. 15 q2 
3T.l"9 15 q3 
H.2.qq 15 qq 
i~.6512. 15 ql 
.13635 15 53 
.18~q8 3 B2 
.35619 3 83 
39.911 3 97 
.BOIOB 3 100 
I.HI6 3 101 
.70000-01 3 101 
.lB3B, 2 108 
.2.8000 3 l!2 
.69282. 3 111 
2.1061 3 119 
1.9169 3 120 
.89q80 15 125 
1.0531 2.0 121 
191.10 16 6 
1~2.83 16 II 
1. 0 18B 15 13 
13.891 16 16 
173.75 16 ~ I 
5.S5Qq 16 ~2 
30.718 16 ~3 
23. S55 16 Q5 
10.320 16 Q6 
S.9029 16 ~1 
.190S8 16 60 
.16911 2. S3 
.Q3SQO 2 8Q 
15.9Q5 2 86 
2.7153 2 BT 
6.5Q07 2 88 
115.TT 2 92 
.60104 2 9~ 
.20507 2 95 
.15556 2 96 
5 
FREE TAURINE (MG/TV) 
UREAIIOOO (MG lTV) 
CVSTATHIONINE (MG/TV) 
FREE METH I ON IN (MG lTV ) 
FREE LEUCWE (MG/TV) 
FREE TVROSINE (MG/TV) 
FREE PHENVLALA (MG/TV) 
FECAL NA (MEa) 
WEIGHT (LBS) 
DIET ~ITROGEN (G) 
HVDROCORTI50N (UG/TV) 
DIET CALORIES (KCAL) 
DIET PROTEIN (G) 
DIET CALCIUM (MG) 
DIET PHOSPHORUS (MG) 
DIET POTASSIUM (MG) 
PREGNANED I OL [PIG lTV) 
FREE GABA (MG lTV) 
FREE ORNITHINE (MG/TV) 
FREE TAURIrIE <l'lG/TV) 
FREE ASPART AC (MG/TV) 
FREE THREONINE (MG/TV) 
FREE GLUT ACID (NG/TV) 
FREE CITRULLIN (MG/TV) 
A-NH2-N-BUTVR (MG/TV) 
FREE ISOLEUCIN (MG/TV) 
FREE TVROSINE (MG/TV) 
FREE PHENVLAL.~ (MG/TV) 
WEIGHT (L8S) 
DIET NITROGEN (G) 
URINE Poq (MG/TV) 
URINE CREAT (MG/TV) 
EPINEPHRINE (UG/TV) 
HVDRDCDRTISON (UG/TV) 
DIET CALORIES (KCAL) 
DIET PROTEIN (G) 
DIET CALCIUM (MG) 
DIET SODIUM (MG) 
DIET MAGNESIUM (MG) 
DIET POTASSIUM (MG) 
ll-OH-ETIDCHO (MG/TV) 
FREE ORN ITH mE (MG lTV) 
FREE ETDHAMINE (MG/TV) 
FREE LVSINE (MG/TV) 
FREE I -CH3-H IS (MG lTV) 
FREE HISTIDINE (MG/TV) 
FREE CHEATININ (MG/TV) 












ME~sURrMENTS GREATEIl TlIAN 3 SO FROM TIlE PREFL IGIIT MEAN 
St-3 AUG 1 , In3 SLO. ~13 JLN- 213 rIO_ 1'10 5 
EXPT IrIEAS MAN VALUE rlEAN SO N 
MOT3 n PL T 30'1.29 89.500 1'1.366 2 H FREE TAUIlINE (MG/TV 1 
MOrl 100 PL T 29.020 U~~595 1.9610 2 100 FREE ASPART AC (MG/TV) 
MTl 101 PL T 3T. 930 18.010 I .596 I 2 101 FREE TllI1EONINE (NG/TV I 
rlon 102 PLT 62.610 ~ 1. 625 .~6TB9 2 102 FREE SER WE OiG lTV I 
rIo T 3 lOT PL T L2200 I.T600 .98995-01 2 lOT FREE GLUT ACID (MG/TV I 
rlOD II I PI. T 6.9300 10.TI0 .608 II 2 I 11 A-AM1NOA01PTC (NG/TVI 
N01J 112 PLT J.~ 1 00 .16500 .161:·3 2 112 A-NI12-N-BUTYR IMG/TV) 
M01J 113 PLT 30.'190 5.9250' .36062 2 113 FREE VAL INE (MG lTV I 
1'1013 11'1 PL T 35.H.0 13.315 .1%60 2 I I ~ FREE CYSTlN/2 (MGITV I 
MOT3 115 PLr 2'1.110 12.310 I. T819 2 11 !i CYSTATlIION1NE (NG/TV) 
rl013 )20 PLT .31;000 1.1200 t • '1'125 2 120 rnEE PIIENYLALA (riG lTV ) 
rIOT3 l?t; PI T 161.90 193.9~ 1.0661 16 125 IdEIGIiT tins) 
NOTJ 121 PL T 22.100 26.020 ) .1606 20 IZT OIET NITROGEN (G) 
SL-3 DAILY CliNICALlENVIRONNENTAL REPORT 
AUG 2. 1973 SLO" 214 JLN* 2J1f MO" NO 6 
-II 11 I ENV I RONNENT AL 
"VG. TEMPERATURE = 25.00 OEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 2113.06 NMHG 
•• ~ MISSION ACTIVITIES 
I"IA..JOR t-IED EXPER I I"IEr-:TS 
OTHEIl NCOIC/.L EXPCRHIENTS AND oro's 
EREP EXPERIMENTS 
COROLLARY EXrCRIMENTS 
•• 111111 •• ,.1,41 CDR .1".1" •• 11.' 






III PEOICATION AND DOSAGE 
.fi. SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 6.00 HOURS 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (WATT-NINS) H_' 16'''-
LB ERG (I',TT-HINS) ':;75.00 
EVA HWE (KEAL/HRI Ittll" 
EVA DURAT (HRSI Ilt'!11 
~IK. I EX (HINSI 10.00 
HK. II EX HIINS) iI ....... 
MK. III EX (HINS) .11., •• 
TREADNILL CHINS) .... 11t 
OTHERFX Ct1INS) •••• , •• 
HEIGHT (CM) UUI.t 
WriGHT (KILOGRAHI 65.90 
1'1 ANTHROpmlETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (em 114."'/"'.I"l 
II':S/EXP CHEST {CM) I Itt. t, ,_ ....... 
NECK (eM) ••••••• 
RTILT ARM (CMI "'II"l/i~"I'" 
RTILT /\R~I VOL ICC) tHI,,"/, .. CtH 
DEW POINT. 13.33 OEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 191.34 HI1HG 
.illlliI' •••••• 11 SPT .............. . 
HIIO 




.. . . . .. . . 
•• 1'1" 
· ....... . 
, ....... f 
, ...... , 
· .... ~ . , 
""ilt .. 
59.50 
....... /, ..... . 
., ...... , ...... . 
.. ... , .. I .. 
.. ,,; .. / .... , .. 
.t.~I .. , ...... . 
'-T"" 
RELATIVE HUNIOlTY 












..... f .. .. 
• t ..... . 
-I ...... . 
.. t ...... .. 
• I • t ... .. 


















































































































































































































































~ .9TH 5 
6.3962 5 


















15~. 75 17 
7.2602 17 
~8.980 17 













MD .. MD 6 
211 CRS MAX EL (CONTROL) 
212 DRS MAX EL (-30) 
213 CRS MAX EL (-.0) 
ZI~ DRS NAX EL (-50) 
215 DRS MAX EL (RECOVERY) 
2Z6 ST-E DEPTH (CONTROL) 
ZlT ST-E DEPTH (-30) 
22B ST-E OEPTH (-~O) 
2Z9 ST-E DEPTH (-50) 
230 ST-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 
2'1~ foT MAX EL (-50) 
247 J MAG (-30) 
251 J AZ (CONTROL) 
252 J Al (-30) 
253 J Al (-~O) 
25~ J AZ (-50) 
255 J AZ (RECOVERV) 
256 J EL (CONTROL) 
257 J EL (-30) 
25B J EL (-~O) 
259 J EL (-50) 
260 J EL (RECOVERV) 
Z7~ D-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) 
313 AMB. iEMP-END 
315 LBNPD TEMP-END 
316 HOURS SINCE LAST MEAL 
329 ATMOSPHERIC PRESS (MMHG) 
3~1 SYSTOLIC 8P (-8) 
3"2 SYSTOLIC 8P (-16 ) 
3"9 PLVC EOP (-8) 
Z UR INE OSMOL (MOSM/TV) 
10 URINE SPECIFIC GRAV 
13 EPINEPHRINE (UG/TV) 
16 HVDROCORTISO~ (UG/TV) 
~I DIET CALORIES (ICAL) 
"2 DIET PROTEIN (G) 
~" DIET PHOSPHORUS (MG) 
"5 DIET SODIUM (MG) 
53 PREGNANEDIOL (MG/TV) 
60 ll-OH-ETlOCHO (MGITV) 
125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
127 DIET NITROGEN (G) 
12B URINE NITROGEN (G) 
25 BLOOD CR (MG/L) 
2T BLOOD GLUCOSE (MG/L) 
29 PARATHDRMONE (PG/ML) 
36 ANGIOTEtJSIN (MUGIML/H) 
"I DIET CALORIES (KCAL) 
"2 DIET PROTEIN (G) 



































MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE 
SL-3 AUG 2, 1973 SLO< 21~ 
EXPT Ii'lEAS MAN VALUE MEAN 
1'1073 ~~ SPT 1282.0 1662.1 
1'1073 H SPT 53.000 9~.667 
M073 125 SPT 131.~0 136.2T 
M073 127 spr 10.700 17.995 
M073 13 PLT ~7.300 18.020 
11073 16 PLT 195.~0 79.975 
MOn 35 PLT 2.0000 1.1000 
M073 36 PLT 1.6000 .31250 
M073 37 PLT 60.000 15.250 
MOT3 ~I PLT 3159.0 3716. I 
i'1073 ~2 PLT 1~6.30 165.66 
MOT3 ~6 PLT 386.00 ~~3.31 
1'1073 H PLT 116.00 1% .06 
M073 60 PLT 1. 12q 0 .~709~ 





6. 6512 15 
.89~80 15 






I T3. T5 16 






















DIET PHOSPHORUS (MG) 
DIET POTASSIUM (MG) 
WEIGHT (L8S) 
DIET N ITR OG EN (G) 
EPINEPHRINE (UG/TV) 
HVOROCORTISON (UG/TV) 
GROWTH HORNOIIE (NGIML) 
ANGIOTENSIN (MUG/ML/H) 
INSULIN (UU /ML ) 
DIET CALORIES (KCAL) 
OIET PROTEIN (G) 
o lET MAGNES IUM (riG) 















SL-3 DAILY ClINICAL/ENl'lRONNENTAL REPORT 
AUG 3. 1973 SLOt 215 JlNt 215 NO~ ND 7 
I..t ENVtRON~IENTAL 
AVG. TENPERATURC = cti.tllt OEGC 
AVO. AMBIENT PRESSURE: 258.57 tlflHO 
I. •• MISSION ACTIVITieS 
ATN EXPERIMENTS 
EREP EXPEHIt:ENIS 
COROI.LARY EXf'ERI NENTS 
orr-DUTY/REST DAY 
t~t •• t ••••••••• CDR •••••••••••• 11 
... NEDiCAL EXPr.BlltCNTS/oro 
.. .... ILL NESSI SYNP rmll PH08LE.N 
.. t.. !'IED 1 CAT 1 ON AND DOSAGE 
I"" SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 
tt. EXERCiSE DATA 
US ERG (I~ATT-mNS) HHtllt 
La ERG (HATT-tIINSl 275<.'.00 
EVA tll~C [KEALtrIR) "11 •••• 
EVA nURA T Ii-IRS) ~ tel tH ... 
NK.l EX t IINS) 15.00 
HK. II EX IHINS) •••••• , 
NK. III EX tHINS) u .... t 
THEAONtLL (NINS) ... ,. ..... t 
OTHER EX "'IINS) •• VIQtI 
HEIGHT tCH) t •••••• 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAtIl 65.70 
.1 t ANiHROPOl'lETRIC DAT,\ 
HIP/(,AIST ICfCl 
INS/EXP CHEST (CIIl 
NECK (cm 
RIlL T Mltl (CMI 
RT Il T Am'l VOL (CCI 
RT/LT HAND (rT-lOI 
eEN GRAV l',rA~ (CI'Il 
• '.'1"1"'1111 
1~ICI"I/t't"'1 




• I I tit I 
OEW POINT: 11.67 DCGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN::. 196.51 HI'lHG 
"11111111111" SPT .' .... II't •• I~. 
HI33 
HEAVY 7.00 HOLlRS 
... I • , ... 
....... t I 
1'1'111 
.. • I •• , I 
5.00 
I' •• I , • 
1'111'1 
• " I I • I I 
1"1"1 








• I ••• I I 
RelATIVE HUNIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
113.00 l' 
~.90 HHHG 
I"I""'~"II"I PlT 11111.'.111'" 









• I • , ••• 
85.30 
••••• tl/ltltl' • 
.,I.I·'I"·tt.1 
•••••• ,/ •• ' •• 0. 
t""'I/' ••• 'tt 
.... III'/tt ••••• 









MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE 
SL-3 AUG 3, 1973 SlO .. 2.15 
EXPT 1MEAS MAN VALUE MEAN 
1'1073 2 CDR 1037.0 560.29 
1'1073 10 COR 1. 02.80 1.0159 
1'1073 13 COR 35.600 9.6667 
1'1073 16 COR 182.20 39.106 
1'1073 ~3 COR 858.00 135.82. 
M013 125 COR 1Q~.80 151.26 
1'1073 128 COR 15.300 11.130 
1'1013 7 SPT 18.100 11.727 
1'1013 q 1 SPT 208~.0 2687.6 
1'1013 ~3 SPT 6~9.00 781.07 
M013 % SPT 187.00 298.20 
1'1073 ~7 SPT 58.000 9q .667 
1'1013 125 SPT 13I.~0 136.27 
1'1073 128 SPT 17.300 12.925 
1'1013 7 PLT 13 .~OO 10.200 
1'1073 125 PLT 188.10 193.9Q 
1'1073 128 PLT 27.000 19.950 
.. ___ '-____________ .-1.:.;.~ __ _ 
PREFLIGHT MEAN 





11. 36 I IT 
31.H9 IT 
.625~q 17 
.879 05 20 
1. 75 8q 15 
186. 05 15 
37.799 15 
26. 937 15 
6. 651 2 15 
.89Q80 15 
1.2973 20 






















URWE OSMOL (MOSM/TV) 
URINE SPECIFIC GRAV 
EPINEPHRINE (UG/TV) 
HYOROCORTISON (UG/TV) 
DIET CALCIUM (MG) 
WEIGHT (LBS) 
URINE NITROGEN (G) 
URINE CA (MED/TV) 
DIET CALORIES (KCAL) 
DIET CALCIUM (MG) 
nIET MAGNESIUM (MG) 
DIET POTASSIUM (MG) 
WEIGHT (L8S) 
URINE NITROGEN (G) 
URINE CA (MED/TV) 
WEIGHT (L8S) 








I _ . 
SL-3 DAILY ClINICAL/ENVIRONNENTAL REPORT 
AUG ~. 1973 SLoe 216 JLN~ 216 MOil NO 8 
.. of a ENV 1 RONMENT AL 
AVG. TE'HPCRATUHE = ttlll'l DEGC 
AVG. AN81ENT PIlESSURE = 248.23 HHHG 
,., MISSION ACTIVITIES 
MA . ..I0R MED EXPERIMENTS 
OTHER HEDICAL EXPERIHENTS I.ND DTO'S 
EREP EXPERIMENTS 
COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS 
................. COR .... 1 .... 111 ..... 
H' 1'1CDICAL EXPCRII'IENTS/DTO 
... , ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PRODLEM 
tlf MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
,. •• SLEEP DATA 
LIGHT 6.00 HOURS 
"II EXERCISE DATA 
us ERG ct~ATT-NlNS) 
LB ERG (WATT-HINS) 
EVA HI<E ' :EAL/HR) 
EVA DURAT (HRS) 
HK. I EX (HINS) 
HK. II EX (HINS) 
MK. III EX (tIINS) 
TREADMILL (MINS) 
OTHER EX (MINS) 
HEIGHT (GN! 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAfll 






' •• ,11. 
....... I 
.. • • • I ... 
65.90 
au ANTHROPONETRtC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (CH) ••••••• , ••••••• 
INS/EX? CHEST (eM) ••••••• /., ••••• 
NECK (CN) ''I''''. 
RTILT ARN (el'l1 .. ""' H/I H u" 
RTILT I,RM VOL reCI UHt-H/HIHH 
RTII.T HAUD (FT-LS) ... i .... f ,,, III I" 
DEW POINT = 11.11 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 191.34 HflHG 




LIGHT 5.50 HOURS 
.. , ........ 
3000.00 
.......... I .. 
.. ....... .. 
14.00 
• c .... t .. .. 
• .. ;Ii ..... .. 
.... t .. I I I 
• t.· ........ 
59.40 
.. •• ~lt,f/··I.II' 
..., ••• ,/t .. l •••• 
.. ... t ...... 
""""'."tll 
.... ttl.I't'I".; 







RELA Tl VE Hum 0 I TY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
· .. ···'·1 
5.00 NHtiG 
'tllt.of"".I'" PLT tt ......... ,tt .. .. 
ftl31 
HEAVY 6.00 HOURS 
't'ltl( 
2500.00 
.. " t: .. I • f 
•• ,.1.1 
20.00 
.. , ..... t t 
....... I • t 




••.•.• ,/.t ..... .. 
























. .- ~~ 1 
• 1 
MEASuREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-3 AUG ~, 1973 SLO~ ll6 JLN~ l16 MD. MO 8 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 1'1171 11 SPT I.I~ I 8 .83809 .T8~68-01 7 11 RER-REST 1'1171 13 SPT .98000 • 9 O~ Oq .195~l-01 7 13 RER-LEVEL 2 1'1171 IS SPT 1.~810 1.1186 .686l~-01 6 IS RER-RECOVERY 1'1171 27 SPT 15l.00 165.1~ 3.~~86 7 IT SBP-LEVEL I (riM HG) 1'1171 30 SPT l~3.00 l09.00 7.69~l 6 30 SSP-RECOVERY (MM HG) Ml71 3~ SPT 60.000 81.~l9 5 • l~ 13 7 3q DSP-LEVEL 3 (MM HG) I'll Tl 36 SPT 85.161 98 .q~ 0 l.l5lQ 6 36 MAP-REST (MM HG) I'll Tl 51 SPT 1. 9853 2.l316 .55112-01 7 51 VOl , 160 HR 1'1171 52 SPT 1.5831 1.818> .~3065-01 7 5l VD2 , IqO HR 
M\iV 63 SPT l~l.lq ll7.73 7.77l3 7 63 SBP , 160 HR I'll I 6q SPT 63.905 80.586 5.l955 7 6~ nBP , 160 HR Ml7l 109 SPT 181.50 139.79 11.503 7 109 PULSE PRS-LEV 3 (MMHG) MITI 110 SPT 166.00 121.00 '1.3167 6 110 PULSE PRS-REeDV (Mi'1HG ) MITI 115 SPT 27~59 • 20231. 1832.~ 6 115 PRESSURE RATE PRODUCT-RECDV MI7l 12q SPT I • ll85 1. o~ 3~ .56005-01 q IZq. RER 25-50 MI7l Il8 SPT ~8.339 lq.282 3.6598 ~ 128 VE/VOl 50-75 I'll Tl 131 SPT 36.qq3 l2.565 l.386~ q 131 VE/VCD2 50-75 MI7l I q 0 SPT -36.ll9 -1.~3~5 5 • 7~ 05 ~ I~ 0 OBP/VOl 50-75 MI7l Iq5 SPT 110.n 51.861 18.097 q 1~5 PP/VOl l5-50 1'1171 1% <'PT 100.91 q3.156 13.~q5 q Iq6 PP/VOl 50-75 Mon I ';:"T 16.000 57. 3q 8 l.6527 5 I HEART RATE (COIJTROL) Mon l ~,~T B7.019 58.539 3. 3~ 3Z 5 l HEART RATE (-30) Mon 3 ,H 90.55l 61. 3q 3 5. 10lB 5 3 HEART RATE (-~O) Mon q SPT 97.9q2 6q.Ol3 5.~ 967 5 q HEART RATE (-50) Mon 5 SPT 69.35q H.Q50 q .ll08 5 5 HEART RATE (RECOVERY) Mon 7 SPI 131.60 109.97 ~. H66 5 7 SYSTOLIC BP (-30) Mon 8 SPT Il9.ll 107.77 6.0325 5 8 SYSTOLIC BP (-qo) Mon 9 SPT IlO.87 I Oq .8 l 3.5377 5 9 SYSTOLIC BP (-50) Mon Il SPT 8l.333 65.617 5.359q 5 Il DIASTOLIC BP (-30) Mon 13 SPT 81 • 3q 9 67 .l51 q.qqqq 5 13 DIASTOLIC BP (-qO) Mon Iq SPT 81.q77 67.913 5.5588 5 Iq DIASTOLIC SP (-50) Mon IT SPT 98.7% 80.qOO q.6533 5 IT MEAN BP (-30) Mon 18 SPT 97. 305 80.755 3.!iB13 5 18 MEAN BP (-qo) Mon 19 SPT 98.608 80.l17 ~.~I67 5 19 MEAN BP (-50) Mon 30 SPT I.ZOOO .l0800 .l8057 5 30 PLVC EOP (RECOVERY) Mon 
';Jf SPT .T3900 .l6796 .10902 5 109 HR6R/LBNP qO-50 1'1092 10 SPT .87500-01 .8T500-0l .5~~86-02 5 II 0 pLVC/LBNP 0-8 M09l 115 SPT 3.3090 .q87q7 .65830 5 115 HR/PLVC 0-30 Mon lSI SPT T6.635 57. 097 l. l 19q 5 151 VECTAN HEART RATE (COI/TROL) Mon 15l SPT 86.9'16 58.58l l.9!>3T 5 15l VECTAN HEART RATE (-30) Mon 153 SPT 89.836 61.191 5. Oq Z6 5 153 VECTAN HEART RATE (-q 0 ) Mon 15q SPT 99.787 6~ .1 Oq 6 • 1327 5 15~ VECTAN IIEART RATE (-50 ) Mon 155 SPT 70. 101 5~.~31 3.7l57 5 155 VECTAN HEART RATE ( RECOVERY> M09l 158 SPT Il~.86 Il9.98 1.60lq 5 158 PR INTERVAL (-~O) M09Z 159 SPT 119.8Z 128.% Z.788q 5 159 PR INTERVAL (-50 ) Mon 16q SPT 98.60l 89.891 l. I Zqr 5 16~ gRS DURATION (-50) Mon 166 SPT 371.39 ~03.Z9 7.7Sq6 5 166 aT INTERVAL (eOtHROL) Mon 167 SPT 351.98 QOO.67 10.805 5 167 aT INTERVAL (-30) M09Z 168 SPT 3~7 .59 391.66 13.335 5 16B aT INTERVAL (-~O) 1'1092 169 SPT 33B.0'1 386.51 13.510 5 169 aT INTERVAL (-50 I 
.-._' 
I 
~:.--"",,~,-, .. "'-'" 
rtEASURE~ENTS GREATER TKAN 3 SO FROM TIlE PREFLIGHT ME~N 
SL-3 AUG ~, 1973 SLO .. ll6 JLN. ll6 MD. 1'10 8 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE I'1EAN SO N 
Mon 171 SPT .28>27 .1,1,6 .~1068-01 , IT! P MAX MAG (CONTROL) 
ri09l 172 SPT .311.2~ .1~218 .2068B-OI 5 ITl P MAX MAG (-30 ) 
1'1092 IT3 SPT .3~701 .1~032 .95391-0l 5 173 P MAX MAG (-~O ) 
1'1092 17~ SPT .~0205 .15611 .IH97-01 , IH P ~AX ~AG (-,0) 
1'1091. 176 SPT -62.706 -27.065 5.7687 5 IT6 P MAX AZ (CONTROL) 
1'1091. 177 SPT -75.902 -2B.078 ~.~I.lB , 177 P MAX AZ (-30 ) 
1'1092 178 SPT -7~. oo~ -28.~62 2.~890 5 ITS P MAX AZ (-~ 0 ) 
1'1092 179 SPT -76 .59B -30.350 3.70lB , IT9 P MAX AZ (-50 ) 
Mon 180 SPT -~3.5~B -l3.611 ~. 95 l3 5 IBO P MAX AZ (RECOVERY) 
M092A l SPT 7Z.~01 -3.9~l3 12.755 5 182 P MAX EL (-30 ) 
M092A 3 SPT 73.926 -B.377~ 22.733 5 183 P MAX EL (-~O) 
MonA 9 SPT 8.3971 T. 2005 • 37 Z~ Z 5 IB9 QRS-E CIRC (-50) 
M092A I~ SPT ~.317Z 3.1985 .37287 5 19~ QRS-E AREA (-50) 
1'I092A 18 SPT .~5~50 .37l~3 .2~155-01 5 198 QRS-E DEPTH (-~ 0 ) 
M092A 20 SPT .~~8 12 .3579 3 .26695-01 5 lOO QRS-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 
M092A 26 SPT -2. 3~61 6.0706 2. I B 26 5 206 QRS MAX AZ (CONTROL) 
",onA ZT SPT -3.~30B 6.5529 Z.~091 5 207 ORS MAX AZ (-30) 
M092A lB SP7 -6.30~B B.30B7 3.9B92 5 l08 QRS MAX AZ (-~O) 
MonA 29 SPT -6.225'1 11.603 3.3625 5 209 QRS MAX AZ (-50) 
MonA 30 SPT -2.6BBB 7.0265 1.770B 5 210 ORS MAX AZ (RECOVERYI 
MonA ~I SPT • 32B~ B-O I .579~ 3-0 1 .6B9BB-02 5 lZI ST-E AREA (CONTROL) 
MonA U SPT .lllB9-01 .5ITOB-OI .~ljJ 73-0Z 5 l22 ST-E AREA (-30) 
M09ZA ~3 SPT .1852B-OI .50013-01 .~37~9-0l 5 l23 5T -E AREA (-~ 0 I 
MonA ~~ SPT .25056-01 .~29BO-OI .l~~38-0l 5 22~ '-E AREA (-50) 
M092A 51 SPT .59020 • B B5 6~ .7%85-01 5 231 r MAX MAG (CDrHROL) 
M092A 52 SPT .~65H • B7297 .T072I-01 5 232 ,T MAX MAG (-30) 
MonA 53 SPT .~32~9 .8~172 .83639-01 5 233 ST MAX MAG (-~O ) 
M092A 5~ SPT .~ 3719 .80399 .936B~-OI 5 l3~ ST MAX MAG (-50) 
M092A 6~ SPT 18.B86 10.271 !'67~6 5 l~~ ST MAX EL (-501 
M092A 66 SPT .5B63.0-01 .B3n8-01 .63577-02 5 Z~6 J MAG (CONTROL) 
M092A 67 SPT .505ll-01 .90616-01 .67007-0l , 2H J MAG (-30) 
M092A 6B SPT .53901-01 .10391 .11672-01 5 2~8 JMAG(-~Ol 
M092A 69 SPT .6B051-01 .11207 .10621-01 5 2~ 9 J MAG (-50) 
MonA 70 SPT .65B38-01 .95681-01 .75777-02 5 l50 J MAG (RECOVERY) 
M092A 71 SPT -H.63B -3B.~B6 2.91BO 5 l51 J AZ (CONTROL) 
MonA 73 SPT -77.066 -~O .~T9 5.l150 5 l53 J AZ (-~O) 
M092A 7~ SPT -BO.275 -~1.66T 6.5103 , 25q J AZ (-50) 
MonA 75 SPT -7Z.521 -qO.qq3 559Bl 5 255 J AZ (RECOVERY) 
MonA T6 SPT -39.67B 2.0257 35729 5 256 J EL (CONTROL) 
M092A 77 SPT -31.058 5.9953 ~.6767 5 257 J EL (-30) 
M092A 78 SPT -36.B81 T.1Q96 2.731B 5 25B J EL (-~ 0 ) 
M092A 79 SPT -'IB .325 6.6Q36 3.73B2 5 259 J EL (-50) 
MonA BO SPT -36.6~~ .93062 3.5295 5 l60 J EL ( RECOVERY> 
MonA 8l SPT 1.2657 1.9001 .91920-01 5 262 O-ST SLOPE (-30) 
(li092A 83 SPT 1.%51 1.9723 .10867 5 263 0-57 SLOPE (-~O) 
M092A B~ SPT 1.1612 1.9Bli .!l51 ~ 5 26Q D-ST SLOPE (-50) 
M092A S6 SPT 15.193 7.61:;9 2.~133 5 266 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) 
M092A H SPT 15.953 7.0551 1. OB9~ , 267 D-P VECTOR 1 NTEG RAL (-30 ) 
fI1092A SB SPT 17.Q 25 6.B19Q .930Q8 5 260 D-P VECTOR rrnEGRAL (-QO) 
M092A 89 SPT 19.771 7.5~67 1.39~3 5 269 O-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) 
, 






......:..-......... ~ .. -.--. 
j 
MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-3 AUG ~, 19T3 SLD" 216 JLN. 216 
HPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN 50 N 
MOnA 96 SPT B 055 B 1l9.~2 10.500 5 
MonA 9T SPT 65.~IO 121. 3~ 10.1~9 5 
MonA 9B SPT 61. 19B 119.19 10.9n 5 
MonA 99 SPT 59.719 116.59 12.770 5 
FIonA 10~ SPT 26.B~0 ~3.5~2 , .'i2~16 5 
MonA 126 SPT 131.10 136. ~ 0 .~ 1B:') 5 
M092A 12B SPT 13.000 13.676 .20B8B 5 
MonA 13B SPT 5.5COO T.5000 ,,0000 5 
MonA 1 ~ 9 SPT 2~ B. ~ 0 T60 .~6 .97365 5 
MonA 159 SPT 82.503 60.6H 3.97BT 5 
MonA 160 SPT B~ • IS3 56 .5B~ 3.2705 !i 
MonA I6~ SPT BB.593 65 .5~ 9 5.0906 5 
i'1092A 166 SPT 101.n BO.B92 ~.~265 5 
MonA 169 SPT .70000 .TOOOO-Ol .~35B9-01 5 
1'1073 2 CDR 1020.0 560.29 81.271 IT 
MOT3 10 CDR 1.0270 1.0159 • 3~~ 3B-02 IT 
MOT3 13 CDR 30.300 9.6667 6. 6 B~ 0 15 
MOTJ 15 CDR 11 B. TO 3~.706 22.B5T 17 
MOT3 16 CDR 82.100 39.106 11. 361 IT 
i'1073 53 CDR .90BOO .36319 .1~9BB 16 
MOTJ 125 COR 1~5.~0 151. 26 .625~~ IT 
1'1073 128 CDR 15 •. 300 11.130 .8T905 20 
MOT3 7 SPT 21.900 11.727 I • T5B~ 15 
1'1073 )6 SPT 96 .600 ~8 .220 13.339 15 
1'1073 H SPT H .000 9~.667 6.6512 15 
Mon 125 SPT 131.30 136.27 .89~BO 15 
1'1073 128 SPT IB.500 12. n5 1.2973 20 
1'1073 7 PLT 16.000 10.200 1.0139 16 
1'1073 13 PLT 39.200 IB.020 7.01B8 15 
Mon 16 PL T 152.00 19.975 13.891 16 
MOT3 ~2 PLT 1~~.90 165.66 5. a5~~ 16 
MOT3 ~6 PL T ~19.00 ~~3.31 10.320 16 
Mon ~7 PLT 116.00 I ~ 6.06 8.9029 16 
MOT3 5~ PLT 3.9770 2.2036 .55656 16 
MOT3 55 PLT ~.6550 2.63B2. .~ 365~ 16 
i~OTJ 61 PLT 12. 5~ 0 7. 2206 I • 53~ B 16 
MOTJ 125 PLT IB9.20 193.9~ I.OBBT 16 









































D-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) 
D-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) 
D-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL C -~ 0 ) 
D-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) 
aRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (-50 ) 
WEIGHT 
R CALF CIRC 
HOURS OF SLEEP 
ATMOSPHERIC PRESS (MMHG) 
HEART RATE (-B) 
HEART RATE (-16 ) 
DIASTOLIC BP (-16 ) 
MEAN BP C -16 ) 
PLVC EOP (-B) 
URINE OSMOL CMOSMfTV) 






URINE NITROGEN CG) 
URINE CA (MEOfTV) 
HVOROCORTlSON (UGfTV) 
DIET POTASSIUM CMG) 
WEIGHT C L8S ) 
URINE NITROGEN CG) 
URHIE CA (MEa/TV) 
EPINEPHRINE CUG/TV) 
HYDROCORTISON CUGfTV) 
DIET PROTEIN CG) 
DIET MAGNE;IUM CMG) 
DIET POTASSIUM CMG) 
ANDROSTERONE (MG/TV) 
ETlOCHOLAN CMGfTY) 
TOTAL IT-KETO CTMG/TV) 
WEIGHT C LDS) 



















SL-3 DAllY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
AUG 5. 1973 SLO" 217 JLN' 217 MD' NO 9 
.... ENVIRONt-IENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = ~f."'" Deac 
A VG. AHa 1 ErH PRESSURe = 251.33 HMHG 
••• MiSSION ACTIVITIES 
ATM EXPERH'~NTS 
EREP [XPER HIENTS 
-:OR lIItlt"""'.'A 
it.,11 HCDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
..... lLLNCSS/snlPTml/PROBLEH 
.... MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.... SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 6.00 HOURS 
Ct' EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (WATT-NlNSI 
LB ERG ",ATT-NlNSI 
EVA MI~[ (KEAL/HRl 
EVA DURAT (fiRSI 
MK.I EX (MINSI 
MK. 11 EX (MINSI 
MK. III EX (MINSI 
TREADMIll (HINSI 




.... t .... t • 
.. oj! .. 11 .... . 
13.00 
........ 
,. .. " I ..... 
........ of I .. 
......... I .. 
............. 
66.10 
11 .... ANTHRopmlETRi C DATA 
HIPIWAIST (CMI 
INS/EXP CHEST (C~1l 
NECK (CM) 
RTILT ARM (CM) 
RT/LT ARM VOL (CC) 
RTILT HArm (FT-L81 
CEU GRA\' N£.AS {em 
•••••.•• ' .... 111<1. 
• 11.s ••• / ........ . 
'II .... " •• i! 
......... " .. 't ......... . 
........ / ...... . 
11.1!'f·/tt".I~ 
............ f 
DEW POiNT = 11.11 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 183. 59 ~1:1HG 
................ SPT 
HEAVY 6.00 HOURS 
... I I tI I •• 
2000.00 
111-11'1 





tI tI 'II , tI • I 
ttl'I'" 
59.30 
ttl •• tI.t/······, 
tI.' 114t /" .. • .. •• 
I"""tl 
1."~I"~ •••• f. 
·~·~·"I·f.'I1 • 
1III'I'I"tllli 
• , • I , I , 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
PLT 





• I .. I I I , 
'I"". 
13.00 
t , ••• , I 




















MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE 
Sl-3 AUG 5, 1973 SLDJF. 217 
EXPT IMHS MAN VALUE MEAN 
1'1073 l COp. 923.00 560.29 
1'1073 7 CDR 11.000 7.08lq 
1'1073 II CDR 2159.0 1688.3 
1'1073 13 CDR ~ 1. 8 00 9.6667 
1'1073 16 CDR 93.600 39.106 
1'1073 53 CDR .83100 .36319 
1'1073 125 CDR lq5.70 151.26 
1'1073 128 CDR 18.800 11.130 
1'1073 7 SPT 22.800 11.727 
MOT3 16 SPT 103.00 qO.220 
MOT3 125 SPT 131.00 136.2T 
1'1073 128 SPT IT.500 12.925 
1'1073 7 PlT 16.QOO 10.200 
1'1073 13 PlT Q 1.1 00 18.020 
1'1073 16 PlT 211.10 T9.9T5 
1'1073 ~2 PlT IQ6.70 165.66 
M073 % PlT Q 9Z. 00 QQ3.31 
1'1073 5Q Pl T Q.6100 2.2036 
1'1073 55 PlT 5.5360 2.6382 
MOT3 61 PlT 12.890 7.2206 
1'1073 125 PlT 189.90 193.9Q 
PREFLIGHT MEAN 
JlN~ 217 MD~ 1'10 
SO N 
81.271 17 2 
1. 08 I 8 17 7 
125.83 17 11 
6.68QO 15 13 
11. 36 I 17 16 
.lq9B8 16 53 
.625qQ 17 125 
.87905 20 128 
I. T5 8Q 15 7 
13.339 15 16 
.89Q80 15 125 
1.2973 20 128 
1.0139 I G 7 
7.0188 15 13 
13.891 16 16 
5.85QQ 16 Q2 
10.320 16 Q6 
.55656 16 5Q 
.Q365Q 16 55 
I .5 3Q 8 16 61 
1.0887 16 125 
9 
URINE OSMOL (MOSM/TV) 
URINE CA (MEO/TI') 





URINE NITROGEN (G) 
URINE CA (MEOITV) 
HVDROCORTISON (UG/TV) 
UEIGHT (lBS) 
URINE NITROGEN (Gl 
URHIE CA (MEa/TV) 
EPINEPHRINE (UG/TV) 
HVDROCORTISON (UG/TVl 
DIET PROTEIN (G) 
DIET MAGNESIUM (MGl 
ANDROSTERONE (MG/TV) 
ETIOCHOlAN (MG/TV) 
TOTAL 17-KETO (TMG/TVl 
WEIGHT (lBSl 


















SL-3 DAILY CllNICAlIENVIRO:~fIENTAL REPORT 
AUG 6. 1973 SLO" 218 JLN' 218 ~ID' MO 10 
tU ENVIRONNENTAL 
AVG_ TE~PERATURE = 25.56 DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PHt:S5UR[ =- 263. 7tf ~IHHG 
•• , MISSION ACTIVITIES 
EVA/De ORB/ENTRY PREPS 
COROLLARY rXPERIMENTS 
UI I~EDICAL (XPERINENTS/DTO 
.,. ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PR08~EM 
••• MeDICATION AND DOSAGE 
H. SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 6.50 HOURS 
III EXERCISE DATA 
LIB ERG nIATT-HINS) .......... 
L8 ERG (WATT-HINSl ••• ~ •• f 
EVA HWE CKEALlHR) ... Hit .. 
EVA DURAT (HRS) ............ f 
HK.I EX CHINS) ......... . 
MK. I I EX CHINS) ..... 1 .... 
HK. III EX CHINS) .HUH 
TREADMIll CHINS) ....... H" 
OTHER EX CNINSl ...... f ~ 
HEIGHT (CM) 111'.1. 
WeIGHT (KILOGRAm 66.30 
.,1 ANTHROPOMETRIC OATA 
HIP/WAIST (CM) .... ,I·'''/lllllt. 
INS/EX? CHEST (eM) 1II"I,/ •• f.111 
NECK (eM) 11111 •• 
RTILT ARM (CH) .t"'f'I··,··11 
RT/LT ARM VOL (CC) 11111,t/IIIII.1 
RT/LT HAND (FT-LS) ~'lt'I'I"ltfll 
ceN GRAV NE"AS (CH) Ilftf" 
DEW POINT ~ 10.00 DEGC 
PARI. PRES. OXYGEN = 196.51 NNHG 
LIGHT 6.00 HOURS 
f ..... """ 
•• f.'" • 
2~0.00 
6.51 
• ••• I ~. 









•••• 11./.1111 •• 
11-1"·"1"'·1"' •• 1 
.111111 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY. 38.00 r 
PARI. PRES. C02 = 4.10 NXHG 
HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 











f .. llflo/l'I.111 
flll.I./llfllll 
... fl' , I 


















MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-3 AUG 6, I9TJ SLO .. 218 JLN> ZI8 MD. 1'10 10 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
M073 ~Z COR 63.BOO 93.B8' 7.2602 IT ~2 DIET PROTEIN (G) 
1'1073 125 CDR I~6.30 I51.Z6 .b25~~ 17 125 WEIGHT (LOS) 
1'1073 127 CDR 10.ZOO I5.Z25 .90779 ZO 127 DIET NITROGEN (G) 
1'1073 7 SPT Z1.Z00 1 I. 7 27 I • 758~ IS 7 URINE CA (MED/TV) 
1'1073 16 SPT 92.000 ~8.220 13.339 15 16 HVDROCORTISON (UG/TV) 
1'1073 ~ 1 SPT 1973.0 2.87 .• 186. 05 15 ~ 1 DIET CALORIES (KCAL) 
1'1073 ~2 SPT B5.900 11~.95 5.7302 15 ~2 DIET PROTEIN (G) 
1'1073 ~. SPT 215.00 290.Z0 7.6.937 15 % 01 ET MAGNES IUM (MG) 
1'1073 125 SPT 130.90 13 •. 27 . 8 9~ 8 0 15 125 WEIGHT (LOS) I 1'1073 127 SPT 13.700 17 .995 I. 0531 20 127 DIET NITROGEN (GI rI073 7 PL T 15.300 10.200 1. 0 I 39 16 7 [lRINE GA Irll;O/TV) NOT3 1. PL T 219.20 T9.975 13.891 1. 16 HVDROCORTISON lUG/TV) 
1'1073 ~I PLT 2.Z1 .0 3716.1 17 3.75 I. ~ I DIET CAL DR IES I KeA!. ) 
1'1073 ~Z PL T 98.200 1.5.66 5 • 85~ ~ I. ~2 DIET PROTEIN (G) 
1'1073 ~3 PL T 1179.0 1217 .1 30.71B 16 ~3 DIET CALCIUM (NG) 
1'1073 ~II PL T 1793.0 25~~.~ 1.9.75 I. ~II DIET PHOSPHORUS (MO) 
1'1073 ~5 PL T 165.00 315.37 Z3.855 16 ~5 DiET SODIUM (riG) 
1'1073 % PL T 3.5.00 ~113. 31 10.320 I. ~. DIET NAGNESIUM (MG) 
1'1073 ~7 PL T 89.000 1% .0. B.90Z9 16 H DIET POTASSIUM (MG) 
1'1073 125 PL T 1 89 .~o 193.9~ I.OB87 16 125 WEIGHT (LSS) 
1'1073 IZ7 PL T 1 •• 300 26.020 1.1 b06 20 127 DIET NITROGEN (G) 
~ 
, .. ~~ 
I 
AUG 
SL-3 DAILY CLiNICAL/ENVIRQN~I~NTAL REPORT 
7. 1973 SLOt 219 JLN' 219 MDt NO 11 
"~I ENVIROt\NCNTAL 
AVG. TEf'lPCRATURC ~ 24.'PI eEGC 
AVG. ANBICNT rm:SSURE:.. 253. 110 N~IIIG 
a., MISSION ACTIVITIES 
N,\JOR NED EXI'ERIII[NTS 
OTHCR NCO I CAL EXPER I<IENTS MID OTa' S 
Ani EXPCHINENTS 
EflEP EXf'CHINENTS 
...... , •••••••• 1. COR ••••• , •••••••• 




I" NEOICATION ,\NO DOSAGE 
'1' SLEEP DATA 
LI GHT 5.50 HOURS 
t ... EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG 114ATT-NlNSl 
LB ERG tlMTT-l'IINSI 
EVA f1HE ':EALlHRl 
EVA OURAT fHRS) 
HK.I EX fNiNSl 
~)K. II EX (NINSl 
~fK. III EX nUNSI 
TREADHILL fHINS) 





...... I ~ • , 
......... t 
20.00 
. .. .. . .. .. .. 
.. ~ ..... . 
, ........ . 
1.1.I.t 
.... , ...... 
6G.OO 
.... ANTHROPOf'l[TRI C Di\ TA 
HIP/HAIST fem I" .. O''''''H 
INS/EXP CHEST eeN] HI"oi./\I .... " 
NECK (eN) I ••• ,., 
RT Il TARN teN) ....... I.'" ... ,., 
RTILT ARM VOL ICCI , ••• ,.1'",.", 
RT/lT HAND crT-LoI ""'I'J"I"~I 
OEW POINT e 11.11 OEGC 
PART. PRI:S. OXYGeN = 183.07 N~IHG 
"1,,".101""" SPT "1.'0.,."", 
HEAVY 0.50 HOURS 
I' I •• , 1 
2100.00 
II"~" 
• • I I I • Q 
"'" .. " 
••• I ••• 
• I •• I , I 
1'111," 










PART. PRES. C02 = ~3.00 l' ~. 60 Hf-lim 




HEAVY 6.00 HOURS 
" ... I ~ I 
5000.00 
I' ••••• 
..... 1 I t 
20.00 
• ••• I , I 
• • ( I •• 1 
I I •• Iii 





• I I ~ ••• 
'I't.",.",." 







MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-3 AUG 1, 1973 SLO'" 219 JLN'f' 219 MD. MD II 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
1'1092 169 PLT 3BO.13 ~ 2~ .01 10528 S 169 OT INTERVAL (-50) 
Mon 112 PL T .15813 .9199'1-01 .213H-Ol 5 112 P MAX MAG (-30) 
l'Ion 173 PLT .205B~ .10750 .2001B-Ol 5 113 P MAX MAG (-~O) 
1'1092 11~ PLT .22~26 .12713 .11559-01 5 11~ P MAX MAG (-50) 
MonA 3 CDR 10.972 60.210 2.H93 6 IB3 P MAX EL (-~O) 
MonA 5 CDR 66.901 60.~22 1 .111 ~ 6 IB5 P MAX EL (RECOVERV) 
MonA 1 CDR ~.~33~ 3.B6B2 .13337 6 IBI ORS-E CIRC (-30) 
MonA 8 CDR ~ .516B 3.1951 .11311 6 iB8 ORS-E CIRC (-~O) 
MonA 9 CDR 5.1222 3.8~31 • T769B-Ol 6 IB9 ORS-E CIRC (-50) 
MonA 10 CDR 5.0~15 ~. OB56 .12~ 09 6 190 DRS-E CIRC (RECOVERV) 
MonA II COR 1.0729 .BB003 .%560-01 6 191 ORS-E AREA (CONTROL) 
MonA 12 COR 1. 0~5 0 .80500 .53625-01 6 192 DRS-E AREA (-30 ) 
MonA 13 COR 1.2136 .80025 .58723-01 6 193 DRS-E AREA (-~ 0 ) 
MonA I~ COR 1.~282 .8~2~2 .09339-0 I 6 19~ DRS-E AREA (-50 ) 
MonA 15 CDR 1.367~ • BBB o~ .~0~99-01 6 195 ORS-E AREA (RECOVERV) 
MonA 16 COR .25133 .16965 .152~9-01 6 196 DRS-E DEPTH (CONTROL) 
M092A 17 COR .25061 .15~86 .211BI-Ol 6 197 CRS-E DEPTH (-30 ) 
M092A 18 COR .2~8n .1~2~1 .612~9-02 6 19B ORS-E DEPTH (-~O ) 
MonA 19 CDR .32163 .15595 • 1~~26-0 I 6 199 DRS-E DEPTH (-50 ) 
MonA 20 CDR .26~~2 • 15529 .1S66~-01 6 200 ORS-E DEPTH (RECOVERV) 
MonA 25 CDR I. 6 0~2 1.3B50 .62213-01 6 205 ORS MAX MAG (RECOVERV) 
MonA 31 CDR 31.250 3B.320 1.~5~2 6 211 DRS MAX EL (CONTROL) 
MonA 35 COR 29.~99 31.710 1.~091 6 215 ORS MAX EL (RECOVERV) 
MonA 36 COR L.07l3 1.621~ .12107 6 216 ST-E CIRC (CONTROLl 
MonA 37 COR 2.6527 1.6792 .23B52 6 211 ST-E C IRC (-30) 
/I0nA 3B CDR 2.2917 1.5070 .226~B 6 21B ST-E CIRC (-~O) 
MonA 39 CDR 3.0195 1.~97!f .30266 6 219 ST-E CIRC (-50) 
M092A ~ I CDR .2511~-01 .~7281-01 .5B015'-02 6 221 ST-E AREA (CONTROL) 
MonA ~~ CDR .~B56B-Ol .2536~-01 .~~209-02 6 22~ ST-E AREA (-50) 
MonA ~6 CDR .12556 .61207-01 .16029-01 6 226 ~,T-E DEPTH (CONTROL) 
M092A H CDR .IB967 .7B315-01 .2~2B 1-01 6 227 ST-E DEPTH (-30) 
MonA ~B COR .15606 .69033-01 .1100~-0 1 6 22B ST-E DEPTH (-~O) 
MonA ~9 CDR .19916 .787~3-01 • 20~ 23-0 1 6 229 ST-E DEPTH (-50) 
MonA !fO CDR .12261 .66511-01 .153B9-01 6 230 5T-E DEPTH (RECOVERV) 
1'109201 51 CDR .~0107 .5571 0 .~B611-01 6 231 ST MAX MAG (CONTROL) 
MonA 61 CDR 10.93B 20.127 2.063B 6 2~ 1 ST MAX EL (CONTROL) 
MonA 62 CDR 3.172B 20.~06 2.6209 6 2~2 ST MAX EL (-30) 
MonA 63 CDR 1~.033 19.~T7 1.56!fO 6 2~3 5T MAX EL (-~O) 
M092A 66 CDR .56~5~-01 .86093-01 .73193-02 6 H6 J MAG (CONTROL) 
MonA 67 CDR .61071-01 .935~7-01 .5B026-02 6 2~7 J MAG (-30) 
MonA 6B CDR .5~665-01 .95636-01 · n~ 99-02 6 2~B J MAG (-~O) 
MonA 69 CDR • 113~ 6 .9IB05-01 .6B530-02 6 2~9 JMAG(-50) 
MonA 70 CDR .~9B66-01 • T9T79-01 .533~9-02 6 2!f0 J MAG (RECOVERV) 
MonA 73 CDR -~3.B53 -58.635 ~ .1130 6 253 J AZ [-~O) 
MonA 7~ CDR ~.301B -61. 707 5.32'11 6 25~ JAZ(-50) I 
MonA 76 CDR 1.~299 31 .59~ ~.26B3 6 256 J EL (CONTROL) j MonA 7T CDR -3.6~~~ 33.3~~ 5.1 B92 6 257 JEL(-30) MonA 78 CDR -IB.2B2 3~.513 ~.3BB2 6 25B J EL (-~o) 
M092A 79 CDR -39.B97 31.937 ~.3017 6 259 J EL (-50) 
MonA BO CDR -32.BI0 28.700 3.6B~6 6 260 J EL (RECOVERV) I 
4;'" ..... ,~ J 
-. ; j 
I 
I , 
. _ --'"_ ,,'-",_,~.uj,-.. -

I 1 1; : I .- --- --------.--.--.~-- _ .. _--_.-. q 
I'IEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN I j 
SL-3 AUG 7, 1973 SLO ... 219 JLN. 219 1'10- 1'10 II j 
EX.PT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
1'1073 81 CDR 5.2600 .20000 .1131~ 2 BI FREE DH-LVSINE (MG/TV) 
1 
MOT3 82 CDR 2.1~00 5~500 .35355-01 2 B2 FREE GAB A (MG/TV) 
1'1073 83 CDR 3.5300 .88000 .39598 2 83 FREE ORNITHINE (MG/TV) 
1'1073 B6 CDR 165 .~o 56.385 9. 892~ 2 86 FREE LVSINE 01GITV) 
1'1073 87 CDR 212.06 116 .~T 27 .. 026 2 87 FREE I-CH3-HIS (MG/TV) I 1'1073 88 CDR 129.1~ 98.060 ~. 0729 2 88 FREE HISTIDINE (MG/TV) l 
MOT3 95 CDR 3B.290 19.315 2.2~15 2 95 PHOSPHOSERINE (MGITV) I 1'1073 96 CDR 17.620 9.B300 • B202~ 2 96 PO~-ETOH-AMINE (MGITV) 
1'1073 97 CDR 2~c.27 71.~ 25 29. ~ 23 2 97 FREE TAURIrlE (MG/TV) i 1'1073 102 CDR 63.310 31. TOO ~.62.~5 2 102 FREE SERINE (MG/TV) 1'1073 10q CDR 2~~.66 B~ .935 9.B076 2 I O~ rREE GLUTA~Ir~E (MG/TV) 
1'1073 101 CDR 3.6600 1.5~50 .55B61 2 107 FREE GLUT ACID (MG/TV) I 1'1073 110 CDR ~1.8qO 22.360 I.q Iq2 2 110 FREE ALAN INE (MG lTV) 
1'1013 115 CDR 13.190 I ~ • 3q 0 .2828~-01 2 115 CYSTATHIONINE (MG/TV) j 1'1013 116 CDR 8.2700 10.155 .23335 2 116 FREE METHIorJW (MG/TV) 
1'1073 lIT CDR B.6300 1.6600 .2~OU 2 I II FREE ISOLEUCHJ (MGITV) I 1'1013 ji8 CDR IS .130 9.9qOO .35355 2 118 FREE LEUCHJE (MG/TV) 1'1013 19 CDR IT .q20 9.1500 .~ 10 I 2 2 119 FREE TVROSINE (MG'TV) 1'1073 120 CDR 8.9600 ~.1350 .3323q 2 120 FREE PHENVLALA (~o/TV) 
1 
1'1013 25 CDR IQ5.60 151. 26 .625QQ 11 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
1'1013 121 COR 12.500 15.225 .90119 20 121 DIET NITROGEN (G) 
1'1013 1 SPT 21. 900 11.127 I .15 8~ 15 1 URINE CA (MEa/TV) 
1'1013 8 I SPT 10.360 2.1100 I.HOI 3 81 FREE OH-LV5INE (MG trV ) 
1'1073 82 SPT 1. 7200 .20667 .IBQ'18 3 82 FREE GAB A (MG/TV) , 
1'1073 83 SPT .91000 2.5000 .35619 3 83 FREE ORNlTHWE (MG/TV) j 
1'1073 36 SPT 190.83 18.320 2Q.731 3 B6 FREE LVSINE (MG/TV) 
1 1'1073 81 SPT 338.23 119.21 19.218 3 B7 FREE I-CH3-HIS (MG/TV) 1'1013 88 SPT 178.70 97. OQ 3 20.165 3 88 FREE HISTIDINE (NG/TV) 
1'1073 95 SPT 20.790 12.901 I.q 85q 3 95 PHOSPHOSERINE (NG/TV) 1 1'1073 101 SPT 31.IBO 23.220 I • 7~ 16 3 101 FREE THREDr~ INE (MG lTV) 
MOT3 102 SPT 55.300 38.~~3 2.0359 3 102 FREE SER INE (MG lTV) l , 
MOT3 10q SPT 102.83 89.q05 q.0800 2 10q FREE GLUTAMINE (MGITV) 
MOT3 107 SPT q .1900 I.BIOO .70000-01 3 107 FREE GLUT ACID (MG/TV) 
1'1013 I 18 SPT 1,.960 10.Q83 1.6610 3 118 FREE LEUCINE (MG/TV) 
1'1073 120 SPT 12.BIO 6.BT61 1.9169 3 120 FREE PHENYLALA (MG/TV) 
MOT3 125 SPT 129.50 136.2T .89Q80 IS 12.5" WEIGHT (LBS) 
1'1013 7 PLT 16.5"00 10.200 1.0139 16 1 URINE cn (MEO/TV) I 1'1013 q2 PLT Iqq.70 165.66 5.B5"qQ 16 q2 DIET PROTEIrJ (G) 
1'1073 q3 PL T 1162.0 1211 .1 30.11B 16 Q3 DIET CALCIUM (MG) ~ 
1'1013 q6 PL T QB2.00 Qq3.31 10.320 16 % DIET MAGNESIUM (MG) 1 1'1073 H PL T Q .2090 2.63B2 .Q 36,Q 16 55 ETIDCHOLAN (MG/TV) 
MOT3 5"a PLT 2.1300 1. 06 I 9 .3H31 16 58 II-O-ETIOCHO (MG/TV) j 1'1013 60 PL T 1.1330 .H09~ .19088 16 60 II-OH-ETIOCHO (MG/TV) 
1'1073 61 PLT 11.920 T.2206 1.53~8 16 6 I TOTAL 17-KETO (TMG/TV) • 
MOT3 83 PLT 2.2~00 I.OSOO .16911 2 B3 FREE ORNITHINE (MG/TV) • 
1'1073 8Q PLT 60.0BO 5"2.200 .Q3B~0 2 8~ FREE ETOHAMINE (MGITV) 
1 1'1073 B6 PL T 136.25 5"2.00, 15.9'1, 2 B6 FREE LYSINE (I'1G/TV) MOT3 87 PLT 389.35" 132 .26 2.7153 2 BT FREE I-CH3-HIS (MG/TV) 1'1073 B8 PLT IQQ.60 10.975" 6.,'107 2 88 FREE HISTIDINE (NG/TV) 
t 
1'1013 89 PL T 213.Q~ 11~.92 15.Q15 2 89 FREE 3-CH3-HIS (NG/TV) 







L. j L .. , -', _.~_'~.h,.~.· 
MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE 
SL-3 AUG 7, 1973 SLD¥ 219 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN 
1'1073 95 PLT 27.350 18.635 
1'1073 97 PLT 2q 3 .Il 89500 
1'1073 101 PL T 37.790 18.010 
1'1073 102 PLT 60.Q50 Q 1. 625 
1'1073 10Q PLT 131.86 7~.030 
1'1073 107 PL T 5.5800 1.7600 
1'1073 110 PL T ~ 8.260 3~.520 
1'1073 III PLT 13.810 10.710 
1'1073 112 PLT .89000 .18500 
1'1073 113 PLT 8.6200 5.9250 
MOT3 II ~ PLT 25.310 13.315 
1'1073 115 PL T 20.280 12.310 
1'1073 119 PL T 32.~90 17.3B5 
1'1073 120 PL T IT.Q90 7.7200 




PREFL IGHT MEAN 
JLN. 219 MD. MO 
SD N 
.l0507 l 95 
Iq.368 2 97 
1.598 I 2 101 
.Q8789 2 102 
18.752 2 10Q 
.98995-01 2 107 
1.0%5 2 I I 0 
.60811 2 III 
.16263 2 112 
.36062 2 113 
.75660 2 II ~ 
1. 78 19 2 115 
2.9769 2 119 
1.~q25 2 120 
L088T 16 125 
II 
PHOSPHOSERINE (MG/TV) 
FREE TAURINE (MG/TV) 
FREE THREONINE (MG/TV) 
FREE SER INE (MG lTV) 
FREE GLUTAMINE (MG/TV) 
FREE GLUT ACID IMG/TV) 
FREE ALANINE (MG/TV) 
A-AMINOADIPTC (MG/TV) 
A-NH2-N-BUTYR (MG/TVI 
FREE VALINE (MG lTV) 
rREE CYSTIN/2 (MG/TV) 
CYSTATHIONUIE (MG/TV) 
FREE TYROSINE (MG/TV) 












SL-3 DAILY CLlNICALlENVIRON~:ENTAL REPORT 
AUG 8. 1973 SLOt 220 JLN" 220 HO' MO 12 
II' ENVIRONPoENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 23.33 DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE ~ 251.85 NMHG 
111-1 MISSiON ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR HCO [XPERH1[NTS 




... ' MEDICAL EXP[Rl~lENTS/OTO 
..... l.LLNE55/SYMPTmi/PROBLEM 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
tt. SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 6.60 HOURS 
... ~ EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (WATT-HINS) 
LB ERG P" ~TT-MIN5l 
EVA HWE (KEAL/HR) 
EVA DURAT (HRS) 
HK.I EX (HINS) 
HK. 1 I EX (H(NS) 
HK. III EX (HINS) 
TREADMILL (MINS) 









.. .. , I ..... 
.. 11111. 
."1"" 
...... • t , I 
65.70 
1.1 ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (CM) 
I NS/EXP CHEST (C~1l 
NECK (CH) 
RT IL T ARf! (CI1) 
RT/LT ARM VOL (ec) 
..... 1' .. 1/ .. " ...... 
.. t.lt4'1"""'11 
I I ........ 
11(""/1"1". 
"'III~I/'''lt'.1 
DEW POiNT: II .11 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN =- 179.45 MHHG 




HEAVY 6.50 HOURS 
",,"lIlilif 
2000.00 
lIli lIlil II I II 
.... lI •• C 
...... td C I 
15.00 
••• c ••• 
...... II C 
•• '1II •• ' 
" •••• 11 • 
59.10 
..... , .. /, ..... . 
.... ".,./, ••• t •• 




PART. PRES .. co2 ::. 








4. 70 ~'MHG 
•• " ••• I 
4050.00 
tt I • -II • I 




... I •••• 
....... « , 











































































































































































































































































































1. 7106 , 
.20729 , 
.68988-02 , 
.qQ 173-02 5 
.Q37Q9-02 5 













, .Q296 5 
2.,298 , 
.Q1833 5 



















































HEART RATE (-30) 
HEART RATE (-QO) 
HEART RATE (-,0) 
PLVC EOP (-30) 
PLVC EOP (-qO) 
PLVC EOP (-50) 
PLVC EOP (RECOVERV) 
HR6R ILBNP q 0-5 0 
PLVC/LBNP 0-8 
VECTAN HEART RATE (-30) 
"ECTAN HEART RATE (-QO) 
VECTAN HEART RATE (-,0) 
P MAX MAG (-30) 
P MAX MAG (-qO) 
P MAX MAG (-50) 
P MAX AZ (-30) 
P MAX AZ (-QO) 
P MAX AZ (-50) 
P MAX AZ (RECOVERV) 
P MAX EL (-30) 
P MAX EL (-Q 0) 
CRS-E C IRC (-50) 
CRS-E DEPTH (-QO) 
CRS-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 
DRS MAX MAG (-50) 
CRS MAX AZ (corHROL) 
QRS MAX AZ (-30) 
DRS MAX AZ (-QO) 
DRS MAX AZ (-,0) 
DRS MAX AZ (RECOVERY) 
ST-E CIRe (RECOVERV) 
ST-E AREA (CorJTROL) 
ST-E AREA (-30) 
ST-E AREA (-QO) 
ST-E AREA (-,0) 
ST-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 
.I EL (-q 0 ) 
J EL (-50) 
J EL (RECOVERY) 
O-ST SLOPE (-50) 
O-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30) 
O-P VECTOR WTEGRAL (-QO) 
D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) 
D-P VECTOR HHEGRAL (RECOVERY) 
D-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-,0) 
CRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (CONTROL) 
QRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (-30) 
CRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (-50) 





I'1EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFL IGHT MeAN 
SL-3 AUG 8, 1973 SLD" 22.0 JLN" 220 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
MonA 127 SPT 12.880 13.602 .20572 5 
MonA 128 SPT 12.750 13.676 .20888 5 
PlonA 1~9 SPT 252. 00 760.~6 .97365 5 
MonA 160 SPT 70.105 56.58~ 3.2705 5 
M092A 169 SPT 1.0900 .10000-01 .~3589-01 5 
MonA 170 SPT 1.8300 1.0320 • 25 99~ 5 
1'1073 l CDR 98~. 00 560.29 81 .271 17 
1'1073 10 CDR I.Ol70 1.0159 • 3~~ 38-0l 17 
1'1073 125 CDR 1~~.80 IS 1. 26 .625~~ 17 
1'1073 128 CDR IS .500 11. 130 .81905 lO 
1'1073 5 SPT 1~.300 9.5600 1. 25 06 15 
1'1073 7 SPT l6. 300 II. 727 I . 75 8~ 15 
1'1073 II SPT 2211.0 1698.1 6~ • 6~ 1 15 
1'1073 16 SPT I O~ .~ 0 ~8.220 13.339 15 
1'1073 ~2 SPT 89.600 11~.95 5.7302 15 
1'1073 125 SPT 130.~0 136.21 .89~80 15 
1'1073 127 SPT 1~.6QO 17.995 I .0531 20 
1'1073 Il8 SPT lO.900 12.925 1. 2973 20 
1'1073 T PL T 17.100 10.200 1.0139 16 
























L CALF CIRC 
R CALF CIRC 
ATMOSPHERIC PRESS (MMHG ) 
HrART RATE (-16 ) 
PLVC EDP (-8 ) 
PLVC EDP (-16 ) 
URINE OSMOL (MOSM/TV) 
URINE SPECIFIC GRAV 
WEIGHT (LBS) 
URINE NITROGEN (G) 
l'RINE MG (MEa/TV) 
URINE CA (MEa/TV) 
URINE CREAT (MG/TV) 
HVDRDCDRTISDN (UG/TV) 
DIET PROTEIN (G) 
WEIGHT (LBS) 
DIET NITROGEN (G) 
URINE NITROGE"N (Gl 
URINE CA (MEa/TV) 



















Sl-3 DAILY CllNIChL/ENVIRONI{ENTAl REPORT 
ALIG 9. 1973 SLOt 221 JLN" 221 HO" MO 13 
HI EINIRO:":M[NTAL 
AVG. TENPERATURE = 22.78 DEGC 
AVO. A~18IENT PRESSURE = 253.40 MHHG 
Itt MISSION ACTIVITIES 
OTHER NEDICAL EXPERll'IENTS AND OTO'S 
A 1 M EXPEIl I ~'fNTS 
EREP EXPCRII'I[NTS 
COROLLARY EXP[R 11'iENTS 
•• , ....... , •• " •• COR It ••• f, ••• '''· • 
• t, HE:OIC'AL EXr[RI~rLNT5/DTO 
MI31 
f", ILLNESS/5YHPTO~I/PROBLEM 
I" MEDiCATION ArlO DOSAGE 
Uf SLEep DATA 
HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 
ttl EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (WATT-MiNS) HI •••• 
lB ERG [WATT-MINSI ....... u 
[VA Hl~[ (KEAL/HRI .'.(11. 
EVA DUIMT (lIRS) ......... 
fIK.I EX ' IINSI 15.00 
HK. 11 EX CHINS) .1"1.1 
MK. ttl EX (HINS) ••••• 11 
TREADMILL CHiNS) ...... u 
OTHER EX CHiNS) 'Hit •• 
HEIGHT (eNI ..... 1111 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 66.10 
,., ANHIROPONETRIC DATA 
HIP/I4AIST (em (HUH/HUH. 
INS/CXP CHEST (CH) '.'<1<1"/4"."'11 
NeCK (Cl-Il ItlIH. 
RT/LT ARM (CM) 1'<1.'1'/'<1,1"1 
RT/LT ARM VOL (ec) 1'1111./1.,.1.1 
RT /L T HAND (F T -LB) • I •• t , I / ..... ~ t • 
CEI~ GRAV N[AS (CH) •• (, •• I 
~ ........ -
DEW POINT ~ 10.56 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 188.76 l-!!-lHG 
I • , ••• I , •• I I I I • srT t •••• I .... 11 I I I I • 
LIGHT 6.00 HOURS 





I I •• e , • 
1111111 




' .... ,'/.' ...... 
., ••• I • 
t"""/'.II't. 
, ... ~ .... / ........ . 
........ /.1' •••• 
Ii ••••• 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY. 49.00 ~ 
PART. PRE.S. C02 = 5.50 MNHG 
•••••• " •••••• , PLT ••••••• (, ••••• 
HEAVY 6.50 HOURS 
586.00 
6303.00 
• , I ••• I 
't"fll 
II •• '" 
• • I I If • 
• •••• I • 
••• ,1" 
86.10 




, • f I If. / f , , ••• , 












MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO 
Sl-3 AUG 9, 1973 
EXPT IMEAS 1'1 AN VALUE 
1'1073 l CDR Sq3.00 1'1073 5 CDR 10.800 1'1073 16 CDR 82.700 1'1073 q3 CDR 85q.00 
1'1073 53 CDR 
.93300 1'1073 125 CDR Iq'.60 1'1073 128 CDR 15.000 
1'1073 7 SPT 19.900 1'1073 II SPT IQ80.0 
1'1073 125 SPT 131.00 1'1073 7 PlT 15.700 1'1073 Q2 PLT IQ3.90 
1'1073 5"5 PLT Q .1350 1'1073 60 PlT 1. 0600 
1'1073 125 PLT 189.90 
. --.. 
FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SLO. lZI JLN. III 
I'1EAN SO N 
560.l9 81.271 IT 
7.6000 
.83066 IT 
39.106 II. 361 17 
735.82 31.q79 IT 
.36319 .lq9B8 16 
151. 26 .625Qq 17 
11.130 
.S7905 20 
II. 727 1.758Q 15 
1698.7 6Q. 6Q I 15" 
136.27 .89Q8·0 15 
10.200 1.0139 16 JH .66 5.85QQ 16 
2.63B2 .Q365Q 16 
.Q709Q 
.19088 16 


















URINE OSMOL (MOSM/TV) 
URINE MG (rlEOITV) 
HYOROCORTISON (UG/TV) 
DIET CALCIUM (I'1G) 
PREGNANEDIOL (I'1G/TV) 
WEIGHT (L8 S ) 
URINE NITROGEN (G) 
URINE CA (MEQITV) 
URINE CREAT (I'1G/TV) 
WEIGHT (LBS) 
lIRINE CA <t-IEQ/TV) 
D lET PROTEIN (G) 











SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
AUG 10. 1973 SLO" 222 Jl..N1I 222 MO. NO 11 • 
.... ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 21.11 DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 2~a.23 MMHG 
..... MISSION ACTIVIT1ES 
OTHER MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND Dro'S 
ATM EXPERIMENTS 
EREP EXPERI MENTS 
COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS 
OFF-DUTY/REST DAY 
•• 1. MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
11110 
~t. ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
..... MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
tu SlEEP DATA 
HEAVY 6.50 HOURS 
~u EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (WATT-HINS} "'-I-HU 
La ERG [I-lATT-MINS} ~50~.00 
EVA HWE (KEAL/HRl ........ .,. 
EVA DURAT CHRSJ ........ . 
11K. I EX [HINS) 12.00 
HK. II EX CHINS) H .... .,. 
HK. II I EX CHINS) ...... u .. 
TREADMILL CHINS) ......... .. 
OTHER EX CHINS) ... 1111 .. . 
HEIGHT (eM) .... U-tllHI 
I-lEIGHT [KILOGRAM) 66.50 
..... ANTHROPONETRI C DATA 
HIPfWAIST [CHI 
INS/EXP CHEST (CH) 
NECK (CHI 
RT/LT ARM [CM) 
RT/LT ARH VOL (CC) 
RT/LT HAND [,-T-LS) 
CEN GRAV MEAS (CM) 
........ ... " ..... -iii if 
........ "l./ ....... . 
•• ' .... t/'l· .. •• .. ~ 
....... , ........ . 
......... , ....... " "'t 
.. ~·ot'I"'l f t 
DEW POINT = 11.3B DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 186.17 MHHG 
...... iI ..... ...: •••••• SPT ............. -....... . 
MIlO 
HEAVY 6.50 HOURS 
...... ' ..... 
3000.00 
1HI ..... 'lI ... 






... ,,""' ..... 
41 ............ , ......... . 
.......... , ........... .. 
...... " <I .. 
.. ...... . , ............ . 
11 ......... , .......... . 
... ......... " ....... <t 
.. ...... . 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
MIlO 





.. ......... 'O! 
25.00 
..... ., ... . 
fI" .' .... .. 
..~ .... .. 
• •• -§ .... . 
.. ,,-II ..... I 
85.70 
......... , ........ . 
............. , ....... . 
•• .......... , ...... ,1 • • 
.......... , ........ . 
........ , .... , ... 















-.. -. - "',---.-




THE PREFLiG~T MEAN I MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM j 
SL-3 AUG 10, 1973 SLD. 222 JLN" 2Z2 PID. MD I~ I 
EXPT IPIEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SD ., N 
Pl073 2 CDR 838.00 560.29 81.2.71 17 2 URINE OSrlOL (PIOSM/TV) 
"073 21 CDR 13~. 00 1~3.50 3.1091 ~ 21 BLOOD NA (rlEQ/Ll 
M073 53 CDR .98900 .36319 .H988 16 53 PREGNANEDIOL (rlG/TVl 
Pl073 125 COR 1~6.60 I') 1.26 .625~~ 17 125 WEIGHT (LBS) I 
Pl073 128 CDR l~ .500 11.130 .87905 20 128 ' URINE NITROGEN (G) I 
1'1073 7 SPT 18.800 II. 727 1. 758~ 15 7 URINE CA (rlEQ/TV) 1 M013 22 SPT 1.5200 3.9625 .25000-01 ~ 22 BLOOD K (rlEG/Ll 
PlO73 56 SPT 2.2380 .2.7513 .2821~ 15 56 OEHVDROEP lAND (MGITV) 1 
PlO73 12, SPT 131. 00 136.27 .89~ 80 15 125 WEIGHT (LBS) j 
PlO13 7 PLi 15.100 10.200 1.0139 16 7 URINE CA (!'lEO lTV ) 
1 
Pl073 II PLi 1888.0 2~6~.~ H2.83 16 II URINE CREAT (rlG/TVl 
PlO73 16 PLT 131.80 79.975 13.891 16 16 HVDROCORTISON tuG lTV I 
Pl073 21 Hi 136.00 H7.7!> 1.8930 ~ 21 BLOOD NA (!'lEQ/L) 
!'I073 29 PLT I~.OOO 11.250 .6~HO ~ 29 PARATHDRrlONE (PG/I'lL) 
PlOD ~2 PLT l~q.90 16,.66 ,).8'~~ 16 ~2 DIET PROTEIN (6) 
1'1073 % PL T ~79.00 ~~ 3.31 10. no 16 q6 DIET rlAGNES IUrl (MG) 
M073 55 PLT ., .95"80 2.6382 .q 365~ 16 55 ETI OCH OL AlJ (MG lTV ) 
11073 61 PLT 12.~50 7.2206 I '>3~ 8 16 61 TOTAL !7-KETO <TMGlTV) 
1'1073 125 Pli 188.80 193.9~ 1. 0887 16 12, WEIGHT (LBS) 
~:. -> 









I j j 
"i -'.'. •. _._. ~. ,~ 
SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
AUG II. 1973 SLO' 223 JLN' 223 MD' NO IS 
.ilf ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 22.22 DEGC 
AVO. AN8IENT PRESSURE = 2~S.13 NNHG 




SCIENCE DEMOS/STUDENT EXPERIMENTS 
~c, MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
.,. ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
.,. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
HI SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 
.,. EXERCISE DATA 
us ERG (WATT-HtNS) C'I'", 
La ERG (WATT-NINS) ~270.00 
EVA HWE CKEAL/HRl •••• I~. 
EVA DURAT {HRS) ""f"'"U 
MK.I EX (NINS) 15.00 
HK. II EV CHINS) I •• 'MIt 
HK. III EX CHINS) ••• c ••• 
TREADMILL CHINS) I.,'t •• 
OTHER EX CHINS) ••••••• 
tEIGHT (eN) .. H <f1f. 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 66.30 
II' ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) ••••••• , ••• ' •••• 
INS/EX? CHEST rCH) ••••••• / ••••••• 
NECK (eM) ........ 1 
RT/LT ARM reN) 111,te'/I"."1 
RTILT ARM VOL (eCl , ........... / ....... t 
RT/LT HAND ftT-LBl tl+'I'~/"""1 
eEN GRAV HEAS {em ,.,4t'l 
DEW POINT g.~~ OEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 206.86 MMHG 
HEAVY 6.50 HOURS 











........ , .... , .. "' .. 
......... 6/ •• 11 •••• 
<11"'11,.,,"11<111>111' 
........ , ... ., .. . 
......... /, ........ . 
1-41 ...... I 
RELATIVE HUMIDITy 
PAm. PRES. C02 = 









... 11 f <I '1 
. ...... . 
• ... t ... . 
86.10 
. ........ , ........ . 
~.".t .. I····ft . 
.. ,. ....... '.'1 ..... . 
... ,11 •• / ....... , 
., ..... , ...... . 







PlEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM THE PREFLIGHT !'lEAN 
Sl-3 AUG 11, 1913 SLD. ZZ3 JLN. ZZ3 !'ID. !'ID 15 
EXPT IIIEAS PIAN VALUE PlEAN SD N 
lion 1 CDR 10.500 1 .OBZ~ 1.0818 IT 1 UR INE CA (MEQ/TV) 
1'1073 5"3 CDR .99900 .36319 .1~9B8 16 53 PREGNANEDIOL (MG/TV) 
11013 125 CDR Iq6.20 151.2.6 .6Z5~~ 17 IZ5 WEIGHT (LBS) 
11073 7 SPT 20.qOO 11.7Z7 1.15"8~ 15 7 URINE CA (MEU/TV) 
11073 11 SPT 1911.0 1698.7 6~.6H 15 11 URINE CREAT (MG/TV) 
11073 IZ5 SPT 130.Z0 136. Z7 .89~BO 15 lZ5 WEIGHT (LBS) 
1'1073 lZ8 SPT 11 • ZOO 12.925 \.2973 2.0 12.8 URINE NfTRDGEN (G) 
Pil)13 7 PLT 15.300 10.2.00 \. 0139 16 1 URINE CA (MEa/TV) 
11073 ~2 PLT 1~6. 10 165.66 5.85~q 16 ~2 D lET PROTEIN (G) 
11073 ~6 PLT H1.00 q~3.31 10.320 16 ~6 DIET MAGNESJUI'I (MG) 
1'1073 50 PLT ~.6010 2 •. 638Z .q365~ 16 55 EnOCHOLAN (MG/TV) 
11073 IZ5 PLT 189.70 193.9Q 1.0887 16 IZ5 WEIGHT (LBS) 
11073 127 PLT 21.300 26. OZO I • 1606 20 IZ7 DIET NITROGEN (G) 
L_ j 
to 
SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
AUG 12. 1973 SLO' 224 JLN' 224 MD' MD 16 
~ •• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 21.11 DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE ~ 248.23 MMHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR MED EXPERIMENTS 
ATM EXPERI MENTS 
EREP EXPERIMENTS 
COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS 
SCIENCE DEMOS/STUDENT EXPERIMENTS 




••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
DE~ POINT = 10.00 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 191.34 MHHG 
." 2 • I, AFRIN NOSE DROPS 
UI SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 
•• ~ EXERCISE DATA 
us ERG rWATT-HINS) ••••••• 
L8 ERG ('" .TT-MINS) 4147.00 
EVA HIE CKEAL/HR) <14 '!HI" C 
EVA DURAT (HRS) Qt ••••• 
IlK.I EX (MINS) 15.00 
HK. II EX (HI N51 .......... 
HK. lIt EX CHINS) ••••••• 
TREADMILL CHINS) q •••••• 
OTHER EX nUNS) _HU •• 
HEIGHT (eM] ••••••• 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 66.10 
••• ANTHROPO~:TRtc DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) •• ' ...... , •• ..., .... 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM) U ........ ' ••• H ••• 
N£CK (eM) ~H"'''' 
RTILT ARM CCH) .~I'I··I.'.Q.·' 
RT/LT ARM VOL reCI •••••• ,/ ••••••• 
HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 
-1" ....... .. 
2200.00 
iI •••• lI. 
lI ••• " •• 
..... ,.&I -I. 
... 11. II ... 
••••••• 
••••••• 
• 11 ....... .. 
..... -f ... 11-
59.20 
-1 .... -. .... , ............. . 
... ... t .... , ........... . 
••••••• 
....... , ..... ". 
••••••• ' .. l ••• l. 
• ' .. '! •• ~-.-
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 









.. " ... .. 
." ..... . 
20.00 
• ..... -1 • 
• ••• l •• 
.. ... t .iHI 
.. .. <ld ••• 
.. ..... .. 
85.90 
• •• <1 ..... , ••••••• 
.. .......... , ......... . 
.., ..... ' ...... . 
















PlEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 50 FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-3 AUG 12, 1913 SLD" 22~ JLN" 22~ MD.. 1'10 16 
EXPT II'IEAS !'IAN VALUE I'IEAN 50 N 
PIon 2 CDR 93.651 61.,63 5.03,2 6 2 HEART RATE (-30 ) 
PlO92 3 CDR 101.51 6~.~38 9.0586 6 3 HEART RATE (-~o ) 
PIon 1 CDR 112.83 69.823 10.666 6 ~ HEART RATE (-,0 ) 
Mon 5 CDR 80.325 57 .10, 5.0102 6 5 HEART RATE (RECoVERV) , 
M092 1 CDR 91. 181 8~.991 2.21,. 6 1 SYSTOLIC BP (-30) I 
l'Ion 12 CDR 5O.~H 61.1% 1.~~~9 6 12 DIASTOLIC BP (-30) 1 flon 1, CDR 66. 351 60.116 1.8215 6 Pi DJASTOLIC BP (RECOVERVl 
1'I0n 21 CDR 36.929 2T.068 1.5621 6 21 PULSE PRESSURE (CONTROL) 1 1'1092 22 CDR 36. 33~ 23.835 2.T835 6 22 PULSE PRESSURE (-30) 
PIon Z3 CDR 31.619 22.939 :C~51~ 6 23 PULSE PRESSURE (-~ 0 ) I PIon 25 CDR 18.15~ 2BS03 2.0H2 6 25 PULSE PRESSURE (RECOVERY) 
1'1092 115 CDR 13.812 ~.6968 2.2680 6 115 HR/PLVC 0-30 
I 
PIon 152 CDR 9~.~B5 62.6~9 ~. T6~ 8 6 152 VECTAN HEART RATE (-30) 
PIon 103 CDR IOB.I0 65.690 8.6H5 6 153 VECTAN HEART RATE (-~O) 
Pion 15~ CDR 113.02 11.526 10.23~ 6 15~ VECTAN HEART RATE (-50) 
PIon 155 CDR 18.631 57.T2~ 3.9109 6 155 VECTAN IIEART RATE (RECOVERY) 
Mon 166 CDR 319.21 ~25.16 13.106 6 166 OT INTERVAL (CONTROL) 
Mon 1&1 COR 352 .~B ~I~.~~ 16.8~1 6 16 T OT INTERVAL (-30) 
Pl092 168 CDR 329.93 103.98 22.280 6 168 OT INTERVAL (-~O) 
flon ITO CDR 353.12 ~23.8~ 12.~01 6 170 OT INTERVAL IRECOVER~) 
Mon 171 CDR .11811 .12561 .11000-02 6 111 P MAX MAG (CONTROL) 
PIon 112 CDR .235~~ .1 ~ 3~2 .~1269-02 6 112 P MAX MAG (-30) 
PIon IT3 CDR .25'632 .1 ~ 9 02 .15121-01 6 113 P MAX MAG (-~O) 
l'Ion 1 T~ CDR .26318 .17016 .28121-01 6 11~ P MAX MAG (-50) 
M092 ITS CDR .21591 .132~ I .12111-01 6 115 P MAX MAG (RECOVERY) 
PIon 3 PLT 68.21~ ~8. H5 ~. 1621 , 3 HEART RATE (-~O) 
PIon .. PLT 72.896 'O.TOl ~.6989 5 ~ HEART RATE (-50) 
M092 21 PLT 6~ .139 51. 80, 3.1201 5 2.1 PULSE PRESSURE (CONTROL) 
'"092 lOB PLT }.3803 .31022 .23>95 s- lOB HR/LBNP 30-~0 
l'Ion 110 PL T .86250-01-.62500-03 .9~923-02 ~ 110 PLVC/LBNP 0-8 
1'1092 116 PLT 15.509 1.8111 .92679 ~ 116 HR/PLVC 30-~0 
1'1092 lIT PLT 1.8033 1.590. 1.~993 ~ 111 HR/PLVC ~0-50 
M092 1,3 PLT 62.818 ~8.gBO ~ .12~ 3 , 153 VECTAN HEART RATE (-~O ) 
!'Ion 15~ PLT T1.211 5" 0.936 ~.59B! 5 15~ YECTAN HEART RATE (-50) 
PlO92 166 PLT ~20.31 ~39.20 ~.~081 5 166 QT INTERVAL (CONTROL) 
PIon 167 PLT ~13.19 ~38.~3 3. 85~ 9 5 167 QT INTERVAL (-30) 
1'1092 1&8 PLT J9~.83 ~ 29. O~ 9.5639 , 168 QT INTERVAL (-~ 0 ) 
Pl092 169 PLT 38~.11 ~2~.01 10.52B 5 169 QT INTERVAL (-50) 
Pl092 113 PLT .IH8, .10750 .20018-01 , 113 P MAX MAG (-~O) 
1'1092 IH nT • 20~ 02 .12T13 .17559-01 5 1'r~ P MAX MAG (-50) 
I 1'I092A 1 CDR 12.H5 62.318 2.H% 6 181 P MAX EL (CONTROL) PlO92A 2 CDR 11.962 '9.95T 2.3690 6 182 P MAX EL (-30) 1I092A 3 CDR 16 .50~ 60.210 201H3 6 183 P MAX EL (-~O) 
I II092A ~ CDR "[5.398 61.727- 1.9601 6 IB~ P MAX EL (-50) PlO92A 5 CDR H .~61 60.lf2Z }'III~ 6 185 P MAX EL (RECOVERV) M092A 6 CDR ~.8510 ~.0825 .181H 6 IB6 ORS-E C IRC (CONT»DL) 
1'I09ZA 1 CDR ~.8081 3.8682 .1333T 6 181 QRS-E CIRC (-301 1 
PlonA 8 CDR ~.1~08 3.1951 .11311 6 188 QRS-E CIRC (-~O) 

































































GREATER THAN 3 SO 






















CDR 2. 038~ 
CDR 
.16908 
COR • 17222 
































FROI'I THE PREFLIGHT MEAr.l 
SLD. 22~ JLN. 2Z~ 
i'1EAN SO N 
.88003 .%560-01 6 
.80;00 .0362;-01 6 
.8002; .58723-01 6 
.8q2q2 
.59339-01 6 
.8880q .qOq99-01 6 
.10965 .102q9-01 6 
.15q86 .21181-01 6 
.H2q7 .612q9-02 6 
.1559; .IQQ26-01 6 
.15529 .1566q-OI 6 
I.QOI9 .8896q-OI 6 
I .281; .72020-01 6 
1.21qq .72331-01 6 
1.1885 .7;;02-01 6 
1. 3850 .62213-01 6 
38.320 l.q5q2 6 
3T. T! 0 I.q091 6 
1.621q .12107 6 
.78375 -0 I .2q281-01 6 
.69033-01 .ITOO~-Ol 6 
20.127 2.0638 6 
20.~06 l.H09 6 
19.H7 1.56>0 6 
18.5"73 1.66;~ 6 
.86093-01 .73193-02 6 
.93;q7-01 .;8826-02 6 
.9%36-01 .92~99-02 6 
.91805-01 .68530-02 6 
.79779-01 .533H-02 6 
-;8.63; Q.1130 6 
-61.707 5. nq I 6 
-60.821 3.9Q;0 6 
31 '>9Q ~.2683 6 
33. 3~~ 5.1892 6 
3Q .0 13 ~.3882 6 
31.937 Q.3017 6 
28.700 3.6SQ6 6 
1. 0206 • 1~076 6 
7.Q057 .5558~ 6 
8.585Q .37;16 6 
9.2780 .82~9Q 6 
10. Z6 8 1.686~ 6 
8 .13~Q .85906 6 
3T.7;3 2.260Q 6 
~3.612 2.0103 6 
88.265 8.0102 6 
83.933 8 .!>3Q 6 6 
90.0;Q 6.062; 6 
I;] .;0 1. O~ 8 8 6 ] ~ .230 .22891 6 
i'1D. MD 16 
191 DRS-E AREA (CONTROL) 
192 DRS-E AREA (-30 ) 
193 QRS-E AREA (-~O ) 
19q DRS-E AREA (-50 ) 
195 DRS-E AREA (RECOVERY) 
196 DRS-E DEPTH (CONTROL) 
197 DRS-E OEPTH (-30) 
198 DRS-E DEPTH (-qO) 
199 DRS-E DEPTH (-50) 
200 ORS-E OEPTH (RECOVERY) 
201 nRS I'IAX MAG (CONTROL) 
202 DRS MAX MAG (-30) 
203 DRS MAX MAG (-qO) 
20q DRS MAX I'IAG (-50) 
205 DRS MAX MAG (RECOVERY) 
211 DRS MAX EL (CONTROL) 
21; DRS MAX EL (RECOVERY) 
216 5T-E CIRC (CONTROL) 
227 ST-E DEPTH (-30) 
228 5T-E OEPTH (-~O) 
2q I 5T I'IAX EL (CONTROL) 
2q2 ST MAX EL (-30) 
2~3 ST MAX EL (-~O) 
2~~ ST MAX EL (-;0) 
2~6 J I'IAG (CONTROL) 
2H J I'IAG (-30) 
2~8 J MAG (-q 0 ) 
2~9 J I'IAG (-50 ) 
250 J MAG (RECOVERY) 
253 JAZ(-qO) 
25q J AZ (-50) 
255 J Al (RECOVERY) 
256 J EL (CONTROL) 
257 J EL (-30) 
258 JEL(-QOl 
2;9 J EL (-'iO) 
260 J EL (RECOVERY) 
26Q 0-5T SLOPE (-'iO) 
266 O-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) 
267 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) 
268 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-Q 0 ) 
269 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-;0 ) 
270 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) 
zrQ O-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-;0) 2T; D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) ZTT O-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) 
278 O-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-'10 ) 
280 0-5T VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) 306 WEIGHT 
308 R CALF CIRC 
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MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN J SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN I I j 
1 
Sl-J AUG 12, 1973 SlD" 22~ JlN. 22~ MD" MD 16 , i 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
MOnA 1~9 CDR 2~8.~ 0 760 .~6 .9736, 5 329 ATMOSPHERIC PRESS (MMHG) 
MonA 1,9 CDR 87.189 61. 2,0 3.691' 6 339 HEART RATE (-8 ) 
MonA 160 CDR 81.~59 ,8.302 6. 36 t::I 6 3qO HEART RATE (-16 ) 
MonA 162 CDR 95.0~0 8>'S31 2.1217 6 3~2 SYSTOLIC BP (-16 ) 
MonA 16~ CDR ,2.170 61. 386 2.1\1, 6 3~~ 01 ASTOLI C BP (-16 ) 
MonA 161 CDR 33.00B 26. 9~3 1.5H9 6 3tn PULSE PRESS (-B) 
MonA 16B CDR ~2.270 2~.q~q 3.B622 6 3~B PULSE PRESS (-16 ) 
MonA 9 PlT 5.2B95 ~.~zq7 .2290~ , IB9 QRS-E CIRC (-50 ) 
MonA 10 PlT q .9B55 q .273B .209H 5 190 QRS-E CIRC (RECOVERY) 
MonA 11 PLT 1.1310 .72107 .8099,-01 , 191 QRS-E AREA (CONTROL) 
MonA 12 PlT 1.1765 .82531 .10298, 5 192 ORS-E AREA (-30 ) 
MonA I~ PlT 1.5911 1.066Q .13521 5 19Q QRS-E AREA (-50 ) 
MonA 15 PlT 1.2583 .17;;77 .7688q-OI 5 195 QRS-E AREA (RECOVERY) 
M092A 18 PlT .2301q .11202 .15363-01 5 198 DRS-E DEPTH (-qO) 
MonA 19 PlT • 2~ 20 2 • !T696 .13198-01 , 199 DRS-E DEPTH (-50) 
MonA 31 PlT 38.536 'IB.Q87 2.3600 5 211 DRS MAX EL (CONTROL) 
MonA 32 PlT ~7. 7q8 ~9.131 2.95B7 5 212 DRS MAX El (-30) 
MonA 33 PLT 1.209 50.591 2.22H 5 213 DRS MAX EL (-QO) 
MonA 3Q PlT ~2.538 50.993 1.8830 ;; 21~ DRS MAX El (-50) 
MonA 35 PlT 8.537 qT.81~ 2. nzo 5 21, DRS MAX EL (RECOVERY) 
MonA H PLT .11 OQZ .~\IZ6-01 .~0608-02 , 22.6 ST-E DEPTH (CO~TnOL) 
MonA H PlT .17588 .~5822-01 .31219-02 , 227 ST-E DEPTH (-30) 
MonA q8 PlT .16927 .QSQ5B-01 .605>6-02 5 Z28 ST-E DEPTH (-QO) 
MonA q9 PlT .IQ 95B '>2T32-0 1 .95868-0Z 5 229 ST-E DEPTH (-50) 
MonA 50 PlT .7b3Q6-01 .~6Iq5-01 .QQ511-0Z 5 230 ST-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 
M092A 61 PlT 9.1506 IT.HI z.q 123 , 2Q 1 ST MAX EL (CONTROL) 
/'lOnA 62 PlT 5.5907 1'.601 2.2298 , 2q2 ST MAX EL (-30) 
MonA 6Q Pl T ,.9066 15.0q6 2.82Q6 5 2qq ST MAX EL (-,0) 
MonA t6 Pl T .72112-01 .61596-0 I .20629-02 5 2~6 J MAG (CONTROLl 
MonA 7b PlT -22.259 IB.151 2.093B , 256 J El (CONTROL> 
MonA 11 PLT -23.772 15.TB5 Q.I!>Q2 5 2!iT JEl(-30) 
/'l092A 7B PlT -26.187 13.096 3.Q735 5 258 J El (-qO) 
/'lOnA T9 PlT -21.3q9 13.322 3. T9 38 5 259 J EL (-50) 
MOnA BO Pl T -9. nQ3 16.302 3.~068 5 260 J EL (RECOVERY) 
MonA 81 PlT 1.5831 1.0Q07 .11799 5 261 O-ST SLOPE (CONTROL) 
MonA 82 PLT 1.51B6 I.IQlq .121~B 5 262 O-ST SLOPE (-30) 
MonA 85 PLT 1.~820 1.003q .IIQ9B 5 265 O-ST SLOPE (RECOVERY) 
/'lOnA 12~ PlT 19.620 16.160 1.011~ 5 30Q TIME (GMT) 
PlOnA 127 PlT Iq.500 15 .q 02 .270T8 5 30T L CALF C IRC 
MonA 12B PLT 1~.750 15.152 .26153 5 308 R CALF CIRe 
/'lOnA IH PlT 2QS.qO T60 '>1 1.08QQ Q 329 ATMOSPHERIC PRESS (MMHG) 
PlonA 161 PLT 12~ .05 112.67 3.Q 8~ 9 5 3Q I SYSTOLIC BP (-8 ) 
MonA 169 PLT .69000 -.IQ 000-0 I .68775-01 5 3Q9 PLVC EOP (-8 ) 
M073 7 CDR 10.100 T. 08~q I. OB I B IT T URINE Cft (MED/TV) I Mon 125 CDR IQ5.80 1~J.26 .625QQ 17 125 WEIGHT (LBS) l Plon 1 SPT 19.500 II. TlT I. 75 B~ 15 1 URlNE CA (MED/TV). /'l013 12~ SPT 130.50 l3L21 .89Q80 15 125 WEIGHT (LBS) /'lOT3 7 PlT 15.QOO 10.200 1.0139 16 7 URINE CA (MEQITV) 
1 MOT3 Q6 PLT QBT.oo QQ3.31 10.320 16 Q6 DIET MAGNESIUM (MG) 







SL-3 DA[LY CLlNICAL/ENV[RONNENTAL REPORT AUG [3. [973 SLD- 225 JLN' 225 HD- HD 17 
-Iftt ·ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TENPERATURE = 21.9~ DEGC AVG. AHBIENT PRESSURE = 251.B5 HHHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
NAJOR MED EXPERIMENTS ATH EXPERIHENTS 
EREP EXPER I ~lENTS COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS SCIENCE DEMOS/STUDENT EXPERIMENTS 
HI H£DICAL EXPERINENTS/DTO 
tt, ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
f.t MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
... SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 6.00 HOURS 
•• , EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG CWATT-MINS) LS ERG CWATT-HINS) 
EVA HWE ':EAL/HR) 
EVA DURAT CHRS) 
MK.I EX CHINS) 
HK. II EX CHiNS) 
HK. iii EX CHiNS) 
TREADHILL CHiNS) 
OTHER EX C ~I1 NS) 
HEIGHT CCM) 
WEiGHT CKiLOGRAH) 
II ••••• " 
~~~5.00 
••••••• 
tI •• iHI •• 
15.00 
10.00 





'1' ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HiP/WAIST CCM) iNS/EXP CHEST tCN! 
NECK CCM) 
RT ILT ARM CCM) 
RT/LT ARH VOL CCC) 
RT/LT HAND CFT-LS) 
.......... , ...... . 
••••• t", ••••••• 
•• I ..... 
...... ,/ ....... . 
....... .. "" .... ,t I 
........ , ....... . 
DEW POINT = 11.11 DEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 19~.~5 MMHG 
MI71 
M092 
HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 
6000.00 
••••••• 
. .' .... " .. 




11 ...... 11. 
t ••••• ,. 
59.10 
II.' .... ' ....... . 
•• II ••• , •••. Hlt • 
• •••• t./ •• , •••• 
4"'.".'/tftt'"" 
., •••• '/.' ... 11. 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 



























" 1'1171 ZI. 
I'll Tl 31. 
1'1171 51 
I'll T! 52 
MITI 5~ 




1'1 IT 1 128 
1'1 IT I 131 
































1'1092 I T8 
MOn 179 
.. - -- ,--
GREATER THAN 3 SO 
AUG 13, 1913 
MAN VALUE 
SPT 1 • .1580 
SPT .9b~bT 
SPT 1.0bTO 
SPT I. IT 91 































SPT II T.51. 
SPT 98.66~ 
SPT 99.892 
SPT 351.. 8~ 













.- --".-~-'-'- ... --_." ,._ .. - -.. -----~--------- -~ J j 
I 
1 
FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN I 
SLO. U5 JLN. 225 1'10'1' 1'10 IT I MEAN SO N 
1 
.83809 .78~1.8-01 , 11 RER-REST 
.8~IOO .~OI.OZ-OI T IZ RER-LEVEL I 
. 90~ O~ .195~2-01 T 13 RER-LEVEL 2 I 
• 951T I .~7291-01 6 I~ RER-LEVEL 3 j 1.1186 .6Bb2~-01 6 l!i RER-RECOVERY • 132.75 5.T871 6 26 SSP-REST (MM HG) 1 98.~~0 2.252~ 6 36 MAP-REST (MM HG) 
2.231b .55112-01 T >I VOl , 160 HR I. 8 1 85 .~30b5-01 T 52 VOZ , I~O HR 2.0153 • 7~ I.I.~-O I 6 5~ V02 , 150 WATTS ~9 .~5~ 3.~1.02 T 55 \'E 1 2. L V02 .95~11. • 3121.~ -0 I T 65 RER , 11.0 HR I • O~ 3~ .51.005-01 ~ 12~ RER 2,-50 
I. 0806 .161.1.5 ~ 125 RER 50-T5 
2~ .282 3.1.598 ~ 128 VE/V02 50-75 22.565 2.381.~ ~ 131 VE/VC02 50-7, 1,391. 3356.6 ~ 1~9 PRI'/V02 50-7, 57 • 3~8 2.1.52T 5 I HEART RATE (CONTROL) 
,8.,39 3. 3~32 5 2 HEART RATE (-30) 6 \. 3~ 3 5.1028 , 3 HEART RATE (-~O) 6~.023 5 .~967 5 ~ HEART RATE (-50) 5~ .~50 ~ .1208 5 5 HEART RATE (RECOVERY) 2.6'~0 .3039~ 5 21 PLVC EOP (-30) I 3.7380 .2600~ 5 28 PLVC EOI' (-~O) I ~.73~O .Q2753 5 29 PLVC EOP (-50) 
.26796 .10902 5 109 HMR/L8NP ~0-50 
1 
.87500-02 .5~~81.-02 5 110 PLVC/LBNP 0-8 
.q87H .65830 5 115 HR/PLVC 0-30 3 •. OB 30 2.0723 5 lIT HR/PLVC QO-50 57.097 2.219~ 5 151 VECTAN HEART RATE (CONTROL) 58.582 2. 9537 5 152 VECTAN HEART RATE (-30) 61.191 5.0Q26 5 153 VECTAN HEART RATE (-Q(J) 6~ .1 OQ 6.1321 , 15~ VECTAN HEART RATE (-50) 5~.Q 31 3.7257 , 155 VECTAN HEART RATE (RECOVERV) 129.98 I • 6 02~ 5 158 PR INTERVAL (-~O) 128.% 2.788~ , 159 PR INTERVAL (-50) 91.012 1.9573 5 II. 3 DRS OURATION (-~O) 89.891 2.12~ T 5 16~ DRS DURATION (-50) ~00.6T 10.805 5 16T DT INTERVAL (-30) 391.66 13.335 , 168 DT INTERVAL (-~Ol 38b.51 13.510 , 169 aT INTERVAL (-50) 
.15156 .~1068-01 5 ITI P MAX MAG (CONTROL) .1~218 .201.88~01 , IT2 P MAX MAG (-301 .1~032 .95391-02 , 1T3 P MAX MAG (-40) 
.15611 .IH91-0 I 5 IH P MAX MAG (-50) 
.165>1 .~1~2~-01 5 IT, P MAX MAG (RECOVERY) 
-27. 01.5 ,. H8T , 1T6 P MAX AZ (CONTROL) 
-2B.OTB ~.~118 5 ITT P MAX Al (-30) 
-28.%2 2.~890 5" I T8 P MAX AZ (-~O) 





IIEAsUREMENTs GREATER THAN 3 sD FROI'! THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-3 AUG 13, 1913 SLh 22, JLN+ 22, 
EXPT IMEAs I'!AN VALUE MEAN SD N 
/'I092A 2 SPT 76.861 -3. 9~23 12.755 5 
M092A 3 SPT 16.158 -8.37H 22. 733 5 
M092A 8 SPT 8.2990 7.0~ 11 .368>6 5 
MOnA 9 SPT 8.512~ 7.200, .372~2 , 
/'1092 A 10 SPT 8.76~0 7. 0686 .~7!>33 5 
M092A 13 SPT ~.0283 2.9660 .3,036 5 
1'I092A 1~ SPT ~.3~70 3.198; .37281 ; 
MonA 15 SPT ~. 0823 2.8007 .390H 5 
M092A 17 SPT .~67'T3 .36H6 • 350~ 3-0 I , 
M092A 18 SPT .~5920 • 3T2~ 3 .2~155-01 , 
1'l092A 20 SfT .~7238 .35793 .26695-01 5 
/'I092A H SPT -8.0301 6.5';29 2.~091 ; 
M092A 28 SPI -IO.~6' 8.3087 3.9892 5 
/'lOnA 29 SPT -6.1832 11.603 3.3625 ., 
MonA 30 SfT -3.3~n 7.026; 1".7708 , 
MonA 38 SPT 1.8350 2.~161 .18985 5 
/'IOnA 39 SPT 1.8315 2.35,8 .16025 5 
/'l092A ~o SPT ~ .19~2 2. 3,97 .20729 , 
MonA ~I SPT .29839-01 .579~3-01 .68988-02 , 
MonA ~2 SPT .25917-01 .5'1708-01 .~~ 173-02 5 
MonA ~3 SPT .28,87-01 .50013-01 .~3H9-02 , 
MonA ~~ 5PT .33888-01 .~2980-01 .2~~38-02 , 
MonA 50 SPT .17625 .99920-01 .1~307-01 5 
MonA ,I sPT .63725 • 8856~ • H685-0 I 5 
MonA 52 sPT .~8609 .87297 .70721-01 , 
MonA 53 SPT .HHI •. 8~772 .83639-01 5' 
MonA 5~ SPT .~880~ .80399 .9368~-01 5 
1'l0 92 A n SPT -2.812~ -18.,03 3.933~ 5 
1'l0nA 58 SPT -2.9~63 -2~. 7Z1 6.6632 5 
M092A 63 5PT 2,.666 9.79!>1 I .6218 5 
/'10 92 A 6~ sPT 31.9H 10.271 1.67~6 5 
Pl092A 67 sPT .62135-01 .90616-01 J ~007-02 5 
M092A 68 sPT .67017-01 .10391 .11672-01 5 
PlOnA 70 SPT .72130-01 .9%81-01 .75177-02 , 
PlOnA 71 SPT -26.229 -38.~86 2.9180 , 
M092A 73 sPT -63.~59 -QO.H9 , .2150 5 
PlOnA 7~ SPT -81.211 -~1.667 6.,103 , 
M092A 76 SPT -21.062 2.0207 3.5129 5 
M092A T1 SPT -28.753 5.9953 ~. 6 767 5 
MonA 78 SPT -~5.~80 r.1~96 2.1318 :; 
M092A 79 SPT -68.119 6. 6~ 36 3.7382 5 
M092A BO sPl -30.751 .93062 3.5295 5 
MonA 82 SPT 1.5263 1.9001 .91920-01 5 
M09ZA 83 SPT 1.~519 1.9T23 .10867 5 
MonA 8~ SPT .92513 1. 9811 .1151~ 5 
MonA 86 SPT 1>.796 7.6159 2.'1133 , 
/109ZA 87 SPT IT. 926 7.0>51 1.089~ 5 
M09ZA 88 SPT 19.7Z~ 6.819~ .930~8 5 
MonA 89 SPT 22.075 7.5~67 1.39q3 5 
MO-92 A 90 SPT 15.9% 8.3831 2.2678 5 
.- ~-. '. __ .. ,-""--'-.-- ,- ,--'"'---,- -.,-,-------,- '- ... -
IID+ MD 17 
182 P I'! AX EL (-30) 
183 f I'!AX EL (-~a) 
188 CRs-E CIRC (-~O) 
189 CRS-E CIRC (-50) 
190 CRS-E CIRC (RECOVERVl 
193 CRS-E AREA (-~O) 
19~ QRS-E AREA (-50) 
195 CRS-E AREA (RECOVERY) 
197 QRS-E DEPTH (-30) 
198 CRS-E DEPTH (-~O) 
200 ORS-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 
207 CR5 MAX AZ (-30) 
20B CRS MAX AZ (-~O) 
209 CRS MAX AZ (-,0) 
210 CRS MAX AZ (RECOVERY) 
218 ST-E CIRC (-~O) 
219 5T-E CIRC (-,0) 
220 ST-E CIRC (RECOVERY) 
221 ST-E AREA (CONTROL) 
222 ST-E AREA (-30) 
223 5T -E AREA (-~O) 
22~ ST-E AREA (-,0) 
230 ST-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 
231 sT MAX MAG (CONTROL) 
232 STMAX MAG (-30) 
233 sT MAX MAG (-~ 0 ) 
23~ sT MAX MAG (-50) 
237 ST MAX AZ (-30) 
238 5T MAX AZ (-~O) 
2~3 ST MAX EL (-~O) 
2q~ sTMAX EL (-50) 
H7 J MAG (-30) 
2~8 J MAG (-~ 0 ) 
250 J MAG (RECOVERV) 
251 J AZ (CONTROL) 
253 JAZ(-~O) 
25~ JAZ(-50) 
256 J EL (CONTROLl 
251 JEL(-30) 
258 JEL(-~O) 
259 J EL (-50) 
260 J EL (RECOVERY) 
262 D-ST SLOPE (-30) 
263 D-sT SLOPE (-~O) 
26~ D-sT SLOPE (-50) 
266 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) 
267 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) 
26B D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~ 0 ) 
269 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-,0 ) 












I'IEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-3 AUG 13, 1973 SLD" 225 JLN" 225 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
Pl092A 91 SPT H.812 121.3~ 10.1~9 0; 
1'I092A 9S SPT 65.0~0 119.19 10.992 0; 
Pl092A 99 SPT 57.162. 116.59 12.570 0; 
M092A 101 SPT 9.9~95 21. 267 .HHI 0; 
PlO92A 102 SPT 12.777 28.528 3.2392 5 
M092A 10q SPT 21.090 ~3.0;~2 5.~296 5 
PlO92A 105 SPT 955Z5 21.993 2.5l98 5 
M092A 126 SPT 130.30 136.~0 .~IS33 0; 
MOnA 127 SPT 12.750 13.602 .20572 0; 
M09ZA 128 SPT 12.750 13.676 .20888 0; 
M092A Iq9 SPT Z5l.00 760.q6 .97365 5 
M09ZA 159 SPT 90.160 60.6Ql 3.9787 5 
PlO9ZA 160 SPT 89.Zq8 56.5Sq 3.2705 5 
M09ZA 169 SPT .93000 .70000-01 .q3589-01 5 
M092A 170 SPT 2.0700 1.0320 .Z599Q 5 
1'1073 2 COR 9QQ.00 560.Z9 81.271 !7 
M073 3 COR 276.00 135.59 38.Q37 IT 
1'1013 6 COR 1612.0 9 O~ .~ 7 113.H II 
MOTa 7 CDR IQ.300 7.082Q I .08 I 8 IT 
M073 8 CDR 23Q .00 121.Ql 3~.551 17 
M073 11 con 2687.0 1688.3 125.83 IT 
1'1073 16 CDR 73.900 39.106 II. 361 IT 
M073 125 CDR IQ5.50 151.26 .625Q~ IT 
1'1073 127 CDR 12.500 15.225 .90719 20 
M013 12S COR 21.500 11.130 .87905 20 
1'1073 7 SFT 19.200 11. 721 1.75 SQ 15 
1'1073 125 SPT 130.30 136.27 • S9Q8 0 15 
M073 II PLT IS 09.0 2%'1.~ IQZ.S3 16 
1'1013 Q6 PLT 512.00 ~~3.31 10.320 16 
1'1073 53 PLT I.OS20 .16BQ~ .16~67 16 
1'1073 5~ PLT ~.2910 2.2036 .55656 16 
1'1073 55 PLT 6.QSOO 2.6382 .Q365~ 16 
1'1073 61 PLT 13.Q10 1.2206 I .5 3~8 16 
M073 125 PLT 189.30 193. 9~ 1.088T 16 






































O-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30) 
O-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~O) 
O-ST VECTOR INTEG RAL (-50) 
QRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (CONTROL) 
QRS-T SPATfAL ANGLE (-30 ) 
QnS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (-50 ) 
eRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (RECOVERV) 
WEIGHT 
L CALF CIRC 
R CALF CIRC 
ATMOSPHER IC PRESS (MMHG) 
HEART RATE (-8) 
HEART RATE (-16 ) 
PLVC EOP (-8 ) 
PLVC ~OP (-16 ) 
URINE OSMOL (MOSM/TV) 
URINE NA (MEe/TV) 
URINE POQ (MG/TV) 
URINE CA (MEO/TV) 
URINE CL (MEg/TV) 
URINE CREAT (MGITV) 
HYDROCDRTISON (UG/TV) 
WEIGHT (L8S) 
DIET NrTROGEII (G) 
URINE NItROGEN (G) 
URINE CA (MEe/TV) 
WEIGHT (LBS) 
URINE CREAT (MG/TV) 




TOTAL 17-KETO (TMG/TV) 
WEIGHT (LBS) 
URINE NITROGEN (G) 













SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT AUG I~. 1973 SLD' 226 JlN' 226 NO' NO 18 
.t. ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 21.94 DEGC AVG. AM81ENT PRESSURE = 253.92 HMHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
OTHER MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND DTO'S A TN EXPER I MENT5 COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS SCIENCE DEMOS/STUDENT EXPERIMENTS 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OrO 
'" ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PR08LEM 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
... SlEEP DATA 
HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 
f'~ EXERCISE DATA 
us ERG (WATT-MINS) LS ERG (WATT-MINS) EVA MNE (KEAL/HR) EVA DURAT (HRS) HK.I EX ' IINS) HK. Il EX (HINS) HK. III EX (MINS) TREADMILL CMINS) OTHER EX (MI NS) HEIGHT (CM) 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 
.. "., IHIiI * 
5003.00 
......... 







.t. ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/HAIST (CH) ••••••• , ••• , ••• INS/EXP CHEST (CN) ••••••• , ....... . NECK ceM) HUU. RT/lT ARH (CH] ••••••• , ••••••• RTILT ARM VOL (CC) ••••••• / ••••••• RTILT HAND CF'T-LS) tHtUiI/Ut ... 'H CEN GRAV HEAS (eM) "'1IHU 
DEW POINT = 10.78 DEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 184.10 NMHG 
MI31 






..... ·t • 
..... 11 ... 
.. ~ .... illI 
58.70 
....... , ....... .. 
-1 ........ /' ••• 11 •• 
.. •• t ... . 
••••••• "" ..... <11 
.. ...... , ... ,-" .... . 
•• tit l'f/" <II <II .... I 
<II I <II I t -3' 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY PART. PRES. C02 = 
MI31 
HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 
50.00 r 5.40 MNHG 
515.00 6451. 00 
• .... <II .. d ... 
,g.<II. I <II <II 
20.00 
•• " •• <11. 
" ..... <II • 
<1111<11<111<11 
• ...... <1 
••• ~.1I • 
85.80 
••• <II.<II./.IG •••• 
.1<11 •• .:./ ...... <1. 
..",.,/.,,'11.<1 
.'.IIII/CII,I" 
• ••• <11 .. ,/ ....... <1 




















IIEASUREMENTS GREATER THAI'I3 SO 
SL-3 AUG I~ • 1973 
EXPT IMEAS IIAN VALUE 
1'1073 2 CDR S~ 0.00 
11073 125 CDR 1~5.10 
1'1073 7 SPT 20.900 
PI 073 12 SPT 331.00 
1101'3 125 SPT 129.50 
M073 128 SPT 18.500 
1'1073 7 PLT 25.000 
11073 125 PLT 189.10 
FROI'1 THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SLO' 226 JLN. 2.26 
MEAN SD N 
560.29 B I. LTI IT 
151. 26 .625~~ 17 
II. 721 1. 75 8~ 15 
973.~0 198.~2 15 
136.27 .89~80 15 
12.925 1.2973 20 
10.200 1.0139 16 
193.9Q 1.0887 16 
MD. rID IS 
2 URINE DSMDL (MDSI'1/TV) 
125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
7 URINE CA (MEaITV) 
12 URINE URIC A (MG/TV) 
125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
128 URINE NITRDGEN (G) 
7 URINE CA (MEa/TV) . 


















SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
AUG 15. 1973 SLD' 227 JLN' 227 MD' MO 19 
~~t ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE: 20.56 DEGC 
AVO. AMBIENT PRESSURE: 253.40 MMHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR MED EXPER Hl£NTS 
'ATM EXPERIMENTS 
COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS 
.. It MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
". ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
ttt MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
IU SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 6.50 HOURS 
144 EXERCISE DATA. 
UB ERG (WATT-MINS) 
LB ERG CWATT-MINS) 
EVA MWE CKEAL/HR) 
EVA DURAT (HRS) 
11K. I EX ' lINS) 
MK. II EX (MINS) 
MK. III EX CMINS) 
TREADMILL CMINS) 









'1' ... 4.,* 
... <t ... .. 
... ., ... " 
., ...... . 
66.10 
..... I.NTHROPONETR I COAT A 
HIP/WAIST (eM) ••••••• , ••••••• 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM) ••••••• , ••••••• 
NECK reM) ........... 
RTILT ARM (eH) ••••••• , ••••••• 
RTILT ARH VOL (eel •• ~ •••• I ••••••• 
RTILT HAND eFT-LE) 4 ....... / ...... ,. 
eEN GRAY HEAS lCH) .4"1 ••• 
DEW POINT = 10.56 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN 164.10 MMHG 
LIGHT 6.00 HOURS 
4400.00 
." .... I.t 
" ...... .. 
15.00 
t <1 ..... 1. 
.... iI t"t i! 
.......... 
•• Ut .... 
........... 
59.20 
....... , ........ .. 
1-1.£ ....... , ....... .. 
CIt .,'1-1". 
. ........ / ........ .. 
• .......... /, ....... -111-
.... f.~ ... / ........ .. 
.... • t ... . 
RELATIVE HUf1IDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
MI?I 
M092 










.. .. " ...... . 
... iI ... .. 
.... t .... .. 
B6.00 
...... t ..... / .......... .. 
.. .......... /."'.111 
.. I ......... 
.... ......... , ......... . 
.............. /f., •• " •• 
..11""' .. '11111.:1'" 




















"I Tl , 
11111 7 










































!'I 0 92 A 31 
M09lA 3Z 




GREATER THAN 3 

















PL T I. 366'1 
PLT 1 •• 119 













PL T q 11>'>6 









Pl T 1.6'143 
PLT 1.2660 
PLT .2ZGH 
!'L T .23898 
PLT '10.915 
PL T 39.6n 
PLT '12.020 
PI T 'I3.33Q 
PLT 2.1866 
PLT 2.2298 
~ ........ -.~. -~-----
SD FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SLD. 227 JLN" 217 
IIEAN SO 11 
.31617 .19697-01 1 
1.0032 .IHIO T 
.98081 ~lT6£t7""Ol 7 
1.3039 .H396-01 6 
13.187 1.3'106 7 
39.'1 IT ~ .qn'l 6 
103.00 2.H77 £ 
19l.D3 10.'12T 7 
13'>OT 5 .6~9T 7 
12'1.81 7.60'12 7 
135.38 9.9891 T 
135.29 9.8365 1 
21036. 1631.q 7 
2'1.062 L 83{)O 5 
.9H81 .26120-01 S 
.9,121 .IOZ09 5 
25. TS8 I .95"36 !i 
33.'171 17.5'10 , 
21. 6>0 21.958 5 
q8. T'I, q.1621 , 
'0.70T '1.6989 , 
2. .5;; 00 • 33,~ 6 5 
3.T025 .31079 q 
.66250 .22292· .'1 
.19612 .13692 5 
-.b2.500-03 .9Q923-02 .. 
-1.2.1>5 .3752T q 
1.61IT .92679 q 
QB.8BO 4.12'13 5 
50.936 q.,981 5 
439.20 '1.40BT 5 
438.q3 J.S,q9 , 
429.0'1 9.%39 5 
42Q. 0 I 10.528 , 
'1'11.50 6.6T29 , 
.12713 .11559-01 , 
4.42'1T .2290'1 , 
... 2738 .2094T 5 
.12101 .80995-01 5 
.82531 .10298 , 
1.066'1 .13HI , 
.77577 .7668'1-01 , 
.17202 .15363-01 , 
.1T696 .13198-01 , 
'18.'181 2.3800 5 
'19.131 2.9587 5 
50.591 2.22H , 
,0.993 1.6830 , 
1.5321 .14719 , 
1.59% .16T2Q , 
MD" 110 19 
# I 6 veOl-REST (L/MIN) 7 veOl-LEVEL 1 (L/MIN) 11 RER-LEVEL I 
I, RER-RECOVERY I 16 VE-REST (LIM IN ) 20 VE-RECOVERY (L/MIN) 
2, H R-REC~'ERY (BT/MIN) I 
27 SSP-LEVEL I (MM HG) 
6'1 DBP , 160 HR 
lOT PULSE PRS-LEV I (MMHG ) 
108 PULSE PRS-LEV Z (MMHG) 
109 PULSE PRS-LEV 3 (MMHG) 
112. PRESSURE RATE PRODUCT-LEV 
llO PiUSCULAR EFFICIENCY 0-25 
123 RER 0-Z5 
12'1 RER l,-SO 
116 VE/VOl 0-1, 
136 SBP/VOl 25-50 
1'1, PP/WO?, 2,-50 
3 HEART RATE (-'10) 
q HEART RATE (-,0) 
28 PLVC EOP (-'10) 
29 PLVC EOP (-,0 ) 
30 PLVC EOP (RECOVER I') 
109 IlR6R/LBNP q 0-,0 
110 PLVC/LBIIP 0-8 11, !lR/Plve 0-30 
116 HR/Plve 30-'10 
1,3 VECTAII HEART RATE (-qo) 
1,4 VECTMI HEART RATE (-50) 
16 f, aT IfITEnVAL (COIITROl) 
167 aT IIITERVAL (-30 ) 
16B OT JIITERVAl (-'10 ) 
169 aT INTERVAL (-50 I 
ITO DT INTERVAL (RECOVERY) 
IH P MAX MAG (-50) 
169 DRS-E C IRC (-50) 
190 ORS-E CIRC (RECOVERY) 
191 DRS-E AREA (COtITROl) 
192. DRS-E AREA (-30) 
19Q DRS-E AREA (-50 I 
19, ORS-E AnEA (RECOVERY) 
198 ORS-E DEPTH (-'10) 
199 ORS-F DEPTH (-50) 
211 ~r., MAX EL (CONTRDt I 
212 ORS MAX EL (-30) 
213 ORS MAX EL (-'ID) 
21'1 DRS MAX EL (-50 ) 
216 ST-E CIRe (COIITROl) 






IIEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 50 FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-3 AUG 1~, 1973 SLD. 2ZT JLN· 221 1'10" MD 19 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
lion 82 SPT I.~ I 00 .20667 .18~~8 3 82 FREE GABA (MG/TV) 
11073 83 SPT 3.8~00 2.5000 .35619 3 83 fREE ORNITHINE (MG/TV) 
MOT3 eq SPT 66. Tl 0 q2.25T 6.6106 3 8q FREE ETOHAMINE (MG/TV) 
"073 86 SPT 1T2.ZT 78.320 2Q.73T 3 86 FREE LYSINE (MG/TV) 
Mon BT SPT 25Q.06 119.21 19.218 3 87 FREE I-CH3-HIS (MG/TV) 
PIon 88 SPT 20 I .5Q 9T • OQ 3 20.165 3 8B FREE HISTIDINE (MG/TV) 
1'1073 89 SPT 2Z5.~3 n.BBT 19.310 3 89 fREE 3-CH3-IIIS (MG/TV) 
1'1073 9Z SPT 3391.1 1755.0 qZI.IB 3 9Z FREE CREATININ (MG/TV) 
IIOT3 9~ SPT 28.900 12.907 l.qB5~ 3 95 PHOSPHOSERINE (MG/TV) 
M073 96 SPT 18.670 6. 9033 3.5083 3 96 POq-ETOft-AMINE (MG/TV) 
1'1073 9T SPT Z02.39 79.630 39.912 3 9T rREE TAURINE (MG/TV) 
M073 98 SPT 183.56 107.H 25.061 3 96 UREA/l000 (MG/TV) 
/10T3 100 SPT 16.760 11.B93 .80106 3 100 FREE ASP ART AC (MG/TV) 
1'1073 101 SPT H .IBO 23.ZZ0 I. 7q \6 3 101 FREE TllREONlNE (MG/TV) 
1'1073 102 SPT 82.130 38.'IQ3 Z. 8359 3 102 FREE SERI/IE (MG/TV) 
MOTJ 10Q SPT 175.20 8'1.':05 q.0800 2 U).i! FREE GLUTAMINE (MG/TV) 
1'1013 lOT SPT 2.1000 I. 8100 .10000-01 3 101 FREE GLUT ACID (MG/TV) 
11073 lOB SPT 2.2800 .59000 .183S~ 2 108 FREE CITRULLIN (NG/TV) 
1'I0T3 110 SPT l'J.990 27.581 ~.9921 3 110 FREE AL AN WE (MG /TV ) 
/1073 III SPT Zq. O~ 0 11.39. 1.89H 3 III A-AMINOADIPTC (MGITV) 
MOT3 llq SPT q9.000 23.910 7 .q 155 3 II q FREE CYSTIN/! (NG/TV) 
1'1073 115 SPT 26.670 12.9'10 3. 90q 2 3 115 CYSTATHIONINE (MG/TVI 
1'1073 116 SPT 31.520 16.313 2.SI!1 3 116 FREE METHIONIN (MG/TV) 
1'1013 117 SPT 12.100 6.!i700 .6?l82 3 117 FREE ISOLEUC IN (MG lTV) 
I'IOT3 118 srT 21.890 10.q83 \.&610 3 118 FREE LEUCINE (NG/TV) 
/101:1 119 SPT 3Q.260 15.263 2. 1061 3 119 FREE TVROSINE (MG/TV) 
I'IOT3 120 SFT 16.HO &.8167 1.9169 3 120 FREE FHENILALA (MG/TV) 
1'l073 121 SPT 10.990 2.5'100 2.,098 3 121 FREE a-ALANINE (MG/TV) 
/'lOTJ 122 SPT 5.3800 2.&%7 .q500q 3 122 B-NH2-I-BUTIR (MGITV) 
MOT3 125 SPT 130.70 136.27 .89QSO IS 125 WEIGHT (LOS) 
1'1013 T HT 16.100 10.200 1. O! 39 16 T URINE CA (MEa/TVI 
1'1073 55 PLT Q.5B20 2.63B2 .q365~ 16 ~5 ETIOCHOLAN (MGITV) 
1'I0T3 83 PLT 1.T800 1.0,00 .169TI 2 83 FREE ORN I TH INE (I1G /TV ) 
MOT3 8q pLT TO.IIO 52.200 .~3B~0 2 8q FREE ETOHAM INE (MG lTV) 
/'1013 86 PLT In.90 52.00, 15.9~5 2 86 FREE .. IS INE (MG lTV ) 
/'10T3 8T PLT ~09.B5 132.26 2. Tl53 Z BT FREE I-ClI3-HIS (MGITV) 
n013 88 rLT 138.25 TO.975 6.5qOT 2 8S FREE HISTIDINE (MG/TV) 
110T3 89 PLT IS8.18 11~.92 15.Q15 2 B9 FREE 3-CH3-HIS (MGITV) 
/'IOT3 92. PL T 31~2.B 2~85.8 115.71 2 92 FREE CRrATllI1II (MGITV) 
/10T3 9q rLT 9.1900 Q.7150 .00 I OQ 2 9Q FREE RRG IN IIIE I MG lTV) 
1'I0T3 95 rLT 52SQO 18.635 .20501 2 95 PIlOSPlIOSERINE (MG/TVI 
1'1013 96 rLT Zq.980 12.5S0 .1555& 2 9b PO~-ETOH-AMINE (MGITV) 
/'10T3 9T PLT 2BO .13 89.500 1'1.368 2 9T FREE TAURIIIE IMGITV I 
MOT3 98 rLT 233.53 IS 0.75 22. liS 2 98 UREA/IOOO (/'1G/TVI 
n013 100 rLT 2Q.£20 12.595 1.9870 2 100 FREE ASPART AC IMG/TVI 
1'1013 101 PLT ~9.120 18.010 1.5981 2 101 FREE mnrOI/WE (MGITV) 
/'10T3 102 PLT 91.530 Q \.625 .~8T89 2 102 FREE SERINE IMG/TV) 
MOTJ 10~ PLT 180.&3 rQ.030 IS.152 2 10Q FREE GLUTAMINE (MGITV I 
1'1073 lOT pL T Q.OOOO 1.1600 .98995-01 2 107 FnEF GLUT ACID (MGITV) 






PlEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FP.OM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-3 AUG I" 1973 SLO .. 227 JLN" 2Z7 PIC" MD 19 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SD N 
1'1073 III PLT 21.880 10.710 .60811 2 III A-AM !NOAO lPTG (I'lG/TV) 
Pl073 112 PLT .97000 .18500 .161.63 2. 112 A-NH2-N-BUTVR (MG/TV) 
Pl073 113 PLT 12.~70 , .9250 .36062 2 113 FREE VALINE (I'lG/7V) 
1'1073 11~ PLT 2B.660 13.315 .7%60 2 II~ FREE CVSTlNI2. (MG/TV J 
1'1073 II, PLT 31.960 12.310 1. 7B 19 2 II, CYSTATHIONINE (MG/TV) 
1'1073 116 PLT 36.HO II. 790 q.7l35 2 116- FREE METHIONlN (MG/TV) 
Pl073 117 PLT I~ .930 7.7600 . B202~ 2 117 FREE ISOLEUGIN (MG/TV) 
1'1073 II B PLT Z'i.200 11.995 1.0768 2 liB FREE LEUCINE (MGITV) 
PlO73 120 PLT 13.~90 T. 7200 1.~~ZO 2 120 FREE PHENYLALA (MGITV) 
PlO73 122 PLT 7.~900 ~.3800 .q6669 2 122 B-NH2-I-BUTYP. (I'lG/TV) 







SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/oNVIRONMoNTAL RoPORT AUG 16. 1973 SLOt 228 u'LN' 228 HO' ND 2D 
••• ENV1RONHENTAL 
AVG. ToMPERATURE ~ 20.56 OEGC AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE ~ 268.91 MMHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR MED EXPoRIMENTS OTHER MEDICAL EXPERI~~NTS AND DTO'S ATM EXPERINENTS 
COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS 
..... , •• , .. t/l.~., CDR 11'''''1'''''''' 




... I LLNESS/SYHPTQH/ PR08LE~i 
PRESYNCOPC/LBNP 
.,. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
• u SLEEP DATA 
I-lEA VY 6. 50 HOURS 
III EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG CIlhTT-N1NSI 
LB ERG CO" .TT-HINSI EVA 1"11,[ (KEALIHRI 
EVA DURAT (HRSI HK.I EX (HINSI 
HK. II EX IHINSI 
HK. III EX IHINSI 
TREADHILL IHINSI OTHER EX IHINSI 
HEIGHT ICMI 
~IGHT IKILOGRAHI 





• •• .. I ... 
.. " .... I • 
........... 
66.20 
••• ANTHROPOHETRIC DATA 
HIP/~Alsr fCHJ tll"""t,f •• , INS/EXP CHEST (eM) •• ,-,I.,/.t"'H NECK reM) ..... , ... RTllT ARM [Ccl1 ••••••• '.' .. Q.,I RT/LT ARM VOL ,eel """'/1"1'" 
0EJ.l POINT ~ 9.'1~ OEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN ~ 182. 03 M~IHG 
'.flt,all""" SPT •••••• , ••••••• 
MilO 
I-E:AVY 6.50 HOUR5 
.. '.f I .... 
4500.00 
.. , ... , 
..... I I • 
15.00 
.... I .... 
",., .. 
• .. .. I , .... 
.... , , .. l 
111'-1,,1, 
59.10 
......... / ....... . 
" •••• •• , ....... t 
....... , ...... . 
.... ~ .. , .... , .. 
ROLATIVE HUMIDITY PART. PRES. C02 ~ 
MilO 




•• , .... t 
.... ~ ... . 




•• "" ( I • 
, .... , . 
.. , t .... . 
., ..... " ...... . 
.... ' ••• '111111. 







PlEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO 
SL-3 AUG \6, 1973 
EXPT IMEA5 MAN VALUE 
1'I09ZA 51 CDR .Q0382 
PlO92A 52 CDR .3~722 
Pl092A 53 COR .29098 
PlOnA 61 CDR 2.6089 
PlOHA 62 CDR ~.3Q30 
PlOnA 63 CDR 3.8111 
PlO92A (,q CDR 10.960 
PlO92A 65 CDR 9. 716q 
MOnA £6 CDR .61060-01 
PlOnA 67 CDR .702~8-01 
MonA 68 CDR .Q5186-01 
PlOnA 69 CDR .35626-01 
MonA 70 CDR .q5q<;~-01 
M092A 72 CDR -31.626 
1'I0nA T3 COR -qO.769 
MonA ~ COR II. 908 
MonA TT COR 13.115 
M092A 18 COR 3.0075 
MonA 79 COR -16.137 
M092A 80 COR .(,0566 
M09ZA 83 COR SB2!2 
M092A 85 CDR .. BOI98 
PlO92A 87 COR \1.959B 
M092A 88 CDR \2.B6" 
M092A 91 COR U.936 
PlOHA 9'1 COR ~\?980 
M092A 95 COR 53.%2 
1'I0HA 97 CDR ('2.IQ6 
M092A 98 CDR 52.030 
M09ZA ~9 CDR ~7.5BB 
11092A 100 CDR 70. B~2 
MonA 126 CDR 1%.00 
MonA 128 CDR 13.QQO 
1'I092A 1~9 CDR 269.30 
PlO9ZA 159 CDR 7~. nq 
MonA [62 CDR 96.395 
M09ZA 168 COR 36.86Q 
M073 T CDR 10.800 
M073 2q CDR 3.9000 
1'1073 3~ CDR 600.00 
M073 53 CDR .83BOO 
11073 125 CDR 1'16.00 
1'1073 128 CDR [3.900 
1'1073 -; SPT 26.600 
11073 22 SPT ~.~OOO 
1I0TJ 25 SPT 10.QOO 
Morl 27 SPT 93.800 
MOT3 35 SPT 11.200 
M073 37 srT 8.0000 
M073 125 SPT )30.QO 
f 
FROM THE PREFLIGHT ME"N 
SLO. 228 lLN. Z2.B 
MEAN 50 N 
.55110 .Q861l-01 6 
.51H3 .55137-01 6 
.~8113 .~9~31-01 6 
20.127 2.0638 (, 
20.q06 2.6209 6 
19.Hl 1.5650 6 
18.573 1.('6!>~ 6 
19. H2 1.3797 (, 
.86093-01 .73193-02 6 
.935q7-01 .58826-02 (, 
.95636-01 .nQ99-02 6 
.91805-01 .68530-02 (, 
.79 779-0 I .533q9-02 (, 
-56.352 5.1972 6 
-58.635 q .1130 6 
31.59q Q.2683 6 
33.3qQ 5.1891 6 
3Q.513 q.3882 6 
31. 9 37 q.3017 6 
26.700 3.68% 6 
1.0613 • 105 II 6 
1.1150 .1015q 6 
8.5S5~ .37516 (, 
9.27BO .82q9~ 6 
~0.qB3 2.351~ 6 
37.753 2.260q (, 
q3.612 2.0103 (, 
8B.265 8.0102 6 
83.933 8. 5 3~ 6 6 
H.8B6 9. 9Q 13 6 
90.05~ 6.0625 6 
151.50 I.O~BB 6 
lq.230 .22B91 6 
760.% .97365 5 
61.250 3.6915 6 
B5.831 2.1217 6 
2~.Qq~ 3.8622 6 
T.082~ 1. 08 18 IT 
3.1750 .[8930 ~ 
109.00 87 .Q 95 ~ 
.363[9 .IQ9B8 16 
15[ .26 .6Z5~Q 17 
11 .130 .879 05 20 
11.727 1.75 BQ 15 
3.9B25 .25000-01 Q 
9.7500 .191Q9 ~ 
BB.700 1.6186 Q 
3.8500 2.3896 ~ 
15.500 I.T321 ~ 






















































5T MAX MAG (CONTROLl 
ST MAX MAG (-30) 
ST MAX MAG (-~O) 
ST MAX EL (C DNTR OLl 
ST MAX EL (-30) 
ST MAX EL (-~O) 
ST MAX EL (-50) 
ST MAX EL (RECOVERV) 
J MAG (CONTROL) 
J MAG (-30) 
.I MAG (-~O) 
J MAG (-50) 
J MAG (RECOVERV) 
J AZ (-30) 
JAZ(-QO) 
J EL (CONTROL) 
J EL (-30) 
J EL (-Q 0 ) 
J EL (-50) 
J EL (RECOVERV) 
O-ST SLOPE (-~O) 
O-ST SLOPE (RECOVERV) 
O-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30) 
o-p VECTOR INTEGRAL (-QO) 
O-ORS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30) 
O-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) 
O-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERV) 
O-ST VECTOR [NTEGRAL (-30) 
O-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-QO) 
O-ST VECTOR [NTEGRAL (-501 
O-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERV) 
WEIGHT 
R CALF CIRC 
ATMOSPHERIC PRESS (MMHG) 
HEART RATE (-8 ) 
SVSTOL IC BP (-16 ) 
PULSE PRESS (-16 ) 
URINE CA (MEO/TV) 




URINE NITROGEN (G) 
URINE CA (MED/TV] 
BLOOD K (MEG/L) 
BLOOD CA (MG/Ll 
BLOOD GLUCOSE (MG/L) 
GROWTH HORMONE (NG/ML) 

















GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM THE 
AUG 16, 1973 SLD. 228 
MAN VALUE MEAN 
PLT 13.500 10.200 
PLT I~O.OO HT.T5 
PL T 2.0000 1.1000 
PLT 1~6.1 0 165.66 
PLT ~ 81. 00 ~~3.31 
PLT 3.9HO 2.6382 
PLT IBB.30 193.9~ 
PREFLIGHT MEAN 
JLN. 228 MD. MD 20 
SD N 
1.0139 16 7 URINE r.A (MED lTV ) 
1.8930 ~ 21 8LDOD NA (MEQ/L) 
.Z309~ ~ 35 GROWTH HORMONE (NG/ML) 
5.85~~ 16 ~2 DIET PROTEIN (G) 
10.320 16 ~6 OIET MAGNESIUM (MG) 
.~365~ 16 55 ETIOCHOLAN (MG/TV) 
















SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
AUG 17. 1973 SLD' 229 JLN' 229 MD' MO 21 
.~. ENVIRONH~NTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 20.56 OF.GC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 255.99 MMHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR MED EXPERIMENTS 
ATM EXPERIMENTS 
COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS 
SCIENCE DEMOS/STUDENT EXPERIMENTS 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DIO 
•• , ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
•• ~ MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
-if. SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 6.50 HOURS 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
U8 ERG (HATT-MINS) 
LB ERG (~ATT-MINS) 
EVA MHE (~EAL/HR) 
EVA DURAT (HRS) 
MK.I EX (HINS) 
HK. II EX (HINSI 
HK. III EX (hINSI 
TREADHILL (MINSI 




.... ..... • t 




..... I •• , 
• .... "-I,,, 
.. .... 11 ••• 
66.40 
•• - ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (CH) ••••• ,., ••••••• 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM) ••••• 4~/·1 •• 41 .. 
NECK (CH) ...... f .... 
RTILT ARM (eM) .tlft,./G,.,.,I 
RT/lT ARM VOL (eCI •••• "., ••••••• 
RTILT HAND (fT-lS) •••••• 4/111 •••• 
eEN GRAY HEAS (eM) 41 .. '" 1 •• 4 
DE~ POINT = 11.670EGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 174.28 MMHG 
N093 
M092 
HEAVY 6.50 HOURS 
4300.00 
. . .. .. .. .. .. 
""1' ... . 
15.00 
.. t <II ...... 
1.11f..1 
t ..... I .. , 
.......... 
...... tl, • 
58.90 
4141' .. -\.1/414.14. 
1 •• 41411/'4141 •• "4 
......... /.4' •••• 
•• , ..... '.'4 •• \. 
......... / .... 4.'41 




PART. PRES. C02 = 







;II of ....... .. 
.. ....... I .. 
20.00 
..... -I .. ' I 
fI-I.lllt 
...... f ... 




' ••••• 41/411 ••••• 
. ..... ,./ ...... .. 
.. .. f .... -I I 
.,t ••• I/" •••• , 
• .... I •• ' •• fII ..... 












PlEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN .~ 
SL-3 AUG 17, 1913 5LO. 229 JLN. 229 MD. MO 21 ! 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SD N 
PlOnA 19 SPT -28.938 6. 6~ 36 3.1382 5 259 J·EL (-50 ) 
M092A 80 SPT -23 .56~ .93062 3.5295 5 260 J EL (RECOVERV) 
MonA 83 SPT 1.6102 1. 9123 .10861 5 263 O-ST SLOPE (-qO) 
M092A 8~ SPT 1.2180 1.9811 .1151~ ]; 26~ 0-51 SLOPE (-50) 
M092A 81 SPT 13.86~ 7.0551 1.089~ 5 267 O-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) 
'1 M092A 88 SPT 12.361 6.819~ • 930~8 5 268 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~O ) _-'il 
MonA 89 SPT 18.018 7.5~61 1. 39~3 5 269 O-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 J ;, ;1 MonA 91 SPT 85.628 121.3Q 10.IQ9 5 271 D-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30) ~ MonA 98 SPT H.852 119.79 10.992 5 2.78 O-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~O) ,1 1'1092A 99 SPT 6 T. T2.~ 11659 12.570 5 279 IJ-ST VECTO.R INTEGRAL (-50) 
:1 1'10nA 101 SPT 16.9% 21.267 .7~qll 5 281 ORS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (CotITROL) M092A 102 SPT 11.222 28.528 3.2392 5 282 QRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (-30) 
M092A 10~ SPT 11 . 3!i1 ~3.5~2 5.QZ96 5 28~ QRS-T SPATI.ql. ANGLE (-50) ;~ M092A 126 SPT 130.00 136.~0 .Q1833 5 306 WEIGHT ., 
M092A 121 SPT 12.150 13.602 .Z05T2 5 307 L CALF CIRC 
., 
t; 
M092A 128 SPT 12.630 13.676 .20888 5 308 R CALF CIRC ~ M092A H9 SPT 28~.50 160.~6 .91365 5 329 ATMOSPHERIC PRESS (MNHG ) M092A 159 SPT 8 I .628 60.6Q7 3.97B7 5 339 HEART RATE (-B) ~ rlO92A 160 SPT 7~.202 56.5B~ 3.2105 5 3~0 HEART RATE (-16 ) M092A 169 SPT 1.0700 .70000-01 .~3589-01 5 3~9 PLVC EOP (-8 ) 1'1092A 110 SPT 2.3100 1.0320 • 259 9~ 5 350 PLVC EOP (-16 ) M013 13 CDR 35.200 9.6667 6.60QO 15 13 EPINEPHRINE (UG/TV) 1'1013 53 CDR .8q500 .36319 .IHBB 16 53 PREGNANEDIOL (MG/TV) 'I !, 1'1073 125 CDR 1%.QO 151.26 .625~q 11 125 WEIGHT (LBS) , 
1'1013 7 SPT 22.700 I1.Il7 1 . 75B~ 15 7 URINE CA (MEa/TV) ,~ 
/'1013 11 SPT 189B.O 169B.7 6~ . 6q 1 1, 11 URINE CREAT (MG/TV) ~ 1'10T3 ~~ SPT 19~3.0 1662.1 7q .2'IQ 1, ~~ DIET PHOSPHORUS (MG) /-. M013 125 SPT 130.00 136.2T .89~BO 15 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
.. MOT3 12B SPT IT.100 12.92, 1.29T:i 20 12B URINE NITROGEN (G) 1 flO 13 1 PLT 13.900 10.200 1.0139 16 T URINE CA (MEaITV) 
M013 ~2 PLT lH.90 165.66 5 . a5~~ 16 ~2 DIET PROTEIN (G) ~ 1 1'1013 ~6 PLT ~9~.00 ~~3.31 10.320 16 ~6 DIET MAGNESIUM (MG) I 1'1013 55 PLT ~.9190 2.63B2 .Q365~ 16 5> ETlOCHOLAN (MGITV) 
'1 
/ 1'1013 125 PLT lBB.80 193.9~ 1.08BT 16 125 WEIGHT (LBS) ,,~ ~ 











~4~ '! ~ 
'. 
SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONHENTAL REPORT 
AUG lB. 1973 SLo' 230 JLN' 230 MD' Mo 22 
"iI, ENVIRONHENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 22.22 DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 28".'>3 MHHG 




••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
.t. ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
.t. HEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.... SlEEP DATA 
LIGHT 7.50 HOURS 
't. EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (WATT-HINS) 
LB ERG (WATT-HHlS) 
EVA M~ (KEAL/HR) 
EVA DURAT (HRS) 
MK.I EX CMI NS) 
MK. II EX CMINS) 
HK. III F: CMINS) 
TREADMILL CHINS) 





~t ••• I..r 
...... ,-1 -I .. 
15.00 
10. DO 
iJ" ..... t. 
........ 
I ..... ,. 
66.40 
.,' ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/HAIST (eM} "..,Utt/HU". 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM) ••••••• ' ••••• 1. 
NECK {C,..11 t4 • 1<11 U 
RTllT ARM (eM) .......... ' .. · ... ·HH 
RTILT ARM VOL (CCl •••••• ,/ ••••••• 
RTILT HAND CFT-La) , ••••• I/·.~~··~ 
CEN GRAV MEAS (CHI Ilf.'.' 
DEW POINT = 11.67 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 191.3" MMHG 
HEAVY 6.50 HOURS 
'>300.00 
•• '11 •••• 
I ••• ~ •• 
15.00 
......... 
•••• <1 •• 
*t.4 •.• ' 
..... ;! •• 
••••••• 
5B.60 
•••• -11 •• /_ •••••• 
1 ... ' .. " .... , ••••••• 
••• lI ••• 
.' .... I.j' •• " •• 
........ / .. 1".' ... 
••• <1' •• ' .... 11111 
Iflll11 
RELATIVE HUNlolTY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 
1111"" .t 
5.50 HHHG 
II .. ' ..... 
1 .. 1",14 
411Ii' • 













I' I' 1 1 I 
" ..... I J 
i 
,1 
I'1EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 50 FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 1 
I 
SL-3 AUG 18. 1913 SLO'" 230 JLN'" 230 1'10'" PlO 22 
, 
, 
EXPT IPiEAS MAN VALUE I'1EAN SO N 
1'1013 5 CDR q.QOOO 1.6000 .83066 17 5 URINE MG (MEC/TV) 
1'1013 125 CDR Iq6.30 1,1.26 .625Qq IT 12, WEIGHT (LBS) 
1'1013 1 SPT 22.600 11.121 1.158Q 15 1 URINE CA (MEa/TV) 
1'1013 12 SPT 3qO.00 913.qO 198.Q2 15 12 URINE URIC A (MG/TV) 
1'1013 qq SPT 1983.0 1662.1 H.HQ ,5 qq DIET PHOSPHORUS (MG) 
1'1073 12, SPT 129.30 136.2T • 89q 80 15 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
1'1013 1 PLT 16.200 10.200 1.0139 16 1 URINE CA (MEa/TV) 
Pl073 Q6 PLT Q89.00 QQ3.31 10.320 16 Q6 DIET MAGNESIUM (MG) 
PlO13 55 PLT Q.2HO 2.6382 .Q365Q 16 55 ETIOCHOLAN (MGITV) 





SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENrAL REPORT 
AUG 19. 1973 - SLD' 231 JLN' 231 MD' HD 23 
.... ENVIRONHENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = .............. OEGC 
AVG. AM81ENT PRESSURE = 274.09 MHHG 
111111 HISSION ACTIVITIES 
HAJOR MED EXPERIMENTS 
OTPER MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND DTO'S 
ATM EXPERIMENTS 
COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS 
"'f MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
.... ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
lII't MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
tu SLEEP OATA 
HEAVY 6.00 HOURS 
11'11 EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG CHATT-MINS) 
LB ERG CHATT-MINS) 
EVA HHE CKEAL/HR) 
EVA DURAT CHRS) 
HK.I EX CMINS) 
HK. I! EX CHINS) 
HK. II! EX CHINS) 
TREADHILL CHINS) 
OTHER EX C{1!NS) 
HEIGHT CCHl 
HEIGHT CKILOGRAM} 
.... 'f ••• 
5041.00 
11 ....... . 







•• , ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) ••••• 1I.1 •••• 1I~. 
INS/EXP CHEST reM) .11I.~ .. 1I/.1I.1I.'1I 
NECK (eM) .. IoU .... . 
RTILT ARM (eM) ........ , ••••••• 
RTILT ARM VOL fCC) .......... , .......... . 
RTILT HAND CFT-LB) .Uttu/u ... ..., .. 
eEN GRAV MEAS [eM) ......... u 
DEw POINT = 12.78 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 191.34 MMHG 
HEAVY 6.50 HOI)RS 
4300.00 
...... "' .. .. 
.liI .... . 
30.00 
.. 11 11" .-IHI 
......... 
1ItI .... 1I .. 
.'111 ••••• 
58.70 
.. ....... , ......... . 
..... 11./ ......... .. 
........ ' .. 'd .. " ... 
"'fl·'''I''_1I·CH~'' 
........ 11' ...... 1 •• 
"11'~.' 
RELATIVE HUMIDITy 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
HEAVY 6.00 HOURS 











.. ...... ,. 
85.80 
...... "i!., .. ,. ....... 
__ •••••• ' •• 1<1 ••• 
".11I1"'''.1~ •• 1 
• ••••• " •••••• 1 
,. ....... , ....... . 












flEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-J AUG 19, 1973 SLD. Z31 JLN. 231 MD. 1'10 23 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SD N 
flon 2 PLT !is.331 ~5.6~3 3. 70~ B 5 2 HEART RATE (-30) 
non 3 PLT 6Z.HB Q8.H5 ~ .1621 5 3 HEART RATE (-~O) 
non ~ PLT 72.031 50.707 ~.69B9 5 ~ HEART RATE (-50) 
PIon 2q PL T 30.1% q 1.856 Z.8916 5 2q PULSE PRESSURE (-50) 
Mon 27 PLT 2.7800 I.Q5qO .~Q089 5 27 PLVC EOP (-30) 
1'1092 23 PLT 3.9100 2.5>00 .335qB 5 28 PLVC EOP (-qO) 
PIon Z9 PLT 5.5000 3.1025 .31679 q Z9 PLVC EOP (-50) 
Pion 109 PLT .92830 .19612 .13692 5 109 HR6R/LBNP qO-50 
PlO92 110 PLT .17250 -.6250"~03 .9Qn2-02 ~ 110 PLVC/LBNP 0-8 
PIon il, PLT g. 05q 3 -1.215, .37527 q 115 HR/PLVC 0-30 
1 
non 152 PL T 62.510 ~5 .Bq3 ~.3116 5 152 "ECTAN HEART RATE (-30 ) 
1'I0n 1>3 PLT 6B.313 ~B.BBO q .12q 3 5 153 VECTAN REART RATE (-qO) 
1'1092 15~ PLT 80.131 50.936 ~.59BI 5 15q VECTAN HEART RATE (-50) 
Mon 166 PLT ~ 11. 95 Q39.20 q.qOBl 5 166 aT INTERVAL (CONTROLl 1 Mon 167 PLT 3B9.83 ~3B .q3 3. 85~ 9 5 167 QT INTERVAL (-30) 
Pl092 16B PLT 31B.83 q29. o~ 9'>639 5 16B QT INTERVAL (7~ 0 ) I 
1'10n 169 PLT 361. 35 q2~. 0 I 10.528 5 169 aT INTERVAL (-50) ,.1 
Mon 110 PLT ~ 11. BO ~q150 6.6129 5 110 aT INTERVAL (RECOVERY) I 
Mon I1Z PLT .16~30 .9199q-OI .213H-OI 5 11Z P MAX MAG (-30) , 
Mon 113 PLT .17955 .10150 .20078-01 5 173 P MAX MAG (-qO) I i 
1'1092 11~ PLT .216H .12Tl3 .17559-01 5 17Lf P MAX MAG (-50) 
M092A 6 PLT 5.0105 ~.2522 .Z0919 5 IB6 aR5-E CIRC (CONTROLl 
M092A 7 PLT 5.U13 ~.2BB2 .22B2~ :; 187 QRS-E C IRC (-30) 
MonA 8 PLT 5.2B29 q.3~10 .23368 5 188 QRS-E CIRC (-qO) 
M092A 9 PLT 5.739B q.~2H .Z290q '5 ~a9 QRS-E C IRC (-50) 
M09ZA 10 rLT 5 .2Q 91 ~.ZT3B .209Q7 5 190 QRS-E CIRC (RECOVERY) 
Pl092A II PLT 1.2718 .T2101 .80995-01 5 191 QRS-E AREA (CONTROL) 
M092A 12 PLT 1.3977 .82531 .10298 5 192 QRS-E AREA (-30) 
MonA 13 PLT 1.5121 .95Q65 .13585 5 193 QRS-E AREA (-QO) 
M092A 1~ PLT 1.8811 1.066Q .13521 5 19~ QRS-E AREA (-50) 
PlOnA 15 pLT 1.~119 .77577 • 7680~-O I 5 195 CRS-E AREA (RECOVERY) 
Pl092A 17 PLT • 2518.~ .IBI91 .22.l39-01 5 197 QRS-E DEPTH (-30) 
M09ZA 18 PLT .236QQ • 11202 .15363-01 5 !98 QRS-E DEPTH (-Q 0 ) 
PlO9ZA 19 PLT .ZTH3 .17696 .13198-01 5 199 QRS-E DEPTH (-50) 
M092A 31 PLT 37.156 ~8.Q87 2.3BOO 5 211 QRS MAX EL (CONTROLl 
PlOnA 32 PLT 39.361 ~9.131 2.9587 5 212 QRS MAX EL (-30) 
Pl09ZA 33 PLT ~0.815 . 50.591 2.22H 5 213 QRS MAX EL (~qO) 
M092A 3~ PLT ~ 1.5Q5 '50.993 1.8830 5 ZI~ QRS MAX EL (-50) 
M092A 35 PLT 31.680 ~1.81~ 2.7920 5" 215 QRS MAX EL (RECOVERY) 
PlOnA 36 PLT 2.1957 1.5321 .IQ719 5 216 ST-E CIRC (CONTROL) 
MonA 31 PLT 2.~310 1.5996 .16 TZQ 5 217 ST-E CiRC (-30) 
MonA ~o PLT 2.1265 1.5025 .IBI6Q 5 220 ST-E CIRC (RECOVERV) 
M09ZA ~6 PLT .IZQ5Q .~1126-01 .Q 06 08-02 5 226 ST-E DEPTH (CONTROL) 
PlOnA qr PLT .18313 .~5822-01 .31219-02 5 2ZT ST-E DEPTH (-30) 
MonA ~8 PLT .18100 .~BQ5B-OI .60556-02 5 22B ST-E DEPTH (-qO) 
PlOnA ~9 PLT .12138 .52132-01 .95868-02 5 229 ST-E DEPTH (-50) 
?lOnA 50 ?LT .87916-01 .~61~5-01 .Q~511-02 5 230 ·sT-E D"EPTH (RECOVERY> 






IIEAWRErlENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM THE PREFLIGHT I'IE~N 
SL-3 AUG 19, 1913 SLD. 231 JLN" 231 PlO.. PlO 23 
EXPT I/lEAS /lAN VAI.UE /lEAN 50 N 
PlOnA 72 PLT -£3.588 -80.958 5.3616 5 252 J AZ (-30 ) 
PlOnA 16 PLT -2q.916 18. IS I 2.0938 5 256 J EL (CONTROL) 
II092A 7T PLT -17.98Q 15.785 Q .15q2 5 257 J EL (-30 ) 
PlOnA 78 PLT -22.711 13.096 3.H35 5 258 J EL (-QO) 
PlOnA 79 PLT -10.388 13.322 3.7938 5 259 J EL (-50 ) 
FIonA 80 PLT -8.016q 16.302 3.q068 5 260 J EL (RECOVERV) 
Pion A 81 PLT 1.6339 I.OQ07 .11799 5 261 O-ST SLOPE (CONTROL) 
ilonA 82 PlT 1.599Q I.IQIQ .121Q8 5 262 0-5T SLOPE (-30) 
PlOnA 85 PLT I.Q960 1.003Q .llq98 5 265 0-5T SLOPE (RECOVERV) 
/lOnA 9Q PLT 55.602 ~q.903 2.8H8 5 2H O-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) 
/lOnA 95 PLT 5Q.Q55 Qq.?63 2.H37 5 275 O-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERV) 
MonA 127 PL T Iq .500 15.Q07. .27078 5 307 L CALF clnc 
MonA !28 PlT Iq.750 15.752 .26753 5 308 R CALF CIRC 
ilonA 13Q PLT q.QOOO 23.692 1.8227 5 31q lBNPO TEMP-BEGIN 
IlonA 136 PLT 19.350 1.9500 • 9q60~ 5 316 HOURS SINCE LAST MEAL 
M092A IQ9 PLT 2H.20 760.57 l.oeQ" q 329 ATMOSPHERIC PRESS (MMHG) 
/lOnA 161 Pl T 127 • 25 112.67 3A8q~ 5 3q I SYSTOLIC BP (-8 ) M092A 169 PlT .3800 -.lqOOO-OI .68775-01 5 3q9 PLVC EOP (-8 ) 
Pl092A 170 PlT 1.8300 .32600 .27952 5 350 PLVC EOP (-16 ) 
1'1073 7 CDR 1.800 T.oa2Q 1. 081 8 17 7 UR INE CA (MED/TV) 
Pion 53 -COR .85700 .36319 .IQ988 16 53 PREG~JANEO I Ol (MG lTV) 
PIon 55 CDR 6.3930 3.0927 1. 0781 16 55 ETIOCHOLAN (MG/TV) 
1'1073 125 cnR IQ6.60 151.26 .6Z5qq iT 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
M073 127 CDR 12.500 15.225 .90779 20 127 DIET NITROGEN (G) 
Pl073 5 SPT 13.700 9.5600 1.2506 15 5 URINE MG (MEa/TV) 
PlO13 7 SPT 2a.500 11.727 1. 758q IS 7 URWE CA (MEC/TV) 
rl073 11 SPT 26q6.0 1698.7 6Q.6QI 15 II URINE CREAT (MG/TV) 
1'1073 H SPT H6.30 5q .173 9.QS67 15 IQ NOREPINEPHRIN (UG/TV) 
1'1073 16 SPT IIQ .QO Qa.220 13.339 15 16 HVDROCORTISDN (UG/TV) 
11073 53 SPT .9"QOO .3Q087 .13635 15 53 PREGNANED I OL (MG /TV ) 
PlO73 55 SfT 6.2510 2.QQ5Q .6a058 15 55 ETI OCHCLAN (MG /TV ) 
PlO73 125 Sf! 129.QO 136.27 .89QaO IS 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
~073 12a SPT 23.000 12.925 1.2973 20 128 URINE NITROGEN (G) 
1'1073 7 PlT IS .500 10.200 t. 0 139 16 7 URINE CA (MEa/TV) 
PlO73 Q6 PlT 513.00 QQ 3.31 10.320 J(, Q6 DIET MAGNESIUM (MG) 
!'I073 125 PLT la9.20 193.9Q 1.0687 16 125" WEIGHT (LBS) 
l~lIl' ________________________ ~ __ '_;;_"""=""H.,gI!lll~l;Ii;;¥¥lIi!!T;i"'~''';'''''' ~ ..... __ ,._~_ 
I 
' .. 1 
SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
AUG 20. 1973 SLD' 232 JLN' 232 MD' MD 24 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = ••••••• DEGC 
AVG. MlBIENT PRESSURE. 274.09 HHHG 
•• ~ MISSiON ACTIVITIES 








'" MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.,. SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
ua ERG nlATT-MINS) ••• IIIB 
LB ERG (l.,jATT-HINS) ....... 
EVA HWE (KEAL/HRI ~IIIII' 
EVA DURAT (HRS) ••••••• 
HK.J EX (HINS) ••••••• 
MK. II EX (HINS) .44 .. .. 
HK. III EX (HINS) ...... .... 
TREADMILL (HINS) ..... , •• 
OTHER EX CHINS) "'111. 
HEIGHT {eM) ••••••• 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAm 65.90 
lit ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPIHAIST (CMI 
INS/EXP CHEST (CMI 
NECK (CMl 
RT/LT ARM (cm 
RT/LT ARM VOL (CCI 
RTILT HAND (fT-LSI 
C£N GRAV HEAS (CtP 
...... ,/ ...... . 
•• , •••• ' •• '1 ••• 
••• q ••• " ••••• , 
••••• 't/<IIII •••• 
1 •••••• / •• 111 •• 
. ... . " . , 
OEH POINT· 12.780EGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN· 191.34 MHHG 
HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 
4300 .no 
... 1.1111 
• I ...... , 
20.00 
•••••• III 
.. , ... <I • I 
"1.,.1 
II I! ••••• 
· ...... .. 
59. IV 
·······I·····~· • ...... '/.II •• ~II
... ~.,." ...... . 
....... 11/ ••••••• 
..... "., ...... . 
• •••••• 
RELATIVE HUmOITY 
PART. PRES. C02· 
HEAVY 6.50 HOURS 






. .. , ... 
5.00 
., ..... , 
II I , I ••• 
",." .. 
II <I ...... .. 
• ...... r 
86.30 
-...... , ...... , 
.., .... , ...... " .. 
........ 
.. , .... , ...... , 
....... , ...... . 










',' // .J 
1 , 
~EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN I I 
SL-3 AUG 20, 1913 SLD- 232 JLN_ 232 PlD_ PlD 2~ 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE PlEAN SO N 
1'1091 2 CDR 87.500 61.563 5.5352 6 2. HEART RATE (-30) 
1'1091 15 CDR 5~.298 60.716 1.8275 ;, 15 DIASTOLIC BP (RECOVERV) 
1'1091 2.1 CDR 31.9~6 :U.068 1.5621 6 21 PULSE PRESSURE (CONTROL) I 
1'1091 23 CDR n.132 2.2.939 2..~51~ 6 23 PULSE PRESSURE (-~O) 
1'1091 27 CDR 2..7500 1. 3667 .2~889 6 2.7 PLVC EOP (-30) -j 
1'1091 28 COR 3.3100 2.0600 .350B8 6 28 PLVC EOP (-~O) 
1'1092 29 CDR ~.3600 2.8100 .~2Tl'.7 6 2.9 PLVC EOP (-50) 
PIon 110 CDR .95000-01 .17812-01 .20062-01 q 110 PLVC/LBNP 0-8 
Mon 112 CDR .IOHI .57321-01 .9%~8-02 ~ 112 PLVC/LBNP 16-30 
1'1091 152 CDR 88.198 62.6H ~.76~8 6 152 VECTAN HEART RATE (-30) 
non 160 CDR 159.15 150 .~8 2.6218 6 160 PR INTERVAL (RECOVERV) 
1'1091 171 COR .15650 .12567 .17000-02 6 171 P MAX MAG (CONTROL) 
1'1091 172 CDR .2116~ .Iq 3~ 2 .qI269-02 6 172 P MAX MAG (-30) 
1'1092 173 CDR .205q6 .IQ902 .15121-01 6 173 P MAX MAG (-qO) 
M092A ~ CDR 68.513 6!. 72.2 1.9601 6 18q P MAX EL (-50) 
M092A 5 CDR ~ 6.526 6 D.~ 22 I.IIIQ 6 185 P MAX EL (RECDVERV) 
M092A 6 CDR ~.8730 ~.OS25 .18177 6 186 DRS-E C IRC (CONTROL) 
MonA 7 CDR 5. 0~73 3.8682 .13337 6 IS7 QRS-E C lRC (-30 ) 
MonA 8 CDR 5.0310 3.7951 .11311 6 IS8 QRS-E CIRC (-qo) 
MonA 9 CDR 5.1112 3.8q31 .17698-01 6 189 DRS-E CIRC (-50) 
MonA 10 CDR 5.361~ ~.08H .12Q09 6 190 GRS-E CIRC (RECDVERV) 
PlO92A II CDR 1.3170 .S8003 .Q6560-01 6 191 QRS-E AREA (CONTROL) 
MonA 12 CDR 1.289Q .80500 .53625-01 6 192 QHS-E AREA (-30) 
PlOnA 13 CDR 1.~300 .80025 .58723-01 6 193 QRS-E AREA (-QO) 
M092A I~ CDR 1.5356 .SQ2Q2 .59339-01 6 19~ DRS-E AREA (-50) 
PlOnA 15 CDR 1.~627 .8880Q .~0~99-01 6 195 DRS-E AREA (RECOVERV) 
M092A 16 CDR .25890 .16965 .152q~-01 6 196 DRS-E DEPTH (CONTROL) 
MonA 17 CDR .28818 .15~S6 .21181-01 6 191 DRS-E DEPTH (-30) 
PIon A IS CDR .26626 .IQ2H .612H-02 6 19S ORS-E DEPTH (-~o) 
M092A 19 CDR .261 !6 .15>95 .1~~26-01 6 199 DRS-E DEPTH (-50) 
MonA 20 CDR .26029 .15529 .1566q-01 6 200 DR5-E DEPTH (RECOVERV) 
MonA 22 CDR 1.6387 1.2815 .72020-01 6 202 DRS MAX MAG (-30 ) 
~onA 23 CDR 1.~891 1.21~~ .72331-01 6 Z03 ORS MAX MAG (-qO) 
~092A 2~ CDR 1.5775 1.1885 .75502-01 6 20Q CRS MAX MAG (-50) 
~onA 25 CDR \. 7625 1.3850 .62213-01 6 205 ORS MAX MAG (RECOVERV) 
~092A 31 CDR 30.812 38.320 1.~5~2 6 211 CRS MAX EL (CONTROL) 
~092A 35 COR 31.338 37. 71 0 1.~091 6 215 CRS MAX EL (RECOVERY) 
II09ZA 36 CDR 2.1303 1.621~ .120107 6 216 ST-E C I RC (CONTROLl 
M092A 37 CDR 2.7311 1.6792 .23852 6 217 ST-E CIRC (-30) 
II092A 38 CDR 2.H7S 1.5070 .226~8 6 21S ST-E CTRC (-~O) 
MonA 39 CDR iZ.70U 1.~975 .30266 6 219 ST-E CIRC (-50) 
M092A ~o COR 3.2083 1.6H9 .zQon 6 220 ST-E CIRe (RECOVERV) 
MonA ~ I CDR .279~2-01 .H287-0 I .5~075-02 6 221 ST-E AREA (CONTROL) 
M092A H CDR .12BI~ .61207-01 .16029-01 6 226 ST-E DEPTH (CONTROL) 
MonA ~7 CDR .IS637 .78375-01 .2~281-01 6 227 5T-E DEPTH (-30) 
~092A ~8 CDR .179~2 .69033-01 .ITOOQ-Ol 6 228 ST-E DEPTH (-~O) 
M092A ~9 CDR .19599 .78TQ3-01 • 20~ 23-0 1 6 229 ST-E DEPTH (-50) 
M092A 50 CDR .17507 .66511-01 .15389-01 6 230 ST-E DEPTH (RECOVERV) 
nonA 61 CDR 3.H21 20.127 2.0638 6 2~ I 5T MAX EL (CONTROL) 


















1'10 92 A 18 

































GREATER THAN 3 50 FROM THE 
AUG 2.0, 1913 sLD+ 2.32 
MAN VALUE MEAN 
CDR 2.~~~3 19.H7 
CDR 3. 0~8~ 18.~73 
CDR 9.~8~3 19. H2 
CDR -33.83~ -~3. 772 
CDa -30.398 -56.352 
CDR -31.191 -58.635 
CDR -31.~2' -61.101 
CDR 1~.361 33.3~~ 
CDR 10.816 3~ .513 
COR II. 9~ 0 31.937 
CDR 13..~7T 28.100 
CDR 11.'117 8.585~ 
CDR ~9.~ 35 ~0.~63 
CDR ~8 .~83 38.181 
CDR q8.313 31.153 
t:DR 55.161 ~3.612 
CDR nq5 . 30 151.50 
CDR 13.380 1~.230 
CDR 269.30 160.~6 
tun 89.596 61.250 
COR 89.069 58.302 
CDR 110.6Q 86.~ 11 
CDR 51.~95 26 • 9~ 3 
CDR .16000 . I q 250 
CDR 1.2100 .06000 
CDR 1~5.30 151.26 
SPT 21~ 1. 0 1160.7 
SPT ~OO.OO 1~8 .07 
SPT 12.3.00 65.133 
SPT 2.1. I 00 9.5600 
SPT 2302.0 112.6.6 
SPT 50.900 11 . T27 
SPT 3~ 3.00 136.93 
SPT ~ 002.0 1698.7 
SPT 19~ .60 ~B.220 
SPT 6,.900 2;.933 
SPT 130.50 136.2T 
SPT 33.~00 12.92, 
PlT 11.900 10.2.00 
PLT 31ZQ.0 2~6~.~ 
PLT 13~.90 79.915 
PLT 190.30 193.9~ 
PREFLIGHT MEAN 
JLN. 232 PlDo 1'10 2~ 
50 N 
1.5650 6 2~3 sT MAX EL (-~O) 
1.66~~ 6 2~~ ST I'IAX EL (-~O) 
1.3797 6 2~5 ST MAX EL (RECOVERV) 
5.7603 6 251 J Al (CONTROLl 
5.1972 6 252 J AI. (-30) 
~.1130 6 253 J AI. (-~O) 
5 .32~ I 6 2~~ J AZ (-50) 
5.1892 6 251 J EL (-30) 
~.3882 6 258 J EL (-~O) 
~. 30 11 6 259 J EL (-50) 
3.68% 6 260 .I EL (RECOVERV) 
.37516 6 261 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30) 
2.351~ 6 272 D-ORs VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) 
2.58~2 6 213 D-QRs VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~O ) 
2..260~ 6 2H D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) 
2.0103 6 275 D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERV) 
1.0QBB 6 306 WEIGHT 
.22891 6 30B R CALF CIRC 
.97365 5 32.9 ATMOSPHERIC PRESS (M!'lHG ) 
3.6915 6 339 HEART RATE (-8 ) 
bo3613 6 3~0 HEART RAT" (-16 ) 
2. T2~2 6 3~ I SVSTOLIC BP (-8 ) 
I .~~ 79 6 3H PULSE PRESS (-8 ) 
.160~9 ~ 3~9 PlVC EDP (-B) 
.22211 6 350 PlVC EOP (-16 ) 
.625~~ 11 125 WEIGHT (laS) 
363.62 15 I TOTAL URINE VOL (Ml) 
~ 1. 950 I, 3 URINE NA (MEg/TV) 
11.619 I, ~ URINE K (MEa/TV) 
I.Z,06 IS 5 UR INE MG (MED/TV) 
120.2.2. I, 6 URINE Po.~ (ioiG/TV) 
j • 75 8~ 15 7 URINE CA (MED/TV) 
~1.T21 I, 8 URINE CL (MEO/TV) 
6~.6~1 15 II URINE CREAT (MG/TV) 
13.339 1, 16 HVDROCORTISON (UG/TV) 
9.8862 IS !7 ALDOSTERONE (UG/TV) 
.89~80 15 12., WEIGHT (L8s) 
I.Z913 20 12B URINE NITROGEN (G) 
1.0139 16 7 URINE CA (!'lEO/TV) 
1~2.83 16 II URINE CREAT (MG/TV) 
13.891 16 16 HVDRDCORTlsON rUG/TV) 
1.0B81 16 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 




SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT AUG 21. 1973 SLD' .233 .JLN· 233 MO' HD 25 
"~I ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE ~ t.~ ••• « OEGC AVG. AHBIENT PRESSURE = 268.91 HMHG 
.,. HISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR HEO EXPERIMENTS OTHER HEDICAL CXPERItIENTS ANa OTO'S ATM EXPERIMENTS 
COROLLARY EXPERItIENTS SCIENCE O~HOS/STUDENT EXPERIHENTS 
I ••• '.'I' ••••• ~ CDR ••••• , •• , ••••• 
III MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
.,. ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
... NEDICATJON AND DOSAGE 
• U SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 6.50 HOURS 
•• e EXERCISE DATA 
U8 ERG (~ATT-HINS) 
Ls ERG rHATT-HINS) 
EVA HWE ' :EAL/HR) 
EVA DURAT rHRS) 
MK.I EX (HINS) 
MK. II EX (HINSI 
HK. III EX (HINS) 










.. !II •••• I 
... ... . . . 
66.30 
<I •• ANTHROPOHETR I C DATA 
fllPIHAIST (Cfll 
INS/EXP CflEST (CH) 
NECK rCM) 
RT/LT ARM [CHi 
RT/LT ARa Voe (CC) RTILT HAND (FT-ls) 
........ /, ...... . 
,., .. , .. / ...... . 
1111'", 
'1' .... 4/ ..... '.i 
,." •• '/t,I"" 
" ... , .. ,." ..... 
OEH poINT = 12.22 DEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 181.00 MflHG 
..I.I'~I ••••••• SPI 1 •••••• lle •••• 
ttl71 
M092 
LIGHT -6.50 HOURS 
4750.00 
.f •• Iii ... 
• • I • II •• 
15.00 
••••••• 
• • if •• I • 
I I I •••• 
•••• <1 •• 
• I ...... 
59.10 
......... / ...... .. 
......... / ..... ". 
... , ... 
......... / ......... .. 
."""./.",," 
.. •••••• / •• ,.' .• 1 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
46.00 % 
5.80 MHHG 
• ............... PLT •• , .......... ,. 
HEAVY 6.50 HOURS 
5tl7.00 
6768.00 
..a, II •• 
••••••• 
20.00 
.. ...... I 
......... ,. 
...... I • 
. ..... , 
II •••• I .. 
85.60 
. ........ /.,.".' 
. .... ,"/ .. , .... 
•• ,1." 
., .... ,/ ...... . 
""",<1/<1" •• ,,, 








I'IEASURE~ENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
1 
SL-3 AUG 2.1. 1913 SLO" 233 JLN. 2.33 PlO. 1'\0 2.5 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
PlOHA 126 SPT 130.30 136.~O .~1033 5 306 WEIGH
T 
!'IonA 121 SPT IL150 13.602. .20512 5 307 L CAL
F CIRC I PlOHA 128 SPT 12.630 13.616 .20BOB 5 308 R CALF CIRC Pl092A 136 SPT 3.5300 1.1500 .65192 5 316 HrJRS SINCE LAST MEAL 
!'IOHA 1~9 SPT 27q .00 160 .~6 .97365 5 329 A
TMOSPHERIC PRESS (MMHG) 
1'1013 5 CDR 10.100 7.6000 .B3066 IT 5 U
RINE I'IG (MEQ/TV) 
1'1073 7 CDR 12.000 7 • 082~ \. DB 18 11 7 
URINE CA (MEg/TV) 
1'1073 ~3 cns 868.00 735.82 31.~19 11 ~3 D
IET CALCIUM <rIG) 
1'1013 53 CDR .90900 .36319 .1!i988 16 53 PREGN
ANEDIOL (MGITV) 
1'1073 81 CDR 11.890 .20000 .1131~ 2 81 F
REE OH-LY5INE (MG/TV) 
1'1073 82 CDR 2.1700 .5~500 .35355-01 2 82 FR
EE GA8A (MGITV) 
1'1013 88 CDR 111. 98 9B.060 ~.OT?'9 2. 88 FREE 
HISTIDINE (MG/TV) 
1'1073 100 CDR 9.0600 13.~65 1.2657 2 100 F
REE ASPART AC (I'IG/TV) 
1'1073 110 CDR 28.7Z0 22.360 1.~1~2 2 110 FREE 
ALANINE (MG/TV) 
1'1013 113 CDR 2..5~00 ~.1850 .~~5~8 2. 113 FREE 
VALINE (!'lG /TV ) 
1'1013 11~ CDR ~.6800 8.9550 1.1102. 2. \I~ FR
EE CYSTIN/2 (MG/TV) 
1'1013 115 CDR 18.080 I~ . 3~0 .2.82.8~-01 2. 115 CYSTA
THIONINE (MGfTV) 
1'1013 116 CDR 13. 8~ 0 10.155 .23335 2 116 FREE 
METH I ON IN (MG lTV ) 
1'1013 111 CDR 3.~qOO T.6600 • 2.~ o~ 2. 2 It< FREE ISOLEU
C IN (MGITV) 
PlO13 125 COR 1~6.20 151.26 .625~~ IT 125 W
EIGHT (LBS) 
1'1073 1 SPT 2.6.300 11.121 1. 75 8~ 15 1 URINE
 CA (MEOITV) 
1'1013 16 SPT 89.~00 ~8.220 13.339 15 16 HVDRD
CORTISON (UG/TV) 
1'1073 81 SPT 12.~00 2.1100 1.~901 3 81 FREE
 Ofl-LYSINE (MG/TV) 
1'1073 82 SPT 1.6100 .20661 .18~~8 3 82 FREE 
GABA (MGITV) 
1'1013 81 SPT 180.9~ 119.ll 19.218 3 8T FREE I-CH
3-H 1 S (MG lTV) 
1'1073 88 SPT 159 .~1 91 • 0~3 20.165 3 86 FREE 
HISTIDINE (MG/TV) 
1'1013 95 SPT 11.810 12.901 L~85~ 3 95 PHOSP
HOSERINE (MG/TV) i 1'1073 100 SPT 9.0100 11.893 .80108 3 lOG FREE ASPART AC (MG/TV) 
PlO13 101 SPT 32.580 23.220 I. lq 16 3 Hit FREE TH
REON INE (MG lTV ) , 
PlO13 lOT SPT 2.!T00 1.8100 .TOOOO-Ol 3 lOT 
FREE GLUT ACID (MG/TV) j 
1'1073 lIT SPT 3.3300 6.5100 .6n82 3 I!T FREE 
ISOLEUCIN (MG/TV) 
1'1073 125 SPT 130.30 136.2.1 • 89~ 8 0 15 12, WEIGH
T (LBS) 
1'1013 T PLT 16.200 10.200 I. 0 139 16 1 U
RINE CA (MEa/TV) I 
1'1073 11 PLT 2893.0 2~6~.~ l~l.83 16 II URINE
 CREAT (MG/TV) 
1'1073 q2 PLT I~'.IO 165.66 5.S,qq 16 ~2 DIET 
PROTEIN (G) I 1'1013 83 PLT 6.,BOO I. 05 00 .16911 Z B3 FREE ORN ITH INE (MG lTV ) 
1'1013 8~ PLT 61.510 52.200 .~38~0 2 8~ FREE 
ETOHAMINE (MG/TV) 
1'1013 86 PLT 10q.29 52.00, 1'.9Q, 2 86 FREE LYSINE (!'lGITV) 
I 
1'1073 8T PLT 3%.95 132.26 2.1153 2 8T FREE I-CH
3-HIS (MGITV) I 
1'1073 88 PLT 110.01 TO.915 6.5QOT Z 88 FREE HISTIDINE (MG/TV) 
I 
MOT3 89 PLT IH.30 1I~.92 15.~1' 2 89 FREE 
3-CH3-H 1 S (MG /TV ) I 
1'1013 95 PLT 31.160 18.63, .20507 2 95 PHOSP
HOSERINE (MG/TV) 
1'1013 96 PLT 16.660 12.,80 .15556 2 % PO~-ETOH-
AMINE (MGITV) 
1'I0T3 91 PLT \18.93 89.500 Iq. 36 8 Z 91 FREE TAUR 
INE (MG lTV ) 
1'1013 101 PLT 26.360 18.010 1.,981 2 101 FREE 
THREONINE (MGITV) 
1'1013 102 PL! 52.620 Q 1.625 .~8189 2 102 FREE SERINE (MG/TY) 
1'1013 101 PLT 2.~~00 I .7600 .98995-01 2 107 FREE GLUT 
ACID (MGITV) 
1'1013 110 PLT Q1. 710 3~ .520 1.0%, 2 110 FREE ALANINE (MG/TV) 
1'1013 III PL7 13.130 10.710 .60811 2 III A-AAI
NOADIPTC (MGITV) 
1'1073 115 PLT 22.120 a.310 1.7819 2 \15' CYSTATHIO
NINE (MG/TV) 
r 




• --'-m--~ d¥'t'p;"mteMa'hiltrC1!=t .......... "'-""'-',"'---- --4 
I'IE~SUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM THE 
SL-3 ~UG ZI, 1973 SLD. Z33 
ElPT II'IEAS MAN VALUE i'lEAN 1'1073 liS PLT 16.SS0 II. 995 1'1073 IZZ PL T 6.1800 ~.3800 1'1073 12, PLT \S8.80 193.9q 
b 
PREFLIGHT MEAN 
JLN. 233 MD. MD 
SD N 
1.5768 2 US 
.%669 Z 122 
i. 0887 16 125 
2, 




















SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REFORT 
AUG 22. 1973 SLO' 234 JLN' 234 MO' MO 26 
.t. ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURe = 23.33 OEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 274.09 MMHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR NCO EXPERIMENTS 
OTHER MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND OTO'S 
ATM EXPERIMENTS 
COROLLARY EXPERIMeNTS 
.t. MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
MI31 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
It. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.... t SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 6.00 HOURS 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (~ATT-mNS) 
L8 ERG (WATT-HINS) 
EVA HWE ' ~EAL/HRl 
EVA DURAT (HRS) 
MK. I EX (HINS) 
HK. II EX (HINS) 
MK. I I I EX CMINS) 
TREADHILL CHINS) 









..  ., ...... 
••••••• 
••••••• 
, ..... . 
66.50 
.... ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (CM) , •••••• , ••••••• 
INS/EXP CHEST (CH) ........ / ••••••• 
NECK {CHI II ... H .... 
RT/LT ARM (CM) ..... t.t, •. ft'fl 
RTILT ARM VOL (ec) ••••••• ' •••• 11. 
RT/LT HAND (rT-LS) "Itl ••• /Wltl ••• 
DE~ POINT = 11.67 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OX\'OEN = 181.00 MMHG 
MI31 
HEAVY 6.00 HOURS 
.. II .... t ... 
4350.00 
.... • II ... 
-.... , .... 
10.00 
............ 




. ....... , ...... .. 
........ / ...... . 
••• 1 ..... 
~HI ....... I/'l .. f .... 'iI 
... 1~44·14.1; ... 1I 
•• " .. " .... /""<11<111 •• 
RELATIVE HUHIDITY 




HEAVY 6.00 HOURS 






.. .. 41 ..... 
20.00 
..... t; III 
..WI ...... 1 
.. .. <I ... .. 




.. .... " .. 1 • 
" •• ,I"/<lt-l'-It .. 
...... 1<11/ ..... ".4 
...~.II./.;lf .... 1 
I 
I j 
MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
Sl-3 AUG 22, 1913 SLD. 23~ JLN. 23~ '10. 1'10 26 
EXPT IriEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
'1171 II PLT I .3667 1.0307 .99088-01 1 II RER-REST MI71 12 PlT .827£7 .98081 .176~7-01 7 12 RER-lEVEL I MI71 2~ PlT 87.000 103.00 2.6071 6 25 H R-RECOVERY (ST/MIN) 1'1171 27 PlT 155.67 191. 83 10.~27 7 27 SSP-LEVEL I (MM HG) 
'1171 107 PLT 95.333 12~ .81 7.65U 7 107 PULSE PRS-LEV I (MMHG ) 1'1171 112 Pl T 15780. 21036. 1631.~ 7 112 PRESSURE RATE PRODUCT-LEV MI71 123 PLT • 7373~ .9H81 .26720-01 5 123 RER 0-25 
'1171 12~ PLT 1. 3~~5 .95127 .1 Cll09 5 12~ RER 25-50 
'1171 126 Pl T 19.~9~ 25.788 1. 95 36 5 126 VElV02 0-25 1'1092 2 PlT 63.726 ~5.6~3 3.70~8 5 2 HEART RATE (-30) 1'1092 3 PLT 68.582 ~8.7~5 ~ .1621 5 3 HEART RATE (-~O) 1'1092 ~ PLT 80.093 50.707 ~.6989 ~ ~ HEART RATE (-50) 1'1092 2~ PLT 28.838 ~ 1.856 2.8916 5 2~ PULSE PRESSURE (-50) 1'1092 27 PLT 2. 9~ 00 L~5~0 .~~089 5 2T PLVC EOP (-30) 1'1092 28 PLT 3.9300 2.5500 • 335~8 5 28 PLVC EOP (-~O ) 1'1092 29 Pl T 5.2100 3.7025 .31679 ~ 29 PLVC EOP (-50) Mf2 109 PL T 1.1511 .19612 .13692 5 109 HR6R/LBNP ~0-50 1192 110 PL T .1 ~ 375 -.62500-03 .9~923-02 ~ 110 PlVC/lSNP 0-8 M92 115 PLT 2.9367 -1.2155 .37527 ~ 115 HR/PLVC 0-30 M 92 116 PLT ~.9051 1.8117 .92679 ~ 116 HR/PLVC 30-~0 1'1092 117 PlT 8.9'130 1.5906 1.~993 A 117 HR/PlVC ~0-50 ~092 152 PlT 60.660 ~5.8~3 ~.3116 5 152 VECTAN HEART RATE (-30 ) 1'1092 153 PlT 10.262 ~8.880 '1.12'13 5 153 ¥ECTAN HEART RATE (-~ 0 ) 1'1092 15~ PlT 71 .8l5 50.936 ~ .598 I 5 15~ VECTAN HEART RATE (-50 ) 1'1092 167 PLT ~21 .09 '138.'13 3.85'19 5 167 aT INTERVAL (-30) 1'1092 169 PLT 380.(,5 ~2'1.01 10.528 5 169 DT INTERVAL (-50) 1'1092 173 Pl T .17826 .IOT50 .200T8-01 5 173 P MAX MAG (-'10) 11092 IH PLT .19876 .12713 .17559-0 I 5 17~ P MAX MAG (-50 ) M092A 6 PlT 5.1621 '1.25i2 .20979 5 166 DRS-E CIRC (CONTROL) MonA 7 PLT 5.2211 '1.2882 .2283'1 5 18T QRS-E CIRC (-30) 11092A 8 PLT 5.3670 ~.3~IO .23368 5 188 DRS-E CIRC (-~O) ilonA 9 Pl T 5.H07 ~ .'12H • 22 90~ 5 189 ORS-E CIRC (-50) 110 92. A 10 PLT S.'11~9 ~.2738 .209H 5 190 QRS~E CIRC (RECOVERY) M092A II PLT I. 306~ .7210T .80995-01 5 191 DRS-E AREA (CONTROL) ilonA 12 PLT 1.3903 .82531 .10298 5 192 DRS-E AREA (-30) MonA 13 PLT 1.5825 .9H65 .13585 ·5 193 ORS-E AREA (-~ 0 ) /l092A I~ PlT 1.81~8 1.066~ .13521 ~ 19~ QRS-E AREA (-,0) /1092A 15" PlT 1.3995" .77577 .T688~-01 5 195 QRS-E AREA (RECOVERY) M092A 16 PLT .28553 .20110 .22908-01 tr 196 QRS-E OEPTH (CONTROL) I M092A 17 PLT .26979 .18197 .22139-01 5 197 QRS-E DEPTil (-30) I 11092A 13 PLT .2H2T .1 T202 .15"363-01 5 198 QRS-E OEPTH (-qO) ! , ilonA 19 PLT .26981 .11696 .13198-01 5 199 DRS-E OEPTH (-50) 1 /l092A 20 PLT .28501 .19119 .2~569-01 5 200 QRS-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) /1092A 2~ PlT 1.62~3 1.3~8T .81396-01 5 20~ QRS MAX MAG (-50) I /109ZA 31 PLY ~0.T69 ~8.q87 2.3800 5 211 CRS MAX EL (CONTROL) M092A 33 PLT q2.892 50.591 ·2.22Tq 5 213 DRS MAX El (-~O) ilO92A 3~ PLT ~5" .15~ 50.993 1.8830 5" 21~ QRS MAX El (-50) M09ZA 36 PLT 2.2629 1.5321 .1~T19 5 216 ST-E CIRC (CONTROL) M092A ~o PlT 2.0168 1.5025 • I 876~ 5 220 ST-E elRC !RECOJERY) 






1 I I 
.. '~~~~:of-r):· j --.~' .. -
IIEASUREI'tENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD fROM THE PREfLIGHT MEAN 
Sl-3 AUG 12., 19T3 SlD4 2.3~ JlN4 2.3~ 
EIPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
M092A H PlT .15~21 .~5822-01 .31219-02 5 
!'IOHA ~8 PlT .20095 .~8~58-01 .605H-OZ 5 
PlOnA ~9 PlT .12160 .52132-01 .95868-02 5 
PlOHA 50 ·PLT .18331-01 .~61"5-01 .~~511-02 5 
PlO92A 51 PlT -80.892 -60.~93 6.2169 5 
PlO92A 61 PlT 2.0560 n.ZTI Z.~ 123 5 
1'I092A 63 PLT 5 .131~ 15.H9 2.3157 5 
Pl092A 6~ PlT ~.5372 15. O~ 6 2.82~6 5 
I'\092A 65 PlT ~.T301 15.805 2.H88 5 
Pl092A 66 PL T .8258~-0I .615%-01 .20629-02 5 
MOnA 6T Pl. .79985-01 .66291-01 .19~39-0Z 5 
MOHA 16 PlT -2~.570 18.151 2.0938 5 
1'I092A 77 PlT -27 .~20 15.785 ~ .15~2 5 
MOHA 78 PLT -30.~ 17 13.096 3.H35 5 
M092A 79 PlT -20.0\7 13.322 3.7938 5 
PlOnA 80 PlT -11.986 16.302 3.~06B 5 
Pl09~A 91 PlT 5~.O30 ~~.707 3.0100 5 
1'109 A 93 PLT 5~.H8 ~~.ql0 2.9839 5 
M092A 9q PlT 5T.5T~ ~~.903 2.8Ha 5 
M09 A 95 PLT 51 • 3~ 0 ~~.963 2.H31 5 
PlO92A 101 PLT 81.51~ 59.~29 5.3135 5 
MonA 105 PLT 82.9~2 6\,215 6.9201 5 
M092A 121 PLT I~. 380 I5.Q02 .27018 5 
PlOnA 128 PL T 1~.750 15.752 .26753 5 
M092A 131 PLT 39.QOO 36.380 .19235 5 
M092A 136 PLT 20. ITO 1. 9500 • 9q60~ 5 
MonA IH PLT 381.80 760.51 1.08~~ ~ 
M092A 160 PLT 62.818 q5.05~ ~.5q09 5 
PlO92A 169 PLT 1.1500 -.IQOOO-Ol .68715-01 5 
M092A 170 PL T 1.8500 .32600 .2.1952. 5 
PlO13 7 CDR 12.300 7 • OB2~ 1. 0818 IT 
PlO13 125 CDR 1~6.50 . 151.26 .;'25~~ IT 
PlO13 7 SPT 23.100 11.727 1.158~ 15 
Pl073 ~6 SPT 388.00 298.20 26.937 15 
M073 125 SPT 129.70 136.27 . B9~80 15 
1'1073 7 PLT 16.300 10.200 1. 0 139 16 
1'1073 16 PLT 161. 10 79.975 13.891 16 
Pl073 ~2 PLT 1%.10 165.66 5.B5~~ 16 
1'1073 ~6 PLT ~80.00 q~3.31 10.320 16 















































ST-E DEPTH (-30 ) 
ST-E DEPTH (-~O ) 
·5T-E DEPTH (-50 ) 
ST-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 
ST MAX AZ (-30 ) 
ST MAl El (CONTROL) 
ST MAX El (-~O) 
ST MAX El (-50) 
ST MAX El [RECOVERY) 
J I'IAG (CONTROL) 
J MAG (-30) 
! El (CONTROL) 
J El (-30) 
J EL (-~ 0 ) 
JEl(-50) 
J El (RECOVERY) 
D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) 
D-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~ 0 ) 
D-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL <-50 ) 
D-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) 
QRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (CONTRDL) 
QRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (RECOVERY) 
L CALf C IRC 
R CALf CIRC 
ORAL TEMP. 
HOURS SINCE lAST MEAL 
ATMOSPHER IC PRESS (MMHG) 
HEART RATE (- I 6 ) 
PLVC EOP (-8) 
PLVC EOP (-16 ) 
URINE CA (MEe/TV) 
WEIGHT (LBS) 
URINE CA (MEC/TV) 
DIET MAGNESIUM (MG) 
WEIGHT (LBS) 
URINE CA (MEC/TV) 
HVOROCORTISON lUG lTV ) 
DIET PROTEIN (6) 
DIET MAGNES lUM I MG ) 













SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
AUG 23. 1973 SLo' 235 JlN' 235 Mo' MO 27 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 23.33 oEGC oE~ POINT = 11.67 DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 277. 7! M>lHG PART. PRES. OXYGEN = IB5.65 MMHG 
t'~ HISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR MED EXPERIMENTS 
OTHER MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND oTO'S 
ATM EXPERI>lENTS 
COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS 




'f, MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
... SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 6.50 HOURS 
ttl EXERCISE DATA 
UBERG (~ATT-HINSl 
LB ERG (~ATT-HINSl 
EVA HWE (KEAL/HRl 
EVA oURAT (HRSl 
HK.I E:: (HINSl 
MK. I I EX (HINS) 
HK. II I EX (HINS) 
TREADHILL (HINS) 













•• , ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) ••••••• , ...... '1 
INS/EXP CHEST <CM) ••••••• , ........ . 
NECK [eM} .... u ... 
RTILT ARM (eM) .I····.r·.····· RTILT ARM VOL (ec) ........ , •••• , •• 
ATILT HAND (t·-T-LB) ......... ,/ ......... . 
CEN GRAV MEAS (eM) ....... . 












... <11 •••• , •• , .... .. 
..41 .... '.' ........ .. 
.. ..... . 
••• ~.t·/I~ ........ . 
... , ...... / .. " .. . 
0' ..... '1 ..... /.,., .. .. 
.I"t.'~ 
RELATIVE Hum 0 ITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 




" • .f ..... 
......... 
••• -II ...... 
......... 
........ ~ 
it. it ...... . 
. ...... . 
.tll •• '. 
85.50 
.. ........ / .......... . 
........ 11/ ........ . 
.,".,. 
.. ....... / •••••• lil 
.. ....... / .... , .. . 
..t •• ~t/." ..... t .. 








MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 50 FROM THE PilEFLI GilT MEAN 
SL-3 AUG 23, 1913 SLD. 235 JLN. 235 rID. 1'10 21 
EXPT II'IEAS . MAN VALUE MEAN 50 N 
PlI71 6 CDR .29~80 .17527 .37130-01 7 6 ve02-REST (UI'IIN) 
PlI71 11 CDR .95000 .12630 .67178-01 6 II RER-REST 
1'1l71 16 CDR 11. 020 8.1193 .75031 7 16 VE-REST (LII'IIN) 
"111 31 CD.R 52.000 67 .016 3.5235 7 31 DBP-REST (1'11'1 HS) 
"111 36 CDR 6~.~ 17 78.119 3.3612 7 36 MAP-REST (I'IM HS) 
1'1111 110 CDR 10'1.00 59.500 13.809 6 110 fULSE PRS-RECDV (MMHS) 
"171 122 CDR 30.193 25.568 .93705 6 122 MUSCULAR EFFICIENCY 50-75 
1'1171 15 SPT 1.3870 1. 1186 .6862~-OI 6 15 RER-REC OVERY 
1'1171 2l SPT 117.00 103.39 2.8001 6 22 If R-LEVEL 1 (BT/I'IIN) 
1'1171 36 SPT 86.250 98.~qO 2. 252~ 6 36 MAP-REST (1'11'1 HS) 
1'1171 39 SPT 110.00 128.02 5.6276 1 39 MAP-LEVEL 3 ("1M HS) 
1'1111 51 SPT 1.9808 2.2316 .55112-01 7 51 VOl , 160 H~ 
IH71 52 SPT I .5~ 95 1. 8185 .~3065-01 7 52 V02 ' I~O ~,ll 
1'1171 69 SPT 111.29 126. 03 ~.I811 7 69 MAP , 160 HR 
1'1171 122 . SPT 29.688 2~.239 .90008 ~ 122 MUSCULAR EFFICIENCY 50-75 
"171 12~ SPT 1.2~2~ 1. O~ 3~ .56005-01 q 12~ RER 25-50. 
'1171 1% SPT 1.53I~ ~3 .156 13.~~5 ~ I~6 PP/V02 50-75 
1'1092 Z CDR 81.5I~ 61.563 5.5352 6 2 HEART RATE (-30) 
11092 3 CDR 97. 752 6~.q38 ~. 0586 6 3 HEART RATE (-~O) 
1'1092 ~ CDR 105.18 69.823 10.666 6 ~ HEART RATE (-50) 
1'1092 12 CDR 5~.221 61.156 I :~~~ 9 6 12 DIASTOLIC SP (-30 ) 
M092 13 CDR 52.115 6], 797 1.7113 6 13 DIASTOLIC BP (-~O I 
1'1092 15 CDR 55.183 60.716 1.8275 6 15 D!ASTOLIC BP (RECOVERY) 
1'1092 18 COR 62.326 69.Qq3 1.5931 6 18 MEAN BP (-~O) 
11092 22 CDR 35.733 23.835 2.7835 6 22 PULSE PRESSURE (-30 ) 
1'1092 23 CDR 30.Q55 22.939 2.Q51~ 6 23 PULSE PRESSURE (-'to) 
1'1092 2T CDR 2.1500 1. 3661 • ZQ889 6 27 PLVC EOP (-30) 
1'1092 108 CDR 1.6238 .28755 .38337 6 108 HR/LBNP 30-Q 0 
1'1092 110 CDR .93750-01 .!T812-01 .20062-01 ~ 110 PLVC/lBNP 0-8 
11092 152 CDR 82.35'1 62.6H '1.76'18 6 152 VECTAN HEART RATE (-30 ) 
1'10'92 153 CDR 99.031 65.690 8.6~75 6 153 VECTAN HEART RATE (-~O ) 
1~092 15q CDR 106.50 71.>26 10.23~ 6 15~ VECTAN HEART RATE. (-50 ) 
M092 155 CDR 72.318 57.72~ 3.9109 6 155 VECTAN HEART'RATE (RECOVERY) 
1'1092 170 CDR 38Q.37 q23. 8~ 12.qOI 6 170 QT INTERVAL (RECOVERY)·· 
PlO92 171 CDR • 16 3 9~ .12567 .77000-02 6 171 P MAX MAG (CONTROL) 
11092 172 CDR .2D~25 .IQ 3~2 .Q 1269-02 6 172 P MAX MAG (-30) 
1'1092 173 CDR .2~H9 .11U~02 .15121-01 6 173 P MAX MAG (-~O) 
11092 Irq CDR .26571 . n" 16 .287H-OI 6 Irq P MAX MAG (-50) 
11092 175 CDR .17978 .132Q 1 .12717-01 6 175 P MAX MAG (RECOVERY) 
11092 I SPT 71.982 57. 3~8 2.6527 5 I HEART RATE (CaNTRall 
11092 2 SPT 82. 7~ 3 58.539 3. 3~ 32 5 2 HEART RATE (-30) 
11092 3 SPT 91. 958 61 .3~3 5.1028 s- 3 HEART RATE (-~O) 
1'1092 q SPT 98.293 6Q.023 5 .~967 5 q HEART RATE (-50) 
1'1092 109 SPT .63350 .26796 .10902 5 1.09 HMR/LBNP QO-50 
1'1092 110 SPT .H500-01 .81500-02 .,QQ86-02 5 110 PLVC/LBNP 0-8 
11092 115 SPT ~.82% .Q8H7 .65830 5 115 HR/PLVC 0-30 
11092 lSI SPT 72.295 57.097 2.2.19~ 5 151 VECTAN HEART RATE (CONTROL) 1 1'1092 152 SPT 82.238 58.582 2.9537 5 152 VECTAN HEART RATE (-30 ) 11092 153 SPT 92.323 61.191 5.0Ub 5 153 VECTAN HEART RATE (-QQ ) 
1'1092 15q SPT 99.~13 6~.1 O~ 6.13H 5 15~ VECTAN HEAnT RATE {-~O " 1 I 
r 








MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-l AUG 23, 1973 SLO" 235 . JUI~ 235 110" 110 27 
EXPT II1EAS MAN VALUE I1EAN SO N 
1'1092 158 SPT 12'1. 72 129.98 1.602~ 5 158 PR INTERVAL (-qO) 
11092 159 SPT 118 .5~ 128.% 2.788~ 5 159 PR INTERVAL (-50 ) 
1'lO92 166 SPT 37S .q9 ~03.29 7. 78~6 5 166 UT INTERVAL ( CONTROl) 
1'1092 167 SPT 359.70 qOO .67 10.805 5 167 OT INTERVAL (-30 ) 
PlC9Z 168 SPT 3~9.q2 391.66 13.335 5 168 OT INTERVAL (-qO) 
11092 169 SPT 339.25 366.51 13.510 5 169 OT INTERVAL (-50) 
11092 171 SPT .276H .15156 .QI068-01 5 171 P MAX MAG (CONTROL) 
1'1092 172 SPT .29798 .IQ218 .20688-01 5 172 P MAX MAG (-30) 
';092 173 SPT .3~626 .1~032 .95391-02 5 173 P MAX NAG (-QO) 
11092 IH SPT .38066 .15611 .1~T97-0 I 5 I7Q P MAX MAG (-50) 
11092 176 SPT -55.695 -27.065 5.7681 5 176 r MAX AZ (CONTROL) 
1'1092 117 SPT -66.599 -28.078 q.q 118 5 177 P MAX AZ (-30) 
FlO 92 178 SPT -76.381 -28 .~62 2.qS90 5 178 P MAX AZ (-qO) 
M092. IT? SPT -H.220 -30.350 3.7028 5 179 P MAX AZ (-50) 
11092 180 SPT -50.~T6 -23.611 Q.9523 5 180 P MAX AZ (RECOVERY) 
M092A I CDR 70.289 62.318 2.Q756 6 181 P MAX EL (CONTROL) 
M092A 2 CDR 7l.6~8 ·59.957 2.3690 6 182 P MAX EL (-30) 
110 9 ?A 3 CDR 73.8Q2 60.270 2. 7~93 6 183 P MAX EL (-QO) 
rr092A q CDR H.80S 61. 722 1.9601 6 18q P MAX EL (-50) 
11092A 5 CDR 72.9qB 60.q22 I.I1IQ 6 185 P MAX EL (RECOVERY) 
M092A 6 COR 5. 1208 Q.0825 .187H 6 186 ORS-E CIRC (CONTROl) 
MOnA 7 CDR 5.0911 3.B682 .13337 6 187 ORS-E C IRC (-30 l 
MonA 8 COR ~.9286 3.7951 .11311 6 188 ORS-E CIRC (-qO) 
M092A 9 CDR 5.0079 3.8Q31 .77698-01 6 189 ORS-E C IRC (-50) 
M092A 10 CDR 5.3387 ~. 0856 .IZQ09 6 190 ORS-E CIRC (RECOVERY) 
M092A II CDR l.q200 .86003 .Q6560-01 6 191 ORS-E AREA (COIJTROL) 
1'10nA 12 CDR l.qOOI .80500 .53625-0 I 6 192 ORS-E AREA (-30) 
M092A 13 CDR 1.3367 .80025 .56723-01 6 193 ORS-E AREA (-qO) 
!'I092A Iq CDR l.qq63 .8~2~2 .59339-01 6 19q ORS-E AREA (-50) 
M092A 15 CDR 1.531Q .6880q .QOQ99-01 6 195 ORS-E AREA (RECOVERY) 
1'10 92 A 16 CDR .27501 .16965 .152q9-01 6 196 ORS-E DEPTH (CONTROL) 
1l092A IT CDR .27260 .15q86 .21181-01 6 197 ORS-E DEPTH (-30) 
PlOnA 16 COR .26152 .IQ2H .612')9-02 6 198 ORS-E DEPTH (-QO) 
M092A 19 CDR • 2q 176 .15595 .IQQ26-0 I 6 199 ORS-E DEPTH (-50) 
1'1092A 20 CDR .26070 .15529 .1566~-01 6 200 ORS-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 
11092A 21 .COR 1.751Q I.QOl9 .8696Q-OI 6 201 ORS MAX MAG (CONTROL) 
ilonA 22 CDR 1. 6612 1. 281 5 .7202.0-01 6 202 DRS MAX MAG (-30) 
M092A 23 CDR 1.5TQ5 1.21QQ .72331-01 6 203 DRS MAX MAG i-QO) 
MonA 2Q CDR 1.601Q 1.1885 .75502-01 6 20Q ORS MAX rlAG (-50) 
M092A 25 CDR 1. 7789 1. 3850 .62213-01 6 205 ORS MAl MAG (RECOVERY) 
M092A 31 CDR J3.Q98 38.320 I.Q5~2 6 211 DRS MAX EL (CONTROL) 
M092A 38 CDR 2.2559 1.5070 .226Q8 6 21B ST-E CIRe (-qO) 
M092A Ql CDR .27958-01 .Q7287-01 .58075-02 6 221 ST-E AREA (CONTROL) 
1'10921 Q2 CDR .20289-01 .3738Q-OI .H821-02 6 222 5T-E AREA (-30) 
M092A Q8 CDR .16698 .69033-01 .ITOO~-Ol 6 228 ST-E DEPTH (-Q 0 ) 
M092A ~9 CDR .1 720~ .78H3-01 • 20q 23-0 I 6 22.9 ST-E DEPTH (-50) 
M092A 53 CDR .32266 .Q8113 .Q9Q31-01 6 233 5T MAX MAG (-QO) 
1'1092A 61 CDR 7.3955 20.127 2.0636 6 2H 5T MAX EL (CONTROL) 
M092A 62 CDR 5.Q387 20.Q06 2.6209 6 2Q2 ST MAX EL (-30) 
M092A 63 CDR 1.0150 i9.H7 1.5650 6 2~3 ST MAX EL (-QO) 




.. EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 sD FROM THE PREFI.IGHI'" MEAN 
sL-3 AUG 1.3, 1913 sLD' 235 JLN~ 235 MD- 1'10 27 
EXPT IMEAs MAN VALUE MEAN sD N 
PlO92~ 6~ CDR 6. 37~ I 18.573 I. 665~ 6 2~~ 
ST MAX EL (-50) 
1'\0 9ZA 65 CDR 12.~lO 19. H2 I. 3791 6 2~5 
sT MAX EL (RECOVERY) 
M092A 6T CDR .65736-01 .935~7-01 .58826-02 6 2~7
 J MAG (-30) 
M092A 68 CDR .55131-01 .956 36-0 1 .9Z~99-02 6 2~8
 J MAG !-~O) 
PlO9ZA 69 CDR .37575-01 .91805-01 .68530-02 6 Z~9
 J MAG (-50 ) 
M092A 70 COR .~6555-01 .19179-01 .533~9-02 6 Z50 
J MAG (RECOVERY) 
PlOnA 7Z CDR -39.616 -56.352 5.1912 6 252 
J AZ (-30) 
M092A 76 CDR 16. 205 31 .59~ ~ .2683 6 256 
J EL (CONTROl) 
/'I092A 17 CDR 15.175 33. 3~~ 5.18n 6 251 
J EL (-30) 
M092A 78 COR 8.2255 3~.513 ~.3882 6 258
 J EL (-~ 0 ) 
M09ZA 19 CDR -1.~698 31.931 ~. 30 17 6 259 
.1 EL (-50) 
MOnA 80 COR 3.583~ 28.100 3.68~6 6 260
 J EL (RECOVERY) 
M092A 82 con .6~819 I • 01 2, .10089 6 26
2 D-ST SLOPE (-30) 
M092A 83 tOR .6689~ 1. 0613 • 105 II 6 263 
D-ST SLOPE (-~O) 
M092A 8~ CDR .~6609 1.0206 .1~0T6 6 26~ 
D-ST SLOPE (-50) 
M092A 87 CDR 11 • 6 9~ 8.5 65 ~ .31516 6 261 
D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30) 
M09ZA 88 CDR 13. 72~ 9.2180 .62~9~ 6 26
8 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~O ) 
MonA 91 CDR 53.010 ~3.9Z9 2.1909 6 271 
D-QRs VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) 
MonA 9Z CDR 50.300 ~0.~83 Z.351~ 6 2n
 D-CRS VECTOR 1N1'EGRAL (-30) I 
/'I09ZA 93 CDR ~6.51~ 38.161 2.56~2 /, 2TJ 
D-CRs VECTOR INTl'GRAL (-~O) 
MonA 9~ CDR ~7. 27B 37.153 2.260~ 6 2H 
D-DRs VECTOR antGRAL (-50 1 I M09ZA 95 CDR >5 .682 ~3.612 2.0103 6 2.T5 Q-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) 
M09ZA 98 CDR 5~.759 83.933 8 .53~6 6 2.T6 
D-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~ 0) ; 
M09ZA 100 CDR 63.111 90.05~ 6.0625 /, 28
0 D-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) I 
MonA 126 CDR 1~5".10 )5150 1.0~88 6 306 WEIGHT 
MonA 128 CDR 13.360 I~ .230 .22691 6 30
8 R CALF CIRC I 
MonA 1~9 CDR 277 .70 760.% .97365 5 329 
ATMOSPHERIC PRESS (MMHG) 
MonA 159 CDR 17.979 6 \. 2,0 3.6915 6 339
 HEART RATE (-8 ) 
/lOnA 162 CDR 93.626 ~5.631 2.1217 6 3~2 
SYSTOLIC 6P (-16 ) 
MonA 16~ CDR 5Z.~68 b 1.366 2.1115 6 3~~ 
DIASTOLIC 8P (-16 ) 
MonA 168 CDR ~ I. 139 2'1.~~~ 3.86<2 6 3~8 
PULSE PRESS (-16 ) 
M09ZA 169 COR .15000 • I ~ 25 a .160~9 ~ 3~9 PLVC
 EOP (-B) 
MonA ITO COR 1.3100 .5&000 .22271 6 35
0 PLVC EOP (-16 ) 
MonA 2 SPT 12.750 -3. 9~ 23 12.755 5 162
 P MAX EL (-30) 
/lanA 3 SPT 76.893 -B.377~ 22.733 5 
183 P MAX EL (-~O) 
MonA 8 sPT 8.5~8' 7. O~ II .3.856 5 186 
DRS-E CIRC (-~o) 
M09ZA 9 SPT 8.8675 T • 2005 .372~2 5 189 
DRS-E C I RC (-5 01 
M09ZA II SPT 3.81:;~ 2. TO'16 .38~69 5 191 
DRS-E AREA (CONTROL) 
M09ZA 12 SPT ~.0602 2.8155 .~ 056 1 5 192
 DRS-E AREA (-30) 
MonA 13 srr ~.H50 2.9660 .35036 5 19
3 DRs-E AREA (-~O) 
M09ZA I~ SPT ~. 7750 3. 1985 .3726T 5 19~ 
QRs-E AREA (-501 
/lanA 15 SPT ~ .2998 Z.600T .390H 5 195
 DRS-E AREA (RECOVERY) 
/lanA 18 SPT .~5526 • 312~ 3 .2~155-01 5 198 DRS-
E DEPTH (-~O) 
MonA 20 SPT .~7T13 .3519 3 .26695-01 5 20
0 DRS-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 
nonA ~ I SPT .323Z~-01 .~i9~3-01 .6B98B-02 5 221 ST-E AREA (C
ONTROL) 
M09ZA ~2 SPT .30~91·01 .51708-01 .~~ 173-02 5 222
 ST-E AREA (-301 
M09ZA ~3 SPT .28976-0 I .5 00 13-0 1 .~37~9-02 5 22
3 ST-E AREA (-~O) 
/lanA ~~ SPT .33931-01 .~2980-01 .2~~3B-02 :; Z2~ 
ST-E AREA (-50) 
M09ZA 52 SPT .6133T .67297 .70721-01 5 232
 ST MAX MAG (-30) 
MonA 53 srT .>6680 · 6~TTZ .63639-01 5 233 















































GREATER THAN 3 SO 























SPT 277 .10 












PL T 188.60 
PLT 21.500 
PlT 5.5000 
FROI'I tHE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SlO. Z3~ JlN. Z35 PlO. 1'10 :a7 
PlEAN SO N 
.80399 .9368~-01 5 23~. ST MAX MAG (-50) 
9.7951 1.6218 5 2~3 ST MAX EL (-~O I 
10.271 1.6H6 5 2~~ ST MAX EL (-50) 
.11207 .10621-01 5 2~9 J MAG (-50) 
.9%81-01 .75777-02 5 250 J MAG (RECOVERV I 
-38.~86 2.9180 5 251 J AZ (CONTROL) 
7 .1~96 2.7318 5 258 J EL (-~O) 
6 . 6~ 36 3.7382 5 259 J El (-50) 
.93062 3.5295 5 260 J El (RECOVERV) 
1. 9811 .1l51~ 5 26~ O-ST SLOPE (-50) 
7.0551 1. oa9~ 5 267 n-p VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) 
6.819~ .930~8 5 268 O-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~ 0 ) 
7.5~67 1. 39~ 3 5 269 o-p VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) 
121 • 3~ I 0 .1~9 5 2TT O-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30) 
119.79 10.992 5 Z7B O-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~ 0 ) 
116.59 12.570 5 279 a-Sf VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) 
21.207 .T'l~71 5 281 ORS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (CONTROLI 
136 .~O .HBn 5 306 WEIGHT 
13.602 .20572 5 307 l CALF CIRC 
13.676 .20888 5 308 R CALF CIRC 
1.1500 .65192 5 316 HOURS SINCE lAST MEAL 
760 .~6 .97365 5 329 ATI'IOSPHER I C PRESS (MMHG) 
60.6~1 3.9787 5 339 HEART RATE (-8 ) 
56 S8~ 3.2T05 5 3~0 HEART RATE (-16 ) 
.70000-01 .~3589-01 5 3~ 9 PlVC EOP (-8 ) 
.36319 .1~988 16 53 PREGNANEDIOL (MG/TV) 
151. 26 .625~~ IT 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
II.T27 I. 758~ 15 T URINE CA (MEO/TV) 
1698.7 6~.6~1 15 II URINE CREAT (MGITV) 
136.2T • 89~80 15 12~ WEIGHT (lBS) 
10.200 1.0139 16 1 URINE CA (~Ea/TV) 
79.975 13.891 16 16 HVDROCORTlSON lUG lTV ) 
165.66 5.85~~ 16 ~2 OIET PROTEIN (G) 
20.605 10.976 20 12q FECAL K (~EQ) 
193. 9~ 1.088T 16 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
26.020 1.1606 20 127 orET NITROGEN (G) 
2.0150 .93711 20 129 FECAL NITROGEN (G) 





SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT AUG 24. 1973 SLD' 236 Jl..N· 236 NO' NO 28 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEtiPERATURE. 23.89 DEGC AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 260.12 fiHHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
ATN EXPERINENTS 
COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS 
EVA/DE ORB/ENTRY PREPS 
... ~IEDICAL EXPERINENTS/DTO 
••• ILLNESS/SnIPTON/PROBLEM 
... NEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
••• SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 6.50 HOURS 
Itt EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG fHATT-NINSI •••••• ~ LB ERG (WATT-HINS) ••••••• EVA HWE t~EAL/HR) ••••••• 
EVA DURAT (HRS) •• Ill'" HK.I EX (HINS) 1 •••••• 
/iK. II iX CHINS) ",HO_ liK. III F; CHINS) H .. .". TREADMILL CHINS) •••••• , OTHER EX fHINS) ••••••• HE I GHT (CHI ........ . 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAm 66.10 
... ANTHROPOHETRIC OATA 
HIPIHAIST (cm 
INS/EXP CHEST rOil 
NECK (CMI 
RT /LT ARM (em 
RT /LT ARti VOL (CCI 
RT/LT HAND (FT-LBI 
CEN GRA V tlCAS (cm 
•• I •• • "I • 41 •••• 
11'"I<I'II/lI''.''' 
• • 41 • " •• 
....... /, ..... . 
.. .. . .. . .. . , ...... .. 
. ... . . .. . " .. , ~ .. . 
1 .. , ..... 
DEW POINT = 11.67DEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN = I7B.93 HtlHG 
II •••••••••••••• SPT '\II ••••••••••••• 
LIGHT 6.50 HOURS 
....... ~ 
.. •• " .. I • 
250;00 
It.51 
II I 41 • II •• 
• II "'I • I • 
• •••••• 
•• II • I • <II 
,.",,111 
.. • • • 41 II ~ 
59.20 
.. I ..... •• " ....... . 
· •••• e •• ' ....... . 
........ 
. ... '., .. , ....... .. 
.......... , ....... . 
• ..... ... " ..... I <I 
· ....... . 
RELATIVE HUNIDI TY = 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
HEAVY 6.50 HOURS 






• c ..... ~ • 
· ...... , ,. 
.. , .... . 
· .. , ... .. 
" ........ . 
.11 .. 1/ ... . 
85.30 
.t"',,!, •. ,.I' 
...... ,., ...... .. 
'I' t ..... . 
. ... i..', ... , ... 
Itt····/~···· .. · 't"t~.".t •••• 

























SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
AUG 25. 1973 SLD' 237 .JLN' 237 NO' NO 29 
•• ~ ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG, TEMPERATURE = 23,89 DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE ~ 263.74 MMHG 
••• HISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR NED EXPERIMENTS 
OTHER MEDICAL EXPf.llHIENTS AND DTO'S 
ATM EXPERIMENTS . 
COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS 
Itt MEDICAL EXPERIMENTSIOTO 
, •• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PR08LEM 
lal MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.. 
..... SLEEP DATA 
MEAVY 6.50 HOURS 
ttt EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (I',TT-HINS) ••• t ••• 
LB ERG C~ATT-HINSI 500Q.OC 
EVA MWE (KEAL/HR) ••••••• 
EVA DURAT (HRS) ••••••• 
MK. I EX CHINS) 15.00 
MK. I I EX CMINS) 10.00 
NK. 111 EX CHINS) ••••••• 
TREADMilL HIINS) G IHI ..... 
OTHER EX (M1NS) ••••• 11 
HEIGHT (C~U 'IH ••• 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 65.80 
... ilNTHROPO~IETR I C DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) .I'II'·I'I~'III 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM) •••• It'I!~·I •• 1 
NECK (eM) U ....... I 
RTILT ARM (CM) '11'.'l/f"'I~1 
DE~ POINT = 11.11 OEGC 





HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 
...... '" .... Q300.00 




...... " .... .. 
.. .......... .. 
..... t .... .. 
" .. I.I.f. 
58.70 
I.Cl ..... / ...... .. 
I •• t ••• , ........ . 
.............. 
- -,'';;' 
'. '" .. "~. 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = Q3.00 % 





o •• NEOSPORIN OPHTHALHIC OINHIENT 
HEAVY 5.50 HOURS 
55Q .00 
7355.00 
.. .. , ...... , 
11 .. (! .... .. 
20.00 
............ II 
.. ...... '* .. ,. 
I .......... .. 
.... I ..... I 




•• 11 .... /.'1 •••• 
.I ..... /.ter ..... 













"EASUREPIENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
Sl-3 AUG 25. 1913 SLO¥ 231 JLN¥ 231 1'10. 1'10 29 
EXPT !MEAS I'1AN VALUE MEAN SO N 
1'1092 2 SPT 11.350 58.539 3.3~32 5 2 HEART RATE (-30) 
n092 3 SPT 80.168 61.3~3 5.1028 5 3 HEART RATE (-~O) 
1'1092 ~ SPT 81 • 9~ 9 6~. 023 5.~961 5 ~ HEART RATE (-50) 
1'1092 25 SPT 36 .11~ ~5.122 3.0001 5 25 PULSE PRESSURE (RECOVERV) 
11092 109 SPT .11810 .?6196 .10902 5 109 HRl>R/LBNP ~0-50 
1'1092 110 SPT .95000-01 .8T500-0~ '>~~86-02 5 110 PLVC/l8NP 0-8 
1'1092 115 SPT 3.3220 .~8Hl .65830 5 115 HR/PLVC 0-30 
I'109Z 152 SPT 10.869 58 S82 2.9531 5 152 YECTAN HEART RATE (-30 ) 
1'1092 153 SPT 80.610 61.191 5. O~ 26 5 153 VECTAN HEART RATE (-~O ) 
Pl092 15~ SPT 81.886 6~.1 O~ 6.1321 5 15~ VECTAN HEART RATE (-50 ) 
1'1092 112 SPT .28992 .1~218 .20688-01 5 IT2 P MAX I'IAG (-30) 
1'1092 IT3 SPT .33253 .1~O32 .95391-02 5 113 P MAX MAG (-~O) 
11092 IH SPT .39639 • 15611 .1~l9T-OI 5 IH P MAX C'lAG (-50) 
11092 116 SPT -53.688 -21.065 5.1681 5 IT6 P MAX Al (CONTROL) 
1'1092 171 SPT -62,815 -28.018 ~ .HIS 5 171 P I'IAX Al (-30) 
PlO92 \18 SPT -12.825 -28.~62 2.~890 5 ITS P MAX Al (-~O) 
Pl092 179 SPT -80.IT3 -30.350 3.1028 5 IT9 P I'IAX Al (-50) 
/1092 2 PlT 59.389 .~5 .6~3 3.10~8 5 2 HEART RATE (-30) 
1'1092 3 PLT 61 .1~8 ~8.H5 ~.1621 5 3 HEART RATE (-~O) 
1'1092. ~ PlT 19.202 50.101 ~.6989 5 ~ HEART RATE {-50} 
PlO92 21 PLT 66.815 51. 805 3.1201 5 21 PULSE PRESSURE (CONTROL) 
/1092 21 PLT 3.0300 1.~5~0 .~~089 5 21 PlVC EOP (-3D) 
1'1092 28 PlT Q.1900 2.5500 .335~8 5 28 PLVC EOP (-~O) 
1'1092 29 PLT 5.3600 3.1025 .31619 ~ 29 PLVC EOP (-50) 
Pl092 30 PLT -.68000 .86250 .22292 ~ 30 PLVC EOP (RECOVERV) 
1'1092 109 PlT 1.1~5~ .1961Z .13692 5 109 HRl>R/L8NP ~0-50 
11092 110 PLT .1\500 -.62500-03 • 9~923-02 ~ 110 nVC/LBNP 0-8 
/1092 !l5 PlT .53168 -1.2155 .31521 ~ 115 HR/PLVC 0-30 
Pl092 116 PlT 1.2060 1.8117 .92619 ~ 116 HR/PlVC 30-~0 
1'1092 117 PLT 9.7891 1.5906 1.~993 ~ lIT HR/PLVC ~0-50 
1'1092 153 PLT ,I. 826 ~8.880 ~.12~3 5 153 VECTAN HEART RATE {-~O } 
1'1092 15~ PLT 67.~~B 50.936 ~.5981 5 15~ VECTAN HEART RATE {-50 } 
1'1092 167 PLT H8.31 ~38.~3 3.B5~9 5 161 QT INTERVAI_ (-30) I 
Pl092 168 PlT 391.~6 ~29.0~ 9.5639 5 168 QT INTERVAL (-~O) I 1'1092 169 PLT 390.1~ ~2~.01 10.528 5 169 QT INTERVAL (-50) 
1'1092 11~ PLT .18086 .12113 .11559-01 5 IH P MAX MAG (-50) I 1'1092 179 PlT -9~.6~2 -5L92, 12.651 5 119 P MAX AZ (-50) I 
I'IDnA 2 SPT 66.718 -3.9~23 11.155 5 182 P MAX EL (-30) , , 
/l092A 3 SPT 61.615 -8.31H n.T33 5 183 P I'IAX EL (-~O) I 
I'I09ZA 8 SPT 8.~221 1 • O~ II .36856 5 188 DRS-E CIRe (-~O) I 
I'I092A 9 SPT 8.8813 1.2005 .312.~2 5 189 DRS-E CIRC (-50) 
, 
I'I092A 10 SPT 8.5008 7.0686 .~1533 5 190 DRS-E CIRC (RECOVERV) 1 
I'1092A 13 SPT ~ .229~ 2.9660 .35036 5 193 QRS-E AREA (-~O) I 1'I092A I~ SPT ~.1590 3.1985 .37287 5 19~ CRS-E AREA {-50} 
Pl092A 15 SPT ~ .3159 2.8007 .390H 5 195 DRS-E AREA (RECOVERV) I PlO9ZA 16 SPT .50131 .36111 .33808-01 5 196 QRS-E DEPTH (CONTROL) I'10nA 18 SPT .~8326 • 312~ 3 .1~ 155-0 I 5 198 DRS-E DEPTH (-~ 0 ) 
I'IOnA 19 SPT .H806 .39653 .26382-01 5 199 DRS-E DEPTH (-50) I 







I'IEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT I'IEAN 
1 SL-3 AUG 25, 1973 SlD4 237 JI.N. 237 1'10·1'10 29 j , 
I EXPT IMEAS !'IAN VALUE I'IEAN 50 N I PlO92A 26 SPT -1.81IT 6.0T06 2.1826 5 206 QRS MAX Al ( CONTROL) PlO92A 27 SPT -3.5837 6.5529 2.~091 5 207 QRS MAX Al (-30 ) I , 1'I092A 28 SPT -5.~061 8.3087 3.9892 5 208 aRS MAX Al (-~O ) 1 M092A 29 SPT -5.6227 11.603 3.3625 5 209 CRS MAX AI (-50 ) M092A 30 SPT l.q98~ 7.0265 1.7706 5 210 aRS MAX Al (RECOVERV) M092A ~I SPT • 3q 356-0 I .579Q3-01 .68988-02 5 221 ST-E AREA ( CONTROLl 1'I092A q2 SPT .31728-01 .51708-0 I .qq IT3-02 5 222 ST-E AREA (-30) ; 
.!'I092A ~3 SPT .29872-01 .50013-01 .q 37q 9-02 , 223 ST-/': AREA (-qO) I 
1 ,1092A qq SPT • 3q 973-0 1 .q2980-01 .2qq3B-02 5 22q ST-E AREA (-50) 1 M092A q5 SPT .30329-01 ,,7288-01 .76538-02 5 225 ST-E AREA (RECOVERVl 1 I'IM2A 50 SPT .15391 .99920-01 .lq30T-01 5 230 51-E DEPTH (RECOVERV) , 1'I092A 63 SPT 17 .IH 9.7951 1.6218 5 2qa ST MAX EI. (-qO) .J 1'I092A 6q SPT 19.188 10.271 1.6H6 5 2qq ST MAX EL (-50) 
I 1'I092A 66 SPT • 10581 .83178-01 .63577-02- 5 2q6 J MAG (CONTROL) M092A 67 SPT .11077 .90616-01 .67001~02 5 2H J MAG (-30) M092A 71 SPT -21. 923 -38 .q86 2.9180 5 251 J AZ (CONTROL) 
1 
M092A 78 SPT -3.9060 7.lq96 2.7318 5 258 J EL (~q 0 ) M092A 79 SPT -7.5Sq7 6.6~36 3.7382 5 259 J EL (-50) M092A 87 SPT Iq .538 7. nS51 1. 089q 5 267 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) 1'I092A 88 SPT 16.qq7 6.819q .930Q8 5 268 o-p VECTOR INTEGRAl. (-q 0 ) ! MOnA 89 SPT 19.Qq5 7.'Q6T 1.39q3· 5 269 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAl. (-50 ) 
I M092A 101 SPT 16.Hq 21.267 .HHI 5 281 CRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE ( CONTROLl M092A 102 SPT 17.781 28.528 3.2392 5 282 CRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (-30 ) M092A IOq SPT 22.351 q3.5q2 5.q296 5 28q CaS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (-50 ) M092A 126 SPT 129.60 136.q 0 .q 1833 5 306 WEIGHT M092A IZT SPT 12.500 13.602 .20572 , 307 L CALF CIRC M092A 12B SPT 12.qqO 13.616 _2.0BS8 5 308 R CALF CIRC MonA 136 srT q.0200 1.1500 .65192 5 316 HOURS SINCE LAST MEAL M092A IQ9 SPT 2qS.20 760.Q6 .97365 5 329 ATMOSPHERrc PRESS (MMHG) /'I092A 160 SPT 70.082 56 .5Bq 3.2705 5 3qO HEART RATE (-16 ) M092A 16~ SPT 85.3:>7 65 .5q 9 5.0906 5 3qq DrASTOLlC BP (-16 ) 1'I092A 166 SfT 95.102 80.892 q .'1265 5 3~6 MEAN SP (-16 ) M092A 169 SPT .76000 .70000-01 .q35B9-01 5 3~9 PLVC fOP (-8 ) M092A 9 pLT 5.2q30 q.'12H .2290q , 189 aRS-E CIRC (-50) M092A 10 PLT ~.9860 ~ .273B .209H 5 190 QRS-E CIRC (RECDVERV) /'I092A II PLT 1. 0819 .72107 .80995-01 5 191 CRS-E AREA (CONTROL) M092A Iq PLT 1.5208 !.066Q .13521 5 19q CRS-E AREA (-50) M092A 15 PLT 1.2301 .77'iTT • 7688q-0 I 5 195 CRS-E AREA (RECOVERV) M092A 18 PlT .2H33 .IT202 .15363-01 5 198 QRS-E DEPTH (-qO) M092A 19 PLT .25621 .17696 .13198-01 5 199 gRS-E DEPTH (-50) M092A 31 PLT q I. 338 q8.Q87 2.3800 5 211 aRS MAX EL (CONTROL) MonA 33 PLT ~1.232 50.591 2.22H 5 213 CRS MAX EL (-qO) M092A 3q PLT q~.~ql 50.993 1.8830 5 2!q CRS MAX EI. (-50) M092A 36 PLT 2.1623 1.5321 .1~T19 5 216 sT-E CIRC (CONTROL) M092A 37 PLT 2.3921 1'>996 .16T2q 5 217 ST~E CIRC (-30) i MonA 38 PLT 2'>708 1.5681 .18q93 5 218 5T-E CIRC (-qO) 
1 
M092A q6 PLT .12000 .QI126-01 .Q0608-02 5 226 ST~E. DEPTH (CONTROL) M092A H PLT .19873 .~5822-01 .31219-02 5 227 ST-E DEPTH (-30) I M092A Q8 PLT .21106 .~8tl!;8-0 I .60556-02 'i 228 ST-E DEPTH (-QO) I M092A ~9 PLT .17279 .52732-01 .95868-02 5 219 ST-E DEPTH (-50) 
1 







.. EASUREMENTS GREATEF. TH~N 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-3 _UG 25. 1913 SLD" 231 JLN" 231 I'ID" MD 29 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE I'1EAN SO N 1'1092A 50 PL T .86291-01 .~61~5-01 .~~511-0Z 5, 230 ST-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 1'1092A 61 PLr 6.79H 17 .271 2.HZ3 5 2~ I ST MAX EL (CONTROL) 1'10 92 A 66 PLT .6S0S9-01 .61596-01 .20629-D2 5 2~6 J MAG (CONTROl) M09ZA 67 PLT .18090-01 .66291-01 .19~39-02 5 2H J MAG (-30) 1'I092A 68 PLT .83523-01 .7315.1-01 .3~327-0Z 5 2~8 J MAG I -~ 0 ) 1'1092A 76 PLT -ZO.171 18.151 Z.0938 5 256 J EL (CONTROl) Pl092A 77 PL T 
-22.613 15.785 ~ .15~2 5 257 J EL 1-30 l 1'I092A ' 78 PLT -28.H9 13.096 3.H35 S 2SS J EL (-~O) 1'1092A 79 PLT 


















SL~3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT AUG 26. 1973 SLD' 238 JlN' 238 MD' HD 30 
•• ~ ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 24.44 DEGC AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 248.23 MMHG 
, •• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
OTHER MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND DTO'S ATM EXPErll MENTS 
COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS SCIENCE DEMOS/STUDENT EXPERIMENTS OFF-DUTY/REST DAY 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DIO 
MIlO 
••• JLLt~5S/SYHPTOH/PROBLEM 
..... MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
'II ... SlEEP DATA 
HEAVY 9.00· HOURS . 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
us ERG (WATT-HINS) 
LB ERG (WATT-MINS) EVA HWE (KEAL/HR) 
EVA OURAT (HRS) 
HK. I EX (HINS) 
HK. II EX (HINS) 
HK. III EX (HINS) 
TREADHILL (HINS) 














••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/HAIST (eM) ........... , ••••••• INS/EX? CHEST (CM) ........ , ...... .. NECK (eM) ••••• ~. RTILT ARM (eM) ........ , ........ . RI/LT ARM VOL (CCI ........ , ••••••• RTILT HAND CfT-Lel ........ , ........ , CEN GRAY HEAS (eM) ....... . 
DEW POINT = II.!! DEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 175.83 MMHG 
MIlO 




I iI'iII"" • .j/ 
20.00 
...... " .. 




....... , ... , ........ 'HI 
•• 11." •• ' ••••••• 
• •• illI •• 
.... 1I.,.'.a't. ••••• 
......... " ..... . 




PART. PRES. C02 = 
MUD 








.... , .. 





......... , .......... 
. .......... , .......... , .. 
... ~ "'('" 
........ , ........ 
...... 1It" .......... 
.. ....... , ......... 











IIEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
5L-3 AUG 27, 1973 5LD" 239 JLN" 239 1'10" 1'10 31 
EXP7 IMEA5 MAN VALUE MEAN 50 N 
11092 2 CDR 79.178 61.~63 ~ S3~2 6 2 HEART RATE (-30 ) 
1'1092 3 CDR 93.806 6~.~38 9.0~86 6 3 HEART RATE (-~O ) 
1'10'92 q CDR 103.26 69.823 10.666 6 ~ HEART RATE (-50 ) 
PI092 ~ CDR 7~.~13 57.105 ~.5102 6 5 HEART RATE (RECOVERY) 
PI092 11 CDR ~9.357 59.289 1.9%7 6 11 DIASTOLIC BP (CONTROL) 
1'1092 12 CDR 53.183 61.1~6 1.~~~9 6 12 DIASTOLIC BP (-30) 
11092 13 CDR 5~.096 61. 797 1. 7113 6 13 DIASTGLIC BP (-~O) 
11092 17 CDR ~5.~19 69.101 I.IQ32 6 17 MEAN SP (-30) 
1'1092 18 CDR 6~.Q97 69.q~3 1.5931 6 18 MEAN SP (-~O) 
11092 21 CDR ~0.393 27.068 1.~621 6 21 PULSE PRESSURE (CONTROL) 
11092 22 CDR 36.707 23.835 2. 783~ 6 22 PULSE PRESSURE (-30) 
11092 108 CDR 1.~628 .28755 .38337 6 108 HR/LSNP 30-~0 
11092 113 COR .92000-01 .6~750-01 .86"~-O2 ~ 113 PLVCfL8NP 30-~0 
11092 1I~ CDR .11000 .75000-01 .1I16~-OI ~ II~ PLVC/L~NP ~0-50 
11092 151 CDR 75 .217 56.357 ~ .6296 6 151 VECTAN HEART RATE (CONTROL J 
11092 152 CDR 79.001 62 .6~ 9 ~ • 76~ 8 6 1~2 VECTAN HEART RATE (-30 ) 
1'1092 153 CDR 9q. 0~8 65.690 8.6H5 6 153 VECTAN HEART RATE (-qO j 
1'1092 15~ CDR 1 Oq .10 71.526 10.23~ 6 15q VECTAN HEART RATE (-50 ) 
PlO92 155 CDR HS82 57. 72~ 3.9109 6 155 VECTAN HEART RATE (RECOVERY) 
PlO92 166 CDR 319.33 Q25.16 13.706 6 166 OT IWTERVAL (CONTROL) 
1'1092 170 CDR 380.50 Q23.8~ 12.~01 6 170 OT INTERVAL (RECOVERY) 
1'1092 171 CDR .17912 .12567 .77000-02 6 171 P MAX MAG (CONTROL) 
/1092 172 CDR .18531 .Iq 3q2 .Q1269-02 6 112 P MAX MAG (-30) 
1'1092 173 CDR .2IBH .IQ902 .15121-01 6 113 P MAX MAG (-'10) 
1'1092 175 CDR .19058 .132~ I .12111-01 6 175 P MAX MAG (RECOVERY) 
1'1092 116 CDR I~ .175 -29.150 9.6667 6 176' P MAX AZ (CONTROL) 
/1092 117 CDR 11.039 -~2.HZ 11.5"6~ 6 ITT P MAX Al (-30) 
1'1092 118 CDR 12. Oq 3 -Q8.182 13.002 6 118 P MAX AZ (-~O) 
1'1092 119 CDR 3.5550 -51. H3 13.15~ 6 119 P MAX H (-50) 
/1092 180 CDR 12.699 -32.037 12.~~3 6 180 P MAX AZ (RECOVERY) 
M092A 1 CDR 73.813 62.318 Z .~1'6 6 181 P MAX EL (CONTROL) 
1l092A 2 CDR 72.666 ~9.9H 2.3690 6 182 P MAX EL (-,30) 
1'1092A 3 CDR- T>.38Q 60.270 2.H93 6 183 P MAX EL (-~O) 
1'1092A ~ CDR 75.611 61.122 1.9601 6 18~ P MAX EL (-50) 
1'1092A 5 CDR TT.192 60.~Z2 1.111~ ~ 185 P Max El (RECOVERV) 
M09ZA 6 CDR Q.1317 Q.0825 .18171 I> 186 DRS-E CIRC (CONTROL) 
Pl092A 1 CDR ~.7579 3.8682 .13331 6 lSI DRS-E CIRC (-30) 
Pl092A 8 CDR ~.~650 3.1951 .11311 6 ISB QRS-E CIRC (-~O) 
M092A 9- CDR ~.6219 3. B~31 .77698-01 6 189 DRS-E CIRC (-~O) , 
M092A 10 CDR ~ .9110, Q.0856 .IZ~09 6 190 DR5-E CIRC (RECOVERY) , i 
11092A 11 CDR 1.1019 .88003 .~6560-01 6 191 ORS-E AREA, (CDrITROL) 
1I092A 12 CDR 1.07H .80500 .53625-01 6 192 ORS-E AREA (-30) .. j 
~092A 13 CDR 1.0039 .80025 .58123-01 6 193 DRS-E AREA (-Q 0 ) .I 
1'109ZA 1~ CDR 1.1 03~ .8~Z~Z .59339-01 6 19~ DRS-E AREA (-50) I /1092A 15 CDR 1.2133 .8880~ .~0~99-01 6 195 DRS-E AREA (RECOVERV) /1092A 16 CDR .26001 .16965 .15Z~9-01 6 196 DRS-E DEPTH (CONTROL) -
'M09.lA 11 CDR .Z8817 .1~QS6 .ZI181-01 6 191 QRS-E DEPTH (-30) I /l09ZA -18 CDR .21Hl .HZ~7 .61Z~9-02 6 198 DRS-E DEPTH (-~O) M092A 19 CDR .Z~899 .15595 .1~~26-01 6 199 DRS-E DEPTH (-50) 
1'10 92 A ZO COR .Z528. .15>29 .1566~-01 6 200 QRS-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 
1 









PlEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
Sl-3 AUG 27, 1913 SlD. 239 JlN¥ 239 MD. 1'10 
EXFT iMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
PlOnA 21 CDR 1.6166 1.~019 .8896~-01 6 201 
MOnA 22 CDR 1.6591 1. 28 15 .72.020-01 6 202 
MonA 23 CDR lo5IT3 I. 21 ~~ .72331-01 6 203 
PlDnA 2~ CDR 1.5820 1.1885 .75502-01 6 20~ 
PlOnA 25 CDR 1.75H 1.3850 .62213-01 6 205 
MonA ~J CDR .23382-01 .~T287-01 .58015-02 6 221 
Pl092A 63 CDR 11.660 19.~17 1.5650 6 2~3 
PlonA 65 CDR 1~.727 19.H2 1.3797 6 2~5 
MonA 69 CDR .H988-01 .91805-01 .68530-02 6 2~9 
MonA 70 CDR .~9912-01 .79179-01 .533~9-02 6 250 
MonA 73 CDR -~1.393 -58.635 ~.1130 6 153 
PlOnA 76 CDR 16.205 31.59~ ~.2683 6 256 
!'1092A 71 CDR 16.980 33.3~~ 5.1892 6 257 
MonA 18 CDR 11.611 3'J.5"13 ~.3882 6 258 
MonA 79 COR 9.9598 31.937 ~.3017 6 259 
MonA 80 CDR 10.913 28.700 3.68~6 6 260 
I'T~A 86 CDR 9.8901 1.~OH .555Sq 6 266 PI 9 A 87 CDR 10.289 8.585q .31516 6 261 
MonA 90 CDR 10.160 8. 13~~ .85906 6 270 
PI 9 A 95 COR 50.598 ~3.612 2.0103 6 215 
MonA 96 CDR 66.299 92.236 7.2187 6 276 
MonA 98 CDR 56.6~5 83.933 8.53% 6 278 
M092A 99 CDR ~7 .59 I 7T. B 8 6 9.9~13 6 219 
MonA 100 CDR 60.615 90. 05~ 600625 6 280 
1'I092A 126 CDR I%.~O 151.50 I.OQ88 6 306 
MonA 127 CDR 12.750 13.855 .3393~ 6 30T 
PlOnA 128 CDR 13.250 1~.230 ._22891 6 308 
MonA IH CDR 393.00 760.% .9736, 5 329 
MonA 159 CDR 78.95"5" 61.250 3.6915 6 339 
MonA 161 CDR 9~.813 86.~ 17 2. 72~2 6 3~ 1 
MonA 162 CDR 92.~QO 85.831 2.1217 6 3~2 
/lOnA 16~ CDR 52.~88 61.386 2. Tl15 6 3~~ 
M092A 16T CDR Ql.130 26. 9~ 3 1.!>"~79 6 3~1 
/lonA 168 CDR 39.952 2~ .~Q~ 3.8622 6 3~8 
1'1073 5 CDR 10.200 1.6000 .83066 17 5 
1'1073 7 CUR 11.800 1.082Q 1.0818 17 7 
1'1013 16 CDR 79.800 39.106 11.3H 17 16 
1'1013 ~3 CDR 871. 00 13,.82 31.~79 11 ~3 
1'1073 53 CDR .99000 .36319 . 1~988 16 ,3 
1'1073 Il5 CDR 1~6.~0 151.26 .62'~~ 17 125 
1'1013 128 CDR 15.000 11. 130 .8790, 20 128 
1'1073 7 SPT 29.300 11. 727 1. 75 8~ 15 T 
MOT3 11 SPT lO18.0 1698.7 6~. 6~ I 15 11 
1'1073 I~ SPT 107.00 5~ .173 9.~861 15 I~ 
MOT3 125 SPT 130.00 136.21 . 89~ 80 I, 125 
MOT3 128 SPT 19.300 12.925 1.2913 20 129 
1'1073 1 PL T 15 ;~oo 10.200 L013-9 16 7 
1'1073 11 PlT 2913.0 2~6~.~ I~Z.83 16 11 
1'1073 ~2 PLT I~, 01 0 16,.66 5.85Q~ 16 ~2 
l'IOT3 5S PlT Q .2190 2.6382 .~365~ 16 55 
":4:~'; • 
31 
DRS MAX MAG ( CONTROl) 
DRS MAX MAG (-30 ) 
DRS I~AX MAG (-~O ) 
DRS MAX MAG (-50 ) 
DRS MAX MAG (RECOVERY) 
51-EARER (CONTROL) 
ST MAX El (-~O) 
5T MAX El (RECOVERY) 
J MAG (-50) 
J MAG (RECOVERY) 
.1 AZ (-~O) 
J El (CONTROL) 
J El (-30) 
J El (-~O) 
J El (-50) 
J El (RECOVERY) 
D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) 
D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) 
D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) 
D-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) 
D-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) 
D-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~o) 
O-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) 
D-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) 
WEIGHT 
l CALF CIRC 
R CALF CIRC 
ATMOSPHERIC PRESS (MMHG) 
HEART RATE (-8 ) 
SYSTOLIC BP (-8 ) 
SYSTOLIC BP (-16 ) 
DIASTOLIC SP (-16 ) 
PULSE PRESS (-8 ) 
PULSE PRESS (-16 ) 
URINE MG (MEa/TV) 
UR INE CA (MEa/TV) 
HYDROCORTISON (UG/TV) 
o lET CALC IUM (MG) 
PREGNANED I OL (MG /TV ) 
WEIGHT (LBS) 
URINE NITROGEN (G) 
URINE CA (MEa/TV) 
URINE CREAT (MG/TV) 
NOREPINEPHRIN (UG/TV) 
WEIGHT (LBS) 
URINE NITROGEN (G) 
URINE CA(MEa/TV) 
UR INE tRlOn (MG lTV) 
DIET PROTEIN (G) 
ETlOCHOLAN (MG/TV) 
































I'1EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD 
SL-3 AUG 27, 1973 
HPT IMEAS MAN VALUE 1'1073 !H PLT .2!~00 
'1073 125 PLT 188.80 
FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SLD~ 239 JLN~ 239 
MEAN SD N 
.17375-01 
.65500-01 16 193. 9~ 1.0887 16 
M!)~ MD 31 
57 II-D-ANDRD (MG/TVl 










SL-3. DAILY CUNICALIENVIRONHENTAL REPORT 
AUG 28. 1973 SLO* 2~O JLN' 240 MDt MO 32 
.""l' ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEHPERATURE ~ 22.78 DEGC 
AVO. AHBIENT PRESSURE = 284.43 HHHG 
~4" MISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR HED EXPERI HENTS 
OTHER HEDICAL EXPERIfIENTS ANO DTo'S 
ATM EXPERIMENTS 
COROLLARY EXpERIMENTS 
4 .... r-tEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
..... ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PR08LEM 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.. 
4 .... SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
ua ERG CWATT-HINS) 
La ERG CWATT-HINS) 
EVA MWE r :EAL/HR) 
EVA DURAT CHRS) 
MK. I EX CHINS) 
HK. I I EX CHINS) 
MK. III EX CHINS) 
TREADMILL CHINS) 









<:Iii ...... . 
....... " ... . 
.,,, .... of ... 
... -II -II,. 
66.50 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA. 
HIP/HAIST (eM) ............ , ......... . 
INS/EX? CHEST (eM) •• II·~./f •• II.1 
NECK (CM) ..... UtI 
RTILT ARM (Ct-lJ ......... H.jHU .... 
RT/LT ARM VOL (eel··· .. ···,······· 
RT/LT HAND (FT-LBl .,11"",,4"'" 
DEW POINT = 10.00 DEGC 











........ 11 .. 
<II , ... ,. .. .. 
' ... 1 ... 1 
58.80 
. .......... , ......... .. 
........... , ........ .. 
.............. 
• ",.,.,"".11.,.-1 
•• 4 .... -.' ........ .. 
til ••••• ' ......... . 
.:: .. <; 
' .. ,'. 
RELATiVE HUMIDITY = 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
HI31 







... iI ..... 
20.00 
t ..... I •• 
• .... t 1'1 • 
........ t .... 
t ... I ..... 
85.90 
"-1"1 ••• ' .. -1-1-11"". 
"II"~.''''''''.'''' 
• ..... 11/-1 ....... . 
"fltl-<l/.II."' • 







IIEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-3 AUG 28, 1913 SLO .. 2~0 JLN" HO MO .. MD 32 
, EXPT IMEAS /'IAN VALUE IIEAN SO N , 
1 11171 11 SPT 1.21% .83809 .78~68-01 7 I I RER-REST I 11171 13 SPT I.OI~O • 90~ O~ • I 95~2-0 I 7 13 REF;-LEV EL 2 1'1171 I, SPT 1.~690 1.1186 .6862~-OI 6 15 RER-RECOVERY 1'1171 26 SPT 105.25 132.75 ,.7871 6 26 SSP-REST (MM HG) I 1'1171 36 SPT 19.583 98.qqO 2.252q 6 36 MAP-REST (MM HG) , 1'1171 ,q SPT 1.7902 2.0153 .7'166q-01 6 5q V02 ' 1,0 WATTS , I 1'1171 63 SPT 2,2.39 217~73 7.7123 7 63 SSP I 160 HR 
\ 
1'II71 H SPT 1.0627 .95q16 .3126q-Ol 7 65 RER ' 160 HR 1'1171 12q SPT 1.232.9 I. OQ3q .5600,-01 Q !,i;lf RER 25-50 ! MITI 135 SPT 66,6U QO.928 5.9057 q 135 SSP/V02 0-25 ! j 1'1171 136 SPT IIQ.92 57.763 18.H6 q 136 roSP/V02 25-50 I MI7I Iq5 SPT 109.51 51.861 18.097 ~ IQ5 PP /V 02 25-50 1'1092 2 SPT 73. nQ ,8.539 3.3Qn 5 2 HEART RATE (-30) 
\ 
1'1092 3· SPT 80.678 61 . 3Q 3 5.1028 5 3 HEART RATE (-QO) MOn q SPT 92.798 6Q.023 5.Q967 !i 'I HEART RATE (-50) 1'1092 9 SPT 92.176 I OQ .82 3.5371 5 9 SYSTOLIC SP (-50) 1'1092 2q SPT 21. 036 36.910 Q.868'1 5 2~ PULSE PRESSURE (-50) I Mon 25 SPT 35.777 Q5.722 3.0007 5 25 PULSE PRESSURE (RECOVERY) 1'1092 109 SPT I. 2120 .26796 .10902 5 109 HfIlIR /LSNP Q 0-5 0 1'1092 II~ SPT .71500-01 .87!i00-02 .5~~86-02 5 110 PLVC/LSNP 0-8 MOn II5 SPT Q.0598 .'187'17 .65830 5 115 HR/PLVC 0-30 1'1092 1I7 SPT 10.632 3.0830 2.0723 ,. 117 HR/PLVC ~0-50 11092 In SPT 73.200 5B.582 2.9537 5 152 VECTAN HEART RATE (-30 ) Mon 153 SPT 81. 1:10 61. 191 5. 0~26 5 153 VECTAN HEART RATE (-~O ) Mon 15'1 SPT 93.025 6~. I O~ 6. I 327 5 15'1 VECTAN HEART RATE (-50 ) M092 159 SPT 119.88 128.~6 2.788~ 5 159 PR INTERVAL (-50) 1'1092 167 SPT 366.75 ~00.6T 10.805 , 167 QT INTERVAL (-30) 1'1092 169 SPT 3'12.52 386.51 13.510 5 169 QT INTERVAL (-50) 1'1092 172 SPT .29965 .1~218 .20688-01 5 172 P MAX MAG (-30) Mon 173 SPT .32505 .1~032 .95391-02 5 IT3 P MAX MAG (-~O) 1'1092 17'1 SPT .38339 .15611 .1~797-01 5 17'1 P MAX MAG (-50) Mon 176 SPT -67 .~53 -ZT.065 5.7687 5 176 P MAX AZ (CONTROL) M092 IT7 SPT -73.682 -28.078 ~.~118 ~ 171 P MAX AZ (-30) Pl092 178 SPT -79.807 -28.%2 2.~890 5 ITB P MAX AZ (-~O) 1'1092 179 SPT -81,270 
-30.350 3.7028 ,. 179 P MAX AZ (-50) Pl092 180 SPT -55.766 -23.611 ~.9023 5 180 P MAX AZ (RECOVERY) M092A 2 SPT 71. 370 -3.9Q23 12.755 5 182 P MAX EL (-30) M09l:A 3 SPT T6 .583 -8.377'1 22.733 5 183 P MAX EL (-~O) M09ZA 8 SPT 8.~01'l 7. Oq II .36856 5 188 DRS-E elRC (-'10) MonA 9 SPT 8.8'19~ 7.2005 .3T2~2 5 189 QRS-E CIRC (-50) nonA 13 SPT ~.qOIO 2.9660 .35036 5 193 DRS-E A~EA (-Q 0 ) MonA 1'1 SPT ~. 7T79 3.1985 .37287 5 19Q QRS-E AREA (-50) 
I 
PlOnA 15 SPT '1.3333 2.8007 .390'17 5 195 QRS-E AREA (RECOVERY) 
I PlO92A IT SPT .Q7190 .362~6 .350Q3-01 5 197 QRS-E DEPTH (-30) MonA 18 SPT .~63q'l .372~3 .2~ 155-01 5 198 DRS-E DEPTH (-~O) j MOn,) 20 SPT .'15111 .35793 .26695-01 5 200 DRS-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 
\ 





PlEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM THE PREFL IGHT MEAN 
SL-3 AUG 28, 1913 SLD4 2~O JLN" 2~0 
EXPT IflEAS MAN VALUE PlEAN SO N 
PlO92A 6~ SPT 18.11~ 10.211 1.61~6 5 
/10nA 11 SPT -26.03~ -38.~86 2.91S0 5 
1'10 9Z A 12 SPT -26.~ II -39.915 ~.301l 5 
Pion A H SPT -10.156 2.0251 3.5129 5 
PlonA 78 SPT -5.1357 1.1~96 2.7318 5 
PlOnA 19 SPT -21.219 6.6~36 3. T382 5 
Pl092A 80 SPT -15.5~5 .93062 3.5295 5 
PlOnA 81 SPT 1~.833 7.0551 I.OS9~ 5 
PlO921\ 88 SPT 15.686 6.819~ .930~8 5 
PlonA 89 SFT 18.28~ 7.5~61 I. 39~ 3 5 
PlOnA 101 SPT 11.IH 21.267 .HHI 5 
MonA 10~ SPT 25.129 ~3.5~2 ~.lj29.:; 5 
PlOnA 126 SPT 129.80 136.~0 .q 1 F,33 5 
Pl092A IZl SPT lZ.630 13.602 • 20!.i. 12 5 
FlO9ZA 128 SPT 12.630 13.616 .20888 5 
/1DnA 138 SPT 6.0000 7.5000 .50000 5 
/109ZA 1~9 SPT 28~.~0 760.~6 .9';365 5 
/1092A 159 SPT H.Z80 60.6H 3.9781 5 
/10nA 160 SPT 72.652 56.58~ 3.2705 5 
M092A 169 SPT .58000 .70000-01 .~3589-01 5 
/1013 7 CDR 11.500 1.082~ 1. 08 j 8 IT 
1'1013 16 CDR 18.qOO 39.106 II. 361 IT 
M013 125 COR IQ6.60 151.26 .625QQ IT 
M013 T SPT 19.500 lL721 1. T5 8~ 15 
1'1013 ~3 SPT 920.00 781. OT 31.199 15 
/1073 125 SPT 129.80 136.2T • 89~ 80 15 
1'1013 7 PLT 1~.100 10.200 1.0139 16 
1'1073 ~2. PLT 1~6.10 165 .66 5.85~~ 16 
/1073 ~6 PLT ~81.00 ~~3.31 10.no 16 
1'10T3 12.5 PLT 189.30 193. 9~ 1. 088 T 16 

































ST MAX EL (-50) 
J AZ (CONTROL I 
J Al (-30 ) 
J EL (CONTROl) 
J EL (-~O ) 
J EL (-50 ) 
J EL (RECOVERy) 
D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) 
D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~O ) 
D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) 
ORS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (CONTROL) 
URS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (-50 ) 
WEIGHT 
L CALF CIRC 
R CALF CIRC 
HOURS OF SLEEP 
ATMOSPHERIC PRESS.(MMHG) 
HEART RATE (-8 ) 
HEART RATE (-16 ) 
PLVC EOP (-8 ) 
URINE CA (MEa/TV) 
HVDRDCORTISON (UG/TV) 
WEIGHT (LBS) 
URINE CA (MEO/TV) 
DIET CALCIUM (MG) 
WEIGHT (LBS) 
URINE CA (MEa/TV) 
DIET PROTEIN (G) 









SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT AUG 29, 1973 SLD' 2~1 ~N' 2~1 MD' MD 33 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE ~ 23.89 DEGC AVG. AM81ENT PRESSURE = 273.57 MMHG 
t.1 MISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR NED EXPERIMENTS OTHER MEDICAL EXPERH1ENTS AND oro's AIM EXPr.RlHENTS 
EREP EXPERIMENTS 
COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS 
t.1 MEDlCAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
.t. ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
1.1 MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
... SlEEP DATA 
HEAVY 6.00 HOURS 
fl" EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (WATT-HfNS) 
LB ERG CWATT-MINS) EVA M~ , :EAL/HRI 
EVA DURAT 'HRSI 
HK.I EX CMINSI 
MK. II EX (MINS) 
. HK. III EX 'HI NS) 
TREADMILL (MINSI 














'., ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST rem ......... , ••••••• INS/EXP CHEST (eM) •••• '1.' ...... . NECK reM) ...... .. RTllT ARt'f (eli) ........ , ... <1 .... RTILT ARM VOL (eCl •••••• '/ ••••••• RTILT HAND CFT-LBl ••••••• / ••••••• 
DEW POINT = 10.00 Df.GC PART. PRES. OXYGEN ~ 177.38 HMHG 
HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 
•• It •••• 
~950.00 




.. •• I ••• 
•• ·.11 •• 
1.,.,1<11 
.... , .. 
58.90 
• •••• It/'Il •••••• -
···<I···I·~~ .. ~·~ 
. ... ~ ... 
. .. ~ ... ,~ ..... . 
.~ ...... 'It •• ~ ••• 
..c~iI •• /~ •••• ~~ 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY PART. PRES. C02 ~ 
1'1171 
H092 










t •• " ." « 




























IIEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN I SL-3 AUG 29. 1913 SLD .. Zq 1 JLN. 2~ 1 PlD. rID 33 
EXPT IMEAS MAil VALUE MEAN SO II I 11111 7 pLT 1.5Z~0 2.0032 .IHIO 7 7 VCoz-LEVEL I CLIMIN) 
1'1111 12 PLT .IBI00 .98081 .116H-OI 7 12 . RER-LEVEL I 1 1'1111 21 PLT 63.800 51.657 1. 9~~ I 1 21 H R-REST (ST/MIN) I 1'1111 2!> PLT 86.000 103.00 2.6011 6 25 H R-RECOVERY CST/MIN) j 
11111 31 PLT 56.000 H.~57 6.026~ 7 31 OSP-REST CI'lI'l HG) , 
1'1111 . 33 PLT 52.333 H.H2 6.900t 7 33 OSP-LEVEL 2 (1'11'1 HG) i 
1'1171 6~ pLT 50.219 13.507 5.6~91 7 6~ DSP • 160 HR I 
1'1111 II!> PLT 13~i6. 18979. 1360 ;~ 6 115 PRESSURE RATE PRODUCT-RECOV 
1 11111 123 pLT .11926 .9H81 ;26720-01 5 123 RER 0-25 1'1111 12~ PLT 1.3039 .95121 .10209 5 12~ RER 25-50 I 1'1092 3 PLT 61.6~5 ~8.H5 ~ .16ll 5 3 IIEART RATE (-~O) 11092 ~ PLT 68.051 50.70T ~.69B9 5 ~ HEART RATE (-50) 
1'1092 2.1 PLT 3.0BOO 1.~5~O .~~OB9 5 27 PLVC EOP (-30) 
J 11092 28 PLT ~. 3200 2 .~5'OO .J35~8 5 2B PLVC EOP (-~O i 
M092 29 PLT 5.9900 3.1025 .31619 ~ 29 pLvc EOP (-50) 
11092 109 PLT .6~120 .19612 .13692 5 109 HMR/LSNP ~O-5() 
1'1092 110 PLT .12500 -.62500-03 . 9~923-02 ~ 110 PLVC/LSNP 0-8 
1'1092 !l5 pLT 1.2695 -1.2155 .31521 ~ 115 HR/PLVC 0-30 
1'1092 116 PLT 6.300B 1.8117 .92619 ~ 116 HR/PLVC 30-QO 
M092A 11 PLT 1.0925 .72101 .80995-01 5 191 QRS-E AREA (CONTROL) 
M092A 15 PLT 1.177~ .77577 . 76BB~-OI 5 195 QRS-E AREA (RECOVERY) 
1I092A 11 PLT .2~B5B .18191 .~2139-01 5 191 QRS-E DEPTH (-30) 
M092A IB PLT .22q 12 .11202 .15363-01 5 198 QRS-E DEPTH (-qO) 
M092A 19 PLT .233B9 .17696 .1319B-Ol 5 199 QRS-E DEPTH (-50) 
MonA 31 PLT 31.535 Q8.q87 2.3BOO 5 211 QRS MAY. EL (CONTROL) 
M092A 32 pLT 37.2B2 ~9.131 2.95Bl 5 212 CRS MAX EL (-30) 
Pl092A 33 PLT 38.516 50'>91 2.12H 5 213 QRS MAX EL (-qo) < 
M092A 3~ PLT ~O .536 50.993 I.BB30 5 21q QRS MAX EL (-50) , 
il092A 35 PLT 38.BII 4fT.Sllf 2.rno 5 215 gAS MAX EL (RECDVERY) I 
M092A 36 PLT 2.1252 1.5321 .lqT19 5 216 ST-E CIRC (CONTROl) I 
!'l0 92 A 31 PLT 2.350q 1.5996 .1612q 5 211 ST-E C IRC (-30) I MonA 38 PLT 2.2q77 1.5681 .18H3 5 21B ST-E CIRC (-qO) , 
1'I092A qO PLT 2.1602 I .5025 .18T6Q ~ 220 ST-E CIRC (RECOVERY) I M092A Q6 pLT .B5Q63-01 .~1126-01 .~ 06 OB-02 5 226 ST-E DEPTH (CONTROL) I M092A H PLT .12962 .Q5B22-0J. .31219-02 5 227 ST-E OEPTI! (-30) fl092A . ~B PLT .21338 .Q8Q5B··01 .605%-02 5 22B ST-E DEPTH (-QO) 
r1092.A Q9 PLT .21231 .52732-01 .~566B-02 5 229 ST-E DEPTH (-50) 
1 M092A 50 I'Lr .91918-01 .~6IQ5-0 I .q~~II-Ol 5 230 ST-E DEPTH (RECOVERV) f'10nA 61 PLT B.OIOO 17.271 2.Q123 5 2.H ST MAX EL (CONTROL) 
MonA 62 PLT 6.336B 1,.601 2.2298 5 2~2 ST MAX EL (-30) I 
1I092A 63 I'LT 1.6000 15. H9 2..3157 5 2.Q 3 ST MAX EL (-~O) I 
MonA 65 PLT ~ .122~ 1;.805 2. .IQ BS 5 ZQ5 5T MAX EL (RECOVERY) , 
M092A 76 PLT -15.232 IB.I!;! 2.0938 5 256 J EL (CONTROl) 
1'I092A 71 PLT -2.0.9QI 15.785 ~ .15Q2 ~ 251 J EL (-30) 
!'l0 92 A 78 PLT -2l.~ II 13.096 3.lf1Z5 5 25B J EL (-Q 0 ) 
MonA H PLT -2B.953 13.322 3.7938 5 259 J EL (_50l .. 
M092A BO PLT -11. 70B 16.302 3.~06B 5 260 J EL (RECOVERY) 
M092A 81 PLT 1.3950 1. 0901 .11799 5 261 D-ST SLOPE (CONTROL) 
MonA B~ PLT 1. 36 3~ 1. 003Q .1lHB 5 265 0-5T SLOPE (RECOVERY) 
M092A 127 PLT H .310 I~.Q 02 .21078 5 301 l CALF CIRC 
, '''''-'-~'.~----"' .--,._- - --_.,,'. - -,,--, 








1I .................... ____________ • _______________ ~~-~-~~~·~~ug'~t~7"*'~~!~.~~~#k-___ ~_~ __ _ 
I j 
I'IEASUREI'IENTS GREATER THAPl 3 SO 
SL-3 AUG 29, 1973 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE PlO92A 128 PlT 1~.630 1'I092A 1~9 PLT 387.80 1'I092A 169 PLT 1.0000 1'I092A 170 PLT 1. 9000 l'Ion 7 CDR 11.100 PIon 125 CDR I ~6.1 0 1'1073 7 srT 25. 100 11073 H SPT 113.10 Pl073 125 SPT 130.00 1'1073 7 PLT 15.100 1'1013 13 PLT qz.~oo PlO13 q£ PLT ~96.00 11073 55 PLT ~.8530 1'1073 125 PLT 189.00 
FROM THE PREFL IGHT MEAN 
SlO. 2~ 1 JLN. 2H 
MEAN SO N 
15.752 .267H 5 
760.07 1.08~~ ~ 
-.1~000-01 .68775-01 5" 
.32600 .27952 5 
7.082~ 1.081B 17 151.26 .£25~~ 17 II.H7 1.758~ 15 
5~ .113 9 .~867 15 136.27 • 89~ 80 15 10.200 1.0139 16 18.020 7.0188 15 
~~3.31 10.320 16 
2.6382 .~365~ 16 193. 9~ 1.0887 16 
1'10' MC 33 
308 R CALF CIRC 
329 ATMOSPHERIC PRESS (MMHG) 
3~9 PLve EOP (-8 ) 
350 Plve EOP (-16 ) 
7 URINE CA (MEanV) 
125 WEIGHT (L.S) 
7 URINE CA (MEC/TV) 
l~ NOREPINEPHRIN (UG/TV) 
125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
7 URINE CA (MEg/TV) 
13 EPINEPHRINE (UG/TV) 
~6 DIET MAGNESIUM (MG) 55 ETIOCHOLAN (MG/TV) 





















SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
AUG 3D, 1973 SLD' 242 JLN' 242 MD- MD 34 
... ENVIRr~~MENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE. 23.33 DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 271.50 MHHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 




SCIENCE DEMOS/STUDENT EXPERIMENTS 




•• , MEDICATION AND DO~AGE 
.. tc SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 6.50 HOURS 
.. t. EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (WATT-HINS) .~ ••••• 
La ERG CWATT-MINSl •••••• , 
EVA N~JE I :EAL/HR) tc ... H 
EVA DURAT (HRS) •••• ~ •• 
HK.l EX CHINS) ••••• I~ 
NK. II EX CHiNS) •••• 'It 
HK. III EX tHINS) ." •••• 
TREADMilL (HINS) ......... 
OTHER EX (HINS) "~I'I' 
HEIGHT (CM) III.". 
J.lEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 66.60 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST ICH) "~'11'/1'1"41 
INS/EX? CHEST (CM) ""'1'/11"'1' 
NECK (CM) •• ""1'1 
RTILT ARM (CM) ····'·'1·.····, RTILT ARM VOL (eCI "'III~/III"" 
Rf (LT HAND. CFT,:",LBI ......... U /' If't" 
DEW POINT = 10.56 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN ~ 176.86 HHHG 
.,.1111111.1... SPT ••••••• '1 ••• '1 
HEAVY 6.50 HOURS 
.gIl •••• 
5000.00 






I.i, ... , 
58.60 
.... 111. •• / 1 .".". 
•••• ~II/··I.II' 




PART. PRES. C02. 
•••••• , % 
5.10 MHHG 
...... la ••••• 'I. PLT ", •• *.1."11.' 







.. ... lillll 
......... 
85.90 
•• 8' .... '., ....... 
••••••• '.11' ••• 
I III •• I 
t'I,'I"'f'II'1 












PlEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO 
SL-3 AUG 30, 1973 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE 
11111 10 CDR .~5~ 00 
1'1111 20 CDR 13.100 
PlO92 21 COR 32.580 
"092 21 CDR 2.~300 
1'1092 28 CDR 3.3800 
1'1092 29 CDR 4.UOO 
1'1092 110 CDR .91250-01 
1'1092 113 CDR .95000-01 
1'1092 152 CDR 77.687 
1'1092 111 CDR .15529 
PlO92 112 CDR .11~31 
1'1092 176 CDR IZ.819 
11092 177 CDR 12.~83 
1'1092 ITS CDR 16.155 
1'1092 119 CDR 13.118 
1'I0n 180 CDR 1~.166 
"~nA I CDR 71 .65~ 1'1 92A 2 CDR 69.651 
I'IOnA 3 CDR 15.438 
1'1 92A 4 CDR 16 .536 
I'IOnA 5 CDR 69.948 
1I092A 6 CDR ~.8238 
1'I0nA 1 CDR ~ .1083 
1'10 9Z A 8 CDR ~.6131 
1'I092A 9 CDR q.81~B 
MOnA 10 CDR 4.92H 
1I092A II CDR 1.1158 
1I092A 12 CDR 1.0312 
~092A 13 CDR 1.1015 
M092A 11 CDR 1.2526 
M092A 15 CDR I .2613 
M092A 16 CDR .28215 
M092A IT COR .270~5 
M092A 18 CDR .25129 
1'I092A 19 CDR • 26~31 
I'1D92 A 20 CDR .21q~2 
1'1092A 22 CDR 1.~250 
1I092A 23 CDR I .5390 
1'10 92 A 2~ CDR 1.5988 
M092A 25 CDR 1.639Q 
1'I092A 31 CDR 33.802. 
M092A 36 CDR 2.1892 
1I092A 38 CDR 2.2911 
M092A ~8 CDR .13350 
M092A 63 CDR !I.SH 
M092A 6~ CDR 8.9703 
M092A 73 CDR -~~.968 
1I092A 16 CDR 17.868 
M092A T7 CDR 15.1 rq 






FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SLD4 2~2 JLN4 2~2 1'10" MD 3~ 
MEAN SO N 
.69865 .80557-01 6 10 VC02-RECOVERV (L/MIN) 
25 .~OO 3.6601 6 20 VE-RECOVERV (LIM IN) 
21.068 1'>621 6 21 PULSE PRESSURE (CONTROL) 
1.3661 .2~889 6 21 PLVC EOP (-30) 
2.0600 .35088 6 28 PLVC EOP (-~O) 
2;8100 .~2121 6 29 PLVC EOP (-50) 
.11812-01 .20062-01 ~ 110 PLVC/LBNP 0-8 
.6H50-01 .8655~-02 'I 113 PLVC/LBNP 30-~0 
6Z.6~9 ~.16~8 6 152 VECTAN HEART RATE (-30) 
.12% 7 .77000-02 6 171 P MAX MAG (CONTROL) 
.I~ 3~2 .41269-0Z 6 172 r MAX MAG (-30) 
-Z9.150 9.6667 6 116 P MAX AZ (CONTROL) 
-~2.~n 11.56'1 6 177 P MAX AZ (-30) 
-~8.782 13.002 6 118 P MAX AZ (-~O) 
-51. H3 13 .15~ 6 179 P MAX AZ (-50) 
-32.037 12.~~3 6 180 P MAX AZ (RECOVERV) 
62.318 2.H% 6 181 P MAX EL (CONTROL I 
59.957 2.3690 6 182 P MAX El (-30) 
60.210 2.H93 6 183 P MAX EL (-~O) 
61. 722 I. 960 I 6 18~ P MAX EL (-50) 
60.~ZZ 1.111~ 6 185 P MAX EL (RECOVERV) 
4.08Z5 .18177 6 186 ORS-E CIRC (CONTROL) 
3.8682 .13331 6 181 CRS-E crRC (-30) 
3.7951 .!t311 6 188 QRS-E CIRC (-~O) 
3. 8~31 .11698-01 6 189 QRS-E CIRC (-50) 
4.0856 .12~ 09 6 190 QRS-E CIRC (RECOVERV) 
.88003 .~6560-01 6 191 CRS-E AREA (CONTROL) 
.80500 .53625-01 6 192 QRS-E AREA (-30) 
.80025 .58723-01 6 193 CRS-E AREA (~~O) 
.B~2q2 .59339-01 6 194 CRS-E AREA (-50) 
.8880~ .~0499-0 I 6 195 QRS-E AREA (RECOVERV) 
.16965 .152~9-01 6 196 QRS-E DEPTH (CONTROL) 
.15q86 .21181-01 6 191 URS-E DEPTH (-30) 
.142H .612~9-02 6 198 QRS-E DEPTH (-~ 0 ) 
.15595 .1~~26-01 6 199 ORS-E DEPTH (-5Q) 
.15529 .1566~-01 6 200 gRS~E DEPTH (RE~OVERV) 
1.2815 .72020-01 6 202 DRS MAX MAG (-30) 
I .21~~ .12331-01 6 203 CRS MAX MAG (-~O) 
1.1885 .75502-01 6 20~ CRS MAX MAG (-50) 
I. 38.0 .62213-01 6 20. CRS MAX MAG (RECOVERV) 
38.320 1.~5~2 6 211 CRS MAX EL (CONTROL) 
1.621~ .12107 6 216 ST-E CIRC (CONTROL) 
1.5010 .Z26~8 6 218 ST-E CIRC (-~O) 
.69033-01 .1700q-01 6 228 ST-E DEPTH (-~O) 
19 .~7T 1.5650 6 2Q3 ST MAX El (-qO) 
18.513 1.665Q 6 2~~ ST MA X EL (-50) 
-58 .635 ~ .1130 6 253 J AZ (-Q 0 ) 
3 I .59~ ~.26B3 6 2% J El (CONTROL) 
33.3Q~ 5.1892 6 2>7 J El (-30) 
3Q.5 I 3 ~.388Z 6 258 J EL (-QO) 
;:'~-~.,.~ " ._-_ .. _-_.-._, 
" 
--- ' 



















- ... "'~--_. 
"EASURE~ENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-3 AUG 30, 1973 SLO. Zq2 JLN. 2qZ 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
Pl092A 79 CDR £.9Iqq 31.937 Q.3017 6 
1'1092A 80 CDR Iq.2% 28.700 3.£8q£ £ 
PlOnA 9q CDR Q5.H2 37.753 2.2£Oq 6 
PlOnA 95 CDR 1600.0 q3.£J2 1..0103 £ 
PlOnA 126 CDR 1%.80 151.50 I.Oq88 6 
PlO92A 127 CDR 12.750 13.855 .3393q 6 
Pl092A 128 COR 13.250 IQ.230 .22891 • Pl092A lq9 CDR 382.60 760.Q6 .97365 5 
PlOnA 167 CDR 38.395 26. 9q 3 I.5Q79 6 
PlOnA 169 COR .73000 .lq250 .160Q9 q 
MOnA 170 COR l.q300 .'>6000 .22271 6 
Pl073 2 CDR 83S.00 560.29 81.271 17 
1'1073 7 CDR 10.500 7.0S2Q I.OSIS 17 
Pl073 125 CDR H6.80 101.26 .625qQ IT 
1'1073 7 SPT 2Q.900 II. 727 1. 75SQ 15 
1'1073 11 SPT 20lQ .0 169S.7 6Q.6ql 15 
MOn IQ SPT 111.10 5Q .IT3 9.QS67 15 
MOT3 125 SPT 129.30 136.Z7 .S9'ISO 15 
1'1073 7 PLT IQ.qOO 10.200 1.0139 16 
MOT3 IQ PLT IZq.50 62.793 11.677 15 
MOT3 Q6 PLT 5IT.00 Qq 3.31 10.320 16 
Mon 55 PLT q.5090 2.63SZ .q 365q 16 
1'1073 60 PLT 1.1630 .Q709Q .190BS 16 
PlOT3 61 PLT II. 95 0 To 2.2.06 1.53QS 16 
Mora 12.5 PLT 189.QO 193.9Q 1.08ST 16 
- . ,-"---,-._- ~"--
--" -,---~.-.--. 
1'10. MO 3q 
259 J EL (-50) 
2£0 J EL (RECOVERV) 
2H O-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) 
2.15 O-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERV) 
306 WEIGHT 
307 l CALF CIRC 
308 R CALF CIRC 
329 ATMOSPHERIC PRESS (MMHG) 
3H PULSE PRESS (-8 ) 
aq9 PlVC EOP (-8 ) 
350 fLVC EOP (-16 ) 
2 URINE OSMOL (1'10SM/TV) 
7 URINE CA (MED/TV) 
125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
7 UR INE CA (MEQ lTV ) 
11 URINE CREAT (MG/TV) 
Iq NOREPINEPHRIN (UG/TV) 
125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
7 UR WE CA (MEa /TV ) 
lq NOREPINEPHRIN lUG/TV> 
Q6 DIET MAGNES rUM (MG) 
55 ETiOCHOLAN (MG/TV) 
60 II-OH-ETIOCHO (MG/TV) 
61 TOTAL I7-KETO (TMG lTV ) 











SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENV!RON~ENTAL REPORT 
AUG 31. 1973 SLD' 2~3 ~.N' 2~3 MO' MO 35 
I~~ ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 23.89 OEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 279.26 MMHG 
, •• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR MED EXPERIMENTS 
OTHER MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND OTO'S 
ATH EXPERII-'ENTS 
COROLtARY EXPERIMENTS 
•• il ...... ..: •• • .. <1 CDR .................... . 
, •• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
111 II ILLNESS/SVI1PT0l1/PROBLEH 
•• , MED1CATION AND DOSAGE 
...... SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 
III EXERCISE DATA 
U8 ERG (WATT-KINS) .. Ie ..... 
L8 ERG (WATT-HINS) 5041.00 
EVA HWE (KEAL/HRl ........ .. 
EVA DURAT (HRS) I'll·'. 
MK.I EX (HINS) 10.00 
HK. 1I EX (HINS) if Uti'''' 
MK. III EX (HINS) '111'1. 
TREADMILL CHINS) f.I •• " 
OTHER EX CHINS) I'",,,,, 
HEIGHT (CM) IG ...... 
~£IGHT (KILOGRAM) 66.40 
.... ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST {eM} ........ ' .... '11. 
INS/EXP CHEST reM} .I .. I .. ··I .... I ••• ~ 
NECK (eM) ..... 4 •• 
RTILT ARM (eM) ......... /, ...... . 
RTILT ARM VOL (eCI ......... , ........ . 
RTILT HAND Ct-I-lB) .... -t<I •• -L/ •• II ••• 
eEN GRAV ,.IEAS reM) .. Hoi,... 
OEH POINT = 10.56 OEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 182.55 MMHG 
M093 
H092 




.. ......... .. 
••••••• 




. ...... . 
58.60 
. ......... , ...... . 
.11 .. , •• ' .... tl ••• 
• .... t •• 
11 ......... /" ••••• , 
. ...... , ...... .. 
••••••• ' ..... 4'. 
.......... 11" 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
M093 
M092 






. ........ .. 
20.00 
10.00 
. ....... . 
........ II .. " 
ilil ...... .. 
.. .... "-IHI" 
85.70 
.. •••••• , ....... 0 
. ....... , ....... .. 
........ , ....... . 
IfV ..... ', ...... . 
. ....... / ...... . 
.. ill' ..... . 
I··· .. . . . ' .. -----~; -'~-- ,1··.··· .. 
I 
MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
Sl-3 AUG 31, 1973 SlD<' 2~ 3 JlN+. 2~3 MD<' MD 35 
1 EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SD N Mon I SPT 67.297 57 .3~8 2.6527 5 I HEART RATE (CONTROL) 
PlO92 2 SPT T9 .138 58.539 3.3~32 5 2 HEART RATE (-30) I 
PlO92 3 SPT 88. 7~ I 61.3~3 5.1028 5 3 HEART RATE (-~O) I M092 ~ SPT 95.155 6~.023 5.~967 5 ~ HEART RATE (-50) M092 25 SPT 5~.733 ~5.7Z2 3.0007 5 25 PULSE PRESSURE (RECOVERV) Mon 27 SPT ~ • 7~ 00 2. 65q 0 .3039q 5 27 PlVC EOP (-30) 
Mon 28 SPT 6.noo 3.7380 .2600~ 5 28 PlVC EOP (-~O) 
1'I0n 29 SPT 7.6700 ~.73~0 .Q2H3 5 29 PlVC EOP (-50) 
Mon 30 SPT I.Q200 .20800 .2sn57 5 30 PlVC EOP (RECOVERV) 
PIon 109 SPT .6~lqO .26796 .10902 5 109 HAhR/lBNP qO-50 
PIon 110 SPT .18500 .87500-02 .!)qQ86-02 5 110 PlVC/LBNP 0-8 
i'10n 115 SPT 2 •. ~ 981 .~8H7 .65830 5 115 HR/PLVC 0-30 
PlO 92. 151 SPT 67 • 035 57.09; 2.219~ 5 151 VECTAN HEART RATE (CONTROL) 
Pl092 1,2 SPT 79.356 5S.582 2.9537 5 152 VECTAN HEART RATE (-30) 
Mon 153 SPT 89.05q 61..191 5.0q26 5 153 VECTAN HEART RATE (-qO) 
PIon 15Q SPT 95.68~ 6~.1 O~ 6.132.1 5 15q VECTAN HEART RATE (-50) 
M092 159 SPT 119.65 128.% 2.788~ 5 159 PR INTERVAL (-,0) I M092 166 SPT 379.27 ~03.29 7 • 78~ 6 5 166 aT INTERVAL (CONTROL) PIon 167 SPT 360.28 qOO.67 10.805 5 167 aT INTERVAL (-30) 1'1092. 168 SPT 3q7.83 391.66 13.335 , 168 aT INTERVAL (-qO) 
Mon 169 SPT 3Q2.58 386.51 13,,10 5 169 aT INTERVAL (-50) 1 M092 172 SPT .30581 .lq218 .20688-01 5 172 P MAX MAG (-30) 
1 M092. 173 SPT • 3q 311 
.lq032 .95391-02 5 173 P MAX MAG (-qo) 
Mon IH SPT .379H .1.5611 .lq79T-01 5 17q P MAX MAG (-50) 
M092. 176 SPT -59.826 -27.065 5.7687 , 176 P MAX AZ (CONTROL) 
Mon ITT SPT -7 I. 755 -28.078 q.~118 5 ITT P MAX AZ (-30) 
.1 
non 178 SPT -7Q.058 -28.Q62 2.~890 5 1T8 P MAX AZ (-QO) 
1'10n 179 SPT -75.689 -30.350 3.7028 5 179 P MAX AZ (-50) 
M092 180 SPT -57.856 -23.611 Q.9523 5 180 P MAX AZ (RECOVERV) 
Mon 29 PLT Q.8000 3.7025 .31679 q 29 PlVC EOP (-50) 
Mon 30 PLT -.Q9000 .86250 .22292. Q 30 PLVC EOP (RECOVERV) 
Pl092 109 PLT .78770 .19612 .13692 5 109 HAhR/LBNP QO-50 
1'1092 110 PLT .51250-01-.62500-03 .9Q923-02 ~ 110 Pl vc IList':? 0-8 
Mon 153 PLT 63.628 ~8.880 q • 1243 5 153 VECTAN ~EART RATE (-Q 0 ) 
1'1092 154 PlT TT.4QQ 50.936 4.5981 , 15~ VECTAN HEART RATE (-50) 
1'1092 166 PLT Q25.12 Q39.20 Q.~087 5 166 aT INTERVAL (CONTROL) 
M092 167 PlT ~1~.99 ~38 .43 3.85~9 5 167 aT INTERVAL (-30) 
Mon 168 PlT 398.25 429.0Q 9.5639 5 168 aT INTERVAL (-~O) 
M092 169 PLT 377.91 ~H.Ol 10.5'28 5 169 DT INTERVAL (-50) 
M092 IT3 PLT .17085 .10750 .200TS-Ol 5 173 P MAX MAG (-~O) 
M092 ITQ PlT .21588 .12713 .17559-01 5 IH P MAX nAG (-50) 
M092A 2 SPT 75 .027 -3.9Q23 12.755 5 182 P MAX EL (-30) 
1'10 92 A 3 SPT 75 .~T6 -8.37H 22.733 , 183 P MAX El (-~O) 
M092A 7 SPT 8.5~39 7.0216 .Q8655 5 187 QRS-E CIRC (-30) 
1'I092A 8 SPT S.81Q6 7.0~11· .36856 5 188 aRS-E CIRC (-QO) 
MonA 9 SPT 9.1992 7.2005 .·3T2Q 2 5 189 QRS-E CIRC (-50) 
M092A 10 SPT 8.7759 7.0686 .H,33 5 190 CRS-E CIRC (RECOVERV) 
M092A I 1 SPT ~.07Q6 2.70~6 .38Q89 5 191 DRS-E AREA (CONTROL) 
MonA 12 SPT Q.362T 2.8155 .Q0567 5 192 DRS-E AREA (-30) 
MonA 13 SPT 4. T6q5 2.9660 .35036 5 193 aRS-E AREA (-~ 0 ) 






1",,_ j h' ! , "" ~-=(tiu;.q; .. .. -----"'-'--
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\ , I1EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT I'IEAN I 
I SL-3 AUG 31, 1913 SLD'> 2~3 JLrI'> 2~3 I'ID'I' I'ID 35 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SD N I !'IOnA 31 PLT 37.399 ~8.~87 2.3800 5 211 QRS MAX EL (CONTROL) ~ !'IOnA 3Z PLT 38.581 ~9.131 2.9587 5 212 gRS MAX EL (-30 ) MOnA 33 PLT ~ I. 628 50.591 2 .227~ 5 213 CRS MAX EL (-~O ) MonA 3~ PLT ~2.~31 50.993 1.8830 5 2.1~ QRS MAX EL (-50 ) MonA 35 PLT 36. 983 ~T .81~ 2..7920 5 215 QRS MAX EL (RECOVERY) M092A 36 PLT 2.0069 1.532.1 .1~Tl9 5 216 ST-E CIRC (CONTROLl M092A 37 PLT 2.1353 1.5996 .16T2q 5 '217 ST-E CIRC (-30) 1'1092A q6 PL T .10519 .~1126-01 .~0608-02 5 22.6 ST-E DEPTH (CONTROL) PlOnA qr PLT .26332 .~5822-01 .31219-02 5 22.1 ST-E DEPTH (-30) 1'1092A qa PLT .27919 .~B~58-01 .60556-02 5 228 ST-E DEPTH (-qO) /'10 92 A q9 PLT .lq695 .52732-01 .95868-02 5 229 ~T-E OEPTH (-50) 1'I0nA 50 PLT .1I3Z2 .%1~5-01 .~~;J 1-02 5 230 ST-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 1'I092A 61 PL T 6.q~08 17 .271 2.Q123 5 2Q I ST MAX EL (CONTROL) MonA 62 PLT .Q~ 191 15.601 2.2298 5 2~2 ST I'IAX EL (-30) M092A 63 PLT -2.158 I 15.H9 2.3757 5 2'13 ST ,MAX EL (-qO) MonA 65 PLT 3.36~5 15.805 2.H88 5 2q5 ST I'IAX EL (RECOVERY) 1'1092A 66 PL T .76122-01 .61596-01 .20629-0l 5 2q6 J MAG (CONTROL) M092A 6T PLT .7T629-01 .66297-01 .19q39-02. 5 2H J MAG (-30) MonA 76 PLT -17 .952 IB.151 2..0938 5 '256 J EL (CONTROL) !'I092.A '77 PLT -23.008 15.785 ~.15~2 5 257 J EL (-30) /'IOnA 78 PLT -22.619 13.096 3.q135 5 258 JEL(-qO) M092A 79 PLT -13.767 13.322 3.7938 5 259 J EL (-50) M092A 80 PLT -6.3679 16.302 3.q068 5 260 J EL (RECOVERY) M092A 81 PLT 1.550q 1. Oq 07 .11799 5 261 D-ST SLOPE (CONTROL) !'I092A 82 PLT 1.5182 1.1~lq .121q8 5 262 D-ST SLOPE (-30) !'lanA 85 PLT 1. 36 02 I . 003q .l1Q98 5 265 O-ST SLOPE (RECOVERY) M092A 91 PLT 55.181 ~Q.707 3. 0700 5 271 D-CRS VECTOP. INTEGRAL (CONTROL) M092A 93 PLT 55.000 '1~.'110 2.9839 5 273 D-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-40 ) ~ 1'1092A 9Q PL T 61. 086 ~'1. 903 2.8'178 5 27~ D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) M092A 95 PLT 58.836 '1~.963 2. 7'137 5 275 D-aRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) 1'1092A 101 PLT 77.797 59.Q29 5.3735 5 281 CRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (CONTROL) 1'1092A 12.7 PLT I~ .250 15.'102 .27078 5 307 l CALF CIRC 1'I092A 128 PLT IQ.630 15.752 .26753 5 308 R CALF CIRC M092A 136 PLT 20.240 1. 9500 .9%OQ 5 316 HOURS SINCE LAST MEAL 1'1092A 161 PLT 127.78 112.67 3 .Q8'1 9 5 3Q I SYSTOLIC BP (-B) 1'1092A 169 PLT .'11000 -.IQOOO-Ol .68775-01 5 3Q9 PLVC EOP (-8 ) 1'1073 5 CDR Q.2000 T .6000 .83066 17 5 URINE I'IG (MEQITV) PlO13 'II CDR 3027.0 25"60.8 15Q.75 17 ~1 DIET CALORIES (KCAL) 1'1013 5"3 CDR • 87Q 00 .36319 .14988 16 53 PREGNANEDIOL (I'IG/TV) 1'1073 125 CDR IQ6.30 i51 .26 .b25Q'l 17 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 1'1073 127 COR 12.500 15. 225 .9&179 20 127 DIET NITROGEN (G) 1'1073 7 SPT 23.600 11.727 1.15SQ 15 7 URINE CA (MEO/TV) j 1'1073 17 SPT 60.700 2>' 933 9.8862- 15 17 ALDOSTERONE (UG/TV) i 1'1073 12, SPT 129.20 136.27 • 89~80 15 125 WEIGHT (LBS) , 1'1073 7 PLT 15.300 10.200 1.0139 16 7 URINE CA (MEa/TV) j rl073 ~2 PLT 1~5 .90 165.66 .5 .,85,~,~ 16 Q2 DIET PROTEIN (G J M073 16 PLT Q9T. 00 ~~ 3.31 10.320 16 46 DIET I'IAGNESIUM (MG) J 1'1073 125 PL T 188.80 193.94 1.0887 16 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 1 
i 
I 









SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
SEPT I. 1973 SLD' 244 Jl.N· 244 /10' /10 36 
.... ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TE/1PERATURE = 23.B9 DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 274.09 MMHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 




SCIENCE DEMOS/STUDENT EXPERIMENTS 
........................ CDR .... , ............. ' ...... .. 




.t, MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
til SlEEP DATA 
HEAVY 7.0n HOURS 
tit EXERCISE DATA 
us ERG (WATT-MINS) 
LB ERG IHATT-MINS) 
EVA MWE ' :£AL/HRl 
EVA DURAT (HRS) 
11K. I EX (MINS) 
11K. I I EX I/1INS] 
11K. JJ I EX (MINS) 
TREADMILL (MINS) 









.. , ...... 
.......... 
" ......... .. 
... "I ••• I! 
66.40 
.... , ANTHROPONETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) ·~'~···I·~··"·· INS/EX? CHEST (eM) ••••••• , ....... . 
NECK (eM) ... "' .. . 
RTILT ARN (eM) ... U ... /WH· ...... 
RT/LT ARM VOL (CC) ••••••• / ••••••• 
RTllT HAND eFT-La) II"""H/H"fttt 
DEW POINT = 9.56 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 175.B3 HMHG 







('HII .... 'il 
......... 
......... 
jf" tl-ll iI"" 
58.70 
........ / ........ . 
• ... ., .... 11/." ..... . 
'II •• ~.~. 




PART. PRES. C02 = 
HEAVY 6.50 HOURS 









.~ .. ~.'1 
........ 
......... 
. ..... t. 
85.70 
11 •• oC'I/·····.,· 
........ /' ••••• 1 
~fl: •• I • 
..~ •• fl/···tt •• 



















I'IEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE 
SL-3 SEPT I • 1973 SlO. 2~~ 
::~PT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN 
M092~ 18 CDR l'r .3'11 3~.513 
!'1092A 19 CDR 8.2B10 31.93T 
M092A 80 CDR 15.122 28.100 
MOnA 87 CDR 9.91~2 8.585~ 
M092A 91 CDR 53.998 ~3.929 
MonA 92 CDR 51.801 ~0.q83 
MonA 93 CDR Q9.6ql 38.1 B 1 
1l092A 9q CDR 51. 26q 31.153 
1'I092A 95 CDR 55.9qq Q3.612 
PlO92A 126 COR 1%.30 151.50 
M09ZA 128 CDR 13.250 lQ.230 
1'I092A 167 CDR 36.039 26.9Q3 
I'IOT3 125 CDR IH.30 151. 26 
P1073 7 SPT 22.100 II. 727 
1'1073 125 SPT 129.50 136.27 
1'1073 125 Pl T 18~.00 193.9Q 
PREFLIGHT MEAN 
JLN. 2~~ I'ID. 1'10 
SO N 
~.3882 6 258 Q.3011 6 259 
3.68% 6 260 
.31516 6 267 
2.7909 6 271 
2.351Q £ 212 
2.5 SQ2 6 273 
2.260q 6 2H 
2.0103 6 275 
1. OQ88 6 306 
.22891 6 30S 
1.5H9 6 3H 
.625QQ 17 125 
1.75SQ 15 7 
.89QSO 15 125 
1. 0887 16 125 
36 
J EL (-qO) 
J EL (-50) 
J El (RECOVERY) 
O-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30) 
D-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) 
D-ORS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) 
D-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-qO) 
O-ORS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) 
D-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) 
WEIGHT 
n CAL" CIRC 
PULSE PRESS (-8 ) 
WEIGHT (LBS) 
URINE CA (MEO/TV) 
WEIG"T (L8S) 
WEIGHT (LBS) 









Sl-3 DAllY CLlNIC,\L/ENVIRONtIWTAL REPORT 
SEPT 2. 1973 SlD' 245 .A.N' "'15 tiD' tiD 37 
... ENVIRONtICNTAL 
AVG. TEtlPER,\TUIlE' 22.78 DEGC 
AVG. Atl8IENT PRESSURe = 201.33 HtlHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 




Q"'~"""'." COR •••••••••••••• 
... MEDICAL EXPERltlENTS/DTO 
... ILlNeSS/SYfIPTOtIlPROOLEtl 
.~. ~ICOICAT10N ,\NO DOSAGE 
• •• SLEEP 0,\ TA 
IICAVY 8.00 HOURS 
••• eXERCISE DATA 
va ERG tI~ATT -~tI NS I ••••••• 
LO EHG IW,\TT"UlNSl It •••••• 
EVA NI~E CKEAL/IIRI ••••• I. 
EVA DURAT (HRS) •• I"" 
HK~I EX IHINSI ••••••• 
HK. II [V CHINS) It •••• 1 
~IK. III EX ININSl •• ••• m. 
'TREAmIiLL HUNS) ••••••• 
OTHeR EX HlINS) ....... 
HeiGHT IC~II •••••• 1 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAMI 55.30 
... ANTlIROPOtitTRIC DATA 
IIIPIIJAIST (Ctll 
INS/EXP CHEST letll 
NECK (Ctll 
III IL T ARtI I CIII 
RI/LT ,\Rt! VOL ICCI 
RT/LT llANO IFT-LOI 
CEN GRAV NCAS (etl) 
.. 01 ••••• / •• ' •••• 
1 •• tltO/,""" 




• • • • • • • 
Ow POINT n 9.'14 OEGC 
PART. PRes. OXYGEN' 1'19.'15 NNHG 
••••••• !! •• I ..... SrT t ••••••••••••• 
HEAVY 7.00 lIouns 
,,*500.00 
... . . ,.. 
• •• Ii ••• 
20.00 
10.00 
• • I I ••• 
• •• I I •• 
59.70 
······'1'······ 
• •••••• ' .. 11 •••• 
• •••• I • 
··~····I····I .. 
• I ••• •• " • II •••• 
...... ,,/ ...... . 
• •••••• 
RELATIVE HUtllOITY n 
PART. rRES. co2 » 
43.00 l 
4.90 tltlHC 
..~I ••• t •• 11 ••• PLT ••••••••• _1." • 
III:AV\' "/. DO HOUI1S 
601.00 
." .... , 
· ..... . 
• • I •••• 
20.00 
10.00 
.. ...... . 
.. ..... . 
• ••• I I • 
I •• I •• I 
05.~0 
....... '.44 ... . 
. ...... , ...... . 
• ••• I I • 
. ...... , ...... . 
.., ... ,/ ...... . 
····'"·I't.lt~. 
I I •• I •• 
1 










IIEASUREI1ENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO 
SL-J SEPT 2, 19T3 
EXPT IIIEAS I'IAN VALUE Pl073 7 CDR 11.800 
{ Pl073 53 CDR .82~00 11073 125 COR 1%.10 PlO7J 128 CDR 1~.800 1'1073 7 SPT 2~SOO 11073 125 SPT 129.~0 PlO73 7 PLT 11.800 11013 11 PLT 3216.0 11013 1~ PLT 116.~0 1I0T3 ~6 PLT 551.00 11013 55 PL T ~. 36~ 0 11013 125 PLT 188.10 M07J 128 PLT 28.~00 
FROM THE PREFL IGHT MEAN 
SLD. 2~~ JlN¥ 2~~ 
IIEAN SO N 7. 082~ 1.0818 IT 
.36319 .1~988 16 I ~ I .26 .62~~~ IT 11.130 
















UR WE CA (MEg lTV ) 
PREGNANEDIOL (MG/TV) 
WEIGHT (LOS) 
URINE NITROGEN (G) 
URINE CA (MEDITV) 
WEIGHT (LBS) 
URINE CA (MEQ/TV) 
URINE CREAT (MG/TV) 
NOREPINEPHRIN (UG/TV) 
DIET MAGNESIUM (1'16) 
r.rrOCHOLAN (MG/TV) 
WE IGHT (LBS) 








Sl-3 DAllY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
SEPT 3. 1973 SLO<ll 246 JlN' 246 MO' HD 39 
<1141 ENVIRONMENTAL 
Ava. TEMPERATURE = 22.7B DEGC 
Ava. MIBIENT PRESSURE = 2B1.04 M~IHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR MED EXPERIMENTS 




••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
MIlO 
••• IlLNESS/SYlIPTOM/PROBlEM 
••• ~~OICATION AND DOSAGE 
.... SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 
". EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG [HATT->IINS) 
La ERG [I' ,TT-~IlNS) 
EVA MWE [KEAl/HR) 
EVA DURAT [HRS) 
NK. I EX [MINS) 
HK. 11 EX [N1NS) 
HK. III EX [HINS) 
TREADMILL [NINS] 




" .... ~ . ,. 
· .... ,. ." 
15.00 
10.00 
· ,. " ... . 
· ...... ,. 
••••••• 
66.60 
I.t ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPIWAIST [CM) 
INS/EXP CHEST (CHI 
NECK [CM) 
RTiLT ARN rCM] 
RT/LT ARH VOL ICC) 
......... / ...... . 
,.···'·t-/····~ .. · 
....... / ...... . 
... ,. ... / ...... . 
DEH POINT = 10.00 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 181. 00 MMliG 




HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 
• I ...... 
4750.00 
• ,. •• I I .. 
• -II I I ••• 
'II' • i .. ,. • 
1'11,11 
• •• I ••• 
. .. ,. , ... 
• ,. • <I " •• 
• •• I " •• 
58.80 
••••••• /11 • .; ••• 
...... • ,', .. <II I .... 
• •• I <II ... 
•••• t.I,""""" 
• • " • ,. " '/1 ....... . 
RELATIVE HUHIDITY 




'1' ••••••• '44 •• PLT 4.,.,.111 ...... 
MIlO 
HEAVY 6.50 HOURS 
601.00 
........ 
iI ...... , 
C I ••• , • 
20.00 
5.00 
• ~ • iI ••• 
",""1' 
.,.t .. , 
85.30 
""'C./.".,.I 
""'IO/",,I •• t 
.,., ... 
,. ... ,,_ •• / •• t.,t.' 








MEASUREMENTS GRE~TER THAN 3 SD FROM TilE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-3 SEPT 3, 1913 SLD4 2% JLN4 2~& MD. riD 38 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SD N 
'1171 Ii SPT 1.0992 .83809 .78~&8-01 7 11 RER-REST Pl171 13 SPT .97633 • 90~0~ .195~2-01 7 13 RER-LEVEL 2 PlITt 15 SPT 1.~9BO 1. 118& .&B&2~-OI & 15 RER-RECOVERY 1 Pl171 2& SPT 111.25 132.75 !).7871 b 2& SSP-REST (MM HG) 
1 P1171 36 SPT 8~ .~ 17 9S.~~0 2.252~ & 3& MAP-REST (MM HG) Pl171 51 SPT 2.0H7 2.231& .55112-01 7 51 VOl , 160 HR 
I) 1'1171 !>2 SPT 1.&625 1.8185 .~30&5-01 7 52 V02 , I~O HR Pl171 5~ SPT I • 78&~ 2.01>3 .7%6~-01 6 5~ VOZ , 150 WATTS Pl171 63 SPT 2H.99 217:73 7.7723 1 &3 SSP , 1&0 HR MITI 12~ SPT 1.Z7I~ I • O~ 3~ .56005-0 I q 12~ RER 25-50 1'1111 I~O SPT 19.313 -1.~3~5 5.H05 ~ I~O nSP/VOl 50-75 Ml71 1~5 SPT 119.85 51.861 18.097 q 1~5 PP /v02 25-50 P1171 1~9 SPT 2& 135 • 15391. 3356 .6 q 1~9 PRP/VOl 50-T5 Mon 2 SPT H.029 58.539 3. 3~ 3l 5 2. HEART RATE (-30) Mon 3 SPT 80.IT7 &1.3~3 5. 1028 5 3 HEART RATE (-~ 0) 1'1092 q SPT 87.2~~ 6q.Ol3 5.q967 5 q HEART RATE (-50) PIon 30 SPT 1.3>00 .20800 .28057 5 30 PLVC EOP (RECOVERY) 1'1092 10& SPT Lq5% -.50790 .q80~ I 5 106 HR/LSNP 8-1& PlO92 107 SPT -.~0900 .13963 .11212 5 107 HRILSNP 16-30 1'1092 109 SPT .70670 .26796 .10902 5 109 HRlIR/LBNP QO-50 Mon 110 SPT .15000-01 .S7500-02 .5q~86-0l 5 110 PLVC/LBNP O-S 1'1092 115 SPT 5 .53Z~ .~8H7 .65830 5 115 HR/PLVC 0-30 Mon 152 SPT 1~.H2 58.582 2.9537 5 152 VECTAN HEART RATE (-30 ) 1'1092 153 SPT 79.835 61.19! 5 • o~ 26 5 153 VECTAN HEART RATE (-~O) PlO92 15~ SPT 81.072 6~ • I O~ 6.1327 5 15~ VECTAN HEART RATE (-50) 1'1092 IT2 SPT 








I I, i , L 1 
I ,: 
. ..-. _~ __ ;dt±'lt$:i"~""--'- ," ,J 
Ii 
PlEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO 
SL-3 SEPT 3, 1973 
[XPT IMEAS MAN VALUE 
PlO13 U PL T 1~6 .10 
PlO13 ~6 PLT ~82.00 
~O73 125 PLT 188.10 
FROI'!. THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SLO. 2~6 JLN. 2~6 
PlEAN 
.SD N 
165.66 5.B5~~ 16 
~~3.31 10.320 16 






DIET FROTEIN (G) 














SEPT Sl-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT ~. 1973 SLD' 2~7 .A.N· 2~7 MD' NO 39 
~t4 ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 22.22 DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 26S.91 MMHG 
.... '. MISSION ACTrVITIES 
MAJOR MED EXPERIMENTS 




••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
•• ~ illNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
, •• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
UI SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
U8 ERG (WATT-HINS) 
L8 ERG (WATT-HINSI 
EVA MWE ':EALlHR) 
EVA DURAT (fiRS) 
MK.I EX (HINS) 
HK. II EX (mNS) 
HK. III EX (HINS) 
TREADMILL (HINSI 










... ANTHROPO~IETR I C DATA 
HIP/WAIST (CH) 
INS/EXP CHEST (CHI 
NECK (CH) 
RT/LT ARH (C~IJ 
RT/LT AR~I VOL ICC) 
RT/LT HAND (FT-LS) 
"~"'1··1···14'. 
,." .... ' •• '1' •. 
.... "iI • .II .. 
"(\III'I"~"I" 
'''''''''' .. ''1'1'"11 
......... /1 ....... 41 
DEW POINT = 9.44 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = IS4.IO HHHG 
HEAVY 0.00 HOURS 
5400.00 
........ 
I ........ (\ 
.""1 .. . 
1.4.1'" 
.. ,.' ..... 
......... 
.. ,,, .. «11 • 
<II .. t ....... 
58.50 
•••••• -4/."1 ..... 
.11'.'1'.'''''''' 
i •••••• 




·;.· .. ··1· 
-. 
.... _____________________________ ~.~~~~.-_~_~ 'tlh'lh: 14 rM:.a._~_""---,, 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
M171 
H092 





••• t .... 
... 11 I • , .. 
11'1'111 
• f ... " ... 
• ..... I • 
....... I 
85.60 
1""'1'4' •• ' .. 4 
"1.1,.'1'11111' 
I I I" ... I 
.... 1 ••• /" ••• 11 • 






PlEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROI'! THE PREFLIGHT /lEAN 
Sl-3 SEPT 'I, 1913 Slo'l' 2'11 JlN. 2H Plo".1'1O 39 
EXPT [I'IEAS I'IAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
Pli TI 1 PLT 1.5031 2.0032 .1'ITiO 1 1 ve02-lEVEl 1 (UMIN) 
Pill I 12 PLT .19661 .98081 .176'11-01 1 12 RER-lEVEL 1 
111 TI 21 PLT 50.'100 51 .651 1. 9'1'11 1 21 H R-REST (B T tr1IN ) 
I'IITi 25 PlT 19.000 103.00 2.6011 6 25 H R-RECOVERY (BT /1'1 IN ) 
I'1ITl 21 PLT 159.61 191.83 10.'121 1 27 SBP-lEVEL I (I'll'! HG) 
11171 6'1 PlT 56.'160 13.501 5.6'197 7 6'1 oBP , 160 HR 
11171 107 Pl T 101.61 12'1.81 7.65'12 7 101 pULSE PRS-lEV I (MMHG ) 
Pli Tl III PlT 5965.1 1'1'16.3 376.'10 1 111 PRESSURE RATE pnODUCT-REST 
1'1171 112 Pl T 15961. 21036. 1631.'1 1 112 PRESSURE RATE PRODUCT-lEV I 
I'll TI 123 PlT .12052 .97'161 .26720-01 5 123 RER 0-25 
1'1171 126 PlT 19.271 25.788 1.9536 5 126 I'E/V02 0-25 
1'1092 3 PlT 6'1.882 '18.1'15 '1.1621 5 3 HEART RATE (-'10) 
1'1092 ~ PLT 11.'181 50.101 '1.6989 5 'I HEART RATE (-50) 
M092 21 PlT 6'1.116 51. 805 3.1201 5 21 PULSE PRESSURE (CONTROL) 
M092 27 PlT 3.0100 1.'15'10 .'1'1089 5 zr PLVC EOP (-30) 
M092 28 PlT '1.0600 2.5500 .335'18 5 28 PLVC EOP (-'10) 
1'1092 29 PlT 5.2000 3.1025 .31619 'I 29 PLVC EOP (-50) 
1'10n 109 PLT 1.2599 .19612 .136 n 5 109 HR6R/LBNP '10--50 
1'1092 110 PLT .12815 -.62500-03 .9'1923-0l 'I 110 PLVC ILBNP 0-8 
1'1092 115 PLT .75316 -1.2155 .31527 q 115 HR/PLVC 0-30 
1'I0n 116 PLT 8.1'129 1.8117 .92679 'I 116 HR/PLVC 30-'10 
1'1092 117 pL T 11. 052 1.5906 1.'1993 q 117 HR/PLVC '10-50 
Mon 102 plT 6'1.090 '15.8'13 '1.3116 5" 152 VECTAN HEART RATE (-30 ) 
11092 153 PLT 76.711 '18.880 '1.12'13 5 153 VECTAN HEART RATE (-'10 ) 
1'1092 15'1 Pl T 83.082 50.936 '1.5981 5 15'1 VECTAN HEART RATE (-50) 
i'1092 166 Pl T '110.88 '139.20 '1.'1087 5" 166 DT INTERVAL (CONTROL) 
1'1092 161 PLT '102.02- '13B .'13 3.85'19 5 167 aT INTERVAL (-30) 
1'1092 168 PLT 318.1'1 '12'h 0'1 9.5639 5 168 aT INTERVAL (-'10) 
M092 169 PL T 365.51 '12'1.01 10.528 5 169 oT INTERVAL (-50) 
M092 170 PLT '115.96 '1'1 ISO 6.6729 5 170 aT INTERVAL (RECOVERY) 
Mon· 172 PLT .15650 .~199'1-01 .213H-01 5 172 P MAX MAG (-30) 
~092 173 PLT .19981 .10.150 .20018-01 5 1T3 P MAX MAG (-~ 0 i 
1'1092 1H plT .23128 .12113 .11559-01 5 IT~ P MAX MAG (-50) 
/1092A 6 PH i; .0125 ~ .2522 .20979 5 186 DRS-E CIRC (CONTROL) 
1'1092A 1 PLT 1; .0'429 '1.2882 .2283Q 5 187 ORS-E CIRC (-30) 
1'109ZA 8 PLT ~ . 38,,, '1.3'11 0 ."23368 5 188 ORS-E CIRC (-'10) 
~092A 9 PLT 5.8636 '1.Q2H .2290'1 5 189 DRS-E CIRC (-50) 
1'1092A 10 Pl T 5.3581 '1.2738 .20'1'11 5 190 ORS-E CIRC (RECOVERY) 
1'1092A 11 PLT 1.1598 .12107 .80995-01 5 191 DRS-E AREA (CONTROL) 
MonA 12 PL T 1.2H3 .82531 .10298 5 192 QRS-E AREA (-3~) 
I ~092A 13 PLT 1.5680 • 95~65 .13585 5 193 DRS-E AREA (-QO) ~092A 1'1 PlT 1. 9080 1.06.'1 .13521 5 19q DRS-E AREA (-50) 1'I092A 1, Pl T 1.3H'I .775TT .7688~-01 5 195 ORS-E AREA (RECOVERY) 
Mo92A 18 PLT .23595 .11202 .15363-01 5 198 DRS-E DEPTH (-'10) I /1092A 19 PLT .25023 .IT696 .13198-01 5 199 ORS-E DEPTH (-50) 
M092A 2q PLT 1. 1050 t. 3~ 87 .81396-01. 5 20'1 DRS MAX MAG (-50) ! 1'I092A 33 PLT '12.177 50.591 2.22H 5 213 DRS MAX El (-'10 ) 1'I09ZA 3q PLT '13.617 50.993 1.8830 5 21'1 DRS MAX EL (-50) 
~09ZA q6 PLT .12583 .'11126-01 .Q0608-02 5 226 ST-E DEPTH (CONTROL) I 1'I092A H Pl T .18351 .Q5B22-o 1 .31219-02 5 221 ST-E OEPTH (-30) 1 
I 
f 




I' J L 
• 
__ 1:...;00.< t"tfa' '&ni.LuA_" 
- ----- ~---. 
, 
t 
r I'IEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 50 
I Sl-3 SEPT q, 1973 
t 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE 
M092A q8 PLT .16365 
1'I092A q9 PlT .• 1728q 
1'10 92 A 50 PLT .llqrq 
ilOnA 59 'PLT -q3.586 
1'I092A 61 PlT 5.1878 
MonA 62 PLT 2.80Q9 
PlOnA 65 Pl T 2.3qQ5 
M092A 66 PlT .73012-01 
1'I0nA 69 PlT .55Q88-01 
MonA 76 PlT -8.2901 
M092A 7T PLT -16. 937 
M092A 78 PlT -11.975 
MonA 79 PLT -22.990 
MonA 80 PlT -5.1370 
M092A 89 PlT 13.052 
MonA 93 PlT 53.691 
MonA 9q Pl T 59.168 
M092A 95 PlT 56.352 
MonA IH PLT 21. 720 
1'10 92 A 127 PlT Iq.130 
MonA 128 PLT Iq .500 
MonA 137 PLT 8.5000 
MonA 169 PLT '1.0300 
M092A 170 PLT I. 9700 
1'1073 Z CDR 987.00 
..• 1'1073 7 CDR 1l.QOO , MOTJ 53 CDR .91600 
1'1073 12!) COR IQ6.10 
1'1073 128 CDR Iq .500 
1'1073 7 SPT 26.qOO 
1'1073 II SPT 20q 0.0 
1'1073 12 SPI 368.00 
1'1073 Iq SPT 9Q.900 
M073 125 SPT 129.00 
1'1073 128 SPI 19.500 
1'1073 Q6 PlT ;zq .00 
1'1073 125 PlT 188.70 
FROi'1 THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SlD. 2H JlN. 2q7 1'10.1'10 
MEAN SO N 
.q8q58-01 .60556-02 5 228 
.52732-01 .95868-02 5 229 
.q6Iq5-01 .qq511-02 5 230 
-65.767 5.6702 5 239 
17.271 2.H23 5 2q I 
15.601 2.2298 5 2q2 
15.805 2.H88 5 2Q5. 
.61596-01 .20629-02 5 2% 
.17092-01 .3Q806-02 5 2Q9 
18.151 2.0938 5 256 
15.785 Q.15q2 5 257 
13.096 3.H35 5 258 
13.322 3.7938 5 259 
16.302 3.q068 5 260 
7.8001 1. 62q I 5 269 
qq.QIO 2.9839 5 Z73 
Qq.903 2.8~.r8 5 2H 
qq.963 l. 7q37 5 275 
16.160 LOllq 5 30q 
15.q02 .21078 5 307 
15.752 .26753 5 308 
3.5300 1.5369 5 317 
-.IQOOO-Ol .68775-01 5 3q9 
.32600 .27952 5 350 
560.29 81.271 17 2 
7.082q 1.0818 IT 7 
.36319 .IQ988 16 53 
151. 26 .625QQ 17 125 
11.130 .87905 20 128 
11.727 1. 758Q 15 7 
1698.7 6q .6Q 1 15 II 
973.qO 198.~2 15 12 
,q .173 9.Q867 15 Iq 
136.27 .89QaO 15 125 
12.925 1.2973 20 128 
Qq 3.31 10.320 16 Q6 
193.9Q I. 0887 16 125 
-.----~--~--------------
39 
ST-E DEPTH (-qO) 
ST-E DEPTH (-50) 
ST-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 
ST I'IAX AZ (-501 
ST I'IAX El (CONTROL) 
STMAX El (-30) 
ST PlAX El (RECOVERY) 
J MAG (CONTROll 
J MAG (-50) 
J El (CONTROL) 
.1 EL (-30) 
J El (-qO) 
J El (-50) 
J El (RECOVERY) 
O-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) 
O-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-qO) 
O-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) 
O-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) 
TIME (GMT) 
l CALF CIRC 
R CALF CIRe 
HOURS SINCE SLEEP 
PLVC EOP (-8 ) 
PLVC EOP (-16 ) 
URINE OSMOL (MOSM/TV) 
URINE CA (MEg/TV) 
PREGNANEDIOL (MG/TV) 
WEIGHT (lBS) 
URINE NITROGEN (G) 
UR INE CA (MEQ /TV ) 
URINE CREAT (MG/IV) 
URINE URIC A (MG/TV) 
NOREPINEPHRIN (UG/TV) 
WEIGHT (LBS) 
URINE NITROGEN (G) 


























SL-3 DAllY ClInICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
SEPT 5? 1973 SLD~ 2~8 JLN~ 248 HO' NO 40 
t t. ENV I RaNNENT AL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 22.22 DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 268.91 NMHG 
.t. MISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR MED EXPERIMENTS 
ArM EXPERI HENTS 
EREP EXPERIMENTS 
COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS 
.tt MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OrO 
M17\ 
M092 
,. .'. ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
tit MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
HI SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 
u .. EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG lilA TT -H I NS) 
lB ERG (WATT-HINS) 
EVA MWE (KEAl/HR) 
EVA DURAT (HRS) 
HK.I EX (MINS) 
HK. II EX (MINS) 
HK. III EX (MINS) 
TREADMILL (HINS) 









.. ,."., .. 
' .. 1'11' •• 
.. t ......... 
HI ANTHROPONETRIC DATA 
HlP/WAIST (eM) 1 •• ~t'I/~' •• "1 
INS/EXP' CHEST (eM) ....... U/"HU .. 
NECK (eN) •••• '0 .. 
RTILT ARM (eM) •• 'I"H'UUIU 
RT/LT ARM VOL rec) •••••• " ••••••• 
RTILT HAND (~T-LB) "11111/"'"., 
eEN GRAY HEAS (eM) .UUH 
DEW POINT = 10.00 OEGe 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 175.83 MMHG 
HEAVY 6.50 HOURS 
~900.00 
••• 4 ••• 
........ 
25.00 
.. "' .... . 
.. ... I ...... 1 
.. • •. 1"" tI 
....... t .. .. 
t.lt ... . 
59.00 
11 ••••• '/ •• 1 .... '11 
.. •••• t./t •••••• 
tllt'lt. 
....... */.1 ••• 1. 
••••••• ' ...... 1 •••• 
.I.I ••• /.~ •• II. 
. _ .... " ... 
RELATIVE HUHIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 ~ 
HEAVY 6.50 HOURS 




.. , .... 





• •••• 1'1 
."" ••• t 
85.40 
t •• e ...... / •••• 4 .. 1 
.1 ••••• / ......... 1 
• ........ / ...... 11 
..~··· .... /II •• t •• 












































































































































































































































































I. 385 0 
1.('21~ 
· 3138~-0 I 










































































































... ;'-<I-:~' ~ 
••• 1-
16 VE-REST (L/MIN) 
31 DSP-REST (MM HG) 
3Q DSP-LEVEL 3 (riM HG) 
36 MAP-REST (MM HG) 
31 MAP-LEVEL I (MM HG) 
51 VOl ' 160 HR 
6~ DSP' 160 HR 
109 PULSE PRS-LEV 3 (MMHG) 
137 SSP/V02 50-75 
IQ6 PP IV02 50-75 
1~9 rRP/VOl 50-75 
7 SYSTOLIC Sf (-30) 
8 SYSTOLIC SP (-Qo) 
II DIASTOLIC SP (CONTROt.! 
12 DIASTOLIC SP (-30) 
21 PULSE PRESSURE (CONTROL) 
22 PULSE PRESSURE (-30 ) 
23 PULSE PRESSURE (-~O) 
25 PULSE PRESSURE (RECOVERY) 
171 P MAX MAG (CONTROL) 
172 P MAX MAG (-30) 
IT5 P MAX MAG (RECOVERV) 
179 P MAX AZ (-5Q) 
lSI P MAX EL (CONTROL) 
1S2 P MAX EL (-30) 
183 P MAX EL (-~O) 
18~ P MAX EL (-50) 
IB5 P MAX EL (RECOVERY) 
IB6 QRS-E CIRC (CONTROL) 
187 QRS-E CIRe (-30) 
ISS QRS-E CIRC (-~O) 
189 QRS-E CIRC (-50) 
190 QRS-E CIRC (RECOVERV) 
19), QRS-E AREA (CONTROl) 
192 QRS-E AREA (-30) 
193 QRS-E AREA (-~O) 
19~ QRS-E AREA (-50) 
195 QRS-E AREA (RECOVERV) 
196 QRS-E DEPTH (CONTROL) 
19T QRS-E DEPTH (-30) 
198 QRS-E DEPTH (-~O J 
199 QRS-E DEPTH (-50) 
200 QRS-E DEPTH (RECOVERV) 
201 QRS MAX MAG (COIJTROLl 
202 gRS MAX MAG (-30) 
203 QRS MAX MAG (-qO) 
20Q gRS MAX MAG (~5 0 ) 
205 gRS MAX MAG (RECOVERY) 
216 ST-E CIRC (CONTROL) 





IIEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-3 SEPT 5, 1973 SLD- l~8 JLN" 2~8 MD- MD ~O 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SD N /I092A ~8 CDR .15799 .69033-01 .1700~-0 I 6 228 ST-E DEPTH (-~O) MQ92A ~9 CDR .16IT3 .787~3-01 .20~23-01 6 229 ST-E DEPTH '( -SO) ~092A 50 CDR 
.11736 .66511-01 ._15389-01 6 230 ST-E DEPTH (RECOVERV) ~OnA 61 CDR 8.3989 20.127 2.0638 6 2~ I ST MAX £L (CONTROL) ~092A 62 CDR 3.8730 20.~06 2.6209 6 2~2 ST MAX EL (-30) ~OnA 63 CDR 2S903 19.H7 1.5650 6 2~3 ST MAX EL (-~Ol ~092A 6~ CDR 6.~332 18.573 I • 665~ 6 2.1fll ST MAX EL (-50) ilOnA 65 CDR 9.7875 19. 7~2 1.3797 6 2~5 ST MAX EL (RECOVERV) M092A 69 CDR S~607-01 .91805-01 .68530-02 6 2~9 J MAG (-SO) MonA 70 CDR S~330-01 .79779-01 '>33H-02 6 250 J MAG (RECOVERV) ~OnA T3 CDR -~~ .135 -58.635 ~.1130 6 253 .1 AZ (-~O) M092A 76 CDR 16.522 31.59~ ~.2683 6 256 J EL (CONTROLl MonA TT COR 16.923 33.3~~ S.1892 6 257 J EL (-30) M092A 78 CDR 10.089 3~.513 ~.3882 6 258 J EL (-~O) M092A T9 COR 2.5333 31.937 ~.3011 6 259 J EL (-50) M092A 80 CDR 10.302 28.700 3.68% 6 260 J EL LRECOVERV) MonA 82 COR .69298 1-0725 .10089 6 262 D-ST SLOPE (-30) MonA 83 COR .66055 1-0613 • I 0511 6 263 O-ST SLOPE (-~O) MonA 91 CDR !n.SH ~3.929 2.7909 & 271 D-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) MonA 92 COR 50.026 ~0.~83 2. 351 ~ 6 272 O-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) i MonA 93 CDR ~8. 39~ 38.181 2.58q2 6 273 D-ORS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~O ) 
\ 
MonA 9~ CDR ~8.H7 37. 753 2. 260~ 6 2H O-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) MonA 9S COR 5~. 95 ~3.612 2.0103 6 27S O-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERV) MonA 100 CDR T1 • oo~ ~0.05~ 6.0625 6 280 D-ST VECTOR HITEGRAL (RECOVERY) M092A 126 COR I%.~O 151.50 1. 0~88 6 306 WEIGHT MonA 127 CDR 12.7;0 13.8>5 .3393~ 6 307 L CALF CIRC ! MonA 128 CDR 13.250 I ~ .230 .22891 6 30B R CALF CIRC I I MonA 161 COR 9~.813 86. '1-17 2. 72~2 6 3q I SVSTOLrC BP (-8 ) , MonA 162 CDR 92.~ijO 85.831 2.1217 6 3~2 SYSTOL-IC SP (-16 ) 
\ 
MonA 167 CDR 38.999 26.9~3 I.5Q79 6 3n PULSE PRES,S (-8 ) MonA 168 CDR 3T.213 2q.~~q 3.B622 6 3q8 PULSE PRESS (-16 ) MOT3 , CDR 3.1000 7.6000 .83066 17 , URINE MG (MED/TV) i 1'1073 125 CDR 1~6 .qO I, I .26 .62;~~ IT 125 WEIGHT (LBS) M073 129 CDR S.IOOO 1.0200 1.256q 20 129 FECAL NITROGEN tG) , , M073 7 SPT 22,600 11. T27 1. 758~ 15 7 URINE CA (MEO/TV) I M073 II SPi 1909.0 1698.7 6q • 6~ I 1, II UR INE CREAT (MG lTV ) 1'1073 53 SPT .B1300 .3~OB7 .13635 15 53 PREGNANEDIOL (MG/TV) MOT3 125 SPT 130. 10 136.27 • 89~80 I, 125 WEIGHT (LBS) M073 HB SPT IT.ZOO 12.925 1.2973 20 12B URINE NITROGEN (G) 1'1073 7 PLT 1".200 10.200 1.0139 16 7 URINE CA (MEDITV). 1'1073 % PLT q T7 • 00 q~3.31 10.320 16 ~6 DIET MAGNES fUM (MG) 1'1073 
" 





SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/E~VIRONHENTAL REPORT 
SEPT 6. 1973 SLO' 2~9 JLN' 2~9 MD' MO ~I 
.~. ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE ~ 22.22 DEGC DE~ POiNT ~ B.89 DEGC 
AVG. AHBIENT PRESSURE = 26B.91 HHHG 
.t. MISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR MED EXPERIHENTS 




••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTs/oro 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 191.3~ MMHG 
HI31 H093 
.~. ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
••• SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 
-ft. EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (~ATT-MINS) 
La ERG (~ATT-HINS) 
EVA MWE ':EAL/HR) 
EVA DURAT (HRS) 
MK.I EX (MINS) 
MK. II EX (M[NS) 
HK. 1[1 EX (H[NS) 
TREADMILL (MINS) 
OTHER EX CMINS) 
HEIGHT (CM) 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 








il •• "iHI-I 
.. ~ .. t" •• 
66.20 
..... ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST reM) ........... , ......... .. 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM) ..... UII/tHt,IU 
NECK (eM) H ..... """ 
RT/LT ARM (eM) ".lIHHi/HH--t'" 
RTILT ARM VOL (ec) ........... /11 ..... 11. 
RTILT HAND CFT-LB) ... tt"."." ••• " 
M092 










.......... '1/1 .......... .. 
.......... ,"' ......... . 
... iI .... '.' .. -II ..... . 
.......... */ ........... . 
••• f ••• ' ....... . 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 





..... if..t. i 






t ......... t 
85.60. 
.. .... ~ .. t/11 .... g .. 1 
• .. iI."""/"ttt,,,,, 
.. f 'II" iI .... 
f."~'.Itl/·ilt't ... 
.1 ........ /'11.1 ... 11 .. 













MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO 
SL-3- SEPT 6, 1973 
EXPT IMEAS WAN VALUE 
I1P92 2 SPT 70.36~ 
f-iG92 3 SPT 83.~88 
IW92. ~ SPT 90.866 
11092 9 SPT 9~.022 
11022 2~ SPT 21.186 
11092. 108 SPT L3126 
1'1092 109 SPT .73780 
1'1092. 110 SPT .86250-01 
1'1092. 152 SPT 70 '>35 /'1092. 153 SPT 83.302 
1'1092. IH SPT 93.202 
1'1092. 16T SPT 367.82 
r.092. 168 SPT 3't8.H 
1'1092. 169 SPT 3't2.95 
1'1092. 172 SPT .282q2 
1'1092. 173 SPT .31H5 
1'1092 Irq SPT .36835 
1'1092 176 SPT -58.817 
1'1092. 177 SPT -67 .86't 
1'1092. 178 SPT -68.296 
1'1092. 179 SPT -65.189 
1'1092 180 SPT -q2.377 
~092A 2 SPT 16 .53~ 
1'I092A 3 SPT H.780 
M09ZA 9 sn 8.q 322 
M092A 18 SPT ."7'tql M092A 19 SPT .~7635 
MonA 20 SPT 
."68"2 1'I092.A 2.q SPT 2.Q30't 
M09ZA 26 SPT -1.9525 
MG92A 21 srT -2.8237 
1'I092A 28 SPT -5.8108 
M092.A 29 SET -'t.2380 
1'1092 A 30 SPT 1.1525 1'I092A 
"3 SPT .33:286-01 1'10 92. A 63 SPT 15.3't3 
M09ZA 6" SPT 18.633 1'l092A 66 SPT .rt9T3 1'I092.A 67 SPT • 122.8" M092A 71 SPT -26.995 
M092A 72 SPT -2't .lq5 
M092A 73 SPT -17.986 
1'10 92. A 78 SPT -2.2817 
1'I092.A 79 SPT -10.65Q 
1'I092A 81 SPT 2.~IQ3 
1'I092A 82 SPT 2.3681 
1'I0nA 87 SPf 13.792 1'10 92. A 88 SPT 1'I_9~3 
1'I092A 89 SPT 16.7"1 1'I0nA 101 SPT 11.561 
FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SLO_ 2~9 JLN- 2~9 I1D. MD ~1 
I1EAN SO N 
58.539 3.3~32 5 2. HEART RATE (-30) 6t.3~3 5.1028 5 ;, HEART RATE (-~O) 6~. 02.3 5 .~967 5 ~ HEART RATE (-50) 1 O~. 82 3.5377 5 9 SYSTOLIC SP (-501 36.910 ~. 868~ 5 2~ PULSE PRESSURE (-50) .280q~ .28230 5 108 HR/LBNP 30-~O 
.2.6796 .10902 5 109 HRl>RILBNP ~0-50 
.87500-02 .5~~ 86-0"2 
-
110 PLVC/LBNP 0-8 58.582 2.9537 , 152 VECTAN HEART RATE (-30 ) 61.191 5 • O~ 26 5 153 VECTAN HEART RATE (-'to) 6~ .10" 6 .1327 5 15~ \'ECTAN HEART RATE (-50 ) 
't00.67 10.805 5 167 DT INTERVAL (-301 391.66 13.335 5 168 Dr INTERVAL (-~ 0 j 386'> 1 13.510 5 169 aT INTERVAL (-50) 
.lq218 .20688-01 5 172 P MAX MAG (-30) 
.lq032 
.95391-02 5 173 P MAX MAG ( -'to) 
.1% 11 .l~797-01 ;; 17q P MAX MAG (-50 ) 
-27.065 5.7687 5 176 P MAX AZ (CONTROL) 
-28.078 ~.H 18 5 177 P MAX AZ (-30) 
-28 .~62 2.~890 5 178 P MAX AZ (-'to) 
-30.350 3.7028 5 179 P MAX AZ (-50) 
-23.611 ~. 95 23 5 180 P MAX AZ (RECOVERY) 
-3.9q23 12.755 5 182 P MAX EL (-30 ) 
-8.371'1 n.733 5 183 P MAX EL (-'10 I 7.20·05 
.372" 2 5' 189 ORS-E C fRe (-50) 
.372q3 .2q 155-01 5 198 QRS-E DEPTH (-"0) 
.39653 .26382-01 5 199 DRS-E DEPTH (-50) 
.35793 .26695-01 5 200 DRS-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 1.9879 .13236 5 20q CRS I'1AX MAG (-50) 6.0706 2.1826 5 206 DRS MAX AZ (CONTROL) 6.5529 2.Q091 5 20T CRS MAX AZ (-30) 8.3087 3.9892 5 208 DRS MAX AZ: (-qO) 11.603 3.3625 5 209 DRS MAX AZ (-50) 7.0265 1.7108 5 210 CRS MAX AZ (RECOVERY) 
.50013-01 .~3H9-02 5 223 ST-E AREA (-'to) 9 •. 7951 1. 6218 5 2" 3 ST MAX EL (-qO) 10.271 1.6H6 5 2"" ST I'IAX EL (-50) 
.83178-Dl .63577-02 5 2q6 J MAG (CONTROL) 
.90616-01 .67007-02 5 2q7 J MAG (-30) 
-38."86 2.9180 5 251 J AZ (CONTROL> 
-39.915 ~ .3011 5 252 JAZ(-30) 
-qO.H9 5.2150 5 253 J AZ (-'to) 7.IH6 2.7318 5 258 J EL (-'to) 6.6"36 3.7382 5 25~ J EL (-50) 1.8197 
.1092" 5 261 O-ST SLOPE ( CONTROL> 1.9001 .91920-01 5 262 D-ST SLOPE (-3.1 ) 7.0551 1. 089" 5 267 O-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) 6.819Q 
.930"8 5 268 D-P VECTOR fNTEGRAL (-"0 ) 7.5'167 1.39Q3 !i 269 O-P VECTOR WTEGRAL (-50 ) 21.267 .rq't71 !i 281 CRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (CONTROL) 
... - _._,--" '''''-"--.'--''.' "-, --- -- -_.- --"~ ---,--






















PlEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-3 SEPT 6, 1913 SLD+ 2q9 JLN4 2q9 
EXP1 II'IEAS 1'1 AN VALUE MEAN SO N 
M092A 102 SPT 13.0IT 28.528 3.2392 5 
PlO92A 10q SPT !"f.113 q3.5q2 5.Q296 5 
M092A 105 SPT 12.677 21.993 2.5298 5 
M092A 126 SPT 128.70 ·136.qO .q1833 5 
M092A 121 SPT 12.330 13.602 .20572 5 
MOnA 120 SPT 12.250 13.676 .20880 5 
M092A 136 SPT 22.330 1.1500 .65192 5 
Pl092A 160 SPT 66.%0 56 S8q 3.2705 5 
MonA 169 SPT .69000 .70000-01 .Q 3589-01 5 
MonA ITO SPT 1.8700 I .0320 .2599Q 5 
R073 5 CDR 3.6000 7.6000 .83066 IT 
1'1073 125 CDR IQ5.80 151. 26 .625QQ IT 
1'1073 121 tDR 12.500 15.225 .90779 20 
1'1073 7 SPT IS.600 II. 127 1. 758Q 15 
MOT3 Iq 5PT 101.60 5Q. iT3 9.Q867 15 
1'1073 Qq SPT 19q 0.0 1662.1 H .2Qq 15 
1'1013 125 SPT 12S.60 136.27 .89Q80 15 
PlO73 7 PLT 15.500 10.200 1.0139 16 
1'1073 II PLY 3022.0 2.Q6Q .q IQ2.83 16 
1'1013 13 PLT QI.OOO IS.020 7.0188 15 
1'1073 IQ PLT IOQ.30 62.793 11.6TT 15 
1'1073 Q6 PLT HI.OD QQ3.31 10.320 16 
MOTJ 55 PLT 6.1100 2.6382 .Q365Q 16 
1'1073 61 PLT 13.250 7. 2206 1.53Q8 16 
1'I0T3 125' PLT 188.10 193.9Q 1.0S81 16 
PlD4 MD ql 
282 QRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (-30) 
28q QR5-T SPATIAL ANGLE (-50 ) 
2S5 QRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (RECOVERY) 
306 WEIGHT 
307 L CALF C rRC 
30S R CALF CIRC 
316 HOURS SINCE LAST MEAL 
3qo HEART RATE (-16 ) 
3q9 PLVC EOP (-S ) 
350 PLVC EOP (-16 ) 
5 URINE MG (MEOITV) 
125 WEISHT (LBS) 
127 DIET NITROGEN (G) 
7 URINE CA (MEO/TV) 
IQ. NOREPINEPHRIN (UG/TV) Qq DIET PHOSPHORUS (I'IG) 
125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
T URINE CA (I'IEO/TV) 
11 URINE CREAT (I'IG/TVI 
13 EPINEPHRINE (UG/TV) 
IQ NOREPHIEPHRW (UG/TV) 
% DIET MAGNES IUI'I (I'IG) 
55 ETIOCHOLAN (I'IG/TV) 
61 TOTAL IT-KETO (mGI iV) 












Sl-3 DAllY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT SEPT 7, 1973 SLD' 250 JLN' 250 MO' MO ~2 
it iI. ENV I RON~lENT AL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE ~ 21.9~ DEGC AVG. AM8IENT PRESSURE ~ 279.26 tlMHG 
'.t MISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR MED EXPERIMENTS OTHER MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND oro's ATM EXPERINENTS 
EREP EXPERIMENTS 
COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS 
.... MEDICAL EXPERI~IENTS/DTO 
'" ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
.f. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
Ht SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 
,t. EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (WATT-MINS) 
L8 ERG (~ATT-MINS) 
EVA H!-IE ':EALIHR) 
EVA DURAT (HRS) 
HK. I EX (HINS) 
MK. II EX (tIINS) 
HK. III EX (HINS) 
TREADMILL (HINS) 
OTHER EX (HINS) 
HEI GHT (CN) 
!-IEIGHT (KilOGRAM) 
" •••• " I 
50~ 1.00 






'iI' ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPIWAIST (CH) 
INS/EXP CHEST (CH) 
NECK (CN) 
RT/LT ARH (CH) 
RTilT ARM VOL ICC) RT/LT HAND (fT-L8) 
>.' 
' •• ""'.'41'''' 
• '<ltltll/""'''I' 
....... '.'.tl'. 
.''1 •••• ,,,.,,, ••• 
.,,,.,4:., ....... . 
DEW POINT ~ B.B9 CEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN ~ 191.34 MMHG 
HEAVY 6.50 HOURS 






.. .. I." • " 
• I I •••• 
........ 
•• 1., •• 
58.30 
t: ....... , ........ . 
<f •• t. ••• , ....... . 
• •••••• /fl ...... . 
. ... , .. / ...... . 
.. •• , ••• / ....... '1. 
RELATIVE HUMIDITy 
PART. PRES. C02 ~ 
M093 
M092 





.... 11 I ..... 
.. 11 <II I ••• 
20.00 
• I •• ••• 
t t: ., 11" 
.......... 
I I., t •• 
85.90 
........ ,., .. , .. .. 
...... " ...... .. 
" ...... t .. I 
.... "'.t/·' .. • .. •• 
.'I.t·"I·'''·'~· 













I'IEA5UREI'IENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE 
SL-3 SEPT 7, 1973 SLO+ 250 
F.XPT IMEAS MAN VALUE I'IEAN 
1'1013 5 CDR 3.9000 7.6000 
1'1073 7 CDR 10.900 T.082~ 
1'1013 125 CDR 1~6.50 151.26 
PlO73 7 SPT 2.~. 700 11.12.7 
Pl073 I~ SPT 130.~0 5~ .173 
11073 16 SPT 92..300 ~B.220 
1'1073 125 SP! 12B.60 136.27 
PlO73 128 SPT 18.200 12.925 
PlO13 7 PLT I~ .900 10.200 
1'1013 I~ PLT 119.90 62..193 
PlO13 16 PLT 12.2..70 79.975 
1'1013 12~ PLT 56. 000 2.0.605 
Pl073 125 PLT IB9.30 193.9~ 
1'1073 129 PLT 5.0000 2.0150 
PREFLIGHT MEAN 
JLN .. 250 liD" liD 
SO N 
.83066 17 5 
1.081B 17 7 
.625~~ 11 125 
1. 75B~ 15 7 
9.~B67 15 I~ 
13.339 15 16 
.B9~BO 15 125 
1.2973 20 12B 
1. 0 139 16 7 
11.677 15 I~ 
13.891 16 16 
10.916 2.0 12~ 
I.OBB7 16 12.5 
.93711 20 129 
~2. 
URINE MG' IMEO/TV) 
URINE CA IMEe/TV) 
WEIGHT I LBS) 
URINE CA IMEO/TV) 
NOREPINEPHRIN lUG/TV) 
HVDROCORTI50N lUG/TV) 
WEIGHT I LBS) 
URINE NITRDGEN IG) 
UR INE CA I MEO /TV ) 
NOREPINEPHRIN lUG/TV) 
HVDRDCORTISON lUG/TV) 
FECAL ~ I MEa) 
WEIGHT ILBS) 







SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
SEPT 8, 1973 SLD' 251 ~N' 251 MD' MD 43 
.41 ENVIRONMENTAl 
AVG, TEMPERATURE = 22,22 DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 268.91 NMHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR MED EXPERIMENTS 








•• ~ MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
"II SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 
~tl EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (HATT-MINS) 
L8 ERG CHATT-MINS) 
EVA MHE ':EAL/HR) 
EVA oURAT CHRS) 
HK.I EX CHINS) 
MK. II EX CHINS) 
MK. III EX CHINS) 
TREADHILL (HINS) 










... I ...... 
........ 
6S.50 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) 1'1'1'1""'1" 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM) .U .... /HIHI ...... 
NECK (eM) HUH. 
RTILT ARM (eM) 111111./I.I.l'l 
RT/LT ARH VOL (ec) 11 ••• '.' ••••• 1. 
RTILT HAND CFT-La) B"'-I"'-/IH,,,, .. 
DEH POINT = 9.44 OEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 191.34 MMHG 
M131 








' •• 1111 
....... " 
til ••• ,,, 
58.70 
....... /, ..... .. 
• ... 1'1 •• 1/ .. 11 •••• 
• .... I • I 
........ , ....... . 
• •••••• /1 •••••• 
.. ....... '.11 ..... . 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
.......... % 
5.30 MHHG 
"'''.II_t1ll't ...... PLT " .............. . 
M131 
HEAVY S.50 HOURS 
SILOO 
8498.00 
... , ... . 
.. £ • ., .... -e 
20.00 
'f:ll-ll •• 
111111 ••• ' 
4.'.1 •• 
*11 .. -4 ••• 
85.30 
••• ~I •• /"'.t .... 1 
..11I1-'f1l/~·"··· .. 
.. ...... / ........ . 
...t.II·~/·I.II •• t 
• ••• ' ... /llt ••• 1 
i 
l 
r 1 d'· ~ __ ••• __ .,. ____ ~" •• , ___ ~~ ___ • ,~ l 
PlEASUREPIENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT I'IEAN I 
SL-3 SEPT 8, 1913 SLO. 251 JLN. 251 1'10'0 1'10 '13 
EXPT II'IEAS I'IAN VALUE I'IEAN SO N 
'I 
I 
1'1092 27 CDR 2.'1300 1.3661 .2'1889 6 21
 PLVC EOP (-30) ! 
I'Inn 28 COR 3.1600 2.0600 .35088 6 
28 PLVC EOP (-'IOJ 
1'1092 110 CDR .11500 .!T812-01 .20062-01 'I 11
0 PLVC/LSNP 0-8 
1'1092 156 CDR 168.70 152.51 3.1'150 6 
156 PR INTERVAL (CONTROL) 
PIon 157 CDR 165.'11 1'19.23 5.0769 6 15
1 PR INTERVAL (-30) 
, 
PIon 160 CDR 162.55 150.'18 2.6218 6 
160 PR INTERVAL (RECOVERY) 
, 
, 
Pl092 IT2 COR .16125 .1'13'12 .'11269-02 6 17
2 P MAX MAG (-30) 
, 
1'1092 177 CDR -6.6019 -'12.'112 11.56'1 6 ITT
 P MAX Al (-30) 
i 
1'1092 178 CDR -2.8809 -'18.182 13.002 6 
178 P MAX Al (-'10) 1 
1'1092 1 PLT 60.808 '16.511 '1.3'160 5 
1 HEART RATE (CONTROL) I 
lion 2 PLT 65.156 '15.6'13 3.70'18 5 
2 lIEART RATE (-30) 
11092 3 PLT 76.699 'I8.T'l5 '1.1621 5 
3 HEART RATE (-'10) 
!'1092 'I PLT 83.'133 50.101 '1.6989 5 
'I HEART RATE (-50) 
1'1092 6 PLT 130.75 113.3'1 5.6868 5 
6 SYSTOL IC SP (CONTROL) 
1'1091, 7 PLT 126.62 110.00 'I. T'l6'1 5 1 
SYSTOLIC SP (-30 ) 
1'1092 9 PLT 120.13 103.19 5.3220 5 
9 SYSTOLIC SP (-50) 
1'1092 21 PlT 75.916 51.805 3.7207 5 2
1 PULSE PRESSURE (CONTROL) 
1'1092 28 PLT 3.1900 2.5500 .335'18 5 
28 PLVC EOP (-'10) 
11092 29 PLT 5.2300 3.7025 .31679 'I 
29 PLVC EOP (-50) 
1'1092- 108 PLT 1.15'13 .31022 .23595 5 
108 HR/LBNP 30-'10 
1'1092 109 PLT .673'10 .1%12 .13692- 5 
109 HMR/LBNP '10-50 
1'1092 110 PLT .12375 -.62500-03 .9'1923-02 'I 
110 PLVC/LBNP 0-8 
1'1092 115 PLT 1.515'1 -1.2155 .37527 'I 
115 HR/PLVC 0-30 
11092 116 PLT 11. 201 1.8117 .92-679 'I 
116 HR/PLVC 30-'10 
Mon 153 PLT 62.3'17 '18.880 '1.12'13 5 
153 VECTAN HEART RATE (-'10 ) 
1'1092 15'1 PLT 71. 339 50.936 '1.5981 5 15
''1 VECTAN HEART RATE (-50) 
1'1092- 166 PLT '121.36 '139.20 '1.'1081 5 
166 aT INTERVAL (CONTROL) 
1'1092- 161 PLT '113.65 '138.'13 3.85'19 5 
167 OT INTERVAL (-30) 
1'1092 168 PLT 396.56 '129.0'1 9.5639 5 
168 aT INTERVAL (-'10) 
1'1092- 169 PLT 386.15 '12'1.01 10.528 5 
169 OT INTERVAL (-50) 
1'1092 17'1 PLT .19'199 .12713 .17559-01 5 
11'1 P MAX MAG (-50) 
1'I092A 2 CDR 15.188 59.951 2.3690 6 
182 P MAX EL (-30) 
1'I092A 3 CDR 68.923 60.210 2.7'193 6 
IB3 P II1AX EL (-qO) 
f1092A ~ CDR 68.6q8 61.722 1.9601 6 
ISq P MAX EL (-50) 
1'I0nA 5 CDR 67.718 60.'122 1.1l1q 6 
' 185 P MAX EL (RECOVERY) 
1'I092A 6 CDR Q.891S Q.0825 .18177 6 18
6 OR5-E CIRC (CONTROL) 
MonA 1 CDR 5.0676 3.8682 .13337 6 
IB7 QRS-E CIRC 1-30) 
f1092A 8 COR Q.89'17 3.1951 .11311 6 
18B QRS-E CIRC (-'10) 
1'I092A 9 CDR '1.93'10 3.8q31 .17698-01 6 
189 ORS-E CIRC (-50) 
PlO92-A 10 CDR 5.0012 Q.0856 .12'109 6 19
0 QRS-E CIRC (RECOVERY) 
PlOnA 11 CDR I. 25~9 .88003 .'16560-01 6 
191 ORS-E AREA (CONTROL) 
1'I092A 12 CDP. 1.2160 .80500 .53625-01 6 
192 OR5-E AREA (-30) 
1'I09ZA 13 CDR !. 265B .S0025 .58723-01 6 
193 QRS-E AREA (-'10) 
PlOnA 1'1 CDR 1.3720 .8'12'12 .59339-01 6 
19'1 ORS-E AREA (-50) 
1'I092A 15 CDR 1.325 B .888CQ . 'I 0'19 9-0 1 6 
195 QRS-~ AREA (RECOVERY) 
MonA 16 CDR· .2528'3 .16 96'5 .152'1'9-01 6 
196 w~5-'E DEPTH (CONTROL) :.;. I 
M092A 17 CDR .2710B .lSQB6 .21181-01 6 19
7 QR5-EDEPTH (-30) 
MonA 18 CDR .2'1786 .1'12Qr .612'19-02 6 
19B QRS-E DEPTH (-'10) 
MonA 19 COR .2'13'15 .15595 .1'1'126-01 6 
199 ORS-E DEPTH (-50) 
MonA 2.0 COR .25302 .15529 • H66Q-01 6 20
0 QRS-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 
f 
. ~-.. ~--... ~ ~-,-- .. ~- ... ~- -- - -, '--~---""-'-' "- -~,-. 









I'1EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT I'1EAN 
SL-3 SEPT B, 1913 SLD" 2!>1 JLN" 251 MD" MD ~3 
EXPT II'1EAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
PlOnA 21 CDR 1.6BOB 1.~019 .B896~-01 6 201 aRS MAX MAG (CONTROL) 
MOnA 22 CDR 1.695~ 1.2815 .72020-01 6 202 CRS MAX MAG (-30 ) 
MonA 23 CDR 1.6739 1. 21~~ .72331-01 6 203 DRS MAX MAG (-~O ) 
MonA 2~ CDR 1.6313 1.1885 .75502-01 6 20~ DRS MAX MAG (-50 ) 
M092A 25 CDR 1. 7102 1. 3850 .62213-01 6 2.05 CRS MAX MAG (RECOVERV) 
MonA 36 con 2.1513 1.621~ .12.107 6 21. ST-E CIRC (CONTROl) 
MonA 37 con 2.~2~2 1.6792 .23852. 6 217 ST-E CIRC (-30) I MonA 6~ CDR 10.9~1 18.573 1.665~ 6 2q~ ST MAX EL (-50) MonA 65 COR 12.2q3 19. 7~ 2 1.3797 6. 2~5 ST MAX EL (RECOVERY) M092A H CDR -~ 1.266 -61.707 5 • 32~ I 6 25~ J AZ (-50) MonA 16 CDR 17.235 31.59q ~ .2683 6 256 .I EL (CONTROL) 
M092A 78 CDR 20.352 3q .513 ~. 38B2 6 258 J EL (-qO) 
PlOnA 92 CDR 51. 362 qO.~B3 2.351q 6 272 D-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) 
!lOnA 93 CDR 50.725 38.IBI 2 .58~2 6 273 D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-q 0 ) 
MonA 9q COR 50.051 37.753 2.260q 6 27q D-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) 
MonA 95 CDR 5Z.23Q q3.612 2.0103 6 275 D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL ( RECOVERVl 
MonA 126 CDR lq6.70 151.50 1. Oq88 6 306 WEIGHT 
MonA 127 CDR 12.750 13.855 .3393q 6 301 L CALF CIRC 
MonA 128 CDR 13.250 Iq .230 .22891 6 308 R CALF C IRC 
M092A 169 CDR .92000 .lq250 .16 Oq 9 q 3q9 PLVC EOP (-8 ) 
M092A 110 CDR 1. 3900 .56000 .22271 6 350 PLve EOP (-16 ) 
1'I09ZA 8 PLT 5.0Q06 q. 3Q I 0 .23368 5 188 CRS-E CIRC (-qo) 
MonA 9 PL T 5 .q06! q .q2H .2290q 5 189 aRS-E CIRC (-50) 
IlonA 10 PLT 5.2685 q.2738 .209qT 5 190 QRS-E CIRC (RECOVERV) 
MonA II PLT 1. 0631 .12101 .80995-01 5 191 CRS-E AREA (CONTROL) 
1'1092A Iq PLT 1.6,57 1.066Q .13521 5 19q CRS-E AREA (-!i0) 
MonA 15 rLT 1. 3165 .71571 .1688q-01 5 195 CRS-E AREA (RECOVERV) 
MonA 16 PLT .28029 .20110 .22908-01 5 196 DRS-E DEPTH (CONTROl) 
MonA IT PLT .27373 .18191 .22139-01 ~ 197 ORS-E DEPTH (-30) 
MonA 18 PLT .26013 .17202 .15363-01 5 198 CRS-E DEPTH (-qo) 
MonA 19 PLT .26696 .11696 .131~8-01 5 199 ORS-E DEPTH (-50) 
MonA 20 PLT .21968 .19119 .2Q569-01 5 200 CRS-E DEPTH (RECOVERV) 
PlOnA 31 PLT 39.816 q8.q81 2.3800 5 211 ORS MAX EL (CONTROL) 
M092A 32 PLT 31.987 q 9.131 2.9581 5 212 CRS MAX EL (-30) 
~onA 33 PLT 39.998 50.591 2.227q 5 213 gRS MAX EL (-qO) 
I'IOnA 3q PLT ~1.711 50.993 1.8830 5 21q gRS rlAX EL (-50) 
MonA 35 PLT 37. 990 n.8lq 2.1920 5 215 CRS MAX EL (RECOVERY) 
MonA ~6 PLT .96598-01 .~1126-01 • q 0608-02 5 22~ ST-E DEPTH (CONTROL) 
MonA n PLT .1~Qq9 .q5822-01 .31219-02 5 227 ST-E DEPTH (-30) 
MonA q8 PLT .22q22 .~8q58-01 .60556-02 5 228 5T-E DEPTH (-qO) 
MonA q9 PLT .155qq .52732-0 I .95868-02 5 229 ST-E DEPTH (-50 I 
MonA 50 PLT .9167q-OI .Q6Iq5-01 .qq511-02 5 230 ST-E DEPTH (RECOVERV) 
M092A 61 PLT 8.0002 IT .211 2.q123 5 2Q I ST MAX EL (CONTROL) 
MonA H PLT 5.0607 15.805 2.1Q68 5 2q5 ST MAX EL (RECOVERV) 
M09ZA 66 PL T .l1Q32-01 .61596-01 •. 20629-02 5 2q6 J MAG (CONTROl) 
MonA 16 PLT -Iq .IM 18.151 2.0938 5 256 J EL (CONTROl) 
MonA 11 PLT -19.011 15.705 q .15q2 5 2>7 J EL {-3D) 
MonA 78 PLT -1,.882 13.096 3.H35 5 258 J EL (-qO) 
MonA 79 PLT -11.827 13.322 3.7938 5 259 JEL(-50) 
MonA 80 PLT -3.1Q02 16.302 3.q068 5 260 J EL (RECOVERY) 
l 
·' \. '-.' 
',. +- --. ~,-- --- '-- .- 1 \ 
I1E~SUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-3 SEPT 8, 1973 SLO .. 2,1 JLN. 201 MD. MD ~3 ~ EXPT IMEAS I1AN VALUE I1EAN SO N Plon~ 9~ PLT 5~·.7H ~~.903 2. 8~T8 , 2H D-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-,0 ) MOnA 9, PLT H.~86 ~~.963 2.H37 , 27, D-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERV) PlOnA 12~ PLT .12000 16.160 I.Oll~ 5 30~ TIME (GMT> 11092A IH PLT 1~.190 1'.~02 .27078 , 307 L CALF CIRC ilonA 128 PLT 1~.560 15.752 .26153 5 308 R CALF CIRC 
[I 
ilonA 137 PLT 11.580 3.5300 1.5369 5 317 HOURS SINCE SLEEP Pl092A 160 PLT 60.931 ~5 . 05~ ~.5~09 5 3~O HEART RATE (-16 ) 1'10nA 161 PLT 127.6~ 112.67 3.~ 8q9 5 3q 1 SYSTOliC BP (-8 ) 11092A 162 PLT 128.qq 111.97 q.7825 5 3q2 SVSTOLIC BP (-16 ) PlOnA 1&7 PLT 76.,26 5 1.569 5.09,3 5 3H PULSE PRESS (-8 ) PlOnA 169 PLT .99000 -.lqOOO-OI .68715-01 5 3q9 PLVC EOP (-8 I ! MonA ITO PLT I.q800 .32600 .27952 5 350 PLVC EOP (-16 I 
-- ~1 Pl073 r CDR 10.800 7.082Q 1. 08 I B 17 7 URINE CA (MEa/TV) j M073 53 COR .90QOO .36319 .IQ 988 16 53 PREGNArJEDIOL (MG/TV) : ~ M073 81 CDR 15.700 .20000 .ll31~ 2 81 FREE OH-LYSINE (MG/TV) 
,1 11073 82 CDR 1.8800 .5Q500 .3~35S-01 2 82 FREE GAB A (MG /TV ) 11073 83 CDR 3.9600 .88000 .39598 2 83 FREE ORNITHINE (MG/TV) 11073 88 CDR 75.730 98.060 Q.0729 2 88 FREE HISTIDINE (MG/TV) PlOT3 98 CDR 156.06 .ll~ .29 3.IIB3 2 98 UREA/IOOO (MG/TV) 1 M073 100 CDR 6.q900 13.q65 I. 2657 2 100 FREE ASPART AC (MGITV) ; MOT3 102 CDR IQ.8BO 37. 700 q .6lQ5 2 102 FREE SERINE (MGITV) 1 M073 10Q CDR 50. Oq 0 SQ.93' 9.B076 2 10~ FREE GLUTAMINE (MG/TV) f'I013 107 CDR 5.1700 1.5Q50 .55B61 2 107 FREE GLUT ACID (MGITV) 
1 1'1Q.73 IIQ CDR Q.9600 8.9550 ! .ll 02 2 IIq FREE CVSTIN/2 (MG/TV) 1'1073 ll5 CDR 15.890 I q. 3q 0 .2828Q-01 2 115 CVSTATHIOfiHlE fMGITV) I Mora ll7 CDR 5.6300 7.6600 .2q Oq2 2 liT FREE ISOLEUCIN (MG/TV) 110T3 118 CDR 6. 9200 9. 9q 00 .3535, 2 118 FREE LEUC INE (MG /TV ) 11073 I 19 CDR '.QQOO 9.1500 .q1012 2 119 FREE TVROSINE (riG/TV) 
1 
MOT3 125 CDR IQ6.70 15 1.26 .62HQ IT 125 WEIGHT (LBS) M073 T SPT 27. ~OO I I. 727 1.75Bq 15 7 URINE CA (MEa/TV) Pl073 81 SPT I 0 .2~ 0 2.1100 I.HOI 3 81 FREE OH-LVSINE (MGITV) 11073 82 SPT 1.7800 .20667 .ISQQB 3 B2 FREE GABA (rtG lTV) 11073 B3 SPT 6.2900 2.5000 .3%71 3 83 FREE ORNITHINE (MG/TV) 1'10T3 9> SPT 20.630 12.907 I.Q85Q 3 95 PHOSPHOSERINE (rtG/TV) 1'1073 100 SPT 9.2300 11.893 .80108 3 100 FREE ASPART AC (MGITV) 1 1'1073 101 SPT Z8.5QO 23.220 I. 7Q 16 3 101 FREE THREON INE (riG lTV ) 1 1'1073 102 SPT QB.510 3B.QQ3 2.8359 3 102 FREE SERINE (MGITV) MOT3 10Q SPT 111.30 89.Q 05 Q.0800· 2 10Q FREE GLUTAMINE (MGITV) , 11073 107 SPT I.Q200 I .8 I 00 .70000-01 3 107 FREE GLUT ACID (MG/TV) 1 1'1073 117 SPT 9.9600 6.STOO .69282 3 117 FREE ISOLEUCIN (MGITV) ,I 110T3 125 SPT 129.50 136.27 .89Q80 15 125 . WEIGHT (LBS) M073 128 SPT IT.700 12.925 1.2973 20 128 URINE NITROGEN (G) 1'1073 7 PLT 15.700 10.200 I. 0 I 39 16 7 URINE CA (MED/TV) /'1073 13 PLT 39.900 18.020 7.0188 15 13 EPINEPHRINE (UG/TV) MOT3 q6 PLT 556.00 'IQ3.31 10.320 16 Q6 DIET MAGNESIUM (MG) 1'1073 55 PLT 'L2~30 2.6382 .Q365Q 16 55 ETIOCHOLAN (MG/TV) MOT3 83 PLT Q.2000 1.0500 .16971 2 83 FREE ORNITHINE (MG/TV) M073 8q PLT 57. 9q 0 ,2.200 .Q38qO 2 SQ FREE ETOHAMINE (riG/TV) MOT3 BT PLT 367. TS 132.26 2.7153 2 B7 FREE I-CH3-HIS (MG/TV) MOT3 B8 PLT IIO.IB TO.975 6SQOT 2. 88 FREE HISTIDINE (MG/TV) 
..•. ~----. ~---~- --,.----_.-





.' i L i ~ _""_"" ... *Vl'hH·<6h';"~'" j 
PlEASURE~ENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO 
SL-l SEPT 8. 1973 
EXPT II'IEAS 1'1 AN VALUE 
Pl073 89 PLT 162.92 
Pl073 9~ PLT 6. 7700 
Pl073 95 PLT 27.HO 
Pl073 96 PLT 16 .~30 
Pl073 97 PLT 18~.91 
PlO73 101 PLT 23. 1~0 
Plo73 1Q2 PLT ~9.HO 
1'1073 107 PLT 2.8100 
Pl073 110 PLT ~7 .690 
"073 112 PLT 2.1900 
1'1073 115 PLT 20.930 
1'1073 125 PLT 188.00 
FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN. 
SLO¥ 251 JLN< 251 
I'1EAN SO N 
11~ .92 15.~ 15 2 
~. 7750 .6010~ 2 
18.635 .20507 2 
12.580 .15556 2 
89.500 1~.368 2 
18.010 1.5981 2 
~1.625 .~8789 2 
1.1600 .98995-01 2 
3~ .520 1.0%5 2 
.18500 .16263 2 
12.310 I. 7819 2 
193.9~ 1. 0887 16 
flO. 1'10 ~3 
89 FREE 3-CH3-H I S (I'1G lTV l 
9~ FREE ARGININE (MGITV) 
95 PHOSFHOSERINE (I'IG/TVl 
96 PO~-ETOH-ArlINE (riG lTV l 
97 FREE TAURINE (MG/TVl 
101 FREE THREON INE (riG lTV) 
102 FREE SER INE (riG fTV l 
107 FREE GLUT AC I 0 (MG lTV l 
110 FREE ALANINE (rlGfTV) 
112 A-NH2-N-BUTVR (MG/TVl 
115 r.VSTATHIONINE (MGfTV l 










SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
SEPT 9. 1973. SLD' 252 JlN' 252 MO' MO ~~ 
~.* ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 22.78 OEGC 
AVG. AM81ENT PRESSURE = 27~.09 MMHG DEW POINT = 10.00 OEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 191.3~ ~MHG 




tit MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
~tl ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
• HI SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 6.50 HOURS 
.t. EXERCISE DATA 
U8 ERG (WATT-MINS) H .... f ... 
La ERG (WATT-mNS) ......... .... 
EVA NWE (KEAL/HRI tttt •• f 
EVA OURAT (HRS) .t •••• 1 
HK.I EX (HINS) ••••••• 
HK. II EX CHINS) fttt ••• 
HK. III F: CHINS) HU: ... 
TREADMILL CHINS) f •••••• 
OTHER EX CHINS) t •••••• 
HEIGHT (eM) f •••• t. 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 66.60 
.f. ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (CM) ••••••• / ••••••• 
INS/EXP CHEST teM) ............ /u ..... u 
NECK eeH) tftf.tt 
RT/LT ARM (eM) ••••••• / ••••••• 
RTILT ARM VOL rcc) ••••••• , ••••••• 
RTILT HAND CFT-LB) ••••••• /* •••••• 
CEN GRAY HEAS (eM) -I-I~.~ •• 
HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 






.. ...... . 
.. ...... . 
-I ...... . 
.. ....... . 
.......... 
58.90 
.......... , ........ . 
.......... , ....... . 
......... 
•••• .. • .. , ....... 41 
........ , ...... .. 
......... , ........ . 
.. .. .... 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02.= 
HEAVY 6.50 HOURS 





.. ....... . 
."'-11-1 •• ,. 
20.00 
. ..... , .. 
. ........ . 
• .... 4 .. .. 
.. ....... f 
85.60 
".-14 •• "' .... 4 ••• 
~ ...... , ....... . 
•••••• q/ ....... . 
.. .... "'.I'f~.~, ... . 









ft~ASUREPlENTS GREAtER THAN 3 SO FROII THE PREFLIGHT PlEAN-
SL-l SEPT 
" 
19J.3 SLD. ZST JlN. 252 
EIPT 'PlEAS HAN VALUE PlEAI( SD N_ PIOU- S CDR -5.10011' L6000 .83066 r7 PlO73 7 -CDR 1hOOO 7.08-2" 1.08.18 17 PlO13 125 CDR H6.80 151.26 .625 .... 17 11073 1 SPT 21. 700 - 11 •• 27 1.158'1 15 11073 q6 SPT 388.00 298.20 26.937 15 IIn3 1H sn 31.00L 1-2.962 7.5861 21 II07l"- l25 SPT 129.80 136.27- .89 .. 80 15 11013 '7 PH 1".900 10.200 1 .0139 16 PlO73 ~2 P_lT 1'16:10 160.66 5'.85 .... 16 PlG.3 ~6 PL T. 't80-.00 .... 3.31 10.320 16 PlO73: 125 PLT 188.70 193.9" 1.0887 16 
. ---
flD'" l'III .... 
5 URINE PlG-(MEQ/TV I 
7 URINE CA (MEQ/TVI 
125 WEIGHT (LBS I 
7 URINE CA (MEQITY I 
'16 DIET MIiGNESIUM (MG I 
12 .. FECAL K tMEQ,. 
125 WEIGHT (LBS I 
7 URINE CA (MEQ/TVI 
'12 DIET PROTEIN (GI 
.. , DIET MAG~SIUM tMGI 
lZS IIElGHT (L8S I 
I , 













! j j 
---~ 
SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONHENTAL R~PORT 
SEPT 10. 1973 SLD' 253 JlN' 25.3 .NO' HD 45 
.til ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE: 23.33 DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE: 2BO.81 HHHG 
'Iii. HISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR MED EXPERIMENTS 




, •• MEDICAL EXPERIHENTS/DTO 
t •• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
tH SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 6.00 HOURS 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
ua ERG (WATT-HINSI 
La ERG (WATT-MINSI 
EVA NO£ ' :EALlHRI 
EVA DURAT (HRSI 
HK. I EX (MINSI 
MK. 11 EX (HINSI 
HK. III EX (HINSI 
TREADHILL (MINSI 














••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) ..... ·U .. ' ... ,U ... 
iN5/EXP CHEST (eM) ••••••• , ••••••• 
NECK (eM) ....... . 
RTILT ARM (eH) ~······I .. ·~···· RT/LT ARM VOL (ec) «- • .-.Ul/ ....... HII 
RT 11. T HAND (,F'T -LB) ............ 11" .. 4 .. 10'" 
DEW POINT 10.56 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 186.17 HHHG 
H17l 
H092 
HEAVY 5.00 HOURS 
•• iII ....... 
2700.00 
tI •• ,. .... 
......... 
25.00 
:a ...... . 
.... I • .j;;. 
••• fI .. .. 
...... ..... .. 
58.10 
• ••• IIiI·I'··· .. •• 
4\1.* •• '/ •• ,1: .... 
ii" t:iI ... 'II 
..... 1II11i' .. " ..... 4. 
.... ·t.~··I······· 
......... .1 ••••••• 
..... -------------
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
~ART. PRES. C02 
H171 
N092 
HEAVY 6.00 HOURS 
4~.OO % 
5.50 HNHG 
.J •••• , .......... . 
61~.00 
8136.00 
. ..... .. 




'1 ....... '1 
... ~tta • 
85.70 
••• ,:H .... / ........ .. 
.. ......... / ........ .. 
......... / ........ . 
.. •· .. ··'1/· .. •••· .. 
















PlEASUREI'1ENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
Sl-3 SEPT 10. 1973 SLD. 253 JLN. 253 PlD .. MD ~5 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N Ml71 12 PL T .82.900 .98081 .176H-OI 1 12 RER-LEVEL 1 1'1171 25 PLT 82.MO 103.00 2.6077 6 25 H R-RECDVERY (BTIMIN) /1111 35 PLT ~9.000 69.851 6.8903 1 35 DBP-RECDVERY (MM HG) /1171 6~ PLT ~8. 707 73.507 5.6~H 7 6~ DBP • 160 AR 1'1171 115 PLT 1~678. 18979 , 1360.Q 6 115 PRESSURE RATE PRODUCT-RECOV MI71 123 rLT • 76~5~ . .97Q81 .26720-01 5 123 RER 0-25 PIon I SPT 71. 966 57 • 3q 8 2.6527 5 I HEART RATE (CONTROLI MOn 2 SPT 80.~51 58.539 3.3q32 5 2 HEART RATE (-30) MOn 3 SPT 88.987 61. 3q 3 5.1028 5 3 HEART RATE (-QO) 1'1092 ~ SPT 97.269 6q.023 5 .~96T 5 Q HEART RATE (-50) PI092 109 SPT .82820 .26796 .10902 5 109 IIMR/LBNP qO-50 /Ion 110 SPT .53750-01 .87500-02 .5~q86-02 5 110 PLVC/LBNP 0-8 Mon 115 SPT 3.8922 '.q87q7 
.65830 5 115 HR/PLVC D-30 Mon 151 SPT 71.372 57.091 2.219Q 5 151 VECTAN HEART RATE (CONTROL) 1'1092 152- SPT 85.%0 58.582 2.9537 5 152 VECTAN HEART RATE (-30 ) 1'10n 153 SPT B7.829 61.191 5.0Q26 5 153 VECTAN HEART RATE (-qO) /1092 15Q • SPT 98.527 6Q. 10Q 6.1327 5 15q VECTAN HEART RATE (-50) /1092 166 SPT 371.69 Q03.29 1.78Q6 5 166 DT INTERVAL (CONTROL) I 1'1092 167 SPT 360.00 Q 00.67 10.805 5 167 aT INTERVAL (-30) , 1'1092 168 SPT 350.11 391.66 13.335 5 168 aT INTERVAL (-qO) -~ M092 169 SPT 3q O. 9Q 386.51 13.510 5 169 DT INTERVAL (-50) , 1'1092 173 SPT .26090 .lq032 .95391-02 5 173 P MAX MAG (-qO) 1'1092 IH SPT .31030 .15611 .lq7H-01 5 IH P MAX MAG (-50 ) , 
-092 171 SPT -~3.665 
-2.8.078 q.~118 5 177 P MAX AZ (-30) 1 MD92 178 SPT -50.Q27 -28.Q62 2.QS9.o 5 178 P MAX AZ (-Q 0) 
t 
PlO92 179 SPT -55.008 -30.350 3.7OL8 5 179 P MAX AZ (-50) 1'1092 3 PLT 63.367 Q8.H5 ~.1621 5 3 HEART RATE (-QO) /1092 .~ PLT 71.695 50.701 Q.6989 5 ~ HEART RATE (-50) 1'10n 7 PLT 131.~q 110.00 q. 7~6Q 5 7 SYSTOLIC BP (-30) Mon 8 PLT 125.19 106.72 5.2~13 5 8 SYSTOLIC BP (-.0) , 1'1092 21 PLT 63.172 51.605 3.7207 5 21 PULSE PRESSURE (CONTROL) 1 1'1092 28 Pl T Q.0900 2.5500 .335.8 5 28 PLVC EOP (-QO) , 
.~ M092 29 PLT 5.2800 3.7025 .31.679 ~ 29 PLVC EOP (-50) 
1 1'1092 109 PLT .8328.0 .19612 .\3692 5 109 HMR/lBNP QO-50 1'1092 110 PlT .11500 -.62500-03 • 9.923-~2 ~ 110 PLVC/LBNP O-B ; 1'1092 11, Pl T 1.3109 -1.2155 .37,27 ~ II, ItR/PLVC 0-30 i'lG92 116 Pl T ~.9578 1.8117 .92679 ~ 116 HR/PLVC 30-~0 
i 
1'1092' 117 Pl T 6.9983 1.5906 1.'1993 ~ il1 HR/PLVC ~0-50 1'1092 1,2 PLT 60.288 ~5 • B. 3 ~.3116 5 152 VECTAN HEART RATE (-30 ) 1'1092 1,3 PLT 67.931 ~8.880 Q .12~3 5 153 VECTAN HEART RATE (-.0) 1'1092 15~ PLT 7B.826 50.936 ~';9BI 5 15Q VECTAN HEART RATE (-50) 1 1'1092 166 rl T ~21.~ I Q39.20 ~.QOBT 5 166 DT INTERVAL (CONTROL l 1'1092 167 PLT ~10.29 • 38 •. ~ 3 3.85H 5 i67 DT INTERVAL (-30) I 1'1092 16B Pl T 396.12 ~29.0. 9.5639 5 168 DT INTERVAL (-.0) /1092 169 PLT 379.76 ~2 •• 01 10.52B 5 169 QT INTERVAL (-,0) 1'1092 1T~ PLT .21565 .12713 .1I55 9-0 I 5 IT'I P MAX MAG (-,0) Mon 179 PlT -97 .~OO -52.92, 12.651 5 179 P MAX AZ (-50) M092A 2 SPT ~ 9. O~ I -3.9q23 12.755 , IB2 P MAX EL (-30) 1 M092A a, SPT 8.6086 T.OHI .368% , 18B DRS-E crRC {-qO) MonA 9 SPT 9.2759 7.200, .3T2Q2 5 IB9 CRS-E CIRC (-50) l 
[ ...... -. -~.-.~-----. -,-._----- -- -._- " .... --. ----- i 
PlEASURE!'IENTS GREATER ,,'~\l 3 SD FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-3 SEPT 10. 1973 , SLD" 253 JLN .. 253 MD .. MD ~5 
EXPT IMEAS i'1AN VALUE MEAN SD N 
PlO92A 10 SPT 8.5067 7.0686 .~7533 5 190 QR5-E CIRC (RECOVERY) 
Pl092A 11 SPT 3.9100 2.70% .38~89 5 191 QRS-E AREA (CONTROL) 
M092A 13 SPT Q.5591 2.%60 .35036 5 193 QRS-E AREA (-qO) 
PlOnA lq SPT ~.9675 3.1985 37287 5 19~ QR5-E AREA (-50 ) 
M092A 15 SPT ~.2757 2.8007 .390H 5 195 QR5-E AREA (RECOVERY) 
M092A 18 SPT .qTlO~ .372~3 .2~ 155-01 5 198 QRS-E DEPTH (-~ 0 ) 
1'I092A 19 SPT .~8660 .39653 .26382-01 5 199 QRS-E DEPTH (-50) 
M092A 2q SPT 2.~613 1. 9879 .13236 5 20~ QRS MAX MAG (-50) 
PlO92A 27 SPT -7.8793 6.5529 2.~O91 5 207 QRS MAX H (-30) 
M092A 29 SPT -6.5200 11.603 3.3625 5 209 QRS MAX AZ (-50) 
1'I092A ~2 SPT .28867-01 .51708-0 I .~q 173-02 5 222 foT-fAREA (-30) 
M092A ~3 SPT .20212-01 .50013-01 .q3H9-02 5 223 ST-E AREA (-~O) 
M092A qq SPT .22509-01 .Q2980-01 .2~~ 38-02 5 22q ST-E AREA (-50) 
M092A q8 SPT .20527 .1 09~ 6 .2636Q-01 5" 228 ST-E DEPTH (-QO) 
M092A 50 SPT .16226 .99920-01 .IQ307-01 5 230 ST-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 
M092A 53 SPT .5703~ .8H72 .83639-01 5 233 ST MAX MAG (-~O ) 
1'I092A 59 SPT -12.80Q -28.00~ 5.0598 5" 239 STMAX AZ (-50) I M092A 6~ SPT 17 .509 10.2Tl 1.6H6 5 2~'1 ST MAX EL (-50 ) !'I 0 92 A 6T SPT .1130 I .90616-01 .67007-02 5 2~7 J MAG (-30) 
I 1'I092A 69 SrT .77755-01 .11207 .10621-01 5 2~9 J MAG (-50) M092A TI SPT -22.521 -38.Q86 2.9180 5 251 J H (CONTROL) M092A 72 SPT -18.711 -39.915 ~.3011 5" 252 J AZ (-30) 
!'I092A 78 SH -3. 9~39 7.1~96 2.7318 5 258 JEL(-~O) ! 
M092A 79 SPT -1~.906 6.6Q36 3.7382 5 259 J EL (-50 ) I 
M092A 80 SfT -16.083 .93062 3.5295 5 260 J EL (RECOVERY) 
!'I 0 92 A 81 SPT ,,2036 1.8197 .1092~ 5 261 D-ST SLOPE (CONTROL) 
M092A gq SPT 1 .5 89~ 1. 9811 .1l5H 5 26~ D-ST SLOPE (-50) 
M092A 88 SPT 1!'.086 6.819q .930~8 _5 268 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-q 0 ) 
M092A 89 SPT 15.235 7 .5~67 I. 39q 3 5 269 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) 
!'I092A 9~ SPT 88.676 72.900 L0225 5 2H D-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) 
!'I092A 99 SPT 73.0qq 116.59 12.570 5 279 D-Si VECTOR lNiEGRAL (-50) 
!'I092A 10q SPT 25.090 ~3 .5q2 5 .~296 5 28Q QRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (-50) 
M092A 126 SPT 128.10 136.~0 .~1833 -5 306 WEIGHT 
!'I092A 127 SPT 12.500 13.602 .20572 5 307 L CALF CIRC 
M092A 128 SPT 12.~qO 13.676 .10888 -5 308 R CALF CIRC 
!'I092A 136 5PT· 3.~100 1.1500 .65192 5 316 HOURS SINCE LAST MEAL 
M092A 138 SPT 5.0000 1.5000 .50000 5 318 HOURS OF SLEEP 
M092A 159 srT H.60Q 60.6Qr 3.9781 5 339 HEART RATE (-8 ) 
M092A 160 SPT 8U.615 56.58~ 3.2705 5 3~0 HEART RATE (-16 ~ 
1'!092A 169 SPT .Q3000 .70000-01 .~3589-01 5 $:)9 PLVC lOOP (-8 ) 
M092A 6 PLT 5.1883 Q.2522 .20979 5 186 QRS-E CIRe (CONTROL) 
1'!092A 7 PLT 5.1%3 ~.2B82 .2283Q 5 187 QRS-E CIRC (-30) 
M092A 8 PLT 5.3093 ~.3~10 .23368 5 188 QRS-E CIRC (-qO) 
M092A 9 PLT 5.78H Q.Q2H .2290Q 5 189 QRS-E CIRC (-56) 
1'I092A 10 PLT 5.3886 Q .2738 .209H 5 190 QRS-E CIRC (RECOVERY) 
M092A 11 PLT 1.2862 .72107 .00995-01 5 191 QRS-E AREA (GONTRO~! 
.PlO92A 12 PLT 1.2809 .82531 .10298 5 192 QRS-E AREA (-30) 
!'I092A 13 PLT 1.5582 .95Q65 .13585 5 193 QRS-E AREA (-~O ) 
1'I092A 1Q PLT 1.8867 1. 066~ .13521 5 19~ ORS-E AREA (-50) 
ij M092A 15 PLT I.Q21Q .715TT .7688Q-Ol 5 195 QRS-E AREA (RECOVERY) [ , .. --- ~"'~ ' .. -- ~- -~,-.-.- .'--,. ---~-.-,.-. ---~----- I I 




.-. . .... ,_~ __ ,;., ."""...:.~.;;.. rb4~:;-,:,,:.~ .. 
j 
PlEASUREi'lENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO 
Sl-3· SEPT 10, 1973 
EXPT IPIEAS MAN VALUE 
PlOnA 18 PlT .230~2 ilonA 19 PLT •. 25968 Pl092A 2~ PLT 1.6955 PlO9ZA 31 PlT ~0.863 MonA 33 PlT ~2.18q 
PlOnA 3q PLT q~.803 
PlOnA ~6 PlT .8q219-01 Pl092A qr Pl T .18051 1I092A ~8 PlT .IH70 PlO92A ~9 PlT .13518 MonA 50 PlT .89520-01 MonA 61 Pl T 5 .5~88 M09ZA 63 Pl T 7.3067 ilonA 65 PLT 5.2655 PlOnA 66 PLT .76290.-01 M092A 67 PlT .82791-01 M092.A 76 Pl T -1~.~68 M092A 77 Pl T -2 .611 MonA 78 PLT -22 .03~ M09ZA 79 Pl T -I .510 M09ZA 80· PLT -11.2IT M092A 91 PLT 5Q .832 MonA 93 PLT 53.882 M09ZA 9q PLT 51.568 M09ZA 95 PLT 56.90T M092.A 101 PLT 77.210 
M~92A 127 PLT Iq.130 M092A 12.8 PLT Iq .500 M092.A 136 PLT 19.q60 M092.A 161 PLT 131.20 M092.A Ib2 PLT 133.97 MonA 169 PLT .91.000 M092A ITO PLT 1.6700 11073 53 CDR .90300 I'IOT3 125 CDR I~T.IO MOT3 6 SPT 15q 1. 0 
MOT3 T SPT 25.300 MOT3 12 SPT 1593.0 
MOT3 Iq SPT 119.50 MOT3 ~~ SPT I 9ST. 0 MOT3 125 SPT 128.10 MOT3 128 SPT 11.'100 MOT3 7 PLT lQ.900 
MOTa '16 PLT 'OT. 00 MOT3 5T PlT .22500 
MOT3 125 PLT IS9.00 
FROM THE PREFUilIH MEAN 
SlO" 253 JlN~ 253 
MEAN SO N 
• ITZa2 .15363-01 5 
.11696 .13198-01 5 1.3q8T .81396-01 5 q8.q87 2.3800 5 50.591 2.22n 5 50.993 1.8830 5 
.HI26-01 .~0608-02 5 
.~5822-01 .31219-02 5 
.~8q58-01 .60556-OZ 5 
.52732-01 .95868-02 5 
.%1~5-01 .Q'1511-02 5 
IT.271 2.~123 5 
15.T~9 2.3757 5 15.805 2.H88 5 
.61596-01 .206l9-02 5 
.66297-01 .19q 39-OZ 5 
18.151 2.0938 5 15".785 q .15q2 5 13.096 3.q 735 5 13.322 3.T938 5 16.302 3.q 06 8 5 qq. T07 3.0700 5 qq.qlO 2.9839 5 
~q.903 2.8QTB 5 
q~.963 2. T~37 5 59 .~29 5.3T35 5 15.q02 .270T8 5 
15. T5:! .2.6753 5 1. 9500 .9%04 ~ 1I2..6T 3.q8~9 :; 
111.9T q • Ta2> ~ 
-.HOOO-Ol .68775-0 I 5 
.32600 .2T952 5 
.36319 .lq98B 16 151 .26 .625~~ IT 1126.6 120.22 15 
11. 72T I. T,aq 15 
9T3.~0 198.~2. 15 5q. I T3 9.q86T 15 
1662.1 T'I. 2~'1 15 
136.27 .89QaO 15 
12.925 1.2973 20 
10.200 1.0139 16 qQ3.31 10.320 16 
.!T3T5-01 .65500-01 16 

















































QRS-E DEPTH (-qO) QRS-E DEPTH (-50) QRS MAX MAG (-50) QRS MAX EL (CONTROL) QRS MAX EL (-qo) QRS MAX El (-50) 
ST-E DEPTH (CONTROL) 
ST-E DEPTH (-30) 
ST-E DEPTH (-qo) 
ST-E DEPTH (-50) 
5T-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 
5T MAX El (CONTROL) 
STMAX EL (-~O) 
ST MAX EL (RECOVERY) 
J MAG (CONTROL) 
J MAG (-30) 
J El (CONTROL) 
JEl(-30) 
J EL (-qo) 
J EL (-50) 
J EL (RECOVERY) 
D-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) O-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-qO) 
O-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) D-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) QRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (CONTROL) L CALF CIRC 
R CALF CIRC 
HOURS SINCE LAST MEAL SYSTOL IC BP (-8 ) 
SYSTOLIC BP (-16 ) 
PLVC EOP (-8 ) 
PLVC EOP (-16 ) 
PREG/JArlEDIOL (MGITV) 
WEIGHT (LBS) 
URINE PO~ (MG/TV) 
URINE CA (MED/TV) 
URWE URIC A (MG/TV) 
NOREPINEPHRIN (UG/TV) 
DIET PHOSPHORUS (MG) 
WEIGHT (LBS) 
URINE NITROGEN (G) 
URINE CA (MEa/TV) 








SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
SEPT II, 1973 SLD' 254 .!LN' 254 MD' HD 46 
.u ENVIRONNENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 22.78 DEGC 
AVG. AM81ENT PRESSURE = 268.91 MMHG 
~.~ MISSION ACTIVITIES 
HAJOR MED EXPERIMENTS 









.u MEDI.CATlON AND DOSAGE 
.... SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 
ttltl EXERCISE DATA 
U8 ERG (WATT-HINS) 
LB ERG ... ,TT-HINS) 
EVA MWE (KEAL/HR) 
EIJA DURAT (HRS) 
!IK.l EX [NiNSJ 
HK. II EX (MINS) 
HK. III EX (MINS) 
TREADMILL (HINS) 










•• • I .... 
" •• '11" 
..... " ..... 
66.00 
•• 11 ANTHROPOHETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eH) ••••••• /' •••••• 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM) •••• tI.l/~f1 ••• 4 
NECK (eH) ••••••• 
RTILT ARM (eM) ••••••• ,., ••••• 
RT/LT ARM VOL (ec) ••• , •• ,/ ••••• il 
DEW POiNT = 10.00 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 175.83 MMHG 






•••• -11 •• 
" .. tiC •• HI 




~HI.HI ••• ,.' ••••• 
'."' ••• ' ••••• '1 
.. tI •• I •• IHI····'/"·····" 
•• ....... , t ........ 11 
.-. __ ~b''''_'·''. 
. R£LATIVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
HEAVY 6.50 HOURS 
45.00 I 
~ .90 H~IHG 
621.00 
8674.00 
• •• 1.1" 
1 •• 1.1" 
20.00 
1 I .lI I I • 
.1 ••• I • 
1 ••• I • , 
,". 1 "1" 
86.10 
1111.' •• "1'.1.'. 
" •• 1 •• " •••• 1"" 
•••• r •• '''II ..•. 




















SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT SEPT 12. 1973 SLD' 255 JLN' 255 MD' MD 47 
.I~ ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 22.78 DEGC AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 279.26 MMHG 
, •• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR MED EXPERIMENTS OTHER MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND DTO'S ATM EXPERIMENTS 
EREP EXPERIMENTS COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS 
,., MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
'" ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
,.* MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
II ... SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 6.50 HOURS 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG tWATT-MINS) 
LB ERG (WATT-NINS) 
EVA MHE ' :EAL/HR) EVA DURAl (HRS) 
HK. I EX tHINS) 
HK. I I EX tHINS) HK. ITI EX tHINS) 
TREADMILL (MINS) OTHER EX tHINS) 
HEIGHT rCH) 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAH) 
11 •••• 11 II 
6391.00 
I •••••• 




... to ... 'I 
......... 
.... "' ... I' 
65.30 
". ANTHROPOHETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eH) •••••• '/il ••••• INS/EXP CHEST [eM) ••• 11 •• /.4' •••• NECK (eM) ••••••• RT/LT ARM (eH) ........ , ••••••• RT/LT ARH VOL. (ec) H .... ..,.' ... U .... RT/LT HAND tFT-La) •••••• " •••• , •• 
DEW POINT = 10.56 OEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN =. 191.34 MHHG 
M093 
H092 




. ..... .. 
•• ,IHI ... . 
I,I".'if 
•• 111'1 
.. " .... 
•• II -II •• I 
~HI" .... of 
58.60 
........ , •••••• 1 
........ ' ••••• I<j 
. ...... ,/ ........ . 
, ........ /t ••••.• 
t ....... '.i ...... . 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 





.. ••• I •• 





• I' t t •• 
~ •• t ••• 
85.70 
..a .... t/t"t~ff 
• ••••• <1:/, •••••• 
I •• "" 
. ........ / ... " .... . 
• ....... /It ••••• 















!'IEASUREI'IENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 1 SL-3 SEPT 12, 1913 SLD" 255 JLN .. 255 1'10" I'ID 17 i ElPT IMEAS I'IAN VALUE !'lEAN SO N 
1 
fl092A 15 CDR 1.61 15 .8880~ .~0~99~01 6 195 QRS-E AREA (RECOVERY) !'IOnA 16 COR .26003 .16965 .152~9-01 6 196 QRS-E DEPTH (CONTROL) !'IOnA 17 CDR .21561 .15~86 .21181-01 6 191 QRS-E DEPTH (-30) !'I092A 18 CDR .26651 .lq217 .612q9-02 6 198 ORS-E DEPTH (-qO) 1 !'I092A 19 CDR .23669 .15595 .Iqqz('-Ol 6 199 QRS-E DEPTH (-50 ) j !'IOnA 20 CDR .2531 q .15529 .1566Q-01 6 200 QRS-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) I 1'1092A 21 COR 1.8323 I.QOl9 .8896q-01 6 201 gRS MAX MAG (CONTROL) /lOnA 22 CDR 1. 1636 1.2815 .12020-01 6 202 gRS /lAX MAG (-30 ) 
, 
~092A 23 CDR 1.6109 1.21qq .72331-01 6 203 QRS MAX MAG (-qO) PlOnA 2q CDR I. 1026 1.1885 .75502-01 6 20q QRS MAX MAG (-50 ) !'I092A 25 CDR 1.8801 1. 3&50 .62213-01 6 205 nRS MAX MAG (RECOVERY) 1'1092 A 36 CDR 2.Q018 1.b2lq .12101 6 216 ST-E CIRC (CONTROL) ! !'IOnA q6 CDR .121qQ .61207-01 .16029-01 6 226 ST-E DEPTH (CONTROL) I MOnA q8 CDR ·lq938 .69033-01 • 1100Q-0 I 6 228 ST-E DEPTH (-qO J nonA H CDR .15805 .18H3-01 .20qz3-01 6 229 ST-E DEPTH (-50) 
1 
/lOnA 61 CDR 9.1051 20.121 2.0638 6 2Q I ST MAX EL (CONTROL) /lOnA b2 CDR 10.8q1 20.Q 06 2.6209 6 2Q2 ST MAX EL (-30) MonA 63 CDR 2.6268 19.177 1.5650 6 2Q3 51 MAX EL (-qO) n092A 6q CDR 8.1301 18.513 1.66,q 6 2qq ST MAX EL (-50) ! M092A 65 CDR 12.919 19.1Q2 1.3191 6 2Q5 ST MAX EL (RECOVERV) 
• MonA 69 CDR .!>8IQq-01 .91805-01 .68530-02 6 2H J MAG (-50) 
". 
MonA 10 CDR .61562-01 .19719-01 .533'19-02 6 250 J MAG (RECOVERY) I M092A 73 CDR -33.29Q -58.635 Q.1130 6 253 JAI. (-QO) I MonA rQ CDR -36.033 -61.101 5. 32q I 6 25Q J AI. (-50) 1 MonA 16 CDR IT.013 31.59Q Q.2683 6 256 J EL (CONTROLl I. M092A 11 CDR 13.869 33.3QQ 5.1892 6 251 J EL (-30) MonA 78 COR 11 • 862 3Q.513 Q.3882 6 258 J EL (-QO) M092A 19 CDR Q.Q6Qa 31.931 Q.3011 6 259 J EL (-50) < !'IOnA 80 COR 11.169 28.700 3.68Q6 6 260 J EL (RECOVERVl i n092A 83 CDR .62Q19 1.0613 • 10511 6 263 O-ST SLOPE (-Qo) j M092A 8q COR .58253 1.0206 .IQ OT6 6 26Q D-ST SLOPE (-50) 1 ~()92A g6 1:ilR 9.5qOI 1.qOH .5558q 6 266 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) 
1 
1'I092A 91 CDR 5,.558 q3.929 2.1909 6 2T1 D-CRS VECTOR WTEGRAL (CONTROL) M092A 9Z CDR 53.9qO qO.Q83 2. 351~ 6 212 D-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) MonA 93 CDR 50.3Q2 38.181 2.58Q2 6 273 D-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-QO) , /1092A 9Q CDR Q9.158 37.153 2.260Q 6 2TQ D-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-,0 ) I M092A 95 COR 57.906 Q3.612 2.0103 6 275 O-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) I 1'I092A IH CDR .72000 17. 380 3.6986 6 30Q TIME (GMT) • l n092A 126 CDR IQ6.10 151.50 ). 0488 6 306 WEIGHT MonA 121 CDR 12.750 13.855 .3393Q 6 30T L CALF CIRC MonA 128 COR 13.130 IQ .230 .22891 6 308 R CALF CIRC j /lOnA 162 COR 96.659 85.831 2.1217 6 3Q2 SYSTOLIC DP (-16 ) i ilonA 161 CDR Q I .33Q 26.9Q3 1.5H9 6 3H PULSE PRESS (-8 ) 
.; ilonA 168 CDR 39.08Q 2Q.QQ~ 3.8622 6 3Qe PULSE PRESS (-16 ) 1 n092A ITO COR 2.0000 .56000 .222T1 6 35"0 PLVC EOP (-16 ) MonA z SPT 36.18Q -3.9U3 12.755 5 182 P MAX EL (-30) 
1 
MonA 6 SPT 9.0769 6.9802 .Q7H6 5 186 QRS-E erRC (CONTROL) fl092A 1 SPT 9.2T05 1.0216 .~8655 5 18T QRS-E CIRC (-30) M092A 8 SPT 8.3513 7.0~11 .36855 5 188 CRS-E crRC (-QO) M092A 9 SPT 9.0H3 T.2005 .312Q2 5 189 QRS-E crRC (-50) 






PlEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-3 SEPT 12, 1973 SLO" 2!>!> JLN .. 25!> MD" MD ~7 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALU.E MEAN SO N 
1'I092A 12 SPT ~.0~61 2.8155 .~0567 5 192 QRS-E AREA (-30) 
I'I092A I~ SPT q.~631 3.1985 .37287 5 19q QRS-E AREA (-50J 
PlO92A 15 SPT q .2537 2.8001 .390q7 !> 195 QRS-E AREA ( RECOVERY) 
PlO92A 16 SPT .533~8 .36111 .33S08-01 5 196 QRS-E OEPTH (CONTROL) 
PlOnA 18 SPT .52105 .372~3 .2ql55-01 5 198 QRS-E DEPTH (-~O) 
Pl092A 19 SPT .51082 .39653 .26382-01 5 199 QRS-E DEPTH (-50 ) 
Pl092A 20 SPT .• 73285 .35793 .26695-01 5 200 QRS-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 
1'I092A 22 SPT 2.62~~ 2.081~ .lq973 5 202 QRS MAX MAG (-30 ) 
M092A 23 SPT 2.5129 2.0166 .I~OH 5 203 QRS MAX MAG (-~O ) 
1'l092A 2~ SPT 2.q88~ 1.9879 .13236 5 20~ gRS MAX MAG (-50 ) 
PlOnA 25 SPT 2.7062 2.lq30 .1T6S6 5 205 ORS MAX MAG (RECOVERY) 
I'I092A 21 SPT -T.15~1 6.5529 2.q091 5 207 QRS MAX AZ (-30) 
I'I092A 29 SPT -3.8066 11.603 3.3625 5 209 QRS MAX AZ (-50) 
Pl092A 30 SPT -12.592 7.0265 I. HOS 5 210 QRS MAX AZ (RECOVERY) 
M092A 31 SPT 3.6201 2.~691 . 31~5S 5 2IT ST-E CIRC (-30) 
M092A 38 SPT 3.531~ 2.q161 .18985 5 218 ST-E CIRC (-qO) 
PlOnA 39 SPT .50522 2.3558 .16025 5 219 ST-E CIRC (-50) 
M092A ~6 SPT .19228 .1 OOq 2 .2Z8qO-01 5 226 ST-E DEPTH (CONTROL) 
/l092A H SPT .q nq I .11T25 .QI992-01 5 221 ST-E DEPTH (-30) 
M092A 57 SPT -31.101 -IS .503 3.933q 5 231 ST MAX AZ (-30) 
/lOnA 5S SPT 23.S21 -2Q.I2.1 6.6632 5 238 ST MI<X AZ (-qO) 
M092A 59 SPT .53831 -28.00Q 5.0598 5 239 ST MAX AZ (-50) 
MonA 60 SPT -66.865 -11.130 q.1931 5 ZqO ST MAX AZ (RECOVERY) 
M092A 61 SPT 13.260 8.2651 l.q822 5 2q I ST MAX EL (CONTROL) 
PlOnA 62 SPT -5.6821 8.7Q83 2.1839 5 2~2 ST MAX EL (-30) 
/1092A 63 SPT 23.65q 9.7951 1.6218 5 2q3 ST MAX EL (-~O) 
MonA 6Q SPT 3S.266 IO.2T1 1.6TQ6 5 2q~ ST MAX EL <-50) 
/1092A 65 SPT 2S .QSS 1.5291 1.552S 5 2q5 ST MAX EL (RECOVERY) 
M092A 66 SPT .IIQq~ .S3ITS-01 .63517-02 5 2q6 J MAG (CONTROL) i 
PlO9ZA 6T SPT .12SQq .90616-01 .67001-02 5 2n J MAG (-30) I 
/1092A 15 SPT -66. TT3 -'IO.QQ3 5-'981 5 255 J AZ (RECOVERV) I 
M92A 78 SPT -5.96Q9 T.1~96 2.731S 5 258 J EL (-q 0 ) 
1 1I092A SI SPT 2.2S07 1.8191 .1092Q 5 261 O-ST SLOPE (CONTROL) PlO92A S3 SPT 3.0172 1.9723 .10861 5 263 D-ST SLOPE (-~ 0 ) I 
M092A 88 SPT 15.IH 6.S19~ .930Q8 5 268 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-QO) 1 
1I092A S9 SPT 13.131 7.5%T 1.39Q3 5 269 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) i II092A 101 SPT 1T.2S0 21. 261 .IQQTl 5 2ltl CRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (CONTROL) , 
/1092A 105 SPT 31.Q·S6 21.993 2.5298 5 285 CRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (RECOVERY) 
1 
Pl092A 126 SPT 129.20 136.~0 .QIS33 5 306 WEIGHT 
M092A IZT SPT 12.500 )3.602 .20572 5 301 L CALF CIRC 
PlOnA 128 SPT 12.380 13.6TI, .20S88 5 30B R CALF CIRe 
M092A 136 SPT 5.0000 1.1500 .65191 5 316 HOURS SINCE LAST MEAL I PlO92A 138 SPT 6.0000 7' 5000 .50000 5 31S HOURS OF SLEEP I 1I092A 159 SPT 73.IIS 60.6H 3.HSI 5 339 HEART RATE (-S ) 
/l092A 160 SPT 70.SS~ 56 SSQ 3.2105 5 3'+0 HEART RATE (-16 ) 
1 
PlO92A 16~ SPT 81.HQ 65 .5~9 5.0906 5 3Q~ DIASTOLIC SP (-16 ) 
M092A 169 SPT .89000 .10000-01 .Q35B9-01 5 3Q9 PLVC EOP (-S) 
1I0T3 5 CDR Q.IOOO 1.6000 .83066 IT 5 URINE MG (MEe/TV) 1 1I0T3 1 CDR 11.900 T. OB2~ 1.081S IT 1 URINE CA (MED/TV) 
1 
Mon 13 CDR 36.'100 9.6661 6.68~0 15 13 EPINEPHRINE (UG/TV) 
I 
., 
I ._--_.'-'" . -.. -~--.~.-- ---.~~ -
r -.. ·· .. ?i~ 
1 
, ", '. 
1 j 
i j 
I'IEASUREr.ENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE 
SL-3 SEPT 12. 1913 SLO .. 255 
EXPT IMEAS 1'1 AN VALUE MEAN 
1'1013 53 CDR .8~300 .36319 
1'1073 125 CDR 1%.10 !51. 26 
1'1013 121 COR 12.500 15.225 
1'1073 7 SPT 26.800 11.121 
1'1013 Iq SPT 96. 100 5q .1T3 
1'1013 53 SPT .75000 .3Q081 
JIlOT3- 58 SPI .10000-02 .55580 
1'1073 125 SPT 129.20 136.21 
1'1073 7 PLT 15.QOO 10.200 
1'1013 13 PLT 5Q.800 18.020 
1'1013 q6 PLT 512.00 QQ3.3I 
1'1013 55 PLT Q.3080 2.6382 
Mon 58 PLT .10000-01 1. 0619 
M013 Il5 PLT 188.80 193.9'1 
PREFLIGHT MEAN 































PREGNANEO I OL (MG/TV) 
WEIGHT (LBS) 
DIET NITROGEN (G) 





URINE CA (MEQ/TV) 
EPINEPHRINE (UG(TV) 
"lET MAGNESIUM (MG) 
ETI OCH OlAN (MG lTV ) 










Sl-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT SEPT 13. 1973 SLD' 255 JlN' 255 MD' MD 48 
*~* ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE ~ 23.33 DEGC AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE ~ 268.91 MMHG 
.... 11 MI.SSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR MED EXPERIMENTS OTHER MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND DTO'S AIM EXPERIMENTS 
EREP EXPERIMENTS COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS 
,,. ................. CDR ............ " ••• 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
MlIO 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEH 
'1' MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
t .. SLEEP DATA 
LIGHT 6.00 HOURS 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (HATT-HINS) 
L8 ERG (I' .TT-HINS) 
EVA HHE (KEAL/HR) EVA DURAT (HRS) 
MK. I EX CHINS) 
HK. 1I EX CHINS) HK. III EX (MINS) 
TREADMILL (MINS) 
OTHER EX (HINS) MEIGHT (CH) 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 
504 I. 00 





.... >1 ••• 
" ...... . 
<lHI ..... II 
65.50 
.,. ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) 4· .......... ,., ...... INS/EXP CHEST (eM) ••••••• , ••••••• 
NECK (eM) HU ... RTILT ARM (eM) ••• 1 ••• ' ....... . RTILT ARM VOL rec) .... " ... ,.' •••• 1111 
OEH POINT = 10.56 DEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN = IBI.OO MMHG 
MilD 
LIGHT 6.00 HOURS 
II ..... t 11 
4200.00 
••••••• 




"' ...... .. 
••• ""'1 
, ..... . 
58.40 
.. , ......... , ...... <11 •• 
.,,, ...... , .. , ..... , 
...... • -11" if 
.. , ...... /t ...... , 
. ..... ". .. '.fI .. ' .. 










..II ..... ,. 
20.00 
"II .. ',., .. 
........... 
lIlIlIfl14 
411 f I 4 • 4' 
.. ..... . 
85.70 
"1.'.'"/"1'14'..(' 
.''ltt.",., •• I, • 
.'11111 
..I ... fl/".f •• , .. 
~'f·'""'I.'I'. 








































































































































































































































































































































2 HEART RATE (-301 
3 HEART RATE (-QO) 
q HEART RATE (-50) 
21 PULSE PRESSURE (CONTROL) 
28 PLVC EOP (-QOI 
29 PLVC EOP (-50) 
109 HR6R/LBNP QO-50 
110 PLVC/LBNP 0-8 
115 HR/PLVC 0-30 
116 HR/PLVC 30-QO 
liT HR/PLVC QO-50 
151 VECTAtl HEART RATE (CONTROL) 
152 VECTAN HEART RATE (-30) 
153 VECTAN HEART RATE (-QO) 
15q VECTArI HEART RATE (-50) 
166 aT INTERVAL (CONTROL) 
167 CT INTERVAL (-30) 
168 aT INTERVAL (-QO) 
169 CT INTERVAL (-50) 
170 OT INTERVAL (RECOVERY) 
172 P MAX MAG (-30) 
173 P MAX MAG (-QO) 
IH P MAX MAG (-50) 
175 P MAX MAG (RECOVERY) 
186 aRS-E CIRC (CONTROL) 
187 QRS-E CIRC (-30) 
188 CRS-E CIRC (-QO) 
189 CRS-E CIRC (-50) 
190 QRS-E CIRC (RECOVERY) 
191 CRS-E AREA (CONTROL) 
192 CRS-E AREA (-30) 
193 CRS-E AREA (-QO) 
19~ CRS-E AREA (-;0) 
19; CRS-E AREA (RECOVERY) 
198 QRS-E DEPTH (-QO) 
199 QRS-E DEPTH (-50) 
20Q aRS MAX MAG (-50 J 
211 CRS MAX EL (CONTROL) 
212 DRS MAX EL (-30) 
213 CRS MAX EL (-QO) 
21Q CRS MAX EL (-50) 
226 ST-E DEPTH (CONTROL) 
227 ST-E DEPTH (-30) 
228 ST-E DEPTH (-QO) 
229 ST-E DEPTH (-50) 
23G ST-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 
238 ST MAX AZ (-QO I 
239 ST MAX Al (-;0) 
z~ 1 ST MAX EL (CONTROL) 
ZQa ST MAX EL (-30) 
1 
MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 50 FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 1 
SL-3 SEPT 13. 1973 SLO" 256 JLN,. 256 MO,. MD ~8 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
1I092A 65 Pl T 7.~568 15.805 2. H88 5 2~5 ST MAX EL (RECOVERY! 
MOnA 66 PLT .738H-01 .61590-01 .20629-02 5 2~6 J MAG (CONTROLl 
M092A 61 Pl T • H716-01 .66297-01 .19~39-02 5 2~7 J MAG (-30) 
1I092A 69 PLT .59559-01 .77092-01 .3~806-02 5 2~9 J MAG (-50) 
MonA 76 Pl T -12.787 18.151 2.0938 5 256 J EL (CONTROLl 
M092A 77 PLT -9.308~ 15.785 ~ .15~2 5 257 J EL (-30) 
MonA 78 PLT -12.936 13.096 3.'1735 5 258 JEl(-~O) 
M092A 79 PlT -8.6500 13.322 3.7938 5 259 J EL (-50) 
M092A 80 PLT -~.3317 16.302 3.'1068 5 260 J El (RECOVERY! 
MonA 81 PlT 1.'1219 1.0'107 .11799 5 261 O-ST SLOPE (CONTROL) 
M092A 89 PLT 13. 3~ 8 7.8001 1.6Z~ 1 5 269 O-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) 
MonA 9'1 PLT H.55; ~~.903 2.8'178 5 2H O-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) 
M092A 95 PLT 56.312 ~~.963 2.H37 5 275 O-QRS VECTOR IfITEGRAL [RECOVERY) 
MonA 127 PLT 1'1.130 1.5 .'102 .27078 5 307 L CALF CIRC 
M092A 128 PLT 1'1.380 15.752 .261,3 ; 308 R CALF CIRC 
M092A 136 PLT 17.000 I. 9500 .9'160'1 5 316 HOURS SINCE LAST MEAL 
M092A 137 PLT 17 . 000 3.5300 1.5369 5 317 HOURS SINCE SLEEP 
MonA 161 PLT 125.93 112.67 3.~8~9 5 3'11 SYSTOLIC BP (-8 ) 
MonA 162 PLT 127.25 Ill. 97 '1.7825 5 3'12 SYSTOLIC BP (-16 ) 
M092A 169 PlT .98000 -.1'1000-01 .68775-01 5 3'19 PlVC EOP (-8 ) 
MonA 110 PLT 1. 61 00 .32600 .H952 5 350 PlVC EOP (-16 ) 
1'1073 2 CDR 823.00 560.2.9 81.271 17 2 URINE OSMOL OIOSMITV) , 
1'1073 5 CDR 1. 9000 7.6000 .83066 17 5 URINE MG (MEQ/TV) j 
1'1073 22 CDR '1.7600 '1.1275 • 17289 'I 22 BLOOD K (MEG/L) 
1'1073 25 CDR 10.'100 9.'1500 .191'19 'I 25 BLOOD CA OIGIL) 
M073 81 CDR ~.8900 .20000 • 113"1 'I 2 81 FREE OH-L YS HIE (MG /TV ) 
1'1073 82 CDR 1.1900 .5'1500 .35350-01 2 82 FREE GADA (MG/TV) 
1'1073 83 CDR 2.1000 .88000 .39598 2 83 FREE ORNITHINE (MG/TVl 
1'1073 88 CDR 55.500 98.060 '1.0729 2 88 FREE HISTIDINE (MG/TV) 
1'1073 ?2 CDR 1155.9 1873.6 18'1.18 2 92 FREE CREATININ (MG/TV) 
11073 98 CDR 93.780 11'1.29 3.1183 2 98 UREA/I000 (MG/TV) .~ 1'1073 100 CDR 8.3900 13.'165 1.2657 2 100 FREE ASPART AC (MG/TV) 
1'1073 lOT CDR '1.3300 1.5'150 .55861 2 107 FREE GLUT ACID (MG/TV) 
'. 11073 11'1 CDR 16.900 8.9550 1.1102 2 11'1 FREE CYSTIN/2 (MG/TV) 
,I 
I 
11073 115 CDR 12.720 1'1.3'10 .2828'1-01 2 115 CYSTATHIONINE (MG/TV) 1 
M073 lIT CDR 6.2300 7.6600 .2'10'12 2 lIT FREE !SOlEUCIN (MG/TV) J 
11073 118 CDR 8.6700 9.9QOO .35355 2 118 FREE LEUCINE (MG/TV) 4 
11073 122 CDR 7.7000 2.2900 .90510 2 112 B-NH2-I-BUTYR (MG/TV) 1 
11073 125 CDR IQ5.00 151.26 .625'1'1 17 125 WEIGHT (lBS) i 11073 5 SPT 2.5000 9.0600 1.2506 15 5 UnlNE MG (MEO/TV) ~ M073 7 SPT 2'1.800 11.727 1. 758'1 15 7 URINE CA (MEO/TV) 
11073 1'1 SPT 97.900 5'1.IT3 9.'1867 15 1'1 NOREPINEPHRIN (UG/TV) " 
11073 25 SPT 10.'100 9.7500 .191'19 'I 25 BLOOD CA (MG/ll 
MOn 81 SPT 7.'1300 2.1100 1.'1901 3 81 FREE OH-LYSINE (MG/TV) 
M073 82 SPT I.Q300 .20667 .IB'I'I8 3 8l FREE GADA (MG/TV) 
M073 83 SPT 3.7800 2.5000 .356 79 3 83 FREE ORNITHINE (MG/TV) 
1'1073 100 SPT 7.1100 11.893 .8010B 3 100 FREE ASPART AC' (MG/TV) 
1'1073 10Q SPT 71.TlfO 89.'105 Q.0800 2 10'1 FREE GLUTAM INE (MG /TV ) 
1'1073 125 SPT 128.70 136.27 .89'180 15 125 WEIGHT (LBS.) ~1 M073 7 PLT 1'.900 10.200 1.0139 16 7 URINE CA (MEO/TV) 
": 
I , 
I'IEASUREI'1ENTS GREATER THAN 3 50 
SL-3 SEPT 13, 1913 
EXPT I!'IEAS MAN VALUE 
1'1013 21 PLT I~O.OO 
1'1013 55 PLY ~.0930 
1'1073 83 PLT 3.9600 
1'1073 8~ PLT ~3.120 
M73 81 PLT .263.31 
1'1013 ~L PI. T 1889.3 
1'1073 95 PLT 30 .• 810 
1'1073 96 PLT 16.900 
1'1073 91 PLT 209.30 
1'1073 101 PLT 2~.020 
1'1073 102 PLT 53.510 
1'1073 101 PLT ~. 7~00 
1'1073 1I0 PLT 59.3.50 
1'1073 III PLT 12.930 
1'1073 118 PLT 17.090 
1'1013 120 PLT 12.IQO 
11073 125 PLT 18S.90 
FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SLO~ 256 JLN~ 256 
I'1.EAN SO N 
1~T.15 1.8930 ~ 
2.6382 .~365~ 16 
1.0500 .16971 2 
52.200 .~38~0 2 
132..26 2.7153 2 
2~85 • 8 115.11 2 
18.635 .20507 2 
125S0 .15556 2 
89.500 1~.368 2 
IS.OIO 1.5981 2 
~ 1.625 .~8189 2 
1.1600 .98995-01 2. 
3~.5 20 1.0~65 2. 
10.710 .60811 2 
11.995 1.5768 2 
7.1200 I.~~25 2 



















., " -~,..~ ...... 
~8 
BLOOD NA (I'1EQ/L) 
ETIOCHOLAN (MG/TV) 
FREE ORN ITH INE (MG lTV) 
FREE ETOHAMINE (MG/TV) 
FREE l-CH3-HIS (MG/TV) 
FREE CREATININ (MG/TV) 
PHOSPHOSERINE (MGITV) 
PO~-ETOH-AMINE (MG/TV) 
FREE TAUR'INE [MG/TV) 
FREE THREONINE (MG/TV) 
FREE SERINE (MG/TV) 
FREE GLUT ACID (I'IG/TV) 
FREE ALANINE [MG/TV) 
R-AI'IINOAOIPTC [MG/TV) 
FREE LEUCINE [I'IG/TV) 












SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
SEPT ! ~. 1973 SLD' 257 -Jt.N' 257 MD' NO ~9 
I't ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 23.33 DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 258.57 MMHG 
". MISSION ACTIVITIES 
!1AJOR MED EXPERIMENTS 








tv. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
HI SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 
tt. EXERCISE DATA 
U8 ERG rWATT-NINS) 
LB ERG rWATT-HINS) 
EVA MWE ':EAL/HR) 
EVA DURA T (HRS) 
HK. I EX (MINS) 
HK. II EX (MINS) 
HK. I I I EX (MINS) 
TREADMILL rHINS) 
OTHER EX (MINS) 
HEIGHT (CM) 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 
" ........ tt 
5041.00 
,. ... J t .. . 




tit ...... ". 
'''' .. flf 
65.BO 
I'" ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) ' •• e.I'I+"f"l~ 
INS/EX? CHEST (CM) UHf""/f .......... , 
NECK (eM) HittH 
RTILT ARM (eM) •••• II./ ..... G •• 
RTILT ARM VOL (eel ff •• '~./f.fff.f 
RT/LT HAND (FT-LS) ••••••• / ••••••• 
DEW POINT = 10.00 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 175.B3 MMHG 
HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 
-I'JlI14. 
5000.00 
'I •• *,.t: 
". iI ..... 
25.00 
•• 11 ... 11 
.... 1111 .... . 
'.'f-f'. 
l.lit'''.1 
.. If •••• 
58.30 
•• .. • ••• , .. ,.tl: ... 
".'*" •• /tt' ••• -I 
.. ••• .... '/ .... '1 ... 
............ ' ....... <1. .. 
"'''.llI .. 'It" .. " .... 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 













.......... /./1 ..... . 
.t.~ .... / ...... ~. 
.f.filti/iif •• " • 
IItt ....... / ........ . 















































1'10 92 A 6q 
1'1092A 65 








GREATER THAN 3 SD 





Ci-'R 7~. 209 
CDR 35.028 














CDR ~. 8227 
CDR ~. 9662 











CDR 1.670 I 
COR 1.5828 








CDR 17 .~8l' 







FROM THE PREFLlGln MEAN 
SLD. 257 JLN" 257 MD. 
MEAN SD N 
8~.991 2.Z156 6 
8~.736 2 .~007 6 
89.218 2.6552 6 
69.101 1.1~32 6 
27.068 1.5621 6 
23.835 Z. 78 35 6 
22.939 2.~51~ 6 
28.503 2.0T~2 6 
.57321-01 .9~6~8-02 ~ 
152.51 3.1~50 6 
150.~8 2.6218 6 
.12567 .77000-02 6 
.I~ 3~2 .~1269-02 6 
62.318 2.H56 6 
59.957 2.3690 6 
60.270 2.H93 6 
61.722 1.960 I 6 
~. 0825 .18777 6 
3.8682 .13337 6 
3.7951 .11311 6 
3. 8~ 31 .77698-01 6 
~ .0856 .12~09 6 
.88003 .%560-0 I 6 
.80500 .53625-01 6 
.80025 .5872.3~01 6 
• 8~2.q2 .59339-01 6 
.8880~ .~Oq99-01 6 
.16965 .152~9-01 6 
.15~86 .21181-01 6 
.lq2q7 .612~9-02 6 
.15595 .lq~26-01 6 
.15529 .1566~-01 6 
1. 28 15 .72020-01 6 
1.21~q .72331-01 6 
1.1885 • 75,OZ-0 I 6 
1. 3850 .62213-01 6 
38.320 1.~5q2 6 
37.710 l.q091 6 
ZO .127 Z.0638 6 
19 .~T7 1.%'>0 6 
18.573 1.665q 6 
19. H2 1.3797 6 
31 .59q q .2683 6 
~0.q83 Z.351Q 6 
38.181 2.58U 6 
"37 ;753 2.260~ 6 
q3.612 2.0103 6 
151.50 1. 0~88 6 
13.855 .3393~ 6 





7 SYSTOLIC BP (-30) 
8 SYSTOLIC BP (-~O) 
10 SVS70LIC BP (RECOVERY) 
17 MEAN BP (-30) 
21 PULSE PRESSURE (CONTROL) 
2.2 PULSE PRESSURE (-30) 
23 PULSE PRESSURE (-~O) 
25 PULSE PRESSURE (RECOVERY) 
112 PLVC/LBNP 16-30 
156 PR INTERVAL (CONTROLl 
160 PR INTERVAL (RECOVERY) 
171 P MAl MAG (CONTROL) 
172 P MAX MAG (-30) 
181 P MAX EL (CONTROL) I 182 P MAX EL (-30) 183 P MAX EL (-~ 0 ) 
18~ P MAX EL (-50) 
1 
186 QRS-E CIRC (CONTROL) 
187 QRS-E C IRC (-30) 
188 ORS-E CIRC (-~O) , 
189 QRS-C CIRC (-50) 1 , 
190 QnS-E CIRC (RECOVERY) 
191 CRS-E AREA (CONTROL) 
192 QRS-E AREA (-30) 
193 QRS-E AREA (-~O) 
19~ QRS-E AREA (-50) 
195 QRS-E AREA (RECOVERY) 
196 CRS-E DEPTH (CONTROL) 
197 QRS-E DEPTH (-30) 
198 QRS-E DEPTH (-~ 0 ) 
199 QRS-E DEP TH (-50) 
200 QRS-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 
Z02 CRS MAX MAG (-30) 
203 QRS MAX MAG (-qO) 
20Q DRS MAX MAG (-50) 
Z05 DRS MAX MAG (RECOVERY) 
ZI1 QRS rlAX EL (CONTROL) 
215 CRS MAX EL (RECOVERY) 
Zq I ST MAX EL (CONTROL) 
2q3 ST MAX EL (-~O) 
2q~ ST MAX EL (-50) 
2~5 ST MAX EL (RECOVERY) 
206 J EL (CONTROll 
272 D-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) 
273 D-DRS VECTOR TNTEGROL (-~O ) 
2T~ D-DRS VECTOR HJT~tjP,AL (-50) 
275 D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) 
306 WEIGHT 
307 L CALF CIRC 
308 R CALF CIRC 
j 
/lEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM THE 
Sl-3 SEPT I~, 1973 SlD" 257 
EXPT IMEAS nAN VALUE MEAN· /109ZA 162 CDR 97.186 S, .831 /lOnA 167 CDR 35.239 26.9q3 
/1073 7 CDR 11.600 7.082Q 
!'lO13 53 COR .95700 .36319 /10n 12, CDR IQ;.IO 151.26 
M013 7 SPT 2,.700 11.127 flOT3 IQ SPT 9Q.600 5~. IT3 
1'1073 125 SPT 12B.60 1-36.27 
11073 T PlT I~.TOO 10.200 
MOT3 P! I'Ll 101.70 62.793 /lOT3 ~6 PLT 553.00 ~~3.31 
i'l073 55 PLT Q.0460 2.63B2 






l.~·'i 79 6 
1. DB I 8 IT 
.IQ98S 16 
.62H~ IT 
I. 7, 8~ I, 
9 .~a67 I~ 
.89~BO t, 





110+ MO q9 
3q2. SYSTOLIC SP (-16 ) 
3H PULSE PRESS (-S) 
7 URINE CA (MED/TV) 
53 PREGNANEDIOL (MG/TV) 
12, WEIGHT (lBS) 
7 URINE CA (MED/TV) 
IQ NOREPINEPHRIN (UG/TV) 
12, WEIGHT (LBS) 
7 URINE CA (MEO/TY) 
1'1 NOREPINEPHRIN (UG/TV) 
~6 nlEl MAGNESIUM (MG) 
55 ETiOCHOLAN (MG/TV) 














Sl-3 DAleY CeINIr.AeIENVIRONMENTAe REPORT SEPT 15. 1973 SeD' 258 JLN' 258 MO' MO 50 
••• ENVIRONHENTAe 
AVG. TEtiPERATURE = 23.33 OCGC Ave;. AlIBIE:NT PRESSURE' 2G6.33 HHHG 
... NlSSION ACTIVITIES 
NAJOR tll:O EXPERIHrNTS 
OTHER MEDlc.le ExrERINENTS AND OTO'S ATM EXPERIMENTS 
EREP EXPE:R I NENTS 
c ....... , •••• ~ ••• CDR •••••••••••••• 
••• '~OICAL EXPERIMENTSIDTO 
..... ILLNCSS/S\'HPTmI/PROOLE~1 
••• t~OICATION AND DOSAG, 
lUi SLEEP OATA 
HEAV\' 8.00 1I0URS 
••• EXERCISE D~TA 
UO ERG tIIATT-HINSI 
LO ERG ellA TT -til NSI 
EVA MilE CKCAelllRI (VA DURAT (IIns) 
HK.I EX CHINSI 
MK. II EX CHINSI 
tiK. III ex WINSI 
TREAONILe ININSI 




~iOlfI • 00 





-..... " ... 
........ 4 ... 
", .. .. t<l .... 
06.00 
... ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
IIIPIt~AIST tCHI •••••• " ••• 4' •• JNS/EXP CllfST reM) ••••••• , ..... ... NECK reM) "'H:lt~ RT/lT Mut (em 1 •• uI.,n"Hf RTILT AUH VOL (eel ....... /O ... U 
r'HIlT ffANn (fT"lG1 "."I'I'H" •• ClN GIlAV ftrAS CCHI •••••• I 
OCH POINT. 10.56 OCGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN. 175.83 HtlHG 
" . 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. SrT ....... - • , ••••• 
HI71 
H092 
HEAVY 7.011 ilOLIRS 
· .... , , 
6000.00 
· . , .... 
· . , .... 
['0.00 
· ..... . 
• • t " ••• 
• •••••• 
• •• II ••• 
50.30 
• •••• •• /- • '* ....... 
·······I·~····t 
....... / ..... "" 
.•• ~.t·I·"···· 
• ••••• ".,jd ••• t 
.,._ .. , 
RELATIVe HUmOIT\,· ~5.00 t 
PART. PRES, C02" 5,00 rUIHG 
• •••• , ••••••••• PLT •••••••••••••• 
HI71 
H092 
IICAVY G.~O flOllRS 
GOII.OO 
017~.OO 
" ... , ~ 




. ~ .... '" 
•••• 'U" 
'" ••• '* • t 
85.60 
.. 4.t.II~······ 
• .... t·'l··'4.e. 
•• .. ·,··It •• '.I~ 
••••••• / •• 4., •• 
. ' ...... /, .. , .. . 




IIEASUREIIENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
Sl-3 SEPT 15, 1973 SLO. 258 JLN. 258 MD. 110 50 
EXPT IIIEAS IIAN VALUE IIEAN SO N PI111 7 SPT .80033 .96578 .51682-01 6 7 VC02-LEVEL I (L/MINI 11171 15 SPT 1.3~00 1.1186 .6862~-OI 6 15 RER-RECOVERY 11171 26 SPT 11~.25 132.75 5.1871 6 26 SSP-REST (MM HG) PlI71 27 SPT 1~9.00 165 .I~ 3.~~86 7 27 SSP-LEVEL I (MM HG I lilT! 3~ SPT 59.667 81.~29 5.2~13 1 3~ DSP-LEVEL 3 (MM HGI 11171 36 SPT 90.917 98.~~0 2.252~ 6 36 MAP-REST (i'lM IIG I <1171 63 SPT 2~2.88 217 .73 7.7723 7 63 SSP , 160 HR 1'1171 6~ SPT 6q .~3~ 80.586 5.2955 7 6~ OBP 1 160 HR PII71 137 S~T 130.80 ~0.251 11.39. ~ 137 SSP/V02 50-75 1'1171 I~O SPT .-37 .~H -1.~3~5 5.H05 ~ 1~0 DSP/V02. 50-75 MIT! H6 SPT 168.25 ~3.156 13.~~5 ~ 1~6 PP /V 02. 50-75 lilT! 1~9 SPT 3059~. 15391. 3356.6 ~ 1~9 PRPf.V02 50-75 M092 2 SPT 69.775 58.539 3. 3~32 5 2 HEART RATE (~aO I PlO92 21 SPT 31.138 ~6.962 5.071~ 5 21 PULSE PRESSURE (CONTROLI 11092 25 SPT 32.0~7 ~5.722 3.0007 5 25 PULSE PRESSURE (RECOVERY I 11092 28 SPT 2.7800 3.7380 .2600Q 5 28 PLVC EOP (-~O) 11092 pO SPT .Q2500-0 I .87500-02 .5~~86-02 5 110 PLVC/LBNP 0-8 11092 15 SPT ~.~180 .~8H7 .65830 5 115 Hij/PLVC 0-30 11092 152 SPT 69.01~ 58.082 2.9537 5 152 VECTArI HEART RATE (-30 ) 1'1092 58 SPT 135.91 129.98 I. 6 02~ 5 15S PR INTERVAL (-'" 1'1092 172 SPT .26161 .1~218 .20688-01 5 172 P MAX MAG (-30 l 1'1092 173 SPT .28590 .1~032 .95391-02 5 173 P MAX /'lAG (-'10) 1'1092 17. SPT .32851 .15611 .1~797-01 5 IH P MAX MAG (-50) 11092 176 SPT -67.5Da -27.065 5.7687 5 176 P MAX AZ (CONTROL) PI~92 177 SPT -63.76~ -28.078 ~.~118 5 177 P MAX AZ (-30) /1092 178 SPT -66.900 -28.~62 2.~890 5 178 P MAX AZ (-~O) Pl092 179 SPT -1T.5H -30.350 3.7028 5 179 P MAX AZ (-50) 1'1092 180 SPT -63.016 -23.611 ~ .9523 S 180 P MAX AZ (RECOVERY) M092A 2. SPT 67.032 -3.9~2.3 12.75> ~ 182 P MAX EL (-30) M092A 3 SPT 68.92.9 -8.37H Z2.!33 5 183 P MAX EL (-q 0 ) PlOnA 6 SPT 8.~516 6.9802 .qHTb 5 186 DRS-E CIRe (CONTROL) PlO92A 8 SPT 8.5671 7 • O~ II .36856 5 188 DRS-E CIRe (-40) /'IOnA 9 SPT 8.8356 7.2.005 • 371~ 2. 5" 189 DRS-E CIRe (-50) Pl092.A 10 SPT 8.7919 1.0686 .~7533 5 190 QRS-E CIRe (RECOVERV) Pl092.A ]I SPT ~ .2.II~ 2..10% .38~89 5 191 DRS-E AREA (CONTROL) ilOnA 12 SPT ~ .2350 2.8 J;, .~056T ~ 192. DRS-E AREA (-30) PlO92A 13. SPT ~.398~ 2..9660 .35036 5 193 DRS-E AREA (-qO) M092A H SPT 4.8~87 3.1985 .312.87 5" 194 DRS-E AREA (-50) M092A 15 SPT 4.6172. 2..8007 .39041 5" 195 DRS-E AREA (RECOVER~) M092A 16 SPT .~SHO .36111 .33808-01 5 196 DRS-E DEPTH (CONTROL) M092A IT SPT 






l .. , ."--~L"" 
1 
PlEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-3 SEPT 15, 1913 SLD .. 25B JLN. 258 PlD" MD ,0 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VAL~E MEAN SO N 
Pl092A 6q SPT 15.'i'f5 10.2Tl 1.67q6 5 2qq ST MAX EL (-5D) 
PlanA 66 SPT .13722 .8 311B-0 I .63577-02 5 2q6 J MAG (CONTROL) 
PlanA 67 SPT .IQq5Q .90616-01 .67007-02 5 2H J MAG (-30) 
PlanA 68 SPT .15239 .10391 .11672-01 5 2Q8 J MAG (-QO) 
-I PlanA 69 SPT .IHBO .11207 .10621-01 5 2q9 J MAG (-50) 
-1 
MonA 70 SPT .13020 .95681-01 .75777-02 5 250 J MAG (RECOVERY) I M092A Tl SPT -25.691 -3B.Q86 2.91BO , 251 J Al (CDrITROL) 1'1092A 72. SPT -19.q7B -39.915 q .30 II 5 252 J Al (-30) 1'1092A 73 SPT -1,.261 -qO.'119 5.2150 , 253 J Al (-q a ) l Pl092A H SPT -20.lIq -ql.6H 6.5103 , 2,q J Al (·.?O) M092A 78 SPT -q.qI57 7.1't% 2.T31B , 25B .IEL(-'tO) PlOnA 79 SPT -6.3TOO 6.6q36 3.7382 5 2,9 J EL (-,0) 
MonA 81 SPT 2.6092 1. 8197 .1092Q 5 261 D-ST SLOPE (CONTROL) j M092A 82 SPT 2.sq75 1.9001 .91920-01 , 262 D-ST SLOPE (-30 ) MonA 83 SPT 2.Q168 1.9723 .10BH , 263 D-ST·SLOPE (-qO) 
M092A 85 SPT 2.3q50 l.BIIB .13713 , 265 D-ST SLOPE (RECOVERY) 
MonA 87 SPT 12.526 T .0501 1. 089q 5 2H O-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30) , 
MonA 8B SPT 13.989 6. 819q .930q8 5 268 O-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-qO) 
1 FI092A 89 SPT 15.5'f8 T.5q6T 1. 39q 3 5 269 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) 
MonA 10q SPT 25.'tBI Q3SQ2 5.q296 , 2Bq CRS-T SPAT! AL ANGLE (-50 I 
MonA 126 SPT 12B.TO 136.QO .Q1833 5 306 WEIGHT 
MonA 127 SPT 12.500 13.602 .20572 , 30T L CALF CIRe 
M092A 128 SPT 12.380 13.676 .20B88 5 30B R CALF erRC 
M092A 160 SPT 66 .618 %.58't 3.2705 5 3't a HEART RATE (-16 ) 
I 1'1092A 169 SPT .3't000 .70000-01 .Q35B9-01 5 3Q9 PLve EOP (-8 ) M073 2 CDR 989.00 560.29 81.271 11 2 URINE OSMOL (M05M/TV) I 1'1073 5 con 3.0000 7.6000 .83066 IT 5 URINE MG (MED/TV) 
1'1073 T CDR 11.200 7.0B2Q 1. OB 18 IT 7 URINE eA (MEa/TV) 
.1 
1'10T3 53 CDR .95700 .36319 .IH88 16 53 PREGNANEDIOL (MGITV) 
1'1073 56 CDR 2.5790 .Q8112 .Q5851 16 56 OEHVDROEPIANO (MG/TV) 
1'1073 57 COR .72500 .H'00-02 .23000-01 16 n 11-0-ANORO (MG/TV) 
I 
Pl073 61 CDR lQ .590 7.66T5 2.1378 16 6! TOTAL IT-KETO lTMG lTV) 
1'1073 125 CDR lQ5.60 151. 26 .6Z5'tQ IT 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
Pl073 128 COR 15.600 11.130 .87905 20 128 URINE NITROGEN (G) 
1'1073 7 SPT 37 •• 500 11..727 I.H8Q 15 7 URINE CA (MEe/TV) 1 
Pl073 11 SPT Z066. a 1698.7 6Q. 6Q 1 1, 11 URINE CREAT (MG/TV) 
1'1073 Q3 SPT 965.00 TB 1. aT 37.799 15 ~3 DIET CALC1UM (MG) 
1'1073 't6 SPT ~56.00 298.20 26.937 15 Q6 DIET MAGNESIUM (MG) 
MOT3 53 SPT .91100 .3'1087 .1363, 15 53 PREGNANEDIOL (MG/TV) 
1'1073 5> SPT ,.8509 2.~Q'~ .6B058 15 55 ETiOeHOLAN (MG/TV) 
1'1073 £1 SPT 10 .5Z0 , .52,3 1.6Q5B 15 61 TOTAL IT-KETO (TMG/TV). 
~OT3 12, SPT 128.70 136.2T .89~BO 15 125" WEIGHT (LBS) 
1'1073 128 SPT 19.TOO 12.925 1.2973 20 lZ6 URINE NITROGEN (G) 
MOT3 7 PLT I~ .QOO 10.200 1.0139 16 T URINE CA (MEG/TV) 
PlOT3 ~2 PLT lQQ.90 165.66 5.85QQ 16 ~Z DIET PROTEIN (G) 
MOT3 ~6 PLT 't80.00 't't 3.31 10.320 16 Q6 DIET MAGNESIUM (MG) 
Pl073 n PLT .86900 .168QQ .16Q6T 16 53 PREGNANEO I OL (MG lTV) 
MOTJ 5> PLT Q.2HO 2.63B2 .'t365Q 16 >5 ETlOGHDLAN (MGITV) 
MOT3 IZ5 PLT 18B.80 193.9Q \.0887 16 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
SL-3 DAilY CLINICAL/ENVIRO~~£NTAL REPORT 
SEPT 16. 1973 SLD' 259 JLN' 259 MD; MD 51 
~,. ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 23.33 DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 24B.23 MHHG 




SCIENCE DEMOS/STUDENT EXPERIMENTS 
OFF-DUTY/REST DAY 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
~t. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
1 •• SECONAL 
tU SLEEP DATA 
~AVY B.OO HOURS 
... EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG IHATT-MINS) ....... • lI' 
LB ERG I HATT-MINS) 8641.00 
EVA MWE IKEAl/HR) ... t'~" 
EVA DURAT IHRS) ... , . ,. 
HK. I EX IMINS) ........ 
MK. II EX (HINS) ill .... <I I • 
MK. III EX IHINS) .. . . .... . 
TREADMILL (HINS) 'II" •• f ... 
OTHER EX (til NS) 11 ..... I f 
HEIGHT ICH) /I •••••• 
WEIGHT (KILDGRAH) 66.20 
... ANTHROPOMETRIC OATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) , • .:. .... ,.-"" ... 1-11 
INS/EX? CHEST (eM) ••••••• , ••••• ,. 
NECK feM) ",.IIIIU 
RT/LT AR~I (eM) .... U.,..,. ....... 
RTILT ARN VOL tec) HHU.'HG44,. 
~T/lT HAND (r-T-L8J QUHUfH'U .. ' 
CEN GRAV NEAS (eM) ...... ,. 
DEN POINT = 10.56 OEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 170.66 HMHG 
.. 
HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 
I. I .... /! 
2630.00 
, ........ , 
••••••• 
15.00 
... 11 ... 11 • 
1 •• ,4, • 
;( ..... I • 
....... 4 
.".". 5B.30 
........ ,/ ....... . 
. .... ,", ....... . 
••••••• 
• .... •• ,' f' ....... .. 
..ttll. .. / ...... .. 
·······I .. ·ll •• ., .. 
f • f f ..... 
RELATiVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 ~ 
.. 





.. III" .. .. 
"" II ... " 
20.00 
5.00 
• (I." ... 11 
• •• 11 ••• 
· ...... .. 
. ....... .. 
B5.30 
. ...... 1.' ....... . 
• •••• ' .. " ••• '1.0 
.. ... I".'I.t~ ... 
. ........ , .... , .. 
....... , .... , .. 
.. ......... .. 







I'IEA5UREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-3 SEPT 16, 1973 SLO~ 259 ,ILN~ 259 I'ID~ MD 51 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MElIN SD N 
I'IlTl 1 PLT 1.5190 2.00n .IHIO 1 1 VC02-LEVEL I (UMIN) 
1'1111 12 PLT .82000 .98081 .116~1-01 1 12 RER-LEVEL I 
1'1111 20 PLT 19.900 39.~ 11 ~ .~92~ 6 20 VE-RECOVERY (L IMIN) 
1'1111 25 PLT 18.000 103.00 2.6077 6 25 H R-RECOVERY (BTIMIN) 
MI7l 6~ PLT 51.019 73.501 5.6~97 1 6~ DSP , 160 HR 
1'1171 109 PLT 165.61 135.29 9.8365 7 109 PULSE PRS-LEV 3 (MMIIG) 
1'1171 115 PLT 1~118. 18919 • 1360.~ 6 115 PRESSURE RATE PRODUCT-RECOV 
1'1111 123 PLT • nB5 3 • 97~ 81 .26720-01 5 123 RER 0-25 
PlO92 I PL " 61.862 ~6 .511 ~.3~60 5 I HEART RATE (CONTROL) 
1'1091 2 PLT 6~ .518 ~'.6~3 3 .10q 8 5 2 HEART RATE (-30) 
PlO92 3 PLT 13.81q ~8.7q, ~ .1621 , 3 IIEART RATE (-~O) 
PIon q PLT 85".139 50.701 " .6989 5 q HEART RATE (-50) 
1'1091 6 PLT 137.71 113.3q 5.6868 5 6 SYSTOLIC SP (CONTROL) 
PlO92 1 PLT 131.30 110.00 ~.I%q 5 7 SYSTOLIC SP (-30) 
1'1092 8 PLT 126.93 106.72 5 .2~13 5 8 SYSTOLIC SP (-qO) 
1'1092 9 PLT 123.38 103.79 5.3220 5 9 SYSTOLIC SP (-50) 
~m 10 PLT 13q .92 115.~ I 5.9385 5 10 SYSTOLIC SP (RECOVERY) 21 PLT 51.qST ,. 1. 805 3.1201 5 21 PULSE PRESSURE (CONTROL) 
1'1092 22 PLT 72.677 ~9.193 5.52% 5 22 PULSE PRESSURE (-30) 
1'1 9 25 PLT 67.qH ,2.395 2.5501 5 25 PULSE PRESSURE (RECOVERY) 
1'\091 21 PLT 2.9800 l.q5~0 .qq 089 5 2T PLVC EOP (-30 ) 
1'1092 28 PLT ~.3600 2.55"00 • 335~ 8 5 28 PLVC EOP (-qO) 
1'1092 29 PLT 5.9800 3.1025 .31679 ~ 29 PLVC EOP (-50) 
fl092 109 PLT 1.1265 .19612 .13692 , 109 HRl>R/LBNP ~O-,O 
1'1092 IlO PLT .lq315" -.62500-03 .9Q923-02 ~ 110 PLVC/LBNP 0-8 
1'1092 ll, PLT .89128 -1.21" .31521 q 115 HR/PLVC 0-30 
1'1092 lib PLT 6.1791 1.811T .92679 ~ 116 HR/PLVC 30-~0 
1'1092 liT PLT 6.9,31 1.5906 1.~993 ~ 117 HR/PLVC ~0-50 
Mon I,q PLT 65.96q ,0.936 q .5981 5 I,~ VECTAN HEART RATE (-50) 
MonA 6 PLT 5.1088 ~ .2522 .20979 5 186 QRS-E CIRC (CONTROL) 
M092A 1 PL T 5.26,0 '1.1882 .Z283~ , 181 ORS-E CIRC (-30) 
MonA 8 PLT ,.1020 ~. 3q 10 .23368 5 188 QRS-E CIRC (-qO) 
M092A 9 PLT 5.3266 ~ .~2ql .2290q 5 189 DRS-E CIRC (-50) 
PlO92A 10 PLT 5.2198 ~.2138 .209H 5 190 DRS-E eIRC (RECOVERY) 
fW92A 1l PLT 1.3203 .1210T .80995-01 5 191 DRS-E AREA (CONTROL) 
MonA 12 PLT 1.2T!>9 .82531 .10298 5 192 DRS-E AREA (-30) 
MonA I~ PL T 1.5ns 1. 06 6'1 .135"21 , 19q DRS-E AREA (-50) 
PlonA 15 PLT 1.286q .77577 .7688q-01 5 195" DRS-E AREA (RECOVERY) 
1'l092A 16 PLT .28599 .20170 .22908-01 5 196 DRS-E DEPTH (CDrJTROL) 
M092A 17 PL T .28263 .IBI9T .22139-01 5 197 DRS-E DEPTH (-30) 
1'l0 92 A 18 PLT .25T9l .lT2OZ .15363-01 5 198 DRS-E OEPTH (-qO) 
MonA 19 PLT .25"Q07 .lT696 .1319B-OI 5 199 CRS-E DEPTH (-50) 
M092A 20 PLT .2T~31 . i 9lT9 .2~569-01 !> 200 DRS-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 
Monn 22 PLT I. T03Q 1.~2B2 .612.10-01 5 202 CRS MAX MAG (-30) 
MonA 23 PLT 1.6690 t.3789 .76332-01 !> 203 GRS MAX MAG (-~O) 
M092A 2q PLT 1.6668 I • 3~ 87 .81396-01 5 20q DRS MAX MAG (-50) 
MonA ·31 PLT 39.~93 q8 .~87 2.3800 5 211 DRS MAX EL (CONTROL) 
M092A 32 PLT 39.26q q9.131 2.9;81 5 212 DRS MAX EL (-30) 
1'I092A 33 PL ,. 39.726 50.!>91 2.22.14 5 213 CRS MAX EL (-~O) 
MonA 3~ PLT ~l.qT9 50.993 1.8830 5 21~ DRS MAX EL (-50) 
i 







~- . -."!;.-~ ~ 
MEASUREMENTS GREATER TH~N 3 SO FROi'l THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-3 SEPT 16, 1973 SLO" 259 JLN,. 259 MO" 1'10 51 
EXPT IrlEAS I'!AN VALUE MEAN SD N 1'10 92 A 35 PLT 39.~02 H.81~ 2.7920 5 215 QRS MAX EL (RECOVERY) ilonA ~o PLT 2.1037 IS025 .1876~ 5 220 ST-E CIRC (RECOVERY) 1'I092A % PLT .89~06-01 .~1126-01 .~0608-02 5 226 ST-E DEPTH (CONTROL) 1'1092A ~7 PLT .1~B70 .~5B22-01 .3IZI9-OZ 5 227 ST-E DEPTH (-30) PlOnA ~B PLT .156B8 .~B~58-01 .60556-02 5 228 ~T-E DEPTH (-~O) 
.. ~ PlO92A ~9 PLT .19117 .52732-01 .95868-02 5 229 ST-E DEPTH (-50) 1'I092A 50 PLT .122BO .~61~5-01 .~~511-0Z 5 230 ST-E PEPTH (RECOVERY) PlQ92A £1 PLT ~.3537 11.271 2.~ 123 5 2~ I ST i'lAX EL (CONTROL) 1'I0nA 63 PLT 29.3£7 15.H9 2.3757 5 2~3 ST i'lAX EL (-~O) 1I092A 6~ PLT 3~.%3 15. O~£ 2.82~6 5 2~~ ST rtAX EL (-50) 1'1092A 65 PLT 3.7231 !5 • 805 2. 7~88 5 2~5 foT MAX EL (RECOVERY) 1'I092A 66 PLT .7329B-OI .61596-01 .20629-02 5 2~6 J MAG (CONTROL) I'IOnA 6T PLT .17839-01 .66297-01 .19~ 39-02 5 2~7 J MAG (-30) I'IOnA 68 PLT .8~879-01 .73157-01 .3~327-02 5 2~8 J i'lAG (-~ 0 ) 1'I092A 10 PLT .76H5-01 .6~1~3-01 .36206-02 5 250 J MAG (RECOVERV) M092A 71 PLT -59.011 -79 .~25 ~.9136 5 251 J AZ (CONTROL) I'Ign.A 12 PLT 
-p.931 -80.958 5.3616 5 252 J AX (-30 I M 92A 73 PLT - 8.131 -81.203 ~. 9161 5 2>3 J AZ (-~ 0 ) I'IG92A H PLT -~9.225 -BO.869 6.3962 5 25~ J AZ (-50) PI 92A 76 PLT - ~.1I0 18.151 2.0938 5 256 J EL (CONTROLl M09ZA 77 FLT -25.691 15.78, ~ .15~ 2 5 257 J EL (-30) MonA 78 PLT -3~.506 1-3.096 3 .~735 5 258 JEL(-~O) MO\lloA 79 PLT -31.096 13.322 3.7936 5 259 J EL (-50) fol09.ZA 80 PLT -22.012 16.302 3.~068 5 260 J EL (REC-OVERYl 
"'092A 91 PLT 5~. 218 ~~.707 3.0700 5 271 O-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL I M092A 95 PLT 53.66:1 ~~. 963 2.H37 5 275 O-QPoS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) I 1'I0nA 101 PLT 79 .296 59 .~29 5.3735 5 281 QRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (CONTROL) 
\ 
1I092A 12~ PLT .93000 16.160 1.011~ 5 30~ TIME (GMT> M092A 127 pLr I~ .130 15 .~02 .270TB 5 307 L CALF CIRC M092A 128 PLT 1~.500 15.752 .26753 5 308 R CALF CIRC 1I092A 131 PtT 37.200 36. 380 .1 '3235 5 311 ORAL TEMP. I M092A HO PLT 62.7I0 ~5.05~ ~ .5~ 09 5 3~0 HEART RATE (-16 ) I /1092A 161 PLT 138.32 112.£7 3.~8~9 5 3~ 1 SYSTOLIC SP (-8 ) 1'1092A 162 PlT 139.91 111.97 't.7825 5 3~2 SYSTOLIC DP (-16 ) I PlO92A 167 PLT 79.7TI 51.569 5.0953 5 3~7 PULSE PRESS (-B) I M092A HB PLT 76.853 52.683 6. 3~2~ 5 3-'18 PULSE PRESS (-16 ) /1092A 169 PLT 1.1500 -.I~OOO-Ol .68775-01 5 3~9 PLVC EOP (-8 ) !'I092A 170 PLT I. 9~ 00 .32600 .27952 5 350 PLVC EOP (-16 ) /1073 5 CDR ".1000 1.6000 .B3066 17 5 URINE MG (MEQITV) 
i /1073 16 CDR 7~."OO 39.106 II. 361 17 16 HVOROCORTISON (UG/TV) I 1'1073 125 CDR 1~6. 00 I!)1.2.6 .625~~ IT 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
\ 
1'1073 II SPT 13~2. 0 1698.7 6-'1 .6~1 15 I I URINE CREAT (MGITV) 1'1073 ~~ SPT 1926.0 1662.1 H.2~~ 15 ,,~ DIET PHOSPHORUS (MG) 1'1073 125 SPT 128.60 136.27 • 89~80 15 125 WEIGHT (LBS) I M073 7 PLT 13.~00 10.200 1.0139 16 r URINE CA I;;EO/TV) M073 ~6 PL1 ~95.00 ~~3.31 10.32.0 16 "6 . DIET I':HuNES!UM (rtG) 
















SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
SEPT 17, 1973 SLD' 260 JLN' 260 MO' NO 52 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE: 23.33 DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE: 2S4.95 HHHG 
ttt MISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR MED EXPERIMENTS 









••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
..... SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 6.50 HOURS 
.... EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (WATT-MINS) 
LB ERG (I" .TT-MINS) 
EVA MWE (KEAL/HR) 
EVA DURAT (HRS) 
HK.I EX (HINS) 
HK. II EX (MINS) 
MK. III EX (HINS) 
TREADMILL (MINS) 
OTHER EX (MI NS) 













... ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (CHI ,,"01"/"1"" 
INS/EXP CHEST (CH) 1 •• ,.t'/tllll'l 
NECK (eH) ,t"'" 
RTILT ARM (eM) ••••••• / •• 1 •••• 
RT/LT ARM VOL (eCl 4"'ltt' •• f,f.t 
DEW POINT: 12.06 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 170.66 MMHG 










4, •• tilt 
«« .. « ..... 
58.50 
••••••• /' •• 11 .... ' 
-C • ..-t •• I/ ••••••• 
....... 1 
• ....... /* ••• tt. 
t=-t ••• t/t, •• t •• 
~ 
~ ... -.,... ............ ~ .. ,."'., 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 




I •• ,t,t 
tttttft 
........ 
41 " .. HIiIO"" 
11 ..... f." 11 
....... •• t 
.,<IIt.l. 
t« .. I ....... 
85.70 
t •• t •• t/l'~tt ... 
.''1'''''/'1'''''. 
ttt •• ft 
........ , ....... . 





IIEASUREMENTS GREATER THAr-! 3 50 FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAr-! 
SL-3 SEPT 17, 1973 SLD" 260 JLN .. 260 liD .. flO ~2 
HPT. IMEAS MAN VALUE I'IEAN SO N 11171 6 CDR .29~~0 .17,27 .37130-01 1 6 VC02-REST (L/MIN) 
'1171 11 CDR 1.0800 .72630 .6717B-OI 6 11 RER-AEST 11171 15 CDR 1.50BO 1.1753 .63393-01 6 15 RER-RECOVERV rll71 16 CDR 10.500 8.1193 .75031 1 16 VE-REST (UMIN) 1'1\71 6~ CDR ~3.712 65.336 5.605 B 1 6~ DBP , 160 HR 1'1171 12.5" CDR 1.211B 1.0135 .~25"50-0 I 5 125" RER 50-15 I'll 71 I q I CDR -27.371 -1.0182 B.32B~ ~ I~ I MAP/V02 0-25 11092 6 CDR 99.16Q 86.35B 2.9257 6 6 SYSTOL IC DP (CONTROL) 11092 7 CDR 96. 9~ 9 B~.991 2.2156 6 7 SVSTOLIC DP (-30) Mon B CDR 95.525 B~.736 2.~007 6 B SYSTOLIC DP (-~O) 11092 10 CDR 101.30 89.21B 2.6552 6 10 SYSTOLIC DP (RECOVERV) 1'1092 15 CDR 67 • 905 60.716 1.827> 6 15" DIASTOLIC BP (RECOVERV) 1'1092 16 CDR 75.116 68.312 2.1996 6 16 MEAN DP (CONTROL) 1'1092 17 CDR H.97B 69.101 1.1~32 6 17 MEAN DP (-30) fl092 IB CDR 75.B60 69 .~~ 3 1.5931 6 IB MEAN BP (-~O) 11092 20 CDR 79.037 70.216 1. 9029 6 20 MEAN DP (RECOVERV) 11092 21 CDR 36.072 27.06B 1.5621 6 21 PULSE PRESSURE (CONTROL) 11092 22 COR 32.957 23.B35 2.7B35 6 22 PULSE PRESSURE (-30) 1'1092 27 CCR 2.3900 1.3667 .2~889 6 27 PLVC EOP (-30) fl09Z 112 COR .93571-01 .57321-01 • 9~6'IB-02 ~ 112 PLVC/LBNP 16-30 M092 156 CDR 168.59 152..51 3.lq50 6 156 PR INTERVAL (CONTROL) M092 107 CDR 165.52 1~9 .23 5.0769 6 151 PR INTERVAL (-30) Mon 160 CDR 16q .71 150.~B 2.621B 6 160 PR INTERVAL (RECOVERY) M092 ITI CDR .1615~ .12561 .71000-02 6 171 P MAX MAG (CONTROL) Mon 172 CDR .16915 .1~3q2 .~ 1269-02 6 172 P MAX MAG (-30) M092A 5 CDR 55.330 60 .~22 1.1I1~ 6 18S' P MAX EL (RECOVERY) /1092A 6 CDR '1.9675 'I.OB25 .1 B7TT 6 IB6 QRS-E CIRC (CONTROL) 1I092A 7 COR '1.9611 3.B682 .13337 6 187 DRS-E CIRC (-30) M092A 8 CDR '1.9183 3.7951 .1l311 6 ISB DRS-E CIRC (-'10) M092A 9 CDR ~.B3B~ 3. B~ 31 .1769B-OI 6 IB9 DRS-E CIRC (-50) 1'10 92 A 10 CDR 5.1159 ~.OB5"6 .12'109 6 190 DRS-E CIRC (RECOVERY) 1'I092A 11 CDR 1.3'102 .88003 .~6560-01 6 191 DRS-E AREA (CONTROL) M092A 12 CDR 1.Z90'l .80500 .53625-01 6 192 QRS-E AREA (-30) 1'10 92 A 13 CDR 1.31B5 .B0025 .58723-0 I 6 193 DRS-E AREA (-~O) MOnA Iq CDR 1.3669 .B'I2.Q2 59339-01 6 19q DRS-E AREA (-50) 1'I092A 15 CDR I.Q339 .B8B Oq .qO'l99-01 6 195 DRS-E AREA (RECOVERV) 1'10 92 A 16 COR .263TI .16965 .152'19-01 6 196 DRS-E DEPTH (CONTROL) 1'10 92 P. IT CDR .262BO .15~B6 .21181-01 6 197 DRS-E DEPTH (-30) "'O~2~ l'tr CDR .25236 .lq2'17 .612'19-02 6 198 DRS-E DEPTH (-~O) /1092A 19 CDR .2Q595 .15595 .1'1'126-01 6 199 DRS-E DEPTH (-50) M092A 20 CDR .256H .15529 .1566'1-01 6 200 DRS-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) M092A 22 COR 1.6199 1.2815" .T2020-01 6 202 DRS MAX MAG (-30) M092A Z3 CDR 1.6033 1.21'1~ .12331-01 6 203 DRS MAX MAG (-QO) M092A ZQ CDR 1.5'105 I.IS85 .75502-01 6 20'1 QRS MAX MAG (-50) 1l092A 25 CDR 1.7006 1. 3B50 .62213-01 6 205 DRS MAX MAG ( RECOVERVl 











J .. , _._ ~.,~...,.,i_~~, ... -. 
MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-3 SEPT 11, 1973 SLD. 260 JLN. 260 
EXPT II'IEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N M092A ~O CDR 2.5783 1.65~9 .2~ 0~7 6 M092A ~6 CDR .11963 .61207-01 .16029-01 6 Pl092A ~8 CDR .13886 .69033-01 .1700~-0 1 6 1'10 9Z A ~9 CDR .1%00 .78H3-01 .20~23-01 6 PlO92A 61 CDR 12.978 20.127 2.0638 6 PlOnA 63 CD.R 12.510 19.q77 1.5650 6 1'I092A 6~ CDR q.5755 18.573 1.665~ 6 MOnA 65 CDR 12.3q5 19.H2 1.3797 6 PlO92A H CDR -37.305 -61.707 5.32~1 6 Pl092A 76 CDR 11.830 31-"9Q q.2683 6 M092A 79 CDR IQ .091 31.937 q. 30 11 6 1'I092A 86 CDR 9.2569 7.qOH .5H8~ 6 MonA 92 CDR 50.725 QO.q83 2.351Q 6 1'I092A 93 CDR Q9.229 38.181 l.58~2 6 m.nA 9q COR ~6.787 37. 753 2.260q 6 rw 92A 95 CDR 52.9Q9 Q3.612 2.0103 6 
'M092A 126 CDR 1Q5.QO 151.50 1. OQ88 6 M092A 127 CDR 12.750 13.855 .3393Q 6 PlOnA 128 CDR 13.130 IQ .230 .22891 6 M092A 161 CDR 98.769 86.Q17 2.72't2 6 MonA 162 CDR ICI.5Q 85.831 2.1211 6 /'IOnA 166 CDR 76.Q03 69.53q 1.7712 6 M092A 167 CDR 33.368 26 • 9q 3 1 SH9 6 MonA 16B CDR 37.702 2q .~~ll 3.8622 6 1'1073 5 CDR 2.7000 7. 6000 .83066 17 1'1073 1 CDR 10.500 7. 08lQ 1.0818 17 M073 16 CDR 95 -"00 39.106 II. 361 17 1'1073 125 COR IQ5.QO 151.26 .625QQ 17 1'1073 128 COR IQ.200 11.130 .81905 20 1'1073 7 SPT 2q .200 11.727 1.758q 15 1'1073 ~3 SPT 631.00 7B 1. 07 37.199 15 1'1073 125 SPT 129.10 136.27 .89Q80 15 1'1073 7 PLT 16.800 10.200 I .0139 16 1'1073 ~6 PLT 500.00 ~Q3.3I 10.320 16 i'1073 125 PLT 188.80 193.9Q I. 088T 16 
~ .. --.~. 
MD. 1'10 52 
220 ST-E CIRC (RECOVERV) 
226 ST-E DEPTH (CONTROL) 
228 ST-E DEPTH (-~O) 
229 ST-E DEPTH (-50) 
2H ST /'lAX EL (CONTROL) 
2q3 STMAX EL (-QOl 
2~~ ST MAX EL (-50) 
2q5 ST MAX EL (RECOVERV) 
25Q J AZ (-50) 
256 J EL (CONTROL) 
259 .I EL (-50) 
266 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) 
272 D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) 
273 D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-qO) 
27Q D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) 
275 D-DRS VECTOR iNTEGRAL (RECOVERV) 
306 WEIGHT 
307 L CALF CIRC 
308 R CALF CIRC 
3q I SYSTOLIC 8P (-8 ) 
3q2 SYSTOLIC BP (-16 ) 
3q6 MEAN 8P (-16 ) 
3H PULSE PRESS (-B) 
3q8 PULSE PRESS (-16 ) 
5 URINE MG (MEDITV) 
7 URINE CA (MEDITV) 
16 HVDROCORTISON lUG/TV) 
125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
128 URINE NITROGEN IG I 
7 URINE CA (MED/'::Vl 
~3 DIET CALCIUM 11'1G) 
125 WEIGHT (L8S) 
7 URINE CA (I'1EotrV) 
% DIET MAGNESIUM 1M"; 






















SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT SEPT lB. 1973 SLD' 261 JLN' 261 MO' MD 53 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 23.33 DEGC AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 259.09 MMHG 
". MISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR MED EXPERIMENTS OTHER MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND DTO'S ATM EXPERIMENTS EREP EXPERIMENTS COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS 
.1-1" ..... "........ COR ... tI .... "1I.I ..... 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
1.1 MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
1 HS SECONAL 
u, SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 6.00 HOURS 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (0" .TT-MINS) 
LB ERG (WATT-MINS) 
EVA MHE (KEAL/HR) 
EVA DURA! (HRS) 
MK. I EX [MINS) 
HK. I I EX [MlNS) 
HK. II I EX (MINS) 










"I I " .... .. 
" .... I ... " 
....... I 11" 
6S.BO 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/HAIST (eM} 111 ••• 1/ •• ,.1., INS/EX? CHEST (eM) .,UIH.' ........... t NECK reM) ........... RT/LT ARH reM) ••••••• /11 ...... 




I HS SECONAL 
LIGHT 6.00 HOURS 
..... ~ .... 
4900.00 
".ill.' • 




..... I ... 
.... I • II." 
... , ..... 
59.20 
•• " .... ,., •• * .... .. 
, ....... /, ..... . 
.11,., • 
... "1'1 ... /".' ...... 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 45.00 r PART. PRES. C02 = 5.20 MHHG 
M131 
M092· 
I !is SECONAL 
HEAVY 5.50 HOURS 
603.00 
8664.00 









...... ,/ ...... . 

















PlEASUREI'1ENTS GREATER THAN 3 50 FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-3 SEPT 18, 1973 SLD. 261 JLN4 261 MD. MD ,3 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SD N ~092A 87 SPT 13.952 7. 0551 1.089~ 5 267 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-SO) ~092A 88 SPT 1~.867 6.81H .930~8 5 268 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~O) M92A 89 SPT 15 • 951 7 .5~67 1. 39~ 3 5 269 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-501 ~092A 93 Spy 88.239 72.~q3 q.83B9 5 213 D-URS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-qO) ~092A 9q SPT 92.237 72.900 5.022, 5 2H D-aRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) ~092A 95 SPT 96.560 75.692 6.'/368 5 275 D-aRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVER V) M092A 126 SPT 128.30 136.qO 
.q 1833 5 306 WEIGHT ~092A 127 SPT 12.380 13.602 
.20572 5 307 L CALF CIRC M092A 128 SPT 12.250 13.676 
.20888 5 308 R CALF CIRC M092A 159 SPT 73.328 60.6H 3.9787 5 339 HEART RATE (-8 ) M092A 160 SPT 1l.55q 56 .58q 3.2705 5 3qO IIEART RATE (-16 ) M092A 169 SPT 
.91000 
.70000-01 
.Q3589-01 5 3q9 PLVC EOP (-8 ) MOT3 2 CDR 8qO.OO 560.29 81.271 17 2 URINE OSMOL (MOSM/TV) 1'1073 5 COR 3.7000 7.6000 .83066 17 5 URINE MG (MEVTV) M073 7 CDR 10.QOO 7.082Q 1. 0818 17 7 URINE CA (MEO/TV) 1'1073 16 CDR 82.900 39.106 11'.361 17 16 HI'DROCORTISON (UG/TV) Mr3 125 CDR· lQ5.10 151.26 .625qQ 17 125 WEIGHT (LBS) M 73 127 CDR 12.500 15.225 .90779 20 127 DIET NITROGEN (G) 1'1073 7 SPT 21. 200 11. 727 1. 758Q 15 7 URINE CA (MEa/TV) M 73 IQ SPT 95.qOO 5q .lT3 9.q867 15 IQ NOREPINEPHRIN (UG/TV) M073 q3 SPT 953.00 781. 07 37.799 15 q3 DIET CALCIUM (MG) MOT3 qq SPT 1905.0 1662.1 7q.2Qq 15 qQ DIET PHOSPHORUS (I'1G) M073 125 SPT 128.30 136.27 
.89Q80 I, 125 WEIGHT (L6S) 1'1073 7 PLT Iq.qOO 10.200 1.0139 16 7 URINE CA (MEU/TV) 11013 13 PLT qT.300 18.020 7.0188 15 13 EPINEPHRINE (UG/TV) PlOT:; Q6 PL T 512.00 qq3.31 10.320 16 q6 DIET MAGNESIUM (MG) M013 12, PLT 158.10 193.9Q 1.0887 16 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
I 
l 
SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT SEPT 19. 1973 SLD' 262 JLN' 262 MD' MD 5~ 
.~~ ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE ~ 22.78 OEGC AVG. AM8 I ENT PRESSURE ~ 254 .43 ~IHHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
11AJOR MED EXPERIMENTS OTHER MEDICAL EXPERIHENTS AND DTO'S ATM EXPERIMENTS 
EREP EXPERIMENTS COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS 
.tt MEDICAL EXPER!HENTS/DTO 
HI31 
." ILLNESSISYIIPTOM/PR08LEM 
.t .. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
I HS SECONAL 
.... SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
U8 ERG (WATT-HINS) 
L8 ERG (I" .TT-MINSI 
EVA MWE (KEAl/HR) 
EVA DURAT (HRS) 
HK.I EX (HINS) 
HK. II EX (HINS) 
~IK. II I EX (HINS) 
TREADMill (MINS) 




..... -lI .. iI' 








Hf ANTHROPOl":t:1RIC DATA 
HIP/HAIST (CH) ......... ' ....... 1* INS/EX? CHEsr (CH') .... H.I, ... 'U .. I NECK (eM) ••••••• RTILT ARM (eM) •••••• '/ ••• , ••• RTILT ARM VOL (CCI .1.' ..• ' ....... . 
DEW POINT = 11.11 DEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 175.83 HMHG 
MI31 
.. 
HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 
5000.00 
...... I I 
......... 
25.00 
.. I" •••• 
f.4*t •• 
..... , • I I 
..... ,. .. 
"-1114* .. 
58.50 
.......... , ........ .. 
, •• I ... '/ill ..... . I. f"," .. .. 
•••• '1 •• , ........ . 
..·~* .... ·/4.1 ... t. 
.~ - ~ ~-..; 
' .. ~ .':' 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 










. ..... .. 
20.00 
5.00 
• .. til ...... .. 
.. tit ... .. 
"11 .. ''''' • 
.... tt ..... 
85.70 
.. ... t ... t/ ........ . 
........... / ... 3.~ •• 
........... 
.'.illf./ ..... I, •• 

















"--- ~.- _ .. 
1 
I'1EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN I SL-3 SEPT 19, 1973 SLO. 262 JLN. 262 MD. MO ,~ 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
I'1092A 58 PLT -19.650 -65.203 , • 826 8 , 238 ST MAX Al (-~O ) 
1'10 9Z A 59 PLT -13.~~2 -6>'161 ,.6102 , 239 ST MAX Al (-50 ) 
1'1092A 60 PLT -2~ .~06 -53.195 6. 35~ 9 5 2~0 ST MAX AZ (RECOVERV) 
I'109ZA 61 PLT 6.5850 11.211 Z.~123 , 2~ I ST MAX EL (CONTROL) 
M092.A 65 PLT 2.1501 15.805 2.1~88 5 2~5 ST MAX EL (RECOVERY) I MOnA 6. PLT .68615-0 I .61,96-01 .2.0629-02 5 2~6 J MAG (CONTROL) I'109ZA 69 PLT .5~~86-01 .7T092.-01 .3~806-02 5 2~9 J MAG (-50) M092.A 11 PLT -5~.108 -19 .~25 ~.9136 5 251 J AZ (CONTROL) 
1'10 92. A 12 PLT -n.301 -80.958 5.3616 5 252 J AZ (-30) I 1'10 92. A 13 PLT -".77L -81.2.03 ~. 9161 5 253 J AZ (-~O) 1'I092A 16 PLT -3.8051 18.151 2.0938 5 2,6 .f EL (CONTROLl I 1'1 0 92. A 11 PLT -12.866 1,.185 ~ .15~2 5 251 J EL (-30) ,
M092.A 18 PLT -1.6951 13.096 3 .~135 5 2.58 J EL (-~O) I 1'10 92. A 19 PLT -1.~519 13.322 3.1938 5 2.59 J EL (-50) M09ZA 89 PLT 13.328 1. 800 I 1. 62~ 1 5 269 O-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) M091A 91 PLT 61.~00 ~~.107 3.0100 , 211 O-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) M092.A 92. PLT 60.805 ~~.HO 3.1655 5 H2 D-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30) I'10nA 93 PLT 63.552 ~~.~ I 0 2.9839 5 273 O-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~O) 
M09ZA 9q PLT 66.338 ~q.903 2.8H8 5 21~ O-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) 
M092A 95 PLT 65.159 q~.963 2.H31 5 215 D-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERV) 
M09ZA 99 PLT 5q.282 91.326· 13.610 5 219 O-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) 
M09ZA 10q PLT H.828 8 I . 8q 8 8.69,8 5 28~ CRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (-,0) 
M09ZA 12~ HT 10.130 16.160 1. 0 1 I~ 5 30q TIME (GMT) 
M092.A 121 PLT 1~.130 15 .. q02 .21078 5 307 L CALF CIRC 
M09ZA 128 PLT IQ.380 15.752 .26753 , 308 R CALF CIRC 
M09ZA 136 PLT 19.520 1. 9500 .9Q60Q 5 316 HOURS SINCE LAST MEAL 
1'10 92. A 137 PLT 19.520 3.5300 1.5369 5 317 HOURS SINCE SLEEP 
1'10 92. A 162 PLT 128.83 111.97 'lo782!> , .3~2 SVSTOLIC SP (- I 6 ) 
M092A 169 PLT .951100 -.I~OOO-Ol .68775-01 5 3~9 PLVC EOP (-8 ) 
M092A 170 PL T 1. 7100 .32600 .21952 , 350 PLVC EOP (- I 6 i 
MOT3 2 CDR 913.00 560.29 81.271 i7 2 UR INE OSMOL (MOSM/TV) 
1'1073 5 GDR 3.8000 7.6000 .83066· 17 5 URINE MG (MEa/TV) 
/1073 ~1 CDR 3106.0 1560.8 I'Q.75 17 ~I DIET CALORIES (KCAL) 
1'1073 12, CDR H5.'0 1>1.26 .62'~~ 17 125 WEIGHT (LBS' 
1'1073 7 SPT 28.100 11.727 I.H8~ 15 7 URINE CA (MEa/TV) 
1'1073 1 I SPT 1928.0 1698.7 6Q.6QI I, 11 URINE CREAT (MG/TV) 
PWi3 16 SPT 103.60 ~8.220 13.339 15 16 HVDRDCORHSON (UGITV) 
1'1073 125 SPT 129.10 136.27 . 89Q8 0 15 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
1'1073 128 SPT 18.200 12.925 1.2973 20 128 URINE NITROGEN (G) 
1'1073 II PlT !T35 .0 2~6~.q 1~2.83 16 II URINE CREAT (MG/TV) 
1'1073 125 PLT 189.00 193.9~ 1.0887 16 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
>. --,- .... -~ 
SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRON'~NTAL REPORT 
SEPT 20. \973 SLD' 263 JLN' 263 MD' ND 55 
III ENVIRON~ENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 23.33 eEGC 
AVG. AHBIENT PRESSURE = 257.02 NHHG 
~G' MISSION ACTIVITIES 
HAJOR ,lED EXPER I HENTS 




SCIENCE DEHOS/STUDENT EXPERIMENTS 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
H093 
H092 
~ •• ILLNeSS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
, •• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
\ HS SECONAL 
1.1 SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 5.00 HOURS 
t •• EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG fI" .TT-HINS) 
LB ERG (HATT-HINS) 
EVA HHE (KEALIIlR) 
EVA DURAT (HRS) 
HK.I EX (HINS) 
HK. II EX (HINS) 
HK. III EX (HINS) 
TREADHILL CHINS) 












•• , ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) ·······1····~·4 
WS/EXP CHEST (eM) "'4ilH,·/~"""u 
NECK (eM) ......... . 
RTILT ARM (eM) ••••••• / ••••••• 
eEW POINT = 11.11 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = \75.B3 HHHG 
.. 







• '1'1' • 
, ..... . 
5B.50 
........ /" ..... 
••• 1 ..... ' •••••• , 
.... iii ..... 
RELATIVE HUHIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
•• 
HEAVY 6.50 HOURS 








.,I'I .. t 
"1'11<11 
..... 'II I • 
I""'. 
B5.50 
..' ...... , ...... . 








~EASl!9EI'\ENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-3 SEPT 20, 1973 SLD. 263 JLN. 263 PID. I'\D 55 
EXPT IrIEAS PIAN VALUE MEAN SD N 
PlOnA 162 CDR 95.209 85.831 2 .• 1217 6 3~2 SYSTOliC BP (-16 ) 
~092A 167 CDR ~1.113 26. 9~ 3 1.5H9 6 3H PULSE PRESS (-8 ) 
M09ZA 168 CDR 37.2~3 2~ .q~~ 3.8622 6 3~8 PULSE PRESS (-16 ) 
PlOnA 169 CDR .72000 .1~Z50 .160~9 ~ 3q9 PLVC'EOP (-8 ) 
PlOnA ITO CDR 1.2500 .56000 .22211 6 350 PLVC EOP (-16 ) 
Mon 5 CDR ~.6000 7.6000 .83066 17 5 URINE MG (MEQ/TV) 
M073 II CDR IIH .0 1688.3 125.83 17 11 URINE CREAT (MG/TV) 
1'1073 125 CDR IQ5.80 151.26 .625~~ 17 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
1'1073 128 CDR 8.2000 II .130 .87905 20 128 URINE NITROGEN (G) 
M013 7 SPT 21.300 II. 727 1.758Q 15 7 URINE CA (MEQITV) 
1'1073 I~ SPT 115.00 5~ .173 9.Q867 15 Iq NOREPINEPHRIN (UG/TV) 
Mon Q3 SPT 925.00 781.07 37.199 15 ~3 DIET CALCIUM (MG) 
1'1073 ~~ SPT 1962.0 1662.1 H.2q~ 15 q~ DIET PHOSPHORUS (MG) 
1'1073 125 SPT 129.00 13.6.27 .89~80 15 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
1'1073 7 PLT 16.200 10.200 1.0139 16 7 URINE CA (MEg/TV) 
1'1073 q6 PLT 5Q6.00 ~~ 3.31 10.320 16 q6 DIET MAGNES IUM (MG) 
M73 125 PLT 188.50 193.9Q I.OB87 16 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 














SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
SEPT 21. 1973 SLD' 26, JLN' 26, MD' MD 56 
HI EI-lVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 22.78 DEGC 
AVG. AM81ENT PRESSURE = 255.99 MMHG 
-II,.. MISSION ACTIVITIES 




flA MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
III ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
lIff HEDI.CATlON AND DOSAGE 
..... SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 6.00 HOURS 
1.1 EXERCISE DATA 
Us ERG CWATT-MINS) 
L8 ERG CWATT-MINS) 
EVA HWE CKEAL/HR) 
EVA DURAT (HRS) 
MK.I EX CHINS) 
MK. II EX CMINS) 
MK. 111 EX CHINS) 
TREADHILL CHINS) 











'f. ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) •••••• f/l •• f~.1 
INS/EX? CHEST (eM) .,." •• / ••••••• 
NECK (eM) 1'."'1 
RT/LT ARM (eM) -1 •••••• ".'1111 
RTILT ARM VOL eGC), ............ / ...... -U 
RT/LT HAND CfT-LBl ., ••••• ' •••• 1 •• 
CEN GRAV HEAS (eM·' ......... .. 
DEW POINT = 10.67 OEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 175.83 HMHG 
HI7l 
H092 
LIGHT 5.50 HOURS 
............ 
2500.00 




........ t .. 
...... It 
.. S .. I Iw'" 
....... -e ... 
59.00 
............ /' ..... Ul. 
.... 4 ....... ' ........ . 
4.1"'" 
... , ... / ...... . 
........ 1' ........ ,. 
f-l.'II .... I/,.'1I'III~ 
Ilt •• t, 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 






" I." .... 
20.00 
.. ..... ~ c .. 
......... 
... I .... ". 
..."" .. !'.HI 
85.20 
.. ... ".1.''' ..... " .. 
. ...... , ....... , 
•. " .... t',., •• ,,, 
........ , .... * ..... 
• .......... , •• tttt. 

















MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFL IGHT MEAN 
SL-3 SEPT 21. 1973 SLD. 26~ JlN~ 26~ MD. !'IO 56 
EXPT II'!EAS MAN VALUE I'InN SD N 
'liT! II SPT 1.1888 .83809 .78%8-01 7 II RER-REST 1'1171 15 SPT 1.3870 1.1186 .6862~-01 6 15 RER-RECOVERY III 71 26 SPT 112.00 ! 32.75 5.7871 6 26 SBP-REST (1'11'1 HG) 1'1171 27 SPT I~~.OO 165.1~ 3 .~~86 7 27 SBP-LEVEL I (I'll'! HG) PlI7I 3~ SPT 61. 000 81.~29 5 .2~ I 3 7 3~ DBP-LEVEL 3 (1'11'1 HG) 1'1171 36 SPT 88.833 98.~~O 2.2H~ 6 36 MAP-REST (1'11'1 HG) I'll Tl 63 SPT 2~~. 0 I 217.73 T.7723 7 63 SBP • 160 HR PlI T1 6~ SPT 59.2~9 80.586 5.2955 7 6~ DBP • 160 HR 1'1171 110 SPT 152.00 121.00 9.3167 6 110 PULSE PRS-~ECOV (MMHG ) 
,U71 133 SPT ~1.5H 57. 853 3.6806 ~ 133 HR/V02 25-~0 1'1171 137 SPT 125. tH ~0.251 17 .386 ~ 13T SBP/V02 50-75 Ml7I 1~3 SPT ~ 1.822 11.677 9.6%5 ~ 1~3 MAP/V02 50-75 1'1171 1~6 SPT 125 .~7 ~3.156 13.~~5 ~ 1~6 PP/V02 50-I; 1'1171 H9 SPT 29~lq. 15391. 3356.6 ~ 1~9 PRP/V02 50-75 1'1092 2 SPT 72..611 58.539 3. 3~ 32 5 2 HEART RATE (-30) 1'1092 ~ SPT 83.122 6q.023 5.~967 5 ~ HEART RATE (-50) 1'1092 9 SPT 91. 965 10~.82 3.5377 5 9 SYSTOLIC BP (-50) 1'1092 28 SPT 2.7600 3.7380 .2600~ 5 28 PLVC EOP (-~O) 1'1092 109 SPT .90500 .26796 .10902 5 109 HR6R/LBNP ~0-5"0 1'1092 \10 SPT .56250-0 I .87500-02 .5~~86-·02 5 110 PLVC/LBNP 0-8 
1 1'1092 115 SPT 3.7102 .~8H7 .65830 5 115 HR/PLVC 0-30 !'I092 151 SPT 6~. 05~ 57.097 2.219~ 5 151 VECTAN HEART RATE (CONTROL) 
, 1'1092 152 SPT 72.725 58.582 2.9537 5 152 VECTAN HEART RATE (-30 ) 1'1092 15~ SPT 83.305 6~ .1 Oq 6. I 327 5 15~ VECTAM HEART RATE (-50 ) 1'1091 172 SPT .27H9 .1~218 .2068B-OI 5 112 P MAX NAG (-30) I PIon 1T3 SPT .30169 .1~032 .90391-02 5 173 P !'lAX !'lAG (-~O) 1'1091 IH SPT .339~0 .15611 .IH9T-OI 5 IH P MAX !'lAG (-50) 1'1092 176 SPT -~9.7I5 -27 .065 5.7687 5 lT6 P MAX AZ (CONTROL) 1 1'1092 177 SPT -52.276 -28.0T8 ~.~ 118 5 IT7 P MAX AZ (-30) 1'1092 17B SPT -6.6.115 -28.~62 2.q890 5 178 P MAX AZ (-qO) 1'1092 179 SPT -Tl.110 -30.350 3.7028 5 179 P MAX AZ (-50) 1'1092 180 SPT -H.6~6 -23.611 ~ .9523 5 180 P MAX AZ (RECOVERY) M092A 2 SPT 60.176 -3. 9~23 12.755 5 182 P MAX EJ. (-30 ) M092A 3 SPT H .520 -8.37H 22.733 5 183 P MAX t~ (-~O) PlO9lA 6 SPT B.7326 6.9802 .~Tqr6 , IB6 QRS-E CIRC (CONTROL) 1'1092A 7 SPT 8.8082 7. 0216 .~B6!>5 5 187 QRS-E CIRC (-30) MonA 8 SPT 8.8501 7. 0'11 I .368>6 5 188 QRS-E CIRC (-~O) MonA 9 SPT 9.1678 7.200, • 372~2 5 189 DRS-E CIRC (-50) M092A 10 SPT 9.0135 7. 06B6 .~7533 5 190 QRS-E CIRC (RECOVERY) M092A II SPT ~.~080 2.70Q6 .38~89 5 191 QRS-E AREA (CONTROL) M092A 12 SPT ~.51~0 2.815!> .Q056T 5" 192 DRS-E AREA (-30) j M092A 13 SPT ~ • 6~ I I 2.9660 .35036 5 193 QRS-E AREA (-~O) MonA I~ SPT 5.226B 3.1985 .37287 5 19Q QRS-E AREA (-50 r 
I 
M09ZA 15 SPT ~.7~28 2.8007 • 390~7 5 19, DRS-E AREA (RECOVERY) MonA 16 SP! .%829 .36 I 11 .33808-01 5 196 QRS-E DEPTH (CONTROL) M092A IT SPT .~9~30 .362~6 .350~3-01 5 197 QRS-E DEPTH (-30) MonA 18 SPT .~7537 • 372~ 3 .2~1!>5-01 !> 198 QRS-E DEPTH (-Q 0 ) M092A 19 SPT .~B2!>~ .39653 .26382-01 5 199 QRS-E OEPTH (-50) 
I MonA 20 SPT .H39Q .3>793 .26695-01 5 .200 ORS-E DEnH (RECOVERY) MonA 21 SPT 2. T26T 2.131~ .\T381 5 201 ORS MAX MAG (CONTROL) j 
I --------- . --------_ .. , 




-c. j ~I ;,~,~~-,,~,------,; .---. 






























































































































































































































































































202 DRS MAX MAG (-30) 
203 DRS MAX MAG (.-~ 0 ) 
20q DRS MAX MAG (-50) 
205 DRS I'IAX MAG (RECOVERY) 
209 DRS nAX AZ (-50) 
22~ ST-E AREA (-50) 
2q6 J MAG (CONTROLl 
2H J MAG (-30) 
2q8 J MAG (-qO) 
250 J MAG (RECOVERY) 
251 J AZ (CONTROL) 
252 J AZ (-30) 
253 J AZ (-qO) 
258 J EL (-qO) 
259 J EL (-50) 
261 O-ST SLOPE (CONTROLl 
262 D-ST SLOPE (-30) 
263 D-ST SLOPE t-~O) 
265 D-ST SLOPE (RECOVERY) 
267 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30) 
2bB D-P VECTOR IIITEGRAL (-qO) 
269 D-P VECTOR IrITEGRAL (-50) 
273 D-aRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-q 0 ) 
2H D-aRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) 
28~ DRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (··50) 
306 WEIGHT 
307 L CALF CIRC 
308 R CALF CIRC 
316 HOURS SINCE LAST MEAL 
318 HOURS OF SLEEP 
339 HEART RATE (-8) 
3qO HEART RATE (-16) 
3q9 PLVC EOP (-8) 
2 URINE OSMOL (MOSM/TV) 
5 URINE MG (MEafTV) 
7 URINE CA (MEa/TV) 
125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
128 URINE NITROGEN (G) 
7 URINE CA (MEa/TV) 
125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
7 URINE CA (MEa/TV) 
II URINE CREAT (MG/TV) 
16 HVDROCORTISON (UG/TV) 
qS OIET SODIUM (MG) 
q6 DIET MAGNESIUM (MG) 




SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENV!RONMENTAL REPORT 
SEPT 22, 1973 SLO' 265 .JLN' 265 HO' He 57· 
.t. ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEHPER/.TURE = 22.78 OEGC 
AVG. AH81ENT PRESSURE = 256.50 MHHG 
'" MISSION ACTIVITIES 
OTMER HEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND OTO'S 
COROLLARY EXPERIHENTS 
EVA DAY 
Itt MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DID 
III ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
'9. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
I " SECONAL 
1f1l SlEEP DATA 
HEAVY 6.00 HOURS 
ttt EXERCISE DATA 
ua ERG (WATT-HINS) 
La ERG (WATT-HINS) 
EVA HWE (KEAL/HR) 
EVA DURA T (HRS) 
HK.l EX (HINS) 
HK. !l EV (HINS) 
HK. rr I EX (HINS) 
TREADHILL (HlNS) 










4414 .. ,. 
........ , .. 
65.40 
t'U ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) ••••••• , ••••••• 
INS/EX? CHEST (eM) .1.1·~·I'~I~.~t 
NECK (eM) ,HUH 
RT/LT ARM (eM) ••••••• , ••••••• 
RT/LT ARM VOL (CC] ••• , ••• , ••••••• 
RT/LT HAND (FT-La) 1' ••••• / ••••••• 
eEN GRAV HEAS {eM) ..... u It' 
DEW POINT = 10.56 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 181.00 HHHG 
.. 






......... JI •• 
...... t .. 
.. .' ... <I"" 
• .... '1111 
58.60 
t .... ' •• /4 •••••• 
... ,tt .... , ......... . 
. ........ , ....... .. 
• ••••• ,./ .. 1 ••••• 
.. t, .... , .. / ........ . 
•••• 11111 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
.. 







111.1 .. " • 
,g ..... I1 ... 
11-1 ........ .. 
1I .......... -tI 
85.30 
.. .... 1 .. " ....... . 
.. .......... , ...... . 
..-t" .... " ........ . 
.. •• -4 ..... ' ......... 11. 
..~ ...... , .. , ... . 







-. _.- -- -.-~.--
.! 
I 
PlEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-3 SEPT 22, 1973 SLD. 265 JLN .. 265 1'10. MO !iT 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 1'1073 2 CDR 89~.00 560.29 81.2T1 17 2 URINE OSMOL (MOSM/TV) 1'1073 5 con Q.7000 7.6000 .83066 IT 5 URINE MG (MEQ/TV) 1'1073 7 CDR 10.700 7.0S2~ I.OSIS IT 7 URINE CA (MEa/TV) 1'1073 125 CDR l~q.30 151.26 .625~~ 17 125 WEIGHT (LBS) (11073 6 SPT 15B8.0 1126.6 120.22 15 ~ URINE PO.~ (MG/T'l) 1'1073 T SPT 26.200 11. 727 1.756'l 15 7 URINE CA (MEaITV) 1'1073 125 SPT 11.9.20 136.27 • 89~S 0 15 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 1'1073 7 PLT 13.900 10.200 1.0139 16 7 URINE CA (MEe/TV) 1 1'1073 ~2 PLT 13~ .90 165.66 5.S5~~ 16 q2 DIET PROTEIN (G) ! 1'1073 q6 PL T ~97.00 q~3.31 10.320 16 '16 DIET MAGNES IUM (MG) Pl073 125 PLT ISB.OO 193.9~ 1. OSS7 16 125 ~IEIGHT (LBS) 
j MOT;; IH PLT 21.600 26.020 1.1606 20 12T DIET NITROGEN (G) 
I 
.... __ . __ . __ ._-_ ... _----_ ...•. - .. _--
. --:"-
... ---------------~~ .. -'~~-.. ,~..;.. 
SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
SEPT 23. 1973 SLD' 266 JLN' 266 MD' MD 59 
4ft ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 23.33 DEGC 
AVG. AM9IENT PRESSURE = 260.6" MMHG 
t'l MISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR HED EXPERIMENTS 
OTHER MEDICAL EXPERIHENTS AND DTO'S 
DEACTIVATION/EQUIP TRANSfER 





fli MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
f.l t SLEEP DATA 
LIGHT 5.50 HOURS 
f~f EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (WATT-HINS) ."'1.1 
La ERG (WATT-NINSl ......... 
EVA MWE (KEAL/HRl HUH. 
EVA DURAT (HRS) 1111 ••• 
HK.I EX (HINS) 111 •• 1. 
HK. II EX (MiNS) HI .... .... 
HK. III EX CHINS) ...... ft 
TREADMILL CHINS} ••• 111. 
OTHER EX CHINS) I".'.f 
HEIGHT (eM) 11 •••• 1 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 65.30 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST reMl ~"4t'I/I'."I' 
INS/EX? CHEST (eM) •••••• '/1' ••••• 
NECK reMl ttt'.-I" 
RTILT ARM (eM) .t.f,'I'I.f,f" 
RTILT ARM VOL (CC) ••• " •• j, •••••• 
RTILT HAND efT-LB) HUHI',""'U 
eEN GRAY HEA5 (eM) "1 •••• 
DEW POINT = 10.72 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 196. 17 H~IHG 
........... -1-........... '1'1 SPT ........ 11 ....... ~ 
MilO 
M092 
HEAVY 6.00 HOURS 
1I.1I.;j" .. 
5000.00 
. ....... . 
• •••••• 
• •• i! .. .. 
• ...... '11 .. .. 
........... 




... -t ..... , ....... .. 
." ...... , ........ . 
........... / ....... .. 
• •• '11 •• ,,/ ....... . 
··· .. ·· .. I·~··f .. . 
• •••••• 
RELATIVE HUNIDITY 




HEAVY 5.50 HOURS 
"4.00 % 
4.90 MHHG 
.. .... <II I!"" 
.......... 
.. ........ .. 
..., ........ .. 
.. ....... . 




.... t ••• 
85.10 
• .. f ....... / ......... . 
.. ......... , ........... .. 
........ , ...... .. 
llil ..... '! ........ . 
".til'"t/' ....... . 

































































































































































































































































• IQ 3~ 2 



































































































































































VE-RECOVERV (LIM IN) 
VOl • 160 HR 
OBP , 160 HR 
MAP , 160 HR 





VC02-LEVEL I (LIMIN) 
RER-LEVEL 1 
V'E-REST (LIMIN) 
H R-RECOVERV (BT/MIN) 






SBP /V OZ 50-75 
PRP/VOZ 50-75 
SYSTOLIC BP (CONTROL) 
S1STOLIC BP (-30) 
SYSTOLIC BP (-QO) 
SYSTOLIC BP (RECOVERV) 
OIASTOLIC BP (CONTROL) 
OIASTOLIC SP (-30) 
DIASTOLIC BP (-QO) 
MEAN BP (CONTROL) 
MEAN BP (-30) 
MEAN BP (-QO J 
MEAN BP (RECOVERY J 
PULSE PRESSURE (CONTROL) 
PULSE PRESSURE (-3D) 




P MAX MAG (CONTROL) 
P MAX I~AG (-30) 
HEART RATE (CONTROL) 
HEART RATE (-30) 
HEART RATE (-~O) 
HEART RATE (-50 J 
SYSTOLIC BP (-50) 
---- '--'---~ -_. ------~"-.~. -_. --, ---"--~---<-----"-~---------- ---- .... - . 
1 
! 






















































GREATER THAN 3 

































PLT I. 0820 
PLT .11125 
PL T 1.2503 
PLT 8.4936 
PLT 8.25'95 





CDR 74 .247 
CDR 5'.0845 
CDR 5.1482 
CDR . 5 .20~8 
CDR '.2~44 
CDR 5.3630 
CDR I .4 3 O~ 
COR 1.4253 
CDR 1.6196 
SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SLO. 206 JLN¥ 266 
MEAN SO N 
44.350 4.H80 5 
36.910 4.8684 5 
45.722 3.0007 5 
.26796 .10902 5 
.87500-02 .54486-02 5 
.48747 .65830 5 
3.0830 2.0723 5 
57. 097 2.2194 5 
58.582 2.9537 5 
61.191 5.0426 5 
64.104 6.1327 5 
128.46 2.7B84 5 
386.51 13.510 5 
.14218 .20688-01 5 
.14032. .95391-02 5 
.15611 .IH97-01 5 
-27.065 5.7687 5 
-28.078 4.4118 5 
-28.462 2.4890 5 
-30.350 3.7028 5 
46.511 4.3460 5 
45.643 3.7048 5 
48.745 4.1621 5 
50.707 4.6989 5 
113 • 34 5.6863 5 
110.00 4.7464 5 
106.72 5.2413 5 
51.805 3.7207 5 
2.5>00 .33548 5 
3.7025 .31679 4 
.31022 .23595 5 
• I 9612 .13692 5 
-.62500-03 .94923-02 4 
-1.2150 .3752T 4 
1.8117 .92679 4 
1.5906 1.4993 4 
441.50 6.6729 5 
62.318 2.4756 6 
59.95'7 2.3690 6 
60.270 2.7493 6 
61. 722 1. 96 0 1 6 
60.422 1 • 1 t i 'I 6 
4.0825 .187f7 6 
3.8682 .13337 6 
3.7951 .11311 6 
3.8431 .77698-01 6 
'1.0856 .12409 6 
.88003 .46560-01 6 
.B0500 .53625-01 6 
.8002.5 .58H3-01 6 
... ~-.. "-----.- ,,--
! 
MD. 1'10 58 
2.2 PULSE PRESSURE (-30) 
24 PULSE PRESSURE (-50) 
25 PULSE PRESSURE (RECOVERY) 
109 HRLlR/LBNP '10-50 
110 PLVC/LBNP 0-8 
115 HR/PLVC 0-30 
117 HR/PLVC 40-50 
151 VECTAN HEART RATE ( CONTROL) 
152 VECTAN HEART RATE (-30 ) 
153 VECTAN HEART RATE (-40 ) 
154 ,'ECTAN HEART RATE (-50 ) i 159 PR INTERVAL (-50) 169 CT INTERVAL (-50) 
, 172 P MAX MAG (-30) 173 P MAX MAG (-40) 
174 P MAX MAG (-50) 
176 P MAX AZ (CONTROLl I 177 P MAX AZ (-30) 178 P MAX AZ (-40) 
I 
179 P MAX AZ (-50) 
I HEART RATE (CONTROL) 
2 HEART RATE (-30) 
3 HEART RATE (-40) 
4 HEART RATE (-50) 
6 SYSTOLIC BP (CONTROL) 
7 SYSTOLIC 8P (-30) 
8 SYSTOLIC BP (-40) I 21 PULSE PRESSURE (CONTROL) 
28 PLVC lOOP (-40 ) 
1 29 PLVC EOP (-50) 
108 HR/LBNP 30-40 l 10Q HRLlR/LBNP 40-50 110 PLVC/LBNP 0-8 
115 HR/PLVC 0-30 I 
116 HRfPLVC 30-40 I 117 HR/PLVC 40-50 
170 CT INTERVAL (RECOVERY) 
181 P MAX EL (CONTROL) 
182 P NAX EL (-30) 
183 P MAX EL (-40) 
IB4 P MAX EL (-50) 
185 P MAX EL (RECOVERY) 
186 QRS-E CIRC (CONTROL) 
187 CRS-E C IRC (-30) 
188 QRS-E CIRC (-40) 
189 QRS-E CIRC (-50) 
190 QRS-E CIRC (RECOVERY) 
191 QRS-E AREA (CONTROL) 
192 QRS-E AREA (-30) 






MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN I 
SL-3 SEPT 23, 1973 SLD" 266 JLN" 266 MD" MD 58 
1 EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N ilOnA Iq CDR 1. 732q .8qZQ2 .59339:'01 6 19q QRS-E AREA (-50) !'Ionn 15 COR 1.6273 .8880q .qOq99-01 6 195 QRS-E AREA (RECOVERY) MonA 16 CDR .2720q .16965 .152q9-01 6 196 QRS-E DEPTH (CONTROL) !'I092A 17 CDR .2T650 .15q86 .21181-01 6 197 QRS-E DEPTH (-30) MonA 18 CDR .28869 .1 q2qJ .612H-02 6 198 QRS-E DEPTH (-qO) MonA 19 CDR .25697 .15595 .lqq26-01 6 199 ORS-E DEPTH (-50) M092A 20 CDR .26985 .15529 .1566Q-OI 6 200 QRS-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) rI092A 21 CDR 1. 7283 I.qOl9 .8896q-OI 6 201 QRS MAX MAG (CONTROL) M092A 22 CDR 1.6886 1.28 I> .72020-01 6 202 QRS MAX MAG (-30) MonA 23 CDR 1.66Q2 1.21QQ .72331-01 6 203 QRS MAX MAG (-qO) M092A 2Q CDR 1.661Q I. 1885 .75502-01 6 20Q ORS MAX MAG (-50 ) M092A 25 CDR 1.81Q8 1.3850 .62213-01 6 205 ORS MAX MAG (RECOVERY) MonA 31 CDR 30.359 38.320 I.Q5Q2 6 211 CRS MAX EL (CONTROL) MonA 35 CDR 30.728 37. 7I 0 I.Q091 6 215 QRS MAX EL (RECOVERY) MonA q8 COR .13Q 11 .69033-01 .1 TOOQ-O I 6 228 ST-E DEPTH (-Q 0 ) M092A 61 CDR 10.821 20.127 2.0638 • 2Q I sT MAX EL (CONTROL) MonA 6? CDR 8.9977 20.Q06 2.6209 6 2Q2 5T MAX EL (-30) M092A 63 CDR Q.256Q 19.Q77 1.5650 6 2Q3 5T MAX EL (-Q 0 ) MonA 6Q CDR 7.0888 18.573 1.665Q 6 2QQ ST MAX EL (-50) M092A 65 CDR 11.687 19.H2 1.3797 6 2q5 ST MAX EL (RECOVERV) MonA 67 CDR .7Q933-01 .935qJ-0! .58826-02 6 zqJ J MAG (-30) 
"1 MD92A 68 CDR .621Iq-01 .95636-01 .92q99-02 6 ZQ8 J MAG (-qO) M09ZA 69 CDR .QZ3q5-0 1 .91805-01 .68530-02 6 2Q 9 J MAG (-50) ! MonA 70 CDR .Q5Q 28-0 1 .79779-01 .533Q9-02 6 250 J rIAG (RECOVERY) M092A 73 CDR -Q5.615 -58.635 Q .1130 6 253 J AZ (-QO) A092A 76 CDR 12.185 31 .5 9Q q. 26 83 6 256 J EL (CONTROL) M092A 71 CDR lQ.OTl J3.3QQ ,.1892 6 257 J EL (-30) MonA 78 CDR 18.965 3q .513 q.3B82 6 258 JEL(-qO) M092A 79 CDR -9.2075 31.937 q.3017 6 259 J EL (-50) MonA 80 CDR 6.9056 ~8.700 3.68% 6 260 J EL (RECOVERY) MonA 87 CDR 9.711!i 8S85Q .37516 6 26 T D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30) MonA 91 CDR 52.9q5 Q3.929 2.7909 6 271 D-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) M092A 9l CDR S"l.89~ qO.Q83 2..35IQ 6 212 D-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) M09ZA 93 CDR 51.qqr 38.181 2.58QZ 6 273 D-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-Q 0 ) f~092A 9Q CDR 51.106 37.753 2.260Q 6 ZH D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) M09ZA 95 CDR 56.381 Q3.612 2.01G3 6 275 D-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) MonA 126 CDR lQ3.90 151 .50 !. OQ 88 6 306 WEIGHT M092A 127 CDR 12.630 13.85, .3393Q 6 307 L CALF CIRC MonA 120 CDR 13.130 lQ.230 .22891 6 308 R CALF CIRC N092A 1S9 CDR T3.97Q 61.250 3.6915 6 339 HEART RATE (-8 ) PlanA 161 CDR 115.38 85.Q17 2. TZU 6 3Q I SYSTOLIC SP (-8 ) M09ZA 16l! COR 101.1Q 85.831 2.1217 6 3Q2 SYSTOLIC SP (-16 ) MonA 165 CDR SO. 105 68.Q55 2.8399 6 3Q5 MEAN SP (-8 ) M09Z.A 166 COR ; 9.923 69.,3Q 1. T5T2 6 3Q6 MEAN BP (-16 ) 1'l092A 167 CDR 52.916 26.9Q3 I.5Q79 6 3qJ PULSE PR::SS (-8 j M092A 169 CDR .73000 .IQZ50 • 16 OQ 9 Q 3Q9 PLVC EOP (-8 ) M09:ti 2 SPT 62.338 -3.9QZ3 12.755 5 182 P MAX EL (-30) M092A 3 SPT 12.777 -8.37H 22.733 5 IV3 P MAX EL (-qo) M092A 6 SPT a.6TH 6.9802. .HQ76 5 186 QRS-E CIRC (CONTROL) M092A 7 SPT 8.8071 7.02.16 .Q8655 5 187 DR5-E CIRC (-30) 
.-----,-,._- -
.. ~-~., .... 
. ~ 
I '>."','! • 
1 
1 
~,-------~~~-'-- .. --~. 
/11 
~EA5UREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE ~. -FLIGHT MEAfo: 
Sl-3 SEPT 23, 1973 SlO" 266 JlN" 26.6 MD" MD 58 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SD N MOnA 8 SPT 9.1980 T • o~ II .36856 , 188 CRS-E CIRC (-~O ) MonA 9 SPT 9.5991 1.2005 .372~2 5 189 CRS-E CIRC (-50 ) MonA 10 SPT 9 .195~ 1.0686 .H533 5 190 CRS-E CIRC (RECOVERY 1 MonA 11 SPT ~.3298 2 .10~ 6 • 38~ 8 9 5 191 QRS-E AREA (CONTROL) MonA 12 SPT ~.5526 2.8155 .~0561 5 192 QRS-E AREA (-30 ) M092A 1 3 SPT ,.1839 2.9660 .3,036 , 193 CRS-E AREA (-~O ) MonA Iq SPT 5.8082 3.198, .37281 , 19~ QRS-E AREA (-,0 ) M092A 1, SPT 5.0132 2.BOOI .390H , 19, CRS-E AREA (RECOVERY 1 MonA 16 SPT .H956 .36111 .33808-01 , 196 CRS-E DEPTH (CONTROL) M092A 11 SPT '>3120 .362~6 .350q3-01 5 191 CRS-E DEPTH (-30) MonA 18 SPT .51856 .3T2~3 .2~15>-01 , 198 ORS-E DEPTH (-~O) MonA 19 SPT .52878 .3%5"3 .26382-01 , 199 QRS-E DEPTH (-50) M092A 20 SPT .~ 9,,2 .35793 .26695-01 5 200 CRS-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) MonA 22 SPT 2.5~3S 2.081q .1~913 , 202 CRS MAX MAG (-30) N092A 23 SPT 2.520T 2.0166 .lqOT~ 5 203 CRS MAX MAG (-~O) M09ZA 2~ S?T 2.~609 1.9819 .13236 , 20~ ORS MAX MAG (-50) MonA 25 SPT 2.1612 2.1~30 .11686 5 205 CRS MAX MAG (RECOVERY) MonA 26 SPI -.61~S5 6.0706 2.1826 , 206 CRS MAX AZ (CONTROL) MonA 39 SPT 1.8301 2.35>8 .16025 5 219 ST-E CIRC (-50) M092A ~ 1 SPT .29965-01 .H9~3-01 .68988-02 5 221 ST-E AREA (CONTROL) MonA q2 SPT .26308-01 .51T08-01 .~~113-02 5 222 ST-E AREA (-30) M092A q3 SPT .2TlS8-01 '>0013-0 I .q 3TH-02 5 223 ST-E AREA (-qO) MonA 5q SPT '>OTT9 .80399 .936Sq-OI 5 23~ ST MAX MAG (-50 ) MonA 6q SPT 18.969 10.211 1.6T% 5 2qq ST MAX EL (-50) MonA 66 SPT .ll1q6 .83lTB-01 .635TT-02 5 2% .1 MAG (CONTROL) M092A or SPT .12353 .90616-0 I .6TOOT-02 5 2~T J MAG (-30) MonA 11 SPT -28.qB9 -3B .qB6 2.9180 5 251 J AZ (CONTROL) M092A 12 SPT -26.161 -39.915 q .3011 5 252 JAII-30) M092A T8 SPT -8.1790 T.lq96 2.T318 5 2>B J El (-q 0 ) MonA 79 SPT -29.qOl 6.6q36 3.T382 5 259 J El (-50) MonA B 1 SPT 2.189B I.BI97 .10nq 5 261 O-ST SLOPE (CONTROL) M092A B~ SPT I. q 126 1.9811 .1151q 5 26q D-ST SLDPE (-50 ) MonA 8T SPT I, .1 q 1 7.0551 I .089~ 5 261 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) M092A 88 SPT IT.221 6. 819~ • 930~ 8 5 268 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~O) MonA 89 SPT 20.629 T'>~6T I • 39~ 3 5 269 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) MonA 93 SPT 88.39T 72.~~3 ~.8389 , 2T3 O-ORS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~O 1 M092A 9q SPT 90.812 T2.900 5.0225 5 27q D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) M092A 99 SPT 7~.q09 116 .59 12.510 5 279 O-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) M092A 126 SPT 128.00 136.~0 .~1833 , 306 WEIGHT M092A 121 SPT 12.250 13.602 .20572 , 30T l CALF CIRC M092A 128 SPT 12.130 13.6T6 .20888 , 30B R CALF C IRC M092A 136 SPT 20.~20 1.1500 .65192 5 316 HOURS SINCE LAST MEAL M092A 138 SPT 6.0000 T .5000 .50000 5 318 HOURS OF SLEEP M092A 160 SPT T~ .073 56.'B~ 3.2105 5 3~0 HEART RATE (-16 ) M092A 169 SPT .9~000 .TOOOO-Ol .~35B9-01 5 3q 9 PLVC EOP (-B) M092A 6 PLT , • T926 ~.2522 .209T9 5 186 DRS-E CIRC (CONTROL! M092A T PlT 5.678, q.2B82 • 22P;:j.:, 5 18T DRS-E CIRC (-30) M092A B PL T >'81B2 q.3~10 .23368 , IB8 DRS-E CIRC (-~O) M092A 9 PLT 6.158'1 ~ .~2~T .2290~ , 189 CRS-E C IRC (-50) MonA 10 Pl T , • 9270 q.2T3B .209H 5 190 DRS-E CIRC (RECOVERY) 
.... ~ 








'II ."",~ .. -
I 
I'IEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-3 SEPT 23, 1973 SLD~\ Z66 JLN. 266 I'1D. MD 58 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N MOnA II HT I. ~9~Z .72107 .80995-01 5 191 QRS-E AREA (CONTROL) M9ZA 12 HT 1.583T .82531 .10298 5 192 QRS-E AREA (-30 ) MonA 13 PLT 1.986~ .95~65 .13585 5 193 QRS-E AREA (-~O ) 1'l09ZA 1'1 PLT l. 331 0 1.066~ .13521 5 19~ QRS-E AREA (-50 ) MonA 15 PLT 1.62~5 .71571 .7688~-01 5 195 QRS-E AREA (RECOVERY) MonA 18 PLT .2 1 ar~ .17202 • .15363-01 5 198 QRS-E DEPTH (-~ 0 ) MonA 19 PLT .22073 .17696 .13198-01 5 199 QRS-£ DEPTH I-50 ) 1'1092A 21 PLT ·2.0169 1.%56 .73~07-01 5 201 CRS MAX MAG (CDrITROL) MonA 22 HT 1.87H 1 • ~ 282 .67210-01 5 l02 gRS MAX MAG (-30 ) 






















GREATER THAN 3 SO 







PL T 1.2000 
PLT 1%.70 




FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
5LD. 266 JLN. 266 MD. MD 58 
MEAN SO N 1662.1 rq .2~~ 15 q~ DIET PHOSPHORUS (MG) 136.27 .B9QeO 15 12, WEIGHT (LBS) 10.200 I.QI39 16 7 URINE CA (MEg/TV) IH.75 1.8930 ~ 21 BLOOD NA (MEe /Ll 1.1000 .2309~ ~ 3, GROWTH HORMONE (NG IML ) 
.31250 .1556~ ~ 36 ANGIOTENSIN (MUG/i'lL/H) 165.66 5 . B5~~ 16 '12 DIET PROTEIN (G) 1277 .1 30.718 16 '13 DIET CALCIUM (MG) 315.37 23.B55 16 '15 DIET SODIUM (MG) ~~3.31 10.320 16 % DIET MAGNES!UM (MG) 193.9~ 1.0887 16 125 ~IEIGHT (LBS) 
...... '--------------------------~."'~="' . .,;."'-,.;."' .. "" .. "' .. ".."'~~~-~- , ... -....... , 
I 
SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
SEPT 2~. 1973 SLD' 267 JLN' 267 MD' MD 59 
"1 ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 22.78 DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENf PRESSURE = 253.92 MMHG 
I<t MISSION ACTIVITIES 
DEACTIVATION/EQUIP TRANSFER 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/oTO 
.. c. ILLNE5S/SnIPTOH/PROBLt:H 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
1 •• SECONAL 
...... SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 5.00 HOURS 
II. EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (l.JATT-HINSl "' .... u 
LB ERG U..JATT-HlNS) ..... H ••• 
EVA HWE (KEAL/HRI "111'1 
EVA DURAl (HRS) "I~'I' 
HK.l EX (HINS) ""'" 
HK. 11 EX CHINS) ..... -0. 
MK. III EX CHINS) H'fIUl 
TREAOHfll tHINS) iI ....... 
OTHER EX CHINS} "1"" 
HE1GHT (CH) •• t'I~1 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 55.00 
.. I ANTHROpmlETRtc DATA 
HIP/WAIST (CH) ••••••• 'Ittlill 
INS/EXP CHEST (CM) 111 •• 11' ....... . 
NECK (CM) ... I' .. .. 
RT/LT ARM eel-II ........ , .... U f 
RTILT ARM VOL ICC) ••••••• , ••••••• 
RTILT HAND eFT-LS) •••• Q •• ! ••• C, •• 
eEN GRAY NEAS (eN) ...... c~. 
DEW POINf = 10.50 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = IBI.00 MMHG 
.. 
HEAVY 6.00 HOURS 
"''''11" •• 
".,.C, 
, I •••• ~ 
.. '."~ 
... " .... 
t.t, ••• 
, ..... . 




t •••••• ,<1 •••••• 
..' •• 1'/ .... '44. 
:.1" ........ ' ••••••• 
" •• 11 •• ' ••••••• 
. ....... ,/ ....... . 
.,., .. ... 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. co2 = 
~6.00 % 
5.00 ~lHHG 
.. , .. , ......... 1. PLT •••• , ........ <1 • 
.. 
HEAVY 0.00 HOURS 
8667.00 
",."" 
.. I .. I I I I 
.'~"'" 
.. ••• ~II 
t ..... I •• 
'.'1,,<1 
••••• HHI 
I. -II I ••• 
84.70 
..... 1 •• /.' ••••• 
'."'''I,,,.,.,t. 
• •••••• 
........ /' .. , .. , 
, •••••• ,." •• ""1 ... 
""'1.1.'.'.'", 
. .. ~ ... , 
iM-. _________ ~~_~ ... ...; __ .. __ ~ 
I 
MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM THE PREFlIGHT MEAN 
SL-3 SEPT 2q, 1973 SLD. 261 JLN. 261 MD. I'1D 59 
EXPT iMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 11073 16 CDR 13q • 10 39.106 II. 361 iT 16 HVDROCORTiSON (UG/TV) M073 123 CDR 7. 9000 
.80500 1. 2651 20 123 FeCAL NA (MEg) 11013 125 CDR IQ3.QO 151. 26 .625qq iT 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 11073 128 CDR IT .600 11.130 .81905 20 128 URINE NITROGEN (G) 
I 
M073 129 COR 5.1000 1.0200 1.2%Q 20 129 FECAL NITROGEN (G) M073 II SPT IH9.0 1698.7 6q .6H IS II URINE CREAT (MG/TV) M073 125 SPT 128.QO 136.27 
.89Q80 15 125 WEIGHT (lBS) M073 128 SPT 20.200 12.925 1.2913 20 128 URiNE NITROGEN (G) 1'1073 Q2 PLT 1% .10 165.66 5.85QQ 16 Q2 DIET PROTEIN (G) [-J073 q6 PL7 q80.00 Q/i3.31 10.320 16 Q6 DIET MAGNESIUM (MG) M073 125 PLT 186.60 193.9Q 1. 0881 16 125 ~IEIGHT (LBS) 
-",--":,~--
I 
SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT SEPT 25. 1973 SLOt 268 JLN' 268 HOI R+ 0 
.,. ENVIRON~tNTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 22.79 nEGC AVG. ANBIENT PRESSURE = 253.~0 NHHG 
'I' MISSION ACTIVITIES 
DEACTIVATION/EQUIP TRANS,ER DE -ORB IT/ENTRY /SPLASHDDWN 




1.1 MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
IPRE SECONAL 
IPRE SCOP-DEX 
.... SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 8.00 HOURS 
.,. EXERCISE DATA 
us ERG Cl.JATT-HJNS) UHf., 
LB ERG C1.fATT-MINSl _Hit H: EVA HWE (KEAL/HRI ""1.1 EVA DURAT (HRS) ••••••• HK.I EX CHINS) ' •• 1." 
HK. II EX (HINS) ""OHIIU HK. III EX (HINS) ........ t TREADMILL (HINS) ~IIIIII OTHER EX CHINS} 1.1=1'1 H£IGHT (CH) l'I,,'iI 
HEIGHT CKILOGRAHI 5~.50 
.,' ANTHRopmlETRIC DATA 
HIPIHAIST (CN) 
INS/EXP CHEST (CH) 
NECK (eM) 
RTILT ARI'! (eM) 
RT/LT ARH VOL (CC) 
RTILT HAND (,T-LS) 
CEN GRAV ~IEAS (CN) 






, .. ,', .. 
DEW POINT = 11.57 DEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 181.00 HHHG 
SEAS I CKNESS 
IPRE SCOP-DEX 
•• 
HEAVY 8.00 HOURS 
••••••• 
.1, .... 1 
........ 
.... -II t. .... 
.... ..... t. 
If ... I ... .. 
...... " .. .. 
"'I ..... I. 
.. iI.t. ... . 
.. .... " .... .. 
58.20 




2580 .00'25It3. 00 
103.30/ 97.60 
• •• • t. " t. 
-;-t' --
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
46.00 : 
5.40 H~IHG 
•• iI .. tl'I .......... PLT ....... "I' .. iI •••• 
VAGAL RESPONSE 
PRES\'NCOPE! H I 71 
IPRE CHlORAL HYDRATE CAPSULES IPRE SCQP-DEX 
HEAVY 8.00 HOURS 
.ill •• I" 
.. I ....... 4 
t .. ,. t. •• 
''''I "'I •• 





t ... ~ .... 
8~.10 

















~EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-3 SEPT 25, 1973 SLD .. 268 JLN. 268 MD. R+ 0 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
nl7I 11 CDR I. 0876 .72630 .67 ITS-0 I 6 II RER-REST 
M171 16 CDR 10.860 8.1193 .75031 T 16 VE-REST (UMIN) 
M171 21 CDR 121.20 69.771 9.21~1 7 21 H R-REST (8T /MIN) 
MITI 22 CDR 128.67 95.905 8.2725 7 2l H R-LEVEL I CBT/MIN) 
MI7I 23 CDR 150.00 II I. 90 9.0630 7 23 " R-LEVEL 2 CBT/MIN) 
M171 25 CDR 1~1.00 102.33 10.132. 6 Z5 H R-RECOVERV (BTIMIN) 
Min q3 CDR 6.0900 9.3600 .8q853 2 ~3 CARD OUT-LEV 2 CL/MIN) 
M171 ~~ CDR 9.6500 12.105 .27577 2 ~~ CARD OUT-LEV 3 (LIMIN) 
M~71 51 CDR 1.2585 I. 9686 .69339-01 T 51 VOl , 160 HR MIlT I 52 CDR • 8~ 977 1.6039 .98076-01 7 52 VD2 , I~O HR 
Mill 57 CDR 7.5~09 12.6q2 .7386Z 2 57 r.D , 160 HR 
M171 58 CDR 5.6~OT 11.083 • 3~ 6 32 2 5B CO , I~O HR 
MI7I 66 CDR ~6.817 79.180 6.6~12 2 66 SV , 160 HR 
Ml7l 68 CDR 17 • Z~ 9 12.61q I.Z305 2 68 AV02 , I L V02 
MI7I 76 COR 16.833 13.8q2 .SIHI Z 76 AVDZ , IZO HR 
MI7l 71 CDR IT.I~3 15.365 .80IB8-01 2 71 AV02 , IqO HR 
MI Tl 93 CDR qO.600 85.399 ~ .9918 Z 93 STROKE VOL-LEV 2 CC 
MI7I 9q COR 5T.~qO 80.758 ~.12Z7 2 9q STROKE VOL-LEV 3 CC 
MITI 98 CDR 16.601 12 Sq 8 I.Z886 Z 98 AV02 DIFF LEV 2 
MI71 103 CDR 1309.2 702.10 27. 386 i'- 103 TPR-LEV 2 
MI71 I I 1 COR 11852. 6967.1 99'1. 97 7 III PRESSURE RATE PRODUCT-REST 
Ml71 112 CDR 16813. 10638. 1566.0 7 112 PRESSURE RATE PRODUCT-LEV I 
MI71 113 COR 21170. IQOH. 2126.5 1 113 PRESSURE RATE PRODUCT-LEV 2 
MI71 115 CDR 228qZ. 12889. 2768.9 5 115 PRESSURE RATE PRODUCT-REeov 
MI71 132 CDR 13.675 q3.27q 5.9218 6 132 "R/VDl 0-25 
Ml71 135 CDR 60. 195 15.loq I~ .2qO 5 135 ssp /V02 0-25 
MITI 20 SPT 37.600 22.300 3.098Q 5 20 VE-RECOVERV (UMIN) 
MI71 21 SPT 100.QO 69.200 6.1836 7 21 " R-REST CST/MIN) 
M171 22 SPT 127.67 103.39 2.8001 6 22 H R-LEVEL I (ST/MIN) 
M171 23 SPT 156.67 136.q3 5.7950 1 23 " R-LEVEL 2 CST/MIN) 
nl71 29 SPT 175.61 220.67 10.882 7 29 SOP-LEVEL 3 (MM HG) 
Ml71 30 SPT 135.00 209.00 7.69q2 6 30 SSP-RECOVERY (MM HG) 
MI71 35 SPT 63.000 88.000 6.6030 6 3, D8P-RECOVERY CMM HG) 
MI71 ~O SPT 87. 000 128.33 5.Qnq 6 ~O MAP-RECOVERV (MM HG) 
MI71 ~2 SPT 5.6800 9.~583 .31q82 3 ~l! CARD OUT-LEV 1 (LlMW) 
M171 51 SPT 1.6318 2.2316 .55112-01 7 51 VOl , 160 HR 
M171 52 SPT 1.1895 1. 8185 .Q3065-01 7 52 V02 , Iq 0 HR 
MI71 5Q SPT 1.7706 2.0153 . H66Q-01 6 5~ V02 , 150 WATTS 
MI T! 62 SPT 120.19 81. 908 8.~122 3 62 OBP , 15 umN 
MIT! 63 SPT 173.11 217.73 7.7123 7 63 SSP , 160 HR i , 
MIT! &1 SPT 19.525 12.817 .85683 3 67 AV02 ' 2 L V02 ' , ; 
MITI 92 SPT ~Q.031 91.%0 3.~322 3 92 STROKE VOL-LEV I CC 
MITI 102 SPT 1389.7 898.05 ".892 3 102 TPR-LEV 1 
1'1'171 109 SPT 96.333 139.79 11.503 7 109 PULSE PRS-LEV 3 (MMHGJ 
mT! I I 0 SPT 72.000 121.00 9.3161 6 110 PULSE PRS-RECDV (MMHG) 
1'1' T' .. , 112 5PT 19912. 1720Q. 730.18 6 112 PRESSURE RATE PROOUCT-LEV I 
MITI 115 SPT 13635. 20231. 1832.Q 6 II' PRESSURE RATE PROOUCT-RECDV MI T! 128 SPT 50.815 2Q .2B2 3.6598 ~ 128 VEN02 50-75 
MIT! 131 SPT 35.59Q 22.565 2.38~Q ~ 131 VE/VC02 50-75 
1'1171 12 PLT .85800 .9BOBI .176.1-01 7 12 RER-LEVEL I , 
,.-'---.~~. -------.-~ . --:-----;-. -







~, . ,.-* 40 _ :r:t!~ .. ~ .... --·~ .. ..4 .- . 
Ii.;;"". ___________ ~_~~, ........ _,_. ___ .~. -
• -- '-"-.-;.~,-.~ .. .".-
~EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 




















































































































































































































































































































P MAX ~IAG (-30) 
P MAX (~AG (-~O) 
P MAX MAG (-50) 
P MAX MAG (RECOVERY) 
HEART RATE (CONTROL) 
HEART RATE (-30) 
HEART RATE (-40) 
HEART RATE (-50) 
SYSTOLIC BP (-50) 






VECTAN HEART RATE (CONTROll 
VECTAN HEART RATE (-30) 
VECTAN HEART RATE (-~O) 
VECTAN HEART RATE (-50) 
aRS DURATION (CONTROL) 
aT INTERVAL (CONTROL) 
aT INTERVAL (-30) 
aT INTERVAL (-~ 0 ) 
aT INTERVAL (-50) 
P MAX MAG (-30) 
P'MAX MAG (-~ 0 ) 
P MAX MAG (-50) 





P MAX El (CONTROL) 
P MAX El (-30) 
P MAX El (-40) 
P MAX EL (-50) 
P MAX El (RECOVERY) 
aRS-E CIRC (CONTROL) 
CRS-E CIRC (-30) 
CRS-I; CIRC (-~O) 
CRS-E CIRC (-,0) 
CRS-E CIRC (RECOVERY) 
QRS-E AREA (CONTROL) 
aRS-E ARI;A (-30) 
aRS-E AREA (-40) 
QRS-E AREA (-50) 
QRS-E AREA (RECnV~RY) 
CRS-E. DEPTH (-30) 
QRS-E DEPTH (-40) 







MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-3 SEPT 25, 1973 SLD. 268 JLN. 268 J'I1DJI. R+ 0 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN 50 N ) MOnA 20 CDR .21695 .15529 .1566q-OI 6 200 DRS-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 1 MonA 21 CDR 1.8852 I.qOl9 .8896q-OI 6 201 CRS MAX MAG (CONTROL) MonA 2Z CDR 1.6613 I. 28 15 .7Z020-01 6 ZOZ DRS MAX MAG (-30 ) I MonA Z3 CDR I.~ 916 I.Zlq~ .72331-01 6 Z03 CRS I'1AX MAG (-qO) M092A Zq CDR I.Q626 1.1885 .75,02-01 6 20q DRS MAX MP.G (-50 ) MonA Z5 CDR 1.9600 I .3850 .62213-01 6 Z05 DRS I'1AX MAG (RECOVERY) MonA Z6 CDR 52.2Zq Z3.399 5.0012 6 Z06 DRS I'1AX AZ (CONTROLl 1'l0nA Z7 CDR 65.HI 29.990 B.9303 6 207 DRS MAX AI (-30 ) 1'l092.A 2B CDR 76.676 31.2BO B.69TT 6 20B DRS MAX AI (-qO) j 1'l0nA Z9 CDR B9.060 q!.~H II .059 6 209 CRS I'1AX AZ (-,0) MonA 30 CDR 50. 3q 7 26.q65 6.B193 6 210 nRS I'1AX AZ ( RECOVERy) MonA 33 CDR 27.913 39.B29 3.0061 6 213 DRS I'1AX EL (-q 0 ) 1'l09ZA 3q CDR 17.61B ~ 1. 101 3.6192 6 Zlq DRS 1'1 A X EL (-50) MonA ql CDR .27029-01 .q7287-01 .58015-02 6 221 ST-E AREA (CONTROL) M09ZA q2 CDR .136BB-OI .373Bq-OI .q7B21-OZ 6 ZZZ ST-E AREA (-30) f'1092A ~3 CDR .lqI99-01 .31115-JI '!)2813-02 6 223 ST-E ARI,A (-qO) M09ZA 52 CDR .3q6% .51H3 .55137-01 6 23Z ST MAX MAG (-30) MonA 53 CDR • 270Z5 .~8113 .Q9q31-01 6 ,:'.3 ST I'1AX !'lAG (-qo) MonA 5q CDR 
.26%8 .q 3519 .52811-01 6 Z'HI ST I'1AX i~AG (-,0) MonA !is CDR .33887 .53176 .~6661-01 6 235 ST MAX I'1AG (RECOVERY) 
I 1'l09ZA 62 CDR 9.119q ZO.q06 Z.6Z09 6 ZQZ ST MAX EL (-30 ) 1'l0nA 63 CDR .2131q 19.q77 1.%50 6 2q 3 ST MAX EL (-q 0 ) MonA 6q GDR 1l.297 18.573 1.665q 6 Zqq ST MAX EL (-50) 
'j MonA 68 CDR .5919~-01 .95636-01 .92.~99-0Z 6 2q8 J MAG (-qO) Mon~ 69 CDR .53875-01 .91805-01 .68530-02 6 2q9 J MAG (-50 ) MonA 70 CDR .H68q-01 .79119-01 .5 33q 9-02 6 Z'O J MAG (RECOVERY) 1'10nA 13 CDR -72.17Z -58.635 q .1130 6 2,3 J AZ (-q 0 ) MonA 75 CDR -83.302 -60.Bil 3.9~!>0 6 255 J AZ (RECOVERY) I MonA 18 CDR q .9925 3q .513 q.3882 6 258 JEL(-qO) 
I MonA 79 CDR -61.qll 31.931 Q.301T 6 259 J EL (-50) 1'l09ZA 80 CDR -,.53Q5 28.100 3.68% 6 260 J EL (RECOVERY) , M09ZA 83 CDR .51259 1.0613 • 10511 6 263 D-ST SLOPE (-~O) 1 M09ZA 8Q CDR .13107 1. 0206 .lq076 6 26q D-ST SLOPE (-50) MonA 86 CDR 9. 7Sq 9 7.Q057 .5!>08q 6 266 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) i , MonA 8T COR 13.8q, B S85q .31,16 6 267 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) , M09ZA 88 CDR 16.662 9. H80 • 82q 9q 6 268 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~ 0 ) ~ M09ZA 89 CDR 19.9ql 10.268 1.6B6q 6 269 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-,0) 1'1092A 90 CUR 13.I~B 8.13QQ .8,906 6 Z70 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) MonA 91 CDR ~~ .T99 Q3.929 2.1909 6 271 D-ORS VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) M092A 92 COR 51. 220 QO.Q83 2.351Q 6 212 D-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30) M092A 93 CDR Q8.31B 38. 181 2.5SQ2 6 273 D-CRS VECTOR IrITEGRAL (-QO) M092A 9Q CDR 50.923 31.7,3 2.260Q 6 ZH D-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) 1'1092A 9, CDR 58.786 Q3.612 2.0103 6 2T, O-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) 1'1092A 98 CDR H.3,3 83.933 B.!>3Q6 6 218 D-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~O) MonA 99 CDR 37. 380 17.886 9.9Q13 6 279 D-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-,0 ) M092A 100 COR 59 .• 92~ 90.D5Q 6.0625 6 280 D-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) MonA 101 CDR 91.560 55.HI 11.528 6 281 QRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (CONTROL) 1'10nA 102 CDR 112.01 66.QQO 13.762 6 Z82 ORS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (-30) 1'10 92 A 103 CDR 127.30 H.019 13.80~ 6 283 ORS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (-QO) 1'1092A 10Q CDR 13!.18 71.363 13 .82Q 6 28~ DRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (-50) 
. 
.. "~ :~~ . 
, 
I 
MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-3 SEPT 2, , 1973 SLD. 268 JLN. 268 MO'" R+ 0 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
1 
M992A 10, CDR 89.025 56.~~9 10.6Z1 6 285 QRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (RECOVERV) 
MOnA 12~ CDR , .1800 11.380 3.6986 6 30~ TIME (GMT) 
MonA 126 CDR 1~2.50 151.50 1. 0~88 6 306 WEIGHT 
MonA IZT CDR 12.630 13.85, .3393~ 6 307 L CALF CIRC 
MonA 128 CDR 12.880 . I~ .230 • ZZ8 91 6 308 R CALF CIRC 
MonA IqO CDR 6.0000 93.667 3.7859 3 320 CLHJICAL SSP 
MonA lq I CDR 78.000 65.333 2.309q 3 311 CLINICAL DSP 
MonA 161 CDR 110.33 86.~11 2.7Zq2 6 3q I SYSTOLIC SP (-8 ) 
MonA 162 CDR 110.33 85.831 2.1217 6 3q2 SYSTOLIC SP (-16 ) 
MonA 163 CDR 69.957 59.H~ 3.0312 6 3~3 DIASTOLIC SP (-8 ) 
MonA 16~ CDR 71.698 6! .386 2.7115 6 3~q DIASTOLIC SP (-16 ) 
MonA 165 COR 83.~lq 68.q55 2.8399 6 3~5 MEAN SP (-8 ) 
MonA 166 COR 8~.57~ 69. 5 3~ 1.7572 6 3q6 MEAN SP (-16 ) 
M092A 167 CDR ~0.369 2~ . 9q 3 1.'~T9 6 3H PULSE PRESS ( -8) 
MonA 168 CDR 38.629 2~ .~qq 3.86ZZ 6 3q8 PULSE PRESS (-16 ) 
'1 
MonA 2 SPT ,5.710 -3.9q23 12.755 5 182 P MAX EL (-30) 
MonA 6 SPT 8.5810 6.9802 .qrH6 5 186 CRS-E CIRC (CONTROL) 
MonA 7 SPT 9.2572 7.0216 .q8655 , 187 CRS-E CIRC (-30) 
MonA 8 SPT 9.7780 7.0qll .36856 5 188 CRS-E CIRC (-qO) 
MonA 9 SPT 9.870q 7.2005 .372q2 5 189 QRS-E CIRC (-50) 
'I MonA 10 SPT 9.0826 7.0686 .H533 5 190 CRS-E CIRC (RECOVERY) M09ZA II SPT q.6158 2.70q6 .38q89 5 191 CRS-E AREA (CONTROL) MonA 12 SPT 5.5668 2.8155 .q0567 5 192 CRS-E AREA (-30) 
MonA 13 SPT 6.2771 2.9660 .35036 5 193 CRS-E AREA (-qO) I MonA Iq SPT 6.qI9' 3.1985 .37ZS7 , 19q CRS-E AREA (-50) Mon~ 15 SPT 5.2021 2.8007 • 390Q 7 5 195 CRS-E AREA (RECOVERY) M092A 18 SPT .Q6206 .3T2Q3 .2Q 155-0 I 5 198 CRS-E DEPTH (-qO) 
M092A 19 SPT .q8280 .39653 .26382-01 5 199 QRS-E DEPTH (-50) 
M092A 20 SPT .QQ919 .35793 .26695-01 5 200 CRS-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 
M092A 23 SPT 2 . .5173 2.0166 .IQOTq 5 203 CRS MAX MAG (-qO) 
MonA 2q SPT '2.5215 1.9879 .13236 5 20~ CRS MAX MAG (-50) 
M092A 27 SPT 2Q.9q5 6.5529 2.Q091 5 207 CRS MAX AZ (-30) 
M092A 2a SPT 39.782 8.3087 3.9Bn 5 208 CRS MAX AI (-QO) 
MonA 29 SPT 50.Q77 11.603 3.3625 5 209 gRS MAX AI (-50) 
M092A 30 SPT 18.159 7.0265 1.7708 5 210 CRS MAX AI (RECOVERV) 
MonA 31 SPT 20.Q 3Q 10.280 2.0iOI 5 211 CRS MAX EL (CONTROL) 
1 MonA 32 SPT 2Q. 32~ 13.983 2.3791 5 212 CRS MAX EL (-30) M092A 35 SPT lO"tlJ} 11.211 2.83Q5 5 215 CRS MAX EL (RECOVERV) 
MonA 38 SPT 1.7099 2.Q161 .18985 5 218 ST-E CIRC (-QO) I 
M092A ~2 SPT .36661-01 .5IT08-01 .QQI73-02 5 ZZ2 ST-E AREA (-30) I MonA Q3 SPT .31166-01 .50013-01 .Q37H-02 5 223 ST-E AREA (-QO) 
MonA QQ SPT .339Q8-01 .Q2980-0 I .2QQ38-02 5 nQ ST-E AREA (-50) , 
MonA 53 SPT .53051 .8Hn .83639-01 5 233 ST MAX MAG (-QO) 1 MonA 5~ SPT .Q9687 .80399 .9368Q-OI 5 23Q ST MAX MAG (-50) 
M092A 56 SPT -29.736 -II. 72T 3.8509 5 236 ST MAX AI (CONTROL) 
MonA 57 SPT -Ql.Olq -18.503 3.933Q 5 237 ST MAX AI (-30) 
M09ZA 60 SPT -26.158 -11.130 Q.1937 5 2QO ST MAX AI (RECOVERV) 
MonA 61 srT 15.131 8.2651 I.Q822 5 2Q I ST MAX EL (CONTROL) 
MonA 63 SPT IT .65'1 9.7951 1.6218 5 2Q3 ST MAX EL (-QO) 
M092A 6Q SPT 22.88Q 10.lTl 1.67% 5 HQ ST MAX EL (-50) 
I 













I'IEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-3 SEPT 25, 1973 SLD¥ 268 JLN¥ 268 MO" R+ 0 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SD N MOnA 66 SPT ,11635 .831T8-01 .635TT-02 5 2% J MAG (CONTROL) M092A 67 SPT .13222 .90616-01 .67007-02 5 2~7 J MAG (-30) MonA T3 SPT -60.7~5 -~0.~79 5.2150 5 253 J Al (-~O) M092A 7~ SPT -6~.266 -~\.66T 6.5103 5 25~ J Al (-50) MonA 75 SPT -59.239 -~o .~~3 5.59BI 5 255 J Al (RECOVERY) MonA 7B SPT -6.~705 T.IH6 2.731B 5 258 J EL (-~O) M092A 79 SPT -20. TT5 6.6~36 3.7382 5 259 J EL (-50 ) MonA 83 SPT 1.5938 1.9723 .108H 5 263 D-ST SLOPE (-~ 0 ) M092A 8~ SPT 1.3265 1.9311 .115 I~ 5 26~ D-ST SLOPE (-50 ) M092A 87 SPT 11.5H 7.0551 1.089~ 5 267 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) MonA 88 SPT 12.U5 6.819~ • 930~ 8 5 268 n-p VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~ 0 ) MonA 89 SPT I ~ • 2~ I 7 .5~67 1. 39q 3 5 269 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) M092A 93 SPT 90.800 72.~~3 ~.8389 5 273 D-ORS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~O) M092A 9~ SPT 90.963 72.900 5.0225 5 27~ O-ORS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) M092A 98 SPT 81.61T 119.79 10.992 5 278 D-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~ 0 ) MonA 99 SPT 69.758 116.59 12.570 5 279 O-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) M092A 101 SPT 36.853 21.267 .HHI 5 281 ORS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (CONTROL) M092A 102 SPT 6Q.998 28.528 3.2392 5 282 DRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (-30) MonA 103 SPT 81.990 36.327 8 .29~8 5 283 DRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (-'0) MonA 10~ SPT 90.675 ~3Sq2 5 .~296 5 28~ ORS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (-50) M092A lOS SPT ~~.973 21.993 2.5298 5 2B5 DRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (RECO~ERY) MonA 12q SPT 2.6200 I T. 09~ 2.7550 5 30~ TIME (GMTl M092A 126 SPT 129.50 136 .~O .q 1833 5 306 WEIr-HT M092A 127 SPT 12.250 13.602 .20572 5 307 L CALF C IRC M092A 128 SPT 12.000 13.676 .20888 5 308 R CALF CIRC M092A 129 SPT 6293.0 7089.3 206.51 3 309 L LEG VOLUME M092A 130 SPT 613B.0 6906.3 B~.3q7 3 310 R LEG VOLUME M092A I~O SPT 28.000 9.3333 5.0332' 3 320 CLIN ICAL S8P M092A !~ I SPT 78.000 TO.OOO 2.0000 3 321 CLINICAL 08P MonA 1(,0 SPT 71.239 56 .58Q 3.2705 5 3~0 HEART RATE (-16 ) M092A 163 SPT 82.138 6~.931 5.TCi30 5 3~3 DIASTOliC SP (-8 ) M092A 169 SPT -.22000 .70000-01 .~3509-nl 5 3H PLVC EOP (-8 ) MonA 6 PLT 5.B275 ~.2522 .Z0979 5 186 ORS-E CIRC (CONTROLl MonA 7 PLY 5 .HO~ ~.Z882 • 2Z83~ 5 187 ORS-E C IRC (-30) M092A 8 PLT 5.7336 ~.3~10 .23368 5 188 ORS-E CIRC (-~O) MonA 9 PL T 5.9829 ~ .~Z" 7 .Z290~ 5 189 DRS-E CIRC (-50) l~onA 10 PLY 5.8903 ~.2T.18 .Z09H 5 190 DRS-E CIRC (RECOVERY) M092A II PLT I .~59~ .TZIH .80995-01 5 19 I ORS-E AREA (CONTROL) M092A 12 PL T 1.5316 .8Z531 .IOZ98 5 192 DRS-E AREA (-30) M09ZA 13 PLT I .8 ITO .95%5 .13585 , 193 QRS-E AREA (-~O) M092A I~ PL T 2.1 BO~ I .066~ .135Z1 5 19~ ORS-E AREA (-50) M092A 15 PL T 1.5976 .T75TT • 76BB~-01 5 195 ORS-E AREA (RECOVERY) 
1 
M092A 19 PL T .21809 .17696 .13198-01 5 199 ORS-E DEPTH (-,0) MonA 21 PL T 2.09" 1.'1606 • 73~OT-O 1 5 201 DRS MAX MAG (CONTRDL) 
I M09ZA Z2 PL T 1 .9970 I .~2BZ .67210-01 , Z02 DR5 MAX MAG (-30) M092A Z3 PLT I.BHO 1.3789 .T6332-01 5 Z03 CRS MAX MAG (-~ 0 ) M092A 2~ PL T ,1.8173 I • 3~ 8T • B 1396-0 I 5 20~ DRS MAX MAG (-,0) M092A Z5 PLT 2.067S 1.~~2B .8385S-01 5 205 DR5 MAX MAG (RECOVERY) j M092A 36 PL T 1. 0639 1.53Z1 .1~T19 5 216 ST-E C I RC (CONTROL) 
I MonA ~6 PLT .95733-01 .~1126-01 .~ 06 08-02 , ZZ6 ST-E DEPTH ( CONTROL) '''; ~;& • .:'.; ~ 








l I1EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
! Sl-3 SEPT 25, 1973 SlD. 26~ JlN. 26~ I'1D+ R+ 0 EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N M092A H PH .1210~ .~5822-01 .31219-02 5 227 ST-E DEPTH (-30) t 110n~ ~8 PLT .79889-01 .~8~58-01 .605>6-02 5 228 ST-E DEPTH (-~O) MOnA 50 PLT .60283-01 .~6H5-0I .~~511-02 5 230 ST-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) ~ /'1092A 61 PLT -.3Q387 17 •. 271 2.~123 !ii 2q I ST MAX El (CONTROL) /'lOnA. 62 PlT -q.7011 15.601 2.2298 5 2q2 ST MAX El (-30) /'l092A 65 PLT q .176q 15.805 2.7q88 5 2q5 ST ·MAX El (RECOVERY) M092A 66 PLT .10595-01 .61596-01 .20629-02 5 2% J MAG (CONTROL) /'l092A 67 PlT .79282-01 .66297-01 .19q39-02 5 2q1 J MAG (-30) /'109ZA 68 PLT .92QU-OI .13157-01 .3q327-02 5 2Q8 J MAG (-qO) 
'\ 
MonA 69 PlT .905q5-01 .77092-01 .3q80b-02 5 2q9 JMAG(-50) MonA 91 Pl T 62.2~9 qq.107 3.0700 5 HI n-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) /'1092A 92 PlT 60.~27 qq.HO 3.1655 5 272 D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) MonA 93 PL T 58.953 qq.Q I 0 2.9839 5 273 D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-QO) /'1092A 9q PLT 61 .057 Qq.903 2.8H8 5 2Tq D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) MonA 95 PLT 63.1% qq.963 2. Tq37 5 275 D-ORS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) M092A 12q PLT 3.9800 16.160 1.01lq 5 30q TIME (GMT) 
\ 
M092A 127 PLT Iq.250 15.qOZ .270T8 5 307 L CALF CIRe M092A 128 PLT IQ.630 15.752 •. 26753 5 308 R CALF CIRC M092A IqO PLT 25~OOO 10.000 q.,QOOO 3 320 CLlN ICAL SBP MonA 161 PLT 12q .qO 112.67 3.q Sq 9 5 3q I SYSToLIc SP (-8 ) 1'1073 13 CDR 67.600 9.6667 6.68qO 15 13 EPINEPHRINE (UG/TV) 
\ 
1'1073 Iq CDR 136.10 61.22q 19.198 17 Iq NOREPINEPHRIN (UG/TV) 1'1073 27 CDR IOQ.80 82.900 2. 1229 q 27 BLOOD GLUCOSE (MG/L) 1'1073 37 CDR Q2.000 IQ.OOO 3';590 Q 37 INSULIN (UUIML) Mon 38 CDR 10.500 7.<1500 .73258 q 38 THVROXIN (UG/IOOMLl 1'1073 Q2 COR 63.000 93.882 7. 2602 17 q2 DIET PROTEIN (G) 1'1073 q3 CDR 558.00 735.82 31.Qn 17 q3 DIET CALCIUM (MG) MOT3 QQ COR 1239.0 152b.9 q8.980 11~ qQ DIET PHOSPHORUS (MG) 1'1073 % CDR I B7. 00 HI.53 26.625 17 Q6 DIET MAGNESIUM (MG) 1'1073 125 CDR 1~2.qO 151.26 .625qQ 17 125 WEIGHT (lBS) 1'1073 Q SPT 22.000 65.133 11.679 15 q URINE K (MEQ/TV) MOT3 , SPT 3.8000 9.5600 1.2506 15 5 URINE MG (MEaITV) 1'1073 b SPT 339.00 1126.6 120.22 I, 6 URINE PDq (M6ITV) 1'1073 II SPT 580.00 1698.7 6q.6QI 15 II URINE CREAT (MG/TV) i'l073 12 SPT 322.00 973.QO 198.q2 15 12 URINE URIC A (MG/TV) 1'1073 13 SPT QO.700 17.727 7.6071 15 13 EPINEPHRINE (UG/TV) 1':073 2Q SPT 3.9000 3.0500 .26Q57 Q 2Q BLOOD POQ (MG/l) 110TJ 2T SPT 103.10 88.700 1. 61 86 q 27 BLOOD GLUCOSE (MG/L) i'l073 36 SPT 2.Q700 .32000 .20Q12 Q 36 ANGIOTENSIN (MUG/i'lL/H) 1'1073 37 SPT Q2.000 15.500 I. 7321 Q 37 INSULIN (UUIMLl 1'1073 qQ SPT 2157.0 1662.1 7Q .2QQ 15 QQ DIET PHOSPHORUS IMG) 1'1073 'Ib srT 3SQ.00 298.20 26.937 15 Q6 DIET MAGNESIUM (MG) 1'1073 125 SPT 128.50 136.27 • 89Q 80 I, 125 WEIGHT (lBS) 1'1073 128 SPT 8.0000 12.925 1.2973 20 128 URINE NITROGEN (G) 1'1073 2 PL T 1397.0 888.50 109.61 Ib 2 URINE OSMOL (MOSM/TV) 1'1073 13 PLT Q8.600 18.020 7.0188 15 13 EPINEPHRINE (UG/TV) 1'1073 lQ PLT 118.00 62.793 11.677 15 lQ NOREPINEPHRIN (UG/TV) 
I 
1'1073 15 PLT Iq2.80 65.100 22.757 16 15 AOH (MU/TV) 1'1073 16 PLT IH.90 79.975 13.891 16 16 HVDROCORTISON (UG/TV) 1'1073 35 PLT 5.2000 1.1000 .2309~ Q 35 GROWTH HORMONE (NGIMl) 
... 
.' -.-~,,----.--.------- _.--,-.. ---_.--.,------
-
<.:- , ",~~: 








MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN' 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-3 SEPT 2!>, 1973 SLD'" 268 JLN'O' 268 riD... R+ 0 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 1'1073 36 PLT .83000 .312!>0 .1!>56q q 36 ANGIOTENSIN (MUG/ML/H) 1'1073 38 PLT 9.1000 5". HOD .QQ3q7 q 38 THVROXIN (UG/IOOML) 1'1073 q3 PLT 736.00 127T .1 30.718 16 q3 o lET CALC lUM (MG) 1'1073 q, PLT 220.00 31!>.37 23.S" 16 q, o lET SODIUM (MG) 1'1073 q6 PLT 270.00 qq3.31 10.320 16 q6 DIET MAGNESIUM (MG) 1'1073 q7 PLT 101..00 Iq6.06 8.9029 16 q7 DIET POTASSIUM (MG) 1'1073 IZ, PLT 185.50 193.9Q 1.0BB7 16 12, WEIGHT (LBS) MIlO 5 CDR 2.5000 .B2500 .26300 q 5 METHB (PCT) MilO I, CDR 9700.0 ,77,.0 961 .38 q 15 WBC (/CU 1'11'1) MIlO 16 CDR 7372.0 3033.5 6q9.20 q 16 NEUT NO (/CU 1'11'1 ) 1'111 0 18 CDR q85.00 83.250 2q.q B6 q 18 MONO NO (/CU 1'11'1 ) 1'1110 20 CIlR 18.000 q2.'OO 8.0623 q ZO LVMPH (PCT) MilO 21 CDR 5.0000 1.5000 .57735 q 21 MONO (PCT) MilO 29 CDR .90000 .72500 .,0000-01 q 29 B-M (G PCT) 1'1110 31 CDR q6.000 36.000 I.qlqZ q 31 LIPO AI (peT) MIlO 37 CDR 3q.OOO 2B.000 I.q Iq2 q 37 LOH I (PCrl 1'1110 T9 CDR 1331. 0 1601.0 56 .507 3 79 PL IGG (MG PCrl 1'1110 109 CDR 3151.0 3338.5 21. 9Q7 q 109 TOT K (MEa) 1'1110 1% CDR 9B.500 99.,37 .28723-01 q IQ6 SPG9 (PCT) MilO 5 SPT 2.Z000 1.025'0 .28723 q 5 METHB (PCT) 1'1110 12 SPT 3q.000 32.250 .50000 q IZ MCHC (PCT) 1'1110 I, SPT IZOOO. ,qOO.O 87, .60 q IS iJBC (/CU I'll'!) 1'1110 16 SPT nQO .0 329,.7 78Q .53 q 16 NEUT NO (/Cll 1'11'1) MIlO 61 SPT 7.0000 7.Q667 .1,275 3 61 PL PROT (S PCT) miD 6Q SPT 1.5000 1.7333 .5TT3!>-01 3 6Q PL G-M (G PCT) MilO IQ I SPT 3.0000 1.5300 .397,8 Q Iq I SPGQ (PCT) MilO Iq3 SPT 31.600 18.867 Q.05Q5 Q I q 3 SPG6 (PCT) MilO 5 PLT 2.0000 .65000 .30000 'I 5 METHB (PCT) MIlO 13 PLT .2Q300+06 .1822,+06 85'00.0 Q 13 PLAT (/CU 1'11'1) MilO I, PLT 6500.0 QIOO.O 29q.39 Q IS WBC (/CU 1'11'1) 
.) i 1'1110 16 PLT QQ20.0 2,56.2 25Q .01 Q 16 NEUT NO (/CU 1'11'1) , , MilO 29 PLT 1.0000 .B2S00 .50000-01 Q 19 B-M {G PCrl 
I MilO 61 PLT r .6000 6.B333 .20166 3 61 PL PROT {G PCrl 1'1110 69 PLT 23.000 31. 333 2.309Q 3 69 PL CERULD (MG PCT) 
\ 
MilO IQ I PLT r. 0500 3.Q02!> .B3060 q Iq I SPGq (PCT) 1'1110 Iq2 PLT 20.500 11.017 2.6808 q IQ2 SPGS (PCT) , MIIOA 31 CDR 10B.00 90.000 q.OOOO q 211 SLU (MS lOll I MIIOA 38 CDR 9.8000 9.12,0 .12!>83 q 210 CA (MG/OL) 
I 
MIIOA qO COR q.2000 3.qSOO .23805 Q 220 PDq (MS/OL) MIlOA qq COR B8.000 q3.7'0 10.0% q 22': CPK (MU/ML) MIIOA qO SPT q.2000 3.2,00 .31091 q 220 PDq (MG/OL) MIIOA 31 PLT 112.00 98.HO 3.7H9 q ill GLU (MS/OL) 
" MIIOA 32 PLT 2Q8.00 209.00 11.2BQ q 212 CHOL (NG/OL) "" MllOA 38 PLT 9.9000 9.2,00 .191Q9 q 218 CA Cl1G lOll 
Sl-3 DAILY ClINICAl/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
SEPT 26. 1973 SLD4 269 JLN' 269 Ho' R+ 
ttt ENVlRONMENTAl 
AVG. TEMPeRATURE = 16.11 DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 253.40 HMHG 
"~I HISSION ACTIVITIES 
""1.11'1.11', CDR •• '.1 •• ' •••••• 
... MEDICAL EXPERfl'lENTS/DTO 
.,. tLLNESS/SnlPTOfl/PROBLEH 
1'1 MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
f" SLEEP DATA 
Ifl"t't'", HOURS 
III EXERCISE DATA 
U8 ERG CHATT -HI NSl ...... I • 
LB ERG (HATT-MINS) ., ••••• 
EVA HHE (KEAL/HR) I I I I.,. 
EVA DURAT (HRS) Ie ••••• 
HK.J EX (HINS) It"'" 
HK. I I EX (MINS) H ...... .. 
MK. III EX (HINS~ ....... . 
TREADMILL tHINS) .11 •••• 
OTHER EX (HINS) 1"1 ..... .. 
HEIGHT rr 11 -lit ...... ~ 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 6'1.20 
.... ANTHROPONETRIC DATA 
HIPIWAIST (CM! ........... , 
INS/EXP CHEST (Cm 
NECK rCM) 96.501 37.10 
79.70 
90.BO 
RT ILT ARM (CM) 
RTllT !.Rll VOL (CC) 
RTILT HAND efT-l8) 
CEN GRAV tlEAS (em 
29.801 29.80 
aS7'! .. 00/2If76. 00 
'11, •• "'111',,, 
.. I .. t •• I 
DEW POINT = -6.44 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 181.00 HMHG 
< ••••••••• 11 •• 11 SPT "' ••• >111 ••• , • 
••••••• ,It •• HOURS 
.. • • •• • f 
""",. 
·., .... 11 
••••••• 
•••• I ... 
......... 
',11.". 
•••• t •• 
••••••• 
... , ..... 
58.30 








RELATIVE HU/,1I0ITY = ..... H % 
PART. PRES. C02 = ttt"" HHHG 
flll""'lt".1 PlT .;11 ............ . 
.11111111"1 HOURS 
. .. , .... 
..'.11. 
.1 •• I .. .. 
11., .... , 
"'·.'11 
11 •• , .... 
. .... , .. 
.. .. 1 • 111 • 
11 • 8 •• , • 
........ t I 
84.10 













PlEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-3 SEPT 26, 1913 5LD. 269 JLN. 269 1'10. R+ 1 
EXPT IMEA5 MAN VALUE PlEAN SO ~J 
Pl111 21 CDR 11~.60 69.711 9.21~1 1 21 H R-REST (BT 1M IN) 
111 11 22 CDR 123.H 95.905 8.2125 7 22 H R-LEVEL 1 (BTIMIN) 
Pl111 25 CDR 137.00 102.33 10.132 6 25 H R-RECDVERV (BT/MIN) 
Pli TI 21 CDR 1~8.00 11 O.~ 0 8.~283 7 27 SBP-LEVEL I (MM HG) 
1'1111 ~~ CDR 10.760 12.105 .27577 2 ~~ CARD OUT-LEV 3 (L/MIN) 
Pl111 51 CDR 1.~366 1. 96 86 .69339-01 7 51 VOl , 160 HR 
11111 52 CDR 1.0383 1.6039 .98076-01 7 52 V02 1 I~O HR 
1'1111 57 CDR 9.7611 12.6~2 .73862 2 57 CD'160HR 
1'1111 58 CDR 7. 7821 11. 083 • 3~632 2 58 CD ' I~O HR 
Pl111 77 CDR I ~ • 13~ 15.365 .8018S-01 2 T7 AV02 ' I~O HR 
i'1lTl 9~ CDR 62. 92~ 80.758 ~ .1221 2 9~ STROKE VOL-LEV 3 CC 
III TI lOT CDR 85.000 50.q52 8.7563 7 IQ7 PULSE PRS-LEV I (MMHG) 
1'1111 lOB CDR 93.333 60.500 8.~636 6 lOB PULSE PRS-LEV 2 (MMHG) 
III TI 109 CDR 130.67 95.889 \0.238 6 109 PULSE PRS-LEV 3 (MMHG) 
"1171 III CDR 12731. 6967.1 99q.97 T 111 PRESSURE RATE PRODUCT-REST 
1'1111 112 CDR 18302. 10638. 1,66.5 7 112 PRESSURE RATE PRODUCT-LEV 1 
1'11T1 113 CDR 22096. I~ O~ 7. 2126.5 1 113 PRESSURE RATE PRODUCT-LEV 2 
1'1111 1 1 q CDR 31227. 2322Q. 2229.3 7 llq· PRESSURE RATE PRODUCT-LEV 3 
Pll11 122 CDR 30.232 25.568 .93T05 6 122 MUSCULAR EFFICIENCV 50-75 
1'1171 132 CDR 17. 126 ~3.2H 5.9218 6 132 HR/V02 0-25 
1'1111 13, CDR 69.890 1, • I Oq 1'1.2qO , 13, SSP IVD2 0-25 
1'1111 20 SPT 35.500 22.300 3.0nq 5 20 VE-RECOVERV (LIMIN) 
Ml71 21 SPT 92.200 69.200 6.1836 7 21 H R-REST (BT/MIN) 
"1IT1 22 SPT 127.00 103.39 2.8001 6 22 H R-LEVEL I (BTIMIN) 
I'll Tl 23 SPT 15B.33 136.q3 5.1950 1 23 H R-LEVEL 2 (BT/MIN) 
III 11 2q SPT ITB .67 160.57 5.3139 1 Zq H R-LEVEL 3 (BT/MIN) 
1'1111 25 SPT 129.00 96.833 8.51B6 6 25 H R-RECOYERV (BT/MIN) 
I'll Tl ~2 SPT 10.970 9.q583 .31~B2 3 q2 CARD OUT-LEV I (LIMIN) 
11111 51 SPT 1.6B18 2.2316 .5,112-01 1 51 VOl , 160 HR 
1'1111 52 SPT 1. 2B 30 I .81 B, .Q3065-01 1 52 V02 ' 1~0 HR 
11111 112 SPT 21815. IT20Q. 130.\.8 6 112 PRESSURE RATE PRODUCT-LEV 1 
1'1!T1 115 SPT 26832 • 20231. 1832.Q 6 115 PRESSURE RATE PRODUCT-RECOV 
PlI71 12~ SPT 1.2739 1. OQ3~ .56005-01 Q 12~ RER 2,-,0 
I'I\T! 12B SPT 51.163 2Q.282 3.65"98 Q 128 VE/VD2 50-15 
MIT! 131 SPT 35.661 22.5"6; 2.3B6~ ~ 131 VE/VCD2 ,0-1, 
1'1111 1~6 SPT -8.9~Q5 ~3.15"6 13.~~5 Q lQ6 PP /V02 50-1, 
1'1111 151 SPT 16.151 8.1017 \.57S' 2 151 HR/CO 25-50 
1'1171 152 SPT -H.281 15.Q63 1I.6Q2 2 152 HR/CO ,0-75 
11111 1,~ SPT 3.8697 6.5B63 .Q1659 2 1,Q CO/V02 25-,0 
MI7l 12 PLT .88%T .980B1 .116Q7-01 7 12 RER-LEVEL 1 
III T1 16 PLT 11.680 13.18T 1. 3~O6 7 16 VE-REST (LIMIN) 
11171 21 PLT BO .~OO 51 .6'T 1.9Q~1 1 21 H R-RE5T (BT/MIN) 
MI71 2, PLT 112.00 103.00 2.60TT 6 25 H R-RECOVERV (BT/MIN) 
1'1171 51 PLT 2.6268 3.1 H5 • 1 ~ B51 1 ;1 VOl , 160 HR 
11!T! 5"2 PLT 2.0755 2.6>27 .11236 T 52 V02 ' I~O HR 
1'1171 92 PLT 81 .231 119.3T 11.739 3 92 STROKE VOL-LEV 1 CC 
1'1111 111 PLT 11597. 7/f~6. 3 316.~0 7 111 PRESSURE RATE PRODUCT-REST 
I'll T! 123 PLT .B~139 • 97~ B 1 .26720-01 5 123 RER 0-25 
1'1092 2 CDR 79 .6 1 1 61.563 5.5352 6 2 HEART RATE (-30) 
1'1092 6 CDR 106.55 86.358 2.9257 6 6 SVSTOLrc BP (CONTROL) 






MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
Sl-3 SEPT 26, 1913 SLD. 269 JlN. 269 MD ... R+ 
HPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N Pl092 116 PLT 6.~831 1.8117 .9Z6T9 ~ 116 HR/PlVC 30-~0 M092 lSI PlT 60.587 ~6.662 ~ .~083 S IS I VECTAN HEART RATE (CONTROL) PIon 1>2 PlT H.703 ~5.8~3 ~ .3116 5 IS2 VECTAN HEART RATE (-30 ) PlO92 153 Pl T 62.IS8 ~8.880 ~. 12~ 3 S IS3 VECTAN HEART RATE (-~ 0 ) 1'1092 15~ Pl T 67.385 50.936 ~.S981 S 15q VECTAN HEART RATE (-SO) 1'1092 166 PlT U2.~O ~39.20 ~.~08r 5 166 gr INTERVAL (CONTROL) PlO92 167 PLT ~ 2~.11 ~38.~3 3.85~'1 5 167 DT INTERVAL (-30) 1'I092A 3 CDR 68.9~3 60.2TO 2. Tq93 6 183 P MAX El (-~O) 1'I0nA ~ CDR 10.823 61 .722 1.9601 6 18~ P MAX El (-50) PlOHA S CDR 68.HI 60 .~22 I.lll~ 6 18S P MAX El (RECOVERV) PlO9ZA 6 COR S.3582 ~.0825 • 1817T 6 186 nRS-E CIRC (CONTROL) /'IOnA 1 CDR 5.ITOq 3.8682 .1333T 6 18T DRS-E CIRC (-30) MonA 8 CDR 5. 105q 3.7951 .11311 6 188 DRS-E CIRC (-~O) 1'I09ZA 9 CDR 5.0090 3.SQ31 .17698-01 6 189 CRS-E CIRC (-50) 1'I0nA 10 CDR S.5078 ~. 0856 • 12q 09 6 190 DRS-E CIRC (RECOVERV) 1'I092A 11 CDR 1.5~76 .88003 .%560-01 6 19l. CRS-E AREA (CONTROL) MonA 12 CDR 1.~8TO .80500 .53625-01 6 192 DRS-E AREA (-30) M092A 13 CDR 1';299 .80025 .58723-0 I 6 193 DRS-E AREA (-~ 0 ) MonA Iq CDR 1.526~ .8qz~2 .59339-01 6 19~ CRS-E AREA (-50) MonA 15 CDR 1.6110 .88BO~ .~0~99-01 6 195 ORS-E AREA (RECOVERV) 
\ 
M09ZA 18 CDR 
.18663 .lq2H • 612~ 9-02 6 198 DRS-E DEPTH (-~o) MonA 19 CDR .2029[ .1>595 .IQQ26-01 6 199 CRS-E DEPTH (-50) MonA 21 CDR 1.830~ I.qOl9 .B896Q-0 I 6 201 DRS MAX MAG (CONTROL) M09ZA 22 CDR 1.6661 I. 2815 .71020-01 6 202 DRS MAX MAG (-30) M092A 23 CDR l';IB3 1.21~q .72331-01 6 203 DRS MAX MAG (-~O) 1'I0nA 2q CDR I .q 3JS I. I B8S .7>502-01 6 20~ ORS MAX MAG (-50) M092A 25 CDR I.B561 1.3B50 .62213-01 6 20S DRS MAX MAG (RECDVERV) I M092A 26 CDR qO .6'16 23.399 S.OOll I> 206 DRS MAl AZ (CONTROL) MonA u CDR .lO'IT-O[ .3T3Bq-OI .HSZI-02 6 222. ST-E AREA (-30) MonA q3 CDR 
.12B52-01 .3111,-01 .'2BI3-02 6 223 ST-E AREA (-~O) MonA ,,- CDR .389T3 .53IT6 .~6661-01 6 23, ST MAX MAG (RECOVERV) 1'I092A 63 CDR 12.60S 19.HT 1.56,0 6 2~ 3 5T MAX El (-QO) MonA 6q CDR 2.Q Oq 3 IB.H3 I .66>~ 6 2Q~ ST MAl El (-SO) 1'I092A T, C9R -T5.S13 -60.821 3.9Q'0 6 2;5 J AZ (RECDVERV) MonA 79 CDR 1~.T51 31.93T ~.30IT 6 259 J EL (-50) MonA BO CDR IT .~5B 28.TOO 3.6S~6 6 260 J El (RECOVERV) 1'I092A 91 CDR ,3.536 ~3.9Z9 2.T909 6 2T1 D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTRCL) I'ID92A n CDR H.19~ ~O .Q83 2.351~ 6 2.12 D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) 1'1092.\ 93 CDR ~7 .136 3B.IBI 2.s8~2 6 273 D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~ 0 ) MQnA 9~ CDR ~,. 762 3T. T5 3 2.260Q 6 27Q D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-SO) MonA 95 CDR 55.SB6 ~3.612 2.0103 6 21'5 D-DRS VEC'rOR HITEGRAl (RECOvCnV) MonA 12~ CDR .s5000 11.380 3.6986 6 30~ TIME (GM1) M092A 126 CDR IQ 1.50 151.50 I .o~ BB 6 306 WEIGHT MonA 127 CDR 12.750 13.B55 .3393~ 6 30T l CALF ,'C IRC M092A 12B CDR 13.130 lQ.230 • 22S 91 6 30B R CALF CIRC M092A 13B CDR S.OOOO T .2667 • TUOT 6 3[8 HOURS OF SLEEP M092A 16 I CDR 102.51 B6.~17 2. TZQ2 6 3~ I SYSTOLIC BP (-S) M092A 162 CDR I06.Q2 B5.B31 2.12IT 6 3~2 SVSTOlIC BP (-16 ) M092A 16, CDR T9.261 6B.~55 2.B399 6 3Q5 MEAN BP (-B) 
1 












l'1EASURE!'IENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM THE PREFLIGHT !'lEAN 
SL-3 SEPT 26, 1913 SLO ... 269 JLN. 269 JIlD... ~+ I 
EXPT I!'IEAS !'IAN VALUE MEAN SD N MOnA 167 CDR 34.8Tl 26.943 1.~H9 6 3H PULSE PRESS (-8 ) MonA 168 CDR 41.100 2q.44Q 3.8622 6 348 PULSE PRESS (-16 ) MonA 2 SPT 78.8ll -3.9qZ3 IZ.7~5 ~ 182 P MAX EL (-30) MonA 3 SPT 77.810 -8.37H 2Z.733 ~ 183 P MAX EL (-40) !'I09ZA T SPT 8. 7~ 37 T. OZI6 .q865~ 5 187 CRS-E CIRC (-30) MonA B !=".-. 9.3116 T. 04 11 .36856 5 IBB CRS-E CIRC (-40) MonA 9 S~T 9.9394 7.2005 .37242 5 189 CRS-E CIRC(-~O) MonA 10 SPT 8.9061 7.0686 .47533 5 190 CRS-E CIRC (RECOVERY> MonA !l SPT Q.1607 2.70% .3B489 ~ 191 CRS-E AREA (CONTROL) MonA IZ SPT 4 • 87~6 2.815~ .qOH7 5 192 CRS-E AREA (-30) MonA 13 srT ~.6~61 2.9660 .35036 5 193 ORS-E AREA (-qO) MonA 14 SPT 6';191 3.1985 .37287 5 194 CRS-E AREA (-50) MonA 15 SPT 4.9761 2.8007 .390H 5 195 QRS-E AREA (RECOVERY) MonA 18 SPT .q63q5 • 3TZ4 3 .2~155'-Ol 5 198 CRS-E DEPTH (-qOl MonA 20 SPT .45219 .35793 .26695-01 5 200 CRS-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) MonA 2q SPT 2.0630 1.9879 .13236 5 20q CRS MAX MAG (-501 M09ZA 28 SPT 25.509 8.3087 3.9892 5 208 DRS !'lAX AZ (-40) !'IonA 29 SPT 34.7q7 II. 6 03 3.3625 5 209 DRS MAX AZ (-501 M09ZA 30 SPT 13.002 T. 0265 I .1708 5 210 CRS MAX AZ (RECOVERY) !'I092A 31 SPT 18.323 10.280 2.0101 5 211 DRS MAX EL (CONTROL) M09ZA 32 SPT 21.q91 13.983 2.3791 5 212 CRS MAX EL (-30) M092A 38 SPT 1.~906 2.q161 .18985 5 218 ST-E CIRC (-qO) M09ZA 39 SPT l.q301 2.3558 • 16025 5 219 ST-E CIRC (-50) MonA q2 SPT .28986-01 .51708-0 I .qq 173-02 5 l2l ST-E AREA (-30) !'I09ZA 43 SPT .22039-01 .50013-01 .43H9-02 5 223 ST-E AREA (-40) !'I092A qq SPT .2Q909-01 .Q2980-01 .2Q438-02 5 2Zq ST-E AREA (-50) !'I09ZA 51 SPT .64796 .8856Q .7%85-01 5 231 ST MAX MAG (CONTROL) MonA 52 SPT .61202 .87297 .70721-01 5 232 ST MAX MAG (-30) MonA ~3 SPT S4427 .8QTTZ .83639-01 ~ 233 ST MAX MAG (-QO) M09ZA 54 SPT .4>757 .80399 .9368Q-OI 5 23Q ST MAX MAG (-50) MonA 5"~ SPT .51743 .89171 .9B83Q-OI 5 23~ ST MAX MAG (RECOVERV) M092A 06 SPT -Z4.3H -11.727 3.8509 5 236 ST MAX AZ (CONTROL) MnA >7 SPT -32.3SQ -18.503 3.933Q 5 237 5T MAX AZ (-30) M09ZA 66 SPT 
.10316 .83IT8-01 .63577-02 5 2Q6 J MAG (CONTROL) MonA 67 SPT .1125"6 .90616-01 .67007-02 ~ 2QY J MAG (-30) MonA 78 SPT -4.82Q6 T.IQ96 2.7318 S 2S8 J EL (-~ 0 ) MonA 79 SPT -11.061 6.6Q36 3.7382 5 2,9 J EL (-50) MonA 80 SPT -14.19, .93062 3.5"29, 5 260 J EL (RECOVERY) M092A 84 SPT 1 ';986 1.9811 .1151 Q ~ 26~ D-ST SLOPE (-50) M092A 87 SPT 13.73Q T. OSSI \. 089~ 5 267 O-P VECTOR !NTEGRAL [-30 ) MonA 88 SPT 15.01 Q 6.819Q .930Q8 5 268 O-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-QO) MonA 89 SPT 16.614 7 .,~6T I. 39~ 3 5 269 O-P VIOCTOR INTEGRAL (-50) MonA 93 SPT 91.378 72.QQ3 4.8389 ~ 273 O-DRS VECTOR HITEGRAL (-QO) MonA 9q SPT 9,.766 72.900 5.02lS 5 274 D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) MonA 101 SPT ~iL1{ 51 21.267 • 7q4 T1 5 281 ORS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (CONTROL) MonA 102 SPT ~0.312 28.528 3.2392 5 282 DRS-T SPATIAL ANILE (-30) M092A 103 SPT 72.79Q 36.327 8.2948 5 283 OR5-T SPATIAL ANGLE (-QO) MonA 10Q SPT 8Q.3QQ Q3.5Q2 5.4296 5 2a4 DRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (-50) M092A 105 SPT 32.876 21.993 2.~29a 5 285 DRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (RIOCOVERV) M092A 126 SPT 128.50 136,'10 .Q1833 5 306 "'EIGHT 
~ 
..• ~ ':. 
1 
MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
5L-3 SEPT 26, 1913 SLD" 269 JLN+ 269 MD" R+ 1 
EXPT IMEA5 MAN VALUE MEAN SO N ~OnA 121 SPT 12.500 13.602 .20572 5 301 L CALF C fRC MOnA IZ8 SPT 12.380 13.616 .20388 5 308 R CALF CIRC ~onA 130 SPT 6HO.O 6906.3 8~.3H 3 310 R LEG VOLUME 1'10nA 138 SPT 6.0000 1.5000 .50000 5 318 HOURS OF SLEEP MonA I~ I SPT 8~.000 10.000 2.0000 3 3Z1 CLINICAL DSP ~onA 160 SPT 66.901 56.58~ 3.2105 5 3~0 HEART RATE (-16 ) MonA 6 PLT 5.5310 ~.2522 .20919 5 186 QRS-E C IRC (CONTROL) MonA 1 PLT 5.~801 ~.2882 • ZZ83~ 5 181 QRS-E CIRC (-30) MonA 8 PLT 5.582~ ~.3~IO .23368 5 188 QRS-E CIRC (-~O) ~onA 9 PLT 5.805~ ~.~2H • Z290~ 5 189 QRS-E CIRC (-50) M092A 10 PLT 5.5685 ~.2738 .209H 5 190 ORS-E crRC (RECOVERY) MonA II PLT 1.~206 .12107 .80995-01 5 191 QRS-E AREA (CONTROL) MonA 12 PLT 1.~9~5 .82531 .10298 5 In QRS-E AREA (-30) MonA 13 PLT 1.7868 .95~65 .135S5 5 193 QRS-E AREA (-~O) MonA I~ PLT 2.0726 1. 0664 .13521 5 19q CRS-E AREA (-50) MonA 15 PLT 1.4S19 .17>17 • 7688~-01 5 195 CRS-E AREA (RECOVERY) MonA 21 PLT 1.9387 1.~656 .13407-01 5 201 CRS MAX MAG (CONTROL) M092A :!2 PLT 1.8560 I.U82 .67210-01 5 202 DRS MAX MAG (-30) MonA 23 PLT 1.7617 1.3789 .16 332-0 I 5 203 CRS MAX MAG (-~o) MonA 2~ PLT I. 71~3 I • 3q 81 .81396-01 5 20~ CRS MAX MAG (-50) MonA 25 PLT I.nl~ 1.~UB .B3858-01 5 205 CRS MAX MAG (RECOVERV) MonA 36 PLT I • 0~19 1.5321 .IHI9 5 216 ST-E C rRC (CONTROL) MonA 37 PLT 1.0572 1.5'996 .1672~ 5 2!1 ST-E CIRC (-30) MonA ~6 PLT .5~388-01 .~II26-01 .~0608-02 5 226 ST-E DEPTH (CONTROL) M092A ~7 PLT .57B73-01 .~5822-01 .31219-02 5 227 ST-E DEPTH (-30) MonA 61 PLT 9.%38 11.271 2.~ 123 5 2~ I ST MAX EL (CONTROL) M092A 62 PLT T. 3,30 15.601 2.2298 5 2U ST MAX EL (-30) M092A 63 PLT ~.9561 15 •. 1~9 2.3151 5 2~3 ST MAX EL (-~ 0 ) MonA 6~ PLT 5.2321 15 • o~ 6 2. 82~ 6 5 2q~ STMAX EL (-50) MonA 66 PLT .13633-01 .61596-01 .20629-02 5 2~6 J MAG (CONTROL) MonA 67 PLT • 8Q245-0 I .66297-01 .19~ 39-02 5 2~1 J MAG (-30) MonA 68 PLT .9~022-01 .T3IH-OI .3~3Z1-02 5 2~8 JMAG(-QO) MonA 69 PLT .95928-01 .17091-0 I • 3~ 806-02 5 249 JMAG(-50) MonA 91 PLT 60.U6 ~~.701 3.0100 5 HI D-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL MonA 92 PLT 59.225 ~~.no 3.1655 5 272 D-DRS VECTOR INTEr.RAL MonA 93 PLT 59.289 q~.~lo 2.9839 5 273 D-DRS VECTOR INTI,GRAL MonA 9~ PLT 60.10~ ~~.903 2.8HB , 21~ D-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL MonA 9, PL T 60.689 ~~ .963 2.1~3T , 2.1, D-CRS VECTOR INTEG RAL MonA 12~ PLT 2/.950 16.160 /'Oll~ 5 30~ TIME (GMTl MonA 126 PLT 185.50 19~ .% 2.2~90 , 306 WEIGHT /1092A 121 PLT I~.OOO 15.~02. .27018 5 30T L CALF CIRC MonA 128 PLT 1~.500 1,.752 .261,3 5 308 R CALF CIRC MonA I~O PLT 28.000 10.000 ~.oooo 3 320 CLINICAL SSP M092A 161 PLT 128.31 112.67 3.~8~9 , 3~ I SVSTOI.lC BP (-8 ) MonA 162. PLT 130.65 111.n ~.IB25 , 3~2 S'/STOlle SP (-16 ) M092A 169 PLT .30000 -.I~OOO-Ol .6877,-01 5 3~ t PLVC EOP (-8 ) 1'1013 3 COR 11.000 135.09 38.~31 17 3 URINE NA (MEO/TV) 1'1013 13 CDR 5T.300 9.6667 6. 6 8~ 0 15 13 EPINEPHRINE (UG/TV) 1'I0T3 I~ CDR 139.10 61.22~ 19.198 17 14 NOREPINEPHRIN (UG/TV) i'1013 IT CDR 59.200 20.100 II.O~3 17 IT ALDOSTERONE (UG/TV) 





























~FASURFMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-3 SEPT· 26. 1973 SLD. 269 JLN. 269 MD. R+ 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
~013 27 CDR 9>.~00 82.900 2.1229 ~ 27 BLOOD GLUCOSE (MG/L) 
1'1073 81 CDR 2.8600 .20000 .1131~ • 2 81 FREE OH-LYSINE (MG/TV) 
1'1073 82 CDR 3.~900 .5~'OO .3,355-01 '" 2 82 FREE GABA (MG/TV) 
11073 83 CDR 3 .8~ 00 .88000 .39,98 ~~2 83 FREE ORN ITH INE (MG lTV) 
11073 92 CDR 1203.0 1873.6 18~.18 2 9Z FREE CREATININ (MG/TV) 
l'1013 97 COR 228.31 71.~25 29 .~23 2 97 FREE TAURINE (I'1G/TV) 
1'10n 98 CDR 128.13 11~.29 3.1183 2 98 UREAIlOOO (MGITV) 
1'1013 100 CDR 7.3100 13.~ 65 1.2657 Z 100 FREE ASP ART AC (MG/TV) 
1'1073 115 CDR 16.860 I ~ . 3~ 0 .28Z8~-01 2 115 CYSTATHIONINE (MG/TV) 
1'1073 116 CDR 12.280 10.755 .23335 2 116 FREE METHIONIN (MG/TVI 
1'1073 117 CDR 6.1500 7.6600 • 2q Oq 2 2 117 FREE ISOLEUCIN (MG/TV) 
1'1013 122 CDR 5.7000 2.2900 .90510 2 122 B-NH2-I-BUTYR (MG/TV) 
1'1073 125 CDR 1~1.50 15 1. 2~ .625qq 17 125 WEIGHT ·(LBS) 
1'1073 7 SPT 19.200 II .727 1.758q 15 1 URINE CIA (MED/TV) 
1'1073 II SPT 2066.0 1698.7 6q.6ql 15 II URINE 'It.EAT (MGITV) 
1'1073 13 SPT q9.700 17.727 1.6071 15 13 EP INEPIlR INE (UG lTV) 
1'1073 Iq SPT 113.50 5Q.l T3 9.~867 15 I~ NOREPINEPHRIN (UG/TV) 
1'1073 15 SPT 309.00 113.90 38.505 15 15 ADN (MU/TV) 
1'1073 22 SPT 3.6800 3.9825 .25000-01 'I 22 BL DOD K (MEG III 
1'1013 21 SPT 100.~0 88.700 1.6186 q 21 BLOOD GLUCOSE (MG/L) 
1'1073 36 SPT 2.2100 .32000 .20q 12 ~ 36 ANGIOTENSIN (MUG/ML/H) 
1'1073 31 SPT 21.000 15.500 I .1321 ~ 37 INSULIN CUU IMLl 
1'1073 81 SPT 9.6800 2.1100 I.q901 3 81 FREE OH-LYSINE (MG/TV) 
1'1073 02. SPT 2.3600 .20667 .I8~q8 3 82 FREE GABA (MG/TV) 
1'1073 83 SPT 5.2000 2.5000 .3,679 3 83 FREE ORN ITH INE (MG lTV) 
1'1073 81 SPT 321.13 119.21 19.218 3 81 FREE l-CH3-H IS (MG lTV ) 
1'1073 100 SPT 6.3600 11.893 .80108 3 100 FREE ASPART AC (MGITV I 
1'1073 101 SPT 1,.200 23.220 1. H16 3 101 FREF THREON INE (MG lTV) 
1'1073 10q SPT 60.610 89.qO' q.0800 2 10q FREE GLUTAMINE (I'1G/TV) 
1'1073 lOT SPT .86000 1.8100 .10000-01 3 lOT FREE GLUT AC 10 (MG lTV) 
11073 lIT SPT 2. 6q 00 6.5700 .69282 3 117 FREE ISOLEUCIN (MG/TV) 
11073 119 SPT 8.9qOO 15.263 2.1061 3 119 FREE TYROSINE (I'1G/TV) 
1'1073 122 SPT .,9000 2.6%1 .~,OO~ 3 122 B-NH2-I-BUTYR (MG/TV) 
1'1073 12> SPT 128.,0 136.27 .89~80 IS 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
1'1073 12B SPT IT .200 12.925 1.2973 20 128 URINE NITROGEN (G) 
1'1073 3 PLT 36.000 2q T .5 0 67.289 16 3 UR INE NA (MED/TV) 
1'1073 8 PLT 32.000 23,.,0 6~ .979 16 8 URINE CL (MED/TV) 
1'1073 Iq PLT 109.60 62.193 11.671 15 I~ NOREPINEPHRIN (UG/TV) 
1'1073 21 PLT IU.OO IH.75 1.8930 q 21 BLOOD NA (I'1EQ/Ll 
1'1073 3q PLT 980.00 100.00 95.791 ~ 3q ALDOSTERONE (PGIMLl 
1'1073 35 PLT 2.0000 1.1000 .2309~ q 35 GROWTH HORMONE (NGIML) 
1'1073 36 PLT 1.1000 .312,0 .1,56'1 q 36 ANGIOTENSIN (I'1UG/~L/H) 
1'1073 38 PLT 7.3000 5.7500 .QQ3H Q 38 THVRDXIN (UG/IOOI'1L) 
1'1073 Q I PLT 2.TQ3.0 3716 . I lT3.75 16 Ql DIET CALORIES (KCAL) 
1'1073 Q2 PL T 113.70 16,.66 5.a'~Q 16 ~2 DIET PROTEIN (G) 
11073 Q3 PLT 690.00 1211 .1 30.718 16 ~3 DIET CALCIUM (~G) 
M073 ~Q PLT 17'11.0 25QQ.Q 169.7, 16 QQ DIET PHOSPHORUS (I'1G) 
M073 Q, PL T 221.00 315.37 23.85, 16 Q, DIET SODIUM (MG) 
1'1073 ~6 PL T 2,8.00 ~Q3.31 10.320 16 H DIET MAGNESIUM (I'1G) 







MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-3 SEPT 2.6. 1973 SLD. 2.69 JLIi. 269 . MD. R+ I 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
1'1073 Sq PLT q9.360 52.2.00 .q38~0 2 8~ FREE ETDHAMINE (MG/TV) ! 1'1073 87 PLT 321.03 132.26 2.7153 2 87 FREE I-CH3-HIS (MG/TV) 1'1073 9q ~LT 7.8900 q.77'O .60 I Oq 2 9q FREE ARGININE (MG/TV) 
1'1073 95 PLT 23.960 18.635 .20507 2 9, PHDSPHDSERINE (MG/TV) I 1'1073 96 PLT 13.230 12.580 .155% 2 96 PDq-ETOH-AMINE (MG/TV) 1'1073 97 PLT 259.53 89 '>00 H.368 2 97 i'REE TAURINE (I'lG/TV I 1'1073 100 PLT , .9200 12.595 1. 9870 2 100 FREE ASPART AC (PIG/TV) 11073 101 PLT 12.960 18.010 1.5981 2 101 FREE THREON INE (MG /TV ) 1'1073 107 PLT 3.q200 1.7600 .98995-01 2 107 FREE GLUT ACID (MG/TVI 
PlO73 113 PLT I~. 35 0 ,.9250 .36062 2 113 FREE VALINE (MG/TV) 
1'1073 lIq PLT 10.200 13.315 .75660 2. II~ rREE CVSTIN/2 (MG/TV I 
1'1073 120 PLT 16. 390 7.7200 l.qq25 2 120 FREE PHENVLALA (MG/TV) 
1'1013 122 PLT 9.0600 Q.3BOO .~6669 .2 122. B-NH2-I-BUTVR (MGITV) 
1'1073 125 PLT 185.50 193.9Q 1.0887 16 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
1'1013 127 PLT IB.600 26.020 1.1606 20 127 DIET NITROGEN (G) 
PlIIO S CDR 2.1000 • B2,00 .26300 Q 5 METHB (PCT) 
1'1110 2.9 CDR .90000 .12500 .50000-01 ~ 29 1\-M (G PCT) 
1'1110 1~5 CDR 87. 300 96 .~22 2.76Q5 ~ I~, SPGB (PCT) 
1'1110 IQ6 CDR 9B.QOO 99 '>37 .2B723-01 ~ 1~6 SPG9 (per) 
PIli 0 I SPT 3.9500 Q.Q 0, 0 .1223Q ~ I RBC (MILL/CU 1'11'1 ) 
1'1110 5 SPT 2.2000 1. 0250 .2B723 ~ 5 METHB (PCT) 
MilO 11 SPT 36. 000 30.>00 I .2910 ~ 11 MCH (PM G) 
1'1110 12 SPT 3,.000 32.2,0 .,0000 ~ 12 I'1CHC (PCT) 
1'1110 15 SPT 9200.0 5QOO.O 87, .60 ~ 15 W8C (/CU MM) 
11110 16 SPT 616~.0 329,.7 78Q.,3 ~ 16 NEUT NO (/CU MM) 
1'1110 5 PLT 2.1000 .65000 .30000 ~ , METHB (PCT) 
PIli 0 12 PLT 36.000 33.,00 .57135 q 12 MCHC (peT) 
1111.0 15 PlT 5600.0 ~IOO.O 29Q.39 ~ 15 WBC (/CU 1'11'1) 
PIli 0 16 PLT 3528.0 2556.2 25~.01 ~ 16 NEUT NO (/eu PlPI ) 
,.,110 27 PLT .~OOOO .22500 .50000-01 ~ 21 AI-M (G peT) 
PlIIOA 35 CDR 22.000 16.150 1.5000 ~ Zl5 BUN (MG/DL) 
MIIOA 38 CDR 9.6000 9.1250 .12583 Q H8 CA (PlG/DLl 
FllIOA ~~ CDR t 3.4.00 ~3.150 10. O~ 6 ~ 2H CPK (MU /MLl 
I'll lOA ~O PLT 3.5000 2.1000 .18251 q 22.0 PO~ (PIG/DL) 
PlIIOA ~6 PLT 31Q.00 295.75 5.5603 ~ 226 OSMOL (MOSM/Ll 
.. --------------------------~~~~~~~.---.~- -
,. 
Sl-3 DAllY CLlNICAl/ENVIRON~IENTAl REPORT SEPT 27. 1973 SLD~ 270 JLN' 270 MD~ R+ 2 
.. t. ENV I HaNNENT Al 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = '.t"" DEGC AVO. AMBIENT PRESSURE = til"" HHHG 
I" MISSION ACTIVITIES 
HI MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
It. ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
HI SLEEP DATA 
.t. EXERCiSE DATA 
UB ERG CWATT-I'tINSl ..... II H 
L8 ERG lWATT-NINS) .I .. t .. EVA HWE cKEAL/HR) " •••• 1 
EVAOURAT [HRS) U .... A ... HK. I EX CHINS) .H-HH HK. II EX CHINS} 111.1 .. 1 NK. III EX CHINS} •••••• , TREADMILL CHINS} t •• ,111 OTHER.EX CHiNS) 1","1 HEIGHT (" IJ ......... WEIGHT (KIlOGRAH) 5~.50 
01" ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPIHAIST (CH) .......... , 
INS/EXP CHEST (CHI 
NECK (CH) 95.901 39.00 
79.70 
90.50 
RT IlT ARH (CH) 
RT/LT ARM VOL (CCI 
RT/lT HAND (FT-l8) 
CEN GRAV HEAS (CHI 
31.701 29.80 
2850.00/2550.00 
........ .11 .. ' ..... 1, ..... 
DEW POI.NT ': ...... ,1 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = "'1'" MMHG 
.,.' •• tf ......... HOURS 
I ........ . 
" ........ . 
.... iHI .... I. 
I.tld". 
,,"HI""". 
..... "ft .. 














RELATIVE HUMIDITY = " •• ," % PART. PRES. C02 = ".f'a' HMHG 
1.1".". 
.. t t .. iI .. " 
It ....... .. 
.11 ...... . 
" .... if .. '. 
.......... 11 
... ,'i" .... .. 
I.. it II f .. . 
........ 1. 
.. 1. ...... ,If • 
8~.60 






t .. f I. ...... 






-- ~ .----.---~ -~ _.-----. ,--- ---




SL-3 SEPT 21, 19T3 SLD. 210 JLN. 270 I'ID" R+ 2 Ii 
N ;) EXPT II1lEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO .f 
1'1171 26 CDR 118.80 99.!>b~ ~.~61~ 7 26 SBP-REST (I1lM HG) 'j ,. i'll71 2.7 CDR I~O.OO I!O.~O 8.~283 7 27 SBP-LEVEL I (1'11'1 HG) , 
11171 36 CDR 89.067 78.119 3.3612 7 36 I1lAP-REST (MM HG) J 1'1171 37 CDR 95. III 7T. 365 5.272B 7 37 MAP-LEVEL 1 (MM HG) 11171 ~~ CDR 10.900 12.10, .21577 2 ~~ CARD OUT-LEV 3 (L/MrN) , 
Ml71 51 CDR I • 6~,3 1. 9686 .69339-01 1 ,I VOl , 160 HR :1 
11111 ,2 CDR 1.3061 1.6039 .98076-01 7 ,2 V02 , I~O HR J 11171 58 CDR 9. 6 3~9 11.083 • 3~632 2 5B CO ' I~O HR 
Ml71 77 CDR 13.9~q 1,.36, .80188-01 2 77 AV02 , I~O HR 
:1 MI71 93 COR 67.018 8,.399 q.9918 2 93 STROKE VOL-LEV 2 CC MI71 9~ COR 66.061 80.7,8 q .1221 2 9~ HROKE VOL-LEV 3 CC MI71 103 COR 93T.19 702.10 21.386 2 103 TPR-LEV 2 
11171 122 COR 29.558 2, .!>b8 .9370, 6 III MUSCULAR EFFICIENCY ,0-75 
. , 
1'1171 1~5 COR -26.027 31.599 17 • 377 ~ 1~, PP/VOl l5-50 i1 M171 20 SPT 33.500 22.300 3.098~ , 20 VE-RECOVERY (LIM IN) 1 . MI71 21 SPT 89.000 69.200 6.1836 7 21 H R-REST (BT/MIN) I , 
Min 22 SPT 12~.33 103.39 2.8001 6 22 H R-LEVEL I (BTIMIN) 
'l M171 23 SPT 157.67 136.q3 5.79,0 7 23 H R-LEVEL 2 (BTIMIN) i 
M171 25 SPT 125.00 96.833 B.,186 6 2, H R-RECOVERY (BT /MlN) q 1'1171 27 SPT 180.67 165. I q 3.qQ86 7 27 SBP-LEVEL 1 (MM HG) 
Ml71 Q2 SPT 7.7200 9.Q583 .31qS2 3 ~2 CARD OUT-LEV I (LIMIN) 11 1'1171 51 SPT 1.7225 2.2316 5,112-01 7 51 VOl , 160 HR 
1'1171 52 SPT 1. 3 I 37 1. 8185 .q3065-01 7 52 V02 , I~O HR i ~ 
1'1171 67 SPT IT.807 12.817 .856B3 3 67 AV 02 ' 2 L V 02 
. ; 
1'1171 9l SPT 61. 760 91.Q60 3.Q322 3 92 STROKE VOL-LEV I CC ! 
1'1171 102 SPT 1219.3 B9B.05 55.892 3 102 TPR-LEV I ~ 
Ml71 112 SPT 22%6. IT20Q 730.18 6 112 PRESSURE RATE PRODUCT-LEV I 1 11171 115 SPT 26250. 2023 I • IB32.Q 6 115 PRESSURE RATE PROOUCT-RECOV :l M171 128 SPT Q9.Q93 2Q.282 3.659B ~ 128 VE/V02 50-T!>' 
MIT! 131 SPT 3~. 78 3 22 '>65 2.3B6Q q 131 VE/VC02 50-75 i 
1'1171 IQO SPT -38.5QO -I .~3Q5 ,. 7~05 Q I~O OBP/V02 50-75 1 MITI IQ3 SPT -2~.003 11.677 9.6~65 q I~ 3 MAP/V02 50-75 
Ml71 152 SPT -35.q61 15.Q63 II • 6~ 2 2 152 HR/CO 50-75 j 
M171 12 PLT .89833 .98081 .17bQ7-01 7 12 RER-LEVEL I I 
1'1171 21 PLT 78.800 57.657 1. 9~Q I 7 21 H R-REST (BT/MIN) , I MI71 III PLT 10508. 7Q~ 6.3 376.QO 7 I I I PRESSURE RATE PROOUCT-REST I 
MI7I 123 PLT .8,319 .9H81 .26720-01 5 123 RER 0-25 , 
MOn 6 CDR 99.538 86.358 2.9201 6 6 SYSTOLIC BP (CONTROL) -J 
1'I0n 7 COR 98.756 8~ .991 2.2156 6 7 SYSTOLIC BP (-30 ) j MOn B CDR 100.01 gq.736 2.~007 6 8 SYSTOLIC BP (-qO) 1'1092 9 CDR 101. 9q B3.15B 5.I~BO 6 9 SYSTOLIC BP (-50 ) 
1'1092 10 CDR 103.60 89.218 1.6552 6 10 SYSTOLIC BP (RECOVERY) 
1'1092 IT CDR 7q.917 69.101 1.1~32 6 IT MEAN BP'(-30) , '\ 
FlO 92 18 CDR 77 .~22 69 .~q3 1.5931 6 IB MEAN BP (-qO) 'i 1'1092 20 CDR 77.899 70.216 1. 9029 6 20 MEAN BP (RECOVERY) 
1'1092 ZI CDR 37. 623 21.06B 1.%21 6 21 PULSE PRESSURE (CONTROL) 
1'1092 22 CDR 35.759 23.835 2.7835 6 22 PULSE PRESSURE (-30 ) 
MOn 23 CDR 33.877 22.939 2.Q51Q 6 23 PULSE PRESSURE (-QO) 
Mon 2Q CDR 35.832 21. 735 3.2916 6 2~ PULSE PRESSURE (-50) 
1'1092 25 CDR 3B .556 28.503 2.0HZ 6 25 PULSE PRESSURE (RECOVERY) 
. ~ ~---~-~--.-~~-~---- .-----_.---- --~.-.. ---.-------- -_._"---- - ------"--_.- ._---- --
,."~::': . 
. '. 
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.18562 
.2.0256 
I. 11 00 
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.72020-0 I 6 
.72.331-01 6 
.15502-0 I 6 
.62213-01 6 
MD~ R+ 2 
112 PLVC/LBNP 16-30 
112 P MAX MAG (-30) 
1 HEART RATE (CONTROL) 
2 HEART RATE (-30) 
3 HEART RATE (-~O) 
q HEART RATE (-50) 
5 HEART RATE (RECOVERY) 
25 PULSE PRESSURE (RECOVERY) 
109 HFlbR/LSNP QO-50 
117 HR/PLVC ~0-50 
151 I'ECTAN HEART RATE (CONTROL) 
152 VECTAN HEART RATE (-30) 
153 VECTAN HEART RATE (-~O) 
15q VECTAN HEART RATE (-50) 
155 VECTAN HEART RATE (RECOVERY) 
159 PR INTERVAL (-50) 
166 aT INTERVAL (CONTROL) 
169 aT INTERVAL (-50) 
172 P MAX MAG : -30 ) 
113 P MAX MAG (-~O) 
IH P MAX MAG (-50) 
116 P MAX AZ (CONTROL) 
117 P MAX AZ (-30) 
119 P MAX AZ (-50) 
I HEART RATE (CONTROL) 
2 HEART RATE (-30) 
3 HEART RATE (-~O) 
q HEART RATE (-50) 
T SYSTOLIC SP (-30) 
2Q PULSE PRESSURE (-50) 
25 PULSE PRESSURE (RECOVERY) 
167 aT INTERVAL (-30) 
18, P MAX EL (RECOVERY) 
186 QRS-E CIRC (CONTROL) 
lB7 aRS-E CIRC (-30) 
188 QRS-E CIRC (-QO) 
189 CRS-E CIRC (-,0) 
19n QRS-E CIRC (RECOVERY) 
19! DRS-E AREA (CONTROL) 
192 QRS-E AREA (-3D) 
193 DRS-E AREA (-40) 
19q DRS-E AREA (-50) 
195 QRS-E AREA (RECOVERY) 
198 aRS-E DEPTH (-~O) 
199 DRS-E DEPTH (-50) 
201 DRS MAX MAG (CONTROL) 
202 DRS MAX MAG (-30) 
203 DRS MAX MAG (-~O) 
20Q DRS MAX MAG (-50) 





-.-"~---- - . . ----~- ~------
-1 
\ 
':\ PlEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-3 SEPT 2T, 1973 SLD" 270 JLN" 2TO 1"10. R+ 2 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SD N /'lOnA 2(, CDR ~1.909 23.39~ ~.0012 (, 20(, CRS MAX ~Z (CONTROLI Pl092A ('3 CDR 11.9(,7 19.~77 1.56,0 (, H3 ST MAX EL (-~Ol M092.A 6~ CDR T.8805 18ST3 1.6('5~ 6 2~~ ST MAX EL (-50) M092A 87 CDR 1. 1391 8.'8'~ .31,16 6 267 O-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30) M092A 92 CDR ~6.~81 ~O.~83 2.3'1~ 6 212 IJ-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30) Pl092A 9~ CDR ~>'IT7 31.7>3 2.2('0~ 6 2T~ O-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-,0) 1'l092A 95 CDR 52.9~5 ~3.612 2.0103 6 21, D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) 1'l092.A 126 CDR 1~2.00 151.50 I. O~ 88 6 306 WEIGHT M092A 127 CDR 12.630 13.855 .3393~ 6 307 L CALF CIRC M092A 12B CDR 13.130 1~.230 .22891 6 30B R CALF CIRC 1'l092A i61 CDR 103.6B B6.~17 2 .12~2 6 3~ I SYSTDLIC SF (-8 ) M092A 1(,2 CDR 9T .81B 85.831 2.1217 6 3~2 SYSTDLIC SF (-16 ) M092A 1('6 CDR 76.022 69 .53~ I. 7H2 6 3~6 MEAN SP (-16 ) M092A 167 CDR ~2.811 26. 9~ 3 1.5~79 6 3H PULSE PRESS (-B) M092A 2 SPT 8 !,Q05 -3.9~23 12.755 5 182 P MAX EL (-30) M092A 3 SPT 70.18~ -8. 3TT~ 22.. 733 5 183 P MAX EL (-~O) M092A 8 SPT 8.6918 T.OHI .36856 5 188 QRS-E CIRC (-~O) M091A 9 SPT ~. 9~58 1.2005 .312~2 5 189 QRS-E C IRC (-,0) M092A 12 SPT ~.~079 2.81" .QO%7 5 192 DRS-E AREA (-30 I M092A 13 SFT ~ .9879 2.9660 .3503(, 5 193 QRS-E AREA (-~ 0 ) 
I /1092A 15 SPT ~.21T2 2.8007 .390H 5" 195 CRS-E AREA (RECOVERY) M092A 28 SPT 22.927 8.3081 3.9892 ~ 208 CRS MAX AZ (-~O I M092A 29 SPT -10.618 II. 6 03 3.3625 5 209 DRS MAX AZ (-~O) I M092.A 31 SPT 2.0 -" 12 10.280 2.0101 5 211 DRS MAX EL (CONTROL) MOnA 32 SPT 23.091 13.983 2..3791 5 212 QRS MAX EL (-30) M092A 35 SPT 19.811 11.211 2.83~5 ~ 21, QRS MAX EL (RECOVERY) M092A 38 SPT I,Tl~B 2..~161 .18985 5 218 ST-E CIRC (-~O) M092A ~3 SPT .321~3-01 .500J3-01 .q31~9-02 , 2Z3 ST-E AREA (-qO) I M092A ~q SPT .30>23-01 .~2980-01 .2H38-02. 5 22q ST-E AREA (-50) M092A 51 SPT Sq 1(,7 .8856~ .1%65-01 , 231 ST MAX MAG (CONTROL) M092A 52 SPT .53610 .81291 .70721-01 , 232 ST MAX MAG (-30) M092A 53 SPT .50538 .8~TT2 .83639-01 5 Z33 ST MAX MAG (-qO) 1'l0 92 A ,q SPT .3qq70 .80399 .93(,Bq-Ol , 23q ST MAX NAG (-,0) M092A 
" 
SPT .59502. .89171 .9883q-01 , 2.35 ST MAX NAG (RECOVERY) .~ M092A 6q SPT 5.12% 10.2.71 I • (,7'16 5 2.qq ST MAX EL (-50) l /l092A 79 SPT -6-"aOI 6. 6~ 36 3.1382 5 2,9 J EL (-,0) 1'l092A 8q SPT .613Q5 I. 9811 .1!51~ 5 26~ D-ST SLOPE (-,0) , 1 M092A B1 SPT 13.221 7. 0551 1.0B9Q 5 267 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) 1 trlO9Z.~ 88 SPT 11.86B 6.819~ .930Q8 5 268 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-qO) ., M09ZA 96 SPT 19.HI 119 .~2 10.000 5 276 O-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) I /'1092A 97 SPT sq .593 121 • 3~ 10.1~9 , 2TT D-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL .( -30 ) ; j M092A 98 SPT 82.802 119.79 10.992 5 278 O-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-qO) ] M092.A 99 SPT 57.063 116.09 12.570 , 2.19 D-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) il M092A 102 SPT ~ 1.576 2.B.528 3.2392 5 282 QRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (-30) M092A I O~ SPT 7~ .19q ~3 .5~2. 5.Q296 5 2e'~ DRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (-50) i'l092.A 126 SPT 129.80 I 36. ~ 0 .~1833 5 306 WEIGHT i'l092.A 121 SPT 12.500 13.602 .2057Z 5 307 L CALF CIRC 
1 , 
M092A IZB SPT 12.380 13.676 .20888 5 30B R CALF CIRC /'l0 92 A )>9 SPT n .668 60.6H 3.9781 5 339 HEART RATE (-8 ) M092A 160 SPT 72.357 ,. S8Q 3.270, ; 3QO HEART RATE (-16 ) 





~EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE P~EFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-3 SEPT 21, 1913 SLO'< 210 JLN'< 2TO MO... R+ 2 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO IJ 
MOnA 6 PL T 'i.Oq% q .2522- .20979 5 186 QRS-E CIRC (CONTROLl 
~onA 10 PL T q.9037 q.2738 .209qT 5 190 QRS-E CIRC (RECOVERY) 
~onA 11 PLT .99181 .72107 .80995-01 5 191 QRS-E AREA (CONTROL) 
MonA 21 PLT 1.83q'i I.H56 .73Q07-01 5 201 ~RS MAX MAG (CONTROL) 
MonA 22 PLT 1.7551 l.q282 .672iO-OI 'i 2al DRS MAX MAG (-30) 
~onA 23 PLT 1.6629 1.3789 .76332-01 5 203 DRS MAX MAG (-QO) 
MonA 25 PLT 1.7571 I .qq 28 .83858-01 'i 205 DRS MAX MAG (RECOVERY) 
i'!OnA 66 PLT .69096-01 .61596-01 .20629-02 5 2q6 J MAG (CONTROL) 
MonA 67 PLT .722>7-01 .66297-01 .19q 39-02 , 2.Q7 J MAG (-30) 
M092.A 126 PLT 186.50 19'Lq6 2. .2~ 90 ., 306 WEIG'HT 
MonA 121 PLT IQ.130 15.q02 .210TB 5 30T L CALF CIRC 
MonA 128 PLT Iq .630 15.752 .26T53 5 308 R CALF CIRC 
MonA IqO PlT 3Q.OOO 10.000 q.OOOO 3 320 CLIN ICAl sap 
MO~2A 160 PLT 59.702 q5.05q Q.5Q09 5 3QO HEART RATE (-16 ) 
MonA 161 PLT 129.Q8 112.67 3.Q 8Q 9 5 3Q I SYSTOLIC SP (-8 ) 
MonA 162 PLT 130.65 111. 9T Q.7825 5 3Q2 SYSTOLIC SP (-16 ) 
MOT3 6 SPT 716.00 1126.6 120.22 1, 6 URINE POq (MG/TV) 
M073 lq SPT 118.00 5q .173 9.q867 15 IQ NOREP INEPHR IN (UG lTV) 
M073 125 SPT 129.80 136.21 .89q80 15 125 WEIGHT (lBS) 
1'1073 q PLT Q8.000 105.2, 18.336 16 Q URINE K (MEa/TV) 
1'1073 6 PLT 808.00 IQ15.2 ! 97. 70 16 6 URINE POQ (MG/T.) 
1'1073 lQ PL T IQ1.50 62.793 11.677 15 lq NOREPINEPHRIN (UG/TV) 
1'1073 Q2. PL T lQ7.90 165.66 5.85QQ 16 Q2 OIET PROTEIN (G) 
1'1073 'I. PLT Q80.00 QQ3.31 10.320 16 Q6 DIET MAGNESIUM (MG) 
Mor3 60 PlT 1.8Q50 .H09Q .19088 16 60 1I-0H-ETIOCHO (MG/TV) 
MOT3 125 PLT 186.50 193.9Q 1.0887 16 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 







SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
SEPT 28. 1973 SLD' 271 JLN' 271 HD' R+ 3 
...... ENVI ROHMENT AL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE ~ ... it .. *. OEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = .*i .... t~ MHHG 
.if MISSiON ACTIVITIES 
.... MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
if. ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
4a4 MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
lilt SLEEP DATA 
fH EXE-RCISE DATA 
UB ERG rWATT-MiNS) ....... . 
La ERG (HATT-HINS) ••••••• 
EVA HHE [KEAL/HR) •••• , •• 
EVA DURAT (HRS) "4' ••• 
HK.l EX fHINS) ......... . 
HK. 11 EX CHINS) ., ••••• 
HK. 11 I EX rHINS) 4H ... . 
TREADMILl: (HINS) ........ ..,. 
OTHER EX (MINSI .wi ••• ' 
HEIGHT cr II ........ .... 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 4 ....... . 
, •• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPII-lAIST (CM) 
INS/EXP CHEST (CH) 
NECK (CH) 
RT /LT Ami (CH) 
RT/LT ARH VOL (rc) 
RT/LT HAND (FT-.B) 
CEN GRAV MEAS (CH) 
........... , ........ . 
......... , ...... . 
'1.4., •• 
··· .. ·~·I··f ... i 
' ....... 1/ •• 1 ••• ' 
......... / .... 14 •• 
.............. 
OEW POINT = ........ DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ~~~~~~~ HHHG 
,,~~~ ..... 
• IC.'fl 
••• c ••• 
.... • -I •• 'II 
C. -I •••• 
f.l.fl. 
••• 11.1 .. 
.I.'-ICI 
• -1 •• -1 •• 




... I -If.": I • 
.'.'-11.,,"."''-'" 
••• ~'f./'CG.~ •• 
I.'C"f'."",C(' 
": •• 11" 
..' 
Y. I « ... ""'" 
RELATIVE HUHIDITY : ICt'44t r 






.'OIal •• t 
.II ......... t 




" ....... , ...... . 
..,<:1 •••• /", •••• 
t":III •• t 
.. ...... / ...... ,.( 
•• " ... 11/111 ..... . 
' •• ,lft/ill.VI'1 
.'If''f~ 
1 
nEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 50 FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-3 SEPT L8, 1913 SLO. HI JLN' 21'1 MO- R+ 3 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN 5D N 
11013 1 CDR 10.~00 1.082~ 1.0BI8 !T T URINE CA (MEa/TV) 
11013 13 COR 30.600 9.&:'61 6.'8~0 15 13 EPINEPHRINE (UG/TV) 
11013 I~ CDR 138.10 61. 2L~ 19.198 11 1~ NOREP I1JEPHR IN (uGITV) 
11073 3L CDR 1~.600 ~.2000 1.973L ~ 3L TSH (PG IML) 
11013 3~ COR 680.00 109.00 81.~9' ~ 3~ ALDOSTERONE (PG/ML) 
11013 ~8 CDR 3697 • 0 21~0.6 322.86 11 ~8 WATER INTAKE <I~L) 
lion • SPT 676.00 1126.6 lLO.n 15 6 URINE PO~ (MG/TV) Mon 11 SPT lQQO.O 169B.1 6~.6~1 15 11 URINE CREAT (MG/TV) 
11013 22 SPI 3.6QOO 3.9825 .2,000-01 ~ 22 BLOOD K (MEG/L) 
1'1013 3! SPT H.OOO 38.T50 q.H3' q 31 V !TAM IN 0 (NG IMLl 
110T3 5 PLT Q .2000 9.9062 1.8891 16 , URINE MG (MEa/TV) 
1'1073 21 PLT lQO.OO IQ7.7' 1.8930 q 21 BLOOD NA (MEa/L) Mon 36 PLT .93000 .31250 .1556~ q 36 ArJGIOTENSW (MUGIMLlH) 
11073 60 PLT 1.0810 .n09q .19088 16 60 1l-0H-ETiOCHO (MG/TV) 
11110 5 CDR 1.8000 .82500 .26300 ~ 5 METHB (PCT I 
MlIO 67 COR 105.00 01.000 T. B 102 3 6T PL HAP TO eMG PCT) 
III I 0 68 CDR 91.000 H.OOO 11.358 3 68 PL HEMOPEX eMG PCT) 
roll 0 70 CDR 301.00 326.00 6.2q,0 3 70 PL A2 MACAO (MG PCT) 
MIlO Iq6 CDA 100.00 99.,37 .28n3-0! q 1~6 SPG9 {PCT> 
1'1110 I SPT 3.QOOD q.q 0;0 .1223q q I RBC (MILL/eU MM) 
MilO 2 SPT 11.200 J3.H' .Q1932 q 2 HB (G peT) 
MilO £ SPT 3Q.OOO q I. 375 .75000 q 6 HCT (PCT) 
11110 2£ fPT 3 SOOO q.q,OO .2380, q 26 ALB (G PCT! 
1'1110 30 SPT 1.3000 .9,000 "173,-01 q 30 G-M (G PCll 
MIlO 61 SPT 6.8000 T,Q667 .1;27; 3 61 PL PROT (G PCT! 
MilO 6Z SPT 3.6000 Q.OOOO .10000 3 62 PL ALB [G PCT) 
11110 6Q SPT 1.,000 I. 7333 .5TT3'-01 3 6q PL G-M (G PCT) 
MilO 71 SPT 130.00 S3.667 5.8;9, 3 71 PL INT-A-TRIP iNH (MG PCT) 
1'1110 7, SPi 60.000 36.333 3.0551 3 75 PL CQ eMG PCT) 
MIlO 1~'3 SPT 3,.310 IB.867 q.O'Q' q Iq3 SPG6 (peT> 
1'1110 I PtT q.l000 q.9875 .1 TZTO q I RBC (MILL/eU MM) 
11110' 6 PLT 39.000 Qq.62; 1.600B q 6 HCT (PCT) 
1'1110 10 PLT 95.000 89.500 1. 291 0 q 10 MCV (eu UM) 
11110 29 PLT 1. BODO .S2,00 SOOOO-Ol q 1.9 B-M (G pcn 
1'1110 30 PLT 1. 3000 .90000 .816,0-01 q 30 G-Il (G PCT> 
1'1110 6; PLT qo.OOO 35.333 1.15H 3 H PL PRE ALB (MG PCT) 
11110 7; PLT 58.000 39.333 6.1101 3 7, PL Cq (MG peT) 
1'1110 82 PLT 1.0000 9.3333 1.1,Qr 3 82. PL IGO (MG PCT) 
/llIOA qq con J39.00 ~3. 750 10.0% Q 2Zq CPK CMU/I'lL) 
MIIOA 32 PLT In .00 209.00 II. ZSQ q 21Z CHOL (MG/OL) 
. - --"'-
Sl-3 DAilY CliNICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
SEPT 29. 1973 SLOt 272 JLN" 272 HD' R+ 'i 
.. "" ENV I RON~!ENTAL 
AVG~ TEMPERATURE'= •••••• 1 OEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = .~ ••••• HHHG 
.t_ MISSION ACTivrTIES 
, •• ".t.tltt ••• c COR •• ",1111111' • 
• t· MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
... IllNEss/snlPTOM/PR08lEM 
•• , H(DICATION AND DOSAGE 
tU SLEEP DATA 
II •••••••••• HOURS 
.,. EXERCISE DATA 
ua ERG tHATT-HlNS) ...... ,.., 
LEI ERG CHATT-HINS) • I ........ .. 
EVA folNE U~EAL/HR) .......... I C 
~VA OURAr (HRS) ••••••• 
11'iK.l EX CHINS) ...... t .... 
HK. II EX tHINS) ~""." 
HK. III EX HIINS) ...... 1<1. 
TREADMILL CHINS) ••••••• 
OTHER EX [mNSl •• " ... . 
HEIGHT (r 11 .. til ... ... 
HEIGHT (KilOGRAM) 66 •. 80 
1,1 ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPII-l.\IST (CM) .1" ... 1" 






RT /l T ARM (CM) 
RT/lT ARM VOL (CC) 
RT/lT HAND (FT-l8) 




I I ••• t • 
DEw POiNT = ••••••• OEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = t~ ••••• MMHG 
•••• ,.t'tlllill SPT ., ............ . 
•••• ~ ••• I ••• HOURS 
tI I .......... 
.. .. " .. a ~HI 
.. .. .. ...... . 
I I I I I I I 
IIIIIII 
I I •• "1 
1111'1' 
I 1 I ••• I 
I I I •• , , 
.,,11" 
60.00 








RELATIVE HUMIDITY: ,'1'11' % 
PART. PRES. C02: c •••••• MHHG 
111'.1.1'11. HOURS 
•••• 1 I • 
•• ,.411 
,." ... 
• • I ••• t 
1.11.11 
I I', • t. 
41 41 41 41 .. .. 
• .... 41 ... I 















MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
] 
, 
SL-3 SEPT 29, 1973 SLD<- H2 JLN. H2 1'10<- R+ ~ 
EXPT IMEAS I'IAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
/11 T1 11 CDR • 95 8~ 0 .12630 .67178-01 6 11 RER-REST 
I'1lTl 29 CDR 193.61 158.52 II. 023 7 29 SSP-LEVEL 3 (1'11'1 HG) 
1'1171 56 CDR 13.767 12.3BI .39336 2 56 CO ' 2 •. L Y 02 
11171 77 CDR 13.531 15.365 .80188-01 2 71 AV02 ' I~O HR 
111 Tl 109 CDR 136.00 95. BB 9 10.23B 6 109 PULSE PRS-LEV 3 (MMHG) 
11171 11~ CDR 2993~. 2322~ • 2229.3 7 1I~ PRESSURE RATE PRODUCT-LEV 3 
/'1l71 1~5 CDR 10T.~3 31.599 17 .371 ~ 1~5 PP/V02 25-50 
I'll Tl I~ 9 CDR 19611. 13~6~ . 18~6.~ 5 1~9 PRP IV02 50-75 
11171 20 SPT 32.900 22.300 3. 09B~ 5 20 VE-RECOVERV (UMIN) 
1'1171 27 SPT 176.67 165 .1 ~ 3.~qB6 7 27 SSP-LEVEL I (1'11'1 HG) 
1'1171 42 SPT 8.2900 9.~583 .31~82 3 ~2 r.ARO OUT-LEV I (UMIN) 
MI7l 51 SPT 1.9186 2.2316 .5,112-01 7 51 VOl , 160 HR 
/1171 52 SPT I .5 3~ 0 I .8185 .~ 3065-0 I 7 52 V02 ' I~O HR 
1'1l7l 62 SPT 109.~5 81. 908 B.~I2Z 3 62 D5P , 15 LIM IN 
MI7l 67 SPT IB.OqO 12.817 .85683 3 67 AV02 ' 2 L V 02 
MI7l 92 SPT 71.H7 91.%0 3.~ 3ZZ 3 92 STROKE VOL-LEV I CC 
MI7l 123 SPT .6BIBq .8~307 .~3Z65-01 ~ 123 RER 0-25 
MI7l 128 SPT 38.~03 2~.282 3.6598 q 128 VE/V02 50-75 
1'1171 139 SPT 30. 8~5 ~. 0997 6.2729 ~ 139 DBPIV02 25-50 
1'1171 IQO SPT -21.008 -1.~345 5 • 7~ 05 ~ I~O OBP/Vo2 50-75 
I'll T1 151 SPT 111.83 8.1017 I '>7B5 2 151 HR/CO 25-50 
I'll Tl 15Q SPT .57312 6.5863 .~1659 2 15Q CO/V02 25-50 
1'1171 21 PI.T 68.800 57 .657 \. 9Q~ I T 21 H R-REST (BT/MIN) 
I'll Tl III PLT 8685.~ 7~l!b.3 376 .~O T III PRESSURE RATE PROOUCT-REST 
1'1171 123 PLT .8B077 • 97~81 .26120-0 I 5 123 RER 0-25 
1'1171 154 PL T 9.3037 6.624B .77367 2 154 COIVOZ 25-50 
M092 6 CDR 97S05 86.35B 2.9207 6 6 SVSTOLIC SP (CONTROL) 
1'1092 7 CDR 96.~89 84.991 2.2156 6 7 SVSTOLIC BP (-30) 
M092 8 COR 96.098 84.736 2.4007 6 8 SVSTOLIC 8P (-~O) 
1'1092 11 CDR 52.131 59.289 1.9461 6 II DIASTOLIC BP (CONTROL) 
1'1092 12 CDR 54.490 61.156 1.~4~9 6 12 DIASTOLIC SP (-30) 
1'1092 13 CDR 54.799 61. 797 I. 7113 6 13 DIASTOLIC SP (-40) 
1'1092 15 CDR ;0,64, 60.716 I. B275 6 15 DIASTOLIC SP (RECOVERV) 
1'1092 21 CDR ~5.3H 27. 068 1.5621 6 21 PULSE PRESSURE (CONTROL) 
1'1092 22 CDR ~1.999 23.83;; 2.7835 6 22 PULSE PRESSURE (-30) 
1'1092 23 CDR ~1.298 22.939 2.451 q 6 23 PULSE PRESSURE (-QO) 
1'1092 2~ CDR 39.429 21.735 3.2916 6 2~ PULSE PRESSURE (-50) 
1'1092 2, CDR ~b.~35 28 S03 2.0Tq2 6 25 PULSE PRESSURE (RECDVERV) 
1'1092 27 CDR 2S300 1. 3667 .248B9 6 2T PLVC EOP [-30) 
1'1092 28 CDR ~.2TOO 2.0600 .35088 6 28 Pl\'C EOP (-~O) 
1'1092 29 COR 5.TOOO 2.0100 .42727 6 29 Pl.VC EOP (-50) 
1'1092 III COR .1237; .62187-01 .95402-02 4 I II PLVC/LBNP 8-16 
1'1092 113 CDR .17400 .6Q750-01 .8655Q-02 4 113 PLVC/LDNp 30-~0 
1'1092 114 CDR .14300 .75000-01 .11165-01 ~ ll~ PLVC/LONP 40-50 
1'1092 156 CDR I~I.TT 1;2.51 3.14;0 6 1,6 PR INTERVAL (CONTROL) 
1'1092 160 COR 139.67 150.Q8 2.6218 6 160 PR INTERVAL [RECOVERV) 
1'1092 172 CDR .12306 .14342 .41269-02 6 172 P MAX MAG (-30) 
1'1092 25 SPT 33.461 ~5.122 3.0007 5 2; PULSE PRESSURE (RECOVERY) 
1'1092 28 SPT 5.2200 3.7380 .26004 5 28 PLVC EOP (-QO) 
1'1092 29 SPT 7.0600 4. 73Q 0 .Q2T53 5 29 PLVC EOP (-50) 
I'IEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-3 SEPT Z9, 1973 SLD" ZIZ JLN .. Z7Z 1'10" R+ q 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
1'1091. 30 SPT 1.3800 .ZOBOO .Z80~7 ~ 30 PLVC EOP (RECOVERY) 
1'1091. 109 SPT .6q190 .Z6 796 .10902 5 109 HRLlR/LBNP qO-:;O 
1'1091. 113 SPT .18600 .108qO .21939-01 ~ 113 PLVC/LBNP 30-QO 
1'1092 11q SPT .23600 .99600-01 .31691-01 ~ Ilq PLVC/LBNP qO-~O 
1'1092 28 PLT 3.6700 2.~~00 .335qB 5 28 PLVC EOP (-qO) 
1'1092 29 PLT q. 9& 00 3.7025 .31679 q 29 PLVC EOP (-50) 
1'1092 110 PLT .28750-01-.62500-03 .9q923-02. q 110 PLVC/LBNP 0-8 
11092A 5 COR 66.511 60.q 22 1.111q 6 185 P MAX EL (RECOVERY) 
M092A 6 CDR q.8186 q.OB25 .18777 6 lB6 QRS-E CIRC (CaNTRall 
PlO92A 7 CDR q.6520 3.8682 .13337 6 l8T QRS-E CIRC (-30) 
M092A 8 COR q.5062 3.7951 .113 n 6 IBB ORS-E CIRC (-qO) 
PlOnA 9 CDR q.6q30 3. Bq 31 .77698-0 I 6 189 DRS-E CIRC (-~O) 
MonA 10 CDR q .8775 q.0806 .12q 09 6 190 DRS-E C IRC (RECOVERV) 
M092A 11 CDR I. 2395 .88003 .%%0-01 6 191 DRS-E AREA (CONTROL) !l M092A 12 CDR 1.16H .80500 .~3625-01 6 192 QRS-E AREA (-30) , , 
MonA 13 CDR 1.1565 .8002~ 58T23-01 6 193 ORS-E AREA (-qO) !l PlOnA Iq CDR 1.2B60 .SQ2Q2 .59339-01 6 19q QRS-E AREA (-50) 
;1 M092A 15 CDR 1.2579 .8880Q .qOH9-01 6 195 ORS-E AREA (RECOVERY) MonA 21 CDR 1.6785 I.qO!9 .'8896q-01 6 ZOI DRS MAX MAG (CONTROL) ,:, 
M092A 22 CDR 1.5763 1. 2815 .72020-01 6 20Z CRS MAX MAG (-30) I MonA 23 con I.qqqO 1.21qq .72331-~1 6 203 aRS MAX MAG (-qO) 
M092A 25 CDR 1.6888 1.38~O .62.2.13-01 6 Z05 DRS MAX MAG (RECOVERV) . , 
M092A 8T CRR 7.031q 8.585q .37516 6 267 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30) 
MonA 126 CDR Iq8.30 I~I.~O 1.0Q88 6 306 WEIGHT , I 
M092A 138 CDR 10.000 7.2667 .7q20T 6 318 HOURS OF SLEEP j 
liGnA I Q 0 CDR .00000 93.667 3.7859 3 320 CLINICAL SBP 
1 1'10924 I q I CDR 52.000 65.333 2.309Q 3 321 CLINICAL DBP MonA 161 COR 95.0B2 86.q IT 2.7ZQ2 6 3Q I SYSTOLIC BP (-B) 
j M09ZA 162 CDR 97.036 85.831 Z .1217 6 3Q2. SYSTOLIC BP (-16 ) M092A 163 CDR 50.0Q3 59.qrQ 3.0312 6 3Q3 DIASTOLIC BP (-B) Mon~ 167 CDR Q~. 03B 26. 9Q3 I.sQT9 6 3q7 PULSE PRESS (-8 ) 
MonA 168 CDR q3.319 2Q.QQq 3.8622 6 3q8 PULSE PRESS (-16 ) 
MonA 170 CDR 1.3700 .56000 .2L2Tl 6 350 PLVC EOP (-16 ) I 
M092.A ql SPT .T9Q08-01 .snQ3-0 I .68988-02 5 221 ST -E AREA (CONTROL) • . 
nonA Q2 SPT .73020-0.1 .5ITD8-01 .Q~ IT3-02 5 22Z ST-E AREA (-3D) 1 
MonA Q3 SPT .68269-01 .50.0.13-01 .q3T~9-02 5 223 ST-E AREA (-QD) 
j nonA ,q 5PT .55855-01 .Q298D-DI .2qQ38-02 5 22.~ ST-E AREA (-50.) M~92.A q5 SPT .8D9Q6-DI .57288-0.1 .76~38-D2 5 225 ST-E AREA (RECOVERY) Monli 66 SPT .13H2 .83IT8-01 .635TT-02 5 2q6 J MAG (CONTROLl 
1'109ZA 6T SPT • I~ 069 .90616-0.1 .67Do.T-02 5 2H J MAG (-3D) 
M092A 68 SPT .1~099 .10391 .11672-0.1 5 2q8 J MAG (-QO) 1 MonA 69 SPT .1630.8 .11207 .10621-0.1 5 2.q9 J MAG (-50.) 
MD92A 70. SPT .15T~3 .95"681-0.1 • 7~77T-D2 5 2~0 J MAG (RECOVERY) I M092A 81 SPT 2.290.7 1.819T .10nQ 5 Z61 D-ST SLOPE (CONTROL) M092A 82 SPT 2.3339 1.90.0.1 .91920.-0 I 5 262 O-ST SLOPE (-3D) MD92A SJ SPT Z.q2'11 l. 9T23 .10867 5 263 0-5T SLOPE (-QO) 
M092.A 8Q SPT Z.QST3 1.9811 .1151Q 5 26, O-ST SLOPE (-50.) 1 M092A 8~ SPT Z.35T8 l.81I8 .13Tl3 5 265 D-ST SLOPE (RECOVERY) 
MD.92A 126 SPT 132.30 136.QO .Q 1833 5 30.6 WEIGHT J , 
M092A IZl SPT 12.630. 13.602 .20H2 5 30T L CALF CIRI: I 
i 
I 
~EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-3 SEPT 29, 1973 SLD4 27Z JLN4 272 1'10'" R+ ~ 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SD N 
M092A 128 SPT 12.500 13.676 .20888 5 308 R CALF elRC 
M092A 130 SPT 6~82.0 6906.3 8q.3H 3 310 R LEG VOLUME 
MonA 136 SPT 8.0000 1.1500 .65192 5" 316 HOURS SINCE LAST MEAL 
M092A I~ I SPT 82.000 70.000 Z.OOOO 3 321 CLINICAL DBP 
M092A ZI PLT 1.1118 1.%56 • 73~ 07-0 I 5" 201 QRS MAX MAG (CONTROL) 
M092A zz PLT 1.6329 1.~282 .67210-01 5 202 QRS MAX MAG (-30) 
M092A 23 PL T 1.6173 1.3789 .76332-01 5" 20:) QRS MAX MAG (-~O) 
M092A 169 PLT .13000 -.I~OOO-Ol .68TTS-OI 5" 3~9 PLve EOP (-8 ) 
MOT3 13 COR 29.800 9.666T 6.68~0 15 13 EPINEPHRINE (UG/TV) 
/1073 a I CDR 5.~600 .20000 .1131~ 2 81 FREE OH-LVSINE (MG/TV) 
1'I0T3 82 COR 6.6600 '>~5 00 .35355 -0 I 2 82 rREE GABA (MG /TV ) 
11073 83 COR 5.8700 .88000 .39598 2 83 FREE ORNITHINE (MG/TV) 
11073 87 CDR 221 .35 116.'17 27.026 2 87 FREE I-CH3-HIS (MG/TV) 
M013 100 COR 3.~700 13.~65 I.Z657 Z 100 FREE ASPART AC (MG/TV) 
1'1013 113 CDR 7.3600 ~.1850 .~~5~8 2 113 FREE VALINE U1G/TV) 
M013 115 CDR 20.210 I~. 3~ 0 .2828~-01 2. 115 CVSTATHIOIHNE (MG/TV) 
1'1013 I t6 COR 9.9600 10.755 .Z3335 2 116 FREE METH I ON [N H1G /TV ) M073 I 8 COR 8.1300 9.9~00 .35355 2. 118 FREE LEUC INE (MG /TV ) 
1'1073 119 COR 6. 11 00 9.1500 .~IOIZ 2 119 FREE TVROSINE (MG/TV) 
M073 I 5 COR IH .30 151.26 .625~~ 17 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
1'1073 56 SPT 1.~900 .27513 .2821~ 15 56 OEHVOROEPIANO (MG/TV) 
MOTJ 58 SPT I.BI~O .!i5580 .1816T 15 ,8 II-O-ETIOCHO (MG/TV) 
1'1073 87 SPT H5.05 119.21 19.218 3 87 FREE I-CH3-HIS (MG/TV) 
M073 95 SPT 18.310 12.901 1.~85~ 3 95 PHOSPHOSERINE (MG/TV) I M073 100 SPT ~.7000 11.893 .8010a 3 100 FREE ASPART AC OIG/TV) 11073 107 SPT 1.~300 1.8100 .10000-01 3 107 FREE GLUT ACIO <rIG/TV) 
MOTJ 116 SPT ~. 9200 16.313 2.8121 3 116 FREE METHIONIN (MG/TV) "1 
M073 122 SPT .76000 2.6%7 .~500~ 3 122 B-NH2-I-BUTVR (MG/TV) I 1'1073 125 SPT 132.30 136.27 .89~80 15 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 1'1073 6 PLT 75~.00 1~15.2 197. 70 16 6 URINE PO~ (MG/TV) 
1'1073 I~ PLT 1~3.~0 62. 793 11..677 15 I~ NOREPINEPHRIN (UG/TV) 
M073 83 PLT 2. O~ 00 1. 0500 .16971 Z 83 FREE ORNITHINE (MG/TV) 
1'1073 8~ PLT ,9.960 5£.200 .~3a~0 z a~ FREE ETOHAMINE (MG/TV) 
1'1073 a7 PLT 1~6. H 132.26 2.7153 Z 87 FREE I-CH3-HIS (MG/TV) 
1'1073 88 PLT 95.630 70.975 6.'~07 ~ 88 FREE HISTIDINE (MG/TV) 
MOTJ 92 PL T 3055.Q 2~B5.8 115.7T 2 92 FREE CREATININ (MG/TV) 
1'1073 96 PLT II. 120 12.580 .155"56 2 96 PO~-ETOH-AMINE (MG/TV) 
1'1073 100 PLT 5.7700 12.595 1. 9870 2 100 FREE ASPART AC (MG/TV) 
110T3 10l PLT ~5.060 H.625 .~a789 2 102 FREE SERINE (MG/TV) 
MOTJ 107 PLT 2.2700 1.7600 .98995-01 2 lOT FREE GLUT ACID (MG/TV) 
1'1073 110 PLT ~6.050 3~.5Z0 1.0%5 2 110 FREE ALAN WE (MG/TV) 
M073 III PtT 8.8200 10.710 .60B II 2 III A-AMINDAOIPTC (MG/TV) 
1'1073 115" PLT 5.,600 12.310 1. 7819 2 11, CVSTATHIONINE (MG/TV) 
1'1073 117 PL 7 II. 920 7. 7600 • B202~ 2 117 FREE ISOLEUCIN (MG/TV) 
MOT3 liB PLT 1T.770 II. 995 1.5768 2 118 FREE LEUCINE (MG/TV) 
i 
.. _______________________ ~~~,-~ ...... _ __ !!!_~_"'=__!I1J!ji;!rilf!;1_~ti ___ ••. ~_ ~ 
j 
I 
SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
SEPT 30. 1973 SLD' 273 JLN' 273 MO' R+ 5 
~.I ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = .tt •••• OEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 1., ••• 1 HHHG 
tt. HISSJ,JN ACTIVITIES 
ttl MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OrO 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
1'1 MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
iIIl SLEEP DATA 
.t. EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (HAIT-HIMS) BoO ...... 
LB ERG- (WATT-HINS) tUtt •• 
EVA HHE rKEAL/HRl ••••••• 
EVA OURAT (HRS] HU"" 
NK.l EX CHINS) ••••••• 
NK. II EX CHINS) 1"I*'t 
MK. III EX CHINS) •••• t.t 
TREADMILL tHlNSl •••• 1 •• 
OTHER EX CHINS) """ij 
HEIGHT (r- n .11 ....... 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 66.50 
H(! ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP!~.'ST (CM) .lg"I~/··'~.I. 
INS/EX? CHEST (eM) Vt~~.I./~'I"'1 
NECK (eM) .. I"U ..... 
RT/LT ARM (CH} •• t •••• / •• ~ •• tt 
RTILT ARM VOL (eCl '.' •• I,/t.II ••• 
RTllT H/IND CFT-Le) U .... .,f'Uf •• H 
CEN GRAV HEAS (eM) ~'.ff~~ 
DEW POINT = ••••••• DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = f' •• '" MHHG 
.. ....... .. 
......... 
. ......... .. 
........ 
''''.'1' 
..... iI ••• 
... -<II .... . 
oil ....... . 
I ••• '" 
.......... 
60.20 
• ........ , .•••• -1. 
............ , .......... ,. 
.......... 
.. .,.,..,.,.iIi/ ......... . 
.. ............ , .......... . 
........... , ....... . 
. .... . .." 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = ... , ..... r 
PART. PRES. C02 = .f.,'1I' HMHG 
.. ...... . 
.. ...... . 
.. ....... ., 
••• 1 ... . 
,,"iI'lllI 
........ 
... .,., .. ., 
"""'" , ... .,.,.,.,., 
• .... I I" 
87.00 
.. ... ;1., ... '."1 .. . 
..,I . .,.' •• t ..... . 
. ..... , 
.. ....... .,/., .. , .... 
...... '.'/.f .•••• 




~EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-3 SEPT 30, 1973 SLD'O' l73 JLN'O' 273 1'10'0' R+ S-
EXPT II'IEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
MI71 II CDR 1.016~ .72630 ·.61178-01 6 11 RER-REST 
11171 33 CDR 32.661 60.917 1.1007 6 33 DBP-LEVEL 2 (1'11'1 HG) 
1'1171 38 CDR 57.55"6 BI.OSll 7.3392 6 38 I'IAP-LEVEL 2 011'1 HG) 
1'1171 7T CDR 13.866 15.365' .8018S-01 l 77 AV02 ' I~O HR 
M171 103 CDR 551.7l 702.10 17 • 386 2 103 TPR-LEV 2 
1'1171 ILZ CDR n.~9~ 2,.068 .9370S- 6 122 MUSCULAR EFFICiENCV ,0-75 
1'1171 136 CDR -21.138 ,0.299 Z3.5"36 S- 136 SSP/VOZ 2,-,0 
n171 139 CDR -I~ 1.~6 9.288, 16. 086 ~ 139 DSP/VOZ 2,-,0 
1'1171 I~O CDR 39.837 -I.~ZI~ 9.IOZS ~ HO DSP/V02 S-0-75 
1'1171 I~Z CDR -101.36 19.000 13.386 ~ I~Z I'IAP/VOZ Z,-50 
n171 I~, CDR 120.33 31.599 17 • 371 ~ I~, rp/voz Z5-50 
nI71 1~8 CDR 500S.1 128SB. ZS-16.S , I~B PRP/V02 ZS--S-O 
1'1171 ZO SPT 31.700 22.300 3.09B~ 5 ZO VE-RECOVERY (LIMIN) 
MITl ~Z SPT 8.3700 9.~5B3 .3IQS2. 3 ~Z CARD OUT-LEV I (LIMIN) 
1'1171 51 SPT 1.95Z6 2.2316 .55112-01 7 S-I VOl , 160 HR 
MI7l S-2 SPT 1.5"~'Z 1. SIS5 .~3065-01 7 5Z V02 ' 1~0 HR 
1'1171 9Z SPT 7'.~05 91.%0 3.~322 3 92 STROKE VOL-LEV 1 CC 
1'1171 122 SPT 21.263 2~ .239 .9000S ~ 122 MUSCULAR EFFICIENCY 50-75 
MI7l 1 ~ 0 SPT 30.891 -I .q3~5 5. 7q OS q IqO DSP /V02 ,0-7, 
MI7I Iq6 SPT -8.8261 q3.1S6 13.qq, q Iq6 PP/V02 50-7S 
1'1171 1S2 SPT -qO.3,1 15.q63 II. 6q 2 Z 152 HR/CD 50-7, 
1'1171 12 PLT .S9700 .98081 • 176H-OI T IZ RER-LEVEL I 
1'1171 ZI PLT 66.000 H.6H I. 9qq I 7 ZI H R-REST (ST/MIN) 
MITI IZ3 PLT .8,68q • 9Tq8 I .Z6720-01 5 IZ3 RER O-Z, 
Mon II CDR S1.319 >9 .289 I .9q67 6 11 DIASTOLIC BP (CONTROL) 
MOn 12 CDR !)Z .5"ST 61.156 I.QQQ9 6 lZ DIASTOLIC BP (-30) 
1'1092 13 CDR ,3.987 61. T9T 1.7113 6 13 DIASTOLIC BP (-qO) 
MOn I!) CDR !)Z.105 60.716 1.827, 6 IS DIASTOLIC BP (RECOVERY) 
MOn 17 CDR 6q.829 69.101 I.IQn 6 17 MEAN BP (-30) 
MOn ZI CDR 36.QI~ 2T. 06 8 1.56Z1 6 ZI PULSE PRESSURE (CONTROL) 
Mon Z2 COR 36.818 l3.835 Z.783, 6 Z2 PULSE PRESSURE (-30) 
1'1092 23 CDR 3,.387 21. 9 39 Z."Sl~ 6 23 PULSE PRESSURE (-qO) 
MOn 2~ CDR 35.5H Z1. 73, 3.Z916 6 Z~ PULSE PRESSURE (-50) 
Mon 2, CDR 39.ISQ 28.,03 Z.07qZ 6 Z5 PULSE PRESSURE (RECOVERY) 
MOn III CDR .97,00-01 .62187-01 .95QOZ-02 q III PLVC/LBNP 8-16 
MOn 160 CDR I~O .36 I'O.H 2.6Z18 6 160 PR INTERVAL (RECOVERY) 
MOn 172 CDR .11539 .lq3qZ .Q I Z69-0Z 6 17Z P MAX MAG (-30) 
MOn 30 SPT 1.2.QOO .20800 .Z80n 5 30 PLVC EDP (RECOVERY) 
MOn 2q PLT 50.951 'II. 8% 2.8916 , 2Q PULSE PRESSURE (-,0) I 
MOn 30 PLT 1.8300 .S62,0 .22H2 ~ 30 PLVC EOP (RECOVERY) 
·1 1'1092 110 PLT .3IZ50-01-.62500-03 • 9Q 923-0Z ~ 110 PLVC/L8NP 0-8 
1'1092 115 PLT .2.Q021 -1.2"5 .37527 ~ 115 HR/PLVC 0-30 
M092A 2 CDR 67 .~96 59.957 Z.3690 6 18Z P MAX EL (-30) I 
MOnA S CDR 70.292 60.Q22. I.lllQ 6 18, P MAX EL (RECOVERY) 
M092A 8 COR ~ .1783 3.79,1 .11311 6 18S QRS-E CIRC (-QO) 
M09ZA 9 CDR ~ .2Q20 3. 8Q 31 .71698-01 6 189 QRS-E C IRC (-,0) 
M09ZA 10 CDR Q.5"07Z Q.08% .IZQ09 6 190 CRS-E CIRC (RECDVERY) 
'lonA 11 CDR 1.0669 .88003 .Q6S60-0l 6 191 CRS-E AREA (CONTROL) 
1'10nA 12 CDR .98900 .80500 .5"362,-01 6 192 ORS-E AREA (-30) 
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QRS-E AREA (RECOVERV) 
ST-E AREA (CONTROL) 
ST-E AREA (-30) 
ST-E AREA (RECOVERV) 
ST MAX EL (RECOVERV) 
D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30) 
WEIGHT 
HOURS OF SLEEP 
CLINICAL DBP 
DIASTOLIC BP (-16) 
PULSE PRESS (-8) 
PULSE PRESS (-16) QRS MAX EL (-50) 
ST-E AREA (CONTROL) 
ST-E AREA (-30) 
ST-E AREA (-QO) 
ST-E AREA (RECOVERV) 
J MAG (CONTROL) 
J MAG (-30 J 
JMAG(-QO) 
J MAG (-50) 
J MAG (RECOVERV) 
D-ST SLOPE (CONTROL) 
D-ST SLOPE (-30) 
O-ST SLOPE (-QO) 
D-ST SLOPE (RECOVERV) 
WEIGHT 
L CALF eIRe 
R CALF CIRe 
R LEG VOLUME 
HOURS OF SLEEP 
HOURS OF SLEEP 
PLVC EOP (-8) 
UR INE MG (MED/TV) 
URINE PO~ (MG/TV) 
URINE CREAT (MG/TV) 
WEIGHT (LBS) 
URINE NITROGEN (G) 
URINE CREAT (MG/TV) 
NOREPINEPHRIN (UG/TV) 
DIET MAGNESIUM (MG) 
WEIGHT (LBS) 
DIET MAGNESIUM (MG) 
HeT (PCT> 
MCHC (PCT 1 
HeT (~CT) 
RETIC (PCT) 





















SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
OCT 1. 1973 SLOe 274 JLNe 274 HO' R+ 6 
.,. ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = ~ •••••• O[GC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = , •••••• MHHG 
H' HlSSION ACTIVITIES 
t .. MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
t' t t IllNESS/SYMPT011/PROBLEH 
.t. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
H. SLEEP DATA 
Ifl ••••••••• HOURS 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (I-JATT-MINS) HUt .... 
La ERG {HATT-MINS} ••••••• 
EVA HHE CKEAL/HR) ••••••• 
EVA DURAl (HRS) f •••••• 
HK.J EX CHINS) ••••••• 
HK. II EX CHINS) ....... i. 
HK. tIl EX CHINS) 1.1(, •• 
TREADMILL CHINS) "'t ••• 
OTHER EX CHINS) •• ,., •• 
HtIGHT (('I) ....... . 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 66.70 
.t. ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPfI.IAIST (CH) 
INS/EXP CHEST rCM) 
NECK (CM) 
RTILT ARM rCM) 
RTILT ARM VoL reCI 
RTILT HAND rFT-LS) 
CEN GRAV MEAS rCM) 
....... , ...... . 
II1I1'i'''' ••• il4 •• 
"f.'"'' 
••••••• , ••• t .... 
....... '/ .... " .. 1141. 
~ .. , .. '., ...... . 
.'." ... 
DEW POINT; ••••••• DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN ; "~"I' HHHG 




iI ....... . 







••• IIi.Ii/ ...... I • 
••• Ii'.l11/""' ... 4; ... 
........... 
•• lili ... '/"".f .... . 
........ '/fdlli .... . 
, •••••• / •• Ii .... . 
........ Ii 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = ........ % 
PART. PRES. C02; ••••• lil HMHG 
• ••••• lillll •• 'Ii.. PLT , •• Ii ..... 'Ii ••• f 
•••• f ........... HOURS 
"1'''1 • 
., ...... . ,. , ..... .. 
.llfl." .. 
. ...... .. 
. ...... .. 
. ....... . 




.... , .. /, ........ . 
• •••••• / .... 11 .. .. 
••••••• 
'HI~.I •• / .... I ... I 
•• f •••• / ...... , .. . 








MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE 
SL-3 OCT 1, 1973 SLO> ZH 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN 
1'1073 13 CDR 30.300 9.6661 
1'1073 12.5 CDR 1~7.00 151.2.6 
1'1073 6 SPT 719.00 1126.6 
1'1073 I~ SPT 100.60 5~ .173 







9 .~861 15 



















SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
OCT 2, 1973 SLOt 275 JlN' 275 HOt R+ 7 
tt. ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TENPERATURE = "'tUB OEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = ••••••• HHHG 
1'1 MISSION ACTIVITIES 
.t. MEDiCAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
t.t ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
It I MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
HI SLEEP DATA 
••• •••••• 1 •• HOURS 
tt. EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (WATT-MINS) tt.t .. t. 
LB ERG (WATT-HINS) ••• t~ •• 
EVA HWE CKEAL/HR) t •••••• 
EVA DURAT (HRS) ••••••• 
MK.I EX (MINS) 't.t •• , 
~IK. II EX CHINS) ... H ..... 
NK. tIl EX (HINS) t •• t •• ~ 
TREADMILL CMINS) II't't. 
OTHER EX CHINS) ••••••• 
HEIGHT Crl) .... " ••• 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 67.00 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPIHAIST (eM) ••••••• , ......... . 
INS/EXP CHEST (CM) ......... 1 ....... . 
NECK (CM) ....... I 
ATILT AAM (eM) ••••••• / ....... ~ 
RT/LT ARM VOL (CCl •• "1' ••• / •••• 1 •• 
RT/LT HAND eFT-LB) ........ / ••••••• 
CEN GRAV HEAS (eM) ..... ".~ 
DEW POINT = ~ •••••• OEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = tI •••••• HMHG 
••• ' ........ t 1: ... HOURS 
.. tift .. .. 
It.t .. .. 
....... l:I .. ,. 
" ... ,. .... . 
.. ,. ..... . 
..... ,.. 
..... ,. .. . 
... ,. .. .. 
20.00 
.. ,. .... 
60.10 
• •• ' ...... / .... ./1 .... . 
...... ,/ ....... . 
• "-il ..... .. 
§ .... "."/ ... -lill •• 
., ...... /IJ .... t •• 
• •• "1.' •• /, ....... .. 
.... I ." ... 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = ,,~.t •• % 
PART. PRES. C02 = t"'ltt HHHG 
."""11." 
.. .. ' ...... 
• •••••• 




,. ...... .. 
.. ...... f' 
"" ••• '-1 
87.20 
.1 •••• 1/ ...... ,.. 
• •••• 11/ ...... "1" 
.1 ...... 
••• "11 •• / ......... . 
. ......... / ..... , .. 







PlE~SUREi'lENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROrt THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-3 OCT 2, 1973 SLD. 27, JLN. 27, MD. R+ T 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
MOT3 S2 CDR q.6600 Sq,OO .35355-01 2 S2 FREE GABA (rtG/TV) 
rt073 83 CDR 3.7000 .SSOOO .39598 2 83 FREE ORNITHINE (MG/TV) :01: 
1'1073 98 COR I Oq. 36 lIq.29 3.lIS3 2 98 UREA/I000 (MG/TV) ".b 
1'1073 100 COR 3.7900 13.Q65 1.2657 2 100 FREE ASPART AC (MG/TV) .~ 
1'1073 115 CDR 19.100 I~ . 3q 0 .282Sq-01 2 115 CYSTATHIONINE {MG/TVl '< 
1'1013 116 CDR 9.6700 10.75, .23335 2 116 FREE METH I ON HI (MG lTV) ; i 1'1073 119 COR 6'.6100 9.1500 .Q1012 2 119 FREE TYROSINE {i'IG/TV l 
rt073 12, CDR IH .SO 151.26 .625qq IT 125 WEIGHT (LB 5 l 
,t 1'1073 Q2 SPT 1:15.00 lIq.9' ,.7302 I, Q2 DIET PROTEIN (G) 
1'1073 81 SPT 6.6100 2.1100 1.q901 3 81 FREE OH-LYSINE (MG/TVl 
1'1073 100 SPT 3.9300 11.S93 .S0108 3 100 FREE ASPART AC (MG/TVl 1~ 1'1073 ! 0 I SPT 15. 6q 0 23.220 1.7H6 3 101 FREE THREONINE (MG/TVl 
1'1073 107 SPT 1.5100 1.8100 .70000-01 3 lOT FREE GLUT ACID (MG/TVl 
,I 1'1013 116 SPT 5.2500 16.313 2.8121 3 116 FREE METHIONIN (MG/TV) 1'1073 122 SPT .97000 2.6%1 .Q500q 3 122 B-NH2-I-BUTYR (MG/TVl 1'1073 125 SPT 132.50 136.27 .S9Q80 I, 125 WEIGHT (LB S ) 
1'1073 127 SPT 22.000 17 . 99, 1. 0531 20 12T DIET NITROGEN (G) 
1'1073 2 PLT ;07.00 888.50 109.61 16 2 URINE OSMOL (MOSMITV l 
, 
1'1073 10 PL T 1.0130 1.0227 .26261-02 16 10 URINE SPECIFIC GRAV 
1'1073 q, PLT 2qO.00 315.3T 23.855 16 q5 DIET SODIUM (MG) 
rt073 83 PLT .~;OOO I .0500 .16971 2 83 FREE ORNITHINE (MG/TV l 
1'1073 S~ PLT ~O .270 02.200 .q38QO 2 8Q FREE ETOHAMINE (MGITV) 
1'1073 87 PLT 211. 93 132.. 26 2.11!i3 2 87 FREE !-CH3-HIS (MG/TVl ; .1 
1'1073 9Z PLT 1778.6 2qS5.8 115. T7 2 92 FREE CREATlNIN (MG/TV l 1 
1'1073 9, PLT 21. 990 10.635 .20507 2 95 PHOSPHOSERINE (MG/TVl 
1 1'1073 96 PLT 11.850 
lZ.SoSO .15556 2 96 POQ-ETOH-AMINE (MG/TV) 
1'1073 100 PLT q.3200 12.59, 1. 98TO 2 100 FREE ASPART AC (MG/TV) 
MOT3 101 PL T 8.5800 18.010 1.5981 2. 101 FREE THREONINE (MG/TVl l 
1'1073 102 PLT 29.670 q 1.62' .Q8789 2 102 FREE SERINE (MG/TV l 1 1'1073 III PLT 19.690 10.710 .60811 Z III A-AMINDADIPTC (MG/TVl 
MOT3 113 PLT 9.6100 5.9250 .36062 2 113 FREE VALINE (MG/TVl ; 
MOT3 IH PLT 19.2QO 13;31, .75660 2 llQ FREE CYSTlN/2 (MG/TV) I 
MOT3 115 PLT 20.2QO 12.310 1.7S19 2 115 CYSTAT'lIONINE (MGITV l 
1 1'1073 12Z PLT 1.5200 Q.3800 .~6669 2 122 B-NH2-.-BUTYR (MG/TV) 1'1073 128 PLT 13.100 19.950 2.2099 20 128 URINE NITROGEN (G) 
11110 1 SPT 3.9300 Q.Q050 • 1223Q ~ I RBC (1'1 ILLICU MM l I 1'1110 2 SPT 11.800 13.Q 75 .Q 1932· Q 2 HB (G PCT> I 
11110 6 SPT 36.000 Q1.375 .7,000 Q 6 HCT (PCT l j I'll I 0 7 SPT I.QOOO .7,000 .17321 Q 7 REnc (peT) 1'1110 7 PL T 2.2000 .87500 .18930 ~ 7 RETIC (PCT) MilO 8 PLT 102.30 Q3.725 10.017 Q 8 RETIC NO (THDU/CU MM l 
MilO 9 PLT I. TOOO .87500 .2,000 Q 9 RETlC INDEX 
MilO 13 PLT .21800+0? .18225+06 8,00.0 Q 13 PLAT (leu 1'11'1 l ~ 
1'1110 22 PLT 3.0000 1.2500 .50000 Q 22 ED (PCT) 1 I 
t , 
1 








..... ---------~~~~~." ....... -
I~ 
SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
OCT 3. 1973 SLD' 276 JLN' 276 MD' R+ 8 
.t~ ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = .tf~tfl OEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = "11" •• 1 NHHG 
fll MISSION ACTIVITIES 
• " P£DICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
.... ILLNESSI snIPfON/PROBLEM 
tt. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
Ut SLEEP DATA 
"I. EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG fWATT-HINS) ...... f .... 
L8 ERG (WATT-HINS) IlltlU 
EVA HWE (KEAL/HR) ff"lf~ 
EVA DURAT (HRS) ••••••• 
HK.I EX CHINS) '1"'" 
HK. It EX CHINS.) ...... UH 
MK. III EX CHINS) IHHtfi 
TREADMILL rHiNS) I'fl"" 
OTHER EX CHINS) ~III'" 
HEIGHT cr 11 ......... 4'1 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAI1J 66.80 
'1. ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) 1111'.'/""1111 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM) ......... U/HHfff 
NECK (eM) 1111 lot I'~ 
ATILT ARM (eM) '.H"'~/'-_t'''filf 
RTILT ARM VOL (ec) I.I""I".t.I' 
RTILT HAND CFT-LB) "'fill/fffftl! 
eEN GRAV HEAS (eM) ~f""""f 
OE~ POINT ~.~ ..... DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ........ f .... HHHG 
............... ~ .. I .. I. SPT ................... .. 
.......... 
...... 4 ... ii 
...... tt •• 
tt".ft .. 
.. ~ t ...... 
.......... 
tt .. lt .. t 
"iI" .. f". 
.......... 
" .. iHI ...... 
60.40 
• t"t"""'t'f .. lil ... 
........... , ........... . 
... ........ 
...... 11 .. / ......... . 
............ ,-!. .... t-ll. 
t ......... , ....... .. 
......... 
RELATIVE HUMIOITY = tt ...... r 
PART. PRES. C02::; ........ of I. HMHG 
• ........ ...,.;; ....... PLT ..... iI ..... ' ........ . 
...... t ........ ,. HOURS 
• •••••• 
.......... 
• I I .... t 
. ..... .. 
.. ....... . 




........ '" .. 
86.20 
........ *, ........... .. 
."""Ii .. / ... , ... _ .. .. 
.. 'II .... 
............ ' .. 1 ...... .. 
.11 ........ / .......... 1 













I'IEA5UREI'IENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-3 OCT 3, 1973 SLO. 2.76 JLN. 276 MD. R+ 8 
EXP r IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
1'1073 7 CDR 11.000 7.082.~ 1.0818 17 7 URINE CA (MEQ/TV.) 
MOTJ 13 CDR ~ 9.300 ~.6667 6.68~0 15 13 EPINEPHRINE (UG!TV) 
1'1073 125 COR IH.30 151.2.6 .62.5~~ 17 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
1'1073 It5 SPT 133.30 136.2.7 .89~80 15 12.5 WEIGHT (LBS) 
1'1013 11 PLT 3085.0 2~6~.q 1~2.83 16 11 URINE CREAT (MG/TV) 
1'1073 1~ PLT 197.80 62..793 11.677 15 I~ NOREPINEPHRIN (UG/TV) 
1'1013 16 PL T 138.10 79.975 13.B91 16 16 HYDROCORTISON (UG/TV) 
1'1073 55 PLT ~.2%0 2.6382. .~365q 16 55 ETIOCHOLAN (MG/TV) 
MOi3 125 PLT 190.00 193.9Q 1.0887 16 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
l.! 
SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
OCT ~. 1973 SLO' 277 ~~N' 277 MD' R+ 9 
~4' ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVO. TEMPERATURE = ••••••• DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = ••• t~.~ HHHG 
.,' MISSION ACTIVITIES 
". MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
.,. ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
•• , MEDiCATION AND DOSAGE 
'II SLEEP DATA 
ttl EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG O.JATT-HINS) CHtlt,. 
LB ERG (WATT-HINSI ' •••• '1 
EVA HWE CKEAL/HR) 'ff.'I' 
EVA DURAr (HRS) ,1"0,. 
HK.I EX (HINS) ~Q'f~'f 
HK. 11 EX CHINS) .tllft' 
HK. III EX (HINS) ••••••• 
TREADHILL CHINS) •• tl'~f 
OTHER EX CHINS) • -It f a H 
H£lGHTcrn .'4 .... 1 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 66.80 
... ANTHROPOMETR I C DATA 
HIP/HAIST (CH) '''If.I'''''I.1 
INS/EX? CHEST (eM) "I"II/'fl~"1 
NECK {eM} 'I1IUU 
RTILT ARM (eM) 11".'., ••••••• 
RTILT ARM VOL (Cel .,.1"""'.1.' 
RTILT HAND (rT-LB) .'11' •• ' ••••••• 
eEN GRAY MEAS (eM) t,ft ••• 
DEW POINT = '.f'~'f DEGG 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ~~ •• e., HHHG 
~~~ ... ~.~t .. HOURS 
.11'1" 
Itt: ••• 1 
.'1111 •• 
••• 111. 














RELATIVE HUHrOfTY = t:t:llt~. % 
PART. PRES. C02 = 11"'11 HMHG 
• t: I t: I I" 
.1111.,1 
......... 11 
.1 ..... ' 
Illt.l. 
II. It •• 
l'I''iI'' 



































































































































































































































































































































AV02 ' 140 HR 
STROKE VOL-LEV 2 CC 
TPR-LEV 2 
MUSCULAR EFFICIENCY 50-75 
PP/V02 50-75 
MAP-REST (MM HG) 
VOl ' 160 HR 
V02 ' 140 HR 





H R-REST (BT/MIN) 
PULSE PRS-LEV 1 (MMHG) 
CO/V02 25-50 
HEART RATE (-30) 
HEART RATE (RECOVERV) 
SYSTOLIC BP (CONTROL) 
SYSTOLIC BP (-30) 
SYSTOLIC BP (-401 
SYSTOLIC BP (-50) 
SYSTOLIC BP (RECOVERY) 
o IASTOL IC BP (-30) 
DIASTOLIC BP (-40) 
MEAN BP (-30) 
MEAN BP (-~O) 
MEAN BP (-501 
MEAN BP (RECOVERV) 
PULSE PRESSURE (CONTROL) 
PULSE PRESSURE (-30) 
PULSE PRESSURE (-40) 
PULSE PRESSURE (-50) 




P MAX MAG (-30) 
SYSTOLIC BP (-50) 
P MAX MAG (-50) 
P MAX AZ (CONTROL) 
P MAX AZ (RECDVERV) 
HR/PLVC 0-30 
ORS-E C rRC (-30) 
CRS-E CIRC (-40) 
CRS-E CIRC (-50) 
ORS-E CIRC (REcn~~RVl 
CRS-E AREA (CONTROL) 
ORS-E AREA (-30) 
ORS-E AREA (-40) 
MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE FREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-3 OCT ~, 1913 SLD< 2.17 JLN< 2.17 MO< R+ 9 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
M092.A I~ CDR 1.1119 .8q2.~2. .H339-01 6 19q DRS-E AREA (-50) 
M092.A 15 CDR L 1006 .B880q .~Oq99-01 6 195 QRS-E AREA (RECOVERV) 
1'l0nA 18 CDR .12.12.8 .lq2.q7 .612.H-02 6 198 QRS-E DEPTH (-q 0 ) 
1'10 92. A 25 CDR 1.5HO 1.3850 .622.13-01 6 2.05 DRS MAX MAG (RECOVERV) 
M092.A ~I CDR .75q~q-OI .q7287-01 .58075-02 6 2.21 ST-E AREA (CONTROL) 
M092A U CDR .63183-01 .3738~-01 .H821-02. 6 2.22 ST-E AREA (-30) 
1'10 92. A q5 con .68882.-01 .q552.I-OI .68678-02 6 22.5 ST-E AREA (RECOVERV) 
M092.A 6q CDR 2.q .3H 18.573 1.665q 6 2.q~ ST MAX EL (-50) 
M092.A 65 CDR 2.q .523 19. T~ 2 1.3797 6 ;!q5 ST MAX EL (RECOVERV) 
M092.A 67 COR .11585 .935H-OI .08826-02 6 2H J MAG (-30) 
M092.A 70 CDR .98091-01 .7971'9-01 .5 33q 9-02 6 250 .1 MAG (RECOVERY) 
PlO92.A 82 COR I .~ 20 I 1.0725 .10089 6 262 O-ST SLOPE (-30) 
M092A 85 CDR I .~2.H 1. 1150 .1015q 6 265 D-ST SLOPE (RECOVERY) 
PI 0 92. A 126 COR IqT.30 151.50 I • Oq 8 8 6 306 WEIGHT 
MonA 138 CDR 18.300 7.2667 • H207 6 318 HOURS OF SLEEP 
M092A Iq I CDR 56.000 65.333 2.309q 3 321 CLIN ICAL D8P 
MonA 159 COR 39.8qq 61.250 3.6915 6 339 HEART RATE (-8 ) 
MonA 16 1 COR 111.89 86.q 17 2.nQ2 6 3~ I SYSTOLIC SP (-8 ) 
1'10 92. A 162 CDR 109.5Q 85.831 2.1217 6 3Q2 SYSTOLIC SP (-16 ) 
1'10 92. A 165 CDR 82. 259 68.Q55 2.a399 6 3Q, MEAN SP (-8 ) 
MonA 166 CDR 80.3IT 69.o3Q !.7572 6 3Q6 MEAN SP (-16 ) 
M092A 167 COR QQ.~% 26. 9Q 3 1.5H9 6 3H PULSE PRESS (-8 ) 
1'10 92. A 168 CDR ~ 3. 8Q 0 2Q .~Q~ 3.8622 6 3Qa PULSE PRESS (-16 ) 
MonA 2 SPT 35.223 -3.9Q23 12.755 5 182 P MAX EL (-30) 
MonA 29 SPT 2,.921 11.603 3.3625 5 209 DRS MAX AI (-50) 
MonA ~I SPT .95 2.7T-0 I ,,79~3-0 I .68988-02 5 2.21 ST-E AREA (CONTROL) 
M092A ~2 SPT .83H3-01 .51708-01 .~~ 173-02 5 2.22. ST-E AREA (-30) 
MonA ~3 SPT .7%07-01 .50013-01 .Q37~9-02 5 223 ST-E AREA (-~O) 
M092.A ~~ SPT .60667-01 .Q2980-01 .2Q~38-02 , 22~ ST-E AREA (-50) 
M092A q5 SPT .88697-01 .57288-0 I .76538-02 , 225 ST-E AREA (RECOVERY) 
1'10 92. A 61 SPT 13.290 8.2651 I.Q822 5 2~ I ST MAX EL (CONTROL) 
MonA 6> SPT 12.689 7.5292 1.5528 5 2q, ST MAX EL (RECOVERY) 
1'10 92. A 66 SPT .10910 .83lT8-01 .63577-02 5 H6 J MAG (CONTROLl 
M092.A 67 SPT • 11 Q9~ .90616-01 .67007-02 , 2H J MAG (-30) 
M092.A 82 SPT 2.2200 1.9001 .91920-01 5 262 O-ST SLOPE (-30) 
M092A 101 SPT 25.290 21.267 .HHI 5 281 QRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (CONTROL) i MonA 126 SPT 133.00 136.~0 .q1833 5 306 WEIGHT 
MonA 128 SPT 12.7,0 13.676 .20888 5 308 R CALF CIRC 
I 
I 
1'10 92. A 130 SPT 650q.0 6906.3 8Q.3Q7 3 310 R LEG VOLUME j M092A qr PL7 '>9911-01 .q5822-0 I .31219-02 5 22.7 ST-E DEPTH (-30) 
M092A q8 PLT .7038Q-01 .QaQ58-0 I .60556-02 5 228 ST-E DEPTH (-QOJ I MOT3 13 CDR QQ.800 9.6667 6.68~0 15 13 EPINEPHRINE (UG/TV) 1'1073 60 CDR I .32.20 .28275 .27381 16 60 II-OH-ETIOCHO (MG/TV) 
1'1073 125 COR IQT.30 ],1.26 .625~Q IT 125 "IEIGHT (LB S ) I 
1'1073 125 SPT 133.00 13L 27 .89QaO 15 12, WEIGHT (LBS) I 
MOT3 7 PLT 6.1000 10.200 I. 0 139 16 7 URINE CA (MEO/TV) I 1'1073 IQ PLT 110.60 62.793 11.677 15 I~ NOREPINEPHRIN (UG/TV) MIlO 6 SPT 39.000 Q I .375 .75000 Q 6 HCT (peTl 
MUO 7 SPT 1.6000 .75000 .1732.1 Q 7 RETIC (PCT) ! 
MilO 8 SPT 69.800 33.0T' 8.05QI ~ 8 RETIC NO (THOU/CU MM) 







~----------------------------~-~ P" 7'1# C 'ohc" ___ • 
I 
I'IEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-3 OCT ~. 1913 SLO'" Z77 JLN~ Z77 rID. R+ 9 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 




SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
ocr 5. 1973 SLOt 278 JLN' 279 HO' R+ to 
1'1 ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE: t •••••• OEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE: ••••••• MNHG 
'It MISSION ACTIVITIES 
•••• llt.'I •••• ~ CDR .I •••• I.I~ •••• 
, •• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTs/oro 
ttt ILLNESS/SYHPTOH/PROBLEH 
III HEDICATIO~ AND DOSAGE 
"1 SLEEP DATA 
""".1 •••• HOURS 
ttt EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG O-lATT-HINSl lUlU I 
La ERG (WATT-HINS) t •••••• 
EVA MWE (KEAL/HRI 't.lt •• 
EVA DURAT [HRS) •• ,",. 
~K.I EX tHINS) 11.1'1. 
HK. 11 EX CHINS) "HI" 
MK. III. EX (MINS) 'tUtii. 
TREADMILL CHINS) """1 
OTHER EX CHINS) 'I""~ 
fiEIGHT C,I) H'ttll' 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 66.90 
"I ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (CM) 
INS/EXP CHEST (CM) 
NECK (CM) 
RTILT ARM (CM) 
RT/LT ARM VOL (CC) 
RT/LT HAND (FT-L8) 
CEN GRAV MEAS (CM) 
•••• 14 .. /"' .... "". 
"1.11"'1'···<11<11-4 
" ..... <1 




DEW POINT = ••••••• DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ••••• ~. HMHG 
I •••••••• ~.t HOURS 
...... , ... 
"'1 •• , 
"""'1' 
" ...... '11 .. 
... 11 •• ,' 
.. ,.". 
, .... ,. 
,., ... . 
20.00 
'..11 ••• I" . 
60.60 
........ I/".ll ... 
'''''I'''fl''I''1 
• • 1 e". 
''It'I'/''I.'''' 
... ,' .... /'1 •••• 1 
"'1'.'/1111." 
, I'" -1.11 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = ••••• 11 % 
PART. PRES. C02 = 1""'1 MMHG 
1""""""11 PLT """""'.11 
•••••••• tfll HOURS 
....... , . 
""'11. 
'.*cr"1 
..., ..... . 
,.,., .. .. 















i'1EASUREMENTs GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
sL-3 OCT 5, 1973 sLD. H8 JLN .. H8 1'10" R+ 10 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SD N 
i'1073 13 CDR 37:000 9.6667 6. 68q 0 15 13 EPINEPHRINE (UGfTV) 
11073 81 CDR 2.3500 .20000 .1131q 2 81 FREE OH-LYsINE (MGfTV) 
1'1073 82 CDR 1.3700 .5q500 .35355-01 2. 82 FREE GABA (MGfTV) 
1'1073 88 CDR 5~.670 98.060 ~.0729 2 88 FREE Hi snD INE (I'lG lTV ) 
11073 92 CDR 1085.2 1873.6 18~ . I B 2 92 FREE CREATININ (MGfTV) 
11073 95 CDR 11.520 19.315 2.2~15 2 95 PHDSPHDSERINE (MGfTV) 
11073 98 CDR 83.360 11~.29 3.1183 2 98 UREAflOOO (MGfTV) 
11073 100 CDR 3. HOO 13.~ 65 1.2657 2 100 FREE ASPART AC (MGfTV) 
11073 115 CD. 1~.~90 I~. 3~ 0 .2828~-01 2 115 CYSTATHIONINE (MGfTV) 
1'1073 116 CDR B .5100 10.755 .23335 2. 116 FREE METHIONIN (MGfTV) 
M073 117 CDR 6.9200 7.6600 .2~0~2. 2. 117 rREE ISDLEUCIN (MGfTV) 
M073 118 CDR 8.3500 9. 9~ 00 .35355 2 118 FREE LEUC INE (MG fTV ) 
1'1073 120 CDR 7 .I~OO ~. 735 0 .3323~ 2 120 FREE PHENYLALA (MGfTV) I 11073 125 COR IH .50 151.26 .625~~ 17 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 11073 B7 SPT 282. 36 119.21 19.218 3 87 FREE 1-<:H3-HIs (MGfTV) 
11073 95 SPT 2.3 .~90 12.907 1.~85~ 3 95 PHDSPHOSERINE (MGfTV) 
M073 100 SPT 7.2100 11.893 .80108 3 100 FREE ASPART AC (MG fTV ) 
M073 101 SPT 17.500 23.220 I. HI6 3 101 FREE THREONINE (MGfTV) 
1'1073 10~ SPT 63.B20 B9 .~05 ~.0800 2 10q FREE GLUTAM INE (MG fTV ) 
M073 107 sPT 3.2700 1.8100 .70000-01 3 107 FREE GLUT ACID (MGfTV) 
11073 1I6 SPT 6.3600 16.313 2.8121 3 116 FREE METH I ON IN (MG fTV ) 
11073 122 SPT .86000 2..6~67 .~500~ 3 12.2 B-NH2-!-BUTYR (MGfTV) 
M073 125 SP- 133.50 136.27 .B9~80 15 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
M073 B~ PLT 61 .2~ 0 52.200 .~3B~0 2 8q FREE ETOHAMINE (MGfTV) 
M073 87 PLT 170.59 132.26 2.7153 2 87 FREE I-CH3-HIS (MGfTV) 
M073 88 PLT 92.~30 70.975 6S~07 2. 88 FREE HISTIDINE (MGfTV) 
11073 92 PLT 293~.0 2.~B5.8 115.77 2 92 FREE CREATININ (MGfTV) 
M073 9~ PLT .20000 ~. 7750 .60 I O~ 2 9~ FREE ARGININE (MGfTV) 
110T3 95 PLT 20.850 18.635 .20507 2 95 PHOSPHOSERINE (MGfTV) 
M073 96 PLT 13.770 12.580 .15556 2. 96 PO~-ETOH-Arl WE (MG fTV ) 
11073 97 PLY 187.37 89.500 I~ .368 2 9T FREE TAURINE (MGfTV) 
11073 100 PLT 6.3100 12.,95 1.9870 2 100 FREE ASPART AC (MGfTV) 
1'1073 102 PLT ~8.010 ql.625 .~B789 2. 102 FREE SER INE (MG fTV ) 
M073 lOT PLT 3.2100 1.7600 .98995-01 2 107 FREE GLUT ACID (MGfTV) 
11073 110 PLT ~ 9. 9~ 0 3~ .520 1. 0~65 2 110 FREE ALAN INE (MG fTV ) 
11073 111 PLT 6.72.00 10.710 .60811 2 III A-AMINOADIPTC (MGfTV) 
11073 1I~ PLT 22. B90 13.315 .75660 2. 11~ FREE CYSTINf2 (MGfTV) 
M073 115 PLT 23.B30 12.310 1.7BI9 2 115 CYSTATHIONINE (MGfTV) 
11073 12.2 PLT 2.5900 Q.3800 .~6669 2 122 B-NH2-I-BUTYR (MGfTV) 
--
OCT 
SL-3 DAILY ClI~ICAL/ENVIRONHENTAL REPORT 
6, 1973 SLD~ 279 JlN' 279 MO' R+ 11 
~I' ENYIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = .'I~fIO OEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = ~~'I.I' HMHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
1""'''' •• 11 •••. ", CDR tll"f<~"' •• 'iI' •• 1l 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
.. t. ILLNESS/SYMPTOMI PR08LEN 
.,. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
, .. SLEEP DATA 
H f EXERCISE OA TJ\ 
U8 ERG (WATT-HINS) 411 ...... 
LB ERG CWATT-MINS) .HUH 
EVA HWE (KEAL/HR) ••••••• 
EVA DURAT (HRS) If ••••• 
MK.I EX CHINS) •••• ". 
HK. II EX CHINS) 111"'1 
HK. III EX CHINS) "'1"1 
TREADMILL CHiNS) 1.".1, 
OTHER EX CHINS) Ittll'l 
HEIGHT {r J} H .... H 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 67.10 
I" ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) ... ..,.I .. /-I:<I*"U. 
INS/EX? CHEST (eM) Itll"./II,.,.I 
NECK {CM} I''l'i •• 
RT/LT ARM (eM) ••••••• , •••• ". 
RTILT ARM VOL (ec) t.~ ••• I/.lllf.f 
RTllT HAND (FT-LB) ..... U· ... /UIHH 
tEN GRAV MEAS (CM) '''.I''f. 
DEW POINT = ........ DEGC 





. ....... .. 
''''Il''.;11 
Il ..... .. 
.......... 
••••••• 
...... ., .. 
61.00 
•••• 11 •• / ....... . 
..... 11 ... / ....... . 
•• 4 .... iI/ ....... . 
........ / ........ . 
••• f ..... / ... ~ ... .. 
•• .jII ••• 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = •• "'I~ r 
PART. PRES. C02 = "' •• I.V MMHG 
................ HOURS 
. ..... .. 
........... 
. .... ,'" 
• •••••• 
.. ...... . 
.......... 
••••••• 
.... "' .. . 
.. "' ... . 
' ••• 11 •• 
87.80 
....... / ...... . 
.'11."'/" •• ", 
.. ........ . 
. ...... / ..... , . 
. ...... ,/ ... ",. 
,.4 •• '-*/1'.,." 






PlEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-J OCT 6, 1973 SLO< lT9 JLN< 279 1'10'" R+ 11 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
1'1073 13 CDR ~2. 700 9.6667 6.68~0 IS 13 EPINEPHRINE lUG/TV) 
1'1073 125 CDR 1~8.00 IS 1.26 .6Z~~~ 17 IZS WEIGHT (LB S ) 
1'1073 13 SPT ~~.OOO 17.7lT 7.6071 IS 13 EPINEPHRINE (UG/TV) 
1'1073 13 PLT ~~.700 18.020 7.0188 I~ 13 EPINEPHRINE (UG/TV) 
1'1073 '16 PLT S19.00 ~~3.31 10.320 16 ~6 DIET MAGNESIUM (MG) 
1'1110 I SPT 3.9900 ~.~050 .1 ZZ3~ ~ I RBC (MILL/CU 1'11'1) 
MIlO 2 SPT 12.000 I3.~75 .~193Z 'I 2 H8 (G PCT) 
1'1110 6 SPT 37.000 ~1.3H .7S000 ~ 6 HCT (PCT) 
1'1110 7 PLT 2.1000 .87500 .18930 'I 7 RETIC (PCn 
MilO 8 PLT 101.SO '13.725 10.017 'I 8 RETIC NO ,( THOU /CU MM) 
MilO 9 PLT 1. 7000 .87500 .25000 'I 9 RETIC INDEX 
l 
L 
SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRON~NTAL REPORT OCT 7. 1973 SLOt 280 JlNt 280 MO' R+ 12 
.... t_ [NVI RONMENT AL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = ., ••••• DEGC AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = ~ •••• t. MHHG 
"f, MISSION ACTIVITIES 
••• ~DICAL EXPERI~ENTS/DTO 
1.1 ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
.... MEDICATION AND DOSI;~E 
"'1 SLEEP DATA 
'" EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (HATT-HINS) LB ERG (HATT-HINS) 
EVA HWE (KEAL/HR) 
EVA DURAT (HRS) 
HK.I EX (HINS) NK. II EX (HINS) 
HK. III EX (HINS) 
TREADHILL (HINS) OTHER EX (HI NS) 
HEIGHT (r II 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAH) 
• "1.'. 
I -t-il iI iI ... 
••••••• 
.... ,11.' 
-11;' •• 1111 
......... 
.. 111111<1 .. 




••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/HAIST (CH) 
INS/EXP CHEST (CH) NECK (CH) 
RTILT ARM (CH) 
RT/LT ARH VOL (CC) 
RT/LT HAND (FT-LS) CEN GRAV MEAS (CH) 
."t,IHI4j •• 1I 11 "" 
.......... ' ••• 11 •• ' 
•• 1IIIt .. ", 
"111 •••• ,.' •• <11, 
....... / ...... . 
,illl'''''j",.I''", 
.... ~.-I. 
DEW POINT = ••••••• DEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN = .t.t.f. HHHG 
.... iI •••• 
...... lliI 
... ~ ... . 
.... 1 .. .. 
........ 11 
.. ....... .. 
.. ......... . 
....... ill 
•• ,t .... 
........ 
60.70 
........ / ...... ,. 
... tt ••• /." •• ~ •• 
.'ft. •••• 
IIttttt./" ........... . 
., ...... / ........ . 
t-l ... I •• / ••• ..- ••• 
........ 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = ••••••• % PART. PRES. C02 = ........ HHHG 
............ " •• ,. PLT ••••••••••• 1 .... 
.. ....... . 
••• •••• 
........ 
.. ..... .. 
......... 
......... 
... 11 ....... 
.......... 
........ 
.. " ..... 
87.50 
.. ,tI •••• / •••• " •• 
...... " .. / •••••• '11 
........ 
."" ..... / .. " ....... 
.lI'.,.I/II."I" 










PlEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 50 FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-3 OCT 1, 1973 SLO .. 2BO JLN .. 280 JI1D ... R+ 12 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
11073 ~~ COR 179q. a 1,26.9 ~8.980 IT qq DIET PHOSPHORUS (MGl 
11073 ~8 COR 3120.0 21~0.6 322.86 17 q8 WATER INTAKE (i'lL 1 
1'1073 8q CDR 20.0,0 ~0.280 6.5H8 2 8~ FREE ETOHAMINE(MG/TVl 
1'1073 86 CDR 20.630 56.38, 9.892q 2 86 FREE LVSINE (MG/TVl 
1'1073 8B CDR H.510 98.060 q.07Z9 2 88 FREE HISTIDINE (MG/TV 1 
11073 92 CDR 1077.0 1873.6 18q.18 2 92 FREE CREATININ (MG/TVl 
11073 98 CDR 192.97 llq.29 3.1183 2' 98 UREA/IOOO (MG/TV 1 
11073 lao CDR 9.0700 13.~6' 1.2657· 2 lOa FREE ASPART AC (MG/TV) 
11013 11~ CDR 12.q,0 8.95,0 1.1102 2 !l~ FREE CV5TIN/2 (MG/TV) 
1'1073 11, CDR 1,.870 I ~. 3q 0 .2828q-OI 2 115 CVSTATHIOIIINE (MGITV) 
1'1073 116 CDR 9.3100 10.755 .2333, 2 116 rREE METHIONIN (MG/TV) 
11073 117 CDR 6.,300 7.6600 .2QOq2 2 117 FREE ISOLEUCIN (MG/TV) 
1'1073 120 COR 8.3000 Q.73,0 .3323Q 2 120 FREE PHENVLALA (MG lTV) 
1'1073 125 CDR IH .80 1,1.26 .625QQ 17 12, WEIGHT (LBS) 
1'1073 ~I SPT 3251. 0 2687.6 186.0, I, Q I DIET CALORIES (KCAL) 
1'1073 56 SPT 1.951.0 .27,13 .2821Q 15 56 DEHVDROEPIANO (MG/TVI 
1'1073 82 SPT 1.1900 .20667· .18Q~8 3 82 FREE GAB A (MG/TVl 
1'1073 83 SPT ~. 7200 2.5000 .35679 3 83 FREE ORN ITH INE (MG lTV ) 
1'1073 95 SPT 21.890 12.907 I.Q8,Q 3 95 PHOSPHOSERINE (MG/TV) 
1'1073 lOT SPT 1.5100 1.8100 .70000-01 3 107 FREE GLUT ACID (MG/TV) 
1'1013 116 SPT ~.9B00 16.313 2.8121 3 116 FREE METHIONIN (MGITV) 
1'1073 111 SPT 3.1000 6.5700 .69Z82 3 117 FREE ISOLEUCIN (MG/TV) 
1'1073 120 SPT 1~ .170 6.B767 1.9169 3 120 FREE PHENVLALA (MG/TV) 
1'1073 7 PLT '.QOOO 10.200 1. a 139 16 7 URINE CA (MEa/TV) 
1'1073 83 PLT ~ .5900 1.0500 .16971 2 B3 FREE ORNITHINE (MG/TV) 
11073 87 PLT 251.19 132.26 2.7153 2 87 FREE I-CH3-HIS (MG/TV) 
11073 95 PLT 21.620 18.635 .20507 2 95 PH05PHOSERINE (MG/TV) 
11073 96 PLT 13.290 12.580 .15556 2 96 POQ-ETOH-AMINE (MG/TV) 
11073 9T PLT 135.QO 89.500 IQ.368 2 97 FREE TAURINE (MGITV) 
1'1013 101 PLT 2Q .590 18.010 1.5981 2 101 FREE THREONINE (MG/TV) 
MOT3 102 PLT 58.060 ~1.625' .QB789 2 102 FREE SERINE (MG/TV 1 
/1073 10~ PLT 15, .12 rq.030 IB.H2 2 10Q FREE GLUTAMINE (MG/TV 1 
Pl073 107 PLT ,.0100 1.7600 .9B99'-01. 2 107 FREE GLUT ACID (MG/TV 1 
Pl073 110 PLT Q3.380 3Q .520 1.0%5 2 110 F-REE ALANINE (MGfTV 1 
1'1073 113 PLT 8.5000 5.92,0 .36062 2 113 FREE VALINE (MGfTV) 
1'1073 Il~ PLT 16.'QO 13.315 .75660 2 IlQ FREE CVSTINf2 (MG lTV) 
MOT3 120 PLT 23.090 7.7200 I.QQ25 2 120 FREE PHENVLALA (MGfTV) 





SL-3.DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
OCT 8. 1973 SLOt 281 ..JLNI 281 MOil R+ 13 
... ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVO. TEMPERATURE = titt .... OEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = ••••••• MHHG 
ttl MISSION ACTIVITIES 
,ttt •••• I ....... CDR ' ... 1 ............ . 
.... MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
.tt ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
ft. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
iI", SLEEP DATA 
.Uftu ....... HOURS 
•• t EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (WATT-MINS) .1 •••• 4 
La ERG CWATT-H[NSJ .1.1 •• 1 
EVA HWE [KEAL/HR) .......... 
EVA DURAT (HRS) HUHf. 
HK.I EX tHINS} IHI H' 
MK. II EX CHINS} ••••••• 
HK. III EX (HINS-) U-fUH 
TREADMILL CHINS) ••••••• 
OTHER EX CHINS} .,t.t~. 
HEIGHT U' 1l ... H fl .. 
WEI GHT (KILOGRAM! 67.10 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST reH) tl ••••• ' •••• ft. 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM) -fHttilf/-liI",.-ilU 
NECK (eM) ........... 
RT/LT ARM (eN) HUHt'''.-.'''' 
RT/LT ARM VOL (CC] fCtttlt/II'~llt 
RT/LT HAND eFT-LB-] HHUt/ttt !:u .... 
CEN GRAV MEAS (CM) HHUf 
-
DEW POINT = tflttli OEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ttfii~i HMHG 
tiitiil 
ittiltt 
.... I .... il .. 
.... Ittf>l 
.illt .... 
Itll •• 11I 
... t-2lif 
.... fff. 
.. til ....... 
iftttl.;;l 
61.10 
• ••••• f/ .... f.i ••• 
1""ftll/iti .. I..,f 
t'llft./~it'i~t 
f ..... ilii/" ....... . 
• .. ..,illi/iit" .... il 
tiflt ... 
-~--
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = t.illii % 
PART. PRES. C02 = Hiiiii HI1HG 
. ............ 
iii Ii •• 
iifi .. it 






ift ...... i 
iiiltil 
87.70 
I"i".i/.il •• ~~ 
"i .. I'lI./"-f.ilit. 
t"l(iti/i •• i,'" 
.. I1I.-••• / ............ t 
"Iliiii/'.iilfli 
t ..... tfl 
I'1EASUREMENTS GREArER THAN 3 SO FROM THE 
SL-3 OCT 8, 1973 SLD'I' 281 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN 
1'1073 125 CDR IqB.OO 151 .26 
1'1073 12B CDR 8.1000 II. 130 
1'1073 12.7 SPT 21.500 IT. 9 95 
1'1073 129 SPT '1.5000 I. 6Q50 
1'1073 7 PLT 6.6000 10.200 
1'1073 q5 PLT 2Q2.00 315.37 





















URINE NITROGEN (G) 
DIET NITROGEN (G) 
FECAL NITROGEN (G) 
URINE CA (MEQ/TV) 
DIET SODIUM (MG) 









SL-3 DAILY CLINICALtENVIRONHENTAL REPORT 
OCT 9. 1973 SLD" 282 ..JLN' 282 MOl R+ lLJ 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = "I'II~ OEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = .' •••• 1 MHHG 
•• , MISSION ACTIVITIES 
1IU MEDICAL EXPERINENTS/DTO 
'.f ILLNESS/SYHPTOH/PROBL.EM 
H:' MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.... SLEEP DATA 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (HATT-HINS) ....... 
LB ERG (WATT-HINS) HUHf 
EVA Nh'E (KEALtHR) ....... u 
EVA DURAT (HRS) 1111 ••• 
NK. J EX CHINS) ~H'" u 
HK. II EX CHINS) ......... 
HK. III EX (HINS) 'I~"" 
TREADHILL (HINS) '1'1", 
OTHER EX CHINS) " •• 1 •• 
HEIGHT (r I) HUll" 
I-I£IGHT (KILOGRAM) 67.10 
'~t ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) '~III"I'I"II' 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM) •• 1.1'1/ •••• 1,. 
NECK (eM) HUiI"" 
RTILT ARM {eM] -IUH:."U" ..... t 
RTILT ARH VOL (eCl 'I"~.'/I'I"II' 
RTILT HAND eFT-Le) 11tlll'I'I".~'" 
CEN GRAV MEAS (eM) • H •••• 
DEW POINT = ........ DEGC 
f.lART. PRES. OXYGEN = H .... H .. HHHG 
"'1.'1."1''' •• '''' HOURS 




"'I" • .fI.!! 
1111111111" 
1111'''1;(-11 
.. 1 .... 111 
.. ...... 111 
....... ! .. 
61.10 
11 ......... /1 ....... 1 .. 
.......... I/ffll ..... .. 
""ff~"f 
.. "' ........ /1 .. · ....... . 
f ... «f .... / .......... . 
........ «."'/ ........ <1 
...... 1111 ... 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = ............ r 
PART. PRES. C02 = ............ MMHG 
........ ll ................ PLT ....................... .. 
.. •• "11'111 f 
1Iflf ..... 
f" •• I •• 
ill ••••• 
• I ....... ~ 
.. ...... .. 
... 1 .... .. 
..... :1 .... .. 
III ..... .. 
I ......... f 
87.80 
.. flt .. I"/ .. f .. l .. t. 
.. ........ 1/ .... ' ...... 1 
.. I .... f .. .. 
t ..... 1HIII/ .. lf .... I • 
.. I ........ ' .......... . 















I'IEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FRUM THE 
SL-3 OCT 9, 1973 SLO. 282 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN 
1'1073 125 CDR IqS.OO 1>1 .26 
1'1073 13 SPT q'.800 IT.7ZT 
1'1073 2, SPT 9.0000 9. HOO 
1'1073 28 SPT 6.qOOO 7.07,0 
M073 37 SPT 26.000 1,.500 
1'1073 'a SPT q In.o 2659.9 
1'1073 Iq PLT 180.10 62.793 
1'1073 2.1 PLT IQO.OO IH.7' 
MOT3 29 PLT 16.000 11.250 
1'1073 37 PLT 28.000 1,.2,0 
1'1073 39 PLT 132.30 Q8.HO 
1'1110 31 CDR ~z.ooo 36.000 
1'1110 37 CDR 3~. 000 28.000 
MilO 1% CDR 100.00 99'>37 
1'1110 I SP! 3.8600 ~ .~ 0,0 
1'1110 2 SPT 11. 6 00 13.H' 
1'1110 6 SPT 3,.500 ~ 1.37, 
MilO T SPT 2.1000 .1',000 
1'1110 S SPT 81.100 33.07, 
I'1I 10 9 SPT 1.1000 .,7,00 
1'1110 25 SPT 6.~000 1. 07,0 
1'1110 26 SPT 3.7000 ~ .~'OO 
1'1110 7 PLT 2.7000 .87>Oe 
1'1110 8 PLT 126 • 10 ~3. 725 
1'1110 9 PLT 2.0000 .8T,00 
rlllO zz PLT ~.OOOO 1.2,00 
MIIOA 36 SPT 6.7000 5.6150 
I'll lOA 38 SPT 8.8000 9.~'00 
MIIOA '17 SPT 136.00 139.7, 
I'll lOA Q9 SPT 109.00 102.50 
i'1I I oA ~9 PLT 10.700 103.75 
PREFLIGHT I'IEAN 
JLN. 282 rID'" R+ 
SO N 
.62,qq 17 12, 
7.6071 I, 13 
.1~lq9 q 2, 
.18930 q 28 
1.7321 q 37 
31q.80 15 q8 
11.677 15 Iq 
1.8930 ~ 21 
.;;~5'0 ~ 29 
2.9861 ~ 3T 
21.229 ~ 39 
1.~ 1~2 ~ 31 
1.~1~2 Q 3T 
.28723-01 ~ 1~6 
.12Z3~ ~ 1 
.'11932 ~ 2. 
.75000 ~ 6 
.17321 ~ 7 
8. O,~ I ~ 8 
.15000 ~ 9 
.IB930 II 2, 
.23BO, ~ 26 
.18930 'I T 
10.017 ~ 8 
.25000 ~ 9 
SOOOO ~ 22 
.26300 ~ 216 
.12910 Q 218 
• 95T~ 3 ~ 227 
1.2910 ~ 229 




BLOOD CA (MG/L) 
TOTAL PLASMA PROT (G() 
INSULIN CUU/ML) 
WATER INTAKE (i'lL) 
NOREPINEPHRIN CUG/TV) 
BLOOD riA (MED/L) 
PARATHORMOfIE (PGII'IL) 
INSULIN CUU /ML ) 
nCTH (PG /ML ) 
LIPO AI (PCT) 
LDH I (PCT) 
SPG9 (PCT) 
RBC (MILL/CU MM) 
HB (G PCT) 
HCT (PCT) 
RETIC (PCT) 
RETIC NO (THOU/CU MM) 
RETIC INDEX 
TSP (G peT) 
ALB (G PCT) 
RErrc (peT) 
RETIC NO (THOU/CU 1'11'1) 
RETIC INDEX 
EO (PCT) 
URIC Acro (MG/OL) 
















SL-3 DAlLy CLlNICAL/EtlVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
OCT 10. 1973 SLD' 283 JLN' 283 MD' R. 15 
'" ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEHPERATURE : , •••••• DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE ~ t .. t, ••• HHHG 
.. , tIlSSION ACTIVITIES 
114fe ••••••••• ,. COR ., ••• ,., •••••• 
, .. t1E:OICAL EXPER1~.e:NTS/DTO 
4 •• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
.. I' f-'.EO I CAT 1 D:l AND DOSAGE 
... SlEEP DATA 
41. EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (WATT-MINS) ... IiH, 
LB ERG (l-lArT-MINS) tg",,,,. 
EVA HWE U<EAL/HRl <;, ••••• 
EVA DURAT (HRS) ••••••• 
HK~I EX CnrNS) ••• , •• , 
HK. I I EX tHINSl HI CII u, 
HK. III EX CHINS) •••• c~. 
TREADMILL CHiNS) ••• ".~ 
OTHER EX CHINS} ,., •••• 
HEIGHT (r U • u .... 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 67.~0 
.,. ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAfST (eM) .tl ..... /al.~ ••• 
INS/EXP CHEST [CHI "I.'C'~/""'.' 
NECK CCH) .. I ..... 8 f 
RT/LT ARM (eN) .. "Htt" .......... 
RTILT ARM VOL (ec) .~.".I/.,'.' •• 
RT/LT HAND CFT-LBl .1I1.tf.I •••••• ~ 
CEH GRAY HE'AS (CM) I U H H-
DEW POINT = •• 111., OEGC 
PART~ PRES. OXYGEN: "~'4" MHHG 
;r.,'J'''~ 
"11111"'. 
" , ... , 
........ 
-\114 .... ". 
'" 11"· • .- \I 
tI'."'f 
III •• I • 




.~" •• a'/ •• I"I' 
"'1"'/'1'4." 
111'''''/1",1'. 
.... tI •••• / •••• , ... 
• " ••• t 
RELATIVE HUI'';iOlTY : ""Ie, r 
PART. PRES. C02 = .t"'I' HHHG 
a.~~I'I"'I' HOURS 
.. , .... , 
I.",." 
1'",,'1 
.. ••• ''11 
Ilel •• , 
I ••• e •• 
lI'te .... 
.... , .. 
• ... t ••• 
• •• , ... 1 
88.10 
.'11.'''/'''.'14 
.1 •• 1.'/1111 ••• 
••••• 'I • 
, ...... , ...... ,. 
f".,I.,".I' •• 1 
.""1,,11111'. 
•• I •••• 
I'IEAsUREMENTs GREATER THAN 3 sD FROM THE 
SL-3 OCT 10, 19T3 SLD. 283 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN 
PlO13 125 COR 1~8 .50 1>1 .26 
!'lOTJ I~ SPT 89.700 5~ .173 
1'1073 123 SPT 12.600 3.152~ 
1'1013 128 SPT 19.900 12.925 










pm .. R+ 15 
125 WEIGHT (LBs) 
I~ NOREPINEPHRIN (UG/TV) 
123 FECAL NA (MEa) 
128 URINE NITROGEN (G) 





Sl-3 DAllY ClINICAl/ENV1RONHENTAl REPORT 
OCT J I. 1973 SLOt 284 JLN' 284 MO- R+ 16 
III ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = ~(I'II. DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = .,.1.1. MHHG 
'.1 MISSION ACTIVITIES 
,.".,.,11<11441. CDR f' •• ' ••••••••• 
... MED I CAL EXPERI HENTS/DTO 
III ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
fIt MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.,,, SLEEP DATA 
1.,.I"'.lfl HOURS 
'I' EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG CWATT-MIN51 11111<11 
La ERG (WATT-HINS) 'I.Ifl' 
EVA HHE (KEAL/HR) .,", •• 
EVA DURAT CHRS) "1111, 
HK.I EX CHINS} I""" 
HK. II EX nUNS] HU." 
HK. III EX CHINS) 1111". 
TREADMtLL CHINS) .. u.tiI 
OTHER EX tHINS) ."'11". 
HEIGHT rr II .ft'HI 
Il£IGHT (KILOGRAtII 67.60 
HI ANTHROPONETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST rem ....... '1' •• 414 •• 
INS/EXP CHEST (CH) II""'/ttll'" 
h'ECK (CM) " ••••• 
RT/LT ARM reN) "'111,/'1""1 
RTILT ARM VOL (eel fit.ll.'lel.I'. 
RTILT HAND (FT-L81 HileC""'.il", 
eEN GRAV MEAS (CM) ••••••• 
DE~ POINT = •• ".,. OEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = •• , I" 1 f1HHG 
f",II".'fI.I,.1 srT ......... , ••••••• 
.1"".""" HOURS 
'1IIIiI' 
• ".1 •• 
I' ••• 'f 
1111'11 
l.al.11 
.. I , •• , • 
.11'1.' 




.,1' •• 1' ....... .. 
.. f' •• ":"' •• I ••• 
f • I , .... 
".II"'.II~ •• ' 
Ifll ...... ' ••••••• 
la ...... 'I ...... . 
1'1 I I •• 
---~ .. --". , 
RELATIVE HUHIDITY = .11111' r 
PART. PRES. C02 = .'1.'.1 HHHG 





III ••• 'I • 
~.~I.t. 
I'.' '4 • 
.« • I , I I 




1,'lit., •••• ". 
"it'.I"".t ••• t.,II.' 
It' •• 1 tIff ••••• 





I'IEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-3 OCT 11, 1913 SLD¥ 28'1 JLN¥ 28" MD¥- R+ 16 
EXPT I!'IEAS rlAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
Plll1 26 CDR 11'1.20 99.%'1 ..... 61 .. 7 26 SSP-REST (MM HG) 
1'1171 .... CDR 13.060 12.105 .21577 2 .... CARD OUT-LEV 3 (LIMIN) 
1'1171 56 CDR I ... 118 12.381 .39336 2 56 CO ' 2. L V02 
1'1171 58 CDR 12.500 11.063 .3'16 32 Z 58 CD ' 1 .. 0 HR 
1'1171 71 CDR 13.568 15.365 .80188-01 2 71 AV02 ' 1 .. 0 HR 
1'1171 122 CDR 35.601 25.568 .93105 6 122 MUSCULAR EFFICIENCY 50'-15 
1'1171 123 CDR .853 .. 2 .72333 .30TT8-01 5 123 RER 0-25 
11171 1"5 COR 90.150 31.599 17 .371 .. 1 .. 5 PP IV02 25-50 
1'1171 27 SPT 15".00 165.1'1 3 ..... 86 7 21 SBP-LEVEL I (1'11'1 HG) 
1'1171 .. 0 SPT 110.33 128.33 5 ... 32 .. 6 .. 0 MAP-RECOVERY 011'1 HG) 
/1111 "2 SPT 8.3100 9.'1583 .31 .. 82 3 "2 CARD OUT-LEV I (LlI'IIN) 
1'1171 51 SPT 1.8660 2.2316 .55112-01 7 51 VOl ' 160 HR 
1'1111 52 SPT 1'>31'1 I. 8185 .'13065-01 7 52 VOL' 1 .. 0 HR 
1'1171 67 SPT 16 .353 12.817 .85683 3 67 AVOl ' l L V02 
1'1171 92 SPT 19.1'13 91.'160 3.'1322 3 9Z STROKE VOL-LEV I CC 
/1171 13" SPT 76.018 ",.7 .. 5 8.99,6 .. 13 .. HR/V02 50-75 
/II TI 1>1 SPT 22.718 8.1017 1.5185 2 lSI HRICO 2,-50 
1'1171 IS .. SPT 2.1788 6.5863 ... 1659 2. 15'1 CO/V02 25-50 
Mon II CDR ,0.391 59.289 1.9"61 6 II DIASTOLIC SP (CONTROL) 
1'1092 12 CDR 'I8 ... ,B 61.1,6 1.'1'1"9 6 12 DIASTOLIC SP (-30 ) 
1'1092 13 C~R 50.'lT3 61. 791 1.7113 6 13 DIASTOLIC BP (-'10 ) 
1'I0n 15 CDR 'IT.035 60.716 1.8215 6 15 DIASTOLIC SP (RECOVERY) 
Mon 16 CDR 61.535 68.312 2.1996 6 16 MEAN 8P (CONTROL) 
1'1092 17 CDR 59 ... 13 69.10j 1.1'132 6 17 MEAN BP (-30) 
Mon 18 CDR 61.115 £9.'1'13 1.5931 6 18 MEAN 8P (-"0) 
1'1092 20 CDR 6 0 .18'1 70.216 1.9029 6 20 MEAN 8P (RECOVERY) 
/1092 21 CDR 33."33 27.068 1.5621 6 21 PULSE PRESSURE (CONTROL) 
1'1092 22 CDR 32.865 23.83, 2.7835 6 22 PULSE PRESSURE (-30) 
1'1092 23 CDR 31. 921 22.939 2.'151'1 6 23 PULSE PRESSURE (-'10) 
/1092 25 CDR 39.'1qr 28.,03 2.07'12 6 25 PULSE PRESSURE (RECOVERY) 
1'1092 2T CDR 2."100 I. 3661 .2Q 889 6 21 PLVC EOP (-30) 
1'1092 28 COR 3.2'100 2.0600 .35066 6 26 PLVC EOP (-'10) 
1'1092 III CDR .117,0 .62161-01 .9,"02-02 'I III PLVC/LBNP 8-16 
1'1092 112 CDR .10786 '>1321-01 .9 ..... 8-02 'I 112 PLVC/LBlJP 16-30 
1'1092 110 SPT -.20000-01 .87,00-02 .,'1'166-02 , 110 PLVC/LBNP 0-8 
1'1092 173 SPT .206'11 .1'1032 .9,391-02 , 173 P MAX MAG (-qO) 
1'1092 IH SPT .2'1198 .15611 .lqr97-0 1 5 17 .. P MAX MAG (-50) 
1'1092 178 SPT -36.535 -28.'162 2.'1890 5 178 P MAX AZ (-'10) 
1'1092 179 SPT -'1'1.009 -30.350 3.7028 5 179 P MAX AZ (-50) 
1'1092 2'1 FLT 50.901 '11.856 2.8916 5 2" PULSE PRESSURE (-50 ) 
1'1092 28 PLT 3.7000 2.!>500 .335'18 5 28 PLVC EOP (-'10) 
1'1092 29 PLT '1.1200 3.7025 .31679 .. 29 PLVC EOP (-50) 
Mon liS" PLT .ZHq6 -1.2155 .37527 ~ 115 HR/PLVC 0-30 
/1092A 1 CDR '1.326, 3.8682 .13337 6 187 CRS-E CIRe (-30 I 
/l09ZA B CDR ~.21~9 3.7951 .11311 6 18B CRS-E CIRC (-40 I 
M092A 9 C!JFi ': .27B6 3. Bq 31 .77698-01 6 IB9 QRS··E crRC (-50) 
MonA 10 cnn '1.5629 q.OB% .12409 6 190 CRS-E CIRC (RECOVERV) 
M092A 1 ! CDR 1.1095 .BB003 .'16560-01 6 191 QRS-E AREA (CONTROL) 
MonA 12 CDR 1.0337 .80500 .53625-01 6 192 QRS-E AREA (-30) 
MonA 13 CDR I .056 0 .8002.5 .5B723-0 1 6 193 QRS-E AREA (-'10) 
~. 
~ _____________________ ~ .. _~ .. .• ___ " .... c .... ' ..... __ 
~EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-3 OCT 11, 1973 SLD4 28~ JLN4 28~ MDlf R+ 16 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N MOnA 1~ CDR 1.11T1 .8~2~2 .59339-01 6 19~ QnS-E AREA (-50) M09ZA 15 CDR 1.1136 • 8880~ .~0~99-01 6 195 QRS-E AREA (RECOVERY) M09ZA 18 CDR .11558 • I ~2~7 .6 12~ 9-02 6 198 QRS-E DEPTH (-~ 0 ) M092A 22 COR 1.5083 1.2815 .72020-01 6 202 DRS MAX MAG (-30) MonA 25 CDR 1.6122 I. 3850 .62213-01 6 205 DRS MAX MAG (RECOVERY) M09ZA 6~ CDR 2~.~52 18.573 I. 665~ 6 2~~ 5T MAX EL (-50) 1I09ZA 138 CDR 18.000 7.2667 • 7~207 6 318 HOURS OF SLEEP M09ZA I~ I COR 5~. 000 65.333 2.309~ 3 321 CLINICAL DBP MonA 163 CDR ~~. 823 59.H~ 3.0312 6 3~3 DIASTOLIC BP (-B) M09ZA 16~ CDR ~5.016 61.386 2.7115 6 3~~ DIASTOLIC BP (- I 6 ) M092A 165 CDR 57 .~ 06 68.~55 2.B399 6 3~5 MEAN SP (-B) M092A 166 CDR 57.1~~ 69.53q I. 7572 6 3~6 MEAN SP (-16 ) M09ZA 16T CDR 37.750 26 • 9~ 3 1.5H9 6 3~7 PULSE PRESS (-B) MonA 168 CDR 36.38~ 2~.~~~ 3.8622 6 3~8 PULSE PRESS (- 16 ) M092A ~2 SPT .65~32-0 1 .!i1708-01 .~~ 173-02 5 222 ST-E AREA (-30) M092A ~~ SPT .>3396-01 .~2.980-0 I .2~~38-02. 5 2.2.~ ST-E AREA (-50) M~92.A GI SPT 13.315 8.2651 I.~8n 5 2~ I ST MAX EL (CD/HROL) M nA 63 SPT 1T.615 9.7951 I. 621 B 5 2~3 ST MAX EL (-~O) MonA 6~ SPT 18.290 10.2TI 1.6H6 5 2~~ ST MAX EL (-50) M nA 65 SPT 13. H9 7.5292 1.5528 5 2.~5 5T MAX EL (RECOVERY) MonA 88 5PT 10.~82 6.819~ .930~8 5 268 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~Ol MonA 89 SPT 12..181 7.5%7 I. J9~3 5 269 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) MonA 126 SPT 13~ • BO 136.~0 .~ IB33 5 306 WEIGHT MonA 128 SPT 13.000 13.676 .20B8B 5 308 R CALF CIRC MonA 136 SPT 5.0000 1.1500 .651n 5 316 HOURS SINCE LAST MEAL M092A I ~ I SPT 60.000 70.000 2.0000 3 321 CLINICAL DBP M092A 169 SPT -.16000 .70000-01 .~3589-01 5 3~9 PLVC EOP (-B) M092A 6T PLT .5970~-01 .66297-01 .19~39-02 5 2~7 J MAG (-30) M092A GB PLT • 6 OB5~-0 1 .73IH-OI • 3~32T-02 5 2~B JI1AG(-~0) M09ZA 69 PL.T .63590-01 .77092-0 I .3~B06-02 5 2H J MAG (-50 I M092A 76 PLT I I. B~ 0 lB. 151 2.0938 5 256 J EL (CONTROLl MonA 136 PLT 5.3000 1.9500 • 9~ 6 Oq 5 316 HOURS SINCE LAST MEAL 1'1073 125 CDR 1~9.00 1.5 I. 26 .625~~ 17 125 WEIGHT (LBS I 1'1110 7 CDR I.BOOO .72500 .18930 ~ 7 RETIC (PCll 1'1110 8 CDR 79.600 33 .~25 T.5B61 ~ 8 RETIC NO (THOU/CU MM) 1'1110 9 COR 1.2000 .!i15 00 • IT078 ~ 9 RETIC INOEX 11110 I SPT 3.8500 ~.~050 • 1223~ ~ I RBC (MILLICU 1'11'1 ) MIlO 2 SPT 12.100 13.H5 .~1932. ~ 2 HB (G PCrl MIlO 6 SPT 37.500 ~1.375 .75000 ~ 6 HCT (PCT) MilO 7 SPT 2.5000 .75000 .IT321 ~ 7 RETIC (PCrl 1'1110 8 SPT 96.300 33.075 B.05~1 ~ B RETIC ND (THOU/CU MM I 1'1110 9 SPT 1.5000 .57500 .1,000 ~ 9 RETIC INOEX 1'1110 7 PLT 3.~000 .B7500 .18930 ~ 7 RETIC (PCrl 1'1110 B PlT 1" • 70 ~3. T25 10.OIT ~ 8 RETI" NO (THOU/CU MM) 1'1110 9 PLT 2.6000 • B 7500 .2,000 ~ 9 n!:TlC INDEX 
-I 
SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
OCT 12. 1973 SLOt 285 JLN' 295 HOI R+ 17 
~ •• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVO. TEMPERATURE = 1 ••• 1'1 DEac 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = " ••• 1' NHHG 
1.1 HISSION ACTIVITIES 
... NEOICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
III JLLNESS/SYMPTOH/PR08LEt-1 
<I 111 ~tE:Dt CAT! ON AND DOSAGE 
it. SLEEP DATA 
'1' EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (WATT-HINSl ••• tll.1 
L8 ERG (HATT-~IINS) '.HiI •• 
EVA NNE (KEAL/HRl I."", 
EVA DURAT (HRS) 1.,11iI1 
HK.I EX tHINS) 4111111 
HK. 11 EX (HINS) HJI ...... 
HK. III EX (HINS) ••••••• 
TREADMILL CHINS} ••••••• 
OTHER EX CHINS) ••••••• 
HEIGHT (il) ••••• '1 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 67.50 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) 4HU.'/U'lfIU 
INS/EX? CH~ST (eM] ~~~4G'i/I""i' 
NECK (CM] IIUU. 
RT/LT ARM (cm .U •••• /"'UH 
RT/LT ARM VOL (eCl 'HHH/Hlilt' 
RT/LT HAND (fT-L8] ~~'~"'/i'~I'11 
CEN GRAV MEAS (eM] • -4 H •• i 
DEW POiNT = 1IIIIII DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN :=. i""'11 MNHG 






I ...... . 
....... '11 
". ..... I • 
.......... 
60.80 
.i ..... / ...... . 
•••••• ".i ••••• 
i ••• , I" 
'.'11 •• / ••••••• 
.'.1.,,1)/ ••• (, •• 
'~' •• './ •• "t~~. 
"I" • I .... 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY; ....... i r 
PART. PRES. C02 = ... H • •• HHHG 
•• ilil •• 
~."'II 
.'.11 •• 









• •• 11.'.1/ •••• "-1. 
.~' ....... 
."'.'1/,"'.'1 
ti, ••• t/tl't"" 
'.'I.I'llt •••• 1 




nEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE 
SL-3 OCT I L, 1973 SLD. Z85 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE /lEAN 
nOTl 81 COR Z.6500 .20000 
1'I0Tl 8Z CDR 1.6)00 .5~500 
n073 83 CDR 3.2000 .S8000 
nOTl 86 CDR 22.710 56.385 
/1073 88 CDR 67.~~0 98.060 
/1073 98 CDR 137.~~ 1I~.Z9 
1'1073 115 CDR 20.850 !~ .3~ 0 
Mon 117 CDR 3.1200 T .6600 
1'1013 IZO CDR 7.9300 ~. 7350 
1'1073 125 CDR 1~8.80 151. 26 
1'1013 81 SPT 7.2~00 2. \1 00 
1'1073 82 SPT 1.~700 .20667 
Mon 83 SPT !>. 8~ 00 2.')000 
11073 87 SPT 25~. 30 119.21 
1'1073 100 SPT 9.9900 11.893 
Mon 101 SPT 12.190 23.22.0 
1'1073 10~ SPT 59.300 89.~ 05 
Mon lOT SPT 2.1600 1.8100 
1'1013 1I~ SPT 1.5900 23.910 
1'1073 117 SPT 3.9000 6.HOO 
/1073 II PLT 2911.0 2%~.~ 
Mon 19 PLT 105.90 62.793 
1'I0T3 18 PLT .00000 T .6250 
1'1073 ~6 PLT 5IT.00 ~9 3.31 
1'I0T3 83 PLT 5.HOO 1. 0500 
110T3 8~ PLT T3.230 52.200 
1'1073 8T PLT ~63.6T 132.26 
MOT3 88 PLT 136.-'15 TO.975 
1'1073 89 PLT 266.13 119.92 
MOT3 92 PLT ~2~5 .2 2~85.8 
MOT3 9~ PLT 8.2TOO Q.7750 
rlOT3 95 PLT 20.800 18.635 
11073 96 PLT 11.090 12.580 
1'1013 9T PLT 176.~9 89.s00 
110T3 102 PLT 96.610 ~1.625 
11073 lOT PLT 3.Q900 1.7600 
M073 110 PLT 38.~~0 3~ .520 
MOT3 113 PLT T .~800 5.92,0 
MOT3 119 PLT 19.290 13.315 
P REFLIG HT MEAN 





9. 892~ 2 
~.OTZ9 2 











































































FREE OH-L VS WE (MG lTV ) 
FREE GA8A (MG/TV) 
FREE ORNITHINE (MG/TV) 
FREE LVSINE (I'1G/TV) 
FREE HISTIDINE (MG/TV) 
UREAIJOOO (I'1G/TV) 
CVSTATHIONINE (MG/TV) 
FREE ISOLEUCIN (MG/TV) 
FREE PHENVLALA (MG/TV) 
WEIGHT (L8S) 
rREE OH-LVSINE (MG/TV) 
FREE GA8A (MG/TV) 
FREE ORN ITH WE (MG lTV ) 
FREE I-CH3-H I S (MG lTV) 
FREE ASPART AC (MG lTV) 
FREE THREONINE (MG/TV) 
FREE GLUTAMINE (MG/TV) 
FREE GLUT ACID (MG/TV) 
FREE CVSTIN/2 (MG/TV) 
FREE ISOLEUCIN (MGITV) 
URINE CREAT (MG/TV) 
NOREPINEPHRIN CUG/TV) 
IT-OH-CORT CMG/TV) 
DIET MAGNES IUM (MG) 
FREE ORNITHINE (rlG/TV) 
FREE ETOHAM INE (MG lTV) 
FREE l-CH3-H I 5 (MG lTV) 
FREE HISTIDINE CMG/TV l 
FREE 3-CH3-HIS (MG/TV) 
FREE CREATININ (MG/TV) 
FREE ARGININE (MG/TV) 
PHDSPHOSERINE (MG/TVl 
PDq-ETDH-AMINE (MG/TV) 
FREE TAURINE (MG/TV) 
FREE SERINE (MG/TV) 
FREE GLUT ACID (MG/TV l 
FREE ALANINE (MG/TV) 
FREE VALINE (MGfTV) 








SL-3 DAllY ClINICAL/ENVIRONHSNTAL REPORT 
OCT 13. 1973 SLD" 286 JLN* 286 HOt! R+ 18 
.I ... ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = ••••••• DEaC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = ••••••• HHHG 
••• HiSSiON ACTIVITIES 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DIO 
1'" ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
.I,. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
f U SLEEP DATA 
............. 1 HOURS 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG CHATT-HiNSl ••••••• 
LB ERG (WATT-HINS) ••••••• 
EVA H~E (KEALlHRl HHU!! 
EVA DURAT (HRS) ••••••• 
HK.I EX tHINS) ....... . 
HK. II EX CHINS) •• H ..... 
HK. III EX tHINS) tlUH .. 
TREADMILL tHINS) ........ . 
OTHER EX CHINS) ••••••• 
HEI GHT (r 11 tI <II ..... 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) ••••••• 
.. II ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eN) I .......... ' •• UHI 
INS/EXP-CHEST (CM) ......... , .... , ••• 
NECK (em U.Uti 
RTILT ARM (CH) ........ , ...... ,. 
RTILT ARM VOL reCl ~~tl~~t'I.II •• 1 
RT/LT HAND rfT-LSI II.'I··/fl ••••• 
CEN GRAV HEAS {CMI HIH ... 
DEW POINT = '11"" DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ~t"'" HHHG 






1 ••• 1 ... 
I'~l". 







1001.llt/tl •• IHI. 
•• ' ... t'/ .. ~ ... •••• 
.fl ....... ' ...... I •• 
4'".liI .. 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = '1""." I 
PART. PRES. C02 = ........ HMHG 
••• ~ •• ~I.II .. HOURS 
'1"'1"1 
'II"" -A' 'i 
I •• t .... 
••• <I ••• 
."1.11' 
I ........ . 
. ... , .. . 
,,,,,,.,, 
1 ... 11.1 
"1'1'" 
IIII'''-C 
.... I'.I .. I·I .. '~ •• 
''''f'c·/''I·'·~·~ 
"I.",." 
,11 ....... / 11 .. 11 .,; 
·~·'·'·I·'I~t~1 
1<1 ... ' •• / ....... . 
' ••• 11'11 
b 
SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
OCT 15. 1973 SLOt 288 JLNl 288 HO' R+ 20 
'1. ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = •••• c.e OEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = ~,~ •••• HHHG 
••• ~lSSlON ACTIVITIES 
te. MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OrO 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
t •• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.iIt SLEEP DATA 
•• ~ EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (WATT-HiNS) .H .... 
La ERG (HATT-HINSI ••••••• 
EVA HWE (KEAL/HRl .1f •••• 
EVA DURAT (HRS) .~ ••••• 
MK.I EX CHINS) ••••••• 
HK. 11 EX (HINS) •• , •••• 
HK. III EX CHINS) •• , ••• ~ 
TREADMILL CHINS) ••••••• 
OTHER EX CMiNS) ••••••• 
f£IGHT cr U 'HUH 
~lGHT (KILOGRAM) ••••••• 
ilU ANTHROPOMETRIC DAT,A 
HIP/WAIST (eM) •• C •••• , ••••••• 
INS/EX? CHEST (CH) ••••••• , ••••••• 
NECK (eM) ........... 
RTILT ARM (eN; .. 4 •••• ' ..... , •• 
RT/LT ARM VOL (ec) ••••••• , ••••••• 
ATILT HAND eFT-Le) ••••••• , •••••• ~ 
CEN GRAV HEAS (eM) ••••••• 
DEW POINT: ••••••• DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ••••• ~. HMHG 
••••••••••••••• SPT ~ •••••••••• I •• 
••••• ,. •••• ,.. HOURS 
. ... ,.,.,. 
,. .. ,. .. . 




•• I ••• I 
. ...... . 
•••• 1 •• 
......... 
......... 
. .. tl.,.., •...••• 
. ...... , ..... .,. 
••••••• 
.41 ...•• ' •. -11 •••• 
• ....... , ........ 11 
........ , ...... . 
• •••••• 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = ••••••• % 
PART. PRES. C02 = ••••••• MHHG 
• ••••••••••• 11 •• PLT 111,,1,1.11.1. 
•• "~1'1"" HOURS 
1111"'" 
.lI •••••• 





• • .a."HI 
..4 ...• 
........ 
. ...... .. 
. ...... , ...... . 
. ...... , ........ . 
• •••••• 
• •••••• ' ••• 11 ••• 
••• -Il ••• / ••••• 4. 
,.., .... , ...... . 
.,. ..... . 
_ ............ ·_ ..... l-_ .. 
1 
MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-3 OCT 15. 19T3 SLO< l88 JLN- 288 1'10< R+ 20 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
11110 7 CDR 2.0000 • T2500 .18930 ~ T RETIe 
( peT) 
11110 8 CDR 87.600 33.~25 T.,B61 ~ 8 RETIC NO (THOU/eu 1'11'1 ) 
1'1110 9 CDR 1.3000 .57500 .1707B ~ 9 RETIe INDEX 
MilO 79 CDR 133 I. 0 1601.0 56.007 3 79 PL IGG (MG peT) 
1'1110 6 SPT 39.000· ~ 1.375 .7,000 ~ 6 HeT (peT) 
MilO 7 SPT I.BOOO .7,000 .17321 ~ 7 RETIe (peT) j MilO 8 SPT 7~.200 33.01, B.O'~I ~ 8 RETle NO (THOU/eu MM) 1'1110 9 SPT 1.2000 .5T500 .15000 ~ 9 RETIC INDEX 
1'1110 1~5 SPT 9~ .820 98.3,5 .99000 ~ 1~5 SPGB (peT) 
1'1110 1~6 SPT 9B.910 99.6~B .23'~2 ~ 1% SPG9 (PCT) 
MilO 1 PLT 1.9000 .B7500 .IB930 ~ 7 nETIC (peT) 
MilO B PLT 90.600 ~3. 725 10.017 ~ B RETle NO (THOU leu MM) 
MilO 13 PLT .21600+06 • I B225+06 8500.0 ~ 13 PLAT (/CU MM) 
1'1110 12 PLT 123.00 102.61 6.506'1 3 72 PL AI GLVCO
 (MG PCT) 
1'1110 7~ PLT 63.000 BT.OOO 6.0000 3 T~ PL e3 (MG peT) 
MilO 139 PLT .10000-02 .50500 .9B~B9-01 ~ 139 SPG2 (peT) 




SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
OCT 16. 1973 SLD~ 289 .JLN' 289 MO" R+ 21 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE; •••• 11. DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = III •••• NHHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
"'" MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEH 
HI.. MED I CATION AND DOSAGE 
... SLEEP DATA 
~ •• EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (HATT-MINS) ........ u 
La ERG (WAT.T-MINS) UUIU 
EVA HWE (KEAL/HRl ..... *'1 .. 
EVA DURAT (HRS) 1.1," •• 
HK.I EX CMINS) UilUH 
HK. 11 EX (tilNS) .HU"" 
HK. III EX CHINS) ,.""'" 
TREADMILL (MINS) tf ....... 
OTHER EX CHINS) ••••••• 
f£IGHT C'" J) IUUH 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 68.90 
iI'f ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) .... u ... I ... "! ...... 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM) ••••••• / ••••••• 
NECK (eM) ........ u 
RTILT ARM (CM) •••••• ,/ ••••••• 
RTILT ARM VOL eec) ......... , ... U .... 
RTILT HAND eFT-Le) ••••••• , •• A~ ••• 
eEN GRAV HEAS [CI1) .. HH .... 
DEW POINT = ...... a .. DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ............ * HMHG 
a'lI'lI"'''iI 
iI ...... . 
-t ...... .. 
"."".-11 .. 
......... 
"I ••• t .. 
.. II ....... 




• ''111 •• , ........ .. 
•• a ..... ' .......... .. 
'I ....... ,..., ........ . 
"' •• ,.. ••• ,*.".,.. •• 
,.. .. ,.. .... , ......... . 
...... ,... 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = ••• 1 ••• % 
PART. PRES. C02 = .''' .... t HHHG 
I 1 ...... -1 
"ei •••• , 
. ....... . 
.. ...... . 
"fl ..... . 
• .... ,a,. 
11;11"-11-114 




.<1 ••• ""«1*1.11 • 
.* ...... ' ... ,.,.. . 
' •••• a"lII ••• I*" 
···.·,.' ...... 1. 









SL-3 DAllY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
OCT 17. 1973 SLOt 290 JLNI 290 HD~ R+ 22 
I" ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE : IIIIII~ DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = '111111 HMHG 
••• HISSION ACTIVITIES 
1'lflll~1111111 COR 1111111111"'1 
.••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
Idl ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
III MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
Itill SLEEP DATA 
III EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (WATT-HINS) -It ......... 
LB ERG n-lATT-HINS) HHtlH 
EVA HHE (KEAL/HRl 111'1'1 
EVA DURAl (HRS) Itll'l. 
HK.J EX CHINS) IIIIIII 
HK. n EX CHINSl ......... 
NK. III EX CHINS) 'l'lt'l 
TREADMILL CHINS) 11111+l 
OTHER EX CHINS} IIIIIII 
HEIGHT (r IJ ............ 
WEIGHT (KilOGRAM) 68.70 
It I ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM] fitltliHIil/.,(HlCHI 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM) , ....... / ...... '1 
NECK (eM) " .... ill* 
RTILT ARH (eM) 4"tt" •• ' •• '''II. 
'RTllT ARM VOL (ec) ........ , ••••••• 
RT/LT HAND CFT-LE) ''''.''''.'1 ..... * .. CEN GRAV HEAS (eM) , ........ . 
OEH POINT = 1111.1. OEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = II I'" 1-41 HMHG 
1111111111.1 HOURS 









1111 •• 1 
62.00 
........ 4.' ........ . 
. " ... , ... / ........ . 
11 ........ .. 
• ...... 11.' ...... 11 ... 
.. ....... ,/ .... , .. ". 
'lIlIlI ..... '.II .... '1 .. 
~ .... I f /I .. 
RELATIVE HUHIDITY = ."""1'4 r 
PART. PRES. C02 = ••••••• HMHG 
,..f ........ , ..... HOURS 
• ••• t •• 
f.iI.5 ... . 
CillHliI .. . 






. .. , ...... 
........... 
iI ...... 't/' •• "tilii 
........ 't/ .. 1I1 ..... 
.'it'tI' ... 
...1 .. 11 .. '/11 ........ ' 
.. •• II.-'f./.' ..... tI .. 
Itl."."'''I;I'I •• '' 
·""1IiI .. 1 
1 , 
----
SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
ocr 18. 1973 SLO* 291 ..JLNii 291 MOil R+ 23 
.... ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = •• t •••• DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE ~ ••••••• HHHG 
••• HISSION ACTIVITIES 
H' MEDICAL EXPERIMEUTS/DTO 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PR08LEM 
Itt MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.... SLEEP DATA 
....... <HI ....... HOURS 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (WATT-HINS) "HUH 
L8 ERG (WATT-MINS) ......... .... 
EVA HHE (KEAL/HR) ......... . 
EVA DURAT (HRS) .'.I.~. 
HK.I EX (HINS) ••••••• 
HK. II EX CHINS) -iii.,.. ........ 
HK. III EX CHINS) ••••• ~. 
TREADHILL (HINS) u .... " ..... 
OTHER EX CHINS) HUH. 
HEIGHT cr Il .......... 
IlEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 68.50 
.t. ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) ••••••• I •••• t •• 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM) .......... /u ... u. 
NECK (eM) .. <11-1 .. .. 
RTILT ARM (eM]- .......... , .......... .. 
RTILT ARM VOL eec) ........ , ...... .. 
RTILT HAND eFT-La) •• f .... ~/ ......... . 
eEN GRAV MEAS (eM) HUU. 
DEW POINT = ••••• ~. DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ••••••• MHHG 
.... 11 ... -...... ~..... SPT ......... ,; ........ . 
............. -... HOURS 
.. ~ ...... .. 
...... t-If .. . 
.... ~..a .. .. 
........... 
... "."11.1 






............ , ........... .. 
C .. iI ...... ·' .... ~ii .. .. 
... ., ........ 
. ..... .,., ........ " .. 
...... "",f: ..... -Il .. .. 
............ -t ... d ."' .. .. 
.... "11<1" .. 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY ~ ........... % 
PART. PRES. C02 = ••••••• MHHG 
........ 
..,,It ••• 
" ...... .. 
. ....... .. 
.. ...... .. 
..Il ...... .. 
11 ... '11 ... . 
.." ... "'-
"' ........ . 
• ... * .... . 
'I •• """" 
. ........... 'f .......... . 
.. ......... , .......... . 
.. ....... . 
.. ..... "' ... ,'11 .. _ ..... .. 
..· ...... tI/ ......... .. 
• .. f! ..... , ......... . 






SL-3 DAILY CLINIC~L/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
OCT 19. 1973 SLO' 292 JLN' 292 MD' p+ 2~ 
~ •• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = , •••••• eEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = .t.! •. t HHHG 
, •• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
~t. MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OrO 
.U ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
t.t MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.... SLEEP DATA 
''11 EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG [WATT-HINSl .It •• ,. 
LB ERG (WATT-HINSJ ••••••• 
EVA HWE (KEAl/HRJ I~.'II' 
EVA DURAT (HRS) ... i ..... 
MK.I EX CHINS) ••••••• 
MK. II EX CHINS) ••••••• 
HK. 1 I I EX nIfNS} Uoi til it 
TREADMILL tHINSl .......... 
OTHER EX (HINS) ••••••• 
H£IGHT cr 11 'II ill'" 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 6S.50 
... ANTHROPONETR I COAT A 
HIPIHAIST (CM) 
INS/EXP CHEST ICM) 
NECK (CM) 
RT IL T ARM (CM) 
RT/LT ARM VOL (CC) 
RTiLT HAND (FT-LS) 
CEN GRAV HEAS (CM) 
........ , ..... , .. 
.... ,UHHI/, ••• ,o. 
.. fl.'" ... 
......... /t •••••• 
....... , ....... . 
...... 4.' ....... .. 
••••••• 
DEW POINT = t.FI,.C OEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = .0, •• 11 HMHG 
"ill "ill .... ~ • 
• •••••• 
"ill • I .... . 
. ...... . 
.., .... . 
"ill • I '''iII-d "ill 
II""'."! 




, ....... 1:., ....... .. 
..1I •• tl<ll/.~., ••• 
".,t ... 
• ......... «/, ...... . 
t'·"·'I'III •• " 
.t ... 41/.'tl~~i 
t-ll ..... .. 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY; ••••••• r 
pART. PRES. C02 = .,.t ... HMHG 
,"<oItttt ...... ,. HOURS 
.. .. I .... .. 
.. ..... " I I 
tl'~I.iI 
..,tt.l. 
,", .. ,'" 
.""11' 
1 I" t .. <I I 
t •• , ••• 
.... tl .... 
;t ... I,t, 
.. t ..... .. 
,:Iii ..... / .... ,;! .. .. 
1 ••• 1 •• /.'.1 ...... « 
• .. I "' •• w 
. ..... (I., ....... t 
'.'1,.,/""., ... . 
' •••• I./ ....... t 




SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
OCT 20. 1973 SLOt 293 JLN. 293 HO- R+ 2f 
~~. ENVJRO~MENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE ~ .~f •••• OEGC 
A.VG. AMBIENT PRESSURE;::; U .... H HHHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
tlGtI· ••• "I.~ •• ' CDR .1. ........ ' ••••• 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
.f. ILLNESS/SYHPTOH/PROBLEH 
~I' MEDICATION AND OOS~GE 
HI SLEEP DATA 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG !WATT-HJN51 ' •• ~.~I 
LB ERG CHArT-HINS) .ff~.f. 
EVA HWE CKEAL/HRJ tltI~~ ••• 
EVA DURAr (HRS) CHUH 
HK.I EX CHINS} f.flf •• 
HK. II EX CHINS) f.f.,., 
HK. III EX CHINS) ffIC ••• 
TREADMILL rHINS) .'.~.Uf 
OTJ£R EX CHINS) 1IH ..... . 
HEIGHT (r Il ......... . 
~IGHT (KILOGRAM) 68.~D 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/HAIST {CM) fU"tI~./1I1 ••• f' 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM) fi ...... '.4ft ••• 
HECK (eM) .. u .. .. 
RT/LT ARM (eM) •••• rfl/ •• ~f.ff 
RTILT ARM VOL eec) ••••••• , ••••••• 
RTllT H/\ND rFT-un .... U.t'.f ...... 
CEN GRAV HEAS rCM) , ....... . 
DE~ POINT = ... , •••• D£GC 
PART. PRES. OXYG~N = •••• ~ •• HMHG 
...... " ........ " HOURS 
11~ ""f"" 
... " .... ., 
111 ..... 11 
.......... 
I ....... .. 
• II ..... . 





." ........ ' ....... ,'1 
"' ...... ,. .. , ........ . 
..... . '" 
•• 1;1"' ••• ' ........ . 
4f ••• ,IHi' ........ .. 
.......... ,.,. ...... . 
.. f~II .... 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = ." ...... " % 
PART. PRES. C02 = ., .... ~. HHHG 
"""""'''''1'''''' PLT .............. . 
.......... 
.. 'c. c •• 
• .... c. II .. 
.......... 
. ... "". 
"".".ll .. 
• ... ff.f 
.lIf ....... 
"f." ••• 
.. ." ..... 
........ 
........ , ....... . 
• ••••• f/.C.f ... . 
' •• ff ... 
....... , ......... . 
. ...... /." ..... . 
.111" •• /" ...... .. 
. ........ . 
..t .... ~~t.r-~-OQ".'"' •• ".,:t_,~t ." __ It" 
51.-3 DAILY CLIIIICAlIErNIRO:mWTAL REPORT 
OCT 21, 1973 SLD' 29'1 ,JL/I' 29'1 lID' R+ 26 
•• $. (NV 1 RONM£UT Al 
AVO. TEMPERATURe = ••• 4t4t o(GC 
AVG. AM91ENT PRESSURE ;:: .... ~.'( HHHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLeM 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.,.. SLEEP DATA 
,II EXERCISE DATA 
U8 ERG (WATT-HINSl •• ''-'f' 
LB ERG (HATT-MINS] .~ttfl' 
EVA MHf {~EAL/HRl "~'II' 
EVA DURAT (HRS) ",.It' 
HK.I EX CHINS) •••• , •• 
MK. J 1 EX tHINSl ............ 
HK. III EX (MINS) HUtf'{ 
TREADMILL CHINS] If1.'" 
OTHER EX CHINS) ~ft.I'C 
HEIGHT rr U -BIUllt 
I-lEIGHT IKILOGRAM) 6B.QO 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPIWAIST ICH) 
INS/EXP CHEST ICM) 
NECK (CM) 
RTILT ARM (CM) 
RT/LT ARM VOL (CC) 
RT/LT HAND IFT-LS) 
CEN GRAV MEAS (CM) 
.'f .... '/I.""'" 
Ill ....... ', ••• !! •• 
.. ttt.t<l 
•••• -l •• , ... 'tttl 
....... " ...... , 
...... 1'/4It •• CI 
..... II.f 
DEW POINT = ••••••• OCGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 11"t., ~~u~3 
........... 
... " .... .. 
I .... " • I 
ill ...... .. 
• • I I .... " 
• , I''''. 
•• 1111., 
1 •••• '1 
.11-iltI"IlI 
"lI" .. 1I1 
61.20 
1.'''''''1/11''''''-1111 
. ... ""./ ....... . 
........ 
.1,lI.,./.",." 
.... el""./ ........ . 
... "'''-.. /" ....... . 
ill'" I." I 
RrlATJ\'C HUI1IDJTY = ...... , • .t 
PART. PRES. C02 ; •••• ~ •• Hr~G 







o lIlI • I •• 
"lItlllll 
"' ...... .. 
• 'I" .... . 
... ,.,',', .. " ... 
"'141'1'''.1,.1" 
"1.1111 
IlIt'"."/.I ••• ,,, 





SL-3 DAllY ClItIlCAl/ENVIRONP';'ITAl REPORT 
OCT 22. 19"13 SLO' 295 J..N' 295 MO' R+ 27 
t.... EUV I AONl'.:tUTAL 
AVG. TEHFERATURE ; ••••••• DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = ••••••• HMHG 
.... HlSStot: .\CTlVITl£.S 
• f., •••• ~ •••••• COR 11 •• CI.II' •••• ' 
". HOOICAl EXPERIHONT5/0TO 
••• lLLtlES5/SYHPTOHlPP.OIltEH 
III. HEOICATlOtl AND DOSAGE 
tift SLEEP DATA 
•••• 1 •••• ' •• HOURS 
•• t EXERCISE DATA 
U9 ERG (WATT-MINS) •• 1 •••• 
LB ERG [WATT-HUlSt tittle .. 
EVA HWE CKEAL/HR) "CIV" 
EVA DURAT CHRSl I •••• ~. 
HK.I EX (HINS) ••••••• 
HK. II EX HUNS) •• ,t .... 
HK. III EX CHINS) •••• tI,. 
TREADMILL (HINS) tt ..... 
OTHER EX {MINS) ".i ••• 
HEIGHT cr II til ••• I-I 
~IGHT CKILOGRAMI 68.90 
't. ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/~AIST (eMl .1.VI •• ' ••••••• 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM) I •••••• , •••••• c 
NECK {CHI .. t,r"., 
RTILT ARM (eM) ••••••• , ••••••• 
RT/LT ARM VOL (ec) HIlU •• /H' .... ... 
RTiLT HAND {FT-LB) .(, ... "'e/ ......... , 
CEN GRAV HEA5 (eM) ... ,e ... " 
DEH POINT : ~ •••••• CEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN: ••••••• HMHG 
" •••••••••••••• SPT ............... . 
.. • I ••• I 
''''.1., 
. . "" ..... 
.... c •• a 
.. ....... • <II 
......... 
. ."'" . 




.( •••• 4/' ......... . 
.. 1 •• HHI./fJ ..... .. 
"tlt .. lIl 
tt.tHI'./."Ht'" 
• •••• HI./ ••• (I ... 
........... / ....... .. 
• 1-" <II ... 
RELATIYE HUMIDITY: ••••••• r 
PART. PRES. C02: ........ HMHG 
I ... '~ ......... HOURS 
.. ...... . 
t •••••• 
.. I ..... . 
.. ..... , . 
\I ••• 11 •• 
. ...... . 
11 .... I , .. 
.. •• " I ... 




'.ell"II/'I ••• ". 
,<11.".,. 
........ ,/, ...... . 
•• t'I'./ ........ . 
• .. • •••• /.' .. 4 .. 1'. 




SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONP£NTAl REPORT 
OCT 23. 1973 SlD' 295 "('N' 295 PoD' R. 28 
ililil ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEH?£RI..TURt:' = ~-t ••••• DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE; ••••••• HHHG 
... NISSI01ll ACTIVITIES 
••••• [ ........ 11. COR ., ............. . 
f., MEDICAL EXPERlHE'NTS/DTO 
'1. ILLNE.SS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
IIHI MEDICATION AND DOS .... GE" 
... /I stEEP DATA 
•• , EXERCiSE DATA 
US ERG (HATT-HINS! 
LS ERG (HATT-HlNS! 
EVA NHE (KEAL/HR! 
EVA DURAT (HRS! 
HK.I EX [HINS! 
HK. [[ EX [HINS! 
MK. III EX (HINS! 
TREADMILL (HINS) 
OTHER EX (HINS! 
HEWHT cr I) 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAHI 
/I II • I II" /I 
.. /I I .. I •• 
II /I II ...... 




.. • I .;11 /I" 
... Ie ••• 
II II 11 .... I 
69.20 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/HAIST (CH! 
INS/EXP CHEST (CM! 
NECK (CM! 
RT /LT ARM (CHI 
RT/LT ARM VOL (CC! 
RT/LT HAND (FT-La! 
eEN GRAV MEAS (em 
.. . ...... • _,t II II /I' /I f 
......... , ....... . 
•• 11-11 .... 
.dl ••••• ' ••••••• 
•• <1 .. " •• /" ...... . 
........ ,.", .... . 
....... 4 
OCH POUlT :; .. I •• /I II II DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = •••••• , HHHG 
••••••••••••••• S?I ".1: •••• ' •• 1 ••• 
....... j[ 4i • 
.. , .... 
.1.1.110 
••••••• 
1'1 •• ' • 
••• 1 ••• 
........ 
•• I •••• 
•• 11 ••• , 
•••• c •• 
61.30 
'.""./ •• 1", • 
'."\I •• ,a/ ••• , ••• 
~'III" 
1 .. "",/"""" 
• "~"C/"'C'" QICI"./,.,.", 
• , •• 10101 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY; ••••••• r 
PART~ PRES. C02; ""1', HHH3 
•••• '1 •••••• HOURS 
""'.'1 
.... , a , • 
•••• , • I 
,.I"C" 
1 •••••• 
01 4, ..... a 





•• ...... / •••• a •• 
..... ~.I/ ••••• fl 
....... '. 
..".I'/'.II".C' 
.. ....... , ........ . 
" •• e"/I"'C'~ 
•••• c ... 
SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONHENTAL REPORT 
OCT 24. 1973 SLOt 297 J.N' 297 MO' Rt- 29 
... ENVIRON.'1ENT A,t 
AVG. TEUPERATURE: ::. , •• "".1 OCGC 
A\'G. Al"'.alENT PRESSURE = ., ••• ,. HHHG 
••• HISSION ACTIVITIES 
"t"""'I"" COR •• , •••• ,', •••• 
• It HEOICAi. EXPERt,...e:NTS/DTO 
• I. ILLNESS/SYNPTO:1fPROBlEH 
••• HEOtCATlON AND DOSAGE 
... SLEEP DATA 
'PHII.lltH, HOURS 
.1. EXERCISE DATA 
ua ERG (HATT-MINS) 
La ERG (HA.TT-MINS) 
EVA HHE (KEALIHR) 
'EVA DURA. T (HRS) 
HK.I EX (HINS) 
HK. II E)( (HINS) 
HK. III EX (HINS) 
TRrAOHJ.LL (HINS) 
OHlER EX 'HI NS) 
HEIGHT (r 11 
~IEIGHT (KILOGRAH) 
• ••••• I 
••••• q i 
• • I ••• I 
••• , it ... 
41 • I .... 4 
• •• I ... . 
....... , 
• I .. " •• '. 
<II .... ,,, • 
... t •••• 
69.40 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPmAIST (CH) 
INS/EXP CHEST (CH) 
NECK (CH) 
RTILT ARM (CM) 
RTILT ARH VOL (CC) 
RTILT HAND (FT-LS) 
CEN GRAV HE AS (CH) 
••• illl.' •••••• , 
•••• 1 •• / ... ' ..... 
.. .... ... 
~HII! ". "', ..... ,,. 
....... " ........ , 
.. 4 •••• i/' ...... . 
~ ..... "" .. 
DEW POINT : •••• ~ •• DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ••••••• HMHG 
., ••••• "" ....... , SPT ••••••••••••• , 
.~ ••• t •••••• HOURS 
• 41., • I •• 
........ 
••• • • • 1: 
t •• I ••• 
• ••• 41. •• 
•• ttttt 
· .... , . 
I" ••• t 
• • I ..... 
• •• I ••• 
61.00 
'.111 •• ' ••• " ••• 
• ...... t. II' ....... .. 
•• t •••• 
••••••• 'It ••••• 
........ ,.,., .. . 
.... " .. , ...... . 
• 'I ..... 
RELATIVE HUHIDITY ; ••••••• % 
PART. PR£S. C02 = ••••••• H~HG 
•••••••••••• ," PLT '''-'''f,14,t_ •• 
•••••••••••• HOURS 
· ..... .. 
• ". t .. .. 
,.. •••• v • 
· .... , . 
· ...... .. 
.. 11 ••••• 
II', ••• 
• • I • I •• 
• • /I , ••• 
• I •• <I •• 
88.00 
•••••• "-1114 ••• 4 
....... , .... , .. 
I', •.•• 
•• ••••• ' ••• "L\;\ 
•••••• " •••• 1 •• 
.11, .... ' ....... . 












nEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 50 FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 1 
SL-3 OCT 2~ , 1913 SLD" 2'lT JLN· 297 MO" R<· 2q 
EXPT 1nEAS MAN VALUE !'lEAN SO N I PlI71 II CDR .91850 .12630 .HITS-OI 6 II RER-REST 
"171 28 CDR 182.00 I Z~ .76 IZ.~75 T Z8 SSP-LEVEL 2. (MI'I HG) 
11171 50 CDR 13. ~~1 12..361 .39336 2. 50 CO' 2.. L V 02. 
1'11'11 58 CDR 12..366 11. 083 .3%32 2 58 CD ' I ~ 0 IIR 
"171 7T CDR 13.£~0 15.365 .80168-01 2. 7T AVDZ ' I~O IIR 
11111 108 CDR 138.00 60S00 8.~63£ £ 108 PULSE PRS-LEV 2. (MMHG) 
"171 IZZ CDR 2Z.2.~~ 25.568 .93705 6 IZ2. MUSCULAR EFFlCIWCV ,0-75 
"111 l36 CDR 21~.7~ 50.2.~9 2.3.536 S 13£ SSP/VOZ Z5-50 
PI171 137 CDR -50.,21 ~6.166 13.18~ 5 137 SSP/VDZ 50-15 
"I T! 1~8 CDR 2850£. 12898. Z51£. 8 5 1~8 PRP/V02 25-50 
/llT! I~~ CDR 1835.£ 13~ 6~ • 18~6.~ 5 I~~ rRP/VD2 50-75 
nl71 Z6 SPT 115.00 132.15 5.1871 6 Z6 SSP-REST (1'11'1 HG) 
II1T1 30 SPT IT5 • 00 209.00 1 .69~Z 6 30 SSP-RECOVERY (1'11'1 HG I 
~I1Tl 36 SPT 91.2H 98.~~0 Z.25H 6 36 MAP-REST (1'11'1 HG 1 
III T1 ~o SPT IOS.33 12S.33 5.~ 32~ £ ~O MAP-RECOVERV (MM HGI 
M1T1 ~Z SPT 10.510 9.~583 .3IHZ 3 ~2 CARO OUT-LEV I (LIr1INI 
1'1111 6T SPT 1, .9nz 12.817 .85£63 3 6T AV02 ' 2 L V02 
lilT 1 135 SPT 65 .12~ ~O. 928 5.9057 ~ 135 SSP /VOZ 0-25 
1'1171 151 SPT 37.255 8.1017 1.5785 2 151 IlR/CO 25-50 
III T! 15~ SPT 1.~~31 6.5663 .~1659 2 15~ CO/V02 25-50 
IIlTl I~q PLT 1%81. £ZH .2 Z5~7 .~ 5 1~9 PRP/V02 50-75 
111T1 [5'1 PLT 3.6026 £.62~B .773&1 2 15~ COIVOZ 25-50 
Mon 12 CDR 5~ .18 J 61.156 1.~~~9 6 12 DIASTOLIC SP (-301 
Man 13 CDR 5~.219 £ I .197 1.711. 6 13 DIASTOLIC SP (-~O) 
Mon 17 COR .3.TZ3 69.101 1.1~32 6 IT MEAN SP (-30) 
/Ion 18 CDR 63.Z01 69 .~~3 1.5931 6 IS MEAN SP (-~O) 
Mon ZS COR 3.ISOO Z.0600 .35088 6 2S PLVC EOP (-~O) 
Mon 29 CDR ~ .1300 2.BIOO .~ZTZT & Zq PLVC EDP (-50 I 
/Ion III CDR .93750-01 .62IS7-01 .95~02-02. ~ III PLVC/LONP 8-16 
Mon 112 COR .~35T1-01 .57321-01 .9%~8-02 ~ 112 PLYC/LBNP 16-30 
/Ion 113 COR .11000 .6~750-01 .8655~-02 ~ I 13 PLVC/L8NP 30-~O 
/Ion I1Z CDR .1 Z~ 06 .1 ~ 3~ 2 .~ 1269-0Z 6 17Z P MAX MAG (-30) 
/10 n 108 SP1 -.S&7BO .280~~ .Z8230 5 IDS HR/LSNP 30-~0 
/Ion 11& SPT -6 .Z~3Z 2.96Bl 2.H~2 5 116 HR/PLVC 30-~0 
Mon ISO SPT -3L082 -23.611 ~ .9523 5 ISO P MAX AZ (RECOVERVI 
nonA 18 CDR .11500 .1~2H .612~9-02 6 IqS QRS-E DEPTH (-~O) 
/lOnA 19 CDR .10600 .15595 .1~~26-01 6 199 DRS-E OEPTH (-50) 
/109ZA ~z COR .55300-01 .37J8~-01 .~7821-02 6 222 ST-E AREA (-30) 
i'10n~ 13S CDR 18.300 7.2667 .7~20T 6 31S HOURS OF SLEEP I 
MonA 1~ I CDR 58.000 65.333 2.309~ 3 321 CLINICAL OSP I ilonA 166 CDR £3.~59 69.53~ 1. 7572 6 3~6 MEAN BP (-16 ) I 
ilonA 167 CDR 33 .5~3 26.9~3 l.S~H 6 3n PULSE PRESS (-S ) I 
"on A ~2 SPT .66US-OI .5IT08-01 .~~ 173-02 5 22.Z ST-E AREA (-30) 
I 
ilonA ~3 SPT .7~106-01 .00013-01 .~37~9-0Z 5" 223 ST-E AREA (-~O) 
/lOnA H SPT .66961-01 .~29BO-0 1 .2~~3S-0Z 5 2Z~ ST-E AREA (-50) 
MonA ~5 SPT .80790-01 .57288-01 .76538-0Z , 225 5T-E AREA rRECOVERV) 
I /lOnA T2 SPT -25.125 -39.915 ~.301l 5 252 J Az (-30) /lOnA 7T SPT -L02S3 S.~9>J ~.6767 5 25T J EL (-30) 
1 
/1092A 7S SPT -~.6919 7.1~9£ l.7318 5 Z5S J EL (-~O) 
/lOnA 8T SPT 10.599 7.0551 ]. 089~ 5 26T O-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (·30) 
1 
- ._, .. _..-...JI 'eHe'tt~:_" 
"EAsUREMENTs GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
sL-3 OCT H. 1913 
EXPT IMEAs MAN 













MO+ R+ 29 
281 URs-T SPATIAL AlIGLE (CONTROL) 
SL-3 OAIL Y CL INICAL/ENVlFlONMENTAL REPORT OCT 25. 1973 SLo' 298 JLN' 298 NO' R+ 30 
CI. ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = ••••••• DEGC AVG. AHSIENT PRESSURE: ,.IC·". HHHG 
•• , HIS510N ACTIVITIES 
................ CDR •• "." •• ".1' 
••• MEDICAL EXPERI~£NTS/DTO 
••• !LLNESS/SYHPTOH/PROBLEH 
... MEDICATlOfl l.flO DOSAGE 
... SLEEP DATA 
•• , EXERCISE DATA 
U8 ERG (UATT-HINS) I~"'" LB ERG CHArT-MINS) 11.,'1, EVA Hh~ CKEAL/HR) ••••••• EVA DURAT (HRS) ••••••• HK.l EX tHINS) .t1'.'. HK. tl EX CHINS) ••••••• 
HK. III EX CHINS) HHUt TREADMILL tHINS) I •••••• OTHER EX (HINS) ••••••• 
HEIGHT cr Il u. u u HEIGHT (KILOGRAMl 69.30 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/HAIST CCH) ••• * .... ,/ ....... . INS/EXP CHEST (CH) •••• i •• / ••••••• 
NECK (CM) .. ""''''HI RT/LT ARM (eM) ......... / .... , ••• RT/lT ARH VOL (CC) H ....... / ........ .. RT/LT H~ND eFT-lB) .. ~.~ ••• / ... t., •• CEN GRAY MEAS eCH} ••••••• 
DEW POINT = •• , •••• DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = t ... ,. " ~IHHG 
I ••••••••• " •••• SPT .~' •• , •• fil~ ••• 
..... I • I .. 
I ....... I I 
I • I .... . 
• t, •• t. 
I[ ........ <II 
"'1'''. 
..... ,' 
, .. , .. , 
• ,.,1<1. 
<II I • I I" .. 
........ , 
. ...... , ...... . 
• ....... / ••• 40." 
' •• -t •• , 
• ....... /.lI ..... . 
"." •• ,./ ...... 11. 
• ....... /'1.11 ••• 
""'<1'.'11. 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = Ct~"'1 r PART. PRES. C02 ~ 1'1'1" HHHG 
'C.I'" 
"1'1'" 




... , , ..... 
./1<11 •• 1, 
.. ••• I" • 
........ , 
.... '11.' 
........ / .... , .. . 
. ...... ,'/ ........ . 
" ........ .. 
.... w •••• / •• '"". 
"'.""'/' •• "1. 










SL-3 DAllY CLlNICALlEHI'IRON'I£NTAl REPORT 
OCT 26. 1973 SlD' 299 JLN' 299 HO' R+ 31 
t" ENVIAON~£NTAL 
AVO. TEHPERf,TURE = ••••••• DEGC 
AVG. AH91ENT PRESSURE = Hila'. HHHG 
••• HISSloN ACTIVITIES 
•• c ••• ~ ••• ,., •• CDR , .............. . 
,tl P£DICAl EXPERIMENTS/DIO 
...... ILLNESSfSvtlPTOl-f/PROOLEM 
.11 MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
IU SLEEP 1)ATA 
'!"'·~I.U' ,<II HOURS 
," EXERCiSE DATA 
ua ERG (HATT-MINSl .... tlH 
La ERG (WATT-NINS) <II.., ..... 
EVA HWE CKEAL/HR) ••••••• 
EVA DURAT (HRS) <It .... H 
HK.l EX CHINSl 'HUU 
HK. II EX mINS] .. ,... ... .,. 
HK. TIt EX CHINS) Utili" 
TREADMILL (HINS) flUff ... 
OTHER EX tHINS) ••• ~ ... t 
HEIGHT (r n HtiHI 
WEIGHT IKllOGRAH) 69.60 
.... , ANTHROP(1f-IETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST reM} ••••••• , ....... .. 
INS/EX? CHEST (CH)· ....... /H .... .. 
N£CK (eM) ...... H' 
RTILT ARM (eM) ••••••• , ....... .. 
RTILT ARM VOL (ec) ......... , ..... ~ •• 
RTllT HAND CrT-LSI ••••••• , •••• +.~ 
eEN GRAY ~IEAS (CM) .,. ... ", 
DEW POiNT = ••••••• DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ••••••• HHHG 











. ....... , .... , .. 
.. ......... ,'" ..... . 
.......... 
........... ' •• lJ •• ,1!t 
. ....... "" .... . 
• '4 •• IHI' ....... , 
........ 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = ••••••• % 
PART. PRES. C02 = ""'1' HHHG 
• •• , ••••••••• ,. PLT ,., ... 'c ••••••• 
..... , .. , 
.'4.", 








-lI" .... , •• 
"""""",,,~,, 
"' .... ' ....... . 
........ 
. ... , .. " ...... . 
.1 ...... /111 •••••• 







• SL-3 OAILY CLINICAL/oNVIRONHoNTAL RoPORT 
OCT 27. 1973 SLOt 300 JLN' 300 HOc R+ 32 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = ••••••• nEGC 
A¥G. AMBIENT PRESSURE = a •••••• HHHG 
UI HI.SSION ACTIVITIES 
••••••••• 0 ••••• CDR •••• ' •••••••••• 
I" MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
••• ILLNESS/SYHPTOH/PROBLoH 
... MEOICATION ANO OOSAGE 
tf. SLEEP DATI. 
Iltff"'e'" HOURS 
I" EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (WATT-HlNSl 1,'I.It 
LB ERG (WATT-MINS) an .. .. 
EVA NI-lE r KEAL/HRl ' ....... . 
EVA DURAT (HRS) •••• ,~. 
11K.I EX CMrr~5) Hili ... 
HK. 11 EX CHINS) 1.1, •• 1 
HK. tIl EX (HINS) , •• 0 ••• 
TREADMILL (HINS) ••••••• 
OTHER EX (HINS) I."'" 
HEIGHT (r 11 ....... . 
~JGHT (KILOGRAM) '~I"'I 
III ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HJP/~AIST (eN) 1""'1"""" 
INS/EX? CHEST (eM) 'OI'I"/~"'I" 
NECK (CM) ~.~.~~. 
RT/LT ARM teH) ~"~"~/~""I~ 
RT/LT ARM VoL (Cel •••• ~4·/fl •• 141 
RT/LT HAND (FT-Le) '11~lt'I'I'~I~' 
eEN GRAV HEAS (CM) 1111',. 
DE~ POINT = 4 •••••• eEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN: •• ,.01. HMHG 
.. I ..... I 
• ••••• I 
• • I •• I f; 





• , ••• I • 
'1"'" 
6J .60 
••••• ~I/·I ••• ~t 
····~··/I ... III .. 
'~"I~'" 
1~· .. ···/I .. j .... 
•• II··~/ .. ··I •• I 
••.. I··I···c .• , 
1""'1 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY ~ ~ ......... r 
PART. PRES. C02 = ""'11 HHHG 
11 •••• ' ••••• , ItOURS 
, .. , ... 
"1"'" 





.. ... ". 
""1"'1 1.11.", 
"""1 
IIIII.I/, •• tl'" 
'·'""'1"·"'1' ,., ... , 
·······I'"····t 
~ ••••• i/l •• 't'. 
'11'1"1'1 4 '1"" 





SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
ocr 28. 1973 SLOt 301 JlN' 301 MO· Rf 33 
it. ENVIRONNENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = .ii •••• OEGC 
Ava. MIBIENT PRESSURE = '" t ••• t t HHHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
l.t'I", ••••• I' CDR ••• 1 ........... . 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
'" ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
.,. r£DICATION AND DOSAGE 
"'f SLEEP DATA 
ttl EX~RCISE DATA 
Us ERG U-lATT-HINSl H .... '. 
La ERG (WATT-HiNS) HUHt 
EVA HWE CKEAL/HR) .. ttl.4 
EVA DURAT (HRS) <IIH.-II 
HK.I EX CHINS) uu". 
HK. 11 EX U'UNS) ....... U 
HK. III EX CHINS) ",Ultt: 
TREADMIll CHINS) ..... 4<11 ... 
OTHER EX CHINS) ., ••••• 
HEIGHT cr 11 i"'I'H 
~IGHr (KILOGRAM) ••••••• 
fff ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPIHAIST (CHI 
INS/EXP CHEST (CHI 
NECK (CMI 
RT/LT ARM (CHI 
RT/LT ARM VOL recI 
RT/LT HAND (FT-LSI 
CEN GRAV HEA5 (e11l 
.tltt~·/t."I" 
4' •••• '/ ••••• 41 
411Ifo •• 
11 f f 'ill I 1'/.' t •••• 
···'·~·/I.tt'l~ CI'.'II' ••••••• 
I."'" 
DE~ POINT = .".'f' DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ."'~'. MMHG 
.lIi"~"~ 
• ,.t.,olI 
.~ ...... .. 
tI ........ .. 
........ , 
i'lHI'" ... 
.... " .. 
... ,.,. 
.. .. ~ .... 
GlI .. t ••• 
61.80 
••••• I1./.c ..... . 
.. , ... ;),/ .......... .. 
.c ... , ... /.I:.c ... . 
........ / ...... . 
• "' •• C/.I"." 
......... 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = c .. " ••• % 
PART. PRES. C02 = ....... HNHG 
':I, •• " •• ~ ••••• ~ HOURS 
tI •••• ', 
.. , .. , . 
•••••• 11 
• •••••• 
• I II ••• 
.... " .. 
........ 
. ......... , 
.. ..... . 
........ 
........ 
.. , .... / ...... . 
.......... / ....... , 
"1"" 
"~.e.'/".'~~'" 
....... , ..... ( .. . 





SL-3 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
OCT 29. 1973 SLD' 302 .)IN' 302 MO' R. 34 
~ •• ENVlRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE ~ "I'~" DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = '''~I'I' HHHG 
, •• MISSiON ACTIVITIES 
.,' MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
1'1 ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
1'1 MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.t. SLEEP DATA 
III EXERCISE DATA 
ue ERG (HATT-HIN51 "I,Hi 
La ERG (WATT-HINS) •••• 1 •• 
EVA HWE (KEAL/HRl ,1'lllt 
EVA DURAl (HRS) ~"I"'" 
~K.l EX (HINS) "'''''1 
HIe II EX lHINS) ... u ... . 
MK. 111 EX (HINS) ....... . 
TREADHILL [HIN51 ~~ ••••• 
OTHER EX CHiNS} .~~ ••• , 
HEiGHT (r tl ....... . 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAHl ~"' ••• 
,.. ANTHROPONETR I C DATA 
t'IP/I-lAIST (cm 
INS/EXP CHEST (CHI 
NECK [CHI 
RT/LT ARM (CHI 
RT/LT ARM VOL (CCI 
RT/LT HAND (FT-LSI 
CEN GRAV NEAS (CHI 
.... " .. ,"~O.'I' 
• " ..... , ..... -11 .. ' 
..... -11 ... , 
...... '1'.'.'.11 
'1".1'""""", 
.... , ..... , ...... . 
.. "'.~,. 
DE~ POINT = 111 ••• 1 OEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = .111111 HHHG 
i4 ...... ' ... ff; •• HOURS 
• 1'1'" 
• • £. I ... 
....... '1 
I. II' t t 
..... f •• ~ 
• .. f .... ~ (II 
• f., t •• 
~ " ... . 
• 1 ... , •• 
· .... , .. 
61.90 
• I"~." .... , .... . 
I~II".'~'I .... .. 
........... , .. " .... . 
.......... , ......... . 
....... i' ... " .... .. 
....... " ... 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = .,"'" r 
PART. PRES. C02'" 'HHU H~IHG 




tl .... 11 
• II t ••• 
.. ~.I'II 
4".'llt 
• <II 11 I •• I 
.11 <I -i I" • 
1111"" 
1Iltl .... 
, ... " .. , .. , ....... 
.. ••• , •• " .. ,t, ... 
'ttt .... 
.. t" ••• , .. , ....... 
t ........ '.tl' •••• 
.,.~ .... ' ••• tlt' 








SL-4 DAllY ClINICAl/ENVIRONMENTAl REPORT 
AUG 28. 1973 SlD' 240 JLN' 240 MD' F"- 80 
441 ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TENPERA TUR£: = f ...... ' DE"GC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = • •••• tt MHHG 
••• HISSION ACTIVITIES 
•• .... '· ••• 11··' •••• COR "'1".'11." ••• 8 
.'1 MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
.. tt ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
't, MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
H. SLEEP DATA 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (WATT-MINS) 414"H 
La ERG {WATT-HINS} •• t.t •• 
EVA HW£' CKEAL/HR) t". f .. . 
EVA DURAT [HRS) I ... ' ... .. 
HK.I EX CHINS) ....... ... 
HK. II EX rHINS] ... n ... 
HK. III EX CHINS) 1'1"1' 
TREADHILL CHINS) "4'lfl 
OTHER EX CHINS) "'It .... 
HEIGHT (r 11 ;u ...... 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) .... .." .... 
t.t ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPIHAIST (CHI .. Ii'. t. 4' 
1 NS/EXP CHEST (CHI 
NECK (CMI 
RT/lT ARH (CHI 
RT/lT ARH VOL (CCI 
RT/lT HAND (F"T-L81 






DEW POINT = 'e'llll DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = "'4" It" t1MHG 
...... tt 
-I"'.Ii: 
..... ., .... .. 
~ ....... ,. 
.;0 ........ .. 
.... , ...... , 
........... .. 
........ I <II 
.......... 
.. , ...... . 
.... , ..... , 
.......... , .......... .. 
11 ... 4 ••• ' ..... ,. ... 
......... 
fl1l ..... ' ......... . 
.. II,. .... ' ........ .. 
....... 1./ .......... ... 
.. 41 ..... 
RELATIVE HUMIDITy = ••••••• r 
PART. PRES. C02 = ........ HHHG 
.'1 ...... .. 
.. ....... .. 
.. ........ .. 
.. , .... .. 
ill ....... .. 
..iI ..... .. 
.............. 
........... 
iI ...... .. 
..-II •••• 
.. ....... , 
-I ......... , .......... .. 
...... " .... (".1." .. " 
.. ....... ,,, ... , .. 
"""'ill", I' ......... .. 
.., ...... '.,1 ... . 
















SL-4 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
AUG 31. 1973 SlD' 243 JLN' 243 HO' F- 77 
114 ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. lEHPERATURE = ~'I"I' DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = ••••••• HHHG 
.,. MISSION ACTIVITIES 
.1. MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
• ~.. ILLNESS/SYHPTorllPR08LEH 
I't MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
"'I SLEEP DATA 
•• , EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG CWATT-MINS} '~Ifl" 
La ERG (HATT-HINS) _'1'1'1 
EVA HWE (KEAL/HR) .1'1.1. 
EVA DURAr (HRS) "1111' 
HK.J EX tHINS) •••• 1 •• 
HK. II EX tHINS) ""1', 
HK. III EX CHINS) ......... 
TREADMILL tHINS) •• 1.1.1 
OTHER EX (HINS1 'fl'~" 
HEIGHT (r 11 HfHH 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) f.tl ••• 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (CN) "~'I.t/"'I'''1 
INS/EXP CHEST (CH) 11114 •• /' •••••• 
NECK (eM) .......... 
RT/LT ARM (eM) ••••• ,'/ ••••••• 
Gr/lT ARM VOe (eel 'I'f"'/I'I'," 
iUllT HAND CFT-LS) ...... HU'H~H .... 
CEN GRAV MEAS reM) ~tt ... t4 
DEW POINT = .......... OEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = .......... HHHG 
_ .. 
...... ... . 
11 ...... 11 .. 
.. ~ ....... .. 
.......... c. 





... .... ... 
• ... il ... . 








II ....... . 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = .~~ ...... I 
PART. PRES. C02 = ........... HHHG 
1If1 .... fI~ ........ I. PLT •• e ..... 'll1Itt ..... .. 
..... i ... 
."0'."1 
•• t ...... 
........ " . 
. .. ..... .. 
............ 
.. ....... ~a 
.......... 
.... .... I 























Sl-~ DAILY CLINICAl/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
SEPT 25. 1973 SLD' 268 JLN' 268 MD' F- 52 
•• ~ ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. lEHPERATURE: = t .. 'II 1 •• 11 DEGC 
AVO. AMBIENT PRESSURE = •• I.tltli HMHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
.t. MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
f.. tiED I CAT I ON AND DOSAGE 
... stEEP DATA 
IU EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG CHATT-HINS) tI ..... .. 
LB ERG CWATT-HINSl .... u .. 
EVA HWE (KEAL/HR) ••••••• 
EVA DURAT (HRS) tl.t.tI. 
HK.I EX CHINS) HUU. 
HK. II EX CHINS) tt.t ••• 
11K. III EX tHINS) ill ...... 
TREADMilL CHiNS} tI.~ ••• t 
OTHER EX CHINS) .'tio ••• 
f-£JGHT (f'11 'II ...... 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) tt.t •• t 
• tI. ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/HAIST (CM) .' ••••• '.t .... . 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM) U.HU/ ....... ... 
NECK (CH) •• '.'.1 
RTILT ARM (eM) •••••• " ••••••• 
RTILT ARM VOL (CC.) ........ / ....... .. 
RTILT HAND eFT-LS) ... lI .... '/ ... U ... 
CEN GRAY HEAS {eM} •• ~ •••• 
DEW POINT , •••••• DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ff ••••• MHHG 
.1I.ff •• 
... CI •••• 
.... t.f~ 




..... ~ .. 
......... 







• ..... ~., .... ti ...... 
2681.00/2603.00 
...f.C.CI/ ••••• _ .. iI 
• •• f.ft 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = •••• ~ •• % 




• •• 11 ••• 
• •••••• 
II •••••• 
. ... " .. 
......... 
..(i ••••• 
• •• I ••• 
••••••• 
....... , ........ . 
. ....... , ........ .. 
......... 
... HI ..... ' ••••••• 
. ....... , ....... . 
....... , ...... . 

















5l-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT SEPT 26. ~973 SLO' 269 ..LN- 269 Ho- F- 51 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = "'1.1' DEGC AVO. AMBIENT PRESSURE = ""'1' HHHG 
.... MISSION ACTIVITIES 
.............. '.1 CDR .')1:'1".'111,. 
'II MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
tl. ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
•• f MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
"'f SLEEP DATA 
.............. HOURS 
1'1 EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG rWATT-NINS) ••••••• 
LB ERG n·IATT-MINS) ... tt •• 
EVA HHE (KEAL/HRl ...... u EVA DURAl (HRS) "'11'1 HK.J EX tHiNS) 111".1 
HK. 11' EX CHINS) ......... NK. III EX CHINS) '1,.111 TREADMILL CHINS) f.tl", OTHER EX CNHIS) tH'H' HEIGHT C('I) ....... . 
W~lGHT (KILOGRAM) I ••••• ~ 
• ,' ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPIWAIST ICHI 90.~G/ 
100.00/ 
37 .~o 
INS/EXP CHEST ICH) NECK ICH) 
82.50 
94.~0 
RT /LT ARM ICH) 
RT/LT ARH VOL ICC) 
RT/LT HAND IFT-LS) 
eEN GRAV HEAS ICHf 
26.90/ 26.00 
2430.00/2393.00 
, ........ /11., •• " 
<H'.' ••• 
DEW POINT = ,'.1.1. DEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN ~ ••••••• HMHG 
. ...... . 










••• 1I ••• / ....... lI 
....... , ...... . 
....... "" 
...... ,./., • .jf ••• 
....... / ...... . 
........ / ..... ,. 
.... 11' •• 
RELATl·vE HUHIDITy = <If ..... % 
PART. PRES. C02 = ." •••• HNHG 
. ....... . 




• ••• *1: • 
.1: ..... , 
.",,'lI. 








.4 •••• ,/ ••• " ••• 
2560.00/2333.00 













SL-4 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
OCT 8. 1973 SLOt 281 JLN' 281 HO· F- 39 
•• ~ ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = ••••••• OEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 1111'11 MHHG 
'1' MISSION ACTIVITIES 
... 1I ••••• t •••••• CDR •••••••• -....... . 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
.,. ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
t'l MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
1411 SLEEP DATA 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (WATT-MINS) .f'l.tt 
LB ERG (HAfT-MINS) ""1'1 
EVA MWE CKEAL/HR) ••••••• 
EVA DURAT (HRS) 1 ••• 1'1 
HK.J EX CHINS) "" .. HiE 
NK~ 11 EX CHINS) I""" 
HK. tIl EX CHINS) l't,"1 
TREADMILL (HINS) "',I'f 
OTHER EX CHINS) If'tHU 
HEIGHT cr Il H IlUU 
~IGHT (KILOGRAH) ....... HI 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) 'Itl.,,/,I"'" 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM) ....... 11 .. /"* ......... 
flECK (eM) ......... 'It 
RTILT ARM (eM) ., ••••• , ••••••• 
RTILT ARM VOL (CCl .......... '.'H-.... . 
RTILT HAND eFT-LBl H ..... U' ........ .... 
C£N GRAV NEAS (eM) ••• , ... . 
DE~ POINT = ......... OEGC 
PART~ PRES. OXYGEN = ••••••• HHHG 
.11 ••••• 
.... , .. 
...... i. 
••••••• 
II iii •••• 
"."i .. i 
.... , .... 
...... , .. 
tI ...... . 
........ i 
70.50 
., ..... i.' ....... .. 
. ....... i' ....... . 
. ......... , ........ . 
........ ' ... i .... .. 
........... , ......... . 
........ i 
RELATIVE HUHIDITY = , •••• ~. r 
PART. PRES. C02: ........ HMHG 
., ......... ,. HOURS 
. ....... . 
.... " 011." 
. ...... . 
.... ·i ••• 
.. ..... . 
••••••• 
....... -. 
I ...... .. 
.. ...... 1. 
......... 
........ 
......... , ........ .. 
. ........ , .. , ... .. 
........... 
........ , ... , ...... 
.. ....... '.11 ••••• 
.« .... "., ......... . 
. ....... . 





SL-4 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
OCT 9. 1973 SlD' 282 JLN' 282 MD- F- 38 
.,. ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = ••••••• DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = ••••••• HHHG 
.,. MISSION ACTIVITIES 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
.t. ILLNESS/SYHPTOH/PRQ8LEM 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.... SLEEP DATA 
It I EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG rI-lATT-NINS) Ut.l .... 
LB ERG HJATT-HINSJ iIt .... u 
EVA HWE CKEAL/HRl ....... . 
EVA DURAT (HRS) ••••••• 
HK.I EX CHINS) ••••••• 
HK. II EX CHINS) ~.t"" 
HK. III EX CHINS) .~~ •••• 
TREADMILL CHINS) ~.~ •••• 
O'TKC:R EX CHINS) u ..... 
HEIGHT (("I) ., ••••• 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAH) 4"1." 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (CM) '~""./ ••• a ••• 
INS/EXP CHEST CCM) ••••••• /1 •••••• 
NECK (eM) HIU.' 
RTILT ARM (eM) •••••• t/'tf.'t. 
RT/LT ARM VOL (ec) .iII.Ut/'U .... 
RT/LT HAND CFT-LBl ., •• ,"/, ••• , •• 
CEN GRAY MEAS (eM) ••••••• 
~ DEW POINT = ........ If OEGC' 
PART. PAES. OXYGEN = ..... ,~. HHHG 
............. HOURS 
' ... 1 ••• 
... " .. . 
. ..... " 
••••••• 
••••••• 






....... / ...... . 
........ /., .... . 
........ 
• •••••• /.Il ••• '. 
...... ,./ .. , ... . 
........ , ....... . 
...... ,. 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = ••••••• t 
PART. PRES. C02 = ••••••• HHHG 
• ... lUI II 
.......... I 
........ 
• ....... t 
.. ...... I 
.. "lHlii I 
• 111 ...... 
..11 ..... ~ 
, ....... 
.. ... ~iI •• 
........ 
. ........ ,/ ....... 
• ...... '/'11 ...... 
.......... 
. .... tt., ........ 
. ........ ,."' ...... 
...' ... Hll/t~.' ••• 
. .......... 

















SL-~ DAILY CLlNIC/.LlENVIRONMENTAL REPORT OCT \0. 1973 SLO' 283 JLN' 283 HO' F- 37 
Ui ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 'iI.t'" OEGe AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = •••• u •• MHHG 
.. , HISSION ACTIVITIES 
1.11 •• t ••••••• iJ CDR ............. ft • 
• ,' MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DIO 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
'.t HEDJCATION AND DOSAGE 
'H SlEEP DATA 
•• f •••• e •••• HOURS 
U' EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (WATT-HINS) HH .. . La ERG (WATT-HINS) ....... 11'1 
EVA HUE (KEAL/HRJ iii .... . 
EVA DURAT (HRS) ..... 411 HK.l EX CHINS) ••••••• HK. II EX CHINS} ••••••• HK. III EX CHINS) ••••••• TREADMILL CHINS) ~ •••••• 
OTl£R EX Cf'IINS) • HI"''''' 
t-EIGHT ((" Il H''':'' WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) ......... 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) ••••••• , ••••••• 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM> H ....... ' ........ hECK (eN) 'I ..... ... RTILT ARH (eH) •••••• ,/ ••••••• RT/LT ARM VOL (CC) •••••• ,/ ••••••• 
RT/LT HAND' CFT-LB) H~"'''''''H''''' erN GRAY HEAS (eM) ........... . 












... fI ..... ' ....... .. 
......... , ....... . 
....... iI.' ••.. lI •• 
........ ' ..... a •• 
....... , ...... .. 
.. ...... . 
RELATtVE HUMIDITY = ••••••• % PART. PRES. CO2 = .II~ ••• HHHG 
.......... I~~ HOURS 
n~ ..... . 




. ...... . 
• .... {,l •• 
• •••••• 
.......... 
.. •• t ••• 
.§ ...... 
. ...... , ....... .. 
. .. -..... , ....... . 
. ...... . 
4 •••••• , ........ . 
.. .......... , ........ . 
••• ,. ••• '4 ...... 4 











SL-4 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT OCT II. 1973 SLD' e84 JLN' e84 MO' F- 36 
•• ~ ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = ••••••• DEGC AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE ~.'t'tt •• MHHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
••• IlLNESS/SYMPTOH/PROBLEM 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
<tit' SLEEP DATA 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (WATT-HINS) t.t.~.~ LB ERG (WATT-MINS) tl ••••• EVA MWE CKEAl/HRJ ••••••• 
EVA DURAl (HRS) .............. -HK.I EX CHINS) .,', ••• MK. II EX CHINS) t •••••• HK. III EX CHINS} ~1'I.tl TREADMILL CMINS} "~I'" OTHER EX CHINS) '1.1 ••• 
HEIGHT (r U ....... 'u WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) •• , •• ,. 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) ""I't'I""'1 INS/EX? CHEST (eM) 1.1, ••• /llt,.I' NECK eel'1) 'II ....... 
RTILT ARM (eM) ••••••• /' •••• '1 RTILT ARM VOL ecc) ••• 1.""""" RTILT HAND CrT-LB) ••••• ,t/ ••••••• CEN GRAV HEAS (eM) "1'1'1 
DEW POINT = ...... .Jt. DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = "'~'I~ MMHG 
~,.~ ... 
..,." .. 
'"I" •• 111'1'" 
'I"' •• " 
, ... ~~., 
"'I~'* 
..... '.1' 
' ..... '11 
... , ... .. 
. 71.eO 
.,,, .. ' ••• '.11' .... * 
.,g ....... , ....... . 
.. ••• >1 .... , ... « ........ 
.... ,., ... /, ... «- .. " 
. .. , .... ~/.~ ....... .. 
.. , .. ~ .. . 
RELATIVE HUMIDITy : ..... ~I •• % PART. PRES. C02 = I~I.". MHHG 
fI ....... iI............ PlT ....... iI .••• 'I' ••• 
., .... ,', ..... , HOURS 
. ........ . 
.. ..... iI. 
.. .... 4"4 
........ 
... , ... 
.1 ••• ,. 
., ...... iI .. 'I •• ' 
........ , 
.. ...... .. 
.. t .... t'" 
........ / .......... * 
• ..... 11'1' .... ''11 ....... ... 
,·· ........ 1· .... ·'·· 
.4'." •• / ...... ,t\ .. 















SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONHENTAL REPORT 
OCT 12. 1973 SLD' 285 JlN' 285 MD' F- 35 
t"if ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = ...... ...0., OEGe 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 'I""t MMHG 
.,' MISSION ACTIVITIES 
.t. MEDICAl EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
tit ILLNESS/SYMPTOH/PROBLEM 
, •• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
••• SLEEP DA.TA 
•••••••••••• HOURS 
ttl EXERCISE DATA 
us ERG U.JATT-MINS} ..... UH 
LB ERG (WATT-HINSI ............ -
EVA HWE (KEAL/HR) ta ••• t. 
EVA DURAT (HRS) ••••••• 
HK.I EX CHINS) .t •••• ~ 
HK. IJ EX CHINS) ... u ..... 
HK. I I 1 EX CHINS) .... UtI .. 
TREADMILL CHINS) ••••••• 
OTHER EX (HINS) t'tl'" 
HEIGHT (r n ...... 1HIv 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAMI 67.80 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/HAIST (CMI 
INSIEXP CHEST (CMI 
NECK (CHI 
RTILT ARM (CHI 
RTIL T ARH VOL (CC I 
RTILT HAND (FT-L81 
CEN GRAV HEAS (CMI 
87.201 83.50 





• t ....... 
DEW POINT = ••••••• OEGC 




•• tI .... . 
•• '14 ... . 
.. •• 11 .... 11 
•••• 't/l 
• r. ...... 1HI 
........ 








•••• 'I •• 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = ~ •••••• % 
PART. PRES. C02 ~ ••••• _. HHHG 
••• "." •••• HOURS 
.... ~, . 
••••••• 
........ 
.. ...... . 
1 ........ . 
•••• a .. . 
. ....... .. 
.. ...... . 
., .... . 
........ 
........ 
90.101 81 .~o 















SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONM£NTAL REPORT 
OCT 13. 1973 SLO' 286 JLN- 286 MD- F- 34 
ft. ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = ......... OEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = •• ~ •••• HNHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS'OTO 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
... SLEEP DATA 
UB ERG (WATT-MINS) ••••••• 
LB ERG tWATT-HINS) ••• tttt 
EVA M~E {KEAL/HRl 'ftt ••• 
EVA DURAT (IiRS) ....... . 
HK.l EX. CHiNS} ........... . 
HK. I I EX CHINS} u ..... .. 
HK. III EX CHINS} .ftt ••• 
TREADMILL CHINS) ftt.t.t 
OTHER EX CHINS) tl".'t 
HEIGHT rr Jl .,.. .... t-t; 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 66.70 
ft. ANTHROPOMETRIC bATA 
HIP/~AIST rCM) ••••••• / ••••••• 
INS/EXP CHEST (CM) ••••• ~./ ••••••• 
NECK (eM) .... <1 .... . 
RT'LT ARM (eM] .... u ... ' .... UH 
RT'LT ARM VOL fCC) <I ....... , ••••••• 
RT/LT HAND eFT-LBl ••••••• , ..... , •• 
CEN GRAV MEAS (eM) ....... . 
DEW POINT = ••••••• OEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ••••••• HHHG 
c ••••••••••• HOURS 
........ " 
•• tI ..... 
........ 
... 11 •••• 
.. ..... . 
........ 
"' ....... .. 
...... t .. . 
ttl ••• -1 .... 
..... "' ... 
71.30 
......... , ....... . 
. ... "' .. , ...... . 
• •••••• 
....... , ...... . 
.. ....... , ......... . 
......... / ••••• <1. 
... lI ...... 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = ••••••• 1 
PART. PRES. C02 = ••••••• NHHG 
.~ ••••• ~ •••• HOURS 
tI ....... . 
-II" ••••• 
.. ..... . 
. ..... " . 
. ... , .. . 
. ...... . 
11 ....... .. 
. ...... . 
. ...... . 
.G ..... . 
67.20 
• ••• iI •• ' ••••••• 
. ...... , ...... . 
. ...... . 
....... fi/ ......... , • 
·······r······· • ... <I ••• ,<l ... 't ..... 
















SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
OCT l~. 1973 Slo' 287 JLN' 287 Mo' F- 33 
II •• ENVIRONMENTAl 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = ......... DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = .tt •••• HHHG 
". MISSION ACTIVITIES 
". MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
... ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
IH MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.... SLEEP DATA 
.... 14 ........ HOURS 
... EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (WATT-HINS) ....... 
LB ERG (WATT-MtNS) ••••••• 
EVA MWE CKEAL/HR} .......... 
EVA DURAT (HRS) I Htit "'_ 
HK. I EX CHINS) CHUH 
HK. II EX tHINS) ••••••• 
HK. III EX CHINS} 4111.,. 
TREADMILL O-tINS) ........ . 
OHlER EX fHINS} ..... .. 
HEIGHT ,f"" n .... tu .. 
WEIGHT iKROGRAH} 66.50 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) ••••••• , ••••••• 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM) ....... '11'1/ .. " .. -4 .. 
NECK (eM) ....... .. 
RTllT ARM (eM) ......... , .. -... <.<u. 
RTILT ARM VOL (ec) .......... , ....... . 
RT/LT HAND CFT-LBl .......... / ... 0/1 ... . 
eEN GRAV HEAS reM) ...... to 
DEW potNT = ••••••• DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ••••••• NHHG 
" .. ,. .. .. 










........ , ......... .. 
....... ", ...... .. 
....... / ....... .. 
....... / ...... . 
• ......... /0 ........ . 
......... 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY ~ ~.'''I •• r 
PART. PRES. C02 = .0 ...... MHHG 
.............. HOURS 
. .... " .. 
Ii ...... . 
. ...... . 
••••••• 
.......... 
.. ... ,. ... . 
... ........ .. 
. ........ .. 
. ...... . 
.. ...... . 
67.~O 
.. ......... , ........ .. 
. ........ / ........ .. 
. ...... , ........ .. 
. ........ /.~ ... ,.  
..0 ...... , ........ . 










Sl.-~ DAILY ,CLlrHCALlENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
OCT 15. 1973 SLO' 288 JLN' 288 MD' ,- 32 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEHPERATURE = ••••••• DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = • •••• '1 HMHG 
.. , MISSION ACTIVITIES 
'" MEDICAL EXPERlMENTS/OTO 
• II ILLNCS5/SYHPTO~I/PR08LEH 
'f' MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
... SLEEP DATA 
1'1 EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG CHATT-NINS} «HIIHI 
La ERG Cl4ATT-NINSl .. I ..... ., 
EVA HWE CKEAL/HR) ••••••• 
EVA DURAT (HRS) 1.1 •••• 
HK.l EX (HINS) I"','f 
MK. 11 EX CHINS) ......... 
HK. III EX CHINS) •• ~ •••• 
TREADMILL (HINS) ••••••• 
OTHER EX CHINS) .11 •••• 
HEIGHT (r n HiHH'U 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 66.20 
•• , ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPII-IAIST (CM) 
IN5/EXP CHEST (CH) 
NECK (CM) 
RT/LT ARM (CH) 
RT/LT ARM VOL (CC) 
RTiLT HAND (n"L8) 
CEN GRAV HEAS (CM) 
....... , ...... .. 
......... /, ....... . 
........ 
••••••• ' ...... 1. 
............ , ...... .. 
......... " ...... . 
......... 
DEW POINT ~ ""1., DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 111'f.f HHHG 
•••••••••••• HOURS 
.'~1I11I' 
.. 11 •••• 11 




11' •• 11 IIlI 
• •••••• 
'.""1 
...... 11 ... 
72.30 
.......... / ....... . 
''''1'''1./11'''111' 
""""!t1111 
., ....... / ........ . 
<llJ~.fHI./ ...... II • 
• ...... 11/ ..... <11. 
........ 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = "'11 ••• % 
PART. PRES. C02 = ••••••• HHHG 






SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
OCT 16, 1973 SlD' 289 .A..N' 289 110' F- 31 
H. ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = tttlttt DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE ; ~tt.t.t MHHG 
'" MISSION ACTIVITIES 
'" HEOICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
.. , ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBlEM 
.t. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
..... SLEEP DATA 
•••••••••• er HOURS 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
us ERG (WATT-HINS) ••••• 0. 
La ERG (WATT-HINSl ••••••• 
EVA HWE U<EAL/HR) .......... 
EVA OURAT (HRS) ••••••• 
MK.I EX CHINS) ••••••• 
HK. II EX tHINS) *tUIU 
HK. III EX CHINS) ••••••• 
TREADMILL CHINS} ••••••• 
OTHER EX (HINS} ••••••• 
f£IGHT cr 11 ....... 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 67.80 
". ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) 0 •••••• , ••••••• 
INS/EXP CHEST reM) •••• I •• /I.~.~ •• 
NECK (eM) ..... tU 
RTILT ARM (eM) " .. :fI1HI/tI"'IiHH 
RT/LT ARM VOL (ec) ••••••• , ••••••• 
RT/L.T HAND CFT-LB) ........ III!/~ ........... 
eEN GRAV HEA5 (eM) •••••• , 
DEW POINT = ••••••• OEGe 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN ~ ~~~~.~. MffiiG 
••••••••••••••• SPT ••••••••••••••. 
•••••••••••• HOURS 
~ ....... . 
..... ~ .... . 
. ... ~ .. . 
.~ .... . 
••••••• 






....... , ........ . 
........... , ••••• iI-. 
......... 
.......... ' ... , .... 
••••• ~HI' ••••••• 
. ....... , ..... " .. .. 
••••••• 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = ........ % 
PART. PRES. C02 = .......... HHHG 
• ••••• '1 
..;1 ... . 
.. .. , .. . 
.,., .. . 
. .... , . 
II ........ . 





•• ,&" ..... ' •• i .... . 
"' •• i"".' .. i.-I .. .. 
........... 
•• -4e •• e' •• lI •••• 
..e ..... '~ .... II • 
11 ........ , .......... .. 
........ 
SL-4 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT OCT 17. 1973 SLD' 290 JLN' 290 MD' F- 30 
ttt ENVIRONMENTAL 
A \-,6. TEMPERATURE = ... ~ * • "it I DEGe AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = .*'tt •• NHHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
... MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
.t. ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
.t. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
H f SLEEP DATA 
.t.,.ttt ... ~t HOURS 
1I't EXERCISE DATA 
us. ERG rWATT-HJNS-) HUH" La ERG (WATT-HINS) ... 1 •••• EVA MWE (KEAL/HRl t •••••• 
EVA DURAT (HRS) ........ u HK.l EX CHiNS) ....... .. 
MK. I I EX C.MINS) ......... ·HI HK. III EX (HINS) ........ . TREADMILL CHINS) ......... . 
OTHER EX CHINS) "HU.·,! HEIGHT (r I) tHU •• 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 67.20 
t.1I ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPIi-IAIST (CM) 
INS/EXP CHEST [CM) 
NECK [CM) 
RTILT ARM (CM) 
RT/LT ARM VOL (CC) 
RTILT HAND (FT-LB) 
CEN GRAV MEAS (CM). 
............. , ..... -1", .... .. 
11 ........... lI, ... · ...... .. 
......... 
........ c .. , .... l1 ..... .. 
~ .... -I .... , .. "'''',''' .... ,
....... <I .... ,.' .. "'f .... .. 
..... 11 ...... . 
DEW POINT = 4.llf"'-I DEGC 
PART. PRES-. OXYGEN = H"t'." NMHG 
•• ., .... ·4 
........... 
'I,til •• '. 
.......... 
...... t i II 
...... oJ .... 
........ 
. ......... .. 
• """,11*11. 
...... ~ .. ~. 
71.00 
.., .. , ......... *' .... ~.jf~~-U 
..fI ......... ' ..... ii~lIi:i 
.. .... -11 .... 
............ , ........ "' .. 
............ , .......... . 
.. , ........ w .. , .......... , .. . 
• .,4-14 .... 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = ......... % PART. PRES. C02 = .. I ...... MHHG 
............ 
.. .. -1"" -I,t .. 
-I"Iff"""I 
.. Iii ...... .. 
.. .. II .... .. 
.. "I 'i- ....... I 
.. ........ f .. 
. ............ .. 
............ 
.. ... f .... 
67.60 
"."I.jf"l""1,""fl"lf" 
............. ,"1 ......... .. 
.......... -1 
.. .... -1 ... -1, .......... .. 
.. ........ -11' ........ <1-1-1 
lI .. I.~ .. <I, ........... .. 





















SL-4 OAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT OCT lB. 1973 SLO' 291 JlN' 291 HO' F- 29 
.t. ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = •• ttt •• DEGC AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = t ••••• ~ MHHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
••• MEOICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
•• ~ MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.... SLEEP DATA 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG CHATT -HI NS) ....... 11 .... L8 ERG (WATT-MINS) ••••••• EVA HWE CKEAl/HR) ••••••• EVA DURAT (HRS) ........ . 
ttK. I EX CHINS) .... -...... . 
H!<. II EX CHINS) ilUUH HK. II I EX CHINS) ......... . 
TREADMILL CHINS) "" .... u. OTf£R EX- CMINS) ..., .... . 
HEIGHT (r J) 
...... .,.. 
~lGHT [KILOGRAM) 66.60 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC OATA 
HIP'WAIST (eM) ••••••• , ••••••• IN5lEXP CHEST (CM) .......... , ...... u"* NECK {CHi 
....... . RT'LT ARM (eM) ........ , ....... . 
RT'LT ARM VOL (Cel ·.·····1····.·· Rl"/LT HAND (FT-LB) ....... , .......... CEN GRAY HEAS (CM) ••••••• 
DEW POINT = ttt ••• t DEGe PART. PRES. OXYGEN = tttl.,. MHHG 
••••••••••••••• SPT .-•••• 11 ........ ,.1 
......... 
••• 4' •• 
.. • 11 <I .. 111. 
••••••• 
. ........ . 
••••••• 
. "' ...... . 
.... -11 ... . 
fl .... .. 
••••••• 
71.30 
....... ,,,,, ..... 
• ....... 'ff ••.••• 
. ....... , ...... . 
. ...... ( ...... . 
" ....... , ...... . 
• ••• '11 •• 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = t ••••• t r PART. PRES. C02 = ••••••• HHHG 
£~H{<':I •• 
t .... "'. f!--,t 
111~'" 11 ...... .. 
• ...... 11" 
• •• ;11 .. .. 
........ 
• ••• >1 •• 
-Ii ...... . 
• ••• ili. 
ile.-a. .... 
67.BO 
. ...... , ....... . 
. ....... , ....... . 
. ...... . 
....... , ....... . 













5L-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT OCT 19. 1973 SLD' 292 .!LN' 292 MO' F- 28 
~~. ENvt~ONMENTAl 
AVG. !EHPERATURE = ~~~.~.~ OEGC AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = t.~.ttt NMHG 
UiJ rUSSION ACTIVITIES 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
.. , ILLNESS/SYHPTOtllPR08LEH 
ftt MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
..... SLEEP DATA 
•• t, •••••••• HOURS 
.t. EXERCISE DATA 
ua ERG (WATT-NINSl .4.'", L9 ERG (WATT-HINSl tUt •••• EVA HUE (KEAl/HRl ••••••• EVA DURAT [HRS) tit •••• HK.I EX (HINS) te •• t'f NK. II EX CHINS) u ..... HK. III EX CHINS) ••••••• TREADMILL CHINS) ••••••• OTHER EX CHINS) t •••• f~ 
HEIGHT (~n f ••• "t 
~IGHT (KILOGRAH] 66.30 
ff' ANTHROPOHETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST teM) ••••••• , ••••••• INS/EXP CHEST (eM) ••••••• , ••••••• NECK reM} ~."'f' 
RT'LT ARM (eMl 
.H .... ' .... ' ... RT'lT ARM VOL (eCl •••• fQ.' ••••••• RT'LT HAND (FT-LBl ••••••• ,~., •••• CEN GRAV HEAS (eMl •• , •••• 




.,"t .. ,. 
.. , .... 
.fr ••••• 
•• filil". 
•• I ..... 
t ... 11 •• t 
.. t:" fil'. 
71.00 
. ...... , ...... . 
. ....... , ... , .... . 
. ..... ".'.' .... . 
..11 ..... ' ....... 1 
• .. ····'1··-11· .. •• Itll •••• 
RELATIVE HUHIOITY = ........ % PART. PRES. C02 = ••••••• HHHG 
.... 111." tHI 
. .......... 
• •••• 1 .. 
. ....... " 






•• 11 •••• ' ••••••• 
• •••••• ' ..... 1<1. 
•• III". 
..... 1111 •• ' ......... 
.. ••• 1<11' ......... 
.~ •• I ... ' ••••• I. 

























5L-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENViRONMENTAL REPORT OCT 20. 1973 SLD' 293 JlN' 293 MO' F- 27 
,., ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. iEMPERATURE = ••••••• DEGC AVG. A~BIENT PRESSURE = ~II"" MHHG 
••• HISSION ACTIVITIES 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
... ILLNESS/SYHPTOH/PR08LEH 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
HI SLEEP DATA 
.... EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG lWATT-MINSl •••• ,.-
LB ERG (WATT-MiNS) ....... u. 
EVA HWE O<EAL/HR) ......... . 
EVA DURAT (HRS) tlUO'JH 
MK.l EX CHINS) ....... ... 
b 
HK. I J EX CHINS) ......... . HK. III EX' CHINS} ...... ... 
TREADMilL Ul!NS) ....... .... 
OTf£R EX CHINS) 7.50 
t£IGHT (r Il ......... 
~IGHT CKILOGRAH) 67.~0 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (CH) ••••••• , ••••••• INS/EX? CHEsr (em ......... , .......... NECK (eM)' 
...... . 
RT/LT ARM (eM) ··~····I •• ••••• RT/LT ARM VOL eec) ••••••• / ••••••• RTllT HAND eFT-lBl .......... , ..... -» ..... 
eEN GRAV M£AS (eM) ••••••• 
DEW POINT = ••••••• DEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN = •••• *0. MHHG 
••••••••••••••• SPT •••• · ........ 11 •• 
••••••• 1111 ••• HOURS 
"11 .. 411 •• 
.11 ..... . 
• ....... 11 
..... -1 •• 
.......... 
.11 ••••• 
. ....... . 
.. ...... . 
73.20 
71.80 
. ...... , ........ .. 
.. ....... / ......... . 
......... , ....... . 
-/j-....... , ....... . 
.. ...... , ........ . 
• .... iI .. " 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = ••••••• r 
PART. PRES. C02··· ... •• HHHG 
.............. HOURS 
.. •••• 4. 
• •••••• 
......... 
. ....... . 
." ..... .. 
.. ..... i .. 
.. ..... . 




.. ••• 111 •• ' ........ '" 
. .. ., ...... , ... "' ..... . 
. ....... . 
. ...... , ....... . 
..... 1I •• ,1I1Ii' ••• 1I 























nEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 50 FROA THE PREFLlGHT MEAN 
SL-~ OCT 20, 1973 SLO" 293 JLN .. 293 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE PlEAN SO N Pl073 ~~ CDR 1127.0 16~0. 0 139.2~ 27 /1013 ~7 SPT 68.000 63.500 ~.9739 2'; 
PlO- F- 27 
~~ DIET PHOSPHORUS (MG) 














5L-~ DAllY CliNICAl/ENVIRON~£NTAl REPORT OCT 21. 1973 SLDt 294- .A..N' 294 HO" F- 26 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. -TEMPERATURE ~ H .. t ... OEGC AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = ............. MMHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
.... '0............ CDR •••• -............ . 
• t. MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
••• IllNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBlEM 
••• MEDICATION-AND DOSAGE 
... SLEEP DATA 
.............. HOURS 
.t. EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (WATT-NINS) ........ . LB ERG C~ATT-HINSl ••••••• EVA HWE (KEAL/HR) eA ••••• tVA DURAT (HRS) ....... . HK.I EX CHINS) ....... . NK. II EX iMINS> ...... .. 
HK. II J E~ -CHINS) ... u ... ·• TREADMILL CHINS) ••••••• OTHER EX CMINS) 36.~0 HEIGHT (r J) 
... u ..... HEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 67.10 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) .......... , ••••••• INS/EXP CHEST (eM) ••••••• , ••••••• NECK (eM) 
....... .0. RTILT ARM (eM) ... e ..... ' ........ .. RTILT ARM VOL (ec) ••••••• , ....... .. RT/lT HAND CFT-LB) ........ , ••••••• 
eEN GRAV H£AS (eM) ••••• ~~ 










~ •• III.CI. 
. ...... . 
~2.00 
. ...... , ....... . 
. ....... , .... " .. 
• •••••• 
........ , ...... . 
....... , ....... . 
. ........ , ...... . 
......... 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = •••• " •• I PART. PRES. C02 = ••••• a. HMHG 
.~ ••••• q ••••••• PLT •••••.••••••••• 
.. ..... . 
• •••• CI. 








• ••••• *', •••• It. 
.......... , ........ . 
. ....... , ....... . 
. ....... , ........ . 














SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
OCT 22. 1973 5LD' 295 JLN' 295 NO' F- 25 
I.' ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = ••••••• DEGe 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = ••••••• HMHG 
". HI5SIq.~ ACTIVITIES 
". MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
II' MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
U. SLEEP DATA 
•••••••••••• HOURS 
I •• EXERCISE DATA 
us ERG (WATT-HINS) ••••••• 
La ERG (WATT-MINS) H ....... 
EVA HWE (KEAL/HR) ••••••• 
EVA DURAl (HRS) ••••••• 
HK.l EX CHINS) ••••••• 
HK. 11 EX (HINS) ••••••• 
NK. tIl EX (HINS) ••••••• 
TREADMILL CHINS) ••••••• 
OTHER EX (MINS) 6.60 
HEIGHT (r J) ........... 
WEiGHT (KILOGRAM) 67.20 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC O~TA 
HIP/WAIST (CH) ••••••• , •••••• 1 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM) ••••••• , ••••••• 
NECK (eM) •••••• , 
RTILT ARM (CM) •• ~····I····.·· 
RT/LT ARM VOl (Ce) .. -..... III/.: .. fIfi 
RT/LT HAND (FT-lS) ••••• .. ·1·.····· CEN GRAY HEAS (CH) ••••••• 
DEW POINT = ••••• 1. DEGe 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ••••••• HMHG 
••••••••••••••• SFT •• ~ ••••••••••• 
••••••• 1 •••• HOURS 
• ••• ~HI" 
......... 
..... ~.~ 
. ....... .. 
.. ...... 11 
......... 
. ..... .. 
....... .. 
73.20 
.... i> ..... 
72.50 
.......... , ........ . 
........ , ........ . 
..... i •• 
......... , .. ~~~ ... 
....... , ....... . 
........ , ...... . 
. .... , ... 
1.II.iI •• ________________________________ ~~-~;..."'_~~ ... ·"*lttm'[~~ ....... _ 
RELATIVE HUHIDITY = ......... % 
PART. PRES. C02: ........ MMHG 
................ PLT •••••••••• " •• 
...... ~., •••• HOURS 
•••• u •• 
.. ••••• I 
. ........ . 
., .... . 
......... 
.. ........ . 
. ...... . 
. ....... . 
52.50 
. ...... . 
67.ao 
........... , ........ . 
.., ... " ...... . 
. ........ . 
........ '11 ••• 11.' 
....... , ....... "" . 
., .... "'., ........ 1' 


































I'1EAN SO N 
25.712 21.362 26 


























! ""0 • 
SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL F."PORT 
OCT 23. 1973 SLD' 296 JLN' 296 MD' ,- ~ 
••• ENVIRONMENTAl 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = ••••••• DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = "'~Itl HMHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTSfDTO 
,., ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
... SLEEP DATA 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (WATT-MINS) ••••••• 
LB ERG C~ATT-HINS} ••••••• 
EVA HWE {KEAL/HRI ••••••• 
EVA DURAT (HRS) H H .... 
MK .• I EX CHINS} HUU .. 
MK. 11 EX (HINS) .... u. 
MK. III EX (HINS) ••••••• 
TREADMILL {HINS} ••••••• 
OTHER EX CMINS) 30.50 
HEIGHT Cr-t) HUll, 
WEIGHT CKILOGRAM) 67.10 
t •• ANTHROPO~ETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (CM) ••••••• , ••••••• 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM) a •••••• , ••••••• 
NECK (CM) ••••••• 
RTILT ARM reM) ••••••• ,~~ •••• t 
RT'LT ARM VOL ece) ••••••• , ••• ~.~. 
RT'LT HAND eFT-LB} ~ ••• ~ ... , ....... . 
CEN GRAV HEAS {CM} ....... . 
OEW POINT = ••••••• DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ••••••• HHHG 
. ........ . 
.. •• iI ••• 
•••••••• 
.« ••••• 
. ....... .. 
• .. 1 ... .. 




. .. "' ... , ...... . 
........ , ...... .. 
........ , ....... . 
" ••• " •• ,-1 •••••• 
. ....... , ....... . 
. ....... '" 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = •••• ~ •• r 
PART. PRES. C02 = ••••••• HHHG 
. ... , .. 
• •• Itlil 
. ...... . 
..iHHlt. 
. ...... . 




. ....... . 
67.90 
........... , ...... . 
. ....... , ........ .. 
. ...... , ....... . 
..-...... ,.'1.'.1. 
q •••••• , ••••••• 
........ 














SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
OCT 2~, 1973 SLD' 297 J..N' 297 MD' r - 23 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = ••••••• DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = ••• ~ ••• NMHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
tft MEDICAL EXPERIHENTS/DTO 
.1. ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
tt. MEDiCATION AND DOSAGE 
"I SlEEP QATA 
I ••••••••••• HOURS 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (WATT-MINS) 1,111" 
LB ERG (WATT-MINSl tlHUH 
EVA MWE CKEAL/HRJ H"". 
EVA DURAT (HRS) UHHI 
HK.l EX (HINS) ••••••• 
HK. 11 EX CHINS) , •••••• 
HK. I I 1 EX CNINS) ..... u ... 
TREADMILL CHINS) ., ••••• 
OTHER EX (HINS} ....... u. 
HEIGHT cr Il ........ . 
IEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 67.60 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/~AIST (eM) ••••••• , ••••••• 
lN5/EX? CHEST (eM) ••••••• /0' ••••• 
NECK (eM) ..... u. 
RT/lT ARM {eH} ••••••• , ••••••• 
RT/LT ARM VOL eec) .U ........ /"UlU .. 
ATILT HAND (FT-Lel ...... • .. l ... • ..... 
eEN GRAV HE"AS (eM) UH t .. 
DEW POINT ~ ........ DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ........ HHHG 
••••••• ~ •••• HOURS 
••••••• 
....... ,. 
. ........ . 
........ 
••••••• 






• •• '! ••• ,,,, ....... . 
..'! ..... ' ....... iIiI 
. ....... , ...... . 
.. ........ , •• '! .... . 
••••••• ,.g ..... . 
.iI •••• ~ 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY ~ ......... r 
PART. PRES. C02 = ••••••• MHHG 
• ••••• <i 
........ 
. ....... .. 
.." ...... . 
. ....... . 
..'! •••• 
. ...... .. 
• •• '11.'" 
... ...... 'l1 
.11 ...... . 
67.60 
.. ~ ••• "lf/ .... ••••• 
..... <Q •• , ....... .. 
• •••• '!iI' ........ . 
. ...... , ........ .,. 
• ....... ' .. 1111 •••• 








SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
OCi 25. 1973 SLD' 298 JlN' 298 HD' F- 22 
.. t ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE =- •. H .... OEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = .I~ •••• HHHG 
..... MISSION JICTlVlTIES 
•• , MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
•• , ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
U. SLEEP DATA 
t.t EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (HATT-HINSl •• 1.1I1i1 
LB ERG (HATT-MINSl ••••••• 
EVA HHE (KEAL/HR) ••••••• 
EVA DURAT (HRS) t •••••• 
HK.I EX CHINS) ••••••• 
HI<. II EX CHINS) <It ....... 
NK. III EX (HINS) t •••••• 
TREADMILL CHINS) ••••••• 
OTHER EX (HINS) 35.~0 
HEIGHT (r 11 IU ....... 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 67.20 
•• , ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/HAIST (eM) ••••••• , •••• , •• 
INS/EXP CHEST (CHl ••••••• / •• a •••• 
NECK (eM) ••••••• 
RTILT ARM (eM) ••••••• , ••••••• 
RTILT ARM VOL {CCl ••••••• , ••••••• 
RTILT HAND CFT-Lal ••••••• , ••••••• 
CEN GRAV MEAS (eM) "14 ........ 
DEW POINT ~ ••••••• DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ••••••• MMHG 
••••••• ~ •••• HOURS 
••••••• 
. ...... . 
.. ......... . 
.. ......... . 
. ......... .. 
.-........ of 
-1111 •• '.1 




............ / ....... -11 .. . 
.. .......... , .......... .. 
............ / .......... .. 
.. ......... ' •• II .. ,a •• 
............. / ........... . 
......... 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = , ............ % 
PART. PRES. C02 ~ ......... HHHG 
.................. PLT ........... ~ ••• I ••• 
.. .......... 
.. ... -1 .... 
..; ........ 
"11 ........ 
.. ...... -t 
......... 
.......... 




. ........ / .............. 
............. /.11 ....... 
'! ........ 
. ........ , .......... 
.. ......... , ......... 
• .......... ' ... iI .. .., .... 















SL-4 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
ocr 26. 1973 SLD' 299 Jl.Nt 299 HO' f- 2.1 
-II ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE =', •••••• OEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRE.SSURE =. ......... MHHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
"1'11 •• ".-."." CDR ................. .. 
I't MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
1ft ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
tft MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
"I SLEEP DATA 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (WATT-I1INS) tlt'l.t 
LB ERG (WATT-I1INS) H ...... 
EVA HWE (KEAL/HR) Ut1!t· .. 
tVA DURAT (HRS) 'H •.• " 
HK.I EX CHINS) ........ . 
HK. t J EX CHINS) ...... ... 
HK. 111 EX CHINS) ....... u 
TREADMILL CHINS) , •••• ~. 
OTHER EX CHINS) ., ••••• 
HEIGHT (I" n .I4UH 
W.IGHT (KILOGRAHl 67.60 
,., ANTHROPOMETRIC' DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) ......... /.' ........ 
INS/EX? CHEST (eM) ", •••• ".;, ••• 
NECK (eM) H .... .... 
RTILT ARM_ (eM) ..... u., ........... . 
RTILT ARM VOL (ec) ••••••• I •••• ~ •• 
RT/LT HAND eFT-LB) H ........ / ......... 
eEN GRAV HEAS reM) ....... . 
DEW POINT = .......... DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ••••••• NNHG 
........ 
iI ....... iI 
.. ...... .. 
........... 
........... 
.. ....... .. 
..... " ... . 
.. ....... .. 
.. ......... .. 
............. 
71.40 
.......... , .......... . 
........ ~., ........ .. 
.. ..... . 
.. • ....... ' ... 41.;1 ... .. 
. ........... , ........ .. 
.c ...... , ........ ~ 
........... 
.. -------_ .. _------ _., --~----. 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = ....... ,. r 
PART. PRES. C02 = .,.e ... , MHHG 
• .... t·iI. 
••••••• 
~HI" •••• 
. ... ., .. 
. ...... . 
.. ......... . 
.. ....... . 
. ......... .. 
. .... -.... .. 
liHIII .... . 
67.80 
.. .. " •••• , ... " .. !! .. . 
. ....... , ........ . 
..., .. · .. ··r····· .. · ........ , ........ ., 
............ , ......... . 




~EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-~ OCT 26, 1913 
EXPT IrlEAS MAN 





















SL-4 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
OCT 27. 1973 SLO· 300 JLN* 300 HOt F- 20 
ttt ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = tttt.t. DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = ••••••• HMHG 
.... HI'SSION ACTIVITIES 
•. U MEDICAL EXPERIM£NTS/DTO 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBlEM 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
'" SLEEP DATA 
., •••••••••• HOURS 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
ua ERG (WATT-HINS) tlt"'t 
i.B ERG CWATT-MINSl H"", 
EVA HWE CKEAL/HR) ......... 
EVA OURAT CHRSl •• t •••• 
HK.I EX CHINS) ••••••• 
HK. II EX CHINS} ••••••• 
HK. I II EX CHINS) .......... 
TREADMILL CHINS} UU-ilH 
OTHER EX (HINS) 7.20 
f£J GHT (r 1) ............ 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 67.60 
•• ~ ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) ••••••• , ••••••• 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM) ••••••• , ••••• w. 
NECK (eM) .......... 
RTllT ARM (eM) ••••••• , ••••••• 
RTllT ARM VOL (CC) t ........ .,./ ........ .. 
RTILT HAND CFT-Lel ............ , ......... . 
eEN GRAV· HEAS (eM) •• ~~~ •• 
OE~ POINT = ••••••• DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ••••••• HMHG 
......... 










.. ....... / ........ "' .. 
........ , ......... .. 
. ....... . 
. ........ , ......... . 
.. ........ , ....... . 
. ........ , ........ .. 
......... 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = ........ % 
PART. PRES. C02 = ........ HHHG 
................ ~~T .............. . 
........ ;,: . 
........ 
. ........ . 
. ..... .. 
. ...... . 
. ....... .. 
• •••••• 
... oiI ..... 
86.20 
. ...... . 
67.80 
......... , .. ~~ ... . 
11 .... • ••• / ...... 11 • 
. ...... .. 
. ......... / ...... . 
..·."'· •• ' ••••• 111. 
.. ....... !l ••• "' .. . 
.. ......... .. 
J 
MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE FREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-~ OCT 27, 1973 
EXPT IMEAS MAN 
"073 2 PL T 
VALUE 
1169.0 








MD. F- 20 
2 URINE OSMOL (MOSM/TV) 
















SL-~ DAllY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT OCT 28. 1973 SLD' 301 JLN' 301 MD' F- 19 
.... ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = .~ ••••• DEGC AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = ••••••• MHHG 
.,. MISSION ACTIVITIES 
••• MEDICAL EXPERlMENTS/DTO 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
IH SLEEP DATf. 
.u EXERC.I SE DATA 
US ERG (WATT-KINS) HU ... LB ERG (WATT-MINS) ••••••• EVA HWE (KEAL/HR) •••• 1 •• EVA DURAT (HRS) ••••••• 
HK.I EX 01INS) ...... . HK. II EX CHINS) ...... .. HK. III EX (HINS) HU .. . 
TREADMIll (MI NS) ...... .. OTHER EX (MINS) 35.60 HE WHT (t 1J ......... WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 6B.00 
•• a ·ANTHROPOMETR I C DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) ••••••• / •• v ..... INS/EXP CHEST teM) HuU./'HU ... NECK (eM) 
... uu 
RT/LT ARM (eM) .. ·.·.~·I· ... •••• RT/LT ARM VOL ,eec) ...... ..." ....... . 
RULT HI1;.ND CFT-LS) ... " ... ' .. :0 •••• 
eEN- GRAV HEAS (CM) I.t' ..... . 
DEW POINT = •••• ~~. OEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ••••••• MHHG 
•••• ' ........ 11 HoURS 
• •••••• 
•• tI' ••• 





•••• ••• 36.20 
71.~0 
....... / .. ., ...... . 
• ,.IIIl ... , ..... ft .. . 
........ 
........ , ......... /! 
. ........ , ......... . 
........ / ...... d.' 
. ...... .. 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = ••••••• r PART. PRES. C02 = "'.'I~ HHHG 
.1I'~~.'1".1 HOURS 
• •••••• 






• •••••• 50.20 
• •••••• 
67.70 
.. ........ / ..... " . 
It.~ ••• / ••••••• 
........ 
........ ' •••• 11 •• 
... I •••• ' .... ~ ••• 
. ...... , ........ .. 
• •• lfil •• 











se-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
OCT .29. 1973 SLO' 302 JLN' 302 MD' F- 18 
.t. ENVIRONMENTAl 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 21.67DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 227.54 MMHG 
, •• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
.,. ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
.,. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.... SLEEP DATA 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (~ATr-HINS) ••••••• 
LB ERG (WATT-MINS) ......... 
EVA HHE (KEAL/HRl •••• e •• 
EVA DURAT (HRS) ••••••• 
MK.l EX CHINS) ••••••• 
HK. 11 EX (HINST tIl"" 
HK. tIl EX (HINS) ••••••• 
TREADMILL CHINS) ••••••• 
OTHER EX (MINS! 6.50 
HEIGHT Cr f) ........... 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM! 67.BO 
.,. ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPIWAIST (CM) 
INS/EXP CHEST (CM! 
NECK (CM! 
RT/LT ARM (CM! 
RT/LT ARM VOL (CC! 
RT/LT HAND (FT-L8! 
CEN GRAY NEAS (CM) 
.......... ,."''1: ••.. 
.......... ,./1 ....... 
.. ... . ..... 
.~ •• I ... ' •• I •••• 
't ......... '.'lll •• ' 
.. ······r"·'·;1· 
......... 
DEW POINT = -6.44 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 79.64 MMHG 
•••••••••••• HOURS 
. ...... . 









...1 .... ' ....... . 
41 •••• 11.' .... -11 ••• 
• •••••• 
........... , ........... .. 
........ , .. " ..... . 
.......... ' .... il ... 
........ 
RELATIVE HUHIDITY = ••••••• % 




• ••••• i 
.'HHU .•• 
" II ...... . 
Ill ..... . 
..1.11." 
67.60 
....... } ...... . 
..······1 .. ······ 
••••••• 
.a ....... , ••••••• 
• .... '1 •• , ......... . 







SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT OCT 30. 1973 SLO' 303 JlN' 303 MO' F- 17 
~ •• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 22.22 OEGC AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 225.99 MMHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
'*f~""'I"'f' COR " ••••••• , •••• 
II' ~~DICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
••• ILLNeSS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
111' NEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
iii I SLEEP DATA 
,., EXERCISE DATA 
U8 ERG (WATT-HINS) ............... LB ERG (WATT-MINS) ••••••• EVA MWE (KEAL/HRI .~~ •••• EVA DURAT (HRS) ••••••• 
. HK.I EX CHINS) ••••••• 
MK. J 1 EX CHINS) Heu .... HK. tIl EX CHINS) , •••••• TREADMILL CHINS) ••••••• OTHER EX CHINS) ••••••• 
HEIGHT (r J) 
...... H .. WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 57.50 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (C~) 1""'1"",'1' INS/EXP CHEST (CM) •••••• ,/ ••• , ••• NECK (eM) •• , ••• , RTILT ARM (eM) ••••••• / ••••••• RTILT ARM VOL rec) .1 ..... ' .... , .. RTILT HAND CFT-LSI ••••••• , •••••• , 
eEN GRAV MEAS (CM) "", •• 
OEW POINT -5.50 DEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 79.5~ HMHG 
........ 










. ..... 1. •• / ••••• '11 
....... / ...... . 
••••••• 
t.""'/'."HI'" 
....... / ....... . 
••••• .f./ ....... -t,J 
..... • I' 
RELATIVE HUMIDITy = ........ r PART. PRES. C02 = ., ••••• HHHG 
•• I ••• ~ ......... PLT •• 1, ••• 11.1.1. 
.......... 11. HOURS 
4'1[.'" 
.. .... G ••• 
. ....... . 
..,4.fi1' 
.'''4 •• 1 
I •• I .''1' 
•• 'I'"'' 
. ...... . 
3B.50 
... ...... . 
........ / ......... . 
.. ......... / ........ . 
""'':H~ 
......... / ••• iHI.~ 
« ••• " •• / •••••• " 


























SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
OCT 31. 1973 SLD~ 30'i J..N~ 3040 NO. F"- 16 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 21.67 OEGC 
AVG. AM8IENT PRESSURE = 222.37 HHHG 
••• HISSION ACTIVITIES 
ill. HEOICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOH/PROBLEM 
.1. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
<1''' SLEEP DATA 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (WATT-MINSI ••••••• 
La ERG rWATT-MINS) ~ •• & ••• 
EVA MWE CKEAL/HR) ••••••• 
EVA oURAT (HRS) •••• ~ •• 
NK.l EX CHINS) ••••••• 
MK. II EX CHINS} ••••••• 
MK. III EX CHINS) ••••••• 
TREADMILL CHINS) ••••••• 
OTHER EX CHINS) ••••••• 
F£IGHT (r 1) UHUt' 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 67.70 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (C\1) 4""UIHI/Uiltf-H 
INS/EXP CHEST (CM] ••••••• , ••••••• 
NECK (CM) ••••••• 
RTILT ARM (eM) ••• o".'I.""f~' 
RT/LT ARM VOL (CC) ••••••• , ••••••• 
RT'LT HAND CFT-LB) BU • ...,' ........ 
CEN GRAV MEAS (CH) t.t •••• 
DEW POINT = -6.50 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 78.09 HMHG 
"«IIIt"_' 
• •••••• 
.. ..... . 
........ 




" •••• tF .. 
-II .... '!! .... 
71.30 
.. ••· ..... ,tI ...... . 
. ........ , ....... . 
. ...... . 
•••••• .. 1· .. ••••• 
•• llI ••• ' ....... . 
... f'II .... ' ........ . 
• ••• ,1.i/ 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = ••••••• r 
PART. PRES. "C02 = ••••••• HMHG 
••••••• 
. ...... . 
• ••• 11 •• 
. ..... .. 
.."." .. 
. ........ . 
' •• tI ••• 




........ , ....... . 
. ..•••. '1 ••.... 
. ... , ... , ....... . 
..·· •• "' •• 4 •••• 









I , j 
, 
tt 
NOV Sl-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT I. 1973 SLD- 305 JLN' 305 HO' F- 15 
•• , ENVIRONMENTAL ~ 
, 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 2I~ro7 DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 220.82 MMHG 
, 
... MISSION ACTIVITIES:~ 
t.t MEDICAL EXPERlMENTS!OTO 
.,. ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
••• HEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.. '" SlEEP DATA 
•• , ••••••••• HOURS 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
U8 ERG (WATT-HINS) ••••••• 
LB ERG U.IATT-HJNS) ""'''11. 
EVA N~ CKEAL/HRl ••••••• 
EVA DURAr (HRS) ••••••• 
HK.I EX CHINS} ••••••• 
HK. II EX (HINS) .... t ... 
HK. It I EX CHINS) ....... .. 
TREADMIll (HINS) ••••••• 
OTHER EX (MINS) 15.60 
HEIGHT cr n ....... 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAH) 67.20 
•• , ANiHROPOHETRIC DATA 
HIP/HAIST (eM) ••• , ••• ' ••••••• 
INS/EXP CHEST tCHI , ••••• " ••••••• 
NECK (CH) "illI'" 
RTILT ARM reM) .u .. u/ ........ 
RT/lT ARM VOL tce) ••••••• / ••••••• 
RTILT HAND CFT-Le) ........ , ... u' ... 
tEN GRAV ~lEAS (CH) •• " ... 
DE~ POINT = -6.50 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 76.54 HMHG 
;' 
........ 41 




• ••••• 11 





.. ....... /.11' •••• 
....... / ...... . 
... ,.., .. 
••• liI.lI/.iI ...... 
.."11·"/" •• 4 •• 
....... /"' ...... . 
........ 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = ••••••• r 
PART. PRES. C02 = •••• ~ •• NHHG 
. ...... . 
. ..... "' .. 
""a,. 
.. ........ t .. 
.. tI ...... II , 
• •••••• 
. .. ,. ... . 
" ........ . 
67.60 
.. <I"" it. 'I," .......... . 
. ...... , .... " .. 
.. II ..... . 
. ...... / ...... . 
. ...... , ... , .. . 
. ...... , ....... . 




































1'10. F- 15 
123 FECAL NA (MEQ) 
12q fECAL K (MEQ) 





SL-4 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT NOV 2. 1973 SlD' 306 JLN' 306 MD' F- 1~ 
tU ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE: 21.67 DEGC AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE: 220.82 MMHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIP£NTS/DTO 
tt~ ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBlEM 
'til MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
HI SLEEP DATA 
t.~ EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (WATT-MINS) ...... .. 
L8 ERG CHATT-MiNS) ....... .. EVA MHE CKEAL/HRI '.f'Qt' EVA DURAT CHRS} ••••••• 
NK.I EX (MINS~ ••••••• 
NK. II EX CHINS) HUt .. 
HK. I II EX CHINS} ......... TREADMILL CHINS) "tltf' OTHER EX CMINS) 6.60 HEIGHT (r tJ ......... 
~IGHT CKILOGRAM) 67.70 
ft' ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
,. 
tz 
HIP/WAlST [eN} ....... U/ ..... · ...... INS/EXP CHEST (eM) ••••••• , ••••••• NECK reM) ............ RT/LT ARM (eM) ••••••• , ••••••• RTILT ARM VOL (ee) •••••• ,/ ••••••• RTILT HAND (FT-L8l u-........ ' ..... UIHI 
eEN GRAY HEAS (eM) tUfiI-u 











........... , ....... , .... .. 
.. ......... , ....... .. 
.4 ••••• 
.. ......... ,-t .•..••• 
.. ....... fl., ....... .. 
......... /'l. ........ ... 
..... , ... 
_ ...... _, 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY =- ............. % PART. PRES. C02 =- .......... MMHG 
.. ......... . 
• ..... 'Il .. 
...... , ... 
• •••••• 
. ........ .. 
"." .... . 




.. ......... , ....... .. 
.. ....... , ........ . 
. ........ , ............ . 
. ....... , ....... .. 































































SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
NOV 3. 1973 SLO' 307 .JlN' 307 MD' F- 13 
•• , ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 21.11 DEGe 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 21B.75 MHHG 
.,. MISSION ACTIVITIES 
'f't~.......... CDR •••••••••••••• 
tt. MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
tt. ILLNESS/SYMPTOH/PROBLEM 
••• MEDICATION ANO DOSAGE 
ttl! SLEEP DATA 
•••••••••••• HOURS 
ttt EXERCISE DATA 
us ERG fWATT-NINS) ., •••• ~ 
La ERG (WATT-MINS) ".Itll 
EVA H~E CKEAL/HRl 1"'.1. 
EVA OURAT (HRS) "'t.~f 
HK.I EX CHINS) .".1" 
HK. I I EX (fi1 NSl ......... . 
HK. IIIEX CHINS) .u .... . 
TREADMILL CHINS) ., •••• ' 
OTHER EX (MINS) 30.50 
I-£lGHT (f" U ........ 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 67.90 
I', ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) ••••• tl/' •••••• 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM) •• ~I ••• I' ••• t •• 
NECK (eM) ....... . 
RTILT ARM (eH) ••••••• "1 ••••• 
RT/LT ARM VOL (ec) .' ••••• r.~~ •••• 
RTILT HAND CFT-LEl ••••••• " •••••• 
eEN GRAV MEAS (eM) 4f.~.f. 
DEW POINT = -6.50 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 76.54 HHHG 
"' ••• f.t 
• iltlf.l. 
tI.fGtll1If 
"f •• t.t 
"'tI.fl" 





I ....... ', ......... . 
.... t.t, ...... t. 
••••••• 
. ...... , ........ . 
lIt ••••• '4 ...... . 
• 111 ... ~ •• ' ........ , 








RELATIVE HUMIDITY = •• fff •• % 
PART. PRES. C02 = ........ HHHG I 
1 
t ....... ~ •• ,. HOURS 
........ 
I ., .. , ... f· •• t •• , 
........ I •• t""i". , 
tilHI ..... 
1 
• ... f ••• 
......... 
59.20 
. ... , .. 
67.~0 i 
f ..... f.' ......... 
.1I1II' .... '.fi ... "g 
. ... "' .. 
"' ......... /i'fl .... f. 
.1I1I ... t"" •• fJIII. 





I'1EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM THE PREFLIGHT rlEAN 
SL-~ NOV 3, 1973 
EXPT II'1EAS I'1AN 
























SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
NOV ~. 1973 Sloe 30B JLNe 308 HO' f- 12 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = ~'Q"" nEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = .a ••••• HHHG 
••• HISSION ACTIVITIES 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
.,. ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
IH HEDICATlON AND DOSAGE 
H. SLEEP DATA 
•••••••••••• HOURS 
, •• EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (WATT-HINS) .... 1<11' 
LS ERG CWATT-MtNS) '!lfH" 
EVA HHE CKEAL/HR) *' It tf .. 
EVA DURAT (HRS) .Q"'" 
HK. J EX CHINS) ....... . 
HK. 11 EX CHINS) ...... .. 
MK. III EX CHINS} •••• , •• 
TREADMILL CHINS) ••••••• 
OTh"ER EX tHINS) 6.60 
HEIGHT (r I). UH'" 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 67.70 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAlST (eH) """'1l/"'"'' 
INS/EXP CHEST (CM) ...... '1/ ........ 
NECK (eN) ..... .. 
RT/LT ARM (eM) .,." ... / ••••••• 
RT/LT ARM VOL (CC) ••••••• / ••••••• 
RTILT HAND CFT-LB) 44""',/ff* ..... 
eEN GRAV HEAS (CM) .. H'H. 
DEW POINT = ••••••• DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = , ••• ". HMriG 
I't'" ...... ,·IOURS 
"!I."" 
."'1'. 
. ....... . 








••• " ... ·1/.1 ...... 
.*4''''II'/' •• ''''~ 
. ....... . 
. .... ,'/ ......... . 
• ......... /4 ....... .. 
",,'II4,/., .... t. 
"lIf •• '. 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = ••••••• % 
PART. PRES. C02 = ••••••• MHHG 
••••••• , •••• HOURS 
••••••• 
• •••••• 
. ...... . 
.11",., 







• .......... /t.II' ••• ~ 
............ / ......... . 
...t .... /"t.C.'" 
1 ......... / ....... . 
• ... f ..... /' ....... . 
• •• Il ... . 









SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVlaON~~NTAL REPORT NOV 5. 1973 SLD' 309 JLN' 309 MD' F- II 
tl~ ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = •• ~tttt DEGC AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = ~ •• t.~. NMHG 
.tt MiSSION ACTIVITIES 
........................ CDR .................. . 
.. , MEDICAL EXPERII1£NTS/DTO 
'" ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PR08LEM 
.t. r£DICATJON AND DOSAGE 
1ft SLEEP DATA 
U8 ERG (WATT-HINS) ... , •••• LB ERG (WATT-HINS} ••••••• 
EVA H~ fKEAL/HR) ,.t"" EVA DURAT (HRS) ••••••• MK.t EX CHINS) ••••••• MK. II EX CHINS} •• t •••• MK. III EX CHINS) ." •• 1. TREADMILL CHINS) •••••• ~ OTHER EX CHINS) ••••••• HEIGHT (I' U ........ WEIGHT rKILOGRAM) 68.20 
"'14 ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST rCH} ••••••• , ••••••• INS/EXP CHEST feM) ••••••• , ••••••• NECK (eM) ••••••• 
RT/LT ARM (C~) •• 1 •••• / ••••••• RTILT ARM VOL (ec) ••••••• / ••••••• RTILT HAND eFT-LE) .. ·..,.· ..... /U ........ CEN GRAV HEAS {eM] u ..... ' •• 




..... 11 •• 
.. ...... . 
.......... .. 
............ 




......... , ....... . 
•• " •• """'.-'11 
. ..... "', .. -.. "' .. 
....... , .. -.... . 
. ....... , ....... . 
"' ..... . 
RELATIvE HUMIDITY = ."' ••••• % PART. PRES. C02 = ••••••• MMHG 
a ••••• " 
..' ••• /1 
• •••••• 
. ... " .. 
'I"'." 
• •••••• 
.,./1 •• '" 
lHI ••••• 
• •••••• 
t, __ ••••• 
67.~0· 
• ....... ' .... 11'41 •• 
•• -1 •••• , ....... . 
• .... iI .•• ' ......... . 
•••• 11.'/ .... '1 ... .. 





























SL-4 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
NOV 6. 1973 SLOt 310 JLN' 310 MO' F- 10 
ft. ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE: ""'" OEGC 
AVG. AHBJEHT ?RESSURE ; '~'f'" MHHG 
fl. HISSlON ACTIVITIES. 
'ft. MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
ff. ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
tf, MEDICATtON AND DOSAGE 
... SLEEP DATA 
••• f •••••••• HOURS 
.... EXERC I SE DATA 
ua ERG Cl-lATT-MINS) 'HHU 
LB ERG (WATT-MINS) ••••••• 
EVA H~ (KEAL/HRJ ••••••• 
EVA DURAr [HRS) ••••••• 
MK.I EX tHINS) ••••••• 
HK. II EX CHINS) ilHHH 
HK. 11-) EX (HINS) ....... H 
TREADHIlL (HINS) ••••••• 
OTHER EX (MINS) .f ••••• 
HEl GHT cr J) It"'." 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAH) 68.00 
'(4 ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/~AIST (CH) 
INS/EXP CHEST (CH) 
NECK (CH) 
RT/LT ARH (CH) 
RT/LT ARH VOL (CC) 
RT/LT HAND (FT-L8) 
CEN GRAV MEAS (CM) 
........... , ......... . 
...... 'r" ........... . 
....... *. 
........... , .......... .. 
......... c- .. , ......... . 
....... <1., .......... .. 
....... iI • 
OEH POINT = ••• , ••• DCGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = "'ff~' HHHG 
••••••••• ~ •• HOURS 
.............. 
...,) f ...... 
....11'1' ••• 
.. iI • ., .... 
......... " 
......... 
.... .. .. 
• " .. t .... . 
11 ...... ' 
......... 
71.70 
.. " ........ , ....... . 
.. ...... ,~ ...... . 
....... '" 
. "' ..... , ........ . 
....... '1, ....... . 
........ ' .. ' ... 4 ...... .. 
............ 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = ••••••• % 
PART. PRES. C02 = ••••••• HHHG 
..... -!II •• 
.. .. 'II .. ·t ... 
.. ..... .. 
. ........ . 
. ....... . 
•• " ••• 1 
....... iI • 
.. ....... .. 
.. ........ 11 
...... .it ... 
67.70 
.... 'HI •• ' .... ', .... . 
.. .......... , ......... . 
. ....... . 
• ........ 'fI •••••• 
. ., •• fI •• fI' •••• " •• 
.. ....... " .. '1."."' ... 












NOY· SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 7. 1973 SLD' 3'11 JLN' 311 MD' F- 9 
-I'" ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE =- <IIHUH DEGC 
AVG. AHS I ENT PRESSURE =- 11 .. I <II <I <I.. t1tlHG 
.4. MrSSION ACTIVITIES 
•. U MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
..... ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PR08LEM 
.... MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
... SLEEP DATA 
if" EXERC'ISE DATA 
U8 ERG (WATT-MINS) ......... . 
LS ERG (~ATT-HINS) ~.+~ ... . 
EVA HWE CKEAL/HRl ••••••• 
EVA DURAT (HRS) ........ . 
HK.I EX CHINS} ....... 4 
HK. II EX CHINS) ••••••• 
MK. 111 EX HUNS) .U4 ...... 
TREADMILL CHINS) ..... ~ ... 
OTHER EX CHINS) ...... <11. 
HEIGHT (r Jl H .... ... 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 68.00 
.... ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP'WAIST (eM) ••••••• , ••••••• 
INS'EXP CHEST (CM) .......... ,~ ....... . 
NECK (CM) .H.tH 
RT'LT ARI1 (eM) ...... Ifi .... ' ....... .. 
RT 'l T ARM VOL fCC) ........ ,. u .. ... 
RT'LT HAND eFT-LB) ..... t ... , ••••••• 
CEN GRAY MEAS teM) & ... ~ .. .. 
DEW POiNT = .<11 ••••• D[GC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN =- ~.~ •••• HHHG 
-f ••• -t: ... 
. ...... . 
. ....... .. 
..4 .... .. 
••••••• 
• •• .§ ... 11 
if ...... "' •• 
. ....... . 
. ....... . 
.. ....... . 
71. 70 
. ....... , .......... . 
.. ....... , ...... . 
........ 
. ....... , ...... . 
0;,\ •.•• if. [ ....... . 
.. ......... , ........ '1 
. ..... "'. 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY =- ' •• tt •• % 
PART. PRES. C02 =- •• t •••• HMHG 
":!I ...... 
.t ••••• 
. ...... . 
.. ......... . 
.. ........ .. 
.... ,. ... . 
. ........ , 
. ... '"" 
.. ..... . 
. ....... .. 
67.80 
" •• "tiHI' ••• "' .. .. 
. ........ , ......... . 
• •••••• 
.. ... -It ... '11 ......... . 
...,,, ..... , ..... ,, .. 
........ ,* ....... 11 















I j j 
PlEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE 
SL-'! NOV 7. 1913 SLD. 311 























Sl-4 DAllY Cll~[CAL/E~VIRONMO~TAL REPORT NOV B. 1973 SLD' 312 Jl~' 312 MD' F- B 
.1. ENVIRONMENTAL 
~VG_ TEMPERATURE ~ 19.44 DCGC AVG. AtlBIENT PRESSURE = 206.86 NNHG 
.1' MISSION ACTIVITIES 
.,. MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
1.1 SLEEP DATA 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
U8 ERG (~ATT-NINSI 
La ERG (~ATT-NI~S) EVA NWE (KEAL/HR) 
EVA DURAT (HRS) 
HK. I EX (MINS) 
NK. II EX (HINS) 
NK. III EX (HINS) 
TREADMILL (MINS) 
OTHER EX (tIINS) 
HEIGHT (r II 
~IGHT (KILOGRAM) 
......... 
. .., ....... 
111.1.4, 
... • .. I <II • 
.a •••••• 
• '1"." 
.... I "" .. . 
.... " ..... . 
6B.20 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/HAIST (CN) 
I~S/EXP CHEST (CH) NECK (CM) 
RTIL T ARM (CN) 
RTILT ARH VOL (CC) 
RT/LT HAND (FT-LB) 
CEN GRAY MEAS (CNI 
........ 11/ ••• " ••• 
....... , ...... " 
........ 
...... ,/ ...... . 
....... , ... .:. .. . 
....... , ...... , 
" • '!I I •• " 
DEH POINT = -6.44 DEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 73.95 MMHG 
• •• a. ••• 
••••••• 
........ 
.. 1111111 ... 
... "" ." f 
.. , .... 
.. 11 ". !I_I' 
••••••• 
..... ". 
.. Ii<l •••• 
72.20 
....... , ...... . 
•• I •••• ' •••• Hlt • 
........ jllI···· .. /'······ ..,. .... , ...... . CHI·····I'····" . , .. ,.,. 
RELATiVE HUMIDITY = ••••••• r PART. PRES. C02 ~ ••••••• M~HG 
•••• I .,. 
t •• ,. • ~ • 
" •• ef. 




. ...... , 
.... '" . 
••••••• 
68.00 
......... , ....... . 
.. ...... I "" •••••• 
........ 
.."".,/.""", 
• .... c •• , ••••••• 
. ..... " ...... . 











SL-4 DAILy CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
NOV 9. 1973 SLO- 313 ~N' 313 MDt F- 7 
~'t ENVlRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 18.33 DEGC 
AVG. AM81ENT PRESSURE = ~05.31 HMHG 
.,' MISSION ACTIVITIES 
HI MEDICAL EXPERINENTS/OTO 
H. ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
, •• HEDICAI1QN AND DOSAGE 
ill' SLEEP OAT A 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG CWATT-HINS) 
La ERG CWATT-HINSJ 
EVA MilE CKEAL/HR) 
EVA DURAT CHRS) 
HK.I EX tHl NS) 
~IK. II EX CHINS) 
NK. III EX CHINS) 
TREADHILL CHINS) 
OTHER EX CHINS) 
HEIGHT cr II 
WElGfIT CKILOGRAM) 
1"1'" 
1I t-I" _ ~ 
• •.. I' • 
I't'", 
111 , ••• of I 
,; • ~ 1/' •• 
· ., .... . 
• I I I ... " 
S.60 
• • I ...... 
67.70 
tH ANTHROPOtlETRIC DATA 
HIPfWAIST reM) ...... ,! ..... u 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM) •••••• ,/ ••••••• 
NECK (CH) •••••• 1 
RTILT ARM (eMJ , •••••• ' ••••• 11 
RTILT ARM VOL fCC) ••••••• '1' ..... 
RTILT HAND (FT-LBl I~.I ••• /I.'I ••• 
eEN GRAV HEAS (em ....... , 
DEW POINT ~ ••••••• DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 71.37 HHHG 
'1"."1 
........ 
, ...... I • 
II •••• I 
11'111 .... 
4"".iI 
• I ....... 
...... 1 1 
71. 70 
111~'II/' ••••• 1 
.1.4.1'/1<1 ••••• 
, , .... , .. 
•••••• 1/ •••• 11. 
1'.'(11/111111' 
1,14"'1/1111'111 
I., ••• 1 
RELATIVE HUMIOITY = ' ...... 1 % 
PART. PRES. C02 = ••••••• HHHG 
• •••• " ••• 1. HOURS 
, ....... . 
"4'II .. t 
4. , t •• I 
• .... 11 .. 
· ....... . 
.. ...... I 
... 1 .... . 
• • 4 ... , I 
69.30 
67.90 
• ••••• '/.'.11 •• 
'111,1.'/"1'''''1 




I .... , ~ .... 





















5l-~ NOV 9, 1973 SlD. 313 JlN. 313 MD. F- 7 
E1.PT IMEAS 1'1 AN VALUE I'1EAN SD .~ N 
1'1073 123 PLT 'I.BOOO .76923 1.0533 26 123 FECAL NA (MEQ) 
1'1073 12'1 PLT '15.300 9.3692 11.165 26 12'1 FECAL K (MEQ) 






SL-4 DAILY CLINICAL/eNVIRONHENTAl RePORT 
NOV 10. 1973 SLD' 314 .LN' 314 /10' F- 6 
'f' ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TeMPERATURe = 18.33 OCGC 
AVG. AMBieNT PRESSURE = 202.72 HHHG 
, •• HISSiON ACTIVITIES 
, •• HEDICAL eXPERIMENTS/DTO 
.... , ILlf'..'ESS!SYHPTOH/PR08LEH 
fel HEDICATION ANO DOSAGE 
He SLEEP DATA 
f",1ftll""f HOURS 
.,. EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (WATT-HIN51 ........ 
LB ERG (HATT-HINS) 'IIU·' 
EVA HWE CKEAL/HR) •• 11 •••• 
EVA D~~AT (HRS) ••••• 111 
HK.I tx fKfNS) ••••••• 
11K. U EX tHINS) UHH' 
HK. lIt EX CHINS) .IU,... .. 
TREADMlll HlI NSl 'Ie I H'" 
OTHER EX r~llNS) 3S.50 
HEIGHT (r-Il '111"" 
HEIGHT rKILOGRAM) 68.20 
"1 ANTHROPOHETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (C~O .ClUff'/UIII'" 
INS/EX? CHEST (eM) .1"""".4f'. 
NECK (CH) ....... . 
RT/LT ARM {CHI ••••••• , ••••••• 
RTILT ARM VOL (eCI ••• , ••• ' ••••• ft 
RTILT HAND tFT-t81 .,.I,4""'t'" 
eEN GRAV NEAS (CHI , •• " •• 
DEH POINT = .~."'I DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 71.37 HHHG 
• ....... i! .. 
"11,, ... 
• •••••• fl' Ill .. III 
.011.1'. 
,.Iefl.' 
~ ... 11 •• I 




........ / .... t ••• 
• •• 11 .... / ......... . 
.., .... / .. , .... . 
........ , ........ 11 
....... , ....... . 
. ....... . 
RELATIVE HUH"IDITY = "''''ull % 
PART. PRES. C02 = •• b •••• MHHG 
.., ....... 
.1 •• 11'. 
, ..... . 
.. " ... .. 
11 .. 4 .. 8, 
,,,,,, •• 11 
.... fll ... 




• •••••• / .. 1 ...... 
,,,,,,,,,".' ••• 1 .. 11 
• ..... 4 .. / ....... .. 
.J ...... ,'C ...... . 
.. ....... J •• • ill 11" .. 














SL-4 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
NOV 11. 1973 SLOt 315 JLN' 315 MO' F- 5 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG~ TEMPERATURE = tlt't't OEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = f •••••• ~MHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
•••• , ........... CDR •• ,.-., ......... . 
... MEDICAL EXPERHIENTS/DTO 
••• ILLNESS/SYHPTOM/PR08LEH 
1'1 MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
UI SLEEP DATA 
1'1 EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (WATT-HINSl ••••••• 
L8 ERG O.JATT-MINSl UUIU 
EVA H~ (KEAL/HR) ••• ~ ••• 
EVA DURAT (HRS) ••••••• 
HK.I EX [HINS) ••••••• 
HK. 11 EX (HiNS) H .... H. 
HK. tIl EX CHINS) '~'I'" 
TREADMILL CHINS) ""111 
OTHER EX (HINS) 7.00 
HEIGHT (r tl IIIIU. 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 68.00 
WI' ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (CH) """'/1'11'1' 
INS/EXP CHEST (CM) ••••••• , •••• ,., 
NECK (eM) ....... . 
RTILT ARM rCM) .·····.1·.····· RT/LT ARM VOL eCC) ••••••• , ••••••• 
RT/LT HAND CFT-La) ••••••• / •• a •••• 
CEN GRAV MEAS (CM) 1 ••••• -
DEW POINT = ••••••• OEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = f"',.1 HHHG 
.1 ••••• 
••••••• 
.. ....... . 
.. , .. ,,,. 
..iI' .... 
• "' .. 11 






.'1'.'.' ...... .. 
........ " •• 1 ••• 
•••• , •• / •• '.1'. 
• ........ /' •••• "4 
....... I 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = •• , •••• X 










.iI ..... . 





........ '1 •• 1 ••• 
I"I"./'I.t.e • 
1·11····/······· 





5L-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONH<NTAL REPORT NOV 12. 1973 SLD' 316 .LN' 316 MO' F- ~ 
'f. ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG •. TEMPERATURE = '1 u". OEGC AVG. AHB I E NT -PRESSURE = ,.. I .-. <I HHHG 
.,' MISSION ACTIVITIES 
• ,. MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
.,' ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.... SLEEP DATA 
1111'~I"'" HOURS 
1111 EXERC I SE DATA 
~la ERG (J.Jf.rT-MINSl UIU!lit 
La ERG' tHAiT-MlN'S) HUHI EVA tll~E O<EAl/HR) ,.. I 11«" EVA OURA! (HRS) '1.1'" NK.! i:X nUNS!. "UUt NK. It EX tHINS) QI~I~'~ HK. III EX tHINSJ O'UflU,'" TRE:AmtiLL CHINS) (l .... u OTHER EX nUNS) ~,~ ... . 
HEIGHT (r'" U HUiH HEIGHT CKILOGRMIl 68.50 
... ANTHROPOrtETR I C DATA 
fllP/J.IAIST (CMI 
INS/EXP CHEST (cm NECK (CMI 
RTILT ARM (CMI 
RT/LT ARM VOL (CCI RT/LT HAND (FT-LS) CEN GRAV HEAS (CH) 
11 ••••• '.11 ••••• 
~c'I···I·li41 •• ' 
II'"~I' 
Iftell"lI·/~I".11 
'1"'.-" •• '.":"'" ·<i·I!.'~"'(l/·G'.'"lI. 
'I".'e( 
DE~ POINT = , •••••• OEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN = II ••••• NHHG 
.•. 1........... spr •••••••• " ••••• 
••• ,cel •••••• HOURS 
• • I •••• 
••••••• 
I •• , I •• 
." ..... 
• ,. • I ••• 
•• • • • • • 
........ 
· ." .. ,. ,. 
""'" ........ 
71.20 
<"" •••• /, .. ,., •• 
• •••••• /. I ...... 
••••••• / •• '1 ••• 
._""'"/''t,,''' 
iI~lIelil~e/jlill<ll' •• ' 
( ... oQ"" I< 
RELATIVE HUN!OITY = ...... 11 % PART. PRES. C02 =. ".'''1. HNHG 
.............. " ••• PLT ••• " •••••• 11 •• 
•• ,1 •••••••• HOURS 
'I'~'''" 
• •• t • I • I, ..• t • 
'111'" 
••• I ••• 
I •••••• 
•• I ••• I 
••••••• 
•• I ..... 
'"1"1' 
67.60 
I,C .. "'./_""" 
",.111/.""'" 
" •• " I ." 
.,U-I(.'H!./II1 ...... 
.... '¢D.';I/ •••••• ~ 
.~I.It •• /.I ••• ,. 








SL-q DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
NOV 13. 1973 SLD' 317 JLN' 317 MD' F- 3 
4'1 ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE ~ 17.7B DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 200.13 HMHG 
.,. MISSION ACTIVITIES 
It .. -tltl ............ CDR ...... 11 .. ''' •••• ," 
••• MEDICAL EXPERlMENTS/DTO 
lit ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
.t. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
... t. SLEEP DATA 
•• "'1"1'" HOURS 
••• EXERCTSE DATA 
UB ERG (HATT-HINSl till'" 
L8 ERG (WATT-HINS) ••• tl'l 
EVA ~IHE CKEAL/HRl 1IIIIIt 
EVA DURAT (HRS) 1IIIIIt 
MK.l EX CHINS) t'I.111 
MK. 1 I EX CHINS) HUH. 
HK. III EX (HINS) 111'"11 
TREADHILL tr1INS) thHH 
OTHER EX CHINS) .1.1'" 
HEIGHT (r 11 HU ..... 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 6B.00 
'1. ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPIWAIST (CH) 
INS/EXP CHEST (CH) 
NECK rCM) 
RTiLT ARH (CH) 
RT/LT ARH VOL (CC) 
RT/LT HAND (FT-LB) 
CEN GRAV HEAS rCHI 
~t •• n~./le'III' 
, •• 4.1"I/fll.,I.1I 
•• ,,-ilI' 
1 ........ , •••• 1 •• 
......... /, ..... . 
","iHI"'.".'f.1 
•• *.~ •• 
DEW POINT = ." .. *., OEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 69.30 ~HHG 
••• ""1'", HOURS 
'."lI •• ' 
....... t! 
......... 
I" •• J •• 
" ........ 1 
........ 1 
• 11 ....... . 




•• 1I •• IHf''' •••••• 
........ , ..... -4 ••• 
......... 
.1 ....... / ..... " •• 
......... / .... J ••• 
••••••• ' ...... 11111 
• I ••••• 
RELATIVE HUHIDITY = ..... 1 ..... % 
PARra PRES. C02 = I' •• ". MMHG 
......... -11 •• -•••• pLT •••• J.JI ••• ~ •• 
I ...... . 
••••••• 
. ...... . 
........ 
........ 




.. ....... . 
67.BO 
.'1 •••• /1'1 •• '. 
" ••• ",.,.,,1I, •• -
.......... 
""'.'/.""" 
.. ....... ' •• 1.' •• 
. ........ / ...... . 





















5L-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
NOV 14. !973 SLO- 318 JLN- 318 MD- F- 2 
~t. ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 17.78 OEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 173.76 MMHG 
ttt MISSION A~TIVlrlE5 
It. MEDICAL EXPERIHENTS/DTO 
i'l ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PR08LEM 
, •• MEDlCATION AND DOSAGE 
.. It SLeEP DATA 
fll EXERCISE DATA 
U8 ERG U.JATT-MINS) H .... If 
L8 ERG (WATT-HINSI ....... If 
EVA MWE (KEAL/HR) lett ••• 
EVA DURAl (HRS) •• t •• f. 
NK.I EX CHINS) .t" ••• f 
HK. II EX (HiN5) ..... u .. 
HK. III EX CHINS) If""1 
TREADMIll (l1IN5) tHUn 
OTHER EX CHINS) t'II". 
HEIGHT ,1""1) Hit"''' 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 67.80 
Hi ANTHROPONETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) 1.1.' •• 't.f't.1 
lNSlEXP CHEST (eH) 'It .... H' H u .... it-
NECK (eM) """.ttl 
RTILT ARM (eM) ••• ' ••• I .. ~ ••••• 
RTILT ARM VOL eec) •••••• '/1 •••••• 
Ri/lT HAND (FT-LS) ••• iA •• ' ••••••• 
eEN GRAY HEAS (CM) u ........ 
DEW POINT; •• , •••• O~GC 




• • • •••• 
........ 
" ...... I. 
... I" ••• 




...... ,/ ...... . 
••••••• / ••• 1 ••• 
........ 
......... / ...... .. 
........ ,/ ....... .. 
.... , ...... /.t.~ ... .. 
. ...... . 
.hil'-... _________________________________ ~-~ ... ~.~-~"!~:....Ma.19,!.,.z 'dt" . 
RELATIVE HUNIDITy = H.iI-Il1l r 
PART. PRES. C02 = ••••••• HHHG 
............ 11 HOURS 
........ 
... , .... 
.ee •••• 
.., .. , . 





. .... ,. 
67.60 
........ /.'11 ••• 
. ..... ,/ ....... . 
.qt •• , .. . 
. ...... / ...... .. 
• .... ''il/ ...... .. 
"" ..... /11,.,,,,, 
















SL-~. DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT NOV 15. 1973 SLO~ 319 .Jl..N' 319 MD' F-
~~~ ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = ~~~II" DEGC AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = ••••••• HMHG 
,., MISSION ACTIVITIES 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOH/PROELEN 
.t, MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
-ill SLEEP DATA 
,., EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG tWATT-KINS) HUH I 
La ERG (WATT-HINS) "'1'" EVA HWE CKEAL/HRI ••••••• 
EVA DURAT (HRS) •• u .... MK.t EX (HINS) .4 ..... HK. 11 EX CHINS> ~'I"II NK. III EX fHINSl "" •• 1 TREADMILL CHINS) •• , •••• OTHER EX CHINS) •••• ". HEIGHT cr Jl I ......... 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 68.00 
~.§ ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) "'~~I'I""'I' INS/EXP CHEST (eM) "'+I"I"'~'II NECK (eM) 
.. fi ••• o"l RTllT ARM (CM) •••• I··I·II.~II RTILT ARH VOL (ec) "I~"1/14I"" RTilT HAND (FT-lB) .. 44····1.·····~ CEN GRAV NEAS (eM) ... 4 •••• 
DEW POINT = •• l •••• D£GC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = I ••• ' ... NMHG 
........ 
""HI •••• 
. ....... . 
........ 
.. •• liI .... 
........ 
.... C, •• .m. 
tI ••• * •• 
••• e ••• 
........ 
71.20 
.<I •• "HI.' ••• ' ••• 
.. -11 •••• *' .. 4 ..... 
.. c ••••• , ....... . 
.. t ........ , ........ .. 
.......... , ............ . 
......... 4 
[ 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY ~ ........ X PART. PRES. C02 = ••••••• MHHG 
.......... 
........ 
. ...... . 
. ....... .. 
. ....... .. 
" ...... . 
.ii.iHI .. . 
• ••• 'iII .. .. 
.(iil .... .. 
. ....... . 
67.00 
I ..... -I~' .• II-I .... 
... I*.IC''II.'1.'1 ••• 
••••••• 
.C·llil ...... ' ......... . 
...1 ...... ' .... ,,'11. 
• ........ ·.' ••• iI ••• 










SL-" DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
NOV J6. 1973 SlO" 320 v~Nt 320 MDt NO 
'1' ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 18.33 DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 2~2.02 MHHG 
t~. MISSION ACTIVITIES 
LAUNCH DAY 
ACTI VA TI ON/TRANSFER EQUIPMENT 
f •• MEDICAL EXPERIHENTS/DTO 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
HOTION SICKNESS 
.. " t HED I CAT I ON AI~D DOSAGE 
lPRE SCOP-DEX 
lPRE PROMETHAZINE-EPHEDRINE 
{lH SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 5.90 HOURS 
lit EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (HATT-HINS) ........ . 
L8 ERG (HATT-HINSl .... Ut ... 
EVA HWE (KEAL/HR) l't .. I'1 
EVA DURAT (HRS) f'I.", 
HK.I EX fIINS) .... 'iiI ... 
HK. II EX (HINS) UilUH 
HK. III EX (MINS) ",4.t. 
TREADMILL CHINS} t'II'" 
OTHER EX CHINS) 1'1'*'1 
HEIGHT (eM) I ••••• ' 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAMI 67.90 
If, ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST {eM} ........ 1111/· .......... . 
INS/EXP CHEST (CM) ..... " ........ /iI ...... U 
NECK [eH) .... u ... 
RT/LT ARM (eM) 'H ..... /.U .. ... 
RTILT ARM VOL ecc) 11" .... '/"/lil1I .. .. 
RTILT HAND eFT-Lel 1114 ...... /' ....... . 
CEN GRAV MEAS {CI'U Hilt .. III 
DEW POINT = -6.50 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 19~.~5 MMHG 
lPRE SCOP-OEX 
1PRE PROMETHAZINE-EPHEDRINE 
HEAVY 6.30 HOURS 
1-•••••• 
.... " .... 
........ 
•• iI ... .. 




••• 1 .... 
*1·l"'IIi1. 
71.20 
.... 11.1/ .......... .. 
... -111 ..... / .. /11.1 .. .. 
1 .. I.iI .. I/I ......... . 
~ .. "" ..... / .. II ..... . 
, ........... / ....... 1 .. .. 
·""'1 •• 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = I •••••• % 




HEAVY 5.50 HOURS 
'11" .. 11 .. 11 
liI"" .. I • 




• ..... 1 ... 
... "" ...... 
illiI.I."1 
iI.iII ... ",. 
67.60 
liI"""II/"""4 .. 11 
."iI"' .. 4/".I ••• " 
iIIl" •• 11 
.111.11/1111 ..... 
""1111""/11111"'11. 
II .. II •• / .. ~I ..... « 
'I"."." 
PlEA5UREI'1ENTS GREnER THAN 3 so 
Sl-~ NOV 16, 1913 
EXPT II'IEAS PlAN VALUE 
PlO73 II CDR 956.00 
PlOT3 12 CDR %0.00 Pl073 16 CDR Iq6.60 
1'1073 ~5 CDR 1~8.00 
1'1073 53 CDR 
.36300 Pl073 II SPT i1~2.0 
1'1073 16 PlT 129.80 
Pl073 ~I PLT 175Q.0 
1'1073 ~2 PLT 69.700 
PlOT3 q3 PlT 362.00 
1'1073 qq PlT 963.00 
1'1073 ~5 Pl T 98.000 
1'1073 % PlT 129.00 
1'1"073 It7 PlT 52.000 
PlOT3 q8 PLT 1159.0 PlOT3 53 PlT 
.68TOO MOT3 59 Pl T .~T300 
MOT3 60 PlT I. H2O 
PlO73 127 PlT 11.200 
FROM THE PREFLIGHT I'1EAN 
SlD" 320 JlN .. 320 
PlEAN SO N 
1852.3 Iq3.71 2T 
988.37 136.5~ Z7 
55 .652 20.517 27 
225.63 2~. 75 3 27 
.21332 .~3339-01 25 
1919.1 230.3~ 26 
53. 185 21.210 27 
3179.9 220.02 27 
12T .~? 9.2971 27 
885.96 IQ8.99 27 
IH2.1 136.11 27 
2Q 3 .11 37. 90Q 27 
330.19 Q8.160 27 
107.11 IQ .Q3Q 27 
3606.6 663.87 2T 
.39233 
.9%98-01 2T 
.7ZH3-02 • 3Z52Q-O I 27 
.322H .2qI68. 27 
20.285 1.3853 26 





















URINE CREAT (MG/TV) 
URINE URIC A (MG/TV) 
HYDROCORTISON (UG/TV) 
DIET SOOIUM (MG) 
PREGNArIEOIOL (MG/TV I 
URINE CREAT (MGITV) 
HYDROCORTrSON (uG/TV) 
DIET CALORIES IKCAL) 
DIET PROTEIN (G) 
DIET CALCIUM (£~G) 
OIET PHOSPHORUS (MG) 
DIET SOOIUM (MG) 
DIET I'IAGNES IUM (MG) 
DIET POTASSIUM (MG) 
WATER INTAKE (I'll) 
P REGNANED I OL (MG /TV ) 
II-OH-ANORO (I'IG/TV) 
1l-0H-EJlOCHO (I'IG/TV) 








SL-'t DAILY CLINICALIENVIRONNENTAL REPORT 
NOV 17. 1973 SLD' 321 JLN' 321 MO' MO 2 
.~i ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = IB.33 DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 258.57 MNHG 
"1 MISSION ACTIVITIES 
ACTIVATION/TRANSFER EQUIPMENT 
OTHER MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND bTO'S 
DEBRIEFING 
.. , MEDICAL EXPERIMENTSfDTO 
". ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
MOTI ON 51 CKNESS 
Hi MEDICATION AnD DOSAGE 
2 f f SCOP-DEX 
I H PROHETHAZ1NE-EPHEDRINE 
Hi SLEEP DATA 
LIGHT 5.00 HOURS 
.f. EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG CWATT-HINSI HHUi! 
La ERG (WATT-HtNS) 'If ••••• 
EVA MWE CKEAL/HR) tBUII 
EVA DURAT (HRS] .HUH 
HK. I EX CHINS) ...... ** 
NK. II EX" CHINS) u ..... .. 
HK. III EX CHINS) 1'.'1.1 
TREADMILL tHINS) .... UH .. · 
OTHER EX CHINS) ~fw'f •• 
HEIGHT ICM) 'Itt •••• 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) .~Q •• ~e 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (CM) ."tfftt''' •• t.t. 
INS/EX? CHEST (CM) u .... U/u ..... a .... 
NECK fCH) ........ ... 
RTILT ARM tCM) ... f~ff.I •••• f •• 
RT/LT ARM VOL (ec) •• '.'.'/ff.' ••• 
RTILT HAND eFT-L8l .~ •• ff.I"lf'.ff 
eEN GRAV HEAS (eM) "ueHe 
DEW POINT = 4eei4 .. c DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 200.65 HMHG 
2 iii SCOP-DEX 
i. PROMETHAZINE-EPHEDRINE 
HEAVY 6.00 HOURS 
... c ... c. 
c ....... -II 
........ 
... " ..... .. 
".c.~ ... . 
... .c ..... . 
4 .......... . 
.. 4 ........ iI 
• • -...... I 
'II""'.",,,. 
........ 
... " ...... , ......... . 
...0 ..... "' .... 4 .... .. 
• .... '1 .. .. 
....... *, ........ .. 
.4 ......... ' ........ .. 
....... IL'.' ............ .. 
............ 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = ............ % 
PART. PRES. C02 = ......... HHHG 
MOTION SICKNESS 
2 •• PROMETHAZINE-EPHEDRINE 
.. 
HEAVY 2.00 HUURS 
"' ....... . 
......... 
..... ~ ... . 
..... '1 .. . 
.. ...... .. 
.. ......... 11 
iI ......... .. 
ii .. 44 .... .. 
4 .. O~HI .. .. 
... ......... . 
...... 4 • 
. ........ ,~ ....... . 
.. ....... , ......... .. 
• ....... '4 .... 4 •• e 
.4 ........ { .......... . 
. ....... ~ .. { ...... " ... 
............ 
ittilI{."IIl" ." _____________________________ -' ____ -"'~-=~~" . :'~oi;/·' .. :.·ii~;.,~-:~ ... :'_-~ 
- - - - .. 
PlEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO 
-, SL-~ NOV 11. 1913 
EXPT IMEAS 1'1 AN VALUE 
1'1073 2 CDR 1027.0 
Mn3 ~8 CDR 1291.0 
1'1073 53 CDR .~1300 
\ 1'1073 61 CDR 9.~000 
, 1'1073 92 CDR 3169.8 
-{' 1'1073 93 CDR 58.0QO 
1'1073 3 SPT 267.00 
1'1073 5 SPT 10.600 
1'1073 8 SPT 253.00 
1'1073 q8 SPT 1556.0 
1'1073 53 SPT ~77TOO 
1'1073 5'1 SPT 3.5780 
1'1073 56 SPT 1.3660 
1'1073 61 SPT 13.160 
1'1073 86 SPT 270.05 
1'1073 87 SPT 351.85 
1'1073 89 SPT 159.93 
Mon 90 SPT H.560 
1'1073 92 SPT 2121.1 
1'1073 ~2 PLT 78.000 
1'1073 '1'1 PLT 1231.0 
1'1073 '18 PLT 1229.0 
1'1013 58 PLT I.H80 
1'1073 59 PLT .16300 
1'1073 60 PLT 1.2.720 
1'1073 61 PLT 10.'110 
1'1073 81 PL7 5.1500 
M073 93 PLT 15.'150 
1'1073 127 PLT 12.500 
FROM THE PREFL IGHT I'IEAN 
SLD" 321 JLI'I" 321 1'10" 
MEAN SO N 
~.b~.~ I 150.77 27 
Z8"f5. I ~20.12 27 
.21332 .~ 3339-0 I 25 
5.7376 .96800 2, 
1260.1 265.51 5 
12.813 6.7179 3 
HO.38 3~ .515 26 
6.8692 1.2036 26 
128.96 39.188 26 
3257.0 559.65 26 
.~2860 .9893~-01 25 
1.'10~'1 .'1'1331 25 
.,'138'1 .19558 25 
7.1396 1.6995 25 
5=5.066 17.96~ 5 
153.69 18.167 5 
89.~'6 22.20~ 5 
18.310 8.5733 3 
1088.'1 101.19 5 
127.'19 9.2971 27 
I H2.1 136.11 27 
3606.6 6.63.87 27 
.70'16 3 .26152 27 
.72593-.02 .3252'1-0 I 27 
.3Z27Q .2Q 168 27 
6.3978 1: 1725 27 
2.2925 .89560 'I 
5.Q867 2.2'166 3. 
20.2.85 1.3853 26 
1'10 2 
2 URINE OslimL (MOSM/TV) 
~8 WATER INTAKE (i'lL) 
53 PREGNArIEDIOL (MG/TV) 
61 TOTAL 17-KETO (TMG/TV) 
92 FREE CREATlNlti .(MG/TV) 
93 FREE CARNOSINE (MG/TV) 
3 UR INE NA (MEQ/TV) 
5 URiNE MG (MEa/TV) 
8 URINE CL (MEa/TV) 
'18 WATER INTAKE (i'lL) 
53 PREGNANEDIOL (MG/TV) 
5~ ANDROSTERONE (i'1G/TV) 
56 DEHVDROEPIANO (MG/TV) 
61 TOTAL 17-KETO (TMGITV) 
86 FREE LVSINE (MG/TV) 
87 FREE I-CH3-HIS (MG/TV) 
89 FREE 3_Cij3-HfS (MG/TV) 
9.0 FREE ANSERINE (MGITV) 
92 FREE CAEA.TININ (MG/TV) 
'12 IlIETPROTElN (G) 
~'1 DIET P'HOSPHORUS (MG) 
'18 WATER INTAKE (MU 
58 II-O-ETIOCHO (MG/TV) 
59 II-OH-ANORO (MG/TV) 
60 i1-0H-ETIOCHO (MG/TV) 
61 TOTAL 17 -KETO (TMG lTV) 
81 FREE OH-LVSINE (MG/TV) 
93 FREE CARNOSIN~ (MG/TV) 





















5L-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
NOV IB, 1973 SLD' 322 Jt.N' 322 110' 110 3 
.. t t ENV I RONMENT."L 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 21.11 DEGC 
AVG. AHBIENT PRESSURE = 243.06 MHHG 
••• HISSIQN ACTIVITIES 
ACTIVATIONfTRANSFER EQUIPHENT 
OTHER HEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND DTO'S 
SCIENCE DEMOS/STUDENT EXPERIMENTS 
~I~ MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
MilO 
f f" ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
MOT! ON SrCKNESS 
fit MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
2 H SCOP-DEX 
I .. PROMETHAZINE-EPHEDRINE 
tH SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 6.00 HOURS 
•• 1 EXERCISE DATA 
U8 ERG (WAtT-MINSl HUU. 
L8 ERG (WATT-MINS) 2000.00 
EVA HWE r :EAL-/HR) H ..... t 
EVA DUAAr (HRS) IIBH'U-
MK.I EX (HINS) 2.00 
HI\". -I I EX CHINS) ..... Ut· .. 
HK. III El~ CHINS) HIt-lll. 
TREAOHIL!... CHINS} .. "' .... 
OTHER EX CHINS) ........ ... 
HEIGHT (eM) .. H ... .... 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 66.70 
4ft ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) .tf.ft~/f ••• f •• 
INSIEXP CHEST (eM) Idtt.t./ttl.t.t 
NE'CK (eM) ... u .... 
RTILT ARH (eM) ....... U/.'.lII .... . 
RTILT ARM VOL (eCl ...... t ..... , ........ ... 
RTltT HAND eFT-LB) U ...... U/ .... HH 
DEW POINT = 9.44 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 197.55 MHHG 
MIlO 
2 ... SCOP-OEX 
1 .t PROMETHAZINE-EPHEDRINE 




...... G .... 
5.00 
.... "' ... 
......... 
... 11-11 .... .. 
.; ...... Il. 
70.80 
........... -.. / .. (I" ...... .. 
.. .... • ...... I· ...... ~ .. tI 
............ , .......... . 
'J .... iI ... ' .......... . 
............ , ........... .. 
RELATIVE HU~IDITY ~9.00 % 
PART. PRES. C02 = .... , ....... MMHG 
HIIO 
HOT! ON SICKNESS 
2 ., PROMETHAZINE-EPHEDRINE 
I .... SUOAFEo CAPSULES 
LIGHT 7.00 HOURS 
'II ......... .. 
2250.00 
() ......... 1' 
............. 
........... 
I ......... . 
. ...... . 
.. ........ .. 
.. ........ .. 
... II .... .. 
65.70 
.. ........ / .......... . 
... e ..... ,." ........ . 
.. ........ / ......... .. 
.. ....... , .......... . 






MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
Sl-~ NOV 18, 1973 SLO. 322 JLN. 322 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
1'1073 2 CDR 1235.0 56~ .~ 1 150.17 27 
1'1073 6 CDR 1693.0 8'10.07 158.68 27 
1'1073 10 CDR 1.0310 1.0159 .37350-02 27 
/1073 I~ CDR 11.100 101.06 29.283 26 
1'1073 2~ CDR 3.7000 2.8000 . 29~ 39 ~ 
1'1073 27 COR 9Q.oen 85.375 2.6613 ~ 
1'\073 36 CDR 1.50U~ .~3750 .3~999 ~ 
1'1073 12~ CDR 32.600 I~ .127 ~ .8232 26 
1'1073 1 SPT 3266.0 133U.3 ~55. 71 27 
1'1073 21 SPT 130.00 1~2.50 2.6~58 q 
1'1073 22 SPT ~.6800 ~. 0375 .196 70 ~ 
M073 25 SPT 10.600 9.8500 .12910 ~ 
1'1073 26 SPT 9~.900 99.100 .82051 q 
1'l073 37 SPT 6.2000 21. 750 3.59qO ~ 
M073 5~ SPT 3.7~30 I.qO~q .~~331 25 
1'l073 56 SPT 1.2750 .5·138~ .195,8 25 
M~T3 6 PLT 1718.0 1021.9 18Q. TT 27 1'173 25 PlT 10.300 9.6000 .18251 q 
M073 26 PLT 95.200 101 .85 1. 36 75" q 
1'1 73 36 pLT .77000 .lq250 .100% q 
1'1073 53 PLT .71600 .3n33 .9~698-0i 27 
1'1073 58 PLT 1.8900 .7,%3 .26152 27 
1'1073 ,9 rLT .~0900 .72593-02 .32'2~-OI 27 
1'1073 61 PLT 11. O~ 0 6.3978 1.1725 27 




























URINE OSMOL (MOSM/TV' 
URINE PO~ (I'lG/TV) 
URINE SPECIFIC GRAV 
NDREPINEPHRIN (UG/TV) 
BLOOD PDq (MG/l) 
BLOOD GLUCOSE (MG/L) 
ANGIOTENSIN (MUG/ML/H) 
FECAL K (MEU) 
TOTAL URINE VOL (MLl 
BLOOD NA (MEQ/Ll 
r,lOOD K (MEG /Ll 
BLOOD CA (MG /L ) 
BLOOD CL (I'lEQ/Ll 
INSULIN (UU IMl ) 
ANOROSTERONE (MG/TV) 
OEHVOROEPIAflO (I'1G/TV) 
URINE PO~ (MG/TVI 
BLOOO CA (I'1G/L) 
BLOOD CL (MEC/L) 
ANGIOTENSIN (I'lUG/ML/H) 
PREGNANED I OL (I'1G /TV ) 
II-O-ETlOCHO (I'1G/TV) 
1l-0H-ANDRO (I'1G/TV) 

























SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
NOV 19. 1973 SLD' 323 JLN' 323 MD' He ~ 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 25.00 DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 253.~0 MHHG 
". MISSION ACTIVITIES 
ACTIVATION/TRANSFER EQUIPMENT 
HAJOR MED EXPERIHENTS 
OTHER MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND DTO'S 
SCIENCE DEHOS/STUDENT EXPERIHENTS 
, •• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
I'f MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
2 .t SCOP-DEX 
HI SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 6.So HOURS 
.. , EXERCISE DATA 
ua ERG (WATT-HINS) «. illffl ... <II 
La ERG (HATT-MINS) 3000.00 
EVA MWE (KEAL/HR) .. 14: ... t .. 
EVA DURAT (HRS) IHHI ..... 
HK. I EX (HINS) 2.00 
HK. II EX (HINS. 2.00 
HK. II I EX CHINS) a ....... 
TREADMILL CHINS) ........ 
OTHER EX (HINS) 2.00 
I£IGHT ceM) ••••••• 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAH) 67.00 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/HAIST (eM) j;lIHIIIU:II/U-4UU 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM) ••••••• , ••••••• 
NECK (eM) ......... u 
RT/LT ARM (eM) •••••• ,/ ••••••• 
RTILT ARH VOL (ec) .I.~ ... I* •••••• 
RTILT HAND CfT-LB) ••••••• , ••••••• 
eEN GRAY HEAS (eM) ••••••• 
DEH POINT = 10.56 DEGC . 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 200.13 MMHG 
M133 
1 ... SCOP-OEX 
HEAVY 6.50 HOURS 
•• iHI4" • 
7010.00 
••••••• 
.. ...... . 
10.00 
• 'ltI ••• 
. ... ,. .... 
••••••• 
•• iI ..... 
II '''lliH'' 
70.50 
........ /G ...... 4 
<11.1-11"1/'<1<1""'" 
····· .. ·I· ... · .. iI.iI 
..'11 ..... /'11 ....... .. 
.. ....... "I'· t" ... . 
...... '11. 
RELATIVE HUMIDITy 
PART. PRES. C02 = ~O.OO % 3.90 MHHG 
....... t ... I.~if. 
2 4t PROMETHAZINE-EPHEDRINE 
HEAVY 6.50 HOURS 
2240.00 
.. "t I I'll" 
'II'll"' ........ 
1.00 




•• tltt • 
65.90 
........ / ....... . 
• ••••• ·/t .... tt .... t 
.t .... ,/ ....... . 
........ /'11 ...... . 
• ......... /~ ••••• t 









MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-~ NOV 19, 1973 5l0. 32.3 Jl.N. 323 MD. 1'10 ~ 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN 5D N 
M013 6 CDR H2~.0 8qO.OT 158.68 2.T 6 URINE P09 (MG/TV) 
"073 128 CDR 11 • TOO 13.888 1.2526 26 128 URINE NITROGEN (G) 
PlO13 5 SPT 12.'>00 6.869Z 1.2036 26 5 UR INE MG (MEQ/TV) 
1'1013 ~7 SPT 112.00 83.500 q.9739 26 qT DIET POTASSIUM (MG) 
1'1013 53 SPT .82800 .q2860 .9893Q-01 25 53 PREGNANEDIOL (MG/TV) 
1'1013 SQ SPT 2.98TO I.QOQQ .QQ331 25 Sq ANDROSTERONE (MG/TV) 
1'1013 59 ~LT .27600 • T2593-02. .3Z!>Z~-01 2T 59 11-0H-ANORO (riG/TV) 





SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
NOV 20. 1973 SLO' 32~ JlN' 32q MD' MD 5 
ttt ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 25.00 eEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 254.43 MMHG 
ttt MISSION ACTIVITIES 
ACTIVATION/TRANSFER EQUIPMENT 
MAJOR MED EXPER I NEHTS 
OTHER HEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND DTO'S 
DEBRIEFING 
tH "MEDICAL EXPERHlENTS/DTO 
HI7I 
H092 
.. t .. ILLNESS/SYNPTOH/PR08LEH 
~t. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
He SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 6.50 HOURS 
tH EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG CHATT-MINS) .... u .... 
LB ERG (HATT-HINSJ 4110.00 
EVA HHE (KEi\L/HR) ..... tIt 
EV~ OURAT (HRS] •••• ,~. 
HK.I EX (MINS) 2.00 
MK. I I EX CHINS] HI ..... 
HK. III EX (HINS) 2.00 
TREADMILL tHINS) , •••• t~ 
OTHER EX CHINS} .,,* ••• 
HEIGHT (eM) •••• 1 •• 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 67.10 
••• ANTHROPOHETRIC DATA 
HIPIHAIST (CM) 
IN51EXP CHEST (CM) 
NECK (CM) 
RT/LT ARI1 (CM) 
RT/LT ARM VOL ICC) 
RTILT HAND t'T-LB) 




........ / ...... . 
u tit t" 1/2352.00 
....... 4/tlf •••• 
........ 
DEH POINT = 13.33 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 183.59 MHHG 
11110 
LIGHT 7.00 HOURS 
....... " .. 
4038.00 
••••••• 








......... , ........ . 
....... , ...... .. 
' ••• 1.1 
.. •• 11 •• '''.11 •••• 
·· .... ···I· .. ~ .. ··· ~~tll~~·I·II.tt.,. 
.t~.tlt 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
HI71 
M092 






• •••• 41 • 
....... ~ . 
............ 
... ~ ... .:HI 
........ 
• ••• 1 .... 





. ......... , ........ . 
...... • .. ·'2371.00 















~EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-~ NOV 20. 1913 SLD4 3H JLN4 3Z~ 1'10" 1'10 5 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO /I 
1'1171 I CDR .290~0 .237l5 .12893-01 7 I VOl-REST (LIM IN) 
~171 6 CDR .31900 .23~l9 .18577-0 I 7 6 veOl-REST (L/M!N) 
1'1171 15 CDR I. 3600 1.1909 '>588l-01 1 15 RER-RECOVERV 
1'1171 27 CDR 1~7 .67 Il9.57 5.7113 7 27 SBP-LEVEL I (1'11'1 HG) 
1'1171 32 CDR H.333 6~.Ol~ 2.88~2 7 3Z DBP-LEVEL I (1'11'1 HG) 
1'1171 37 CDR 98.778 85.873 2.8991 7 37 MAP-LEVEL I (MM HG) 
nl71 III CDR 16539. 13601. 711.62 7 112 PRESSURE RATE PRODUCT-LEV I 
/1171 139 CDR -8.9827 13.069 5.096l 5 139 D3P/VOl 25-50 
I'll TI 25 PLT 95.000 II~. 25 6.2507 8 25 H R-RECOVERY (BTIMIN) 
1'1092 27 CDR l.~IOO 1.0133 .25967 6 27 PLVC EOP (-30) 
1'1092 28 CDR 3.2000 1.6311 .l3878 6 28 PLVC EOP (-~O) 
1'1092 29 CDR ~. 0500 2.3667 .l3235 6 29 PLVC EOP (-50) 
1'1092 36 CDR -.l~500 - .655 00-0 I .5~383-01 6 36 S2 SLOPE (CONTROL) 
1'1092 61 CDR 2~B .~O 299.20 .75236-03 6 61 ETl (CONTROL) 
1'1092 110 CDR .13750 -.83333-03 .15221-01 6 110 PLVC/LBNP 0-8 
1'1092 161 CDR 89.7~0 102.5~ 2.~ ITI 6 161 gRS DURATION (CONTROL) 
1'1092 162 CDR 83.709 103. 2~ l.0365 6 162 gRS DURATION (-30) 
1'1092 163 CDR 83 .~22 102.56 1.~529 6 163 gRS DURATION (-~O) 
1'1092 16~ CDR 85 .I~ I 102.09 I • 220~ 6 16~ gRS DURATION (-50) 
1'1092 165 CDR 90.260 103.29 1.6529 6 165 gRS DURATION (RECOVERY) 
/1092 1T5 CDR .19693 .1>291 .11 TOT-OI 6 175 P MAX MAG (RECOVERY) 
1'1092 180 CDR -26.570 -6.0273 6.1803 6 180 P MAX AZ (RECOVERY) 
1'1092 3 PLT 72.822 55.982 5.0~5~ 7 3 HEART RATE (-~D) 
I 
1'1092 ~ PLT 86.~2~ 61. 35~ 5.5655 7 ~ HEART RATE (-50) 
1'1092 ~3 PLT -.69000-01-.18000-01 .80208-02 7 ~3 51 COMPLIANCE (-~O) 
1'1092 ~~ PLT .20000-02-.2ITI~-01 .72276-02 7 ~~ 51 COMPLIANCE (-50) 
1'1092 61 pLT 296.00 299.20 .~8T7~-03 7 61 ETI (COl/TROL) 
1'1092 6~ PLT IIH .~ 1196.2 6.0707 7 6~ En I-50) 
1'1092 108 PLT 1.1028 .50~37 .188~2 6 108 HR/LBNP 30-~0 j M092 109 PLT 1.3602 .52718 .26~~6 6 109 HR6R/LBNP ~0-50 1'1092 110 PL T .96250-01 .3196~-01 .20231-01 T 110 PLVC/LBNP 0-8 
/1092 153 PLT 70.963 56.701 ~.5233 7 153 VECTAN HEART RATE (-~O ) 
1'I0n I,~ PLT 86.~87 61. 133 5'.9327 7 15~ VECTAN HEART RATE (-50 ) 
1 1'1092 1b8 P(,T 39~.55 ~33.39 11.937 7 168 OT INTERVAL (-q 0 ) 1'1092 169 PLT 3H.18 ~22.8~ 10.323 7 169 aT INTERVAL (-50) , 
1'1092 17~ PlT .1~105 .12157 .~8809-02 7 17~ P MAX MAG (-50) I /1092 179 PLT -60.002 -2.8.083 2. 9~81 7 179 P MAX Al (-50) 1'109lA I CDR 56.268 ~8.1 02 1.~935 /; 181 P MAX EL (CONTROL) 
M092A 2 CDR 60,198 ~8.353 2 .~291 6 182 P MAX El (-30) i 
M092A 3 CDR 65 ,2~3 50.85'9 .~ .~388 6 183 P MAX EL (-~O) 
MonA 5 CDR 58..953 ~7.9~q 1,1029 6 18, P MAX EL (RECOVERV) 
M092A 38 CDR 2.~279. 1.0261 .113~2 6 21B ST-E CIRC (-~O) 
~092A 39 CDR 2.25;2 1. 9823 .52888-01 6 219 ST-E C IRC (-50 j 
M092A 71 CDR -21.HQ -Q5.785 ~ .6351 6 251 J Al (CON7ROL) 
M092A 12 CDR -8.T8~3 -~0.7Iq ~ .Q6Q6 6 252 .L AZ (-30, 
1'I092A 73 CDR -9.0~~6 -'Q.831 Q.6720 6 253 JAZ(-~O) 
1'109211 H CDR -10.765 -55.855 5 .770q 6 25~ JAZ(-50) 
MOHA T5 CDR -l&'16 I -50.890 5.~8T6 6 255 J' AZ (RECOVERVl 
M092A 90 CDR 12.Q89 9.7938 .87300 6 270 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERV) 
M092A 132 CDR 25.800 21.61~ .8896Z T 312 AMB. TEMP-BEGIN 
r -~--'- ---" -~, .. - -~--.-------- "_.,,---- ,~--, .. --
1 
I 
" J I ~r . _ ...... "..,,:-.-" -, II iii" 1I\1_1i ":JiJ' 























































































































































































































































































































HEART RATE (-B) 
DIASTOLIC BP (-8) 
PLVC EOP (-8 ) 
PLVC EOP (-16) 
51 SLOPE (-8) 
S I COMPLI ANCE (-8) QRS-E OEPTH (-30) 
nRS-E DEPTH (-qO) 
ORS-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 
ST-E CIRC (CONTROL) 
ST-E CIrc (-QO) 
ST-E C: r. (-50) 
ST-E ClnG (RECOVERY) 
J EL (-Q 0 ) 
J EL (-50) 
O-ST SLOPE (-QO) 
D-ST SLOPE (-50) 
o-p VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) 
O-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-qO) 
D-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) 




HOURS SINCE SLEEP 
PLVC EOP (-8) 
PLVC EOP (-16) 
S2 SLOPE (-8) 
S2 SLOPE (-16) 
URINE MG (MEOITV) 
URIIiE POq (I!1G/TV) 
HYDROCORTISON (UG/TV) 
ANG I OTENS IN (MUG IMLIH ) 
URINE NITROGEN (G) 
URINE MG (MECITV) 
URINE POQ (MG/TV) 
URINE CREAT (MG/TV) 
HYDROCORTISON (UG/TV) 
BLOOO NA (MEO/L) 
BLOOO K (MEG/L) 
BLOOD CA (MG/L) 
8LOOD CL (MEQ/L) 
URINE NITROGEN (G) 
URINE POq (MG/TV) 
HYOROCORTISON (UG/TV) 
BL 000 K (MEG It) 
BLOOD CL (I'IEO/L) 




NOV 20, 1913 
IMEAS MAN-
31 PLT 











31 INSULIN (UU/MLJ 
















5L-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT NOV 21. 1-973 StD' 325 
-X.N' 325 MO' MO 6 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 25.56 DEGC AVG. A~~IENT PRESSURE = 251.33 HMHG 
'" MISSION ACTIVITIES 
ACTIVATION/TRANSFER EQUIPMENT MAJOR MED EXPERIMENTS OTHER MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND DTO·S EREP EXPERIHENTS COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS DEBRIEFING 
~'f MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/oTO 
,., ILlNESS/SYHPTOM/PR08lEH 
ff. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
H. SLEEP DATA 
LIGHT 7.S0 HOURS 
...... EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG 0" ,TT-HINS) .......... LB ERG (WATT-XINS) 2000.00 EVA f-HolE (KEAL/HR) ........... EVA DURAT (HRS) ••••••• HK.I EX CHINS) iI ... 4"<I MK. U EX CHINS} HUUII MK. III EX CHINS) ••••••• TREADMILL CHINS) ••• ~ ••• OTHER EX CHINS} •••• 0 •• HEIGHT {eM} u ..... HEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 67.10 
fl' ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST teM) ·······/t~ .••• 4 INS/EXP CHEST (CH') ........ /HUHI •• NECK (eM) ou .... ... RT/LT ARM (eH) .. · .. 1HH.-j ... ·U· ... , 
'i' 




LIGHT 7.S0 HOURS 
. .. ,. .... 
sooo.oo 
"**.11. 
. ...... " 






69.30/····· .. • 96.001 90.00 38.S0 
• •• ".c .. , ............ . 
RELATIVE HUMIDITy: ~2.00 % PART. PRES. C02 = ~.SO HMHG 
NI31 
LIGHT 6.50 HOURS 
.2250.00 
.. ........ . 
......... 
. ........ '" 
. ...... .. 
••••••• 
. ....... .. ill.""".", 
. . ., ..... 
6S.50 
•• 111 •••• / ........ . 






























RT/lT ARM VOL rec) .**It**/* ••• * •• 
RT/LT HAND eFT-LB) ' •• ~It'/I"'*'* 
CEN GRAV MEAS (eM) ~t •• ~*. 
t •• Qlilt·/26Lflf.OO 
1iI*.t*.e/ ....... t •• 
• ..... ,0 .. 















! IIEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN I I SL-~ NOV 21, 1973 SLD" 325 JLN. 325 rID. MD 6 
t 
ElPT IMEAS I1AN ~ALUE I1EAN SD N 11171 5 SPT .'I~OO .67600 .76506-01 8 5 V02-RECOVERV (L/MIN) 1'1171 10 sPT 1.1320 .79100 .95160-01 8 10 VC02-RECOVERV (L/MIN) I'll 71 16 SPT 12.720 7.5106 1.1913 8 16 VE-REST (UMIN) MIT! 18 sPT 66.100 55".987 2 .66~ 9 B 18 VE-LEVEL 2 (LIMIN) III T! 19 sPT 109.70 8~ .183 5.~521 8 19 VE-LEVEL 3 (L/MIN) 1'1171 20 sPT 35.100 2~ .612 2.9Q15 8 20 VE-RECOVERV (UMIN) 1'1171 55 sPT 59.~1~ ~8.T69 1.8013 8 55 VE ' 2. L V.02 1'1171 12~ sPT 1. 1953 1.0200 53620-01 8 12q RER 25-50 MITl 127 sPT 36.105 2T.85~ 2.61~9 8 127 VE/V02 25-50 1'1171 128 sPT 5~.36~ 36.230 5.6303 8 128 VElV02 50-75 1'1092 1 SPT 70.~88 51.056 3.0936 7 1 !IEART RATE (CONTROL) M092 2 SPT 79.5IT 53.707 ~.2186 7 2 HEART RATE (-30) 1'1092 3 sPT 98.1BB 5B.759 6.1579 7 3 HEART RATE (-~O) 
1 
1'1092 ~ SPT 110 .~9 6~.873 8.59~0 7 ~ HEART RATE (-50) 1'1092 61 sPT 297.60 299.31 .30231 7 61 ETl (CONTROL) 1 1'1092 63 SPT 90~.80 896.~3 2.1566 T 63 ETl (-~O ) M09~ 6q SPT 1239.2 1197.7 !'561~ 7 6~ ETl (-50) 1'109 108 SPT 1. 8671 .50521 .30613 7 108 HR/LBNP 30-~0 1'1092 !>I SPT 69.985 51. 779 2.7206 7 In VECTAN HEART RATE (CONTROL 1 1'109 152 sPT 79.968 53.726 3.9332 7 152 VECTAN HEART RATE (-.0 ) 
i 
1'1092 153 SPT 99.0H 59.095 5.9261 7 153 VECTAN HEART RATE [-qO) 1'1092 15q SPT 110.95 65.2H 8. H33 7 15q VECTAN HEART RATE (-50 ) 
I 1'1092 159 SPT 12f:.9~ 136.03 1.8672 7 159 PR INTERVAL (-50) 1'1092 160 SPT 128.62 138. TT 1.92>9 7 160 PR INTERVAL (RECOVERV) 1'1092 161 SPT 9~ .115 98.036 1 .092~ 7 161 URS OURATION (CONTROL) j Mon 163 sPT 86. 0~2 9~. 2T I 2.~8~~ 7 163 CRs OURATION (-~O) 1 Mon 16~ sPT 79.80~ 9q .196 2.0080 7 16q QRS OURATION (-50) I Mon 166 sPT 371.% q10.80 5.-!1T2q 7 166 OT INTERVAL (CONTROLl 
A 
1'1092 167 SPT 355.17 q02.1~ 7.5%3 7 167 UT INTERVAL (-30) 1'1092 168 sPT 32Q.53 389.99 10.896 7 168 or INTERVAL (-q 0 ) 1'1092 169 sPT 310.07 377.89 H S78 7 169 DT INTERVAL t-50) , 1'1092 lTO SPT 38Q.32 ~lq.23 9.0556 7 lTO DT INTERVAL (RECOVERV) , M092 ITI sPT .20985 .15617 • n7q5-02 7 ITI P MAX MAG (CONTROL) '~ Mon 172 SPT .2q~60 .167~6 .12055-01 7 172 P MAX MAG (-30) 1 M092 173 SPT .2T838 .18~21 .13103-01 7 IT3 P MAX MAG (-~O) .~ fl092 IH SPT .29237 .2018T .17380-01 7 IH P MAX MAG (-50) , 11092 IT5 SPT • 1998q .1666~ .702,8-02 7 1T5 P MAX MAG (RECOVERY) i 1'I092A 2 SPT 69.85-3 63.063 1.8627 7 I82 P MAX EL (-30) 1 M092A 7 SPT 5.8582 ,.0605 .2~822 7 107 ORS-E C IRC {-JO} MonA 8 SPT b.(fS06 '.10q9 .25~T6 7 188 ORs-E CIRC (-~O) 1 MonA 9 SPT 6.0999 5.3019 .16 OJ~ 7 189 ORS-E CIRC (-50) 
1 
MonA 10 SPT 5.9993 5.1700 .22705 7 190 QRS-E CIRe (RECOVERY) M092A 12 sPT 2.1252 !.~ 9q8 .lq08~ 7 In ORS-E AREA (-30) nonA 13 SPT 2.3361 1.5986 .132QQ 7 193 DRS-E AREA (-QO) ro092A 1~ sPT 2.3708 1.7680 .10232 7 19Q DRS-E AREA (-50) MonA 15 SH 2.HQQ 1.5802 .HlSQ 7 195 OR5-E AREn (RECOVERY) M092A 18 sPT .26605 .15057 .35052-01 7 198 DRS-E DEPTH '( -~O ) 
1 
M092A 19 sPI .29299 .15686 .26~0'-01 7 199 ORS-E OEPTH (-50) M092A 2~ SPT 1.9210 1. 6353 .75575-01 7 20~ DRS MAX MAG (-50) M092A 25 SPT 2.0956 1.7836 .95~!.>6-01 7 205 ORS MAX MAG (RECOVERY) 




P1EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE 
5L-~ NOV ~1, 1913 SL04 325 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN 
M092.A 61 SPT 2.0.888 32..167 
Pl092.A 62. SPT IT .29q 30.5q5 
PlO.9ZA 63 SPT 5.22.58 28.32.7 
PlO92.A 6q SPT 1.61q3 25.983 
MOnA 65 SPT 19.598 30.788 
M092A 7r- SPT 21. 863· 37.903 
M092A 78 SPT H.782 36.369 
MonA 80 SPT 17.q59 35.791 
ilonA 86 SPT 12.100 8.5950 
MonA 87 SPT Iq.230 9.2.170 
M092A 88 SPT 16.717 9.9313 
PlOnA 89 SPT 17.538 11.155 
M092.A 93 SPT 63.Q95 5Q.969 
MonA 132 SPT 2.5.700 22..000 
i'1092A 133 SPT 25.800 22.071 
PlO92A 13Q SPT 2.7 • 2.00 22. 6Q 3 
i'10 92 A 135 SPT 27.200 23.'f5T 
MonA 159 SPT H.318 53.QQ6 
M092A 160 SPT 71.271 53.00q 
1'1073 2 CDR IIU.O 56~.Q 1 
i'1073 10 CDR 1. 0.32.0 1.0159 
1'1073 128 COR 21.200 13.888 
MOT3 5 SPI 12.900 6.8691. 
1'1073 16 SPT 2"2.70 52.50Q 
1'1073 17 SPT 29.600 7. 88q6 
1'1073 7 PLT 13.200 6.6037' 
1'1073 16 PLT 287.00 53.185 
MOT3 125 PLT IQQ.60 IQ9.02 
~--
PREFLIGHT MEAN. 
JLN4 32.5 1'104 MD 
SO N 
3.3511 ; 2.q I 
2.~O55 7 2q2 
3.2qn T 2q3 
q.09qQ 7 2Qq 
3.2011 7 2q5 
'f.qI08 7 257 
3'.'f918 7 258 
2.6600 7 260 
.51180 7 266 
.68q22 T 267 
.949QQ 7 268 
I. 3618 7 269 
2.7199 7 273 
1.2302 7 312 
1. 2298 7 313 
.83638 7 31'f 
.70677 7 315 
5.1391 7 339 
Q .32QO 7 3QO 
150.77 27 2 
.37350-02. 2.7 10 
1.2526 26 128 
1.2036 26 5 
18.027 2.6 16 
5.5222 26 J7 
1.8525 2.7 7 
21.210 27 16 
.53QS5 25 125 
6 
ST MAX EL (CONTROl) 
ST MAX EL (-30 ) 
ST i'1AX EL (-qO) 
5T MAX EL (-50 ) 
ST i'1AX EL (RECOVERV) 
J EL (-30) 
J EL (-"0) 
J EL (RECOVERY)' 
O-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) 
D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL ( -301 
n-p VECTOR INTEGRAL (-49) 
O-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) 
O-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-Q 0 ) 
AMB. TEMP-BEG HI 
AMB. TEi'1P-ENO 
LBNPO TEMP-BEG IN 
LBNPD TEMP-END 
HEART RATE (-8 ) 
HEART RATE (-16 ) 
URINE OSi'10L (MOSM/TV) 
URINE SPECIFIC GRAV 
URINE NITROGEN (G) 
URINE MG (i'1ED/TV) 
HYDROCORTISON (UG/TV) 
ALDOSTERONE (UG/TV) 






















SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
NOV 22. 1973 SLD' 326 .LN' 326 110' 110 7 
*.1 ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 26.11 DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 255.99 MMHG 
.. II HISSION ACTIVITIES 




1,. MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
.. ~ f ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
''11'' MEDiCATION AND DOSAGE 
.. 
"'''1 SLEEP DATA 
Ll GHT ',. 00 HOURS 
IH EXERCISE DATA 
UB'ERG (WATT-N1NS) ••••••• 
LB ERG (WATT-HINS) ~OOO.OO 
EVA MHE CKEAL/HRl ••••••• 
[VA DURAT CHRSJ ••••••• 
HK.l EX t IINS) ..... UH 
MK. II EX U1INS) lUI""," 
MK. III EX CHINS} ••••••• 
TREADMILL CHINS) ....... .. 
OTHER EX CHINS) .1 •• '.1 
HEIGHT (eM) ••••••• 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 67.10 
iI., ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
DEW POINT = 11.56 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 186.17 HMHG 
.. 






. ....... . 
......... ~ 
. .......... .. 
70.20 
HIP/WAIST (eM) ......... ,........... • .. t~···I····lt. 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM) 411 ••••• '/.......... • .......... , .. , .... .. 
NECK lew ......... '1 ........ . 
RTILT ARM (eM) ••••• ~./ ••• Gtt. ttlt ••• / ••••••• 
RTllT ARM VOL (eC) •••••• 1/....... ~ ...... / ... l •• ~ 
RT/lT HAND eFT-LB) ••••••• /....... • •••••• / ••••••• 
eEN GRAV MEAS (CM) HU.'-' ......... 
~ .. 
-
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = ....... % 
PART. PRES. C02: 5.00 HHHG 
1 ,. ORNADE 
HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 
. ...... . 
." .... . 
230.00 
6.56 





. ...... . 
65.30 
. .•..•. / ...... . 
.. .. -.... / ....... .. 
• ....... :11/ ....... . 
••••••• / •••••• :11 







MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE 
SL-~ NOV 22, 19T3 SlD,. 326 
EXPT II'1EAS MAN VALUE MEAN 
1'1073 5 CDR 12.600 7.9000 
i'1073 6 CDR 1338.0 8~O. 07 
1'1073 16 COR 135.30 55.652 
i'1073 128 CDR 23.200 13.888 
1'1073 16 SPT 239.20 52.50Q 
i'1073 17 spr 26.500 7 • 88~ 6 
1'1073 H SPT 103.00 83.500 
1'1073 125 SPT 155" .• 20 157. 65 
1'1073 128 SPT 23. 100 H .581 
11073 12 PL T 306.00 967 .~I 
non 125 PLT IH.30 1~9.02 
1'1073 128 PLT 28.100 16.273 
PREFLIGHT MEAN 
JLN< 326 1'10< 
SO N 
I .~."7 27 

























URINE I'1G (i'lED/TV) 
URINE PO~ (MG/TV) 
HVDROGORTISON (UG/TV) 
URINE NITROGEN (G) 
HVDROGORTISON (UG lTV, 
ALDOSTERONE (UG/TV) 
DIET POTASSIUM (MG) 
WEIGHT (LBS) 
UR INE NITROGEN (G) 
URINE URIC A (MG/TV) 
~IEIGHT (LBS) 




Sl-~ DAllY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
NOV 23, 1973 SLD' 327 JLN' 327 MO' NO 8 
~ •• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVO. TEMPERATURE = 20.67 DEGC 
'VG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 2S3.~O HHHG 
~ •• HIS510N ACTIVITIES 
ACTIVATION/TRANSFER EOUIPMENT 
OTHER MEDICAL EXPERlHENTS AND OTO'S 
COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS 
..,·u fiEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
MI31 
••• ILLNESSfSYHPTOH/PR08LEM 
.t. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.. 
It. SLEEP DATA 
LIGHT 6.50 HOURS 
H. EXERCISE" DATA 
US ERG (HATT-HINS) 
LB ERG (HATT-NINS) 
EVA M~E (KEAl/HRl 
EVA DURAT (HRS) 
HK.I EX ' lINS) 
HK. II EX CHINS) 
111<. I I I EX CHINS) 
TREADMILL CMINS) 
OTHER EX (HINS) 
HEIGHT (CM) 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 








••• ANTHROPOHETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (CM) ••••••• / ....... . 
INS/EXP CHEST (CH) ., ...... / ... " •••• 
NECK (CM] ....... ... 
RT/LT ARH rCM) ••••••• / •• ~ .... c 
RT/LT ARH VOL eCCl •• ~t.t .. / ••• ·t., 
RT'LY HAND !-f'T-LB) "".U..,'.lt"HiI 
eEN GRAV HEAS (CM) • H fl •• 
DEw POINT = 10.78 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 196.51 MHHG 
MI3I 
t I. PROMETHAZINE-EPHEDRINE 
HEAVY 6.50 HOURS 
. ... "". 
... i. •••• 
••••••• 
0 •• I •• I 
, ...... . 
••••••• 
• '/1 •• " 




..... ~HI./ ....... . 
........ ./ ........ .. 
• •••••• 
" ......... ' ..... 4 •• 
........ / ...... .. 
........ /." ...... . 
•• <I ..... 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
HI31 
.. 




.. ........ . 
. ......... " 
. ...... . 
• I ...... . 
" ...... . 
6.00 
..'."lI .... 
-II •••• -I .. 
65.80 
. ........ /., ...... . 
. ......... / ........... , 
.. ...... '.1/ ••••••• 
.. ...... , ......... . 
. ......... , ... , .... .. 











~EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE 
SL-~ NOV 23, 1973 SLD. 327 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE /1EAN 
/1073 ~ CDR 12.800 7. 9000 
H073 /, CDR 1325.0 8~0.07 
/'1073 I~ CDR 121.20 55.652 
/10T3 81 CDR 7.3000 I.~OOO 
1'1073 8~ CDR 51.100 20.59~ 
1'1073 66 CDR 13~.59 39" 1 '12 
1'1073 8T CDR ~~ 2.21 2~ 0.36 
1'1073 88 CDR 316.19 110.09 
1'1073 89 CDR 265 .2~ 10~.30 
1'1073 n CDR 3719.0 1260. I 
1'1073 93 CDR 83.390 12.813 
1'1073· 128 CDR 22.800 13.686 
MOT3 Iq SPT 16.900 87 .15~ 
MOTJ 125 SPT 155.10 157.65 
MOTJ II, PLT 117.30 53.185 
1'1073 12'! PLT ~q.qOO 9.3692 
MOTJ 125 PLT 1~5 .~o IH .02 
PREFLIGHT MEAN 
JLN. 32T /10" MD 
SO '1/ 
1.~107 27 ~ 
158.68 27 6 
20.~17 2T !b 
.86626 3 81 
3.51~6 ~ 8~ 
21.336 ~ 86 
~9.619 5 87 
12. lOT 5 88 
37.. O~ 0 5 89 
265.51 5 92 
6.71H 3 93 
1.2526 26 128 
18.93q 26 I~ 
.Tn15 2~ 125 
21.210 27 1.6 
II. 165 26 12q 
.5 3~ 85 25 125 
B 
I.'RINE MG (MED/TV) 
URINE PO~ (MG/TV) 
HYOROCORTISON (UG/TV) 
FREE OH-LYSINE (MG/TV) 
FREE ETOHAMINE (MG/TV) 
FREE LYSINE (MG/TV) 
FREE I-CH3-HIS (MG/TV) 
FREE HISTIDINE (MG/TV) 
FREE 3-CH3-HIS (MU/TV) 
FREE GREATININ (MG/TV) 
fREE CARNOSINE (MG/TV) 

















5L-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REP-ORT NOV 2~. 1973 SLD' 329 JLN' 328 00' NO 9 
't, ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 25.00 DEGC AVG. AH8IENT PRESSURE = 2S3.~0 HHHG 
, •• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
OTHER MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND DTO'S COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS OFF-DUTY/REST DAY 
'H MEDICAL EXPERHIENTS/OTO 
'f, ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
II • -II HEO I CAT I ON ANO DOSAGE 
• if SLEEP DATA 
LIGHT 9.00 HOURS 
t'l EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (WATT-MINS) f4,"" 
ls ERG rWATT-HiNSl 'tODD. 00 EVA HWE CKEAL/HRl ." •••• EVA DURAT (HRS) ""f.f 
11K. I EX (MINSI 2.00 HK. It EX (HINS) H4<lI ... HK. tit F: CHINS) .u ....... TREADMILL (HINS) 5.00 OTHER EX CHINS) ,., •••• 
HEIGHT (eH) ~""G' 
~IGHT (KILOGRAM) 66.90 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPIHAIST (CHI 
INS/EX? Ckf~T (eM) 
NECK (CHI 
RTILT ARM (CH) 
RT/LT ARM VOL ICC) 
RTILT HAND (FT-La) 
CEN GRAV MEAS (cfll 
.tHI •••• ' ...... ,. 
• t"~IHI/"····"· f.,.", •• 
••• 'f •• / ••••••• 
•• ,'f:!:tf/fJt1lf".t 
•••• ...... I .. ···II.~ 
.. • I' t •• 
DE~ POiNT = 10.56 DEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 193.~1 MMHG 
LIGHT 11.00 HOURS 
•• 111 ....... 
........ 
• t I! ..... . 
• tHI .... ' 
25.00 
fll ..... 'IIiII 
.... " .. 
''11 •• '.' 
.GII •••• 
69.80 
..... cHHfi/···· ... ·c; 
·······1······· •• -II ..... 
.. <lll···I······· 
.:1 •••• ;1.' ........ . 
...... ,;t, ......... . 
••••• /111 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = 
PART. PRES. C02 = 






" ....... . 
8.00 
• ••• II'" 
. .... "." 
6.00 
6~.90 
....... , ....... ' 
....... , ...... . 
.,.,11 •• 
...... 1.'0." ...• 
... " .... iI' ...... . 





















MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO 
SL-~ NOV 2~ , 19T3 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE 
1'1073 10 COR I. OZB 0 
1'1073 IZ-B CDR 19.300 
M073 5 SPT II. 700 
1'1073 81 SPT ,.8000 
1'1073 12, SPT 15~.30 
1'1073 T PLT 12.~00 
M073 16 PLT 169.30 
1'1073 81 PLT 5.~300 
1'1073 8~ PL T ~~.~90 
1'1073 86 PLT 185.13 
11073 BB PLT 185.13 
1'1073 89 PLT 213.96 
1'1073 9~ PLT 6.7300 
1'1073 12!) PLT IQ3.QO 
FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SLO- nG JLN- 32B 
MEAN SO N 
I. 0 1,9 .37350-0l 21 
13.888 1.2,Z6 26 
6.8692 1.2036 26 
1.~"O • 812.7, ~ 
1>7.6, • H715 Z~ 
6.6037 1.8,25 27 
,3.185 2 I. 21 0 Z7 
2.2925 • B9,.0 ~ 
26 .~02 3.86~~ , 
78.22Z ZT. SOT , 
113.77 19.!)67 !) 
111.,1 28.~87 5 
2.~200 • 820ZQ 2. 
















URINE SPECIFIC GRAV 
URINE NITROGEN (G) 
URINE MG (ME~/TV) 
FREE OH-LVSINE (MG/TV) 
WEIGHT (LBS) 
URINE CA (MEo/TV) 
HVOROCORTISON (UG/TV) 
FREE OH-LYSINE (MGITV) 
FREE ETOHAMINE (MG/TV) 
FREE LYSINE CMG/TV) 
FREE HISTIDINE (MG/TV l 
FREE 3-CH3-IlIS CMG/TV) 










SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONHENTAL REPORT 
NOV 25. 1973 SLD' 329 .!LN' 329 HO' 11!} 10 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
A;~. TEMPERATURE = 23.B9 DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 253.~0 MMHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR NED EXPERIMENTS 




SCIENCE DE~IOS/STUOENT EXPERIMENTS 
... HEOICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
1'1 ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
iltl HE'OICATlON AND DOSAGE 
Hf SLEEP DATA 
LIGHT 6.50 HOURS 
,t. EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (I~.TT-HINS) ...... u 
lB ERG (WATT-HINS) 4000.00 
EVA HWE (KEAL/HR) ill.t"t 
EVA DURAT (HRS) al •• , •• 
HK.I EX CHINS) 5.00 
IlK. I I EX CHINS) 4.00 
HK. III EX CHrNS) "'1141, 
TREADMilL CHINS) B.OO 
OTHER EX tHINS} tdt ••• ~ 
HEIGHT rCM) "U'~iI 
WEIGHT CKILOGRAM) 67. In 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HrP/WAI5T (eM) til.'t •• ' ••••••• 
INS/EX? CHEST (eN) ......... I .. ~ .... 
NECK (CH) UtHU 
RTILT ARM tCH) ..... u/uu .... 
DEW POINT = 11.11 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 192.3B MMHG 
H092 
M093 
LIGHT 7.00 HOURS 
I' <II ..... 
7337.00 
. "'.-.. ,. 
. . .., .. " 
6.00 
• •••• e. 





• 4IHI ••• ' ••••••• 
. .... '"., ...... .. 
••• ,41' .. '14111'1.<11 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 











.4 ••• «. 
tI 4 44 .... 
5.00 
.4CI ••• 
... .,. ... 41 
65.60 




















- ---~---.--- 1 
1 , 
1 




Sl-~ NOV 25, 1973 SlO. 329 JlN. 329 MD. MD 10 i I 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N I PlO92 I SPT 71.987 51.056 3.0936 7 I HEART RATE (CONTROL) 
1'1092 2 SPT 73.183 53.707 ~ .2186 7 :t HEART RATE (-30) I , 
1'1092 3 Sf! 80.913 58.759 6.1079 7 3 HEART RATE (-~O) 
PlO92 ~ SP! 91. 887 6~.873 8.59~0 -7 ~- HEART RATE (-50) 
1'1092 5 SPT 62.~95 ~9.1~0 3.66~6 7 5 HEART RATE (RECOVERV) 
1'1092 61 SPT 298.~0 299.31 .30231 7 61 ETI (CONTROL) , 
1'1092 62 SPT 610.~0 597.37 1.~397 7 62 ETi (-30 ) I 1'1092 6~ SPT 1231.2 1197.7 1.561Q 7 6~ HI (-50 I 1'1092 110 SPT .90000-01 .38036-01 .170%-01 7 110 PLVC/LBNP 0-8 
1'1092 151 SPT 71.699 51. 179 :L 7206 7 151 VECTAN HEART RATE (CONTROL) I 1'1092 152 SPT 73.588 53.726 3.93n 7 152 I'ECTAN HEART RATE (-30 ) , 
1'1092 153 SPT 80.573 59.095 5.9261 7 153 VECTAN HEART RATE (-~O ) I 
1'1092 15~ SPT 91.882 65.2~7 8.H33 7 15~ VECTAN HEART RATE (-50 ) I PlO92 155 SPT 61.~ 36 ~9.253 ~.0069 7 155 VECTAN HEART RATE (RECOVERV) 1'1092 156 SPT 1%.98 1~1.03 1. 951 0 7 156 PR INTERVAL (CONTROL) 
1'1092 161 SPT 90.833 98.036 1. 092~ 7 161 aRS DURATION (CONTROL) I 
1'1092 1&6 SPT 37~ .~3 ~10.80 5 .572~ 7 166 aT INTERVAL (CONTROL) , I 
M092 167 SPT 367.~7 ~02.1~ 7.5Q63 7 167 aT INTERVAL (-30) I /'1092 168 SPT 35~ .69 389.99 10.896 7 166 DT INTERVAL (-~O) I 
M092 170 SPT 386.15 ~1~.23 9.055 6 7 170 aT INTERVAL (RECOVERV) I M092 171 SPT .18~37 .15617 • 927~5-02 7 171 P I'IAX MAG (CONTROL) , 
1'1092 IH SPT .25903 .20187 .17380-01 7 17~ P MAX MAG (-50) 
1'1092 175 SPT .19282 .1b66~ .70258-02 7 175 P /'lAX MAG (RECOVERV) 
/'1092 I PlT 58.~83 H.H7 3.1126 6 I HEART RATE (CONTROL) 
/'1092 3 PlT 73.611 55.982 5.0~5~ 7 3 HEART RATE (-~O) 
/'1092 ~ PlT 82 .~73 61. 35~ 5.5655 7 ~ HEART RATE (-50) 
1'1092 27 PlT 5.9~00 2.2~~3 .~6893 7 27 PLVC EOP (-30) 
1'1092 28 Pl T 7.33GO 3.191~ .66316 7 28 PlVC EOP (-~O) 
/'1092 29 Pl T 8.9900 ~.2929 .8HQ5 7 29 PLVC EOP (-50) 
PlO92 30 PlT I • 6~ 00 .30 I ~ 3 .30317 7 30 PlVC EOP (RECOVERV) 
1'1092 32 Pl T 3.2900 1. 7020 .167:30 7 32 51 SLOPE (-30) 
M092 33 °PlT 3. 93q 0 1.~376 .38392 7 33 51 SLOPE (-QO) 
1'1092 37 PlT .26300 .8~571-01 .27~6~-01 7 3T S2 SLOPE (-30) 
1'1092 39 Pl T .2~100 .12757 .16H2-01 T 39 S2 SLOPE (-50) 
1'1092 61 Pl T 298.qO 299.20 .~8774-03 7 61- ET/ (CONTROL) 
1'1092 ,~ PlT 1128.9 1196.2 6.0707 7 6q ETl (-50) 
/1092 65 Pl T 1~29,7 Iq 9Q.6 7.0166 7 65 ETi (RECOVERV) 
1'1092 106 PlT .H71l -.9Zq38-01 .21909 6 106 HR/LBNP 8-16 
Pl092- 110 PlT .l5750 .3196Q-OI .20231-01 7 1i0 PlVC/lBNP 0-8 
flO 92. liZ Pl T .15786 .T8878-01 .1~9a2-01 1 112- PlVC/LBNP 16-30 
PlO92 116 HT 6.53S3 Q.6Q86 .5"9758 Q 116 HR/?lVC 30-~0 
1'1092 In Pl T T3.5~9 5&.101 Q.5233 T 153 VECTAN HEART RATE ~-Q~l 
i'l092 15~ Pl T 81.237 61.133 5.9327 7 15~ VECTAN HEART RATE (-50 ) 
1'I09Z 168 PLT 3%.87 Q33.39 11..931 7 168 aT INTERVAL (-~O 1 
/1092 169 Pl:T 380.2-1 ~22.e~ 10.323 7 169 QT INTERVAL (-50) 
1'1092 179 PLT -~2-. qO'l' -28.083 2.9QSI T 179 P MAX AZ (-50) 
1'I092:A' 7 SPT 5.88"6" 5 .0"605 .2~B'22. 7- 187 aRS~E C tRC (-30) 
M092A 8 5PT 6.3019 5.10'19 .25~76 7 188 QRS-E CIRC (-~O) 
1'I092A 9 SPT 6.5638 5.Jor9 • J60J~ 7 189 QRS-E CIRC (-50) 
I'I092A 10 SPT £.Olf89 5.1700 .22705 7 190 QR5-E CIRe (RECOVERY) 
- ------~---. 














MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 1 
I SL-~ NOV 25, 1973 SLD. 329 JLN. 329 MD. liD 10 I , 
~ I EXPT IMEAS IIAN VALUE /'lEAN SD N , 1I09ZA 12 SPT 1. 9861 1.~9~B .1~08~ 7 19Z QRS-E AREA (-30 ) I MOnA 13 SPT 2.3~~' 1'>986 .132~~ 7 193 QRS-E AREA (-~O ) I 1'109ZA I~ SPT 2.6~H 1.7680 • 10232 7 19~ ORS-E AREA (-50 ) 1'109ZA 15 SPT 2.1172 1.5802 .lqI8~ 7 19, QRS-E AREA (RECOVERY) 1'1092A 20 SPT .21517 • I ~~ 9 3 .216>,-01 7 200 QR5-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 
1 
M09ZA 22 SPT 2. j 057 1.7353 .12313 , 202 QRS MAX MAli (-30) M09ZA 23 SPT 2.IB52 1.6606 .13795 7 203 gRS MAX MAG (-~O) , M09ZA 2~ SPT 2.22.19 1.6353 .75575-0 I 7 20~ CRS MAX MAG (-50) ! M092A 25 SPT 2.1033 1.7836 .95~56-01 7 205 ORS MAX MAG (RECOVERY) M092A 62 SPT 22.~82. 30.,q5 2.605, 7 2~2 ST MAX EL (-30) M09ZA 18 SPT 21. 385 36.369 3.~918 7 2,8 .lEL(-~O) ! M092A 19 SPT 10.630 31.%7 ~ .5026 1 259 J EL (-50) MonA 80 SPT 21 .50~ 35. 791 2.6600 1 260 J EL (RECOVERY) M09ZA 86 SPT 10.111 8.5950 .51180 7 266 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) /'1092 A 88 SPT 12.923 9.9313 .9q9q~ 7 268 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-qO) MonA 92 SPT '63.793 55 .~~ I 2.6882 7 272 D-ORS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) MH 92A 93 SPT f·%2 H .969 2.1199 1 213 O-ORS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-q 0 ) M 92A 9q SPT 9.786 56.670 2.1651 7 2H O-ORS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) /'I092A 128 SPT 13.500 Iq .289 .19981 1 308 R CALF CIRC M 92A 135 SPT 5.600 23.~5T .706 T1 7 315 LBNPD TEMP-ENO M09ZA 137 SPT 8.3000 3.8167 1.2868 3 317 HOURS SINCE SLEEP MonA 15'9 SPT 69.032 53.~q6 5' .1391 1 339 HEART RATE (-8 ) M092A 160 SPT TO.5Qq 53.00q ~. nqo 7 3~0 HEART RATE (-16 ) MonA 169 SPT .72000 • 30q 29 .13636 7 3~9 PLVC EOP (-8 ) M092A 17 PLT .~ 0621 .30138 .25700-01 1 197 QRS-E DEPTH (-30) MonA 18 PLT .q~%1 .2.9966 .219~8-01 7 198 CRS-E DEPTH (-qo) MonA 19 PLT .QIZ78 .30525 .35721-01 7 199 QRS-E OEPTH (-50) M092A 20 PLT .5~910 .30938 .35865-01 7 200 CRS-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) M092A 38 PLT 2.IQl0 1.6931 • I ~ 226 7 218 ST-E CIRC (-~O) M092A 39 PLT 2.0310 1.622.6 .98~~3-01 1 219 ST-E CIRC (-5'0) MonA 53 PLT .2B~q8 .57221 .90~15-01 1 233 ST MAX MAG (-~O) M092A 18 PLT 22.9H 36.IQ~ 2.Z793 1 258 J EL (-q 0 ) MonA 79 PLT ~.q2~0 33.831 ~.0089 7 259 JEL(-50) 1'1092A 80 PLT -20.818 21.572 I~ .032 7 260 J EL (RECOVERY) 1'1092A 83 PLT .5372. 1.0177 .12798 1 263 0-5T SLOPE (-qO) MonA 8~ PLT .51337 .96339 .IIOI~ 7 26~ O-ST SLOPE (-50) ~092A 89 PL T 7.336~ 6.2573 .302'~ 7 269 O-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) ilonA 96 PLT 83.591 106.37 7.5021 1 216 D-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) MonA 9T PLT 70.990 101.~1 !>.8638 7 271 0-5T VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) MonA 98 PLT 52.956 96.012 5.6399 7 278 D-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~ 0 ) nonA 99 PLT q~.266 8 .. 987 6.9987 1 279 O-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) M092A 127 PLT 13.380 I~.IIO .13Z5~ 1 307 L CALF CIRC M092A 128 PL T 13.380 13.867 .12672 7 308 R CALF CIRC MonA 137 PLT 11.750 6.5000 .70711 2 311 HOURS SINCE SLEEP M092A 160 PlY 63.378 ~8 .19Q 3. 9~ 12 1 3~0 HEART RATE (-16 ) M092A 169 PLT 2.0600 .25571 .16185 7 3~9 PLVC EOP (-8 ) M092A 170 PLT 3.7300 1.1~00 .307~1 1 350 PLVC EOP (-16 ) 1'1092 A 173 PLT 1.1360 -.10911 .15832 7 353 S2 SLOPE (-8 ) MonA I1Q PL T 1. 33QO .19286 .15350 7 35~ 52 SLOPE (-16 ) 1'1073 128 COR 20.300 13.888 1.2526 26 128 URINE NITROGEN (G) 
- .. --~~---,. ~--" -_ ... _-, -. -"- I 
"'" l j 
, 
J __ ~ ____ "';'.N .. 
~EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FRDM THE 
SL-~ NOV 25, 1973 SLD. 32~ 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN 
/'10T3 5 SPT 10.700 .6.8692 
MOT3 125 SPT 153.70 157.65 
~073 128 SPT 21.800 H .58 1 
MOT3 125 PLT 1~5.00 1~9.02 
PREFLIGHT MEAN 
JLN. 32~ MD. MD 
SD N 
1.2036 26 5 
• 7~715 2~ 125 
1.8363 26 128 
.53~B5 25 125 
10 
URINE MG (MEa/TV) 
WEIGHT (LBS) 














SL-4 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT NOV 26, 1973 SLD' 330 JLN' 330 MO' NO II 
'" ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TENPERATURE: 23.89 DEGC AVG. ANBIENT PRESSURE: 254.43 NMHG 
". NISSION ACTIVITIES 
HAJOR MED EXPERINENTS OTHER MEDICAL EXPERINENTS AND DTD'S ATM EXPERIMENTS 
COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS 




" ~ IlLNESS/SYHPTOtllPROBLEH 
1'1 MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
ttl SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 
,.t EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (WATT-HINS) 
La ERG (WATT-HINS) 
EVA HloIE ' :EAlIHR) EVA DURAT (HRSI 
HK.I EX (HINSI 
11K. II EX (MINS) 
HK. III EX (HINS) TREADHILL (HINS) 




,, ... ,.. 






.. , ANTHROPONETRIC DATA 
HIP/I~AIST (eM) ... H .. ' ...... ... INS/EXP CHEST CCr-ll IIU ..... / ...... .... 
NECK (eMl .... " .. I"" RTllT ARM (eN) .. "'tU, ........ '" RT/LT ARM VOL (ec) .Htlfil/ .... ;IIIii .. RT/lT HAND eFT-L8l , •••••• " •••••• 
DEW POINT: 11.11 DEOC PART. PRES. OXyGEN: 192.38 NHHG 















..<l1 •• ".", •• 11l1 
······~/·,····· 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY PART. PRES. C02 : 











fit' ..... , .... " •••• 
. ....... ,,', ......... . 
... 'I ...... ",,," I .. 1( ... .. 
.......... / ........ . 












































































































































































































































































2 HEART RATE (-301 
23 PULSE PRESSURE (-QO) 
25 PULSE PRESSURE (RECOVERY) 
27 PLVC EOP (-301 
28 PLVC Eor (-QO) 
29 PLUC EOP (-50) 
3q SI SLOPE (-50) 
6 i ETl (CONTROL) 
110 PLVC/LBNP 0-8 
113 PLVC/LBN? 30-QO 
llQ PL'IC/LBNP QO-50 
152 VECTAN HEART RATE (-30) 
161 gRS DURATION (CONTROL) 
162 CRS DURATION (-301 
163 CRS OURATION (-QOl 
16q CRS OURATION (-501 
165 CRS DURATION (RECOVERY) 
172 P MAX MAG (-30) 
173 P MAX MAG (-QO) 
175 P MAX MAG (RECOVERYl 
176 P MAX AZ (CONTROL 1 
IT9 P MAX AZ (-50) 
181 P MAX EL (CONTROL) 
182 P MAX EL (-30) 
183 P MAX EL (-qo) 
18~ P MAX EL (RECOVERYl 
IB6 CRS-E CIRC (CONTROL) 
189 CRS-E CIRC (-50) 
190 CRS-E CIRC (RECOVERY) 
231 ST MAX MAG (CONTROL) 
232 ST MAX i'\AG (-30) 
233 ST MAX i'\AG (-QOl 
23Q STMAXi'\AG(-50) 
23T ST MAX AZ (-30) 
251 J AZ (CONTROL) 
252 J AZ (-30) 
253 J AZ (-QO) 
255 J AZ (RECOVERY) 
270 o-p VtCTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) 
275 O-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERYl 
315 LBNPO TEMP-END 
339 HEART RATE (-8) 
3QO HEART RATE (-16) 
aQ3 DIASTOLIC BP (-B) 
SQ9 PLVC EOP (-8) 
350 PLVC EOP (-16) 
128 URINE NITROGEN (Gl 
16 HYDROCORTISON (UG/TV) 
125 WEIGHT (LBS) 







MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 5D FROM THE 
SL-q NOY 26, 1913 SLD. 330 









1'10. I'ID 11 
16 HVDROCORTI50N CUG/TV) 
IT ALDOSTERONE CUG/TV) 














SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
NOV 27. 1973 SLO-t 331 JLN" 33l MO· MO 12 
.... ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 23.89 OEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 25~.~3 MMHG 
•• ~ MISSION ACTIVlTIES 





••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
HHI SLEEP DATA 
LIGHT 6.50 HOURS 
•• ~ EXERCISE DATA 
U8 ERG (WATT-MINSl 
LB ERG (HATT-MINSl 
EVA MNE (KEAL/HRl 
EVA DURAT (HRSl 
HK. j EX ' IINSl 
HK. II EY. (MINSl 
HK. III EX (HINS) 
TREADMILL (MINSl 











. ~ ....... 
66.BO 
.ti ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
tllPlHAIST (CMl. 
INS/EXP CHEST (CMl 
~7ET (~~~ .lei'll 
RT/.L T ARM VOL .( CC 1 
RIILT .HANO(FT-LBl 
CEN GR~V MEAS (eMl 
. . ' , ..' . 
.ot· ...... I·· .. ,·~· 
**t:. •• ~r·tit' ... ~ 
........ :. 
4.iI~ .... ~/···1I;.·· 
... .ir-.:,c.I .... tiI.~g 
.' ..." . . 
.......... , ....... .. 
•• ~.HI .. -
DEH POINT = 10.00 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 187.21 MMHG 
1'1131 
HEAVY 6.50 HOURS 
........ 
7~37.DO 




"II •• '~. 
5.00 
..... " • .s 
• .iI ....... 
69.30 
.:;, ....... tIiI/ ..... ~· •• 
:" •• ~.~ .. I.~ .... .;G 
........ " .. .. 
·~ ...... "I··;~.-.. ~ ~~!H ... 'I.~.~.I~ 
~~·.ji .. ··/'II.,· .. ··1I 







PART. PRES. C02 = 
~2.00 % 
5.~0 MMHG 
............... 1 ......... PLT .. 'II ......... ; ..... . 
11131 
LIGHT 6.00 HOURS 
. ...... ... 
5000. Oil 
.. ..... . 







~ .... · .. ·:./ .. ···~·· 
c ..... IQ/·····~· 
• '4 t 11. ... it 
H~·!·,_I· .. ··~. 
I···~··I .. ·• .. II. 
.. 1111 .. '1/ .... ••••• 







MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-'j NOV Z7, 1973 SLD,. 331 JLN~ 331 MD~ MD 12 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SD N 
1'1073 5 CDR 12.200 7.9000 L~107 27 5 URINE MG (MED/TV) 
MOT3 12B COR 20.100 13.BBB 1.2526 26 128 URINE NITROGEN (G) 
M073 16 _ SPT 160.10 52.5 O~ IS.027 26 16 HYDROCORTISON (UG/TV) 
/1073 125 SPT 153.20 151.65 .7'1-715 2~ 125 WEIGHT (LB-S) 
M073 7 I'LT IZ.~OO 6.6037 I.S52S" 2T 7 URINE CA (MEQ/TV) 
11073 16 PLT 125.20 53.185 21.210 27 16 HYDROCORTISON IUG/TVI 







Sl-4 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONHENTAL REPORT 
NOV 28. 1973 SLD' 332 Jl.N· 332 MD- MD 13 
.'1 ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 23.89 DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 24B.23 MHHG 
.... HlSSlON ACTlVI1'IES 
MAJOR HED EXPERlrENTS 








... HEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.HI SLEEP DATA 
LIGHT 6.50 HOURS 
II' EXERCISE DATA 
U8 ERG (WATT-MINS) 
LB ERG (WATT-MINS) 
EVA HWE (:EAl/HRl 
EVA DURAT (HRS) 
MK. I EX (MINS) 
HK. II EX (MINS) 
NK. III EX (HINS) 
TREADMILL (MINS) 













••• ANTHROPOHETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST fCH) .~ ••••• ' ••••••• 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM) ····,··/~······ 
NECK (eM} UUUI 
RT/LT ARM (eMl •• .. ~···I···~··· 
RT/LT ARH VOL (CCl 2434.00/2224.00 
RT/lT HAND eFT-LE] ••••••• / ....... . 
DEW POINT = 9.44 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 187.2.1 HHHG 
LIGHT 6.50 HOURS 
........ 
I ........ . 
-fl •••••• 
........ 
.... ~ .. 
15.00 
........ 
•• It •• ". 
......... 
69.40 
.. ·~<f···I·iI ...... 
....... 'H'/ ••• -fI ••• 
• 1I •••• " ....... 1I 
~ .... II ./, ...... II 
.... I • II. ,,', ...... .. 
RELATIVE HUHIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
M171 
M09E 
HEAVY 6.00 HOURS 
40.00 l 
5.20 HMHG 
."1 ••• '1 
5000.00 
........ 








.......... , ........... 
.. .......... , ........... 
............ 
......... '/ .... , ...... 
2568.00/2299.00 














































































GREATER THAll 3 50 FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
NOV 28, 1913 SLD. 332 JLN< 332 
MAN VALUE MEAN sO N PLT 1.2826 .99102 .75026-01 8 CDR 53.270 bl.IJ3 Z.ST31 6 CDR 5, .!)qO 63.222 2.3786 6 CDR H .878 72.865 2.0n, 6 COR 66.17B 72.iT9 1.9TJ3 6 CDR 2.9300 1.0133 .2,967 6 cn R 3. 9~ 00 1.6317 .23878 6 CDR Q.9900 2.3657 .2323, 6 CDR 298.q 0 29~.20 .7>236-03 6 COR .1762> -.83333-03 .15221-01 6 CDR .1037, .Q6875-01 .1813T-Ol 6 CDR .10100 .61833-01 .112>0-01 6 CDR 97.0Q2 103.2" 2.036, 6 CDR 91. il37 102.56 l.q'29 6 COR 97.557 102.09 1. Z20~ 6 CDR 98.326 103.29 1.6529 6 ~LT 6q.913 q7.n7 J.I126 6 PLT 72.771 >!i.982 , • Oq,q T PLT 8q.6qO 61. 35q 5.565> 7 PLT 6.9600 2 .2qq 3 .q6893 7 PLT 8.q800 3.191q .66316 7 PLT 8S600 q.2929 .8Tqq, T PLT I.q 000 .301q3 .30317 7 PLT 3 .~'30 1. T020 .16730 7 PLT 3.1970 i.q3T6 .38392 7 PLT .28800 .8qHI-0) .2H6"-01 T PL T -.20000-02 .12T,7 .16692-0) T PLT -.36100 -.695T!-01 ."2"~-0 1 7 PLT -.q6000-0I-.18000-01 .80208-02 7 PlT .2q,OO .3196q-01 .20231-01 7 PLT .27000 • II 0, q .~q31T-Ol 7 PLT .2Qq29 .788T8-01 .lq982-01 T PLT .80000-02 .1101~ .2297q-01 7 PLT IQa .36 6.~qQO 3.6>53 q 
PLT 66.9ql q8.900 Q.2823 7 PL T TJ.5ql ,6. 701 Q.5233 7 PLT 8q .16q 61.133 5.9327 7 PLT '3.Q67 q6.971 2.0>65 7 PLT IH.H lq3.82 8 SOH T Pl T 1,9. T2 139.7, 2.3902 T PLT 1T3.q8 136.23 2.0111 7 PLT 172.53 133.97 :).1776 7 PLT 178.91 lqq.91 )0.H3 7 PLT 67.630 112.,7 2.7898 7 PL T 63.TOt 110.2T q.OO~' 7 Pl T 63.0Q7 108.78 2.6652 7 PL, 6Q .915 106.85 3.q'05 T PL r 68.023 III '>1 1.8090 7 ~n 378.69 q'8.12 Iq.591 7 
rLT 3a8.0Q qqq.7Q I, .275 7 
... 
I'1D' 1'10 13 
125 RER 50-75 
11 DIASTOLIC BP (CONTROLl 
13 DIASTOLIC BP (-qO) 
16 MEAN SP (CONTROL) 
18 MEAN BP (-qO) 
2T PLYC EDP (-30) 
28 PLYC EOP (-qO) 
29 PLYC EDP (-,0) 
61 ETI (CONTROLl 
110 PLYC/LBNP 0-8 
111 PLYC/L811P 8-16 
113 PLVC/LBNP 30-QO 
1.2 DRS DURATION (-30) 
163 DRS DURATION (-qO) 
16q DRS DURATION (-50) 
16, DRS DURATION (RECOVERY) 
I HEART RATE (CONTROL) 
l 3 HEART RATE (-qO) q HEART RATE (-50) 2T PLVC EOP (-30) 28 PLVC EOP (-qo) f 
29 PLYC EOP (-50) I 30 PLVC EOP (RECOVERY) 32 SI SLOpE (-30 J 3J SI SLOPE (-qo) 37 52 SLOPE (-30) 39 52 SLOPE (-50) qO S2 SLOPE (RECOVERV) 2 ; q3 SI COMPLIANCE (-qOl , 
110 PLVC/LBNP 0-8 3-
III PLVC/LBNP 8-16 
112 PLVC/LBNP 16-30 
" 
IIq PLVC/LBNP QO-50 i: 
lIT HR/PLVC qO-,O 
1, I YECTAN HEART RATE (CONTROL) 
U3 VECTAN HEART RATE (-qO) 
l,q VECTAN HEART RATE (-50) 
1" VECTAN HEAr.r ~ATE (RECOVERYl " ~ 156 PR INTERVAL! CONTROL) .'"~ 157 PR INTERVAL (-301 ~, 
158 PR INTERVAL [-qO) 
1,9 PR INTERVAL (-50) 
160 PR INTERVAL (RECOVERY) II,} DRS DURATlOfI (CONTROL I 
162 DRS DURATION (-30) 
163 DRS DURATION (-qO) 
16q DRS DURATION (-50) 
16> DRS DURATION [RECOVERY) 
166 DT INTE~VAL (CONTROL) 
167 oT HITERVAL (-30 I 

i'lEASUREMEIITS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM THE PREFLIGHT i'lEAN 
SL-~ NOV 28, 1973 SLD. 332 JLN. 332 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SD N PlO92A ~3 PLT .57171-0 I .218~~-01 .IOH9-01 7 M092A ~~ PLT .63551-01 .19830-01 .67162-02 7 ~09ZA ~5 PlT .78175-01 .23~0~-01 .29539-02 7 /l09ZA ~6 PlT .Q25H .15628 .1!9Q9-01 7 ilOnA H PlT .q03~9 .IU09 .59921-01 7 ~092A ~8 PLT .35~ 89 .1229B .~~16~-01 7 M092A ~9 PlT • 3~ 251 .\1685 .37159-01 7 MonA 50 PlT .~336B .12l03 .25658-01 7 1I09ZA 61 PLT -1.2961 33.61B 7.1969 7 M092A 6Z PLT 1l.8~ 3 29.223 5.5276 T M092A 63 PL T -6.267'1 19.856 5'.qq3~ 1 /1092A 6~ PLT 5'.911B 28.%3 6.10% 7 MonA 65 PLT 1 .7327 lB.676 6.3288 7 M092A 66 PLT .lq071 .91%0-01 .IZlq3-01 7 MonA 67 PlT .15910 .10&6 0 .13972-01 1 MonA 10 PLT .13619 ."T3372-01 .13932-01- 7 MonA 71 PLT -8.3996 -~0.8~5 8.913q 7 MonA TZ PLT -3.~n6 -~5'.I51 7.5531 T /'!O 9ZA 73 PLT -16.231 -5'l.%5 6. 3367 7 M09ZA 7'1 PlT T.16B2 -55.766 5.B260 7 M09ZA 75 PLT 19.698 -~6 .6B2 7. T928 7 n09ZA 76 PLT -2.1553 31 • H8 10.H6 T M09ZA 7T PLT -l5'.061 3q .383 ~.T61B T M09ZA TB PLT -.29251 36.1~q 2.2793 7 M09ZA 19 PLT -6.5327 33.831 Q.0069 7 M092.A Bl PLT .21127 1 • 022~ .lqBl3 T MonA Bl rLT .2~ Oq 0 1.0381 .12529 7 M092A 83 PLT -.IQ812 1.01TT .12798 7 1l09ZA 8'~ PtT .~5682-01 .96339 .1101~ 7 M092A 85 PL T -.26630 .82793 • 18 9 9~ 7 M09ZA 86 PLT 11.630 ,. • OQ 39 1 .0516 7 M092A B7 PLT 1 1 .50~ ,.1720 .757OT 7 1'I092A 8B PlT 11.39Q 6.0T32 • 31~ 3~ 7 /1092A 89 PLT 16 .222 6.2573 .3025~ 7 MonA 90 PLT 12.189 q .5000 1.3397 7 110 92 A 91 PLT 62.061 B.on ~.9098 7 PlO92A 9Z PLT 62.582 79.930 ~ .6288 7 M092A 93 PlT 60.166 80.16Q q.~ 718 7 /1092A 9Q rLT 59.335 8l. 365 5'.~70!i i M09ZA 90 PL .. 68.026 9&.012 5'.6399 7 M092A lzT PL T 13.3BO 1~.110 .1325~ 1 M09ZA 128 PLT 13.3BO 13.8OT .12672 7 M092A 137 PLT B .HOO 6.5000 .70711 Z MonA 160 PL T 66.303 ~8. 79~ 3.9Q12 7 M092A 169 PLT 1.9600 .25571 .16185 7 r·~9ZA 170 PLT Q.1200 1.1~00 .3 OTQ 1 7 M092A 173 PLT 2.0130 -.10971 .15832 7 MonA l1Q PlT 1.1100 .19286 .153,0 T 1'1073 l' 5PT 12.600 &'5615 l.q'llT 26 1'1073 lq 5PT 25.800 87.15~ 18.93Q 26 
PlD. MD 1S 
223 5T-E AREA (-~O I 
22~ ST-E AREA (-50) 
225 ST-E AREA (RECDVERY 1 
226 ST-E DEPTH (CONTROL) 
227 ST-E DEPTH (-30) 
228 5T-E DEPTH (-~O) 
229 ST-E DEPTH (-50) 
230 5T-E DEPTH (RECOVERV) 
l~ I 5T MAX EL (CONTROL) 
2'l2 ST MAX El (-30) 
2~3 ~T MAX EL (-~o) 
l~q ST MAX EL (-50 ) 
il.f4~ ST MAX EL (RECOVERV) 
l~6 J MAG (CONTROL) 
2H J MAG (-30) 
250 J MAG (RECOVERV) 
251 J AI (CONTROll 
252 J AZ (-30) 
253 J Al (-~ 0 ) 
25~ J AZ (-50) 
25> J AZ (RECOVERY) 
256 J EL (CONTROll 
25"T J EL (-30 ) 
25B J EL (-~O ) 
259 J EL (-50) 
261 O-ST SLOPE (CONTROL) 
262 D-ST SLOPE (-30 ) 
263 0-5T SLOPE (-'10 ) 
26q D-ST 5LOPE (-50 ) 
26> 0-5T SLOPE (RECOVERY) 
266 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) 
lOT D-P VECTOR INTEG~AL (-30) 
268 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~O) 
269 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) 
2TO o-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERYI 
2T1 D-QR5 VECTOR INTEGRA!. (CONTROL) 
272 D-OR5 VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) 
ZT3 D-QR5 VECTOR INTEGRAL (-Q 0 ) 
2H D-QR5 VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) 
2T8 D-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-% ) 
307 L CALF C IRC 
308 R CALF CIRC 
317 HOURS 51NCE 5LEEP 
3QO HEART RATE (-16 ) 
3~9 PlVC EOP (-8 ) 
350 PLVC EOP (-16 ) 
353 52 SLOPE (-8 ) 
35'~ 52 SLOPE (-16 ) 
T UR WE cn (MEO tTV ) 
lq NOREPINEPHRIN (UG/TV) 













I'1EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM THE P REFLI GHT MEAN 
SL-~ NDV 28" 1973 SLO" l3Z JLN" 332 1'10- MO 13 




- -- -- -~,,-.~--,,' 
j 
5L-~ DAILY CLlNICAL/EtNIRONMENTAL REPORT 
NOV 29. 1973 SLD' 333 JLN' 333 MD' MD I~ 
•• , ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 23.89 DEGC 
AVG. AM81ENT PRESSURE = 2~8.23 MMHG 
'i. MISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR HED EXPERHIENTS 
OTHER MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND DTO'S 
ATM EXPER I HENTS 
EREP EXPERI~£NTS 
COROlLARY EXPERIMENTS 
'II'~""'."" •• ' COR •••••• 4- ........ . 
ff' MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
• t f ILLNESS/SYHPTOHfPROBLEH 
t •• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
"'. SLEEP DATA 
LIGHT 0.50 HOURS 
, •• EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG CWATT-HINS) t'H f I H 
l8 ERG (I" .TT-HINS) ~~OO.OO 
EVA NWE (KEAL/HRl •• f •••• 
EVA DURAT (HRS) ••••• ~. 
HK.I EX (HINS) 5.00 
HK. I I EX (HINS) ~. 00 
HK. III EX CHINS) ........ 
TREAOMllL tHINS) 8.00 
OTHER EX tMINS) ~.OO 
HEIGHT (eM) ••••••• 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 66.90 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/HAIST reM) ......... cr/".u ••• 
INS/EXP CHEST (CH) ••• 4.4.' ...... . 
NECK (em U H .... 
RT/LT ARH (eM) ••• ~ ••• I •••• f •• 
RTILT ARM VOL eec) •••••• ,/ ••••• af 
DEW POINT = 10.00 D"GC 








.. "' ..... 
t •••••• 
" .... ,.,.. 
.iI .... .. 
........ 
..... I i ~ 
69.60 
... , •••• / 77.70 
96.201 88.00 
38.1[1 
. .... , ... ,/ ... , ...... 
2768 •. 00/2574. 00 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 




11 ...... . 
1l4 ..... .. 
8.00 
7.00 
. ...... . 
8.00 
..... , ... .. 
. ....... . 
65.30 
4f ..... "/ ....... .. 
.. ........ / ... " ... . 
fl ...... I 
.. ......... / ...... I .. . 













PlEASUREMENTS GREATER T~AN 3 SO FROM THE PHEFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-~ NOV 29, 1913 SLD" 333 JLN" 333 1'10" 1'10 I~ 
EXPT II'IEAS I'IAN VALUE PlEAN SO N 
1'1111 IS SPT 1.~050 1.1106 .756 02-0 I 8 IS RER-RECOVERY 
flI71 20 SPT 37. 000 2~ .612 2.9~15 8 20 VE-RECOVERY (LIM IN) 
1'11.71 55 SPT 55.591 ~ 8.769 1.8013 8 55 VE ' 2. L V02 
1'1092 I SPT 61.~82 51.0>6 3.0936 7 I ~EART RATE (CONTROL) 
1'I0n 2 SPT 68.790 ~3.707 ~.2186 1 2 HEART RATE (-30) 
1'1092 3 SPT 88.902 58.759 6.1579 7 3 HEART RATE (-~O) 
1'I0n ~ SPT 101.51 6~ .873 8.59~0 7 ~ HEART RATE (-50) 
PlO92 21 SPT 6q.95q 50.68Q 3.585Q 7 21 PULSE PRESSURE (CONTROL) 
1'I0n 27 SPT T. 7100 2.Q200 .Q3~36 7 27 PLVC EOP (-30) 
1'I0n 28 SPT 7.6QOO 3.3q71 .6065'Q 7 28 PLVC EO? ("'10) 
1'I0n 29 SPT 7.6600 Q.2500 • 93q 8 3 7 29 PLVC EOP (-50) 
fion lO SPT 2.5200 .68286 .37907 7 30 PLVC EOP (RECOVERY) 
Pl09£ 33 SPT .~OOOO-Ol 1.3909 .~06Il 7 33 SI SLOPE (-QO) 
PIon ~o SPT -.27800 -.~~8'iT-OI .%706-01 7 ~o S2 SLOPE (RECOVERV) 
PIon Q5 SPT -.10000-02-.q~000-01 .13952-01 7 ~5 SI COMPLIANCE (RECOVERY) 
1'10n 61 SPT 298.~ 0 299.31 .30231 7 61 ETI (CONTROL) 
1'10n 6~ SPT 1131.2 1197. 7 1.56I~ 7 6~ ETl (-50 ) 
1'1092 .5' SPT 1~32.8 I~ 97. 7 I .0765 r 65 ETI (RECOVERY) 
i'lon 100 SPT 2..0112 .50521 .30613 7 108 HR/LBNP 30-qO 
1'1092 110 SPT .28000 •• 38036-01 .110q6-01 7 . II 0 PLVC/LBNP 0-8 
1'I0n 111 SPT .29625 .1055q .36592-0 I 7 11\ PLvc/LBNP 8-1. 
1'1092 112 SPT .22571 .90BI6-01 .22313-0 I 7 112 PLVC/LBNP 16-30 
1'1092 113 SPT -.13000-01 .n71~-OI .22366-01 T 113 PLVC/LBNP 30-qO 
1'10n 116 SPT -15q.71 8. !l59 q • 9q 8 3 q 116 HR/PLVC 30-qO 
1'1092 liT SPT 630.QO 10. Trq 5.7Qn Q ll7 IfR/PLVC QO-50 
1'I0n 152 SPT 69.103 5'3.726 3.9332 7 152 VECTAN HEART RATE (-30 ) 
1'1092 153 SPT 88.796 59.095 5.9261 7 153 VECTAN HEART RATE (-Q 0 ) 
1'1092 15~ SPT 10 I. 28 65 .2q7 6.TQ33 7 15q VECTAN HEART RATE (-50) 
1'I0n 166 SPT 391. 67 Q10.80 5.,nQ 7 166 CT INTERVAL (CONTROLI 
Non 168 SPT 3q7. 03 389.99 IO.~% 7 168 DT INTERVAL (-QO) 
1'1092 169 SPT n8.n 317.89 Iq .H8 7 169 OT INTERVAL (-50) 
Mon \72 SPT .20926 .16H6 .12055-01 7 172 P MAX MAG (-30) 
1'I0n 173 SPT .25Q31 . i 8q 21 .13703-01 7 173 P MAX MAG (-qO) i 
Mon 17~ SPT .H3Q9 •. 20187 .17380-01 7 IH P MAX MAG (-,0) \1 
1'I0n 175 SPT .19078 .1666Q .70258-02 7 115 P MAX MAG (RECOVERY) 
Mon \79 SPT -86.988 -6~.638 6.9191 7 179 P MAX AZ (-5'0) 
1'I0nA 3 SPT T2.QI7 62.835 2.8915 T 183 P MAX EL (-qo) 
M092A 6 SPT 5. 9,~Q 5.1158 .2q8ll 7 186 ORS-E crRC (CONTROL) 
M092A 7 SPT 6.2159 5.0605 .2Q822 T 187 ORS-E CIRe (-30) 
MonA 8 SPT 6.6Q62 5. I Oq 9 .25Qn 7 188 ORS-E CIRC (-QO) 
MonA 9 SPT 6.7693 5.3019 • \603Q 7 189 DRS-E CIRC (-,0) 
1'I0nA 10 SPT 6.3'119 5.1700 .ll705 7 190 DRS-E CIRC (RECOVERY) 
MonA II SPT 2.1839 I.QT63 .13983 7 191 ORS-E AREA (CONTROL) . 
PlOnA 12 SPT 2.3962 I.Q9Q8 .IQ08Q 7 192 ORS-E AREA (-30) 
M092A 13 SPT 2.836Q 1.598G .132Qq 7 193 ORS-E AREA (-Q 0 ) 
1l092A Iq SPT 2.98SQ 1.7680 .)9232 7 19Q ORS-E AREA (-50) 
M092A 15 SPT 2.5056 1.5802 .IQI8Q 7 195: DRS-E AREA (RECOVERYI 
M092A 19 SPT .26178 .15686 .26Q05-01 7 199 DnS-E DEPTH (-50) 
M092A 22 SPT 2. I S35 1. 7353 .12313 7 202 DRS MAX MAG (-30) 
MonA 23 SPT 2.260Q 1.6606 .13795 7 203 DRS MAX MAG (-QO) 




! I j 
L ~ 
~EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE 
Sl-q NOV 29, 1913 SlD. 333 










.209Qq-Ol 7 q.09qq T 





!. 3618 7 



















.5 aq85 25 
~D. /'10 lq 
20q CRS MAX MAG (-50) 
205 gAS MAX MAG (RECOVERY) 223 ST-E AREA (-qOJ 2qq ST MAX EL (-50) 
258 J El (-qO) 
259 J EL (-50) 
260 J EL C RECOVERY) 26q D-ST SLOPE (-50) 
267 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) 26B D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-qO) 
269 o-p VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) 270 O-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) 2T! D-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) 272 D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) 213 O-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-q 0 ) 21q V-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) 215 D-aRS VECTOR INTEGRAL C RECOVERY) 30B R CALF CIRC 
3IT HOURS SINCE SLEEP 3q 9 PLVC EOP (-8 ) 
350 PLVC EOP (-16 ) 
351 51 SLOPE (-8 ) 
5 URINE MG (MEa lTV) 
6 URINE PDq (MG/TV) 
J7 ALDDSTERONE (UG/TV) 
128 URINE NITROGEN CG) 
1 URINE CA (MEa/TV) 
16 HYDROCDRTISON (UG/TV) 
125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
128 URiNE NITROGEN ( G ) 
















SL-4 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT NOV 30. 1973 SLD- 334 JLN- 334 MO- MO 15 
te. ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEtlP£P.ATURE' = 23.89 OEGC AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 253.40 MMHG 
ttl MISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR MED EXPERIHENTS OTHER MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND DTO'S ATM EXPERIHENTS 
EREP EXPERI~£NTS COROLl,ARY EXPERIN!':NTS SCIENCE DEMOS/STUDENT EXPERIMENTS 
~ •• MEDICAL EXPERiHENTS/DTQ 
DE~ POINT = 10.56 DEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 189.27 HMHG 
tlt'l,t.f •• t.,. SPT ,t""~"'I.t' 
RELATiVE HUMIDITY 




, •• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
o ... LIP BALH 
oil"" SLEEP DATA 
LIGHT 7.00 HOURS 
I" EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG cro,TT-HINS) ."'u" L8 ERG CHATT-HINS! 4200.00 EVA NNE CKEAL/HR) •••• ~,. EVA DURAr (HRS) .tt.t.t MK.I EX CMINS! 6.00 HK. II EX CHINS) 4.00 HK. JII EX CHINSI .,.1,.1 
TREADMILL CHINS! B.OO OTHER EX IMINS! 4.00 HEIGHT CeM) ............. 
~IGHr CKILOGRAH! 67.40 
--- ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/HAIST teM) ·~'··'·I····t .• INS/EXP CHEST (CH) ••• ' ••• '.4 ••••• NECK (eM) UHtU RT/LT ARM (CH) 'ff ••• t/·4".c~ 
o -II« LIP BALH 
tiGHT 7.40 HOURS 











. ....... , .. " ... . 
....... "' •• 4 ... 4. 
••••••• 
H092 
o "LIP B'ALH 













"'II" •••• ', ..... ,. 
. ....... ... ,.". -... .. 





MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 50 FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
sL-q NOV 30, 1973 5LO- 33q JLN. 33q 1'10· 1'10 I, 
EXPT IMEAs MAN VALUE I'1EAN 50 N M092 I PLT 6,.qZ7 H.H7 3. 1126 6 I HEART RATE (CONTROL) 1'1092 2 PLT 7>.177 ,1. 8qq q .91\8 7 2 HEART RATE (-30 ) MOn 3 PLT 87. 922 ».982 '.Oq,q 7 3 HEART RATE (-q 0 ) 1'1092 q PLT 98.182 61.35q , .,6" 7 q HEART RATE (-,0) 1'1092 27 PLT q.9900 2.2qq3 .q6893 7 27 PLVC EOP (-30) 11092 28 PLT 6.8900 3.191q .66316 7 28 PLVC EOP (-qO) 1'1092 29 PLT 7.8800 q.2929 .8YQq, 7 29 PLVC EOP (-,0) 11092 30 Pl T 1. 6800 .301q3 .30317 7 30 PlVC EOP (RECOVERY) 1'1092 32 PLT 3.,220 1.7020 .16730 7 32 51 sLDPE (-30) 1'1092 39 PLT .~8000-01 .127H .16692-01 7 39 52 SLOPE (-,0) 11092 61 PLT 299.20 299.20 .q87H-03 7 61 r.n (C ONTR OL ) 1'1092 106 PLT .860 I 3 -. nq 38-0 I .21909- 6 106 HR/LBNP 8-16 11092 loa PLT 1.2H' .,Oq 37 .IBCq2 6 108 HR/LBNP 30-qO 1'1092 liD PLT .2212, .3196q-01 .20231-01 7 110 PLVC/l8NP 0-8 1'1092 112 PlT .12,71 .78878-01 .lq982-01 7 112 PlVC/L8NP 16-30 Mon 113 PL T .19000 .9Q71q-01 .23592-0 I 7 113 PLVC/LBNP 30-QO Mon 116 PLT 6.7079 q.6Q86 .,97,8 q 116 HR/PlVC 30-q 0 1'1092 151 PLT 63.877 Q8.900 Q.2823 7 101 VECTAN HEART RATE (CONTROL) 1'1092 102 PLT 7q.139 02.929 , .7826 7 152 YECTAN HEART RATE (-30 ) Mon 153 PL T 87.18Q 56.701 Q.,233 7 103 VECTAN HEART RATE (-qO) 1'1092 I,q PLT 9B .261 61.133 5.9321 1 ISq VECTAN HEART RATE (-,0 J Mon I" PLT 56.806 q6.971 2.056, 1 155 VECTAN HEART RATE (RECOVERY) 1'1091 158 PLT 130.01 136.23 2.0111 7 158 PR INTERVAL (-qO) 1'1092 163 PLT 99.115 108.78 2.6652 7 163 DRS DURATION (-qO) Mon 165 PlT 10, .2q 111.51 1.8090 7 165 DRS DURATION (RECOVERY) 1'1092 166 PLT q06S1 q58.12 Iq 591 7 166 07 INTERVAL (CONTROL) 1'1091 167 PL T 383.95 qqq • PI 15.115 7 167 DT INTERVAL (-30) 1'1092 168 PlT 3,8.H q33.39 II. 937 7 168 aT INTERVAL (-qO) i 11092 169 PLT 3% .15 q22.8q 10.323 7 169 DT HJTERVAL (-50) Mon 170 Pl T q 07. 10 Q63.,1 II. 396 7 ITO OT INTERVAL (RECOVERY) 
1 









MEA5URE~ENT5 GREATER THAN 3 5D FRD~ THE PREFLIGHT ~EAN 
SL-'l NDV 30, 1973 5Ln.- 33~ JLN'- 33q rm.- MD I~ 
EXPT IMEAS ~AN VALUE ~EAN 5D N M092A 1~9 PLT 66.0% ~9 .62.1 ~ .1~~6 1 339 IIEART RATE (-8 ) M092A 160 PLT 72.927 ~8 .19Q 3.9QI2. 1 3QO HEART RATE (-16 ) M092.A 169 PLT I. 7700 .2~~71 .16 18~ 1 3Q9 pLvc EDP (-B) i , M09ZA 110 PLT 3.2300 !.I~OO • 307q I 1 3~O PLVC EDP (-16 ) ! M092.A 173 PLT 1.5830 -.10911 .1~83Z 1 3~3 52 SLDPE (-8 ) I 1'10T3 I2.Q CDR 29.800 Iq.127 Q.8232 26 12q FECAL K (MEO) MOTJ 7 SPT II.IOC 6.~615 I.qq 17 26 7 URINE CA (MEC/TV) i M073 125 SPT 15Q.10 1>7.65 .H715 2q 125 WEIGHT (LBS) flOTl 7 PLT 18.500 6.6037 1.8525 21 7 URINE CA (MEO/TV) MOT3 125 PL T Iq~.OO Iq9.02 .53Q85 25 12~ WEIGHT (LB5) 
j 
." ... : .. 
5l-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
OEC I. 1973 SLO' 335 .A.N' 335 MD' MD 16 
Il,. ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEHPERATURE = 23.33 DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 255.99 MMHG 
, •• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR MED EXPERIMENTS 









.... MEDfCATION AND DOSAGE 
ttl SLEEP DATA 
LIGHT 7.00 HOURS 
ft. EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG CHATT-MINS) HtI .... 
lBERG (I',TT-MIN'S} 'tlfDO.DO 
EVA HWE (KEAL/HRJ f.t~tff 
EVA DURAT (HRS) tift ••• , 
MK.I EX CHINS) 10.00 
MK. II EX (HINS) ~.OO 
HK. III EX (MINS) "'"f, 
TREAOMILL (HINS) 10.00 
OTHER EX CHiNS) ....... ... 
HEIGHT (eM) ......... .... 
1JE16HT (KILOGRAM) 67.20 
ff. ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/HAIST (eM) tHl ...... ' .......... 
INS/EX? CHEST (eM) """'/'tI •••• , 
NECK (eM) •• ", •• , 
RTILT ARM (eM) ...... H/ .......... . 
RTILT ARM VOL (ec) ......... , ...... .. 
DEW POINT = 10.00 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = IB9.27 HHHG 
HI31 










... '.11 ....... 
69.90 
......... 1'/ ........ .. 
•••• ..... <1/····· .. .. 
......... 
f •• t .... ' ......... 4f 
4.~ .... t/ ... fq .... . 
RELATIVE HUHIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
H131 









.. ......... .. 
.. .......... . 
65.70 
.. • .. •• .... 1 ...... •• .. . 
ff ..... f .. / ......... .. 
.. .. I ....... 
....... ~ft/ .. t .. t~ .... 
~ ... ttt4/····t4t 
,. 
MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 50 FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-~ OEC 1, 1973 SLO'" 33, JLN", 33, 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VnLUE MEAN SO N M092 ~ CDR 88.226 66.328 6.68~O 6 M092 5 CDR 69.391 57 .2~8 3 .5~ 15 6 M092 10 CDR 77.~09 95 .~37 2.6912 6 1'1092 15 COR 50.825 65.196 3.0171 6 M092 20 CDR 59.686 75.276 2.3680 6 M092 27 COR 3.8700 1.0133 .2,961 6 M092 28 CDR ~.'800 1.6317 .23878 6 M092 29 CDR '.~200 2.3667 .23235 6 M09l 39 CDR .30300 .96,00-01 .3896,-01 6 1'1092 ~O COR -.52800 
-.21600"01 .~903~-01 , N092 ~5 COR -.63000-01-.35000-01 .81~86-02 6 1'1092 61 CDR 198.~0 299.20 .70236-03 6 1'1092 6~ COR 1036.0 1197.3 !. 6528 6 1'1092 65 CDR .50000 I~ 97. 3 1.3068 6 1'1092 107 CDR 
-.11229 • I ~ 120 .8078~-01 6 1'1092 108 CDR • 9~650 .28693 .13~5~ 6 M092 109 CDR 1.7082 .3Q'73 .28~12 6 1'1092 110 COR .22625 -.83333-03 .15221-01 6 M092 I J I CDR .11375 .%87,-01 .18737-01 6 1'1092 116 CDR 13.331 ~ .572T 2.1262 6 1'1091 117 COR 20.336 ~.7~H 3.881~ 6 1'1092 "Q CDR 89.277 66.597 7.2671 6 1'1092 IH COR 6T.313 ;1.181 3 .27.; 2 6 1'1092 161 COR 89.831 102.5~ 2.~I71 6 1'1092 162 COR 9'1.~2T I 03 .2~ 2.036; 6 M092 163 COR 91. 979 10256 1.~529 6 1'1092 16~ con 90.~02 102.09 I .2"OQ 6 1'1092 16, COR 85.938 103.29 1.65l9 6 M092 170 COR 390.7q ~l9. 70 Il. 956 6 M092 175 COR .21303 
.l!i"91 .11707-01 6 1'1092 ITo} CDR 
-H.615 -29.H8 6.8919 6 1'1092 18r. CDR -28.3Q8 
-6.0213 6.1803 6 M092A 5 CDR 63. OO~ Q1. 9~~ 1. 1029 6 nonA 26 CDR -I~. 967 -1.05;0 ~.H37 6 M092A 27 COR -1~.796 1.'1610 ~. H8" 6 M092A 53 CDR .66005 .7878, .39099-01 6 MonA 5~ CDR .62622 .76766 .35~17-01 6 M092A 11 CDR -7.2315" -~'.785 .lf~~351 6 MonA T2 COR -Z8.9~2 -'0.71~ ~.Q6~6 £ R09ZA 73 CDR -31.115 -5if.831 ~ .6720 6 M092A 7, CDR 6.1021 -50.a90 5.~876 6 MonA 135 CDR 25.000 23.029 .58797 7 MonA 169 CDR l.;;iOO -.66667-02 .12176 6 MonA 170 CDR ·2.7200 .36833 ;>9133-01 6 MonA 171 COR 1.3620 .13350 .Z7H~ 6 1'1073 3 con 295.00 I.~ .Oq 37.687 21 1'1073.' q CDR 128. 00' 71.222' 15 .QQB· 21 M073 5 CDR 12.800 7.9000 I .~ I 07 27 M073 6 CDR IqQs.O SQ 0.07 1,8,68 l!7 1'1073 1 CDR 11.100 6.3852 I .56 25 27 
..... _- -'" "--
1'10'" 1'10 16 
~ HEART RATE (-,0) 
5 HEART RATE (RECOVERY) 
10 SYSTOLIC BP (RECOVERY) 
I, DIASTOLIC SP (RECOVERY) 
20 MEAN BP (RECOVERY) 
2T PLVC EOP (-30) 
28 PLVC EOP (-~O) 
29 PLVC EOP (-,0) 
39 S2 SLOPE (-50) 
~O 52 SLOPE (RECOVERY) 
~, :'1 COMPLIANCE (RECOVERY) 
61 ETI (CONTROL) 
6~ ETI (-,0) 
6, ETI (RECOVERY) 
lOT HR/LBNP 16-30 
108 HR/lBNP 30-~0 
109 HRl>R/LBNP ~0-50 
110 PLVC/LBNP 0-8 
III PLVC/LBfJP 8-16 
116 HR/PLVC 30-~0 
117 HR /PLVC ~ 0-5 0 
I,~ VECTAN HEART RATE (-50 ) 
I" VECTAN HEART RATE (RECOVERY) 161 CRS DURATION (CONTROL) 
162 CRS DURATION (-30) 
163 CR~ DURATION (-~O) 
16q CRS ounATION (-;0) 
165 CRS DURATION (RECOVERY) 
170 CT INTERVAL (RECOVERY) 
175 P MAX MAG (RECOVERY) 
179 P MAX AZ (-50) 
180 P MAX AZ (RECOVERV) 
185 P MAX EL (RECOVERY) 
,,06 DRS MAX AZ (CONTROL' 
,,07 DRS MAX AZ (-30 1 
233 ST MAX MAG (-Qo) 
23~ ST MAX MAG (-50) 
251 J AZ (CONTROL) 
25L J AZ (-30) 
253 J AZ (-q 0 ) 
25; J AZ (RECOVERY) 
315 L8NPD TEMP-END 3q9 PLVC EOP (-8 ) 
3;0 PLVC EDP (~16 ) 
3,1 51 SLOPE (-8 ) 
3 URINE NA (MEO/TV) 
'I URIflE K (MEO/TV) 
5 URINE MG (MEoITV) 
6 URINE PO~ (MGITV) 















MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT. MEAN I 






SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
DEC 2. 1973 SLOil 336 .JLN" 336 NO" NO 17 
..... ENVIRONMENTAl 
AVG. TEHPERATURE = 23.89 DEGC 
AVG. AH81ENT PRESSURE = 255.99 HHHG 
..... HISSI0N.ACnVtT1ES 





..... MEDI'CAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
...... ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
"-U HEDl CA Tl ON AND DOSAGE 
•• 
.. H SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 6.00 HOURS 
... EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG CWATT-HINS) 
LB ERG CWATT-HINS) 
EVA HWE ':EAL/HR) 
EVA DURA T C HRS) 
HK.I EX CHINS) 
HK. II EX CHINS) 
HK. III EX CHINS) 
TREADHILL CHINS) 









it ........... .. 
67.20 
.. ~ .. ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) .. t ......... /n ......... . 
INS/EX? CHEST (eM)' · ...... U .. , ......... C .. 
NECK (eM) ....... 411 .. 
RTILT ARM (eM) ...... C ..... , ........... .. 
RTILT ARH VOL (eCl .............. , .. tlll •• ~ 
RTILT HAND '(FT-LB) :..u .... 1Ii .... ·!l1IlIH 
DEW POINT = 10.00 DEGC 
P~RT. PRES. OXYGEN = 189.79 HHHG 
HEADACHE 
2 ¥.\l A5PRtN 
LIGHT 6.50 HOURS 
............ 
.... iI" ... .. 
....... t .. . 






• ... 1111 ... ' ........ 11 
.. .. "" 11 .. tI'"""" 11 .... -11 
......... /." ...... . 
.......... HI/ ..... · ..... .. 
·······1··-'···· 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. co2 = 
.. 
LIGHT 7.00 HOURS 
~2. 00 r 
5.30 MHHG 
'."" •••• 111 •• 
.......... 11 
5000.00 
• • •• 111. 







•• 1 .. 1I .. 1' .... 1.,J.~ 
.. "'f-........ ' ...... II .. 
.. .... , .... . 
• .... f •• ".II ... 11 
Ilf'.,..,.'.' ...... c. 













IIEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE 
SL-q DEC 2, 1973 SLO. 336 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN 
/1073 16 CDR lq 1.20 55.6H 
M073 128 CDR 18.000 13.888 
1'1013 123 SPT 6.6000 1.2692 
1'1013 I2q SPT ~2.300 II.Q96 
1'1073 125 SPT i53.90 157.65 
1'1073 128 SPT . 20.700 IQ .581 
1'1073 129 SPT Q.?OOO 1 • 2231 
11073 7 PLT 12.700 6.6037 
110T3 16 PLT 128.70 53.185 












• 9~881 26 
1.8525 27 















URINE NITROGEN (G ) 
FECAL NA (MEQ) 
FECAL K (MEa) 
WEIGHT (LBS) 
URINE NITROGEN (G) 
FECAL NITROGEN (G) 
URINE CA (MED/TV) 











5L-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT DEC 3. !9735LD' 337 JLN' 337 110' 110 18 
... ~ i! ENV I RONIHENT AL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 23.89 DEGC AVG. AM8IENT PRESSURE = 2~8.23 MI1HG 
••• I1ISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR MED EXPERIMENTS OTHER I1EDICAl EXPERIMENTS AND DTO'S ATI1 EXPERIMENTS 
EREP EXPERIMENTS 
COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS 
""1 MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
..... SLEEP DATA 
LIGHT 7.00 HOURS 
«II EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (WATT-HINS) 
L8 ERG (HATT-I1INS) 
EVA I1HE ' :EALfHR) EVA DURAT (HRS) 
11K. I EX (I1INS) 
111<. II EX (HINS) 
11K. III EX (HINS) 
TREADHILL (HINS) 












.,. ANTHROPO~£TRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) .... , .... " ..... ... INS/EX? CHEST (eM) ....... ""'/ ........ . NECK (eM) 
-a ...... .. 
RT/LT ARM (eM) .fuuil""'utlu 
RTILT ARM VOL (eCl ·······I···.~·. RT/LT'HAND 1FT-L8l •• I···~/·~O"". 
DEW POINT = 10.00 DEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 186.17 MHHG 
M093 
H092 








•• 1 .. .-<1. 
.... I' ........ 
69.50 
."., ..... ' .. iHlf ... .. 
...... ,/ ....... .. 
. ...... . 
.tlll •• 'j ••••••• 
..1 •• "./-411, •••• 
........... , ........ . 
RELATiVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
LIGHT 7.50 HOURS 
~2.00 % 
5.50 I1HHG 









..... '.e/ ........ ' .. 
• • .jf ...... /flf' ... .. 
tit ..... . 
1,1:. ..... 11/ •• '1 .... .. 
······~/151 .... . 














PlEASUREIIENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE P REFLl GHT IIEAN 
SL-~ DEC 3, 1973 StD- 337 JlN'< 331 PlO. MD 18 
EXPT IIIEAS /IAN VALUE /lEAN SD N 11092 I SPT 7t.HI 51.056 3.0936 7 . I IlEART RATE (CONTROL) flO92 2 SPT 8~.18~ !i3.T07 ~. 21 06 7 2 HEART RATE (-30 ) 11092 3 SPT 98,O~~ 58.159 6.1519 1 3 HEART RATE (-~O ) /1092 ~ SPT U7 ~8T 6~.873 8.59~0 T ~ HEART RATE (-50) lion 21 SPI S .5000 2.~200 .~H36 1 2T PlVC EOP (-30 I Pion 2S SPT 7.1000 3.3HI .60H~ 1 28 PLYC EOP (-~O) Pion 29 SPT 9.0000 ~.2500 .93~B3 1 29 PlVC EOP (-50) 11092 33 SPT 2.9060 1. 3909 .~0612 7 33 51 SLOPE (-~O) 1'1092 ~3 srT -.31000-01-.tl~29-02 .59281-02. 1 ~3 SI CO/'IPLI ANCE (-~ ° ) /1092 61 SPT 297 .58 299.31 .30231 1 61 ETI (CONTROL) ~092 101 SPT .68250 .5022~-01 .18605 7 107 tlR/LBNP 1b-30 
'1092 109 SPT J. 9826 .611~6 .31827 7 109 HR6R/LBNP ~0-50 1I0~2 110 SPT .11250 .38036-Dl .170%-01 7 110 PLYC/lBNP 0··8 PlO92 III SPT .23250 .1 055~ .36592-01 7 III PLVC ILBNP B-16 11092 112 SPT • f61 ~3 .90816-01 .22313-01 7 112 PLVC IL BNP 16-30 Mon 113 SPr .22000 .92T1~-OI .Z2366-01 7 113 PLVC/LBNP 30-~0 11092 151 SPT 10.89B 51 .179 Z.7206 7 151 VECTAN HEART RATE (CONTROL) 1'1092 52 SPT 85.379 53.726 3.9332 1 152 VECTAN HEART RATE ! -3~ ) 1'1092 153 SPT 9S.~07 59.095 50 9261 1 153 VECTAN HEART RATE (-~O ) /1092 5~ SPT 117 • 8~ H .2~1 I.H33 7 15~ VECTAN HEART RATE (-50 ) lion 159 5PT 12I>.~8 136. 03 1.867Z 1 159 PR INTERVAL (-50 ) 11092 160 SPT 132.20 138.71 1.9259 7 160 PR INTERVAL (RECOVERY) PlO92 161 SPT 93.220 98.03. I • 092~ 1 161 QRS DURATION (CONTROL) PIon 163 SPT S~.OIO 9~. 271 2.~8~~ 7 163 QRS OURnTION (-~O) 
"on 16~ SPT 19.3Z3 ,~ .196 2.0080 7 J6~ QRS DURATION (-50) non 1~6 SPT 310.2.9 ~70.BO 5.H2~ 7 166 CT INTERVAL (CONTROL) j 1'1092 167 SPT 350.65 ~02.1~ 7.5~63 7 167 aT INTERV~L (-30) ~092 168 SPT 3Z~ .B~ 389. ~9 10.896 1 168 QT INTERVAL (-~ 0) l 11092 169 SPT 30L~8 317.8\' I~ .578 7 169 oT INTERVAL (-50) 1'1092 ITO SPT 383.U "1'1.2<1 9. O~56 1 ITO oT INTERVAL (RECoVER~) 
\ 






.. .._.»Mo'n",,' tt" J f Ih~"'H> -" .-.. ,,,,,--
IlEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD 
Sl-~ DEC 3, 1913 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE 
1l09ZA Z~ SPT Z.0831 
M09ZA 25 SPT 2.2181 
MOnA ~9 SPT .16557 
M09ZA 61 SPT 20.696 
1l092A 62 SPT Iq.q58 
M092A 63 SPT 10.375, 
PlO9ZA 6q SPT 6.0391 
/'IOnA 65 SPT 17.553 
M09ZA H SPT 30.2,q 
MonA 78 SPT 7 .609~ 
MonA 79 SPT -36.035 
M09ZA 80 SPT -19.379 
M092A 83 SPT 1.01lq 
M09ZA 8q SPT .38293 
M09ZA 86 SPT 12.698 
MonA 8T srT I q. 8q 8 
PlOnA 88 SPT 15.6qS 
M092A 89 SPT 19.020 
MonA 90 SPT 11.867 
MonA 91 SPT 66.832 
MonA 92 SPT 69.002 
MonA 93 SPT 70.3% 
MonA 9q SPT 71.q" 
MonA 95 SPT 72..915 
PlOnA 128 SPT 13.630 
M092.A 13q SPT 25.600 
MonA 135 SPT 2.6.100 
MonA 137 SPT 9.5500 
M092A 159 SPT 72.588 
MonA 160 SPT jq.629 
nonA 169 SPT 1.3800 
M092.A 170 SPT 3.2.qOO 
MonA 173 SPT 1.7280 
1'1073 128 CDR 2.1.100 
PlO73 I SPT 27Sq.0 
1'1073 5 SPT II.qOO 
1'1073 7 SPT 13.~00 
1'1073 16 SPT 125.30 
M073 87 SPT 338.86 
M073 125 SPT 153.80 
1'1073 7 Pl T 'l5.000 
1'1073 125 PlT jq5.30 
FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SlO" 337 JlN. 337 MD. MD 18 
/'IEAtI SO N 
1.6353 .75575-01 7 20~ QRS MAX MAG (-50) 
1.7836 .95~56-0'1 7 205 QRS MAX MAG (RECOVERY) 
• H399-01 .2.9869-01 7 229 ST-E DEPTH (-50) 
32..167 3.3511 7 2~ I ST MAX El (CONTROL) 30.5q5 2.6055 7 2q2 ST MAX El (-30) 
28.327 3.2qn 7 2~3 ST MAX El (-qO) 
25.983 Q.09qq 7 2qq ST MAX El (-50) 30. 'f88 3.2011 7 2q5 ST MAX El (RECOVERV) 
-59.939 15.362 7 25~ J Al (-50) 
36.369 3.q910 7 258 J El (-q 0 ) 
31.q67 q .502.6 7 259 .I El (-50) 
35.791 2.6600 7 260 J El (RECOVERY) 
1.6322 .17639 7 263 O-ST SLOPE (-,qO I 
1.7030 .12027 T 26q D-ST SLOPE (-50) 8.5950 .51180 7 ' 266 D-P VECTO'R INTEGRAL (CONTROL) 9.2110 .68q22 7 267 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) 9.9313 • 9q 9qq 7 268 V-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-qO) 
11.150 1. 3618 7 269 'v-p VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) 9.0%q .q 90~ 3 7 2TO D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY~ 57.006 2.9153 7 2Tl V-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL ( CONTROL) 55. qq I 2.6882 7 272. V-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) 5q.9&9 2..7199 7' 273 D-aRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-q 0) 56.670 l.1651 7 27q V-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) 57.5'39 2..8990 7 275 V-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERV) 1~.2.B9 .19987 7 308 R CALF CIRC 
22..6U .83638 7 3lq lBNPO TEMP-BEGIN 23.q57 .70677 7 315 lBNPD TEMP-END 
3.8167 1.2.86B 3 317 HOURS SINCE SLEEP 53.q% 5.1391 7 339 HEART RA'fE (-8 ) 53.004 4.3240 7 3qO HEART RATE (-16 ) 
.30q2.9 .13636 T 3q9 PlVC EOP (-B) 
1.1 q 86 .21619 7 350 nvc EOP (-16 ) 
.16357 .q9561 7 353 S2 SLOPE (-8 I 
13.888 I .2.526 2.6 12.8 URINE NITROGEN (G) 
133Q.3 q55.71 27 I TOTAL URINE VOL (I'll) 6.B692. 1.2036 26 5 URINE MG (MEa/TV) 6.5615 l.q~ 17 26 7 URINE CA (MEa/TV) 52.5ciq 18.027 2.6 16 HYDROCORTISON (UG/TV) \53.69 18.167 5 87 FREE !-CH3-H1S (MG/TV) 157.65 .H71; 2.~ 12.5 WEIGHT (lBS I 6.603T 1.8525 2.7 7 UR WE CA (MED/TV) 
149.02. .53~B5 25 125 WEIGHT (lBS) 













SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT DEC ~. 1973 SLD' 338 JLN' 338 MO' NO 19 
... ENVIROt\'HENTAl 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 23.89 DEGC AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 2~B.23 MMHG 
••• MISSION·ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR MED EXPERI MENTS OTHER MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS·AND DTO'S ATM EXPERIMENTS 
EREP EXPER I HENTS COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS SCIENCE DEMOS/STUDENT EXPERIMENTS 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
MI31 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
.,. HEDICATION ANO DOSAGE 
H' SLEEP DATA 
LIGHT 7.50 HOURS 
4"" tXERCISE DATA 
us ERG UIATT-r1INS) u ..... LB ERG (I'.TT-HINS) ~600.00 EVA ~ (KEAl/HR) •• e •••• 
EVA DURAT (HRS) H ....... IIK.I EX (HINS) 10.00 11K. II EX (MINS) 6.00 KK. III EX (HiNS) ••••••• TREADMILL (MINS) 11.00 OTHER EX CMINS) 3.00 HEIGHT {eM) ••••••• WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 67.30 
... ANTHROPClHETR I COAT A 
HIP/WAIST (eH) ••••••• , ••••••• JNS/EXP CHEST (eM) ••••••• , ••••••• f£CK (eM) H ..... .,.. RT/LT ARM (CH) ••••••• , ••••••• 
RT/lT ARM VOL (ec) ····.··I····.~· 
DEW POINT = 12.7B DEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 191.3~ MHHG 









.... n ••• 
•••• ••• 69.00 
..... ,., ...... . 
....... , ...... .. 
• •••••• /.iII ...... 
.iI •.. UI.' •....•• 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. CO2 = 
MI71 
M092 
LIGHT 7.aO HOURS 
.... ------------------------------~--=.~~.~ ..~~~-~ 
••••• ". J' 
5.~0 MHHG 
. ..... '" 
5000.00 
. ...... .. 
.111 ••• "" 





. ...... .. 
66.00 
• ....... ' •• fl' ••• 
. .... -.. , ....... . 
••••••• 
. ...... , ...... .. 











I'IEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
1 Sl-~ DEC ~, 1973 SlD. 338 JlN. 338 rID. 1'10 19 
EXPT fl'1EAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
1'1 IT I I~ Pl T 1.0880 .9~637 .28~~I-OI 8 I~ RER-lEVEl 3 
1'1171 55 PLT 69 .650 60 .~60 2.5359 8 55 VE ' 2. l V02 
I'll TI 65 plT 1.0862 .97003 .36090-01 8 65 RER ' 160 HR 
1'1171 125 PlT 1.~1l7 .99202 .75026-01 8 125 RER 50-75 
I 1'1092 I PLT 66.815 ~7 .~TT 3.1126 6 I HEART RATE (CONTROL) 1'1092 2 PlT n.811 51 . 8~~ ~.9118 T 2 HEART RATE (-30) 1'1092 3 PlT 91.028 55.982 5.0~H 7 3 HEART RATE (-~O) 1'1092 ~ plT 109.23 61.35~ 5.5655 7 ~ HEART RATE (-50) 1'1092 27 Pl T 5.0800 2. 2~ ~ 3 .~6893 7 27 PlVC EOP (-30) 
M092 28 PI. T 6.2300 3 .19!~ .66316 7 28 PLVC EOP (-~O) I Mon 29 PLT 7.7800 ~.2929 .87~~5 7 29 PlVC EOP (-50) 1'1092 30 PLT 1.7900 .301'13 .30317 7 30 PLVC EOP (RECOVERY) 
1'1092 32 PLT ~.oooo 1.7020 .16730 7 32 51 SLOPE (-30) I 1'10n 33 PLT 3.3380 1.~376 .38392 7 33 51 SLOPE (-~O) 1'1092 39 PlT .19~00 .12757 .1669l-01 7 39 52 SLOPE (-50) 1'1092 ~o PiT -.31300 -.69571-01 .652~5-01 7 ~O 52 SLOPE (RECOVERY) 1'10n ~3 PLT -.~5000-01-.18000-01 .80208-02 7 ~3 51 COMPLIANCE (-~O) 
1'1092 61 PLT 298 .~o 299.2.0 .~8T7~-03 7 61 ETl (CONTROL) 1 
Mon 108 Plr l.3ZlT .50~37 .188~2 6 108 HR/LBNP 30-~0 I Mon 109 PlT 1.8202 .52778 .26~~6 6 109 HMR/lBNP ~0-50 1'10n 110 PLT .23000 .3196~-OI .2:0231-01 7 110 PLVC/lBNP 0-8 
Mon 112 PL T .13857 .T8878-01 .1~982-01 7 112 PLVC/LBNr 16-30 I 
1'1092 151 PLT 66.01~ ~8.900 ~.2823 T 151 VECTAN HEART RATE (CONTROL) , I 
Mon 152 PLT 78.33~ 52. n9 5.7826 7 152 VECTAN HEART RATE (-30 ) I 1'1092 153 PLT 91.159 5'6.701 ~.5233 7 153 VECTAN HEART RATE (-~ 0 ) 1'1092 15~ PLT 110.03 61.133 5.9327 7 15~ VECTAN HEART RATE (-50 ) 
1'1092 155 PLT 53.700 H .971 2.0565 7 155 VECTAN HEART RATE I ~ECOVERY) j 
1'1092 158 PLT 1Z6.QI 136.23 2.0111 7 158 PR INTERVAL (-~O) , 
Mon 165 PLT IOq.82 111.51 1.8090 7 165 DRS OURATION (RECOVERY) 
1 Mon 166 Pl T ~11.12 
q58.12 lQ.591 7 166 OT INTERVAL (CONTROL) 
1'1092 167 PLT 385.91 ~Q~.7~ 15.275 7 167 OT INTERVAL (-30 J 
1'1092 168 PLT 37Z.6~ Q33.39 11.937 7 168 aT INTERVAL (-~O) , 
1'10n 169 PL T 337.21 ~22. 8~ 10.323 7 169 aT INTERVAL (-50) I 
1'1092 ITO PL T ~03.35 H3.51 11.396 7 ITO aT INTERVAL (RECOVERY) I 
1'10n ITQ PLT .2~375 .12157 .~8809-02 7 IH P MAX MAG (-50) 1 Mon 178 Pl T -51.208 -28.603 2.3093 T 118 P MAX AZ (-~O) 
1'1092 179 PLT -8~.151 -28.083 2. 9~ 8 I 7 IT9 P MAX AZ (-!i0) I MonA ~ PlT 66.168 27. 7 19 7.8957 1 18~ P MAX EL (-!iO) i 
MonA IT pLT .~1502 .30138 .25100-01 7 191 ORS-E DEPTH (-30) 
1 MonA 18 PLT .~1239 .29966 • 2T9~8-0 I 1 198 aRS-E DEPTH (-~O) MonA 20 PLT .~2111 .30938 .35865-01 7 200 aRS-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 
/'lOnA Q!i PL T .92587-02 .23~O'I-OI .29539-02 7 22, 5T-E AREA (RECOVERY) 
1 !'lonA >J PLT • 3~~5 3 .66391 .1 0 11~ 1 231 ST MAX MAG (CONTROL) 1'10nA 52 PLT .31282 .61693 .19121-01 7 132 ST MAX MAG (-30) 1 
ilonA 53 RlT .2571~ .5722 I .90~1;-OI 7 233 ST MAX M~G (-QO) 
-j M092A 55 PLT .37572 .62226 .80172-01 7 235 ST MAX MAG (RECOVERY) 
/'l09ZA 68 PL, .65'733-0 I .11820' .H~2" '01 T 2~8 J /IU1G( ~~ 0 ) l MonA T'i PlT -90.109 -~6 •• 82 7. in8 T 255 J AZ (RECOVERY) 
1'I092A 11 pl T 10. 16~ aQ.383 ~. 76)8 7 257 J EL (-30) ! 






I:' ' : ," 
" 
PlEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROI'! THE PREFLIGHT IIEAN 
SL-~ DEC ~, 1973 SlO" 338 JLN" 338 liD" liD 19 
EXPT IMEAS PIAN VALUE MEAN SO N M092A 19 PLT -5~.650 33.831 1.0089 7 259 JEL(-50) 1'I092A 8~ PLT .52H5 .96339 .1I01~ 1 26~ O-ST SLOPE (-50 l PlO92A 89 PLT 13.021 6.2573 .3025~ 1 269 O-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) 1'I092A 96 PLT 6~.H8 106.31 1.5021 1 276 O-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) 1'I09ZA 91 PLT 55.210 10!,~ I 5.8638 7 271 O-ST VEr.TOR INTEGRAL (-30 l PlOnA 98 PLT H .793 96.012 5.6399 1 278 a-Sf V<~TOR INTEGRAL (-~O) PlO92A 99 PLT 38.952 86.987 6.9987 7 279 a-Sf VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) PlO92A 100 PLT 56 .II~ 97.209 9.6212 7 280 a-Sf VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERV) 1'I092A 127 PLT 13.500 I~.IIO .1325~ 7 301 L CALF CIRC II092A 128 PLT 13.380 13.867 .12672 7 308 R CALF CIRC 1'I092A 135 PLT 26. 100 23.500 .76158 7 315 I BNPD TEMP-END 1'I092A 159 PLT 71.~70 ~9.621 ~.I~q6 T 339 HEART RATE (-8 ) /l092A 160 PLT 10.851 ~8.79~ J.9q12 T 3~0 HEART RATE (-16 ) /l092A 169 PLT I. Bq 00 
.25511 .16185 1 3~9 PLVC EOP (-8 ) ilOnA iTO PLT 3.IQOO !.IQOO .307H 7 350 PLVC EOP (-16 ) Plo~zrl 113 PL T 2 .. 121.0 -.10911 .15832 1 353 52 SLOPE (-8 ) /1073 5 COR 12.800 7.9000 1.~101 21 5 URINE I'1G (MEC/TV) /1013 128 CDR 19.800 13.888 1.2526 26 128 URINE NITROGEN IG) 















" " 1<. 
DEC SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 5. 1973 SlD' 339 -LN' 339 MD' MD 20 
.... ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TZMPERATURE: 2~.~~ DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE:" 255.~7 MMHG 
.... MISSION ACnVITI.ES 
MAJOR MED EXPERIMENTS 




SCIENCE DEMOS/STUDENT EXPERIMENTS 
, •• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
~~. ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
ttl MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
-fH SLEEP DATA 
DEll POINT I. I. II DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN: 191.34 MMHG 
"11171 
M092 
11 GHT 7.00 HOURS 11 GHT 7.70 HOURS 
.t. EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (WATT-MINS) "''' ... iflll .......... 
LB ERG Cf".TTcMINS) ~BOO.OO 7337.00 
EVA ,HWE CKEAL/HRl .. "''''....... • • ..,u. 
EVA DURAT CHRS"l ." .. ,......... .. .. tH .. 
MK.I EX (MINS) 10.00 10.00 
HK • .II EX CHINS) 6.00 .... 11 ..... 
NK. III EX CHINS) ......... U'H1IiIiI 
TREADMILL (MINS) 11.00 15.00 
OTHER EX CHINS) 3.0D ....... ... 
f£IGHT (eM) ........ ,... • ........ " 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 67.30 69.~0 
~ ... ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HlP/WAIST (eM) ......... /........... • •••• 'lj ....... iI .. . 
lNS/EXP CHEST (eM) .......... 11/11 ...... ' ........... , ............ . 
NECK (.eM) ............. .. •• 114 .. 
RT/LT ARf; teM) I .. ~ .... I/ .... ··~ .. T 4111"" ••• 111 •• 
·RTILT· ARH,-VoL· (CC). • ....... ,,' ••• ,.H. .-« ............. -1237.8.00 
.. ------- .. -._- ... __ .- ._--------- .. ---~--
--.-~- ._--_.--. ---~~ 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 : 
LIGHT 6.50 HOURS 
~3.00 % 
5.30 MMHG 
. .. " .... 
5000.00 
• •••••• 
.. ... iI ..... 
............ 
10.50 
.. ........ . 
....... -11 .. . 
65.70 
.~ ...... _ .. , .... -t ••• 
.. ...... t .... , ... t .. -.a ... 
... ......... . 
... .... ,. ..... ,'It." ...... .. 
... -.,. .... ./ ............ .. 
~L"" ~ ____________ ~~~~~'" .... ,_,_._~_ 


















1 J i 
'~ . i 
1 PlEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGIiT MEAN , 
SL-q DEC ~. 19'13 SLD. 339 JLN. 339 MD· MD 20 I EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SD N i 11111 15 SPT l.qS10 1.1706 .15602-01 S 15 RER-RECOVERY 11171 H SPT 1. 771~ 1. 9368 .50219-01 8 5q V02 • 150 WATTS 1'1171 55 SPT 57 .133 q8.769 1.8013 8 55 VE • 2. L V02 11092 ! SPT 65.6q5 51 .056 3.0936 7 I HEART RATE (CONTROL) I 1'1092 2 SPT 70.366 53.707 q.2186 7 2 HEART RATE (-30) /10n 3 SPT Sq.6q2 58.759 6.1579 7 3 HEART RATE (-~O) lion q SPT 99.513 6q.873 8.59qO 7 q HEART RATE (-50) 1'1092 5 SPT 6G.91Q Q9.lqO 3.66Q6 T 5 HEART RATE (RECOVERY) M092 61 SPT 298.QO 299.31 .302.31 7 61 ETI (CONTROl) 1'I0n 108 SPT 1.~2T6 .50521 .30613 7 108 HR/LBNP 30-qO 1'1092 151 SPT 6q.939 51 .779 2.7206 7 151 l'EeTAN HEART RATE (CONTROL) 11092 152 SPT 69.qQ8 53.726 3.9332 7 152 VECTAN HEART RATE (-30 ) 1'1092 153 SPT 83.H5 59.095 5.9261 7 153 VECTAN HEART RATE (-qO) 1'1092 15q SPT 100.56 65 .2q T 8. Tq 33 1 15q VECTAN HEART RATE (-50) 11092 156 SPT IQ8.02 1~1.03 1. 951 0 T 156 PR UlTERVAL (CONTROL) 1'1092 161 SPT 92.292 98.036 1.092q T 161 QRS DURATION (CONTROL) 1'1092 166 SPT 3T7.lq Q10.80 5.572q 7 166 aT INTERVAL (CONTROLl 1'10n 167 SPT 367.97 Q02.IQ T .5q63 7 167 aT INTERVAL (-30) 1'1092 168 SPT 3Q]. 97 389.99 10.896 r 168 QT INTERVAL (-qO) 1'1092 169 SPT 320.95 377.89 Iq .578 7 169 QT INTERVAL (-50) 1'!092 170 SPT . 316.53 QIQ.23 9.0556 7 170 aT INTERVAL (RECOVERY) 1'1092 173 SPT .2Q;QQ .18Q21 .13703-01 7 173 P MAX MAG (-QO) I 11092 !1Q SPT .2H2Q .20187 .17380-01 7 I1Q P MAX MAG (-50) 11092. 179 SPT -90.162 -6Q.638 6.9191 7 179 P MAX AZ (-50) 
I 1'I0nA T SPT 5.9352 5.0605 .2Q822 T 187 QRS-E CIRC (-30 l 1I092A 8 SPT 6.231Q 5.1 OQ 9 .25H6 7 188 QRS-E CIRC ·(-QO) I 1I092A 9 SPT 6.3113 5.3019 .1603Q 7 189 ~RS-E CIRC (-50) 1I092A 10 SPT 5.9201 5.1700 .22105 7 190 URS-E CIRC (RECOVERY) 1'I092A 12 SPT Z.OQ31 I .Q 9Qa .IQ08Q 7 192 URS-E AREA (-30) 1I0~2A 13 SPT 2.2301 1.5986 .132Qq 7 193 QRS-E AREA (-QO I 1I092A IQ SPT 2.q291 1.7680 .10232 7 19Q QRS-E AREA (-50) j PlO92A 15 SPT 2.1887 1.5802 .1 q ISQ 7 195 QRS-E AREA (RECOVERY) 
\ 
11092A 19 SPT .25313 .15686 .l6Q 0,-0 1 7 199 QRS-E DEFTH I-50) 1I092A 23 SPT 2.0905 1.6606 .13195 7 203 QRS MAX MAG (-qO) !'I 0 92 A 2Q SPT 2.0655 1.6353 .75575-01 7 20Q QRS MAX MAG (-50) 1I092A 6Q SPT 13.521 25.983 Q.09Qq 7 ZQQ ST MAX EL (-50) 1 1I092A 65 SPT 20.%3 30.788 3.2011 7 2Q5 ST MAX EL (RECOVERY) I 1I092A 78 SPT 25.696 36.369 3.Q918 1 258 J EL (-Q 0 ) l PlO92A 79 SPT IQ.733 31.Q6T Q.5026 7 259 J EL (-50l 
1 
!'I092A 80 SPT 20.551 35.791 2.6600 1 260 J EL (RECOVERY I 1'I092A 86 SPT IO.IH 8.5950 .,1180 7 266 O-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) 1'I092A 87 SPT II.Q58 9.2170 .68Q22 1 267 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) M092A 88 SPT 13.Q37 9.9313 • 9Q 9qQ 7 268 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-qO) M092A 89 SPT IS.HI II .155 1. 3618 7 269 D-P VECTOR INTEG RAL (-50) 1'I092A 92 SPT 6Q.316 55.QQI 2.6882 7 212 D-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) PlO92A 93 SPT 65.558 5Q.969 2.1199 7 273 D-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-QO) 1'I092A 9~ SPT 66.201 56.670 2.1651 7 ZTQ O-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) M092A 13Q SPT 26.100 22.6'13 .83638 7 31Q L8NPD TEMP-BEGIN Pl092A 135 SPT 26.100 23.Q57 .10611 7 315 LBNPO TEMP-END 
I 
1'I092A 136 SPT .30000 1. 8625 .Q9561 Q 316 HOURS SINCE LAST MEAL 





1 , --:. 
j 






























GREATER THAN 3 
DEC 5. 1973 
MAN VALUE 






















- .. ~ "-_."-- ~-
SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SLD. 339 JlN", 339 
MEAN SO N 
3.8167 1.2868 3 
7. 9000 1.~107 27 
8~0.07 158.68 27 
.21332 .~ 3339-0 I 25 
2.2927 .5 OQ5 3 25 
2.6Q36 .52101 25 
5.7316 .96800' 25 
13.888 1.2526 26 
6.8692 1.2036 26 
6.5615 I.q~ 17 26 
.Q2860 .9893Q-01 25 
3.6802 .8~528 25 
151 .65 .7H15 i!'t 
1021.9 18Q.7T 27 
6.6037 1.8525 Z7 
53.185 21.210 27 
.• 39233 .9~698-01 27 
1.7566 .396~2 27 
3.0328 .58280 2T 
6.3978 I. IT25 21 
Jq 9.02 .53Q85 25 
- .. - - .------.----.--.-~--"'-- -"-- '---._-_... --. 
MD'" MD 20 
311 HOURS SINCE SLEEP 
5 URINE MG (MEaITV) 
6 URINE PO~ (MG/TV J 
53 PREGNANEDIOL (MG/TVJ 
5~ ANDROSTERONE (NG/TV J 
55 ETIOCHOLAN (MG/TV J 
61 TOTAL 17-KETO !TMG lTV ) 
128 URINE NITROGEN (G) 
5 URINE MG (MEQ/TV) 
7 URINE CA (MEQ/TV) 
53 PREGNANEDIOL (MG/TV) 
55 ETfOCHOLAN (MG/TV) 
125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
6 URINE PDq (MGITV) 
7 URINE CA (MEg/TV) 
16 HYDROCORTISON (UG/TV) 
53 .PREGNANED I OL (MGITV) 
5q ANDROSTERONE (MG/TV) 
55 ETIOCHOLAN (MG/TV) 
61 TOTAL IT-KETO !TMG lTV ) 
















SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT DEC 6. 1973 SLD' 3~0 .!LN' 3~0 MO' HD 21 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEHPERATURE = 25.00 DEGC AVG. AHBIENT PRESSURE = 260.6~ HHHG 
••• HISSION ACTIVITIES 
HAJOR MED EXPERIMENTS OTHER MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND DTO'S ATH EXPERIMENTS 
EREP EXPERIHENTS COROlLARY EXPERIMENTS SCIENCE DEMOS/STUDENT EXPERIMENTS 




••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
... SLEEP DATA 
LIGHT 7.00 HOURS 
~ •• EXERCISE DATA 
us ERG (WATT-MINS) ....... . LB ERG P" .TT-HINS) ~800.00 EVA HUE (KEAL/HRl ••••••• EVA DURAT CHRS) ....... . HK.I EX CHINS) 10.00 HK. II EX tHINS) 6.00 HK. III EX CHINS} ....... .. TREADMILL CHINS) 12.00 OTHER EX CMINS) 3.00 HEIGHT reM) ......... . WEIGHT (KILOGRAH) 67.30 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/HAIST (eM) ........ , ......... .. INS/EX? CHEST (eM) ......... / •••• , .. . 
NECK (eM) .......... . RTILT ARM (eM) •• t· ..... /t~ ••• tt RTILT ARH VOL CCC) 2367.00/2256.00 
DEW POINT = 11.11 DEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 198.58 HHHG 
HIIO 
LIGHT 7.00 HOURS 
............ 
7337.00 
......... " .. 
......... 
10.00 
"' ......... .. 
....... ". 
15.00 
... 11 ... .. 
••• ~ ... t1 
69.10 
.. · .. ·~·1I/····fI ... 
• .. « .. " •• , ••••••• 
...... ", ........ . 
•••• f~ .. /fJl! ..... . 
RELATIVE HUHIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
HEAVY 6.50 HOURS 
.RI1I-~'.· __________________________ ~_"'-_. ~--"""""=-., ......... ""''''.. ''.~:M~., --:.-. -._, . ....;.,-
~2.00 r 
5.20 HHHG 
. ...... . 
5000.00 
' .. *4 •• " 
. ...... . 
8.00 
10.00 
. ....... . 
11.50 
......... 
. ....... . 
65.60 
............... , ............. ... 
.. ............ , ............ ... 
4·l .......... /"' ......... .. 



















































































































































































95 .3~9 62 .• 871 
11I.2~ 66.328 





























































































































































































V 02-REST (liM IN) 
VC02-REST (liM IN) 
RER-REST 
VE-REST (liM IN) 
RER ' 160 HR 
PRESSURE RATE PRODUCT-LEV I 
MUSCULAR EFFICIENCY 0-25 
HR/V02 0-25 
DBP !V02 25-50 
PRP IV 02 0-25 
HEART RATE (CONTROL) 
HEART RATE (-30) 
HEART RATE (-~O) 
HEART RATE (-50) 
HEART RATE (RECOVERY) 
SYSTOLIC BP (-30) 
SYSTOLIC BP (-qO) 
SYSTOLIC 8P (-50) 
SYSTOLIC BP (RECOVERY) 
DIASTOLIC BP (CONTROL) 
MEAN BP (-~O) 
MEAN SP (-50) 
PULSE PRESSURE (CONTROL) 
PULSE PRESSURE (-30) 
PULSE PRESSURE (-~O) 
PLVC EOP (-30) 
PLVC EOP (-~O) 
PLVC EOP (-50) 












VECTAN HEART RATE (CONTROL) 
VECTAN HEART RATE (-30) 
VECTAN HEART RATE (-~O) 
VE£TAN HEART RATE (-50) 
VECIAN HEART RATE (RECOVERY) 
DRS DURATION (CONTROL) 
DRS DURATION (-30) 
gRS DURATION (-~O) 
ORS DURATION (-5.0) 














PlEASUREMENTS GRf.ATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAl! I ,. , 
SL-q DE,c 6, 1913 SlD" 3qO JLN" 3qO MD" MD 21 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 11092 168 CDR 35q.q8 H2.89 13.0qq 6 168 aT INTERVAL (-110) 11092 169 CDR 329.37 qOS.30 18.015 6 169 aT INTERVAL (-50) 1'I0n 170 CDR 3<;0.52 Q29.70 12.956 6 170 aT INTERVAL (RECOVERY) 1'1092 171 CDR 
.22382 .15053 .20q91-01 6 171 ~ MAX MAG (CONTROL) M092 172 CDR .zrzqq 
.15310 .lq821-01 6 172 P MAX MAG (-30) Mon 173 CDR 
.32969 .16019 .17913-01 6 173 P MAX MAG (-qO) M092 IH CDR 
.38830 .11739 .356Q2-01 6 IH P MAX MAG (-50) M092 175 CDR .29352 .15291 .11707-0 I 6 175 P MAX MAG (RECOVERY) Mon 177 CDR -32.981 -15.336 3.HQ7 • 177 P MAX AI (-30) M092 178 CDR -52.Q02 -22.393 Q.HTl 6 178 P MAX AZ (-~O) M092 179 CDR -,1.2,1 -29.'178 6.8919 6 179 r MAX AZ (-50) /'Ion 180 CDR 
-32.566 -6.0273 6.1803 6 180 P MAX AI (RECOVERY) MonA I CDR 10.101 Q8.102 I.Q93' 6 181 P MAX EL (CONTROL)· /'IOnA 2 CDR 67.918 Q8.3,3 2.q291 6 182 P i'lAX EL (-30) MonA 3 CDR 71.621 50.859 q.q388 6 183 P MAX EL (-QO) MonA 5 CDR 17 .127 q7.9qq 1.1029 6 185 P MAX EL (RECOVERV 1 MonA 8 CDR 6.Q868 5.885q .18116 6 18S aRS-E eIRC (-~O) MonA 9 CDR 6.6q03 ,.9019 .16610 6 189 QRS-E CIRC (-50) M092A 10 CDR 6.8786 5.8657 .19358 6 190 anS-E CIRC (RECOVERY) MonA 13 CDR 2.~188 1.8217 .17311 6 193 aRS-E AREA (-qO) MonA Iq CDR 2.6718 1.8,31 .17252 6 19q QRS-E AREA (-50) MonA 15 CDR 2.7863 1.8350 .19320 6 195 QRS-E AREA (RECOVERY) 
J 
M092A 38 CDR 2.M18 2.0261 .1l3Q2 6 21S ST-E CIRC (-QO) M092A 39 CDR 2.8630 1.9823 .52888-01 6 219 ST-E CIRC (-50 I I M092A 51 CDR 
.55682 .82785 .60335-01 6 231 ST MAX MAG.(CONTROL) 1 MonA 52 CDR .qS385 .SOQ02 .Q3692-0 I 6 232 ST MAX MAG (-30) .~ MonA 53 CDR .50598 .TS785 .39099-01 6 233 ST MAX MAG (-QO) I ilonA sq CDR .57891 .76766 .35917-01 6 23Q ST MAX i'lAG (-50) 
I 
MonA 62 CDR 23.88T 39.602 q .8362 6 2Q2 ST MAX EL (-30' MonA 63 CDR 27.817 Q2.030 3.2512 6 2Q3 ST i'lAX EL (-qo) M092A 6q CDR 22.689 39.835 3.55~Q 6 2QQ ST i'lAX El (-50) /l092A 67 CDR 
.TOI22-OI .131,9 .138H-01 6 2QT J i'lAG (-.0 ) M092A 68 CDR .5H03-01 .1 Q 175 .1526,-01 6 2Q8 j i'lAG (-~O) 
I M092A 69 CDR '>Q 132-0 I .H082 .11277-01 6 2Q9 JMAG(-50) 
! II092A TO CDR .>2158-01 .10975 .13796-01 6 250 J MAG (RECOVERY) M092A 71 CDR -31.3,8 -Q,.78, ~ .63,1 6 251 J AI (CONTROL> j MonA H COR -3, .H6 ) -55 .855 5. T70Q 6 25q J AI (-,0) I M092A 7, CDR -83.191 1-50.s90 , .Q8T6 6 255 J AZ (RECOVERV) i 1'1092A 17 CDR 38.319 , Q9.102 a."J9Q 6 257 J EL (-30 I I1092A 78 CDR 22.386 Q5.593 Q. dT05 6 2,8 J El (-qO l MonA 79 CDR 2.3715 qq. TQ, Q.6,23 6 259 J El (-,0) 
I 




1 j . 
.J .-~.~~~~.-.--l" 
MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FnDM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN I SL-~ DEC 6, 1973 SLD. 3~0 JLN. 3QO MD. 1'10 21 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
MonA 98 CDR 85.153 122.9Z 9.1861 6 218 D-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~O ) 
i'10nA 99 COR 83.51~ 120.81 10.971 6 219 D-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) 
M092A 100 COR 98.312 125.30 8.956~ 6 280 D-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) 
M092A 13Z CDR 26.100 21.61~ .88962 1 312 AMB. TEMP-BEG IN 
M092A 133 COR 26.700 21.700 .8186~ 6 313 AMB. TEMP-END 
MonA 135 CDR 25.200 23.029 .58191 1 315 LBI/PD TEMP-END 
M092A 159 CDR 8~.130 ,8.960 3.~q03 6 339 HEART RATE (-8 ) 
M09ZA 160 CDR 87.676 58.02S- ~. O~ 23 6 3~ 0 HEART RATE (-16 ) 
1'l09ZA 161 CDR Ill. 03 93.279 ~ .1079 6 3~ I SYSTOLIC BP (-8 ) 
M09ZA 162 CDR 109.05 92.801 ~.5~I2 6 3~2 SYSTOLIC BP (-16 ) 
M092A 16T CDR ~8. 956 31.582 ~.0IB3 6 3q1 PULSE PRESS (-B) 
M092A 168 CDR ~1.956 30.~16 5.081Q 6 3~8 PULSE PRESS (-16 ) 
M092A 169 CDR .52000 -.66667-02 • 12116 6 3~9 PLVC EOP (-8 ) 
M092A 110 CDR 1.1500 .36833 .59133-01 6 350 PLVC EOP (-16 ) 
1'1013 5 CDR 13.000 1.9000 1.~IOl 2T 5 URINE MG (MEa/TV) 
1'1013 128 CDR 18.300 13.888 1.2526 26 128 URIrlE NITROGEN (G) 
1'1013 5 SPT 11.500 6.8692 1. 2036 26 5 URINE MG (MEa/TV) 
Mon 1 SPT 12.000 6.5615 1.~~ll 26 1 URINE CA (MEa/TV) 
i'1013 I~ SPT 21.100 81 • '"~ 18. 93~ 26 I~ NoREPINEPHRIN (UG/TV) 
1'1013 11 SPT 119.10 1.88% 5.5222 26 11 ALDOSTERONE (UG/TV) 
1'1073 22 SPT ~.6600 Q.0315 .19610 ~ 22 BLOOD K (MEG /L ) 
1'1013 25 SPT 10.100 9.B500 .12910 ~ 25 BLOOD CA (MG /L ) 
1'1013 31 SPT 6.2000 21.750 3 .59~ 0 ~ 31 INSULIN CUUfMll 
1'1013 125 SPT 152.10 151.65 .lH15 2~ 125 WEIGHT (LBS) , , 
1'1013 1 PlT 12.800 6.6037 1.8525 2T 1 URINE CA (i'1ED/TV) ,I 1'1013 11 PLT 8 I. 300 19.90~ 10.293 27 11 ALDOSTERONE (UG/TV) 
1'1013 26 PL T 95.~00 101 .8S- 1.3675 ~ 26 BLOOD CL (MEO/L I 
1'1013 36 PLT 1.0000 .1~ 250 .100~6 ~ 36 ANGIOTENSIN (MUG/i'lL/HI 
1'1013 53 PLT 1.~060 .39233 • 9%9B-0 I 21 53 PREGNANEDIOL (MG/TV) 
1'1013 55 PLT 1 • 10~ 0 3.0328 .5B280 27 55 ETIOCHOLAN (MG/TV) 
i'1013 59 PLT .23000 .72593-02 .3Z52~-01 2T 59 II-OH-ANDRO frlGITV) 
1'1013 61 PLT 15.090 6.391B 1.1125 27 61 TOTAL IT-KETO (TI'1G/TV) 




SL-4 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT DEC 7, 1973 SLD' 341 .!LN' 341 MO' MD 22 
t .. ENVIRO~"i'!f.NTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 25.00 OEGC AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 257.54 MMHG 
ttt MI55~ON ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR MEG EXPERIMENTS OTMER MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND OTO'S ATM EXPERIMENTS 
EREP EXPER I ~lmTS COROlLARY EXPERIMENTS 
., •••••••••••• , COR •••• C •• I •• ~.I. 
ft. MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/oTO 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
". MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
Uf SLEEP DATA 
LIGHT 6.50 HOURS 
, •• EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG IHATT-MINS) 
L8 ERG CHATT-MINS) 
EVA MIlE ':EAL/HR) 
EVA DURAT CHRS) 
HK.I EX CHINS) 
HK. II EX CMINS) 
HK. l!l EX CMINS) 











... ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) "~""I""'" INS/EXP CHEST [eM) e •••• I., ...... . NECK (C~I) Ifl,," 
RTILT t'\RH (CM) HH'U""'''-II RTILT ARM VOL (eC) ••• ,' •• '.' ••••• RTILT HAND eFT-LBl *+'1",/""01' 
DEH POINT = 11.11 OEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 198.58 MMHG 









*., •• ", 
li9.10 
•• Q ..... , ••••••• 
...... " ...... . 
•• iI ...... /C ...... . 
••• 1 .... ' ••••••• 
t.t •••• , ........ . 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
M093 
M092 
LIGHT 6.50 HOURS 
,.·t~, ................................................ --.. ----------------.--"-~--O-~~_~_,"~i It7C.~'~ ~ 
42.00 r 
4.90 MMHG 
" .. to ....... 
5700.00 








~······I·f ••• I • 
• ••• 1I •• /".~.;; .... 
.,tI •• " 
.cl·(··I·~···,· . ...... , ...... . 







PlEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-~ DEC 7, 1973 SLO< 3~1 JLN< 3~ I MD. MD 22 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE I'1EAN SO N 
I'1On 2 PLT 69.01, 51. 8~~ ~.9118 7 2 HEART RATE (-30) 
I'1On 3 PLT 77.665 55.982 5 • 0~5~ 7 3 HEART RATE (-~O) 
Mon ~ PLT 95.861 61_35~ 5 '>655 7 ~ HEART RATE (-50) 
I'1on 27 PL T 6.~300 2.2~~3 .~6893 7 27 PLVC EOP (-30 ) 
Mon 28 PLT 6.8600 3.191~ .66316 7 2B PLVC EO? (-~o) 
Mon 29 PLT 7.1000 ~ .2929 .B7~~5 7 29 PLVC EOP (-50) 
M092 30 PLT 3.5200 .301~3 .30317 7 30 PLVC EOP (RECOVERY) 
Mon ~2 PLT 2.8~90 1. 7020 .16 730 7 32 51 SLOPE (-30) 
Mon 33 PLT 3.2120 1.~376 .3B3n 7 33 51 SLOPE (-~O) 
Mon 37 ?LT .IB900 • B~,71-0 1 .27q;~-01 7 37 S2 SLOPE (-30) 
Mon 39 PLT .2~000-01 .12757 .166n-ol 7 39 ;'2 SLOPE (-50) 
Mon ~~ PLT .30000-0Z-.2171~-01 .72276-02 7 ~~ 51 COMPLI'ANCE (-50) 
Mon 61 PL T 298. q 0 299.20 .~877~-03 7 61 ETI (C ONTROL ) 
1'1092 63 PLT 9~7.20 895.31 6.1530 7 63 ETI ( •• ~ 0 ) 
1'1092 6~ PLT 1256.8 1196.2 6. 0707 7 6~ ETI (-50 ) 
M092 109 PLT 1.8196 .52778 .26QQ; 6 109 HMR/L8NP ~0-50 
M092 110 PLT .18625 .3196~-01 .20231-01 7 110 PLVC/LBNP 0-8 
M092 III PLT .32625 .ll05~ .~~3IT-OI 7 III PLVC/LBNP 8-16 
Mon 112 PL T .166~3 • 7BB78-0 I .1~982-01 7 112 PLVC/LBNP 16-30 
Mon 11 ~ PLT .2~OOO-OI .IIOI~ .2297~-01 7 II~ PLVC/LBNP ~o-,o 
Mon 151 PLT 77.228 ~8.900 ~ .2823 7 151 VECTAN HEART RATE (CONTROL) 
Mon 152 PLT 78.277 52.929 5.7826 7 152 VECTAN HEART RATE (-30 ) 
Mon 15~ PLT 96 .126 61.133 5.9327 7 15~ VECTAN HEART RATE (-50) 
I'1on 156 PLT 172.32 1~3.B2 8.505 B 7 1% PR INTERVAL (CONTROL) 
Mon 157 PLT 190.07 139.75 2.3902 7 157 PR INTERVAL (-30) 
1'10n 1,8 PLT 158.~1 136.23 2.0111 7 1,8 PR INTERVAL (-~ 0 I 
Mon 161 PL T 82.2n 112.57 2.7898 7 161 CRS DURATION (CONTROL) 
Mon 162 PLT 85.~ 17 1l0.27 ~.00~5 7 162 CRS DURATION (-301 
I10n 163 PLT 9~.618 lOB. T8 2.0652 7 163 CRS DURATION (-~o) 
Mon 166 PLT 318.95 ~5B.12 1~ .591 7 166 CT INTERVAL (CONTROL I 
Mon 167 PLT 31~.58 ~~~.7~ 15.27, 7 167 CT INTERVAL 1-301 
Mon 168 PLT 366.96 ~33.39 11.937 7 168 CT INTERVAL (-~Ol 
Mon 169 PLT 355.05 ~22.8~ 10.323 7 169 aT INTERVAL (-,01 
f'1o.~2 IT! PLT .22007 .10016 .13627-01 7 171 I' MAX I'1AG {CONTROLl 
Mon 172 PLT .18975 .11838 .10169-01 7 172 P MAX I'1AG (-30 I 
Mon 173 PL T .1'15~ .12205 .67~21-02 7 173 P MAX MAG (-~O I 
Mon IH PLT .IT919 .12157 .~8809-02 7 IH P MAX MAG (-50) 
1'10n ITT PLT 6.~ 155 -28.~99 6. 331 7 7 IT7 P MAX AZ (-30 1 
1'1092 178 PLT -17 .~58 -l8.603 2.3093 T ITS P MAX AZ (-qO I 
1'1092 179 PLT -Tl.23~ -28.083 2.9~81 7 IT9 P MAX AZ (-50 I 
MonA 2 PLT 1.1698 23.~60 T.1787 7 182. P MAX EL (-30) 
MonA 6 PL T 7 .\\'3~3 5 .S6 71 .36869 7 186 QRS-E CIRC (CONTROL) 
M092A 7 PLT T.5~03 6.0390 .33369 7 IS7 CRS-E CIRC (-30 I 
MonA 8 PLT T.6~38 6.1595 .~0818 7 188 QRS-E CIRC (-~o) 
MonA 12. PLT .1383~ I .3577 .32091 7 192 DRS-E AREA (-301 
M09ZA 16 PLT .!iIH5-01 .3152~ .~~621-01 1 J~4 ORS-E DEPTH (CONTROLI 
MonA 17 PLT .85893~01 .30138 .2HOO-OI T 197 QRSCE DE'PTH( -:i"o ) 
MonA 18 PLT .16~~9 .29966 .2T9~8-01 7 198 QRS-E DEPTH {-~O I 
MonA 20 PLT .~~988 .30938 .35865-01 7 200 QRS-E DEPTH (RECOVERV) 











MEASUREI'iENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT I'IEAN 
SL-~ DEC 7, 1973 SLD. 3H JlU'" 3q I 1'10. 1'10 22 
.\ 
HPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N PlO9ZA 22 PLT 3.,505 2.qQ85 .15053 T 202 DRS MAX MAG (-30) PlOnA 23 PLT 3.U9q 2.~92T .17196 7 203 DRS MAX MAG (-qO) 
\ 
Pl092A 26 PlT -26.191 IT .59T 5.3515 7 206 DRS MAX AZ (CONTROL) MOnA 21 PLT -27 .2~8 23S69 9.813~ 7 207 DRS MAX AZ (-30) 1'1092A 28 PLT -23.q75 28.8,6 11. 833 7 208 DRS MAX AZ (-qO) MonA 31 PLT 7q.856 33.636 2.2528 7 211 DRS MAX EL (CONTROLl MonA 32 PlT T9 .Q9q 36.903 2.6530 7 212 DRS MAX EL (-30) /'IOnA 33 PLT H .356 39.86Q 2.265Q 7 213 DRS MAX El (-QOl MonA 36 PLT 3.273q I. 9269 .15q93 T 216 ST-E CIRC (CONTROl) 1'1092A 37 PLT 3.9031 1.889Q .25352 7 21T ST-E CIRC (-30) 
\ 
1'10nA 38 ~LT 3.0200 1.6937 .IU26 7 218 ;,r-E CIRC (-QO l 1'10nA 39 PLT 1.9882 1.6226 .98qq3-01 7 219 ST-E CIRC (-50) MonA q, PLT .10179-01 .23QOQ-01 .29539-02 7 225 ST-E AREA (RECOVERV) 1'1092A 50 PL T .2Q67Q .12203 .25658-01 7 230 ST-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) M09ZA 52 PLT .36035 .61693 .79127-01 7 2.32 ST MAX MAG (-30) 1'10nA 71 PLT T.lq3Q -QO.M5 8 .913q 7 251 J AI (CONTROL) I M092A TT PLT -6.7067 3Q .383 Q.7618 7 257 J EL (-30) MonA 78 PLT 3.qlT7 36.IQq 2.2793 7 258 JEL(-QO) 1'1092A 79 PLT 1I.12q 33.831 Q.0089 7 259 J EL (-50) I nonA 81 PLT .53Qq9 1.02H .IQ813 7 261 O-ST SLOPE (CONTROL) ~, MonA 82 PLT .27675 1.0381 .12529 7 262 O-ST SLOPE (-30 ) 1'1092A 83 PLT .60729 1.0177 .12798 7 263 O-ST SLOPE (-qO) 
1 M092A 8q PLT .Q6069 .96339 .1I01Q 7 26Q 0-5T SLOPE (-50 ) M092A 88 PLT Q.9902 6.0732 .31 Q 3Q 7 263 O-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-QO) M092A 89 PLT 9.8665 6.2573 .3025q 7 269 O-P VECTOR INTEGRAL I-50) I M092A 91 PLT 56.262 79.002 q.9098 7 2T1 O-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) 'I 1'I092A 92 PLT ~3 .,92 19.930 Q.6288 7 272 0-DR5 VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30) I 1'1092A 93 PLT 59.QQO 80.I6Q Q.HI8 7 273 O-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-Q 0 ) I 1'10 92 A 96 PL T 6~ .230 106.37 7.5021 7 276 0-5T VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) I 1'1092A 9T PLT 65.283 101.~1 5.B638 7 277 0-5T VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30) i M092A 98 PLT 65.0Q, 96.01, 5.6399 7 278 O-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-QO) I M092A 99 PLT Q7.510 86.981 6.9981 7 279 O-ST VECTOR lfJTEGRAL I-50) , I M092A lOt PlT ,5.962 27.916 T. 9809 7 281 DRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (CONTROL) I M092A 121 PLT 13.630 IQ.110 .132H 7 307 L CALF CIRe , MonA 13Q PLT 26.100 22. SQ3 .95T18 7 31Q LBNPO TEMP-BEGIN 1'1092A 135 PLT 26.700 23.500 .16158 7 315 LBNPO TEMP-END 1'1092A 137 PLT 9.2300 6.5000 .10TlI 2 317 HOURS SINCE SLEEP MonA 160 PLT 65.68Q ~8.T9Q 3.9Q12 7 3QO HEART RATE (-16 ) M092A 169 PLT 1.~900 .25571 .16185 1 3Q9 PLVC EOP (-8 ) 1'I092A lTD PLT Q.IOOO I.IQOO .301QI 7 3,0 PLVC EOP (-16 ) M092A 113 PL T I .6 OQ 0 -.10971 .15832 7 353 S2 SLOPE (-8 ) 1'I092A IH P!. T 2.0910 .19286 .15350 7 35~ S2 SLOPE (-16 ) 1'1073 128 COR 20.900 13.888 I .2526 26 128 URINE NITROGEN (G) 1'1073 7 SPT 12.000 6.5615 I.QQ I 7 26 7 URINE CA (MED/TV) 1'1013 L~5 SPT 152.70 157.65 .7H15 2~ 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 1'1073 125 PLT IQ5.10 IH.02 .53QS5 25 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
.. 
u 
SL-4 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT DEC B. 1973 SLD- 342 JLN- 342 MD- MD 23 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE; 25.00 DEGC AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE; 259.61 MMHG 
.t. MISSiON ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR MED EXPERIMENTS OTHER MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND DTO'S ATM EXPER I ~.ENTS 
EREP EXPERIMENTS COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS 
fll MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
--- ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
ft. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
I'" SLEEP DATA 
LIGHT 7.00 HOURS 
ft. EXERCISE- DATA 
UB ERG CHATT-MINS) 
L8 ERG 'HATT-MINS) EVA MHE ':EALlHR) 
EVA DURAT CHRS) MK.I EX CMINS) 
MK. II EX CMINS) 
MK. III EX (MI NS) TREADMILL (HINS) OTHER EX CMINS) 
HEIGHT (eM) 
HEIGHT CKILOGRAM) 
...... ,t ... 
4BOO.00 
.. ...... <I"" 





ft. ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/HAIST (eM) ........ , ••••••• INS/EXP CHEST (eM) ••••••• / ...... .. NECK (eM) ",.IU. 
RT/lT ARM (eM) •• f····I···~··· RTILT ARM VOL (eCl ........ , ••••••• RT/LT HAND (FT-LB) ••••••• , ••••••• 
DEW POINT; 10.56 DEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 199.62 MMHG 
M093 
M092 
LIGHT 7.00 HOURS 
B339.00 









•• 'HI •• "! ••••••• 
..tI ...... ' ... IHII ••• 
. ...... .. 
. .... ,./, ..... . 
..... ,.', ....... . 
.1HI •••• ' ••••••• 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY PART. PRES. C02 = 











MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO fROM TilE PREfLIGHT MEAN I SL-q DEC 8, 1973 SLD. 3~2 JLN- 3q2 1'10- MO 23 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N I 1'1092 I SPT 61. 700 5\.056 3.0936 7 I HEART RATE (CONTROL) I Pl092 2 SPT 68.qOI 53.707 q.2186 T 2 HEART RATE (-30) PIon 2T SPT 3.8000 2.q200 .q3q36 7 27 PLVC EOP (-30) PIon 37 SPT .32S00 .10657 .60130-01 7 37 S2 SLOPE (-30) PIon 61 SPT 2~8.qO 299.31 .30231 T 61 ET I (CONTROL) 
1'1092 110 SPT .95000-01 .38036-01 • ITO%-Ol 7 110 PLVC/LBNP 0-8 I M092 151 SPT 60.332 51.779 2.7206 7 101 VECTAN HEART RATE (CONTROLl Mon 152 SPT 61 • 8q 9 53.726 3.9331 7 152 VECTAN HEART RATE (-30) 1'10n 156 SPT IttB.28 Iq I. 03 I. 951 0 7 156 PR INTERVAL (CONTROL) Pl092 161 SPT 93.125 98.036 1.092Q 7 161 DRS DURATION (CDrITROLl 1'1092 166 SPT 39Q.01 q10.80 5.5T2Q 7 166 OT iNTERVAL (CONTROL) PIon 161 SPT 378.Q8 QOl.lq 1.5Q63 7 161 DT INTERVAL (-30) 
PIon 113 SPT .22890 • 18q 21 .13703-01 7 173 P MAX MAG (-qO I 
1'1092 Irq srT .26185 .20187 .!T380-01 7 17q P MAX MAG (-5"0) 
PlOnA 6 srT 6.15"87 5.1158 .2q 822 7 186 DRS-E CIRC (CDNT~OL) 
Pl092A 7 SPT 6.2q8Q , • 06 05 .2Q822 7 187 QRS-E CIRC (-30) 
MonA 8 SPT 6.5Q05 5".loq9 .2,H6 7 188 DRS-E CIRC (-qO) 
MonA 9 SPT 6.9661 5".3019 .1603q 7 189 DRS-E CIRC (-,0) 
MonA 10 SPT 6.Q22Q 5.1700 .22705 1 190 DRS-E CIRC (RECOVERY) 
Pl092A II SPT 2.2816 l.q763 .13983 7 191 DRS-E AREA (CONTROL) 
M092A 12 srT 2.35"83 l.q9QS .IQ08q 7 192 ORS-E AREA (-301 
MonA 13 SPT 2.6337 1.5986 .132qq 7 193 DRS-E AREA (-qO I 
MonA Iq SPT 3. 06Q 8 i. T680 .10232 T 19q DRS-E AREA (-,0) 
PlO92A 15 SPT 2.5955 1.5802 .lql8Q 7 195 DRS-E AREA (RECOVERY I 
MonA 17 SPT .2339q .lq8T9 .2q275-01 7 197 DRS-E DEPTH (-30! 
M092A 18 SPT .26056 .15057 .3,052-01 7 198 DRS-E DEPTH (-QO) 
M092A 19 SPT .29218 .15686 .26Q05-01 7 199 DRS-E DEPTH (-50) 
PlOnA 20 SPT .23567 .lqq93 .21655-01 1 200 DRS-E DEPTH (REC~·f'· : ) 
Pl092A 12 SPT 2.1179 I. 7353 .12313 7 202 DRS MAX MAG (-:' 
M092A 23 SPT 2.1820 1.6606 .13795 7 203 DRS MAX MAG (-'iV i 
MonA 2q SPT 2.2Qqr 1.6353 .7;>75-01 7 20Q DRS MAX MAG (-50 I 
M092A 25 SPT 2.1895 1.7836 .95~56-01 7 205" DRS MAX. MAG (RECOVERV) 
MonA q6 SPT .122>7 .66292-01 .17359-01 7 226 ST-E DEPTH (CmHROL) 
M092A &1 SPT 21.123 32.lbT 3.3511 7 ZQ I 5T MAX EL (CONTROLl 
M092A 62 SPT 21.15"0 30.5Q5 2.6055 7 ZU 5T MAX EL (-30) 
Pl092A 78 5PT 23.903 36. 369 3.Q918 7 258 J EL (-qO) 
M092A 79 SPT 9.61q6 31.Q67 Q.5026 7 259 J EL (-50) 
MonA 80 5PT 18.81Q 35.191 2.6600 7 260 J EL (RECOVERY) 
M092A 91 SPT b6.998 51.006 2.9153 7 211 O-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) 
1'I092A 92 SPT 67.30" 5,.qQI 2.6882 7 272 D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) 
M092A 93 SPT 70.2q9 5q.969 2.7199 7 273 D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-qO ) 
/l092A 9q SPT 73.919 56.670 2.16,1 7 21~ O-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 I 
R092A 95 SPT 70.159 57.539 2.8990 7 275 D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY I 
M092A 128 SPT 13.630 Iq.289 .19987 7 308 R CAlf crRG 
M092A I3q SPT 25.600 2Z.6~3 .83638 7 31~ LBNPD TEMP-BEGIN 
/lOnA 135 SPT 26.100 23.Qsr .70671 7 315 LBNPD TEMP-END 
M092A 137 SPT 9.1000 3.8161 1.2868 3 317 HOURS SINCE SLEEP 
M092A 159 SPT 69.071 53.Qq& 5.1391 7 339 HEART RATE (-8 ) 
/'IOnA 169 SPT .7&000 .30Q29 .13636 1 3q9 PLVC EOP (-8 ) 





I'IEA5UREMENT5 GREATER THAN 3 50 FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
5L-~ OEC 8, 1973 5LO. 3U JLh 3q2. MO. MO 2.3 
EXPT IMEA5 MAN VALUE MEAN SO N /1073 7 SPT II. 6 00 6.5615 I.qq 17 2.6 7 URINE CA (MEg/TV) PlO73 12.5 SPT 152..30 157.65 
.H715 2.q 12.5 WEIGHT (LBS) Pl073 7 PLT 1q .800 6.6037 1.8525 2.T 7 URINE CA (MEQ/TV) 1'1073 125 PLT 1Q5.30 H9.02. .53q85 25 12.5 WEIGHT (LBSl 










!lEC SL-~ DAllY CLlNICALlENVIRONHENTAl REPORT 9. 1973 SLD' 343 JLN' 343 He' He 24 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEHPERATURE ~ 25.00 DEGC 
AVG. MIBIENT PRESSURE ~ 260.6~ HHHG 
It. MISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR HED EXPERIMENTS 
OTHER MEDICAL D(PERIMENTS AND oro's 
ATM EXPERI~£NTS 
COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS 




II. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
H. SlEEP DATA 
lIGHT 7.00 HOURS 
.t. EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG [WATT-MINS) 
la ERG [WATT-HINS) 
EVA H~ [KEAL/HR) 
EVA DURAT CHRS) 
11K. 1 EX CHINS) 
11K. 11 EX CHINS) 
11K. III EX CMINS) 
TREADMILL CMINS) 












4., ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/~AIsr {eM} ........ /4 •••••• 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM) ••••••• / ••••••• 
NECK eeH) tI .. uu 
RTllT ARM (eM) ••••••• , ••••••• 
RTllT ARM VOL eec) ...... Q., ••••••• 
RTILT HAND efT-Le) ........ / •••••• Q 
CEN GRAV HEAS {em. • ......... II 
DEW POINT ~ 10.56 !lEGe 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN ~ 199.62 HMHG 









..... * ••• 
69.00 
. ...... ,., ...... . 
..tllI ••• /" ....... . 
• iI ....... !,." .... . 
• .... ,. •• ' ••• f ... .. 
........ "fl'f ••••• 
•..• ,t. 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 ~ 
LIGHT 6.50 HOURS 
~2.00 % 
5.10 MMHG 
,. .... , . 
5300.00 








. ........ , ........ . 
.., ....... , ..... , .. . 
........... 
••••• •• ' •••• f •• 
. .... ,." ......... .. 
































































































































































VALUE MEAN SO N 
10~.26 90.091 1.7q28 6 
98.373 88.199 3.0069 6 
79.677 72.179 1.9733 6 
38.368 26.868 2.0029 6 
2.1200 1.0133 .25967 6 
3.0300 1.6317 .23878 6 
q.0200 2.3667 .2323~ 6 
-.3~OOO -.lq800 .qq38~-01 5 
298.qO 299.20 .75236-03 6 
1.113q .23958-02 .3~qq3 6 
.~12~0-01-.83333-03 .15221-01 6 
71.9~1 60.006 3.7q83 6 
8Q.062 102.5Q 2.QITI 6 
81.771 103.2Q 2.0365 6 
79.375 102.56 l.Q529 6 
82.736 102.09 1.220q 6 
91.q62 103.29 1.6529 6 
.19817 .15291 .11707-01 6 
6.5119 5.885q .18716 6 
6.5503 5.9019 .16610 6 
6.8282 5.8657 .19358 6 
2.q6Sq 1.8350 .19320 6 
2.0561 1.8311 .70923-01 6 
2.8051 2.0261 .1I3Q2 6 
2.5229 1.9823 .52888-01 6 
2.7657 2.0566 .12736 6 
.653% .80Q02 .Q3692-01 6 
.625Ql .78785 .39099-01 6 
.61807 .76766 .35911-01 6 
16.2Q5 38.70, 5.77QO 6 
IQ.810 39.602 q.a362 6 
20.166 q2.030 3.2512 6 
18.~65 39.835 3.55QQ 6 
16.Q2Q 37.0723.9039 6 
.82855-01 .13159 .138H-Ol 6 
.91002-01 .IQ175 .15265-01 6 
17.561 -q5.7B5 Q.6351 6 
20.092 -50.71Q Q.q6Q6 6 
lQ.Q97 -5Q.831 Q.6720 6 
-1.Q358 -55 .85~ ',. 770Q 6 
-2Q.127 -~0.890 5.Q876 6 
6Q.~IO 58.171 1.8758 6 
2Q.QOO ZI.61Q .88962 7 
2Q.600 '21.700 .8786Q 6 
26.100 23.029 .58197 1 
11.802 58.960 3.QQ03 6 
11'.591 58'.0'25 Q'.OQ23' 6' 
.QIODO -.66667-02 .12116 6 
l.OIOO .36833 .59133-01 6 
1.8100 .13350 .Z7Q9Q 6 
8 SYSTOLIC BP (-QO) 
9 SYSTOLIC SP (-50) 
18 MEANBP(-QO) 
23 PULSE PRESSURE (-QO) 
27 .LVC EDP (-30) 
Z8 PLV C EOP (-~ 0 ) 
29 PLVCEOP(-50) 
QZ SI COMPLIANCE (-30) 
61 ETI (CONTROL) 
10, HR/LBNP 0-8 
110 PLVC/LBNP 0-8 
1,2 VECTAN HEART RATE (-30) 
161 gRS DURATION (CONTROL) 
162 gRS DURATION (-30) 
163 gRS DURATION (-QO) 
16Q CRS DURATION (-50) 
165 QRS DURATION (RECOVERV) 
115 P MAX MAG (RECOVERY) 
188 gRS-E CIRe (-~O) 
189 QRS-E eIRC (-50) 
190 QRS-E CIRC (RECOVERY> 
195 QRS-E AREA (RECOVERY) 
205 CRS MAX MAG (RECOVERV) 
218 ST-E CIRC (-~O) 
219 ST-E CIRC (-,0) 
220 ST-E elRC (RECOVERY) 
232 ST MAX MAG (-30) 
233 ST MAX MAG (-~O) 
23~ ST MAX MAG (-50) 
Z'II ST MAX EL (CONTROL) 
2~2 ST MAX EL (-30) 
Z~3 ST MAX EL (-~O) 
2Q~ ST MAX EL (-50) 
ZQ, ST MAX EL (RECOVERY) 
2H J MAG (-30) 
Z~8 J MAG (-qO) 
2, I J AZ (CONTROL) 
252 J AZ (-30) 
2,3 J AZ (-QO) 
25~ J AZ (-50) 
25, J AZ (RECOVERY) 
ZI, D-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) 
312 AMB. TEMP-BEGIN 
313 AMB. TEMP-END 
315 LBNPD TEMP-END 
339 HEART RATE (-8) 
3Q'Q' HEA AT RA'TE (- 16 ) 
3~9 "Lve EOP (-~) 
3,0 PLVC EOP (-16) 

















~6i.'''' ____________________ ~_~_'_-~''''''''''!;!!'0lIi!l'''''!ii·",oi'"!!!m:1~,i;;.!IJ"~~;Il.","" ~---,--.,:..;,. 
SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONHENTAL REPORT 
DEC 10. 1973 SLD' 3qq JLN' 3q4 MD' MD 25 
I •• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE; 24.q4 DEGC 
AVG. AM81ENT PRESSURE; 259.09 MMHG 
'" MISSION ACTIVITIES 





If' MEDICAL EXPERIMENTs/oro 
fl. ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PR08LEM 
". MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.... SLEEP DATA 
LIGHT 9.00 HOURS 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
U8 ERG (WATT-MINS) 
L8 ERG (NATT-HINS) 
EVA MHE (KEAL/HR) 
EVA DURAT (HRS) 
HK.I EX ( IINS) 
MK. II EX (MINS) 
MK. III EX (HINS) 
TREADMILL (MINS) 




..... ... . 







.... ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) .......... , ••••••• 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM) ........ , ••••••• 
NECK feM) ... 1! .... . 
RTILT ARM (eM) *······I··~···· RTILT ARM VOL (ec) •••••• 1/ ...... .. 
RTILT HAND CFT-LBl ..... · .... /H .... .. 
CEN GRAV HEA5 (eM) ••••••• 
DEW POINT; 10.00 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN; 198.58 MMHG 




.. ., ..... 
16.00 
.. ....... , ......... . 
4 ... 'f. .... , ........ .. 
. ...... . 
............ , ....... . 
........... /.".,. ...... .. 
...... ~HI/-IJl ........ •• 
.. ..... i ... 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 ; 




.. .... " ... 






............. / .... -11 ..... .. 
.. ............ , ......... . 
.. ....... . 
..... * .. -& .. , .......... . 
• •• f •• '/ ........ . 
.. ........ , .... " ..... .. 








MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM THE 
SL-~ DEC 10, 1173 SLD" 3~q 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN 








~. 9739 26 
.81215 ~ 
18.167 5 















URINE OSMOL (MOSM/TV) 
URINE SPECIFIC GRAV 
FREE OH-l YSINE (MG/TV) 
FREE HISTIDINE (MG/TV) 
DIET POTASSIUM (MG) 
FREE OH-I.YSINE (MG/TV) 
FREE I-CH3-HIS (MG/TV) 
WEIGHT (lBS) 
URINE CA (MEC/TV) 








5l-4 DAilY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
DEC 11. 1973 SLOt 345 JLN· 345 MO'" HD 25 
'Itt ENVIRONHENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 24.44 DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 257.02 MMHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR MED EXPERIMENTS 
OTHER MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND DTO'S 
ATM EXPERIMENTS 
COROllARY EXPERIMENTS 
.t. MEDiCAL EXPERIMENTS/DID 
tft ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
ttt MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
U<I SLEEP DATA 
LIGHT 7.50 HOURS 
.~t EXERCISE DATA 
U8 ERG CHATT-MINS) 
L8 ERG CHATT-MINS) 
EVA H~E CKEAL/HR) 
EVA OURAT (HRS) 
MK.I EX CHINS) 
MK. II ex CMINS) 
MK. III EX CMINS) 
TREADMILL CMINS) 





iHI •• " I. 






""',* ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) ........... / ......... .. 
JNS/EXP-CHEST reM) ...... HiI/ ............ .. 
NECK feM) .,.~* •• 
RTILT ARM ,(eH) • ....... ··I .. ~HU 
RTILT ARM VOL (ec) ........ ,./ ........ .. 
RT/LT ,HAND (tT-LE) .......... /Bet .. ... 
tEN GRAV MEAS -(eM) u ...... .. 
DEH POINT = 13.11 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 198.58 MHHG 
MI31 











• ....... ' .... 4 .... ' 
. ...... -/._ ....... . 
......... 
I., ••••• , ••••••• 
.... IiHI .... ' ..... <I ... ... 
. ...... , ........ . 
" ....... j 
P£LATIVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
MI71 
11092 
LIGHT 7.50 HOURS 
50.00 % 
5.00 MMHG 
. ......... . 
6000.00 
..'l ...... . 







..... oJ ••• , ••••••• 
• ........ , •• :1 .... .. 
.. ...... . 
......... / ...... . 
2518.00/2307.00 









MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-~ DEC II , 1973 SLD¥ 3~5 JLN~ 3~5 MD" MD 26 
,I EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N MI7I 2 ~LT 1.1950 1.5207 .89920-01 8 2 V02-LEVEL I (LIMIN) MI7l I~ PL T 1.1080 .9%37 .28~~I-OI 8 I~ RER-LEVEL 3 
'\ MI7l 15 PLT 1.6710 1.1706 .75115-01 8 15 RER-RECOVERY 1'1171 25 PLT 87.000 1I~.25 6.2507 3 25 H R-RECOVERY (BT/MIN) MI7I 5q PL T 1.7716 2.1089 .10751 8 5~ V02 , 150 WATTS MI7l 55 PLT 69.590 60.%0 2.5359 8 55 VE I 2. L V02 1'1171 65 PlT I.Iq87 .97003 .36090-01 8 65 RER , 160 HR MI7l 120 Pl T 29.067 22.810 1. 86'11 8 120 MUSCULAR EFFICIENCY 0-25 1'1171 125 PLT I. 358T .99202 .750:&\-01 8 125 RER 50-75 1'1171 132 PLT ~8.807 3~.002 3.9539 8 132 HR/V02 0-25 1'1092 3 PL T 71.7q5 55.982 .5.0Q5q 7 3 HEART RATE (-~ 0 ) 1'I0n Q PLT 81.313 61. 35~ 5.5655 7 ~ IIEART RATE (-50) M092 27 PLT ~.3QOO 2.2QQ3 .Q6893 7 27 PLVC EOP (-30) M092 28 PL T 5.~000 3.191Q .66316 7 28 PLVC EOP (-QO) 
1 
M092 30 PLT I .3200 .301~3 .30317 7 30 PLVC EOP (RECOVERV) 1'1092 32 PLT .82800 1.7020 .16730 7 32 SI SLOPE (-30) 1'I0n 3T PLT .32500 .8~571-01 .27Q6~-01 7 37 52 SLOPE (-30) 
,J MU92 39 PLT .22900 .12757 .16692-01 7 39 52 SLOPE (-50) 1'1092 61 PLT 298 .~o 299.20 .~877~-O3 7 61 ETI (CONTROLl , M092 108 PL T 1.1258 .50HT .Ieau, 6 108 HR/LaNP 30-qO 1'1092 110 PLT .13250 .3196q-01 .20231-01 7 110 PLVC/LBNP 0-8 1'1092 112 PLT .136~3 .7887B-OI .IH82-01 7 112 PLVC/LBNP 16-30 1'1092 153 PLT 71.698 56.701 q .0233 7 153 VECTAN HEART RATE (-~O ) 1'1092 15q PL T eO.6!t2 61.133 5.9327 7 15~ VECTAN HEART RATE (-50 ) 1'1092 169 PLT 385.68 q22 .8~ 10.323 7 169 OT INTERVAL (-50) 1'1092 180 PLT 7.856q -29.IOQ 8.0317 7 180 P MAX Al (RECOVERV) 1'I092A 18 PLT .385~ I .29966 .279q8-01 T 198 QRS-E DEPTH (-qO) M092A 20 PLT .~6157 .30938 .35865~01 7 200 QRS-E DEPTH (RECOVERV) M092A 53 PL T .29q71 .57221 .90~15-01 7 233 ST MAX MAG (-qO) M092A 78 PLT 25.238 36. J~q 2.2793 7 258 JEL(-~O) 
1 










PlEASUilEMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-~ DEC II • 1973 SLO~ 3~5 JLN~ 3~5 MD' 1'10 26 
UPT IMEI\S MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
1'1013 58 CDR .6<900 .27872 .98690-01 25 58 II-O-ETIOCHO (NG/TV) 
1'1073 61 CDR IL810 5.7376 .96800 25 61 TOTAL I7-KETO <TMG/TV) 
1'1073 128 COR 20.900 13.888 1.2526 26 128 URINE NITROGEN (G) 
M073 5 SPT 12.000 6.8692 1.2036 26 5 URINE MG (MED/TV) 
1'1013 T SPT 15.000 6.5615 1.~~I7 Z6 T URINE CA (MED/TV) 
1'1073 12 SPT 38~.00 912.62 1%.01 26 ~2 URINE URIC A (I'1G/TV) 
1'1073 16 SPT 109.00 02..504 18.027 26 16 HVOROCORTISON lUG/TV) 
1'1073 53 SPT 1. 35 1 0 .~ 2860 .9893~-01 25 03 PREGNANEOIOL (MG/TV) 
1'1073 5~ SPT 2.8960 I .~ O~~ .~~ 33 1 25 5~ ANOROSTERONE (I'1G/TV) 
1'1073 55 SPT 6.6690 3.6802 .8~528 25 55 ETiOCHflLAi'i (I'1G/TV) 
11073 58 SPT 1.0800 .51612 .18565 25 58 ! I-O-ETIOCHD (MG/TV) 
1'1073 61 SPT 1~.100 7.1396 1.6995 25 61 TOTAL 17 -K ETO (TrIG lTV) 
1'1073 125 SPT 15~.20 157.65 .7H15 2~ 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
1'1073 7 PLT 12.700 6.6037 1.8525 27 T UR INE CA (MEa/TV) 
1'1073 53 PLT 1. 03~ 0 .39233 .9%98-01 ZT 53 PREGNANEDIOL (I'1GfTV) 
Mon 5~ PLT 3.oHO 1 .7S06 .396~2 ZT 5~ ANDROSTERONE (MG/TV) 
1'1073 55 PLT 6.7020 3.0328 .58280 27 55 ETIOCHOLAN (I'1G/TV) 
1'1073 61 PLT I2.8~0 6.3978 1.1725 27 61 TOTAL I7-KETO (TMG/TV) 
1'1073 125 PLT Ilt,.70 1~9.02 .53~85 E5 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
b 
SL··~ DAILY CllN[CAL/ENV[RONHENTAL REPORT DEC 12. 1973 SLO' 3~S .A.N' 3~6 HO' HO 27 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 25.00 OEGC AVG. AM81ENT PRESSURE = 25~.~3 MHHG 
it' HISSION ACTIYITIES 
MAJORMED EXPERIMENTS OTHER MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND DTO'S ATM EXPERI,:EI<TS 
COROLLARY EXPI:R I HENTS 
<1 •••• ",.1.1 .. ,. CDR •• 1 •••••• 1111'. 
HI HEOICAl EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
HI31 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
... SLEEP DATA 
LIGHT 8.00 HOURS 
.1. EXERCISE DATA 
U8 ERG tHATT-HINSl 
L8 ERG (HATT-HINSI EVA HHE (KEAL/HRl 
EVA DURAT (HRSl 
HK.I EX (HINSl 
HK. II EX (HINSl 
MK. II I EX (HINSI 
TREAOMILL (HINSl 
OTHER EX tHINSI 
HEIGHT (CHI 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAMl 
•• " I • II 
5000.00 
••• <I", of 
II <I. <I ••• 
10.00 
6.00 
.. , ...... 
16.00 
3.00 
.. •• <I .... 
67.50 
1'1 ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/HAIST feN) ,.,.1"/."11'" INS/EXP CHEST (e,i) ....... , ........ NECK reM) '1It.HU 
RTILT ARM rcm 1".".1'1'1'1" RTILT ARM VOL [eel ••••••• , ••••••• RTILT HAND efT-Le) 1 •• 1' •• '.1"'" 
eEN GRAV ~IEAS (eH) •••• t •• 
DEH POINT = 12.22 DEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 198.58 HMHG 
.,' ••••••••• 1 •• SPT •• 11 •••••• " •• 
Hl71 
H092 
HEAVY 8.00 HOURS 
8337.00 
III .... , r <I 
. ........ . 
20.00 
20.00 
........ , ... 
69.00 
........ , ........ . 
. ....... , ....... .. 
....... , .. , ..... 
•••••• .. (2680.00 
• • 1 •• ... , .......... .. 
• 1<11.1' 
RELATiVE HUMIDITY = 
PART. PRES. C02 = 










..... I • I 
65.80 
....... , ....... . 
• ••••• ,/ ....... '1 
..... " ... 
........ ,/" .. '111 •• , 
.. ....... , ...... ,. 
• •••••• /.t, •••• 










MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-~ DEC 12. 1913 SLD. 3q6 JLN. 3q6 I'm. MD 21 I [XPT IMEAS I'IAN VALUE I'IEAN SD N 1'1\1\ 31 SPT 69.000 8~. 871 q.2706 a 31 DBP-REST (1'11'1 HG) 1'1171 36 SPT Sq.533 99.181 3.8650 8 36 MAP-REST (l'IM HG) 
1'1171 55 SPT 56 .lq5 Qa.169 1.80!3 8 ,5 VE ' 2. L V02 
1'1092 I SPT 6q.523 51.056 3.0936 1 I HEART RATE (CONTROL) 
1'1092 2 SPT 1I.lIq 53.101 Q.Z186 1 2 HEART RATE (-30) 
Mon 3 SPT 89.qH 58.759 6.1519 T 3 HEART RATE (-qO) 
1'1092 q SPT 120.3Q 6Q.8T3 8.59qO T q HEART RA'IE (-50) 
1'1092 21 SPT q. Oq 00 2.q 200 .q 3q 36 7 27 PLVC EOP (-30) 
1'1092 28 SPT 5.3800 3. 3q 11 .6065q I 28 ~I."C [DP (-qO) 
1'1092 33 SPT 2.8100 1.3909 .q 0612 7 33 51 SL OP E (-q 0 ) 
Mon q3 SPT -.38000-01-.9Iq29-02 .59281-02 I q3 51 COMPLIANCE (-qO) 
1'I0n 61 SPT 298.qO 299.31 .30231 I 61 ETl (CONTROLl 
Mon 108 SPT 1.1138 .!>0521 .30613 7 108 HR/LBNP 30-QO 
Mon 109 SPT 3.0888 .611q6 .31821 I 109 HRLlR/LBNP qO-50 
1'1092 110 SPT .96250-01 .38036-01 .110q6-01 I 110 PLVC/LBNP 0-8 
1'1092 lIT SPT nSlq 10.IH 5.7qn q 117 HR/PLVC QO-50 
1 
1'1092 151 SPT 63.2H 51.179 2.1206 T 151 VECTAN HEART RATE (CONTROL) 
1'1092 152 SPT 71.010 53.726 3.9332 I 152 VECTAN HEART RATE (-30 ) 
1'1092 153 SPT 89.029 59.095 5.9261 7 153 VECTAN HEART RATE (-Q 0 ) 
1'1092 15Q SPT 119.6'1 65.Zql 8.1q33 I 15Q VECTAN HEART RATE (-50 ) I 1'1092 IH SPT 123.90 136. 03 1.8612 7 159 PR INTERVAL (-50) 1'1092 160 SPT 131.51 I~a. T7 !. 9259 7 \60 PR INTERVAL (RECOVERY) 1'1092 16q SPT 82.256 9q .196 2.0080 I 16q CRS DURATION (-50) 
1'I0n 166 SPT 392.66 q10.80 5.57ZQ I 166 aT INTERVAL (CDrHROL) 
I'1on 161 SPT 376.27 Q OZ. I q 7.5Q63 1 167 aT INTERVAL (-30) 
1'1092 168 SPT 3Q8.~~ 389.99 10.896 I 168 aT INTERVAL (-QO) 
1'1092 169 SPT 30~ .15 371.89 1~.576 7 169 QT INTERVAL (-50) 
1'1092 lTO SPT 38Q .6Q QI~.23 9.0,56 7 lTO QT INTERVAL (RECOVERY) 
Mon 172 SPT .22015 .IbH6 .120,,-01 I 172 P MAX MAG (-3O) 
I'1on 173 SPT .26616 • ISQ 21 .13703-01 1 173 P MAX MAG (-QO) 
1'1092 IH SPT .32n9 .ZOI57 .11380-01 1 IH P MAX MAG (-,0) 
1'1092 lIB SPT -89.S~7 -62.066 7.n97 T 178 P MAX AI (-QO) 
1'1092 179 SPT -93.23Q -6~.638 6.9191 7 179 P I'IAX AZ (-50) 
1'1092A 6 SPT 6.0332 ,.1158 .2Q62Z 1 18. gRS-E CIRC (CONl'ML) 
1'I0nA 1 SPT 6.3003 ,.0605 .2Q8ZZ T 18T aRS-E CIRC (-30) 
1'I0nA 8 SPT 6.7917 !> .10,9 .Z,H6 T 188 aRS-E CIRC (-QO) 
!'IOnA 9 SPT 6.1809 5".3019 .1603Q 7 189 gRS-E CIRC (-50) 
1'I092A 10 SPT 6.Q655 5.1700 .22705 I 190 aRS-E CIRC (RECOVERY) 
1'I09LA II SPT 2.2.081 I.H63 .13983 I 191 aRS-E AREA (CONTROL) 
I !'IOnA 12 SPT 2.Q IT3 \.~9Q8 .IQ08Q 1 192 
QRS-E AREA (-30) 
1'I0nA 13 SPT 2.9160 1.5986 .132QQ 1 193 QRS-E AREA (-~O) 
1'1092A Iq SPT 2..9701 \.T680 .10232 I 19Q aRS-E AREA (-,0) 
M092A 15 SPT 2.7Q'2 1.580l .IQI8Q 1 195 QRS-E AREA (RECOVERY) j 
1'I092A 19 SPT .31060 .15686 .Z6Q05-01 T 199 QRS-E DEPTH (-, ° ) j r:09ZA 20 SPT .21H6 .IQQ93 .2165,-01 I lOO QRS-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) MonA 23 SPT 2.1678 1.6606 .1319, T Z03 QRS MAX MAG (-QO) 
1'109ZA 2q SPT 2..0192 1.635'3 .15'575 w OI T Zoq gRS MAX /'lAG (-50) 
1 1'I092A 25 srT 
2.1388 I.T836 .9'Q56-01 I 205 gRo MAX MAG (RECOVERY) 
MonA 27 SPT -12.126 13.60Q 1. 8996 I 20T ~RS MAX AZ (-30) 
I'1092A 61 5PT 21.080 32.161 3.3511 I 2.lf 1 5T MAX EL (CONTROL) , 
I 






































GREATER THAN 3 sD FRDM THE 
DEC 12, 1973 sLD. 3~6 
MAN VALUE MEAN 
sPT 7. 8379 25.983 
sPT 18.176 30.188 
sPT 12..91~ -59.939 
sPT 2.3.555 39.~31 
sPT 16.B6~ 3T. 903 
sPT 5.7191 36.369 
SPT -28.110 31.%7 
sPT ~.3918 35.791 
sPT 1.2.88~ 1.7030 
sPT 12.217 9.2170 
sPT 15.223 9.9313 
sPT 19.085 11.155 
sPT 65.787 51.006 
sPT 68.099 55 .ll~ I 
sPT T2. 3~3 5~.969 
sPT 10.078 06.670 
sPT 69.860 57.539 SPT 13.500 1~.2.89 
sPT 2.6.700 22. 6~ 3 
sPT 26.700 2.3 .~57 
sPT 10. 100 3.8167 
SPT 66.1~0 53. oo~ 
SPT 60.31~ 7~ • I ~ 6 
sPT .77000 • 30~ 29 
sPT 2..0300 1.1~86 SPT 28.200 8T.15~ 
sPT II~ .60 52 .50~ 
sPT 152.70 157 .65 
PLT 13.000 6.6037 
PLT 1~5.30 1~9.02 
PREFLIGHT MEAN 
JLN. 3~6 MD. MD 2.7 
SD N 
~.09~~ 7 2.~~ sT MAX EL (-50) i 3.2.011 7 2.~5 sT MAX EL (RECOVERY) 15.362 7 2.5~ J AZ (-50) ~.6963 7 256 J EL (CONTROL) ~.~108 7 2.57 J EL (-30) 3.~9IB 7 258 J EL (-~O) I ~ .5026 7 2.59 J EL (-50) 2.6600 7 260 J EL (RECOVERY) 
.12.02.7 T 26~ D-sT SLOPE (-50) .68~22 T 267 D-P VECTOR !NTEGRAL (-30 ) 
• 9~ 9~~ 7 268 n-p VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~o ) !. 361 0 T 269 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) 2.9153 7 211 D-DRs VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) 2.6882 7 272 D-DRS VECTOR INTEG·RAL (-30 ) 2..7199 7 2.73 D-DRs VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~o ) 2.1651 7 27~ D-DRs VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) 2..8990 7 275 D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) 
.19987 7 308 R CALF CIRC 
.83638 7 31~ L8NPD TEMP-8EGIN 
.10677 7 315 L8NPD TEMP-ENn 1. 2868 3 317 HOURS SINCE SLEEP ~. 3Z~O 7 3~ 0 HEART RATE (-16 ) 
3. 'i95~ 6 3~ 3 DIASTOLIC BP (-8 ) 
.13636 1 3~ 9 PLVC EOP (-8 ) 
.2.7619 7 350 PLVC EOP (-16 ) 
18. 93~ 26 I~ NOREPINEPHRIN (UG/TV) 18.02.7 26 16 HYOROCORTIsON (UG/TV) .7~115 2~ 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
1. 8525 27 1 URINE CA (MED/TV) .53~85 25 12.5 WEIGHT (LBs) 
1 
1 , 
. _ _ ..... _ ,_~ zt« w..:..*'.- """"" . 
SL-~ DAILY CLiNICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
DEC 13. 1973 SLD' 3~7 JLN' 3~7 MD' MD 28 
~ •• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 25.56 DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 258.57 HMHG 
.,. MISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR MED EXPERIMENTS 
OTHER MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND DTO'S 
ATM EXPERIMENTS 
CoROLLARY EXPERIMENTS 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
DE~ POINT = 11.11 DEGC 
PART. PREf.. OXYGEN = 199. I 0 MHHG 
RELATIVE HUMIDITy 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
~o.oo % 
11.90 HNHG 




••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
1'1 SLEEP DATA 
LIGHT 7.00 HOURS 
, •• EXERCISE DATA 
U8 ERG (WATT-MINS) 
LB ERG (WATT-MINS) 
EVA HWE (KEAL/HR) 
EVA DURA~ (HRS) 
MK.I EX (HINS) 
MK. II EX (MINS) 
HK. III EX (HINS) 
TREADMILL (MINS) 
OTHER EX (MINS) 
HEIGHT (CM) 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAH) 
• •• 1(" • 
5000.00 
..... • CI' 
• ••••• f 
10.00 
6.00 





.t. ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPIHAIST (CM) 
INS/EXP CHEST (CM) 
NECK (CM) 
RT/LT ARH (cm 
RT/LT ARH VOL (CC) 
RT/LT HAND (,T-LS) 
CE~ HRAY HEAS (CM! 
III •••••• , ....... . 
••••••• , •••• <1 •• 
••••••• ' •••• 11 •• 
2439.00/223'1.00 
".'."1/1'1"'. 
I •• ~HII. 
LIGHT 7.50 HOURS 
••••••• 
8337.00 
• iI ••••• 





.... • '1 .. 
...... I I I 
69.10 
•• 'lfll./.tI' •••• 
...... ,/ ...... . 
. ..... " 
.ii ••••• ' ......... . 
•• , •• 11/ ••••••• 
........ /41 ••••• 
, I ...... tI 
HEAVY 6.50 HOURS 
6000.00 
•• tI .... . 






tI"f~" • • , .......... . 
. .......... , ........ . 
I •• I ••• 
.......... " ••• 1 •• " 
. ......... , ... , .. . 




MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE ~REFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-~ DEC 13, 1973 SLO. 3H JLN. 3H 1'10.1'10 28 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N MiTl I CDR .32600 .23725 .12893-01 7 I V02-REST (LIMIN) I'll T! 6 COR .30360 .23~29 .18577-01 7 6 VC02-REST (L/MINI l'1171 ;?1 COR 59.333 TO.H6 3.7098 7 33 DBP-LEVEL 2 (1'11'1 HG) 1'1171 .. 1 CDR 53.333 71.762 3.6752 7 3~ DBP-LEVEL 3 (1'11'1 HGI 1'1171 39 COR 97.~~~ 112.~0 ~.1875 7 39 MAP-LEVEL 3 (MM HG) MIT! ~O CDR 8~. 000 9~.000 2.62H 6 ~O MAP-RECOVERY (1'11'1 HG) /1171 6~ CDR 52.%3 72.087 ~ • 60~ 0 7 6~ DBP , 160 HR MiTl 65 CDR 1. 0551 .96235 .19511-01 7 6, RER , 160 HR Min 120 CDR 33.527 25.217 1.7295 6 120 MUSCULAR EFFIC!ENCY 0-25 1'1171 125 CDR 1.3071 .99098 .89533-01 6 125 RER 50-75 1'1171 139 CDR -9.8697 13.069 5.0962 5 139 nBP IV02 25-50 1'1092 2 CDR H.~82 60.002 ~.0770 6 2 HEART RATE (-30) 1'1092 7 CDR 105.71 91. 772 3.5921 6 7 SYSTOLIC SP (-30) 
1 
1'1092 8 CDR 100.67 90.091 I • H28 6 8 SYSTOLIC SP (-.0) 1'1092 9 CDR 98.215 88.199 3.0069 6 9 SYSTOLIC SP (-50 ) 1'1092 22 COR .2.181 29 .226 3.2888 6 22 PULSE PRESSURE (-30) 1'1092 23 COR 38. 0~5 26.868 2.0029 6 23 PULSE PRESSURE (-~o) 1'1092 25 CDR U.163 30.2~1 3.>963 6 25 PULSE PRESSURE (RECOVERY) 1'1092 l'.7 CDR 2.1000 I .0133 .25967 6 27 PLVC EOP (-30) 
1 
Mon 28 CDR 3.1200 1.6317 .23878 6 28 PLVC EOP (-~O) 1'1092 29 COR •• 1 BOO 2.3667 .23235 6 29 PLVC EOP (-50) 1'1092 61 CDR 297.60 299.20 .75236-03 • 61 ETI (CONTROLl 1'1092 6~ CDR 1202.~ 1197.3 1.6528 6 6~ ETI (-50 ) ! /'1092 65 CDR 1.91,2 1~97 .3 1. 3068 6 65 ETI (RECOVERY) 
I 1'1092 107 CDR - •• 5029 .1~120 .B078~-01 6 107 HR/LBNP 16-30 
1 1'1092 108 CDR -.161~0 .28693 • !3~H 6 lOB HR/LONP 30-~0 1'1092 I I a CDR .85000-01-.83333-03 .15221-0 I 6 110 PLVC/LSNP 0-6 I 1'1092 113 CDR .10200 .6IB33-01 .11250-01 6 II 3 PLVC/LBr~p 30-~0 1'1092 152 COR H. O~ 0 60.006 3.7'IB3 6 152 VECTAN HEART RATE (-30) 1'1092 16) CDR B3.6% 102 .5~ 2.~ 171 6 HI QRS DURATION (CONTROL) I 1'1092 162 CDR B2. 9~5 103.2~ 2.0365 6 162 QRS DURATION (-30) , 1'1092 163 CDR B I .B23 102'>6 1 •• 529 6 163 QRS DURATION (-~O) 
\ 
1'1092 16. CDR B •• 7B5 102.09 I .220~ 6 !6~ QRS DURATION (-50) 1'1092 165 COR 9!.1~3 103.29 1. 6529 6 165 QRS DURATION (RECOVERY) M092A I CDR 53.162 ~B.I02 I .~ 935 6 IBI P MAX EL (CONTROL) 
I 
M092A 7 CDR 6. 6 09~ 5. B6 3B .20 I '13 6 IB7 QRS-E CIRC (-30) ! M092A B CDR 6.H10 5.BBs"~ .18716 6 IBB QRS-E CIRC (-~O) 1'1092A 9 CDR 6.B23~ 5.9019 .16610 6 lB9 DRS-E CIRC (-50) M092A 10 CDR 6.72H 5.8657 .1935B 6 190 QRS-E craG (RECOVERY) M092A 13 CDR 2.3B29 I. B277 .17311 6 193 CRS-E AR.A (-~O) M092A I~ CDR 2.~950 I • B5 31 .1725"2 6 19~ QRS-E AREA (-SO) 1'I092A 38 CDR 2..HI5 2.0261 • II 3~ 2 6 21B 5T-E CIRC (-~O) 1'I092A 39 CDR 2.3952 I .9823 .5288B-OI 6 219 ST-E CIRC (-50) M092A ~B CDR • 3322~ .12706 .62B38-0 I 6 22B ST-E DEPTH (-~O) M092A H COR .27099 .10990 .~9q17-01 6 229 ST-E DEPTH (-50) M092A 51 CDR .60 I 05 .BUB5 .60335-01 6 231 ST MAX MAG (CONTROLl M092A 52 COR .S"5~03 • B O~ 02 .~3692-01 6 232 ST MAX MAG (-30) M092A 53 CDR • ~ 9~ 69 .7BTB5 .39099-01 6 233 ST MAX MAG (-~O) M092A 5q CDR .~96q~ .76766 .35917-01 6 23~ ST MAX MAG (-50 I M092A 55 COR .S"633~ .B 1357 .63631-01 6 235 ST MAX MAG (RECOVERY) ! 
I 
I .--- ""- - -- . I •• 1 j , 
\ 
1 t ! 
, j. 
! , L I 
t ~I _ ...... ~ •• ,/II; Ilf~'!~~~"!!o-_'~_ Ai "-"'--
1 j 
!'IEASUREMENTS SREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-~ DEC 13. 1973 SLD~ 3H JLN< 3~7 !'ID. MD 28 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N /'I092A 61 CDR 17 .5>6 38.705 5.7HO 6 2~1 ST MAX EL (CaNTRall MonA 6l CDR 22.210 39.602 ~.8362 6 2~2 ST MAX EL (-30 ) MonA 63 CDR 18.283 ~2.030 3.2512 6 2~3 ST MAX EL (-~O ) MonA 6~ CDR 25.281 39.835 3.55~~ 6 2~~ ST MAX EL (-50 ) MonA 65 COR 13.567 37.072 3.9039 6 2q5 ST MAX EL (RECOVERY) /lOnA 6T CDR .86229-01 .13159 .138H-Ol 6 2H J MAG (-30) /l092A 68 CDR .88288-01 .lq175 .15265-01 6 2q8 J MAG (-~O) /lOnA TI CDR 15.823 -~5. 785 ~ .6351 6 251 J AI (CONTROLl MonA 72 CDR 18.068 -50.TI~ ~ .~6q6 6 252 J AZ (-30) /l092A 73 CDR 26.790 -5q .831 q.6720 6 253 J AZ (-qO) MonA 7q CDR -.95832 -55.855 5. T70q 6 25q JAZ(-50) M092A T5 CDR -11.58~ -50.890 5.~876 6 255 J AZ (RECOVERY> M092A 93 CDR 63.108 >7.327 1.5001 6 273 D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~O ) MonA 9q CDR 62.85~ 56.9~8 1.1551 6 2H D-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) M092A 95 CDR 65.097 58. I T1 1.87,8 6 275 D-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL ( RECOVERY> M092A 132 CDR 25.qOO 21. 61 q .88962 7 312 AMB. TEMP-BEGIN MonA 133 CDR 2'.300 21. 700 .8786~ 6 313 AMB. TEMP-END M092A 13q COR 26.700 22..ql~ 1. I 052 7 31q !.BNPD TEMP-BEG IN MonA 135 COil 26.700 23.02.9 .58797 7 315 LBNPD TEMP-END M09ZA' 159 CDR 75.329 58.960 3.q~03 6 339 HEART RATE (-8 ) MonA 160 CDR 80.786 58.025 q.Oq23 6 3QO HEART RATE (-16 ) 
1 
M09ZA 162 CDR 107.87 92.801 ~ .;q 12 6 3~2 SYSTOLIC BP (-16 ) M092A 163 CDR 68.IQO 61.697 1.77>6 6 3q3 DIASTOLIC BP (-8 ) M09ZA 165 COR n.536 72.22q 2 .~290 6 3q5 MEAN BP (-8 ) MonA 168 CDR ~7.357 30.~16 '.08H 6 3~8 PULSE PRESS (-16 ) , 
1 M092A 169 CDR .68000 -.66667-02 .12176 6 3~9 PLVC EOP (-8 ) I MonA ITO CDR 1.3300 .36833 ';9133-0 I 6 350 PLVC EO? (-16 ) M073 7 CDR II. 300 6.3852 1.562, 27 T URINE CA (MED/TV) M073 123 COR 20.600 13.888 1.2526 26 128 URINE NITROGEN (G) I MOTa 1 SPT 11.600 6.%15 I.qq IT 26 T URINE CA (MEg/TV) , MOT3 125 SPT 152.90 15T.65 .HTl5 2q 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
1 







- -- - .... J 
SL-4 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
DEC 14. 1973 SLD' 348 JLN' 348 MD' NO 29 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 25.56 DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 256.50 NHHG 
I .. HISStON ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR MED EXPERI HENTS 




.t. MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.. 
HI SLEEP DATA 
LIGHT 7.50 HOURS 
.t. EXERCI5~ DATA 
US ERG (WATT-HINS) ffff". 
La ERG (I"lTT-HINS) 5000.00 
EVA HWE (KEAL/HRl ft'l.tt 
EVA DURAr (HRS) ftilift 
MK.I EX CMINS) 10.00 
MK. II EX CMINS) 6.00 
MK. III EX CHINS) Itllill 
TREADMILL CMINS) 17.00 
OTHER EX CMINS) 3.00 
HEIGHT (eM) I'fllf' 
WEIGHT CKILOGRAM) 67.50 
If. ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/HAIST (eM) .1' ••• I/.f'lfll 
INS/EX? CHEST (eM) 1."'1./'1'1". 
NECK (eM) .......... 
RTILT ARM (eM) l,f.III/I'I.I'1 
RTILT ARrt VOL (eel 1 ..... lI.' •••• Uf 
DEW PO INT = 11 .67 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 199.10 MHHG 
.. 
LIGHT 8.00 HOURS 
8337.00 
·11 .... <11. 
.. t".'1 
20.00 















1 .. I. AFRIN NOSE DROPS 
HEAVY 8.00 HOURS 
6000.00 
111.411. 
.. ...... 1. .. 1 
8.00 
10.00 





." .. 1.111'11.'11.1'.11 
• •••• 1..,.,1.1'.11" 























































































































































































10, • 10 
399.53 











































































































































































































































HEART RATE (CONTROL) 
HEART RATE (-30) 
HEART RATE (-~O) 
HEART RATE (-50) 
PLVC EOP (-30) 
PLVC EOP (-~O) 
PLVC EOP (-50) 
PLVC EOP (RECOVERY) 





VECTAN HEART RATE (CONTROL) VECTAN HEART RATE (-30) VECTAN HEART RATE (-~O) VECTAI'I HEART RATE (-50) VECTAN HEART RATE (RECOVERY) ORS OURATION (CONTROL) ORS OURATION (RECOVERY) 
aT INTERVAL (CONTROL) 
aT INTERVAL (-30) 
aT INTERVAL (-~O) 
OT INTERVAL (-50) 
OT INTERVAL (RECOVERY) 
P MAX MAG (-QO) 
P MAX MAG (-50) 
P MAX AZ (-QO) 
P MAX AZ (-50) 
P MAX EL (-~o) 
P MAX EL (-50) 
ORS-E DEPTH (-30) QRS-E DEPTH (-~O) QRS-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 
ST-E AREA (RECOVERY) 
ST-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 
ST MAX MAG (CONTROL) 
ST MAX MAG (-30) 
ST MAX MAG (-QO) 
ST MAX MAG (-50) 
ST MAX MAG (RECOVERY) 
ST MAX AI (RECOVERY) 
J AZ (RECOVERY) 
JEL(-~O) 
J EL (-50) 
D-ST SLOPE (-30) 
D-ST SLOPE (-50) 
D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~O) D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) D-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) 
.. ___________ ~ __________ ~ •• ~ __ • __ ,.,...!'l!eM!iO .... ""·... • ..... : __ . 
~EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT ~EAN 
-SL-~ DEC I~ , 1973 SLD. 3~8 JLN' 3~8 I'1D. MD 29 
EXPT HlEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SD N 
MOnA 97 PLT 'i9.91~ 101.~1 5.8638 7 277 D-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL [-30 ) 
M092A 98 PLT q'i.609 96.012 5.6399 1 278 D-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL [-~O ) 
MonA 99 PL T 3q.997 86.987 6.9987 7 279 D-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL [-50 ) 
MonA 100 PLT 60.95Q 97.209 9.6212 7 280 D-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL [RECOVERY) 
M092.A 127 PLT 13.380 I~.IIO .132'i~ 7 307 L CALF CIRC 
MonA 128 PLT 13.2'i0 13. 067 .12672 7 308 R CALF CIRC 
M09ZA 132 PLT 25.800 22.0Q3 1. 0952 7 312 AMB. TEMP-BEGIN 
M092.A 133 PLT 25.900 ZZ.II~ 1.0823 7 313 AMB. TEMP-END 
M092A 13q PLT 26.700 2Z. 8~ 3 .95718 7 31~ LBNPD TEMP-BEGIN 
M092.A 135 PLT 27 .200 23.500 .16158 7 315 LBNPD TEMP-END 
MonA 159 PLT 68.822 q9.621 ~.1~~6 1 339 HEART RATE [-8 ) 
M092A 160 PLT 73.612 ~8. 79q 3.9q12 7 3~0 HEART RATE [-16 ) 
M092A 169 PLT 1.7200 .25571 .16185 7 3q9 PLVC EOP [-8 ) 
~092A 170 PLT 3.2700 1.1~00 .307~1 7 350 PLVC EOP (-16 ) 
M092A 173 PLT 1.~090 -.10971 .15832 7 353 52 SLOPE (-8 ) 
M013 II CDR 2313.0 1852.3 1~3.TI 21 II URINE CREAT [MG/TV) 
M~13 'i SPT 1I.~00 6.8692. 1.2036 26 5 URINE MG [MEg/TV) 
PI 73 1 SPT 13. 00 6.5615 I.~~ 17 26 1 URINE CA (MEg/TV) 
M073 125 SPT 1'i3.10 157.6, .H71S H 12'i tJE IGHT (LBS) 
M13 1 PLT Iq. 00 6.6031 1. 8525 27 7 URINE CA (MEg/TV) 





IIbtll' __________________________ ~.-.; ... =. """J",).»'" f 7 tt*"l~r ~: ..... ~., 
a-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
DEC 15. 1973 SLOt 3~9 JLN· 349 HOi NO 30 
tft ENVIRON~£NTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 25.56 DEGC 
AVG. AH81ENT PRESSURE = 256.50 HHHG 
••• HISSION ACTIVITIES 
HAJOR HED EXPERIMENTS 




.t. MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
tt. ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
~ •• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.. 
... SLEEP DATA 
lIGHT 7.00 HOURS 
tt. EXERCiSE DATA 
UB ERG (WATT-MINS) ••••••• 
l8 ERG (I' .TT-MINS) 5000.00 
EVA NWE CKEAL/HR) ••••••• 
EVA DURAT (HRS) .t"' •• 
MK.I EX rHINS) 10.00 
MK. II EX rHINS) 6.00 
HK. IIf EX CHINS) ••••••• 
TREADHIll rHINS) 16.00 
OTHER EX rHINS) 3.00 
HEIGHT (eM) ••••••• 
~IGHT (KILOGRAM) 67.~0 
..... ANTHRopmlETRJC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) .~' ••• I/··~··ff 
INS/EXP CHEST (eH) ..-..1I1IH/ ............ 
NECK (eM) ... H ..... 
RTILT ARM (eM) ••••••• , ••••••• 
RTILT ARM VOL (ec) ... · ... e ..... ' ... i' ...... 
DEW POINT = 11.11 DEGC 




lIGHT 7.00 HOURS 
4 ...... . 
8337.00 
.. ", ... .. 
11I ... t , .. 
20.00 
'ilt.tt" 
.. ..... . 
20.00 
.. , ... . 
.. ...... . 
69.10 
.... t:. ••• ' .... iII ... . 
.. •..... , ......... . 
t ••• \HI./ .......... . 
..-11-•• _'* ...... * 
RELATIVE HUHIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 ; 
~O. 00 % 
5.00 HHHG 
3 I. AFRIN NOSE DROPS 
LIGHT 6.50 HOURS 
6000.00 







1 ... *11I .... ' .... -II~-lt 
"111111' •• 111"11 
•• liI ••• '." ... -l1l .. 


































































































































































































































































































































HEART RATE (CONTROL) 
HEART RATE (-30) 
HEART RATE (-~O) 
HEART RATE (-50) 
PLVC EOP (-30) 
PLVC EOP (-40) 
PLVC EOP (-50) 
PLVC EOP (RECOVERV) 
51 SLOPE (-30) 
SI SLOPE (-40) 
51 COMPLIANCE (-30) 




VECTAN HEART RATE (CONTROL) 
VECTAN HEART RATE (-30) 
VECTAN HEART RATE (-40) 
VECTAN HEART RATE (-50) 
PR INTERWAL (-50) 
aT INTERVAL (-30) 
P MAX I'lAG (-30) 
P MAX MAG (-40) 
P MAX MAG (-50) 
P MAXI'lAG (RECOVERV) 
ORS-E C IRC (CONTROLl 
aRS-E C IRC (-30) 
ORS-E CIRC (-40) 
QRS-E CIRC (-50) 
ORS-E CIRC (RECOVERY) 
ORS-E AREA (CONTROL) 
ORS-E AREA (-30) 
ORS-E AREA (-40) 
ORS-E AREA (-50) 
ORS-E AREA (RECOVER'I) 
aRS-E DEPTH (-50) 
DRS MAX MAG (CONTROL) 
DRS MAX MAG (-30) 
OBs MAX I'lAG (-~O) 
DRS MAX MAG (-50) 
DRS MAX MAG (RECOVERV) 
ST MAX EL (CONTROL) 
JEL(-30) 
J EL (-40) 
J EL (-50) 
J EL (RECOVERV) 
D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30) 
D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~O) 
D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) 
D-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) 
...... 
I 
MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FRON JHE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-~ DEC 1" 1973 SLD~ 3~9 JLN¥ 3q9 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SD N 
MOnA n SPT 68.~7' " .~~ 1 2.6882 7 
MonA 93 SPT 73.,88 ,q.969 2.7199 7 
MonA 9~ SPT 75.596 >6 .670 2.165"\ 7 
MonA 95 SPT 72.289 57.039 2.8990 7 
M092A 128 SPT 13.380 1q.289 .19987 7 
M092A 132 SPT 26.300 22.000 1.2302 7 
M092A 133 SPT 26.300 22.071 1.2298 7 
M092A 13q SPT 27.200 22. 6q 3 .83638 7 
MonA 135 SPT 27.800 23.q57 .70677 7 
MonA 136 SPT .15000 1. 8625 .q9561 q 
M092A 137 SPT 8.3000 3.8167 1. 2868 3 
MonA 160 SPT 70.072 53.o0q q . 32q 0 7 
M092A 169 SPT 2.2000 .30q29 .13636 7 
MonA 170 SPT 3.7100 1.lq86 .27619 7 
M092A 171 SPT 5.7700 1.5687 1. 33q 7 7 
MonA 175 SPT -.89000-01-.20266-01 .17783-01 7 
1'1073 ~~ CDR q.9020 2. 6q 36 .02101 25 Mon CDR .72900 .27872 .98690-01 25 
1'1073 61 CDR 10.210 5.7376 .96800 25 
1'1073 I 8 CDR 18.200 13.888 1.2026 26 
Mon , SPT 11.300 6.8692 1.2036 26 
1'1073 T SPT lq.200 6.>615 1 . qq 17 26 
Mon 53 SPT 1.1270 .q2860 .9893Q-OI 25 
Mon 55 SPT T .QQ80 3.6802 .8q528 25 
M073 58 SPT 1.2270 .51612 .18565 25 
Mon 61 SPT IQ .%0 7.1396 1.6995 25 
1'1073 12, SPT 152.80 157.65 .7Hl, 2q 
1'1073 T PLT lQ.QOO 6.6037 1. 8525 27 
MOT3 53 PLT .95300 .3n33 .9Q698-01 27 
1'1073 
" 
PLT 5.1970 3.0328 .58280 27 
1'1073 59 PLT .30200 .72593-02 .3252'1-01 27 
1'1073 61 PLT 11.010 6.3978 1.1 T25 2T 
1'1073 123 PLT q.9000 .76923 1.0533 26 





































D-gRS VECTOR INTEGRAL 
D-gAS VECTOR INTEGRAL 
D-QAS VECTOR INTEGRAL 
D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL 
R CALF CIRC 




HOURS SINCE LAST MEAL 
~oURS SINCE SLEEP 
HEART RATE (-16 ) 
PLVC EOP (-8 ) 
PLVC EOP (-16 r 
51 SLOPE (-8 ) 
SI COMPLIANCE (-8 ) 
ETIOCHOLAN (MG/TV) 
11-0-ETlOCHo (MG/TV) 
TOTAL 17-KETo <TMG/TV) 
URINE NITROGEN (G) 
URINE MG (MED/TV) 




TOTAL 17-KETO (TMG/TV) 
WFIGHT (LBS) 




TOTAL IT-KETO (TMGITV) 
















SL-4 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
DEC 16, 1973 SLD' 350 JLN' 350 HD' MD 31 
•• , ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 25.56 OEGC 
AVG. AfiBIENT PRESSURE = 247.71 MMHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR MEO EXPER I NENTS 
OTHER t:EOICAL EXPERIMENTS AND OTa'S 
ATM EXPERI MENTS 
COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS 




.t. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.. 
.. 
Hi SLEEP DATA 
HEAV~ 5.00 HOURS 
tU EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG CWATT-MINS) 
LB ERG (1', TT -HI NS) 
EVA HWE (KEAL/HR) 
EVA DURAT CHRS) 
HK. I EX CHINS) 
HK. II EX CHINS) 
HK. III EX CMINS) 
TREADMILL CMINS) 
OTHER EX CMINS) 











••• ANiHROPOMETRJC DATA 
HIP/HAIST reM) ...... -i~U/·H .... H. 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM) ••••••• , •• , •••• 
NECK (eM) tHUH 
RT/LT ARM (eM) ••••••• / ....... . 
RTILT ARM VOL (eel •••• ' •• ' •• 1f ••• 
DEW POINT = 10.00 OEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 19B.07 MflHG 
.. 
.. 
LIGET 8.00 HOURS 
8337.00 
••• t ••• 








.. "' ....... /+-•• -., •• 
........ , ........ . 
....... 11 
......... , .. " ........ . 
. ......... /., ......... . 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 




................ ,. .. PLT .. ~."t-t".t,;.i·~"t~ 
AM AFRiN NOSE DROPS 
PM AFRiN NOSE DROPS 
LiGHT 7.50 HOURS 
6000.00 
........ -5,,-1 






" .. ,. .... , .. ' ... ,. .. " .... 
..· .. ··-1"1' .. ,.··· 
t; ....... I 
·"f",. .. ""! .......... . 
c ... -t .... /t .. -\ ... " .. 
" -1'.'" _ 










MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-~ DEC 16, 1973 SLD. 3,0 JLN· 3,0 MD. MD 31 
BPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
1'1092 8 CDR 102.01 90.091 I • 1~ 28 6 8 SYSTOLIC BP (-'10) 
1'1092 9 CDR 101.30 88.199 3.0069 6 9 SYSTOLIC 8P (-,0) 
1'1092 23 CDR 31 .~TZ 26.868 2.0029 6 23 PULSE PRESSURE (-~ 0 ) 
1'1092 2~ CDR 38.~ O~ 2,.031 3.91~6 6 2~ PULSE PRESSURE (-50 ) 
jIlO92 27 CDR 2.8900 1.0133 .25967 6 27 PLVC EOP (-30) 
1'1092 28 CDR 3.7600 1.6317 .23818 6 28 PLVC EOP (-~O) 
1'1092 29 CDR 5.1000 2.3667 .23235 6 29 PLVC EOP (-50 ) 
MOn 30 CDR 1.0900 -.35000 .~'1820 6 30 PLVC EOP (RECOVERV) 
1'1092 3~ CDR .59000-01 1.1867 • 3~ I O~ 6 3~ SI SLOPE (-50) 
1'1092 31 COR .21700 -.11333-01 .60162-01 6 31 S2 SLOPE (-30) 
1'1092 39 COR .23300 .96500-01 .38965-0 I • 39 r.2 SLOPE (-,0) 1'1092 61 COR 298.~0 299.20 .15236-03 6 61 ETI (CONTROL) 
1'1092 110 CDR .13500 -.83333-03 .15ZZI-01 6 110 PLVC/LBNP 0-8 
1'1092 II ~ CDR .13~ 00 .13500-01 .1~039-01 6 1 111 PLVC/LBNP ~0-50 
MOn 161 COR 86.TS{' I 02.5~ 2.~17I 6 161 ORS DURATION (CONTROL) 
MOn 162 CDR 8~.581 103.2~ 2.0365 6 162 CRS DURATION (-30) 
1'1092 163 COR 82.3~~ 102.06 1.~529 6 163 ~R'; DURATION (-~O) 
Mon I6~ COR 83.802 102. 09 I.220~ 6 16q CRS DURATION (-50) 
1'1092 165 COR 9~ .282 103.29 1.6529 6 I., CRS DURATION (RECDVERV) 
MOn ITT CDR -3.2673 -15.336 3.~9~1 6 ITT P MAX AZ (-30) 
MOnA I CDR 53.533 ~8.102 I.~ 9 35 6 181 P MAX EL (CONTROL) 
M092A I CDR 6. 151 0 5.8638 .201'13 6 181 CRS-E CIRC (-30) 
MonA 8 CDR 6. I 135 5.885~ .18716 6 188 OnS-E CIRC (-~O) 
MonA 9 CDR 6.6~28 5.9019 .16610 6 189 CRS-E CIRC (-50) 
M092A 10 CDR 6.7TI~ 5.8651 .19358 6 190 CRS-E CIRC (RECOVERV) I 
MonA 13 CDR 2. 3577 1.8277 .17311 6 193 ORS-E AREA (-'10) I 
MonA IS CDR 2.~2~2 1.8350 .19320 6 195 CRS-E AREA (RECOVERV) I M092A .~2 CDR 2.1~56 I • TB~ 8 .88296-01 6 202 CRS MAX MAG (-30) , 
M092A 23 CDR 2.0939 1.7317 .10390 6 Z03 CRS MAX MAG (-~O) I 1'1092A 2~ CDR 2.0521 1.6719 .98532-0 I 6 20~ CRS MAX MAG (-50) 
1'10 92. A 25 CDR 2.0918 1.8311 .109Z3-01 6 205 DRS MAX MAG (RECOVERV) I 
M092A 31 CDR 2.1~00 2. 099Q .Z0198 6 217 ST-E CIRC (-30) I M092A 38 CDR 2.5866 2.0Z61 • II ~~ 2 6 218 ST-E CIRC (-'10) 
M092A 39 CDR 2.3989 I. 9 823 .52888-01 6 .219 ST-E CI RC (-50) i M092A q9 CDR .2B602 .10990 .H~II-01 6 229 ST-E DEPTH (-,0) 
MonA 51 CDR •. 6~qr, .8278, .60335-01 6 231 ST MAX MAG (CONTROL) I 
M092A 52 CDR .62667 .80~ 02 .~3692-01 6 2lZ ST MAX MAG (-30 1 " i 
MonA ,3 CDR .510TZ .TB185 .39099-01 6 233 ST MAX MAG (-~O) i 
M09ZA 5~ CDR .5~2.H • T6 166 .3,911-01 6 23~ ST MAX MAG (-50) 
i'lOnA 65 CDR 2~.333 31.0TZ 3.9039 6 2~5 ST MAX EL (RECOVERV) 
MonA II CDR -15.lJ,q -'15.185 '1.6351 (, 251 J AZ (CONTROL) 
P10~.2A TZ CDR -.3~2~3 -50. 71~ ~.~6% 6 252 J AZ (-30) 
M092A 73 CDR 2.5012 -5'1.831 ~ • H2O 6 253 J AZ (-qO) 
MonA 7q COR -3.1111 -55.855 5 • TTO~ 6 25~ J AZ (-50) 
MonA H CDR -30.~39 -50.890 5 .~BT6 6 255 J Al (RECOVERV) 
MonA 93 CDR 62.251 51.nl 1.5001 6 2.13 D-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~O ) 
M092A 9~ GDR 61.266 %.9~B 1.1551 6 2.1~ D-CRS VEDTOR INTEG.IAl (-50 ) 
M092A 95 CDR 65.0~9 58.111 1.8158 (, 275 D-DRS VEnOR INTEGRAL (RECDVERV) 
M092A 132 CDR 25.100 2L61~ .88962 7 31Z AMB. TEMP-BEGIN 






Sl-4 DAilY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
DEC 17. 1973 SlO' 351 .!LN' 351 HD' HD 32 
"." ENV1RONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE; 25.00 DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE; 25B.57 HMHG 
.Ie MISSION ACTIVITIES 
DEBRIEFING 
ATM EX PERl ME:NTS 
EREP EXPERIMENTS 
COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS 
SCIENCE DEMOS/STUDENT EXPERIMENTS 
OFF-DUTY/REST DAY 
............. " •••• CDR ..... 11 •••••••• 
• t. ~~OlCAL EXPERIMENTS/OrO 
-f.I ILLNESS/SYMPTOH/PROBLEM 
f'-f MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.. 
.. 
... SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 8.50 HOURS 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
U8 ERG (WATT-HINS) 
L8 ERG (I' .TT-MINS) 
EVA H~ (KEAl/HR) 
EVA OURAT (HRS) 
HI<. I EX CHINS) 
HK. !l EX CMINS) 
HK. III EX CHINS) 
TREADMILL CHiNS) 
OTHER EX CHINS) 
HEIGHT (CH) 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAH) 
...... t I ~ .. 
5000.00 
...... ".c 






...... t •• 
67.50 
.1. ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
·HIP/WAIST (eM) ......... , ........ . 
INS/EX? CP£5T (eM) ··~· .... ·/"" •• • •• 
NECK (eM) " ........ -\II .. 
RTILT ARM (eM) .11 .... '/ ......... . 
RT/LT ARH VOL (CC) ···"·'/~.'.~~. 
DEW POINT; 11.11 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 190.31 HMHG 
.., ••• , ... 11111 ••• SPT .......... ." .. ,,, •• 
.. 
.. 















••• .. ·"1"' .. "." 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY ; 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
~2.00 r 
4 .80 N~IHG 
3 ... AFRIN NOSE DROPS 
t .", TINACTIN-SCL 
lIGHT 9.00 HOURS 
6000.00 
, ....... .. 
.... , ... , 
8.00 
10.00 





.. ...... t/· .. • .. ·11 
..t ... ~I .. /I .. 11111 
.......... 
"'·"''''· .. ·1··· ..... ' .. 

















GREATER Til AN 3 










PL T .36~00 
PLT 10.260 
PL T 1~~.60 




FROM TIlE PREFL IGHT MEAN .~ 
SLD~ 351 JLN~ 351 MD_ MD 32 
MEAN SO II 
.21332 .~ 3339-0 I 25 53 PREGNANEDIOL IMG/TV) 6.%15 I.~~ 17 26 T URINE CA (MEaITV) 157 .65 
.H715 2~ 12, WEIGHT (L8S) 6.6037 1.8525 27 T URINE CA (MEO/TV) 
.3?233 
.9%98-01 Z7 53 PREGNANEDIOL (MG/TV) 3.0328 
.5 82a 0 ZT 55 ETl OCHOLAN (MG lTV) 
.H593-02 .3252~-01 27 59 II-Oll-ANORO (MG/TV) 6.3978 1. 1725 2T 6 I TOTAL 17-KETO (fNGITV) 1~9.02 .53~85 25 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
...... -- ''', •• It .,. ~ .... ".. c _ 
SL-4 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT DEC 18. 1973 SLD' 352 JlN' 352 MD' MD 33 
.~. ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE; 25.94 DEGC AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE; 26B.91 MMHG 
.... MISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR HED EXPERIMENTS 
OTHER HED r CAL EXPER I t-IENTS AND DTO' 5 ATM EXPERIMENTS 
EREP EXPERIMENTS COROLLARY EXPERIME~TS SCIENCE DEMOS/STUDENT EXPERIMENTS 
f.f MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
,f' ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
.t. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.. 
... 4 SLEEP DATA 
HeAVY 4.00 HOURS 
t,. EkERCrSE DATA 
U8 ERG (" .TT-MINS) .... t ..... 
LB ERG CHATT-MINSl 3000.00 EVA Hh~ (KEAL/HR) ••••• ,. EVA OURAT (HRS) ••••••• 
MK.I EX CHINSl 10.00 HK. II EX CHINSl 6.00 MK. III EX CHINS] ••••••• 
TREADHILL CMINSl 16.00 OTHER EX [HItlSl 3.00 HEIGHT (eM) ••• ~"i HEIGHT [KILOGRAH) 67.70 
•• , ANT~qOPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (CHI ••••••• , ••••••• INS/EXP CHEST (CH) ••••••• , ••••••• NECK (eN) ••••••• 
RT/LT ARM reH) ·······I····~·· 
DEW POINT; 12.22 DEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN; 201.69 MMHG 
1 .f PROMETHAZINE-EPHEDRINE 




. ....... . 
20.00 
........ 





....... , ...... . 
..... f.' ... ""' ... 
"'1111"" 
" ••• 11 .... ' ••••••• 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY PART. PRES. C02 ~ 
M171 
M092 
2 •• TINACTIN-SOL 




4 ......... . 






.'liII .. "",.ttt •• t 
.. ....... I, .. t .. ".tl 
".Ot" •• 












I'IEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 50 FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-~ DEC 18, 1973 SLO< 352. JlN ... 352 1'10' MD 33 











~I . __ -_Idl ~ j _~a 
/'IEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD 
SL-~ DEC 18, 1973 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE 
MOn 10 CDR 1.0310 
/'IOT3 7 SPT I~ .200 
1'1073 I~ SPT 22.000 
MOT3 16 SPT 11~.60 
n073 IT SPT 36.100 
MOT3 125 SPT 1>2.80 
M073 5 PLT 16.100 
1'1013 7 PL T 17 .800 
MOT3 12, PLT 1~5.1 0 
FROM THE PREFL IGHT MEAN 
SLD~ .3,,,- JLN. 3,2 
MEAN SD N 
1.0159 
.373,0-02 21 
6.>61, I.~~ IT 26 
81.1'~ 18.93~ 26 
,2.5 O~ 18.027 26 
1.88~6 , .5ZZ2 26 
I>T .65 .H1l5 2~ 
9. B9Z6 I. 9 028 ZT 
6.6037 I. 852, ZT 













URINE SPECIFIC GRAV 
URINE CA (MEC/TV) 
NOREPINEPHRIN (UG/TV) 
HYDROCORTISON tuG lTV) 
ALDOSTERONE (UG lTV) 
WEIGHT [LBS) 
UR1NE MG [MEDITV) 





SL-4 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
DEC 19. 1973 SLD' 353 JlN' 353 MD' MO 34 
~ •• ENVIRON~,NrAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 26.67 DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 253.40 HMHG 
•• , MISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR NED EXPERIMENTS 
OTHER MEDICAL EXPERUIENTS AND DTO'S 
ATM EXPERI~£NTS 
COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS 
t., MEDICAL EXPERI~ENTS/DTO 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.. 
... , SLEEP DATA 
LIGHT B.oO HOURS 
1.1 EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG CWATT-HINS) 
LB ERG CI" .TT-HINS) 
EVA MHE CKEAL/HR) 
EVA DURAT CHRS) 
HK. I EX CMINS) 
HK. II EX tHINS) 
HK. III EX CHINS) 
TREADMILL CHINS) 











.,' ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/HAIST rCH} ••• U •• ,.,. ...... 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM) ••••••• / ••••••• 
NECK (eM) UHfltl 
RT/LT ARM (eM) "'11"/10""1 
RT/lT ARM VOL (ec) "*""I.~, •• t. 
DEW POINT = 11.67 DEGC 














... " .... / .... , ... 
••••••• /tt •• iHIIi 
••••••• ,.<1, •••• 
a •••••• /, •• , ••• 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
2 II TINACTIN-SOL 














...It ..... ' ••••••• 
~··~··~/tttt.,~ 
~t ...... 








MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 50 FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-~ DEC 19, 1913 SLD'f' 3,3 JLN'f' 353 1'10" MD ·3~ 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N M171 1~ SPT I.IIOO .93621 .33872-0 I 8 I~ RER-LEVEL 3 1'1171 36 SPT 86.833 99.181 3.B650 8 36 MAP-REST OIM HG) 1'1171 55 SPT ,9.301 ~8.769 1.8013 8 
" 
VE ' 2. L V02 1'1171 6, SPT I. 0503 .92127 .35678-01 8 65 RER ' 160 HR 
1 
1'1092 I SPT 6,.613 , 1.056 3.0936 7 I HEART RATE (CONTROL) 1'1092 2 SPT 77.225 ,3.707 ~ .21 B6 1 2 HEART RATE (-30) 01092 3 SPT 9~ .13~ 'B.759 6.1579 1 3 HEART RATE (-~O) M092 ~ SPT 125.33 6~.873 8.59~0 7 ~ HEART RATE (-50) 1'1092 9 SPT 89.539 113.27 5.9191 1 9 SYSTOLIC BP (-50) 1'1092. 19 SPT 72.316 88.922 ~.7283 7 19 MEAN BP (-50) 01092 2T SPT ~.2900 Z.~200 ."131136 1 27 PlVC EOP (-30) 01092. 28 SPT 6.7200 3.3Hl .6065~ 1 28 PLVC EOP (-~O) 1'1092. 29 SPT 7.9300 ~ .2500 .93~83 1 29 PLVC EOP (-50) 01092 38 SPT .~0200 .T61~3-01 .5017~-01 1 38 S2 SL DP E (-~ 0 ) 01092. 61 SPT 298.~0 299.31 .30231 1 61 ETl (CONTROL) 01092 6~ SPT I O~ 0.8 1197.1 1.561~ 1 6~ HI (-50) 01092. 65 SPT 13~ I. 6 1~9T.7 1.0765 1 65 ETI (RECOVERY) 1'1092 108 SPT 1.6909 .50521 .30613 1 108 HRILBNP 30-'10 1'1092. 109 SP7 3.1196 .611~6 .31827 7 109 Hfl6R/L8NP ~0-50 1'1092 110 SPT .17500 .38036-01 .170~6-01 7 110 PLVC/LBNP 0-8 01092 113 SPT .2~300 .92Tl~-OI .22366-01 7 113 PLVC/LBNP 30-~0 01092 15"1 SPT 6~.~56 51 .779 2.7206 1 lSI VECTAN HEART RATE ( CONTROL) 01092 152 SPT TT .532 53.726 3.9332 7 152 VECTAII HEART RATE (-30 ) 1'1092. 153 SPT 9~.869 59.09, 5.92.61 1 153 VECTAN HEART RATE (-~ 0 ) j 01092 15~ SPT 12~ .61 65.ZH 8.7~33 7 15~ VECTAli HEART RATE (-50 J I 01092. 159 SPT ll3.1Z 136.03 1.8672 7 159 PR INTERVAL (-50) 1'1092. 16~ SPT 7~ .167 9~ .196 2.0080 7 Ib~ QRS DURATION (-50) j 01092 166 SPT 389.01 ~10.BO 5.HZ~ 7 166 QT INTERVAL (CONTROL) 
\ 







/'IEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-~ DEC 19, 1973 SLD" 353 JLN" 353 














































QRS-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 
QRS MAX MAG (CONTROL) 
QRS rtAX MAG (-30 ) 
QRS MAX MAG (-~O ) 
CRS MAX MAG (-50 ) 
QRS rtAX rtAG (RECOVERY) 
QRS MAX AZ (-30) 
ST MAX EL (CONTROL) 
ST rtAX EL (-30) 
ST MAX EL (-~O) 
foT MAX EL (-50) 
ST MAX EL (RECOVERY) 
J MAG (-50) 
J EL (-30) 
JEL(-~O) 
J EL (-50) 
J EL (RECOVERY) 
D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) 
D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) 
O-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~O ) 
D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) 
O-ORS VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) 
D-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) 
D-ORS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~ 0 ) 
D-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) 
D-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) 
R CALF CIRC 




HOURS SINCE SLEEP 
HEART RATE (-8 ) 
HEART RATE (-16 ) 
PLVC EOP (-8 ) 
PLVC EOP (-16 ) 
URINE NITROGEN (G) 
URINE CA (MEOITY) 
HVOROCORTISON (UG/TV) 
DIET FOTAS5IUrt (MG) 
WEIGHT (LBS) 









SL-4 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
DEC 20. 1973 SLOt 35lf .JI...NI 35'1 NO'll HO 35 
.1. ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEHPERATURE = 25.50 DEGC 
AVa. AM8IENT PRESSURE = 248.23 HHHG 
till Nl.SSION ACTIVITIES 
HAJOR MED EXPERIMENTS 
OTHER MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND DTO'S 
ATH EXPERIMENTS 
COROLLARY EXPERIHENTS 




till MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.. 
Hi SLEEP DATA 
LIGHT 7.00 HOURS 
.11·EXERCI5E DATA 
U8 ERG (WATT-HINS) 
L8 ERG (WATT-HINS) 
EVA HHE ':EALlHR) 
EVA DURAT (HRS) 
HK.i EX tHiNS) 
HK. II EX (HINS) 
HK. III EX (HINS) 
TREADHILL (HINS) 
OTHER EX (HINS) 
HE1GHT (CH) 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 
.. II .... t 
5000.00 
......... 1. 








II~ ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPIHAIST (CH) 
INS/EXP CHEST (CH) 
NECK (CH) 
RT/LT ARH (CW 
RT/LT ARM VOL (CCI 




........ 111/ .... '1111 
. ; ......... '.'1 ....... 
1111'1'1/1"'.'1 
DEW POINT = 10.00 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = (96.51 MMHG 
.. 






.... " .. 'II .... 
20.00 
• It II .... it • 
".'"G •• ' 69.00 
"1 ... 11 •• / ......... . 
,,, •• 1.1/1"'.11 
I""tlt. 
.. • .... 1I .. 'ff' .. llft. 
...... "I.I!Il ... I" •• 
.......... , ........ . 
RELATIVE HUHIDITY = 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
2 I .. TINACTIN-SOL 
LIGHT 7.00 HOURS 
38.00 X 
4.80 HHHG 
........ , • I 
6000.00 






"14 •• " ..... 11' 
"'II'''''''''''''' 
" .. t" ..... 
, ....... , •. ,. I.' 









MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FRDM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN I SL-~ DEC ZQ, ! 973 SLO'" 35~ JLN. 35~ 1'10' 1'10 35 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 1 
1'1111 6 CDR .316qO .2.3~2.9 .IB511-01 1 6 VC02-REST (LIMIN) 
1'1111 11 CDR 1.2020 .992.B9 .56~30-01 7 11 RER-REST 
1'1l11 3q CDR 52.333 71.762. 3.6152 1 3q DBP-LEVEL 3 (MMHG) 
I'll T! 39 CDR 99.661 112.~0 ~.IBI5 1 39 MAP-LEVEL 3 (1'11'1 HG) 
1'1111 ~o CDR S2.000 9q.000 2.62~1 6 ~O MAP-RECOVERY (1'11'1 HG) 
1'1111 6~ CDR 52.911 12.081 ~ .6 Oq 0 1 6~ DSP , 160 HR 
1'1111 65 CDR 1. 01 11 .96235 .19511-01 7 65 RER , 160 HR 
1'1111 1qq CDR 59.961 ~1.911 3.B116 5 l~~ PP/V02 0-25 
1'1091. B CDR 100.9B 90.091 1. H2B 6 B SYSTOLIC SP (-~O) 
1'1091. 9 CDR 101.30 B8.199 3.0069 6 9 SYSTOLIC SP (-50) 
1'1091. 23 CDR ~ O. 9q~ 26.B6B 2..0029 6 23 PULSE PRESSURE (-qO) 
1'1092. 2~ CDR 38.522 25.031 3.91% 6 2q PULSE PRESSURE (-50) 
1'1091. 21 CDR 2.7200 1.0133 .25967 6 2.1 PLVC EOP (-30) 
1'1091. 2B COR 3.BTOO 1.631T .23BIB 6 28 PLVC EOP (-~O) 
1'1091. 29 CDR 5.0900 2.3667 .2.3235 6 29 PLVC EOP (-50 ) 
1'1091. 30 CDR 1.3200 -.35000 .~~820 6 30 PLVC EOP (RECOVERY) 
1'1092. 110 CDR • 1 ~ B T5 -.B3333-03 .15221-01 6 110 PLVC/LBNP O-B 
1'1091. 113 con .11500 .61833-01 .11250-01 6 113 PLVC/LSNP 30-'10 
1'1091. 11q CDR .12200 .13500-01 .1~039-01 6 11~ PLVC/LSNP qO-50 
1'1091. 161 CDR 90.833 1 02.5~ 2..~ ITI 6 161 DRS DURATION [CONTROL) 
1'1091. 162 CDR Sq.6ST 103.2q 2.0365 6 162 DRS DURATION (-30) 
1'1091. 163 CDR SS.T50 102.06 1.~5Z9 6 163 DRS OURATIDrI (-qO) 
1'1091. 16~ CDR 91..059 102.09 1 • 220~ 6 16~ DRS OURAIION [-50) 
1'1091. 165 CDR 91. T3T 103.29 1.6529 6 165 DRS DURATION (RECOVERY) 
1'1092. ITB CDR -q.509B -22.393 q.TqTl 6 11S P MAX AZ (-~O) 
MonA 1 CDR 5q .QOO QS.l02 1 .q 9 35 6 1 B 1 P MAX EL (CONTROL) 
MonA 5 CDR 51. S~5 ~ T. 9qq 1.1029 6 IS5 P MAX EL (RECOVERY) 
MonA 7 CDR 6.511 0 5.863B .2.01~3 6 IS7 DRS-E CIRC (-30) 
MonA 8 CDR 6.5599 5 • SB5~ .IB716 6 18B DRS-E CIRC (-~ 0 ) 
M092A 9 COR 6.~288 5.9019 .16610 6 1B9 QRS-E CIRC (-50) 
M092A 10 cor 6.5302 5.8657 .19358 6 190 ORS-E CIRC (RECOVERY) 
MonA 22 CDR 2.0B97 I • 7S~ 8 .88296-01 6 202 DRS MAX MAG (-30) 
M092.A 23 CDR 2. 1128 1.7311 .10390 6 203 DRS MAX MAG (-~ 0 ) 
MonA 2~ CDR 2.0008 1.6119 .98532-01 6 20Q ORS MAX MAG (-50 ) 
M092A 25 CDR 2. 09~2 1.8311 .70923-01 6 205 ORS MAX MAG (RECOVERY) 
MonA 3B CDR 2.~336 2.0261 • 1l3~ 2 6 218 ST-E CIRC (-qO) 
M092A 39 CDR 2.1577 1.9823 .528BB-Ol 6 219 ST-E CIRC (-5G) 
M092A 51 CDR .62015 .G2TB5 .60335-01 6 231 ST MAX MAG (CONTROL) 
M092A 5"2 CDR .,~OBZ .BOQ02 .~36n-Ol 6 232 ST MAX MAG (-30) 
MonA 53 CDR .55927 .78785 .39099-01 6 233 ST MAX MAG (-~ 0 ) 
M092A 5~ CDR .52060 .76766 .35917-01 6 23~ ST MAX MAG (-50) 
MonA 55 CDR .,5051 .813H .63631-01 6 235 ST MAX ~AG (RECOVERY) 
M092A 59 CDR -22.992 -~8 .6,9 7.8~92 6 239 ST MAX AZ (-50 1 
M092A 71 CDR -1~.85~ -~5.T85 ~ .6351 6 251 J AZ (CONTROL) 
MonA 72 CDR -12.9B~ -50. 71~ ~.~6~6 6 252 JAZ(-30) 
M092A 73 CDR -28.588 -5~.831 q.6720 6 2,3 J AZ (-'10) 
M092A 75 CilR -25 .~95 -50.890 , .~ 816 6 255 J AZ (RECOVERY) 
M092A 8~ CDR 1.2~BO I. 85 2~ .;bl01 6 26~ O-ST SLOPE (-50 1 
M092A 93 CDR 62.119 57. 327 1.,001 6 273 O-gRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-Q 0 1 
M092A 132 CDR 25. 100 21.61~ .88962 7 312 AMB. TEMP-BEGIN 
.. 
1 
MEAsURt~ENTs GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
sL-~ DEC 20, 1973 sLD. 35~ JLN .. 35~ MD~ MD 35 
EXPT iMEAs MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
MOnA 133 CDR 25. 100 21. 700 .8T86~ 6 313 AMB. TEMP-END 
MonA 13~ CDR 26. 100 22.~1~ 1. 1 052 7 31~ lBNPD TEMP-BEGiN 
MonA 135 CDR 26. TOO 23.029 .58T9T 7 315 lBNPO TEMP-END 
MonA 159 CDR 71.79Q 58.960 3.~~03 6 339 HEART RATE (-8 ) 
MonA 163 CDR 55.031 61.697 1.77H 6 3Q3 DiASTOLIC BP (-8 ) 
MonA 169 CDR 1.1900 -.66667-02 .121T6 6 3~ 9 PlVC EDP (-8 ) 
MonA ITO CDR 1. 9500 .36833 59133-01 6 350 PLVC EOP (-16 ) 
MonA ITI CDR ~ .1~90 .13350 .2T~9~ 6 3S! 51 SLOPE (-8 ) 
MonA ITS CDR -.33000-01-.3~000-02 .75366-02 5 35, 51 COMPLIANCE (-8 ) 
1'1013 128 CDR 17.900 13.B88 I .2,26 26 128 URINE NiTROGEN (G) 
1'1013 1 sPT 12.100 6.5615 l.~~ IT 26 1 ItR iNE CA (MEa/TV) 
1'1013 125 sPT 152.50 157 .6, .1~T15 2~ 125 IdEiGHT (lBs) 
1'1013 1 PL T 13.900 6.6031 1.8525 2T 1 URINE CA (MEOITV) 
1'1073 16 PLT 1~9.10 53.185 21.210 2T 16 HVDRDCORTisON (UG/TV) 
1'1073 12, PLT lQ5.90 IQ9.02 . 5 3~ B, 25 125 WEIGHT (LBs) 










SL-~.DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT DEC 21. 1973 5LD' 355 JLN' 355 MD- HD 36 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 25.56 DEGC AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 2~8.23 MMHG 
•• , MISSION ACTIVITIES 
OTHER HEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND DTO'S ATM EXPERIH£NTS 
COROLLARY EXPERH1ENTS 
H<II MEDICAL EXPERIJ-!£tHS/DTO 
M131 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOH/PROBLEM 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.. 
... f SLEEP DATA 
LIGHT 7.00 HOURS 
,t. EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG CWATT-MINS) 
L8 ERG CWATT-HiNSJ 
EVA HWE CKEALIHR) 
EVA DURAT CHRS) 
MK.I EX ' llNS) MK. II EX CHINS) 
HK. III EX CHINS) 
TREADMILL CMINS) 











••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (CM) ··.··~·I··*···· INS/EXP CHEET (eM) ·······I··~'··· NECK (eM) •• tH· ... 
RTILT ARM (CH) ··<I~···I···'··· RT/LT ARM VOL fCC) •• , •••• , ••••••• RTILT HAND CFT-Le) ••••••• ' ..... 4 •• CEN GRAV HEAS (eM) .. Ut ... 
DEW POINT = 10.00 DEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 193.93 HMHG 
MI31 
.. 
LIGHT 7.00 HOURS 
........ 
8337.00 
.. " ..... 
• ., ZIHliI .. 
20.00 




.......... , ......... . 
.... -11.,. •• /.11-11 .... ' 
.... f· .. ··I· .. · .. ~· .. 
....... , ...... .. 
. ........ , ............ .. 
.e- .. iltlilil" 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
~1l31 
2 ... TINACTIN-SOL 













......... ... , ............ . 
.I ........ '~ .. , ...... . 
"' .. t ...... ' •• I ..... . 
.. f··· .... I·' ........ ~ 
.. iI t .. i .. iI' ....... 1111 .. .. 






MEASUREMENTS GREATER TIiAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-~ OEC 21, 1973 SLD+ 355 JLN+ 355" f'!JD:r:. MO 36 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
1'1073 7 CDR 13.200 6.385"2 1.5625 2T T URINE CA (MED/TV) 
1'1073 53 COR .~ 6500 .21332 .~3339-01 25 5"3 PREGNANEOIOL (MG/TV) 
1'1073 55 CDR 6.0%0 2.6~36 .52101 25 55 ETlOCHDLAN eMG/TV) 
1'1073 58 COR .6~800 .27872 .98690-01 25 58 JI-O-ETIOCHO (MG/TV) 
M073 61 CDR 11.~50 5.7376 .96800 25 61 TOTAL IT-KETO (TNGITV) 
MOT3 128 COR IT.600 13.668 I. 2526 26 126 URINE NITROGEN (G) 
1'1073 T SPT 11.200 6.5615 I.~~ IT 26 7 URINE CA (MED/TV) 
1'1073 16 SPT 117.~0 52.5"Oq 16.027 26 16 HVOROCORTISDN eUG/TV) 
MOT3 53 SPT 1.2ITO .q2660 .9693Q-01 25 53 PREGNANEDIOL (MG/TV) 
1'1073 55 SPT 8.3650 3.6802 • 8q5 28 25 55 ETIOCHOLAN (MG/TV) 
MOT3 58 SPT 1.5010 .51612 .18565 25 58 II-O-ETIOCHO (MG/TV) 
MOT3 61 SPT 15.600 7.1396 1.6995 25 61 TOTAL 17-KETO (TMG/TV) 
1'1073 12q SPT Qq.900 11.Q96 10.25Q 26 12Q FECAL K (MED) 
1'1073 125 SPT 151. TO 157. 65 .7H15 2Q 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
MOT3 129 SPT ~.I 000 I. 2231 .9QB81 26 129 FECAL NITROGEN (G) 
MOT3 1 PLT 15.100 6.603T 1.8525 27 T URINE CA (MED/TV) 
1'1073 Ib PLT 127 .60 53.1~5 21.210 2T 16 HVOROCORTTSOIJ (UG lTV) 
1'1013 125 PLT IQ6.10 IQ9.02 .5 3Q 85 25 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
I 
1 
SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
DEC 22. 1973 SLO-- 356 ..t..N' 356 l1Dt MO 37 
\II .... (NV 1 RONMENT AL 
AVG. TEH?ERATURE = 25.00 DEGC 
AVG. AM81ENT PRESSURE = 268.91 HMHG 
.... MISSION ACTIVITIES 
HAJOR MED EXPERIMENTS 




•• , MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
••• ILlNE5£/3YHPTOM/PR08LEH 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
•• 
.. 
.... SLEEP OAT J\ 
HEAVY 6.50 HOURS 
"i EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (HATT-HINSI 
L8 ERG (I" .TT-HINSI 
EVA HWE (KEAL/HR) 
EVA DURAT (HRSI 
HK.I EX (HI NS) 
HK. II EX (HINS) 
HK. III EX (HINS) 
TRCAOHILL (HINS! 












"f ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/HAIST (C,.O .... <IC ... ,." ...... 
INS/EX? CHEST tew tU<ltH'U.u .. 
NECK (CHJ HUt .. 
RT/LT ARM reM) ••• , •• ,/ ••••••• 
ATILT AAH VOL eec) "' .. IQ".,.t.,. 
DEH POINT = 11.11 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 186.17 MHHG 
.. 
.. 











....... , ...... ". 
••••••• 
.. ...... .... • " ......... C 
••••• .. ·, •••••• i 
--.~.-,-. 
RELATIVE HUHIOITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 42.00 r 5.00 HHHG 
."".ICI"" •• " •• PLT ................ . 
H092 
2 .~ TtNACTIN-SOL 
1 ~Q CHLORAL HYDRATE CAPSULES 
LIGHT 9.50 HOURS 
........ 
6000.00 








••• '1 .. 11/.".11.11 
. ...... / ...... . 
..,,,."' . 
..· ••••• / ...... 11 .. . 




































GREATER THAN 3 50 

























FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SLO. 356 JlN' 35"6 MO- MD 37 
/'lEAN 50 N 
I.I~OO .30Hl 7 350 PLVC EOP (- I 6 ) 
.19286 .15350 7 35~ 52 SLOPE (-16 ) 
6.3852 1.5625 21 7 UR INE CA (MED/TV) 
.21332 .~3339-01 25 53 PREGNANEDIOL (MG/TV) 
I.~OOO .86626 3 81 FREE OH-lYSIIiE (MG/TV) 
13.888 1.2>26 26 128 URINE NITROGEN (G) 
&.5615 I.~q 17 26 7 URINE CA (MEDITV) 
1.1f5S0 .81275 ~ 81 FREE OH-lYSINE (MG/TV) 
153.69 18.167 5 87 FREE I-CH3-HIS (MG/TVI 
89.652 19.631 5 88 FREE HISTIDINE (rlG/TV) 
8~.~~6 22 .20~ 5 89 rREE 3-CH3-H I S (MG lTV) 
18.310 8.5133 3 90 fREE ANSERINE (MG/TV) 
1088.Q 101.19 5 92 FREE CREATININ (MG/TV) 
5.6 1~0 3.TlOT 5 93 FREE CARNOSINE (MG/TV) 
157.65 .HTl5 2q 125 WEIGHT (lBS) 
6.603T 1.8>25 2T 7 URINE CA (MED/TV) 
53.185 21.2)0 2T 16 HYOROCORTISuN (UG/TV) 
.39233 .9<;698-01 ZT 53 PREGNANEDIOL (rlG/TV) 
J.0328 .5'8280 2T 55 ETIOCHOlAN (MG/TV) 
.12593-0Z .325ZQ-01 Z7 59 1I-0H-ANDRO (MGITV) 
&.3978 1.1125 Zl 61 TOTAL IT-KETO (TMG/TV) 
5.Q 80T 2.Z%6 3 93 FREE CARNOSINE (MG/TV) 
1<;9.02 .5 3~ 85 Z5 125 WI;IGHT (L8S) 






SL-4 DAILY CLINICALIENVIRONMENTAL REPORT DEC 23. 1973 SLD' 357 JlN' 357 MO' MO 38 
.. II t (NY I RONNENT AL 
AVG. TEHPERATURE = 25.56 OEGC AVG. AH81ENT PRESSURE = 250.81 HMHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
HAJOR HED EXPERIMENTS OTHER ~IEDICAL EXPERIHENTS AND DTa'S ATH EXPERINENTS 
COROLLARY EXPERI~£NTS SCIENCE DEHOS/STUDENT EXPERI~~NTS 
" ..... <1 •••• , ...... COR ............. , •• 
III MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
, ... ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
.... MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
I .. CHLORAL HYORATE CAPSULES 
ft. SLEEP DATA 
LIGHT 5.50 HOURS 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG rWATT-t-IINS) , ....... L8 ERG (I" .TT-MINS] 4000.00 EVA HWE rKEAL/HR) ...... ~. 
EVA DURAT. rHRSl UH,414 HK.I EX CHINS] 10.00 HK. II EX CHINS] 0.00 HK. III EX CHINS) ...... .a. 
TREADMILL CHINS) 16.00 OTHER EX CHINS) 3.00 HEIGHT (CHI ....... . 
HEIGHT CKILOGRAH) 67.50 
, •• ANTHROPONETRIC DATA 
HIP/HAIST (CHI •• ~.I"·I·I'ff." INS/EX? CHEST (eM) 0 ........ , ....... . NECK (CM) ........ . 
RTILT ARM (eM) ........ , ........ . RT/LT ARM VOL eec) ~1.'.I·I·1 .... i« 
DSH POINT = 10.28 DEGC PART. PRES. OXyGEN = 180.48 MHHG 
HIIO 
H092 
1 iI. OALHANE CAPSULES 






.. ,a ...... . 
.... ,. .. . 
....... 4 
••• 111 ... . 
• ...... 11. 
68.90 
•• 11111 ••• / ••••••• 
• •••••• /111 •••••• 
..,.'4" 
. ......... / ...... . 
......... / .. ,. ... . 
RELATIVE HUHIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
2 •• TINACTIN-SOL 
LI GHT 6.50 HOURS 
38.00 % 
5.50 HMHG 
.. ...... . 
6000~OO 
..,. ... ,. 
,. ..... . 
8.00 
10.00 




.... t .... / ....... . 
• Ii ..... t / ........ . 
c ...... , 
........ /.4., ••• 
















PlEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 50 FROM TME P REFLI GH T MEAN I 
SL-~ DEC 23, 1973 Sl04 357 JlN4 357 1'104 MD 38 



























GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE 
DEC 23, 1973 SLD. 357 
MAN VALUE MEAN SPT 72.066 57.539 SPT 13.380 Iq.289 
SPT 26.100 22.6q3 
SPT 26.100 23.Q51 
SPT 10.000 3.8161 sr .' 1.0600 .30Q29 
SPT 2.2700 1.IQ86 CDR 270.00 292.15 CDR 3.3300 3.9650 CDR 93.000 9T .q25 
SPT 15.700 1.88Q6 
SPT 10.qOO 9.8'>00 SPT 152.30 151.65 PLT 15.300 6.6031 
PLT Q.0900 3.B600 
PLT 92.QOO 101.85 
PLT 80.600 B1.850 
PL T 5.0000 20.250 
PL T IQ5.30 1Q9.02 
PREFLIGHT MEAN 
JLN. 351 MD. 1'10 38 
SO N 
2.8990 7 215 D-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL 
.19987 1 308 R CALF CIRC 
.83638 7 31q L8NPD TEMP-BEGIN 
.106TT 1 315 LBNPD TEMP-END 1.2868 3 311 HOURS SINCE SLEEP 
.13636 1 3q9 PLVC EOP (-8 ) 
.27619 1 350 PLVC EOP (-16 ) 3.6856 q to 8LOOO OSMOL (MOSM/Ll 
.15330 q 22 BLOOD K (MEG IL ) I. 3720 q 26 BLOOD CL (MEC/L) 5.5222 26 11 nLDOSIERONE (UG/TV) 
.12910 Q 2'> BLOOD CA (MG/L) 
.BTl5 2Q 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 1.8525 Z1 1 URINE CA (MEa/TV) 
.53H 1-01 Q 22 BLOOD K (MEG/L) 1.3675 q 26 BLOOD CL (I'IEQ/L) 2.2068 Q 27 BLOOD GLUCOSE (MG/L) 3.9H6 q 31 INSULIN (UU/ML) 

















SL-q DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRON~£NTAL REPORT 
DEC 2q, 1973 SLD' 35B JLN' 35B MD' MD 39 
••• ENVIRONMENTAl 
AVG. TEMPERATURE: 25.56 DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE: 260.12 MMHG 
.t. MISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR MED EXPERIMENTS 
OTHER MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND DTO'S 
ATM EXPERI~.ENTS 
COROlLARY EXPERIMENTS 
ft. MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
M092 
ft. ILlNES5/SYMPTOH/PR08LEM 
ft. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.. 
... SlEEP DATA 
HEAVY 5.00 HOURS 
ft. EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (WATT-MINS) 
LB ERG (WATT-HI.NS) 
EVA MWE rKEAL/HR) 
EVA DURAT (HRS) 
MK.I EX CMINS) 
HK. [I EX (HINS) 
HK. I I I EX (MINS) 
TREAOMILL (MINS) 
OTHER EX CMINS) 
HEIGHT (CM) 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 
" ... " ..... 
5000.00 
".'.,,"" .. 








It. ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST rCH) ........ /' .. au .. 
INS/EX? CHEST (CH) ••••••• , ••••••• 
NECK (CH) ... te ... 
RTILT ARM (eM) ••••••• , ••••••• 
RTILT ARM VOL rcc) ••••• 11/ ••••••• 
RTllT HAND (r--T-LS) .ul .•. /u ..... ·. 
eEN GRAV HEAS (CH) ""111 
DEW POINT = I I .56 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN: IB3.07 NNHG 
.. 
HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 
••••••• 








' .... 1.'/ ........ . 
111 ..... ' •••••• 11 
••••••• /, ••••• <1 
• f."."./ ........ . 
• •• 11.1.' ....... ... 
....... 1.'. 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
2 •• TINACTtN-SOL 













••• 1;.1 •• / ••••••• 
1 ••••• 11/' •••••• 
...flll' 
.. ...... ,/ ...... , 
........ ;/ ...... . 
" .. "" .... ,." 







MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
Sl-~ DEC 2~ , 1973 SLO .. 358 JLN. 358 1'10", 1'10 39 




• __________________________ ~'"_'~=- ,~..!. ...... 4(W ,,;.;-...."" .. ... -
~EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 50 FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
Sl-~ DEC 2~ , 1973 SlD. 3,8 JlN. 3,8 1'10. MD 39 EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN 50 N M092A ,3 CDR 
.0926, 
.78T8, .39099-01 6 233 ST MAX MAG (-~O) M092A ,~ CDR .5990B .76766 .359\7-01 6 23q ST MAX MAG (-50) M092A 58 CDR -23.116 -u .126 T.q060 6 238 ST MAX AZ (-~O) M092A 59 COR -2~. Bq5 -!t8.659 T • aq 92 6 239 ST MAX AZ (-50) /'I092A 63 CDR 30.611 ~2.030 3.2,12 6 2q3 ST MAX El (-qO) M092A 6q COR 2B.90q 39.B35" 3 .55"~q 6 2~q ST MAX El (-50) M092A 66 COR .76259-01 .IIBqq .13qOO-01 6 2% J MAG (CONTROL) i 
M092A 67 COR 
.B239q-01 
.13159 .13BH-OI 6 2H J MAG (-30) MOnA 6B COR .69279-01 
.1 ~ 17' .15265"-01 6 2qB J MAG (-qO) 
I 
M092A 69 CDR 
.5" \133-0 I .1 q OB2 
.17277-01 6 2q9 J MAG (-,0) ~092A 70 CDR • 6 32~ 2-0 I .1097, 
.13796-01 6 2,0 .1 MAG (RECOVERV) 
1 
M092A 7l CDR 
-.55"2q9 -q'.78~ ~.63'1 6 251 J AI (CONTROL) M092A T2 COR -16.227 -50. 71~ q.%% 6 252 J AI (-30) M092A 73 CDR -2q .5"62 -5q .83! q.6720 6 2,3 J AI (-qO) 
I 
M092A T? CDR 30.qn ~q .H5 q.6523 6 259 J El (-,0) , M092A B6 COR 13.659 9.5"050 1.2912 6 266 D-P VECTOR INTEG RAl (CONTROL) 
MonA ·B7 CDR 1, .091 10.101 1.1079 6 267 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-301 
M092A BB CDR 1 B. Oq2 10.721 1.q I~O 6 268 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~O ) M092A B9 COR 21.531 II. 9B3 4.B,67 6 269 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-,0 ) MonA 91 CDR 66.B,2 n.7lB 2.625 B 6 2T! D-ORS VECTOR INTEGRAL ( CONTROL) 
M092A 92 CDR 6~.318 5B.OQ9 2.0650 6 272 O-ORS VECTOR WTEGRAl (-30 ) 
M092A 93 COR 63.2q1 >7 .327 1.,001 6 273 D-ORS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~ 0 ) 
MonA 9q CDR 66.336 56 • 9~ B 1.15>1 6 27q O-ORS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) 
M092A 95 COR TO.261 5B.171 I .875B 6 27, O-ORS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERV) 
MonA 12B COR 12.750 13.681 .2379q 7 30B R CALF CIRC M092A 132 CDR 2~.600 21.61~ 
.8B962 7 312 A:<1B. TEMP-BEG IN M092A 133 CDR 2q .600 21.700 .87B6~ 6 313 AMB. TEMP-END M092A 13, CDR 26.100 23.029 
.5B797 7 315 lBNPO TErIP-END M092~ 13B COR !>.0000 6.5125 .qqT91 q 31B HOURS OF SLEEP 
M092A 159 COR 75.16, ,8.960 3.~q03 6 339 HEART RATE (-8 ) M092A 160 COR T9. 2.9 58.02!> ~ .Oq23 6 340 HEART RATE (-16 ) M09ZA 163 COR !>5.B1~ 61.697 1.7756 • 3q 3 DIASTOUC BP (-B) M09ZA 169 COR .79000 -.66667-02 .12176 6 3q9 PlVC EOP (-B) M092A 170 COR I.HOO .36B33 
.!> 9133-0 1 6 350 PlVC EoP (-16 ) ~0T3 5 COR 12.~00 1.9000 I.q lOT 27 5 URINE MG (MED/TV) MOT3 7 COR 12.100 6.3B52- 1.>62, 2T T URINE CA (MEDITV) Mor3 12B COR 1 T. 700 13.BBB 1.2526 2. 128 URINE NITROGEN (G) MOT3 I I SPT 1076.0 1919.1 230.3~ 26 11 URINE CREAT (MGITV) 110T3 12 SPT 3,9.00 912.62 1~6.0! 26 12 URINE URIC A (MGITV) MOT3 12S SPT 152.90 157 .65 .7H15 2~ 12S WEIGHT (lBS) MOT3 12B SPT 8.0000 Iq.!>Bl I. B363 26 12B URINE NITROGEN (G) M073 2 PlT 1189.0 5B5.2.2 lBq.T9 ZT 2 URINE OSMOL (MoSMITV) 
\ 




"" 1 , 
1 
SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
DEC 25. 1973 5LD< 359 JlN' 359 MD' HD ~O 
a§~ ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TE'IPERATURE = 25.00 DEGC 
AVG. AH81 ENT PRESSURE = 267. 36 M'IHG 
4.t MISSION ACTIVITIES 




•• 11.<1 ••••• 111. CDR •••• t ••••••••• 
,. I' t'IEDICAL EXPERI HENTS/DTO 
lit ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
ttt MEDICATION ANO DOSAGE 
IPRE SUDAFED CAPSULES 
.. 
.. 
.... SLEEP DATA 
LIGHT 7.00 HOURS 
~., EXERCISE DATA 
U8 ERG (HATT-HINS) 
L8 ERG (WATT-MINS) 
EVA HWE ':EAL/HR) 
EVA DURAT (HRS) 
HK.I EX (HINS) 
MK. II EX (HINS) 
MK. III EX (HINS) 
TREADMILL (HINS) 






.. ...... .. . .. 
.... I .. " •• 
.... ....... " 
••••••• 
" .. " ...... '" 
67.00 
". ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPIWAIST (CHI 
INS/EXP CHEST (CM) 
~'ECK (CM) 
RT/LT ARt! (CM) 
RT/LT ARM VOL CCC) 
RT/LT HAND CfT-LS) 
....... 1' ...... . 
....... /, ...... . 
I ......... .. 
........ , ....... . 
.iI ....... ' ....... . 
."""""t'ff.,. 
DEw POINT = 9.9~ DEGC 




LIGHT 7.50 HOURS 
..... .. HI lIiI 
.. ,. .... . 
... I" .... " 
........ 
" .... -11 .. 
II" t ... .. 
••••••• 
iI •••••• 
.... " I I iI 
.... ., ... 'II I 
68.60 
.... 1' ... ' ......... . 
.......... ,,, ...... . 
..~· .... ··I·'····· 
.iI .. '! •• ' ........ .. 
····.ji··I·· .. I'.~ 
RELATIVE HUHIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
38.00 :r 
5.50 MMHG 
Cf ........... , ... , ..... PLT ............... , .. .. 
2PRE TINACTIN-SOL 
2PRE AFRIN NOSE DROPS 
IPRE ORNADE 
LIGHT 7.50 HOURS 
........ 
..... f I , I 
205.00 
6.90 
.... I • , I 
......... 
f •• " ••• 
........ 
ill ...... 11 
'ill ........ .. 
66.00 
........... , .. "",, ... 
"""".''''''''111 
• 1: .. t •• , 
"1'"I""'",II{lt. 





MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN I 
5L-~ DEC 25, 1913 SLo .. 359 JLN¥ 359 MD¥ 1'10 ~O 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
1'1013 2 CDR 11 6~. 0 H~.~1 150.17 2T 2 URINE OSMOL (MOSM/TV) 
1'1013 1 CDR 11.800 6. 38,2 1.5625 21 1 URINE CA (MEefTV) 
1'1013 10 COR 1.0310 1.0159 .31350-02 2.1 10 URINE SPECIFIC GRAV 
1'1013 % CDR ~ 3~. 00 291. OT 31.%~ 2.1 ~6 DIET MAGNESIUM (MG) 
1'1013 53 CDR .~1600 .2.1332. .~3339-01 25 53 PREGNANEDIOL <rIGfTV) 
MOT3 12.8 CDR 19.~00 13.888 1.2.526 2.6 ll8 URINE NITROGEN (G) 
1'1073 3 SPT 259.00 1~0.38 3~.515 2.6 3 URINE NA (MEafTV) 
1'1013 1 SPT 16.900 6.%15 l.~Hl 26 1 URINE CA (MEe/TV) 
1'1073 8 SPT 21~ .00 128.96 39.188 26 8 URINE CL (MEefTV) 
1'1013 16 SPT 133.20 52.50~ 18.0Z1 26 16 HYDROCORTISDN (UGfTV) 
1'1013 53 SPT 1.13~ a .~2.860 .9893~-01 Z!i 53 PREGNANEDIOL (MG/TV) 
1'1013 5~ SPT 3.2050 I • ~ O~~ .~~331 2.5 5~ ANDROSTERONE (MGfTV) 
1'1073 55 SPT 8.2530 3.6802. .8~52.8 2.5 05 ETIOCHOLAN (MG/TV) 
1'1013 58 SPT 1.13~ 0 .51612. • 18565 2.5 ,8 I !-O-ETIOCHO (MGfTV) 
1'1013 61 SPT 15 • 5~ 0 1.1396 1. 6995 25 61 TOTAL IT-KETO [TMG fTV ) 
1'1073 125 SPT 151.80 151.65 .1~715 2.~ 125 WEIGHT [LBS) 
1'1073 1 PLT 18.000 6.603T I .8525 Z1 T URINE CA [MEafTV) 
1'1073 8 PLT 218.00 150.00 36.161 2.T 8 URINE CL (MEefTV) 
1'1013 16 PLT 161. 30 53.185 2.1.210 2.7 16 HYDROCORTISON IUG/TV) 
1'1013 ~~ PL T 2.119.0 11~ 2.1 136.11 21 ~~ DIET PHOSPHORUS [MG) 
1'1073 53 PLT 1. 3830 .39233 .9%98-01 2.1 53 P REGNANED I OL [MG fTV ) 
1'1013 5~ PLT ~.2.030 1.1566 • 396~ 2. 2.7 5~ ANDROSTERONE [MGfTV) 
1'1013 55 PL T 1.2180 3.032.8 .5B2.80 Z1 55 ETIOCHOLAN [MG/TV) 
1'1073 58 PL T 1.5%0 .15~6 3 .2.6152. 27 58 11-0-ETIOCHO [MGfTV) 
MOT3 61 PL T 1 ~ • TOO 6.3978 1.1125 2.1 61 TOTAL II-KETO [TMG fTV ) 











DEC' SL-4 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 26. 1973 SLO~ 360 JLN' 360 MO~ NO 41 
.<liI ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEHPERATURE = 23.89 DEGC 
AVG. AHBIENT PRESSURE = 273.57 HHHG 
• ~. MISSION ACTIVITIES 






••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
.... lLLNESS/SYNPTOH/PR08LEH 
.,. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.. 
Hi SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY B.50 HOURS 
tit EXERCISE DATA 
l'~j SRG (I-IATT-MINS) 
I.B ERG (WATT-HINS) 
EVA MWE ':EAL/HR) 
EVA DURAT (HRS) 
HK.I EX CHINS) 
HK. II EX. (HINS) 
HK. III EX (HINS) 
TREADMILL (HINS) 
OTHER EX (HINS) 
HEIGHT (CH) 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAH) 
.. .. of .. II .. 
.1-11111<1 
.. I ...... f" 








...... ANTHROPONETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) ".I.II/~I"".1 
INS/EX? CHEST (eM) ........ /1 ..... 11 
NECK (eM) .11 ..... . 
RT/LT ARM (eM) ".'4.1 .. 't.l.t.1 
RT/LT ARH VOL (ec) ........ '/11 ..... . 
RT/LT HAND CFT-LB) IlIHU/Utll'. 
DEW POINT = 7.78 OEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 200.13 HHHG 
111 •• • .. 11111 .... SPT .'.".1.111 ..... 
.. 
HEAVY B.OO HOURS 






...... " . 
20.00 
.... I ........ 
4 .... 1'" 
68.60 
.. tlllHI.' ....... . 
•• -1 •• 11/'1* .... ""1 .. 
•• I" I .. I 
• ...... ""/ ..... 111 .. 
.ill ....... /" .... " .... 
1'.11'''/'1.111''1 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
2 ., TINACTIN-SOL 
HEAVY 7.50 HOURS 
37.00 I 




1, ••• , • 
8.00 
10.00 
•• ,111" • 
12.00 
2.00 
..... 11 ... 
65.90 
.... t."./ ..... If .... 
.11" ••• /111 •• 11 
• ..... (,I ( 
.. I 1.1_' ./1 .. I f *-" ... 
.".' ••• /1 ... 1.1 .. 


























SL-4 DAILY CLiNICALlENVIRONI1ENTAL REPORT 
DEC 27. 1973 SLD' 361 JLN' 361 HD' HO 42 
~~t ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEHPERATURE = 25.00 DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 268.91 HHHG 
••• MiSSION ACTIVITIES 
tlAJOR MED EXPER'HIENTS 
OTHER NEDICAL EXPERHIENTS AND OTO'S 
ATM EXPERIMENTS 
COROLLARY EXPERHIENTS 
ilft.iI" ••• 'I ... I' CDR 111 •• 1"1."".1 
ttt MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
.t. ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
It. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.. 
IHI SLEEP DATA 
LI GHT 7.00 HOURS 
.t. EXERCISE DATA 
U8 ERG n-lATT-HINS) 
La ERG (NATT-HINS) 
EVA MNE ':EAL/HR) 
EVA DURAT (HRS) 
HK.I EX (MINSl 
HK. II Ex CHINS) 
HK. III EX IHINS) 
TREADMILL tHINS) 




.. • t .... .. 






... ANTHROPOHETR I; DATA 
HIP/WAIST reM} ••••••• / •••• , •• 
INS/EX? CHEST (eM) .1 .. f·~/'I .. ·,I'. 
NECK (eM) ••••••• 
RT/LT ARM (eM) •• '<.'.'.~'.I.' 
RTILT ARM VOL (CC1 •••••• ,/ ••••••• 
RI/LT HAND CFT-LB) 4 •• '''I"/*,, •• It. 
DEW POINT = 8.33 OEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 188.76 MHHG 




HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 
....... , 
8337.00 
* •• , .. 110 
... If ... . 
....... , .. .. 
filtil.'. 
... I • I •• 
..... t .. .. 
...... " ... . 
•• t.l.a 
69.40 
...... i·/t ...... . 
...' .. I.' .. f •••• 
• f" I ••• 
.. ....... " ... , .... . 
........... " ....... . 
.. ....... l'.'fil." 
RELA Tl VE Hum D ITY = 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
35.00 % 
4.40 HHHG 
.,., •••••••• , •• PLT , ............. tt 
Hl7! 
H092 
2 I. TINACTlN-SOL 
HEAVY 7.50 HOURS 
I ....... I 
6000.00 
. ,..... 
.. ••• I t I 
8.00 
10.00 









1 , j 
1 
1 
.MEA SU REMENTS GREATER THAN 3 50 FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
sL-~ DEC n. 1973 sLO+ 361 JLN. 361 MO .. MO ~l 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN 50 H MI T1 55 sPT ~~ .120 ~8.769 1.8013 8 5, VE ' l. L VOL MITl 15 PLT 1.~Z60 I. IT06 .7~!1~-01 8 IS RER-RECOVERY MITl 2~ PLT 8~.000 11~.2; 6.2S0T 8 2; H R-RECOVERY (BT/MIII) MI71 12, PLT 1.2721 .9n02 .7502&-01 8 12, RER ;0-75 Mon 1 sPT 63.21~ ;1.0% 3.0936 7 I HEART RATE (CONTROL) n092 2 SPT 67.901 53.707 ~.2IB6 T 2 HEART RATE (-30) M092 27 SPT 5.9900 2.~200 .~3~36 7 27 .pLVC EOP (-30) 
n092 28 SPT 7.9000 3.3~71 .6065~ 7 28 PLVC EOP (-~O) Mon 29 SPT To 8800 ~.2S00 • 93~83 7 29 PLVC EOP (-;0) Mon 30 SPT 2.2100 .&82B6 .37901 1 30 PLVC EOP (RECOVERY) /'Ion 33 SPT ~.2BIO 1.3909 .~0612 7 33 51 SLOP. (-~O) Mon 36 SPT .3,200 -.~31~3-01 .99135-01 7 36 52 SLOPE (Co/HOOLl non ~3 SPT -.89000-01-.91~29-02 59281-02 7 ~3 SI COMPLIANCE (-~O) n092 61 SPT 298.~0 299.31 .30231 1 61 Ell (CONTROL) Mon 62 SPT ,92 .00 597.37 1.~39T T 62 HI (-30) Mon 63 SPT 908.80 896 .'13 2.1566 T 63 ETl (-~O) Mon I 10 SPT • I 7000 .3803(,-01 .170'16-0 I 7 110 Pl VC/lBIIP 0-8 NOn 11 I spr .262,0 • I 055q .36S92-01 T III PLVC/LB1JP 8-)6 M092 112 SPT .18071 .9081&-01 .22313-01 1 112 Pl VC/LB/IP 16-30 Mon 113 SPT .19100 .9271~-01 .22366-01 T 113 PLVC/lBllP 30-~0 
n092 1,1 SPT 62. 90~ , I. 179 2.7206 7 1,1 VECTAII HEART RATE (CO/HROL) MO~2 1>2 SPT 66.629 53.726 3.9332 7 1,2 VECTAN HEART RATE (-30) Mon 156 SPT IH .qO Iql.03 1.9510 7 1% PR INTERVAL (corHROL) Mon ] 7'~ SPT .2,,08 
.20181 .17380-01 7 I 1~ P MAX MAG (-50) Mon 175 SPT .18836 .1666q .702,8-02 7 17, P MAX MAG (RECOVERY) Mon 1 PLT 61. 76, ~1.H7 3.1126 b 1 HEART RATE (CO/IfROL) Mon 2 PL T 61.711 5"1.8qq ~.9118 1 2 HEART RATE (-30) M092 3 PLT 7~.1 0 I ".982 ;,0~5~ 7 3 HEAnT RATE (-~O) M092 q PLT 83.8" 61. 3!PI 5.%» 7 ~ HEART RATE [-50) Mon 2T PLT 5. I ~ 00 2.H~3 .Q6893 T ZI PLVC EOP [-30) 1'1092 2S PLT &.9100 3.191~ .66316 7 Z8 PLVC EOP (-qO) M092 29 PLT 8 .>800 ~ .2929 .8T~;-;.:; 7 29 pLVC EOP (-501 1'1092 30 PlT 1.3~00 .301q3 .30:;[T 7 30 PlVC EOP [RECOVERY) 1'1092 37 PLT .qO~OO .8q'T1-01 .Z1~6~-01 7 37 S2 SLOPE (-30) 11092 39 PLT .60000-01 .IZTH .16692-01 7 39 SZ SLOPE (-,0) 1'1092 q2 PLT -.63000-01-.16Iq3-01 .9~239-02 7 q2 51 COMPL I AliCE (-30) 11092 61 PLT 300.80 299.20 .~8TT~-03 T 61 Err [CONTROL) Mon no PLT .1 [000 .3196~-01 .20231-Dl T 110 PlVC/LBNP 0-8 1'1092 II I PLT .2~500 .1105'/ .QQ317-01 7 III PLVC/L8NP 8-16 110n 112 PL T .16~29 .18878-01 .1~98Z-01 7 II Z PLVC/L6(/P 16-30 M092 113 plT .lil'~ :;0 .9Q71Q-OI .23,92-0 I 7 113 PLVC/L8NP 30-QO M092 153 PLT 7Q.~90 56.701 ~ .5233 7 153 VECTAN HEART RATE (-~ 0 ) Mon I5Q PL T 8~.07Z 61.133 !i .9327 7 l!i~ VECTAN HEART RATE (-501 /1092 166 Pl T QI3.~5 Q58.12 I ~ '>91 7 166 DT INTERVAL (CONTROl) 1'1092 167 PLT 392.0Z ~'IQ. 7Q 15.21, 7 167 OT INTERVAL (-30) M092 168 PLT 383.85 Q33.39 11.937 7 168 QT IIITERVAL [-'10) Mon 169 PL T 310.QZ Q22.8Q 10.3Z3 7 ll-r: OT f//TERVAL (-50) Mon 170 PLT Q27.50 Q63.,1 11.396 7 170 or INTERVAL (RECOVERY) 1'1092 )73 PL T .9QQTJ-OI .12Z05 • 6TQ 21-0Z 7 173 P MAX MAG (-QO) M092 I T9 Pl T -38.932 





l'1EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE P REFLI GHT MEAN 
Sl-~ DEC 27, 1973 SlO~ 361 JLN. 361 MO~ MO ~2 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N MOnA 6 SPT 6.029B ~ .ll~ S .2~B22 1 IS6 QRS-E C IRC (CONTROL) !'IDnA 7 SPT Sol391 ~.060~ .Z~BZZ 1 IS7 DRS-E CIRC (-30 ) !'IOnA 8 SPT 6.32;3 ~ • I o~ 9 .Z;H6 1 ISB ORS-E CIRC (-~O ) I'IOnA 9 SPT 6.S03S 5.3019 .16 D3~ 1 IS9 ORS-E CIRC (-;0. ) MDnA 10 SPT 6. 320.2 ;. !TDD .ZZ7D, 7 190 ORS-E CIRC (RECOVERV) /lDnA II SPT Z.ZI;I 1.~T63 .13983 7 191 ORS-E AREA (CONTROL) !'IOnA 12 SPT Z. 20~ 0. 1.~9qS .1 q D8q 7 In ORS-E AREA (-3D) I'IOnA 13 SPT Z.3q39 1.59S6 .132qq 7 193 ORS-E AREA (-qO) I'IOnA Iq SPT 2.7786 1.76S0 .10232 7 19q ORS-E AREA (-50. ) /'1092A I; SPT 2.Hq; I.5SDZ .1 q ISq 7 195 ORS-E AREA (RECOVERV) I'IDnA 19 SPT • Z!i797 .156S6 .26qD;-01 7 199 ORS-E DEPTH (-50) /'lOnA Z3 SPT Z.I~38 1.6606 .13795 7 Z03 gRS MH MAG (-qD) I'IDnA Zq 5PT 2.2110 1.6353 .7;575-01 7 ZOq ORS MAX MAG (-;0) I'IOnA 2S SPT 2.116, 1.7S36 • 9,q,.-0 I 7 ZO, ORS MAX MAG (RECOVERV) MonA ZT SPT -)0.qZ7 13.60q 7.8996 7 207 ORS MAX AZ (-30) 
I MD9ZA 3Z SPT- 3,.610 H.SZ3 3.9199 7 212 ORS MAX EL (-30) MonA 33 SPT 3;.660 51.6qq q.96'S 7 ZI, ORS MAX EL C-qD} MD92A 3q SPT QO.6ql ~;.33; Q.31,D 7 21~ DRS MAX El (-;0.) MD92A 61 SPT IS. 9q 0 32.167 3.3,11 7 2Q 1 ST MAX El (CONTROll J !'IDnA 6Z SPT ZO.9ql 3D.5Q' Z.60" 7 ZQZ ST MAX EL (-30) I MD92A 6, SPT IB.IIT 30.7BB 3.2011 7 ZQ, ST MAX EL (RECOVERV) MonA 79 SPT H.SH 31.Q6T q S026 7 Z59 J EL (-50) M09ZA so SPT ZZ.80q 3, • 791 2.6600 7 Z60 J EL (RECOVERY) MonA 91 SPT 6B • 3q 6 ,1. 006 2.9153 7 271 O-ORS VECTOR INTEGRAL ( CONTROL) i'lOnA 9Z SPT 6S .3ZZ ;5".~ql 2.68S2 7 Z7Z O-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) !'I092A 93 SPT 69.500 5q.969 2.7199 7 273 O-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL C -q 0 } MonA 9q SPT n.586 56.670 2.l651 7 Zrq O-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-,0 ) M09ZA 95 SPT 71.516 5"7.539 2.8990 7 Z7, D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL C RECOVERY} M09ZA IZS SPT 13.630 Iq.ZS9 .199S7 7 30S R CALF CIRC l'IonA 13, SPT 25.600 Z3.~H .7067T 7 31, l8NPO TEMP-END /'IOnA 137 SPT 8.0000 3.8167 I.Z868 3 317 HOURS SINCE SLEEP I'IOnA 169 SPT 1.3600 .30~Z9 .13636 7 3~9 PLVC EDP (-8 ) /109ZA 170 SPT 3.~600 I. I ~ 86 .21619 T 3S0 PlVC EOP (-16 ) MD9ZA 18 Pl T .39279 .29966 .ZT9q8-01 7 19B QRS-E DEPTH (-~O) I'ID9ZA ZO PlT .~33B7 .30938 .3'8H-01 T 200 QRS-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) MonA ~, PLT .119>9-01 .Z3~Oq-01 .Z9,39-02 7 Z2, ST-E AREA (RECOVERY) !'IDnA 78 Pl T Z5".Q30 36.1qq Z.2793 7 ZS8 JEL(-qO} l'IonA 79 PlT 13.6,0 33.831 ~.OD89 7 259 J EL (-'O) !'IOnA 83 Pl T .60886 I .0 1T7 .12T98 7 263 O-ST SLOPE (-q 0 ) i /lD9ZA 8B PLT ~.80Iq 6. D73Z .31 q 3~ 7 268 O-P VECTOR .INTEGRAL (-qO) ! MDnA 96 PLT 7,. 3q 0. 106.37 7 SOZI T 276 O-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) I MonA 97 PlT Gr.n3 10!.ql S.8638 7 277 O-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) I I'IDnA 98 PLT 56 .6;q 96.01Z ;.6399 7 Z78 O-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-qO) , /lOnA 99 PLT ~6S6T 86.987 6. 9981 1 ZT9 O-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-So. ) I /lOnA 121 PLT 13.3BO Iq.IID .13Z5Q 7 307 L CALF elRC I'IDnA IZB PLT 13.130 13.867 .1267Z 7 308 R CALF CIRe ! /1092A 137 PLT 3.0000 6.S00.0 .70711 2 317 HOURS SI/ICE SUoP I 1'I0nA 159 PlT 6Q .Q 0.9 Q9.6Z1 q .I~% 7 339 HEART RATE (-8 ) /1092A ]60. PLT 6Q.OZ3 H.T9~ 3. 9Q 1Z T 3qO HEART RArE (-16 ) 
1 






I'IEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
5L-~ DEC n, 1973 SLO> 361 JLN. 361 1'10> 1'10 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN 50 N /'lOnA 170 PL T 1.S~00 1.1~00 .307~ I 7 350 MonA 173 PL T I • I ~ 10 
-.10971 
.15831 7 353 MD73 1 COR 1013.0 56~.~1 150.77 17 2 1'1073 5 COR 15.100 7.9000 1.~107 17 5 1'1073 7 SPT 1~.100 6.5615 1.~~17 26 7 1'1073 125 SPT 153.50 157.65 
.7H15 2~ 115 1'1073 115 PL T 1~5.80 I ~ 9.01 .53~85 25 115 
iII 
___________________________________ ~~~-~· __ 
 
~1 
PLVC EoP (-16 ) 
52 SLOPE (-8 I 
URINE OSMOL (MoSM/TV) 
URINE MG (MEO/TV) 
URINE CA (MEO/TV) 





















SL-~ DAlLy CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT DEC 28. 1973 SLOt 362 JLNt 362" MO' NO 43 
..... ENV! RONNENTAl 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 24.'1" DEGC AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 2'18.23 ~I~IHG 
•• , MISSION ACTIVITIES 
HAJOR MEo EXPERIMENTS OTHER ~IEoiCAL EXPEBHIENTS AND oTO'S Ant EXPERIMENTS COROLLARY EXPERI~IENTS 
DEBRIEfING 
.......... ' ••• 11 CDR tl ••••• ', ••••• 




••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.. 
It. SLEEP DATA 
Ll Gf/T 7. DO HOURS 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
U8 ERG (HATT-MINS) 
L8 ERG (1° .TT-HINS) 
EVA HHE (KEAL/HR) 
EVA oURAT (HRS) 
HK.I EX (HINS) HK. II EX (HINS) 
MK. III EX (HINSI 




jf ........ . 
10.00 
6.00 





II' ANTHROPDtIETRIC DATA 
HIPmAI5T (CM) 
IN5/EXP CHEST (C~II NECK (CHI 
RTIL T ARM (CH) 
RT/LT ARM VOL (CCI 
••••••• /a •••••• 
••••••• '.111 •• <1 
.... I .. I I 
•• t.ct./ •• , •.•• 
•• 11 •••• /" ••••• 
DEW POINT = 11.67 DEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 173.24 NMHG 
., •••••• " ••••• SPT ..... I •• III •• ~. 
.. 
Ll GHT 7. SO HOURS 
.... ~ " .... . 
.. " .... " .. . 
11."'''' 
.. <I " " .. I I 
20.00 
" ... " " . "
20.00 
.... " . " ... 
69.10 
. ..... ,/"' ..... " 
. ... .. . -,'- ..... -
.. ... ... . .. 




PART. PRES. C02 = 
44.00 % 
5. 30 H~IHG 
.." ........ " •••• PLT •••••• 1 ••••••• 
2 ., TINACTIN-SOL 
HEAVY 7.50 HOURS 
6000.00 
<1" ••• 1' 






<1.<1., •• ",1',.,,, 
" •• ,.""t.t" • 
••• <I ••• 








































































1 q 0 


































































































































































25" • 037 

















































































































































































tft;_ ! $ 
SSP-LEVEL 1 (MM HG) 
OSP-LEVEL 2 (MM HG) 
DSP-LEVEL 3 (MM HG) 
MAP-LEVEL 1 (MM HG) 
MAP-LEVEL 3 (MM HG) 
MAP-RECOVERY (MM HG) 
WORK LOAD LEVEL I (WATTS) D8P , 160 HR 
PULSE PRS-LEV I (MMHG) 
PULSE PRS-LEV 3 (MMHG) 
PRESSURE RATE PRODUCT-LEV SSP/VOZ 0-25" 
OSP IV OZ 25-5" 0 
DSP/V02 ,0-75" 




SVSTOLIC SP (-QO) 
DIASTOLIC 8P (-30) 
PULSE PRESSURE (-30) 
PULSE PRESSURE (-QO) 
PULSE PRESSURE (-,0) 
PULSE PRESSURE (RECOVERY) 
PLVC EOP (-30) 
PLVC EOP (-QO) 
PLVC EOP (-5"0) 







DRS DURATION (CONTROL) 
DRS DURATION (-30) 
DRS DURATION (-QO) 
DRS DURATION (-,0) 
DRS DURATION (RECOVERV) 
P MAX EL (RECOVERY) 
DRS-E CIRC (CONTROL) QRS-E CIRC (-30) 
DRS-E C IRC (-5"0) 
DRS-E CIRG (RECOVERV) 
ORS-E AREA (-50) 
ORS-E AREA (RECOVF.RVl ST-E CIRC (-QO) 
ST MAX MAG (-30) 
ST MAX MAG (-~P) 

















































GREATER THAN 3 50 










COR 1. 1000 
CDR 2.0000 
CDR I.H50 





COR ~. 8920 
CDR 5.1310 
COR .96500 




SPT 1. 27'1 0 
SPT 3 .23q 0 
SPT 1.1860 
SPT 1.6110 










PLT 1% .~o 
• 
FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SLD~ 362 JLN~ 362 1'10'1- MD 
MEAN 50 N 
-~5.785 ~.63Sl 6 251 
56.9~8 1.1551 6 27~ 
58.171 1.8158 6 270 
23.0Z9 .58197 I 315 
58.960 3.~~03 6 339 
6 \. 691 1.1756 6 3~3 
62.385 3.1399 6 3~~ 
31.082 ~.0183 6 3H 
-.66661-02 .12IT6 6 3~9 
.36833 .59133-01 6 350 
.13350 • 21~ 9~ 6 351 
-.21661-02 . 2330~ 6 353 
16'I.O~ 31.681 21 3 
8~0.O7 158.68 27 6 
6.3852 1.5625 2T 1 
.21332 .~3339-01 25 5,3 
2.2921 .S"0~53 25 5~ 
2.6~36 .52101 Z5 55 
.15292 .158~0 25 56 
5.1'376 .96800 25 61 
13.888 \. 2526 26 128 
6.5615 \.q~ IT 26 1 
83.500 ~.9139 26 qr 
.~2860 .9893~-01 25 53 
I .q O~q .q~331 25 5~ 
3.6802. .8~528 2S" 55 
.51612 .185"65 25 58 
1.1396 1.6995 25 61 
157.65 .7QTl5 2~ 125 
163.00 36.09S" 21 3 
6.6031 l.a52s" 27 I 
150.00 36. 161 21 8 
.39233 .9%98-01 2T 53 
1.7566 .396~2 21 5~ 
3.0328 .58280 21 55 
.72593-02 .3252~-OI 27 59 
6.3He I • 172S" Z7 61 






J AZ (CONTROl.) 
D-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) 
D-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERV) 
LBNPD TEMP-END 
HEART RATE (-8 ) 
DIASTOLIC BP (-8 ) 
DIASTOLIC BP (-16 ) 
PULSE PRESS (-8 ) 
PLVC EOP (-8 ) 
PLVC EOP (-16 ) 
51 SLOPE (-8 ) 
S2 SLOPE (-8 ) 
URINE NA (MEa/TV) 
UR INE PO~ (MG lTV) 




OEH VDR OEP I AND C MG lTV ) 
TOTAL II-KETO (TMG/TV) 
URINE rllTROGEN CG) , 
URINE CA (MEa/TV) I DIET POTASSIUM CMG) PREGNANEDIOL (MG/TV) 
ANDROSTERONE (MG/TV) i ETIOCHOLAN CMG/TV) j 
1I-0-ETlOCHO (MG/TV) i TOTAL II-KETO (TMG/TV) I WEIGHT (LBS) i URINE NA (MEa/TV) 
1 URINE CA (MEa/TV) URINE CL (MEa/TV) 
PREGNANEDIOL (MG/TV) i 
ANDROSTERONE CMG/TV) I ETIOCHOLAN CMG/TV) j 11-0H-ANDRO (MG/TV) 
TOTAL IT-KETO CTMG/TV I 1 








SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT DEC 29, 1973 SLD' 363 JLN' 363 MO' MD ~~ 
•• 1 ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 2~.~~ DEGC AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 2SS.~7 MMHG 
III MISSION ACTIVITIES 
OTHER MEDICAL EXPERItIENTS AND oro's ATH EXPERI HENTS 
COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS SCIENCE DEMOS/STUDENT EXPERIMENTS EVA DAY 
I" MEDICAL EXPERlf'IENTS/DTO 
* •• ILLNESS/SYNPrOM/PR08LEH 
'1. HEOICATI.ON AND DOSAGE 
.. 
.. 
'I'll SLEEP DATA 
LIGHT 7.00 HOURS 
III EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (WATT-MINS) 
L8 ERG tWATT-HINS) 
EVA MWE ':EAlIHR) 
EVA DURAT (HRS) 
HK. I EX tHINS) 
HK. 1 I EX tHINS) 
HK. I I I EX (HINS) 
TREADHILL (HINS) 





..... -II .. "11 
4 ... .... I' 
11,11Itt: 
........ 
• .. f II ... 
If ........ ~ 
67.60 
1.1 ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPIWAIST tCH) 
INS/EXP CHEST (CH) 
NECK tCH) 
RT/LT ARH (CH) 
RT/LT ARM VOL tCC) 
RT/LT HAND (FT-LB) 
• • 
••••• ,;/ ..... 111 
l"I .. I .. I't"'lllll 
" .. ttt'II/Qt •• III 
•••••• 1/'· .. ·,1111 
.. " .... '."' .... 
OEH POINT = 11.11 DEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 174.79 HMHG 
,tll,.I" •• 'II'1 SPT .,'"41'1.1'1., 
.. 
.. 
LIGHT 7.00 HOURS 
.' . " 
220.00 
3.~6 I" • ...... 
...... I ... 





••••• 11/ ....... . 
'411.'.1; ........ .. 




._-, • sm" 
RELATIVE HU'!IDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
2 .1 TINACTIN-50L 
43.00 r 
5.30 MHHG 
! - .. AfRIN Nose DROPS 
LI GHT 7.00 HOURS 
..... " ... 
6000.00 
....... ,~ 
tI .... ~.(. 
8.00 
10.00 





.. ,., .... ''' •• 1'' • 
..... ,', ...... . 
.... I .... 
1""""'11411 







I'1EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-~ DEC 29, 1973 SLD· 363 JlN'" 363 1"10" tr1D ~q 







SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT DEC 30. 1973 SLOt 364 JLN' 364 HO' NO 45 
til ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE ~ 24.44 DEGC AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 260.64 HMHG 
.1' HISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR "ED EXP£R I HENTS OTHER tlCDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND oro's ATM EXPERIHENTS 
COROLLARY EXPERIHENTS 
111 •• ,1 •• '.1.1. COR ..... ,.1.1" •• 1 
Itt MEOICAL EXPERI~tENTS/DTO 
Irl ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
t'l HEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.. 
'u SLEEP DATA 
LIGHT 7.00 HOURS 
It I EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (WATT-MINS) 
LB ERG (WATT-MINS) 
EVA HWE ' :EALIHR) 
EVA DURAT (HRS) 
MK.I EX (MINS) 
HK. II EX (HI NS) 
HK. III EX (HINS) 
TREADMILL (HINS) 
OTHER EX (HI NS) 
HEIGHT (CH) 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAH) 
11 I <II ..... 
sooa.oo 
•• , I • I I 




3 .. 00 
II ... I ... 
67.BO 
I'. ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) •• "tll' ••••••• 
INS/EX? CHE'ST (eM) ""IIC/IIU'''' NECK (eN) UHU-tl RTILT ARM (eM) ..... 411/ ...... , ATilT ARM VOL. (ec) 1"11':11 C , .... 1 .. . 
RT/LT HAND CrT-LB) ···'··'1'······ 
DEW POINT = 10.56 DEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN = IB7.21 "HHG 
HIIO 
.. 
HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 
• ... I I I • 
8337.00 
.. 11,.1' 
.1' •• 11 
20.00 
••• , • I I 
20.00 
6e.so 
........ / ..... ,. 
••••••• / •••• ,1. 
I .... I " I 
.a.' ••• / •• , •••• 
e ....... / ....... , 
..... " •• / •• G •••• 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
HOB3 
H092 
2 •• TINACTlN-SOL 
HEAVY 8.00 HOURS 











•••• C~G/ •• I •• fl 
IIII, •• /t, •• 1I'. 
""""'/'.'1"( 
'I •• t"/'~I't" 









MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN I SL-~ DEC 30, 1973 SLO<' 36~ JLN. 36~ i'1D<' i'1D ~5 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE i'1EAN SD N I i'1091 I PLT 67.861 H.HT 3.1126 6 I HEART RATE (CDNTRDL> M091 2 PLT 69.737 51 . 8~~ 'i.9118 T 2 HEART RATE (-30 ) 
1'1091 3 PLT 79. 10q 55.982 5.0q5q 7 3 HEART RATE (-~ 0 ) 
1'1091 ~ rLT 93.57Z 61.35~ 5.5655 T ~ HEART RATE (-50 ) 
1'1091 27 PLT 5.3300 2 .2~q 3 .~6893 7 27 PLVC EDP (-30 ) 
1'1091 28 PLT 7.~600 3.191~ .66316 7 28 PLVC EOP (-qO) 
1'1091 29 PLT 8. I 300 q .2929 .87qq5 7 29 PLVC EOP (-50) 
M092 30 PLT I. 8500 .301q3 .303IT 7 30 PLVC EOP (RECOVERY) 
M091 37 PLT .36200 .8~5TI-OI .27%~-01 7 37 52 SLOPE (-301 
M091 39 PLT -.11000-01 .12757 .16692-01 7 39 52 SLOPE (-50) 
1'1091 qz PL T -.10300 -.16lq3-01 .9Q239-02 7 ~2 51 COMPLIANCE (-30) 
M091 ~3 PLT -.~9000-01-.18000-01 .80208-02 7 ~3 51 COMPLIANCE (-QO) 
1'1092 61 PLT 29B.QO 299.20 .~BT7~-03 7 61 Ell (CONTROL) 
M091 109 PLT I.~%B .527TS .26Q% 6 109 HMR/LBNP ~0-50 
Mon 110 PLT .25250 .3196~-01 .20231-01 7 110 PLVC ILBNP O-B 
M092 lIZ PLT . I BOOO .7BB7B-Ol .IH82-01 7 lIZ PLVC/LBNP 16-30 
Man j13 PLT .21300 .9~71~-01 .Z359Z-01 7 113 PLVC/LBNP 30-~0 Mon 51 PL T 67.~1~ ~B.900 q.ZB23 7 15 I VECTAN HEART RATE ( CONTROL> 
1'1092 153 PLT 79.031 56.701 ~.5Z33 7 153 VECTAN HEART RATE (-Q 0 1 
M092 5~ PLT 92..965 6 I. 133 5.9327 7 15~ VECTAN HEART RATE (-50 ) 
M092 155 PLT 56.606 ~ 6. 9TI 2.0565 7 155 VECTAN HEART RATE (RECOVERY) 
1'1091 IH PL T .13768 .. 12157 .~BB09-0Z 7 IT~ P MAX MAG (-50) 
M091 179 PLT -q6.09~ -2B.083 2. 9~ B I 7 IT9 P MAX AZ (-50) 
M092.A 17 PLT .~061B .30138 .25700-01 7 197 QRS-E DEPTH (-30) 
M092.A IB PLT .q 0 13Q .29966 • 279q B-O I 7 19B URS-E DEPTH (-QO 1 
M092A 20 PLT .~7~92 .30938 .35865-01 7 200 QRS-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 
M092A 39 PLT 2.2ITB 1.6226 .9Bq~3-01 7 219 ST-E CIRC (-50) 
M091A 51 PL T .Z,OOO .66391 .1017~ T 231 ST MAX MAG (CONTROL) 
M091A 52 PL T .Z9~H .61693 .79127-01 7 Z3Z ST MAX MAG (-30) 
M091A ,3 PLT .1676B .57221 .90~15-01 7 233 ST i'1AX r1AG (-~O) 
M091A 5q PLT .19923 .505Q8 .B8781-01 7 23~ ST i'1AX MAG (-,0) 
M092A ,,- PLT .29280 .62226 .BOIT2-01 T 235 Sf MAX MAG (RECOVERY) 
M092A 60 PLT 2.3.609 -2.8153 7.THO 7 2~0 5T MAX AZ (RECOVERY) 
/lOnA 78 PLT 19.751 36.IQ~ 2.2793 7 258 J EL (-~O) 
M092A 79 PLT -13.090 33.831 q.0089 7 259 J EL (-50) 
MonA Bl PLT .52770 I • 022~ .lq813 T 261 D-ST SLOPE (CONTROL) 
M092A 82 PLT .53351 1. 03B 1 .12529 7 262 D-ST SLOPE (-30 ) 
1'1091A 83 PLT .~37T0 I.OITT .12798 7 263 D-ST SLOPE (-q 0 ) 
M092A aQ PLT .2q B29 .96339 .II0IQ T Z6~ D-ST SLOPE (-50 ) 
MonA 88 PLT ~.8160 6.0732 • 31 ~ 3~ 7 Z68 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-q 0 ) 
M092A 9b PLT 5L816 106.37 T .50Z1 7 ?T6 D-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) 
MonA 97 PLT 5T.Z3~ 10l.Ql 5.863B 7 2T7 D-5T VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30) 
MonA 9B PLT ~5.~8' 96.012 5.6399 T 278 D-ST VECTOR INTEIiRAL (-q 0 ) 
MonA 99 PLT 39.218 B6.987 6. 9987 7 2n D-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) 
MonA 100 PLT 53.BOB 9T.209 9.6212 T ZBO D-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) 
MonA IZT PLT 13.250 IQ.11 0 .13Z5~ T 30T L CALF CIRC 
MonA 12B PLT 13.130 13.867 .12672 T 308 R CALF CIRC 
MonA 137 PLT 17.670 6.5000 .70711 2 31T HOURS SINCE SLEEP 
MonA 159 PLT 66. HB ~9.621 q.lq% T 339 HEART RATE (-B) 
M092A 160 PLT 6Q .596 q 8. T9q 3.9~12 T 3~0 HEART RATE (-16 ) 
...... ----------~---~'"'-""'. -, 
",EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-~ DEC 30, 1973 SLD. 36~ JLN. 36~ 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 1'I0~2A 169 PLT 2.0200 .25571 .16185 7 1'I0nA 170 PLT 2.8100 I.I~OO .307~1 7 MOnA 17~ PLT 1.~390 .19286 .15350 7 1'I0nA 175 PLT 

























PLVC EOP (-8 ) 
PLVC EOP (-16 ) 
S2 SLOPE (-16 ) 
51 COMPU ANCE (-8 ) 
URINE PO~ (MG/TV) 
URINE CA [MEa/TV) 
URINE CREAT (MG/TV) 
BLOOD OSMOL (MOSM/L) 
BLOOD PO~ (MG/LJ 
FREE OH-LVSINE (MG/TV) 
fREE CARNOS INE (MG /TV ) 
URINE NITROGEN (G) 
BLOOD CL (MEo/L) 
IIISULlN (UU Ii'lL) 
FREE ANSERINE (MG/TV) 
WEIGHT (LBS) 
URINE CA (MEo/TV) 
BI.OOO CL (MEa/L) 
WSULlN (UU !ML ) 
FREE CARNOSINE (MG/TV) 













SL-4 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT DEC 31. 1973 SLD~ 365 JLN~ 365 HOt HO ~6 
.~. ENViRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEHPERATURE = 23.89 DEGC AVG. AHBIENT PRESSURE = 254.43 MHHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
NAJOR HEO EXPERIMENTS OTHER MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND OTO·s ATH EXPERIMENTS 
COROLLARY EXPERINENTs 
••• ~£DICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
41 •• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
H' SLEEP DATA 
LIGHT 7.00 HOURS 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
U8 ERG CWATT-HINs) LB ERG CWATT-MINs) 
EVA HWE CKEAL/HR) 
EVA DURAT (HRSl 
HK. I EX CHINS) 
HK. II EX UllNs) 
HK. III EX CHINS) 
TREADHILL (HINS) 
OTHER EX (HI NSl 









...... . . .... 
67.70 
.111 ANTHROpmlETRiC DATA 
HIP/~AIST reM) .11 ..... '.a' .... INS/EXP CHEST (eH) ••••••• ' ••••• 11 NECK (eM) ...... H. 
RT/LT ARM (eM) ••••••• , ....... . 
RT/LT ARN VOL {ce) ..... HI/1ItH .. . RT/LT HAND (~T-LB) '.'f'.I/~III". CEN GRAV MEAS leM) .t ••••• 
DEW POINT = 11.11 OEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 182. 03 H~(HG 
I ................ , •• SPT .,..'1'14.""'" 
H093 
H092 
HEAVY 6.50 HOURS 
4''' .......... 
8337.00 
1' ••• 11 
, ..... <I 111 
20.00 
I ... , • I I 
20.00 




........ " ... " ..... 
••••••• /' ...... 1 
........ , ....... . 
••• ,t ... ' .... l.Jlf 
• I ..... .. 
RELATIVE HUfliOlTY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
~4 .00 % 
5.20 NHHG 
.. t.l".t,.-I'I.' •• PLT tltllllllll"l • 
HEAVY 7.50 HOURS 
li'lll.' 
6000.00 t,.t.l. 






ttl.tll'f,'1- •• , 
••••• II/t' ...... 
.~II.II!f.II •• ' 
.,1 I ... t • t I • f t I , I .. ('''.'''/II't'' • 











I'IEASU R EMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-~ DEC 3 I. 1913 SLD¥ 36, JLN+ 36, I'1D+ MD ~6 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 1'1092 I SPT 69.313 ,1.0% 3.0936 1 I HEART RATE (CONTROL) 1'10n 2 SPT 10.911 ,3.107 ~ .2186 1 2 HEART RATE (-30 ) 1'1092 3 SPT 8,.381 08.15·9 6.IH9 1 3 HEART RATE (-~o ) 1'1092 ~ SPT I11.~1 6~.B13 8.'9~0 1 ~ HEART RATE (-50 ) 1'1092 5' SPT 60.921 ~9.1~0 3 .66~6 1 , HEART RATE (RECOVERY) 1'10n 21 SPT 5'.1200 2.~200 .~ 3~ 36 1 21 PLVC EOP (-30) 1'1092 28 SPT 1. 1700 3.3HI • 6 06,~ 7 28 PLVC EOP (-'10) 1'10n 29 SPT 1.7800 ~.2'00 • 93~ 8 3 1 29 PLVC EOP (-,0) /1092 30 SPT 2.1500 .68286 .37901 1 30 PLVC EOP (RECOVERY) 1'1092 6 I SPT 298.~0 299.31 .30231 7 61 ETI (CONTROL) 1'1092 65 SPT Iq92.0 Iq97,7 1.0765 1 65 Erl (RECOVERY) 1'1092 108 SPT l.~qlO . ,0521 .30613 7 108 HR/LBNP 30-qO 1'1092 109 SPT 2,6023 .611~6 .31821 7 109 HRl>R/LBNP ~0-50 
l 
1'10n , 10 SPT .13,00 .38036-01 ,170%-01 1 I I 0 PLVC/LBNP 0-8 MOn III SPT ,26000 .1 055~ .36,92-01 7 I 1 I PLVC/LBNP 8-16 1'10n 112 SPT ,18286 .90816-01 .22313-01 1 112 PLVC/LBNP 16-30 MOn 113 SPT ,20500 .92TIq-QI ,22366-01 7 113 PLVC/L8NP 30-~0 
\ 
MOn lIT SPT 2602.3 10,17~ 5.n22 ~ 111 HR/PLVC ~0-50 1'10n 151 SPT 69,8U 51. 7T~ 2,1206 7 15 I VECTAN HEART RATE (CONTROL) 1 
1'1092 152 SPT 10,,90 ,3.126 3,9332 7 152 VECTAN HEART RATE (-30 ) 1 
1'1092 153 SPT 85. 3q 9 59.09, 5.926 I 1 153 VECTAN HEART RATE (-qO) I 
1'1092 15~ SPT 111.33 65.2H 8,7~33 T 15~ VECTAN HEART RATE (-50) 1'1092 16~ SPT 85,156 9~ • 196 2,0080 T 16q aRS DURATION (-50) , Mon 166 SPT 379,11 ~IO,80 5 ,512~ 1 166 OT INTF-RVAL (CONTROL) 
\ 
1'10n 167 SPT 372,~0 q 02 ,I ~ 1.5~63 7 161 aT INTERVAL (-30) 1'1092 168 SPT 35q.05 389.99 10.896 7 168 CT INTERVAL (-~O) 1'1092 169 SPT 316.68 311.89 lq.H8 1 169 OT INTERVAL (-,0) 1'1092 ITO SPT 38~,06 ql~.23 9.0556 7 lTO OT INTERVAL (RECOVERY) 1'1092 -IT 1 SPT .18681 .15611 .927~5-02 T ITI P MAX MAG (CONTROL) 1'1092 172 SPT .21115 .167% ,12055 -0 I 7 IT2 P MAX MAG (-30) 
j 
1'1092 IT3 SPT .25803 .18q21 .13103-0 I T 173 P MAX MAG (-~O) j , 
1'1092 17q SPT ,32195 .20187 .1T380-01 1 IH P MAX MAG (-50) 1 , 
1'1092 175 SPT .19q91 .1666Q .70258-02 7 175 P MAX MAG (RECOVERY) j 
1'10n 119 SPT -9T.Q93 -6~.638 6.9191 7 lT9 P MAX AZ (-50) 1'1092A 6 SPT 6.303Q 5.1158 .2Q822 1 l86 CRS-E Clnc (CONTROL) 1'109ZA 7 SPT 6.61~3 ,.060, .2Q822 T laT CRS-E CIRC (-30) M092A 8 SPT 1. 016~ 5'.IOQ9 • 25'H6 1 188 ORS-E CIRC (-~O) M092A 9 SPT 6.9118 5' • 301 9 .1603Q 1 189 ORS-E CIRC (-50) 1'1092A 10 SPT 6.1711 5'.1700 .2210, 7 190 ORS-E CIRC (RECOVERY) 1'1092A II SPT 2.3012 1.~763 .13983 7 191 ORS-E AREA (CONTROL) M092A 12 SPT 2.6Q09 I. Q 9Q8 .1 ~ 08Q 7 192 CRS-E AREA (-30) 1'I092A 13 SPT 3.1073 1.5986 .132~~ 7 193 CRS-E AREA (-~ 0 ) M092A IQ SPT 3.lTH 1.7680 .10232 1 19~ CRS-E AREA (-50) 
I 
.1'I092A 15' SPT 2.9282 1.5'802 .1 ~ I 8~ 1 195' ORS-E AREA (RECOVERY) M092A 19 SPT ,30810 .1,686 .26Q05'-01 1 199 ORS-E DEPTH (-5'0) M092A 22 SPT 2.3088 1,7353 
.12313 1 202 CRS MAX MAG (-30) I M092A 23 SPT 2.3552 1.6606 • I 3195 1 203 CRS MAX MAG (-QO) 1 MonA 2~ SPT 2.1671 1.635'3 .15515'-01 7 -20~ DRS MAX MAG (-5'0) I , M092A 25' SPT 2.3500 1.1836 .95~56-01 1 205' CRS MAX MAG (RECOVERY) I 1'1092A 6Q SPT 8.7133 25',983 Q.09QQ 7 2~Q ST MAX EL (-5'0) 
PlEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THe PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-q DEC 31, 1913 SLO-- 36, JLN .. 36, MO" MD ~6 
EXPT Ii'lEAS MAN VALUE MEAN so N 
M092A 65 SPT 18.6,0 30.788 3.2011 7 2q5 ST MAX EL (RECOVERY) 0 
M092A 69 SPT '>9582-01 .11083 .IQ507-01 7 2q9 J MAli (-,0) 
M092A 78 SPT 1l.223 36.369 S.HI8 7 258 J EL [-qO) 
M092A 79 SPT -13.216 31.%7 q.;;026 7 259 J EL (-50) 
1I092A so SPT 5.0363 35. HI 2.6600 7 260 J EL (RECOVERYl 
M092A 8q SPT 1. 05) 0 1.7030 .12.027 7 26q D-ST SLOPE (-50) 
MonA 86 SPT 10.558 8.5950 .>11 80 7 266 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) 
M092A BB SPT Iq .62.5 9.9313 .9q9qq 7 268 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-Q 0) 
M092A 89 SPT 19.83q 11.155 1.3618 7 269 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) 
M092A 90 SPT 10.682 9.0q&Q .q 90Q 3 7 270 D-P VECTOR INTEIiRAL (RECOVERY) 
MQ92A 91 SPT 70.059 57 • 006 2.9153 7 271 O-ORS VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTRL'L) 
M092A 92 SPT rq .Q88 55 .qq 1 2.6882 7 272 D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) 
M092A 93 SPT IB.>21 5Q .909 2.7199 7 273 D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-q 0 ) 
MonA 9Q SPT 73.830 56.670 2.1651 1 21q D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 I 
MonA 95 SPT 76.251 57.539 2.8990 7 275 D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY I 
M092A 128 SPT 13.500 Iq .289 .199ST 7 308 R CALF CIRC 
MonA 13q SPT 25.600 ZZ.6tj3 .83638 7 31q LBNPD TEMP-BEGIN 
MonA 135 SPT 25.600 23.q57 .70677 7 315 LBNPD TEMP-END 
MonA 160 SPT 67.2.5Q 53.00q q • nq 0 7 3qO HEART RATE (-16 ) 
M09lA 169 SPT 1.0800 . 30q 29 .13636 7 3q9 PLVC EOP (-8 ) 
MonA !TO SPT 3.1600 1.IQ86 .21619 7 350 PLVC EOP (-16 ) 
M073 5 CDR 13.300 7.9000 I.H07 2T 5 URINE MG (MEOITV) 
MOT3 !T CDR 61.300 22.137 12. 973 27 !T ALDOSTERONE (UGfTV) 
1'1073 128 CDR 18.700 13.88B 1.2526 2.6 128 URINE NITROGEN (G) 
1'1073 7 SPT 11.200 6.5615 l.'lql7 2.6 7 URINE CA [MEafTV) 
M073 16 SPT 125.50 52.50q 18.021 2.6 16 HVDRDCORTISON (UGfTV) 
MOT3 12.5 SPT 151.80 157 .65 .7H15 2q 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
M073 3 PLT 280.00 163.00 36.095 2.7 3 URINE NA (MEafTV) 
M013 6 PLT 1670.0 102.1.9 18q . TT 27 6 URINE PDq [MGfTV) 
MOT3 7 PLT 16.700 6.6031 1.8525 2T 7 URINE CA (MEDfTV) 
1'1073 123 Pl.T q.2000 .76923 I. 0533 2.6 12.3 FECAL NA (MEa) 
1'1073 12.5 PLT 1%.10 lq9.02 .,3Q8, 2.5 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
-j 
I 
SL~'1 DAilY ClINJC1'l/ENVIRON~IENrAl R[PORT 
.JAN 1. 1911J SLO~ 36B ... IlNI I t-IOq tiD 'I, 
.~. ENV'IRONtIENfAl 
A'iG. lrNP(f<A HIRE - ?3." or Gr 
AVG. Mml~-NT I'RESSlIH[ rlf7.'/1 Mf'lHG 
I •• HISSlON ACTIVITIES 
tIA.JOR NEO (XP[Rlt-![NTS 
OTlltR f"lfllJ("AL [XP(RINfNTS AND [,1,[0"5 
ATti [XI'[flINfNTS 
[RfP [XI'ml "WTS 
conOllARY tXPlHINrNTS 
.II.C ••• I •••• ~I COR 11""1" •• ,., 
, •• H£:DIC,'l lXl'[HIN(NISfllTO 
ow PO INI ~ II • II otGC 
PtUH .. f'HES .. O:-"YC:l'N - 101.00 Nml~ 
"""""11 ••• SPT .,1.1 •••••• ,.1 
til 31 tI131 N09? 
tlU93 
t •• III t\E SS/5n:pTml:pr~(111lftl 
... SLE[r DATA 
II[,WY G. 50 HOURS 
u' EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG II~.UT-HJNS) 
lO ERG "',TT 'NiNS) 
EVA tII.r lKEALlHRl 
EVA OURAT (HRS) 
tlK.1 EX (tIlNS) 
tiK. I J EX HIINS) 
til,. III EX etllNSI 
TReAomLL WINS) 
OH1E.H EX HIINS) 
HelGfIT (cm 
l~elGfIT (KILOGRAm 
• • , •• I • 
5000.00 
· .. ~ ... 






I'" ANfHRDPONE'TR1C D,\1A 
fllPIiMIST (eN! 
IN5/EXP CHEST (Ctll 
NECK (em 
Rt It r AnN CCrU 
RTILT ARtl VOL ICCI 
•••• ••• /.f •••• , 
....... /., ..... 
•• t •••• / •••• ~ •• 
• ...... " ••• t ••• 
LI GilT G. 00 flOURS 
• •• I ••• 
• ••• I' •• 
ft • I • I •• 
• •• C • I • 
• • I t I •• 10., ••• 
•• Ie ••• 
1 ••• 11. 
'f ••••• I 
• • II •••• 
60.90 
••••• I.j."t ••• 
. ..... c, .•... ,. 
....... /, ..... . 
~I.I •• I/ •••• I •• 
REL,\lI\'r: Hl'HIDITY j 
l't'Rt _ PHLS. C''-: .. l , 
116.00 ! 
5."n t1~lfll'; 
I.t ••• , •••••••• l'lT .11'.' •••••••• 
HEAVY 6.00 Itl)ttr~s 
I •• "., 
6000.00 
_0."" 
• I ••••• 
B.OO lo.on 




,.· •••• /"1 •• 111 
••••• , • II I I •• , • 
,".11.1 
• I •• , I ./ ••• I I • I 
.... ".'.it .... 
! 
~ 
MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFL IGHT L1EAN 
SL-~ JAN I , 19T~ SlD· 3&& JLU> MO~ MO ~7 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SD N 
non 3 COR 77.112 62.811 ~.3193 & 3 HEART RATE (-~O) 
non 8 COR 98.29~ 90.091 l.n28 6 8 SYSTOLIC BP (-~O) 
non 19 COR 18.517 71.507 2.1I 07 6 19 nEAfI SP (-50) 
Mon 2T COR 3.2300 1.0133 .25967 6 2.7 nvc EOP (-3D) 
Mon 28 CDR ~.7000 1.6311 .23878 b 28 PL V C EOP (-~ 0 ) 
non 29 COR (..1900 2.3661 .232.35 6 29 PLVC fOP (-50) 
Mon 39 CDR .26000 .96500-01 .38965-01 & 39 S2 SLOPE (-50 I 
Mon ~5 COR -.68000-01-.35000-01 .81'186-02 & ~5 SI COMPLlMICE (RECOVERY) 
Mon 61 CDR 298.~0 299.20 .7523&-03 6 &l ETI (CONTROL) 
Mon 108 COR .b936G .28693 .13~5~ & 108 UR/LB/IP 30-~0 
non 110 CDR .12750 -.83333-03 .1522.1-01 6 liD rLVC/LBIIP 0-8 
Mon III CDR .. 13500 .~(;BH-OI .18737-01 b III PLVC/LBNP 8-16 
Mon 113 COil .IHOO .&1833-01 '" 11250-0 I 6 113 PLVC/LBNP 30-~0 
Mon II~ Cull .1~900 .73500-01 .1~Ol9-01 6 1I~ PLVC/LONP '10-50 
Mon 153 COR 1T. 6 31 62.931 ~.~197 £ 153 VECTAN HEART RATE (-'10) 
1'1092 1&1 COR 88.665 102.5~ 2.~171 6 1&1 ORS DURATION (CONTROL I 
Mon 1&2 COR 81.677 103.2~ 2.0365 6 162 DRS DURATION 1-30) 
Non 163 COR &~ .062 102.56 1 ,~,29 6 163 CRS OUnATlON (-~Ol 
1'1092 16~ CDR 67.390 102.09 1.220~ 6 I&~ DRS DURATION ;-,0 I 
Mon 16, CDR 91. 790 103.29 1.6529 6 16, CRS DURATION (RrCOVERY) 
MonA 10 COR 6.5\75 ,.8657 .193,8 6 190 DRS-E CIRC (RECOVERY) 
MonA Z7 COR -13.080 1.~610 ~.7982 6 207 CRS MAX Al (-30) 
M092A 38 CDR 2.,no 2.0261 .113~ 2 6 21B 57-E C IRC (-'10) 
MonA 39 COR Z. 3735 1.9823 .'28S8-01 6 219 57-E CIRC (-50) 
M09ZA 53 CDR .65518 .7SiS5 .39099-01 6 233 ST MAX MAG (-~O) 
M09ZA 5~ COR .63257 .76766 .35917-01 6 23~ 5T MAX MAG (-,,:"' 
Mo9ZA TI COR -8.786~ -~5. 785 ~.63'1 6 251 J Al (CONTROL 1 
M09.2A 7Z COR -I~.~ol -50.71~ ~.%% 6 252 JAZ(··301 
MonA 73 COR -, .,8'11 -5~.O31 ~ . H2O 6 253 J Al (-~O) 
M09ZA 7~ COR -25.556 -55 .85> 5 • 7T0~ 6 25~ J Al (-50) 
Mo9ZA 15 COR -3o.~02 -50.890 , .~ sn 6 25> J AZ (RECOVERV) 
M09Z:' 128 COR I Z. 750 13.681 .2379~ 7 30S R CALF CIRe 
MonA 169 CDR 1.0200 -.66667-02 .12176 6 3~9 PLVC EOP (-8 ) 
Mo9ZA 170 COR 2.1000 .36833 .59133-01 & 3,0 PLve fOP c -16 ) 
/lonA 171 COR 2.71'10 .13350 • £T~ 9~ 6 351 51 SLOPE (-8 ) 
/109ZA 173 COR I .~ 2S0 -.21667-02 .233O~ 6 353 S2 SLOPE C -8 ) 
/1092A 17> COR -.380oo-ol-.3~000-02 .7,366-02 5 355 51 CDMPI.IANCE (-8 ) 
1'1073 53 COR .~8800 .21332 .~3339-01 2, 53 PREGNANEOIOL (MG/TV) 
/10TJ 5~ COR ~.23OO 2.29Z7 .'O~'3 2, 5~ ANDROSTERONE (MG/TV) 
1'1073 55 COR ~ .H2o 2.6q36 .52101 25 55 ETIOCHOLAN (MG/TV) 
MOD 58 COR .60600 .21BT2 .98690-01 25 ,8 II-O-ETIOCHO (MG/TV) 
MoT3 61 COR 11.130 5. TJ76 .96Soo 25 61 TOTAL IT-KETO (7MG /TV) 
1'1073 7 PLT 1'.200 6.6037 1.8,2, 21 7 URINE CA (MECITV) 
1'1073 16 PLT 131.80 53.185 21.210 27 16 HVOROCORTISON (UG/TV) 
M013 53 PLT .92300 .39233 .9~698-o1 2.T 53 PREGNANEDIOL (MG/TV) 
1'1073 5~ PLT 3 .~o~o 1.7566 • 396~2 21 5~ ANDROSTERONE (MG/TV) 
/1073 55 PLT 7. Oq I 0 3.0328 .5B2fllJ 27 5S ETIOCHOLAN (MG/TV) 
MoTJ 58 PLT 1.6570 • 75~ 6 3 .25J52 27 58 II-O-ETIOCHO (MG lTV) 
1'1073 59 PLT .31100 .72593-02 .3Z52~-01 27 59 II-OU-ANORO (MGITV 1 
1'1073 61 PLT 1~.7'o 6.3978 1.1725 27 &1 T07AL 17-KETO (TMG/TV) 
~, 






I Z3 PL T 















MD>' MD ~T 
lZJ FECAL NA (MEDI 
125 WEIGHT (lBSI 






Sl_ll OAll \" CL tNlcAl/rNVlR():-::~1tNT:"l RtPCHT ~AW 2'. 1971j St.D' 367 ",_Nt C? MD' tID itS 
t • I EN\' I RON!':£NT AL 
AVG. Tf.Mcn~.\TUfit::. 23 .. 33 O£;GC AVG. AHBlfNT ttm.:SSUH£:=: 2113.06 HNIfu. 
.. , 1115510:-1 ACTIVITIES 




"., •••• ·.·If •• CUlt """"1"", 
••• N£OIC,'l EXPCRIf"'.tNTSforo 
I a, ILLNESS/SYt-l?1"ONiPRO.tttUI 
I" HLO!CATION A~D OOSAGf 
.. 
• c, SUTP DATA 
LIGHT B.50 HOUflS 
... EXERCISE DATA 
un ERr. WATT-IIINS! 
LB ERG tWATT-IIINS! 
EVA "HE ';EALlHfl! 
E'I A DURAT C HRS! 
HK.I EX CHINS! 
HK. II EX CHINS! 
11K. III EX IIIINSI 
TRCAmllLL UIINS! 










:5 .. 00 
57.00 
••• ANTHROPOMETRfC DATA 
HlP/WAIST (eN) '~'."I/I""I~ fNS/EXP CHEST feNI tl'6.'I/-iI ••••• NECK (CH) ' .. "1 I. RT/LT ARN tel-I) ..... H/ .. n ... RT/LT ARM VOL leC) t., •• t./t,.,t •• RT/LT HAND crT-lor .,.,,1,/,.,.1', 
IJ£Il POIN! ~ !l.G7 orm: 
PMH .. PliES. OX\,(:EN -. 10J .00 NXtIJ 
""I~"II'II" sri ""'.11."", 
.. 
LI GilT 8.50 IIOlfRS 
I , I It' , 




, I • , • , • 
'11"1:' 
20.00 
., .. ,., 





t~II ••• /.'.I •• ' 
.# ••••• /.,,, •••• 
• ,._ ••• / •• d'.11 
RflATIVE HUtIIOITY" ~B.OO: 
PART. prtEs. C(l~ '" 5. l tD H~lHG 
1 ... Cllt OiMl UYOH,\Tf C,'\PSLll[S 
HeA",- 9.50 HOUHS 






t .. I ...... 
12.00 
2.00 




• •••• 1./'.11 •• ' 
"I,i"/lfl"" 
"1",." ••••• 1 
MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-~ JAN 2, 1H~ SLO' 361 JLN .. 2 1'10_ MD ~8 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO II 1'1073 12 CDR H7.00 986.37 136.5~ 27 12 URINE URIC A [MG/TV) 1'1073 93 COR ~9.T60 12.813 &.T1H 3 93 FREE CARNOS WE (MG IW I M073 93 SPT &9.150 5.&nO 3.7107 5 93 FREE CARNOS WE (MG In: ) Mon 125 SPT 1,1.60 157.65 • HTl5 2~ 125 WEIGHT (lBS 1 n073 7 PlT 1 &. ~ 00 6.6037 1 .8525 ZT 7 URINE CA [MEO/TV) 1'1073 16 Pl T 129 .~O 53.185 21.210 27 16 HVDROCORTlSOII [UG/TV) Mon 66 PI. T 163.06 76.222 ZT. BOT 5 66 FREE l VS WE (MG lTV 1 1'1073 93 PLT &9.210 5.~B61 2.2~66 3 93 FREE CARl/OS WE (MG lTV 1 1'1073 125 PlT 1~~.60 1~9.0Z 
.5 3~ 85 25 125 !.lEIGH [lOS I 




SL-'I DAILY CLlNICAL;EIlVIRON~.£IITAL REPORT JAN 3. 197~ SlD' 368 .JlN· 3 110' HD ~9 
t'4 ENVIRON~£NrAL 
AVG. TEHPCRATURE - 23.33 DEGC AVG. AH9IENT PRESSURE - 25B.57 titUlO 
••• 111551011 ACTIVITIES 
H,\JilR HED EXPERlt:WTS 
OTHER MEDICAL EXrCRI~,WTS AND DTO'S AHI EXPERIHWTS 
EAEP [XPERI~.£NTS 
COROlLARY rXPERlt:i"NTS SCIENCE DErtOS/STVCtNT rXptl<lt:::NTS 
•••••••• "~,J.I ••• COR ""'.""'It.t. 
". MEDICAL EY.PCRIMENTS/DTO 
t... lLI.NESS/5"'NPTO~IIPROOlEH 
• ... H£tlJ CATtON ANO DOSAGE 
I ., SVDAFED CAPSULES 
• It SLCEP DATA 
HEAVY ~.OO HOURS 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG CI-lATT-HtNSJ 1'1'.'" 
LB ERG CHATT-HINSI 5000.00 EVA t-IHE: (KEAl/f-lR) ... "HIIII 
EVA DURAT UlRS) ...... I - I 
tlK.1 EX (HINSI 10.00 
HK. II EX IHINSI 6.00 HK. 1 Jl EX (mN51 .... f.4 If" 
TREADtllLL £HINSI 16,00 OTHER EX £HINSI 3.00 f-IEl GHT (CM) ........ I" 
HEIGHT CKILOGRAH) 67.90 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/t.fAIST (eN) '··"'_I"llt" INS/EXP CHEsr (CH) I'~"'I/'I"I" NECk [CHI , •• t •• ~ 
.. 
DEli POIUT = B.S9 eeoc PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 186.17 HHH~ 
• ......... 11 ••••• SPT •••• 1 •••••••• '. 
I ,. DALHAN~ CAPSUlES 
LIGHT ~.5n HOURS 
... • .. • , 11 
· . , ... , . 
, .. l! , ••• 
... II •• I • 
20.00 
· , ...... 
••••• I /I 
20.00 
.. , ... t.' 
• 41 It" I I 
68.80 
••• ".", •• I"t 
•••• " •• {III." •••• 
.... 11 t f." 




t .' SECONAL 
IJEAV\' 5.00 IIO~RS 
•• "" C' ... 
SOOO.OO 
• •• , <I -Ii I 
<;I I'll •• , 
8.00 
10.00 
11 " •••• <I 
12.00 
2.00 
.... , ... 
65.~0 
.,.i".' ........ 








































































































































































































H.2~~ ~9 .621 
1.9100 .25571 


















































~ .I~% 1 
.161B5 7 
.307~1 1 































































V02-LEVEL I (LIMIN) 
RER-RECOVERV 
H R-RECOVERV (BTIMIN) 
OBP , 160 HR 
MUSCULAR EfFICIENCV 0-2, 
HEART nATE (-50) 
PLVC EOP (-30) 
PLVC EOP (-~O) 
PI.VC EOP (-SO) 
PLVC EOP (RECOVERV) 
;'1 SLOPE (-30) 
S2 SLOPE (-30) 
S2 SLOPE (-50) 
51 COMPLIANCE (-30) 






VECTAN HEART RATE (-50) 
DT INTERVAL (-50) 
P MAX MAG (-~O) 
P MAX AZ (-50) 
DRS-E DEPTH (-30) 
ORS-E DEPTH (-~OI 
DRS-E DEPTH (RECOVERV) 
5T-E AREA (RECOVERV) 
JEL(-~O) 
J EL (-50) 
o-p VECTOR INTEGRAL C-~O) 
0-57 VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) 
L CALF CIRC 
R CALF CIRC 
HOURS OF SLEEP 
"EART RATE (-8) 
PI.VC EOP (-8) 
PLVC EOP (-L6) 
52 SLOPE (-8) 
FEI:AL K (MEa) 
URi'JE NITROGEN (G) 
URINE MG (MEO/TV) 
URINE PO~ (MG/TV) 
URINE CA (MEa/TV) 
WEIGHT (L8S) 
URIIIE NITROGEN (G) 
URINE PO~ (MG/TV) 






Sl-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
..JAN Ii. 1974 SLOt 369 .Ji...N' 4 t'ID" tiD 50 
••• ENVIRON:iENT"'L 
~%_ T1:HPERATURE: '?2.78 DEGC 
AVa. AH81EIH PRESSURE" 247.71 tlHHG 
••• HISSION ACTIVITIES 
HAJQ~ HED EXPERIP£NTS 
OTHER NEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND DTO'S ATH EXPERIHrNTS 
EREP eXPERIMENTS COROLLARY EXPERIP£NTS SCIENCE; DENOS/STUDENT EXPERIMENTS 
•••••••• ' ••••• 1 COR ".""""11.' 
,. I HEDIC,\L EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
.,, ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.. 
U I SLEEP DATA 
LI GHT 8.50 HOURS 
I" EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (I' .TT-HINS) La ERG eWATT-HINS) 
EVA NwE; (KE;AL/HRI 
!;VA DlIRAT 'HRS) HK.l EX tHINS) 
HK. II EX nllNSl 
HK. III EX (HINSl TREADHILL (HINS) 
DTHER EX rHINS) HEIGHT (CM) 
J.lE I GilT 'K ILOGHAH) 
5000.00 






.. • • I It. 
67.51j 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HiPIJ.lJdST (eN) .. H •••• /., ••• t. JtJS!~.~r CilE'!:io1 {eH) ····'·~/II.I.'1 NECK (eM) ••••• 'II" RTILT ARM (eM) ••••••• , •••• , •• 
DEw POINT: 11.67 OEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN" 184.6,? H~HG 




LIGHT (0.00 HOURS 
... <I" ..... 
8337.00 
11lI1"I' 
• • '" .... I 
'?O.OO 
• I ••• G " 
• l' .... I • 
• , c ••• , 
.. , •••• -l; 
" •••• I • 
69.40 
• ....... "/ •• 11' •• 
., ••••• /~ •• t~l. 
• ••••• t"'.II'-I 
,.'~ .~. 
.I'.§' ... __________________________________ 'c--_~~_ ... ~·Ij;I ... f '.*'( .i ..•. ,,-
RELATIVE HUHIDITY = PART. PRES. C02 ~ 
I •• SE:CQNAL 
LIGHT 5.00 HOURS 
49.00 I 
5.30 HNIIG 
, • " • I I • 
5000.00 




..... I 'of 
2.00 
" ... , . 
65.60 
'1 ••••• /., •• "., 

















MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAll 3 50 FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-~ JAN ~. ]9H SLO" 369 JLN" ~ MD" 1'10 50 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN 50 N MI11 H SPT 1.0~~3 .93621 .33872-01 8 I~ RER-LEVEL 3 M171 15 SPT 1.~!10 1.1706 .756OZ-01 B 15 RER-RECOVERY 1'1171 18 SPT 65.867 55.987 l.66~9 8 18 VE-LEVEL 2 [UMIN) 1'1171 55 SPT 58.005 ~8.769 1.8013 8 5, VE ' 2. L Val 1'1171 I~ I SPT -IO.OH .63093 3.5379 1 I~ I MAP/V02 0-2, Mon I SPT 6~.30' 51 .056 3.0936 7 I HEART RATE [CONTROL) Mon 2 'SPT 71 .80, ,3.707 ~.2186 7 2 HEART RATE [-30) Mon 3 SPT 92.563 58.7,9 6.1579 7 3 HEART RATE [-~O) 1'1092 ~ SPT 119.99 6~.873 8.59QO 7 ~ HEAR7 RATE [-50) Mon 5 SPT 60.~00 ~9.1~0 3.66% 7 5 HEART RATE [RECOVERY) Mon 27 SPT 5.0000 2.~200 .~3~36 7 27 PLVC EOP [-30) 1'1092 28 SPT 7.0200 3.3Hl • 6 065~ 7 2S· PLVC EOP [-~o) Mon 29 SPT 9. o~ 00 ~.2500 • 93~ 83 7 29 PLVC EOP [-,0) Mon 33 SPT 3.271 0 1.3909 .~0612 7 33 51 SLOPE [-~o) Mon ~3 SPT -.51000-01-.91~29-02 .5n81-02 1 ~3 51 COMPLIANCE [-~o) Mon 61 SPT 298.~0 299.31 .30231 T 6 I ETI [CONTROL) . Mon 108 SPT 2.0758 .50021 .30613 7 108 HR/LBi/P 30-~0 Mon 109 SPT 2.H27 .611~6 .JI827 7 109 HRC>R/LBr/p ~ 0-50 1'1092 110 SPT .1812, .38036-01 .170%-01 7 I 10 PLVC/LBNP 0-8 M09,~ 1 1 3 SPT .20200 .9ZTI~-01 .22366-01 1 1 1 3 PLVC/LBNP 30-~0 Mon 11~ SPT .20200 .90286-01 .35738-01 7 1 I~ PLVC/LBNP ~0-50 Mon 1,1 SPT 63.~96 51.779 2.7206 1 151 VECTAN HEART RATE [CONTROL) Mon 102 SPT 72.035 03.126 3.9332 1 1,2 VECTAN HEART RATE [-30 ) Mon 153 SPT 92.898 59.095 5. 9261 1 153 VECTAN HEART RATE [-~O ) Mon 15~ SPT 121.01 6'.2H 8. 7~ 33 1 IH VECTAN HEART RATE [-,0) 1'1092 106 SPT H7.78 1~!,C;3 1. 95 1 0 7 1% PR INTERVAL [CONTROL) Mon 159 SPT 12~ .52 136.03 1. 86 7Z 7 159 PR INTERVAL (-50 I 1'1092- 16~ SPT 83. In 9~.196 2.0080 7 16~ aRS DURATION (-50) 1'1092 166 SPT 386. o~ ~10.80 ;.5TZ~ 7 166 DT INTERVAL (CONTROL) Mon 167 SPT 36B.53 ~ OZ. 1 q 1.;~63 7 167 aT INTERVAL (-30) 1'1092 168 SPT 331.92. 389.99 10.896 1 168 aT INTERVAL (-~O) Mon 169 SPT 30Z.17 377.89 I~ .518 7 169 aT INTERVAL (-50) 
I Mon 170 SPT 379.36 ~1~.23 9.0,56 1 170 QT INTERVAL (RECOVERY) Mon ITZ SPT .222,2 .167~6 .12055-01 7 17Z P MAX MAG (-30) Mon 173 SPT .2650Z .18~21 .13703"01 1 173 P MAX MAG (-~O) 1'1092- 17~ SPT • 3Z6;~ .20181 .17380-01 1 17~ P MAX MAG (-50) I Mon 175 SPT .20828 .1666~ .70258-02 r 175 P MAX MAG (RECOVERY) i Ron 179 SPT -90 .~T3 -6~ .638 6.9191 7 lT9 P MAX AZ (-50) I MonA 6 SPT 6.32;9 5.1158 .2~8Z2 7 186 QRS-E CIRe (CONTROL) MonA 7 SPT 6.%86 5.0605 .2q822 1 187 DRS-E CIRC (-30) , 1 MonA 8 SPT 7.2152 5.IOH .25H6 7 188 QRS-E CIRe (-qO) I M092A 9 SPT 7 • 25~ 3 5.3019 .1603~ 'r 189 CRS-E CIRC (-50 ) M092A 10 5PT 6.8185 5.1700 .22705 7 190 QRS-E CIRC (RECOVERY) , M092A 1 I SPT 2.3%6 I.H63 .13983 T 191 CRS-E AREA (CONTROL) I M092/\ 12 SPT 2.nQ3 I. q 9q 8 .1~08~ 7 192 aRS-E AREA (-30) M092A 13 SPT 3.2q8~ 1.5986 • I32q~ 7 193 DRS-E AREA (-~O) 










5l-~ JAN ~. 19T~ 
IMEAS MAN 
(, I Pl T 











1'10+ MO 50 
(, I TOTAL I1-KETO CTMG lTV) 













5l-~ DAILY CLINICAl/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT JAN 5. 197~ SLD' 370 JlN' 5 HD- HD 51 
,., ENVIRON~£NTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 22.7B DEGC 
AVO. At191ENT PRESSURE = 25~.~0 HMHG 
t.t MISSION ACTIVITIES 
NAJOR HED EXPERI~lENTS OTHER HEDICAL EXPERIHENTS AND OTO'S A TH EXPER I HENTS 
COROLLARY EXPERIHENTS SCIENCE DEMOS/STUDENT EXPERIHENTS 
,,'.'It'til',lfi COR 'tll""~"'tl 
• ,. MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
HI71 
H092 
, •• ILLNESS/SYHPTOH/PROBLEH 
.til MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.. , SLEEP DATA 
LIGHT 7.00 HOURS 
•• , EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (WATT-HINS) 
LB ERG (WATT-HINS) 
EVA HWE t :EAl/HRl 
EVA DURAT (HRS) 
HK.I EX (HINS' 
HK. II EX (HINS) 
HK. III EX (MINS) 
TREADMILL (HINS) 
OTHER EX (HINS' HEIGHT (CM) 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAH) 
f I 11 .... ~ .. 
5000.00 




, I ... t •• 
16.00 
3.00 
II .. I ... I I 
67.50 
.. ..... ANTHROpmlETR I C DATA 
H-IP/i-IAIST (CM) 1I"'illfl""'-{.' INS/EX? CHEST (CM) "'''''.'I.t".t NECK (CM) III"'" RT/LT ARM (CN) '1 •• t"/I'I~'~' RT/LT ARM VOL (eCI .. nllt"U"" RT/LT HA~D eFT-LS) "I.'f'/I".,.t 
DEW POINT = 8.33 DEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN = )BG.)7 MHHG 
••• '." ........ ,'. SPT ••••••• SI ..... . 
LIGHT 7.70 HOURS 
"111'" 
8337.00 
.. 11 11 ... I of 
.. , •• I .... 
20.00 
....... I .. 
20.00 
11 ...... t • 
' •• 1." 
68.60 
.1.1",/f., •• lf" 
.t"""./,,,.,.," 
... iii .... I 
11-11 ••• / ....... . 
•••• 1.,/ ....... .. 
......... , ........ . 
RELATIVE HUHIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
LtO.OD % 
5.00 HHHG 
1I ••• ",.",ll:t. PLT "'1,'11.1'1" • 
HEAVY 8.00 HOURS 
I' • I •• , 
6000.00 








••••••• /t ...... . 
.,.It.t/ ....... . 
........ 
"'.'i./" ..... , 
.. .... ,./ ........ .. 









I'1EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-q JAN 
" 
19H SLDlJ 310 JLN. 5 1'10. MD ,1 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN 50 N 
1 
1'1111 1 CDR • 290q 0 .2372, .12893-01 7 I VD2-REST (LIMIN) MiTt I7 CDR 21. 033 26.976 1.8979 1 17 VE-LEVEL I (LIMIN) MI1I 33 CDR 58.333 70.q76 3.7098 1 33 D8P-LEVEL 2 (1'11'1 HG) 1'1171 3q CDR ,8.333 11.762 3.6752 r 3q DBP-LEVEL 3 (rlM HG) MITI qO CDR 80.333 9q.000 2.6Zq7 6 qO MAP-R~COVERV (1'11'1 HG) 1'1111 6q CDR ,T.qOO 72.087 q .6 OqO 7 6q OBP , 160 HR MITI 120 CDR 3q.Q06 25.217 I .729, 6 120 MUSCULAR EFFICIENCV 0-2, 1'1111 130 CDR 23.973 28.701 I.Q391 6 130 VE/VC('2 25-50 1'1111 139 CDR -5.3601 13.069 5.0961~ 5 139 DBP/V02 25-50 1'1092 3 CDR 77.101 62.871 q.3193 6 3 HEARl' RATE (-qO) 1'1092 16 CDR 66.197 72.865 2.0575 6 16 MEAN BP (CONTROL) 1'1092 27 CDR 3 .2q 00 1.0133 .25967 6 27 PLVC EOP (-30) 1'1092 28 CDR q.8000 1.6317 .23878 6 28 PLVC EOP (,.qO) 1'1092 29 CDR 6.1100 2.3667 .23235 6 29 PLVC EOP( -50 ) 1'1092 30 CDR LI600 -.35000 .qq 820 6 30 PLVC EOP (RECDVERV) 1'1092 33 CDR 2.8530 1.2620 .%212 6 33 51 SLOPE (-qO) M~92 q2 CDR -.31000 -.IQ800 .QQ385-01 5 q2 51 COMPLIANCE (-30) I 1'1 92 61 CDR 297.60 299.20 .75236-03 6 61 Err (CONTROL! 1'1092 108 CDR .71600 .28693 .13QH 6 108 HR/LBNP 30-qO 
I 1'192 110 CDR .16625 -.83333-03 .15221··01 6 110 PLVC/LBNP 0-8 1'1092 113 CDR .15600 .61833-01 .11250-01 6 II 3 PLVC/L8tlP 30-qO 1 1'1092 II q CDR .13100 .73500-01 .IQ039-01 6 Ilq PLVC/LBNP qO-50 
1 1'1092 153 CDR 77.566 62.931 ~.qI97 6 153 VECTAN HEART RATE (-QO) M09Z 161 CDR 86.907 102.H ;'.Q!71 6 161 DRS DURATION (CONTROL) I 1'1092 162 CDR 82.330 103.2Q 2.0365 6 162 DRS DURATION (-30) I 1'1092 163 CDR 81.080 102.56 1.q529 6 163 DRS DURATION (-qO) 1'1092 16Q CDR 17.802 102.09 1.220q 6 16Q DRS DURATION (-,0) 1'1092 165 CDR 91.595 !O~.Z9 I. 6529 6 160 DRS DURATION (RECDVERV) I M092A I CDR ,3.513 4-S,.1U.~ I.Q935 6 181 P MAX EL (CONTROL) I M092A , CDR !S2.397 q l' . 9q~ 1.1029 6 185 P MAX EL (RECOVERV) M092A 9 CDR 6.Q087 5.~O!9 .16610 6 189 DRS-E' CIRC (-,0) l M092A 10 COR 6.H7Q 5.%57 .193,8 6 190 DRS-E CIRC (RECOVERV) 
1 
M092A 27 CDR -Iq .9q3 1.%10 q.7982 6 207 DRS MAX AZ (-30) M092A 30 CDR -lq.780 
-.8H5' ~.lo8Q 6 210 CRS MAX AZ (RECOVERV) l M092A 37 CDR 2.8982 2.099q .20798 6 217 ST-E CIRe (-30) ! M092A 38 CDR 2.6qH 2.0261 .113Q2 6 218 ST-E CIRC (-qO) M09ZA 39 CDR 2.7Q90 1.9823 .02888-01 6 219 ST-E CIRC (-50) j 
i 
M092A qO CDR 2.0782 2.006 6 .12736 6 220 ST-E elRC (RECOVERV) 
\ 
M092A Q9 CDR .25911 .10990 .HQI7-01 6 229 5T-E DEPTH (-50) M092A ,8 COR 
-19.387 -Q7.126 7.Q060 6 238 ST MAX AZ (-q 0 ) M09ZA 59 CDR -17 .oQq -q8.6,9 1.8Qn 6 239 ST MAX AZ (-,0) 1'1092A ,,2 CDR 20.,90 39.602 Q.8362 6 2Q2 ST /'lAX EL (-30) M092A 63 CDR 2Q.,22 ~2.030 3.2,12 6 2Q3 ST MAX EL (-QO) J M09ZA 6Q CDR 28.Q20 39.83, 3."QQ 6 2Qq ST MAX EL (-50) I MonA 6, CDR 2!. 7 35 37. 072 3.9039 6 2Q5 ST /'lAX EL (RECOVERV) M09ZA 71 CDR 2.799Q -Q5.78' Q.63,1 6 201 J AZ (CONTROL) M09ZA 72 COR 7.0758 -'O.71Q Q.%% 6 2,2 J AZ (-30) M092A 73 CDR 12.027 -'Q.831 Q.6720 6 2,3 J AZ (-QO) M09ZA TQ CDR Q.1692 





MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFL IGHT MEAN 
SL-~ JAN 5, 19H SLO" 3TO JLN" 5 





1'10< MD 51 
315 LBNPD TEMF-END 
339 HEART RATE (-8 ) 
3q3 DIASTOLIC BP (-8 ) 
3q9 PLVC EOP (-8 ) 
350 PLVC EOP (-16 ) 
351 SI SLOPE (-8 ) 
355 SI COMPLI ANCE (-8 ) 
5 URINE MG (MEQITV) 
6 URINE POq (MG/TV) 
7 URINE CA (MEa/TV) 
11 URINE CREAT (MG/TV) 
16 HVDROCORTISON (UG/TV) 
128 URINE NITROGEN (G) 
7 URINE CA (MEa/TV) 
16 HYDROCORTISON (UG/TV) 
125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
7 URINE CA (MEaITV) 













SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 4AN 6~ 1974 SLOt 371 .)IN' 6 MO' NO 52 
"iI' ENV I RON!iENT AL 
AVG. TEHPERATUR~ = 23~33 DEGC AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 256.50 MMHG 
,.~ MISSION ACTIVITIES 
OTHER MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND DTO'S ATM EXPERI nENTS 
EREP EXPERB-~ENTS 
til MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
. t. ILLNESS/SYNPTOH/PR08LEH 
III MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
It' SLEEP DATA 
LJ GHT 7.00 HOURS 
'" EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (WATT-MINS) LB ERG (WATT-MINS) 
EVA MWE (KEAL/HR) 
EVA DURAT (HRS) 
MK.I EX CHINS) 
MK. II EX (HINS) 
HK. III F: (MINS) 
TREADMILL (HI NS) 











I • ~ .... I 
67.80 
If. ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPmAIST (CH) 
INSIEXP CHEST (CM) 
NECK (CHI 
RTILT ARM (CM) 
RTILT ARM VOL (CC) 
RTILT HAND lFT-L8) 
CEN GRAV MEAS (CM) 
I ....... /:'''It'l ••• 
, ...... '/ 1 1: •• 11., 
""11,. 
........ , ••• t./Il 
....... / .... , .. 
."I'If"/'··'1I·· 
""'1'111' 
DEW POINT = 10.56 eEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 186.17 MMHG 
4""""",., .. SPT ....... , ••••• " 
HEAVY 6.80 HOURS 
".1 ••• 
8337.00 




.... 'I ••• , 
20.00 
68.60 
iI'.""'.''''II''''' ......... ' ..... , .. 
.. ··,~~~/-IHII ...... " 
.. ···'·~/·IiI' .•• t 
•••• II·/~·I.'<l1 
.~ ... ,. 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
"t6.00 % 
5.40 MMHG 
•••••••••• , •• ,. PLT ...... 1 .... ' ...... ' 
HEAVY 7.50 HOURS 
6000.00 
tt't"""' 

























I'IEA5UREMENT5 GREATER THAN 3 5D FROM THE 
5L-~ JAN 6, 19,~ 5LD. 311 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN 
1'1013 7 CDR II.~OO 6. 3852 
1'1013 128 CDR 18.500 13.888 
1'1013 1 SPT 13.000 6.56 15 
1'1013 ~7 SPT 106.00 83.500 
1'1013 12> SPT 151.S0 107.65 
1'1013 7 PLT 16.000 6.6031 
1'1013 16 PLT 132.60 53.18> 
M073 125 PLT 1~3.30 1~9 .02 
PREFLIGHT MEAN 
JLN. 6 riD .. MD 
5D N 
15625 27 7 
I. 2>26 26 128 
I.~~ IT 26 1 
~.9139 26 H 
.1~T1' 2~ 125 
1.8525 27 1 
21.210 21 16 
.53~B5 25 125 
52 
URINE CA (MEg/TV) 
URINE NITROGEN (G) 
URINE CA (MEO/TV) 

























SL-~ DAllY CliNICAL/ENVIRONHENTAL REPORT JAN 7. 197~ SLD' 372 JLN' 7 HD' MD 53 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 23.33 DEGC AVG. AHBIENT PRESSURE = 257.02 MMHG 
'" MISSION ACTIV1TIES 
HAJDR HED EXPERI<lENTS 
OTHER tlEDICAL EXPERItlENTS AND DTO'S ArM EXPER ltlENTS 
EREP EXPER I MENTS 
COROLLARY EXPER I NENTS 
SCIENCE OEHOS/STUDENT EXPERIMENTS 
•• " ••••••••••• CDR ......... GI' •• I 
••• ~jEDICAL EXPERl~IENrS/OTO 
...... ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
.,. ~£OICArION AND DOSAGE 
I ... SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 
". EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG IHATT-HINS) 
lB ERG I" .TT-MINS) 
EVA HHC IKEAL/HR) 
EVA DURAT CHRS) 
HK.I EX CHINS) 
HK. II EX IHINS) 
HK. I I I EX IHINSI 
TREADHILL IHINS) 
OHlER EX CHINS) 
HEIGHT ICH) 
WEIGHT IKILOGRAtIl 
• ..... I ... 
5000. 00 
· ........ .. 





......... I .. 
67 .~O 
~u ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/HAIST (CMI .".11./' ••• , •• lNS/EXP CHEST (eM) ••••••• , ••••••• 
NECK (CHI """" RT/LT ARM {CHI .~I .... ,.I .. t •• RT/LT ARM VOL (CCI ••••••• / •••• 11. 
DEfJ POINT = 10.56 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 186.17 HHHG 
•••••. ,.'1 •••••• SPT •• , •• '.1""'1 
LIGHT 6.80 HOURS 
1'1,11' 
....... I .... 
........ I .. 
.... I ........ 
20.00 
Illl·.t 
I .. <II .... I I 
1""1' 
4111 •• lI 
69.00 
0[ -II ••• • *, .... " ,.,. 
• ••• II" ','I' " 0[ • ,. I 
ill ••••• '., ••••• 
...... " ..... ,. 
RELATIVE HUHIDITY = 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
liS. 00 I 
5.70 HHHG 
".,,'I'.I'J •• ,. PlT ........... t •••• 
H093 
H092 
HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 
6000.00 
" • " ••• 11 





" •• I • I I 
65.60 
Illlt ... / ... , •••• 
'-.""""'l'" 
• I ••••• 
····'1·'1····'"1 
••••• ,,/ •••••• 1 


















MEASUREMEIITS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-~ JAN 7, 19H SL~- 372 JLN- 7 MO_ 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 1'1092 ~ PLT 79.502 61. 35~ 5.5655 7 Mon 27 PLT 5.7800 2.2~~3 .~6893 7 Mon 28 PLT 7.7000 3.191~ .66316 7 Mon 29 PLT 10.180 ~ .2929 .87~~5 7 Mon 30 PLT 1.9300 .301~3 .30317 7 Mon 32 Pl T 2.8950 1.7020 .16730 7 1'1092 33 PLT 3. 8~ 00 1.~376 .38392 7 Mon 36 PLT .63000-01-.921~3-01 .H8~5-01 7 M092 37 PLT .2~900 .8~571-01 .2H6~-01 7 1'10n 39 PL T .27200 .12707 .16692-01 T iIlO92 ~3 PLT -.~3000-01-.18000-01 .80208-02 T 1'1092 61 PLT 298.~0 299.Z0 .~81H-03 T Mon 110 PLT .15875 .3196~-01 .20231-01 7 M092 III Pl T .25000 .1!05~ .~~3! 7-01 T 1'10n II Z PLT .17929 .78878-0 I .1~98Z-01 7 1'10n 113 rLT ·.Inoo .9HI~-01 .23592-01 7 Mon II ~ PL T .2~800 .11 0 I~ .2297~-01 7 Mon 15~ PLT 79.59~ 61.133 5.9327 T Mon 168 PLT 392. I ~ ~33.39 II. 937 T 1'1092 169 .PLT 378.76 ~2Z.8~ 10.323 7 M092A 20 PLT .~Z~12 .30938 .35865-01 T M09ZA 78 PLT 20.806 36.1~~ 2.2793 7 MonA 79 PLT II .531 33.831 ~.0089 T MonA 8~ PLT .51~51 .96339 .1I01~ 7 M092A 88 PLT ~ .~621 6.0732 • 31 ~ 3~ 7 MonA 97 PLT 75.269 101.~1 5.8638 7 MonA 98 PL T 63.989 96.01Z 5.6399 7 M092A 99 PLT 51.126 86.987 6.9987 7 MonA 127 PLT 13.250 1~.1l0 .!325~ 7 M092A 128 PLT 13.000 13.867 .12H2 T M092A 169 PLT 1.2700 .255Tl .16185 7 M09ZA 170 PL 7 3.2700 1.I~OO • 307~ I 7 1'109ZA 173 PLT .85300 -.10971 .1~832 T 1'109ZA iT~ PLT .6T!00 .19266 .15350 7 Mon 7 CDR 11.~00 6.3852 1.5625 ZT 1'1073 128 CDR 18.500 13.888 1.2526 26 M073 7 SPT 13.000 6.5615 I.~~ iT 26 1'1073 125 SPT 152.70 157.65 .T~715 2~ 1'1073 7 PLT 16.000 6.603T 1.8525 ZT MOT3 16 PL T 132.60 53.185 21. 21 0 ZT 11073 125 PLT I~~. 90 IH.02 .53~85 25 
MO 53 
~ HEAhT RATE (-50 I 
27 PLVC EOP (-30 ) 
28 PLVr. EOP (-~O ) 
29 PLVC EOP (-50 ) 
30 PLVC EOP ( RECOVERY> 
32 51 SLOPE (-30 ) 
33 51 SLOPE (_lj a ) 
36 SZ SLOPE (CONTROL) 
37 52 SLOPE (-30 ) 
39 52 SL OP E (-50) 
~3 !i1 COMPLIANCE (-~O) 
61 ETI (CONTROL) 
liO PlVC/LBNP 0-8 
III PLVC/lBNP 8-16 
liZ PlVC/LBNP 16-30 
113 PlVC/LBNP 30-~O 
II~ PLVC/lBNP ~0-50 
15~ VECTAN HEART RATE (-50 ) 
168 aT INTERVAL (-~o) 
169 aT INTERVAL (-50) 
200 aRS-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 
258 J EL (-~ 0 ) 
259 J EL (-50) 
26~ O-ST SLOPE (-50) 
268 O-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~ 0 ) 
217 O-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) 
278 O-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~O ) 
279 O-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL ( -; 0 ) 
307 L CALF CIRC 
308 R CALF elRC 
3~9 PLVC EOP (-8 ) 
350 PLVC EOP (-16 I 
353 S2 SLOPE (-8 ) 
35~ 52 SLOPE (-16 ) 
7 UR WE CA (MED/TV) 
128 URINE NITROGEN (G) 
7 URINE CA (MEO/TV) 
125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
7 URINE CA (MED/TV) 
16 HYOROCORTISON' (UG/TV) 































SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT JAN 8, 197LJ SlO" 373 JlN' 8 MO" NO 54 
.,' ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPER\TURE = 2 I .67 DEGC AVG. AN8 I ENT PRESSURE = 250 • 8 I M~lHG 
ft. MISSION ACTIVITIES 
OTHER P~DICAL EXPERIMENTS AND DTO'S ATM EXPERIMENTS 
[flEP EXPER 1 HENTS 
COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS SCIENCE DEMOS/~TUOENT EXPERIMENTS 
••• ,>I-.tt., ... , ...... CDR .. ~ ...... II ..... II 
... MEDiCAL EXPERll'JENTS/DTO 
til ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
.... MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
1 .t SUOAFED CAPSULES 
ftl SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 6.00 HOURS 
",f EXERCISE DATA 
U8 ERG (HATT-MINS) 
L8 ERG (I" .TT-HI NS) 
EVA MWE (KEAL/HR) 
EVA OURAT (HRS) 
........... 
HK. I EX CHlN5) 
HK. I I EX (MINS) 
MK. I II EX (HINS) 
TREADMILL (HINS) 
OTHER EX nu NS) 
HEIGHT (CM) 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 






HIP/WAIST (eM) ••••••• ' ••• 0 ••• INS/EXP CHEST (eH) ......... /, ...... . NECK (eM) ,.,.,f'oft RTILT ARM (eM) ....... '/ 11 ' .... . RTILT ARM voL (CCl , •••••• /, ...... . 




LIGHT 6.50 HOURS 
11" I .. , .... 
8337.00 
"' ••• f. 
•• -11 •••• 
20.00 
........... 
JE ....... . 
.'ill .. ' 
•••• ,·1 • 
1'1."·« 
69.60 
.. .......... /1 ••• -.1"" 
""., .. ,/ ...... . 
"."l.l 
....... '/ ... " .. . 
....... /.." .... . 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
.. 
LIGHT 6.50 HOURS 
i~~· •••• ---------------------------... - .... -.",.~,·~·;;.,.~_"",,~,.!sj~~~-&J!l!~~iri:6~.:~_.,........ ... _~--.. ti -  
~9.00 r 
5.50 MMHG 
" ••• I.i 
6000.00 
'.i ... .. 






••••••• ' ••••• 1. 
.11111.''''' ••••• 
••••• '1..,/ ....... . 

















I'IEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN I 
SL-q JAN 8, 19T1i SLO- 3T3 JLN. 8 rrtn+ MD 5q 
1 
EXPT ll'lEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SD N 
MOn I SPT 6q.592 5 I. 056 3.0936 7 I HEART RATE (CONTROL) 
1'1092 2 SPT 67 . 13~ 53.707 q.2186 7 2 HEART RATE (-30) I MOn q SPT 96.000 6q.873 8.59~0 7 q HEART RATE (-50) MOn 27 SPT q.9900 2.UOO .q3Q36 7 27 PLVC EOP (-30 ) 
M092 28 SPT 7. 2700 3.3Q71 .6065Q 7 28 PLVC EOP (-qO) J 
1'I0n 29 SPT 10.160 Q. 25 00 • 93q 8 3 7 29 PLVC EOP (-50) 
1'1092 39 SPT .35900 .11 roo .5"5163-01 7 39 S2 SLOPE (-50) 
1'1092 61 SPT 298.qO 299.31 .30231 7 61 ETI (CONTROL) 
M~92 109 SPT 1.8877 .611% .31827 7 109 HRlIRILBNP qO-50 
1'1092 110 SPT • II 15 0 .38036-01 .I70Q6-01 7 110 PLVCILBNP 0-8 
1'1092 112 SPT .17 6Q 3 .90816-01 .22313-01 7 112 PLVC/LBNP 16-30 
·1'1092 113 SPT .22800 .9271Q-Ol .22366-01 7 113 PLVCILBIIP 30-~0 
MOn !1Q .SPT .28900 .90286-01 .35738-01 7 II~ PLVC/L8NP QO-50 
1'1092 151 SPT 63.788 51.779 2.7206 7 15> VECTAN HEART RATE (COIITROL) 
MOn 152 SPT 65.76Q 53.726 3.9332 7 152 VECTAN HEART RATE (-30 ) 
M092 15Q SPT 96.513 65.2~7 8. 7Q 33 T 15Q VECTAN HEART RATE (-50) 
1'1092 161 SPT 85.699 98.036 l.onQ 7 161 aRS DURATION (CONTROL) 
Mon 166 SPT 386.33 QIO.BO 5.572Q 7 166 aT INTERVAL (CONTROL) 
1'1092 161 SPT 375.97 q02.lq 7.5Q63 7 161 aT INTERVAL (-30) 
1'1092 169 SPT 332.36 377.89 IQ.5TB 7 169 a7 INTERVAL (-50) 
1'1092 172 SPT .20753 .167'16 .12055-01 7 172 P MAX MAG (-30) 
Mon 173 SPT .2q002 .18q21 .13703-01 7 173 P MAX MAG (-qo) 
1'1092 I7Q SPT .28356 .20187 .17380-01 7 17Q P MAX MAG (-50) 
1'1092 175 SPT .19808 .J666q .70258-02 7 175 P MAX MAG (RECOVERY) 
Mon 179 SPT -85.805 -6Q.638 6.9191 7 179 P MAX AZ (-50) I MonA J SPT 57.530 65.6Jq 2.0621 7 18 ! P MAX EL (CONTROL) MonA 5 SPT 56 .197 65.659 2.00Q3 7 185 P MAX EL (RECOVERY) 
M092A 7 SPT 5.9892 5.0605 .2Q822 7 187 aRS-E C I RC (-30) , , 
M092A S SPT 6.5616 5.1 OQ 9 .25q76 7 ISS QRS-E CIRC (-qO) I 
MonA 9 SPT 6.7539 5.3019 .1603Q 7 189 aRS-E CIRC (-50) l 
M092A 10 SPT 6.2602 5.1700 .21705 7 190 ORS-E CIRC (RECOVERY) I 
M092A 13 SPT 2.3%7 1.5986 .13ZQQ 7 193 QRS-E AREA (-Q 0 ) J 
M092A IQ SPT 2.66QO 1.7680 .10232 7 19Q QR5-E AREA (-50) 1 M092A 15 SFT Z. 3130 1.0802 .IQI8Q 7 195 aRS-E AREA (RECOVERY) 
M092A 19 SPT .23886 .15686 .26Q05-01 7 199 aRS-E OEPTH (-50) I 
MonA 20 SPT .21109 .IQQ93 .21655-01 7 200 aRS-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 1 MonA 22 SPT 2.1382 1.7353 .12313 7 202 aRS MAX MAG (-30) , 
M09ZA 23 SPT L2978 I .6606 .13795 7 203 URS MAX MAG (-QO) I 
I'I092A 2Q SPT 2.2826 1.6353 .7.575-01 7 20Q DRS MAX MAG (-50) 1 
M092A 25 SPT Z.I1QI 1.7836 .95~56-01 7 205 DRS M~X MAG (RECOVERY) i 
M092A 26 SPT -18.191 7.2Q50 Q.8528 7 206 DRS M.~X AZ (CONTROL) I M092A 27 SPT -lO.IOO 13.60Q 7.8996 7 Z07 aRS MAX IlZ (-30) I 
MonA 29 SPT -27.110 27. 066 17 • 781 7 209 DRS /lAX AZ (-50) I 
M092A 30 SPT -1~.017 II. 922 7.8813 7 210 DRS MAX AZ (RECOVERY) I M092A 3l SPT 35.159 qr.823 3.9199 7 212 DRS MAX EL (-30) /'I092A 33 SPT 35.31l 51.6~Q Q.9658 7 213 DRS MAX EL (-QO) ~ 1'1092'A 3q SPT 39.923 55.335 ~.3150 7 2.IQ DRS MAX EL (-50) 
MOHA H SPT .IQOlJ .66292-01 .17359-01 7 il6 ST-E DEPTH (CONTROL) i 
M092A 6 J SPT 19.681 32.167 3.3511 7 HI ST MAX EL (CONTROL) 1 
11092A 62 SPT 22.363 30.5Q5 l. 6 055 7 H2 ST MAX EL (-30) I 
r -_.'-' -,. ~~.-,. 
__ ._. ___ .'H'_' _____ i 






MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PiiEFLlGHT MEAN ! I SL-~ JAN 8, 19H SLD" 373 JLNo 8 MD" MD ~~ 1 , 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SD N , 
MOnA 65 SPT 19.577 30.788 3.2011 7 2~5 ST MAX EL (RECOVERV) l 1'I092A 76 SPT 57.0H 39.~31 ~ .6963 7 256 J I"L (CONTROL) 1'I092A 78 SPT 22.522 36.369 3.~918 7 258 J EL (-~O) I 1'I092A 79 SPT -1.8852 31.%7 ~ .5026 7 2~9 J EL (-50) M092A 80 SPT 12.103 35.791 2.6600 7 260 J EL (RECOVERV) 
1'I092A 86 SPT 10,236 8.5950 .51160 7. 266 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) j 
1'I092A 67 SPT 11.~58 9.2170 .68~22 7 267 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) I 1'10 92 A 86 SPT 13.31! 9.9313 • 9~ 9~~ 7 266 O-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-qO) M092A 89 SPT 16.631 11.155 I .36 I 6 7 269 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) 
I 
M092A 90 SPT 10.960 9.0%~ .HO~3 7 270 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERV) 
M092A 92 SPT 6~. 907 55.q~1 2.6662 7 272 O-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) 
M092A 93 SPT 70.127 ~~.969 2.7299 7 273 D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-qO) 
M092A 9~ SPT 71. 186 56.670 2. 1651 7 2H O-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) 
PlO92A 95 SPT 66.029 57.5 39 2.8990 7 275 V-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERV) 
M092A 127 SPT 13.500 Iq.396 .26582 7 307 L CALF C IRC J 1l092A 126 SPT 13.250 1~.269 .19967 7 308 R CALF CIRC I 
M09ZA 159 SPT 70.622 53.~~6 5.139 I 7 339 HEART RATE (-8 ) 1 M092A 160 SPT 66.~~1 ~ 3. OO~ ~.32~O 7 3qO HEART RATE (-16 ) 
1'I092A 169 SPT . 9~ 000 .30q29 .13636 7 3~9 PLVC EOP (-6 ) , I 
M092A 170 SPT 2.5200 1.1 ~ 66 .27619 7 3~0 PLVC EOP (-16 ) , 
1'I092A 176 SPT -.69000-01-.32571-01 .1~168-01 7 356 S2 COMPLI ANCE (-16 ) 1 
1'1073 7 CDR 11.~00 6.3852 1.56'E 27 7 URINE CA (MED/TV) j 
1'1073 q~ CDR 2061. 0 16~ 0.0 139 .2~ 27 qq DIET PHOSPHORUS (MG) 
1 1'1073 128 CDR 18.500 13.866 I .2526 26 128 URINE NITROGEN (G) MOT3 7 SPT 13.000 6.5615 1.~~ 17 26 7 UR INE cn (MED/TV) 1'1073 125 SPT 15~.00 151.65 .7H15 2~ 125 WEIGHT (LBS) I 1'1073 7 PL T 16.000 6.6037 1.8525 Z7 7 URINE CA (NED/TV) M073 16 PLT 132.60 53.185 21.210 27 16 HYDROCORTISON (UG/TV) 
1'1073 ~2 PLT 156.10 12T.~9 9.2971 27 ~2 DIET PROTEIN (G) I 
1'1073 ~~ PLT 2170.0 17~2 .1 136.11 27 ~~ DIET PHOSPHORUS (MG) i 
MOT3 12~ PLT 1~'.30 1~9.02 ., 3~ 8, 2, 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 









SL-4 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
JAN 9. 1974 SlOll 37lf .JlNtI 9 MOil NO 55 
•• , ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 22.22 DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 259.09 MMHG 
.1. HISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR MED EXPERIMENTS 




SCIENCE DEMOS/STUDENT EXPERIMENTS 




••• MEDiCATION AND DOSAGE 
.. 
-II ... SLEEP DATA 
LIGHT 7.00 HOURS 
•• ~ EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG ('".TT-NiNSl .u .... u 
LB ERG (WATT-MINS) 5000.00 
EVA MWE (KEAL/HR) ••••••• 
EVA DURAr CHRSl ••••••• 
HK.I EX CHiNS) 10.00 
MK. I I EX (MINS) 8.00 
MK. III EX CHINS) ••••••• 
TREADMILL (HINS) 26.00 
OTHER EX (HINS) 3.00 
HEIGHT (CH) ••••••• 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 67.70 
.1. ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPIUAIST CCH) ···~···I··~·U •. INS/EXP CHEST (eM) ••••••• , ••• , ••• 
NECK (eM) UH .. tI'", 
RTILT ARM (eH) •••••• tl/······~ 
DE!-l POINT = 11.11 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 187.72 MMHG 
.. 
HEAVY 6.70 HOURS 
<I iii" ••• 
8337.00 
. ....... . 
. ....... . 
20.00 
•• 1I ..... . 





... 'l ..... , ••••••• 
•• ,. .... */ ....... . 
.. ...... . 
.......... / ........... , .. 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
49.00 r 
5.80 MMHG 
i ~* AFRIN NOSE DROPS 
LI GHT 7.00 HOURS 
6000.00 
.. •••• fl 





.'~ •• f" 
66.00 
... ..... ff*I·· .. ··t'f 









I'IEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-~ JAN 9. 19H SLD" 3H JLN. 9 1'10" MD 55 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SD N 
\ 
1'1091 ZT CDR 3.1800 LOla:; .25967 6 27 PLVC EOP (-30 ) 11092 28 CDR ~.2700 1.6317 .23878 6 28 PLVC EOP (-~ 0 ) Mon 29 CDR 5.6800 2.366T .23235 6 29 PLVC EOP (-50 ) j 1'1092 30 CDR 1.0300 -.35000 .~~820 6 30 PLVC EOP (RECOVERY) I 1'1091 39 CDR .21600 .96500-0 I .38965-01 6 39 52 SLOPE (-50) 1'1091 61 CDR 298 .~o 299.20 .75236-03 6 61 HI (CONTROL) I 1'1092 110 . CDR .12750 -.83333-03 .15221-01 6 110 PLVC/L8NP 0-8 1'1091 III CDR 
.13000 .~68T5-01 .18137-01 6 III PLVC/lBNP 8-16 
\ 
1'1092 113 COR .10900 .61833-01 .11250-01 6 113 PLVC/LBNP 30-~0 1'1091 II ~ CDR .I~IOO .73500-01 .1~039-01 6 114 PLVC/LBIIP ~0-50 1'1091 156 CDR 181 .36 163.00 ~ .55IT 6 156 PR INTERVAL (CONTROL) 
1 
1'1092 15T CDR 179.93 159.82 5.6801 6 157 PR INTERVAL (-30) 1'1091 160 COR 181.~1 162.6~ 3.580ry 6 160 PR INTERVAL (RECOVERY> 1'1092 161 COR 88.083 102.5~ 2.~171 6 161 CRS OURATION (CONTROL) Mon 162 CDR 8~.052 103. 2~ 2.0365 6 162 DRS DURATION (-30) 
'j M092 163 CDR 83.U2 102.56 1.~529 6 163 CRS OURATION (-~O) 1'1091 i6~ CDR 85.573 102.09 1. 220~ 6 16~ CRS DURATION (-50) ! 1'1092 165 CDR 92.917 103.29 1.6529 6 165 CRS DURATION (RECOVERY) I M092A I CDR 52.732 ~8.102 1 • ~ 935 6 181 P i'lAX EL (CONTROL) 110nA 6 COR 6.>713 5.7866 .25 O~ 0 6 186 CRS-E CIRC (CONTROL) A M092A 7 CDR 6.6387 5.8638 .20 1 ~ 3 6 18T ORS-E CIRC (-30) 
1 M092A 8 CDR 6.6186 5.885~ .18716 6 188 CRS-E CIRC (-~O) , MonA 9 COR 6.6120 5.9019 .16610 6 189 CRS-E CIRC (-50) 1 M092A 10 COR 6.7~38 5.8657 .19358 6 190 CRS-E CIRC (RECOVERY) j MonA n CDR 2.0789 1.78~8 .88296-01 6 202 DRS i'lAX i'lAG (-30) 
\ 
M092A 23 CDR 2.0655 1.7317 .10390 6 203 DRS MAX i'lAG (-qO) M092A 2~ CDR 1.9993 1.6719 .98532-01 6 20~ ORS MAX MAG (-50) MonA 25 COR 2.0660 I. 8311 .70923-01 6 205 ORS MAX MAG (RECOVERY) M092A 27 CDR -13.373 1.~61 0 ~.7982 6 207 CRS MAX AZ (-30) j MonA 37 CDR 2.7~3~ 2. 099~ .20798 6 217 ST-E CIRC (-30) MonA 38 CDR 2. 70~ 0 2.0261 .113~ 2 6 218 ST-E CIRC (-~O) ! , M092A 39 CDR 2.6832 1.9823 .52888-01 6 21 ? ST-E CIRC (-50) 
1 
1'1092 A ~O CDR 2.~~9~ 2.0566 .12736 6 220 ST-E CIRC (RECOVERY) MonA ~9 CDR .27T9~ .10990 .~9~ 17-01 6 229 ST-E DEPTH (-,0) MonA 52 CDR .67087 • 8 o~ 02 .~3692-01 6 232 ST MAX MAG (-30) 1'I092A 5~ CDR • 61 o~ q .76766 .35917-01 6 23~ ST MAX MAG (-50 ) M092A 6Z COR 23.879 39.602 ~.8362 6 2~2 ST MAX EL (-30) I MonA 63 CDR 24.503 ~2.030 3.2512 6 2~3 ST MAX EL (-~O) , 





___ .' ~':I~' ~iS~_-...-..-~> .. .-:... J .,. 
MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM THE 
SL-~ JAN 9, 197~ SLD'I- 3H 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN 
1'1073 7 SPT 12.600 6.%15 
1'1013 125 SPT 15 I. 70 151.65 
1'1073 1 PLT 1~.900 6.6031 
1'1013 I6 PLT 138.50 53.185 






JLN'I- 9 MD. MD 
SD N 
I.~~ 11 26 7 
.1~ 115 2~ 125 
1.8525 21 1 
21.210 21 16 
'>3~ 85 25 125 
55 
UR INE CA (MEQ/TV) 
WEIGHT (LBS) 
URINE CA (MEQ/lV) 
HVDROCORTISON (UG/TV) 
WEIGHT (LBS) 













I , j 
SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT JAN 10. 1974 SLO' 375 ...n...N~ 10 HO" NO 56 
4Iili ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 21.9~ CEGC AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 257.02 MHHG 
111' HISSION ACTIVITIES 
OTHER MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND DTO'S ATM EXPERIMENTS 
EREP EXPERIMENTS 
COROLLARY EXPER I MENTS SCIENCE DEMOS/STUDENT EXPERIMENTS 
••••••• ' ..... 1 •• CDR .......... '1.'. 
tU MEDICAL EXPERH',ENTS/DTO 
'I" ILLNESS/SYHP'fOH/PR08LEN 
.1. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
... SLEEP DATA 
LIGHT a.oo HOURS 
fll EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (WATT-HINSI 
LS ERG (WATT-HINSI 
EVA HWE (KEAL/HRI 
EVA DURA T (HRSI 
HK. I EX ' IlNSI 
HK. II EX (HINSI 
HK. II I EX (HINSI 
TREADl1ILL (MINSI 
OTHER EX (HINSI 
HEIGHT (CHI 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAMI 
• ill .. ' , .. I 
5000.00 









•• , ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) ......... /, ...... . INS/EXP CHEST (eM) •••••• ,/ ••••••• NECK (eM) ........ 4 RTILT ARM (eM) .111.'f/' ....... . 
RTILT ARM VOL (eCl ...... *-/ .... "'''' RTILT HAND (FT-L8) ft ••••• , ....... . 
CEN GRAV HEAS (CM] IHI4"'. 
DEW POINT = (0.00 DEGe PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 188.76 HHHG 
LIGHT 8.50 HOURS 
..... IC •• 
......... 
..... t.1 






.. •••• 111\/", .. ",,4 •• 
....... fG/ttt1lttt 
tt.t1lt .. / ....... . 
••••••• /lI ...... " 
li .. lf ••• / •• I." •• 
/.I't'I.'. 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
LIGHT 9.00 HOURS 
46.00 % 
5.50 M(1HG 
.1 •••• , 
6000~OO 
.tt •••• 






• •• ,I"/ttl •••• 
"'tl,I •• / •• 'I"t ... 
"'t .. t1lt", 
t.ttt.I/ .. I .. t.lf 
t"t'''tt/,tlttft 


























GREATER THAN 3 5D FROM THE 
JAN ](!-, 19Tq 5LD~ 375 
MAN VALUE MEAN 
CDR 62..100 22.137 
SPT 12.600 6.5615 
5PT 150.qO 157.65 
PLT Iq.900 6.6037 
PLT 138.50 53. 185 
PL T IQQ.50 lQ9.02 
PREFLIGHT MEAN 
JLN~ 10 MD~ MD 56 
5D N 
12.973 27 11 ALDOSTERONE (UG/TV) 
I.qq 17 26 7 UR INE CA (MEQ /TV ) 
.HT15 2q 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
1.8525 2T 7 URINE CII (MEQ/TV) 
21.210 2T 16 HVDROCDRTlSDN CU-o lTV) 
.53Q85 25 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
ii _______________________ ..:..:,.L~loo'-... ·f"J'lI~fr .. '¢ 













SL-4 DAILY ClINICAlfENVIRONMENTAl REPORT 
JAN 11 ~ I 97.ft SLO· 376 .LN' 11 MO" HO 57 
t~~ ENVIRONMENTAl 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 22.22 DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE; 257.02 MHHG 





SCIENCE DENOSfSTUDENT EXPERIMENTS 
OFF-DUTYfREST DAY 
ft. HEOICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
ftt ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
ft. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.... SLEEP DATA 
LIGHT 6.00 HOURS 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG CJ.lATT-HlNS) 
La ERG (I'ST-MINSl 
EVA MJ.lE CKEALfHR) 
EVA DURAT CHRS) 
MK.I EX CHINS) 
MK. II EX CHINS) 
MK. III EX CHINS) 
TREADMILL CHINS) 




-11-1 .... .. 
.. "' ... .. 
......... 
.... t .. I .... 
• ,t •••• 
26.00 
3.00 
.,' ANTHROPOHETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) ••••••• , ...... .. 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM] ."""'f'f'I't 
NECK (eM) ........ II 
RTILT ARM reM) tUtU".." ...... 
RTILT ARM VOL (ee) -.4fttf/"fl," 
DEW POINT; 12.22 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN; 189.79 MHHG 
LIGHT 6.00 HOURS 





..... , . 
15.00 
69.30 
••• .J ••• , •• '1 ...... 
.. ···JI·~/ft •• f •• 
.... I f I ... 
........... / ....... .. 
........ , ........ .. 
. -: ..... --~ 
RELATIVE HUHIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 ; 
HI71 
H092 
LIGHT 7.00 HOURS 
50.00 % 
5.40 HHHG 
... " ....... 
6000.00 
.. ........ .,. 








.. ...... , ......... ,. 











MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-~ JAN II , 19H SLO" 376 JLN. 11 MO. 1'10 57 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN 50 N MlI1 31 PLT 56.667 12.335 ~.5~.s2 8 31 DSP-REST (MM HG) M092 I PLT 6~ • I 08 ~7.H7 3.1126 6 I HEART RATE (CONTROL) 1'1092 2 PLT 72.035 5 1.8~~ ~.9118 7 2 HEART RATE (-30) 1 1'1092 3 PLT 81.853 55.982 5.0~5~ 7 3 HEART RATE (-~O) 1 1'1092 ~ PLT 9~ .181 61.35~ 5.56>5 7 ~ HEART RATE (-50) 1'1092 27 PLT ~.7~00 2.2~~3 .~6893 7 27 PLVC EOP (-30) , 1'1092 28 PLT 6.680G 3.191~ .66316 7 28 PLVC EOP (-~O) 
I 
1'1092 29 PL T 8.2100 ~.2929 .87~~5 7 29 PLVC EOP (-50) 1'1092 30 ~LT I.HOO .301~3 .30317 1 30 PLVC EOP (RECOVERY) 1'1092 37 PLT .22700 .B~511-01 .2T%~-01 7 37 52 SLOPE (-30) 1'1092 38 PLT .27600 .10257 .~5 9~ 9-0 I 7 38 52 SLOPE (-~O) 1'1092 39 PLT .18300 .12757 .16692-01 7 39 S2 SLOPE (-50) 1'1092 ~2 PLT -.80000-01-.161~3-01 .9~239-02 7 ~2 SI COAPLIANCE (-30) 
1 1'1092 61 PL T 297 .60 299.20 .~8TH-03 7 61 ETI (CONTROL) 1'1092 110 PLT • I 2500 .3196~-OI .20231-01 7 110 PLVC/LBNP O-B , 1'1092 112 PLT .16071 .7BB7B-OI .1~9B2-01 7 112 PLVC/LBNP 16-30 
1 1'1092 113 PLT '19~ 00 .9q]1~-OI .23592-01 7 113 PLVC/LBNP 30-~0 M092 151 PLT 63.8% ~8.900 ~.2823 7 15 i VECTMI HEART RATE (CONTROL) 1'1092 152 PLT T2.~3~ 52.929 5.7826 7 152 VECTAN HEART R<HE (-30 ) 1'1092 153 PL T 82.07~ 56.701 ~.5233 7 153 VECTAN HEART RATE (-~ 0 ) 1'1092 15~ PLT 9~ .257 61.133 5.9327 7 15~ VECTAN HEART RATE (-50 ) 1'1092 158 PLT 127.52 136.23 2.0111 7 158 PR INTERVAL (-~ 0 ) MOn 159 PLT 123.11 133.97 3.1776 7 159 PR INTERVAL (-50 ) 1'1092 166 PLT ~11.53 ~58.12 I~ .591 7 16. aT INTERVAL (CONTROL) 1'1092 169 PL T 379.60 ~ 22. 8~ 10.323 7 169 aT INTERVAL (-50) 1'1092 170 PLT ~ 20.55 ~63.51 11.396 7 170 aT INTERVAL (RECOVERY) 1'1092 179 PLT -H .3~3 -28.0B3 2.9~Bl 7 179 P MAX AZ (-50) 1'10 9Z A 20 PLT .~7B~~ .30938 .35865-01 7 200 QRS-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 1'1092A 39 Pl T 1.959~ 1.6226 .9Sqq3-01 7 219 ST-E CIRC (-50) 






~ -'0;- ... ~.i) ~.~li!.·~"f" 
I'IEASURErtENTS GREATER THAN 3 50 
Sl-~ JAN 11, 1H~ 
EXPT IMEAS rtAN VALUE 
1'I092A 11'i PL T 
.73100 1'1073 11 CDR 62.100 1'1073 7 SPT 12.600 1'1073 123 SPT ~.8000 
1'1013 125 SPT 153.10 1'1073 7 PlT H.900 MOn 16 PL T 138.50 
1'1073 12, PlT 1~'. 70 
FROrt THE PREFLIGHT rtEAN 
SlO .. 376 JLN .. 11 
rtEAN 50 N 
.19286 .1,3,0 7 
22 .137 12.973 27 
6.561, !.q~ IT 26 
1.2692 !.1~18 26 
157.60 . H7I, 2~ 
6.6037 1.852, 27 
,3.18, 21. 21 0 27 











S2 SLOPE (-16 ) 
ALDOSTERONE (UG/TV) 
URINE CA (rtEQ/TV) 
FECAL NA (rtEQ) 
WEIGHT (LBS) 







SL-q DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
.JAN 12. 1974 SLO'll 377 JLN'" 12 MDt NO 58 
Ctt ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 23.33 DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 255.99 HHHG 
t~t MISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR MED EXPERIMENTS 




SCIENCE DEMOS/STUDENT EXPERIMENTS 
.1. MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OrO 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEH 
tit MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
IIf. SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 
tIt EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (WATT-HINS) IllCtl1 
LB ERG (I",TT-HINS) 5000.00 
EVA H~ (KEAL/HRl ••••••• 
EVA OURAr (HRS) 1.~lt •• 
MK.I EX (MINS) 10.00 
HK. II EX (HINS) B.OO 
HK. III EX CHINS) .".111 
TREADMILL (HINS) 26.00 
OTHER EX (MINS) 3.00 
HElGHT (eM) .",.t.1II 
HEI GHT (KILOGRAH) 68.00 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) .4 .. t.tt/t., •• ,. 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM) 11.lt •• " •••••• 
NECK (eM) t1l ..... . 
RTILT ARM (eM) ......... , ••••••• 
aTILT ARK YOL (eel .11' ••• / •••••• 4 
DEW POINT = (3.33 OEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 189.79 MMHG 
•••• I~.t.I •• I •• SPT 1 ••• ,lt.t.I ••• 
HI71 
M092 
LIGHT 6.50 HOURS 
..... t .... 
8337.00 
iI ...... . 






~ ...... . 
69.70 
t ...... t/ ••••••• 
fl ....... "', .......... . 
• •••• 1 • 
• II ..... .. " ••••••• 
·······/t.·'··· .. 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
• •••••••••••••• PLT 













I'IEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-:f JAN 12, 19H SLO. 3TT JLN· 1Z I'ID. MO ,8 
EXPT 1MEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SD N 1'1171 1q SPT 1.0, OT .93621 .33872-01 8 1q RER-LEVEL 3 1'1171 15 SP I l.q810 1 • 1706 .75602-0 I B 15 RER-RECOVERY , 1'1171 31 SPT 68.200 8q.871 q.Z706 8 31 DSP··REST (1'11'1 HG) i 1'1l71 36 SPT Bq.OOO 99.181 3.8650 B 36 MAP-REST (I'll'! HG) 1'1171 55 SPT 56.788 q8.769 1.8013 8 55 VE ' 2. L V02 I MI71 65 SPT 1.0311 .92127 .35678-01 8 65 RER , 160 HR Mon 1 SPT 65.109 51 .056 3.0936 7 1 HEART RAT5 (CONTROL) I 1'1092 5 SPT 60.976 q9.1qO 3.66q6 7 5 HEART RATE (RECOVERY) 1'1092 27 SPT 5.5600 2.q200 .q3q36 7 27 PLVC EOP (-30) i 1'10920 28 SPT 7.92000 3.3Hl .6065q 7 28 PLVC EOP (-qO) I 1'10920 29 SPT 10.660 q .2500 • 93q 83 7 29 nvc EOP (-50) 1'10920 30 SPT 2.3000 .68286 .37907 7 30 PLVC EOP (RECOVERY) MOn 33 SPT 2.92010 1.3909 .q 0612 7 33 SI SLOPE (-qo) 
1 1'10920 3q flPT 3.6510 1.3899 .50583 7 3q SI SLOPE (-50) 1'1092 35 SPT -3Q.Q52 -16.121 5.92oq9 7 35 SI SLOPE (RECOVERY) i 1'1092 38 SPT .28900 .T61Q3-01 .5017Q-Ol 7 38 S2 SLOPE (-qO) i 
• 
1'10920 39 SPT .31200 .11700 .55163-01 7 39 S2 SLOPE (-50) ,1'10920 QO SPT -.18800 -.QQ85T-Ol .q6706-01 7 qO S2 SLOPE (RECOVERY) MOn Q2 SPT -.51000-01-.17Q29-01 .8%28-02 7 q2 SI COMPLIANCE (-30) 1'10920 qQ SPT -.59000-01-.IQOOO-01 .619IQ-02 7 QQ SI COMPLIANCE (-50 l MOn Q5 SPT -.10200 -.qq 000-0 I .13952-01 7 q5 SI COMPLIANCE (RECOVERY) 1'10920 61 SPT 298.QO 299.31 .30231 7 61 ETI (CONTROL) 1'10920 62 SPT 60q.00 597.37 I.Q39T 7 62 HI (-30 ) M092 63 SPT 90q.00 896 .Q3 2.1566 7 63 ETI (-QO) 1'1092 109 SPT 2.1073 .611Q6 .31827 7 109 HRAR/L8NP QO-50 1'1092 110 SPT .17500 .38036-01 .170Q6-01 7 I 10 PLVC/LBNP 0-8 1'1092 I I 1 SPT .23625 • I055Q .36592.-01 7 I 11 PLVC/LBNP 8-16 1'1092 112 SPT .1621Q .90816-01 .22313-01 7 112 PLVC/L8NP 16-30 1'1092 113 SPT .23600 .927IQ-Ol .22366-01 T 11 3 PLVC/LSNP 30-QO 1'1092 llq SPT .27QOO .90286-01 .35738-01 7 llQ PLVC/L8NP qO-50 1'1092 151 SPT 6Q.522 51.779 2.7206 7 151 VECTMI HEART RATE (CONTROL) 1'1092 156 SPT Iq8.51 lQ!.03 1. 951 0 7 156 PR INTERVAL (CONTROL'. 1'1092 161 SPT 85.H1 98.036 1 .092Q 7 16 1 DRS DURATION (CONTROL) 1'1092 166 SPT 381 .85 q I O.B 0 5.572q 7 166 QT INTERVAL (CONTROL) MOn 167 SPT 375.Q2 Q02.1Q 7.5%3 7 167 QT INTERVAL (-30) 1'1092 170 SPT 383.62 QlQ.23 9.0556 7 ITO OT INTERVAL (RECOVERY) 1'1092. 179 SPT -89.167 -6q .638 6.9191 7 179 P MAX AZ (-50) M092A 1 SPT 5Q.531 65.61Q 2.0621 7 181 P MAX EL (CONTROL) M092A 2 SPT 55.378 63.063 1.8627 7 182 P MAX EL (-30 ) M092.A 5 SPT 5Q. 3Q 3 65.6,9 2. OOQ 3 T 185 P MAX EL (RECOVERY) M0920A 6 SPT ,.9216 5.1158 .2~B22 T IB6 QRS-E CIRC (CONTROL) I M092.A 7 SPT 6.0915 5.0605 .2QB22 7 IBT ORS-E CIRC (-30) I , M092A 8 SPT 6.2021 5. I OQ 9 .25H6 T 188 QRS-E CIRC (-QO) 
1 












-- .... , .... 
"., -,- -- ~ . 




MEASUREMENTS ·GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN I 
I Sl-~ JAN 12, 19H SlD'f 377 JlN. 12 MD. MD 58 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 1 M092A 17 SPT .23310 .1~879 .2~215-0 I 7 197 QRS-E DEPTH (-30 ) j M092A 19 SPT .26236 .15686 .26~05-01 1 199 ORS-E DEPTH (-50 ) 1 M092A 20 SPT .21655 .1~~93 .21655-01 7 200 ORS-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) P1092A 2~ SPT Z.1l65 1.6353 .75575-01 1 20~ QRS MAX !'lAG (-50) MOnA 26 SPT -13.90~ 1.2~50 ~ .8528 1 206 DRS MAX AZ (CONTROL) MonA 27 SPT -15.2~6 13. 60~ 1.8996 1 207 QRS MAX AZ (-30 ) MonA 30 SPT -11.736 II. 922 T .B813 1 210 QRS MAX AZ (RECOVERY) MonA 31 SPT 31.28~ ~~.96T ~.0723 7 211 ORS MAX EL (CONTROL) MonA 32 SPT 32.616 ~7 .823 3.9199 7 212 ORS MAX El (-30 ) M092A 33 SPT 3~.~3T 5!'6~~ ~.9658 7 213 QRS MAX El (-~O ) M092A 3~ SPT ~o .219 55.335 ~ .3150 7 21~ ORS MAX El (-50 ) M092A 35 SPT 3~. 0 I~ ~5.891 3.7295 7 215 CRS MAX EL (RECOVERY) MonA ~6 SPT . 13"'/~ .66292-01 .IT359-01 7 226 ST-E DEPTH (CONTROL) M092A 61 SPT I~ .601 32.161 3.3511 7 2~ I ST MAX El (CONTROL) MonA 62 SPT 16.~ B~ 30.5~5 2.6055 7 H2 ST MAX EL (-30) M092A 63 SPT 1 r. 885 28.327 3.2~92 7 H3 ST MAX EL (-~O) M092A 6~ SPT 10.870 25.983 ~.09q~ 7 2~~ ST MAX EL (-50) M092A 65 SPT 15.670 30.788 3.2011 7 2~5 ST MAX EL (RECOVERY) MonA 71 SPT 11.~H -~7. 790 IT.833 7 251 J AZ (CONTROl) M092A 80 SPT 27.108 35.791 2.6600 7 260 J El (RECO\i"~Vl M092A 92 SPT 6~.633 55.~ql 2.6882 7 272 O-DRS VErrr': .·;TEGRAl (-30 ) MonA 93 SPT 66 .12~ 5~.969 2.7199 7 273 D-CRS VEt ' , .iTEGRAL (-~O ) MonA 9q SPT 70. ~ 9~ 56.670 2.1651 7 27~ D-QRS V~i: dJVi ,f·, rEGRAl (-50 ) M092A 95 SPT 6 •• 955 57 .539 2.8990 1 275 O-CRS VEcrOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) M092A 128 SPT 13.250 I~. 28 9 .19987 7 308 R CALF CIRe M092A 169 SPT 1.~000 .30Q29 .13636 7 3~9 PLVC EOP (-8 ) M092A 170 SPT 3.2900 1.1~86 . Z7619 T 350 PLVC EOP (-16 ) MonA 171 SPT 7.0030 1.5681 1.33~7 7 351 SI SLOPE (-8 ) 1'I0T3 53 CDR .56200 .21.332 .~3339-01 25 53 PREGNANEDIOL (MG/TV) MOT3 5~ CDR '1.0500 2.2927 .50~53 25 5~ ANDROSTERONE (MG/TV) MOT3 55 CDR 5.8520 2.6~36 .52101 25 55 ETiOCHOLAN (MG/TV) 1'1073 61 CDR 11.130 5.1376 .96800 25 6! TOTAL !7-KETO (TMG/TV) 
I MOT3 128 CDR 21. 000 13.888 I. 2526 26 128 URINE NITROGEN (G) M073 3 SPT 300.00 1~0.38 3~.515 26 3 URINE NA(MEC/TV) j 1'1073 5 SFT 11.100 6.8692 1.2036 26 5 URINE MG (MEQ/TV) I , 1'I0T3 6 SPT 1552.0 960.58 170.19 26 6 URINE POq (MG/TV) I MOTJ 7 SPT 19.900 6.5615 l.q~ 17 26 7 URINE CA (MEQ/TV) I MOT3 8 SPT 279.00 128.96 39.188 26 8 URINE CL (MEQ/TV) 1'1073 16 SPT 138.30 52.50~ 18.021 26 16 HYDROCORTISON (UGITV) 1'1073 53 SPT I.H~O .~2860 .?B93~-01 25 53 PREGNANEDIOL (MG/TV) I /1073 5'/ SPT 3.2670 l.qO~~ .~~331 25 5~ ANDROSTERONE (MG/TV) 1'1073 55 SPT 9.7020 3.6802 .8q528 25 55 ETlOCHOLAN (MG/TV) I'IOT3 58 SPT 1.~~qO .51612 .18565 25 58 II-O-ETIOCHO (MG/TV) MOT3 61 SPT 17.630 7.1396 1.6995 25 61 TOTAL IT-KETO (TMG/TV) 1'1073 125 SPT 15~.00 157 .65 .H715 2q 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 1'1073 128 SPT 22.TOO 1~.581 1.8363 26 128 URINE NITROGEN (G) 1'1073· T PLT 13.500 6.603T 1.8525 2T 7 URINE CA (MEQ/TV) /1013 16 PlT 13~.80 5·3.185 21.210 27 16 HVDROCORTISON tuG/TV) MOT3 125 PLT 1~5.90 1 ~ 9.02 .53~85 25 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
1 f' - . "_. ., .~'. -.~.~--- , .. ---~------- .---- -~----'--"~-"--'--'~----'-' 
i 
~ 
I i I j I, 
1 I 
.j , .--:-p 
J • ___ ."1-
It 
SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT ~AN 13. 197~ SLD' 378 ~N' 13 NO' MD 59 
~'i ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 23.33 DEGC AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 253.~0 MMHG 
,t. MISSION ACTIVITIES 
NAJaR MED EXPERIMENTS OTHER MEDICAL EXPERHIENTS AND DTO'S A TM EXPER I MENTS 
EREP EXPERI MENTS 
COROLLARY EXPER I HENrs SC IENCE DEMOS/STUDENT EXPER I MENTS 





t •• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.. 
.... SLEEP DATA 
LIGHT 7.0D HDURS 
IllI EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG fl.lATT-MINS) ,"." lIJI LB ERG- !\~HT-HINS) 5000.00 
EVA NWE (KEAL/HR) ''''<If' EVA DURAT CHRS) ,.qt.,. 
MK.I EX CHINS) ID.oD HK. II EX CHINS) B.DO HK. 111 EX CHiNS} lI,t •••• 
T~EADHILL CHINS) 26.00 OHlER EX CMINS) 3.00 HEIGHT (em 14" .... I-lEIGHT CKILOGR,\M) 67.BO 
'ttl ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (CM) 'a .... to/HHftt INS/EX? CHEsr lCH) "."."f""" NECK (eH) "UUI 
DEH POINT = 12.7B DEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 189.79 MHHG 
• I • I • '!.-11 • I I ... <I I • SPT I' it , • t I • f .. I t I f 
Hllo 
I HS DALMANE CAPSULES 
LIGHT 6.00 HOURS 
• <I I ..... 




, ..... . 





... " ... , ...... . 
•••• ,.t/t ••• ,,,. 
t •• I ." .. 
RELATIVE HUmDITY = 52.00 r PART. PRES. C02 = 5.20 HtlHG 
HIIO 
.. 






























































































































































































































































































































































V02-REST (LIM IN) 
VC02-REST (L/MIN) 
DSP-LEVEL 2 [1'11'1 HG) 
DSP-LEVEL 3 [1'11'1 HG) 
MAP-LEVEL 3 (1'11'1 HG) 
MAP-RECOVERY (1'11'1 HG) 
WORK LOAD LEVEL 1 [WATTS) 
DSP , 160 HR 
RER • 160 HR 
HEART RATE (RECOVERY) 
SYSTOLIC SP (-~O) 
OIASTOLIC SP [CONTROL) 
DIASTOLIC SP (-30) 
DIASTOLIC BP (-~O) 
DIASTOLIC SP (RECOVERY) 
MEAN SP (CONTROL) 
PULSE PRESSURE (-30) 
PULSE PRESSURE (-~O) 
PULSE PRESSURE (RECOVERY) 
PLVC EOP (-30) 
PLVC EOP (-~ 0) 
PLVC EDP (-50) 





VECTAN HEART RATE (RECOVERY) 
PR INTERVAL (CONTROL) 
PR INTERVAL (-30) 
PR INTERVAL (RECOVERY) 
CRS DURATION (CONTROL) 
CRS DURATION (-30) 
CRS DURATION (-~O) 
CRS DURATION (-50) 
CRS DURATION (RECOVERY) 
P MAXEL (RECOVERY> 
aRS-E CIRC (CONTROL) 
QRS-E CIRC (-30) 
CRS-E C IRC (-,0) 
QRS-E CIRC (RECOVERY) 
QRS-E AREA (RECOVERY) 
gRS MAX MAG (CONTROL) 
CRS MAX MAG (-3~) 
CRS ~AX MAG (-~O) 
CRS MAX ~AG (-,0) 
jlRSMA~ M.~.G (~.EC;.9Y~~n 
ST-E CIRC (-50) 
ST MAX MAG (CONTROLl 

















J, MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROI'1 THE PREFLIGHT MEAN I SL-~ JAN 13, 19H SLD. 31S JlN" 13 MD. MD 59 EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SD N I MonA 53 CDR .~6552 .IS7S5 .39099-01 6 233 ST MAX MAG (-~O) 
I MonA H COR .~H8~ .16166 .359lT-OI 6 23~ ST MAX MAG (-50) PlOnA 55 CDR .566~9 .81351 .63631-01 6 235 ST MAX MAG (RECOVERY) MonA 59 COR -21.396 -~S.659 I.SQn 6 239 ST MAX AI. (-50) M092A 63 CDR 32 .2Q5 Q2.030 3.2512. 6 2.~ 3 ST MAX El (-~O) 
I Pl092.A TI CDR -2.5.203 -~5. 7S5 q.6351 6 251 J AI. (CONTROL) M092A 72 CDR -28.690 -50.7Iq ~.%% 6 252 J AZ (-30) 1 MonA 73 CDR -2~.316 -5~ .831 q.H20 6 2.53 J AZ (-qO) I PlO92.A 7~ CDR -27.657 -55.B55 5. TTO~ 6 2.5~ J AZ (-50) MonA 8~ CDR 1.1 8~8 I • 852~ .16101 6 26q D-ST SLOPE (-50) nonA 91 CDR 66.827 51.7IS 2.6258 6 271 n-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (C.ONTROL ) I PlOnA 91. CDR 66.201 5S.0~9 2.0650 6 2.72 o-aRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) MonA 93 CDR 63.020 57.32; 1.500 I 6 273 D-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~O ) MonA 9~ CDR 61. 70~ 56. 9q 8 1.1551 6 2.H D-aRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) 
1 
MonA 95 CDR 10.572. 58.171 I. 8758 6 2.75 D-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) MonA 128 CDR 12.750 13.6SI .13T9Q 7 308 R CALF CIRC M092A 135 CDR 25.000 23.029 .58797 7 315 LBNPD TEMP-END 1 MonA 159 CDR 70.629 5S.960 3.q~03 6 339 HEART RATE (-8 ) 1 MonA 163 CDR 52.292 61. 69T 1.17% 6 3~3 DIASTOLIC BP (-8 ) ! M092n 167 CDR %.~76 31.582 q.0183 6 3~1 PULSE PRESS (-8 ) M092A 169 CDR .9~000 
-.6666T-02. .121T6 6 3q9 PLVC EOP (-8 ) MonA lTO CDR I • 3~00 .36S33 .59133-01 6 350 PLVC EOP (-16 ) n092A 171 COR 1.6530 .13350 .2H9~ 6 351 SI SLOPE (-8 ) 1'1073 6 CDR 1356.0 S~O.OT 15 S •. 68 2T 6 URINE PD~ (MGITV) MOT3 2~ COR 3.9000 2.. SOOO .29~39 ~ 2.Q BLOOD PO~ (MG/l) 1'1013 53 CDR .%900 .2.1332. .~3339-01 2.5 53 P REGNANED I OL (MG lTV) M073 5q CDR q.3HO 2..292.1 .50q53 25 5q ANDROSTERONE (PlG/TV) MOTa 55 CDR 5.0970 2.6q36 .52101 25 55 ETIOCHOLAN (MG/TV) 1'1013 58 CDR .66100 .27S12 .9S690-01 25 58 II-O-ETIOCHO (MG/TV) 1'1073 61 CDR 11.310 5.73T6 .96S00 25 61 TOTAL IT-KETO <TMG/TV) MOT3 93 CDR 36.110 12.813 6.71H 3 93 FREE CARNOSINE (MG/TV) 1'1013 1 SPT IQ.qOO 6.5615 I .q~ IT 26 1 URINE CA (MEa/TV) MOT3 2Q SPT Q.7000 3.2250 .32016 If 2.Q BLOOD Poq (MG/L) 1'1013 25 SPT 10.700 9.8500 .12910 Q 25 BLOOD CA (MG/L) 1'1013 H srT 101. 00 83.500 q.9739 26 Q1 DIET POTASSIUM (MG) 1'1073 53' srT 1.2060 .Q2860 .9893~-01 25 53 PREGNANEDIOL (MGITV) MOT3 ~q SPT 3.5880 l.qO~~ .Qq331 25 5Q ANDROSTERONE (MG/TV) 1'1013 55 SPT 7 .~ 350 3.6802 .8~528 25 55 ETIOCHOlAN (MG/TV) MOT3 61 SPT 15.000 7.1396 1.6995 25 61 TOTAL I1-KETO (TMGITV) 1'1013 86 SPT 12~. O~ 55.066 17 .96Q 5 86 FREE LYSINE (MG/TV) MOT3 87 SPT 276.02 153.69 18.161 5 81 FREE I-CH3-HIS (MG/TV) , MOT3 125 SPT 152.60 157.65 • HTl5 2~ 125 LlEIGHT (LBS) l MOT3 T PLT 12.200 6.603T I. 8525 27 1 URINE CA (MED/TV) ; 
I MOT3 26 PL 1 93.300 101 .85 I. 3615 If 26 BLOOO CL (MEQ/L) , 1'1073 37 PL r 2.0000 20.250 3. 9~T6 Q 31 INSULIN (UU Ii'lL) 
I 
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MD. MD 59 
125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
127 DIET NITROGEN (G) 
SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
JAN ttl. 1974 SLOt 379 JlNo Pt Mo' NO 60 
.,. ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 23.33 DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSLIRE = 25~.~3 MMHG 
••• MiSSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR ~l£D EXPERIMENTS 
OTHER r£DICAL EXPERIMENTS AND DTO'S 
ATM EXPERI HENTS 
EREP EXPERI MENTS 
COROLLARY EXPERHIENTS 
SCIENCE DEMOS/STUDENT EXPERI MENTS 
1'1 HED!CAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
DEW POINT = 12.28 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = IB9.27 MMHG 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 50.00 % 
PART. PRES. C02 = ~.BO MMHG 
MI31 M093 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
Itt MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
, .. SLEEP DATA 
LIGHT 7.00·HOURS 
1'1 EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG "O,TT-MtNS) IU, ... 
La ERG CWATT-MINS) 5000.00 
EVA MHE CKEAL/HR) 1,'1'11 
EVA DURAT (HRS) I""" 
MK.I EX CMINS) 10.00 
MK. 11 EX CHINS) B.OO 
MK. tIl EX (HINS) 11'1'11 
TREADMILL CHINS) 26.00 
OTHER EX CHINS1 3.00 
HEIGHT (eM) HUU' 
WEIGHT CKILOGRAM) 67.60 
III ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/HAIST (eM) H ••••• / .. HI" 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM) .'1 •• '1/ ••••••• 
NECK (eM) 1'.'1,1 
ATILT ARH (eM) , •••••• , ••••••• 
1 •• SUOAFED CAPSULES 
HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 
.. .. ", ... " .. 
B337.00 






.. II .. " • <II 
.,."".. 
68.BO 





I HS SECONAL 
LIGHT 5.00 HOURS 


















MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 50 FROM THE PREFL IGHT MEAN 
SL-~ JAN I~ , 19H SLO. 379 JLN· l~ 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 1'1092 I PLT 60.ln ~7 .~77 3.1126 6 1'1092 3 PLT 13.693 55.982 5. 0~5~ 7 1'10n ~ PLT 88.882 61. 35~ 5.5655 7 1'10n 27 PLT 5.6600 2.2~~3 .~6893 7 MOn 2B PL T B.2500 3.191~ .66316 7 1'10n 29 PLT 10.630 ~. 2929 _ .87~~5 7 1'1092 30 PLT 2.3200 .301~3 .30317 7 MOn 32 PLT 3.B260 1.7020 .16730 7 MOn 36 PLT .99000-01-.921~3-01 .~7B~5-0 I 7 1'1092 37 PL T .29100 • 8~,71-0 I .27%'1-01 7 (11092 3B PLl" .25600 .10257 .~59~9-01 7 1'1092 39 PL T .32900 .12757 .16692-01 7 1'1092 q2 PLT -.~9000-01-.161~3-01 .9~239-02 7 MOn ~3 PLT -.~7000-01-.IBOOO-01 .B020B-02 7 1'1092 61 PLT 29B.~0 299.2.0 .~B77~-03 7 1'1092 109 PLT 1.5189 .5271B .26~~6 6 1'1092 110 PLT .IB625 .3196~-01 .20231-01 7 1'1092 112 PLT .20500 .7B87B-Ol .1~9B2-01 7 1'1092 113 PLT .25900 .9qrl~-01 .23592-01 7 1'1092 II~ PLT .23BOO .IIOI~ .229T~-01 7 MOn 153 PLT 73.QB2 56.70 I ~.5233 T /'1092 15~ PL T 88.7B9 61.133 5.9327 7 1'1092 169 PLT 339.7B Q22. B~ 10.323 7 1'1092 179 PLT -38.052 -2B.083 2.9~BI 7 MonA 2.0 PLY .~~730 .3093B .35B65-01 7 /'I092A 39 PLT 1.9636 1.6226 .9B~~3-01 7 M092A 52 PLT .30091 .61693 .79127-01 7 M092A 53 PLT .23533 .57221 .90H5-01 7 M092A H PLT .37713 .62226 .B0172-01 7 M092A 77 PL T 16. 329 3~ • 3B 3 ~.7618 7 1'1092A 78 PLT 13.Q63 36.1 ~~ 2.2793 7 MonA 79 PLT -6.~B~3 33.831 ~.0089 7 /'I092A 82 PLT .~8B58 1.03BI .12529 7 MonA 83 PLT .>5369 1.0177 .12798 7 M092A 8~ PLT .57966 .96339 .1l01~ 7 i'1092A 8B PLT ~.8261 6.0732 • 31~ 3~ T 1'1092A 96 PLT 70.03Q 106.37 7.5021 7 M092A 97 PLT 59.087 10l.H 5.8638 1 MonA 9B PLT 51.122 96.012 5.6399 7 MonA 99 PLT ~q. 3~3 86.987 6.9987 7 1l092A 100 PLT 62. 9~ 0 97.209 9.6212 7 M092A 127 PL T 13.130 1~.1I 0 .1325~ 7 M092A 128 PLT 13.000 13.867 .12672 7 /'I092A 138 PL7 5.00.00 7.5000 .5TT35 ~ 1'1092A 159 PLT 62.550 ~9.621 ~.1 ~~6 7 /'I092A 160 PLT 6~.B66 ~8. 79~ 3. 9~ 12 7 M092A 169 PLT I.Q900 .255Tl .16185 7 I'IOnA 170 PL T 2.7900 I.I~OO .307H 7 MonA 173 PLT .82700 -.10971 .15832 7 M092A lTQ PLT I. 75 8 0 .192B6 .15350 7 
-----~"- - ~-- ._. ,--. 
- - -,--,----.-.---~ '" -----,.~-- ... ---,-------.----~-
1'10.1'10 60 
1 HEART RATE (CONTROL) 
3 HEART RATE (-~O) 
~ HEAi1T RATE (-50) 
27 PLVC lOOP (-30 ) 
2B PLVC lOOP (-qO) 
29 PLVC lOOP (-50 ) 
30 PLVC lOOP ( RECOVERY> 
32 51 SLOPE (-30 ) 
36 52 SLOPE (CONTROL) 
37 52 5L OPE (-30 ) 
38 52 SLOPE (-~ 0 ) 
39 52 SLOPE (-50) 
~2 51 COMPLIANCE (-30) 
~3 51 COMPLJ ANCE (-~ 0 ) 
61 ETI ( CONTROL> 
109 HAllR/LBNP ~0-50 
110 PLVC/LBNP O-B 
112 pLVC/LBNP 16-30 
113 PLVC/LBNP 30-~0 
11~ PLVC/LBNP qO-50 
153 VECTAN HEART RATE (-~ 0 ) 
15~ VECTAN HEART RATE (-50 ) 
169 OT INTERVAL (-50) 
179 P MAX AZ (-50) 
200 ORS-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 
219 ST-E CIRC (-50) 
232 ST MAX MAG (-30) 
233 ST /'lAX MAG (-QO) 
2.35 ST MAX MAG (RECOVERY) 
257 J EL (-30) 
25B J EL (-~O) 
259 JEL(-50) 
262 D-ST SLOPE (-30 ) 
263 O-ST SLOPE (-~O) 
26~ D-ST SLOPE (-50) 
26B D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~O) 
276 O-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) 
271 D-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30) 
278 D-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~O ) 
279 D-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) 
2BO D-S7 VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) 
307 L CALF C IRC 
308 R CALF CIRC 
318 HOURS OF SLEEP 
339 HEART RATE (-8 ) 
3QO HEART RATE (-16 ) 
3~9 PLVC .EOP (-8) _ 
350 PLVC lOOP (-16 ) 
353 52 SLOPE (-B) 




























IIEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-q JAN Iq, 19H SLO. 379 JLN. H 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 1'I092A 17, PLT 
-.73000-01-.12667-01 
.82138-02 6 1'1073 7 COR 13.900 6.3852 1.562, 27 1'1073 12 COR Qq3.00 988.37 136 Sq 27 1'1073 53 CDR 
."qOO 
.21332 
.q3339-0I 25 M073 5q COR q.qHO 2.2927 .,Oq53 25 1'1073 55 CDR q.9250 2.6Q36 
.52101 25 1'1073 58 COR 
.61700 
.27872 
.98690-01 25 1'1073 61 CDR 11.1'10 5.7376 
.96800 25 1'1073 , SPT Iq.OOO 6.8692 1.2036 26 1'1073 7 SPT 13.000 6.561, l.qq 17 26 1'1073 n SPT 1. OQ80 
.q2860 
.9893Q-Ol 25 1'1013 5Q SPT 2.8820 l.qOqq 
.qq331 25 1'1073 55 SPT 7.8010 3.6802 
.8Q,28 25 1'1013 61 SPT 13.8QO 7.1396 1. 699, 25 1'1073 12, SPT 1,2.10 1>1.6> 
.7nl, 2Q 1'1013 7 PLT 16.300 6.6037 1.8525 27 1'1073 16 PLT lQ7.80 ,3.185 21.210 27 1'1073 53 PL T 
.77\ 00 
.39233 
.9%98-01 27 1'1073 5Q PLT 3.3620 J .1566 
.396Q2 27 1'1073 55 PLT 6.0250 3.0328 
.58280 27 1'1073 59 PL T 
.38500 
.72593-02 




























51 COMPLIANCE (-g) 
URINE CA (MEa/TV) 
URINE URIC A (MG/TV) 
P REGNANEO I OL (MG lTV ) 
ANOR OSTER ONE (MG lTV) 
ETiOCHOLAN (MGITV) 
II-O-ETI OCHO (~IG lTV) 
TOTAL 17-KETO (TMG/TV) 
URINE MG (MEQ/TV) 
~IRINE CA (MEaITV) 
PREGNANEOIOL (MG/TV) 
ANOROSTERONE (MG lTV) 
ETIOCHOLAN (MG/TV) 
TOTAL 17-KETO (mG/TV) 
WEIGHT (LBS) 












































SL-4 DAIL Y CLINICAL/ENVIRO~IHENT AL REPORT 
.JAN 15. 1974 SLOti 380 JLN' 15 HD' NO 61 
.1" ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 22.78DEGC 
AVG. AM81ENT PRESSURE = 255.47 MMHG 
1.1 MISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR MED EXPERHIENTS 




SCIENCE DEMOS/STUDENT EXPERIMENTS 
tI .. 1 MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
till ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
.tlt! MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.. 
"'·SLEEp·OATA 
LIGHT 7.00 HOURS 
ttll EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (I'\TT-HINS) .HUH 
LB ERG (WATT-MINSI 5000.00 
EVA HWE (KEAL/HRl tltltltltitltl 
EVA DURAT (HRS) tltltI~tltltI 
NK.I EX (HINS) "tltltltltltI 
HK. II Ex CHINS) tI" .. 411ft 
HK. III EX (HINS) .4tHH 
TREADMILL (MINS) 26.00 
OTHER EX (MINS) 3.00 
HEIGHT (eM) •••• 1 •• 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 67. BO 
'I'~ ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eH) •• '1I,tI./ .... II ... 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM) ........ 11/ •••• 11'. 
NECK (eM) •• ltll •• 
RTILT ARM (eM) .. tlltliltI_'.' ...... 
DEW POINT = 11.94 DEGC 








.. I •••• I 
"tI"tll"~ 
4 .. tI'.-III 
15.00 
.-11 ...... 
...... tI 11 tI I 
15.00 
tltlf ... .. 
• ....... iI 
6B.BO 
..iI.., .... ''' ... , ... .. 
.1Itll' .... / ............ . 
I~-;-
••. II •. IIi _________________________ ~ ___ ~~··,,·-,,-""'~=_""·",''''';,;' ~~£.-___ . 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 







.. f ... ff ............ t, PLT · .... " ...... ··1 
2 .. -I AFRIN NOSE DROPS 








-I .. , , iHI I 
6G.20 



















PlEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN l , 
, 
I 
SL-q JAN I" 19H SLD4 380 JLN. 15 1'10' MO 61 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SD N 
1'10n 9 SPT 81,792- 113.ZT 5.9191 1 9 SYSTOLIC BP (-50) 
1'109"- 10 SPT 10,.62 Ill.62 5.0q02 1 10 SYSTOLrC BP (RECOVERY) 
1109"- 21 SPT 5.3100 2.q200 .q3q36 7 ZT PLVC EOP (-30 ) 
1'109"- 28 SPT 7.!LOO 3.3nl .6065q 1 28 PLVC EOP (-qO) 
1'109"- 29 SPT 9.qqOO ~ .2500 .93q83 1 29 PLVC EOP (-50 ) 
1'109"- 33 SPT 2.7690 1.3909 .q 061 2 1 33 SI SLOPE (-qO) 
Mon 3q SPT 2.9190 1.3899 .50583 7 3q SI SLOPE (-50 ) 
M092. 38 SPT .26900 • T6lq 3-0 I .50IH-01 7 38 S2 SLOPE (-q 0 ) 
1'109"- qO SPT -.3Q800 -.QQ85T-Ol .Q6T06-01 7 qQ S2 SLOPE (RECOVERY) 
1'109"- q2 SPT -.Q6000-01-.17429-01 .8Q628-02 7 q2 SI COMPLIANCE (-30 ) 
1'1092 43 SPT -.57000-01-.9IQ29-02 .59281-02 1 Q3 5t COMPLIANCE (-'10 ) 
1'109"- Q4 SPT -.41000-01-.IQOOO-Ol .61914-02 7 qQ SI COMPLIANCE (-50 ) 
1109"- 45 SPT -.9TOOO-01-.QQOOO-01 .13952-01 7 Q5 SI COMPLIANCE ( RECOVERVl 
Mon 61 SPT 298.40 299.31 .30231 7 61 ETI (CONTROL) 
1'1092 6Z SPT 6Iq.QO 597.37 I.Q397 7 62 ETI (-30 ) 
1'1092 65 SPT 1%7.2 IQ9T.T 1.0765 7 65 ETI (RECOVERY) 
1'109"- 109 SPT 2.2140 .611Q6 .3182.7 7 109 HMR/LBNP QO-50 
Mon 110 SPT .16875 .38036-01 • 1T0Q 6-0 I 7 110 PLVC/LBNP 0-8 
Mon liZ SPT .16851 .90816-01 .22313-01 7 112 PLVC/LBNP 16-30 
1'109"- 113 SPT .18000 .92TlQ-OI .22366-01 7 113 PLVC/LBNP 30-QO 
1'1092 IlQ SPT .23300 .90286-01 .35738-01 7 IlQ PLVC/LBNP QO-50 
M092 156 SPT IQ9.30 IQ 1. 03 1. 951 0 7 156 PR INTERVAL (CONTROLl 
1'109"- 157 SFT IQ8.59 139.55 2..7158 7 157 PR INTERVAL (-30) 
1'1092. 163 SPT 101.BI 94. 2T I 2.4844 7 163 CRS OURATION (-40) 
Mon Irq SPT .25681 .20187 .17380-01 7 !7Q P MAX MAG (-50) 
M09"-A 6 SPT 6.1765 5".1158 .2.4822 7 IB6 CRS-E CIRC (CONTROL) 
MOnA 7 SPT 6.3195 5.060, .2.4822 7 187 CRS-E CIRC (-30) 
M092A 8 SPT 6.5706 5. 1049 .2!in6 7 188 CRS-E CIRC (-40) 
M092A 9 SPT 6.9121 5.3019 .16034 7 189 ORS-E CIRC (-50) 
MonA 10 SPT 6.4471 5.lTOO .22705 7 190 CRS-E CIRC (RECOVERY) 
M09"-A 11 SPT 2.2701 I.Q763 .13983 r 191 CRS-E AREA (CONTROL) 
1'10 92 A 12 SPT 2.3206 I .q 94 8 .140B4 1 19"- CRS-E AREA (-30) 
1'1092A 13 SPT 2.5547 1.5986 .132Q4 7 193 CRS-E AREA (-40) 
1'1092A 14 SPT 2.9358 1.7680 • 10232 7 194 CRS-E AREA (-50) 
M092A I~ SPT Z.5788 1.580Z .1~184 7 19, CRS-£ AREA (RECovERY) 
1'1092A 19 SPT .24627 .15686 .Z6405-01 7 t99 QaS-E OEP TH (-5 C J 
1'1092A 2Z SPT 2.Z559 1.7353 .12313 7 202 CRS MAX MAG (-30) 
1'1092A 23 SPT Z.2961 1.6606 .13795 7 203 CRS MAX MAG (-40) 
M092A 24 SPT 2.329T I .6353 .15515-01 7 204 ORS MAX MAG (-50) 
MonA 25 SPT 2.2Z94 1.7836 .95456-01 7 ZO~ DRS MAX MAG (RECOVERY) 
MonA 26 SPT -7.9732 7.2Q50 .l!.8~2.8 7 206 DRS MAX AZ (CONTROL) 
MonA 78 SPT 25.844 36.369 3.4918 7 258 J EL (-qO) 
MonA 00 SPT 26.643 35.791 2.6600 7 260 J EL (RECOVERV) 
MonA 91 SPT 70.50! 57. 006 2.91,3 7 Z71 O-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) 
M09:~A 92 SPT 71.668 55.Q41 2.68B2 7 27Z O-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) 
1'1092A 93 SPT rQ.392 54.969 2.7199 7 21.3 D-ORS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-40 ) 
MonA 94 SPT T7 .12Q %.670 2.16~1 7 Z74 O-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) 
1'10 92 A 95 SPT 72.659 57.539 ?.~990 r 275 O-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERV) 
M092A 128 SPT 13.380 14.289 .19987 T 30B R CALF CIRC 
MonA 132 SPT 26.QOO 22.000 1.2.302 7 312 AMB. TEMP-BEGIN 
i j 
MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE 
SL-Lj JAN 15, 19T~ SLD" 380 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN 
!'IOnA 133 SPT 26.300 22.011 
M092A 13q SPT 27 .800 22.6'13 
MonA 135 SPT 27.800 23.~57 
MonA 131 SPT 8.5500 3.81bT 
MonA 169 SPT 1. 3500 .30~29 
MonA ITO SPT 2.9500 1.1~86 
MonA ITI SPT -3.6090 1.5"687 
MOTJ 7 CDR II.BOO 6.3B52 
MOTJ 1 1 COR 1067.0 1852.3 
1'1073 12 CDR 2177.0 98B.37 
r1073 7 SPT 13.100 6.51.15 
MOTJ n SPT 106.00 83.500 
MOTJ 125 SPT ISZ.IO 157.65 
MOTJ T PL T 13.900 6.6037 
1'1073 16 PLT 116.90 53.1 B5 
1'1013 125 PLT I%.~O I~ 9.02 
PREFLIGHT MEAN 
JLN~ 15 MD. MD 61 
SO N 
1.2298 T 313 AMB. TEMP-END 
.83638 T 31~ LBNPD TEMP-BEGIN 
.70677 7 315 LBNPD TEMP-END 
1.2868 3 317 HOURS SINCE SLEEp 
.13636 7 3~9 PLVC EOP (-8 ) 
.27619 T 350 PLVC EOP (-16 ) 
I • 33~7 7 351 SI SLOPE (-8 ) 
1.5625 27 7 URINE CA (REO/TV) 
1~3. 71 2T I 1 URINE CREAT (MG/TV) 
136.5q 27 12 URINE URIC A (MG/TV) 
I.~~ 17 26 7 URINE CA (MED/TV) 
~.9739 2b ~7 DIET POTASSIUM (MG) 
• H715 2~ 125 W£lGHT (LBS) 
1. B525 27 7 URINE CA (MEO/TV) 
21.210 27 16 HVDROCORTISON (UG/TV) 





















SL-4 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRON~£NTAL REPORT JAN 16. 1974 SLD- 381 JLN- 16 MO- HD 62 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 25.00 DEGC DEW POINT = 11.11 DEGC AVG. AM8IENT PRESSURE = 258.57 MHHG 
tt. MISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR MED EXPERIMENTS OTHER MEDICAL EXPERW£NTS AND nro'S ATM EXPERIMENTS 
EREP EXPERIMENTS COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS 
t •• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 192.89 HMHG 
M093 HIIO H092 HI31 
'" ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PR08LEM 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.. 
.... SlEEP DATA 
LIGHT 7.00 HOURS 
.tt EXERCISE DATA 
U8 ERG (J..lATT-HINS) .... u. 
LB ERG (I·,TT-HINS) 5000.00 EVA HUE CKEAL/HRJ ••••••• EVA DURAT (HRS) "",., HK.I EX CHINS) 10.00 MK. II EX CHINS) 8.00 
HK. III ex CMINS) "t"" TREADHILL CHINS) 26.00 OTHER EX CHINS) 3.00 HEIGHT (eM) •••••• ~ 
~IGHT CKILOGRAH) 67.80 
i •• ANTHROPOMETRlC DATA 
HIP/UAIST (CM) """'/""0.' INS/Exp·CHEST (eM) •••••• ,/ ••••••• 
NECK (CN) ""'" RT/LT ARM (CM) ""'11'/""~" ATILT ARM VOL (CCl """'/""'" 
1 •• AFRIN NOSE DROPS 
HEAVY 8.00 HOURS 
.GI ••• " 
8337.00 
•••• 11." 
.. "' .... 
15.00 
.11,.,1111 
••• f ••• 
15.00 
.11 .... ,.. II.' , ••• 
69.10 
•••• /1.,/ ....... . 
'11",,,/""'11" 
""",/"" .. . 
...... ,'/, ...... . 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY "0.00 % PART. PRES. C02 = 4.30 MHHG 
.,.~ •••••••••• , PLT •••••••• , •••• ' 
HI31 
J .t AFRIN NOSE DROPS 
HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 
6000.00 
.t ..... . 































I'1EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
5L-~ JAN 16, 19H SLO .. 381 JLN" 16 1'10 .. 1'10 62 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SD N 
1'1092 11 CDR ~7.910 62.133 25731 6 II DIASTOLIC BP (CONTROL) 
1'1092 12 CDR 52.2H 62.5~6 2 .652~ 6 12 DIASTOLIC BP (-30 ) 
1'1092 13 CDR 51.662 63.222 2.3786 6 13 DIASTOLIC BP (-~O ) 
1'1092 15 CDR 55.531 65.196 3.0171 6 15 DIASTOLIC SP (RECOVERY) 
1'1092 16 CDR 63.201 72.865 2.0575 6 16 MEAN BP (CONTROL) 
MOn 18 CDR 65.137 72.179 1.9733 6 18 MEAN BP (-~O) i 
1'1092 21 CDR ~S.875 3Z .19~ ~.~310 6 21 PULSE PRESSURE (CONTROL) 1 1'1092 22 COR ~1.6S0 29.226 3.2888 6 22 PULSE PRESSURE (-30 ) , 
1'1092 23 CDR ~0.~26 26. 868 2.0029 6 23 PULSE PRESSURE (-~O ) ! 1'1092 27 CDR 3.7200 1.0133 .25967 6 27 PLVC EOP (-30) 1'1092 28 CDR 5.2900 1.6317 .238T8 6 28 rLVC EOP (-~O) 
1'1092 29 COR 7.0qOO 2.366T .2323S 6 29 PLVC EOP (-SO) ! MOn 30 CllR 1. 9900 -.35000 .~~820 6 30 PLVC EOP (RECOVERY) 
1'1092 3l CDR ~.3880 l.q807 .79617 6 32 SI SLOPE (-30) I 1'1092 39 CDR .20600 .96500-01 .38965-01 6 39 S2 SLOPE (-50) MOn 61 CDR 298 .~O 299.20 .75236-03 6 6.1 ETI (CONTROL) 
1'1092 110 CDR .19625 -.83333-03 .15221-01 6 110 PLVC/LBNP 0-8 I MOn III CDR .11750 .%875-01 .18737-01 6 III PLVC/LBNP 8 ·16 ! 
1'1092 113 CDR .15700 .61833-01 .1l2S0-01 6 113 PLVC/LBNP 30-~0 
MOn ll~ CDR .17S00 .73500-01 .IQ039-01 6 II~ PLVC/LBNP ~0-50 
MOn 156 CDR 177.03 163.00 Q.551T 6 1% PR INTERVAL (CONTROL) 
1'1092 161 CDR 8S.625 1025q 2.Q 111 6 161 ORS DURATION (CONTROL) 
1'1092 162 COR 90.052 103.2q 2.0365 6 162 ORS DURATION (-30) 
MOn 163 CDR 86.q06 102.5"6 I.Q529 6 163 ORS DURATION (-'10) 
1'1092 16q CDR 87. 083 102.09 1. 220q 6 16q ORS DURATION (-SO) 
MOn 165 CDR 9Q.068 103.29 1.6529 6 165 DRS DURATION (RECOVERY) 
M092A 6 CDR 6.5H7 5.TB66 .25 OQ 0 6 186 ORS-E CIRC (CONTROL) 
M092A 7 CDR 6.6022 5.8638 .201Q3 6 18T DRS-E CIRC (-30) 
M092A 8 CDR 6.5197 5.885q .18716 6 IB8 ORS-E CIRe (-QO) 
MOnA 9 CDR 6.7075 5.9019 .16610 6 189 DRS-E eIRC (-SO) 
MonA 10 CDR 6.B83Q 5.865T .19 358 6 190 DRS-E eiRe (RECOVERV) 
M092A 15 CDR 2.51% 1. B 35 0 .19320 6 195 DRS-E AREA (RECOVERVl 
M092A 21 CDR 2.1269 1.81BO .81330-0 I 6 201 DRS MAX MAG (CONTROL) 
M092A 22 CDR 2.16Q3 I. TBQ 8 .88296-01 6 202 DRS MAX MAG (-30) 
Mon~ 23 CDR 2.1081 1. 731 T .10390 6 203 DRS MAX MAG (-~O) 
M092A 2~ CDR 2.0670 1.6719 .98,}32-01 6 20~ DRS MAX MAG (-SO) 
M092A 25 CDR 2.1987 1.8311 .70923-01 6 205 gRS MAX MAG (RECOVERY) 
M09ZA 27 CDR -1~.235 I.Q610 Q.7982 6 20T DRS MAX AZ (-30) 
M092A 38 CDR 2.535"6 2. OZ61 • 113Q 2 .; 218 ST-E CIRe (-QO) 
1'1092A 39 CDR 2.5185 1. 9823 .52888-01 6 219 ST-E CIRC (-50) 
M092A 51 CDR .59252 .SlT05 .60335-01 6 231 ST MAX MAG (CONTROL) 
M092A 52 CDR .55700 .80Q02 .Q3692-01 6 232 ST MAX MAG (-30) 
M092A 53 COR .~8770 .78785 .39099-01 6 233 ST MAX MAG (-~O) 
M092A 5Q CDR .~b701 .76T66 .35917-01 6 23Q ST MAX MAG (-50) 
M092A 55 CDR .5905Q .8135T .63631-01 6 235 ST MAX MAG (RECOVERY) 
M092A 59 CDR -19.6~0 -~8.659 r. 8~92 6 239 ST MAX AZ (-50) 
M092A 61 CDR H .2.02 38.T05 5. 77Q 0 6 2~ I ST MAX El (CONTROL) 
f'l092A 62 CDR 2Q.898 39.602 Q.S36Z 6 2Q2 ST MAX EL (-30) 
M092A 63 CDR 28.H5 Q2.030 3.2512 6 2Q3 ST MAX EL (-qO) 
M092A Tl CDR 3.6078 -Q5. T85 Q.6351 6 251 J AZ (CONTROl) 
MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-~ JAN 16, 19H SLD. 381 JLN< 16 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SD N MOnA 12 CDR -12.qU 
-'O.71q q.q 6q6 6 M09ZA 13 CDR -13.612 -Sq.831 q.6120 6 M09ZA lq CDR -19.30q 
-" .85"5" 5.710q 6 MonA 75 CDR -30.853 -50.890 ,.q816 6 MonA aq CDR 1.1190 1.852q .16101 6 MonA 9Z CDR 6Q.993 ,8. OQ 9 2.0650 6 M09ZA 93 CDR 62.802 51.321 1.5001 6 MonA 9Q CDR 63.332 56 • 9Q 8 I .1551 6 MonA 9, CDR 68.H8 58.171 1.8758 6 M092A 132 CDR 26.800 21.6!Q .88962 7 M09ZA 133 CDR 26.800 21.700 .8786Q 6 MonA 13Q CDR 2B.300 22.q1Q 1.1052 7 M09ZA 135 CDR 28.300 23.029 .58791 7 MonA 163 CDR 55.031 61.691 1.71% 6 MonA 16Q CDR Q7.010 62.38, 3.1399 6 MonA 166 CDR 63.20B 72.52Q 2.1H2 6 M09ZA 168 CDR QB.595 30.q16 5.0BIQ 6 MonA 169 CDR 1.5700 
-.66667-02 .12116 6 MonA 110 CDR 2.,100 .36B33 .59133-01 & M09ZA 171 CDR q.9190 .13350 .27HQ 6 MonA 1T2 CDR 5.Ql00 I.T530 .962.71 6 M09ZA 115 CUR -.59000-01-.3QOOO-02. .15366-02 5 MonA 176 CDR -.65000-01-.25000-01 .I05Q5-01 6 Mon I CDR 11.800 6.3852 1.5625 2.1 M013 II CDR 1067.0 1852.3 IQ3.71 2.7 1'1073 12 CDR 2.177.0 988.37 136.5Q 27 1'1073 7 SPT 13.100 6.>615 I.QQ 11 26 Mon 125 5PT '152.80 157 .65 • IH 15 2.Q Mon I PLT 13.900 6.6031 I.B525 27 1'1073 16 PLT 116.90 53.185 21.2.10 2.7 MOT3 12.5 PLT 1% .80 IQ9.02. .5 3Q 85 2.5 
MD. MD 62 
2>2 J AZ (-30 ) 
2>3 J AZ (-qO) 
2>q J AZ (-50 ) 
255" J AZ (RECOVERY) 
26q D-ST SLOPE (-50) 
212 D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL 
213 D-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL 
2H D-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL 
275 D-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL 312 AMB. TEMP-BEG IN 
313 nMB. TEMP-END 
31q LBNPD TEMP-BEG IN 
315 LBNPD TEMP-END 
3q3 DIASTOLIC BP (-8 I 
3Qq DIASTOLIC BP (-16 ) 
3% MEAN BP (-16 ) 
3q8 PULSE PRESS (-16 ) 
3q9 PLVC EDP (-8 I 
350 PLVC EOP (-16 ) 
351 SI SLOPE (-8 ) 
352. SI SLOPE (-16 ) 
3>5 51 COMPLIANCE (-8 I 
356 S2 COMPLIANCE (-16 I 
7 URINE CA (MEDITV) 
11 URINE CREAT (MGITV) 
12. URIrlE URIC A (PlG/TV) 
7 URINE CA (MEDITV) 
12.5 WEIGHT (LBS) 
I URINE CA (MEDITV) 
16 HYDROCORTISON (UG/TVI 
125 WEIGHT (LB5 I 








































SL-'\ DAILY CLINICAl/ENVIRONMENTAL R1.:PORT 
JAN 17, 197q SLD' 382 JlN' 17 MD' MD 63 
.t. ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 26.67 DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 251.33 MMHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
OTHER MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS ANO DTO'S 
ATM EXPERIMENTS 
COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS 
SCIENCE DEMOS/STUDENT EXPERIMENTS 
ftl MEDICAL EXPERIHENTS/OTO 
.t. ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROSLEM 
.... MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.. 
H. SLEEP DATA 
LIGHT 6.50 HOURS 
.... t EXERCISE DATA 
U8 ERG (WATT-MINSI 
LB ERG (WATT-HINSI 
EVA MWE ':EAl/HRI 
EVA DURAT (HRSI 
MK. I EX (MI NSI 
MK. I I EX (MINSI 
MK. III EX (MINSI 
TREADMILL (MI NSI 












••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (CHI ••••••• , ••••••• 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM) •••••• t/lf ••• ~. 
NECK tCH) "UUt 
RT/LT ARM (CH) ••••••• , ••••••• 
RTILT ARM VOL (ec) ....... O/.IHI ..... 
RT/LT HAND eFT-LS) ••••••• , ••••••• 
DEW POINT = 12.22 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 189.27 MMHG 
1 44 DALNANE CAPSULES 
LIGHT 6.00 HOURS 
.<11 ...... 
••••••• 





.. 11 .... I .... 
69.20 
••••••• ' •• 11' ••• 
•• e ..... ' ••• " .... 
,.14HII<l 
• I·····I···~·I. 
......... /'!I •• '.II. 
....... , ...... . 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 




HEAVY 6.50 HOURS 
~I.-1It~ ___________________ ~""""".-""~""'""""''''' ...... ''''''''~''''' .. ~~. ~ ..... --~ 
q 1.00 r 
~.50 MHHG 










11 •• 11 •• / ••••••• 
........ 
''' •• <1'1'1.,., ••• 
. ..... "', ...... . 


















MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-q JAN 17, Urq SLO~ 382 JLN~ 17 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE i'1EAN SO N i'11 TI Iq PLT I. 06~ 3 .9%37 .28qQI-01 8 MITI 25 PLT 92.000 I1q.25 6.2507 8 I'll TI 125 PLT I .3897 .99202 .75026-01 8 1'1092 I PLT 57.736 H.H7 3.1126 6 1'1092 30 PLT -.99000 .301q3 .30317 7 1'1092 n PLT q • 1260 1.7020 .16730 7 1'1092 36 PLT .87600 -.921 q 3-0 I .H8Q5-01 7 i'1092 110 PL T .13500 .3196q-01 .20231-01 7 1'1092 lIq PL T .20700 .110lq .2297q-01 7 N092A 78 PLT 26. 169 36.1 qq 2.2793 T M092A 79 PLT i8.205 33.831 Q.0089 T MonA BB PLT Q .5767 6.0732 .31~3q 7 M092A 96 PLT 83.0B9 106.31 1 .50~1 1 1'10920 9T PLT 7B.201 101.QI 5".863B 7 NonA 9B PLT 63.!f'Z 96.012 5.6399 1 M092A 99 PLT 52.269 86.987 6.99Bl 7 M092A 121 PL T 13.250 Iq .110 .1325q 7 M092A 12B PLT 13.130 13.B67 .12672 1 M092A 132 PLT 27.QOO 22.0~3 I. 0952 1 M092A 133 PLT 27.300 22.11Q, I. 0823 7 MonA 13Q PLT 2B.900 Z2 .BQ 3 .95718 7 M092A 135 PLT 28.900 23.,00 .76I5"B 7 M09ZA 137 PL T 2.2500 6.5000 .70TlI 2 M092A 169 PLT I.OBOO 
.25HI .16185 7 1'1073 7 COR 11.800 6.3852 1.5625 27 1'1073 11 COR 1067.0 1852.3 IQ3.71 27 1'1073 12 COR 2117. 0 98B.37 13b.5Q 27 1'1073 7 spr 13.100 6.,615 1. QQ 17 26 MOT3 123 SPT 5.7000 1.2692 I.IQIB 26 1'1073 125 SPT 153.00 157.65 .7Q715 2Q MOT3 7 PLT 13.900 6.6031 I. B525 21 1'1073 16 PLT 116.90 53.IB5 2(.210 27 1'1073 125 PL T IQ6 so I q 9.02 .,3QS5 25 
MO~ 1'10 63 
Iq RER-LEVEL 3 
25 H R-REe OV Efl Y (8TIMIN) 
125 RER 50-75 
I HEART RATE (CONTROL) 
30 PLVC EOP (RECOVERY) 
32 51 SLOPE (-30) 
36 52 SLOPE (CONTROL) 
110 PLVCILBNP 0-8 
IIQ PLVC/L8NP qO-50 
258 J EL (-q 0 ) 
259 .1 EL (-50) 
268 O-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-qO) 216 O-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) 271 O-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30) 218 O-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-q 0 ) 
219 O-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) 301 L CALF CIRC 
308 R CALF CIRC 
312 AMB. TEMP-8 EG I N 
313 AMB. TEMP-ENO 
31Q LBNPO TEMP-BEGIN 
315 LBNPO TEMP-ENO 
311 HOURS SINCE SLEEP 3Q9 PLVC EOP (-8 ) 
7 URINE CA (MEa/TV) 
II URINE CREAT (MG/TV) 
12 URINE URIC A (NG/TV) 
7 URINE CA (MEa/TV) 
123 FECAL NA (MEa) 
125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
7 URINE CA (flEa/TV) 
16 HYOROCORTISON (UG/TV) 







































SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENViRONMENTAL REPORT 
JAN lB. 1974 SLOt 383 JLN' 18 MOl. NO 64 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 27.22 DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 267.88 MMHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 




SCIENCE DEMOS/STUDENT EXPERIMENTS 
iI.' MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
.... ILLNESS/SYHPTOH/PR08LEH 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.... t SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 
•• , EXERCISE DATA 
U8 ERG (HATT-MINS) 
LB ERG (HATT-HINS) 
EVA MHE (KEAL/HR) 
EVA DURAT (HRS) 
I1K.1 EX 'tiNS) 
HK. II EX (HINS) 
HK. III EX (HINS) 
TREADHILL (HINS) 












.... ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
·HIPlHAIST' (eM) .IH*U/"""'-," 
INS/EXP CHEST {CM) '1~··""I··e""1 
NECK (CM) '1 I. I. I..t 
RTILT ARM '(CM) ............ / ......... I'. 
RTILT ARM VOL (eCI ......... " ....... .. 
RTILT HAND (rT-LE) ....... f·I .. 4~ .... .. 
eEN GRAV HEAS (CM) I'''~'.' 
OEH POINT = 12.78 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 196.51 HHHG 
HEAVY 10.30 HOURS 
.... t ....... 
8337.00 
".fI ..... . 





.......... , .......... . 
... " ... 1I1!' ••• .-.. . 
. ....... , ...... . 
.. .......... , .......... . 
. ....... , ........ . 
..... ... . 
RELATIVE HUHIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 




... "' ....... .. 






. .......... , ........... . 
........... , ......... . 
.. .. · ..... tt't~ ....... . 
.11 •••• ' .. "' .... " .. 
.. ......... "1 ......... .. 












MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN I 
5L-~ JAN 18, 191~ SLO. 383 JLN. 18 MO. MO 6~ j 








I'~r.· .. __________________________ ~~=-~~~.~~.~w~~.~~~_ 
SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
JAN 19. 1974 SLOt 384 '-'lNt 19 MOlt MO 65 
.t. ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEHPERATURE = 27.22 DEGC 
AVG. AHBIENT PRESSURE = 2BI.33 MHHG 
••• HISSION ACTIVITIES 
DEBRIEFING 




'I~ MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
I't ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
.... MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
I ... SUOAFED CAPSUlES 
"HI SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 6.00 HOURS 
tt. EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (I' .TT-MINS) ...... '1 
La ERG CWATT-HINS) 5000.00 
EVA MWE CKEAL/HR) ••••••• 
EVA DURAT CHRS) ••••••• 
HK.I EX CHINS) 10.00 
NK. 11 EX CHINS) B.OO 
HK. III EX CHINS) "'1'" 
TREADHILL CHINS) 26.00 
OTHER EX CHINS) 3.00 
HEIGHT (eM) ""1" 
WEIGHT CKILOGRAM) 67.70 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) 111"'1'*.11'1, 
INS/EX? CHEST (eM) """1/"'1"1 
NECK (eM) ..... IHIt 
RTILT ARH (eM) ••••••• /_.1111. 
------------". ~, ---.~"~ 
DEW POINT = 11.,1 DEGC 




LIGHT 6.00 HOURS 
.. fHI •••• 
8337.00 
"'1'1"" • 





II •• , ••• 
.......... 
69.60 
JI •••••• , ........ .. 
.......... , •••• :t •• 
tlll,II..I/ •.••.• _I .•• 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
.. 




''IIHI ... . 





. ....... . 
65.70 
:111 ••••• , ••••••• 
......... ,'1 •••• <1 • 
..... 111. 
~ .. ,. ... ,. ./, ...... . 
~EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-~ JAN 19, 197~ SLO~ 38~ JLN~ 19 MO~ 1'10 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO 1/ 
MITI 18 SPT 6~.033 >5.98T 2.66~9 8 18 
~171 31 SPT 65.200 8~. 871 ~.2706 8 31 
/1171 36 SFT 79.~OO 99.181 3.86,0 8 36 
MOn I SPT 61.156 ,1.056 3.0936 7 I 
MOn 27 SPT 5.9100 2.~200 .~3~36 7 21 
1'1092 28 SPT 1.8100 3.3HI .6065~ 1 28 
MOn 29 SPT 10.390 ~.2'00 • 93~ 83 1 29 
MOn 30 SPT 2.1900 .68286 .37907 1 30 
~on 33 SPT 3.1290 1. 3909 .~0612 1 33 
~on 3~ SPT 3.1010 1. 3899 .50583 1 3~ 
M092 3, SPT -35.692 -16.121 5. 92~9 1 35 
1'1092 ~O SPT -.25600 - .~~851-0 I .~6106-01 7 ~O 
1'1092 ~3 SPT -.53000-01-.91~29-02 .59281-02 1 ~3 
1'1092 ~~ SPT -.~5000-01-.14000-01 .6191~-02 7 ~~ 
MOn ~, SPT -.91000-01-.q~00O-01 .13952-01 T ~5 
1'1092 61 SPT 2.98 .~O 299.31 .30231 7 61 
1'1092 6, SPT 1492.0 1~97.T 1.0765 1 65 
MOn 109 SPT I .9352 .61146 .31821 7 109 
MOn 110 SPT .20250 .38036-01 .170%-01 7 110 
1'1092 III SPT .24000 .10>54 .36,92-01 7 III 
MOn 112 SPT .16929 .90816-01 .22313-01 7 112 
MOn 113 SPT .19600 .92714-01 .22366-01 1 113 
1'1092 114 SPT .2,200 .90286-01 .3>738-01 7 114 
MOn I, I SPT 60.297 ,1.779 2.7206 7 151 
1'1092 156 SPT 152.4, 141.03 1. 951 0 7 '156 
1'1092 157 SPT 150.05 139.55 2.7158 7 15T 
1'1092 1,8 SPT 146.29 135.84 2.5847 7 158 
MOn 160 SPT 145.58 138.77 1. 92,9 1 160 
MOn 174 SPT .25896 .20187 .H380-01 7 IH 
~on 115 SPT .18989 .16664 .70258-02 7 175 
M092A 6 SPT 6.0071 5.1158 .2Q822 7 186 
MOnA 1 SPT 6.1653 5.060, .2~822 7 187 
ilonA 8 SPT 6.3885 5. I O~ 9 .25476 7 188 
1'I092A 9 SPT 7.0,00 5.3019 .16 03~ 7 189 
M092A 10 SPT 6.3882 5.1700 .22705 7 190 
, ilonA II SPT 2.2131 I.H63 .13983 1 191 
M092A 12 SPT 2.38~2 1.~948 .14084 7 192 
MonA 13 sPT 2.6061 1.5986 .13244 7 193 
M092A 14 SPT 3.1377 1.7680 .10232 7 194 
M092A 15 SPT 2.6690 1.5802 .14184 7 19, 
MonA 19 SPT .25~46 .15686 .26405-01 7 199 
M092A 20 SPT .215~9 .1'1493 .Zl655-01 7 200 
MonA 22 SPT 2.1!>85 1.7353 .12313 7 202 
M092A 23 SPT 2.179, 1.6606 .13795 7 203 
ilonA 2~ SPT 2.3300 1.6353 .75575-01 7 20~ 
MonA 25 SPT 2.1586 1.7836 .95456-01 7 205 
ilonA 65 SPT 20.009 30.788 3.2011 7 245 
M092A 18 SPT 25.695 36.369 3.4918 7 258 
M092A 79 SPT 13.023 31.Q67 ~.5026 7 259 
M092A 80 SPT 21.873 35.791 2.6600 7 260 
- --- --"'---, ~"--~ ----~ .. --~-
l!! 
6, 
VE-LEVEL 2. (UMIN) 
DBP-REST (1'11'1 HG) 
MAP-REST (1'11'1 HG) 
HEART RATE (CONTROL) 
PLVC EOP (-30) 
PLVC EOP (-~O ) 
PLVC EOP (-,0) 
PLVC EOP (RECOVERV) 
51 SLOPE (-~O) 
51 SLOPE (-50) 
51 SLOPE (RECOVERV) 
52 SLOPE (RECOVERV) 
51 COMPLIANCE (-~O) 
51 COMPLIANCE (-50) 









VECTAN HEART RATE (CONTROL) 
PR INTERVAL (CONTROL) 
PR INTERVAL (-30 ) 
PR I.NTERVAL (-40) 
PR INTERVAL (RECOVERY) 
P MAX MAG (-50) 
P MAX MAG (RECOVERY) 
ORS-E CIRC (CONTROL) 
CRS-E CIRC (-30) 
CRS-E CIRC (-40) 
DRS-E CIRC (-50) 
DRs-E CIRC (RECOVERY) 
CRS-E AREA (CONTROL) 
CRS-E AREA (-30) 
CRS-E AREA (-40) 
CRS-E AREA (-50) 
QRS-E AREA (RECOVERY) 
CRS-E OEPTH (-50) 
CRS-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 
CRS MAX MAG (-30) 
CRS MAX MAG (-qO) 
CRS MAX MAG (-50 ) 
CRs MAX MAG (R~CCVERY) 
Sf MAX EL ("~COVERV) 
J EL (-~O) 
J EL (-50) 




















I'1EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO 
SL-q JAN 19, 191q 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE 
!'IOnA 90 SPT 10.169 
MOnA 91 SPT TO.q 13 
M092A n SPT 11.299 
MonA 93 SPT 13.811 
MonA 9q SPT 19.358 
Ma~2.A 95 SPT Tq .Iq 9 
nonA 128 SPT 13.380 
MonA 132 SPT 21.200 
MonA 133 SPT 21 .200 
1'1092A 13q SPT 28.300· 
MonA 135 SPT 28.900 
MonA 136 SPT 9.3000 
M092.A 163 SPT 60.510 
MonA 165 SPT 19.328 
MonA 169 SPT 1 .. 6200 
MonA lTO SPT 3.5QOO 
M~13 5 SPT Inoo M 13 7 SPT I . 00 
M073 125 SPT 153.90 
!'ITJ 1 PLT 1 . 00 
1'1013 125 PLT IQ5.20 
FROM THE PREFLIGHT 
SLO~ 38q JLN' 
MEAN SO 
9.0%q .q 90q 3 






22. 000 1. 2302 
22.011 1.2298 
22. 6q 3 .83638 
23.Q51 .70617 
1.8625 .Q9%1 





6.5615 I.QQ IT 



























MO- MO 65 
270 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) 
211 D-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) 
212 D-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30) 
2T3 D-URS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-QO) 
21q D-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) 
215 D-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) 
308 R CALF CIRC 
312 AMB. TEMP-BEGIN 
313 AMB. TEMP-END 
31Q LBNPD TEMP-BEGIN 
315 lBNPD TEMP-END 
316 HOURS SINCE LAST MEAL 
3q3 DIASTOLIC BP (-8) 
3q5 MEAN BP (-8) 
3q9 PLVC EOP (-B) 
350 PLVC EOP (-16) 
5 URINE MG (MEa/TV) 
7 UR INE CA (MEDITY) 
125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
1 URINE cn (MED/TV) 
125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
i 
. , 
SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 4AN 20. 1974 stO· 385 JLNl 20 MD· NO 66 
111ft ENVIRONMENTAl 
AVG. TEMPERATURE: 25.00 DEGC AVG. AM8IENT PRESSURE = 2~8.23 MMHG 
.f. MISSION ACTIVITIES 




••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
NI7t 
HOe;;? 
•• , ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
.f. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.. 
.. 
.. t SLEEP DATA 
LIGHT 7.00 HOURS 
Ut EXERCISE DA'(A 
UB ERG ii' .TT-HINS) "i! H ... L8 ERG UlATT-IUNS) 5000.00 EVA HWE CKEAL/HRJ .., ... 4 .. 
EVA DURAT CHRSJ ........ .. MK.I EX (MINS) 10.00 MK. II EX (MINS) 8.00 NK. III EX CHINS} ••••••• TREADMILL (HINS) 26.00 OTHER EX (MINS) 3.00 
HEIGHT (eM) ~" .. fiI HEIGHT (KILOGRAH) 67.90 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/HAiST (eM) " .. .u ... , ....... INS/EXP CHEST (eM) •• 1 •••• ' ••••••• NECK reM] .. ill! tI -ff 
RTILT ARM leM) .tf·· .. I·I~ •• f. 
DEH POINT = 12.22 DEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN: 181.00 HMHG 
.. 
.. 
LIGHT 7.00 HOURS 
.. HIli ...... 
8337.00 
...... 1" 








.. ......... , . ., .... . 
.., ..... ' ....... . 
........ 
. ...... , ...... . 
RELATIVE HUMIDITy 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
~5. 00 r 
~.SO HHHG 
J '1 SUOAFED CAPSULES 2 •• AFRIN NOSE DROPS 
HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 
. ......... .. 
6000.00 
"II"""·" 






., ...... ,/ ...... . 
. ....... ", ...... . 





























































1'10 92 A 
M092A 
1'1092A 


































































































































































































































































































































DBP-LEVEL 2 (MI'1 HG) 
DBP-LEVEL 3 (1'11'1 HG) 
MAP-LEVEL 3 (MM HG) 
MAP-RECOVERY (MM HG) 
DBP , 160 HR 
DBP IVD2 25-50 
DIASTOLIC BP (CONTROL) 
DIASTOLIC BP (~30) 
MEAN SP (CONTROL) 
PULSE PRESSURE (-30) 
PULSE PRESSURE (-~O) 
PULSE PRESSURE (-50) 
PLVC EOP (-30) 
PLVC EOP (-~O) 










PR INTERVAL (CONTROL) 
PH INTERVAL (-30) 
PR INTERVAL (-50) 
PR INTERVAL (RECOVERY) 
DRS DURATION (CONTROL) 
OP.S DURATI Otl (-30) 
~RS DURATION (-~O) 
CRS DURATlOtJ (-,0) 
CRS DURATION (RECOVERY) 
P MAX EL (C;)NTROL) 
P MAX EL (RECOVERY) 
CRS-E C IRC (-30) 
QRS-E CIRC (-,0) 
gRS-E CIRC (RECOVERY) 
gRS I'iAX MAG (RECOVERY) 
ST-E CIRC (-~O) 
ST-E CIRC (-,0) 
ST-E DEPTH (-50) 
ST MAX MAG (CONTROL) 
ST MAX MAG (-30) 
ST MAX MAG (-~O) 
ST mAX MAG (-50) 
ST PlAX MAG 'RECOVERY) 
S1 MAX AZ (-~O) 
ST MAX AZ (-50) 











MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-~ JAN 20, 19H SLO~ 385 JLN~ 20 MO. 1'10 66 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N ~Of.$2~ 63 COR 2~ .277 ~2.030 3.2512 6 1~3 Sf MAX EL (-~O) M092A 6~ COR 26.286 39.835 3.55~~ 6 2~~ ST MAX EL (-50) M092A 65 CDR 15. TT2 37. 072 3.9039 6 2~5 ST MAX EL (RECOVERY) M092A 11 CDR -6.0q22 -q5.TS5 q. 6 351 6 2,1 J AZ (CDNTROLl M092A 72 CDR -8.~153 -50.Tl~ ~.%q6 6 252 J AZ (-30) N092A 13 COR -6.2083 -5q.831 q.6T20 6 253 JAZ(-qO) M092A H COR 
-7.1616 -55.855 5.770q 6 25q JAZ(-50) M092A 15 CDR 
-13.127 -50.890 5.q876 6 255 J AZ (RECOVERY) M09ZA 9q COR 61.193 56.9Q8 1.1551 6 lrq D-DRS VECTOR INTEG RAL (-50 ) M092A 95 CDR 66.989 58.111 1.875S 6 215 D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) M092A Il8 CDR 12.080 13.681 .23T9LJ 1 308 n CALF CIRC M092A 132 COR l5 .qOO 21.61Q .88962 1 312 AMB. 1'EMP-BEG IN M09ZA 133 CDR 25. q 00 21.100 .8186Q 6 313 AMO.· TEMP-END M09ZA 13Q COR 26.100 22.QIQ 1.1052 1 31Q LONPO TEMP-BEG IN M092A 135 CDR 11 • 200 23.029 .58791 7 315 LBNPD TEMP-END MOnA 163 CDR 53.270 61.691 1.7756 6 3Q 3 DIASTOLIC SP (-8 ) M09ZA 16Q CDR 50.336 62.385 3.1399 6 3L!1f DIASTOLIC OP (-16 ) M09ZA 166 CDR 63.975 72.5ZQ 2.77U 6 3% MEAN BP (-16 ) M092A 169 CDR .7QOOO -.66667-02 .12116 6 3q9 PLVC EOP (-8 ) M09ZA 170 COR 1.6QOO .36833 .59133-01 6 350 PLVC EOP (-16 ) M092A 113 CDR 1.5660 -.21667-02 .2330Q 6 353 52 SLOPE (-8 ) 1'1013 5 SPT 10.800 6.8692 1.2036 26 5 URINE MG (MED/TV) 1'1073 1 SPT IQ .500 6.5615 I.QQ 17 26 7 URINE CA (MED/TV) MOT3 ~8 SPT I26Q.O 3257. 0 559.65 26 q8 WATER INTAKE (MLl i 1'1073 123 SPT 6.6000 1.2692 I.lq I S 26 123 FECAL NA (MED) 




Sl-" DAilY CLINICAl/ENVIRONNENTAL REPORT JAN 21, 197" SLD' 3B6 JLN' 21 HD' HD 67 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEtIPERATURE; 25.56 DEGC AVG. "IBIENT PRESSURE; 26B.9I HtlHG 
, •• HISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR MED EXPERltiENTS 
OTHE:R NEDICAl EXPERltiENTS AND DTO'S ATM EXPERINENTS 
EREP EXPERIMENTS 
COROLLARY EXPER I NENTS 
SCIENCE DEtIOS/STUDENT EXPERIMENTS 
4,,'01,.,111"" COR •• 1.' ••••••••• 
'.. tlEOI CAL EXPER I NENTS/ DTO 
, •• ILlNESS/SYHPTOH/PROBLEM 
••• MEDICATION ANO DOSAGE 
.. 
• ,. SLEEP DATA 
LIGHT 7.00 HOURS 
I •• EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG tHATT-~ItNSl ....... . 
La ERG IHATT-HINS) 5000.00 EVA tll-lE (KEALtHR) ••• , ••• 
EVA DURAT (HRS) ••••••• 
HK.I EX IHINS) 10.00 HI-:. II EX IHINS) 8.00 HK. III EX CHINS) ••••••• 
TREADHILL IHINS) 26.00 OTHER EX ItIINS) 3.00 HEIGHT (eH) ....... . 
llElGHT IKILOGRMIl 67.60 
... ANTHRopmlETRIC DATA 
HIP/I~AIST (eM) ••••••• , ••••••• 
INS/£XP CHEsr (CH) ······'1······· NECK (CHI ••••••• 
DEH POINT. 13.33 OEGC 
PART. PRes. OXYGEN. 186.17 tlHHG 
••••••••••••••• SPT I ••••••••••••• 
HEADACHE 
2 .. ASPRIN 
LIGHT 6.00 HOURS 
I •••••• 
· ..... . 
15.00 
••••••• 
" ..... . 
15.00 
• ••• I ... 
· .... -. 
69.00 
·,···· .. I .. ~·'··· 
••••••• / •• /1 ••• ( 
••• I ••• 
RELATIVE HUNIDITY' ~7.00 % PART. PRES. C02 = 5.80 titl1!G 
.~.~.4411~"." PLT .'~"'.I ••••• ' 
H093 
HOS2 
1 U AF'RIN NOSE OI,O[1S 
f!!:AVY 6.50 flOuRS 
."". <I ••• 
GOOO~OO 
<I." • " <I <I 
". <I •••• 
8.00 
10.00 




.... , .. / ...... . 
....... , ...... . 
















I'IEASUREI'IENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FRDM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-~ JAN 21, 19T~ SLD4 386 JLN" 21 rID" MD 6T EXFT !rlEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SD 1/ 1'1092 I PLT 70.~3~ ~7 .~TT 3.1126., 6 I HEART RATE (CONTROL) 1'1092 2 PLT TO.~31 51. 8~~ ~.9118 T Z HEART RATE (-30 ) 1'1092 3 PLT 76.389 55.982 !).0~5~ 7 3 HEART RATE (-~O ) 1'1092 ~ PLT 89S23 61. 3!)~ !) S6!)!) 7 ~ HEART RATE (-50) 1'1092 Z7 PLT Q.7100 2..2~~3 .%B93 7 27 PLVC EOP (-30 ) 
I 
1'1092 28 PLT 6.82.00 3.191~ 
.66316 7 28 PLVC EOP (-q 0 ) 
I 
1'1092 29 PLT 8.6600 Q.2929 .87~q!) 7 29 PLVC EOP (-50 ) 
I 
1'1092 30 PLT l.q500 .301~3 .303!T 7 30 PLVC EOP ( RECOVERY> 1'1092 32 PLT 3.6760 1.7020 .16730 7 32 51 SLOPE (-30 ) 
.1 
1'1092 37 PLT 
.23800 .8~571-01 .ZT%q-OI 7 37 52. SLOPE (-30 ) , 1'1092 39 PLT .18300 .12TH .16692-01 7 39 52 SLOPE (-50) 
\ 
1'1092. qz PLT 
-.7qOOO-01-.16Iq3-01 .9q239-02 7 q2 51 COMPLIANCE (-30) M092 q3 PLT -.~5000-01-.IBOOO-Ol .B020B-02 7 q3 51 COMPLIANCE (-qO) /'1092 61 PLT 298.qO 299.20 .qSTTq-03 T 61 ETl (CONTROL) 1'1092 1I0 PL T .!T125 .3 I 96~-0 1 .20231-01 7 110 PLVC/LBNP 0-8 1'1092 1I2 PL. .16000 • 7BB7S-0 I .1~9B2-0i 7 112 PLVC/LBNP 16-30 
I 
M092 1I3 PLT 
.20500 .9Hlq-01 .23592-01 T 113 PLVC/LBNP 30-QO 
\ 
1'1092 II ~ PLT 
.IBQOO .1101~ .229Jq-0 1 T IIQ PLVC/LBNP QO-!)O 1'1092 151 PLT 70.039 ~B.900 ~.2B23 7 151 VECTAN HEART RATE (CONTROL) 
1'1092 In PLT 77.329 56.701 Q.5233 7 1!>3 VECTAN HEART RATE (-QO) i 
/'1092 15~ PL T 89.112 61.133 5.9321 7 15Q VECTAN HEART RATE (-50 ) 
, 
1'1092 155 PL T 55.5H ~6. 971 2.0565 T 15, VECTAN HEART RATE (RECOVERV) i 
1'1092 15B PLT 129.H 136.23 2.011l 7 15B PR INTERVAL (-QO) i 
1'1092 166 PL T ~ 00.05 q5 B. 12 lQ .091 7 166 OT INTERVAL (CONTROL) I 1'1092 161 PLT 391 .66 ~qQ.7/f 15.275 T 167 DT INTERVAL (-30 ) 1'1092 168 PLT 390.52 Q33.39 11.937 7 16B DT INTERVAL (-QO) 1'1092. 169 PLT 377.90 ~22..BQ 10.323 7 169 DT INTERVAL (-50) I 
1'1092 ITO PL T ~21.29 ~63.51 11.396 7 ITO aT INTERVAL (RECOVERY) i 
1'1092 !T~ PL T 
.13901 .12107 .~8B09-02 T Irq P MAX MAG (-50) I 
1'1092 !TS PL T 
-18.781 -28.603 2.3093 7 1T8 P MAX AI (-~O) 1'1092 A 6 PL T 8.1019 5. B6 71 
.36B69 7 IB6 aRS-E CIRC (CONTROL) I 
1'1092A 7 PLT 8.Q296 6.0390 .33369 7 IB7 DRS-E CIRC (-30) j 
I 
1'1092A B PLT 8 .. 5799 6.1595 .qOBI8 7 IBB DRS-E CIRC (-~O) I 
1'109ZA 9 PLT 8.82ql 6 .~q05 SOB67 7 189 QRS-E CIRC (-50) I 
1'1092A 10 PL T 8. 7~ 92 6. Oq3~ .Q7031 7 190 QRS-E CIRC (RECOVERV) f'l092A II PL T J.9H8 I. 0500 
.27203 T 191 QRS-E AREA (CONTROL) 
1 













MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 50 FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN i 
I 
1 SL-q JAN 21, 19T~ SLO'" 386 JLN" 21 MO. 1'10 6T ! 
EXPT IMEAS 1'1 AN VALUE MEAN 50 N MonA 52 PLT • 3~ ITT .61693 .79127-01 7 232 ST MAX MAG (-30) 1'10nA 53 PLT • 296 3~ .57221 .90qI5-01 7 233 ST MAX MAG(-~O) M092A 71 PL T -IQ.051 -QO.8Q5 B.913Q 1 251 J AZ (C ONTROL ) MonA 12 PLT -18.03Q -q5.151 1.5531 1 252 J AZ (-30 ) MonA T3 PLT -11.q28 -51.565 6.3367 1 253 J AZ (-qO I MonA H PL T -16.502 -55.166 5.8280 1 25q J AZ (-50 ) MonA 1T PLT 19.888 3q .383 q.1618 T 251 J EL (-30 I MonA 18 PLT 16.833 36. I q q 2.2193 1 258 J EL (-q 0 ) MonA 79 PLT 5.9653 33.831 q.0089 T 259 J EL (-50 I MonA 82 PLT .66162 1. 0331 .12529 7 262 O-ST SLOPE (-30 I M092A 63 PLT .51276 1.0171 .12798 1 263 O-ST SLOPE (-q 0 ) MonA 8q PLT .56953 .96339 .1101'1 T 26~ O-ST SLOPE (-50 I MonA 88 PLT Q.6830 6.0132 .31 Q 3q 1 268 O-P VECTOR INTEG RAL (-qO I MonA 9 I PLT 106.25 19.002 q.9098 T 211 O-ORS VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL I MonA 92 PLT 1I O. Oq 19.930 q .6288 1 272 O-ORS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 I MonA 93 PLT 111.91 80.16q q.Q118 1 213 O-ORS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-q 0 ) MonA 9q PL T 110.71 82.365 5.H05 1 2n O-ORS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) I'IOnA 95 PLT 115.02 19.6Sq 5.6525 T 215 O-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL ( RECOVERV) I M092A 96 PLT 62.327 106.31 1.5021 7 276 O-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) MonA 9T PLT 59.Q06 10l.ql 5.B638 7 271 O-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30) 1 1'I092A 98 PLT 52.935 96.012 ;;.6399 7 278 O-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-qOl I M092A 99 PLT Q3.151 86.981 6.9987 7 219 a-Sf VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) MonA 127 PLT 13.250 Iq. 11 0 .1325~ 7 307 L CALF CIRC M092A 128 PLT 13.130 13.861 .12672 T 30B R CALF C IRC I MonA 135 PLT 26.100 23.500 .16158 1 315 LBNPO TEMP-END I 1'10nA 136 PLT 1~. B30 3.3125 3.3253 ~ 316 HOURS SINCE LAST I'IEAL MonA 159 pLT 6B.ITT Q9.621 q .1~% 7 339 HEART RATE {-8 I 
I MonA 160 PLT 67 • 97~ q8 • nq 3.9q12 T 3~0 HEART RATE (-16 ) MonA 169 PLT 1. 3700 .25511 .16185 T 3H PLVC EOP (-B) I M092A 110 PLT 2.5300 I.IQOO .301Q I T 350 PLVC EOP (~16 ) MonA 113 PLT .60600 -.10971 .15B32 T 353 52 SLOPE (-8 I MonA 115 PL T -.Q8000-01-.1266T-01 .82138-02 6 355 51 COMPLIANCE (-8 ) i MOT3 12~ CDR 2B.I00 Iq .127 ~. B232 26 12q FECAL K (I'IEO ) I 1'1013 7 SPT 12.100 6.5615 l.~~ 11 26 7 UR INE CA OlEO/TV) 
1 









SL-4 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
JAN 22. 1974 SLD' 3B7 JLN' 22 MD' MD 6B 
.It ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 23.B9 DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 274.09 MHHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR MED EXPERIMENTS 
OTHER MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND DTO'S 
A TM EXPER IMENTS 
EREP EXPER HIENTS 
COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS 
SCIENCE DEMOS/STUDENT EXPERIMENTS 
It. MEDICAL EXpERIMENTS/DTO 
H1I ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
.ft MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.. 
Uti SLEEP DATA 
LIGHT 6.00 HOURS 
tit EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (1",TT-HlNS) "UUI 
I.B ERG CWATT-MINS) 5000.00 
EVA HWE (KEAL/HRl "",.11 
EVA DURAT (HRSl ••••••• 
MK.I EX CMINS) 10.00 
MK. II EX CMINS) B.Oo 
HK. III EX CHINS) ••••••• 
TREADMILL CMINS) 26.00 
OTHER EX CHINS) 3.00 
HEIGHT (eM) e •••••• 
WEIGHT CKILOGRAH) 67.BO 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (CH) ••• , ••• /t, •••• , 
INS/EXP CHEST (CM) •••••• t/., ••••• 
NECK (eM) ... HUI 
RTILT ARM reM) 1'····~/tI •••• t. 
DEW poINT = II.67DEGC 




LIGHT 6.00 HOURS 
.. , .. , .. 
B337.00 
.......... 
II ....... . 
15.00 
.IiI., .. 1 





4 ...... <111/ •• ' •••• 
........ , .... , ... 
.t.tt.t 
.t~~"·"f~··~I~1 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 46.00 X 
PART. PRES. C02 = 5.50 MHHG 
2 •• AFRIN NOSE DROPS 
HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 









































































/'10 9Z A 9 
M09ZA 10 
M09ZA 1 1 
Pl09ZA 12 
1'10 9Z A 13 
i'l09ZA IQ 
M09ZA 15 
GREATER THAN 3 SD FRO~ THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
JAN 22, 19H SLD. 381 JLN. Z2 1'10' 
~AN VALUE MEAN SO N 
SPT 12.55T 51.056 3.0936 7 
SPT 73.556 53.101 ~.2186 1 
SPT 83.959 58.759 6.1579 1 
SPT 101.22 6~.813 8 .59~0 1 
SPT 69.932 ~9.1~0 3.66% 1 
SPT ~.~300 2.~200 .~ 3~ 36 1 
SPT 6.5100 3.3'111 .6065~ 1 
SPT 9.0500 ~.2500 • 93~ 83 1 
SPT 6.~890 2.6929 .91625 1 
SPT 3.~830 1. 3909 .~0612 7 
SPT -.11000-01-.11~Z9-01 .8~628-0Z 1 
SPT -.~2000-01-.91~29-02 .59281-02 1 
SPT 298 .~O 299.31 .30231 1 
SPT 2.3261 .611q6 .31821 1 
SPT • 19150 .38036-01 .110%-01 1 
SPT .20800 .9ZT1~-01 .22366-01 1 
SPT .25~00 .90286-01 .35138-01 1 
SPT 12.195 51. 119 2.TZ06 1 
SPT 13. 3q 3 53.726 3.9332 7 
SPT 83.Q03 59.095 5.9261 1 
SPT 109.00 65.2n 8.1q33 1 
SPT 10.159 Q9.253 Q.OO69 1 
SPT 151.15 lQl.03 1. 95 1 0 1 
SPT 86.119 98.036 1. onQ 7 
SPT 8~. 7q6 9~.196 2.0080 1 
SPT 369.19 Ql0.80 5.572" 1 
SPT 365.31 ~OZ.lq 7.5q63 1 
SPT 352.. IT 389.99 10.896 1 
SPT 320 .3~ 377 .89 I~ .578 7 
SPT 365.10 ~ I ~ .23 9.0556 1 
SPT .191.19 .15611 • 92T~5-02 7 
SPT .20579 • 167~ 6 .12055-0 I 1 
SPT .2QZ22 .18~21 .13703-01 r 
SPT .293H .20187 .11380-01 7 
SPT .21229 .1666Q .10258-02 7 
SPT 53.618 6'.61Q 2.0621 7 
SPT H.Q03 63.063 1.8627 7 
SPT 53.709 62.835 2.8915 1 
SPI 53.031 66.062 3.9211 1 
SPT 5Q.ZQ6 65.659 2. OOQ 3 7 
SPT 6.0528 5.1158 .2Q82Z 7 
SPT 6.1~06 5.0605 .ZQ8Z2 1 
srT 6. 6~Qq 5.IOQ9 • Z5n6 7 
SPT 6.6350 5.3019 .1603~ 1 
SPT 6 .~3TO 5.1100 .22705 7 
SPT 2.2~3T 1.~763 .13983 1 
sl>T 2.i95j i • ~ '1Q a .IQoaQ 7 
5PT 2.6QQ8 1.5986 • I 32'IQ 7 
SPT 2.7796 1.7680 .10Z3Z 7 
SPT 2.5731 I.HOl • 1 q 18~ 7 
.. - .-_._.-_.-_._._----
- ----- ,---- - '.- ---,- ---_._-
,.·,,·'t· 
jt~D 68 
I HEART RATE (CONTROL) 
2 HEART RATE (-30 ) 
3 HEART RATE (-~O) 
~ HEART RATE (-50) 
5 HEART RATE (RECOVERV) 
21 PLVC EOP (-30) 
28 PLVC EOP (-~O) 
2.9 PLVC EOP (-501 
32 SI SLOPE (-30) 
33 SI SLOPE (-~O) 
~2 !il CO~PLIANCE (-30) 
~3 SI CO~PLIANCE (-~O) 
61 ETI (CONTROL) 
109 HRM /LBUP q 0-5 0 
I 1 0 PLVC/L8NP 0-8 
113 PlVC/LBNP 30-qO 
11q PLYC/LBNP qO-50 
151 VECTAN HEART RATE ( CaNTRall 
152 VECTAN HEART RATE (-30 ) 
153 VECTAN HEART RATE (-~ 0 ) 
15q VECTAN HEART RATE (-,0 ) 
155 VECTAN HEART RATE (RECOVERV) 
1% PR INTERVAL (CONTROL) 
16 1 aRS DURATION (CONTROL) 
16q QRS DURATION (-50) 
166 aT INTERVAL (CONTROL) 
167 aT INTERVAL (-30) 
168 aT INTERVAL (-~O) 
169 aT INTERVAL (-50) 
ITO aT INTERVAL (RECOVERV) 
ITI P MAX MAG (CONTROL) 
1T2 P MAX MAG (-30) 
1T3 P MAX MAG (-~O) 
11~ P MAX MAG (-50) 
1T5 P MAX MAG (RECOVERV) 
IBI P MAX EL (CONTROL) 
182 P MAX EL (-30) 
183 P MAX EL I-QO) 
18q P MAX EL (-50) 
18, P MAX EL (RECOVERV) 
186 aRS-E CIRC (CONTROL) 
187 aRS-E CIRC (-30) 
188 aRS-E CIRC (-~O) 
189 QRS-E CIRC (-50) 
190 QRS-E CIRC (RECOVERV) 
191 aRS-E AREA (CONTROL) 
192 QRS-E AREA (-30) 
193 aRS-E AREA (-QO) 
19Q QRS-E AREA (-50) 
195 QRS-E AREA (RECOVERV 1 
















j PlEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FR(I~i THE PREFLIGHT MEAN , I , 
SL-q JAN 22, 19H SLD" 387 JLN. ~2 MD" MD 68 
EXPT I!'IEAS MAN VALUE MEAN 5D N M092A 19 SPT .30901 .15686 .26~05-01 7 199 QRS-E DEPTH (-50 ) 1'I092A 20 SPT .23075 .1~~93 .21655-01 7 200 QRS-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) , Pl092A 23 SPT 2.1117 1.6606 .13795 7 203 QRS MAX !'lAG (-~O ) , M92A 2~ SPT 2.0013 1.6353 .7557,-01 7 20~ QRS MAX MAG (-50) j M092A 26 SPT -13.1~~ 7 • 2~50 ~.8528 7 206 QRS MAX AZ (CONTROL) I M092A 27 SPT -18.~13 \3.60~ 7.8996 7 207 QRS MAX AZ (-30) M092A 32 SPT 3~.261 ~1.823 3.9199 7 212 DRS MAX EL (-30) M092A % SPT .17126 .66292-01 .17359-01 7 226 ST-E DEPTH (CDNTROL) M092A ~8 SPT .169~~ .70068-01 .27623-01 7 228 ST-E DEPTH (-~O) M092A 61 SPT 13.693 32.167 3.3511 7 2~ I ST MAX EL (CONTROL) i M092A 62 SPT 17.268 30.5~5 2.60>5 7 2~2 foT MAX EL (-30) MOnA 63 SPT 1 ~. 73~ 28.327 3 .2~ 92 7 2~3 ST MAX EL (-~O) M092A 6~ SPT 8.1880 25.983 ~.09~~ 7 2Q'j ST MAX EL (-50) 
1 










SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
JAN 23. 197~ SLD' 388 JLN' 23 MD' MD 69 
••• ENVIRON~£NTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 2~.~~ DEGC 
AVG. Atl81ENT PRESSURE = 280.81 MMHG 
••• MiSSION ACTIVITIES 




SCIENCE DENOS/STUDENT EXPERIMENTS 




.1. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.. 
.. 
... SLEEP DATA 
LIGHT 7.50 HOURS 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG P*,TT-HJNS) •· .... u,. 
L8 ERG (WATT-MINSI 5000.00 
EVA MWE lKEAL/HRl ••••••• 
EVA DURAT (HAS) ••••••• 
HK. J EX f.HINS) uu". 
HK. II EX CHINS) ••••••• 
HK. III EX (HINS) ••••••• 
TREADMILL (HINS) ••••••• 
OTHER EX nllNS) ilUU.u 
HEIGHT (CHI ••••••• 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAMI 67.70 
... t ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (CH) ••••••• , ••••••• 
INS/EXP CHEST teM) ••••••• , ••••••• 
NECK (eM) ••••••• 
RTILT A~H t-CM) .U·IHII •• /HIf .... 
DEW POINT = 11.11 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 186.17 MMHG 
.. 
.. 










... I I I ... 
69.00 
. ...... , ...... . 
• ••••• ,'« •••••• 
. .. -....... , ...... ,. 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
~3.00 r 
5.30 MMHG 
2 ., AFRIN NOSE DROPS 
1 •• ACTIFED 
LIGHT 6.00 HOURS 
• •••••• 
.... 4 ••• 
.", •• t 
• •• .( • II' 
• •••••• 
.,," ... . 
." ..... . 
. ...... , 
• •••••• 
. .... ,' 
65.70 
•••••• '\11, ••••••• 
. ...... 'f ...... .. 
• •••• I I 



















MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM ThE 
SL-~ JAN 23, 19H SLD4 3BB 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN 
MOT3 12, SPT 1>2.60 1>7.6, 
MOn 17 PLT 62.~00 19.90q 
MOT3 12, PLT IQ5.20 1~9.02 
PREFLIGHT MEAN 
JLN¥' 23 MD. MD 
SD N 
.7HI, 2~ 125 
10.293 Z7 17 















SL-4 DAllY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
JAN 24. 1974 SlD' 389 JLN' 24 MD' HD 70 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 23.33 DEGC 
AVG. AM8IENT PRESSURE = 281.84 MMHG 
••• HISSION ACTIVITi£S 
HAJOR MED EXPERIMENTS 
OTHER MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND DTO'S 
ATM EXPER 1 MENTS 
EREP EXPERIMENTS 
COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS 
SCIENCE DEHOS/STUDENT EXPERIMENTS 
fit MEDICAL EXPERIHENTS/OTO 
I'f ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
QI, MEDICATION. AND DOSAGE 
.. 
.. 
... SLEEP DATA 
lIGHT 7.00 HOURS 
It' EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (WATT-MINSl "'f'" 
l8 ERG (WATT-HINS) 5000.00 
EVA MWE (KEAL/HR) "tI ... ~:~ 
EVA DURAT (HRSl ••••••• 
NK.I EX CHINS) 'f"!~' 
MK. I I EX lM.iNS) H.u .... 
HK. III EX CHINS) ......... 
TREAOMIll (HINS) 26.00 
OTHER EX (HINS) 3.00 
HEIGHT (eM) ..... H. 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 68.30 
, .. , ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) I"""'",'f •• 
INS/EX? CHEsr (eM) 11'1."/,,.t'I' 
NECK (eN) oII'-a.'.f 
DEW POINT = 12.78 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 189.79 HMHG 
.. 
.. 
LIGHT 0.50 HOURS 
........ 
8337.00 
• ,.. ,t ,. 
, ..... . 
15.00 
........ 
4/11 •• , •• 
15.00 
"lHHlil' 
. ....... . 
68.90 









'1 AFRIN NOSE DROPS 
..,. ACTIFEO 










ttttt ... ,,, ...... . 















I .I1EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN I I SL-~ JAN 2~, 19T~ SLD. 389 , JLN. 2~ MOo- 1'10 70 
, 
~ 
EXPT IMEAS MAIl VALUE MEAN SO N 
i 
~171 15 PLT 1.~650 1.1706 .75115-0 I 8 I, ~ER-RECOVERY I 
I 
11171 25 PLT 87.000 Il~.25 6.2507 B 25 H R-RECOVERY (BT/MIN) I 
m71 27 PLT 123.67 169.25 12.108 B 27 SBP-LEVEL I (1'11'1 HG) 
1 
11171 31 Pl T 5~.2'O H.335 ~ .5~82 B 31 OBP-REST (1'11'1 HG) 
\ 
1'1171 37 PLT 7~. 000 92.250 ~.5923 8 37 MAP-LEVEL I (1'11'1 HG) 1'1171 120 Pl T 29.305 22.810 1.8671 8 120 MUSCULAR EFFICIENCY 0-25 
1'1171 132 PLT ~6.223 3~.002 3.9538 B 132 HR/V02 0-25 
1'1092 27 PLT 6.2100 2.2~~3 
.%893 7 27 PLVC EOP (-30) 1'1092 28 PLT 8.6000 3.191~ 
.66316 7 28 PLVC EOP (-~O) 
1'1092 29 PLT 1!.1l0 ~. 2929 .8H~5 7 29 PLVC EOP (-50) 11092 30 PLT 2.2600 .301~3 
.30317 7 30 rLVC EOP (RECOVERY) i 
1'1092 32 PLT 5.~160 1.7020 
.16730 7 32 SI SLOPE (-30) 1 
1'1092 33 PLT 3.5170 I .~3T6 
.38392 7 33 51 SLOPE (-~O) 
1'1092 38 PLT .2~~00 .10257 .~59~9-01 7 38 52 SLOPE (-~O) 
1'1092 39 PLT .31500 
.12757 .16692-01 7 39 52 SLOPE (-50) M092 ~2 PLT -.50000-01-.161~3-01 .9~239-02 7 ~2 51 COMPlIANCE (-30) 1'1092 61 PLT 298.~0 299.20 .~87H-03 7 61 ETI (CONTROL) 1'1092 110 PLT .20500 .3196~-01 .201.31-01 7 110 PLVC/lBNP 0-8 1'1092 112 PL T .19500 .78878-01 .1~982-01 7 112 PLVC/LBNP 16-30 1'1092 113 PLT .23900 .9~71q-01 .23592-01 7 113 PLVC/LBNP 30-~0 1'1092 llq Pl T .25100 .11 0 Iq 
.229H-01 7 IIq PLVC/LBNP qO-50 
1'1092 116 PLT 2.8197 ~.6~86 
.59758 ~ 116 HR/PLVC 30-qO 
., 
1'1092 169 PLT 390.% ~22. 8q 10.323 7 169 QT INTERVAL (-50) 
, 
1'1092 1T8 PLT 
-20.985 
-28.603 2.3093 7 ! 78 P MAX Al (-~O) ~ 
1'1092A 20 PLT 
.Q5107 
.30938 .35865-01 7 200 QRS-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 
M092A 62 PLT ~8.216 29.223 5.5276 7 2~2 ST MAX EL (-30) M092A 63 PL T ~8.1 06 29.856 5 .~Q 3~ 7 2Q3 ST MAX EL (-~O) I 
M092A 78 PLT 2~ .958 36. I q~ 2.2793 7 258 J EL (-~ 0 ) M092A 79 PLT 18.~55 33.B31 q.0089 7 259 J EL (-50) j 
M092A 83 Pl T 
.5 393~ 1.0171 
.12798 7 263 D-ST SLOPE (-~ 0 ) ! 
M092A 8q PLT 
.56687 .96339 .1101~ 7 26~ O-ST SLOPE (-50 ) 
I 
M092A 88 PLT ~.3886 6.0732 • 31 ~ 3~ 7 268 O-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~ 0 ) , 
I 
M092A 96 PLT TT.8~1 106.37 7.5021 7 276 V-Sf VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) , 
M092A 97 PLT 69.759 101.~1 5.8638 7 2TT O-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30) , I 
M092A 98 PLT 57.938 96.012 5.6399 7 278 O-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-qO) l 
M092A 99 PLT ~6. 356 86.987 6.9987 7 279 D-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-,0) 
1109ZA 127 PLT 13.2,0 I~.IIO .1325Q 7 307 L CALF CIRC M092A 128 PLT 13.130 13.861 
.12672 7 308 R CALF CIRC 1'!092~ 137 PLT 9.6100 6.,000 
.70Tl1 2 317 HOURS SINCE SLEEP 
M092A 169 PL T 1.6QOO 
.25571 .lh185 7 3~9 PLVC EOP (-8 ) M092A 170 PLT 3.Q800 I.I~OO 
.30HI 7 350 PlVC EOP (-16 ) 1'I092A 173 PLT .BOIOO -.10971 
.15832 7 353 52 SLOPE (-8 ) 1'1013 128 CDR 20.000 13.888 1.2'26 26 128 URINE NITROGEN (G) 1'1013 1 SPT 12.300 6.5615 !.~~ 17 26 7 URINE CA (MEa/TV) 1'1013 ~7 SPT H6.00 83.500 ~.9139 26 ~7 DIETPOTASSlUl'I (I'IG) 




SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
JAN 25. 197~ SLD~ 390 JLN~ 25 HD~ HO 71 
~.t ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 23.89 DEGC 
AVG. AM81ENT PRESSURE = 268.91 MMHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR MED EXPERIMENTS 




SCIENCE DEMOS/STUDENT EXPERIMENTS 
••• MEDICAL EXPERI~£NTS/DTO 
tft ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.. 
"f SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (WATT-MtNSl UI .. " 
L8 ERG CWATT-MINS) 5000.00 (VA HWE (KEAL/HRl ..... 141 
EVA DURAT CHRSl """1 
MK.I EX CMINS) 10.00 
MK. II EX CHINS) 8.00 
HK. III EX CHINS} , •••••• 
TREADMILL CMINS) 2S.00 
OTHER EX CHINS) 3.00. 
HEIGHT (eM) ••••••• 
HEIGHT CKILOGRAM) S8.00 
II' ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) """./""'" 
INS/EXP CHEsr (eM) , •••••• , ••••••• 
NECK (eH) ........ . 
DEW POINT = 10.00 OEGC 




1 •• DALMANE CAPSULES 
LIGHT S.50 HOURS 
2S00.00 
......... 
.I ........ . 
15.00 
"I'tflll 
. ...... . 
15.00 
••••••• 
. ...... . 
69.30 
•.. l' ... ' ....... " 
IHi ........ II/ ........ . 
··.'lI .. .. 
• blll'ii'· •• ____________________________ ~"'"''""''=_~.-=~."'"·.'"-",,-~~~~ .• "., 
RELATIVE HUMIDITy 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
1 H ACTIFED 
HEAVY 7.00 HOuRS 
" •.. , 
~2.00 r 
5.70 MHHG 









•••••• f!tiHlfI ••• 
.. ...... /" ....... .. 








SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
~AN 26. 197~ SLD' 391 JLN' 26 MO' NO 72 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 23.33 DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 283.39 MMHG 




SCIENCE DEMOS/STUDENT EXPERIMENTS 
OrF-DUTY/REST DAY 
DEBRIEFING 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
I~' ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
••• HEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.. 
IU SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 6.50 HOURS 
••• EY£RC15E DATA 
UB ERG (~ATT-HINS) 
LB ERG (HATT-HINS) 
EVA HHE ':EAlI HR) 
EVA DURAT (HRS) 
HK .• I EX (HI NS) 
HK. Il EX (HINS) 
HK. III EX (HINS) 
TREADMILL (HINS) 












.,' ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/HAIST "reMl ttltlUH'.U'U ... 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM] ••••••• /, •••••• 
NECK (eM) ..... .- .... 
RTILT ARM (eM) ••• 1 •• ",." •• , 
RTILT ARM VOL (eel ., •••• '/' •• 11 •• 
RTILT HAND (FT-LBl •••••• I/I.' •• f. 
DEW POINT = 11.67DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 197.21 MNHG 
,. 







15 .. 00 
•• f ..... ' ...... '1 
........ , ....... . 
• ...... II' I 
I'f""', •• f ••• 
... ." .... , ....... . 
.. ....... ' •••• 4 •• 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
3 II. ACTlf"ED 
LIGHT 9.50 HOURS 
~B.OO r 
5. 50 M~IHG 
.. ...... . 
6000.00 
''1.1 ••• 







.. ........ , ......... .. 
"' ...... 4f.' •••••• i 
il .. <lii .. 
'.ifi •• ".'i .... 
.,-ttl"," •• '.' 











I'IEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO 
SL-q JAN 26, 19H 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MOTJ 128 CDR lO.OOO 
1'1073 7 SPT 12.300 1'1013 Il, SPT 15Z. q 0 1'1073 11 PL T 660.00 
MOTJ Il PLT IBOO.O 1'1013 Il5 PLT 1%.50 
FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SLO_ 391 JLN. 26 
MEAN SO N 
13.BBB l.l5Z6 Zb 6561, I.qq 17 l6 
15 T. 6, 
.7UI, lq 
IBTl.I 3qq.9q l7 96 7.q I l06.5'5 21 
Iq9.0l 









URINE NITROGEN (G) 
URIf/E CA (MEa/TV) 
WEIGHT (LBS) 
URINE CREAT (riG/TV) 






SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
.JAN 27. 1974 SLDII 392 .JLNt 27 MDt t10 73 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 22.78 DEGC 
AVG. AM81ENT PRESSURE = 275.6~ MMHG 
~ ... MISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR NED EXPERIMENTS 




SCIENCE DEMOS/STUDENT EXPERlNENTS 





••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.. 
.... SLEEP DATA 
LIGHT 7.00 HOURS 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (WATT-HINS) ...... 1111 .. 
La ERG (WATT-MINS) 5000.00 
EVA MWE (KEAL/HR) ....... ~ .. 
EVA DURAr (HRS) ..... i •• 
NK. I EX (HINS) 10.00 
NK. II EX (MINS) 8.00 
H~. III EX CHINS) ••••••• 
TREADMILL (MINS) 26.00 
OTHER EX (HINS) 3.00 
HEIGHT (CM) ...... .. 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 67.70 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/HAIST (CH) ........ / ••••••• 
INS/EXP CH£Sf {CM) ........ / ......... .. 
NECK (em ......... <I -J" 
DEW POINT = 10.00 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 187.21 MMHG 
.. 
LIGHT 7.00 HOURS 
. ...... . 
8337.00 
4111 •• ""'11 
"11.' ... 11 
........ 
......... 
..ellll .. ' 
15.00 
• .. 'II II ••• ti 
...t ..... 
70.00 
....... IJ/ ••••• HI. 
........ /.". ....... 
.." ..... 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
HI31 
3 .. ACTIFED 




. ..... , 
,., (I /I .. II • 





•·•• .. ' .. I·····~~ ..~~~~tt/~tl ..... 













~EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
I SL-~ JAN 2T, 19H SLD" 392 JLN¥ ZT MO<- MO T3 , I EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 'H71 33 CDR 59.000 TO.~T6 3.T098 7 33 OBp-LEVEL 2 (MM HG) 1'1171 3~ CDR 58.000 71. 762 3.6752 7 3~ OSP-LEVEL 3 (MM HG) , 
~ ~1 T! ~o CDR 83.333 9~.000 2.62H 6 ~O MAP-RECOVERY (MM HG) I MIT! H CDR S5.00Q 75.833 2.0~12 6 H WORK LOAD LEVEL 1 (WATTS) I 1'1092 15 GDR 5~.S62 65.196 3.0ITI 6 15 DIASTOLIC SP (RECOVERY) MOn 20 CDR 67.029 75.276 2.3680 6 20 MEAN SP (RECOVERY) I MOn 23 COR 36.315 26. 868 2.0029 6 23 PULSE PRESSURE (-~O) MOn ZT CDR 3.5100 1.0133 .25967 6 2T PLVC EOP (-30) MOn 28 CDR 5.3200 1.6317 .23878 /, 28 PLVC EOP (-~O) MOn 29 COR 7.1100 2.3667 .23235 6 29 PLVC EOP (-50) Mon 30 COR 1.9900 -.35000 .~~820 6 30 PLVC EOP (RECOVERY) i'1092 39 CDR .30~00 .96500-01 .38965-01 6 39 52 SLOPE (-50) MOn 61 CDR 298 .~O 299.20 .75236-03 6 61 ETI (CONTROL) MOn 110 GOR .18125 -.83333-03 .15221-01 6 110 PLVC/LBNP 0-8 MOn 112 CDR .10786 .~60Tl-OI .15816-01 6 112 PLVC/L8NP 16-30 MOn 113 COR .IT500 .61833-01 .11250-01 6 113 PLVC/LBNP 30-~0 /1092 1l~ CDR .17900 .T3500-01 .1~039-01 6 11~ PLVC/LBNP ~0-50 M092 156 CDR 281.67 163.00 ~.5517 6 156 PA INTERVAL (CONTROL) MOn 157 COR 176.93 159.82 5.6801 6 157 PR INTERVAL (-30) MOn 160 CDR 180.76 162.6~ 3.5800 6 160 PR INTERVAL (RECOVERY) MOn 16 1 COR 8~. 7~ 3 102.o~ 2.~ITI 6 161 DRS DURATION (CONTROL) MOn 162 CDR 8q.8qq 103.2'1 2.0365 6 162 DRS DURArlON (-30) MOn 163 COR 88.074 102.06 I .~!i29 6 163 DRS DURATION (-~O) MOn 16~ COR 85.965 102.09 1.220~ 6 16~ DRS DURATION (-50) MOn 165 CDR 91. 16~ 103.29 1.6529 6 165 CRS DURATION (RECOVERV) MOnA 10 COR 6 .586~ !i .8657 .19358 6 190 ORS-E C 1 RC (RECOVERY) M092A 27 COR -13.172 1.~610 ~.7982 6 20T CRS MAX AI (-30) MonA 3T CDR 2.8029 2.099~ .20798 6 217 ST-E CIRC (-30) /'1092A 38 CDR 2.3689 Z. 02.61 .113U 6 218 ST-E CIRC (-~O) /'109ZA 39 CDR 2..3920 I. 9823 .52888-01 6 219 ST-E CIRC (-50) /'109ZA 52 CDR .6~ 165 .80~OZ .~3692-01 6 232 ST MAX MAG (-30) MonA 53 CDR 
.59571 .78785 .39099-01 6 233 ST MAX MAG (-qO) M092.A !i~ CDR .5192.2 • T6766 .35917-01 6 23q ST MAX MAG (-50) /'lOnA 59 CDR -9.3TH -~8.659 T.8H2 6 239 ST MAX AZ (-50) M092A 61 CDR 19.236 38.705 5.7HO 6 2~ 1 ST MAX EL (CONTROL) MonA 62 CDR 2~. 926 39.602 ~.8362 6 H2 ST MAX EL (-30) MonA 65 COR 18.698 37. OT2 3.9039 6 2~'- ST MAX EL (RECOVERY) MonA 71 CDR I 7. ~ 36 -~5 • T85 ~ .6351 6 251 J AZ (CoNTROL) M092A TZ CDR -~.~IOO -50.T!~ ~.~6~6 6 252 JAZ(-30) MonA 73 CDR -17 • 936 -S~.831 ~ .672.0 6 253 J AZ (-~ 0 ) M09ZA 7q GDR -9.9388 -55.855 5 • TTO~ 6 25~ JAZ(-50) ~092A T5 CDR -12.~06 -50.890 5.q8T6 6 255 J AZ (RECOVERV) M09ZA 95 CDR 6~.019 58. IT I I _8TS8 6 275 D-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) I M092A Il8 CDR 12.750 13.681 .l3T9q 7 308 R CALF CIRC MonA 169 CDR I.Q500 -.66667-02 .Il) T6 6 3q9 PLVC EOP (-8 ) /W92A ITO CDR l.0600 .36833 .59133-01 6 350 PLVCEOP (-16 ) M09ZA ITI CDR 3.3160 .13350 .27 q 9~ 6 351 S I SLOPE (-8 ) MOTJ !I CDR I~I~.O 1 851. 3 1~3.71 2T II URINE CREAT (MG/TV) 








I ! I 
I iii A _" ... -.L~' j 
I, , ] 
PlEAsUREMENTs GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFL IGHT i'lEAN 
SL-~ JAN 27, 19T~ sLO. 392 JLN' 21 I'ID. MD 73 
EXPT IMEAs MAN VALUE I'IEAN SO N 
1'1013 125 sPT lS~.~O 157.65 .1~Tl5 2~ 125 WEIGHT (LBs) 
1'1013 53 PLT .72300 .39233 .~~698-01 27 53 PREGNANEDIOL (MG/TV) 
MOT3 5~ PLT .~~IOO .12S93-02 .n52~-OI 27 5~ II-DH-ANDRO (MG/TV) 
1'1013 8~ PLT 7.~500 26.~O2 3.86~~ 5 8~ FREE ETOHAMINE (MG/TV) 





SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT JAN 2B. 197~ SLD' 393 JLN' 2B MD' HD 7~ 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 23.33 DEGC AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 2B~.95 MMHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR MED EXPERIMENTS OTHER MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND DTO·S ATM EXPERIMENTS 
EREP EXPERIMENTS COROLLARY EXPERHIENTS 
ift MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
HIIO 
'I'. ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.. 
HI SLEEP DATA 
LIGHT G.OO HOURS 
'Ii. EXERCISE DATA 
U8 ERG (I' ,TT-MINS) "I ........ La ERG C~ATT-MINS) 5000.00 EVA HWE (KEAL/HR) ., •• , •• EVA OURAT (HRS) t •• t.t. HK.I EX CHINS) 10.00 HK. II EX (MINS) 8.00 HK. tIl EX CHINS) , •••••• 
TREADHILL CMINS) 26.00 OTHER EX CHINS) 3.00 HEIGHT (eM) ...... ,1 
~IGHT (KILOGRAH) 67.70 
.,' ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) ""."""1.1, INS/EX? CHEST feM} "I,t."".t,'1 NECK (eH) t ..... tt 
RT/LT ARH (eM) ttl •• ,t/'I'''''' 
DEll POINT = 13.33 DEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 190.83 HHHG 
HIIO 
MI31 
o .. t AFRIN NOSE DROPS 
LIGHT 7.00 HOURS 






. ....... . 
15.00 
..... 111 .. 
....... 11 ... 
69.90 
.......... /111" .... . 
.......... , ....... .. 
..... 1 •• 
•• 4 ..... ' ....... 1 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 




3 ... ACTtFED 





.." .... . 






. .. , ... / .... , .. .. 
....... 'f/ff ..... .. 
iI ••• ' •• 











MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 50 FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-~ JAN 28, 197~ SLO. 393 JLN. 28 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
M092 3 PLT 7,.518 5,.982 5.0~5q 7 
1'1092 q PLT 9q.768 61. 35q 5.5655 7 
1'1092. 21 PLT 1.1100 2.2qq 3 .q6893 1 
1'1092 28 PLT 10.lqO 3.19I'i .66316 7 
1'1092 29 PL T 11.390 'i .292S .8Hq5 1 
fI10'iZ 30 PLT 2.9700 .301'l3 .30311 7 
M092 32 PLT ·6.1310 1.1020 .16130 1 
1'1092. 36 PLT .11100 -.921~3-01 .qI8'l5-01 7 
1'10n 37 PLT I. 2650 .8~HI-01 .2H6q-01 7 
Mon 39 PLT - .11600 .127H .16692-01 1 
1'1091 q2 PLT -.51000-01-.16Iq3-01 .9QZ39-0Z 7 
Mon 61 PLT 298.'i0 299.20 .'l811~-03 7 
1'1091 108 PL T 1.2130 .50'i 37 .188'i2 6 
1'1092 109 PLT I. 9250 .52178 .26Q% 6 
1'1092 110 PLT .16875 .3196~-01 .20231-01 T 
Mon III PLT .26750 .11 05'i .~Q311-01 7 
Mon 112 PLT .3057 I .78878-01 .1~982-01 1 
1'1091 113 PLT .23700 .9'l71'i-01 .23592-01 7 
1'1091 153 PLT 15.76'l 56.70 I q .5233 T 
1'1092 15q PLT 95.375 61.133 5.9327 7 
M092 159 PLT IZI.87 133.97 3.1176 7 
1'1092 168 PLT 388.39 'l33.39 II. 937 1 
1'1092 169 PLT 360.16 'i22.8'i 10.323 7 
1'1092 17'i PLT • l'i 25 6 .12151 .~8809-02 7 
1'1092 179 PLT -li2.6Jt -28.083 2.9'l81 7 
MonA 18 PLT .39500 .29966 • 279'l 8-0 I 7 
M092A 20 PLT .50009 .30938 .35865-01 7 
M092A 'l5 PLT .1~'i33-01 .23QO'i-01 .29539-02 7 
M092A 52 PLT .32.189 .61693 .19121-01 7 
M092A 53 PL T .228~0 .51221 .90H5-01 1 
M092A 5'l PLT .Z02,8 .5 05'l 8 .8BI81-01 7 
MonA 78 PLT 21.598 36.I'iQ 2.2793 1 
M092A 79 PLT -'i.2981 33.831 'i.0089 1 
M092A 82 PLT .'iZH'i I. 0381 .12529 1 
MonA 83 PLT .36'l'i0 1.0lTT .12H8 7 
MonA 8'i PLT .38991 .96339 .1I01'i 1 
MonA 89 PLT T .'i23Q 6.2513 .30Z5'l T 
MonA 96 PLT 68.9,9 106.31 7.5021 1 
M092A 91 PLT 61.278 101.~1 5.8638 1 
M092.A 98 PLT Q!>.91T 96.012 ,.6399 1 
MonA 99 PLT 33.606 86.981 6.9987 7 
M092A 100 PLT 62.021 97.209 9.6212 7 
M092A 121 PLT 13.2,0 1'l.11 0 • 132,'l 7 
MonA 128 PLT 13.130' 13.861 .1261Z 7 
M092A 160 PLT 61.019 'i8.T9'i 3.9'i12 7 
MonA 169 PLT 1.3500 .25071 .16185 7 
MonA 110 PLT 3.~900 1.lqOO .307~1 7 
M092A 173 PLT .91600 -.1'0971 .15832 1 
MonA IT~ pLT 1.6690 .19286 .1,3,0 7 
1'1073 2~ CDR 3.1000 2.8000 .29'i39 ~ 
r-
3 HEART RATE (-'i0) 
~ HEART RATE (-50) 
21 PLVC EOP (-30) 
28 PLVC EOP (-~O) 
29 PLVC EOP (-50) 
30 PLVC EOP (RECOVERY) 
32 51 SLOPE (-30) 
36 52 SLOPE (CONTROL) 
37 52 SLOPE (-30) 
39 52 SLOPE (-50) 
~2 51 COMPLIANCE (-30) 
61 ETI (CONTROLl 
108 HR/LBNP 30-~0 
109 HRbR/LBNP ~0-50 
110 PLVC/LBNP 0-8 
111 PLVC/LBNP 8-16 
112 PLVC/LBNP 16-30 
113 PLVC/L8NP 30-'i0 
153 VECTAN HEART RATE (-~O) 
15~ VECTAN HEART RATE (-50) 
159 PR INTERVAL (-50) 
168 aT INTERVAL (-~O) 
169 aT INTERVAL (-50) 
1 H P MAX MAG (-50) 
lT9 P MAX AZ (-50) 
198 ORS-E DEPTH (-~ 0) 
200 QRS-E DEPTH (RECOVERV) 
225 5T-E AREA (RECOVERV) 
232 ST MAX MAG (-30) 
233 5T MAX MAG (-~O) 
23'i ST MAX MAG (-50) 
258 J EL (-~O) 
259 J EL (-50) 
262 0-5T SLOPE (-3D) 
263 O-ST SLOPE (-'i0) 
26'i 0-5T SLOPE (-50) 
269 O-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) 
216 0-5T VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) 
211 D-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30) 
218 0-5T VECTOR INTEG RAL (-~ 0 ) 
219 0-5T VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) 
280 O-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERV) 
30T L CALF CIRC 
30B R CALF CIRC 
3'i0 HEART RATE (-16) 
3Q9 PLVC EOP (-8) 
350 PLVC EOP (-16) 
353 52 SLOPE (-8) 
35~ 52 SLOPE (-16) 















































GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE 
JAN 28, 19H SLD" 393 
MAN VALUE MEAN 
CDR 92.900 97 .~25 
CDR .38200 .21332 
CDR 18.600 13.888 
SPT 12.000 6.5615 
SPT 3.3600 ~.0375 
SPT 10.300 9.8500 
SPT 93.900 99.100 
SPT 20.000 ~0.667 
SPT • 96~OO .~2860 
SPT 3.2300 I .~Oqq 
SPT 6.1780 3.6802 
SPT Iq.I~O 7.1396 
SPT 15~. TO 1>7.65 
PLT 13.000 6.6037 
PLT ~ .2000 3.IT50 
PLT 96.900 101. 85 
PLT 1.1010 .39233 
PLT 3.1290 I. 75 66 
PLT 5.~190 3.0328 
PLT 11.100 6.3978 
PLT IQ5. 90 Iq9.02 
- .~, 
PREFLIGHT MEAN 
JLN" 28 1'10'1' 1'10 
SO N 
1.3120 ~ 26 
.~3339-01 25 53 
1.2526 26 128 
1.~~ IT 26 1 
.19610 ~ 22 
.12910 ~ 25 
.82057 ~ 26 
6. 3509 3 29 
.9893~-01 25 53 
.~q331 25 5~ 
.8~528 25 55 
1.6995 25 61 
.7q715 2q 125 
1.8525 27 7 
.25000 ~ 2~ 
1.3675 ~ 26 
.9~698-01 LT 53 
.396Q2 27 5Q 
.582S0 27 55 
1.1725 27 61 
.,o3QS5 25 125 
H 
BLOOD CL (MEQ/LI. 
PREGNArIEDIOL (MG/TV I 
URINE NITROGEN (GI 
URINE CA (MEa/TV I 
BLOOD K (MEG IL I 
BLOOD CA (MG/LI 
BLOOD CL (MEQ/L I 




TOTAL IT-KETO (TMG/TVI 
WEIGHT (LBS I 
URINE CA (MEaITVI 
BLOOD POq (MG/L) 
BLOOD CL (MEQ/L) 
PREGNANED I OL (MG lTV I 
ANDROSTERONE (MG lTV I 
ETiOCHOLAN (MG/TV I 






















SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
"'AN 29. 1974 SLO' 394 .JlN4 29 MO· NO 75 
.f. ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEHPERATURE = 22._22:- DEGC AVG. AHBIENT PRESSURE = 279.26 HHHG 
~.t MISSION ACTIVITIES 
HAJOR HED EXPERIHENTS OTHER MEDICAL EXPERIHENTS AND DTO'S ATH EXPER I MENTS 
EREP EXPERIMENTS 
COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS 
.t. MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
HI31 
ft' ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
ftl MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.. 
II. SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 6.50 HOURS 
f.' EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG W,TT-MINS) .......... LB ERG tWATT-HINS! 5000.00 EVA HWE (KEAL/HRl t •••••• 
EVA DURA'r (HRS) ........ HK.I EX tHINS! 10.00 HK. II EX tHINS! B. 00 HK. 11 I EX CHINS) U U II. TREADHILL CHINS! 26.00 OTHER EX IHINS! 3.00 HEIGHT (eM) t •••••• 
J.lEIGHT tKILOGRAI1! 67.30 
f •• ANTHRPPOHETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) ••••••• , ••••••• INS/EX? CHEST (eM) ••••••• , •• ', ••• NfCK reN} ........ RTILT ARM (eM) ••••••• ' •• f •••• 




a •• AFRIN NOSE DROPS 
LIGHT 6.70 HOURS 
••••••• 
301.00 
.. ,. ...... 
••••••• 
15.00 
..... '1 •• 
• 'HI :lit, .. 
15.00 
.... ,. .. .. 
. ...... .. 
70.00 
.. ~·····I .. ·····, ........ , ....... . 
RELATIVE HUHIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
HI31 
3 H ACTIFED 
LIGHT 7.00 HOURS 
~'9. 00 r 
5.40 HHHG 
6000.00 
.. ..... . 






., ...... / •• I'fC • 
• ... tI .... / ....... . 


















I'IEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-q JAN 29, 19H SLD. 39. JlN' 29 1'10' MO 75 
EXPT 1MEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
1'1092 2 SPT 66 •• 98 53.707 Q.2186 7 2 HEART RATE (-30) 
1'1092 27 SPT 5.0.00 2 •• 2.00 •• 3.36 7 2.7 PlVC EOP (-30) 
PlO92 2.8 SPT 6.8000 3.3.71 .6065. 7 2.8 PlVC EOP (-.0) 
M92 2.9 SPT 8.HOO •• 2.500 .93.83 7 2.9 PlVC EOP (-50) 
1'l092 30 SPT 1.8qOO .682.86 .37907 7 30 PlVC EOP (RECOVERY) 
1'l092. 33 SPT 2.9780 !. 3909 .• 0612 7 33 51 SLOPE (-qO) 
1'1092 '.3 SPT - ••• 000-01-.91.2.9-02 .592.81-02 7 q3 SI COMPLIANCE (-qO) 
1'1092. .q SPT - •• 7000-01-.1.000-01 .6191.-02 7 •• 51 COMPLIANCE (-50) 1'1092 61 SPT 298 .• 0 299.31 .302.31 7 61 ETI (CONTROll 
1'1092. 110 SPT .IH50 .38036-01 .170.6-01 7 110 PlVC/lBNP 0-8 1 MOn 111 SPT .2.5750 .1055. .36592-01 7 III PlVC/lBNP 8-16 
MOn 113 SPT .17600 .92.71.-01 .22366-01 7 113 PLVC/lBNP 30-.0 
1 
1'1092 152 SPT 65.671 53.726 3.9332 7 152 VECTAN HEART RATE (-30) 
1'1092 156 SPT 1H.71 1.1.03 1. 951 0 7 156 PR INTERVAL (CONTROL) 
1'1092 157 SPT 1.9.79 139.55 2.Tl58 7 157 PR INTERVAL (-30 1 
11092 160 SPT 1 ••. 65 138.71 I. 9259 7 160 PR INTERVAL (RECOVERY) 
1'1092 173 SPT .2261q .18q21 '.13703-01 7 173 P MAX MAG (-.0) ! 
I'lon 1H SPT .263.7 .20187 .17380-01 7 1H P MAX MAG (-50) ! 
1'1092 175 SPT .198.8 .1666. .70258-02 7 175 P MAX MAG (RECOVERY) 
M092A 6 SPT 6.2928 5.1158 .2.822 7 186 CRS-E eIRC (CONTROL) 
M092A 7 SPT 6. 3585 5.0605 .2..822 7 187 CRS-E CIRC (-30) 
1'I092A 8 SPT 6.62.1 5.10.9 .25.76 7 188 CRS-E CIRC (-qO) 
M09ZA 9 SPT 7.0239 5.3019 .1603. 7 189 CRS-E CIRC (-50) 
M092.A 10 SPT 6.52.56 5.1700 .2.2705 7 190 QRS-E CIRC (RECOVERY) 
M092A 11 SPT 2.3577 1 .• 763 .13983 7 191 QRS-E AREA (r,DrlTROl) 
/'1092A 12 SPT 2.2691 I.Q9.8 .1.08. 7 192. QRS-E AREA (-30) 
M092A 13 SPT 2.6015 1.5986 .132 •• 7 193 CRS-E AREA (-.0) 
M092A I. SPT 3.0165 1.7680 .102.32 7 19Q QRS-E AREA (-50) 
M092A 15 SPT 2.6211 1.5802 .IQI8. 7 195 CRS-E AREA (RECOVERY) 
M092A 21 SPT 2.2351 1.82.08 .I! 973 7 201 QRS MAX MAG (CONTROL) 
M092A 22 SPT 2.2562 I. 735 3 .12313 7 202 CRS /'lAX MAG (-30) 
M092A 23 SPT 2.2656 1.6606 .13795 7 203 CRS MAX MAG (-.0) 
1'l092A 2. sn 2.3201 1.6303 .75575-0 I 7 20. QRS MAX MAG (-SO) 
M092A 25 SPT 2.2275 1.7836 .95.56-01 7 205 QRS MAX MAG (RECOVERY) 
M092A 26 SPT -9.0191 7.2.50 ~.8'28 7 206 gRS MAX AZ (CONTROL) 
1I092A .3 SPT .36291-01 .10.07 .209 •• -01 7 223 ST-E AREA (-QO) 
1'I092A 61 SPT 20.590 32.167 3.3511 7 2Q 1 ST MAX El (CONTROL) 
1'I092A 65 SPT IT .823 30.788 3.2011 7 2.5 ST MAX El (RECOVERY) 
M092A 76 SPT 2q .35> 39 •• 31 •. 6963 7 256 J El (CONTROL) , 
M092A 77 SPT 20.H5 37. 903 Q •• 108 7 2>7 J El (-30) , i 
1I092A 78 SPT 20.56. 36.369 3 •• 918 7 258 J El (-.0) I 
M092A 79 SPT 8.5170 31 •• 67 •• 5026 7 259 J El (-50) I 
M092.A 80 SPT 15.391 35.791 2.6600 7 260 J El (RECOVERY) ! J 
M092A 90 SPT 10.735 9.0q&. .~ 90. 3 7 270 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) 1 M092A 91 SPT 71 .• 26 57. 006 2.9153 7 271 D-URS VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) 
. M092A 92 SPT 70.131 ".".1 2.6882 7 272. D-URS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) I M092A 93 SPT 72.98~ 5 •. 969 '2.7199 7 273 O-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-.0 ) 
M092A 9. SPT 76.668 56.670 2.1651 7 27'1 D-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-,0 ) 
1 1'1092A 95 SPT 73.395 57.539 2.8990 7 275 D-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECDVERY) M092A 12.8 SPT 13.380 1 •. 289 .19987 7 308 R CALF eiRC 
I , 
r-






~(. .- ~--.~~~":"~>"., 
I'IEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-~ JAN 29, 197~ SLD" 39~ JLN. 29 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SD N 
1'I09lA 131 SPT 8.3000 3.8161 1.2868 3 
1'I092A 159 SPT 11.013 53.~~6 5.1391 7 
M092A 160 SPT 66.T06 53. OO~ ~. 3Z~0 7 
M092A 169 SPT I.IBOO • 30~29 .13636 T 
M09ZA 170 SPT 3.2~00 1 .1~B6 .21619 1 
1'1073 2 COR 1083.0 56~.~ I 150.11 27 
1'1073 7 COR II.BOO 6.3B52 1.5625 27 
1'1073 10 CDR I. 02BO 1.0159 .37350-02 27 
1'1073 53 CDR .55300 .21332 .~3339-01 25 
1'1073 S~ CDR ~.2HO 2.2921 .50~53 25 
1'1073 61 COR 9.5800 5.7376 .96BOO Z5 
1'1073 12S COR 21.000 13.SBB 1.2526 26 
1'1013 7 SPT 12.100 6.5615 I.~~ 17 26 
1'1073 16 SPT 113.90 "2.50~ IS.027 26 
1'I0n 53 SPT 1.~~20 .~ 2B60 .9S93~-01 2.5 
1'1013 5~ SPT ~.1310 I • ~O~~ .~~331 25 
1'1073 ~~ SPT 9.5690 3.6B02 .S~52S 2.5 1'1073 SPT 1.~910 .51612 .1 e565 25 
1'1013 61 SPT IS.760 7.1396 1.6995 25 
1'1073 I 5 SPT 15~.BO 157.65 .H715 2.~ 
1'1073 1 PL T 1~.300 6.6037 I.S525 2T 
1'1073 II PLT 57 .500 19.90~ 10.293 Z1 
1'1073 ~3 PLT 1363.0 885.96 I~B.99 27 
1'1013 53 PL T 1.29~0 .39233 .9%98-01 Z1 
1'1073 5~ PLT 3.H30 1. 7566 .396 112 Z1 
1'1073 55 PL T 5.8860 3.0ns .5B2BO 27 
1'1073 58 PLT 1.6960 .75%3 .26152 2.7 
1'1073 59 PLT .~5300 .72593-02 .3Z52~-01 27 
1'1073 61 PLT 13.6BO 6.397S 1.1725 27 































HOURS SINCE SLEEP 
HEART RATE (-B) 
HEART RATE (-16 ) 
PLVC EOP (-B) 
PLVC EOP (-16 ) 
UR INEOSMOL (MOSMfTV) 
UR INE CA (!'1EDfTV) 
URINE SPECIFIC GRAV 
PREGNANEDIOL (MGfTV) 
ANOROSTERONE (MGfTV) 
TOTAL I1-KETO (TMGfTV) 
URINE NITROGEN (G) 
URINE CA OIEafTV) 
HVDROCORTISON (UGfTV) 
PREGNANEDIOL (MGfTV) 
ANDROSTERONE (MG fTV ) 
ETiOCHOLAN (MGfTV) 
II-O-ETIOCHO (MGfTV) 
TOTAL 17-KETO (TMGfTV) 
WEIGHT (LSS) 
URINE CA (MEafTV) 
ALDOSTERONE (UGfTV) 
DIET CALCIUM (MG) 
PREGNANEOIOL (MGfTV) 














SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
JAN 30. 197~ SLD' 395 JLN' 30 MD' MD 76 
~'I ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 22.78 DEGC 
AVG. AM81ENT PRESSURE = 269.~3 MMHG 
••• HISSION ACTIVITIES 
ilAJOR MED EXPER I MENTS 
OTHER MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND DIO'S 
ATM EXPERIMENTS 
EREP EXPERINENTS 
COROLLARY EXPER IMENTS 
SCIENCE DEMOS/STUDENT EXPERIMENTS 




". tiED I CATION AND DOSAGE 
.. 
... t SLEEP DATA 
LIGHT 6.50 HOURS 
I., EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (I··,TT-HINS) tiff ...... 
LB ERG (WATT-MINS) 5000.00 
EVA HWE (KEAL/HRj l.t'.11 
EVA DURAT CHRS) tlllfl'l 
HK.I EX (MINS) 10.00 
HK. II EX (MINS) B.OO 
MK •. I I I EX CHINS) H ...... 
TREADMILL (MINS) 26.00 
OTHER EX (MINS) 3.00 
HEIGHT (eM) Iff"'1 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 67.~0 
.t, ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST leM} .... 1 •• , •• ' ..... 1 
INS/EX? CHEST (eM) Ilf.t"/t""I' 
NECK (CM) ..... tI •• 
RTILT ARM (eM) ff_I"'!"f.tI.1 
DEW POINT = 10.67 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 179.97 MMHG 
MI31 
1 •• DALMANE CAPSULES 







"' .. 11.,,, 
15.00 
... " ..... 
......... 
69.70 
'HI"."*/ ......... . 
....... 41-/' ....... . 
-,:'->-,.,.,--~~." .-.' 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY ~6.00 % 
PART. PRES. C02 = 5.30 MHHG 
f'f"f""'.<II'.11 PLT ""'llf.' ••• 'lI' 
2 H ACTlF'ED 
LIGHT 7.50 HOURS 
.. ........ .. 
6000.00 








....... '!!/, ....... .. 





PlEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
i SL-q JAN 30, 197~ SLO .. 395 JLN" 30 1'10" MD 76 
1 EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N Pl092 q2 CDR -.80000-02-.1~800 .qq385-01 5 q2 SI COMPL lANCE (-30) i 1'1092 61 CDR 298.qO 299.20 .75236-03 6 61 ET l·( CONTROL j , 1'1092 110 CDR • T1250-0 1-.83333-03 .15221-01 6 110 PLVC/LBNP 0-8 I 1'1092 156 CDR 182.20 163.00 ~.5517 6 156 PR INTERVAL (CONTROL) 1 1'1092 In CDR 118.99 159.82 5.6801 6 157 PR INTERVAL (-30) I 1'1092 160 CDR 179.18 162.6q 3.5800 6 160 PR INTERVAL (RECOVERY) 1'1092 161 CDR 80.773 102.5q 2.ql7l 6 161 gRS DURATION (CONTROL) 1'1092 162 CDR 79.661 103.2q 2.0365 6 162 gRS DURATION (-30) 1'1092 163 CDR 78.5q2 102.56 l.q529 6 163 QRS DURATION (-qO) 1'1092 16q CDR 76.998 102.09 I .220q 6 16q gRS DURATION (-50) PlO92 165 COR 8q.00q 103.29 I. 6529 6 165 nRS DURATION (RECOVERY) 1'1092 176 CDR 
-26.619 -6.8709 5.8066 6 176 P MAX AZ (CONTROL) 
0 1'1092 177 CDR -31.Q57 
-15.336 3.Q9H 6 177 P MAX Al (-30) 1 1'1092 180 COR -27.593 -6.0273 6.1903 6 190 P MAX AZ (RECOVERY) M092A I CDR Q2.836 Q8.102 I .Q 9 35 6 18 1 P MAX EL (CONTROL) I M092A 5' CDR QQ.603 H • 9Qq 1.1029 6 185 P MAX EL (RECOVERY) 1 1'I092A 10 CDR 6.5006 5.8657 .19358 6 190 CRS-E CIRC (RECOVERY) 
1 M092A 26 CDR -21.817 -1.0550 q.5537 6 206 DRS MAX AZ (CONTROL) M092A 27 COR -21.79q I.Q610 Q.7982 6 207 CRS MAX AZ (-30) M092A 28 CDR -23,7H Q.Q120 6.7170 6 208 CRS MAX AZ (-QO) M092A 29 COR -23.953 T. 7918 8.H85 6 209 CRS MAX AZ (-50) 1'I092A 30 COR 
-21.5Q5 -.aQ955 Q • 168Q 6 210 CRS MAX AZ (RECOVERY) M092A 37 CDR 2.8205 2.099Q .20798 6 217 ST-E CIRC (-30) M092A 38 CDR 2.6535 2.0261 .1I3Q2 6 218 5T-E CIRC (-QO) M092A 39 CDR 2.6956 1. 9823 .52889-01 6 219 ST-E CIRC (-50) j M092A qO CDR 2.555q 2.0566 .12736 6 220 ST-E CIRC (RECOVERY) 
\ 
M092A H COR .27783 .10990 .Q9QI7-01 6 229 5T-E DEPTH (-50) M092A 5Q CDR .52797 .76766 .35917-01 6 23Q 57 MAX MAG (-50) i M092A 55 CDR .58861 .81357 .63631-01 6 235 ST MAX MAG ( RECOVERY) M092A 61 COR 16.886 38.705 5.7HO 6 2Q 1 ST MAX EL (CONTROL) 
·1 M092A 62 CDR 20.815 39.602 Q.8362 6 2Q2 ST MAX EL (-30) M092A 63 CDR 27. 66Q q2.030 3.2512 6 H3 ST MAX EL (-QO) M092A 65 CDR 8.1299 37.012 3.9039 6 2q5 ST MAX EL (RECOVERY) M092A 71 CDR 1.1963 -Q5 • 785 Q. 6 351 6 251 J AZ (CONTROL) M092A 72. CDR -q.7613 -50.71~ Q.Q6% 6 2>2 J AZ (-30) M092A 13 CDR 





-._----._- ._- -' 






, -, j ~-
--""""- .. ...;...;.;....;~ .... -
~EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-" JAN 30, 19T'1 SLO. 395 JLN. 30 MO. MO 76 
EXPT lMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
1'1073 7 SPT 11.200 6.561, 1. .... 17 26 7 URINE Co (MEQ/TV) 
~073 53 SPT 1. 0290 ... 2860 .9893"-01 25 53 PREGNANEDIOL (MG/TV) 
~073 , .. SPT 2.76"0 1 ... 0 .... ..... 331 25 5 .. ANDROSTERONE (MG/TV) 
M073 55 SPT 6.3150 3.6802 .8"528 25 55 ETlOCHOLAN (MG/TV) 
1'1073 61 SPT 13.090 7.1396 1.6995 25 61 TOTAL 17-KETO (TMG/TV) 
f'\O 73 125 SPT 15'1.00 157.65 .7'1715 2" 12, WEIGHT (L8S) 
1'1073 7 PLT 13.600 6.6037 1.8525 27 7 URINE CA (MEQ/TV) 
1'1073 53 PL T 1.13 .. 0 .39233 .9"698-01 27 53 PREGNANEDIOL (MG/TV) 
1'1073 H PLT 3."020 1.7566 .396"2 27 5'1 ANDROSTERONE (MG /TV ) 
/'i073 55 PLT 6. H2O 3.0328 .58280 27 55 ETlOCHOLAN (MG/TV) 
/1073 59 Pl T .3T'100 .72593-02 .3252'1-01 27 ,9 II-OH-ANDRO (MG/TV) 
1'1073 61 PLT 1'1.060 6.3978 1.1725 2T 61 TOTAL 17-KETO (TI'IG/TV) 
MOT3 125 PL T 1 .. 7.10 1"9.02 .53'185 25 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
MOn 128 PLT 27.'100 16.273 2.6105 26 128 URINE NITROGEN (Gl 
-- J 
SL-~ DAllY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
.JAN 31. 1974 SL04 396 .JlN' 31 HO' NO 77 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TENPERATURE = 23.33 DEGC AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 273.57 MMHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
OTHER MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND DTO·S ATM EXPERlHENTS 
EREP EXPERIMENTS COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS OFF-DUTY/REST DAY 
DEBRIEFING 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
•• , ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
I •• SUDAFED CAPSULES 
Ie .. SLEEP DATA 
HEAVV 7.50 HOURS 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (~A TT -M INS] 
LB ERG (~ATT-NINS] 
EVA MWE I :EAL/HRI 
EVA DURAT (HRS] 
MK.I EX (MINS] 
MK. II EX (HINS) 
MK. III EX (HINS] 
TREADHIll (MINS) OTHER EX (HINS] 
f£IGHT (CHl 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 
• Ii iI" • t • 
• I • 'II ~ •• 
.... "',0111 
•• ,,}!!,. 
G I • <II ••• 
.. " I I" ... 
.. . . ... . , 
.... <II I •• 
.. I I ..... 
.. ... <II • I I 
67.~0 
.t. ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (CH) ···~···I··I'I'I INS/EX? CHEST (eH) ••••••• , •••• , •• 
NECK (CH) I"'"'''' 
RT/LT ARM (CM) I··~'··I··'·'·· RTllT ARM VOL (ec) ."I."""c'" RTILT HAND CFT-L81 I''' ••• '/.I't' •• 
DEW POINT = 13.33 DEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN = IBS.65 MMHG 
.. 
lIGHT 9.00 HOURS 
1.,.·;11 • 
"'-',Ie 
<I.'" I I • 
... , .... 
IC'I, •• 
..Ift ... . 
11 ....... . 
• I I .... " 
'1I'1.a1, 
• I ....... « 
69.30 
••• lllf/ ••••••• 
•• 'l •• 'I/ ••••••• 
,. .... 11 •• 
'.",,'/" •• 1_. 
•••• 1 •• / ••••••• 
....... / ... ,. ... 
RELATIVE HUHIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
2 H AcnfED 
LIGHT B.SO HOURS 
53.00 % 
5.~0 MHHG 
• , ..... I • 
• I <II 1 ••• 
I ...... . 
'~'''I'' 
II G • II •• I 
• 11 11 II 1·1 • 
II I ••••• 
11 ... II ,.. 11 
...... I , • , 
· .. " , .. 
66.20 
.. , ••• 1 .. /" ••• , • 
.. , .... /." .... 
• •••• • ,', ... ;, 11 •• , 
II •••• ,/,f"". 





















/lEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN· 
SL-~ JAN 31, 191~ SLD .. 396 JLN .. 31 MD .. MD 11 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SD N 
/1013 IT CDR 6~.200 22.131 12.913 2T 11 ALDOSTERONE (UG/TV) 
1'1013 53 CDR .~3100 .21332 .~3339-01 25 53 PREGNANEDIOL (MGITV) 
1'1013 5q CDR q.OrqO 2.2927 .50q53 25 5q ANDROSTERONE (MG/TV) 
1'1013 61 CDR 9.6100 5.1316 .96BOO 25 61 TOTAL IT-KETO ITMG/TV) 
MOT3 7 SPT 15.100 6.5615 I.qq 11 26 1 URINE CA (MEQ/TV) 
11013 11 SPT 25.BOO 1.88% 5.5222 26 11 ALDOSTERONE (UG/TV) 
1'1013 qT SPT 101.00 83500 q.9139 26 -'iT DIET POTASSIUM (MG) 
1'1013 53 SPT 1.3990 .~2860 .9893q-Ol 25 53 PREGNANEDIOL (MG/TV) 
1'1013 5q SPT q.0~10 l.qOqq .q~331 25 5q ANDROSTERONE (MG lTV) 
1'1013 55 SPT 9.0310 3.6802 .8q528 25 55 ETIOCHOLAN (MG/TV) 
11013 5B SPT 2.5060 .51612 .18565 25 58 !I-O-ETIOCHO (MG/TV) 
1'1013 61 SPT 18.6BO 1.1396 1.6995 25 61 TOTAL IT-KETO (TMG/TV) 
1'1013 125 SPT 153.30 15T .65 • 7q Tl5 2q 12, WEIGHT (LBS) 
11073 12B SPT 20.900 IQ.5BI 1.8363 26 12S URINE NITROGEN (G) 
1'1073 7 PLT 16.300 6.6031 I.B525 21 7 URINE CA (MEO/TV) 
1'1073 16 PLT 136.60 53.18, 21.210 21 !6 HVDROCORTISON (UG/TV) 
1'1013 ql PLT 3913.0 3119.9 220.02 2.1 Ql DIET CALORIES (KCAL) 
1'1013 q2 PLT 15B50 12T .Q9 9.2911 21 Q2 DIET PROTEIN (G) 
MOT3 53 PLT .89200 .39233 .9~69B-01 2.1 53 PREGNANEDIOL (MG/TV) 
1'1013 5~ PLT 3.1300 1.1566 .396n 2.1 ,Q ANDROSTERONE (MG lTV ) 
1'1013 ,5 PLT Q.8220 3.0328 .58280 21 5> ETIOCHOLAN (MG/TV) 
MOT3 59 PLT .5%00 .12593-02 • 3252~-0 I 21 59 II-OH-ANORO (MG/TV) 
1'1013 61 PLT II.HO 6.3918 1.1125 27 61 TOTAL 11-KETO ITMG/TV) 
1'1013 123 PLT ~.2000 .76923 1. 0533 26 123 FECAL NA (MEO) 
1'1073 125 PLT 1%.10 1~9.02 .53~8' 25 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 






SL-4 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT FEB I. 1974 SLD' 397 JLN' 32 MO' NO 7B 
...... ENV I RONHENT AL 
• AVG. TEMPERATURE: 22.7B DEGC AVG. AM8IENT PRESSURE: ~79.26 MMHG 
.... HISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR MED EXPERIMENTS OTHER MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND DTO'S ATM EXPERIMENTS 
EREP EXPERIMENTS 
COROLLARY EXPERH\ENTS SCIENCE DEMOS/STUDENT EXPERHIENTS 
......... « ....... , COR " ...... .f ....... _.1I. 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
... ILLNESS/SYMPTOWPROBLEM 
.... MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.. 
... SLEEP DATA 
LIGHT 5.50 HOURS 
..... EXERCiSE DATA 
UB ERG (I'.TT-HINS) ....... , L8 ERG (WATT-MINS) 5000.00 EVA HWE (KEAL/HR) ........ . 
EVA DURAT (HRS) ....... u. MK.I EX (MINS) 10.00 MK. II- EX (MINS) 8.00 HK& III EX (HINS) ••••••• 
TREADMILL [MINS) 26.00 OTHER EX (MINS) 3.00 HEIGH~ (eM) ••••••• 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 67.90 
II •• ANTHROPOHETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) ........ , ••••••• INS/EXP CHEST (eM) •• , •••• , ••••••• NECK (eM) ..... <II it 
RT/LT ARM (CM) ••••••• , ••••••• 








• <II .. ' iHI" 
15.00 
••••• 4. 





1.fI ••••• / ..... <I,. 
... -... , ......... .. 
.. II. t .. II II 
..... HI.' ....... . 
RELATiVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 : 
11171 
M092 
I U ACTIFED 

























._ ..... ,/ .. tt ..... .. 
.., ... '.11,./, ........ .. 
.. t f' ... t 












~EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM THE PREFL IGHT MEAN 
SL-~ FEB I, 19H SLD4 397 Jl1l4 32 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
mTl 19 SPT 101.91 8~ .183 5.~5ll 8 1'1171 lO SPT 3~.500 2q.61l l.9q15 8 1'1171 139 PLT -11.7Iq 3.1606 6.08% 1 1'10n I SPT 61.938 51.056 3.0936 1 1'I0n 2 SPT 67.985 53.707 q.2186 1 1'1091 3 SPT 78.796 58.759 6.1519 7 1'I0n q SPT 9q.929 6q.8T3 8. 59q 0 . 1 







1 ... -- ._._--- .. 
"'. i 
MD4MO 18 
19 VE-LEVEL 3 (LIM IN) 
20 VE-RECOVERY (Lli'lIN) 
139 DBP/VOl 25-50 
I HEART RATE (CONTROL) 
2 HEART RATE (-30) 
3 HEART RATE (-qO) 
~ HEART RATE (-50) 
21 PLVC EOP (-30) 
28 PlVC EOP (-qO) 
Z9 PLVC EOP (-50) 
33 fll SLOPE (-qO) 
q3 SI COi'lPLIANCE (-qO) qq SI COi'lPlIANCE (-50) 
61 ETI (CONTROL) 
6l HI (-30 ) 
63 ETI (-q 0 ) 
6q Err (-50) 
65 ETI (RECOVERY> 
109 HR6R/LBNP qO-,O 
I 13 PLVC /LBNP 30-q 0 
IIQ PLVC/LBNP qO-50 
I, I VECTAN HEART RATE (CONTROL) 
152 VECTAN HEART RATE (-30 ) 
1,3 VECTAN HEART RATE (-qO) 
I,q VECTAN HEART RATE (-,0) 
166 DT INTERVAL (CONTROL) 
167 DT INTERVAL (-30) 
168 DT INTERVAL (-qO) 
112 P MAX i'lAG (-30) 
173 P MAX MAG (-QO) 
IH P i'lAX MAG (-,0) 
175· P MAX MAG (RECOVERY) 
JT9 P MAX AZ (-,0) 
I HEART RATE (CONTROL) 
Q HEART RATE (-!i0) 
l7 PlVC EOP (-30) 
l8 PLVC EOP (-~O) 
29 PLVC EOP (-!i0) 
30 PLVC EOP (RECOVERY) 
3Z SI SLOPE (-30) 
31 S2 SLOPE (-30) 
39 S2 SLOPE (-50) Ql 51 COMPlIAN~E (-30 l 
61 ETI (CONTROL) 
110 PLVC/LBNP O-B 
112 PLVC/LBNP 16-30 
15'1 VECTAN HEART RATE (-50 ) 
119 P MAX AZ (-50) 
186 DRS-E CIRC (CONTROL) 
187 QRS-E CIRC (-30) 
MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-~ FEB 1, 197~ SLD. 397 JLN .. 32 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SD N 1'I09lA 8 SPT 6.98~5 5. I o~ 9 .25~76 7 1'I092A 9 SPT 7 .~O25 5.3019 .1603q 7 M092A 10 SPT 6. 70~ 9 !).ITOO 
.22705 7 M092A II SPT 2. q262 I .~763 .13983 7 MonA 12 SPT 2.,666 I .q 9~ 8 .lq08~ 7 M092A 13 SPT 2.95~5 1.5986 .132q~ 7 MonA I~ SPT 3.~3~5 1.1680 .10232 7 M092A 15 SPT 2.8000 1.5802 • I ~ 18q 7 M092A 19 SPT .25929 .15686 .26~05-01 T M09lA 20 SPT .21Q03 .1~~93 .21655-01 7 M092A 21 SPT 2.1983 1. 8208 .11973 7 MonA 22 SPT 2.2369 1.13,3 • 12313 7 1'1092A 23 SPT 2.303~ 1.6606 .13795 7 MonA 2~ SPT 2.3957 1.635:t .75H5-01 7 MonA 25 SPT 2.25qq 1.78l6 .95q56-01 7 M092A 61 SPT 21.265 32.167 3.3!)11 7 M092A 62 SPT 20.227 30.,q5 2.6055 7 M092A 6~ SPT 13.156 25.983 Q.09qq 7 M092A 65 SPT 17.600 30.788 3.20 II 7 M092A 76 SPT 25.319 39.Q31 Q .6963 7 MonA 78 SPT 19.563 36.369 3.q918 7 MonA T9 SPT -1.8176 31.%7 q .5026 7 M09lA 80 SPT 8.63~2 35.791 2.6600 7 MonA 87 SPT 11.711 9.2ITO .68q22 7 M092A 88 SPT IQ.30Q 9.9313 • 9Q 9~Q 7 MonA 89 SPT 17.12Q 11.155 1. 3618 7 M092A 90 SPT 11.089 9.0%Q .HOq3 7 M092A 91 SPT 70.363 57.006 2.9153 7 MonA 92 SPT 71.200 55.Qql 2.6882 7 MonA 93 SPT 75. H8 5Q.969 2.7199 7 MonA 9~ SPT 78.9QO 56.670 2. 1651 7 MonA 95 SPT 73.719 'ST.539 2.8990 7 MonA 128 SPT 13.380 I Q .289 .19987 7 MonA 135 SPT 25.600 23.Qsr .70677 7 M092A 1,9 SPT 70. OQ 0 53.QQ6 5.1391 7 M092A 176 SPT -.85000-01-.32571-01 .IQI88-01 -7 M092A 20 PLT .Q1882 .30938 .35865-01 7 M092A 26 PLT I.Q032 IT .597 5.3515 T M092A Q5 PLT • 13328-01 • 23Q O~-O 1 .29>39-02 7 M092A 51 PLT .31578 .66391 .IOIH 7 MonA 52 PLT .18605 .61693 .79127-01 7 M092A 53 PLT .17158 .5722 I .90QI5-01 7 M092A 5~ PLT .19801 .505Q8 .88781-01 7 MonA 55 PLT .305H .62226 .80172-01 7 M092A 60 PLT 27.085 -2.8153 7.7270 7 MonA 75 PLT -75.696 -Q6.682 7.7928 7 i'i092A 78 PLT 22.630 36. I QQ 2.2793 7 
'M092A 79 PLT .86Q~5 33.831 ~ :00S·9 7 M092A 81 PLT .51027 1. 022Q .1~813 7 M092A 82 PLT .382Q2 1.0381 .12529 7 
MD.MD 78 
188 CRS-E eIRe (-~O ) 
189 CRS-E e rRe (-50 ) 
190 CRS-E eIRC (RECOVERY) 
191 CRS-E AREA (CONTROL) 
192 CRS-E AREA (-30 ) 
193 CRS-E AREA (-~O ) 
19~ QRS-E AREA (-50 ) 
195 CRS-E AREA (RECOVERY) 
199 CRS-E DEPTH (-50 ) 
200 URS-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 
201 nRS MAX MAG (CONTROL) 
202 DRS MAX MAG (-30 ) 
203 DRS MAX MAG (-~O ) 
20~ CRS MAX MAG (-50 ) 
205 CRS MAX MAG (RECOVERY) 
2q I ST MAX EL (CONTROL) 
2q2 ST MAX EL (-30) 
2qQ ST MAX EL (-50) 
2q5 ST MAX EL (RECOVERY) 
256 J EL (CONTROL) 
258 JEL(-qO) 
259 J EL (-50) 
260 J EL (RECOVERY) 
267 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) 
268 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~ 0 ) 
269 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) 
270 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) 271 D-URS VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) 
272 D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) 
273 D-URS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-QO) 
2H D-ORS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) 
275 O-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) 308 R CALF CIRC 
315 LBNPO TEMP-END 
339 HEART RATE (-8 ) 
3% S2 COMPLIANCE (-16 ) 
200 QRS-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) 
206 CRS MAX Al (CONTROL) 
225 ST-E AREA (RECOVERV) 
231 ST MAX MAG (CONTROL) 
232 ST MAX MAG (-30) 
233 ST MAX MAG (-QO) 
23Q ST MAX MAG (-50) 
235 ST MAX MAG (RECOVERY) 
2QO ST MAX AZ (RECOVERV) 
255 J AZ (RECOVERY) 
258 J EL (-Q 0 ) 
259 J EL (-50 J 
261 D-ST SLOPE (CONTROL) 
























MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-~ FEB 1, 19T~ SLO¥ 397 JLN. 32. 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SD N MOnA 83 PLT .~~625 1.0171 .1219 8 7 MonA 8~ PLT 5519~ ,96339 .1I01~ 7 MonA 96 PLT 63,2H 106.3T T.5021 7 nonA 97 PLT ~9.~06 10)'~1 5.8638 7 MonA 98 PLT ~~.2.20 96.012 5.6399 7 MonA 99 PLT 39.016 86. 987 6.9987 7 MonA 100 PLT 51,583 97.209 9.6212 7 MonA 127 PLT 13.130 !~, II 0 .1325~ T rlonA 128 PLT [2.880 13,861 .12612 T MonA [37 PLT 10,~20 6.5000 
· TOTII 2 MonA [59 PLT 65.067 ~9 .62.1 ~.lqq6 T NonA 160 PLT 6q,391 ~8, T9q 3,9q12 7 MonA 169 PLT 1.2300 .25571 ,161B5 7 MonA [ TO PLT 2,3900 1.1~00 ,30H 1 T MonA 175 PLT -.39000-01-,12667-01 ,B2138-02 6 1'1073 53 CDR .36100 ,21332 .q3339-01 25 MOT3 I2q CDR 36, 100 1~.127 q ,8232 26 MOT3 128 COR 18.900 13,888 1.2526 26 MOT3 129 COR ~.8000 2,1071 ,T3153 26 MOT3 53 SPT 1. 061 0 ,~2860 ,9893Q-Ol 25 1'1073 55 SPT 6,5120 3,6802 .SQ528 2.5 MOT3 61 SPT 12,530 1.1396 1,6995 25 MOT3 125 SPT 15Q .QO 15T. 65 
· THI5 2q MOT3 T PL T 12.200 6.6037 I.B525 2.7 1'1073 ~3 PL T 1397.0 BB5 .96 1~8.99 2.7 1'1073 53 PLT .97500 .39233 .9Q69B-Ol 2.T MOT3 5Q PLT 3.2390 1. 7566 
· 396~2 2.7 MOT3 55 PLT 5.~200 3.0328 ';8280 2.7 MOT3 59 PLT .26100 .72.593-02. .3252Q-Ol 27 MOT3 61 PLT 11.990 6.39T8 1.1T25 2.7 
k, 
1'10_ MO 18 
263 D-ST SLOPE (-'10) 
2.6~ D-ST SLOPE (-50) 
2.76 D-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) 2.71 D-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) 2.78 D-ST VECTOR [NTEGRAL (-~ 0 ) 
279 D-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) 280 O-ST VECTOR [NTEGRAL ( RECOVERY! 30T L CALF C[RC 
308 R CALF CIRC 
31T HOURS SINCE SLEEP 
339 HEART RATE (-8 ) 
3qO HEART RATE (-16 ) 3q9 PLVC EOP (-B) 
350 PLVC EOP (-16 ) 
355 SI COMPLIANCE (-8 ) 
53 PREGNANEO I OL OIG lTV) 
[2~ FECAL K (MED) 
128 UR[NE NITROGEN (G) 
129 FECAL NITROGEN (G) 
53 PREGNANEDIOL (MG/TV) 
55 ETIOCHDLAN (MG/TV) 
61 TOTAL 17-KETO (TMG/TV) 125 WEIGHT (L8S) 
T URINE CA (MEDITV) 
~3 DIET CALCIUM (MG) 
53 PREGNANEDIOL (MG/TV) 5Q ANDROSTERONE (MG/TV) 
55 ETlDCHOLAN (MG/TV) 
59 11-0H-ANDRO (MGITV) 
















SL-~ DAILY CLINICAl/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
FEB 2. 197~ SLO' 398 .JLN' 33 HO' HO 79 
'If' ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TE~IPERATURE = 22.22 DEOC 
AVG. AH81ENT PRESSURE = 273.57 ~IHHG 
••• HISSION ACTIVITIES 
DE8RIEFING 
, ... MEDICAL EXPERINENTS/DTO 
H171 
H092 
... , ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
f., MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
3 •• SUDAFED CAPSULES 
til. SLEEP DATA 
LIGHT 6.50 HOURS 
'1. EXERCISE DATA 
U8 ERG (WATT-HINS) 
La ERG (WATT-MINS) 
EVA HWE (KEAL/HR) 
EVA DURAT (fIRS) 
HK.I EX (HINS) 
MK. 1I EV "IlNS) 
HK. III EX (MINS) 
TREADMILL (HINS) 













,., ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPfI.IAIST (CH) 
INS/EXP CHEST (CH) 
NECK (CH) 
RTILT ARM (CM) 
RTILT ARM VOL (CC) 
RTILT HAND (FT-La) 
CEN GRAV ~IEAS (CM) 
....... , ...... . 
·"".''1''''''.1.1 
"""Ct 
... ~HI··I······· .......... , .. " .... . 
........ , ....... . 
"I'."' •• 
DElI POINT = 8.33 OEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 181.00 HHHG 
.. 
LIGHT 7.00 HOURS 
8337.00 
"" .... 11 II 
.. 11 <II 11 ... I 
15.00 
Ii' .......... .. 
....... e <II .. 
15.00 
.... 11 .... 11 .. 
69.90 
•••••• ".fl ...... 
····· .. '/"'····., 
........ " .... " . 
.. ... ,<1 '"/11''' •••• 
••··· .. "'/'··t.··· 
.... 'II~ •• 
.. ~ .. 
RELA Tl VE HUm D lTY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
I H ACTIF'ED 




..... 11 ... 11 






''' •• 11''/1<1'11'' • 
... '1 ••• ,/ ••••••• 
......... , ...... . 
·, •••• q/.I'.',I 


































































."---_._'. -'- .. ~-- --~--- ---_._---. ----- .~-- -_. 
---,- .--,-----
GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
FEB 2, 19T~ SLD" 398 JLN" 33 (!'In¥- MD 79 
MAN VALUE MEAN SO N CDR 59.000 70.H6 3.1098 1 33 DBP-LEVEL 2(MMHG) CDR ~5.000 71 .162 3.6752 7 3~ DBP-LEVEL 3 (1'11'1 HG) CDR 95.222 112..~0 ~ .1875 T 39 MAP-LEVEL 3 (MM HG) CDR 86.000 9~.000 2.62H 6 ~o MAP-RECOVERY (1'11'1 HG) CDR H.029 72.087 ~. 6 O~ 0 T 6~ DBP , 160 HR CDR -25.830 2.56~2 6 .~052 5 1~0 DBPIV02 50-75 CDR 86.107 37.~10 1~.123 5 1~6 PP IV02 50-75 CDR 96.316 90.091 I. 7~28 6 8 SYSTOLIC BP (-~O) CDR 33.0l6 26.868 2.00l9 6 23 PULSE PRESSURE (-~O) CDR ~ .!TOO 1.0133 .25967 6 27 PLVC EOP (-30) CDR 5.6700 1.6317 .2387B 6 2B PLVC EOP (-~O) CDR 1.5300 2.3667 .23235 6 29 PlVC EOP (-50) CDR 1.2900 -.35000 .~~B20 6 30 PLVC EOP (RECOVERY) CDR .2!T00 .96500-01 .3896,-01 6 39 S2 SLOPE (-50) CDR -.IOOOO-OI-.I~BOO .~q3B5-01 5 ·Q2 SI COMPLIANCE (-30) CDR 29B.~0 299.20 .75236-03 6 61 ETI (CONTROll CDR 602.~0 59B.13 I .30n 6 62 ETI (-30 ) CDR .22625 -.83333-03 .15221-01 6 110 PLVC/LBNP O-B CDR .16625 .~6875-01 .18737-01 6 III PlVC/LBNP 8-16 CDR .15000 .61833-01 .11250-01 6 113 PLVC/LBNP 30-~0 CDR .18600 .73500-01 .1~039-01 6 Il~ PLVC/lBNP ~0-50 CDR 116.32 162.6~ 3.5800 6 160 PR INTERVAL (RECOVERY) CDR 8Q.635 102.5~ 2.~1T1 6 161 DRS DURATlDrI (CONTROL) COR B2.172 103.2~ l.0365 6 162 CRS DURATION (-30) CDR 81.667 IOZ.56 1,~'29 6 163 DRS DURATION (-~O) CDR B 0 • 7B I IOl.09 I • 220~ 6 16Q DRS DURATION (-50) CDR 87.129 103.l9 1.6529 6 165 CRS DURATION (RECOVERY) COR 53.216 ~ 7 • 9~~ 1.1029 6 185 P MAX EL (RECOVERY) CDR 6.5~16 5.9019 .16610 6 189 QRS-E CIRC (-50) CDR 6.76l1 ,.8657 .193,8 6 190 DRS-E CIRC (RECOVERY) CDR l.5093 1.8350 .19320 6 195 DRS-E AREA (RECOVERY) CDR -15.889 1.%10 ~. 798l 6 l07 DRS MAX Al (-30) CDR -16.010 ~.qI20 6. T1 70 6 208 DRS MAX AZ (-~O) COR -13.685 -.8~955 ~. 168q 6 210 DRS MAX AZ (RECOVERY) CDR 2.5755 2.0261 .113~2 6 218 ST-E CIRC (-qO) CDR 2.51 q~ 1.9823 .52888-01 6 219 ST-E CIRC (-50) CDR 2.5~20 2.0566 .ll736 6 220 ST-E CIRC (RECOVERY) CDR .6%q9 .76766 .3,911-01 6 23q ST MAX MAG (-50) CDR 
-22.3IB -q8.659 T. 8qn 6 239 ST MAX AZ (-50) CDR 28.010 ~2.030 3.2512 6 2~3 ST flAX EL (-~O) CDR 20.120 37.072 3.9039 6 2H ST MAX EL (RECOVERV) CDR 12.603 -Q5.785 ~. 6 3, I 6 251 J Ar (CONTROL) CDR 9.5379 -50.7H ~.~6q£ 6 2,2 J AZ (-30) CDR 7.0532 -5Q .831 '1.6720 6 2,3 J AZ (-Q 0 ) CDR 10.675 -55.85"5 5.770'1 6 2'~ JAZ(-50) CDR 3.05ll -50.890 5.Q876 6 25'5 J AZ (RECOV!:"y) CDR 65.Q21 58.111 1.875"8 6 275 D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) CDR !2.750 13.681 .23T9Q 7 308 R CALF C IRC CDR I.BIOO -.66667-02 .12116 6 3Q9 rLVC EOP (-8 ) CDR 3.1~00 .36833 .59133-01 6 3,0 PLVC EOP (-16 ) 
" ,. 
'1 

















. __ . __ .....• "_. c··· __ ~ __ ··· . 
I'IEA5UREMENT5 GREATER THAN 3 50 FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-~ FES 2, 19H SLO. 398 JLN< 33 
EXPT II'1EAS I'1AN VALUE I'1EAN SD N 
1'1092 A 171 CDR 2.27~0 .13350 .2H9~ 6 
1'1092A 173 CDR 1.0620 -.21667-02 .2330~ 6 
1'1073 53 CDR .36100 .21332 .~3339-01 2, 
1'1073 128 CDR 18.900 13.888 1.2526 26 
1'1073 H SPT 108.00 83.500 ~.91"39 26 
1'1073 53 SPT I. 061 0 .~2860 .9893~-01 25 
1'1073 55 SPT 6.5120' 3.6802 .8~528 25 
1'1073 61 SPT 12.530 7.1396 1.6995 25 
1'1073 125 SPT 15~.60 157 • 65 .H7I5 2~ 
1'1073 7 PLT 12.200 6.6037 1.8525 27 
1'1073 53 PLT .97500 .39233 .9~698-01 27 
1'1073 5~ PLT 3.2300 1.7566 • 396~2 27 
'1073 55 PLT 5.~200 3.0028 .58280 27 
1'1073 59 PL T .26100 .72593-02 .3Z52~-01 27 
M013 61 PLT 11.990 6.3978 1.1725 27 
1'1073 125 PLT 1~6.30 1~9.02 :5 3~ 85 25 
i;: .. ' 
. 'l 
_ .. --------_ .. -- .. _--- '" -". -------- .. ~.-.-"""--
1'10. 1'10 19 
351 51 SLOPE (-8 ) 
353 52 SLOPE (-8 ) 
53 PREGNANEDIOL (I'1G/TV) 
128 URINE NITROGEN (G) 
~7 DIET POTASSIUI'I (I'1G) 
?3 PREGNANED I OL (MG lTV ) 
55 ETlOCHOLAN (I'1G/TV I 
61 TOTAL I7-KETO (TI'1G/TV I 
125 I,EIGHT (LSS I 
7 URINE CA (I'1EQ/TV) 
53 PREGNANEO I OL (MG/TV I 
5~ ANOROSTERONE (MG/TVI 
55 ETlOCHOLAlI (I'1G/TV I 
59 II-OH-ANORO (I'1G/TVI 
61 TOTAL I7-K£TO (lNG/TV I 













SL-4 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT FEB 3. 1974 SLD' 399 .!IN' 34 NO' MD 80 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE: 23.89 DEGC AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE: 268.91 MMHG 




'il. MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
If I ILLNESSiSYHPTOM/PROBLEH 
III MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
2 '1 SUDAFEO CAPSULES 
J .1 AFRIN NOSE DROPS 
'I'f SLEEP DATA 
LIGHT 6.50 HOURS 
Iff EXERCISE DATA 
U8 ERG c[;ATT-MINS) L8 ERG CWATT-MINS) 
EVA HWE CKEAL/HR) 
EVA DURAT CHRS) 
MK. I EX ' IINS) . 
MK. 11 EX CHINS) 
MK. Iii EX CHINS) 






........ tI if if 
67.60 
Ilf ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) .~f"ff/ffl •• lf INS/EXP CHEST rLMl '.f'f··/lf'~ •• f NECK (eM) ""UH. RTILT ARM (eM) tl"···/f._.,.1 RTILT ARM VOL eec) ....... .,.' ..... 'I-I_H RTllT HAND CFT-LB) 111."./,.,,1 •• 
eEN GRAV MEAS (eM) ••••••• 
DEW POiNT - 12.78DEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN: 181.00 HMHG 
... AFRI.N NOSE DROPS 
.. 
LIGHT 7.00 HOURS 
t ........ if 
if .. I. t ... 
185.00 
5.31 
tttt .. .. 




iI .... :I •• 
69.70 
..... lI •• ' ....... . 
••••••• , ........ 4 
•• ,,.. •• .:/'1'1 .... '11 
'1 .......... / .. 1'11'1'1 .. 1 
• '1'1"'1"/'11".'1"" 
10 .. '1 •• '. 
. -:-
RELATiVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 -
U ACTlFED 
•• 





'I" "'I" fHI 
......... 
.. ...... «. 




.1111 ... 11 f 
.. 11.' .... / .... 11 ..... 
."'1" •• /""" ••• 
. ...... . 
... """/.,,, .. ,, 
.. " .... / ...... . 
• ........ /'1 .... , •• 
























MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE FREFLlGllT MEAN 1 
sL-~ FEB 3, 19H SLll .. 399 JLN .. 3~ 1'10'" 1'10 80 ! 
,j EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
1'1073 53 CDR .36100 .21332 .~3339-01 25 53 PREGNANEDIOL eMG/TV) 1 1'10n 128 CDR 18.900 13.8BB 1.2526 26 12.8 URINE NITROGEN eG) 11073 53 5PT 1.0610 .~ 286 0 .9893~-OI 25 53 PREGNANEDIOL eMG/TV) 
1 1'10T3 55 SPT 6.5120 3.6B02 .8~528 25 55 ETIOCHOLAN (MG/TV) 1'1073 61 SPT 12.530 7.1396 1. 6995 25 61 TOTAL IT-KETO ITMG/TV) , 
1'1073 125 SPT 15~. 10 1!1T.65 .7H15 2~ 125 WnGHT (LBS) I 1'10T3 7 PLT 12.200 6.6037 1. 8525 27 7 URINE CA (MEQ/TV) 1'1073 53 PLT .97500 .39233 .9~698-01 27 53 PREGNANEDIOL (MG/TV) 1'10T3 5~ PLT 3.2300 1.7566 .396~2 27 5q ANOROSTERONE (MG/TV) I 1'1073 55 PLT 5.Q200 3.0328 .58280 27 55 ETIOCHOLAN CMG/TV) 1'1073 59 PLT .26100 .72593-02 .3252Q-Ol 27 59 11-0H-ANORO (MG/TV) 
I 
1'10T3 61 PLT 11.990 6.3978 1. IT25 27 61 TOTAL 17-KETO 1T11GfTV) 










SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
FEe ~. 197~ stD" ~oo JlN' 35 MO~ HO Bt 
... EtlVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEtiPERI.TURE = 23.33 DEGC 
AVG. AM8IENT PRESSURE = 253.92 MHHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR MED EXPERIHENTS 
OTHER HEDICAL EXPERIHENTS AND DTO'S 
ATM EXPERIHENTS 
COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS 
SCIENCE DEMOS/STUDENT EXPERIHENTS 
... HEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
Iff ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
I., MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
1 II SUDAFEO CAPSULES 
HI SLEEP DATA 
LIGHT 6.00 HOURS 
I •• EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG HIATT-MINS) u ..... 
L8 ERG CI" .TT-HINS) 5000.00 
EVA MWE (KEAL/HR) I •••• ,. 
EVA DURAT (HRS) ,.lltf. 
HK.t EX CHINS) ....... u .. 
NK. II EX CMINS) 8.00 
HK. t I I EX CHINS) 'HU •• 
TREADMILL CHINS) 26.00 
OTHER EX CHINS) 3.00 
HEIGHT (eM) ••••••• 
~IGHT CKILOGRAM) 67.50 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) ••••• 'I/ltlll •• 
INS/EX? CHEST (eM) ••••••• , ••••••• 
NECK (eM) -11! <It .... 
RTILT ARM (eM) """'/""'" 
RT/lT ARH VOL eec) ••••••• , ••••••• 
DEW POINT = 8.89 DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 173.76 HHHG 
HI31 
.. 
LIGH! 7.00 HOURS 
..... e •• 
8337.00 
......... 








........... / .... ., ... 
•• "11 ..... ' ........ .. 
........... /, ..... . 
·'·'·~'I"'I'~. 
RELATIVE HUHIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = I-l-O.OO %' 5.50 HMHG 
... -11 ............. PLT "",1.,.,.,,, ••• , 
HI31 
H092 
t .. ~ SECONAL 
HEAVY 5.50 HOURS 
.. ..... . 
5000.00 
• •••••• 
.. ..... .. 




.. ...... . 
66.60 
".' •• t""I •• 11' • 
".1 ••• "'.111 •••• 
•• ••••• ' •• 1 ... .. 











, PlEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM THE PREFliGHT MEAN I 5L-~ FEB ~, 19H 5LD~ ~OO JLN~ 3; PlD'/' MD 81 I HPT IMEA5 MAN VALUE MEAN 5D N 
I 
1'1092 I PLT ;9.60T H.HT 3.1126 6 I HEART RATE (CONTROll 1'1092 27 PLT ;.6000 2. 2~~ 3 .%893 7 27 PLVC EOP (-30 I l 
1'1092 28 PLT 7.~300 3.191~ .66316 7 28 PLVC EOP (-~O I 1'1092 29 PLT 9.~000 ~.2929 .8H~; 7 29 PLVC EOP (-;0 I 1'1092 30 PLT I.HOO .301~3 .30317 7 30 PLVC EOP (RECOVERY) 1'1092 32 PLT 3.1690 I. 7020 .16730 7 32 51 SLOPE (-30 ) :q092 36 PLT .69000-01-.921~3-01 .H8~5-01 7 36 52 SLOPE (CONTROL) 1'1092 37 PLT .31200 .8~HI-OI .2H6~-01 7 37 52 SLOPE (-30 I 1'1092 39 Pl. 7 .25800 .H757 .16692-01 7 39 52 SLOPE (-50) 1'1092. ~~ PL T -.~~000-01-.2171~-01 .72276-02 7 ~~ 51 COMPLIANCE (-50) 1'1092 61 pL{ 298.~0 299.20 .~877~-03 7 61 ETI (C ONTR Oll 1'1092. 110 PL T .19375 .3196~-01 .20231-01 7 110 PLVC/LBNP 0-8 1'1092 112 PLT .171'13 .78878-01 .1~982-01 7 112 PLVC/LBN? 16-30 1'1092 113 PLT .18300 .9HI~-01 .23592-01 7 113 PLVC/LBiIIP ~O-~O 1'1092 11~ PLY .19700 .1l01~ .229H-01 7 II~ PLVC/LBNP ~O-50 1'I092A IT PLT .386Z2 .30138 .ZHOO-OI 7 197 QRS-E DEPTH (-30) M092A 26 PLT -2.30~9 17.597 5.3515 7 206 aRS MAX AI (CONTROL) MOnA ~5 PL T .70665-0Z .Z3~0~-01 .29539-02 7 225 ST-E AREA (RECOVERY) 1'10 92. A 50 PLT .2753~ .12203 .25658-01 7 230 ST-E DEPTH (RECOVERY) M092A 55 PLT .36259 .62226 .801T2-01 7 235 5T MAX MAG (RECOVERY) MonA 60 PLT 25.912 -2.8153 7.72TO 7 2~0 ST MAX AI (RECOVERY) 1'I092A 83 PLT .'l8689 1.0177 .12798 7 263 D-ST SLOPE (-~O) 
, 
M092A 8~ PLT .50520 .96339 .1I01~ 7 26q D-ST SLOPE (-50) 
\ 
MonA 96 PLT 79.267 106.3T 7.5021 7 276 D-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (CDrHROL) M092A 97 PLT 76.2T9 IOI.~1 5.8638 7 277 D-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) M092A n PL T 6~.22~ 96.012 5.6399 7 278 D-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~ 0 ) 1'1092A 99 PLT 52.037 86.987 6.9987 7 279 D-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) M092A 127 PLT 13.000 H.110 .1325~ 7 307 L CALF CIRC 1'1092A 128 PLT 13.000 13.867 .12672 7 308 R CALF CIRC M092A 137 PLT 9.1T00 6.5000 .70711 2 317 HOURS SINCE SLEEP M092A 138 PLT 5.5000 7.5000 .57735 ~ 318 HOURS OF SLEEP MonA 169 PL T 1.5500 .255T! • 16 185 7 3~ 9 PLVC EOP . (-8) M092A 170 PLT 3.2000 !.I~OO .307ql 7 3,0 PLVC EOP (-16 ) M092A 173 PLf 1.7980 -.10971 .15832 7 353 52 SLOPE (-8 } M092A IH PLT .80100 .19286 .1!i350 7 35q 52 SLOPE (-16 ) 1'1073 53 CDR .~5100 .21332 .~3339-01 25 53 PREGNANED rOL (MG /TV ) 
I 
1'1073 5~ CDR 3.99QO 2.2927 .50~'3 25 5~ ANOROSTERONE (MG/TV) 1'1073 8~ CDR 9.HOO 20 .59~ 3.51% , 8~ FREE ETOHAMINE (MG/TV) 
1 
n073 128 CDR 18.300 13.888 ·1.2,26 26 12S URINE NITROGEN (G) 1'1073 5 SPT 12.600 6.8692 I.Z036 26 5 URINE MG (MEQ/TV I , 11073 6 SPT 1556.0 960.58 lTO.19 26 6 URINE PO~ (MGITV) 
\ 
1'1073 7 SPT H.200 6.5615 l.~~ 17 26 7 URINE CA (ilEa/TV) MOT3 16 SPT IZl.OO 52 .50~ 18.027 26 16 HVDROCORTISON CUG/TV) 1'I0T3 ~5 SPT 329.00 230.2T 28.069 26 Q5 DIET SOOIUM (I'1G) M073 ~7 SPT 102.00 83.500 ~. 9739 26 ~7 DIET POTASSIUM (I'IG) 11073 53 SPT 1.0770 .~286 0 .9893~-Ol 25 53 PREGNANEDIOL (I'IG/TVI 11073 5~ SPT· 3.3680. 1. ~ O~~ .~~331 25 5~ ANDROSTERONE (MGITVI I 
1'1073 55 SPT 7.0180 3.6802 .8~528 2, 55 ETIDCHOLAN CMG/TV) 
I 










PlEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
Sl-~ FEB ~, 19Tq SlD. ~OO JlN'" 3~ I'ID- 1'10 81 j 
, EXPT IMEAS I'IAN VALUE I'IEAN SO N I 1'1073 SZ SPT .13000 .6 O~OO .10607 2 82 FREE GADA (MG/TV I 





SL-~ DAI.LY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
FEB 5. 1974 SLOt. '-fOl .JLNc 36 HOc tiO 82 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEHPERATURE = 22.78 OEGC 
AVG. MI81ENT PRE:SSURE = 262.19 HHHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR HEO EXPERIMENTS 
OTHER MEDICAL EXPERIHENTS AND OTO'S 
COROLLARY EXPERIHENTS 
DEACTIVATION/EQUIP TRANSFER 
"""'44" .. , ••• COR 'C'I"'I'~t •• , 
.... MEDiCAL EXPERII"IENTS/OTO 
... t ILlNESS/SYMPTOI1/PROBLEH 
.,- MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.. 
1IiI CHLORAL HYDRATE CAPSULES 
"<1<1 SLEEP DATA 
LI GUT 7.00 HOURS 
II. EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG [I·,TT-MINS) I'" <I .... 
LB ERG nIATT-MIN5) 1.1'" C'I 
(VA H~E (KEAl/HRJ , •••••• 
(VA DURAr (HAS) ••••• 4. 
HK.J EX BUNS) ....... II 
~x. 11 EX (HINS) .... <1<1 .. 
11K .. fJ J EX (HINS) ..... .. 
TREADMILL tNIHS) 1'.1.'. 
OTHER EX CHINS1 ....... . 
HEIGHT rCH) ••••••• 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAMI 67.50 
H' ANTJfROPOHETRIC DATA 
HIPIUAJSr (CH) •••• ' •• /I •• t ••• 
INS/EX? cP£sr (CHI •••••• 'I ••• c' •• 
t:£CK (eHl ....... .. 
RT/lT ARM (eN] ••••• './~.f~I •• 
DEW POINT = 10.00 OEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 183.07 tiHHG 




•• PROHETH.\Z I NE -EPHEDR WE 
.. 
LIGHT 7.20 HOURS 
8337.00 
• • • I ••• I., ... I 
15.00 
15.00 
<I,tli' •• I 




. , ..... 
····<iI.,/ ..... v. 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
PART. PRES. C02 = 
•• AcrrFEO 
• I SECONAL 
HEAVY 7.00 HOURS 
44.00 % 
5.00 HHHG 
•• I •••• 
6000.00 
• ••• I •• 








, ..... , . 







IIEASUREI'IENTS GREATER TItAN 3 SO FRDl'I TUE PREFLIGHT MEAN -I 
, 
, 
SL-q FEB 5, IH~ SLD' ~Ol JLN' 36 PlO> MD 82 
\ EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N , l'I171 H SPT !i-'t.6b5 ~8. 169 1.8013 8 55 VE ' 2. L VOZ , PIon I SPT 6 7. Z~ I 51. 056 3.0936 7 I HEART RATE (CONTROL) I 1'1092 2 SPT TO.H3 53.707 ~.2186 7 2 HEART HATE (-30) 1'1092 3 SPT 8~ .nl 58.709 6.1579 7 3 HEART RATE (-~O) 1'1092 ~ SPT 108.3~ 6~.873 8.59~0 7 ~ HEART RATE (-50) 1'1092 5 SPT 62.309 ~9.1~0 3.66% V 5 HEART RATE (RECOVERY) 1'1092 27 SPT ~SOOO 2.~200 .1f'~-!! ~[, 7 27 PLVC .EOP (-30) /'Ion 28 srT 6.2200 3.3HI • 6 06:,~ 7 28 PLVCEOP (-~O) 1'1092 29 SPT 8.5000 ~.Z500 • 93~ 83 7 29 PLVC EOP (-50) 1'1092 3~ SPT 3.2210 1.3899 .50583 7 3~ SI SLOPE (-50) 
,,\ 
1'10n ~o SPT -.19100 -.~~857-01 .H706-01 7 ~O ~2 SLOPE (RECOVERY) 1'1092 61 SPT 298.~0 299.31 .30231 T 61 ETI (CONTROLl 1'1092 109 SPT 2.~119 .611~6 .31827 7 109 HI16R/LBNP ~0-50 i'109Z 113 SPT .17200 .9271~-01 .22366-01 7 113 PLVC/LBNP 30-~0 I 1'1092 II ~ SPT .22800 .90286-01 .35738-01 7 Ilq PLVC/LBNP ~0-50 i 1'1092 151 SPT 66.~lT 51.779 2.7206 7 151 VECTAN HEART RATE (CONTROL) I 1'1092 152 SPT 70.933 53.726 3.9332 7 152 VECTAtl HEART RATE (-30 ) M092 153 SPT 8q.131 59.095 :; • 9261 7 153 VECTAN HEART RATE ~ -qO) /'l092 15~ SPT 108.57 65.2qT 8.n33 7 15'1 VECTAN HEART RATE! ··50) M092 156 SPT IH.30 lq 1.03 I .9510 T 156 PR INTERVAL (CONTRuL) 1'1092 161 SPT 91.~58 98.036 1. onq 7 16 1 ORS DURATION (CONTROL) 1'1092 16~ SPT 86.198 9q .196 2.0080 7 16~ ORS DURATION (-50) 1'1092 166 SPT 385.83 q10.80 5.572q 7 166 aT INTERVAL (CONTROL) I 1'1092 167 SPT 3TT.91 ~OZ.lq 7.5q63 T 167 aT INTERVAL (-301 I Mon 168 SPT 35q .22 389.99 10.896 7 168 DT INTERVAL (-qO) I 1'1092 169 SPT 323.28 3TT .89 Iq.H8 T 1b9 DT INTERVAL (-50) , 
1 1'1092 171 SPT .19752 .156 17 .92n5-ot l' 171 P MAX MAG (CONTROL) , 1'1092 172 SPT .23011 .16Ft6 .120H.,01 7 172 P MAX MAG (-30) I 1'10n 173 SPT .2828V .IB~21 .13703-01 T 173 P MAX MAG (-qO) 1'1092 IH SPT .3231~ .20187 .1T380-01 7 17~ P MAX MAG (-50) 1'1092 175 SPT .21651 .1666q .70258-02 T 175" P MAX /'lAG (RECOVERV) 1 MonA 6 SPT 6.316q 5.1158 .2~822 7 186 DRS-E CIRC (CONTROLl 1'109ZA 7 SPT 6.6051 5".0605" .2q822 7 187 QRS-E CIRC (-30) \ 1I092A 8 SPT 1.1~H 5.1 Oq 9 .25H6 7 188 DRS-E CIRC (-~O) 
I 1'10 9Z A 9 SPT 7.2153 5".3019 .1603q 1 189 ORS-E CIRG (-50) 1'1092A 10 SPT 6.7297 5".1700 .22705 7 190 OR5-E CIRe (RECOVERY) , 1'1092A 11 SPT 2.~316 I.H63 .13983 T 191 QRS-E AREA (CONTROL) M092A 12 SPT 2.6559 1. ~ 9q 8 .lq08~ 7 192 DRS-E AREA (-:;0) 1'1092A 13 SPT 3.12BO 1.5986 .1 nqq i 193 QRS-E AREA (-~G) /'lOnA lq SPT 3.3Tl7 1.7680 .10232 T 19q DRS-E AREA (-50) M092A 15 5PT 2.8992 1.5802 .lql8q 7 195 QRS-E AREA (RECOVERY) MonA 19 SPT .30)61 .15686 .26qO,-01 7 199 QRS-E DEPTH (-50) 1'109ZA 22 SPT 2.2'198 1. 735 3 .12313 7 202 DRS MAX MAG ,-30) M09ZA 23 SPT 2.350~ 1.6606 .13795 7 203 DRS MAX MAG (-~O) 1'109ZA 2q SPT 2.3051 1.6353 .75>75-01 T 20~ ORS MAX MAG (-50) M09ZA 25 SPT 2.2&~q 1.7836 .95Q56-01 7 205 DRS MAX m~G (RECOVERY) MonA % SPT .15089 .66292-01 .17359-01 7 226 5T-1'.: DEPTH (CONTROL) M092A 61 SPT 1&.313 32.167 3.3511 7 2~ 1 Sf MAX EL (COrlTROLl M092A 62 SPT 20.376 30.,Q5 2.6055 7 2qz ST MAX EL (-30) M09ZA 63 SFT 15".2Q3 28. JZT 3.2q92 7 2~3 ST MAX EL (-qo) 
.. ~ 
i j 
5L-~ DAILY CLlNICALlENVIRON~IENTAL REPORT rEB 6. 1974 SLOt lf02 JLN' 37 Ho- NO 83 
~f' ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. THIPERATURE = 22.22 DEGC AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 257.02 MMHG 
, •• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
MAJOR MED EXPERIMENTS OTHER MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS AND DTO·S COROLLARY EXpeRIMENTS DEACTIVATIONIEQUIP TRANSFER 
.......... 11/ ...... COR ••• llt~ •• ' •• ,. 
tl' ~EDICAL EXPERIMENTs/oro 
DE~ POINT - !2.22 DEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 175.8. MHHG 
• •.••• '1, ...... , SPT ........... ), •• 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = 53.00 % PART. PRES. C02 = 5.60 ~IHHG 





II. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
I •• CHLORAL HYDRATE CAPSULES 
tU SLEEP DATA 
LIGHT 6.00 HOURS 
•• , EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (14ATT-HINS) 
LS ERG (~ATT-HINSI 
EVA HflE • :EALI HR) 
EVA DURAT (HRS) 
HK.I EX (HINS) 
HK. I I EX CHINS) HK. III EX (HINS) 





I I. , .. <£. 
....... " 






... ANTHROPOHETRIC DATA 
HIPIHAIST rCH) 
INS/EXP CHEST (CHI 
NECK rC~1I 
RTILT ARM [CHi 
RTILT ARM VOL rcci 
RT/LT HAND CFT-LS) 
fll."i/ill.,ti 
,." ••• 1',.,.'11" 
1""" 
'.'~''I''''''~'.4 
••••• ""If •••• 
• , •• "4",.",, 
1 I' DALHANE CAPSULES 




• <tl",. .. 
f iHI ..... 
15.00 
15.00 
..... f •• 
.. 11ft. ••• 
69.30 
.... " •• /.1,,'.4 
"""'/""'" 
.... , .. ,.,." .. 
',.,IM""., ••• 
••• ,."""f+' • 
J •• SECONAL 
HEAVY 7.50 HOURS 
...... , 
6000.00 
•••• I' • 
•••• f , .. 






















i'1EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-~ FEB 6, 19H SlO .. ~02 JLN. 37 MO" MO B3 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
MIT! I CDR .317~0 .23725 .12893-01 1 I V 02-REST (LIM IN ) 
1'1111 6 CDR .3~580 • 23q 29 .185H-OI 1 6 VC02-REST (LIMIN) 
1'1111 16 CDR 13.680 8.9029 1.2329 1 16 VE-REST (L/MIN) 
1'1171 2T CDR 162.33 129.57 5.7113 1 27 SBP-LEVEL 1 (MM HG) 
1'1111 37 CDR 98.111 B5.BTa 2.B991 1 31 MAP-LEVEL 1 (1'11'1 HG) 
Mll1 H CDR 8f-.OOO 75.B33 2.0q12 6 H WORK LOAD LEVEL 1 (WATTS) 
1'1111 107 CDR 96.333 65.5qB 6.0050 1 107 PULSE PRS-LEV 1 (MMHG) 
Ml71 109 CDR 156.61 120.19 11.5qB 7 109 PULSE PRS-LEV 3 (MMHG) 
1'1111 112 CDR 16HO. 13601. 111.62 7 112 PRESSURE RATE PRODUCT-LEV 
MIT! 135 CDR 68.257 35.757 6.6155 _ 5 135 S8P/V02 0-25 
Ml71 lq 1 CDR 2.8.q85 8.621q 6.1951 5" 1~ I MAP IV 02. 0-25 
1'1171 Iqq CDR 5"9.66q ~1.911 3.8716 5 Iqq PP/V02. 0-2.5 
MI71 IU CDR 10910. 79H • 9 895.7q 5 Iq7 PRP 11/02. 0-25 
1'1171 15 PLT I.q 12.0 1.1106 .HIl5-01 8 I!i RER-RECOVERV 
1'1171 25 PlT BO.OOO Ilq .25 6.2507 8 2.5 H R-RECOVERV (BT/MIN) 
MIT! 115 Pl T 13360. 2.1!i7~. 2.69q.5 B 115 PRESSURE RATE PRODUCT-RECOV 
1'1171 12Z PlT 31.618 23.016 1.92.03 8 122 MUSCULAR EFFICIENCV 50-75 
1'1092 8 CDR 100.19 90.091 1. 7qZ8 6 8 SVSTOLIC 8P (-qO) 
MOn 22 CDR 39.2.52 29.22.6 3.2888 6 2.2. PULSE PRESSURE (-30) 
MOn 23 CDR 37.687 26.86B 2.0029 6 23 PULSE PRESSURE (-qO) 
MOn 2; CDR q 1.16; 30.2ql 3.5963 6 2; PULSE PRESSURE (RECOVERV) 
MOn 2T CDR 2.6600 1. 0133 .2;967 6 27 flVC EOP (-30) 
M092 28 CDR 3.BOOO 1.6317 .23878 6 28 plVC EDP (-qO) 
MOn 29 CDR 5.Z100 2.3667 .23235 6 29 PlVC EDP (-50) 
fI092 30 CDR 1.0000 -.35000 .qq B20 6 30 Plve EDP (RECOVERY) 
Mon q2 CDR -.80000-02-.lq800 .qq385-01 5 qZ 51 COMPLIANCE (~30) 
Mon 61 CDR 298.qO 299.20 .75236-03 6 61 ETI (CONTROL) 
Mon 108 CDR .69260 .28693 .13q5q 6 108 HR/L8NP 30-q 0 
MO~2 110 CDR .107;0 -.83333-03 .15221-01 6 110 PlVC/l8NP 0-8 
Mon III COR .10625 .QG875-01 .1873T-01 6 III PLVC/lBNP 8-1. 
1'1092 113 CDR .llqOO .61833-01 . ~ ,250-01 6 113 PLVC/L8NP 30-QO 
M092 IIq CDR .IHOO .13500-01 .1'1039-01 6 llq plVC/l8NP QO-;O 
Mon 156 CDR 181.93 163.00 ~ .5517 6 156 PR INTERVAL (CONTROL) 
1'I0n 160 CDR 177. 75 1£,Z.6~ 3.5800 6 160 PR INTERVAL (RECDVERV) 
MOn 161 CDR 86.302 loz.,q 2..~171 6 161 CRS DURATION (CONTROL) 
Mon 162 CDR 83.633 103.2Q 2.0365 6 162 CRS DURATION (-30) 
1'1092 163 CDR 89.293 102.56 I.Q'29 6 163 CRS DURATION (-~O) 
Mon 16q CDR 93.167 102.09 1.220q 6 16Q DR5 DURATION (-50) I Mon 16, CDR 96.QQQ 103.29 1.6529 6 165 CRS DURATION (RECOVERV) 
1'1092 I PLT ,T. 390 H.H7 3.1126 6 I HEART RATE (CONTROL) ~J 1'1092 ~ PlT 79.191 61. 35q , .5655 7 Q HEART RATE (-;0) I 
Mon 27 PlT ,.3900 2.2~Q3 .Q6893 1 21 PLVC EOP (-30) ! 
M09Z 28 PlT 6.9500 3.191Q .66316 7 28 Plve EOP (-qO) 
1'1092 29 PlT 8.HOD q .2n9 • B7~Q5 1 29 PLVC EOP (-50) 
Mon 30 PlT 1.%00 .301Q3 .30311 7 30 Plve EDP (RECOVERY) 
Mon 32 PlT 3.1010 1.702.0 .16730 7 32 51 SLOPE (-30) 
1'1092 36 PLT .92000-01-.9Z1Q3-01 .Q7Bq;-0 I 1 36 S2 SLOPE (CONTROL) 
1'1092 3T PlT .26000 .8Q571-01 .27%q-Ol 7 37 52 5l0PE (-30) 
M092 61 PlT 298.~0 299.20 .Q81TQ-03 1 61 ETI (CONTROL) 
Mon 110 PlT .18000 .3196Q-OI .202.31-01 7 110 PlVC/lBNP 0-8 
j 
, j 
• ! , 
" 
j , , 
I 
'I ___ . .., """';;u< j 
MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-~ FEB 6. 19H SLD. ~OZ JLN. 37 MD. PlO 83 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
M09Z 112 PLT .1571~ .78878-01 .1~98Z-01 7 liZ PLVC/LBNP 16-30 
Pl091 153 PLT 70.636 H.701 ~ .5233 7 153 VECTAN HEART RATE (-~ 0) 
Pl091 15~ PLT 79.~ 85 61. 133 5.9327 7 15~ VECTAN HEART RATE (-50 ) 
M091 168 PLT 389.19 ~n.39 II. 937 7 168 UT INTERVAL (-~O) 
Pl092 169 PLT 375.32 ~Z2.8~ 10.323 7 169 aT INTERVAL (-50) 
Pl092A I CDR 53.005 ~8.10l 1.~935 6 181 P MAX EL (CONTROL) 
PlO9ZA 5 CDR 5~.865 H.9~~ 1.1029 6 185 P MAX EL (RECOVERV) 
M09ZA 9 CDR 6.7~66 5.9019 .16610 6 189 URS-E CIRC (-50) 
PlOnA 10 CDR 6.7880 5.8657 .19358 6 190 URS-E CIRC (RECOVERV) 
MonA 1'1 CDR 2.~ 8 9~ I. 853 I .17252 6 19~ ORS-E AREA (-50) 
M09ZA 21 CDR Z. I O~ 0 1.8180 .81330-01 6 201 nRS MAX MAG (CONTROL) 
M09ZA 25 CDR 2.1389 1.8311 .70913-0 I 6 205 URS MAX MAG (RECOVERV) 
M091A 27 CDR -1~.721 1.%10 ~.7982 6 207 ORS MAX AZ (-30) 
M09ZA 39 CDR 2.27Z5 1. 9823 .52888-01 6 219 ST-E CIRC (-50) 
rIO 91 A % CDR .2856q .11620 .~9090-01 6 226 ST-E DEPTH (CDNTROL) 
M09ZA H CDR • 317~ 6 .12253 .51180-01 6 227 ST-E DEPtH (-30) 
M091A 51 CDR .57166 .82785 .60335-01 6 231 ST MAX MAG (CONTROL) 
M091A 52 CDR .50127 • 80q 02 .~3691-01 6 232 ST MAX MAG (-30) 
M091A 53 CDR .5Z880 .78785 .39099-01 6 233 ST MAX MAG (-~O) 
Pl091A 5~ CDR 53826 .76766 .35917-01 6 23q ST MAX MAG (-50) 
M092A 55 CDR .586q5 • SI357 .63631-0 I 6 235 ST MAX MAG (RECOVERY) 
M092A 57 CDR -lq.~~1 -~I .806 6.3~56 6 237 ST MAX AZ (-30) 
M09ZA 58 CDR -13.177 -q7.126 7.q060 6 233 ST MAX AZ (-qO) 
M092A 59 CDR -11.98q -q8.659 7.SQ9Z 6 239 ST MAX AZ (-50) 
M09zn 61 CDR 16.65Q 38.705 5 • 77~ 0 6 Zq I ST i'1AX EL (CONTROL) 
M09ZA 65 CDR ZQ. O~ I 37.072 3.9039 6 ZQ5 ST MAX EL (RECOVERY) 
M092A 67 CDR .869Q2-01 .13159 .13SH-01 6 ZH J MAG (-30) 
M092A 68 CDR .9QI61-01 .I~ 175 .15265-01 6 Z~3 JMAG(-QO) 
M092A 69 CDR .86313-01 .1~08Z .17277-01 6 ZH J MAG (-50) 
M09ZA 71 CDR 19. 3Q 6 -~5 .785 ~.6351 6 Z51 J Ar (CONTROL) 
M092A 72 CDR 15.027 -50.71~ ~.~6~6 6 25Z J AZ (-30) 
M092A 73 CDR -Z5 .1 06 -5~.831 ~ .67Z0 6 Z53 JAZ(-QO) 
/'I092A 75 CDR -23.610 -50.8~0 5 .~876 6 255 J AZ (RECOVERY) 
!'I092A 77 CDR 62. 660 ~9.IOZ 3.5 39~ 6 25T J EL (-30) 
!'I09ZA 9Q CDR 63.117 56.9~S 1.1551 6 27~ O-ORS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) 
!'I09ZA 95 CDR 67.987 58.171 1.87!18 6 275 O-URS V ECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) 
M09ZA 127 CDR 12.500 13.Q83 .32720 7 307 L CALF CIRe 
MonA 128 CDR IZ.630 13.681 • Z379~ 7 308 R CALF eiRe 
M092A 163 CDR ;3.662 61.697 1.7156 6 3Q3 DIASTOLIC BP (-8 l 
MonA 167 CDR 51.~36 31.582 ~.0183 6 3H PULSE PRESS (-8 ) 
MonA 169 CDR .86000 -.66667-0Z .IZ176 6 3 fl9 PLVC EOP (-8 ) 
MonA 170 CDR 1. 71 00 .36833 .59133-01 6 350 PLVC EOP (-16 ) 
!'IOnA 173 CDR 1.0250 -.ZI667-0Z • 2330~ 6 3;3 52 SLOPE (-8 ) 
M09ZA ~5 PLT .9639Z-0Z .Z3~OQ-01 .Z9539-02 7 22!.'i 5T-E AREA (RECOVERV) 
M09ZA 50 PLT .Z3721 .IZZ03 .25658-01 7 Z30 ST-E DEPTH (RECOVERV) 
M09ZA 78 PLT 25.112 36.1~~ 2.Z793 7 258 J EL (-Q 0 ) 
MonA 79 PLT 10.327 33.831 ~.0089 7 Z59 J EL (-50) 
M09ZA 96 PLT 83.127 106.37 1.50ZI 7 276 O-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) 
MonA 97 PLT 70.178 101.~1 5.8638 T 271 D-Sf VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) 





























M~73 58 NT3 61 
1'1073 125 





GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE 
FEB 6, 19H SLD~ ~Ol 
MAN VALUE I'1EAN 
PLT 'l.~T3 86.987 
PLT 13.000 I~.IIO 
PLT 13.000 13.867 
PLT 62. 253 ~ 8. 79~ 
PLT 1.~qOO .l5071 
PLT 3.1900 1.IqOO 
PLT 2.2770 -.10971 
COR .QOqOO .21332 
COR ~.0880 2.2927 
CDR ~.6720 2.6Q36 
CDR 10.320 ,.7376 
SPT 12. 300 6.8692 
SPT 12.100 6.5615 
SPT 1. 0 170 .~2860 
SPT 3.lno 1.~O~q 
SPT 6.9070 3.6802 
SPT 1.6~50 .51612 
SPT 15.200 7.1396 
SPT 153.20 157 .65 
PLT .88000 .39233 
PLT 3.1020 1.7566 
PLT 6. 1020 3.0328 
PLT 12. ZQ 0 6.3978 








JLN" 37 /'10 .. 1'10 83 
SO N 
6.9987 7 179 D-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) 
.ln5~ 7 307 L CALF CIRC 
.12672 1 308 R CALF CIRe 
3.9q12 1 3qO HEART RATE (-16 ) 
.16185 7 3q9 PLVC EOP (-8 ) I 
• 307~ 1 7 3,0 PLVC EOP (-16 ) I 
.15sn 7 353 Sl SLOPE (-8 ) I 
.Q3339-01 25 53 PREGNANEDIOL (MG/TV) 
1 .50Q53 25 5Q ANDROSTERONE (MG/TV) 
.52101 25 55 ETIOCHOLAN (MG/TV) 
.96800 25 61 TOTAL IT-KETO <TMG/TV) I 1.2036 26 , URINE MG i MED/TV) l.QQ 17 26 7 URINE CA (MED/TV) 
.9893Q-OI 2; ;3 PREGNANED I OL (MG lTV) 
1 .~n31 25 ;q ANDROSTERONE (MG/TV) 
.8q528 25 55 ETIOCHOLAN <l'lG/TV l 1 
.18565 25 58 II-O-ETIOCHO (NG/TV) I 1. 6995 25 61 TOTAL 17-KETO (TMG/TV) 
• 7~715 2~ 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 
.9~698-01 2.7 53 PREGNANEDIOL (MG/TV) 
.396~Z 17 5~ ANOROSTERONE lNG/TV) 
.5 8Z8 0 17 55 ETiOCHOLAN (MGITV) 
1.1725 27 61 TOTAL 17··KETO (TMG/TV) 








SL-4 D~ILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONME~TAL REPORT rEB 7. 1974 SLOt LJQ3 ..JlNt 38 MO' NO 84 
ill ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE; 22.78 DEGC AVG. AN8IENT PRESSURE; 263.74 MMHG 
... NiSSION ACTIVITIES 
OTHER MEDICAL EXPERINENTS AND oTO'S COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS 
DEACTIVATION/EaUIP TRANSFER 
't. MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
•• I ILLNESS; SYNPTOH/PR08LEH 
1,1 MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.. 
.. 
IU SLEEP DATA 
HEAVY 6.50 HOURS 
It I EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG CHATT-HINSl tlll'I' LB ERG (HATT-NINS) ....... . 
EVA HI-lE CKEAL/HR) .tII ... .. 
EVA DURAl (HRS) II.H'" 
HK. J EX ~ IINS) ..... II' 
HK. 11 EX tHINS) "' .... ,. HK. III EX CHINS) "1'11' TREADMILL CH~N5) 1.1.1., OTHER EX (~'j NSl .... I .... 
HEIGHT (Ch, "".111 IlEIGHT <KILOGRAHl 67. 10 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/HAIST (eM) ~1II11~.'''''4''H 
INS/EXP CHEST (eN) H" U '" ....... N£CK {eM} ....... 
RTILT ARM (CHI '.'I"'/'I.t'" RTILT ARM VOL (CC) 1"ltl'/t'I' •• ' RTILT HAND (FT-LSI "llt'~/II"~'1 
eEN GRAV MEA5 (CM) ., ...... 
DEW POINT: J2&56 DEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN; 184.62 MMHG 
•• DALMANE CAPSULES 
.. 
LIGHT 8.50 HOURS 




. 1.' ..... 
"",.1 •• 
.,1"1' 




•• t ..... , ••••••• 
........ /c ... -I ..... 
• •••••• 
...... , •• , .... t ••• 
......... " ..... . 
, .. , .. ,', .. " .. 
, ..... , 




.... f ••• '.', ..... PlT '1""tI4tl'" 
.. 
.. ACTIFED 
HEAVY 6.00 HO~RS 
.It .... '. 
.",," 
I'"". 




I ....... , 
. ..... , . , 
... 'I' .. I, 
66.60 
.'.f •.. "fI, ..... 
.g .. ",./t",,,,, 
..fI".'fI'I ...... . 
.... ,1.' ...... , 














I1EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-~ FEB 7, 19T~ SLD" ~03 JLN" 38 1'10" MO 8~ j 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N , 
1'1013 7 CDR 11.~00 6.3852 1.5625 27 1 URINE CA (MEQlTV) j 1'1013 11 CDR 23~ 0.0 1852.3 1~3. 71 21 11 URINE CREAT (MG/TV) 
1'1073 ~2 CDR 76.300 120.61 13.851 27 ~2. DIET PROTEIN (G) 1 1'1073 ~~ CDR 1157.0 16~0.0 139.2~ 21 ~~ DIET PHOSPHORUS (MG) 1'1073 H CDR 72.000 96.926 7.6053 2T ~7 DIET POTASSIUM (MG) 
1'1013 ~8 CDR 1150.0 2875 .1 ~20.12 21 ~8 WATER INTAKE (i'lL) i 11073 12~ CDR 28.800 1~.121 ~.8232 26 12~ FECAL K (MED) f'l073 121 CDR 12.200 19.323 I. 96 35 26 127 DIET NITROGEN (G) 
1'1073 128 CDR 19.200 13.888 1.2526 26 128 URINE NITROGEN (G) 
1 
1'1073 I SPT 385~.0 1330.3 ~55 .71 21 I TOTAL URINE VOL (i'lL) 
1'1013 3 SPT 271.00 I ~ 0.38 3~.515 26 3 URrNE NA (MED/TV) 
MOT3 5 SPT 11 .900 6.8692 1.2036 26 5 URINE MG (MED/TV) 
1'1073 7 SPT 13.900 6.5615 l.~~ 17 26 7 URINE CA (MEO/TV) 
1'1073 8 SPT 26l. 00 128.96 39. I 88 26 8 URINE CL (MEa/TV) 
1 
MOT3 16 SPT 175 .q 0 52.!>0~ 18.027 26 16 HYDROCORTISON (UG/TV) 
MOT3 IT SPT 53.800 T.88q6 5.5222 26 IT ALOOSTERONE (UG/TV) 
MOT3 53 SPT .89QOO .Q2.860 .9893Q-01 2>; 53 PREGNANEDIOL (MG/TV) 
MOT3 5~ SPT 3.1580 I.QO~~ .~~331 25 5~ ANDROStERONE (MGITV) 1 
MOT3 55 SP]" 7.0690 3.6802. .8~528 25 55 ETIOCHOLAN (MG/TV) ! 
MOT3 58 SPT 1.2820 .!>16Il .IB565 25 58 11-0-ET! OCHO (MG lTV) , , 
M073 61 SPT 13.B20 7.1396 1.6995 25 61 TOTAL IT-KETO (TMG/TV) I 
1'1073 12, SPT 1,3.30 107.6, .H71, 2q 12, WEIGHT (LBS) , 
MOT3 12B SPT 2l. TOO 1~.581 1.8363 26 128 URINE NITROGEN (G) , 
MOT3 3 PLT 289.00 163.00 36.095 27 3 URINE NA (MED/TV) I 
M073 7 PLT 16.900 6.6037 I.B525 27 T URINE CA OIEO/TV) 
MOT3 16 PLT 265.80 53.1B5 21. 21 0 27 16 HYDROCDRTISON (UG/,1) 
M013 5~ PLT 3.2.150 1.7566 • 396~2 27 5~ ANDROSTERONE (MG 11\1) 
/'lOT3 
'" 





Sl-~ DAILY CLINICAl/ENVIRONMENTAl REPORT FES 8 •. 1974 SLDt 404 .)IN' 39 HO" R+ 0 
ttl ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 23.33 DEGC AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 258.57 MMHG 
ttl MISSION ACTiVITIES 
MAJOR MED EXPERIMENTS OTHER HEDICAl EXPERIHENTS AND DTO'S COROLLARY EXPERIMENTS DEACTIVATIONIEQUIP TRANSFER DE-ORBI T lEN TRY /SPlASHOOWN 
,1'1,I't'I..... COR 1~II't"~'I.11 
til MEDICAL EXPERIHENTS/DTO 
Itf ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
"~I MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
OPRE AFRIN NOSE DROPS 
.. 
H' SlEEP DATA 
1."'C1H'f' •• HOURS 
"~I EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG CWATT-HINSl "Btu 
La ERG CWATT-HINSl "'U.lt 
EVA NWE I .:EAL/HRl tI H If. 
EVA DURAT (HRS) H ..... .. 
MK.I EX CHINS) .5 ..... . 
HK. 11 EX ClHNSl ... Ut .... 
MK. III EX CHINS) HU .... TREADMILL CHINS) ttl.u .. OTHER EX CHINS) ........ .. 
HEIGHT (eM) IIH f' lHI HEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 67.90 
If I ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPIWAIST (CH) 
I NSIEXP CHEST (CH) 
NECK (CH) 
RT/lT ARM (CH) 
RTILT ARH VOL (CC) 
RTILT HAND (FT-LS) 




2432.00/2:;4 B. 00 
89.301 S3.00 
DHl POINT = 13.89 DEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 1~'5.S3 HHHG 
OPRE AFRIN NOSE DROPS IPRE SCOP-DEX 
.t'I"""'" HOURS 
•• t ....... 
••••••• 
......... 
... I I .. " • 
• .. (I'll'" 
.. ,. ... . 
. ~ ... f. 
." .... . 
' •• ''11." 














. ..... .. 
........ 
f ...... . 
• ... I ... . 
..... I. I I 
.'1"" 





































MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
, 
I 
SL-~ FEB B, 19T~ SLD. ~O~ JLN¥ 39 1'10· R+ 0 
EHT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N , , 
MI71 I CDR .IT560 .23725 .12B93-0 1 7 I VD2-REST (LIMIN) , 
1'1171 27 CDR 153.00 129.57 5.7113 7 27 SBP-LEVEL I (MM HG) I 
1'1171 31 CDR B3.~00 67 .690 5.5705 7 31 DBP-REST (MM HG) I 
1'1171 32 CDR BO.667 6~. 02~ 2.88~2 7 32 OBP-LEVEL I (!lIM HG) I 
1'1171 36 CDR 96.000 TT .~~O 5 • 975~ 7 36 MAP-REST (MM HG) ! 
1'1171 31 CDR I O~ .78 B5 • BT3 2.B991 7 31 MAP-LEVEL 1 (MM HG) 
MI71 ~B CDR 15.000 126.6T ~.0825 6 ~B WORK LOAD LEVEL 2 (WATTS) 
1'1171 ~9 CDR 15.000 172.50 11.126 6 ~9 WORK LOAD LEVEL 3 (WATTS) 
1'1171 51 CDR -1.5316 2.2811 .1~~90 1 51 VOl , 160 HR 
1'1171 52 CDR -.55BII 1.8Q59 .13Q~2 7 52 V02 , IQO fiR 
MI71 55 CDR ~O.%O 5~. 152 3.1~58 7 55 \'E I 2. L V02 
1'1171 65 CDR -.33906 .96235 .19511-01 1 65 RER , 160 HR 
1'1111 III CDR 8699.2 6QOI.~ 530.59 1 III PRESSURE RATE PROOUCT-REST 
1'1171 112 CDR 16321. 13601. 111.62 7 112 PRESSURE RATE PRODUCT-LEV 
MIT! 22 SPT 135.00 10~.88 1.695~ B 22 H R-LEVEL I (BTIMIN) 
1'1171 ~9 SPT 100.00 232.50 1.0111 B ~9 WORK LOAD LEVEL 3 (WATTS) 
MI71 51 SPT 1.593~ 2.85~1 .2~~00 8 51 VOl , 160 HR 
MI71 52 SPT 1.~01 2.3125 .21qll 8 52 V02 , IQO HR 
I'll T! 55 SPT 58.609 ~8.169 1.8013 8 55 VE ' 2. L V02 
1'1111 63 SPT 2Q3.3 199.BO 12.565 8 63 SBP , 160 HR 
1'1111 6~ SPT 33.IT5 58.393 8.2076 S 6~ DBP , 160 HR 
1'1171 65 SPT I.IB32 .92127 .3561B-01 8 65 RER , 160 HR 
I'll T! 112 SP7 2~391. 1T600. ITB6.3 B 112 PRESSURE RATE PROOUCT-LEV 
I'll T! 21 PL T 69.200 5~.~50 3.1929 8 21 H R-REST (BT/MIN) 
MIT! 31 PLT 89.200 72.335 ~.5~82 8 31 DB P-REST (MM HG) 
I'll Tl ~3 PL T 9.0100 15.7~3 1. 9283 3 ~3 CA~D OUT-LEV 2 (L/MlN) 
MITl 51 PLT -.89TTJ 3. I TTO .32155 8 51 VOl 
, 160 HR 
MITI 52 PLT .39113-01 2.6290 .21330 8 52 V02 
, I~ 0 HR 
MITl 55 PL T 12.066 60.%0 2.5359 8 55 VE ' 2. L V 02 
I'll T! 63 PLT 319.85 21B.80 2Q.120 B 63 S8P , 160 HR 
MIT I 6~ PLT 95.H5 6!. 381 B.HB9 8 6~ DBP 
, 160 HR 
1'1111 65 PL T " • 9q 25 .97003 .36090-01 B 65' RER I 160 HR 
1'1111 69 PLT ITS .Q5 115.00 15.526 B 69 MAP I 160 HR 
I'll TI III PLT 8869.0 6288.5 58~.68 8 III PRESSURE RATE PRODUCT-REST 
1'1092 6 CDR 109.86 9~.321 3 .5~22 6 6 SYSTOLIC BP (CONTROL) 
1'1092 7 CDR 109.9Q 9!. 712 3.5921 6 7 SYSTOLIC BP (-30) 
1'1092 B CDR IOB.9B 90.091 1. 1~2B 6 B SYSTOLIC BP (-~O) ) 
1'1092 9 CDR 109.H B8.199 3.0069 6 9 SYSTOLIC BP (-50) l 
1'1092 10 CDR 115.80 95.~31 2.6912 6 10 sYSTOLIC BP (RECOVERY) I 
1'1092 II CDR 16. I ~~ 62.133 2.5131 6 II DIASTOLIC BP (CONTROL) 
1'1092 12 CDR 15.BIQ ~2 • !;t! 6 2.652Q 6 12 DIASTOLIC BP (-30 ) 
1'1092 13 CDR IB.615 63.222 2.31B6 6 13 DIASTOLIC BP (-~O) ! 1'1092 I~ CDR 79 .625 63.162 2.6961 6 I~ OrASTOLl~ BP (-50 ) 
1'1092 15 CDR 82.911 65.196 3.0111 6 15 DIASTOLIC BP (RECOVERY) ·1 I 
1'1092 16 CDR B1. 3B2 12.865 2.0575 6 16 MEAN BP (CONTROLl I 1'1092 IT CDR Bl.228 12.2BB 1.5661 6 11 MEAN BP (-30) 1'1092 IB CDR 88.136 72.179 I. 91 33 6 18 MEAN BP (-~O) 
1'1092 19 CDR 89.H2 11.;01 2.1101 6 19 MEAN BI>C':50'> I 1'1092 20 CDR 93.Bl~ 75.216 2.36BO 6 20 MEAN BP (RECOVERY) 





! .'C, j ,: 
.. 9 ... ,:_.-:.;.~J";' • 
P1EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FRDM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-~ FEB 8, 19H SLO" ~O~ JLN" 39 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
P1092 2 5PT 66.B21 ?;3.101 ~ .21B6 7 
P1092 3 SPT 89.2B9 58.759 6.1579 7 
1'1092 ~ SPT 113.03 6~.8T3 8.5 9~ 0 7 
1'1092 15 SPT 88.325 71. 806 3.5755 T 
1'1092 20 SPT 103.~8 88.~ 12 3.1860 7 
1'1092 ~o SPT -.23900 -. ~~ 85 7-0 I .~6706-01 T 
1'1092 lOB SPT 2.2%Z .50521 .30613 T 
1'1092 109 SPT 2.3HI .I,II~6 .318H T 
1'1092 115 SPT 7.1880 I. H~5 I. T397 ~ 
1'1092 152 SPT 67.819 53. T26 3.9332 T 
1'1092 153 SPT 90.5BI ?;9.095 5.9261 T 
1'1092 15~ SPT 113.85 65 .2~7 8. 7~ 33 7 
1'1092 159 SPT 128.BO 136.03 1.861Z 7 
1'1092 161 SPT 102.BI 98.036 1. 092~ 7 
1'1092 168 SPT 3~ 3.65 389.99 10.896 7 
1'1092 169 SPT 311.15 377.89 I~ .57B 7 
1'1092 172 SPT .23398 .161~ 6 .12055-01 7 
1'1092 tT3 SPT .28723 .la~21 .13103-0 I 7 
1'1092 IH SPT .3~92~ .201B7 .17380-01 7 
1'1092 175 SPT .20918 .1666~ .70258-02 7 
1'1092 119 SPT -92.751 -6~.63a 6.9191 7 
1'1092 3 PLT .72.653 ?;?;.982 5. 0~5~ 7 
1'1092 30 PLT 1.~500 .301~3 .30317 7 
1'1092 32 PLT 2.30~0 1.7020 .16130 7 
1'1092 . 37 PLT .23000 .a~571-01 .2H6~-01 7 
1'1092 6~ PLT 970 .~O 1196.2 6.0707 7 
;'11092 65 PLT 12TO.~ 1 ~ 9~. 6 7.0166 7 
1'1092 108 PLT 1.2317 .50~37 .188~2 6 
1'1092 112 PLT .1321~ .788T8-01 .1~982-01 7 
1'1092 113 PLT .19300 .9HI~-01 .23592-01 7 
1'1092 153 PLT T3.606 56.701 ~.5233 7 
1'1092 158 PLT 129.~B 136.23 2.0111 T 
1'1092 168 PLT 389.17 ~33.39 II. 93T T 
1'1092 169 PLT 388.22 ~22.B'f 10.323 7 
M092A r CDR 6.5213 5.6638 .201~3 6 
P1092A 8 CDR 6.578~ 5.885~ .18716 6 
M092A 9 CDR 6. 6 99~ 5.9019 .16610 6 
M092A 10 CDR 6.558~ 5.8657 • 19358 6 
JI1092~ 12 CDR 2 .~5T7 1.9219 .18~31 6 
M092A 13 CDR 2.~599 1.8277 .11311 6 
M092A I~ CDR 2 .5~50 I .8531 .11252 6 
M092A 15 CDR 2.5266 !. 83,0 .19320 6 
MonA 91 CDR 67.109 57.718 2.6258 6 
M092A 92 CDR 67.262 58.0~9 2.0650 6 
M092A 93 CDR 66.525 51.321 1.5001 6 
MonA 9~ CDR 66.381 %.9~8 1.1551 6 
M092A 95 CDR 61.839 58.171 I. B15 8 6 
M092A 121 CDR 12.500 13.q83 .32120 7 
M092A 12B CDR 12.500 13.681 .Z3T9~ 7 
l'1092A 137 CDR 11.000 3.0000 2.7080 ~ 
f'10" R+ 0 
2 HEART RATE (-30) 
3 HEART RATE (-~O) 
~ HEART RATE (-50) 
15 DIASTOLIC BP (RECOVERV) 
20 MEAN BP (RECOVERV) 
~O 52 SLOPE (RECOVERV) 
lOB HR/LBNP 30-~0 
109 HMR ILBNP ~ 0-5 0 
115 HR/PLVC 0-30 
152 VECTAN HEART RATE (-30 ) 
153 \'ECTAN HEART RATE (-qO) 
15'1 VECTAN HEART RATE (-50 ) 
159 PA INTERVAL (-50) 
161 CRS DURATION (CardIROL) 
168 aT INTERVAL (-q 0 ) 
169 DT INTERVAL (-50) 
172 P MAX MAG (-30) 
173 P MAX MAG (-~O) 
17~ P MAll MAG (-50) 
175 P MAX MAG (RECOVERV) 
179 P MAX AZ (-50) 
3 HEART RATE (-~O) 
30 PLVC EDP (RECDVERV) 
32 51 SLOPE (-30) 
37 S2 SLOPE (-30) 
6~ ETI (-?;O) 
65 ETI (REC OVERV) 
108 HR/LBNP 30-~0 
112 PLVC/L8NP 16-30 
113 PLVC/LBNP 30-~0 
153 VECTAN HEART RATE (-~ 0 ) 
159 PR INTERVAL (-~O) 
168 DT INTERVAL (-~O) 
169 QT INTERVAL (-50) 
IBT CRS-E CIRC (-30) 
ISB CRS-E CIRC (-~O) 
189 CRS-E CIRC (-50) 
190 CRS-E CIRC (RECOVERVI 
192 CRS-E AREA (-30) 
193 OAS-E AREA (-~O) 
19~ URS-E AREA (-50) 
195 QRS-E AREA (RECOVERV) 
271 D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) 
272 D-CAS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 l 
273 D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~O ) 
2H D-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) 
215 D-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERV) 
301 L CALF CIRC 
308 R CALF CIRC 

















MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE 
SL-~ FEB 8, 19H SLO+ ~O~ 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN MonA 161 CDR 110.12 93.279 M092.A 16t CDR I09.5~ 92..801 M092A 163 CDR 75.951 61.697 M092A 16~ CDR 76 .1~q 62.385 M092A 165 CDR 87 .5~0 TZ.22q M092.A 166 CDR 87.278 72.52q M092A 6 SPT 6.66qo 5.1158 M092A 7 SPT 6. 9q 06 5.0605 M092A 8 SPT 7.5368 5.1 OQ 9 M092.A 9 SPT 7.q993 5.3019 M092.A 10 SPT 7.0H7 5.1700 M092A 11 SPT 2.868q I.H63 M092.A 12 SPT 3.1708 I.Q9q8 M092.A 13 SPT 3.7H2 1.5986 M092.A lq SPT 3.6055 1.7680 M092.A 15 SPT 3.2>77 1.5802 M092A 18 SPT .25831 .15057 !'l0 92 A 19 SPT .312.92 .1!i686 !'l092A 21 SPT 2.223q I. 8208 M092.A 22 SPT 2.1288 1.7353 !'1092A 23 SPT 2.1312 1.6606 M092A 2q SPT 2.0qqO I .6353 M092A 25 SPT 2.2881 1.7S36 M092A 63 SPT 18.097 EB.n7 M092A 6Q SPT 7.9H9 25.n3 !'1092.A H SPT 19.876 31".903 M092A 78 SPT 7.0350 36.369 M092.A 79 SPT 










JLN+ 39 MD'" R+ 
SO II 
~.7079 6 3H 
if.5"!fl2. 6 3~ 2 I.H56 6 3~3 3.1399 6 3~q 
2.~29(\ 6 3~5 2. Hq2 6 3~6 
.2q82Z 7 186 
.2Q822 7 187 
.25Q76 7 188 
.1603q 7 189 
.22705 7 190 
.13983 7 191 
.lq08q 7 192 
• 132qQ 7 193 
.10?32 7 19Q 
.IQ18Q 7 195 
.35052-01 7 198 
.26q05-01 7 199 
.11973 7 201 
.12.313 7 202 
· 13795 7 203 
.7,575-01 7 20Q 
• 95Q56-0 I 7 205 3 .2Q 92 7 2q3 Q.09QQ 7 2QQ q .q I 08 7 257 3.q918 7 258 q .0026 7 259 2.6600 7 260 
• 23H 0 7 261 
.219Q3 7 262 
.17639 7 263 
.68Q22 7 26T 
.9Q9Qq 7 268 l. 361 8 7 269 
.Q 90Q 3 7 270 2.9153 7 211 2.6882. 7 272 
2.7199 7 273 2.1651 T 2TQ 2..8990 T 2T5 5.2.22.6 7 285 
.26582 7 30T 
.1998T 7 308 
.Q 9561 Q 316 
.Q0818 T 188 
.H031 7 190 
.3QS5T T 193 
.38768 T 19~ 
• 17196 T 203 
0 
SVSTOLlC BP (-8 ) 
SYSTOLIC BP (-16 ) 
DIASTOLlC BP (-8 ) 
DIASTOLIC BP (-16 ) 
MEAN BP (-8 ) 
MEAN BP (-16 ) 
CRS-E CIRC (CONTROL) 
CRS-E C IRC (-3D) 
ORS-E CIRC (-qO) QRS-E CIRC (-50) 
ORS-E CIRC (RECOVERV) 
ORS-E AREA (CONTROL) 
ORS-E AREA (-30) 
ORS-E AREA (-Q 0 ) 
CRS-E AREA (-50) 
ORS-E AREA (RECOVERV) 
ORS-E DEPTH (-q 0 ) 
CRS-E OEPTH (-50) 
CRS !'lAX MAG (CONTROL) 
CRS !'lAX !'lAG (-30) 
DRS MAX MAG (-qO) 
DRS MAX MAG (-50) 
CRS MAX MAG (RECOVERV) ST MAX EL (-QO) 
ST MAX EL (-50) 
JEL(-30) 
J EL (-QO) 
J EL (-50) 
J EL (RECOVERV) 
0-5T SLOPE (CONTROL) 
D-ST SLOPE (-30) 
D-ST SLOPE (-q 0 ) 
D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) 
D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-QO) 
D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) 
D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERV) D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) D-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30) D-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~O) D-DRS VECTOR H/TEGRAL (-50) O-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERV) CRS-T SPATIAL ANGLE (RECOVERV) L CALF CIRG 
R CALF CIRC 
HOURS SINCE LAST MEAL 
CRS-E CIRC (-~O) 
CRS-E CIRC (RECOVERV) QRS-E AREA (-QO) QRS-E AREA (-50) 






















~EASUREMENTS GRE~TER THAN 3 SD FRDM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-q FEB 8, 19H SLD4 qOq JLN4 39 
EXPT IMERS MAN VALUE MEAN SD N PlOnA 25 PLT 3.239q 2.q586 .23569 T PlanA 36 PL T !.3Q50 1. 9269 .15q93 7 1I092A 38 PLT 1.1599 1,6937 .IQ226 7 -PlOnA 52 PLT .376Q9 .61693 .79127-01 7 M092A 78 PLT 2B.160 36.lqq 2.2793 7 ilonA 79 PLT 21.168 33.831 q.0069 7 1l092A 93 PL T 97 .1 07 80.16Q Q .Q7l8 1 MonA 9Q PLT 102.QI 82.365 5.H05 7 M092A 95 PL T 101.63 T9 .66Q 5.6525 7 M092A 96 PL T 76.706 106.37 7.0021 7 1I092A 97 PLT 66.Q65 101.ql 5.6636 7 1'I092A 96 PLT 56.077 96.012 5.6399 7 MonA 99 PLT 61.003 86.967 6.9967 1 1I092A 100 PLT 67 .Q8Q 97.209 9.6212 1 MonA 12T PLT 12.860 IQ.lI 0 .1325Q 7 M092A 128 PLT 12.880 13.867 .12612 7 MonA 137 PLT 21. 000 6.5000 .70711 2 M092A 138 PLT 3.5000 7.5000 .57735 Q M092A lQO PLT q.OOOO 31.333 7.3711 3 MonA IT5 PLT .lqOOO-01-.1266T-01 .62138-02 6 I'IOT3 '2Q CDR 3.9000 2.6000 • 29Q 39 q M073 27 CDR 9q.300 85.375 2.6613 q M073 13 SPT ~9.600 18.90q 8.15Q2 26 1'1073 16 SPT 195.'10 52 SOQ 18.027 26 11073 27 SPT 118.10 87. 000 ~.BI9Q q 1'1073 28 SPT 7.7000 6.9000 .21602 Q M073 35 SPT 3.0000 .17500 .38622 Q M073 Ql SPT q102.0 3051.2 3q 1.55 26 1'1073 H SPT 1011.00 83.500 '1.9739 26 M073 q8 SPT 5059.0 3251.0 559.65 26 M073 58 SPT 1.2210 .51612 .18565 25 M073 125 SPT 15Q.30 157.65 .H715 Zq 1I0T3 3 PLT q5.000 163.00 36.095 27 M073 17 PLT 63.700 19.90q 10.293 27 1'1073 22 PLT q.1600 3.8600 .535qj-OI q 1'1073 27 PL T 100.10 87.650 2.2068 q fl073 31 PLT 32.000 q5.500 3.0000 Q 1'1073 ql PLT Q792.0 3179.9 220.02 27 M073 55 PLT Q.7870 3.0328 .56280 2T 1'1073 59 PLT .Q2000 .72593-02 .3Z52Q-01 27 1'1073 61 PLT IO.Q90 6.3978 1.1725 27 M073 125 PLT IQ6.ao lQ9.02 .5 3Q 85 25 11110 15 CDR 6QOO.0 QQqo.o 30Q.96 5 1'1110 16 COR Q600.0 2593:6 ~12.79 5 M110 6> COR 70.000 38.000 2.0000 3 11110 p 




















































gRS MAX MAG (RECOVERV) 
ST-E CIRC (CONTROLl 
ST-E CIRe (-qO) 
ST MAX MAG (-30) 
JEL(-qo) 
J EL (-50) 
D-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-QO) 
D-a~~ VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) O-OHS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERV) O-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) 
n-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30) 9-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-qO) O-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) O-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) L CALF C IRC 
R CALF CIRC 
HOURS SINCE SLEEP 
HOURS OF SLEEP 
CLIN I CAL SBP 
SI COMPLIANCE (-6 ) 
BLOOD PDq (MG/L) 
BLOOD GLUCOSE (MG /L ) 
EPINEPHRINE (UGITV) 
HYDROCORTISON (UG/TV) 
BLOOD GLUCOSE (MG/Ll 
TOTAL PLASMA PROT rG( ) 
GROWTH HORMONE (NGIMLl 
DIET CALORIES (KCAL) 
DIET POTASSIUM (MG) 
WATER INTAKE (i'lL) 
tl-O-ETIOCHO (MG/TV) 
WEIGHT (LBS) 
URINE NA (MEa/TV) 
ALDOSTERONE (UG/TV) 
BLOOD K (MEGIL) 
BLOOD GLUCOSE (MG/L) 
VlTAMII/ 0 (NGIML) 
bIET CALORIES (KCAL) 
ETlOCHOLAN (MG/TV I 
!I-OH-ANDRO (MG/TV) 
TOTAL IT-KETO (TMGITV) WEIGHT (LBS) 
WBC (/CU MM) 
NEUT NO (/CU MM) 
PL PRE ALB CMG PCT) 
PL TRANS (MG PCT) 
PL AI ANTITRIP (MG PCT) 
PL C3 (MG PCT) 
PL C~ (MG PCT) 


































MIIOA ~ I 
MIlOA 56 






GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM THE 
FEB 8, lH~ SlD ... ~O~ 
MAN VALUE IIEAN 
PLT 50.000 31.661 
PLT 210.00 iTO.OO 
PLT 300.00 128.33 
PLT 1790.0 1933.0 
PLT 218~.0 3195.5 
PLT ~ I. 900 H .350 
PlT ~H~.O 51285 
PLT ~3.000 15.950 
PLT 3169.0 36Z9.1 
PLf 55 .160 88.0H 
PLT 8~. o~o 91.125 
PLT 98.580 99 .5~Z 
CDR ~.8000 6.Q500 
CDR ~.IOOO 3.1000 
CDR .30000 .61500 
COR 3T.000 5Z.Z00 
CDR 60.000 3~.~ 00 
SfT IZ3.00 93.500 
SPT 2~3.00 ZII.OO 
PLT 18.000 11.500 
PLT ~.1 000 3.Z500 
PLT Q.IOOO 3. T500 
PREFLIGHT MEAN 
JLN. 39 Mo... R+ 0 
SO N 
3.5119 3 15 PL C~ (MG PCT) 
10.000 3 00 PL IGA (MS PCT) 10.~08 3 81 PL IGM (MG PCT) ~1.012 2 85 RCM (i'lL) 
9~.0~5 2 88 PVOL (MLl 
1.1618 2 90 PVOL/WT (i'lL/KG) 135.06 2 9T BLD VOL (MLl 
2.6163 2 98 BLD VOL/WT (I'll/KG) 61.021 ~ 109 TOT K (MEg) 
6.6290 ~ 1~3 SPG6 (PCT) 
1. 32~3 ~ I~~ ~PG7 (PCT) 
.12583-0 I ~ 1~5 SPG8 (PCT) 
.~UH ~ ZI6 URIC ACID (MG/DLl 
.29Q 39 ~ ZZO PO~ (MG/DL) 
.95H3-01 ~ ZZI BIll T (MG/DL) 
Z. O~ 9~ 5 236 RETIC CLASS INTER (PCT) 3.50TI 5 Z3T RETIC CLASS MATURE (PCT) 5.9161 ~ ZII GLU (MG/DL) 
8.IZ~0 ~ ZIZ CHOL (I'IG/DL) 
1.1321 q ZI3 SGGT (I'IUII'IL) .191~9 ~ ZZO PO~( MG /DL ) 
.57735-01 q Z28 K (MEQ/Ll 







Sl-4 DAllY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
FEe 9. 1974 SLOt 405 ..JLNt 40 MDt R+ 
tlt~ ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = .1.' ... DEGC 
AVG. AHB 1 ENT PRESSURE -=- ....... ~ .... H~IHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
... , .... II ••• t ••• COR 1'.'I.tll'~ •• '. 
~I. MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/oTO 
tI tit llLNESS/5YI1PTOH/PROBLEM 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
t .... SLEEP DATA 
I.t EXERCIS£ DATA 
UB ERG (~ATT-HINSl ' •• t, •• 
La ERG (HATT-MINSl H ...... 
EVA HHE CKEALlHRl "tlilit 
EVA DURAT (HRS) •• ~ •••• 
HK.I EX CHINS) t •• ' •• 6 
NK. II EX (HINS) Qllt'f' 
HK. III EX CHINS) •• , .... . 
TREADMILL CHINS) ....... . 
OTHER EX CHINS) ••• , ••• 
HEI GHT cr IJ ........ It 
~EIGHT (KILOGRAM) 67.10 
, •• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPIWAIST ICH) 89.901 
101.601 
37.90 




RTILT ARM (ef' 
RT/lT ARH VOL .CC) 
RT/lT HAND (FT-l8) 




DEW POINT = ."'t.11 eEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = •••• ,.t HHHG 
.... I I .... II 
..... t .... . 
., 11"" 111 
.1111111 
'11'1.11 
.... 11 ........ 
11.1111.11. 
•• 1 .... . 
•• I~ .. .. 









RELATIVE HUMIDITy = ""'1' r 
PART. PRES. C02 = '~I'I" "NMHG 
.11 •• 111 
'.'.'11 
11 ..... ., '"t 
.. • • I. f I 
4 • 'II • I • I 
"'II I ••• _ 
.. .... I II 





•• 11 .... ' ••••• ., .. 
••••••• / ••• 1HII' 
••••••• / ••••• il 
'''I~''I/I''''I'I 





PlEASUREMENTS GREATER TH~N 3 SO FROI'I THE PREFLIGHT I'IEAN 
" 
SL-~ FEB 9, 191~ SLO. ~05 JLN. ~O PlO. R+ 1 




~ .. I~'-________________________ ~~'.:::"_=' """'. """ .... !!!!!ai .... l!'~*'~ __ ,_ .. j 
/'IEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PRERIGHT MEAN 
SL-~ FEB 9, 19H SLD. ~05 JlN. ~O MD' R+ 1 " 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
/'1092 17 CDR 87.107 7Z.l38 l.5i.67 6 17 MEAN SP (-30 ) 
1'109l 18 CDR 89.256 7Z.179 1.9733 6 18 MEAN SP (-~O ) 
i'1092 19 CDR 88.566 71.507 l.1107 6 19 MEAN 8P (-50 ) 
1'1092 lO CDR 91.801 75.176 l.3680 6 lO ME~N DP (RECOVERY) 
1 
1'1092 21 CDR 51.226 32.19~ ~ .~310 6 21 PULSE PRESSURE (CONTROL) 
1'1092 2l CDR ~8.~32 29.ll6 3.2888 6 2l PULSE PRESSURE (-30 ) 
1'1092 23 CDR ~9.078 26.868 2.0029 6 23 PULSE PRESSURE (-~O ) 
1'1092 l~ CDR ~ •• 90~ 25.037 3.91~6 6 2~ PULSE PRESSURE (-50 ) 
1'1092 25 CDR 53.351 30. 2~ I 3.5963 6 25 PULSE PRESSURE (RECOVERY) I 1'1092 2T CDR 1.8000 I. 0 133 .25967 6 21 PLVC EOP (-30) 1'1092 28 CDR 2. 9~ 00 1.6317 .l3878 6 28 nvc EOP (-~Ol 
1'1092 29 COR ~.2600 2.3667 .23235 6 29 PLVC EOP (-50) 
M092 36 CDR -.l3000 -.65500-01 .5~383-01 6 36 S2 SLOPE (CONTROL) 
1'1092 108 CDR .8~090 .28693 .13~5~ 6 108 HR/LBNP 30-~0 
1'1092 113 CDR .1I~00 .61833-01 .11250-01 6 113 PLVC/L8NP 30-~0 
1'1092 11 ~ COR .13200 .73500-01 .1~039-01 6 11q PLVC/LBNP ~0-50 
1'1092 15l CDR I5.28a 60.006 3.7~83 6 15l VECTAN HEART RATE (-30 ) 
1'1092 153 CDR 83.~38 62.931 ~.qI97 6 153 VECTAN HEART RATE (-~ 0 ) 
1'1092 15q CDR 9q.796 66.597 7. 2671 6 15q VECTAN HEART RPoTE (-50 ) 
1'1092 155 COR 71.Dll 57. 181 3.2252 6 155 VECTAN HEART RATE (RECOVERY) 
1'109l 16q COR 9Q.635 10l.09 1. 2l0Q 6 16Q DRS DURATION (-50) 
1'1092 1 SPT 60. nq 51. 056 3.0936 7 1 HEART RATE (CONTROL) 
1'1092 l SPT 68.'112 53.707 ~.2186 7 2 HEART RATE (-30) 
1'1092 3 SPT 17.961 ,8.759 6. 1579 7 3 HEART RATE (-qO) 
1'1092 5 SPT 61.135 ~9.1~0 3.66q6 7 5 HEART RATE (RECOVERY) 
Mon 10 SPT 137. 92 121.6l 5.0~Ol 1 10 SYSTOLIC BP (RECOVERY) 
/'1092 20 SPT 100.Q8 88.~12 3.1860 7 lO MEAN BP (RECOVERY) 
1'1092 151 SPT 60.~~2 51.179 2.7206 7 151 VECTAN HEART RATE (CONTROll 
Mon 152 SPT 69.213 53.726 3.9332 7 15l VECTAN HEART RATE (-30) 
i'IOn 153 SfT 79 .2~2 59.095 5.9261 7 153 VECTAN HEART RATE (-~ 0 ) 
1'1092 161 SPT 102.55 98.036 1. 09l~ 7 16 1 ~RS DURATION (CONTROL) 
Man 163 SPT 102.61 9~ .271 l.'f8~q 7 163 URS DURATION (-~O) 
1'1092 173 SPT .22867 .18~ 21 .13703-01 7 173 P MAX MAG (-~O) 
Mon ~ PLT 78.129 61 • 35~ 5.5655 7 ~ HEART RATE (-50) 
Non 30 PLT 1.3500 .301Q3 .3031T 7 30 PLVC EOP (RECr..~~Y) 
Man 61 PLT 297.60 299.20 .~87H-03 7 61 ETl (CONTROL ~ 
Man 108 PLT 1.121l .50~37 .188~l 6 108 HR /LBNP 30-~ 0 
Mon 112 PLT .13571 .78878-01 .1~982-01 T III flVC/LBNP 16-30 J 
Mon 116 PLT r. T32~ ~.6~86 .59758 ~ 116 HR/PlVC 30-~0 
Mon 15~ PlT 80.177 61.133 5.9327 ~ 15~ VECTAN HEART RATE (-50 ) • Mon 159 PLT 123.31 133.97 3.1776 7 IS9 PR INTERVAL (-50) 
/'Ion 16 ) PlT 3Sq .17 ~22.B~ 10.n3 7 169 QT INTERVAL (-50) 
MonA 5 CDR 52.~q7 ~7.9~q 1.1029 6 185 P MAX EL (RECOVERY) 
M09lA 8 CDR 6.6682 5.885~ .18716 6 183 QRS-E CIRC (-~O) 
MonA 9 COR 6.959Q 5.9019 .16610 6 189 QRS-E CIRC (-50) 
MonA 10 CDR 6.65Q3 5.86H .19358 6 190 QRS-E CIRC (RECOVERV) 
/'lOnA 13 CDR 2.5518 1.82IT .17311 6 193 QRS-E AREA (-~ 0 ) 
1'10921, IQ CDR 2.8267 1.8531 .17252 6 19~ QRS-E AREA (-50) 
M092A 15 CDR 2.5906 1.8350 .19no 6 195 QRS-E AREA (RECOVERV) 
M092A 38 CDR 2.3708 2.0l61 • 113Q 2 6 218 ST-E GIRC (-~O) I 
I 




I'IEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-q FEB 9, 19H SL04 q05 JLN4 ~O 
EXPT IMEAS MAN YALUE MEAN SO N M092A 39 CDR .2.838q 1.9823 "2888-0 I 6 11 0 92.A 51 CDR .61815 .82785 .60335-01 6 1l092A 52 CDR S8q58 .80q02 .q3692-01 6 M092A 53 CDR .51635 .78785 .39099-01 6 !'I092A 5q CDR .%H6 .76766 .35917-01 6 1'1092A 55 CDR .53299 .813>7 .63631-01 6 !'IOnA 59 COR -23.367 -~8.6:;9 7. 8q 92 6 M092A 60 CDR 
-18.888 -31.998 3 .q9~ I 6 !'I092A 68 COR .93099-01 .1'fl75 .15265-01 6 M092A 69 CDR .59503-01 .1~082 .17277-0 I 6 !'I092A 70 CDR .5~266-01 .10975 .13796-0 I 6 M092.A 73 CDR -71.2.77 -5~ .831 ~.6720 .; M092A 7q CDR 
-S2..262 -55.855 5. TTO~ 6 M092.A 75 COR -73.6:3 -50.890 5 .~876 6 M092A 7S CDR 32..~20 ~5 .,93 ~.0705 6 !'I092A 79 COR -3.3901 ~~. H5 ~.6523 6 M092A 8~ COR 1.1150 I. 852~ .16101 6 1'I0nA 93 CDR 63.32.3 57 • 327 1.5001 6 M092A 9~ CDR 6~.327 56. 9~8 1.1551 6 M092A 95 CDR 65.855 58. I T! I .8758 6 MOnA 96 CDR 98.750 125.Q9 8. 83q 9 6 M092A 97 CDR 9Q.319 125.12. 8.8878 6 M092A 98 CDR 83.825 122.92 9. 1867 6 M092A 99 CDR Tl .O6l 120.81 10.9T! 6 M092A 100 CDR 83.270 1Z5.30 8. 956~ 6 M092A 128 CDR 12..880 13.681 .2379~ 7 M092A 138 CDR 8.0000 6.5125 .~qr91 ~ M092A 159 CDR 69.905 58.960 3.~~03 6 M092A 160 CDR 11 .395 58.025 ~.OQ23 6 1'I092A 16 I CDR 126.35 93.279 ~. 7079 6 /l092A 162 CDR 126.35 92.801 Q.5QIZ 6 M092P. 163 COR 75.758 6L697 1.7756 6 MonA 165 CDR 92.6l3 7Z.22~ 2.~290 6 /1092A 166 CDR 88.756 72.52q 2.7H2 6 M092A 167 CDR 50S95 31.582 ~.0183 6 /l092A 168 CDR !i6.395 30.Q16 5.08T~ 6 M092A 170 CDR .65000 .36833 .59133-01 6 MonA 6 SPT 6.3789 5.1158 .2~822 7 M092A T SPT 6.3629 5.0605 .2Q822. 7 MonA 8 SPT 6.7866 5. I 0~9 • 25Q T6 7 M092A 9 SPT 7.2998 5.3019 .1603Q 7 M092A 10 SPT 6.6106 5.1700 .22705 7 /l092A I I SPT 2.565~ I.H63 .13983 7 M092A 12 SPT 2.6050 1.~9Q8 .1~08Q 7 M092A 13 SPT 3.00qr 1.5986 • I 32~~ 7 1I092A I" 5PT 3.5620 1.7680 • I 0232 7 1'109 (!i 15 5PT 2.8395 1.5802 .IQI8Q 7 





















































ST-E CIRC (-50) 
ST MAX MAG (CONTROL) 
ST MAX MAG (-30) 
ST MAX MAG (-qO) 
ST MAX MAG (-50) 
ST MAX MAG (RECOVERY) 
ST MAX AZ (-50) 
ST MAX AZ (RECOVERY) J MAG (-qO) 
J MAG (-50) 
.I MAG (RECOVERY> 
J AZ (-q 0 ) 
JAZ(-50) 
J AZ (RECOVERY) 
J EL (-~O) 
J EL (-50) 
D-ST SLOPE (-50) 
D-ORS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~O ) O-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) 
O-ORS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) D-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) D-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30) O-S7 VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~O) 
D-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) O-.ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) R CALF eIRC 
HOURS OF SLEEP 
HEART RATE (-8 ) 
HEART RATE (- 16 ) 
SYSTOLIC BP (-8 ) 
SYSTOLIC BP (-16 ) 
DIASTOLIC BP (-8 ) 
MEAN BP (-8 ) 
MEAN BP (-16 ) 
PULSE PRESS (-8 ) 
PL'tSE PRESS (-16 ) 
PLVC EOP (- I 6 ) 
CRS-E CIRC (CONTROL) QRS-E CIRC (-30) 
CRS-E CIRC (-~O) QRS-E CfRC (-50) 
CRS-E CIRC (RECOVERY) 
CRS-E AREA (CONTROL) QRS-E AREA (-30) 
CRS-E AREA (-qO) 
CRS-E AREA (-50) QRS-E AREA (RECOVERY) 
CRS MAX MAG (CONTROL) 
CRS MAX MAG (-50) 






IIEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-q FEB 9, 19H SLO .. q05 JLN .. qO MD ... R+- I 
1 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N ilOnA 78 SPT 17.761· 36.369 3.q918 7 258 J EL (-qO) PlonA 79 SPT 2.6392 31.q67 q .5026 7 259 J EL (-50) I 1I092A 80 5""f 1~.723 35.791 2.6600 7 260 J EL (RECOVERY! MonA 87 SP'( 1.1.5% 9.2170 .68~22 7 267 O-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) , M092A 88 SPT Iq.32q 9.9313 .9q9~q 1 268 O-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-qO) I 1I092A 89 SPT 15.861 11.155 1.3618 1 269 O-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) M092A 90 SPT 10.H3 9.0%~ .~ 90Q3 7 270 D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERV) M092A 91 SPT 72.q5f, 57. 006 2.9153 7 271 D-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) M092A 92 SPT 10.0rQ 55 .~~ I 2.6882 7 212. O-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) , I MonA 93 SPT 13.292 5~.969 2.1199 -r 273 D-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-q 0 ) 1I092A 9q 5PT Te.556 56.670 2. 1651 1 2H O-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) M092A 95 5PT n.780 57.539 2.8990 7 275 O-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERV) 1I092A 127 SPT 13.3BO lq.396 .26582 1 307 L CALF C IRC 1I092A 128 5PT 13.380 Iq.289 .19987 7 308 R CALF CIRe 1'1092A 36 PL T I .q 30q 1. 9269 .15~93 7 ZI6 ST-E CIRC (CONTROL) M092A 39 PLT 1.16% 1. 6226 • 98qq3-0 I 7 219 ST-E CIRC (-50) 
1 
M092A q5 PLT .90q23-02 • 23q Oq-O 1 .29539-02 7 225 5T-E AREA (RECOVERV) 1I092A 96 PLT 78.998 106.37 7.5021 7 276 D-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) M09ZA 97 PLT 76. OQ 1 10l.ql 5.8638 r 277 0-5T VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) j M092A 9B PLT 65."Q 96.012 5.6399 7 278 O-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-QO) I M092A 99 i'lL T Q8.312 86.987 6.9987 7 279 O-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) M092A 100 PLT 61.325 97.209 9.6212 7 280 0-5T VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERV) 1 M092A 127 PLT 13.130 IQ .110 .1325Q 7 307 L CALF C IRC I M092A 128 PLT 13.130 13.867 .12672 r 308 R CALF CIRC , M09ZA 131 PLT 38.200 36. 3Q 3 .30H2 7 311 ORAL TEMP. I M09Zil 137 PLT 10.500 6.5000 .7071 I 2 31T HOURS SINCE SLEEP 
1 
M092A 138 PLT 9.5000 7.5000 .57735 ~ U8 HOURS OF SLEEP 1'1073 IQ CDR 229.80 101.06 29.283 26 IQ NOREPINEPHRIN (UG/TV) I M073 17 CDR 6Q.900 22.137 12.973 27 11 ALDOSTERONE !UG /TV ) 1'1073 27 CDR 75.800 85.375 2.6613 q Z7 BLOOD GLUCOSE (MG/L) I 11073 36 CDR 1.8700 .~3750 .3H99 q 36 ANGIOTENSIN (MUG/i'lL/H) 1 1'1073 13 SPT Qq.800 18.90~ 8.I,QZ 26 13 EPINEPHRINE (liG/TV) 






"EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 1 
Sl-/i FEB 9, 197~ SlD¥ ~05 JlN¥ ~O MD... R+ ! 
I EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SD N I "110 I~~ SPT 28.880 88.130 7.656 3 ~ Iqq SPG7 (PCT) 1 1'1110 1~5 SPT 86.080 98.905 
.22782 ~ 1~5 SPG8 (PCT) I "110 1~6 SPT 98.720 H.632 .2~595 ~ 1% SPG9 (PCT) 1'1110 7 PlT 1.5000 .96667 .81650-01 6 7 RETIC (PCT) 1'1110 8 Pl T 66.700 ~~.033 3.268~ 6 8 RETIC NO CTHOU/CU 1'11'1 ) MilO 12 PlT 33.000 35.167 .~0825 6 12 I'1CHC (PCT) 1'1110 1~3 Pl T 62.520 88.0~7 6.6290 ~ 1~3 SPG6 (PCT) MilO I~~ PlT 89.320 97.725 1. 32~3 ~ llllt SPG7 (PCT) MilO IH PlT 98.830 99 .'~2 .12583-01 ~ 1~5 SPG8 (PCT) I'll lOA ~I CDR 1. 0000 .67500 
. 95H3-0 I ~ 221 BIll T (I'1G/Dl) 1'1110A ~~ CDP. 120.00 71.500 II. 902 ~ 22~ CPK (I'1U IML ) MIIOA 







SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
FEB 10. 197'+ SlO'" 406 JLN" LJl HO' R+ ,2 
•. U ENVI RONM[NTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = •••••• , OEGC 
AVG. AMBlfNT PRESSURE = ••••••• MMHG 
". MISSION ACTIVITIES 
..... MEDICAL EXPERII'!ENTS/DTO 
I', ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
.. If NEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
...... SLEEP DATA 
I't EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (WATT-MINS) ""1'1 
La ERG CHATT-HINS) ••••••• 
EVA HHE (KEAL/HRl ~ •••••• 
EVA DURAT (HRS) "" .... B 
MK.I EX CHINS) •••• ~f. 
HK. II EX CHINS) ••••••• 
MK .. III EX C'MINS) 'III ......... 
TREADMILL CHINS) ••••••• 
OTHER EX CHINS) '11'f~' 
HEIGHT cr J) HdIU .... 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 67.90 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPIHAIST (CM) 







RT/LT ARM (CM) 
RT/LT ARM VOL (CC) 
RT/LT HAND (FT-L8) 




OEW POINT = ""'" OEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ....... II', M~IHG 
.. "II ...... . 
... " ... . 
I ...... .. 
••••••• 
•• 1 •••• 
••••••• 













.... - .. -~.--
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = 1"'.1. % 
PART. PRES. C02 = f'lllf' HMHG 
.. ...... . 
• ..... "1-11. 
1I ••• -lIiEIi 
.... 11 ••• 
.11 ...... . 
.. ....... .. 
11 ....... . 
. ..... , . 
.......... 














MEASUREI'IEflTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-~ FEB 10, 197q SLO. qQ. JLN'" ~I MD. R+ l 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
1'1171 I CDR .18160 .l3715 .12893-01 7 1 VOL-REST (L!MIN) 
1'1171 21 CDR 83.800 66.~86 ~. 8026 7 21 H R-REST (BTII'1IN) 
1'1111 27 CDR 152.33 129.57 5.7113 7 27 SBP-LEVEL I (MM HG) 
1'1171 37 CDR 96.555 85.873 2.8991 7 37 MAP-LEVEL I (MM HG) 
M171 56 CDR 12 .12~ 18.813 .69367 2 56 CO , 2. L VOL 
1'1171 57 CDR 11. 798 20.11Z .79691 2 57 CO , 160 HR 
1'1171 58 COR 10.Q53 17.360 .5q376 2 58 CO , iqO HR 
1'1171 59 CDR 11.916 22.915 2.3285 2 59 CO , 200 SBP 
1'1171 60 CDR 10.688 20.196 1.5"662 2 60 CO , 11 0 MAP 
MI71 61 CDR 217.lq Iqq.61 2.9981 l 61 SSP , 15 LIMIN 
1'1111 62 CDR 75.060 63.108 3.113q 2 62 nsp , 15 LlI'1IN 
1'1171 66 CDR 72.686 128.q9 5.5"720 2. 66 SV , 160 HR 
1'1171 67 COR 16.700 I G. 778 .31396 2 67 AV02 , 2 L V02 
MI71 68 CDR 12 .• 958 8.5215 .28001-01 l 68 AV02 , I L V02 
1'1171 70 CDR 112.80 80.518 q.qq77 2 70 MAP , 12 LlMIN CO 
1'1171 71 CDR I 22.~2 90.2H 1.07q8 2 71 MAP , 15 lIMIN CO 
1'1171 72 CDR 807.83 q 0 1. 0, 15.3,8 2' 72 TPR , 160 HR 
1'1171 13 CDR 75q .57 5QO.Ql 30.773 2. 73 TPR , Il LlMIN CO 
1'1171 H CDR H2.13 ~ 9Q. 06 10.387 2 H TPR , 15 LlMIN CO 
1'1111 75 CDR 790.01 Q30.QO 9.2136 Z 75 TPR , 2 LII'11N VOL 
1'1171 76 CDR 13.533 9.ql09 .32Z51 Z 76 AVil2 , lZ0 HR 
1'1171 77 CDR 15.131 10.Z,0 .56180 Z 7T AV02 , lQO HR l 
1'1111 78 CDR 16.72.8 11.088 .80115 Z 78 AV02 , 16~ HR '" 1'1171 92 CDR 96.85Z 108.69 2.95H Z 92. STROKE VOL-LEV cc (1 1'1171 93 CDR 66.713 132..39 3.3800 2. 93 STROKE VOL-LEV Z CC 
1'1171 98 CDR 16.83Q 9.8Qqr .36671 Z 98 AVOZ 0 IFF LEV 2 l 1'1111 10Z CDR 706.18 600.59 28.369 Z 102 TPR-LEV 1 1'1171 103 CDR 880.00 Q56.08 33.9Q8 Z 103 TPR-LEV 2 Ml71 107 CDR 83.667 65.'Q8 6.0050 7 107 PULSE PRS-LEV 1 (MMHG I 
1 1'1171 111 CDR 8ZZ0.6 6Q01.Q 530.59 7 111 PRESSURE RATE PROOUCT-REST 1'1171 liZ CDR 16761. 13601. 711. 62 7 112 PRESSURE RATE PRODUCT-LEV I 
1'1171 13, CDR 61.27, 3, • 7H 6.615, 5 135 SSP/VDZ 0-Z5 ! 1'1171 lQ~ CDR 60.071 ~1.911 3.8716 , IQQ PP /VDZ 0-2, 1'1171 7 SPT 1. 3087 I.IQ88 .5ZZQ3-01 8 7 VCD2-LEVEL I (LlI'1lN) 
1'1171 8 SPT 2.Q007 2.032.7 .88977-01 8 8 VC02-LEVEL 2 (LIMIN) , 
M171 13 SPT .992.00 .88817 .29,87-01 8 13 RfR-LEVEL 2 ! 1'1171 16 SPT Il.D80 7.H06 1.1913 ·8 16 VE-RiOST (UMIN) 
I'll Tl 18 SPT 68.B67 55.987 2.66Q9 8 18 VE-LEVEL 2 (LIMIN) 
1'1171 zz SPT 128.67 I OQ. 88 7.695Q 8 zz H R-LEVEL I (BTII'1IN I 
1'1171 Q9 SPT 200.00 l32..50 7.0711 8 Q9 WORK LOAD LEVEL 3 (WATTS) 
'11 71 56 SPT IQ .83Q 13.596 .537~0-01 2 56 CO ' 2.. L V02 MIT1 6T SPT 13.398 Iq .q 35 .Q0305-01 2 67 AV02 , 2 L V02 
1'1111 68 SPT e.70% 11.373 .73115 2 68 AVOZ , I L V02 
1'1171 76 SPT 10.Q05 13.778 .Q2709 2 76 AV02 , 120 HR 
1'1171 97 SPT 11.032 13.IQ8 .35Q97 2 97 AV02 0 IFF-LEV 1 
1'1171 102 SFT 528.59 7Q9.78 18 .6 OQ 2 102 TPR-LEV I 
1 
1'1171 IQ PL T 1. OQ27 • 9Q 6 37 .28Qql-01 8 lq RER-LEVEL 3 
1'1171 16 PLT 11.380 6.6950 1.0635 8 16 VE-REST (L/MIN I 
1'1171 21 PLT 67.600 5Q.~5"0 3.7929 8 II H R-REST (ST/MINI 
1'1111 ,. PLT 16.068 1 q .792. .2630Q 2 56 CO , 2. L V02 I 
,1 




-'._- .. .:.-..: 
j 





































































































































































































































58. O~ 9 
51.327 


































































.1 ~ 18~ 
.7557>-01 

















































































































52 SLOPE (-30) 




VECTAN HEART RATE (RECOVERY) QRS-E CIRC (-30) QRS-E CIRC (-~C) QRS-E CIRC 1-,0) QRS-E CIRC (RECOVERY) 
nRS-E AREA (CONTROL) QRS-E AREA (-30) QRS-E AREA (-~O) QRS-E AREA (-50) QRS-E AREA (RECOVERY) QRS MAX MAG (RECOVERY) ST-E CIRC (-50) 
ST MAX MAG (-50) 
D-gRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) D-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30) D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~O) 
D-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50) O-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERV) SYSTOLIC SP (-8) 
DIASTOLIC SP (-16) 
MEAN BP (-16) 
P MAX EL (-30) QRS-E CIRC (CONTROLl QRS-E CIRC (-30) QRS-E CIRC {-~O) QRS-E CIRC (-50) QRS-E CIRC (RECOVERY) QRS-E AREA (CONTROL) QRS-E AREA (-30) QRS-E AREA (-~O) QRS-E AREA (-50) QRS-E AREA (RECOVERY) QRS MAX MAG (-50) 
J EL (CONTROLl 
J EL (-30) 
J EL (-~O) 
J EL (-50) 
J EL (RECOVERY) 
D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) D-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~O) O-P VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) D-QRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) O-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30) O-CRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (~~O) 
















Sl-, ('AllY CliNICAl/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
FEB 11. 19';'1 SLOt If 07 JLN' li2 NO' R+ 3' 
'1' ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVO. TE~lPERATURE = .11 •••• DEGC 
AVG. AHSIENT PRESSURE =. I "'" I HNHG 
"t MISSION ACTIVITIES 
•••••••••••• , •• COR .l1 •••• , ••••• ~1 
I •• MEDICAL EXPERINENTS/OTO 
••• IllNESS/SYHPTOtl/PROGLEH 
• I' tIED I CA T I ON ,\NO 005,\G£ 
lal SLEEP DATA 
"""1 •• ,., HOURS 
, •• EXERCISE DATA 
UO ERG OlATT-MINS) 
LB ERG (f{ATT-tIlNS) 
EVA NWE (~EALlHR) 
EVA DURAT CHRS) 
HK.I ex tHl NS) 
MK. II EX CHINS) 
HK. III EX CHINS) 
TREADHllL (HINS) 
OTH£R EX (HINS! 
H£IGHT (r I) 
h'EIGHT (KtLOGRMtl 
I I I I • I • 
• ..... I I 
· , .... . 
• •••••• 
I •• I ••• 
• •••••• 
I ••••• I 
" •• , I •• 
• •••••• 
f. ••• , •• 
67.60 
.,. ANTHROPOHETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eMl •• u ... , .... ,," 
I NS/EXP CHEST (em , I If ... ,,, .. I •• 
NECK {CHI I ••• ". 
RT/LT ARM (CH) ••• "." •••••• , 
RTILT ARM VOL (eCI ••••••• / ••••••• 
RTILT HAND CfT-LSI •••• '.'1 ••••••• 
CEN GRAV tEAS rem ••• 1 II' 
DEW POINT = ••••••• OEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = •••••• t Hi1HG 
················SPT ............. , 
"';'.1"'.1 HOURS 




• •••• I • 
•• • • " I • 
• • I '.1. 
• •••• , ::> 
• , • I • , • 




· .... , , 
....... / ...... . 
• •••• Wl/ ••• o ••• 
. .. , ... , .... , .. 
• • a ••• II 
... _-- --
RELATIVE HUHIDln' = ••••• II r 
PART. PRES. C02 = .1 •••• , HNHG 
.... , ........... PLT ....... , ..... . 
, ••••••••••• HOURS 
• • I •• , • 
, ..... -
.11"1. 
• • I ..... " 
, I " " " •• 
• • , • <II •• 
" ••• t_ 






• I ••• " " 
...... ,/ ... " .. 
, ...... /, ..... , 
• ••••• 4/' ••••••• 





MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE 
Sl-~ FEB 1.1, 19H SlO .. 'lor 
EXPT iMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN 
1'1073 23 CDR 2..2000 l. 02,0 
1'1013 53 CDR .6~800 .21332 
~O73 32 SPT 11.300 2.87,0 
1'1073 3~ SPT ~'O.OO 96500 
1'1013 ,3 SPT .92200 .~2860 
1'1013 81 SPT ~.~~OO I.~"O 
1'1013 81 SPT 62.%0 103.69 
1'1013 92 SPT 1868.2 108B.~ 
1'1013 31 PlT 29.000 ~'.'OO 
1'1013 3, PlT 3.3000 .82,00 
MOTJ ,3 PLT .11100 .39233 
1'1013 12~ Pl T ~3.800 9.3692 
1'1110' 2 CDR 13.~00 I~ .600 
1'1110 ~ CDR 6.0000 1.17,0 
1'1110 6 CDR 3B.'00 ~2.B33 
1'1110 32 CDR 26. 000 16.,00 
1'1110 39 CDR 22.000 10.2,0 
1'1110 I~, CDR 99.020 99.0,2 
1'1110 2 SPT 11.600 13.3IT 
1'1110 ~ SPT ~.9000 1.2000 
1'1110 6 SPT 3,.,00 ~0.2'0 
1'1110 16 SPT ~'26.0 2939.8 
1'1110 I PlT 3.8200 ~ .,067 
1'1110 2 PlT 12.100 I~S67 
1'1110 ~ Pl T ~.8000 1.1600 
1'1110 6 PLT 36.,00 ~ 1.,00 
MilO B PlT 30.600 ~~. 033 
1'1110 I~, PLT 99.Q80 99 .'~2 
MIIOA 39 CDR 2.2000 2.0200 
1'111 OA ~~ CDR 136.00 71.000 
MIIOA ~5 CDR 320.00 203.7, 
1'111 OA .06 CDR 66.000 51.200 
MIIOA 50 SPT 172.00 9~.2.'0 
MIIOA 33 PLT 18.000 11.5'00 
Mil OA ~~ PLT 92,.000 ~5.7'0 
MlIOA ~8 PLT 3.5000 3.1500 
I'll lOA 50 PLT 99.000 59.150 
PREFLIGHT MEAN 
JLN .. ~z 1'10" R+ 
so N 
.00000-01 ~ Z3 
.~3339-01 2, ,3 
2.0966 ~ 32 
39.761 ~ 3~ 
.9893~-OI 2, ,3 
.8121, ~ 81 
IB.167 , 81 
IOL19 , 92 
3.0000 ~ 31 
.~0311 ~ 3, 
.9%98-01 Z7 ,3 
11.165 26 12~ 
• 3~ 6~ I 6 2 
.28723 ~ ~ 
1. 3292 6 6 
1.1321 ~ 3"-
2. 211~ ~ 39 
.957~'-02 ~ 1~, 
.~870l 6 2 
.83367 , ~ 
l.qJ~8 6 6 
~60 .87 , 16 
.1~~87 6 I 
.36697 6 2 
.6~26' , ~ 
• 77~60 6 6 
3.268~ 6 8 
.12083-0 I ~ I~, 
.,0000-01 ~ 219 
11.902 ~ 22~ 
21.793 ~ 22, 
2..0~9~ 5 236 
2,0.950 ~ 230 
I .7321 ~ 213 
7 5~~3 ~ 2,2.~ 
.07735-01 ~ 228 
8.3810 ~ 230 
3 
BLOOD MG (MG/L> 
PREGNANEDIOL (MGITV) 
TSH (f'G IMll 
ALDOSTERONE (PG/Ml) 
PREGNANEDIDL (MG/TV) 
FREE OH-LVSINE (MGITV) 
FREE I-CH3-HIS (MG/TV) 
FREE CREATININ (MG/TV) 
\! ITAM IN D (NG IMll 
GROWTH HORMONE (NG/Ml) 
PREGNANED I OL (MG lTV ) 
FECAL X (MEa) 
HB (G PCT) 
COHB (PCT SAT> 
HCT (PCT) 
LIPO PRE B (peT> 
lDH 3 (PCT> 
SPGB (PCT) 
HB (G PCT) 
COHB (PCT SAT> 
HCT (PCT) 
NEUT NO (/CU 1'11'1) 
RBC (Mlll/CU 1'11'1) 
HB (G PCT) 
COHB (PCT SAT> 
HCT (PCT) 





RETIC CLASS INTER ( PCT) 




TRIGLV (MG PCT) 




SL-~ DAllY ClINICAl/ENVIRONMENTAl REPORT 
rEB 12, 1974 SlOt 40B JlN' tt3 NO" R+ tt 
'" ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = f ••••• , OEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = ft •• , •• NHHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
.tt MEDICAL EXPERIMENTs/oro 
If. ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
H. SLEEP DATA 
II' EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (HATT-HINSl ••••••• 
La ERG rWATT-NINS) .. u ....... 
EVA MHE CKEAL/HRl "'f'" 
EVA DURAT (HRS) ••••••• 
NK.I EX CHINS) .t ••.•• 
HK. lJ EX CHINS) .. It ..... 
MK. III EX CHINS) ....... . 
TREADMILL CHINS) ....... . 
OTHER EX CHINS] t ••••• ~ 
HEIGHT cr 1) ........ 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 67.90 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPII.JAIST (CM) 







RT/lT ARM (CM) 
RT/lT ARM VOL (CC) 
RT/lT HAND (FT-l8) 
CEN GRAV MEAS (CM) 
28.501 28.00 
, , 
251 I .00/2391 .00 
87.301 82.30 
DEW POINT = •••••• , DEGC 








... " ... 
........ 











RELATIVE HUH10ITY = ••••••• % 
PART. PRES. C02 = ••••••• NHHG 
............. HOURS 
• •••••• 
.. ...... . 
........ 
• •••••• 
. ..... .. 
. ...... . 
. ....... . 
































SL-~ DAILY CLINICALIENVIRONMENTAL REPORT FEB 13, L974 SLOt 409 JLN~!.f1t MO' R+ 5 
~t' ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = tttttt. OEGC AVG. ANBIENT PRESSURE =- ......... HHHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
ttl MEDICAL EXPERI~£NTS/DTO 
.. t" IlLI't'ESS/SnlPTOH/PROBLEM 
tt. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
H" SLEEP DATA 
.................. HOURS 
tt' EXERCISE DATA 
U8 ERG (UATT-HINS) ....... . 
LB ERG CHATT-MINS) ....... ilI 
EVA HI.JE (KEAL/HR) .B .... . 
EVA DURAT (HRS] .t .... . HK.I EX CHINS) lit ••••• HK. II EX tHINS) .~e~ ••• HK. III EX CHINS) ••••••• TREADMill [HINS) '.I~I" OTHER EX [HINS) ~.I.'*. HEIGHT ern I.'~ ••• 
IlEIGHT (KILOGRAH) 68.50 
••• ANTHROPOHETR1C DATA 
HI pm'I ST (CH) 






RT ILT ARM (CH) 
RTILT ARM VOL (CC) 
RTILT HAND (FT-L81 




DEW POINT: ........ eEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ....... , .. MHHG 
.................... SPT 
.. ......... . 
.. -i ..... .. 
........... 
..... t ... . 
.. .......... '" 
... '11 .... . 
• ... , ... 11 
........... 















..HFtll •• tll ...... 
.11111111. 
1111 ..... . 
• ...... i! 




• •••• 11i 
• •••••• 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































SSP-LEVEL 1 (MM HG) 
OSP-LEVEL 1 (/II/II HG) 
DSP-RECOVERY (/II/II HG) 
MAP-LEVEL 1 (MM HG) 
MAP-RECOVERY (M/II HG) 
CO ' l. L V02 
CO'160HR 
CO ' I~O HR 
GO ' 200 SBP 
CO ' 110 MAP 
!iBP I 1'5 L/Nf!;' 
DSP , 1~ Ll/IIJN 
SV ' 160 HR 
AV 02 ' 2 L V 02 
AV02 ' 1 L V02 
MAP' 12 LIMIN CO 
TPR ' 160 HR 
TPR ' 15 L/MIN CO 
TPR ' l L/MIN V02 
AVOl ' 120 HR 
AVOl ' I~O HR 
AVOl ' 160 HR 
STROKE VOL-LEV CC 
STROKE VOL-LEV l CC 
AV02 D IFF-LEV 1 
AV02 DIFF LEV 2 
TPR-LEV I 
TPR-LEV 2 
PULSE PRS-LEV 1 (/IIMHG) 
PRESSURE RATE PRODUCT-REST 
PRESSURE RATE PRODUCT-LEV 1 
VE/VCOl 25-~0 




VE-LEVEL l CLIMIN) 
VE-RECOVERY (LIMIN) 
VE ' 2. L VOl 
CO ' l. L VOl 
DSP , 160 HR 
AV02 ' 2 L V02 
AV02 ' 1 L VOl 




























I'IEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
Sl-~ FEB 13. 197~ SLO. ~09 JLN. ~~ 1'10. R+ 5 
EXPT Ii'1EAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 





5L-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT FEB ttf. 1974 SLO· lflO JLN* '+5 MO' R+ 6 
.,f ENVIRONHENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = .tt •••• OEGC AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = ••••••• HHHG 
f •• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
If. MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DIO 
... ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
II' MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
Uil SlEEP DATA 
II. EXERCI~E DATA 
UB ERG rUATT-HINS} •• ~ •••• La ERG rHATT-HtNS) ,., •••• EVA HWE CKEAL/HRl 4 •••••• EVA DURAT (HAS) ••••••• 
I1K.I EX CHINS) .... u" .... 11K. II EX CHINS) HHifl 
HK. III EX (HINS) ........ H-
TREADMILL CHINS) 'I'"" OTHER EX CHINS) •• ,.,f' f£IGHT (r Il , ......... WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 6B.~0 
II. ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/HAIST (eM) ~ •• ···'I··fl'" INS/EXP CHEST (eM) •• 4 •••• /* •••••• NECK (eM) 
.f ••••• RTILT ARM (eM) •••••• " •• fl ••• RTILT ARM VOL (CC) ........... / ......... 
RT/LT HAND eFT-Lal ••••••• , •• "" .. CEN GRAV MEAS (CHI ....... . 
DEW POINT = ••••• ,. DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ~''''.'I MHHG 
"".~HI"".'. HOURS 
.. ..... . 
. ...... ., 
,,,.,1"'. 
• "'1'''' 
. ....... . 
.,., ..... .. 
. ., ...... . 
., ....... . 
• "" .. -11 
.. .,<1 ..... 
71. 70 
liI<I ...... ' .. f ..... ., 
.......... , ...... , .. 
... ., ... 
........... , ...... . 
...... 1 •• / ••••••• 
......... ,.<r.., ... " 
......... 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = ••••••• r PART. PRES. C02 = ••••••• MHHG 
• •••••• 
.... c ••• 
• .... c .. . 
. ....... . 
"., .... . 
... " ... . 
...... '11 
........ 
......... ,r •• 
. ....... . 
67.40 
'IiI ••• ',/" •••• "" 
.......... / •• 1 ....... 
.f.'Cf~ 
.,1'.' •• / ......... . 
..IIfI'./ ••• III ... 
. ....... ,/ ........ . 
















MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FRDM THE PR~FLIGHT MEAN 
EXPo IMEAS MAN 








1'100 R+ 6 






SL-4 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
fEB 15. 1971t SLD* 411 .JLN' 46 MO' R+ 7 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = •• 1 •••• OEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = .. 1 •••• - NHHG 
.1. MISSION ACTIVITIES 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
I •• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
...... SLEEP DATA 
•• ~ ••••••••• HOURS 
II .. EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG CWATT-HINS) 
LS ERG CWATT-HINS) 
EVA HWE CKEAL/HR) 
EVA OURAT CHRS) 
HK.I EX CHINS) 
HK. II EX CHINS) 
HK. II I EX CHINS) 
TREAOr-IILL CHINS) 
OTHER EX CHINS) 
HEIGHT (r Jl 
WEIGHT CKILOGRAH) 
...... .. ..... 









.... ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (CM) l/ ••• ~ •• /l/ •• " •• 
INS/EXP CHEST rCM) ... • ..... I ...... u. 
NECK (CM) ....... ~ 
RT/LT ARM (CM) ••••••• / ••••• 0. 
RT/LT ARM VOL (ee) .H ..... I .. U ..... . 
RT /LT HAND (FT-LB) -!I. U H 1/ ... -+ ... -4 
C£N GRAV MEAS (CM) ....... . 
DEW POINT = ........ OEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = •••••• 1 HHHG 
1 •• '11 ............. • SPT ...... (i-:.'II .. '1 ..... . 
..iI ...... .. 
.... 11 ... . 
....... ., 
1 ..... 11 • 
".iI •• ~" 
'I ••• ,lI • 
........... 




.iI" .. 4-11./.l/.l/ ••• 
• ... •·· .. ·1·· ..... •• .. ........ 
..··· .... ·I·· .... ·-t· 
•.•••• l/. I ..... •• lE lE 
lE .. •• ...... I·· .... ··~ 





RELATIVE HUMIDITY = ••••••• r 
PART. PRES. C02 = ••••••• HHHG 
...... il ... 
.. ,',. .. 'Ii' ~ .. 
1 ...... 1 ... 
.. ,j,1 i' I iI if 
'II ."." ~ .. 'II 
11 ... '11-11 iI .. 
"'illl-I .. . 
t 'I t ..... I 
.... t ... .. 
iI ...... . 
67.90 
......... /IJ •• t .... 
.. ... · ••••• 1 • ••• ·HI. 
. ...... .. 
........... / ........ t 
..... ·· .. ··I ...... tQl/ • 
.. ........ / ... 11"'1 ••• 










I1EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT I1EAN 
SL-~ FEB 15,' 19H SLD"'1l ! JLN .. ~6 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N M073 55 CDR ~.6300 2.6~36 .52101 25 11073 8~ CDR ~.~300 20.59~ 3.51% 5 1'1073 88 CDR 73.230 110.09 12.107 5 11073 3 SPT 9H.00 1~0.38 3~.515 26 1'1073 ~ SPT 2H.00 58.577 15.698 26 11073 92 SPT 1776.~ 1088.~ 101.19 5 1'1073 5~ PLT 2.9910 1.7566 .396~2 27 11073 55 PLT ~. 9380 3.0328 .58280 27 M073 61 PLT 10.300 6.3978 1. 1725 27 M073 9~ PLT ~. 9800 2.~200 .8202~ 2 1'1110 2 CDR 13.300 1'1.600 .3Q6QI 6 MilO ~ CDR 2.8000 1.1750 .28723 ~ MilO 6 CDR 38.500 ~2.833 1.3292 6 MilO 1 CDR 1.5000 1.0167 .13292 6 1'1110 8 CDR 66.100 ~8.083 ~.5106 6 1'1110 66 CDR 170.00 193.33 5.7735 3 1'1110 73 CDR 160.00 186.67 5.7735 3 MilO 7~ • CDR 100.00 10.667 3.0551 3 1'1110 75 CDR 30.000 ~2.000 2.6q58 3 i'1l1 0 81 CDR 180.00 106.67 15.275 3 MllO 139 CDR I.HOO .11150 .2069'1 ~ 11110 I~O CDR ~.1300 1. 9375 .3~587 'I MilO I~ I COR 10.300 6.6515 1.128q ~ 1'1110 Iq5 CDR 99.020 99.552 • 957q5-02 ~ 1'1110 1 SPT 3.9600 ~.5817 .20663 6 1'1110 2 Sf)" 11.000 13.317 .'t87S1 6 MI I 0 3 SPT 9Q.900 66.360 8.9052 ·5 i'I11 0 6 SPT 33.500 ~0.250 I.HQ8 6 1'1110 7 SPT I.QOOO .93333 .15005 6 1'1110 62 SPT 3.2000 3.9000 .10000+00 3 11110 67 sp, 200.00 113.33 10.Q08 3 MilO 73 SPT 2QO.00 290.00 10.000 3 11110 7Q SPT 86.000 77 .667 .57735 3 1'1110 81 SPT QO.OOO 66.667 5.7735 3 11110 'I PLT 3.3000 1.1600 .6Q265 5 MilO 6 PLT 38.000 ~I .500 .7H60 6 MIlO 1 PLT 1.7000 .96661 .81650-01 6 /1110 8 PL T 72. iOO H.033 3.268~ 6 MilO 61 PLT 7.0000 7.2333 .57735-01 3 MilO 6T PLl' 100.00 66.667 1.6316 3 I1liO 68 PLT 96.000 86.000 1. 7321 3 MIlO 1'1 PL T 102.00 68.000 2.0000 3 1'1110 79 PL T 1000.0 1313.3 80.829 3 MlIO 81 PLT 260.00 128.J3 10.Q08 3 1'1110 . 1'15 PLT 9~.980 99.5Q2 .12583-01 ~ 
IIV .. R+ r 
55 ETlOCHOLAN (Mr,/TV) 
8~ FREE ETOHAMINE (MG/TV) 
88 FREE HISTIDINE (MG/TV) 
3 URINE NA (MEQITV) 
q URINE K (MEU/TV) 
92 FREE CREATININ (MG/TV) 
5~ ANDROSTERONE (MG/TV) 
55 ETIDCHOLAN (MG/TV) 
61 TOTAL 17-KETO (TMG/TV) 
9q FREE ARGININE (MG/TV) 
2 HB (G PCT> Q COHB (PCT SAT> 
'u HCT (PCT> 
7 RETIC (PCT> 
8 RETIC NO (THOIi/CO MM) 
66 PL TRANS (MG PCTI 
73 PL Al ANTITRIP (~G PCT> 
H PL C3 (MG PCT> 
75 PL C~ (MG PCT> 
81 PL IGM (MG peT) 
139 SPG2 (PC!) 
I~O SPG3 (PCT) 
I ~ I SPGq (PCT) 
1~5 SPG8 (PCT) 
I RBC (MILL/CU MM) 
2 HB (G PCT) 
3 DXVHB (PCT SAT) 
6 HCT (PCT) 
7 RETIC (per) 
62 PL ALB (G PCT> 
67 PL HAPTO (MG PCT) 
73 PL Al ANTITRIP (MG PCT> 
rq PL C3 01G PCT>· 
81 PL 16M (MG PCT) 
'I COHB (PCT SAT) 
6 HCT (PCT) 
1 RETIC (PCT) 
8 RETIC NO (THOU/CU MM) 
61 PL PROT (G PCT) 
6T PL HAPTO (MG PCT) 
68 PL HEMOPEX (MG PCT) 
rq PL C3 (MG peT> 
19 PL IGG (MG PCT) 
81 PL IGM (MG PCT) 
































Sl-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENV!RONMENTAL REPORT FES 16. 197~ SLOll ~12 JLN' ~7 Mo' R+ 8 
'1. ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = ••••••• OEGC AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = ••••••• MHHG 
•• , MISSION ACTIVITIES 
·, ............. 11 ... CDR ., .... jI, .. , ..... . 
III MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
II. ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
it .... -MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
HI ... SlEEP DATA 
.... EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (WATT-HINSl ••••••• 
LB ERG Cl4ATT-MINS) ...... .. EVA HWE (KEAL/HRl ........ . 
EVA DURAl (HRS) "'.1'1 
rOC. I. EX (HINS) ·Hut ... HK. II EX CHINS) ••••••• 
11K. III EX CHINS) tllflfH' TR2AOHILL CHINS) ....... . OTHER EX CHINS) ....... . 
HEIGHT (r 11 H If" Ie WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) •••• t •• 
....... ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPIWAI5T (CM) ........ , .... ~ .. 
~.-Ii •• '11 .. /~lib' ••• IN5/EXP CHE5T (CM) 
NECK (CH) 
RT/LT ARM (CM) 
RT/LT ARM VOL (CC) 
RT/LT HAND (FT-LS) 
CEN GRAV HEA5 ICM) 
..... 4: ••• '41.' •• 111 
' •• iI .... '.'IIII·I .. . 
....... ", ......... . 
DEH POINT = ••••••• DEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN: ••••••• MHHG 
•••••••••••• HOURS 
.''''',iI. 
.., .... . 
. .... ". 
.... 'II. II' 
... 11Hlfi 11 
,"'11'" tI" , .... Q 
• •••••• 
.' ••• 41' 
.. , ......... 
71.00 
...... • ... ·~·/I ..... f .. . 
..... 'II ... 'IIt.'~ .... i ... .. 
.'114 .... . 
........ 'II/IJ •• O ••• 
".1'11, ... ,,1'111'''' 
'II"'I'.'4.~.'II.~ 
''11 •• '" 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY; 1 .. '11 •••• % PART. PRES. C02 = •••• , ... MMHG 
......... '1.1 HOURS 
."'11«'. 
eli ...... I 
'""'111' 
,.41'11 •• '11 
Ii'll I. 'I' 
Ii. I • I '11-11 
t'I"~( 





• •••••• ' ••• 1' •• 
• ••• el. 
•.. e.4.,t ...... . iI".','/<J, .. G,,,, 
•••• '11 •• '1" ...... 
Ii II'" 41 I" 
I j 
~EASURE~ENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM THE PREFLIGHT ~EAN 
SL-" FEB 16, 19H 
EXPT IMEAS MAN 













SL-4 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT FEB 17. 1974 SLOt 413 JlNt ~8 . NO' R+ 9 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = ••••••• OEGe AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = ••••••• ~HHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/oTO 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
.... MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
..... SLEEP DATA 
.1. EXERCISE DATA 
V8 ERG eWATT-MINS) ••••••• La ERG CWATT-HINSl ••••••• 
EVA HWE O<EAL/HR) 'HUH EVA DURAT (HAS] ••• , •• , 
HK.l EX CH1NSl ~""'I MK. II EX (HINS) ....... . 
MK. III EX CHINS) UH'H· TREADMILL (HINS] II ...... OTHER EX (HINS) ••••••• 
tEIGHT (r 11 ........ tII 
~IGHT (KILOGRAMI 6B.40 
I •• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPIWAIST (CHI 
INS/EXP CHEST (CNI NECK (CMI 
RT /LT ARH (CHI 
RT/LT ARM VOL (CCI RT/LT HAND (FT-LSI 
CEN GRAV MEAS (CMI 
.. , ..... ,/ ...... . 
''''''''.''' •• 1.' 
.. 'II ........ 
.......... , ........ . 
•• 11 ..... / ......... . 
............. , ......... . 
........ 
DEH poINT = ••••••• DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = .. "41'" .... MHHG 
... ~" ... . 
.. ..... . 
• -!I'-'.'" 







71. I 0 
• •••••• , ...... I:Q 
... 11<1' ••• , ........ . 
........ 
.......... , ....... . 
......... ,/.-..... . 
11<' ........ , ...... , .. . 
... , .. , .. . 

















,II 11I •• .lI .. 
....... <I • 
.1 ...... 
........ ,'11 
..... Q '''' 
.. .. I •••• 
" •• II!!. 
67.90 
.. ,., I •• /il. ' • .lI'. 
···i/··.lI/Q·· .. ••• ........ 
• ••••• 14/-11 ....... 
........... / ......... 


















MEASUREME'NTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-~ FEB 17. 19T~ SLD4 ~13 JLN4 ~8 MO'" R+ 9 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SD N 
1'1073 !>3 CDR .37000 .21332. .q3339-01 25 53 PREGNANEDIOL (MG/TV) 
1'1073 ! PLT ~lq9,O 1896.~ 566,62 27 I TOTAL URINE VOL (i'lL> 
1'1073 3 PLT 299.00 163.00 36.095 27 3 URINE NA (MEQ/TV) 
1'1073 8 PLT 261. 00 150,00 36 • 16 I 21 8 URINE CL (MEQ/TV) 
1'1073 5q PLT 3.2030 1.7566 .396Q2 27 5Q ANDROSTEROrlE (r16 /TV) 
1'1073 55 PLT ~.9120 3.0328 .58280 2T 55 ETIOCHOLAN (MG/TV) 
r· 










SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT FEB 18. 1974 5l0· 41't JLN' 1t9 MO' R+ 10 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = ••••••• OEGC AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = ........ tl NHHG 
.... HISSiON ACTIVITIES 
II. MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
...... ILLNESS/SYMPTOH/PR08LEM 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
... SLEEP DATA 
.............. , HOURS 
.<1' EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (HATT-HINS) 
LB ERG (HATT-MINS) 
EVA HHE (KEALlIlR) EVA DURAT (HRS) 
HK.I EX (HINS) 
HK. II EX (HINS) 
HK. III EX (MINS) 
TREADMILL CMINS) OTHER EX CMINS) 
HEIGHT cr II 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 
.. t_ .. '" .. I" 
,ClI,.<11 
... "III • II • 
c ..... ", <I" 
II .. I..(-C II" 
........... 
......... 




.... ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP'WAIST (CM) ••••••• , ••• , .... INS'EXP CHEST (CM) ... , ..... , ••••••• NECK feM) ••••••• RT/LT ARM (eH) , ....... , ....... 1 RT'LT ARM VOL eec) •• ~ ..... , •• ~~ ••• RT/LT HAND fFT-Ls) •••• CfII".I·f ••• CEN GRAV HEAS (eM) ..... 4'11 
OEW POINT = ••••••• OEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ••••••• MHHG 
........ 
........ 









. ... , ... , ........ . 
....... ,' ••••• 1' 
.. ,., ... 
....... , .. " ..... . 
94 ••• 11 .. ' ....... . 
.. ....... , ...... . 
44".'.' 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = ••••••• r PART. PRES. C02 = ••••••• HMHG 
~HI •• y;:!. 
• .... f,' <I II 
.. 11 ..... . 
"1"jHII~ 
... I II ... .. 
. ...... . 
t .......... . 
..<1 .... .. 
. ...... . 
67.00 
.HI ••••• , •••• , .... 
.1, •• 1.'", •• , • 
.'.".11 
..11 •• '1/11 ' •••• 
' .... q.I/'lIl ..... . 
.iI.ilil1t" .... ttt 









MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-~ FEB 18, 19H SLD. ~I~ JLN. 'i9 "m ... RT 10 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SD fI 1'1073 sa CDR 6I.5~0 11 0.09 12.107 5 88 FREE HISTIDINE CMG/TV) 1'1073 53 SPT 
.SOOOO .~2.S60 
.9893'1-01 25 53 PREGNANED I OL C MG lTV) 1'1073 82 SPT 
.99000 
.60,00 
.10607 2 S2 FREE GABA CMG/TV) 1'1073 17 PLT 55.200 19.90Q 10.293 27 17 ALDOSTERONE CUG/TV) 1'1073 5q PLT 2..9920 I. 7566 
.396Q2. 2.7 5Q ANDROSTERONE CMG/TV) 
1 
1 
SL-~ DAILY ClINICAl/ENVIRONMENTAl REPORT 
FEB t9~ 1974 SLO" li15 ..JLNt 50 NO" R+ 11 
*~* ENVIRONHENrAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = t.I"'" OEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = ••• , ••• HHHG 
..... MISSION ACTlVlTIES 
.... MEDICAL EXPERIl'"!ENfS/DTO 
<II... IlLNESS/SYHPTONlPR08LEH 
•• t MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
... SLEEP DATA 
"iI EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (WATT-HfNS) ......... , 
LB ERG CHATT-HINSI ........ .. 
EVA HWE CKEAL/HRI _il.t't. 
EVA DURAT (HRS) ...... e. 
HK.I EX CHINS) , •• " •• 
HK. It EX CHINS) 'UUII 
,.IK. III EX CHINS) <HI ..... . 
TREADMILL CHINS) •• tI ... .. 
OTHER EX CHINS) ••••••• 
HEIGHT cr IJ 114.,. ... 
J.lEIGHT (KIlOGRAHl 68.80 
..... ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPmAIST (CM) 







RT ILT ARM (CH) 
RT/lT ARH VOL (ec) 
RT/lT HAND (FT-l8) 




DEW POINT = ••••••• DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ••••••• HHHG 
...... f. 
.... , .. . 
.. ...... . 
••• ..... iI 
..... '11 .. .. 
.............. 














RELATIVE HUMIDITY = ••••••• % 
PART. PRES. C02 = , •••••• HHHG 
..41 ..... . 
. ...... . 
• ...... Q 
• I ..... t .. 
'liI •• lt 
e.' ••• 1 
41lfllllil 
11'11' •• 1 
1'"iI ••• 
















MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO fROM THE PREfLIGHT MEAN 
SL-~ fES 19, 19H SLD. ~ 15 JLN. 50 PlD. R+ 11 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N PlI71 30 CDR ZOZ.OO 1~9 .33 11.6Z2 6 30 SSP-RECOVERY (MM HG l PlI7l ~O CDR 11 0.00 9~.OOO Z.6ZH 6 ~O MAP-RECOVER V (MM HG l MI7l 56 CDR IZ.HI 18.813 .69367 2 56 CO ' 2. L VOZ MI71 57 COR 13.155 ZO.IIZ .79691 2 57 CO ' 160 HR 1'1171 58 COR II. 667 17.360 .,~376 Z 58 CO ' I ~ 0 HR 1'1171 59 CDR 11.888 22.915 Z.3285 Z 59 CO ' ZOO S8P MI7l 60 COR 11.171 ZO.196 1.566Z 2 60 CO ' 110 MAP 1'1171 61 COR 205.~1 1~~.61 2.9981 2 61 SSP' 15 LIMIN MI71 65 CDR • 87B~ I .96235 .19511-01 7 65 RER ' 160 HR PI 17 I 66 CDR 82.2H 128 .~ 9 5.5720 2 66 SV ' 160 HR MI71 67 CDR 15 .80~ 10.178 .31396 2 67 nV02 ' 2 L VOZ MI71 68 COR 12.6Z~ 8.5Z15 .Z8001-01 2 68 AVOZ ' I L voz 
1 
1'1171 70 COR 110.~~ 80.,18 ~.~qr7 2 70 MAP I 12 LlMIN CO 1'1171 71 COR 119.97 90 .27~ 1.0HS 2 71 MAP I " LIM IN CO 1'1171 7Z CDR 731.15 ~Ol. 00 15.358 2 7Z TPR ' 160 HR I'll Tl 73 COR 739.8~ 5~0.~1 30.773 2 73 TPR ' 1Z LIMIN CO 1'1171 H CDR 569.39 ~9~.06 10.387 2 7~ TPR ' 15 LIMIN CO 1'1171 75 COR 7~ 1. 00 ~30.~0 9.2136 2 7'i TPR ' 2 LIM IN VOZ /11 7l 76 CDR 13.877 9.~ 109 .32251 2 76 AV02 ' 120 HR MI7l 77 COR 15.097 10.250 .,61S0 2 17 AV02 ' 1~0 HR 1'1171 78 CDR 16.31T 11.088 .8011'i 2 78 AV02 ' 160 HR 
1 
Pl171 92 COR T~ .667 10B.69 2.95'i7 2 92 STROKE VOL-LEV 1 CC 1'1171 93 COR 75.362 132.39 3.3800 2 93 STROKE VOL-LEV Z CC J PlI71 97 COR 1~. 770 9.9690 .5~~~0 2 9T AV02 Dlff-LEV 1 J MI71 98 CDR 15.298 9 .8~qr .36671 2 98 AV02 DlfF LEV 2 PlI71 102 COR 996.60 600.,9 2B.369 2 102 TPR-LEV I 1'1171 103 CDR 871.80 ~56.08 33.9~8 2 103 TPR-LEV 2 1'1171 110 COR 138.00 83.000 15.672 6 110 PULSE PRS-RECOV (MMHG) PlI71 III COR 8289.0 6~ 0 1. ~ 530.59 7 111 PRESSURE RATE PRODUCT-REST i Pli Tl II SPT .75520 .95179 .56977-01 8 II RER-REST 
\ 








I'IEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-~ FEB 19, 197~ SLO.- ~ 15 JLN¥ 50 J'IlD" R+ II 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N j 1'1171 128 SPT 55.765 36.230 5.6303 8 12.8 VE/V02. 50-75 
\ 
1'1171 I~ I ::iPT 12..020 .63093 3.5379 7 I ~ I I'IAP/V02 0-2.5 1'1171 16 PLT I I. 200 6.6950 1.0635 8 16 VE-REST (LII'IIN) 1'1171 >6 PLT 13.789 I~. 792 .2.630~ 2. 56 CO ' 2.. L V02 1'1171 67 PLT 1~.3T1 13.~56 .12233 2. 67 AV02 ' 2 L V02 i 1'1171 151 PLT 1 ~ .557 7.026~ 1.6207 3 151 HR/CO 25-50 I'll T! 152 PL T 12.0~6 6.2.~~2 • 813~ 6 3 152. HR/CO 50-75 1'1171 15~ PLT 3.0135 5.7351 .32585 3 15~ CO/V02 25-50 MIT! l~' PLT 3.0722 5.1~21 .2.6320 3 1,5 CO/V02. 50-75 1'1092 23 COR 33.761 26.868 2.0029 6 23 PULSE PRESSURE (-~O) 1'1092 ~2. COR -.~0000-02.-.1~800 .~~385-01 5 ~2 fl1 COMPLIANCE (-30) 1'1092 1>6 COR 181.~1 163.00 ~ .5517 6 156 PR INTERVAL (CONTROL) 1'1092 157 CDR 178.96 159.82 5.6801 6 157 PR INTERVAL (-30) 1'1092 158 COR ITT.S6 156.q7 6.H% 6 158 PR INTERVAL (-q 0 ) 1'1092 159 CDR 170.57 152.~8 5.5S07 6 159 PR INTERVAL (-50) 
1 
1'1092. 160 CDR 185.22 162.6Q 3'>SOO 6 160 PR INTERVAL (RECOVERY) 1'1092. 156 SPT 1~8.5~ I ~ I. 03 I. 951 0 7 156 PR INTERVAL (CONTROL) 111092 160 SPT 1~5.02 138. T7 I. 9259 7 160 PR INTERVAL (RECOVERY) 111092. 1T5 SPT .1~52S .1666~ .702.5S-02 7 IT5 P MAX MAG (RECOVERY) 1'1092. 30 PLT 1.5000 .301Q3 .30317 7 30 PLVC EOP (RECOVERV) 1'1092 36 PLT -.2.9100 -.921~3-01 .~7S~5-01 T 36 52 SLOPE (CONTROL) 111092. 37 PLT .21900 .8~'71-01 .2T~6~-0 I 7 37 S2 SLOPE (-30) MOn 39 PLT .22800 .127H .16692.-01 7 39 52 SLOPE (-,0) 111092. I I 3 PLT .17600 .9~T!~-01 .23592-0 I 7 113 PLVC/LBNP 30-~0 MOnA 39 CDR 1.7692 1.9823 .52SSS-0 I 6 219 ST-E CIRC (-,0) M092A 93 CDR 6~.5~S 57. 327 1.5001 6 273 D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-~O ) M092A 9Q CDR 62. Tl~ 56.9~8 I • 15, I 6 2.T~ O-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) 1II0nA 95 COR 6~.062 58. IT I I . ST,8 6 275 D-DRS VECTOR INTEGRAL (RECOVERY) 1'10 92. A 132 CDR IS.600 21.61~ .8S962 7 312 AIIIB. TEMP-BEG IN M092A 133 COR IS.300 21.700 .S7S6~ 6 313 AMB. TEMP-END M092A 135 COR 20.S00 23.029 .58TH 7 31, LBNPD TEIIIP-ENO MonA 13S COR 8.0000 6.512., .~~791 ~ 31S HOURS OF SLEEP M092A 2 SPT 56. 963 63.063 1.862T 7 182 P MAX EL (-30) M092A 5 SPT 58.502 6,.659 2.00~3 7 IS, P MAX El (RECOVERY) M092A 26 SPT -7.~351 7 .2~50 q.S52S 7 206 CRS MAX AZ (CONTROL) N092A 7S SPT 52.361 36.369 3.~9IS 7 258 J EL (-~O) M092A I~ 0 SPT 10.000 32.667 5.0332 3 320 CUN ICAl SBP MonA 39 PLT 1.19,6 1.6226 .98~q3-01 7 ZI9 ST-E CIRC (-50) 1'I092A q5 PLT .10350-01 .23QOq-0) .29539-02 7 22, ST-E AREA (RECOVERV) M092.A 97 PL T 7S.q 16 101.ql 5.S63S 7 277 O-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-30 ) MonA 98 PLT 70.6 TT 96.012. ,.6399 7 27S O-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL I.-~O ) M092A 99 PLT 61.QT9 86.987 6.9987 7 279 O-ST VECTOR INTEGRAL (-50 ) MOT3 53 COR .37300 .21332 .Q3339-01 2, 53 PREGNANEDIOL (MG/TV) 1'1073 I2Q CDR 29.800 Iq.12T ~.S232 26 12~ FECAL K (MEa) l'I073 125 CDR 151.80 1~9 .'10 • TT05~ 25 12., WEIGHT (LBS) 1'1073 53 SPT .16000 • q2B 6 0 .9893Q-01 25 53 PREGNANEDIOL IMG/TV) 
. \ 






I'IEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 50 FROM THE 
SL-q FEB 19, 19H SLO- ql5 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN 1'1110 6 SPT 35.500 qO.250 1'1110 7 SPT 1. 7000 
.93333 1'1110 8 SPT 70.500 Q2.750 1'1110 3 PLT %.800 73.660 1'1110 Q PLT Q.QOOO 1.1600 i'II 1 0 7 PLT 2.3000 
.96667 1'1110 8 PLT 109.50 QQ.033 1'1110 9 PLT 1.9000 






























RETIC NO <THOU fCU MM) 
OXVHB (peT SAT) 
COHB (PCT SAT! 
RETIC (PCTi 
RETIC NO (THOU/CU MIO 
RETIC INDEX 
LVMPH NO (/CU I'll'!) 
RETIC CLASS YOUNG (PCT) 








SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL R~PORT 
FES 20. 197~ SLD' ~16 ..Jl"" 51 MO' R+ 12 
44~ ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 444 •••• DEGC 
AVG. AHBlENT PRESSURE = .-11 ......... MHHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITlES 
.... ~EDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
.... - ILLNESS/5YMPTOHfPR08LEM 
.... MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
>liB SLEEP DATA 
...... EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (I~ATT-MINS) 
LS ERG CHATT-MINS) 
EVA HHE CKEAL/HR) 
EVA DURAT (HRS) 
MK. I EX (HINS) 
HK. II EX CHINS) 
MK. III EX CHINS) 
TREADMILL CMINS) 
OTMER EX tMINS) 
HEIGHT cr Il 
HEIGHT CKILOGRAH) 
.... ·fd * .... 
.. 11 .... 11~ .. 




...... <1- ••• 
•• If .. .. 
...... ,. .. .. 
......... 
6S.60 
...... ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/HAIST CCM) 
INS/EXP CHEST CCM) 
NECK CCM) 
RT/LT AR~I CCM) 
RT/LT ARM VOL CCC) 
RT/LT HAND CFT-LS) 
CEN GRAY MEAS CCM) 
............ /"* .. -111 .... . 
.. 4 ........ /, ...... . 
.. I ...... f a 
............. '1 .. ' .. <11 .. 
........... , ........... .. 
iI ........... ' ..... 4 ... 
........... lI 
DEW POINT = •••••• , OEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ......... MMHG 
..... 11 •• 
............ 
114"11 ........ 
." ... -1<11 .. , 
.. -II .. .... 111 
...... -II .... .. 
.......... 
... ...... ,. 
............ 
....... iI • 
71.60 
...... -II-1I/-fI ......... .. 
.... ,. ... 1./ ....... 1,.,. 
II.,,,.,, 
.. ......... , ••• ,. .. t>. 
... 11 ..... ' ......... . 
........... , ........ . 
........... 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = ........... r 
PART. PRES. C02 = .............. NNHG 
. ......... 
.../I ......... 
• .. I ...... 
"."tf. 
11 ........ ,; 
.. ......... 
• ....... ti 
• •• 11 .... 
.. .. 11<11 ..... 
'1' ..... ,. •• 
67.60 
.. •••• ,~, •• c ..... ~ 
. ........ 'I' ....... f' 
.... I" ( .... 
.. ........ / ............. 
<"d."'/"".I", 
...f" ..... ' ......... 
............. 

















I'IEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO 
SL-~ FEB 20, 19H 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE 
1'I0T3 13 SPT ~~.200 
1'I0T3 1 PL T 3S05.0 
1'I0T3 16 PLT 192.20 
".7. ,. 
FRON THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SLO. ~ 16 JLN. 5"1 
MEAN 50 N 
IS. 90~ S.15Q2 26 
IS96 .~ 566.62 2T 
53.IS5 21.210 2T 
MO. R+ 12 
13 EPINEPHRINE (UG/TV) 
I TOTAL URINE VOL (I'll) 











SL-~ DAllY CLINICAL/ENVIRONHENTAl REPORT 
FEB 21. 197~ SLD' 417 ,)IN' 52 MD' R+ 13 
ft •• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = iI.f.I.4 OEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = 44lftf. HHHG 
ttf MISSION ACTIVITIES 
Iff MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OrO 
'" ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
ftt MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.fi. SLEEP DATA 
4 ••• -ft41111 •• HOURS 
til. EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (WATT-MINS) .iI.II.1 
La ERG (WATT-MfNS) " • .flU 
EVA MWE (KEAL/HR) .4ftttt 
EVA DURAT (HRS) ft •••• f 
MK.! EX CHINS) •• iI'4.1 
11K. 11- EX CHINS) H ...... 
HK. rII EX CHINS) •••••• 1 
TREADMILL (HINS) fl •••• 4 
OTHER EX (HINS1 •••••• t 
HEIGHT rr Il .HUH 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 68.60 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/HAIST (eM) H· .... Hi/HHH_. 
INS/EX? CHEST (eM) •• f •• ft'/f~ •• flf 
NECK (eM) 11 •••• 1 
RTILT ARM (eM) ••••••• / ••••• _. 
RTILT ARM VOL (-CC) 1.,. ..... ' ........ 14 
RTILT HAND (FT-La) ft ••• ·..,j ..... H .. 
CEN GRAV HEAS {eM) ...... ~* 
DEW POINT = •• '+4.t OEGC 




.... t ... ~. 
........... 
. * .. it ....... 
"'''.t •• t 
........... 
.... 11 ....... 
....... * .. 
71.90 
...... ~ .. ··I .. ·'!!·· .. . 
~ .......... , ........ . 
........ ..... , ...... 'I ... .. 
............. , .......... . 
............ , ....... , .. 
........... 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY."" ••• % 
PART. PRES. C02 = H ........ HMHG 
......... ~ 
.-1' ....... 
.f .. ~ •• f 
......... 
........... 






• ....... , ..... I .. .. 
......... , ........ -:1. 
.. •••••• 'Cfl.'.t .. . 
., ... , ... , ... -:1, ... . 
.. ....... , .......... .. 








MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM THE 
SL-q FEB 21, 197q SLD;o q17 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN 
1'1073 93 CDR 37. 900 12.813 
1'1013 13 SPT 51.qOO 18.90q 
1'1013 53 PLT .61000-01 .39233 
1'1073 56 PLT 1. 0850 .12931 































n:s SL-~ DAILY CL INICALIENVIRONHENTAL REPORT 22. 1974 SLO' 418 Jl.N' 53 NO" R+ 1'f 
*.~ ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = ~'I~'" OEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = ~ff"" HHHG 
•• , MISSION ACTIYITIES 
••• MEDICAL EXPERlMENTS/DTO 
1.1 ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEH 
I'. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
HI SLEEP DATA 
III EXERcrSE DATA 
UB ERG (WATT-HINS) tHUf. 
LS ERG (HATT-HJNS) Illf", 
EVA MWE (KEAl/HR) .'I'lfl 
EVA DURAT (HRS) '1111tl 
HK.I EX CHINS) 1""11 
MK. II EX (HINS) '.I<lUI, 
MK. III EX (HINS) 1111"1 
TREADMILL CHINS) ., •••• , 
OTHER ,E:X CHINS) "Utll! 
HEIGHT cr J} HI •• ". 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAMI 68.70 
.,' ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPIWAIST (CMI 
IN5/EXP CHEST (CHI 
NECK (CMI 
RTILT ARM (CHI 
RT/LT ARM VOL (CCI 
RT/LT HAND (FT-L81 
CEN GRAY HEAS (CMI 
...... ' • ...,/11 ••••• 




......... /'t~ .. i<li 
<If<l' •• , 
DEW POINT = '.11.'. DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = 1111'Ia HHHG 
111" •••• 1 •• HOURS 
'''''''.~ 
....... i 1 





...... I .. 
• • t .... I 
.... 1 .... . 
71.40 
11'-II-I.1/~"·"'." 
"-f.'.~.t/'I •• tll 
~ ....... -11 
.... •• .. ··/e ...... . 
.111.'.-/1110 • .,. 
11I1II"'I/fl~'''''1 
1" • 'I" .... 
RELATIVE HUHIDITY : ........ r 
PART. PRES. C02 : ~' ••• '. HHHG 
I ..... It" 
,,, •••• I 
.... t <I ... 
•• , •• t. 
"".1' 
......... 
....... 11 • 
•• 'I .... '\II 
i ...... . 
. ....... . 
67.60 
"~I··"/-f.i."I." 
1 ....... / ..... ,:1 •• 
........... 
.10 ••••• / .... 1,., 
••••• 1'/ •••••• , 
'1.,.,./t".141.-
.... , .... 

l 
MEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FRDM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
1 
SL-~ FEB 22, 19H SLD" ~IS JLN. 53 MD ... R+ I~ j 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SD N I /1110 68 PLT T~.OOO 86.000 1.1321 3 68 PL HEI'10PEX (I'1G PCT) 
miD 12 PL T 96.000 80.000 ~ .5826 3 12. PL Al GLYCO (I'1G PCTI 
1'1110 13 PLT 220.00 290.00 10.000 3 T3 PL AI ANTITRIP (I'1G PCTl 
1'1110 H PLT 11 2.00 68.000 2.0000 3 rq PL e3 (I'1G PCT) 
1'1110 19 PLT 1000.0 1313.3 80.829 3 19 PL IGG (MG peT) 
1'1110 81 PLT 26'.00 12S.33 10.~08 3 81 PL IGM (riG peT) 
1'1110 88 PLT 3612.0 3195.5 9q.Oq, Z 8S PVOL (i'lL) 
1'1110 90 PLT 53.QOO ~T. 350 1.1618 Z 9Q PVOL/WT (I'1L1KG) 
MilO 99 PLT 38.000 ~ 1.500 .70711 2 99 PER Her (PCT) 
1'1110 IQ~ PLT 91.830 97.12, 1. 32Q3 Q lQQ SPGT (PCT) 
MilO IQ, PL T 98.980 99SQ2 .12583-01 ~ lQ, "PGS (peT) 
1'111 OA 31 PLT 86.000 96.750 2.,000 Q 211 GLU (MG/OL) 
~-------------------~------~'--"~~~. _ .. .......,.,.-- . ~ 
SL-~ DAllY CLlNICALIENVIRONMENTAl REPORT 
tEB 23. 19711 SLO<ll IU9 ..A.N' 5'-1 MD' R+ 15 
••• ENVIRONHENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE ~ •• <11 •••• DEGe 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = <II •••• t. HHHG 
<II., MISSION ACTIVITIES 
<II •• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTs/oro 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOH/PR08LEM 
f't MEOICATION AND DOSAGE 
.... SLEEP DATA 
••• 1 •••••• <11. HOURS 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (WATT-HiNS) H •• I-•• 
LB ERG (WATT-MINS) ••••••• 
EVA HWE [KEAL/HR) ••• <11 ••• 
EVA DURAr (HAS) ••••••• 
MK.l EX CHINS) ••••••• 
HK. II EX CHINS) ••••• <11. 
HKo- lIJ EX, CHINS) u ....... 
TREADHILL CHINS) ••••••• 
OTHER EX (HINS) 'ta, •• , 
tEIGHT (I" 11 ill ........ 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAHI 68.80 
<11<111 ANTHROPOHETRIC DATA 
HIP/J.IAIST (CHI 
INS/EXP CHEST (CHI 
HECI{ (CHI 
RT/lT ARH (CHI 
RT/LT ARH VOL (CCI 
RT/LT HAND (FT-LSI 
CEN GRAV MEAS (CMI 
o-v ••••• ,.t.<II ••. 
.... t··I· .. II~ •• 
•• <II • <II I , 
•.•• 11.' ....... <11 
'."11,'11' •• <11" 
• "4'''I./~.t ..... 
f ••• I , I 
OEW POINT = •••••• , DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = •••• ,.~ HHHG 
•••••••••••• HOURS 
• •••••• 
.. ...... . 
......... 
. ....... . 
. ...... . 
. , ...... . 
• •••• 11. 
. ....... . 
•• 11 •• ,. 
. ...... .. 
71.30 
• •••••• , •••••• <1 
Q. •• II ••• ' ....... . 
........ , ...... . 
........ , ...... . 
..... "' .. ,., .... . 
• I • I ••• 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = ••••••• % 









" .. ". 
• •• 'IHHI. 
, ... , .. 
67.50 
, ..... ,.' ••••• 4<1 
"""".Ijj •• ,. 
.... , .. 
....... ,., ..... 
••• 1."",.",,, 















~EASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
SL-~ FEB 23, 19H SLD~ ~19 JLN4 H MD. R+ 15 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SD N 
MOT3 125 CDR 151.80 !~9 .~O .7705~ 25 125 WEIGHT (LBS) 1'1073 3 SPT 259.00 I~O.38 3~ .515 26 3 URINE NA (MEQ/TV) ~073 ~ SPT 107.00 58.577 15.698 26 ~ UR INE K (MEQ/TV) MOT3 8 SPT 250.00 126.96 39.188 2& 8 URINE CL (MEe/TV) MOT3 13 SPT 55.900 18.90~ 8 .15~2 26 13 EPINEPHRINE (UG/TV) 1'1073 ~8 SPT 50n.0 3257.0 559.65 26 ~8 WATER INTAKE (i'lL) 1'1073 53 SPT .7noo .Q2860 .9893~-OI 25 53 PREGNANEDIOL (MG/TV) 1'1073 55 SPT 6.5590 3.6802 .8~528 25 55 ETIOCHOLAN (MG/TV) 1'1073 56 SPT I. 30~ 0 .5q38q .19558 25 56 DEHVDROEPIANO (MG/TV) MOT3 58 SPT 1.2350 .51612 .18565 25 58 ll-O-ETlOCHO (MG/TV) 1'1073 61 SPT 13.780 7.1396 1.6995 25 61 TOTAL 17-KETO (TMG/TV) MOT3 17 PLT 5~.600 19.90~ 10.293 27 17 ALDOSTERONE (UG/TV) MOT3 , .. PLT 3.0870 1.7566 .396~2 27 5~ ANOROSTERONE (MG/TV) 1'1073 59 PLT .53000 .72593-02 .3252~-01 27 59 ll-OH-ANDRO (MG/TV) 
! j 
SL-~ OAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT FEB 24. 1971+ SLO~ lf20 JLNt 55 NO" R+ 16 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = , •• 1 ••• OEGC AVG. AHSIENT PRESSURE: ••••••• HMHG 
••• HISSION ACTIVITIES 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
.t. ILLNESSISYHPTOH/PROBLEH 
ct. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
'u SLEEP DATA 
•••••••••••• HOURS 
.,. EXERCISE DATA 
U8 ERG tWATT-MINSl ." ..... lS ERG (WATT-HiNSl ••••••• EVA N~ tKEAL/HR) .'It' •• EVA DURAT (HRS) ••••••• HK.I EX tHINS) ••••••• 
HK. II EX CHINS) <II.utl 
HK. III EX CHINS) "'''UI TREADMILL CHINS) I ••••• t OTHER EX CHINS) ••••••• t£IGHT cr J) ........ WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 68.50 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/~AIST (CH) 
INS/EXP CHEST (CH) NECK (CH) 
RT/LT ARH eCH) 
RTILT ARM VOL eCC) RT/LT HAND efT-LSI CEN GRAV HEAS (CH) 
••••••• / ••••• 1l'1 
... , ... , ...... , 
••••••• 
........ , ....... . 
....... " ...... , 
....... /.' ..... . 
.... , " • j! 
DEW POINT = ••••••• DEGC 
PAR-T. PRES. OXYGEN = ........ HMHG 
HEAVy······ HOURS 
... "II •••• 
. ...... , 
1l"'iIiI 
... iI" ..... 
• lI •••• • 
.. -."' ... 
." ........ 
......... 
...... 'I. • 
••••••• 
71.20 
i1f1, •••• , ....... . 
....... , ...... . 
•• '" \I I •• 
.>J<II ... ,il/···· .. ·· 
······"/······· . ...... / ....... .. 
......... 
_. ___ ,_ ............ .4 .... """"""- ... 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = ........ : PART. PRES. C02 = ,., •• ,1 HNHG 
.............. , HOURS 
." .. ~ ... 
....... '.11 
l .. t .... 1 
. ...... . 
(l~1I ... c .. 
.v ..... c. 
.... '". <I <I 
..... CI .. G 
.. ...... Q<!. 
QI .. a.~CiI 
67.60 
..... iI •• ' .. a- ... " •• 
.. ...... .a/'iJ., •• «" 
IHI •••• I 
"'''",,''I,'.tl 
.~ ...... /t't"I<I' 
•••••• "" •• 1-t1 •• 














I'IEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN I 
SL-~ FEB 2~ , 19T~ SLD" ~20 JLN" 55 I'm .. R+ 16 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN sD N 
I'10T3 128 CDR 9.6000 13.883 !.2526 26 \28 
URINE NITROGEN (G) 
Pl073 13 sPT ~8.000 18. 9 O~ 8 .15~2 26 13 
EPINEPHRINE (UG/TV) 
I'10T3 16 PLT 15~ .10 53.185 21.210 27 16 
HVDROCORTISON (UG/TV) 
1'1073 5~ PLT 3.0070 1.7566 • 396~ 2 27 5~ 
ANDROSTERONE (MG/TV) 
1'1073 56 PLT 1.~960 .12937 .21928 27 56 
DEHVDROEPIANO (MG/TV) 
1'1073 61 PLT 10.300 6.3978 1.1725 27 6\ 
TOTAL \7-KETO (TMG /TV ) 
1 
I 
5L-~ DAILY CLINICAl/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT FEB 25. 197'i SLD~ '121 ...t..N" !;S HOt R+ 17 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = .~ ...... OEGC AVG. Al~IENT PRESSURE = UH I •• HMHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
••• ILLNESS/SYHPTOH/PROSLEH 
~'I MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
!I'. SlEEP DATA 
•••••••••••• HOURS 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
us ERG (WATT-MINS) ••••••• LB ERG (WATT-MINS) •••••• ~ EVA HWE CKEAL/HR) ••••••• EVA DURAT (HRS) ., •••• ~ 
NIC.l EX CHINS) ."UIIl, HK. II EX CHINS) •• 'cO •• HK. III EX CHINS) ••••••• TREADMILL CHINS) ••••••• OTtER EX CHINS) HUU. I£IOOT (r tJ ....... 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 68.60 
IJU ANTHROPOr£TRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) ·.·····I·I~ ••.. INS/EXP CHEST (eH) ••••••• , •• ,t ••• NECK (eM) ••••••• RT/LT ARM (eM) ••••••• , ••••••• RT/LT ARN VOl (CC) ••••••• , ••••••• 
RTILT HAND eFT-LS) ······~/··.···· eEN GRAV HEAS (eN] .~ ••••• 
DEW POINT ~ •••••• , DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ••••••• HHHG 
•••••• III •• HI, HOURS 
• •••• 1'. 
.......... 
' •• 1"1'. 
••••••• 
'.'1"" 
. ..... .. 
• •••••• 




••••••• ,.1' ••••• 
• ••• 111 •• ' ••••••• 
..~ .... 
....... , ........ . 
••••••• ' ••• 11 ••• 
........ , ........ . 
........ 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY ~ ••••••• % PART. PRES. C02 = I ........ HHHG 
• •••••• 
. ..... .. 




. ...... , 
." .... . 
' ..... . 
• •••••• 
67.70 
• ••• :11 •• , •••• 'f •• 
. ...... "., ... . 
. ...... , ...... . 
• ••• :11 •• , •••••• 11 
. ... , .. ,"', .... 











IIEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 SO FROM THE 
SL-q FEB 25, 197q SLD" '1Zl 
EXfT I/IEAS MAN VALUE MEAN 
1I1l0 9 CDR 1.6000 .86667 
1I1l0 q SPT 1.0000 1 .. 20'00 
1'1110 1 SPT 1.9000 .93333 
1'1110 8 SPT 83.200 Q2.150 
MllO 9 SPT 1.2000 .66667 
MilO 1 PLT 3.1000 1.1600 
1'1110 1 PLT 2.1000 .96661 
11110 8 PLT 93.200 '1'1.033 
MilO 9 PLT 1.5000 .IB333 
MIIOA 55 SPT 90.000 10.'100 
MIlOA 55 PLT 9.0000 '1.2000 
PREFLIGHT MEAN 
JLN" 56 1'10" R+ 
SO N 
.1!i055 6 9 
.B3367 5 1 
.150" 6 1 
1.0113 6 8 
.10328 6 9 
.6q265 5 
" .BI650-01 6 7 3.268'1 6 11 
.IlBO 6 9 
3.5111 5" 235 
1.'1832 5 235 
11 
RETIC INDEX 
COHB (PCT SAT! 
RETIC (PCT) 
RETIC NO (THOU/CU 1'11'1 ) 
RETIC INDEX 
COHB (PCT SAT! 
RETIC (PCT! 
RETIC NO (THOU/CU 1'11'1 ) 
RETIC INDEX 
RETIC CLASS YOUNG (PCT) 






SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT FEB 26. 1971f SLOt 422 JLNt 57 HD' R+ 18 
t •• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = .,t •••• DEGC AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE: ••••••• HHHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
'1' ~£DICAL EXP£Rr~£NTS/DTO 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBlEM 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.... SlEEP DATA 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
U8 ERG CW'ATT-MINS} .... 1IlIH La ERG {WArT-MINS] ..... H. EVA HHE (KEAL/HRl .f ••••• EVA DURAT (HRS) ••••••• HK.I EX tHINS) •• ,.,1. HK. 11 EX CHINS) HUt41l HK. III EX CHINS} ".11't TREADMILL CHINS) •••• ~.I OTt£R EX CHINS) UH""I f£IGHT C(" J) 
......... ~IGHT (KILOGRAM) 6B.~0 
1'1 ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) l'I"f'/~""" INS/EX? CHEST (CM) ... U ..... , ........... NECK (eM) 
.... u. RTILT ARM (eM) ••••••• ' ••• 111. RT/LT ARM VOL (ec) "~""I"'I'" RTILT HAND eFT-LEl ••••••• , ••••••• eEN GRAV tlEAS (eM) ......... 
OEW POINT = •• f.~ •• OEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ~~ ••• ~. HMHG 
••••• ~ •• ~.~. HOURS 
........ 
.. ....... .. 
........ 
. ....... .. 




"' ..... .. 
......... 
71.~O 
......... , ...... . 
....... ,.' ...... . 
. ....... . 
......... ~, ....... . 
......... , ....... . 
"' ......... , ......... . 
... "' ... ., 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = ••••••• r PART. PRES. C02 = ••••••• HMHG 
•· .......... ".1 •• PLT ••• t ..... II' ••• 
. ........ .. 
.,,,.11 •• 
. ...... . 
f ...... . 
• •••••• 
•••••• f 
. ....... . 
.. ...... . 
......... 
.. ....... . 
67.20 
......... , ....... . 
. ...... , ...... . 
..tI •.•.• 
• •••••• , •••••• 11 
.. ., ..... , ....... . 








PlEASUREMENTS GREATER THAN 3 5D FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
5L-~ FEB 26, 19H SLD" ~22 JLN¥ 51 1'10" R+ 18 
EXPT IMEAS MAN VALUE MEAN SO N 
1'1073 lZ8 CDR 9. 0000 13.888 1.2526 Z6 128 URINE NITROGEN (G) 1'1073 :3 SPT 51. 300 18.90~ 8.I5Q2. 26 13 EPINEPHRINE (UG/TV) 1'1073 53 PLT .72.000 .392.33 .9%98-01 2.7 53 PREGNANEDIOL (MG/TV) 1'1073 59 PLT .36000 .12593-02 .3Z52.Q-OI Z7 59 11-0H-ANDRO (MGITV) 









SL-~ DAilY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
FEB 2,. J 974 SlO" 'i23 . JLN* 58 MD" R+ 19 
4'1 ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = ••••••• DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = •• ~~ .... HHHG 
.... MISSION ACTIVITIES 
... MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO' 
••• ILLNESS/SYHPTOM/PROBLEM 
.tli MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
... SLEEP DATA 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (WATT-HINS) ••••••• 
lB ERG tWATT-MINS) •••• 11+ 
EVA MWE (KEAL/HR) ••••••• 
EVA DURAT (HRSl ......... 
HK.I EX CHINS) ••••••• 
HK. II EX CHINS) ••• 1 ••• 
MK. III EX CHINS}, ••••••• 
TREADMILL CHINS) ••••••• 
OTt£R EX (tifNS) ....... .. 
f£IGHf cr J) ....... ... 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 67.90 
.01. A~THROPOHETRIC DATA 
HIP/HAIST (eM) .... U· ... /1IU ....... 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM) •• I"~.I.~ •••• ' 
NECK {eM} ••••••• 
RT/LT AaH (eM) ••••••• /1 ...... .. 
RT/lT ARM VOL (ec) ••••••• , ••••••• 
RTILT HAND eFT-LB} ~~~ •••• / ••••••• 
CEN GRAV MEAS (CM) ••••••• 
DEW POINT = .......... OEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ••••••• HHHG 
. ....... .. 
..... ~ .. .. 
......... 
........ 
• .... /)0 .. 
........ 
••• a •• " 
... "' .. ... 
. ~ ..... . 
....... ~ 
7! .20 
.......... , ....... .. 
...... ~iII/ ••• -tt ••• 
....... / ....... . 
............. / ....... .. 
..II .. •• .... / ••••• fl. 
••••••• 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = ......... t 
PART. PRES. C02 = ........ HMHG 
-/1.,. .... -/1 
iII.~ •••• 
• •••••• 
. ...... . 
• ••• '11.' 
..a'''fI • 
• ••• 4 •• 
.. ..... fI • 
. .. "., .. 
.. ..... .. 
68.00 
....... ,fI./4 .... ~ ... 
• ....... /'JQ, .... . 
. ...... ~ 
• •••••• /.;;·'!4 .. tlfI •• 
• ....... / •••• -* ... . 
. ...... / ....... . 
• •••••• 









SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONHENTAL REPORT reB 28. 197~ SlO~ ~24 JLN' 59 MD' R+ 20 
t~t ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = tl'~Q" OEGC AVG. AMBIENT FRESSURE = "1"" NHHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
'1' MEDICAl EXPERIMENTs/oro 
"1 ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
'" MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
...... SlEEP DATA 
' ••• ~ ••••••• HOUR~ 
, •• EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG CHATT-MINS) ••• ~.'. LB ERG (WATT-HINSl "111'0 EVA MHE (KEAL/HR) .u HI ... 
EVA DURAT [HRS) ... UH HK.J EX tHINS) ••••••• MK. II EX (HINS) ••••••• HK. III EX (HINS) ••••••• 
TREADMILL (MI,NS) u .... t'IIt OTHER EX CHINS) ••••••• HEIGHT (r J) u ........ flElGHT (KILOGRAM! 68.90 
.~. ANtHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/HAIST (CM) 
INS/EXP CHEST (CM! NECK (CM) 
RT/LT ARM (CH) 
RT/LT ARM VOL (CC! 
RTfLT HAND (FT-L~! CEN GRAV HEAS (CN! 
.iI ...... /fi •••• !!. 
· .. ···· .. I·····~I ... ,,11.' 
•••• '1 •• , ....... . 
......... ' ...... 11. 
....... , ........ . 
......... 
DEW POINT = •••••• , DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = II~"'V HMHG 
'*"I~""" HOURS 
. ...... . 
••••••• 
. ...... . 
..... 11 •• 
• ••••• G 
........ 
tiHI •• llt 
........ 
••••••• 
It •• ~ •• 
72.50 
·······I··I~.,I .... , .. , ........ . 
..... IlI. 
. ........ , ... "" .. . 
••••• 1., ••• 1;~.1I 
"".~.'.I·~ ... ' 
• ••••• ;1 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = 1.le41. r PART. PRES. C02 = .,.Ittl HHHG 
.. ....... . 
........ 
.. ..... . 
• ••• 'II • 0' 
.... , .. 
•• 'iI .... 
'I" ... I ." 
• •••••• 






. ..... "., .... . 
....... , .. , ... . 
1,"lt.,fI/"""" 







SL-4 DAilY CllMICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
HAR I. 1974 SLD' 425 .J!.N' 60 HQ' R> 21 
••• ENVI ROHMENT AL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = •••• ,~. DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE =. I ••••• ~ MMI-IG DEW POINT = ., ••••• D(GC PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ••••••• MHHG 
'" HISSION ACTIVITIES 
• ,. MEDICAL EXPER1~£NT5/DTO 
'1' ILl~~5S/SY~WTOH/PROeLEH 
•• , ~£DICATtON AND DOSAGE 
"I SLEEP DATA 
••• " ••••••• HOURS ........ ,,0' .... HOURS 
II' EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG CHATT-HINS) '."<lU 
LB ERG (UATT-HINSl ., ••••• 
EVA M~ CKEAl/HRl I •• al'. 
EVA DURAT (HRS) ••••••• 
HK.I EX CHlNS) "1"" 
HK. 11 EX CHINS) le'I' •• 
HK. III EX CHINS' "~"II 
TREADMILL CMINS) ""111" 
aiKER EX CHINS) ""111 
f-£IGHT(1"'1l .. ", ... 411 
~IGHT (KILOGRAH! 69.60 
••• ANTHROPO~£TRIC DATA 
HiPmAI5T rCH! 
INS/EXP CHEST (CH! 
MECK reH) 
RTILT ARH rCM) 
RTILT ARH VOL ree) 
RTILT HAND (FT-LS) 
eEN GRAV HEAS rCH) 
4111 ••••• ' ....... . 
... " ... / ........ , 
•• ,1 •••• 
••• •••• ' ..... 11 •• 
1~ .... 1·1·4 ••••• 
• " •• tltI/"'I"', 
".c ••• , 
IIC ...... 
"IIt1' •• 
, ..... . 
•••• ,G. 
••••••• 
• • • • • II' 
•••• II ... 





••••••• /-,.t."" • 
"' ••• 11 
IIlt l '.'/"''II.1 
• •••••• /t •••••• 
•• 4 ••• "/ •• ~, ••• 
•• '1 •••• 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = •• , •• ," r 
PART. PRES. C02 = H ...... HHHG 
••••••••••••••• PLT ••••• , •••••••• 
"",", •• ," HOURS 
• •• l. 8 • 





, •• 41,., 
.... 4 1 •• 
••••••• 
1 •• 41" 
69.30 
"iil •• 4/· 4 ••••• 
11 •••••• ' •• 1.1 •• 
... ., ... 
•• 1.11'/ ••• '4" 
' •• "lIl't"",. 
...... ,/ ...... . 






I1EASUREI'IENTS GREATER THAN 3 SD FROM THE 
SL-~ liAR I , 19H SLD. ~25 
E~PT Ii'lEAS I'IAN VALUE MEAN 
1'1110 ~ CDR 3.6000 1.1150 
PIll 0 7 CDR I. 7000 1.01&7 
MIlO 0 CDR 77.000 ~S.083 
PlIIO 15 CDR 3QOO.0 ~~QO.O 
1'1110 ~ SPT ~. 2000 I.ZOOO 
1'1110 7 SPT I.SOOO .93333 
1'1110 8 SPT 10.100 ~2. 750 
1'1110 9 SPT 1.1000 .66667 
PlIlO 2 PLT 13.QOO IqSb7 
1'1110 q PLT 3.1000 1.1600 
11110 6 PLT 39.000 ~1.500 
11110 1 PLT 2.0000 .96667 
PlI10 8 PLT 07.600 ~q.033 
PIll 0 9 PLT 1.3000 .7S333 
MIlOA 55 srT Zq.ooo 10.qOO 
MIlOA 55 PLT 9.0000 Q.2000 
PREFLIGHT I'IEAN 
JLN· 60 I'ID. R+ 
SD N 
.20723 ~ ~ 
.lnn 6 7 
~.5106 6 8 
30Q.96 5 15 
.033&7 5 q 
.15055 6 7 
1.0713 6 8 
.Ions 6 9 
.36697 6 2 
.6QZ65 5 ~ 
.11%0 6 6 
.81650-01 6 7 
3.Z6Sq 6 8 
.11690 6 9 
3.'>777 5 235 
1.QOn 5 235 
21 
COHB (PCT SAT) 
RETIC (PCT) 
RETIC NO (THOU/CU 
WBC (/CU 1'11'1) 
COHB (PCT SAT) 
RETIC (PCT) 
RETIC NO <THOU /CU 
REnc INDEX 
HB (G PCT) 
COHB (PCT SAT) 
IICT (PeT) 
RETIC (PCT) 
RETIC NO (THOU/CU 
RETIC INDEX 
RETIC CLASS Your/G 























SL-~ DAllY ClINICAl/ENVIRONHENTAl REPORT 
MAR 2. 1974 SlOt 426 ~N' 61 HO' R+ 22 
II. ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = II'.", OEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = ••••••• HHHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
••• MEDI~AL EXPERIMENTS/Of 0 
II. ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
I •• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
1.1 SLEEP DI..TA 
.il EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG CWATT-IiINSl .. u ... 
lS ERG O.JATT-NINSI UUI" 
EVA HI-lE CKEAL/HR) .. to -•• <HI 
EVA DURAr (HRS) ••••••• 
HK.I EX CHINS) ",'1'1 
11K. II EX CHINS) 'HUIii 
SiK. II I EX CHINS) H. II U 
TREADMILL CHINS) ••••••• 
OTHER EX CHINS) ...... .. 
t-EIGHT cr- J) ... uu 
WEIGHT (KIlOGRAH) 69.60 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eH) .U .... -/ ....... 
INS/EXP CHEST {CHI ••••••• , ••••••• 
f£CK (CHI "H ... 
RTILT ARM (CH) ••••••• /, •••••• 
RTILT ARM VOL eec) ••••••• , ••••••• 
RTILT HAND trT-LS) ••••••• /, •••••• 
eEN GRAY NEtS (CHI .... If.- .. 
DEU POINT = ••• ,',. DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = •••••• , HHHG 
....... ' ••••• 11. SPT ••••••••• " ••• 
.11." .......... HOURS 
..... , .. 
.......... 
... ,." .. 








••• "'.«"., ••••••• 
II •••••• ' ••• CI ••• 
. ... , .. ". 
.., ...... , ...... . 
. ...... , ....... . 
.. ...... " ...... . 
••••••• 
,. II~' ... ___________________________________ ~·".'."_~_:!O.:.;.......:JkzItbdtfJi,(·I,r...iW," ..... _ 
RELATIVE HUHIOfTY = ••••••• r 
PART. PRES. C02 = ••••••• MMHG 
1,,",., 
• I. ">1 ,. 
· ... " ... 





".' •• 11 
69.~0 
• ••.... "I~ .• ~ • 
.., ••• '/ .... 11 ..... 
• ........ '1.1 .... .. 
. ....... /",., .. 
• ....... ' ..... 11·· 




SL-~ DAllY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
MAR 3. I97~ SLD' ~27 .LN' 62 MD' R+ 23 
•• , ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = ••••• ,. DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = ••••••• HMHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
,., ••••••••• ,., CDR ••••••• , •••••• 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
I •• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBlEM 
•• , MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
"II SLEEP DATA 
.t •••••••••• HOURS 
'I. E~ERCISE DATA 
UB ERG CHATT-HINS) ••••••• 
La ERG tWATT-HINS) •• tu .. 
EVA HWE CKEAL/HR) u u ..... 
EVA DURAT (HRS) ••••••• 
HK.I EX CHINS) 0 •••••• 
HK. I I EX (HINS) H'UH 
HK. III EX CHINS) ~""f' 
TREADMILL CHINS) I •••••• 
OTHER EX CHINS) ~ ••••• ' 
t£IGHT (r J) ....... , 
hEIGHT (KILOGRAH) 68.50 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eH) ••••••• , ••••••• 
INS/EXP CHEST ceN) ." ..... , ....... . 
NECK rCH) ••••••• 
RT/LT ARM teM) o •••••• I •••••• ~ 
RT/LT ARM VOL eec) ••••••• '.a •.•. , 
ATILT HAND CfT-LB) ••••••• ,« •••••• 
CEN GRAV HEAS (eM) •••• « •• 
DEW POINT: ••••••• OEGC 










... , ... 
72.70 
....... , ..... ". 
. ...... , ... -..... . 
. ...... . 
......... , .. " .... . 
....... , ........ . 
....... , ......... . 
........ 
~'~'-.' . 
a:: *. __ -. ...... a.rt 'jfi '* ..... _~ ....... ~------------------~~ 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = ••••••• % 
PART. PRES. C02 = ••••••• MHHG 
.tl/loi •• 




• ••• ,-!D 





.1111111.' ....... . 
. ...... , ...... . 







SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
MAR ~. 197~ Slo· ~29 JLN' 63 MO' R+ 24 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEHPERATURE = ••••••• OEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = ••••••• HMHG 
fl. MISSION ACTIVITIES 
... MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
.,. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.... SLEEP DATA 
•• tt •••••••• HOURS 
I', EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG {HATT-MINS} ••••••• 
LB ERG (HATT-HINS) ••••••• 
EVA NWE CKEAL/HRl ••••••• 
EVA DURAT CHRS) ••••••• 
11K. I EX CHINS) !HI ....... 
11K. II EX CHINS) ... u." 
HK. III EX CHINS} •••••• , 
TREADHIL~ CHINS) II ••••• 
OTHER EX CHINS) ••••••• 
t£IGHT cr I) tHUH 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 68.80 
'III, ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) '~"'~'I"G"" 
INS/EXP CHEST (CK) I"'~"I+""" 
NECK (eM) ...... '* 
RT/LT ARM (CH) ••••••• , ••••••• 
RTllT ARM VOL eec) ••••• ~.I ••••••• 
RTILT HAND eFT-LB) ••••••• , ••••••• 
CEN GRAV MEAS (CH) .~ •• ~.* 
DEW POINT = ••••••• DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ~ •••••• HHHG 
•• ••••••••• c HOURS 
«ct •••• " 
••••••• 
~ ...... .. 




...... « • 
. ........ .. 
.......... 
73.70 
•• .a •••• , ........ . 
........ / ........ . 
••••••• 
....... / ...... . 
.. •• ..... , ...... c. 
• .... Il.' ........ . 
...... 1 •• 
Mti' •• _______________________________ ~_""'=~-~-~;~.""~~_*~'"~# ..... " 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = ••••••• X 
PART. PRES. C02 = G., •• " MHHG 











,,··· .... ' •• G'llti 
........ , .... ,., 
....... , 
••• ••• " ... <14' •• 
···., •• ' •••• 11'11 


















Sl-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
MAR 5. 1974 SLOt 429 ..... NiI Sit ,10· n+ 25 
,e, ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = ••••••• OEGC 
Avr;.. AHB I ENT PRESSURE = .......... II" MHHG 
.t. MISSION ACTIVITIES 
••• MEDICAl EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
.tt ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
u .. ...t..EEP DATA 
•••••••••••• HOURS 
.t. EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG CWATT-MiNSl •• Q •••• 
L8 ERG (HATT-MINSl ........ c. 
EVA HHE (KEAL/HRl •••• ~ •• 
EVA OURAT (HRS) ••••••• 
HK.I EX (HINS) ••••••• 
HK. 11 EX CHINS) .......... 
HK. III EX CHINS) ••••••• 
TREADMILL (HINS) ••••••• 
OTHER EX CHINS) ••••••• 
i-£lGHT (r Il ........... 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAH) 68.60 
Ht· ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/HAtST (CM) .C~ ••• 4'.' ••••• 
INS'EXP CHEST (CM) ••••••• , ••••••• 
NECK (eN) •••• ~.4 
RT/lT ARM (CM) ••••••• , ••••••• 
RT'LT ARM VOL (CCl ••••••• , ••••••• 
RT/LT HAND (FT-LSI •••• Q •• , ••••••• 
CEN GRAY tEAS (CM) ••••••• 
DEW POINT = •••••• , OEGC 
PAR.T .. PRES. OXYGEN = ............ tu1HG 
••••••• 
••••••• 
..... 41 •• 
.. I ...... II 
...... , 
.... .. . ...... 
tI ••••• c 
• •••••• 
••• till. 
.... , .. 
72.80 
....... / ...... . 
' ..... , " ...... . 




l; I_II ..... _________ ... ____________________ ~-'·~"~-'"-~,-~!"~~;.~.- ..... ".. -
RELATiVE HUMIDITY = ., ••••• % 
PART. PRES. C02 = ••••••• HMHG 
..I.e •. 
'.e ••• '; 
• •••••• 
... ,.e. 
• •••• iI • 
. .... , . 
.... " .. 
• •• < .. .. 
. ...... . 
• ••• I •• 
69.60 
. ...... , ...... .. 
~HI ••••• ' ...... I •• 
...... iI. 
.ill •••• 'III.III ... .. 
. ...... , ....... . 
. ..... ,,/ ...... . 















SL-4 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT MAR 6. 1974 SLDiI! 'f30 
.JLNi 65 NO· R+ 26 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE: ••••••• OEGC AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = ....... ,. HMHG 
,., MISSION ACTIVITIES 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTs/oro 
iII~f ILL~~SS/SYHPTOH/PR08LEM 
,I" MEDICATION AND DDSAGE 
.,.. SLEEP DATA 
f ............ HOURS 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
us ERG (WATT-HINS) ....... . LB ERG !UATT-HINS} ••••••• EVA Mw£: (KEAL/HRl ... _iII .... EVA DURAT (HRS) ••••••• MK.I EX CHINS) 
.101 .. 4 ... . HK. II EX tHINS) .t ..... . HK. III EX CHINS) GillilliII .. l. TREADMIll CHINS] ••• f ••• OTHER EX CHINS) ••••••• J£IGHT cr n 
.... , ... lIE I :.IT (KILOGRAM) 68.90 
". ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST reM} 
........ 1II/1I ....... , INS/EXP CHEST (eM) .... C ••• , ••••••• NECI<' (eM) 
........ ... RTllT ARM (eM) ••••••• , ......... . RTILT ARM VOL (eel '.illiII ••• " •• ''' •• RTILT HAND eFT-LB) iII •• I".'~~~~.~. CEN GRAY MEAS (eM) U .. ". H 




.. ~.~ .. 
. ~ ... ~ .. 
. ~~ .. ~. 
-a ....... . 
........ 
........ 
••• II f •• 
72.80 
.t: ••... ,.,. .• ~ •. 
••••• "., •••• ~jHI 
. ...... . 
.. ..... '.'1 111" •••••• 
•• ~iI ••• '.t .. ~ ... 
• ...... f.' ••• ~ .... 
• I~~"'O' 
'''-;'.-




. ..... , .. 
. .. ~ .. . 
• •••••• 
.~~ .. ~~ 
• •••••• 
. ....... . 
• •••• el 
69.90 
.'.111'.<:1, •••• , •• 
• •• I ... """ ••••• 
........ 
.. ..... ~., •• ' •• ~t 
.e ••••• ''''' ...... 


















SL-~ DAILY CLlNICALlENVIRONMENTAL REP,'RT 
MAR I, 197~ SLOt ~31 JLN' 66 HO' R+ 27 
*~. ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMP£RATURE = ~"Q'" DEGC 
AVG. ANBIENT PRESSURE =- ••••••• HHHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
............. 114. CDR .............. el 
..... MEOrCAL. EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.... SLEEP DATA 
.... EXERCISE DATA 
U8 ERG (WATT-~INS) ••••••• 
La ERG {WATT-HINSl ••••••• 
EVA HWE' (KEAL/HRI ""1'1 
EVA DURAT (HRS) ••••••• 
MK.I EX (HINS) ••••••• 
HK. II EX CHINS) ~.~ •••• 
HK. III EX CHINS) ••••••• 
TREADMILL CHINS) ••••••• 
OTHER EX (l1INS) U.UH 
HEIGHT ((" 0 ........... 
WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 69.40 
••• ANT~ROPOHETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (CH) .~ ••••• / ••• '4 •• 
INSlEXP CHEST (CM) ......... ' ... 11 .... 
NECK (CM) ....... . 
RT/LT ARM (CM) ••••••• , ••••••• 
RT/LT ARM VOL (ec) ••••••• / ••••••• 
RT/LT HAND CFT-LBl ••••••• , ••••••• 
CEN GRAV HEAS (CM) ••••••• 
DEW POINT = ••••••• OEGC 
PART~ PRES. OXYGEN = ••••••• NHHG 
.. • • 11 .. I f 




.. iI ....... 
••••••• 




• •••• 11 .. -/ ....... . 
........ ,~ ........ . 
.... 0 .. .. 
.. ...... , ........ . 
........ /.lHI ..... . 
........ , ...... . 
........ 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = •• ~ •••• % 
PART. PRES. C02 = ••••••• HHHG 
. ...... . 
.. .... ~ .. . 
••••••• 
. ........ . 
"(I II ... .. 
• ...... 4 
• ••••• t 
. ........ . 
••••••• 
. ..... .. 
69.90 
....... , ...... . 
. ...... fi'.~ .... . 
• ... !I. (I (I 
. ...... '.fl~ ..... . 
. ....... / ... , .. . 
..'11 •• ""1'" • 
• •• GlI ... 









SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPO~T MAR 8~ 1914 SLD' lf32 .JlN- 67 MO" R+ 29 
~u ENV!'RONHENTAL 
AVG. TEHPERATURE = ........ DEGC AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = ........ MHHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
1I", HEDICATI.ON AND DOSAGE 
.... SLEEP DATA 
·'·"EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG CUATT-HINS} uu ..... 
LB ERG (WATT-HINS) """'" EVA HI-ZE CKEAl/HHl ............ 
EVA DURAT (HRS) HUll'" HK.I EX CHINS) ••••••• 
HK. II EX CHINS) ....... ... HK. ] 11 EX CHINS) ......... . TREADMILL CHINS) ...... .. OTHER EX CHINS} ••••••• 
f£IGHT cr Il .... u .. WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 69.20 
... , ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPIWAIST CCH) •• .. ·.··1.· .. ···• INS/EXP CHEST (eM) ••••••• 1 ..... 9 ... NECK (eM) ....... . RT/LT ARH_ (Cl-n ......... ' ... H .... 
RT/LT ARM VOL (ee) ······.1···· .... RT/LT HAND CrT-La) ·······I·~·~··. CEN GRAY HEAS (eM) ••••••• 
DE~ POINT = ••••••• DEGC 
PART. PRES •. OXYGEN = ........ <II.... HHHG 










•• 11 •• ' • 
... .. ·····1 .. ·•···· • ...... iI.'.'fj .•••• 
......... 
H ....... , ....... . 
• ... , ..... ' •• '1HHH' .. 
.~-il .. ···I· .... ···1I ......... 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = ........ r PART. PRES. C02 = ••••• t. HHHG 
.'IHI." 
".~"""1l 
• ...... 1 .. 
......... 
~ ... " .-, . 
. ...... " .. 
.. ........ .. 
" ••• 'II~" 
. ...... .. 
. ...... .. 
69.60 
......... '1' ••••• 
•••• ...... 1.,,· .. •••• . ....... . 
• •••••• , .... '11 .... 
4.1····/llf ••• 4 
~.lff·"I··I •••• 
.. ...... . 
II?I' •.•• _ .. _______________________________ ~~~."."-~_=-",,_~ ... '~ .... _-'.~,rsI4~""""'~. 
j 
, 
Sl-~ DAllY ClINICAl/ENVIRONHENTAl REPORT 
MAR 9. 1974 SlO' lf33 ..l..N* 68 MOl R+ 29 
.... ENVIRONf1ENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = •••••• - DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = tltl"'. HMHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
.1. MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OrO 
1.1 ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
a .... r£DiCAT.10N AND DOSAGE 
H. SLEEP DATA 
.1. EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG CHATT-HINS) •• 'I~.' 
LB ERG (WATT-HtNSl .1 •• 1" 
EVA HWE CXEAL/HRl ••••••• 
EVA DURAT (HRS) '1.1.1. 
HK.I EX CHINS) ••••••• 
fiK. II EX CHINS) ... u • .ft 
HK. III EX CHINS) •• ~'I'I 
TREADMILL tHINS) •• 1.1'1 
OTHER EX (HINS) ••••••• 
HEIGHT. cr Il ",UH 
wrIGHT (KIlOGRAMl 68.90 
• 1. ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) •••• 1.1'1111 ••• 
INS/EXP CHEST (CM) .11 •••• /111 •••• 
NECK (eM) 1411111 
RTILT ARM (CM) t •• I.II/I •••• ~. 
RTILT ARM VOL (CC) 1 ••••• 1"11 •• " 
RTILT HAND CFT-LB) .ft4 •••• ' ••••••• 
CEN GRAV HEAS (eM) ••••••• 
DE~ POINT = ........ DEGC 
PART~ PRES~ OXYGEN = ••••••• HMHG 
••••••••• t •• HOURS 
.......... 
••••••• 
• .... fI ... 
• •••••• 
"' ..... . 
......... 
........... 
•••• "'1 •• 
.. ...... . 
• '!I ..... . 
••••••• 
• •••••• ' ...... 11 •• 
• .... c .... , ........ . 
........ 
............ , ......... . 
•• f1 ..... , ....... . 
.. ........ , ...... .. 
.. ......... . 
I RELATIVE HUMIDITY _ ........ % 







·.·.i .. 1 .. ...... 
. ........ 
1 . .. ' .... . .......... 
.,"' ....... I -t.II.jj. .1 ...... II. 
.. ....... I ......... 70.30 
• .... Ii •• '."' ...... i 
• ••••• 1,1.4111'. 
J .t ...... . ........ , ........ 










SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT MAR 10. 197~ SLO. ~34 JlN' 69 HO' R+ 30 
•• e ENvIRON~£NTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = ""'" eEGC AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = ••••••• HHHG 
••• MISSiON ACTIVITIES 
••• MEDICAL EXPERlMENTS/DTO 
... ILLNESS/SYNPTOM/PROELEM 
tt. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
u" SLEEP DATA 
H.I EXERCISE DATA 
ua ERG (WATT-MINS) HUI'" La ERG C~ATT-HINS) ••••• ~~ EVA HWE tKEAL/HRl tl"'" EVA OURAT (HRS) ....... . HK.I EX CHiNS) ••••••• HK. II EX rHINS) ....... , ... HK. III EX tHINS) .... ",, TREADMILL CHINS} ••••••• OTHER EX CHINS) ..... ". 
f£IGHT cr U ..... "u WEIGHT (KILOGRAM! 69.20 
f .. , ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/HAIST (CH! 
INS/EXP CHEST (CM! 
HECK (CH! 
RT/LT ARM (CH! 
RT/LT ARH VOL (CC! 
RT/LT HAND (FT-LE! CEN GRAV NEAS (CH! 
.......... , ... <11."1."11 .. 
...... '1' ........ . 
O""I··/I"'-lI.~ 
......... , ........ . 
........ , ........ .. 
......... 
DEW POINT = l ....... QEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ••••••• HHHG 
•• -lII ......... HOURS 
0.$ 
1111 •• <1. 
• "";'11 
......... 
•••• II ... 
........ II •• 




... ~ .... 
73.70 
CI1I ....... 'ft ...... . 
....... -, ....... .. 
••.•. ~.,'f..~."I .. 
........ / ........... . 
........ , ........ . 
• •••••• 
RELATIVE HUMIDITV = ....... :-
PART. PRES. C02. = .... .u. MNHG 
•••••••••••• HOURS 
•••• t;. •• 
••••••• 
••• .f! ••• 
~ ....... . 
• •••••• 
. ...... . 
••••••• 
. ...... . 
. ...... .. 
.* .... . 
69.90 
.... II • .,.'.illl ...... 
••••••• , .. "1 ••• " • 
........ / ...... . 
....... , ......... . 
.. .. 111 ••• / ......... . 











SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
MAR I I. 1974 SL.o' ~35 .JLN' 70 MO' R+ 31 
~f~ ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = f •••••• DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = •• t •• f. HHHG 
.. , MISSION ACrr VI rr ES 
If. MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
". ILLNESS/SYHPTOH/PROSLEH 
'1. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
.. HI SLEEP DATA 
.t, EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG IWATT-HINS) 
L~ ERG CWATT-HINS) 
EVA HWE CKEAL/HR) 
EVA DURAl CHRS) 
HK. I EX CHINS) 
MK. II EX CHINS) 
HK. 111 EX CHINS) 
TREADHILL CHINS) 
OTHER EX CHINS) 






.... "fli' .. 
........ " 
.. , .. c ..... 
•• -1I,.t It 
-IHI f ... t .. 
........ 
69.20 
.c.", ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HtP/r.:JAlST (CH) ......... · .. ' .. HHH 
INS/EX? CHEST (eM) ••••••• / ••••••• 
NECK (eMl •• 11 •••• 
RTILT ARM reM) ........ , .... :1 .. '. 
RTILT ARM VOL eec} ••••••• / ••••••• 
RT/LT HAND CFT-LB) ~~~§.~ .. '§.~.v ... 
CEN GRAV HEAS [-CHJ u ...... u 
DEW POINT = ft"'I. DEGC 
PART 4 PRES. OXYGEN = t •••••• MHHG 
• 11 .-, ..... 4-1 t., HOURS 
......... 
.......... 







ill ...... . 
7~.20 
.. '1, ..... '1, ........ .. 
···,·' .... l .... •• .. ' .. 
""".'1. 
••••••• /11 ..... 1 
........... , .... <'1 .... .. 
....... ,§'I/ ••• " •• 
•• I , ...... 
5.· 1~liI, •••• ___ .... ________________ .. _____________ ·"-o.c-"-_=-- ... -~~ • .:,.~' .,.. .. 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY =- ...... ' .... % 
PART. PRES. C02 =- •••••• '1 HHHG 
.... , .......... ' ...... PLT .......... '1'1 •• '1 
• ••• '1 •• 
'I.' iI ... 'I 
• iI iI ... .. 





'I, .... , • 
. ... , .... .. 
69.~0 
./1 ...... , ......... .. 
.. ........ , ....... .. 
.. .... 11 ••• 
.. ... , ... , .... , .. 
. ....... , ...... .. 




























































































































































































23.335 16 .~63 
135.56 103.78 
I 1.901 I~ .~35 










































































• H039-01 6 
3.5800 6 
.30231 7 
5 .572~ 7 
1'10" R+ 31 
93 STROKE VOL-LEV 2 CC 
98 AVD2 DIFF LEV 2 
112 PRESSURE RATE PRODUCT-LEV 132 HR/V02 0-25 
133 HR/VOl 25-50 
1~7 PRP/VOl 0-15 
2 V02-LEVEL I (UMIN) 
7 VCD2-LEVEL 1 (L/MIN) 
8 n02-LEVEL 2 (UMIN) 
16 VE-REST (L/MIN) 
17 I'E-LEVEL I (UMIN) 
18 VE-LEVEL 2 (UMIN) 
19 VE-LEVEL 3 (LIMIN) 
20 VE-RECOVF-RY (LIMIN) 
5~ V02' 150 WATTS 
55 VE' 2. L VOZ 
56 CO' 2. L V02 
57 CO' 160 HR 
58 CO' I~O HR 
59 CO' 200 SSP 
66 SV' 160 H.R 
67 AV02' 2. L VOl 
71 TPR' 160 HR 
73 TPR' 12 L/MIN CO 
75 TPR' 2 L/~IN VOl 
76 AVDl' 120 HR 
92 STROKE VOL-LEV 1 CC 
93 STROKE VOL-LF.V 2 CC 
97 AV02 DIFF-LEY I 
98 AV02 DIFF LEV 2 
102 TPR-LEV 1 
103 TPR-LEV 2 
127 VE/V02 2,-50 
128 VE/V02 50-7, 
131 VE/VC02 ,O-T, 
122 MUSCULAR EFFICIENCY 50-75 
152 "RICO 50-75 
15~ CO/V02 2,-50 
155 CD/V02 50-75 
158 TPRJVOl 50-70 
23 PULSE PRESSURE (-~O) 
29 PLVC EOP (-50) 
30 PLVC EOP (RECOVERY) 
38 S2 SLOPE (-~O) 
~2 51 COMPLIANCE (-30) 
il3 PLVC/LBNP 30-~0 . 
ll~ PLVC/LBNP QO-50 
160 PR INTERVAL (RECOVERY) 61 ETI (CONTROL) 
166 DT INTERVAL (CONTROL) 
1 












IIEASURI<IlENTS GREATER THAN 3 50 FROM THE PREFLIGHT /lEAN 
SL-~ MAR 11, 19H SLD~ ~3" JLH" 70 MD. R+ 31 
EXl'T IMrAS MAN VALUE MEAN SD N 1'1092 I PLT 57.900 H.H7 3.1126 6 I HEART RATE (CONTROL I 1'1092 2~ Pl T 58.360 37.~09 6. 3~ 03 7 2~ PULSE PRESSURE (-501 M092 lOS PLT -.11300 .50~37 .ISSU ~ lOS· HR/lBNP 30-~Q PlO92 113 PLT .17000 .9~TI~-01 .23592-01 7 113 PLVC/LBNP 30-~0 /lon 116 PLT -.66Q71 ~.6~S6 .59158 ~ 116 ilR/PLVC 30-~ 0 MOnA 5 CUll 39.872 ~1. 9~~ 1. 1029 6 185 P MAX EL (RECOVERV) ilonA 126 CDR 152.50 I ~ 8. '0 .89q~3 5 306 WEIGHT 1'109ZA 13S CDR 8.0000 6.5125 .~~791 ~ 316 iiOURS OF SLEEP 1'1092 A 9 SPT 1. H2e 5.3019 .1£031 7 189 UR5-E CIRC (-50) 1'I092A I~ 5PT I .~269 !. 7680 .102n 7 19~ QRS-E AREA (-50) 1'I09ZA ~~ SPT .150~1 .89~2.9-01 .19639-01 7 22~ foT-E AREA (-50) PlO92A 79 SPi 50ST! 31.~61 ~ S026 7 259 JEL(-50) MonA 80 5PT ~~.H5 35.191 2.6600 1 260 J EL (RECOVERV) 1'1092 A 126 SPT 163.50 156.10 1.£371 6 l06 WEIGHi M092A 36 PLT I .q~ 85 1. 9269 .15~93 7 %16 ST-E C IRC ! CONTROL) Mo9U ~5 PLT .33635-01 .13~0~-OI .29539-02 r ZZ5 ST-E AREA (RECOVERY) Mf~A 67 PI. T .63898-01 .10660 .13912-0 I T 2~1 J MAG (-30) PI 9 A 6S PlT .6~3~1-01 .118Z0 .IHZ5-01 T 2~8 J MAG ! -~ 0 ) Fl09ZA 96 PlT 75.006 106.37 1.5021 7 276 D-5T VECTOR INTEGRAL (CONTROL) 
" 9 A 91 PLT 73.110 ! 0 1.~ I ~.8638 1 277 0-5T VECTOR INTEGRAL (-301 MonA 98 PLT 71.811 96.012 ;;.6399 1 218 0-5T VECTOR INTEGRAL (-":0 ) 1'I0nA 99 PLT 63.391 66.987 6.9981 T 279 D-5T VECTOR INTEGRAL (-;0 ) 1'1110 ~ CDR 3.0000 1.1150 .2S723 ~ ~ COHS (PCT SAT) 1'1110 8 CDR 62.700 ~S.OS3 ~.5106 6 i RETIC NO ITHUU/CU MM) 1'1110 1'i CDR 3~ 00.0 ~~~o.o 30~.96 ~ 1; WBC (/CU MMI 11110 8; CDR 1995.0 190;.; 20.;06 2 8; RCI'! (i'lL) 1'1110 3 SPT 93.800 66.360 8.9052 5 3 OXVHB (PCT SAT) MilO ~ SPT 3.9000 1.2000 .83361 5 ~ COHS (PCT SAT) MilO 7 SPT 1.9000 .93333 .150;5 6 7 RETIC (pell 1'1110 8 SPT T9.~00 ~2. 750 T .071:> & 6 RETIC NO (THOU/CU MM) 1'1110 9 SPT 1.1000 .66661 .10328 £ 9 RETIC INDEX 11110 S8 SPT ~262. 0 3620.5 120.92 2 B8 PVOL (I'ILI 1'1110 90 SPT ;To~OO 50.100 1.8385 Z 90 rvoL/(,)T (i'lL/KG) I'IliO 97 5PT 6328.0 56~ 0.0 93.338 2 91 BLD VOL (i'lL) 
.n 10 98 SPT 85.200 18.950 1.~S~9 2 98 BLD VOL/WT (1'IL1~G) 1'1110 99 SPT 37.000 390500 .10TlI Z 99 PER HeT (PC!) 1'1110 10~ SPT 1 To ZOO 1b.~50 .10711-01 2 10~ ECF [L) P1l10 I PLT ~. 06 00 ~.H61 .1~~8T h I R3C (MILL ICU MM) 1'1110 ~ PLT 3 .~OOO 1.1600 .£~265 5" ~ COHB (PCT SAT) 1111 0 & PLT 39.000 ~I SOO • 7T~6Q 6 6 HCT (peT) 1'1110 1 PLT !.6000 .96661 .81650-01 6 1 RETIC (PCT) 1'1110 3 PLT H.OOO ~~.033 3.268~ 6 8 RETIC NO (THOU/CU 1'11'1) I'll lOA 55 PLT 9.0000 ~.ZOOO 1.~S3Z 5" 235 RETIC CLASS YOUNG (PCT) 
I 
SL-'I DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT MAR 12. 1974 SlD' 436 ",-N' 71 HO' R" 32 
•• r (NV 1 RONt£NT AL 
AVG. T£HPERATURE = ~ •••• " OEGC 
AVG. AHBIENT PRESSURE = HUH' HNHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
••• MEDICAL EXPERI~£NTS/OTO 
.,. IllN(SS/SY~~TOH/PROBLEH 
••• MEDICATION ANO DOSAGE 
... stEEP DATA 
'I" EXERCISE DATA 
us ERG Cl-IATT-HINSJ ... lift .. 
LB ERG (UATT-H~NSJ I •••••• EVA ~ CKEAL/HRJ ."~ •••• (VA DURAl [~Sl •• ~ •••• 
r~.l EX CHINS) ••• ~ ••• 
HK~ 11 EX tH[NSl ••••••• HK. IiI EX CHINS) ••••••• 
TREADHIlL CHINS) ..... Utl 
OT~~ EX tHINS) ••••••• 1£1GHT (r- IJ • .t ••••• 
~IGHT (KIlOGRAHI 68.90 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIPIHAIS! tCtn INS/EX? CI-£ST (CHI NECK {CHI 
RTllT ARH tCHI RT/lT ARH VOL (CCI RTILT HAND e,T-lSI CEN GRAV I£AS ICHI 
<;1 •••••• /, •••••• 
....... , ...... . 
..... " .... 
....... , ...... . 
........ , ...... . 
, •••• I.,'.e •• ~~ 
••••••• 
OEU POINT = ••••• ,. OEGC PART .. PRE'S. OXYGEN = ••••••• HHHG" 
••••• 4 •••••• HOURS 
..." ... . 
. ...... . 
• •••••• 
• •••••• 
. ...... . 
. ......... . 
.. ..... " 
<II ... It'" ~ 
II II ..... . 
. ...... . 
73.00 
• ....... , ..... G •• 
• ..... '.' •• 4· .... 
..... . " 
., ...... / ........ .. 
. ...... , ....... -. 
•••••• ~' ..... 4 •• 
. ... , ... 
RELATIVE HUXIOITY ~ •••• f •• % PART. PRES. C02 s .... f •• HHHG 
••• t.a ••••• I\I. HOURS 
· .... " .. 
• •••••• 
.. ... , ... 
· ... " .. . 




. ...... . 
. ....... .. 
69.60 
c •••••• , •• "' •••• 
• •••• c.'c.+~,jI •• 
....... , ...... . 
II •• ~ ••• , ••••• ". 
. ...... , ...... . 




~EASUREMENT5 GREATER THAN 3 5D FROM THE PREFLIGHT MEAN 
Sl-~ MAR lZ, 19H 
EXPT IMEAS MAN 
1'1073 I PLT 










Sl-~ DAILY CllNICAL/ENVIRONrIENTAL REPORT MAR 13. 1974 SlO' 437 JUl' 72 riD' R+ 33 
'I, ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE ~ "tv'" OEGC AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = V'I"" HHHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
... MEDICAL EXPERlrIENTS/OTO 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBlEH 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
'" SLEEP DATA 
,,, EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (WATT-MINS) ••••••• La ERG Cl-lATT-NINS) U,tI.1 EVA HW£ CK£AL/HRl •••••• 4 EVA DURAT (HRS) ••••••• MK.I EX CHINS) ft""" KK. 11 EX- CHINS) Uuut HK. III EX CHINS) ••••• e. TREADMILL (HINS) ••••••• OTHER EX CHINS) " ••••• f£IGHT (r I) 
.1. II •• WEIGHT (KILOGRAHl 68.60 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HI P/J-IAJ Sf (eM) H ifill" I""'" It!. INS/EXP CHEST (eM) ·.···'·/~·,···· NECK (CM) 
.. uue RT/LT ARM (eM) •••••• ,/ ••••••• RTllT ARM VOl (CC) .,. ..... /, ....... RT/LT HAND tfT-Le) 1·.·~··I···fl •• eEN GRAY MEAS (CHI.· •• ••• 
DE~ POINT: •••••• , OEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN : '~~"'I MHHG 





~ ..... . 
••••••• 




....... , ...... .. 
...... 1' ...... ,. 
.... .. . . . , ....... .. 
....... ,,. ..... . • •••••• ,.<I" •• ~. 
..... . ' .. 
»5 ... ~._ 
1 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY ~ ••••••• ~ PART. PRES. C02 ~ ••••••• HMHG 
................ PlT •• ' •••••••••••• 
•••••••••••• HOURS 
• •• f ••• 
........... 
...... I • C 
.. II'''' ... 
.... " .. 
••••••• 
• •••••• 
.. •• , •• t 
.. ...... . 
.. ..... . 
69.70 
• •• t ••• , ••••••• 
.Ii ••••• ' ••••••• 
. ...... / ....... . 
. .... ,./ ...... . 






SL"~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
MAR I~. 1974 SLD' 438 .)LN' 73 HQ' R+ 34 
••• ENVIRONHENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = a.a.t.t DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = ""'11 HHHG 
". MISSION ACTIVITIES 
.,. IEDICAL EXPERIHENTS/OTO 
<II, II ILLNESS/SYHPTotllPROeLEH 
••• MEDicATION AND DOSAGE 
... SLEEP DATA 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG lHATT-HINSl 4." •• e 
LB ERG U./ATT-f'JlNSl ........ 
EVA MHE CKEAL/HR) ••••••• 
EVA DURAr (HRS) ••••• f. 
HK .. 1 EX tHINS) HUt ... 
HK. 11 EX CHINS) uu, .. 
HK. 111 EX tHINS) ."1 ••• 
TREADMILL (HINS) It ••••• 
OTHER EX [HiNS) •••• , •• 
f£lGHT tr I) 441 ...... 
WEIGHT tKILOGRAHl 69.30 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/HAIST (CM) ••••••• / ••••••• 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM] ••••••• , ••••••• 
t£CK tet" •• IIUI 
RTILT ARM (eM) ••••••• , ••••••• 
RTILT ARM VOL tCC) '~."It/·"···. 
RT/LT HAND tFT-LBl II. lUI/utecH 
CEN GRAV P£AS (CM) .'11',,, 
DEW POINT = '~~""'DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ••••••• HHHG 
•••••••••••• HOURS 
• •••• I. ~ 




••• ~ •• tI 
"".'" 
• , ... I •• 
"ill'~' 
I ••• e • I 
74.20 
.tI ••• 'I' ...... ,. 
iI ••••• ,/ ••••••• 
• •••• ,tI/ ••••••• 
'.'1'1 .. /.1 •• 1 •• 
'I""'~/"I'.'" 
• I ••• , • 
RELATIVE HUMIDITV ::. ....... % 




.. .... , .. 1 
.""1" i 
.. I I' I. I' I 
'".1 •• 1 i • ..... 1/1 
. ..... , ! 
."1'" j 
'~<II"" j I ....... 
70.30 
i 
••••••• / •••••• 4 j 
•• 1.'.11/'., •••• , i 
.. I. •• 1.1 ; 
..... 1 •• , •••••• 11 
t.I'.~.'.,I. •••. 
",.".'.1'.'" 





Sl-4 DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT I1A.R 15. 1974 SLO' '139 .JLN' 74 MO' R+ 3S 
.,. ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE ~ ••••••• OEGC AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = ""If, HMHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
••• iLLNESS/SYtIPTOH/PR08LEN 
HI MEDICATION Af\.D DOSAGE 
.... SlEEP DATA 
•• ~ EXERCISE DATA 
us ERG CHATT-MINS) ••••••• L8 ERG (WATT-MINS) .t .... . EVA H~ U{EAL/HRI .... " ..... EVA DURAT (HRS) ••••••• MK.I EX (HINS) ••••••• HK. I I EX CHINS)' .......... HK. III EX CHINS) ••••••• TREADHILL tHINS) ••••••• OTHER EX CHINS) ••••••• !-EIGHT cr n I ...... WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 68.80 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (CHI ••••••• , ••••••• INS/EX? CHEST rCM) ••••••• , ••••••• NECK (CH) •• 1 ..... RTILT ARM (CHI • •• ··.·I·····.~ RTILT ARM VOL (CCI r.·~···I.······ RTILT HAND CFT-lSI 
_.",<HI/"ttUf eEN GRAV NEAS (CH) ..... 4 ... ·
D£W POINT = ff""~' OEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ttt'lt. HMHG 
•••••••••••• HOURS 
'4~fl" 
• •••••• 1'1"'" 
....... . 
.. .. t •••• 




• 'I' ...... 
73.80 
....... / ....... . 
. ........ ,.t .... .. 
....... 11./ .... .,"' •• 
....... /.", .... '" 
"''''1'/'1",,·1 . ..... .... 




. ...... . 
. ... , .. 
'1' •• '" 
.. •••• f f 
• •••••• 




• .. 1 •••• /.1.0'1;'. 
. ... " .. 
'I.'IIe/II.,t.t 
1'1''''1/'.'''.' 
••••• G" ....... ". 











SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONH.NTAL REPORT 
MAR 16. 197,. SLO'" 1t1tO Jl..N" 75 HO' R+ 36 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = ••••••• DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = '1 ••• 1. HHHG 
••• HISSION ACTIVITIES 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
, •• llLNESS/SYHPTON/PROBLEH 
1'1 MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
• u SLEEP DATA 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (WATT-HINS) ••••••• 
LB ERG (WATT-HINS) ......... 
EVA ~11-JE (KEALlHR) . , .. "" ... 
EVA DURAT CHRS) ........ 
HK.I EX CHINS) ..... • 11 .... 
MK. 11 EX CMINS) .. II ..... 
MK. 111 EX CMINS) tHI ...... 
TREADMILL CHINS) .. t ....... 
OTHER EX CHINS) Itl ••••• 
HEIGHT cr!l ......... 
WEIGHT CKILOGRAM) 68.50 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HfP/WAIST (eM) ••••••• , •••• , •• 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM) ••••••• , ....... . 
NECK (eM) ....... . 
RTILT ARM (eM) ......... , ........ . 
RTILT ARH VOL ecc) ......... , ......... . 
RTILt HAND (FT-LBl '.UU,/i1"HH 
CEN GRAV MEAS (CH) ••••••• 
DEW POINT = ......... OEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ....... u .. HHHG, 











........ , ....... . 
• 111 •• 111.<11' •••• 1 •• 
. .... "' .. , ....... . 
......... , ....... . 
........... , ...... . 
. ....... .. 
. - ~- .... - .... _. 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = .......... X 
PART. PRES. C02 = ........ MHHG 
" ....... . 
.. ....... ! 
.......... 
...... fl" .. 
tI I ........ .. 
• ...... I. 
..... c .... 
......... 
......... 
. ........ .. 
70.90 
.. ........ , ........ .. 
.. ....... , ........ . 
..-•• I •• 
• ........ " •••• 11. 
• •••••• ' .. 'Ii.;jll .. 
• ....... , ••• '!. ••• 







SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT MAR 17. 197~ SLO' ~~I JLN' 76 MO' R+ 37 
AVG. TEMPERATURE; ••••••• DEGC AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = ••••••• HHHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
I •• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROSLEM 
II. MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
... SLEEP DATA 
•••• I •• tI • lHHI HOURS 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
us ERG CHATT-HINSl ••••••• 
L8 ERG nfATT-NINS) ...... . EVA NWE CKEAL/HRl .1 .... , [VA DURAT (HRS) .. .,. .... HK.I EX CHINS) •••••• ~ 
HK. n EX CHINS) ...... ,. 
HK. IiI EX CHINS) u ..... . TREADMILL CHINS) ."I.~. OTHER EX CMINS) G •••••• f£IGHT (r I) I"U •• WEIGHT (KILOGRAH) 68.70 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/W4IST (eM) ~.'I •• tl/····I'. INS/EXP CHEST (eM) •••• I'I/t' ••• I. N£CK (eM) H .. It!. RTILT ARM (eM) ••••••• , ••••••• RTILT ARM VOl (CG) ••••••• , ••••••• RTILT HAND (FT-tBl ••••• U, •...... 
eEN GRAV HEAS (CH) ... "'~. 
DEU poINT = ~." ••• OEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN = I •••••• HHHG 
' ... , ..... 
., •• fiI • ., .. 
.... ... ' ... 
••• <II .... . 
.,..iI ..... .. 
... ,. ... . 
. ...... . 
111 •••••• 
..... ,. ... . 
. ...... . 
7~.20 
....... , ... , .. . 
. .... "'./ ...... . 
• ••• 11 ... 
....... " ...... .. 
..,. .... , ..... ,. 
....... , ....... . 
• •••••• 




., ... ,' 
• ...... II 
. ....... 





........... , ....... 
• •••••• /t .. 'III •• 
." •• -11, 
. ......... , ....... 
. ... ,", ... , ... 






















Sl-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT MAR 18. 1974 SLD' ~~;: .!LN' 77 MD' R+ 38 
•• 1 ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = ••••••• DEGC 
AVG. At1S1'tNT PRESSURE = ....... >HU t1HHG 
". MISSION ACTIVITIES 
, •• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
ft. SLEEP DATA 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
U8 ERG rWATT-HINS} ~ •••••• LB ERG rWATT-HINS) ••••••• 
EV:. Hh'E O<EAL/HR) 'II U" u EVA DURAT (HR5) ... ' ...... MK.I EX (HINS) ••••••• HK. 11 EX [HINS} ••••••• 
HK~ III EX CHINS) ••••••• TREADMILL tHINS) ••••••• OTHER EX CHINS) ••••••• 
HEIGHT cr 11 HUUI WEIGHT CKILOGRAhl 70~;:O 
.,. ANTHROPOHETRIC DATA 
HIP/HAIST (eM) , •••••• , ••••••• INS/EXP CHEST (eM) ••••••• , ••••••• NECK (eM) ••••••• 
Ri/LT ARM (eM) ........ U/.·HU •• 
aTILT ARM VOL (CC) ••••••• , ••••••• RTILT HAND CFT-Le) ........ , ••••••• 
eEN GRAY MEAS (eN) ••••••• 
--------~-~---
-
DEW POINT: •••• t.t DEGC 












........ , ...... . 
........ , ....... . 
••••••• 
·~<II····/I .•.... 
'Ill •••••• , ••••••• 
. ...... , ...... .. 
...... , 
RELATIVE HUMIOITY = ........ l' PART. PRES. C02 = ••••••• HHHG 
• ••• 0 •• 
1 ... "." .. 
• .... II t'"'' 
. ..... ~ . 
."111". 
• ••••• ! 
,,, •• '.1 
. .... t. 
• ...... 0 
•• 'lI.QI 
70.6D 
• ••••• .1/ ••• 1 ... . 
• ........ /e., .... ' 
... .......... .. 
..",.,/ ... "., 
• •••••• /4 •• ' .... 
.ii •••• t".4I ••• 




















SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL RepORT MAR 19. I97~ SLD' ~43 JLN' 78 MD' R+ 39 
~ •• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE: ••••••• OEGC AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = f,"." HHHG 
••• MISSION ACTiViTIES 
•• , •••• '1 ••••• 11. CDR a ••••• ,.. •• , •••• 
• ta ~DICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
••• MEOICATION AND DOSAGE 
'II", SlEEP DATA 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
UB ERG (WATT-HINSl ••• 11 •• LB ERG CHATT-HINS) ••••••• EVA H~E (KEAl/HR) ••••••• EVA DURAT [HRS) ••••••• HK.I EX ~HINS} .,t't., MK. I I EX {HINS) ·HfI ..... HK. III EX CHINS) ••••••• TREADMIll CHINS) ••••••• OTf£R EX CHINS) ....... .. I£IGHT cr J) 
...... .. HEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 70.0n 
•• , ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/WAIST (eM) ••••••• / ••••••• INS/EXP CHEST (eM) ••••••• / ••••••• NECK reM) ••••••• RTILT ARM (eM) ••••••• , ••••••• RTILT ARH VOL (ec) ••••••• , ••••••• RTILT HAND lFT-lS) ···.···I···~··· CEN GRAY HEAS (CM) ~I'~'.~ 
Q£U POINT = ••••••• DEGC PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ••••••• HHHG 
~ ...... . 
• I 11" •• 
. ...... .. 
• •••••• 
........ 





••• tII" • 
. ...... / ....... . 
. ....... , ...... . 
• •••••• 
••••••• '.,,~I ••• I 
. .... "./" ...... . 
••••••• /-1 •• " ... it 
.... ..... 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = ••••••• r PART. PRES. C02 = •••••• , MHHG 
............ ~ HOURS 
. ........ 
• .• 'fil.", 
. ....... 
. ........ 
• ••••• e 
••••••• 
'.11 .... " 
.. .... fI ... 
. .. , .... 
.. 01: ...... 
69.90 
......... / •• ~.f1l. 
. ..... ,/ ........ 
.'1 ...... 
"""I'/"'I~'" 
• •••• I .. '~ •••••• 
,I·· .. ···I···~··· 
















SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT MAR ?o. 1974. SlD~ ~~4 JLN' 79 MDt R+ 40 
ttt ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE ~ .tt •••• OEGC AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = tltt.t. t~G 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
••• MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
••• MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
" .. SLEEP DATA 
ttt EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG CHATT-HINSl ... i .... . La ERG {HATT-NINS) 'II ..... .. EVA HWE CKEAL/HRl _.t.t.t 
EVA DURA.:'" (HRS) H.U .... HK.l EX lHINS) ••••••• NK. It Ex (HINS) ••••••• 
HK. ttl EX (HiNS) •· .. iI.U. TREADHILL h'1INS) ...... UfI OTHER EX CHINS) •• 1., •• 
HEIGHT (f" Il .... Ut !-lEIGHT (KILOGRAM) S9.30 
If I ANTHROPOMETRIC OATA 
HIPIHAIST (CH) 
INS/EXP CHEST ICN) NECK (CH) 
RT/LT ARM (CN) 
RT/LT ARM VOL (CC) 
RT/LT HAND (FT-LS) CEN GRAV HEAS (CIIl 
• ,4"."".,.t,. 
.... f ••• ' ........ .. 
t ....... .. 
tt.tI •• _, •••••• t 
....... / ...... . 
• <II •••• ,/-<1 .. ". t .. .. 
........ 
DEW POiNT = tlt.I,. DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = It.I'" HHHG 
• •• t ~-lI • 
•••• tllII .. 
"1'111" <II <II. 
........ 
........... 
\I" .... fl. 
...... , 
" ••• 11 •• 
........ 
4 ...... t 
.fI ...... . 
........ "'fJ, ....... .. 
.......... ' ••••• 11 • 
. ..... ,,/ ....... . 
•••••• A/ ....... , • 
....... '.'f ..... . 
••••• t" 
RELATIVE HUMIDiTY ~ ••••••• r PART. PRES. C02 = ••••••• HHHG 
. ....... . 
.. ....... . 
. .. , , .. .. 
. ...... . 
. ...... . 
. ...... . 
" ....... . 
.. ,.~ .. , 
. ....... . 
........ 
••••••• 
.. 1I1 •••• 't ..... . 
..,; ...... ,., .... . 
..... ". 
• •••••• , •••• f::I. 
....... ~, ••• c ••• 









SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT MAR 21. 1974 SlOt ltLf5 JLN' 80 HD' R+ ttl 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = tttt.tt DEGC AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE = ttttttt HHHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
.t. MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/OTO 
tit ILlNESS/SYHPTOH/PROBLEH 
ttt MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
HI SlEEP DATA 
tl. EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (WATT-l'ItNS) tH ...... La ERG CHATT-HINS) UIU" EVA HWE CKEAL/HR) ••••••• EVA DURAl CHRS) '1"'" HK.l EX CHINS) "1"" HK. II EX CHINS) ttl' ...... HK. III EX CHINS) ••••••• TREADMILL CHINS) UH'iU OTHER EX CHINS) ••••••• HEIGHT cr Il tuu .. WEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 69.20 
, •• ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/HAIST (eM) 'it ••••• , ••••••• INS/EX? CHEST (eM) .f~ltt·I··tl ••• NECK (eM) 
......... RT/LT ARM (eM) ··.····/~·t ..•. RTllT ARM VOL ecc) •• , •••• , ••••••• RTILT HAND eFT-LB) ••• , ••• , ••••••• eEN GRAY MEAS (eM) ........... ~ 
OEW POINT " ...... ,. DEGe PART. PRES. OXYGEN = ......... MHHG 
.......... -0 ... HOURS 
fI .. ' ..... 
....... iI • 
" ••• il. 
•• ''I.iI • 
...... , 
........... 
.. ...... . 
.. 'I ••••• 
• ••• 'I'. 
. ....... . 
........ 
...... ····1·· .. ··· .. 
......... t/·· .. • .... • 
.......... 
tI .... tI .... I····· .... 
··•··· .. 1······· .. ...... ,,., ....... .
.,. ..... 4 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = 'I •••• '. % PART. PRES. C02 = •••• , •• HMHG 
it ... ,. •••• 
. .... , ... 
• •••••• 
it.,. .... 1I 
...... " .. 
. ....... . 
...... ....... . 




...'1 ..... "', ••• ,. .... • ......... ,.1j., .•• 
• •••••• 
...,. .... , ...... . 
.. ........ ,.fJ ••••• 
.. •••• 1.'''' ...... . 












SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
MAR 22. 1971f SlOt 41f6 JlI~' 81 MOil R+ Li2 
••• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = liI" •• 1 DEGe 
AVG. AMBIENT PRESSURE: l.iI •• ,. MHHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
1'1 MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
... ILLNE~S/SYMPTOH/PR08LEM 
... MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
t .... SLEEP DATA 
•••••• 1.1 .," HOURS 
,., EXERCISE DATA 
ua ERG (HATT-MINSl ............. 
La ERG (WATT-MINS) ••••••• 
EVA HWE CKEAL/HR) ••• t ••• 
EVA DURAT CHRS) u .... .... 
Hi'.l EX CHINS} .. 114 ..... . 
HK. II EX (HINS) ., ••••• 
HK. II! EX CHINS) ••• ~~ •• 
TREADMILL CHINS) •• ft •••• 
OTHER EX CHINS) .IG •• " 
HEIGHT (r 1) ......... u 
HEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 58.50 
••• ANTHROPOMETRIC OATA 
HIP/WAIST (CH) .t ••••• / ••••••• 
INS/EXP CHEST (CN) ••••••• /* •••••• 
NECK (eM) "'I'~' RTILT ARM (eM) •• ,,1"', •• ,.,. 
RTilT ARM VOL (ec) ....... U/ ••• U .. 
RTILT HAND eFT-LB) III •••• ' ••••••• 
eEN GRAY HEAS CCHl- •••• "., 
DEW POINT = , ••• , •• DEGC 




... , ... . 
. ...... .. 
..<II .... iI 
.. ••• '-{HI 




. .......... "~ ..... . 
.. ....... , ...... . 
........ 
..., .... , ...... . 
"'''''''' ....... -1 .. 
. ...... '.,'I •.. ij 
., .. , .. 
RELATIVE HUHIDITY = ., ••••• % 
PART. P~£S. C02 = ••••••• MHHG 
. ....... 
.,. ..... 




.. ,.,. .. 
., •••• .1 
.. , .... 
" •• ,,.a. 
70.~O 
....... , ........ 
"''' •• '''''.1\ •• 
"'tlf:' 
· "' ...... , ........ 
• ....... 1' •...••• 
...... ,." ...... 














SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT MAR 23. 1971t SLO" lilt7 .JLN' 82 HO' R+ lf3 
III ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEMPERATURE = 1 1 1'111 DEGC AVG~ AMBIENT PRESSURE = 11"1'1. HHHG 
III MISSION ACT1VITIES 
III MEDICAL EXPERIMENTS/DTO 
••• ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
I.t MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
HI SLEEP DATA 
.f. EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG r~ATT-MINS) III"" La tRG CHATT-MINSI III.", EVA NNE (KEAL/HR) '.111.1 EVA DURAT (HRS) ••••••• NK.I EX CHINS) 1.1.'" 
MK. II EX CHINS) I"'~'I HK. III EX (HINS) ••••••• TREADMILL CMINS) ••••••• OTHER EX CHINS} •••• , •• 
t£IGHT (r n ...... .,.. HEIGHT (KILOGRAM) 6B.50 
I" ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/HAIST (CMI ••••••• , •••• ". INS/EX? CHEST (CM) ••••••• , ••••••• 
NECK (CHI •• HI .. " RTILT ARM (CH) ••••••• , ••••••• RTILT ARM VOL eec) •• II.I./f ••• ~I. RTILT HAND eFT-LSI .11····/~···4 .• eEN GRAV MEAS (eM) ••••••• 









. ...... . 
••• .0 .. .. 
......... 
••• 11'11 •• ' ..... ,., 
........... , ........... . 
.......... 
............ ,.fJ •••••• 
........ , ...... . 
......... , .... ~q •• 
"' ..... ,. 




. ..... .. 
••••••• 
.. ..... . 
.. .. t" ••• 
. ... ~"' .. 
".; ... <1' 
..:1 ... '" 
70.30 
. ......... , ........ . 
.. ....... , ........ "4 
...... a ... 
"_-:'I" f. .... / ........ . 
. ........ , ...... . 
.. ..... _., .... ~ •• t 
























Sl-~ DAllY ClINICAl/ENVIRON~£NTAl REPORT 
MAR 2~. 1974 SLDt 44B JLN' 83 HO' R+ 44 
.t. ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG~ TEMPERATURE = ttltl" DEGC 
AVG. AMBIENT Pf~SSURE = I." ••• HMHG 
III MISSION ACTIVITIES 
••• MEDICAL EXPERlMENTS/DTO 
I.U ILLNESS/SYMPTOM/PROBLEM 
III MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
..... SLEEP DATA 
III ••••••••• HOURS 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
US ERG (WATT-KINS) """u 
LB ERG H.JATT-H1NSJ H"I" 
EVA HWE (~£AL/HR) I •••• ~~ 
EVA DURAT (HRS) "f.'" 
HK.l EX trllNS) ....... of 
HK. II EX CHINS) ~ •••••• 
HK. III EX CHINS) ••••••• 
TREADHILL CHINS] e •••••• 
OTHER EX [HINS) ••••••• 
f£lGHT Cr tl ....... "HI 
flElGHT (KILOGRAM) 69.50 
Ut, ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HI?"/WAIST (eM) .......... ' ... r'''CH. 
INS/EXP CHEST (eM) ••••••• , ••• , ••• 
NECK (eM) ••••••• 
RTILT ARM (eM) •••••• ,/ ••••••• 
RTILT ARH VOL (crt u ...... u, • ..-. .. u 
RTILT HAND CFT-lit) •• "UU/ilOI'I:_U. 
CEN GRAV MEAS (CHI ~ •••••• 
DE'-l POINT,;; .I •• IIU DEGC 
PART .. PRES. OXYGEN ., ill 'lot U I HtiHG 
•••• 1.11.,.'1. HOURS 
."'''11. C.I.':". 
., ...... 
•• ,1 •••• 
......... C 
.111 ..... 




...... " .. 
• •••••• ' ••••• 1111 
1I •••• C. .. /1I .. 1 ....... 
0 •• 1'11. 
.......... ' ..... 11 •• 
~.llI.lIl1/'1 •• ' ... 1 
........ , .... ' ..... . 
........ 
,. 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY = ....... $. % 
PART. PAES .. C02,;; .......... HHHG 
... -1 •••• 1 •••• HallAS 
.. .. ;a ...... 
.. I I ••• I 
.. ..... .. 
...... ,.,. 
.... IF'.(" 
• ••• I .. 1:1 
. ....... . 
• •• tl'lll 
• .. 0 •••• 
••• 11 ..... 
••••••• 
.. 111 ..... ' ....... 11 
~HllI •••• ' •• ,.I .... 1 
.~.I ... . 
.. ..... ClI/ ...... I • 
. .... "., ....... . 
• ..... 1 .. ' ...... .. 






5L-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT 
HAR 25. 19", SLD' ~~9 -ioN' 8~ HO' R. ~5 
•• i ENVIRONH£NTAL 
AVG. TCMPERATURE = ~ •••• ,~ O(GC 
AI/G. AHBIENT PRESSURE 1:1 II •••••• i'tHIiG 
••• HISSION ACTIVITIES 
••••••••••••••• COR ." ........... .. 
••• MEDICAL ExpeRIMENTS/DTO 
••• ILWESS/SYtIPTDt1/PROOLEH 
I" MEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
II. SLEEP DATA 
•••••••••••• troURS 
fl' EXERCISE DATA 
un ERG O .. lATT-MrNS) &IIC", 
lO ERG U..JATT-HtNSJ ••••••• 
(VA NI-lE O<.EAL/HRl .... II" 
EVA DlIRAT WRS) .,,"u 
HK.I EX tHINS) ••••••• 
HK. II EX fHINS) ..... .. 
HK. III EX (HINS) ,,"1,. 
TREADHILL CHINS) ••••••• 
OTtER EX HUNS) .. ". ... 
HE"IGHT (r n ."tUB 
J.(:IGIIT (KILOGRAHI 70.~O 
• ,. ANTHROPOMETRIC DATA 
HIP/~AIST (eM) ....... 01 /.<1..., .... 
INS/EXP CHEST (CH) ••••••• /, •••••• 
NECK (CHI •••• 0:1 ''II 
RTILT ARM reH) ""'~'I"""I 
RT/LT ARM VOL eec) •••••• ,/ ••••••• 
RTILT HAND IrT-LBI 41 ••• U4I/ ....... . 
CEN GRAV ttEAS (CHI 4111 ..... 
DE~ P01NT ; Ie •• , •• DEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN = .~ ••••• HHH3 
410 ••••• e.41 •••••• srT ••• , •••••••••• 
•••• l!' 41 
"1 •• 1, 
• ...... 41 .. 
• r ••••• 
• I ......... 
·Hlll." 
. ...... . 
.... 41 ... , .. 
• ••••• 41 
If ..... " I 
.... .. . . ..
.... , .. , .......... .. 
41' ...... ,." ..... . 
41 ........ 41 
41, •• ,1,,11"" .• 
•••• 1 .... ' ....... . 
........ ' .... 11.1 
• 1 .... I t 
--.;.,_ .... "-
RELATrVE JlU:110ITY ~ ....... l 
PART. PRES. C02 ~ ••••••• HHHG 
41 ••••• I 
II'f.G. 
· ...... . 
". I I ... I 
· ........ . 
.... I I' .. . 
, ....... .. 
.. ......... \I 
............. 
.".11' 
... , .... 
.. .... , •• ' •• 1'1 ••• 
• •••••• ' ••• 1 •• ' 
••••••• 
.. , .... ,.~ ...... 
41 •••••• , ••••••• 
.. ....... ' •• It ••• 







SL-~ DAILY CLINICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL ~PORT 
liAR 20, 197~ SLO' ~50 -'-N' 85 110' R< ~Ii 
~ •• ENVIRONMENTAL 
AVG. TEH..OZRATURE "'J ........... <C OCGC 
AVG. AHB1ENT PRESSURE t •• ~ •••• HHHG 
••• MISSION ACTIVITIES 
, •• HEDICAL EXPERIHENTSIDTO 
••• ILLNSSS/SYHPTOH/fROaLEH 
••• HEDICATION AND DOSAGE 
••• SlEEP OAT}' 
•• 1 •••••• 11. HOURS 
••• EXERCISE DATA 
U9 ERG (HATT-HINS) 
LS ERG (HHT-HINS! 
EVA H~ fKEAL/HR) 
EVA DURA T (fIRS) 
HK.I ex (HINS! 
HK. II EX nUNS! 
HK. III EX (HINS! 
TREADHILL (HINS) 
OTHER EX fH1NS! 
I£IGHT (f" II 
~IGHT (KILOGRAH! 
• t"" .. .. 
• e .... '. 
" .......... .. 
........ 
........ 
.... " .. 
.. .. .. III .. .. 
., .... . 
......... 
•• ''1'' •• 
69.20 
••• ANTHROPOHETRIC DATA 
HIPiUAIST (CHI 
INS/EXP CHEST ICH! 
~CK (CH! 
RT ILT ARH (CH! 
RT/LT ARH VOL (CC! 
RT/LT HAND (FT-LS! 
crN GRAV HEAS (CH! 
•••••• r/.' ••••• 
•••• 4 •• " •••••• 
••••••• 
•• e •••• ' •• c •••• 
••••••• / •••••• a 
.... cr···I··cc ••. 
.. • .. .. C:t .. 
DE~ POINt ~ ••••••• OEGC 
PART. PRES. OXYGEN •••••••• ~~G 
................ SPT ••••••••••••• , 
••••••••• a •• HOUFS 
...... " .. .. 
-...... . 
. ~ ........ . 
"" •• lilIl 
••••••• 
.. .... .. .. I .. 
.. .... .... .. . 




....... / ..... , . 
......... / ... G •••• 
... t 111.<1 t,,·, 
'4I ••• t'/""'" 
• e" ••• / •• "", 
....... / .... , .. 
'.t.t ... 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY ~ •• *~ ••• % 




." II ••• 
...... dl 
• •• ••• I 
Q • II" • <II • 
.... ,.<\1 • 
.. • I ..... d 
.......... 
..... 11 .. 
.e'II.11 
........ ' •••• tll 
•• t ••• ", ••••• ,,., 
B •••••• 
. .. " .. , ...... .. 
"""'I/.,.L ••• 





CAlEMl€R DAY mwrES JlX.IIW 
klV 21. 1972 -51£00. 32& klV n, 1972 -5&160. JZT klV 2J, 1972 -5q1Z0. 3ZS klV 2Q, 1912 -5J2S0. 329 klV 25, 197Z -5ISQO. JJO klV 26, 1972 -SOQOu. 3JI klV 21, 19TZ -QS9.0. 33Z klV 2B, 1912 -'11520. JJ3 klV 29, 191Z -'I~080. 3Jq klV 30, 191Z -~%~O. J35 IJ€C 1, 1972 -'13200. 33. 
a;:c 2, 1972 -'llT60. JJT 
tEC 3, 1912 -QOJ20. 3JB a;:c q, 1912 -38880. 339 a;:c 5, 19T2 -3TQQO. 3~0 a;:c 6, 1912 -J6000. 3ql 
a;:c T, 1972 -J~560. 31i~ DEC 8, 1912 -33120. 3Q3 
DEC 9, 1972 -31680. 3q~ DEC 10, 191Z -30ZqO. J~, 
DEC lIt 1912 -28800. 346 DEC 12, 1972 -21360. 3qT 
IJ€C 13, 1972 -2~no. 3q8 
IlfC Iq, 19T2 -2~q80. 3q9 
DEC IS, 1912 -2JOQO. 350 DEC 16, 1912 -21600. 3!n IJ€C IT, 19T2 -20160. 352 DEC 18, 1972 -18120. 3~3 IJ€C 19, 1912 -U260. 3~q 
IlfC 20, 1912 -1~8qO. 3~, IJ€C 21, 1912 -lqQOO. 356 DEC 22, 191Z -12960. 351 DEC 23, 1912 -11,20. 358 DEI: 2q, 1912 -10080. 3~9 IJ€C 2" 1912 -86qO. 360 DEC 26, 1972 -1200. 361 DEC: 21, 1912 -5160. 362 
a;:c 28, 1912 -4320. 363 IJ€C 29, 1912 -lBBO. 364 DEC 3D, 1972 -14".U. 36~ DEC 31, 1912 O. 366 JIW I, 1913 Iqqo. I JIW 2, 1913 2880. 2 JIW 3, 1973 Q320. 3 JIW 4, 1913 5160. q JIW 5, 1913 1200. ; JIW 6, 1913 86'10. 6 JIW T, 1913 10080. T JIW B, 1913 11520. B JAN 9, 1973 12960. 9 J(~'1J. 10, 1913 14qOO. 10 JIW II, 1913 15840. II JIW Il, 1913 17260. 12 
, 
SLDAY 5LZ SLJ 
-~O F-1S~ F-2q~ 
-39 F-lSQ F-2qS 
-38 F-ISJ F-2ql 
-3T 1'-182 1"-2% 
-3. F-ISI F-2q5 
-3~ I"-IBO F-2~~ 
-3~ F-lT9 F-2~3 
-33 F-17B F-2qZ 
-J< F-lTT F-2~1 
-31 F-lT6 F-ZQO 
-30 I"-lT~ 1'-239 
-29 F-Irq r-238 
-28 F-lT3 F-23T 
-2T F-lT2 1'-236 
-26 F-171 1='-235 
-25 1'-110 F-23q 
-2.q 1'-169 1'-233 
-23 1'-168 "'232 
-22 1'-161 F-2J[ 
-21 1'-166 1'-230 
-20 !'-16, 1'-229 
-19 F-16q 1'-228 
-18 1'-163 F-22T 
-IT 1'-162 1"-226 
-16 1'-161 F-22~ 
-I, 1'-160 F-22q 
-Iq 1'-1,9 F-2ZJ 
-IJ 1'-1,8 F-U2 
-12 F-lrr 1'-221 
-II 1'-156 1'-220 
-10 1'-155 1'-219 
-9 F-15q F-21S 
-S F-153 1'-211 
-T F-152 F-l16 
-6 F-151 1"-215 
-5 F-150 F-2H 
-Q F-lq9 F-213 
-3 F-IQS 1'-212 
-l F-141 F-21! 
-I F-I% F-210 
0 I"-IQ5 1'-209 
I F-Iqq 1"-208 
2 1'-143 1'-207 
3 1'-142 F-2Q6 q F-141 F-lO~ 
5 F-lqO 1'-204 
6 F-139 1'-203 
1 F-I3B F-202 
8 F-131 1'-201 
9 1"-136 1'-200 
10 1'-135 1'-199 
11 F-13q f-19B 









































































taUMJeR ~v IIINlTES ,jlJLIIIH 
J~ 13, 191J 18120. 13 J~ !~, ,ojTJ 20160. I~ JAN I~, In3 21600. 15 JIW 16, 1913 230'10. I~ JIW 17, 191J 2~80. IT JIW 18, 1973 2592G. 18 JIW 19, 1973 27360. 19 JIW 20, 1913 lB800. 20 JAN 21, 1973 302~0. 21 JIi-J .22, 1973 31680. zz JIW 23, 1973 33110. 23 JIW 2~, 1973 3~560. 2~ JIW 25, 1973 36000. 25 j~ 26, 1973 3H~. 26 JIW 2T, 1973 38B80. 2T JAI'I 2B, 1973 ~0320. lB JAN 29, 1913 ~1760. 29 JIW 3D, 1973 ~3200. 30 JIW 31, 1973 ~q6~0. 31 FEB 1, 1973 ~60BO. 32 FEB 2, 1973 ~7510. 33 FEB 3, 1973 ~a960. 3~ 
FEB ~, 1973 50QOO. 35 
FEB 5, 1973 516~0. 36 FEB 6, 1973 532BO. 37 
FEB T, 1973 5~7Z0. 3B FEB B, 1973 56160. 39 
FEB 9, 1973 57600. ~O 
FF.B 10, 1973 5·70~0. ~I 
FEB II, 1973 60~BO. ~2 FEB 12, 1973 61920. "3 FEB 13, 1973 63360. 't'I FEB H, 1973 6~800. ~5 FEB 15, 1973 662qo. q6 
FEB 16, 1973 676Bo. ~T FEB IT, 1973 69120. qB 
FEB IB, 1973 70560. q9 
FEB 19, 1973 7Z0oo. 50 
FEB 20, 1973 73~0. 51 FEB 21, 1973 74BBo. 52 FEB ;12, 1973 76320. 53 
FEB 23, 1973 TTT6o. 5~ 
FEB Zq, 1?73 79200. 55 FEB 25, 1971 Bo.qO. 56 
FEB 26, 1973 82oBO. 57 
FEB 27, 1973 B352o. ;8 
FEB 2B, 1973 BQ96o. 59 
MAR I, 1973 B6~oO. 60 
MAR 2, 1973 B78~0. 61 
MAR 3, 19J3 B9280. 62 
MAR ~, 1973 90720. b3 MAR 5, 1973 92160. M 


































% 1'- 99 
~T 1'- 9B 
~B F- 9T 
q9 1'- 96 
50 1'- 9, 
51 1'- 9q 
52 1'- 93 
53 1'- 9Z 
5q 1'- 91 
55 1'- 90 
56 1'- B9 
57 1'- 88 
58 1'- B7 
59 1'- 06 
60 1'- 85 
61 1'- Bq 
62 1'- 63 
63 1'- B2 
6~ 1'- BI 

















































































































CAlElllel DAY I'mlITES JUlIA~ 
-
1, 1973 95D~O. 66 
-
8, 1973 96~80. 61 
9, 1913 97920. 68 
-
10, 1973 99360. 69 
I'W\ II, 1973 100BOO. 10 
/'WI 12, 1973 1022~0. 11 /'WI 13, 1973 103680. 7Z 
-
I~, 1973 105120. 73 /'WI 15, 1973 106560. 1~ 
/'WI 16, 1973 10BOOO. 15 /'Wl IT, 1973 109~~0. 76 /'WI 18, 1973 110B80. 17 
-
19, 1973 112320. 78 
-
ZO, 1973 113760. 19 
-
ZI, 1973 115Z00. 80 
!'WI Z2, 1973 1166qO. 81 /'WI 23, 1973 118080. 82 /'Wl Zq, 1973 1195Z0. 83 
I'IAIl 25, 1973 120960. 8q 
-
Z6, 1973 IZ,2QOO. 85 I'Wt 27, 1973 123SQO. 86 
I'Wt 25, 1973 125280. B7 
-
29, 1973 126TZO. 88 i'1AR 30, 1973 12B160. 89 
I'Wt 31, 1973 IZ9600. 90 APR I, 1973 1310qO. 91 APR 2, 1973 IlZQ80. 92 APR 3, 1973 133920. 93 !!PR q, 1973 135360. 9Q APR ~, 1973 136BOO. 95 APR 6, 1973 1382'10. 96 APR 7, IY73 139680. 97 APR 8, 1973 IqIlZO. 9B APR 9, J973 IqZS60. 99 APR 10, 1973 H~OOO. 100 APR 11, 1973 lli!i'ffW. 101 APR 12, 1973 IQ6880. 102 APR 13, 1973 1~0320. 103 APR IQ, 1973 1~9760. 10~ APR 15, 1973 1,1200. 10, APR )6, 1973 1'2G~0. 106 APR 17, 1973 I,QOBO. lOT N'R 18, 1913 155,20. lOB APR 19, 1913 1,6960. 109 APR 20, 19T3 158~00. 110 APR ZI, 1973 1598~0. III APR 22, 1973 161280. 112 APR 23, 1973 162720. 113 APR 2Q, 1973 16q160. IIq III'R 25, 1973 165600. 11, N'R 26, 1973 1670QO. 116 APR 27, 1973 16SQSO. 111 APR 26, 1973 169920. 118 
SLDAY SLZ SL3 
6. F-H F-I~3 
61 1'- 1ff F-I~2 
68 1'- 17 F-I~I 
69 1'- 76 F-I~O 
70 1'- 15 1'-139 
71 F-H 1'-138 
12 F-13 1'-137 
13 1'- 12 F-136 
1~ F- 11 1"-135 
15 I"- 10 F-13q 
16 1'- 69 1'-133 
7T F- 68 1'-132 
78 F- 61 F-131 
79 1'- 66 F~130 
80 F- 65 1'-129 
81 F- 6'1 F-128 
82 F- 63 F-IZ7 
83 F- 62 1'-126 
8q 1'- 61 F-125 
85 F- 60 F-12~ 
86 1'- 59 F-123 
8T I"- 58 F-122 
88 F- 51 F-121 
89 1'- 56 1'-120 
90 F- 55 1'-119 
91 1'- 5~ 1'-118 
92 1'- 53 F-1I7 
93 F- 5Z 1'-116 
9Q r- 51 F-lI5 
95 1'- 50 F-lIq 
96 1'- ~9 F-l13 
91 F- qB F-IIZ 
98 F- q7 1'-111 
99 1'- ~6 '-lIO 
JOO 1'- ~, I"-J09 
101 F- q~ 1"-108 
10Z F- q3 1"-107 
103 1'- QZ 1'-106 
10q F- ~I F-IO, 
105" F- ~O F-I~ 
106 F- 39 F-103 
107 F- 3B 1'-102 
108 1'- 31 1'-101 
109 F· 36 1'-100 
110 F- 35 F- 99 
III F- 3q F- 98 
112 F- 33 1'- 97 
113 1'- 32 F- 96 
lIq 1'- 31 1'- 9, 
115 F- 30 1'- 9q 
116 - F'- 29 1'- 93 
liT 1'-.28 1'- n 
































































CAlEhllEIl DAY "IMJTES Jll.IA'I SlDAY Sl2 SI.3 SL~ 
-
2', l~n 171360. II~ 119 F- 26 F- 90 1'-201 
-
30, 1973 172800. 120 120 F- 2~ F- 89 1'-200 MY I, 1973 IT~2~0. 121 121 F- Z~ 1'- 88 1'-199 MV 2, 1973 175680. 122 IZZ 1'- 23 F- 87 1'-198 MY 3, 1973 ITTl20. 123 123 F-ZZ 1'- 56 F-19T /'lAy ~, 1973 IT8S60. 12~ 12~ F- 21 F- as: F-! 96 MV 5, 1973 180000. !2~ 125 1'- 20 F- 8~ F-I~S MY 6, 1973 181~qO. 126 126 F- 19 F- 83 F-I~~ MY 7, 1973 182880. 127 127 F- 18 F- 82 F-193 MY 8, 1973 18~320. 1~8 128 F- 17 F- 81 1'-192 MY 9, 1973 18~760. 129 129 1'- 16 F 80 F-191 MV 10, 1973 187200. 130 130 F- I~ F-79 1'-190 MY 11, 1973 1886~0. 131 131 1'- H F- 78 F-189 MY 12, 1973 190080. 132 132 1'- 13 1'- TT F-188 MY 13, !973 191520. 133 133 F- ]2 F-76 1'-187 MV lQ, ]973 192960. 13~ 13~ 1'- 11 r-75 1'-186 /MY 15, 1973 19~OO. 13~ IJS 1'- 10 1'- 7~ F-18S MY 16, 1973 1958~O. 136 136 f- 9 F- 73 F-18~ MY 17, 1973 197280. 137 137 1'- 8 1'- 72 1'-183 MV 18, 1973 198720. 138 138 F- 7 1'- 71 F-ISZ MV 19, 1973 200160. 139 139 1'- 6 1'-70 1'-181 MV 20, 1973 201600. I~O IqO 1'- 5 r- 69 1'-180 /'lAy 21, 1973 2030QO. Iql I~I 1'- ~ 1'- 68 1'-179 MAY 22, 1973 20QQ80. lq2 Iq2 F- 3 F- 6T 1'-178 MV 23, 1973 205920. 1~3 !'!3 F- 2 F- 66 1'-177 MAY 2'r, 1973 207360. l'f" I~Q 1'- I 1'- 6, 1'-176 MY 2~, 1973 208800. HS IQS /'1l 1 1'- 6~ F-I7S MV 26, 1973 2102'fO. Iq6 IQ6 /'1l 2 1'- 63 F-17~ MY 27, 1973 211.80. Iq7 Iq7 /'1l 3 1'- 62 1'-173 /'lAy 28, 1973 213120. 1~8 1~8 /'1l q r- 61 1'-112 MAY 29, 1973 2IqS60. Iq9 Iq9 I'tl 5 1'- 60 f-J7J MAY 30, 1973 216000. 150 ISO I'tl 6 F- 59 1'-170 /'lAy 31, 1973 2IHQO. lSI lSI /'IJ 7 1'- 58 1'-169 JU'£ I, 1973 218880. 152 152 /'1l 8 1'- 57 1'-168 JU'£ 2, 1973 220320. 153 153 I'tl 9 1'- 56 F-IOT JU'£ 3, 1973 221760. 15Q 15~ f() 10 1'- 55 1'-166 JIJI'£ q, 1973 223200. 155 155 /'1l II 1'- 5~ F-165 JU'£ 5, 1973 ZZ%~O. 156 156 /'IJJ2 1'- 53 F-16q JUNE 6, 1973 226080. 157 157 I'll 13 f- 52 1'-163 JI.riE 7, 1973 227520. Hi8 158 I'tlJq r- 51 1'-162 JUNE 8, 1973 228960. 159 159 I'll I~ 1'- 50 1'-161 JUNE 9, 1913 23QqOO. 160 160 I'tl 16 1'- q9 1'-160 JUNE 10, 1973 23IB~0. 161 161 I'll IT 1'- q8 F-159 Jl!'£ 11, 1973 233280. 162 162 I'll 18 1'- q7 1'-1,8 JUNE 12, 1973 23~720. 163 163 I'll 19 1'-% F-15T JUNE 13, 1973 236160. 16q 16~ /'1l 20 r- q, 1'-],. JUMO Iq, 1973 237600. 165 165 ro ZI 1'- q~ 1'-155 JUNE 15, 1973 2390qO. 166 166 1'll2Z 1'- q3 F-],Q JUNE 16, 1913 ZQOQ80. 167 16T I'll 23 1'- QZ F-153 
1 Jl!'£ 11, 1973 2~1920. 168 - 166 I'tl 2~ 1'- ql 1'-1,2 JL>'£ 18, 1973 2~3360. 169- 169 I'll 2, 1'- QO- F-J.Si 
1 













I:ALEMJEIl DAY IIIWlES JULIAN SLDAY SLZ 51.3 SL~ \ Jlt£ 21, 1913 Z~T6BO. In 172 /'ll ze F"- 31 F-I~B I JU'£ 22, 1913 2~9120. 173 1T3 
'* 
0 1'- 3~ F-I~l 
\ 
JU'£ 23, 1913 Z50560. IH IH R .. 1 F- 35 F-I~5 
\ 
Jtt.£ Z~, 1913 Z52000. 115 115 R" Z 1'- 3~ 1'-1~5 JU\E ZS, 1913 Z53~~0. 1T6 116 R" 3 F"- 33 I'-I~~ JU'£ 26, 1913 ZSQS80. 111 177 R .. ~ F"- 32 F"-1~3 
\ 
Jtt.£ 21, 1913 ZS6320. 178 1T8 R~ 5 1'- 31 1'-1~2 JU'£ 28, 1913 Z511OD. 119 179 R .. 6 1'- 30 I'-I~I 
I 
JU'£ Z9, 1913 Z59200. IBO IBO R .. 7 1'- 29 F-I~O JU\E 30, 1973 Z606~0. 181 lSI R" 8 1'- 28 1'-139 I 
JULY 1, 1913 262080. 182 182 R .. 9 1'- 27 1'-138 JULY Z, 1913 263520. 183 183 R .. 10 F- 26 1'-131 
\ 
JULY 3, 1913 26~960. 18~ 18~ R .. 11 1'- 25 1'-136 JULY ~, 1913 266~00. 185 185 R+ 12 1'- 2~ 1'-135 JULY 5, 1913 2618~0. 186 IB6 R+ 13 1'- 23 F-13~ JULY 6, 1913 269280. 181 187 R .. 1~ 1'- 22 1'-133 
\ 
JULY 7, 1913 Z70120. 188 188 R.. 15 1'- 21 1'-132 JULY 8, 1973 ZT2160. 189 189 R+ 16 1'- 20 1'-131 
\ 
JULY 9, 1973 273600. 190 190 R" 11 1'- 19 1'-13Q JULY 10, 1913 215~0. 191 191 R .. 18 1'- IS 1'-129 JULY 11, 1973 Z76~80. 192 192 R~ 19 1'- 11 1'-128 JULY 12, 1973 211920. 193 193 R" 20 1'- 16 1'-121 JUL\' 13, 1973 219360. 19~ 19q R .. 21 1'- IS 1'-126 JULY l'h 1973 280800. 19S 19S R+ 22 1'- I~ 1'-125 JULY 15, 1913 2822QO. 196 196 fl. 23 1'- 13 F-12Q JULY 16, 1913 283680. 191 197 R+ 2~ 1'- 12 1'-123 JULY 17. 1913 285120. 198 198 R" 25 r._ !l 1'-122 JULY 18, 1913 286560. 199 199 R+ 26 1'- 10 1'-121 JULY 19, 1913 2a8000. 200 200 fl+ 2T 1'- 9 1'-120 JULY 20, 1973 289~0. 201 201 R+ 28 F"- e 1'-119 JULY 21, 1973 290880. 202 202 R+ 29 1'- T 1'-118 JULY 22, 1913 292320. 203 203 R .. 30 1'- 6 1'-117 .lUI.Y 23, 1973 293760. 20~ 2~ R" 31 1'- 5 1'-116 JULY 2Q, 1913 295200. 205 205 R .. 32 1'- ~ 1'-115 JULY 25, 1913 2966~0. 206 206 R+ 33 1'- 3 F-II~ JULY 26, 1913 298080. 20T 20T R+ 3~ 1'- 2 1'-113 JULY 21., 1913 299520. 208 20B R+ 3S 1'- 1 1'-112 JULY 28, 1913 300960. 209 209 R+ 36 I'll I 1'-111 JULY 29, 1913 302~00. 210 210 fI+ 37 I'll 2 1'-110 JULY 30, 1913 303B~0. 211 211 R" 38 I'll 3 F-I09 JULY 31, 1913 305280. 212 212 R+ 39 I'll ~ F-108 ~G I, 1913 306120. 213 213 R+ ~O I'll 5" 1'-101 ~G 2, 1913 308160. 21~ 2H R+ ~I I'll 6 1'-106 lUG 3. 1913 309600. 215 215 R+ ~2 I'tJ 7 1'-105 ~G ~, 1913 3110~0. 216 216 R+ ~3 I'tJ 8 F-l~ ~G !i, 1913 312QSO. 21T 21T R+ ~Q I'tJ 9 1'-103 ~G 6, 1913 313920. 218 218 R+ ~5 I'tJ 10 1'-102 
1 
~G 7. 1913 315360. 219 219 Ri- "IE, MOl! 1'-101 
i 
~G 8, 1913 316800. 220 220 R+ ~T I'tJ 12 1'-100 
, 
~G 9, 1913 3182~0. 221 221 R+ ~8 I'tJ 13 1'- 99 
, 













CJIlEMIER DAV IIIM.lTES JULIAN SlDAV 512 513 SL~ 
IIUG 13. 1973 32~000, 225 225 R+ 52 1'0 IT F-~ 
IlUG 1~. 1973 325~. 226 226 R+ 53 1'0 18 F- 9~ 
IIUG 15. 1913 326880. 221 221 R+ 5~ 1'0 19 F- 93 
IlUG 16. 1973 328320. 229 228 R+ 55 1'020 F- 92 
IIUG IT. 1973 329760. 229 229 R+ 56 1'0 21 F- 91 
IIUG 18. 1973 331200. 230 230 R+ 51 1'0 22. f- 90 
!lUG 19. 1973 3326~0. 231 231 R+ 58 1'0 23 F- 89 
!lUG 20. 1973 33~80. 232 232 a+ 59 1'0 2~ F- 88 
!lUG 21. 1913 335520. 233 233 a+ 60 I'IJ 25 F- 81 
!lUG 22. 1913 336960. 23~ 23q a+ 61 I'IJ 26 F- 86 
!lUG 23. 1973 338~00. 235 235 a+ 62 I'IJ 27 F- 85 
IlUG 2~, 1973 3398qO. 236 236 R+ 63 rYJ 28 F- 8q 
IIUG 25. 1913 3Q1280. 237 237 a+ 6~ i'Il 29 F- 83 
IlUG 26. 1973 3Q2120. 238 238 R+ 65 I'IJ 30 F- 82 
AUG 27, 1973 3QQ160. 239 239 a+ 66 i'Il 31 f- 81 
IlUG 28, 1973 3Q5600. 2~0 2QO R+6T i'Iln f- BO 
!lUG 29, 1913 3~10'10. 2"1 2q1 R+ 68 1'033 f- N 
AUG 3D, 1973 3Q8QSO. 2qZ 2q2 R+ 69 i'Il 3q F- 18 
AUG 31. 1973 3Q9920. 2,3 2q3 a+ 10 I'IJ 35 f- 17 
SEPT 1, 1973 3513&0. Zqq 2"" a~ 11 i'Il 36 f- 76 
SEPT 2, 1973 352800. 2Q5 2qs R+ 7Z 1'0 37 F- 75 
SEPT 3. 1973 35q2~O. 2% 2% R+ 73 1'038 f- I, 
SEPT q. 1973 355680. 2,7 2"1 R+ rq I'IJ 39 F- 73 
SEPT 5. 1973 357120. 2q8 2q8 a.75 i'Il qO F- 12 
SEPT 6. 1913 358560. 2,9 2q9 a+ 76 I'IJ ~ 1 f- 71 
SEPT 1. 1913 360000. 250 250 R+11 rYJ q2 F-10 
SEPT 8, 1973 361q~0. 251 251 R+ 18 I'tH3 F- 69 
SEPT 9, 1913 362880. 252 252 R+ 79 rYJ " F- 68 
SEPT 10, 1973 36'i320. 253 253 a+ 80 
I'IJ ,; f- 61 
SEPT 11, 1913 365760. 25~ 25q R+ 81 rYJ% F- 66 
SEPT 12, 1973 361200. 255 255 R+ B2 rYJ 'iT F- 65 
SEPT 13, IH3 3686qO. 256 256 R+ 83 rYJ q8 F- 6" 
SEPT H. IH3 310080. 257 257 R+ 8, i'Il ,9 f- 63 
SEPT 15, 1973 371520. 258 258 a+ B5 i'Il 50 f- 62 
SEPT 16, 1913 312960. 259 259 R.86 rYJ 51 F- 61 
SEPT 17, 1913 37""00. 260 260 R' 8T 1'052 F- 60 
SEPT 18, 1973 3758"0. 261 261 R+ 88 i'Il 53 f- 59 
SEPT 19, 1973 317280. 262 262 R+ 89 rYJ 5" F- 58 
SEPT 20. 1913 378120. 263 263 R+ '90 I'IJ 55 F- 51 
SEPT 21, 1913 380160. 26" 2M R' 91 I'IJ 56 f- 56 
SEPT 22. 1973 381.00. 265 265 R. 9':: i'Il 51 f- 55 
SEPT 23. 1973 3830"0. 266 266 a.93 III 58 f- 5" 
SEPT 2" 1913 38QQ80. 267 261 R+ 9'. 1'059 f- 53 
SEPT 25, 1913 385920. 268 268 R~ 'is R+ 0 F- 52 
SEPT 26, 1973 387360. 269 269 R.96 R+ 1 F- 51 
SEPT 27, 1913 368800. Z10 210 R+ 97 R+ 2 F- 50 
SEPT 28, 1913 3902,0. 271 271 R+ 98 R+ 3 F- ~9 
SEPT 29, 1913 391680. 272 212 R+ 99 R~ " f- ,B 
SEPT 30. 1973 393120. 213 213 R+100 R+ 5 f-
~1 
OCT 1, \913 39"560. 21, 2H RHOI R. 6 F- % 
OCT 2. 1913 396000. 215 215 R+10Z R+ 7 F- ~5 1 OCT 3. 1973 391,,0. 216 216 R+103 R+ 8 F- ~, 








CAlEMl£R OAV ~ltmES JULIIW SLDAV S12 S13 SL~ 
ocr S", 1973 '100320, 278 278 R+\DS" R+ 10 F- ~2 ocr 6, 19T3 ~1760. 279 219 R+106 R+ II F- ~I ocr 7, 1973 ~3200. 280 280 R.IOT R+ 12 F- ~o ocr 8, 1973 ~O%qO. 281 281 R+I06 R+ 13 F- 39 ocr 9, 1973 Q06080. 282 282 R+109 R+ I~' F- ~~ ocr 10, 1973 ~7520. 283 283 R+IIO R+ I!) F- 37 ocr ll, 1973 ~OB960. 28~ 28q R+IIl R+ 16 F- 36 ocr 12, 1973 qIOqOO. 285 285 R'1I2 ft. 17 F- 35 ocr 13, 1913 ~1I8qO. 286 286 R'1I3 R+ 18 F- 3q ocr I~, 1973 ~13280. 287 287 R+l1q R+ 19 F- 33 ocr 15, 1973 Qlq720. 288 288 R+1I5 R. 20 r- 32 ocr 16, 1973 Q16160. 289 289 R+1I6 R. 21 F- 31 ocr IT, :973 Q17600. 290 290 R'111 R+ 22 F- 30· ocr 18, 1973 q190QO. 291 291 R+118 R+ 23 F- 29 ocr 19, 1973 Q20q80. 292 292 R+119 R+ 2q F- 28 ocr 20, 1973 Q21920. 293 293 R+120 R+ 25 F- 27 ocr 21, 1973 Q23360. 29q 2.9Q R+121 R+ 26 F- 26 ocr 22, 1913 Q2Q800. 295 2t:5 R+122 R+ 27 F- 25 ocr 23, 1913 Q262QO. 296 296 R+123 R+ 28 F- 2Q ocr 2"1, J973 ~21680. 297 291 R+l2Q R+ 29 F- 23 ocr 25, 1913 ~29120. 298 298 R+I25 R+ 30 F- 22 
\ 
ocr 26, 1973 ~30560, 299 299 R+126 R+ 31 F- 21 ocr 21, 1913 ~32000. 300 300 R'127 R+ 32 F- 20 ocr 28, 1913 ~33qQO. 301 301 R+128 R. 33 F- 19 ocr 29, 1973 Q3Q880. 302 302 R+129 R+ lQ F- IS ocr 30, 1973 ~36320. 303 3D?: R.130 R+ 3!) F- IT ocr 31, 1973 Q37760. 3~ 3~ R+lll Ri- 36 F- 16 MlV I, 1973 ~39200. 305 30S" R+I32 R. 37 F- 15 MlV 2, 1973 qq06QO. 306 306 R.133 R. 3a F- Jq MlV 3, 1973 QQ2080. 307 307 R'13~ R. 39 F- 13 MlV q, 1973 QQ3520. 308 308 R+135 R+ QO F- 12 MlV S", IH3 QQq960. 309 309 R+136 R> ql F- 11 MlV 6, 1973 QQ6QOO. 310 310 "TI3T R. Q2 F- 10 MlV ], 1973 Qq78QO. 311 311 R+138 R+ lf~ f- 9 
! 
MlV 8, 1973 QQ9280. 312 312 R+139 R+ 1::':' F- ~} MlV 9, 1973 ~s"0720. 313 313 RT!~O ~+ 'is F- ¥ MlV 10, 1973 Q52160. 31q 31Q R+IQI R" -\6 F- G 
1 
MlV 11, 1973 Q53600. 31S" 315 R+IQ2 R+ 'H' '1'- e> MlV 12, 1973 Q550QO. 316 316 R+!q) Ii. q. f" q 
\ 
MlV 13, 1973 q!)6QSO. 317 317 R.IQQ Ri- Q\' !'- 3 MlV IQ, 1973 Q57920. 318 318 R+IQ5 R+ !)O F- 2 MlV 15, 1973 Q59360. 319 319 R+I~6 R+ !)I F- I 
1 
MlV 16, 1913 ~60800. 320 320 R+l~1 R.52 ro I MlV iT, 1913 Q622'1O. 321 321 R+H8 R+ !)3 I'll 2 
I 
MlV 18, 1973 ~63680. 322 322 R+I~9 R+ !)Q I'll 3 
I 
MlV 19, 1973 %5120. 323 323 R+150 R+ 55 ro Q MlV 20, 1973 %6560. 32~ 32~ R+151 R+ !)6 MO !) 
i 
MlV 21, 1973 %8000. 325 32!) R+l52 R+ 57 I"il 6 MlV 22, 1913 ~69~~0. 326 326 R+153 R.,. 58 ro 7 
\ 
MlV 23, 1973 ~70880. 327 321 R+15Q R+ 59 ro 8 MlV 2~, 1973 ~72320. 328 328 R+155 R+ 60 I'll 9 MlV 25, 1973 ~13760. 329- 329 R+I56 R+ 61 I'll 10 MlV 26, 1973 ~75200. 3,30 330 R+157 R+ 62 roll 
1 
CALEMlER DAY I!lflJTES JUlIAN 5LDAY 5LZ 5L3 5L~ 
r.oV 21. 1973 ~166~O. 331 331 ~>158 R+ 63 /'ll 12 
r.oV 28, 1973 ~7B080. 332 33Z R>159 R> 6~ /'ll 13 
r.oV 29. 1973 ~79520. 333 333 R+l60 R> 65 /'llH 
r.oV 30. 1973 ~a096~. 33~ 33~ R+l61 R> 66 /'ll 15 
DEC I. 1973 ~82~OO. 335 335 R+(62 R> 61 /'ll 16 
DEC 2. 1973 ~838qO. 336 336 R+163 R> 68 /'ll 17 
DEC 3. 1973 ~85280. 337 331 R>16~ R~ 69 I'1l 18 
DEC q. 1973 qB6720. 338 338 R+165 R. 70 I'1l 19 
DEC 5. 1973 Q8B160. 339 339 R+1&6 R.71 I'1l 20 
DEC 6. 1973 ~89600. 3~~ 3~0 R>167 R.72 I'1l 21 
DEC 7. 1973 ~910~0. 3~1 3~1 R>lil8 R' 73 /'ll 22 
DEC 8. ~,?73 ~92~80. 3~2 3~2 R+169 R~ Iii I'1l 23 
DEC 9. Ill73 ~93920. 3~3 3~3 R>ITO R.75 /'IJ 2~ 
DEC 10. 1'173 Q95360. 3~ 3~~ A>I71 A' 76 1'1l25 
DEC II. 19T3 ~96800. 3~ 3~5 R>IT2 R.7T /'IJ 26 
DEC 12. 1973 ~982~0. 3~6 3% R.IT3 R. 78 /'IJ 21 
DEC 13. 1973 ~99680. 3~1 3~7 R'17~ R~ 79 I'1l 28 
DEC I~. 1973 501120. 3~8 3~8 R+175 R+ 80 I'1l 29 
DEC 15. 1913 502560. 3q9 3~9 R+IT6 R+ 81 I'1l 30 
DEC 16. 1973 50~000. 350 350 R+177 R. 82 I'/) 31 
1 DEC 17. 1973 505~~0. 351 351 R+178 R+ 83 I'D 32 DEC IB, 1913 506880. 35l 352 R+179 R+ 8~ I'D 33 , 
DEC 19. 1973 50B320. 353 353 R'180 R+ B5 I'D 3~ 
DEC 20, 1913 509760. 35~ 35~ R+181 R. B6 I'D 35 
DEC 21, 1973 511200. 355 355 R+182 R+ 81 I'/) 36 J 
DEC 22, 1973 5126~0. 3% 356 R+18? R. BB /'IJ 31 i DEC 23, 1973 5IqOBO. 357 357 R+18~ R. B9 I'D 3B DEC 2~, 1973 515520. 35B 358 R+l85 R.90 I'D 39 DEC 25, 1973 516960. 359 359 R+186 R+ 91 /'IJ ~O DEC 26, 1973 518~00. 360 360 R>187 R.92 /'IJ ~ l • 
DEC 27, 1973 5198qO. 361 361 R+l8B R+ 93 I'll ~2 ~ DEC 2B, 1973 521280. 362 362 R+lB9 R+ 9~ I'll ~3 
DEC 29, 1973 522720. 363 363 R+190 R.95 /'IJ ~q I 
DEC 30. 1973 52q160. 36~ 36~ R+191 R. 96 I'll q, J 
DEC 31. 1973 525600. 365 365 R+I92 R+ "T 1'1l% , 
JAN I, 197~ 5270~0. I 366 R+193 R. 98 I'll ~T 1 
JAN 2, 197q 52B~BO. 2 361 R+19~ R' 99 /'IJ ~B 
JAN 3, 19H 529920. 3 368 R+195 R'IOO I'1l ~9 
JAN ~, 19H 531360. ~ 369 R+196 R+101 IV 50 
JAN 5. 19H 532BOO. 5 310 R+191 R+102 I'1l 51 , 
JIW 6, 197q 53~2QO. 6 371 R+l98 R+103 I'll 52 l JIW 7, 197~ 53%eO. 7 372 R+199 R+lijq I'll 53 
JIW a, 19H 537120. 8 373 R+200 R+lO, I'll 5~ ~ JIW 9. 19H 538560. 9 3H R+201 R+I06 I'll 55 JIW 10, 197~ 5~0000. 10 375 R+202 R+l07 1'/)% 
JIiN II. 19H 5~lqqO. il 376 R+203 R+lOB MD 57 I JIiN 12, 197~ 5~28BO. 12 377 R+20Q R+109 I'll 5B JIiN 13. 19H 5Q~320. 13 37B R+205 R+lIO I'll 59 JAN I~. 197~ 5Q5760. IQ 379 R+206 R+l1I I'D 60 JIiN 15. 197~ 5~7200. I, 3BO R+207 R+IIZ I'll 61 JIiN 16, 197~ 5QB6QO. 16 381 Rt20B R+1I3 1'Il6Z 
JAN IT, 197Q 5500BO. 17 3B2 R+209 R'IH MIl 63 :: JIiN lB. 19H 551520. IB 3B3 R+210 R'1I5 I'll 6~ "j 
" 1 
1 
CAl.EN!lER DAY !lIMES JULIAN 
JAN 19. 197~ 552960. 19 
JAN 20. 197q 55~~00. 20 
JAN 21. 19H 5558~0. 21 
JAN 22. 19H 557280. 22 
JAN 23. 19H 558720. 23 
JAN 2Q. 19H 560160. 2~ 
JAN 25. 19H 561600. 25 
JAN 26. 19H 5630~D. 26 
JAN 27. 19H 56~~8a. 21 
JAN 28. 197~ 565920. 28 
JAN 29. 19H 567360. 29 
JAN 30. 19H 568800. 30 
JAN 31. 19H 5T02qO. 31 
FEB I. 19H 571680. 32 
FEB 2. 19H 573120. 33 
FE8 3. 19H 5Tq560. 3q 
FEB q. 19H 576000. 35 
FE8 5. 19H 57YqqO. 36 
FEB G. 197'1 578S80. 31 
FEB T, 19H 580320. 38 
FEB 8, 19H 58\160. 39 
FEB 9, 197Q 583200. ~O 
FEB 10. 197~ 5B%~O. ql 
FEB 11, 197q 58.080. q2 
FEB 12, !9H 587520. '13 
FEB 13, 1I1H 588960. qq 
FE8 IQ, ,~H 590qOO. qs 
FEB 15, ,~7~ 59ISQO. ~6 
FEB 1&, t"ITl.J 593280. q1 
FEB 11., ~~;fl.J 59Q720. qB 
FEB 18, 19H 596160. ~9 
FEB 19, 19H 597600. 50 
FEB 20. 19H 5990~0. 51 
FEB 21, 19H 600Q80. 52 
FEB 22. 197q .01920. 53 
FEB 23, 19H 603360. Sq 
FEB Zq, 19H 60Q800. 55 
FEB 25, 19H 6062QO. 56 
FE8 26, 19H 607680. 51 
FEB 27. 197~ 609120. 5B 
FEB 2B, 197~ 610560. 59 
flAIl I, 19H 612000. 60 
MAil 2, 19H 613QQO. 61 
-
3. 197q 61Q8BO. 62 
-
q, 197~ 616320. 63 
-
5, 197~ 617160. 6q 
-
6. 19Tq 619200. 65 
-
1, 191q 6206QO. 66 
-
B, 19H 6220BO. 67 
-
9. 197Q 623520. 68 
-
10, 19H 62~960. 69 
I'IM 11, 19H 626~00. 70 
-
12, 19H 621SQO. 11 
SLDAY SLZ 513 
38~ R+211 R+1I6 
385 R+212 R+II1 
386 R+2:13 R+118 
381 R+21!f R+119 
388 R+215 R+120 
389 R+216 R+121 
390 R+2\1 iI+122 
391 H+218 R+123 
392 R+219 R+12~ 
393 R+220 R+125 
39~ R+221 R+126 
395 R+222 R+121 
396 R+223 "+128 
391 R+22~ A+129 
398 R+225 R+130 
399 R+226 R+131 
qOO R+227 R+l32 
~Ol R+228 R+l33 
Q02 R+229 R+13Q 
~03 R+230 R+135 
q~ R+231 R+136 
Q05 R+232 R+13T 
q06 R+233 R+l38 
q07 R+23q R+l39 
qOB R+235 R+lqQ 
q09 R+236 R+lql 
qlO R+:lJ7 R+lq2 
~II R+238 R+lq3 
ql2 R+239 R+lqq 
~13 R+2~0 R+I~5 
~I~ R+2~1 R+H6 
ql5 R+2~L R+I~7 
ql6 R+2q3 R+I~B 
ql7 R+2~~ R+I~9 
~18 R+2~5 R+l50 
ql9 R+2% R+151 
Q20 R+2~1 R+152 
q21 R+2qB R+153 
q22 R+2~9 R+15q 
q23 R+250 R+l55 
q2~ A+251 R+l56 
q25 R+252 R+157 
q26 R+253 H+l58 
q27 fi+251.j R+l59 
q28 R+255 R+l60 
q29 RfZr;6 R+161 
~30 R+2;7 R+162 
q31 Rt2r:t\1 1;+163 
q32 R+l;q R+l6q 
~33 Rt26v R+l65 
~3Q R+26', R+166 
~35 R+2bZ R+167 






































































CALEMlER DAY IIIMITES JIJlIIW 5lDIIY 5L2 51.3 5l~ 
11M 13. 197~ &Z92~0. 12 ~31 8+26~ R+169 8+ 33 
PIAl! I~. 19H 630120. 13 ~38 8+265 8+\10 8+ 3~ 
11M 15. 19H 632160. H ~39 ~+266 R+I71 R+ 35 
11M 16. 191~ 633600. 15 ~ R+261 ni:'l72 R' 36 
11M 17. 19H 635~. 76 .... 1 R+268 R<'/73 R+ 31 
-
18. 191~ '36~80. TT .... % R+269 R+IH R+ 38 
-
i9.19H 631920. 18 .... 3 R+210 R+\15 fl+ 39 
!WI 20. 19H 639360. 19 
-
R+%T1 8+\16 R+ 'to 
'"'" 
21. 19H 6~08oo. 80 't't5 R+272 R+\11 R+ ~I 
-
22. 197~ '~Z2'to. n 
"'" 
8+2T3 8+\18 R+ ~2 
PIAl! 23. 197~ '~3680. 82 .... 1 R+21~ ~+IH R+ ~3 
PIAl! 2~. 191q 6~I20. 83 ....8 R+%15 R+I80 R+ .... 
11M 25, 197"1 6~6560. 8q .... 9 R+Z76 R+181 R+ ~5 
lIAR 26. 19H 6~8000. 85 ~50 R+211 R+l82 R+ % 
PIAl! 21, 19H 6~9""0. 86 ~I R+218 R+I83 R' ~7 
-
28. 19H 650880. 81 ~52 8+279 R+18~ R' q8 
11M 29. \9H 652320. 88 ~53 R+280 8+185 R+ q9 
1 !WI 3D. 191q 653760. B9 ~q R+281 R+186 R+ 50 
-
31. 191q. £55200. '0 't55 8+282 8+187 8+ 51 
IIPR I. 19H 6566~O. .1 '156 R+283 R+188 ft. 52 I IIPR 2. 191q 658080. n t:t51 R+28q R+189 ft+ 53 I l1'li 3. 197~ &5'!S20. 93 '158 R+285 R+190 R+ sq M'R 1. 197q 660960. ,q '159 R+286 R+191 R'55 I APR 5. 191q 662'100. 95 160 8+287 R+ln R'56 
IIPR 6. 191~ 6638,;(). 9' 161 ft'288 R+193 8+ 57 "1 
IIPR 7. 19H &65280. 97 162 A+289 R+litt R+ 58 
I 
M'R 8. 197q &66720. 98 q63 R+290 R+I95 ft. 59 
IIPR •• 19H &68160. 99 16~ R+29 I R+196 ft. 60 
I 
1 
I 
1 
j 
, 
I 
,- j 
